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INDEX TO VOLUME XXVI. 

A 
Abortion in cows, to prevent. 116 
Agriculture, report of the Comm’r of.. 20 
Agriculture—trade. 260, 
Agriculture in our common schools... 367 
AgrieulturaLeducation.. 211 

.. implements and machines.209, 248 

.. fairs, who shall address. 311 
Agricultural exhibition. 259 
Alpaca, the.. 337 
American cheese in England.84 
.. implements in Germany.334 

\Ammonia and tillage. 273 
Animals, fattening. 274 
Ashes removed by crops. 333 
Ashes as a manure. 370 
Asses, an apology for. 22 
Ayrshire cattle .. 80 

B 
Barn, largest in New York. 368 
Barnyard, how to make a ..... 19 
Barrel, a portable swill. 172 
Basement stables .. 204 
Bees. 341 
.. hiving.  210 
Bees, artificial comb for. 175 
Beet sugar, in the West. 277 
.. can farmers make'(. 334 
Beets vs. sorghum. 193 
Boys’ page,.33, 64, 94,125, 126,191,223, 255 

285, 350 
ing colts. Ill 

C 
Calves, raising by hand. 78 
Cattle, a diminutive breed. 81 
.. Ayrshire.„. SO 
.. mellon, the. 16 
.. training to jump. 280 
Cattle Plague. 373 
Can ots, culture of. 117 
Cheese, American in England. S4 

. big Canada. 344 
making, factory system. 112 

.. manuf. convention of. 53 
Chemistry of wool and its management 308 
Cider ... .•. 312 
Clay, effects of on sandy soil. 52 
Club, the Hexham farmers'..175 
Clover, hay for sheep. 140 
Colts, breaking. Ill 
Comm’r of agriculture, report of.. 20 
Cool water. 204 
Corn harvest. 276 
Corn fodder. 193 
Corn, to measure in the crib. 290 
Corn shocking. 370 
Corn, large and small crops.*.... 363'’ 
Cows, garget in. .*. 368 
Cultivators, two-horse.3SI 
.. low price of. 280 
Cotswold sheep. 113 
.. large .. 21 
.. and Southdowns. 307 
Couch grass.... 182 
Cows, feeding in winter...,. 49 
.. feeding whey to... 56 
.. kicking.2S4 
.. produce of two.   79 
.. to prevent abortion in............. 116 
Country boys, a word to. 312 
.. house, how to alter.280 
Crop s. 259 
Cud, loss of . S3 
Cultivation of wheat. 275 
Cure for ringbone. 270 
Cut >vorms and deep plowing. 1S3 

D 

Dairy stock vs. wheat. 340 
Discussions at New York State Fair.. 201 
Drainage.   872 
Drainage, theory of land. 181 

E 
Eggs, how to obtain. 278 
Emigration from Ireland. 356 
Emigration to Maryland. 216 
Exchange, agricultural. 239 

F 

Fair, New York State. 299 
Fairs, who shall address our agricult’l. 311 
Farm and garden. 240 
.. great profit from. 82 
.. work in Japan. 14 
Farmers’tools.  .. 305 
.. hard time for in England. 22 
.. club, the Hexham. 175 
.. fire side... 142 
.. visiting. 146 
Farmers’ club. 320 
Farming, fortune sunk in. 272 
.. grand..279 
.. Mexican. 274 
.. on Tyneside. 180 
Farm of H. W.Reecho... 371 
Farming in California. 360 
Farming, capital and partnership in ... 36S 
Fattening animats. 274 
Feeding cows in winter. 49 
.. grain to sheep. 86 
.. regularity in. 305 
.. turnips. 21 
.. whey to cows. 56 
Fence posts, setting.247 
.. portable.   183 
Fleeces scoured. 245 
Fodder corn, fabulous. S3 
.. drilled corn for. 110 
Foot rot in sheep,. 181, 207, 244 
Forest tree culture.210, 244 
.. trees, preservation of. 271 
Forest trees, planting. 35 

G 

Garget in cows.368 
Garden and farm.   240 
Goose, its value. Ac. 45 
Goslings. 204 
Grain farms, rotation on.109 
Grain scoop. 77 
Grain trade—English, 1S64.  SO 
Growing timber.  280 
Gypsum, a new view of the action of. 47 

H 
Harrow, a Canadian.179 
Harrows and harrowing. 85 
Harrow, Howard’s zig zag. 1S3 
Harvest, corn. 276 
Hint, taking the... 151 
Hiving bees. 210 
Homestead, the farm—England. 46 
Hop crop.311 
.. culture of.118, 146 
Horse powers, Perry's Am. 372 
Horse flesh, use of. 19 
Horses at pasture. 179 
.. halter for. 270 
.. management of restive. 19 
.. scours in. 24 
.. to prevent kicking. 305 
.. warts on. 21 
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Ice houses.304 
Ice house, filling with snow. 21 
.. preserving. 344 
Illinois land. 260 
implements. American in Germany .. 3:34 
.. and machines.209, 248 
..at N. Y. State Fair.. 299 

Implements, trial of. 22 
Inquiries and answers.. .36, 96, 129 194, 226 

291, 322, 357, 379 
J 

Japan, farm work. 14 

L. 
Ladies’ department . 82. 63, 93, 124,160,190 

224, 254, 2S6, 318, 351 
Land drainage, theory of..... 181 
Leisure ..   307 
Letter from Minnesota... 85 
... .Missouri... 51 
.. .. .. .. .Philadelphia....,. 343 
.. ..Sanford Howard. 56 
Letter from Down Eas.369 
Liniment wonderfu.. 79 
Lindley, Dr. John, death of. 3S0 
Liquid wealth lost.364 

Iff 
Machine reaping.. . 273 
.universal. 204 

Manure pits..272 
Manures, permanent. 77 
Manuring, surface.144, 184, 247 
Markets, the..; 36, 66, 95, 123,161. 192, 225 

257, 28S, 321, 354 
Markets. 379 
Market paper. 356 
Marvland emigration. 216 
Melon, the cattle. 16 
Mexican farming. 274 
Michigan, farming in.   81 
Milk, facts about. 333 
Milking, early. 31^ 
Minnesota, letter from. So 
Miscellaneous, 34, 65, 92, 127, 159, 256, 287, 

319, 352 
Missouri, letter from. 51 
Mower in Saxony. 81 
Muck.    215 
Mutton the meat for farmers.370 
Mutton sheep. 144 

N 
Notes, by “ S. W.,’’ 52,116,145,182, 206, 241 

280, 306, 335 
New York State Fair. 321 
New York State Fair, discussions at.. 301 
Nails, Ac .  305 
Notes on the weather. 378 

© 
Oaks raising. Ill 
Oats, tall. 50 
.. changed to rye. 23 
Oil, neats foot, make your own. 48 
Old sods, burning. 243 
Onions, how to raise. 113 
Onion, qualities of the.374 
Orchard grass. 371 
Oxen, working. 1S4 

P 
Paint, a cheap. 208 
. farmers. 50 
Peach leaves, fungus on. 24 
Perry s American Horse Power. 371 
Pigs. 272 
Pig story. 207 
Plague, cattle...'..354 
Plow, the steam. 17 
Plowing .. 150 
.. among trees.  208 
.. cut worms and deep. 183 
Potato tops.306, 836 
Potatoes—great yield.839 
Potatoes,*sweet. substitute for. 23 
Poultry in frosty weather. 369 
Poultry, management in France. 48 
.. random talk about.204, 238 
.. yard. 13 
Provincial fair. 821 
Pumpkins, for milch cows.  15 

II 

Rats, get rid of.  800 
Reaping machine. 273 
Ringbone, cure for. 270 
liothamstead wheat crop. 842 
Root crops. 176 
Rotation of grain farms .... 109 
Russian hog. 193 
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Apple butter. 32 
.. float. 124 
.. snow.‘254 
Beans baked. 63 
.. Californian. 160 
Beer, spruce. 318 
Bread and butter. 63 
Butter, substitute for.254 
Cake, Johnny. 851 
.. W estpoint. 224 
Carved Ivorv, to clean. 32 
Cooking, now way. 63 
Cream velvet. 2S6 
Cucumber pickle. 253 
Cheese, lemon cake. 318 
Cold Cream. 32 
Cookies ... . 93 
Flummery. 254 
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Ginger snaps. . 93 
Hair wash. .318 
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Ice cream. . 254 
.. Philadelphia. . 254 
.. strawberry. .254 
Jelly currant. . 224 
Lemon cheese cake.... . 31S 
Mango pickles. .. 318 
Pancakes. . 254 
Pickles, mango. . 318 
.. cucumbers. . 253 
.. French. .351 
Pop—buttermilk. 
Pfhlding, delicate. .2S6 
.. hard times. 
.. Indian, baked...._ . 93 
Rice pudding. . 124 
Sauce, wine or cider.... . 224 
Salad chicken. . 93 
Sally Lun. ....124, 286 
Soup. . 254 
.. Turkey. . 93 
Syrup, blackberry. . 286 
Vinegar, raspberry. . 2 24 
Waiters. . 351 
Wine, currant. . 224 
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Salmon breeding. . 79 
Salting stock. . 23 
Scoundrels, a law for ... . 17S 
Scours in horses. . 24 
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Screws. &c. . 305 
Scours in calves.  339 
Seed drill. 154 
Sheep, clover hay for. 140 
Shrinkage of nay. 112 
Squash bugs, «fcc. 56 
Stock diseased. 216 
Surface manuring.184 
Steam plow on a run down farm'. 17 
Seed, change of. 49 
.. timothy . .•.T.342 
Seeding land to grass. 258 
Sheep. Gotswold. Ill 
.. feeding grain to. 86 
.. foot rot in.181, 207, 244 
.. good. 56 
.. great improvement in. 177 
.. large Cots wold.• .. 21 
.. marking. 4S 
.. for mutton.144 
.. most profitable for wool. 304 
.. scab in. 204 
Sheep washing. 321 
Sheep show, State. 193 
Sheep, fattening in winter. 363 
Shingles, fireproof wash. 19 
Shorthorn breeding. 17 
.. breeders circular to. 341 
Sods, burning old. 243 
Soil, stirring the. 273 
Soil sandy, the best for garden.... -_241 
Southdowns and Cotswolds. 307 
Stables, basement. 204 
Stock, salting. 23 
.. salt for. 49 
.. wintering.50,18 
.. and dairy vs. wheat. 340 
Stock, cutting feed for. 364 
Stock feeding. 367 
Sugar beet in the West. 277 
Superphosphate, permanence of.140 
Summer fallow on wheat.277 
Sweet potatoes, substitute for. 23 
Swine, characteristics of. 173 

T 

Tea, cultivation of in Geogia.871 
Thistles, Canada—how to kill. 18 
Tillage and ammonia. 273 
Timber growing. 280 
Timothy seed ...  342 

T 

Tobacco from Egypt. .356 
Tobacco, culture of.. . 303 
Tools, farmers’. .305 
Top dressing for land. . 336 
Tomatoes. . 2S0 
Trade—agriculture.. .269 
Trees forest culture. .210, 244 
.. plowing among. .208 
.. value of. . 242 
Turnip culture in Canada .... . 17 
.. feeding. . 21 
.. large crop of. . 1S3 
.. seed. . 50 
.. vitality of. . 23 
Turnip culture in Canada .... . 17 
.. seed, vitality of. . 23 

IT 

Under draining. .208 
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Value of trees... .242 
Virginia lands. . 270 
Vines, situation for grape .... . 91 

W 
Warts on horses. 
Washing sheep. 
Washington, a great farmer. 
Water, cool. 
Weather, notes on .66,128, 
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Wheat, cultivation of.. 
Wheat, white. 
.. growers, compliment to. 
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.. shrinkage. 
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Wood, quality of. 
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356 
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259 
279 
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271 
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193 
225 
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304 
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357 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM: 

Apples in New York.... 363 
Barley, winter.201, 236 
Beans, rich land for . 266 
Blackberry, a new . 236 
Boots for farmers . 73 
Buckwheat, thin f eeding___ .. 329 
Butter, high price of. 12 
Cattle, should they be fed two or 

three times a day. 9 
Chickens, cooked food for. 11 
Cattle, cooking food for. 41 
Corn, fodder, yield per acre. 42 
Cheese factories .44, 76, 202 
Cattle, relative price of good and 
poor....44, 267 

Cattle, water in lean and fat. 75 
Crops and prices in Canada. 76 
Clover, large red.. . 108 
Clover machine for sowing. 108 
Clover vs. timothy.107,139 
Clover, raising seed. 139 
Corn and bean planter.169 
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Ditching, a law on the subject 
wanted. 73 
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Farmers, Canadian. 268 
Finances, national, our. 330 
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Hay, export of. 73 
Hogs, scarcity of. 12 
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Wool, imports of. 11 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 13. 

I was plowing on the 6tli of December. The 

weather was as mild as May, and the land turned up 

as mellow as could be desired. One of my weather- 

wise neighbors said we should have no snow this 

winter, and but little frost. The next day a severe 

storm set in, and before morning it turned to snow, 

and when I went to bed that night the thermometer 

was only 6° above zero ! Winter set in grimly and 

in earnest. The plows were still out in the field, 

but I told the men to get them in. We have plowed 

our last furrow. We have dug our last ditch. The 

campaign of 1864 is ended. We have gone into 

winter quarters. 

The operations of the year have not been very suc¬ 

cessful. Those farmers who had their land in a high 

state of cultivation, and well stocked, have made 

money ; but it has been a poor year for poor farmers. 

Let us hope for a better season next year, and above 

all let us make up our minds to “ farm better.” If I 

were a good talker, I would stump Western New 

York this winter in favor of “ high farmiug.” The 

war will make great changes in our agriculture. 

We shall have better prices, and good farmers will 

make money. 

Some of the agricultural papers are discussing the 

question whether farmers ought to work or not! It 

is seldom that a farmer succeeds in this country who 

does not labor more or less with his own hands. It 

is so difficult to get men who can perform even the 

most ordinary agricultural operation, without some 

one to think for them and instruct them in the mi¬ 

nutest details, that unless the farmer is with them 

nearly all the time little will be accomplished. The 

main item of expense on a farm is for labor, and this 

must be made tas efficient as possible, or no money 

can be made by farming. How to get the most 

work done, is the question. On a large farm, where 

a good many men are employed, the farmer will 

have enough to do to keep things in order, without 

working himself. But on a small farm he 

must work with his hands as well as his 

head. For my own part, I like to work, but 

I always think that I ought to be doing something 

else. It is a real luxury to take hold of the*plow or 

the hoe, and in mere mechanical labor forget the 

cares and anxieties which so constantly oppress us, 

It is a luxury, however, that a large farmer cannot 

afford. In the winter season, when he has fewer 

men, he can work more himself; and if he attends to 

his stock, they will come out in the spring far better 

than if left to other hands. It is almost impossible 

to get any one to feed stock regularly and with judg¬ 

ment. The farmer, if he does not do the whole work 

himself, must at all events give it his daily personal 

attention. 

“ Should stock be fed two or three times a day ? ” 

was a question discussed pretty thoroughly in the 

Genesee Farmer a few years since. Some facts were 

mentioned which seemed to show that the oftener 

animals were fed, the better. I think animals 

should be fed at least three times a day. During 

these short days it is very important that they should 

be fed early in the morning. And I think the Eng¬ 

lish practice of “ supping up” at night might be in¬ 

troduced with advantage. In an English country 

village the church bell rings at eight o’clock in the 

evening, and the men turn out. to feed, water and 

bed-down their horses and cows for the night. It 

rings again at five o’clock in the morning, when the 

men are expected to get up and attend to their 

horses. 

To those who are as short of straw as I am, there 

is a decided advantage in not bedding down the 

horses till eight o’clock. They will not use up more 

than half as much straw as when bedded down at 

dark. Horses that work, also need a little feed and 

wTater at eight o’clock, and by adopting this practice 

of “ supping up,” you See that all is right for the 

night. 

The great point, however, is to get them attended 

to early in the morning. Perhaps, in this severe 

cold weather, five o’clock is a little too early to 

“ turn out,” but by half past five, at least, the horses 

should be fed and watered, and the stable cleaned. 

Then go to breakfast, and by the time you are 

through, it will be light enough to see to fodder the 
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sheep, cows, &c. When this is done let the horses 

have a good cleaning, and be ready to go to work at 

half-past seven. _ 

The want of profitable employment for horses in 

winter is a great drawback in American agriculture. 

On grain farms we have to keep a pretty large force 

to get the plowing done in good season, and conse¬ 

quently on a large farm we need more horses than 

can be employed in winter. Feed is so high that 

we can hardly afford to let a horse lie idle all winter, 

even if he eats little else than straw. I mean to 

keep my horses busy drawing wood. I have one of 

Remingtons’ new Horse Powers, with a drag-saw at¬ 

tachment. I put it in the woods, and saw the logs 

into 16-inch lengths. It will saw off a log two feet 

through in less than two minutes. In the city they 

charge from $2 to $3 a cord for sawing and splitting 

wood, and it would seem that the work can be done 

cheaper than that in the woods with a good drag 

saw. It is more work to handle the wood when 

sawed and split, but I think it will pay. At all 

events I mean to try it. Good hard wood brings $12 

a cord in the city, and it costs at least $2 more to 

saw and split it. Fourteen dollars a cord! With 

fbod and clothing correspondingly high, it will be a 

trying winter for the poor. 

War is always hard on the poor. Wages do not 

keep pace with the advance in prices. As compared 

with other countries, wages have hitherto been so high 

that a slight reduction, as compared with the price of 

food, would have been no great hardship. But the 

truth is that the demand for labor and high wages have 

induced an extravagant style of living, which no 

country that keeps a large army in the field can long 

sustain. We must be more economical. But I am 

well aware that no people, as a whole, ever practice 

economy till it is forced upon them. Most men 

spend all they get. An Irishman who got $1.50 a 

week in Ireland, managed to live and bring up a 

large family. Here the same man gets $10 a week, 

but spends the whole, and will tell you just as feel¬ 

ingly as ever that he cannot possibly live on less. 

Count Rumford once remarked that “ the number 

of inhabitants who may be supported, in any coun¬ 

try, upon its internal produce, depends almost as 

much upon the art of epokery as upon that of agri¬ 
culture” 

Instead of drinking a decoction of burnt peas and 

chiccory, sold under the name of coffee, would it not 

be better for a hard-working man to take a good 

bowl of pea or bean soup for breakfast ? He need 

not confine himself to this, but it would certainly be 

v more nutritious and far cheaper than coffee. The 

Scotchman with his oatmeal and milk is just as 

Realty and healthy as the American with his pork, 

hot cakes, molasses and “ fixings.” A French fam¬ 

ily, with their skill in making savory soup, will live 

on what an Irish-American family wastes. 

Pork is the most expensive meat we can now eat. 

Mutton is the cheapest. Pork costs 20 cents a pound 

by the barrel, while mutton can be bought for 5 

cents a pound. If fat, it is almost as nutritious as 

pork, and if the “broth” in which the mutton is 

boiled is used, it will go nearly as far. But we need 

good cookery to make it savory. 

It is very pleasant to let the imagination dwell on 

the big crops which we are going to raise next year 1 

Calculating the wheat at 30 bushels per acre; the 

barley at 40 bushels; oats at 60 bushels ; corn at 75 

bushels; potatoes at 200 bushels, and other crops in 

proportion, how easy it is to figure up very respecta¬ 

ble profits! No good farmer ought to be satisfied 

with less than these yields, but how few succeed in 

obtaining them ? The average is not more than one- 

lialf. I have not much faith in getting rich by rais¬ 

ing crops which, like tobacco, onions, &c., occasion¬ 

ally afford immense profits. A regular system of 

agriculture, steadily pursued, is the surest road to 

success. 

I intend to set out some turnips for seed next 

spring, not so much because at the present high 

price of seed it can be grown with considerable pro¬ 

fit, but from the difficulty of getting pure seed from 

well-selected bulbs. I have never raised any turnip 

seed, and do not know what is considered a good 

crop. Stephens, in his Book of the Farm, says 1,500 

pounds per acre is “ a very moderate crop of turnip 

seed.” Last year it was sold at the seed stores in 

the city at $1 per pound. At this rate it must be a 

profitable crop to grow. I wish some one who has 

had experience [in raising it in this country would 

write an article on the subject. 

“ The destruction of the poor is their poverty.” 

How true this is in agriculture. Many farmers have 

not capital enough to construct even sheds for their 

cattle and sheep, and the result is that they lose 

nearly half the benefit of the food. They are toe 

poor to be economical. How few farmers have prop¬ 

erly arranged buildings, and they have to do all 

their work at arms’ length. I was reading an arti¬ 

cle the other day from a correspondent of the Irish 

Farmers' Gazette, complaining of the action of the 

banks in not loaning money to farmers for a longer 

period than three months. He thought that as 

farmers were the mainstay of the country, and that 

as anything which injured them injured all other 

classes, this want of discrimination on the part of the 

banks was one reason why Ireland did not keep pace 

with England and Scotland in agricultural and na- 
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tional prosperity. Be this as it may, there can be 

no doubt that the want of capital is a serious imped¬ 

iment to agricultural improvement. 

High as everything is, there can be little doubt 

that it will still pay to spend more money in farm¬ 

ing. I would not spend it in building if it could be 

avoided, but in working the land more thoroughly 

and in draining and manuring. It seems to me 

that the capital of the country is being rapidly with¬ 

drawn from agriculture and other productive occupa¬ 

tions. The gold-interest-bearing Government bonds, 

with the present premium on gold, pay 14 per cent., 

and besides are tax free. No ordinary business can 

pay such a rate of interest, to say nothing of the 

heavy taxes. It is no wonder, therefore, that capi¬ 

tal is leaving the farm and the workshop, and that 

those who take a comprehensive view of the matter 

are becoming alarmed. One thing seems certain: 

those farmers who have capital to spare, or who can 

command it, would do well to expend it in judicious 

improvements on their farms rather than to engage 

in outside speculations. 

There is a wide-spread conviction that “ farming 

does not pay.” Hitherto it has not been a very lu¬ 

crative business, though the returns have been sure. 

If I mistake not, good farming will for a few years 

to come be more profitable than ever before. The 

very fact that so much capital is being diverted from 

agriculture, will insure better returns to those who 

have sufficient confidence to invest their money in 

improving their farms. 

I told one of my men to give the chickens some 

boiled potatoes, mashed up with a little corn meal, 

and to feed it to them warm. He assured me that 

warm food would kill them! On speaking to some 

others on the subject, I found that it was a common 

opinion that warm food would injure fowls in win¬ 

ter. It seems hardly possible that there can be the 

least foundation for such a notion—other than this, 

that if you give them the food too hot they have not 

sense enough to wait till it gets cool, but will scald 

their mouths with it. Bement says: 

“ Potatoes are, according to our experience, a 

cheap, wholesome and nutritious food for fowls. If 

fed alone, without grain, they are very apt to make 

them scour. And we have found it indispensable, 

not only to feed them in a boiled state, but hot; not 

too hot, however, as they are so stupid as to burn 

their mouths if permitted. It is likewise necessary 

to break the potatoes a little, for they will not un- 

frequently leave a potato when thrown down un¬ 

broken ; taking it, I presume, for a stone, since the 

moment the skin is broken, and the white of the in¬ 

terior is brought into view, they will pounce upon it 

greedily. 

“ Fowls are not fond of raw potatoes, beets, carrots 

or parsneps, though they will sometimes eat them 

when cut into very small pieces. Boiled vegetables, 

mashed up with bran or meal, are excellent food for 

poultry, and answer well for their evening meal 

when grain has been given them in the morning.” 

M. Reaumur made some experiments to ascertain 

whether it was better to cook grain for fowls or to 

feed it dry. He found that as a general rule fowls 

prefer boiled grain [to raw, though sometimes they 

eat the dry grain in preference. The better way is 

to give them cooked food and a little dry grain in 

addition. He found more advantage in cooking In¬ 

dian corn than any other grain. 

The editor of the Farmers' Journal mentions an 

experiment which is directly to the point. He says: 

“ We had a lot which were supplied with grain, 

water and gravel, in the cold season. They did not 

lay till the latter part of February—they weye old 

hens. The next winter, in addition to grain, we 

gave them warm food of potatoes, meal, &c., a fresh 

lot of gravel every week, and pounded bones and 

oyster shells, and care was taken to keep the hen¬ 

house clean. In January, the second winter, the 

same hens laid abundantly. The eggs were worth 

three times as much as the food consumed.” 

Keep hens warm and clean, with plenty of food 

and an occasional scrap of meat, fish, &c., and they 

will furnish all the eggs you want in winter. One 

common error is keeping the hens in a dark poultry 

house. They must have light or they will not lay. 

Contrary to the general opinion, it seems there 

has been more wool imported into this country dur¬ 

ing 1864 than in 1863. It was thought that the high 

premium on exchange and the enhanced duties 

would stop the importation of all foreign wool, ex¬ 

cept that of the lowest grades. But it seems such is 

not the case. The duty on low-priced wool is very 

light as compared with that on finer qualities. And 

it is said that fine wool is imported in a dirty condi¬ 

tion, or even with sand sifted through it, so as to re¬ 

duce its value per pound to the price of wool which 

is charged the lowest duty. 

In the last Mark Lane Express there is an article 

on “ The Great Wool Supply Question.” It seems 

that the amount of wool sent to England from Aus¬ 

tralia up to September 30 this year, was 84,919,645 

pounds; while for the whole of 1863 it was only 

77,173,446 pounds. In 1862, it was, in round num¬ 

bers, 71,000,000 pounds ; in 1861, 68,000,000; in I860,, 

59,000,000; in 1859, 53,000,000; in 1858, 51,000,000; 

and in 1857, 49,000,000 pounds. 

In 1839 there were only 35,879,171 pounds of wool 

imported from Australia. This year it is thought it 

will reach 100,000,000 pounds. The Mark Lane Ex¬ 

press says : “ To put the matter in another light— 

the entire imports of wool into Great Britain in 1854 
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were 81,612,732 pounds; in 1864, Australia alone will 

supply 100,000,000 pounds. The great secret of the 

prodigious expansion in the wool-producing re¬ 

sources of the Australias is the immense sums paid 

to them for wool. Thus in the first eight months 

of 1864 the value of the Australian wool imported 

was £6,962,807, against £4,660,741 in the correspond¬ 

ing period of 1863, and £4,646,745 in the correspond¬ 

ing period of 1862. In other words, we have been 

paying our Australian friends £870,351 per month 

fosr their wool this year; and as our figures show, 

money is making the mare to go with a vengeance.” 

The effect of high prices in stimulating the produc¬ 

tion of "wool is also seen in this country. In 1850, 

according to the United States census, the produc¬ 

tion of wool in the United States and Territories 

was 52,516,959 pounds, and in 1860, 60,264,913 

pounds. But according to the report of the Commis¬ 

sioner of Agriculture for 1863, just published, the 

production of wool in 1862 was 63,524,172 pounds, 

and in 1863, 79,405,215. 

The scarcity of cotton and the high premium on 

gold alone keep up the price of wool. As long as 

gold is over 200, there is not much probability of 

wool being any lower. But when things again as¬ 

sume their normal condition, the “ sheep fever” will 

receive a sudden check—if not sooner. 

The Commissioner of Agriculture says that the 

number of hogs in the United States was less in 

January, 1863, by nearly a million, than in 1859, and 

adds: “ Great as this is, and much as it has influ¬ 

enced the prices of the hog product, yet the defi¬ 

ciency has become greater since January, when the 

returns were made to the department. The great 

scarcity of corn, and its high price caused farmers 

to abandon their young hogs last winter, and many 

perished. The present condition of the corn crop 

will not induce any great extension of hog-raising, 

and hence the products of the hog must command 

prices that cannot but make greater attention to this 

stock one of the highest sources of profit to the 

farmer.” 

Hogs can be increased so rapidly that as soon as 

pigs "will afford a good profit they will be multiplied 

to any extent desired. 

A farmer from Minnesota writes : “ If you should 

come here and see the cattle exposed to our severe 

■winters, you would contrive some plan to shelter 

them.” There is no necessity of going to Minnesota 

to see cattle exposed to winter storms, without other 

protection than a rail fence. I have seen scores of 

such instances even in this State. If farmers real¬ 

ized the advantages of even a slight shelter for their 

cattle, they would soon devise some method of pro¬ 

viding it. Rather than let the cattle be entirely ex¬ 

posed, a screen of evergreens or of cornstalks might 

be constructed in half a day that would be of greai 

advantage. 

Screens to break the wind need not be high. It 

is said that the soldiers in the Crimean wrar found 

that a pile of sods a foot or eighteen inches high 

protected them as well as a wall of six feet, while 

they lay in their blankets on the lee side of this 

slight mound. It is the wind, and not steady cold, 

that is so injurious to animals ; and the same is true 

to a certain extent in regard to plants. It is aston¬ 

ishing how slight a covering will protect a plant. 

Anything that will break the force of the wfind is 

nearly all that is necessary. 

Is there no economical way by which old zigzag 

fences can b® “ straightened out”? They occupy a 

great quantity of land, which is worse than wasted, 

as weeds and rubbish of all kinds accumulate in the 

corners of the fence. One-third of the rails miglit 

be saved, which could be used for making additional 

fence ; and last, though not least, one would not b« 

in constant apprehension that the cattle might 

throw down the rails and get into the growing 

crops. 

I am not sure that, with wood at from $8 to $12 

per cord, it would not be better to use the old rails 

for fuel and make new board fence. I have some 

fences on my farm that would make a cord of wood 

to a rod ! Many of the lower rails are a foot in diam¬ 

eter. They are old settlers, but are still sound, and- 

will make good fire-wood. 

The Philadelphia Rural Advertiser for December 

says : “ The price of best print butter in the Phila¬ 

delphia market has now reached one dollar per 

pound.” The editor, unlike most city editors, thinks 

the price is not so unreasonable as many suppose. 

Ordinary milch cows, he says, have recently been 

sold to farmers for $100 each. Feed of all kinds has 

doubled and trebled, and labor is much higher. 

The editor of the Rural Advertiser, Paschall Mor¬ 

ris, is good authority on such matters, and he says : 

“ Excepting roots, we have found no food to have so 

great an effect in increasing milk secretions as bran, 

or the article called ship-stuff, from which some of 

the coarser parts of the flour have not beea sepa¬ 

rated.” 

I have just been reading an account of a crop of 

mangold wurzel raised by William Bimie, of Spring- 

field, Mass. The cost of manures, cultivation, har¬ 

vesting. &c., was $205.45 on two and a half acres of 
land. The crop was 3,166 bushels of 60 pounds to 
the bushel. Most of us would think $82 per acre a 
large sum to expend in manuring, cultivating and 
harvesting a crop, but in this case it was certainly a 
profitable investment. The mangolds cost only 
cents a bushel when safely stored in the cellar ; and 
the land is left in admirable condition for future 
crops. Such “ high farming” is profitable. 
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A CROW AxVD A CACKLE FROM THE POULTRY-YARD. 

■WRITTEN FOR THE GENESEE FARMER BY C. N. BEMENT. 

The noble and ancient chanticleer, whose clarion 

notes have been the world’s time-piece ever since 

Peter denied his Master, and have never failed to 

sound .the approach of every rising sun ; the birc 

that saved old Rome from conflagration by his warn¬ 

ing voice in the dead of night; shall these lose their 

established rank and give place in man’s affections 

to herds of swine and the sturdy bulls of Bashan ? 

What are all their uncouth grunts, frightful bellow- 

ings about the farmer’s cottage, compared with all 

the chirping, chattering, cackling and crowing with 

which the poultry-yard resounds from day to day ? 

If there is not music there is life in it. 

The cock to the farmer is a living clock, where 

exactness, to be sure, is not quite as correct as some 

erf the Connecticut-made wooden ones; but is suffi¬ 

cient nevertheless to point out the divisions of the 

day and night, of labor or rest. 

If one wishes to be acquainted with the nature 

and inclinations of fowls, one is obliged to have re¬ 

course to the poultry-yard; for we know nothing of 

the habits of wild fowls; but a long bondage has 

operated such great alterations in the nature of our 

fowls that it is not easy to come at their original 

character. For instance: the tame hen makes no 

nest; the wild fowl surely does. The fecundity of 

the former is in a measure unbounded—except in 

the moulting season it lays almost incessantly. 

Analogy will not allow us to doubt but that in the 

wild tribe the laying must be considerably confined, 

and that it takes place only at regular periods. 

The attitudes of the cock are those of haughti¬ 

ness. He carries his head high ; his look is bold and 

quick ; his gait grave; all his motions bespeak a 

noble assurance; he seems to reign over the other 

inhabitants of the poultry-yard. His activity is in¬ 

defatigable, and he is never deficient in vigilence. 

Incessantly taken up with his mates ; he warns them 

out of danger, gets before them, and, if obliged to 

yield to greater force which robs him of one, he for 

a long time expresses by loud out-cries his anger and 

his regrets; feeling for their suffering, he again 

utters long and sonorous exclamations, "when by 

their cries they announce the pains or fatigues of 

laying. A softer chuckling is the signal by which 

he calls them ; his usual shrill crow is, at the same 

time, the expression of his continued vigilence, the 

cry of victory after an engagement, and the accent 

of satisfied love. It was formerly thought that the 

cock and the nightingale were the only day birds 

that sang or crowed in the night. Other species 

also warble after sun-set; but all, as well as the 

nightingale, are quiet when the season of love is 

over; whereas the tame cock crows every day and 

every night throughout its whole existence. How¬ 

ever, there is some ground to presume that it is 

otherwise in the state of nature, and that the crow¬ 

ing of the wild cock is no more, as with other birds, 

than the momentary accent of his loves. 

If the life of the domestic cock be an uninterrupt¬ 

ed series of enjoyments, it is also commonly a con¬ 

tinual scene of war. Peace does not last long be-i 

tween cocks among which the empire of the poultry-v 

yard has been divided, as they are actuated by a 

restless, jealous, hasty, firey disposition ; their quar¬ 

rels are frequent and generally bloody. A fight 

soon follows the provocation. The two adversaries 

face each other; their feathers are bristled up; the 

head low; the bill ready; they set off together; 

they stand stiff, rush forward and dash against each 

other, and repeat the same maneuver till the one 

that is most adroit and is strongest has torn the 

comb of his enemy, has thrown him down by slap- 

ping him writh his wdngs, or has stabbed him with 

his spurs, and only ends by the retreat of one of the 

champions. Sometimes both the champions die in 

the battle. If one of them be conqueror, he imme¬ 

diately celebrates his triumph by repeated crowings 

and by flapping his wings. The other disappears, 

abashed at being defeated. 

The disposition of cocks for fighting so despe¬ 

rately, especially when they are not used to live to¬ 

gether, and meet for the first time, the courage and 

obstinacy which they evince in this often dreadful 

contest, have given the idea of exhibiting cock fights 

in public. It is that sort of tragedy that many 

seem to prefer. The annals of these fights mention 

a very singular sympathy between two cocks. Thev 

had successfully beaten all the others; but they 

could never be made to fight together, notwithstand¬ 

ing the stimulus of the most hateful passions. 

The cock begins to pay his addresses to the hens' 

from the time he is four months old. His full vigor 

only lasts three years, though he may live till ten. 

It is remarked that in cocks of the large species, the 

procreative qualities are later in coming forward; 

they probably enjoy it longer. As soon as the cock 

gets less nimble, he is no more worthy to figure in j 

the seraglio. His successor must be the-finest, the' 

most brave, of all the supemumary young cocks in. 

the poultry-yard. 

Less spirited than the males, hens are also milder 

and more timid, though they fight with each other,, 

and for a moment with ten times more fury than 

the cocks. Their voice is less sonorous; but its dif¬ 

ferent modulations show that they, as well as cocks, 

have a varied language. After having laid, they 

utter loud cries; if they call their chickens together, 

it is by a short, grave clucking; they warn them 

out of danger by a monotonous and lengthened cry, 
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which they repeat till the bird of prey is out of 

sight; in fine, they keep up a continual cackling, 

which seems to be a coherent conversation between 

these very chattering females. There are some hens 

which faintly imitate the crowing of the cock ; they 

are usually the young ones of the year, and they do 

not always keep on this mimic fancy, as we have as¬ 

certained by following several of these cunning hens, 

which happened to be at different times in our 

poultry yard. As to the rest, they had none of those 

exterior characteristics which could bring them near 

the cock ; they lay like the rest, and it is wrong that 

they should be generally proscribed as either barren 

or as ill-omed. The housewives in several parts of 

France were forward in putting to death every hen 

that imitates the crowing of the cock, which in their 

eyes is the effect of a charm; hence a very jocular 

saying, in which there may be some meaning: a hen 

that crows, a parson that dances, a woman that talks 

Latin, never come to any good. 

FARM WORK IN JAPAN. 

A correspondent of the New York Tribune gives 

an interesting account of the manner in which farm 

work is done in Japan, We quote a part of the 

letter: 

“ A short season before the New Year and the 

New Year holidays, are the farmers’ holidays of the 

year—the time when he is least crowded with out¬ 

door or in-door work. The crops of the year last to 

be gathered are the rice and turnip-radish crop, for 

the months of November and December are usually 

so clear and dry that this harvest is left to linger 

along at the farmer’s convenience. The farmer has 

no barns for his crops—the grains are threshed on 

the field, and lucky is he if he has even store-rooms 

for the threshed-out grains. 

“ The weather favors him as to his most important 

erops of rice, turnip-radishes and sweet potatoes, and 

he harvests them as he sells them. The straw and 

refuse is stacked in the fields, waiting any chance 

purchaser; if he comes not, fire soon reduces them 

to ashes and manure. 

“ The leisure the farmer has at this season is much 

employed in traveling near home, visiting Yedo or 

other market towns, and making pilgrimages to fa¬ 

vorite temples. At this season Kanagawa is full of 

strangers from the country, who come far to see the 

strange 6ight of a foreign settlement. 

“But for the farmer whom thrift or necessity 

Stimulates to unceasing labor, there is plenty of 

work for the quiet months of midwinter also. It is 

the time to gather and prepare manures for the 

coming season. There is timber to be got out of 

the woods, fire-wood and charcoal to be made. So 

whenever you go on a country path in winter, in 

early morning you will meet strings of pack horses 

laden with wood, lumber, grain, charcoal, rice, fruits, 

(oranges, pears and persimmons,) nuts, (chestnuts, 

large and small black walnuts,) monstrous strings of 

radishes and other sorts of country produce, and 

with the load are two long empty buckets which are 

to be filled with such manures as the farmer can 

find—principally night-soil, which is collected in un¬ 

sightly, unsavory reservoirs at some convenient 

place. Many of these farmers come regularly to 

town, and go as regularly from house to house, each 

taking what he carries away as his perquisite. He 

would be an unthrifty farmer who would ride or 

lead his horse unladen back from market-town to 

country. One learns to take the windward of these 

pack carriers in his country walks. These manures 

thus carried into the country, are placed to ferment 

in large vats, under cover, by the house or wayside, 

giving forth the most villainous odors, as a matter of 

course. Where this process of fermentation is to pro¬ 

ceed long enough, other matter is added, such as half 

decayed vegetable tops, to increase the mass, to which 

water is added and a stirring given so often as may 

be necessary. I have seen many a clayey hill-side 

which has been scooped out into cave-like receptacles 

for these manures. 

“There is work also for the women and children 

in the latter winter and early spring months, when 

every fine day—and nearly every day is fine—parties 

of them are to be met anywhere, in the woods 

among the brush or along the hill-slopes and water 

courses gathering fuel of dead wood, decaying 

branches, fallen twigs, bamboo grass, reeds and 

leaves, which are stored in large wicker baskets, or 

disposed in bundles to be carried home. This fuel 

is the general fire-wood of the farmers and country¬ 

men, with the exception of a little charcoal for the 

hebachi or brazier around which the family gather 

in-doors as we do around our fire-places and grates. 

Fuel is mainly needed for cooking. The winters in 

this part of Japan are not severe, and the farmers’ 

cottages are always built with a careful regard for a 

sunny exposure and a situation sheltered from the 

northerly winds. Hence their hamlets are found 

along the sheltered valleys or under the lee of pro¬ 

tecting hills. The natural defenses of the position 

are further improved by screens of close hedges, so 

that many of these hamlets, with their well-kept 

hedges, inclosing the thatched cottages, have, at a 

little distance, a charming air of comfort which the 

nearer approach is wont to belie. 

“ The woods, which are all planted timber, are 

frequently cut over to furnish fuel for the towns, 

timber for building, and material for charcoal. 

None of the native wood, self-grown, is to be seen 

hereabout; all is planted. We must go back to the 
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hill ranges, forty to seventy miles distant, for any 

primeval woods, and even there the planting hand 

has been for centuries busy. The favorite trees for 

the planted groves are the Japan cedar (Cryptopieria 

japonica), the pine (P. densiflora), and the retino- 

soora (R. obtusa). Under tlieir cover spring up a 

great variety of indigenous trees. These planted 

groves are supposed to attain no great age, except 

where they are left to adorn the surroundings of a 

favorite temple. 

“The New Year holidays well over, the spring 

work fairly begins. This is, first, stirring the earth 

among the full-grown crops, which is done with a 

mattock of long narrow blade, and which tool is to 

the Japanese, hoe, spade and rake combined. Fre¬ 

quently in early spring it is necessary to tend the 

wheat to set its roots, which have been disturbed 

either by the upheaving frosts or the winds blowing 

away the light soil in the dry winter. The crops 

are all sown in drills; there is no exception—a 

broadcast sowing I have never seen. The hoeing 

and weeding is therefore easily performed, and in the 

first hoeing the earth is always drawn up freshly 

about the roots, no matter what the crop may be. 

Simultaneously with this cultivation is the applica* 

tion of manures, which, with very slight exceptions, 

are applied in a liquid state to the growing crops. 

The wet rice fields are treated differently, as I shall 

mention hereafter. 

“ The farmer is very busy with his work in the 

months of February, March, and the early part of 

April, going between his drills with bucket in one 

hand and wooden dipper in the other. Ashes, which 

are largely employed, are mixed with other manures, 

such as night-soil, the drainage of cess-pools,and ap¬ 

plied- in the same manner. Where other manures 

are difficult to be obtained, sea-weed is employed, 

having been thrown up in large heaps to decay till 

even this can be put into a semi-liquid portable 

form. 

“ The warm suns and frequent rains of spring 

bring on the crops apace, and the first cultivation 

and manuring is not over before weeding follows. 

In this light work the whole household assists, wife 

and children, and most thoroughly is it done. 

“ Owing to the general use of night-soil and the 

comparatively small use of animal manures, the 

weeding is not laborious, and it is a pleasure to see 

how clean of weeds or strange grasses every culti¬ 

vated field is kept. The whole cultivated surface 

is laid off into patches of irregular size and shape, 

according to the conformation of the ground, and 

between these patches and dividing them are nar¬ 

row edges of turf, while threading and interlacing 

the fields in every direction are turf-bordered paths 

wide enough for men and horses to freely pass. The 

turf in all these borders and edgings is kept closely 

pared to check the growth and spread of noxious 

weeds. Were our own farmers as persistent in this 

work, we should soon have done with Canada this¬ 

tles ; perhaps they will be when America becomes 

as thickly populated as Japan, labor becomes as 

cheap, and our agriculture becomes, as it is here, a 

general system of horticulture! 

“ The manner in which these fields are laid out 

give to the landscape one of its chief charms. Here 

laid out in small and regular squares, there in a 

semi-circular sweep along the bend of a hill or 

stream, again in ovals, triangles, or gourd-shaped 

patches, as the natural inequalities of the surface 

indicate, rising one above the other or inclining with 

easy slope toward each other, and everywhere a 

uniform level surface is offered, the drills are pre¬ 

sented to the eye at varying angles to each other so 

as to break up the uniformity, and thus, with the 

farmer’s plodding work a love of order and a pres¬ 

ence of taste is ever manifest, and the ordinary 

laborer becomes an ornamental landscape gardener." 

John Johnston says that he has noticed that 

those farmers who have most difficulty to make 

both ends meet, always plow most and keep most 

stock. Now these men take the true plan to keep 

themselves always poor, because their stock and 
crops are always poor and bring little. It is a good 

profit to raise three hundred bushels of wheat froim 

ten acres; but when it takes thirty acres to raise 

that amount, it is raised at a loss. So it is with cat¬ 

tle and sheep. You will see the thinking farmer 

making four-year-old steers worth from $60 to $80 

each, and his neighbor’s, at the same age, not worth 

over $25 to $40. If his land is exhausted—and a 

great many farms are—then he should plow no more 

than he can thoroughly manure. Seed with clover 

and grass, and let it rest for even two years, and 

that field will not only pay well for tillage, but it 

will furnish manure (if rightly managed), to make 

another field of the same size rich also. It is bad 

policy, when a field is once highly manured, to con¬ 

tinue cropping it with grain until the manure is used 

up. The latter end of that land will be worse than 

the first. But let that land lay in clover, even one 

year, but two is better, after it is manured, and then 

it will stand perhaps six good crops before it requires 

manuring; if clay subsoil it certainly will. 

Value of Pumpkins for Milch Cows.—Two 
cows that were fed on grass were each fed, in addi¬ 
tion, four medium-sized pumpkins daily. The in¬ 
crease in the quantity of milk from the addition of 
the pumpkins to. their feed was about one-third. At 
the same time,.the nutritious quality of the grass 
was deterioating by the severe frosts of autumn. 
The seeds were not-removed, from the. pumpkins. 

L. L._ F. 
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“ THE CATTLE MELON.” 

The English agricultural papers have much to 

say in regard to the “ Cattle Melon/’ introduced a 

year or two since. In the last Gardeners' Chronicle, 

Mr. Blundell, who resides in the south of England, 

writes as follows: 

“ Another year’s experience in the cultivation of 

this valuable green crop has given me more confi¬ 

dence in recommending it to the notice of the agri¬ 

cultural community, not only as a crop capable of 

yielding a large amount of food for cattle, but as 

coming into use at the time of year when the old 

store of mangel is usually exhausted, and before the 

new crop is fit for feeding, and also previous to the 

period of the different sorts of Swedes and turnips 

being ripe for use, at the same time being available 

at the usual period of the greatest scarcity of grass, 

viz., August, September and October. The present 

season is an instance in which the Cattle Melon has 

proved invaluable. In my own case, having a good 

number of fatting and store cattle of different ages 

under [cover, had it not been for the supply of this 

fruit, I must have sold the animals at a great sacri¬ 

fice, or entered into enormous expenses to have kept 

them in condition entirely upon artificial and dry 

food; my store of old mangel was finished on the 

1st of September, since which time I have cut daily 

.such of the melons and marrows as were not likely 

ripen their seed, and cut them with Gardner’s 

cutter, mixing with cake in the same manner as for 

feeding with mangel, and I certainly never saw cat¬ 

tle dp better with so limited a supply of succulent 

food- 

“ The iStage at which the fruit are best for feeding 

T think is about the time the seed begins to form— 

say about two-thirds of the size attained when ripe. 

In order to ascertain the best varieties for cattle 

feeding, and for yielding the largest acreable pro¬ 

duction, I have been induced during the past season 

to get all the sorts I possibly could of melons and 

marrows, and the result of the growth of so many 

kinds has been not only very interesting, but has 

gone far to satisfy me that the melons and marrows 

have each a separate value for agricultural purposes; 

some sorts of marrows have grown like a shrub, and 

produced from eight to ten fruit, weighing two 

pounds each and upwards, and this within a space 

of two feet each way, certainly not more space than 

is required for a forward turnip plant. Some others 

of the same habit of growth give fruit of an elong¬ 

ated shape, and grow to considerable size, producing 

from three to five fruits each, weighing on an average 

about six pounds, within the space of the before- 

named space of two feet; other kinds of marrows 

require much room for the vine, similar to the 

melons. 

“ The whole of the marrows, however, are very 

valuable for feeding purposes, and come quicker to 

maturity, and are fit for use a month earlier than, 

the njelons. I particularly noticed a variety of the 

marrow producing good sized fruits, say eight to ten 

pounds each, and having no sign of seed forming, as 

solid as a Swede or mangel, and as heavy, bulk for 

bulk, being also very sweet to the taste. I have 

seen no new feature in the growth of.the melons 

different from my last year’s description of them. 

As, however, they take a good deal of room, I this 

year planted three rows of mangel between each 

row of melons, and this plan, without injuring the 

growth of the mangel, gives room for the bine to 

spread, so necessary to their successful growth ; in 

another field I planted two rows of potatoes between 

the melons and marrows. In both fields the seed 

came up unevenly owing to the dry weather, some 

making their appearance eight weeks after planting. 

I am therefore of opinion that they should be plantr 

ed at the end of the month of April, in order to se¬ 

cure moisture sufficient to insure the vegetation of 

the seed. It is worthy of notice that the plants 

which did come passed through the ordeal of the 

dry summer admirably. While the mangel and po¬ 

tatoes between the rowrs of melons and marrows 

were almost destroyed by the grub, this insect how¬ 

ever never attacked the melon plants at all; but 

when the plants had nearly attained their full foli¬ 

age, the leaves were attacked by the black aphis, 

which seemed to check them considerably, but after 

the rains of the 23d of August they recovered 

greatly, threw out more foliage and produced fruit 

abundantly, although too late for seeding, yet well 

adapted for present feeding. On clearing some of 

my marrows to-day I weighed a portion, forty fruits 

weighing five hundred and sixty pounds to the pole, 

being forty tuns to the acre, and being exactly the 

same weight per rod as thirty-seven fruits of the 

melons of last year’s growth.” 

Mr. Blundell adds, that although the drouth during 

the past season has diminished the crop, and also 

made the produce available at a later period, yet it 

has not suffered at all in proportion to the other root 

crops. It has, however, delayed the ripening of the 

fruit, and he will in consequence have much less 

seed to spare, and is much disappointed in this mat¬ 

ter, as he had hoped to supply a large demand, so 

many last year having been unable to obtain seed, 

and having expressed a wish to be supplied by his 

growth of the following season. 

We suppose this so-called “ Cattle Melon,” if not 

a pumpkin or squash, belongs to the pumpkin 

family. It has been dignified with the name of 

“ Cattle Melon,” and the seeds have sold at a very 

high price.” 
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BREEDING SHORT-HORNS. 

How is it, a correspondent asks in substance, that 

the best Short-horn families rim the greatest risk of 

being spoiled by bad crossing; and that many fami¬ 

lies, once famous, ham been spoiled irretrievably? 

It is too plain to need proving that good buyers are 

not necessarily good judges, and that plenty of mon¬ 

ey is an indifferent guarantee for plenty of wisdom 

in the use of it. Short-horn breeding is a fashiona¬ 

ble pursuit as well as an important branch of na¬ 

tional trade; and not unfrequently men of wealth 

who can bring no requisite but cash rush into it 

with infatuated ardor. The sorts most in vogue are 

secured. Dealt with in ignorance, they speedily de¬ 

generate. Their owners, unacquainted with the 

great principles implied in the cultivation of im¬ 

proved stock ; knowing nothing of typical resem¬ 

blances and differences; and concluding that all 

sires, if well to look art, are equally well worth em¬ 

ploying, soon disturb, by ill-considered alliances, the 

peculiar characteristics of their purchases, and at 

length have little left beyond the name of what was 

crnce excellent. The reverse of what Sir John Cutler 

did, as related in the memoirs of Martinus Scrible- 

rus, they do. Sir John had a pair of black worsted 

stockings, which his maid darned so often with silk 

that they became at last a pair of silk stockings. It 

is with them, silk stockings that are darned with 

worsted; crossed and re-crossed with inferior bulls 

until the power of the blood they started with is but 

the shadow of a shade. The truth is, and it is noto¬ 

rious, that many persons (breeders, perhaps we ought 

tp call them) use bulls with as little knowledge of 

what they are doing as a man takes one of two 

roads where there is no finger-post to guide him.— 

Bell's Messenger. 

Turnip Culture in Canada.—Sanford Howard, 

of the Michigan Agricultural College, was in Canada 

West the past autumn, and writes as follows to the 

Country Gentleman: 

“ The extent to which root-culture is carried on in 

Canada would surprise some of our farmers. The 

Swedish turnip (ruta baga) is the principal root, and 

of this I found from ten to twenty acres or more on 

farms in general. Mr. Stone, as I was informed, had 

fifty acres. I saw a portion of the crop, which, like 

that of this section generally, is fine, although the 

season, until quite late, was very unfavorable. Many 

farmers say their crop will reach from 800 to 1,000 

bushels to the acre.” 

As the climate of Canada West is quite similar to 

that of Western New York, we would be glad if 

#pme of our Canadian subscribers would give us 

their method of culture, and especially as to the best 

tray of keeping the turnips during the winter. 

THE STEAM PLOW ON A RUN-DOWN FARM. 

The London Agricultural Gazette for Nov. 19 

gives an account of the performances of Fowler’s 

steam plow (the kind which has been imported to 

this country) on a farm which had lain idle till the 

16th of June. 

The farm belongs to Mr. Dunn, of London, who 

in an unfortunate hour had granted a lease to an in¬ 

competent tenant. After this farm had been, occu¬ 

pied for eight or nine years, unable to exact more 

from the land and landlord than he had already 

done, the tenant abandoned the farm and the coun¬ 

try, and it wras not until after suffering “ the law’s 

delay” for several months that the landlord could 

legally take possession, so that the farm lay for 

nearly six months without man or beast upon it. 

In this neglected state the proprietor about the 

middle of J une obtained possession. How was he to 

begin at this season of the year, without a laborer or 

a working animal? Mr. Read’s steam plow had 

done all its summer work and was lying idle. 

The agent Secured the services of this implement. 

On the 16th of June it was therefore set to work on 

this farm of 800 acres, about one-half of which is in 

tillage. 

The first field it did was one on which Swedes had 

been roughly planted the year previously, but it had 

not been touched since the crop was eaten off, and 

was then a perfect wilderness of couch, dock, this¬ 

tles and dandelions. The steam plow plowed this 

three times, and dragged it six or eight times over, 

and very soon the field was made perfectly clean and 

planted with turnips. The next field received simi¬ 

lar treatment. The third is of especial interest as 

illustrating the power of the steam plow under the 

greatest disadvantages. It had been uncultivated 

for four or five years, having had only one crop 

planted upon it during that period. Its soil was 

matted together by a network of couch, and to break 

up in the middle of the last dry summer this couchr 

bound sun-hardened soil, 6eemed like attempting to 

break up a turnpike read. This field is 35 acres in 

extent, and the engine wTas set to work in it July 7, 

and left it on the 22d, having plowed, cultivated and 

dragged the most part of it six or eight times to a 

place. 

Under the active and judicious management of 

Mr. John Attwater, who had singularly propitious 

weather to help him, after the steam plow with drag 

attached had begun work, there followed drag?, 

rolls and harrows, with laborers to collect and bum 

the filth. And no sooner had the steam plow dene 

it once than the Bame thing was repeated; and by 

this means, in little over a fortnight, this land, 

which was in a most wretched state, became pe> 

fectly clean, and now there is a good plant of turnips* 
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growing upon it. The exact quantity of work done 

and paid for on Coomb End from the 16th of June 

until the 9th of August was— 
A. K. P. 

Plowing.;.179 0 14 
Cultivating. . 49 2 28 
Draggings.358 0 28 

586 3 30 

The farm is now restored to a comparatively clean 

state, and a greater triumph of steam cultivation we 

have never known. 
-—. 

HOW TO KILL CANADA THISTLES. 

Heavy seeding and early mowing are the only 

remedies for this pest. To cultivate the ground ex¬ 

cept by thorough fallowing, is a sure means of en¬ 

couraging their growth and spreading. And even 

the most perfect and expensive fallowing is liable to 

fail of its object if by chance a single stalk is allowed 

to seed in the neighborhood; because the seeds are 

scattered by the wind with great facility, and the 

better the tilth the more readily the seed germin¬ 

ates. By ordinary cultivation the roots are broken 

and distributed, and the seed is matured usually be¬ 

fore the crop is ripe enough to harvest. Under such 

circumstances the spread is very rapid. And even 

in pastures they multiply rapidly, especially in loose 

soils. To rid land of thistles, seed it thickly with 

grass. A good strong growth of grass, besides re¬ 

ducing the amount of thistles at once, decreases its 

vitality, and thus retards the maturity until a later 

period than that at which the grass is ripe enough 

for haying. If, then, the crop is cut in season, the 

slender stumps of the thistles are exposed to the 

damaging effects of the weather, and no fears need 

be entertained of spreading by either root or seed¬ 

ing. If the cutting is delayed, there is little danger 

from seeding, as it is rare to find seeds having vital¬ 

ity when grown among grass. Time and patient 

determination are necessary to final success. How 

long a time will be required in every case to com¬ 

plete their destruction, I will not undertake to say ; 

but I have never known an instance when enough 

thistles were found at the second cutting to injure 

the market value of the hay, or to materially lessen 

its amount. As a rule, I think the third mowing 

will prove effectual, except against what may yet 

spring from seed remaining in the soil. 

It is said that a company has been organized in 

New York, with a capital of $200,000, to establish a 

beet-root sugar factory in the West. There can be 

no doubt that, at the present price of sugar, it can 

be made from the beet with considerable profit. 

At the agricultural competition of Vaucluse, in 

France, held at Thor, last summer, the prize for 

plowing was carried off by a young woman twenty 

years of age. 

WINTERING STOCK. 

The English agricultural papers are still discuss¬ 

ing the best means of wintering cattle and sheep in 

seasons like the past, when, owing to the great 

drouth, there is a scarcity of fodder, turnips, &c. In 

the November number of the Genesee Farmer wo 

gave some extracts from the remarks made on the 

subject by eminent farmers in different parts of Eng 

land. The question how to winter horses, cattle and 

sheep most economically is one of great interest to 

American farmers at this time, and though we may 

not be able to adopt the recommendation of English 

farmers, we may get some hints that may prove 

useful. 

The London Agricultural Gazette of October 29 

says: 

“ The voluminous reports from many countie* 

which we have published during the past few weeks, 

while they indicate how general the loss of the tur¬ 

nip crop and the failure of the young clover plant 

has been throughout the southern and midland 

counties of England, are yet not generally definite 

and precise enough in the specifications which they 

offer of the treatment which, in the absence of their 

usual food, the live stock of the farm is, during the 

coming winter, to receive. Probably Mr. Stratton’* 

statement that he has found his cattle on straw and 

four or five pounds of oats apiece a day to do as well 

as they used to do on hay and turnips, is the most 

practical contribution that has been made to the die- 

cussion, and to this agrees Mr. Curtler’s recommend¬ 

ation made at the recent meeting of the Worcester 

Agricultural Society. Mr. Curtler has no turnips, 

very few mangels, and very little hay, but he ha* 

good crops of straw; so that he may be considered 

this season, as he no doubt is at all times, a good 

model farmer. What, then, is his remedy for the 

difficulties in which he is placed ? He finds that he 

can buy good Irish oats, weighing 39 pounds a 

bushel, for 20s. per quarter [60 cents per bushel], 

and of these he has been giving his lambs a quart a 

day; and, though they have but little to eat from 

the bare pastures, he finds that they are looking re¬ 

markably well. He can keep them for Id. per day 

on these oats, and if he chose lie could do the same 

with maize [Indian corn]. 

“ The following is the substance of what he is re¬ 

ported to have said on this subject: 

“ * He could afford to give his cows a peck of 

maize per day, and by this means he could keep 

them at the rate of 4s. 6d. per head per week; but 

if they liked to keep their stock a bit better and get 

them fatter, they had nothing to do but to cut theix 

bean straw into chaff, put it in a large vessel by the 

side of the engine and wet it, adding to it so much 

corn per cow, and then they had a mucilage that 
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would feed them and get them fat. In this lie did 

not think there was more expense incurred than 

that which attended the growth of turnips. The 

same system might be adopted with regard to their 

cart horses.’ 

“ Mr. Curtler then alluded to the difference of 

price between oil-cake and maize, and wanted to 

know whether one pound of oil-cake was worth two 

pounds of maize or of oats ? He thought there was 

no pretence for keeping up the former at the price 

for which it was sometimes sold, and farmers ought 

to determine, having found a substitute, not to buy 

it, so that in time the price would be brought down 

to what it ought to be. Oats and maize for sheep 

and cattle, and for horses, and mixed with barley 

and wheat if they chose, would be proper food for 

stock during the winter, and it would be found that 

this could be supplied at a less price than turnips 

could be grown.” 
--■■■■- ■ ——---- 

FIRE-PROOF WASH FOR SHINGLES. 

Mr. John Mears communicates the following to 

the Boston Cultivator. He states that after an expe¬ 

rience of eleven years, and using seven forges in his 

blacksmith shop, he has never seen a shingle on fire 

nor has a nail started. The following is his method 

of preparing them: 

“ Having a large trough, I put into it a bushel of 

quick-lime, half a bushel of refuse salt, and five or 

six pounds of potash, adding water to slack the lime 

and dissolve the vegetable alkali and the salt—well 

knowing that pieces of an old lime-pit, a 6oap barrel 

or a pork tub were not the best kindling stuff, and 

having long since learned, while at the Vineyard 

Sound, that hot salt water whitewash would endure 

far longer than that made with fresh water, absorb¬ 

ing moisture, striking into the wood and not peeling 

the washing off. I set the bundle of shingles nearly 

to the bands in the wash for two hours, then turned 

them end for end. When laid on the roof and walls 

they were brushed over at intervals of two or three 

years after.” 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - 

Use of Horse Flesh.—We learn from the foreign 

journals that the attempts to popularize the use of 

horse flesh have been very successful in Vienna. 

Several butchers’ shops have been opened in that 

city for the sale of this meat, under the authority 

of Government, and with a regulated superintend¬ 

ence. The permission was first obtained a few years 

since, but of late the business has considerably in¬ 

creased.—North British Agriculturist. 

California beats the world in agricultural pro¬ 

ducts. A bundle of oat straw, six feet high, grown 

in the Washoe Valley, has been sent to the editor 

of the Carson City Post. 

MANAGEMENT OF RESTIVE HORSES. 

A correspondent writes: “I have a valuable 

mare, of very high spirits. Last fall she began to 

be restive about starting, so much so that it was 

dangerous to drive her single. She was impatient 

to start, and if held in wrould rear and pitch about, 

sometimes throwing herself down. Finding the 

matter becoming serious, I undertook to cure her, 

arid succeeded perfectly. The modus operandi is 

this: Let the driver have the entire charge of her, 

and take pains, by gentle usage and kindness, to be 

on good terms with her. When she is to be driven, 

let him harness her himself, talking to and patting 

her during the process. When all is ready, go to 

her head and stand, without holding her, if possible, 

till everything is in the buggy but yourself. Now, 

holding the lines, step back a pace or two. She will 

probably start; if she does, pull her up without a 

jerk, speaking kindly to her as soon as she is still. 

If she backs up or rears, hold her by the head, but 

don’t strike her. Repeat the process till she is mad 

enough to stand still, and take that time to get in. 

Now if you order her to start, she will probably 

make more trouble; wait, therefore, till she is ready 

—you can tell by watching her ears—then give her 

the word and let her go. By pursuing this plan a 

few weeks a radical cure may be effected; this, at 

least, is my experience. One very important point 

is, never on any account use any severity with a 

horse of that disposition ; it can never do any good, 

and is almost sure to do hurt. It should be remem¬ 

bered that while it is never necessary to give up to 

a horse, it is very often advisable to humor them.”— 

Exchange,. 

How to Make a Barnyard.—The best way, in 

my opinion, to form a barnyard for the preservation 

of manure, without its becoming muddy, where the 

ground is higher than some of its surrounding parts, 

is to plow and scrape from the center to the outside, 

making a gradual descent from the outside to the 

center. Let the fall be one-half foot in ten. and 
falling a little more as you near the center. Dig a 
drain from the center to some suitable place without 
the yard, where you can construct a vat to put in 
leaves, sods, muck, &c., that will absorb and retain 
the liquor from the yard. The bottom and sides 
may be formed of plank, or may be more substan¬ 
tially built of stone and mortar. The top of the vat 
should be made so as to guard against rains and sur¬ 
face water as much as possible. The drain should 
fall considerably, and should be made of plank eight 
inches high and one foot wide inside. The head of 
the drain should be covered over with a good strong 
iron grate. The yard ought to be well paved with 
cobble stone, and with a little pains you can always 
have a dry yard. The water from the barn and 
sheds should never be allowed to run into the yard, 
but should be carried by good eave-troughs to a 
large cistern for the purpose of watering stock.— 
Working Farmer. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE. 

Ws have received, in pamphlet form, the Report 

of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the year 1864. 

We glean a few facts from it that may be of interest 

to our readers: 

The Wheat crop of 1864 is less than that of 1863 

by over 18,000,000 bushels. Its quality, however, is 

generally superior. 

Rye is nearly a million bushels less than in 1863. 

Barley is nearly three-quarters of a million bush- 

ds less than in 1863. 

The crop of Oats is nearly three million bushels 

greater than in 1863. 

The Corn crop is 55,000,000 bushels less than that 

of 1862, but 78,500,000 bushels greater than that of 

1863. 

The crop of Buckwheat is equal to that of 1862, 

and nearly 3,000,000 bushels greater than that of 

1863. 

The crop of Potatoes is nearly 4,000,000 bushels 

less than that of 1883. 

Hay is over one and a half million tons less than 

in 1863. 

More attention has been paid to the cultivation of 

Flax. • The crop of Cotton in Illinois is 40 per cent, 

larger than in 1882. Sorghum has increased but 

little. Root crops have decreased—a fact which the 

Commissioner regrets, as a good crop of turnips, 

mangels, &c., would take the place of corn in the 

winter feeding of stock. 

Apples, Peaches and Grapes have been very good 

in the Eastern and Middle States, but “ in the West¬ 

ern States the destruction of the trees by the intense 

cold has caused a diminution of fruit that will be 

felt for years.” 

“ Horses—The great demand for horses and mules 

to supply the army has enhanced their price, and 

drawn away a great number from the farming oper¬ 

ations. 

“ Cattle—The large amount of beef consumed by 

the army, the scarcity of corn and fodder the last 

winter, and the drouth of the past summer, will re¬ 

duce to a considerable extent the number of cattle 

to be fattened this year. The supply of cattle is evi¬ 

dently becoming inadequate to meet the wants of 

the army and the people of the country. 

“ Sheep—The increased demand for wool has in¬ 

duced a corresponding increase in sheep raising, one 

of the most important and profitable branches of 

farming, and it is to be hoped that before many 

years have passed we shall not only cease to be im¬ 

porters of wool, but exporters to a large extent* 

“ Swine—The number of fattening hogs is much 

* To a wool-grower this is not a pleasing suggestion. Before 

■wo can export wool the price here must fall to about 80 cents per 

pound.—Ed. G. F. 

below an average, probably one-third; this is mainly 

due to the short crop of com last fall and winter. 

The hog cholera, though still prevailing in som® 

places, has not been so destructive as usual in th» 

West.” 

There is one sentence in the Report which we fail 

to understand. The subject to which it alludes is 

of great interest, and we quote the paragraph entire. 

Perhaps our readers will be able to extract an idea 

out of it: 

“ The prices for November, 1864, have not yet 

been ascertained, and hence the table for that year 

is incomplete. But it may he taken for granted 

that when ascertained they will not give as great a 

proportional value as the prices of November, 

1863, adding to them the increased rate in prices oc¬ 

casioned by the advance in gold, and the increased 

amount of the crops of 1864 ; for the reason that the 

prices in Great Britain, which give value so largely 

to our agricultural products, were much less in 1864 

than in 1863, and to the extent of their reduction 

will he the proportional value of the crop of 1864* 

The value of the crops named for 1864 will range be¬ 

tween $1,500,000,000 and $1,750,000,000. But it is 

evident that the value will be very favorable to th® 

farmer, who, by availing himself of his ability to 

live on his own resources, can avoid, to a great exy 

tent, the increased living expenses that others are 

subject to, from the greatly increased prices of cloth¬ 

ing, rents, fuel and food.” 

The meaning of the paragraph may be this: Th® 

crops of 1864 are larger than in 1863. Prices, how¬ 

ever, owing to lower rates in Great Britain, are not 

now as high in real money or gold as in 1803. Bui 

owing to the depreciation of our legal money, prices 

are nominally higher ; and as farmers can live prin¬ 

cipally on the products of their own farms, the in¬ 

creased cost of living caused by this depreciation of 

paper money affects them far less than other classes, 

and the result, therefore, on the whole, is favorable 

to farmers. While prices are really lower than in 

1883, they are higher in legal money, and though 

the money received for a given amount of farm pro¬ 

duce will not buy as much as the money obtained 

for the same amount of produce last year, yet ae 

farmers have more to sell, and need buy but little, 

they are better off than in 1863. 

This may he the meaning of the paragraph, hut ii 

is somewhat doubtful. One thing, however, is cer¬ 

tain : the statement that prices are lower now in 

Great Britain than they were in 1863 is a mistake. 

In November, 1883, the London Marie Lane Express 

quoted American white wheat in London at $1.20(a) 

$1.24 per bushel; Indian corn, 79@82 cents ; Rye, 79 

cents. The same paper for Nov. 14, 1864, quotes 

prices as follows: American white wheat; $1.29© 
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$1.35 per bushel; Indian corn, 81@93 cents; Rye, 

99c.@$1.02 per bushel. Instead of being “ much 

less in 1864 than in 1863,” wheat was from 9 to 11 

cents per bushel higher, Indian corn from 2 to 11 

cents higher, and Rye from 20 to 23 cents per bushel 

higher in 1864 than in 1863. And these are gold 

prices. There is, therefore, no reason why wheat 

and Indian corn in this country should not be higher, 

in gold, than they were in 1863. 

FILLING ICE-HOUSES WITH SNOW, 

As the time is now approaching when the supply 

of ice for the ensuing year is to be secured, I beg 

leave to give you the experience of one of our “ Clif¬ 

ton Farmer's Club,” of Clifton, 0. His ice-house is 

situated on the side of a gravel hill, covering a pit 

10 feet deep and 12 feet square, and is a simple 

frame structure over the pit about 4 or 5 feet in 

liight; the sides of the pit are boarded up, and the 

drainage is through the gravel. 

Finding it expensive to haul ice from the neigh¬ 

boring ponds and rivers, he last winter filled his 

house with snow, after the custom prevailing in 

Switzerland and California (for my friend is a trav¬ 

eler), simply rolling it up in masses, and with a 

wheelbarrow conveying it to the house—first lining 

the sides of the pit with straw, and after it was filled 

covering the snow with the same material, thus fill¬ 

ing his house without cost, and securing an abun¬ 

dant supply cf good ice for his large family during 

the whole summer. The snow settled down into a 

compact mass, when the spring and summer heats 

affected it, and a portion still remains at the bottom 

of the pit as solid as a glacier of the Alps.— Verbum 

Sap, in Country Gentleman. 

Large Cotswold Sheep.—A correspondent of 

the Irish Farmers’ Gazette writes that paper as fol¬ 

lows : 
“ In a report of the New York State Fair, held in 

Rochester, N. Y., last September, it is stated that 
cme Cotswold ram, bought from F. W. Stone, of 
Canada West, weighed 414^ pounds, and sheared 18 
pounds of wool. Have you any account of a sheep 
of any breed in this country of that weight ? Even 
the sheep exhibited in Hamburgh last year by Mr. 
Marshall, of Lincoln, did not weigh that. The re- 
port of the show is taken from the Genesee Farmer 
for October.” 

The editor of the Irish Farmers’ Gazette, in answer 

to the above, says: “We have no memorandum at 

hand to refer to on this subject.” We transfer the 

inquiry to our columns in hopes of eleciting inform¬ 

ation on the subject. 
-—^ . — ■ 

Warts on Horses.—In reply to an inquiry how 

a wart can be removed from a horse, the Irish Farm¬ 

er's’ Gazette says: “ Keep it constantly dressed in 

Archangel tar.” 

TURNIP FEEDING, 

It has been asserted of late years by agricul¬ 

turists of standing and eminence, that the tur¬ 

nip and other root crops are so far from being 

profitable to the farmer, that when all expense* 

of cultivation and attendance upon the cattle 

are taken into the account, the balance-sheet would 

show a heavy loss at the end of the season, without 

reckoning the loss of animals by accident or disease, 

which is frequently also very heavy; and they argu» 

from this that farming would be more profitable if 

they could dispense with root crops and cattle graz¬ 

ing altogether, so far as the winter is concerned, the 

bullock shed being, at best, only a manure manufac¬ 

tory, and the cattle the working machines in it. 

This, however, is a very narrow view to take of 

the question ; because, if it is admitted that the di¬ 

rect return for the expense of raising a turnip crop 

and consuming it by bullocks is usually very small, 

and probably may sometimes exhibit a balance on 

the wrong side of the page, those expenses ought in 

fairness to be spread over the whole course of crops, 

which receives a double benefit, in the better condi¬ 

tion and cleanness of the land, and in the unex¬ 

hausted manure in the soil after the turnips are re¬ 

moved. If we add to these the conversion of the 

straw into manure of a far superior quality to what 

was formerly made by lean cattle, it needs no calcu¬ 

lation whatever to prove that the turnip husbandry 

is the basis of agricultural prosperity; and we see 

the proofs of it in the condition of the land, as well 

as of its cultivators, as compared with what it was 

before the alternate culture and the turnip husband¬ 

ry were introduced. 

It is not always, however, that cattle winter grac¬ 

ing is unprofitable, or attended with a loss; and at 

the present, which seems likely to be the permanent, 

price of beef and mutton, we might expect to find 

the reverse to be the case, and that independent of 

the collateral advantages there would be a direct 

profit upon the consumption of the turnip or mangel 

crops. If we estimate the whole expense of raising 

them, in round numbers, as averaging £9 per acre 

(which we believe to be not far from the truth), that 

quantity of Swedes will fatten a bullock of from 60 

stone to 70 stone, that may be purchased at any of 

the fairs at Michaelmas for £14. When fat, it will 

fetch 8s. per stone, or from £24 to £28, which cer¬ 

tainly will entail no loss on grazing. We have, 

however, given the extreme cost price of the lean 
animal, which may frequently be purchased for £12 
or £13 ; but the above estimate is sufficient to shovr 
that cattle grazing is not necessarily or invariably 
a losing game. If corn or cake is employed, the fat¬ 
tening process will be hastened, with a correspond¬ 
ing decrease in the consumption of the turnips, so 
that it will benefit rather than injure the accounts— 
Agriculture, Ancient and Modem. 
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TRIAL OF IMPLEMENTS. 

At a late meeting of the Executive Committee of 

the N. Y. State Agricultural Society, H. T. E. Fos¬ 

ter, of Seneca county, Vice President of the Society, 

moved that a Trial of Implements be held the ensu¬ 

ing season, if suitable arrangements can be made for 

the trial. We trust that the trial will take place, 

and that plows, cultivators, harrows, and other im¬ 

plements for cleaning and pulverizing the soil, will 

receive special attention. Mowing, reaping and 

threshing machines are of less importance. They 

have nearly attained perfection. It is now easier to 

harvest our crops than it is to grow them. Let us 

have a trial of ditching machines, draining tools, &c. 

If possible, let us have a thorough trial of potato¬ 

digging machines. Those who have had many po¬ 

tatoes to gather the past autumn will know how to 

appreciate any machine that will facilitate the labor 

of digging. We also want a good machine for sow¬ 

ing turnips on ridges, with an attachment for depos¬ 

iting plaster, superphosphate and other light ma¬ 

nures with the seed in the drills. We shall never 

raise roots to any extent till we have such a drill. 

By all means let the trial take place the coming 

season, and if possible let it be held in Western New 

York. Manufacturers will be blind to their own in¬ 

terests if they fail to respond to the call of the Soci¬ 

ety. The high price of labor enables all farmers to 

appreciate more than ever the advantage of good 

implements and machines. There never was a bet¬ 

ter time for holding such a trial. Do not let it fall 

through. 

HARD TIMES FOR FARMERS IN ENGLAND. 

In an address before the Tring Agricultural Asso¬ 

ciation, after prizes had been awarded for farms, one 

of the judges said: “ They had been told not to ex¬ 

pect prices for wheat to be much higher ; and if so, 

they had but a poor prospect before them. He 

agreed that they should strain every nerve to in¬ 

crease their flocks ; but still they could not do with¬ 

out wheat; and what were they to do if these prices 

lasted? There was a time when 70s. [$2.11 per 

bushel] was considered only about a paying price ; 

now, the price is 36s. [$1.08 per bushel] and 38s. 

[$1.14 per bushel] ; and he would tell the landed 

proprietors that if that is to be the order of the day, 

the farmers must turn their attention to something 

olse. It is all very well to say you must have more 

stock ; but the question is, How are we to keep what 

we have got ? I am no alarmist, but I tell you that 

1 dread the coming winter. We have been told that 

this is a golden year. We grow our crops, turnips, 

Swedes, mangels and clover, but the fields are nearly 

all a failure; and with wheat at 36s. to 38s. per 

quarter, I say we have a gloomy prospect before us." 

AN APOLOGY FOR ASSES. 

Since the time of Balaam, no ass, we believe, has 

been known to complain of hard treatment, or to 

utter a word of remonstrance, either when a com¬ 

pany of mischievous lads have sought their amuse¬ 

ment in tormenting it, or when its unfeeling master 

has belabored its hide with a heavy stick, while it 

was exerting its utmost strength in dragging a 

heavy load up a steep hill on a hot summer day. 

Could “ the dumb ass ” now “ speak," it would tell 

many a tale of woe. But as silence is imposed upon 

it, may I be permitted to say a few words in its be¬ 

half ? I would then suggest that when a parcel of 

boys are found tormenting an ass in sport, they 

should be subjected to a good whipping ; and that 

when a poor ass finds it difficult to draw the cart up 

a steep hill, the master, instead of wearing out his 

stick by a succession of heavy blows upon the poor 

animal, should himself lend a helping hand, and not 

require his four-legged servant to perform impossi¬ 

bilities, by putting forth more strength than it pos¬ 

sesses. 

One reason that is usually assigned for the harsh¬ 

ness and contempt with which the ass is treated, is 

its alleged stupidity, so that a dull scholar is often 

compared to this unfortunate beast. It is said that 

when Mr. Charles Wesley was once giving a lesson 

to his daughter, he said, somewhat hastily, “ Sarah, 

you are as stupid as an ass!” She cast an imploring 

look upon him, at which his relentings kindled, 

and he finished the sentence by adding, “ and as 

patient." 

I am not, however, satisfied that the ass is really 

so stupid as many people imagine. I have seen an 

ass defend itself with an archness and effect which 

to me have been very amusing, and which I have 

seldom seen equaled by any other animal. One ex 

ample I will mention. Some years ago I was going 

to a place of worship in the neighborhood of London 

on a fine morning in spring. There had been heavy 

rain in the night, so that the road was wet and miry. 

A youth, pretty far advanced in his teens, was riding 

upon an ass just before me. It betrayed no unwil¬ 

lingness to carry him, though he was well able to 

walk. He was not satisfied to enjoy his ride at the 

animal’s expense, but sought amusement by prick¬ 

ing its skin and causing it to wince. The ass bore 

his insolence for a time with great patience ; but at 

length calmly put its chin between its knees, sud¬ 

denly threw up its hindquarters, and at once laid 

the youth all his length in the dirt, effectually spoil¬ 

ing his new coat and trousers. The ass cheerfully 

trotted on, shaking its head, apparently feeling that 

it had done two good things. It had got rid of its 

burden, and inflicted condign punishment upon an 

offender. It is very likely that the youth would 
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afterward beat the ass for what it had done ; but I 

will be bold to say that he would never treat it in 

the same manner again, especially on a Sunday 

morning, so as to run the risk of spoiling his best 

clothes. 

Now here I cannot but think that the stupidity 

was not in the ass, but in the human biped who 

sought his amusement in the ass’s misery, and by 

the ass was righteously punished. In other words, 

he received a lesson of practical wisdom from a 

donkey. _ _ 

SUMMER FALLOWS FOR WHEAT. 

The editor of the Country Gentleman, in an ac¬ 

count of a visit to the farm of John Johnston, of 

Seneca county, N. Y., one of the most successful 

wheat growers in this State, says: 

“ Mr. Johnston believes in fallows. He always 

fallowed for wheat, until on renting his farm some 

years ago he would allow the tenant to sow after 

other crops, but he now returns to the old practice 

as preferable and really more profitable. We went 

out to a fallow of about 13 acres, broken up because 

the twitch or couch grass had begun to come in ; 

and the thorough preparation it wras undergoing is 

like nothing we have seen since the similar labors 

on English farms. It was plowed early in the sea¬ 

son, and cross-plowed, and harrowed twice, in July, 

Now [the first of August] the roller was going over 

it, and though already in as good order as most 

fields are sown, *Ir. Johnston has planned to culti¬ 

vate it, using this instrument to draw out what 

twitch roots remain, to plow again, harrow, re-culti- 

vate, and if necessary to harrow again before the 

seed is drilled in. This will completely rid it of the 

twitch, which will be raked up and burned, and the 

crop of wheat that follows ought to be a good one 

indeed. The truth is, said he, * our farmers don’t 

half work their land ; ’ and this field was already so 

mellow that while a few lumps lay over the surface 

hard and dry—close to the very top on most of it, 

the soil was showm to be as moist as ever, notwith¬ 

standing a fortnight’s lack 'of rain.” 

Substitute for Sweet Potatoes.—Good ripe 

Hubbard Squash, when baked, make an excellent 

dish when eaten with butter, or what is better yet, 

with sweet milk or cream. They are as sweet as 

sweet potatoes, and a very good substitute in this 

northern climate. People who have only eaten of 

the common varieties of winter squash, have no 

idea of the sweetness and excellence of this variety. 

They are j ust as easily raised as the common varie¬ 

ties, and are so much superior that no one will ever 

consent to raise or use the old kinds. Everybody 

praises the Hubbard, and everybody is right. L. L. F. 

OATS CHANGED TO RYE. 

Dr. Keissenborne, a German naturalist, makes 

the following remarks on this transmutation: 

“ With reference to the transmutation of oats into 

rye, this remarkable phenomenon has not only been 

verified by new experiments, but we have caused 

beds to be sown with oats, in order that we may be 

able to silence disbelievers by producing rye stalks 

which have sprung from the crown that still shows 

the withered leaves of the oat plant of the previous 

year. I repeat that this transformation does take 

place (about midsummer), the plants being cut twice 

(or thrice) as green fodder before shooting into the 

ear ; the consequence of which is, that a considerable 

number of oat plants do not die in the course of the 

winter, but are changed in the following spring into 

rye, forming stalks that cannot be known from those 

of the finest rye. The Society (agricultural) at Coburg 

takes credit to itself for perseverance in having 

struggled against the opinion of the public for sev- 

several years, in order to establish a fact which no 

physiologist would believe, because people are 

always apt to confound the laws of nature with 

those of their own system.” 
-—^ -— 

Salting Stock.—A correspondent of the German¬ 

town Telegraph says: 

“ I have used salt for stock a good many years, 

and have pretty much made up my mind not to give 

my cattle any more. I have been feeding a little less 

and less for the past four or five years, and it seems 

to be a waste of money, inasmuch as my stock is 

quite as fat and sleek as when I fed salt. 

“ I have also been told that salt fed to milch cows 

would cause butter to churn easier and quicker, but 

I cannot see the benefit in this case either. 

“ I spoiled a stack of clover by salting it. I tried 

putting it up without salt, and it was much better. 

“ Such is my experience for a good many years ; 

and although cattle are very fond of the article, I 

am sure they will do quite as well without. Salt is 

worth four dollars per barrel here, and is advancing. 

Give your stock good food, and a variety, and they 

don’t need salt.” 

Vitality of Turnip Seed.—The London Agri¬ 

cultural Gazette says: “After extensive experiments 

we can declare, as their result, that turnip seed of 

one year old will only germinate about fifty per 

cent.; two years old, thirty per cent.; three years old, 

fifteen per cent.; four years old, five per cent. 
--———^^» irnm - 

J. J. Mechi says : “ When will farmers learn the 
value of bean straw, chaffed and moistened by hot 
water, as a feeding stuff? My old friends of the 
London Farmers’ Club will no longer laugh at me 
for suggesting the use of straw in feeding, for straw 
chaff is now becoming the order of the day.” 
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“ENGLAND'S GLORY,” 

Such is tlie name of a celebrated English cart 

stallion. These heavy horses are not adapted to our 

American system of farming, but our readers will be 

pleased to see a portrait of one of the best horses of 

this class. 

The weight of “ England’s Glory ” is declared to be 

2,464 pounds. He is, nevertheless, said to be “ lively 

and active, of immense power and substance, short 

on the leg, and very true in his symmetry.” His 

owner “ challenges all the world with him.” 

“ England’s Glory is a rich brown-bay horse, hand, 

somely mottled, standing seventeen and a half hands 

high. He has a kind head, with a good bright eye, 

a fine neck and a good crest. 

Such heavy horses are not as fashionable in Eng¬ 

land as they were thirty years ago. A lighter horse 

is found more profitable for modern agricultural 

purposes. What would be considered a light horse 

in England, would be a very heavy one in this 

country, and we think it desirable to increase the 

size and weight of our farm horses. We do not 

want long, heavy legs, and a lazy gait, but a 

strong, compact animal, with good shoulders and 

plenty of muscle in the right places. Our Morgan 

horses, if about half as heavy again, would make 

the best farm horses in the world. 

LETTER FROM DR. DANIEL LEE, 

Friend Harris : I thank you for sending mo the 

Genesee Farmer for November. Like a tried friend, 

it awakens pleasant remembrances, and is received 

with a hearty welcome. 

In looking over its pages to take note of any pro¬ 

gress in rural affairs, I see that Mr. Thomas has dis¬ 

covered a fungus growing on peach leaves affected 

by the “ curled leaf,” in a way that leads him to re¬ 

gard the parasite as the cause of the disease. Mr. 

Barry “ thinks with Mr. Thomas that it is a fungus, 

but is produced by cold.” Some of your readers 

will be curious to learn how cold can cause the 

growth of fungals on peach leaves and agricultural 

plants generally ; and as neither Mr. Barry, nor any 

other pomologist at the meeting, explained the mat¬ 

ter, I will send you some facts bearing on the sub¬ 

ject. 

Cold never acts directly on fungus cells to increase 

their development; while warmth is essential to the 

growth of all that injure the farmer and fruit-grower. 

The internal heat of a fermenting or decaying ma¬ 

nure heap will show a crop of mold or toad-stOols, 

in cool weather, when neither would grow without 

%£he aid of bottom heat. How, then, it maybe asked, 

will cold ever produce fungals ? Cold often increases 

the moisture on the leaves and stems of plants with¬ 

out reducing their temperature below the point at 

which mildew, rust, mold, and a host of other para¬ 

sites, refuse to grow. Some cellular developments 

require much more moisture than others. All cot¬ 

ton is a cellular tissue; but the fine long staple of 

sea-island cotton can not grow except in a very 

humid atmosphere; while common upland cotton 

will grow in a comparatively dry atmosphere. Hang¬ 

ing grass, so abundant in cypress swamps, will not 

grow in dry localities. Damp linen, if not too cold, 

soon mildews; and damp leather shoes often mold, 

and many articles in a cellar that escape in a dry 

room. Let us examine Mr. Barry’s facts by the light 

of science. 

From it we learn that a cubic yard of common 

air will hold as a gas, or invisible vapor, a half 

cubic inch of water at,50°. Raise the temperature 

to 75° and it will hold a cubic inch of water in the 

same way. Increase the temperature to 100", and a 

cubic yard of atmospheric air will contain two cubic 

inches of water without showing any sensible moist 

ure; and of course four times as much as the like 

volume at 50°. “ By opening a sash at an impro 

per time,” cold air came into Mr. Barry’s peach- 

house whose atmosphere may have been at 90 o with 

a high dew point, and thereby caused a mist, or par¬ 

ticles of water, to bathe his peach leaves. Without 

this moisture to sustain a free and rapid circulation 

through the walls of even microscopic cells, their 

development would be impossible. Imbibing food 

ready organized from the plants o^ which the para¬ 

site grows, there is nothing more wonderful in all 

v*Hal manifestations than the rapidity with which 

parasitic plants multiply where temperature and 

moisture favor their growth. In the warm humid 

atmosphere of Florida, wheat rusts so badly that 

very little is sown. In extensive districts, mildew 

and rot prevent the culture of grapes; and even 

maize is far more subject to fungus attacks in the 

tropical summers of the South than in the dry at¬ 

mosphere of the North. Heavy rains are common 

in most tropical regions, because, to reduce suddenly 

the temperature of air from 100" to 75c, (assuming 

it to be saturated at 100'",) will precipitate twice as 

much water in rain as the air can contain at 50°. 

Corn Meal.—Indian corn meal is about one-half 

cheaper than flour. Therefore, in times when pro¬ 

visions are high, economy dictates the free use of 

meal puddings, cakes and bread. In many ways it 

can be cooked and rendered more palatable and 

healthy, as one of the articles of diet, than a con¬ 

stant use of fine flour. l. l. p. 

Scours in Horses.—Put one pint of good gin 

and one ounce of indigo into a bottle, and shako 

them well together, and administer in one dose. 
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It seems to be pretty generally acknowledged that 

owing to changes in the climate, caused probably by the 

removal of forests, &c., we can no longer raise peaches 

with that ease and certainty which was formerly the 

case. In favorable seasons we get as large crops and as 

fine peaches as at any former period, but unfortunately 

the favorable seasons are not as frequent as the unfa¬ 

vorable ones; and the result is that we are more than 

half the time without a full supply of peaches. A cor¬ 

respondent of the Country Gentleman residing at Syra¬ 

cuse, N. Y., gives his method of protecting peach trees 

from the severe frosts and insuring a crop every season: 

“To raise my own peaches I proceed as follows: I 

commence by digging the earth away from one side of 

the tree, at the distance of about twelve or fifteen 

inches, deep enough to sever all the roots that interfere 

with my object. Running the spade also under the 

tree, so as to cut all the roots that descend vertically, 

the tree is in a condition to be bent over on one side 

and laid flat on the ground. Several of the stronger 

lateral roots on that side are not cut at all, but only 

curved upward somewhat as the tree reaches the 

ground. This does not injure them. The branches of 

the tree being brought as close to the earth as possible, 

they are still farther flattened down by laying an old 

post or 6ome similar weight upon them, care being 

used not to break the limbs. The object is to get the 

top of the tree pretty close to the surface. A mound 

of earth is then raised over the upturned roots, so as to 

prevent their freezing in the open air, and the fruit¬ 

bearing wood is covered lightly with some kind of lit¬ 

ter, enough to conceal them mostly, but not so heavily 

as to furnish a harbor for mice. I use my old tomato 

or cucumber vines, potato tops, asparagus stalks, or 

any thing of that kind. My trees are now ready to be 

covered with snow as soon as winter sets in, which I 

keep piled over the whole top of the tree from six 

inches to a foot in depth. This is all that is required. 

The whole process may be described under the title of 

burying your trees in the snow. Keep the snow on all 

winter until it goes off in the spring, and your fruit 

buds will come out as fresh and lively as they were 

when laid down at first. 

“ In the fore part of April, or after the buds begin to 

6how signs of starting, set your trees up again by clear¬ 

ing out the space on which they stand 60 that the 

shortened roots will go back naturally to their proper 

positions, and can be secured there by pressing the 

earth in around them, or throwing up an extra quantity 

around the base of the trunk. Trees thus treated will 

exhibit no signs of injury, but will grow as vigorously 

during the summer as though their roots had not been 

disturbed. I think, however, the operation is a some¬ 

what dwarfing one, but the health of the tree is not in 
the least affected.. 

“To grow peaches in this way, I shall depend mostly 

upon young and small trees. When they get to be old 

and stiff, it may be better to throw them out altogether 

and replant. As far as is practicable, the tree should 

be forced into a fan-shaped form. This brings the 

branches closer to the ground for covering. My old 

trees now are ten feet high, and measure ten or twelve 

through the branches at the widest. Instead of having 

a spindling growth from the ends of the limbs, they 

grow quite bushy, and have new wood within three or 

four feet of the surface. Trees set in the spiing of 

1863, have many hundreds of blossom buds on them, 

and may bear a peck of fruit. Trees set last spring 

have many blossom buds, and will produce as much 

fruit as it will be safe to allow the trees to bear. I 

think it pays to get a dozen fine peaches from a single 

tree two years old from the bud. 

“I have tested this method two years in succession 

successfully, with complete success this last season. 

The trees experimented upon w'ere five in number, all 

of the fine 6orts, and have been growing in my garden 

ten or twelve years. They were annually headed down 

with the hope that some mild winter would transpire 

which would reward me with a crop of fruit for my 

pains; but they never produced a single peach, though 

setting largely with fruit-buds in the fall. I tried seve¬ 

ral other experiments, which all failed, until in the fall 

of 1862 I bethought myself of this plan. My five trees 

were laid down, and one of them only littered as above 

prescribed, the rest merely covered with snow, after 

snow fell, which was not until after the first of Febru¬ 

ary, and there never lay over four inches ill depth on 

the ground. That was in 1863. The mercury only fell 

to about zero until after the snow came in February, 

when it once or twice went down to 8* or 10* below, 

and all the peach buds on atanding trees were killed. 

The tree which had the straw protection besides th« 

snow, produced a fine crop; one of the others had two 

peaches on it; the other three failed. Whether this 

was owing to the want pf straw or the lack of 6now 

previous to the month of February, I could not deter¬ 

mine ; but last fall I treated all my trees to a litter. 

The snow in this section was light last winter, but it 

came earlier and was at one time eight inches in depth, 

and I was able to keep my trees covered all winter. 

Their extreme hight was six or seven feet. The fruit- 

buds were preserved beautifully, although the mercury 

went down to 8* or 10* below zero, and the buds on all 

the standing trees in my neighborhood perished. My 

best tree bore two hundred and fifty perfect peaches; 

another one hundred and fifty; the others not so many, 

but 6till handsome crops. They all ripened finely on 

the trees, and I enjoyed what nobody else did under 

similar circumstances—quite a supply of the most de¬ 

licious fruit in the world, grown upon my own grounds. 
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My trees are now eight or ten feet high, quite spread¬ 

ing, and healthy and vigorous and full of bearing wood. 

The blossom buds on them may be counted by thou¬ 

sands, and as they are to be subjected to the same pro¬ 

cess as before, I have no doubt they will produce me 

several bushels of fruit next year, let the severity of 

the weather be what it may during the coming winter. 

“As soon as I found out what could be done in this 

way, I increased my stock of trees, having set new ones 

in both 1863 and 1864. They now show numerous fruit 

buds, and I shall bury them all in the way I have de¬ 

scribed, although some of them are mere shrubs. I 

•hall be satisfied with a dozen peaches on these, al¬ 

though the largest will probably bear from four to six 
dozen. 

“ Some of your readers may think the amount of 

labor requisite for this object a serious matter, but I do 

not. Two men will lay one of my largest trees down 

in ten or fifteen minutes, and replace it in the spring in 

the same time. They will have to be watched during 

the winter to keep the snow on, and in this region of 

light and fugitive snows, they should be attended to at 

every fresh fall until a foot in depth is accumulated 

upon them. In my case, whenever we got an inch or 

two of new snow I went out with a broom and swept 

it up for a considerable space around my trees, and 

threw it up on the pile over them. In more snowy re¬ 

gions, after the work was once done, this close super¬ 

vision would not be requisite. 

“In the natural peach-producing sections, recourse 

to this method would not be necessary; but where the 

blossom buds are liable to be killed by the extreme cold 

of winter, and where the snow can be depended on, 

every man who tills a farm or cultivates a garden can 

always produce a peach crop at least for family use, and 

I see no great obstacle to its being done in a small way 

for the market. The cultivation of one hundred trees 

would not involve a very large expense, and if con¬ 

fined to the varieties which bring the highest price, as 

the Morris Whites for example, which sold in this city 

last fall for seven dollars per basket, it might be made 
quite remunerative. 

“ The simple substance of this plan is to plunge the 

peach beneath the snow during that portion of the sea¬ 

son in which the mercury is liable to fall below six de¬ 

grees below zero. In any part of the country where 

this extreme degree of cold occurs, and yet where snow 

is found, if the tree itself can be carried over the win¬ 

ter, so can the fruit-buds. I think the peach can be 

grown any where in the Northern States where these 

'jonditions may be found. 

“The time for laying trees down is in the month of 

lovember or December, before the ground freezes 

»*lid. Pile on the first snow that comes, and keep 

ttem covered as long as the snow lasts.” 
-———  - - -- 

Wisconsin Hardy List of Apple Trees.—The 
wrter, residing in Dodge county, in a naturally well- 
drained, sheltered situation, found the following varie¬ 
ties of apples very little injured by the intense cold of 
1863-4, when the thermometer sunk to 30* below zero: 
RedAstraehan, Keswick Codlin, Early Joe, Early Har¬ 
vest, Duchess of Oldenburg, Fameuse, Rambo, Raule’s 
Jane\te, Talman Sweet, Vandevere, Seek-no-Further, 
Tewksbury, Winter Blush, Winesap. l. l. f. 

THE GREELEY PRIZE GRAPE. 

We alluded in a recent number of the Genesee Farmer 
to the fact that Horace Greeley had offered a prize of 

one hundred dollars for the grape “best adapted to 

universal cultivation throughout the Middle and North¬ 

ern States,” and that the prize had been awarded to Dr. 

C. W. Grant for his new seedling grape—the Iona. In 

view of the fact that few people have not even so much 

as heard of this grape until the present year, we could 

not understand how it could be known to be the best 

grape for “universal” cultivation in the Northern and 

Middle States. 

It seems that others were equally puzzled. The 

editor of the Gardeners' Monthly has some remarks on 

the matter, from which we make a few extracts: 

“ It is the duty of such a magazine as ours, to guard 

its readers against being led away by the pardonable 

enthusiasm which raisers of new fruits throw around 

their seedling pets. To their eyes they are glorious 

visions of beauty; but to the more philosophical and 

matter-of-fact public, they often prove mere fog bank* 

in which to lose their tempers and their cash. 

“Let us look around at the numerous new seedling 

fruits that have been introduced during the past quar¬ 

ter of a century, and ask how many have stood the test 

of time? In many cases the oldest are still the best; 

and the new ideas, which, in the estimation of many 

well qualified to judge, were to displace everything that 

dared compete with them, have themselves sunk into 

utter oblivion. 

“ The greatest danger to the public comes from all 

opinions advanced on the merit of a variety, being 

founded on the fruit alone. A bunch of grapes per¬ 

haps is sent to the editor of some popular magazine. 

He pronounces it the best of some seventy kinds he 

has tasted that season, and takes the bunch to a meet¬ 

ing of distinguished fruit-growers, all of whom agree 

with him as to the superior excellence of the fruit 

tasted. But nothing more is ever heard of the grape’s 

superiority afterward. In the case referred to, we have 

never tasted a Cuyahoga berry that was anything near 

the excellence of the ones originally sent us. 

“Almost everything else, now retired, which were 

once popular, have started in the same way. The Clara 

grape is a familiar illustration; when presented before 

the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, its fruit com¬ 

mittee, then composed of some of the leading pomo- 

logical characters of the Union, bestowed a very heavy 

and unusual premium to mark their sense of its ex¬ 

treme value. But who values the Clara grape now ? 

“ It should not be forgotten that raisers of seedling 

fruits when once the fancied excellence of their bant¬ 

lings has become a conviction in their minds, take extra 

pains with them, and that these advantages result nat¬ 

urally in producing some really fine specimens. These 

are sent to the press and public exhibitions—wrote 

about, talked about, and introduced in every way con^ 

ceivable, until, as the facetious Dr. Ezra Michener 

would say, the whole community gets a fungus on tho 

brain, which ultimately turns to marked disgust. 

“The newest exemplification of this state of aflEair® 
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is in the Iona and IsraeUa grapes. The way in which 
they are brought before the public has a very taking 

sdr ; and while we have no doubt the parties who are 
‘ engineering the thing through1 mean well enough, it 
is well for our readers to profit by the teachings of the 
past. The fruits of both were on exhibition at Roch¬ 
ester, and were evidently very good grapes. The dark 
cme, Israella, was not very superior in flavor, but was 
recommended for its earliness. We should place it in 
tile same class as to general merits with Logan, to which 
it may perhaps prove superior in some respects. The 
Iona was of a dark Catawba color, berries not so large 
as a'perfect Catawba, and the flavor of the Catawba class, 
but not equal to a Catawba well ripened. ‘ But it 
ripens so early and grows so well, is so healthy and 
free from mildews; and, what of all these can the 
Catawba do?’ This is all very well. The Catawba 
was not once so lowly estimated as now. When these 
newer arrivals get abroad and find their level of culti¬ 
vation, will they meet a better fate ? What is there in 
them that societies and newspapers and leading men 
should go out of their way, and laud these things so 
particularly and above all ? 

“ At the National Meeting at Rochester, there was a 
committee appointed to examine all the fruits on exhi¬ 
bition. Some how or another, another committee got 
appointed subsequently to examine the seedling fruits. 
They bestowed especial attention on the grapes in their 
report. This seedling was said to be this, and said to 
be that. Another was also referred to in this say so 

strain. So it went on, culminating in a notice of Iona 
and Israella, when the ipse dixit was dropped, and the 
grapes be-praised in the most positive terms. Some in¬ 
nocent member, supposing that probably these grapes 
might have some faults, called upon Dr. Grant to come 
forward and tell the meeting all he knew about them. 
He knew no fault—rather he knew them to possess 
some very remarkable properties. ‘ Is it a good keeper ? ’ ■ 
inquired one particularly anxious for information. ‘It 
will keep as long as you like!1 was the doctor’s opinion 
of this very accommodating variety. 

“ To the credit of the society there was some inquiry 
by the committee how it got to be appointed over the 
one called to examine all the reports. We did not hear 
the explanation, but when application was made by the 
committee for permission to re-write their notes, said 
application was refused. 

“We suppose the action of the society was not con¬ 
sidered sufficiently endorsive of these seedlings, so a 
master piece was attempted at the New York American 
Institute Exhibition. A few days before the time ap¬ 
pointed for meeting, Mr. Horace Greeley was induced 
to offer one hundred dollars for the best American 
seedling grapes. There was no time to let those who 
might compete against the Iona know of the offer. No 
monthly—probably no one weekly agricultural paper— 
could get the offer before its readers in time. Indeed, 
in the very Weeidy Tribune in which we read the offer, 
there were strong indications that it was hoped and ex¬ 
pected the Iona was to be the prize grape—a sort of 
prophetic anticipation of what appeared in a subse¬ 
quent issue, that now that the premium had been 

awarded the Iona, now Dr. Grant would have to supply 

an immense stock for the.enormous demand he wa» 
now sure to have for it. This is so far in the history a® 
the time of writing this will allow. Before the pres® 
closes over the manuscript, we have no doubt we mighi 
find in the Tribune, or somewhere else, a repetition of 

the great Delaware-house-blowingffiown-destructionr 
plan of advertising, and the pleasing announcement 
made gratis that an ‘ immense stock is fortunately on 
hand.’ 

“Be this as it may, our friend Greeley may have tli* 
consolation of feeling that his one hundred dollars ha® 
gone to a grape which, as shown by some tine speci¬ 
mens at Easton, a well-ripened Catawba would beat on 
the simple quality of flavor alone, and the proprietor® 
of the grape have the right to profit all they can by 
their business enterprise. 

“Our duty to the public is to guard them against 
placing too much value on these reports of societies or 
newspapers, or heavy premiums awarded. They ar® 
often gained by pressure, or are the result of nicePy 

laid plans; and besides, there are many qualities of high 
value which an editor or premium committee can not 
reach. Some grapes have constitutions peculiarly af¬ 
fected by circumstances in their growth; and this will 
give a very variable character to the fruit. ' A healthy, 
and vigorous vine is of this much value: its fruit will 
be of a uniform character all through. Bearing thee® 
things in mind, our readers will know how far to ap¬ 
preciate approving notices, and be able to act undo- 
standingly when proposing to add novelties to their 
lists.” 

It would 6eem that Dr. Grant is himself ashamed of 
the action of the committee, for we learn that he ha® 
refused to accept the prize in order, as he justly ob¬ 
serves, “to give full opportunity to all who may desire 
to present their grapes for examination next year.” 
This is well. The matter, therefore, is still open, and 
the prize is yet to be awarded. 

Raisino Plants from Cuttings.—Peter Henderson, 
of Jersey City, a noted j>ropagator, gives a simple mod© 
of raising plants from cuttings, such as roses, verbenas, 
carnations, &c., adapted to inexperienced cultivator®, 
although not the mode used on an extended scale. A 

common flower-pot 6aueer, or even a common kitchen 
saucer or other dish, is filled with sand, and the cut¬ 
tings thickly inserted in it. It is then watered until 
it becomes about as liquid as mud. The cutting* 
should of course be of green or unripened wood, three 
or four inches long, placed in a strong light in a room 
or green-house, kept in a temperature of 50° or 80°, but 
best at 70° to 75°, allowed to remain from ten to twenty 
days, till rooted, and the sand kept constantly in this 
semi-fluid state, for if they become partly dry they aw 
ruined. 

- 

To Keep Bugs fp.om Vines.—Take the feathe* 

from a hen’s wing, dip them in spirits of turpent-iia, 

and stick one or two in a hill. After every ahover 

it will be necessary to dip them again. 
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eTHE AJfT A DESTROYER OF PLMT-LICE. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : A Michigan correspondent, 

®^S. B. P.,” inquires in the August (1864) number of the 

Genesee Farmer “what has become of the lice” which 

infected his trees. “ S. B. P.” asks the opinion of others, 

Whether their non-appearance last year was owing 

to his treatment of the trees, or to some other cause. 

I have waited, hoping some one else would answer; 

aaid now write more for the purpose of calling the at¬ 

tention of your correspondent and readers to what I 

have determined by observation to be a parasite of the 

leaf-louse. 

My opinion is, that the non-appearance of the lice on 

Ms trees last year is not traceable to the treatment the 

trees received, any further than good culture will 

always go toward giving trees health and vigo, and con¬ 

sequent power to resist injury. I have heretofore 

washed my trees with 6oap — though not whale-oil 

eoap—and not perceived that it made any difference 

With the lice. 

We had the same January cold here, which he speaks 

of. and yet had the lice. The marl about the roots of 

his trees was undoubtedly good treatment, but could 

not have this effect, as I suppose the eggs of these lice 

are deposited by a fly. These aphides, or lice, do not 

attact all trees alike. They are found most common on 

young and thrifty trees, though some trees seldom if 

ever have them, while others are nearly always in¬ 

fected. 

Wherever you find the aphis, you will be likely to 

find also the ant making himself very busy. If you 

will watch the ant carefully, and not frighten liim away, 
you will find what he is about; and ever afterward re¬ 

gard him as your friend and acknowledge the wisdom 

osf God in furnishing the means to counteract a pest; 

Mid also see how short-sighted our horticultural writers 

have been when they have laid down rules and recom¬ 

mended traps for destroying ants. If you find that the 

tender twigs of a certain tree are always infested with 

the aphis, you will find also that Mr. Ant will build his 

house there. Let him alone—do not tear his house to 

pieces—it does not take up but little room, and he is at 

work for you. 

I have no doubt there are others who have found 

that the ant is a destroyer of these leaf-lice, yet what I 

here state I give as the result of my own observation, 

and if any one will show wherein I am wrong, I will 

thank him so to do. 

I do most earnestly put in my plea to spare the ants in 

onr orchards and nurseries. I hold that their destruc¬ 

tion is of the same bad policy that would destroy the 

birds. E. D. Wright. 

Pierpont, Ohio, December, 1864. 

Remarks.—Ants are always found where aphides are 

abundant. These plant-lice secrete, from two horns, 

one on each side of the hind parts of their bodies, a 

swqet fluid called honey-dew. As is well known, ants 

are fond of sweets, and they suck this fluid from the 

aphides. We believe, however, they seldom destroy 

them. They “ milk” the aphides, and hence the latter 

we sometimes called ants’ cows. The ants guard the 

aphides from insect enemies, and it is said that where 

the ants do not protect them they seldom thrive. Du. 

Fitch gives an amusing account’ of an insect which h» 

calls Honey-dew Fly. It is of a blackish-green colos, 

and is found most abundantly in July on trees infested 
with aphides. Dr. Fitch says: 

“Watching its opportunity, when the ants have all 

left a herd of their cattle, the plant-lice, unguarded, it 

runs in upon them, where they are crowded together:, 

as closely as they can stow themselves, and using its 

four hind legs for walking and turning round, with its 

two fore feet it gently scratches upon the backs of the 

lice, its feet at this time moving with incredible rapidr 

ity, corresponding exactly with those of a dog when 

eagerly occupied in digging open the hole of a wood>- 

chuck; at the same time the lips at the end of its beak 

are held down between its fore feet, instantly sucking 

dry every particle of honey-dew which the lice, having 

their backs thus briskl}' irritated, incontinently spirt 

out. Thus in a moment the fly runs about over the 

backs of the whole flock, milking every one of thrm 

“dry,” as a dairyman would express it, and filling 

himself with the delicious sweet. But rapid as the fly 

is in doing this work, he finishes it none too soon fbr 

his own safety, for any ant that is near by, from a cry 

or some other signal given by the lice, seems immedi¬ 

ately to know that a thief has broken in among the 
flock, and with his utmost speed hastens to the spot. 

As soon as the ant approaches, the fly takes to his heels, 

as if aware he might come off minus a leg or a wing, if 

he allowed the enraged ant to grapple him. And th* 

ant now with his antennae gently strokes the backs of 

the aphides, ns if soothing them after such rude treat- 

raen^ and assuring them of his future watchfulness and 

protection.” 

The black cherry tree ant is much smaller than the 

ant which is usually found on apple trees affected with 

aphides. They are, however, provided with stings, 

and can master the larger ants which are destitute of 

them. Dr. Fitch says that’ if two or three of thesB 

small cherry ants are placed in a vial and then an applB 

leaf covered with lice, with one of the large ants at>- 

tending them, is introduced into the bottle, the small 

ants will approach the aphides, when the large ant, in¬ 

dignant at the intrusion, will'seize it by the thorax with 

its powerful jaws, but is instantly informed of the fact 

that it carries a sting in its tail and knows how to us# 

it. He is as prompt to drop his intended victim as he 

had been to seize it, and returns to guarding his flock 

of aphides, till another of the small ants approaches, 

which is similarly seized, but with the same result as 

before. After two or three such encounters he seems 

to suspect that some mischance has thrown him out uf 

his proper latitude, and he walks around to take a sur¬ 

vey of the parts adjacent. He no sooner leaves th® 

flock of lice than one of the small ants hastens to them 

and rapidly passes its sting around among them, hereby 

marking them as his owrn property. From that moment 

the large ant ceases to notice them, and the small ones 

gather around and commence rubbing and nursing 

them as attentively as though they were old acquaint¬ 

ances. 
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REMARKABLE PORTUGAL LAUREL TREE. 

I am requested by Lord Vernon to furnish, for the 

information of the Arboricultural Committee of the 

Royal Horticultural Society, some account of what was 

once a somewhat remarkable Portugal Laurel tree 

growing in the grounds of Sudbury Hall, unfortunately 

killed to the ground by the severe winter of 1860-1. 

What made this tree remarkable among its fellows,was 

that it had from one plant originally become a large 

group of trees by self-propagation. The points of the 

lower branches, by resting on the ground, had in time 

taken root, from which strong erect shoots had pro¬ 

ceeded, and ultimately became independent plants; 

these, in their turn, as they became larger, laid their 

outer branches down and formed a second circle of 

trees, and so on in successional layers, until this group 

of Portugal Laurel was about 35 yards in diameter, 

having the appearance, at a short distance, of an im¬ 

mense bush, which in all probability would have gone 

on extending itself had not its career been cut short by 

the frost. Its hight was not particularly remarkable, 

perhaps never much exceeding 20 feet, but the dense 

mass of shining green foliage made it an object of in¬ 

terest to all who saw it. Nor was it less interesting to 

walk through it on a fine summer day, with the sun’s 

rays broken by the mass of foliage overhead, and exam¬ 

ine the connecting links between the different trees as 

they still lay on the surface of the ground, after the 

manner of strawberry runners, many of which not 

thicker than a rake or hoe handle, while there stood at 

each end of them upright trees, of sizes from the thick¬ 

ness of a man’s leg to that of a diameter of nine or ten 

inches. Thus, it appears, that as soon as any branch 

took root near its point, it ceased to increase incize 

between the parent and young plant. The circumfer¬ 

ence of the whole group at the point of the branches 

was about 110 yards. I have no means of ascertaining 

the age of the original tree, which doubtless was con- 

considerable, as it had been in a state of decay some 

years previous to 1860; the stump of it, however, is 

still to be seen, the diameter of which is three feet six 

inches near the ground. On the breaking up of the 

frost of that disastrous winter mentioned above, it was 

hoped that this group would have escaped with little 

injury, and it was permitted to remain for a season to 

give it every chance of breaking again. This, however, 

it refused to do except at the surface of the ground, 

and it was therefore cut down to the living parts, but 

the feeble efforts at growth it has made since afford lit¬ 

tle hope of its ever again becoming an object of inter¬ 

est. It may be worthy of mention here, that this tree 

used to flower profusely, and produce immense quan¬ 

tities of fruit, which had a very rich appearance when 

ripe, and in time afforded a glorious feast for the wild 

birds. The fruit, however, perhaps owing to its ex¬ 

tremely bitter taste, did not appear to tempt blackbirds 

or thrushes much until it was perfectly ripe, and other 

fruits getting somewhat scarce; they would then com¬ 
mence an attack upon it, and make short work of the 
immense quantities with which these trees used to be 
loaded in fine seasons—every berry disappearing in the 
course of a few days—and no wonder, when the num¬ 

ber of birds is considered, which mast have been seen 

to be believed. They seemed during those few days to 

have congregated here from every point of the com¬ 

pass. Situation rather sheltered; soil a stififisli loam, 

drained, but not very dry; subsoil gravelly c\sxy—An¬ 

drew Dick, in the Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural 
Society. 

IONA ISLAND. 

Just above Peekskill, where the Hudson river en¬ 

ters the Highlands, is a beautiful little island of per¬ 

haps 150 or 200 acres in extent, called Iona. A few 

years since it was a wilderness waste, occupied by 

one or two fishermen’s huts. Some twelve years sine* 

it fell into tlio hands of Hr. C. W. Grant of Newburg, 

who christened it Iona. Dr. Grant was an intimate 

friend of the lamented Downing, and intercourse 

with him had strongly imbued his mind with horti¬ 

cultural tastes, although he was a dentist by profes¬ 

sion. He immediately commenced to improve this 

island, and in a few short years has made it a perfect 

horticultural paradise; and his annual receipts from 

its fruit product reach thousands of dollars. It 

contains one of the finest Catawba vineyards in the 

country; also a pear orchard of thousands of trees. 

Dr. G. has a beautiful orchard of nectarines, peaches 

and plums, and grows all the finer fruits indigenous 

to this climate. Surrounded by wild and romantic 

scenery, bold and lofty mountains—its shores washed 

by a deep and rapid river, this beautiful island is an 

object of interest to all who pass up and down the 

Hudson. The horticultural achievements of Dr. G. 

have been highly successful in a pecuniary point of 

view, and serve to demonstrate what a little well 

directed energy and enterprise can do in this direc¬ 

tion. 
-- ———- 

Lousy Apple Trees.—Some young trees from a nur¬ 

sery, set out in the spring of 1863, proved very lousy. 

They were thoroughly washed when the foliage was 

upon them with strong soap-suds. Two applications 

checked but did not entirely destroy the lice, owing to 

the impossibility of touching all parts. Early last 

spring, before the buds started, I took home-made soft- 

soap and thinned it about one-half with water, and 

washed the trees thoroughly, touching every part. It 

was done by using a whitewash-brush, and took about 

ten hours to wash two hundred trees. This season not 

a louse made its appearance. l. l. p. 

Orchids in Vineries.—The London Gardeners' 

Chronicle says that “ there are but few orchids worth 

growing that might not be cultivated under vines, and 

that, too., in cool houses which in winter are not 

allowed to go below 40°, and when in summer the tem¬ 

perature is allowed to go as high as the sun will raise 

it. This can be done without injuring the grape either 

in color or flavor. 
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A MAMMOTH PEAR TREE. 

Mr. B. Sweet lias been to see the mammoth pear 

tree near Vincennes, Ind., and writes an account of 

it in the Prairie Farmer: 

“ The tree is about eighty years old, having been 

set by Mrs. Oxletree after using it as a riding switch 

in a ride from Vincennes. She stuck it in the ground 

in the corner of the lot, and from it has grown this 

enormous tree. As I measured, I found it to be 11 

feet 10 inches in circumference 14 inches above the 

ground. Trunk only 5 feet. Height about 65 feet. 

Area of top 94 feet in circumference. The tree bears 

a heavy crop every other year—the intervening year 

about half a crop. 

It stands in an open field on a north elevation, 

the soil is a light clay mixed with sand. Mrs. 

Wiley told me that over one hundred and thirty 

bushels of fruit had been measured from it in a 

single season. The tree came into bearing the 

fifteenth year, but with me the grafts have fruited 

in five years. Like the Dix pear it is almost thorn¬ 

less. It is remarkable that no blight of any kind 

touches it—neither does it sprout from the root. 

“ The roots are exposed above the surface of the 

ground like the beech. It has been on the decline 

about ten years, and seemingly can not last more 

than ten more ; but with care might have lived 25 

years longer. I would sooner part with the Bart¬ 

lett than with this variety. The fruit is of the 

medium quality. It is undoubtedly a French 

variety.” 

Protecting Fruit Trees from Mice.—S. Edwards 

Todd remarks in the Boston Cultivator: “In localities 

where there are many mice, the most convenient and 

expeditious manner of protecting fruit trees from inju¬ 

ry is to raise a little mound of earth around each of the 

trees, a foot or more high; and if sods are used they 

must be well pressed around the trees, so that no holes 

will he left between them where the mice may enter 

and gnaw off the bark. Pieces of tin or of sheet iron 

may be bent around 6uch trees as are in a lawn, where 

it would be objectionable to dig up the earth about 

them. Another very effectual way would be to wrap 

pieces of poor and cheap cloth around them, near the 

ground, and smear them with coal tar. Coal tar, if 

applied directly to the bark of young trees, would, pro¬ 

bably, injure or kill them.” 

The London Gardeners' Chronicle offered a prize of 
£5 for the best English seedling rose last spring. The 
Floral Committee, in whose hands the prize was placed, 
has come to the determination, in which we have no 
doubt they are well advised, that a prize of this kind 
ought not to be given to any variety which was not of 
first-class character, lest undue prominence should be 
given to something of inferior quality. The Commit¬ 
tee has also decided that none of the seedlings which 
have been submitted to it during the year have been 
shown in a condition which will warrant it in pro¬ 
nouncing them first-rate. 

BLIGHT IN TREES. 

During the past season a similar malady to the blight 

[in the pear] appears to have attacked evergreens. W* 

observed it first in the Balsam Fir, where shoots only 

three or four inches long became affected during the 

excessive heat and drouth of the past summer. Speci¬ 

mens of some of the pines were sent us by S. Bhoades, 

Esq., of West Philadelphia, showing a similar result, 

the tip shoots being dead and the leaves a rusty brown. 

A fine specimen of the Pinus excelsa on our own 

grounds has mostly perished, the lower branches only 

remaining fresh; but the leaves have not been discolor¬ 

ed as in the other instances, and it may not be precisely 

the 6ame difficulty. Among several thousand pear 

trees growing within a short distance, not a single caso 

of genuine fire-blight has occurred this same season; 

although a few have perished by that peculiar disease 

of the roots which has been observed of late years. 

But, in the latter case, the leaves, instead of turning 

black, as in the genuine blight, have only withered and 

become light-brown, evidently in consequence of the 
mere lack of nourishment, the supply of which could 

not be obtained through the dead roots. 

It is obvious that these appearances are more apt to 

be openly developed (if not caused) during very hot 

weather, a system of training should be adopted that 

shall distribute foliage evenly through the head and 

prevent the sun from striking severely on any exposed 

portion. Succulent growth, it is well known, render* 

the tree more liable; and hence, on a good, dry soil of 

medium fertility, that shall prevent an excessive growth, 

but favor a healthy ripening of the wood of the shoots, 

the trees will be more likely to escape.—Country Gen¬ 

tleman. 

Shelter for Gardens.—The real value of shelter 

can scarcely be too highly estimated in many of the 

delicate operations of modern gardening, and the idea 

of it when associated with warmth is no less pleasing to 

the mind in winter. On both grounds the free use of 

evergreens when forming new gardens or plantation* 

is strongly advocated; they are invaluable for the shel¬ 

ter they afford, and the idea of "warmth which they con¬ 

vey. But a garden or pleasure-ground, planted wholly 

with evergreens, few would be bold enough to advo¬ 

cate ; 6uch would be heavy in summer, and monoton¬ 

ous in winter. Evergreens may abound, but they must 

not superabound. To abound even, they require to be 

judiciously varied. The free and spreading form* 
should be mingled with the formal; the large-leaved 

and small-leaved kinds must be properly arranged and 

adjusted; the light green, the dark green, the glaucou* 

and the variegated, must be represented in varying pro¬ 

portions to suit the character of the mansion and th* 

surrounding scenery.—Gardeners' Chronicle. 
_  _——-—————— ■ - .... 

Vitality of Seeds.—Parsnep, rhubarb, and other 
thin, scaly seeds, keep for one year. 

Carrot, cress, okra, gumbo, onions, peas, pepper*, 
and small herbs in general, for two years. 

Asparagus, egg-plant, endive, lettuce, mustard, pars¬ 
ley, for three years. 

Cabbage, cauliflower, corn, radish, sea kale, turnip*, 
for four years. 
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THE WIFE 

Thhbb things a good wife should be like, and three things a good 
wife shoidd not be like. 

A wife should be like echo true, 
And speak but when she’s spoken W 
But not like echo still be heard 
Contending for the final 'word. 

Like a town-clock a wife should be— 
Keep time and regularity, 

^ But not like clock, speak out so clear, 
; That all the town her voice could hear. 

| A wife, domestic, good and pure, 
Like snail should keep within her door; 

/. But not like snail in silvered track, 
Place all her wealth upon her back. 

Youna man, if these allusions strike, 
She whom as wife you’d hail, 
Must just be like, and just imlike, 
The Echo, Clock and Snail. 

“Who doubts that ? ” said I. “ Give me a large tub 

of gold coin to dip into, and the furnishing and beauti¬ 

fying of a house is a simple affair. The same taste that 

could make beauty out of cents and dimes could make 

it more abundantly out of dollars and eagles. But I 

have been speaking for those who have not, and can not 

get, riches, and who wish to have agreeable houses; 

and I begin in the outset by saying that beauty is a 

thing to be respected, reverenced, and devoutly cared 

for—and then I say that beauty is cheap, nay, to put 

it so that the shrewdest Yankee will understand it, 

BEAUTY IS THE CHEAPEST THING YOU CAN HAVE, be¬ 

cause in many ways it is a substitute for expense. A 

few vases of flowers in a room, a few blooming, well- 

kept plants, a few prints framed in fanciful frames of 

cheap domestic fabric, a statuette, a bracket,an en¬ 

graving, a pencil-sketch, above all, a few choice books, 

all these arranged by a woman who has the gift in her 

finger-ends often produce such an illusion on the 

mind’s eye that one goes away without once having no¬ 

ticed that the cushion of the arm-chair was worn out, 

and that some veneering had fallen off the center- 

table. 

“ I have a friend, a school-mistress, who lives in a 

poor little cottage enough, which, let alone of the 

Graces, might seem mean and sordid, but a few flower- 

seeds and a little weeding in the spring make it, all 
summer, an object which everybody stops to look at. 

Her aesthetic soul was at first greatly tried with the 

water-barrel which stood under the eaves-spout—a most 

necessary evil, since only thus could her scanty supply 

of soft water for domestic purposes be secured. One 

of the Graces, however, suggested to her a happy 

thought. She planted a row of morning-glories round 

the bottom of her barrel, and drove a row of tacks 

ground the top, and strung her water-butt with twine, 

like a great harpsichord. A few weeks covered the 

twine with blossoming plants, which every morning 

were a mass of many-colored airy blooms, waving in 

graceful sprays, and looking at themselves in the 

water. The water-barrel, in fact, became a celebrated 

stroke of ornamental gardening, which the neighbors 

oame to look at.”—Mrs. Stowe's Mouse and Horne Papers. 

HOW TO MAKE APPLE BUTTER, 

Place a large copper or brass kettle, well cleaned, 

over the fire, fill the kettle with new cider in which 

fermentation has not begun. When it comes to a sim¬ 

mer begin to skim oft the scum. As it boils down fill 
in more cider and skim as before until you have in tha 

quantity you wish to boil. A barrel and a half can bs 

nicely done in what is commonly called a barrel kettle. 

When the cider is boiled away one-half, or more, dip 

out six or eight gallons into earthem or stone jars ; 

then fill in for each barrel, or thirty-two gallons of un¬ 

boiled cider, one and a half bushels of quartered ap¬ 

ples, nicely washed and drained. If the apples are not 

all put into the kettle at the same time, replace the ap¬ 

ples and the cider taken from the kettle as soon as there 

is space to receive it. Have a slow fire under the ket¬ 

tle while the apples are dissolving to prevent running 

over. When well dissolved it must be constantly 

stirred until finished. This is done with an implement 

made as follows: Take a piece of soft wood, two fetifc 

long, one and one-fourth inches thick, two inches wide 

at top end, four at the bottom, which should be oval; 

now have a hole at the top, one and one-fourth inches 

in diameter, and place a handle into it eight feet long. 

This will enable the operator to stand away from th» 

fire, and yet move it over every part of the bottom of 

the kettie, and thus prevent its burning. No burning 

wood should touch the kettle, neither should the blaze 

rise above the boiling mass. One barrel ol cider, and 

one and one-half bushels of quarters boiled down 

to about ten gallons, can be kept one or more years. 

For winter use, two bushels of quarters may be used, 

and less boiling is required. Before taking it from tire 

fire, season with spice, cinnamon and cloves to suit the 

taste. Remove the kettle from the fire, dip the apple 

butter while hot into well-glazed crocks or stone jars, 

then set away to cool; when cold, cut paper covers fbr 

each crock or jar, soak it in whisky, lay it into the ves¬ 

sel on the apple butter, and the work is done. Cider 

made from sour apples, and sweet apples boiled in it, 

makes an excellent dish. 

Cold Cream.—We offer the following receipt for cold 

cream because it is really “cold” and soothing to an 

irritable skin : Procure perfectly fresh lard which lias 

never been touched by salt; wash it thoroughly In 

spring water freshly drawn, and do this in three dif¬ 

ferent waters; then leave it to soak in fresh water aiul 

in a cool shade for twenty-four hours; then wash it 

once more and beat it until it becomes a cream in as 

much rose-water of the stronger soil as it will absorb 

in the process of beating. When finished the rose¬ 

water will have penetrated every part, and should stand 

in little pools here and there on the soft, porous-litce 
surface. 

To Clean Carved Ivory.—Wash with white snap 

and water, not very warm, and after rinsing it bj •Ris¬ 

ing cold water over it, wipe it slightly with a soft doth 

and place it in the sun to dry. Its color will bo ♦udfee 

restored, as the rays of the sun have a bleaching etbwit 

upon it.—Oodey's Lady's Look. 
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THE FOX WHO WOULD A WOOING GO. 

This little picture is one scene in the eventful life of 

Reynard the Fox, a part of whose sad story I will tell 

ray little friends in his own words: 

“ My father was a fox of great talent and virtue, and 

I have been regarded as not an unworthy son of so 

good a father. While I was yet young, the deceit and 

hypocrisy which I found in all my friends and relations 

made me desire to become acquainted with other ani¬ 

mals, and I tried by showing how much I loved the 

truth and hated lies to make friends among honest peo¬ 

ple ; but alas! no one would believe me. I saw, one 

day, a nice fat hen walking around in the barn-yard 

with her little chickens. She looked so round and 

plump, and had such a kind, honest way with her, that 

I stopped to watch her; but she looked up and saw me, 

and with a cry of fright and hatred called her chickens 

to her and ran away as fast as she could. I called after 

her in my sweetest voice, but it was useless. She had 

suffered too much from my brother and sisters to be¬ 

lieve me. Da}7 after day I used to go and watch her, 
®id I looked over into the barn-yard and saw the 
contented cows chewing their cud, the little calves 
jumping around and playing with each other, the lazy 
pigs grunting over their food, the ducks and the goese, 

the great gobbler, and the black and the green and the 
white roosters and hens, all so happy together, I sighed 
and longed to be among them. 

“This hen which I had first seen was called Poulet, 
and she was the handsomest and best of all. Every 
time that I tried to speak to her, Towzcr, the watch 
dog, who had a nice little house near by, would growl 
and snap at me, and if he had not been locked in would 
have torn me to pieces. At last one day in the tall, 
just as the grapes were getting ripe, and I betran t-o 
think that they looked a very nice color, I found Poulet 
talking with Towzcr, who was smoking his pipe in his 
own door. So I went up to her, and putting my hand 
on my heart, I told her how much I loved her, how I 
had tried to be good that she might love me, and that I 
only wanted to be let into that happy home of hers to 
be quite different from all other foxes 1 prayed and 
begged her to believe me, and told her how olten I had 
watched her, and how easily I could have hurt her if I 
had chosen many and many a time, and that I had not 
showed how sincere I was. At first this made her 
listen to me, but the next moment she only laughed 
scornfully and said : 1 All very well, Mr. Reynard—very 
fine talk, sir; but if it had not been for my good friend 
Towzer here, I am afraid you would not have been so 
virtuous.’ As she said that, Towzer threw down his 
pipe and ran at me with such a terrible bark and such 
a great open mouth, that I scampered away as fast as I 
could £o. I came back again a week after, one moon¬ 
light night, to look at the nice grapes, but alas ! Towzer 
was there too, and the moment he saw me he sprang 
toward me and would have torn me to pieces.” 

What a sad thing it is to have a bad character. 
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A SALMON FIGHT, 

Instances of the ferocity of the varied species of 

bipeds and quadrupeds have been often recorded in the 

public journals; but we have to narrate a more re¬ 

markable occurrence, in the character of the salmon, 

than we have yet had the opportunity to record. The 

facts are these: While several cuttermen (of the pre¬ 

ventive sendee) were on their rounds the other day, 

and bearing along the Findhorn, between Glenferness 

and Dulciebridge, they observed an unusual commo¬ 

tion among the spawning beds on the ford. On ap¬ 

proaching the spot, two large male salmon were seen 

engaged in mortal combat for the possession of a fe¬ 

male. Never did chivalric knights contest for the hand 

of “ladye fair” more fiercely than these buirdly “lords 

of the flood.” The tranquil bosom of the stream was 

lashed into foam by the struggles of the finny antago¬ 

nists ; in the mean time the object of the fray was 

beating silently about, “spectatress of the fight.” 

From the appearance of the stream—dyed with blood, 

and gradually assuming its former smooth surface—it 

was evident that the contest was over. One of the 

salmon at last floundered on the surface dead, and the 

victor, it may be conjectured, exhaustedly bore off the 

prize. The men who had the curiosity to watch the 

fight, as a proof of their story, conveyed the dead sal¬ 

mon to the nearest dwelling. The victorious salmon 

had torn off the flesh, or rather fish, along the back, 

from head to tail, to the very bone. In the movement 

of salmon spawning, the males have often been seen 

chasing one another, but such a fray as this has not 

been witnessed by the oldest fisher or poacher on the 

Findhorn.—English Paper. 

The Friar Outwitted.—The Count of Villa Me¬ 

dina, one of the richest and most powerful of the 

grandees of Spain, one day entered the church of Our 

Lady of Atocha. A friar presented himself before the 

noble count, and asked alms for the deliverance of 

souls from purgatory. The latter took a doubloon 

from his pocket and gave it to him. “Ah, my lord,” 

said the friar, “you have freed one soul from purga¬ 

tory.” The donor drew forth another doubloon and 

gave it to the priest, who, almost beside himself with 

joy, again expressed his gratitude. The count con¬ 

tinued to give doubloons and the recipient to speak his 

thanks, while he said at the repetition of each gift that 

still another soul had gone up to heaven. Having ar¬ 

rived at the seventh doubloon, the nobleman demanded 

seriously of the friar, who still held the money in his 

hand, “Do you really mean to assure me that seven 

souls have quitted purgatory for heaven? “Nothing 

Gan be more certain,” replied the latter. “Well,” said 

the count, “since they are in that blessed abode, no 

one can drive them back to purgatory;” and so saying, 

he took the seven coins from the hand of the friar, and 

replacing them in his pocket, said he could make fur¬ 

ther use of them. 

A HORSE STORY. 

Near Bermuda Hundred there is a large corral, where 

all disabled and worn-out horses—brought here by 

General Sheridan after his famous raid—are confined. 

The poor beasts have apparently but little of their 

original vigor left. That was what we thought a week 

or more since. Now we have changed our opinion. 

During the heavy firing on our right a short time since, 

these lame and worn-out equine warriors pricked up 

their ears, straightened their sore and stiff limbs, tossed 

their manes, formed in squadrons, and, with a loud 

snort, charged on a number of inoffensive mules. Two 

mules were instantly killed, and the others fled in the 

wildest disorder. The horses again formed to the music 

or Gilmore’s artillery, and charged on a high rail 

fence, which they at once broke down. They did not 

desist from their warlike demonstrations until the ar¬ 

tillery firing ceased.—Army Correspondence. 
-————- 

A Joke for Selfish Husbands.—Lord Ellenborough 

was once about to go on the circuit, when Lady Ellen- 

borough said that she would like to accompany him. 

He replied that he had no objection, provided that she 

did not encumber the carriage with bandboxes, which 

were his abhorence. During the first day’s journey, 

Lord Ellenborough happening to stretch his legs, struck 

his foot against something below the seat. He discov¬ 

ered that it was a bandbox. Up went the window and 

out went the bandbox. The coachman stopped, and 

the footman thinking that the bandbox had tumbled 

out of the window by some extraordinary chance, was 

going to pick it up, when Lord Ellenborough furiously 

called out, “Drive on!” The bandbox was accord¬ 

ingly left by the ditch-side. Having reached the county 

town where he was to officiate as judge, Lord Ellen¬ 

borough proceeded to arra}r himself for his appearance 

at the court-house. 

“Now,” said he, “where’s my wig—where’s my 

wig ? ” 

“My lord,” replied his attendant, “it was thrown 

out of the carriage window.” 

A descendant of Nabal having put a crown piece 

into “ the plate ” instead of a penny, and starting at it* 

white and precious face, asked to have it back, was re¬ 

fused. In once, in forever. “Aweel, weel,” grunted 

he, “I’ll get credit for it in heaven.” “Na, na.,” said 

Jeems, the doorkeeper, “ye’ll get credit only for the 

penny.” __ 

Complimentary.—Lord North, who was very corpu¬ 

lent before a severe sickness, said to his physician after 

it: “Sir, I am obliged to you for introducing me to 

some old acquaintances.” “ Who are they, my lord ?” 

inquired the doctor. “ My ribs ” replied his lordship,. 

which I have not felt for many years until now.” 
- 

Sometimes society gets tired of a man and hangs 

him. Sometimes a man gets tired of society and hangs, 

himself. .. 

Great men have generally little hair. The ladies 

beg it all. 
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Learning to Write without a Teacher. 

Messrs. Babbitt & Wilt, of the Miami Commer¬ 

cial College at Dayton, Ohio, have adopted a system by 

which persons can learn to write without a teacher. 

They send one hundred copies, on self-explaining card¬ 

board copy slips for $1.50. We have examined the 

system, and think it well designed to accomplish the 

object. * 

We have made arrangements for procuring complete 

sets of these copies, with everything complete, and 

propose to send one of them to any young man who 

will get ten subscribers to the Genesee Farmer at our 

lowest club rates of eighty cents each. Those who 
wish this valuable premium, will please mention the 

fact when sending in the club. 
-« <•> »- 

He that tilleth his land shall have plenty of bread; 

but be that followeth after yain persons shall have pov¬ 

erty enough.—Prov. 28:19. 

The price will be, as hitherto, twenty-five cents. It 

will he sent prepaid by mail to any address on receipt 

of price. Every reader of the Genesee Farmer should 

have the Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc¬ 

tory [for 1865. In clubs of five and upwards the 

Farmer and [Rural Annual will he furnished at one 

dollar for the two. 
In all cases we prepay the postage on the Rural 

Annual, 60 that subscribers will receive it free of 

postage. 

Planting Forest Trees. 

The increasing scarcity of timber has induced the N. 
Y. State Agricultural Society to offer a prize of $125 

for the “best transplanted forest trees, not less than 

six feet high, for permanent growth, not less than one 

acre, and not less than six hundred trees per acre.” 

We should be glad if some one who has had experience 

would give us an article on the best way of managing 

wood lots, so as to secure the greatest advantage from 

the growth of the young trees and underwood. 
———. -«p>- *- 

To Young Men. 

Farmers’ sons who wish to become good writers 

should not overlook our offer to send a complete set of 

the “ Babbittonian Penmanship” to those who get up 

a club of ten subscribers to the Genesee Farmer at 

eighty cents each. Get up a club; learn to become a 

good penman; keep your father’s books; and writs 

occasionally for the Genesee Farmer. 4 
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New York Oaeese Manufacturers’ Association. 

The Second Annual Meeting of this Association will 

be held at Utica on Wednesday and Thursday, January 

11 and 12. The annual address will be delivered on 

Wednesday evening by X. A. Willard. Reports are ex¬ 

pected from nearly one hundred cheese factories, giving 

the results of the past year’s operations. The follow¬ 

ing are among the topics to be discussed: 

Improved Methods of Cheese Manufacture. 
Best Manner of Marketing Cheese : whether direct or 

through middle-men. 
An Uniform Rate of Cheese Manufacture for 1865. 
The Best Manner of Organizing Factories: whether 

by private enterprise, by corporations, or otherwise. 
Best Breed of Cows for the Dairy. 
Summer and Winter Management of Milch Cows. 

Further information can be obtained from the Presi¬ 

dent of the Association, George Williams, or from the 

Secretary, W. H. Comstock, Utica, N. T. 

Tli© Genesee Farmer In Canada* 

As long as the present premium on gold continues, 

the price of the Genesee Farmer to Canadian sub¬ 

scribers will be: Single subscribers, fifty cents a year; 

in clubs of five or upwards, forty cents a year. 

Our premiums to those who form clubs will be the 

same as to those in the United States. 

If American money is sent, our terms will be: Single 

subscribers, SI.00 a year; in clubs of five and upwards, 

eighty cents a year. 

We shall, in either case, prepay the American post¬ 

age without extra charge. 
- ♦ ♦- 

The friends of the Genesee Farmer will be glad to 

learn that its prospects for 1865 are highly favorable. 

Our agents are doing nobly. The Farmer is so cheap 

that a little effort on the part of our friends will double 

our subscription list. 

Dr. H., of New Castle, N. Y., writes: 
I send you one dollar for 1S65, which will hardly pay for the 

useful information 1 receive through almost every single num- 

Br.E. 

L. R., of Oxford, N. Y., writes: 
I have had the privilege of reading several agricultural publi¬ 

cations. and without flattery I must say that I think the Genesee 
Farmer the most reliable paper of them all. 

G. P. N., of Bradfordsville, Ky., writes: 
I value the Farmer very highly. The “Walks and Talks on 

the Farm'* are alone worth double the subscription price. 
-O- 

Premium for Farmers’ Wives and Daughters. 

To any lady who will send us thirty-five subscribers 

at one dollar each, or sixty subscribers at eighty cents 

each, we will forward, free of charge, one of Doty’s 

Washing Machines. This machine has been used in 

our family for several months, and proves every way 

excellent. Its retail price is 814.00. 
-«-• 

Southern Refugees in the West. 

Mr. A. Furnas, of Danville, Ind., writes us that in 

liis section “the available laboring force is fully as 

stroug as it was before the draft. Southern refugees 

more than supply the vacancies made by the last call. 

It is said that sixty arrived at one time in Henry 

county.” 

The Markets. 

There has been little change in prices of grain sfftoe 

our last report. Hogs are much higher. In this city 

heavy dressed hogs bring from 17@17>£e. $ B>. In 

New York live hogs are dull at 13@14%c. $ lb. live 

weight. At the last New York cattle market, ordinary 

beef cattle were lower, but those of prime quality were 

higher. Christmas beef sold at 25c. $ fi>., for the es¬ 

timated dressed weight of beef. Good cattle brought 

20ci $ B>. The bulk of the cattle sold at 14c. Tn- 

ferior, of which there was a largo number, sold for Q@ 

10c. ^ fi>. There was an unusual number of poor 

working cattle in market. Ordinary sheep bring about 

10c. K>. live weight. Some prime Canada sheep that 

weighed 180 lbs. sold at 12@13c. $ B>. live weight. 

In this vicinity we hear of sales of prime Durham 
steers at 10c. ^9 lb. live weight. 

--- 
Inquiries and Answers. 

Preserving the Numbers oe the Genesee Farmer. 

(M. P. M.)—One of our correspondents says he pre¬ 
serves them by fastening the 
numbers together with shoe¬ 
strings, with ta<j;s on the ends. 
He says: “ As I get the num¬ 
bers I put them on, and make 
the holes uniformly with a 

pen-knife, and at the end of 
the year, by squaring the 
edges, I have a good-looking 
book, besides keeping the 
numbers together during the 
year.” The plan is a good 

one, and will be easily understood by the annexed en¬ 
graving. One of the principal advantages of a monthly 
agricultural paper is, that it is iu a form convenient for 
preserving for future reference. 

A young Philadelphian who intends to remove to a 

small farm of ten acres in the spring, wishes informa¬ 

tion on the following points : 

1. Is it best to get a young and spirited, but gentle 
horse, or one that is old and steady? 

2. Is a mare or horse best? 
3. What varieties of apples, peaches and pears are 

best adapted to a rather clayoy soil that has been well 
cultivated and manured ? 

4. IIow should a truck patch be set out, consisting 
principally of berries and melons—what proportion, 
&c. ? 

5. What fruit, apples, pears, peaches or cherries, will 
be most profitable on such a soil as the above ? 

6. Which kind of berries will be the most profitable— 
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries or currants? 

We should be glad if some of our readers will give 

our young friend the benefit of their experience in 
answer to the above. _ 

What is a Cord of Wood?—(A Young Chopper.) 

One hundred and twenty-eight cubic feet is a cord. 

Cord-wood is usually cut into lengths 4 feet long. Such 

wood piled 4 feet high and 8 feet long is a cord. Your 

pile of wood, which yon chopped in a day, 5 feet high 

and 11 feet long, would contain 220 cubic feet. This, 

divided by 128, will give you the answer, or about 1 cord 

and 7-10—not quite a cord and three-quarters. 

Wood sawed and split for the stove will measure 

about one-tenth more than before it is split-;. and th* 
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finer it is split the more space it occupies—or, in other 

words, the more it will measure. 

You had no need to apologize for asking these ques¬ 

tions. You may have reason to feel ashamed of not 

being able to make the calculation yourself, but not for 

seeking information from others. If they are not im¬ 

pertinent, never be ashamed to ask questions. 

Relative Value of Hat ane> Straw.—(S. H.) As 

a general rule, one hundred pounds of hay may be con¬ 

sidered equal in nutritive qualities to two hundred 

pounds of straw. Of course, both hay and straw dif¬ 

fer materially in value according to quality, time of 

cutting, the condition in which they are harvested, &c. 

Good oat or wheat straw, cut before the grain is fully 

ripe, is almost, if not quite, as nutritious as poor hay. 

Tiles to Drain an Acre.—(W. K.) If the drains 

are 8 yards apart, it will require about 1500 tiles on each 

acre. There will be about 100 rods of drains on the 

acre. You ought to get the drains dug from 2% to 3 

feet deep for 20 cents a rod. 

Cook’s Sugar Evaporator. 

We especially commend this invaluable boiler to the 
attention of our maple sugar manufactui'ers. Six years 
thorough trial demonstrates that it' is without a rival, 
either in the economy of its use or in the excellence of 
its work. Its reputation is national. 

ADVERTISE RflENTS. 

Comstock's Koiary Spader, 

HAYING purchased the exclusive right to manufacture and 
vend this Great Agricultural Want (throughout tha 

United States,' excepting the New England and some of the At* 
luntic and Pacific States,) which has been so thoroughly and sat¬ 
isfactorily tested. I am now prepared to receive orders for thefn. 

A boy fifteen years old, -with four good horses, caD spade six tt> 
eight acres per day, eight inches deep, leaving the field in the 
condition of a garden-bed when forked. 

Depots will be established at Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Lonhs, 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and other Western and Southern cities, 
and I shall endeavor by manufacturing extensively to meet the 
demand; but orders should be sent early to avoid "delay and dis¬ 
appointment. 

For further information, price, &c., send for circular. 
J. C. BIDWELL, 

January 1,1865. Pittsburg (Pa.) Plow Works. 

APICTORIAL DOUBLE NO!BER.-Tiih 
Phrenological Journal and Live Illustrated, fbr 

January, appears with 32 quarto pages, and a beautiful illustrated 
Cover. It contains Portraits of Tennyson, Silliman, Sherickin, 
Cobb, Phillips, Susanna Wesley—mother of John—-an Indifin 
Chief, Franz Muller, Miss Muggins, Miss Fury, the Princess of 
Wales, Florence Nightingale, A Group of Warriors—Hannibal, 
Julius Caesar, Pizarro, Cromwell, Charles XII. Frederick the 
Great, Scott, Wellington and Napoleon, with Ethnology, Pheb- 
nology, Physiognomy, Physiology, and Psychology. No. 1. 
Yol. 41st. Published at 20 cents a number, or $2.00 a year, by 
Messrs. FOWLER Sc WELLS, 3S9, Broadway, N. A'. j2t 

A3Vi^Oftl?ATED PACIFIC CUANO. 
REAL GUANO, containing from seventy to eighty per cent, 

of Phosphate of Lime, to which 1ms been added by a 
chemical process a large percentage of Ammonia, so fixed that it 
can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other 
fertilizer. 

Price, $80 per nett tun. A liberal discount to the trade. 
Pamphlets, with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass¬ 

achusetts State Assayer, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testi¬ 
monials from Scientific Agriculturists, showing its value, can be 
obtained from J. O. BAKER «fc CO., Selling Agents, 

oct6t 131 Pearl street, New York. 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

1S5 a Month, 
ATT ANTED.—S ewing Machine Agents! Everywhere, to 
W introduce the new Shaw <£ Clark Sixteen Dollar Fam¬ 

ily Sewing Machine, the only low price machine in the country 
which is licenced by Grover & Baker, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, 
Singer A Co., and liachelder. Salery and expenses, or large com¬ 
missions allowed. All other Machines now sold for less than 
forty dollars each are infringements, and the seller and user 
liable. Illustrated circulars scut free. Address, SHAW Si 
CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. dec3t 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 
Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. 

ATTENTION, CHILDREN! 
We have just published the first number of a New Magazine 

for the young, called 

tWHITTEMORE’S ClI] 
YY IN SHEEP is a positive 

CERE FOR FOOT ROT 
positive and speedy cure. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor- 
rectlv. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can havo it sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the solo propri¬ 
etor, F. W. WHITTEMORE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
county, N. Y., to whom all orders should be addressed. A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyens. janGt 

North Devon Cattle. 

The subscriber offers for sale at a bargain 

It will be published once a month, and will contain capital 
pictures. It will be full of 

STORIES AXD SKETCHES, 

TRA VEL AXD AD VEXTURE, 

OUT-DOOR AXD IX-DOOR SPORTS, 

GAMES AXD PUZZLES, 

and all sorts of entertaining and instructive miscellany. Terms, 
$2.00 a year for single copies; Clubs much less. More about it 
necet month.. Send 10 cents for a specimen number and a cireu- 
lar to the publishers, TICKNOR & FIELDS, Boston. 

THE CELEBRATED CRAIG 
MICROSCOPE. — Combining Instruction with 
Amusement is mailed, prepaid, for $2.50 ; or with 
6 beautiful Mounted Objects for $3.25: with 24 
Objects, $5.50, by HENRY CRAIG, 

ISO Centre street, New York. 
Also, he Mill mail, prepaid, the Novelty Magnify- 

Glass, for examining Living Insects, Seeds, 
See., ;for $1.50; or with 12 beautiful 

je’63tf 

APPLE SEEDS FOR SALE.-$6.00 per bushel. 
It P. BOWEN, E. Aurora, Erie co., N. Y. 

FOUR PURE BRED DEVON HEIFERS 
of different ages, (two are with calf) and one superior first pre¬ 
mium DEVON REEL CALF. 

Address ARTHUR GILMAN, 
j2t Glynllyn Farm, Lee, Mass. 

CRANBERRY PLANTS—Of the Bell, Cherry and 
Bugle varieties. Send for Circular giving mode of culture, 

price. See. Also, manufacturer of Grafting Wax and 
Tree Varnlsll for cuts and bruises on trees. A sure protec¬ 
tion from Weather, and will heal sound wood. The Wax is also 
valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For sale by 

oct6t F. TROWBRIDGE, Milford, Conn. 

(tiH A A' PER MONTH—AGENTS WANTED 
0_LUU By the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO. 
ill every township to sell their valuable books for tbe 
{►eople—including the latest History of tlie Rebel- 
ion. fT-YT" For full particulars and liberal offers 

Address £. 0. STQRKEj AUBURN, N. Y. 
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND RE® CEDARS 

4 to 12 inches high, $5 pier thousand; 10 to 15 inches high, 
$2 per hundred. Carefully handled, packed and delivered at the 
depot. It* J. A. CARPENTER & CO., Cobden, III 
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TWENTIETH ANNUAL VOLUME. 

1865. THE HORTICULTURIST. 1865. 

A Monthly Magazine for every one who has a 

VINEYARD, O RCHABD OR GARDEN, 

Who loves FEU IT and FLOWEKS, 

or has a HOME IN THE COUNTRY 

to EMBELISH and BEAUTIFY. 

The volume for 1865 will contain frequent articles from 

The Author of “ My Farm or Edge wood,” 

Rev, Dr. E. H. Cressy, 

The Author of “ Ten Acres Enough,” 

Francis Park man, 

E. 8. Rand, Jr., Author of “Flowers for Par¬ 

lor and Garden, 

THE 

MOTHERS’ 

JOURNAL, 
-A.TV33 FAMILY VISITANT, 

Is a Monthly Magazine for Mothers and the Household. "With 
nothing light or trashy, it is practical in purpose, substantial in 
matter, attractive in style, and furnishes a salutarv Christian 
Literature for the Family. To aid Mothers in thoir noble but 
difficult work, and to make the household healthy, happy, useful 
and good is the object of the Journal. 

ONE DOLLAR AND A HALF A YEAR. 
Five Copies.$ 7 00 
Ten Copies. 13 00 
Fifteen Copies... 18 00 

Single numbers, Fifteen Cents each. 

Sent Free to Clergymen who aid its circulation, and to Mater¬ 
nal Associations who forward quarterly reports. 

Send money by mail, at our risk, if properly directed. 
Agents Wanted in every Church, Town and Village. 

DIRECT ALL LETTERS TO 

Mothers’ Journal, 335 Broadway, N. Y. 
C. N. Bement, 

A- S. Fuller, Author of the “ Grape Cultur- 

ist,” 

and others of the best practical talent and ability in 

GRAPE CULTURE, 

FRUITS, 

FLOWERS, 

GARDENING, 

RURAL ARCHITECTURE, 

LANDSCAPE ADORNMENT, 

and RURAL PURSUITS, 

Forming an Annual Volume of 400 royal octavo pages, hand- 

eomely illustrated. 

TWO DOLLARS per annum. TWENTY CENTS per number. 

Volumes 1868,1864, bound, (by express,) and numbers 1S65,.. $5 

Volumes 1862, ’63, ’64, bound, (by express,) and numbers ’65,.. 7 

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, 

jtt Publishers, 37 Park Row, New York. 

HAVING had considerable experience among some of the 
first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 

turned to Rochester and established myself at the Genesee 

Farmer Office, bio. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 
prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 

Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Horses, Sheep. Poultry, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, Ac., promptly exe¬ 
cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 
establishment in Rochester. Orders by mail promptly at¬ 

tended to. 
PST” Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at tho lowest 

rates. Address, C. T. LEADLEY, 
Box 900, Rochester, N. Y. 

A STRANGE STORY. 
A STRANGE STORY. 

A STRANGE STORY. 

BEADLE’S NEW DIME SERIES. 

BEADLE’S NEW DIME SERIES. 

BEADLE’S NEW DIME SERIES. 

LARGE OCTAVO FORM—DOUBLE COLUMNS. 

LARGE OCTAVO FORM—DOUBLE COLUMNS. 

THE ALAXtL El ) BULLET. 

THE MARKE1 > BXJLLET. 

THE MARKED BULLET. 

THE MARKED BULLET. 

A TALE OF THE EARLY OHIO SETTLEMENTS. 

A TALE OF THE EARLY OHIO SETTLEMENTS. 

One of the most captivating books of the day is the first issue 

of Beadle’s new Dime Octavo Series, viz.: 

THE MARKED BULLET, 

A Romance of the Settlements, as full of mystery as Bulwer’s 

celebrated “Strange Story” itself; and bo refreshing in its deline¬ 

ation of backwoods life ns to render it enjoyable in every line. 

Sold generally by newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, on receipt of 

price—TEN CENTS. Address 

BEADLE & CO., Publishers, 

Jit No. 118 William-st., New York. 

(|t>Q MADE FROM 20 CENTS!—Call and examine, 
rinZior ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cent*. Retails for $2 
by R. I* WOLCOTT, 1T0 Chatham Square, N. Y. my’M-ly 

THfc BEST MAPLE SUGAR 

IS MADE ON 

COOK’S EVAPORATOR. 
BLYMYER, BATES Jc DAY, 

Manufacturers, Mansfield, O. 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS. ja2t 

dt>/"T/V A MONTH !—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a 
rip | month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articlea, the 
best selling ever offered. Full particulars free. Address, OTIS 
T. GAREY, Biddeford, Maine. dec3t 
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BULLARD’S IMPROVED 

PATENT HAY TEDDER, 

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay. 
THE subscriber having purchased the exclusive right for man 

ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York) 

Bullard’s Improved Hay Tedder, 
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability, 
which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to the 
difficulty of obtaining good and competent mechanics. 

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la¬ 
bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be 
recorded in turn. “ First come, first served.” Address 

SILAS C. HERRING, New York. 
N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to thoso 

who request them. 
D. R. BARTON, Rochester, N. Y.. Agent ap’64-ly 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 
AND 

SPECIAL, TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

OBDER YOTJB TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEELYE, 

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

r EY’S 
'ale and 

WM. L BRADLEY: 

TO FARMERS! BRADLEY’S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND B 
X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wh 

retail by the Manufacturer. 
Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston. 

Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of hig To¬ 
bacco Fertilizer, Bradley’s X L Manual on the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY. 

Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will 6oon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE. 
rriHE BULL HOTSPUR 4030 A. H. B. by Duke of Gloster 
A (11,3S2) dam Daphne (imported) by Harold (10,299), rich 

roan, calved May 15, I860. Also, three YEARLING BULLS 
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few 
HEIFERS. 

Catalogues sent on application, 
aptf_T. L. IIARISON, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N., Y, 

TILE MACHINE. 
fTVHE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA, Send for a Circular 
A containing description. A. La TOURETTE, 

nov’63-ly Waterloo, N. Y. 

J. B. LAWES’ 
ARTIFICIAL 

MANURES. 
-II London Office, 

No. 1 Adelaidk Place, 

London Bridge, E. C. 

Factories, 
Deptford and Barking Creeks, 

England. 

THE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in tho 
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 

(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Eothamsted, St. Albans, 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif¬ 
ferent branches, viz., for the production of 

WHEAT, 

CORN, 

GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kinds. 
Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country- 

will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in¬ 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent, 
noY^_ 118 Wall Street, New York. 

Babbittonian_ Penmanship. 
THIS SCILNTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of 'the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. K 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—New York Evangelist. 
“The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—II. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—N. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms ojfersd 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

£3?' "end for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT Sc WILT 
College, Dayton, Ohio, 

Principals of Miami Commercial 
dec’64tf 

THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE,” a Mew System of Phys¬ 
iognomy—Eyes, Ears, Nose, Lips, Mouth, Head, Hair, 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with all “ Signs of Character," and How 
to Read Them, given in the 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE ILLUSTRATED 
for 1S65. S. R. WELLS, Editor, Portraits of Remarkable Men, 
in every calling, illustrating different Phases of Human Charac¬ 
ter, the sane and the insane, the virtuous and the vicious— 
Physiognomy, Ethnology, Phrenology, Psychology, &c., in 
each number. New Volume, 41st, for 1S65. Monthly. Only $2 
a year. “ Now is the time to subscribe.” Sample numbers by 
first post, 20 cents. Please address Messrs. FOWLER & WELLS, 
3S9 Broadway, New York. dec4t 

FRANCIS BRILL, 

Nurseryman «&> Seed Grower, 

NEWARK, N. J. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITY. 

Fruit Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, &c. Cata¬ 
logues on application._ septf 

Stammering. 
STAMHERING—Cured by Bates Appliances. For De¬ 

scriptive Pamphlet, <fcc., address 
H. C. L. HEARS <fc CO., 

©ct6t 2H W. 23d street, New York, 
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THE' GENESEE FIRMER FOR 1805. 
-- 

TERMS, PREMIUM LIST, &c. 

REDUCTION OF PRICE IN CLUBS! 

The price of the Genesee Farmer for 1865 will be: To single 

subscribers, one dollar; in clubs of five and upwards, eighty 

cents each. 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending usy?«e subscribers at our lowest 

dub rates of eighty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

a copy of the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1865. 2«> cents* 

To every person sending ns ten subscribers at our lowest 

dub rates of eighty cents each, we will send one copy of the 

Genesee Farmer for 1865, free, and also a copy of the Rural 

Annual and Horticultural Directory for 1S65. $1.00. 

3. Te every person sending us fifteen subscribers atour lowest 

club rates of eighty cents each, we will send a free copy of the 

Farmer and Rural Annual for 1865, and also a copy of Miner's 

DoniesUc Poultry Book, prepaid by maf. $1.50. 

4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a copy of Emerson & Flint’s Manual of Agri¬ 

culture (a most excellent work); or, if preferred, a copy of 

Rodgers' Scientific Agricxdture. $1.75. 

q'o every person sending us twenty-five subscribers at 

eighty cents each, we will send an extra eopy of the Farmer and 

Rural Annual, and also a copy of Everybody's Lawyer, or the 

Horse and liis Diseases. $2.50. 

6. To every person sending us thirty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a complete set of the Rural Annual and 

Horticultural Directory for 1856-7-8-9-’60-’61-’62-'63 and '64— 

nine volumes. $3.25. 

7. To every person sending us forty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer 

for tho years lS60-’61-’62-’63 and ’64, handsomely bound, with 

complete index, title page, &c.; and also a complete set of the 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for the years 

1856-7-8-9- 60-'61- 62 and ’63, handsomely bound in tto vol¬ 

umes. $7.50. 

8. To every person sending us sixty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also one of Doty's Celebrated Washing Machines, 

the best with which we a#e acquainted. It will be sent by ex¬ 

press free of charge. This is a premium offered especially for 

the benefit of farmers’ wives and daughters. A more useful 

present can not be found. $15.00. 

A Twenty-five Cent Premium to every Sub¬ 
scriber. 

In clubs of five and upwards, the Genesee Farmer for 1865, and 

the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 1865, will 

be sent together for one dollar. 
The premiums offered above will also be sent to those forming 

dubs of the Farmer and Rural Annual together. 

The postage on the Genesee Farmer to single subscribers is 

twelve cents a year. Being a monthly journal, however, the 

Postoffice Department allows it to he sent in packages to one ad¬ 

dress at the rate of four cents a year. This is another induce¬ 

ment to form clubs. 
Money may be sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If 

the papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the 

money is lost the matter may be investigated at once. Address 

JOSEPP MAURIS, 
Publisher and Proprietor Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual, 

December 1,1864. Roohesteb, N. Y. 

DOTY’S PATENT 

CLOTHES AND WOOL WASHERS 

Economical, .Durable, Simple, Efficient, Con¬ 

venient, and Easily Operated 

WASHING MACHINES! 

The FIRST and ONLY ONES out of more than one thousand 
patented that have proved 

UNIVERSALLY SUCCESSFUL 

They save full two-thirds the Labor, Time and fatigue of hand¬ 
washing, take less Soap, 

Save $20 to $100 a year 

in Wear of Clothing, and will last many years. 

THESE WASHERS WERE EXHIBITED AT THE GREAT 

NEW ENGLAND FAIR OF 1S64. WON THE ADMIRA¬ 

TION OF THOUSANDS, AND WERE AWARDED A 

SPLENDID DIPLOMA; ALSO AT THE WIS¬ 

CONSIN AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE 

FAIRS OF 1864, THEY WERE AWARD¬ 

ED THE FIRST PREMIUM. 

id 1 Fleeces may be washed in these machines at the 

rate of a fleece in two minutes, without tearing them apart, 

and the wool brings the price of tub-washed wool, which is 

five to eight cents peb pound MOKE than that washed on tho 

sheep. This is very important to every wool-grower. 

They are recommended as the Very Best in SOLON ROB¬ 

INSON’S great new work, “ Facts for Farmers," by ORANGE 

JUDD, proprietor of tht American Agriculturist, and by 

JOSEPH HARRIS, proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

SEND FOE CIRCULAR. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

DOTY BROTHERS, Janesville, WIs. 

DOTY BROTHERS, 151 Nassau St., N. Y. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 14, 

Agricultural editors frequently speak of tlie 

“ Farmers’ leisure season.” I liave not yet been 

Able to discover any month of the year that answers 

the description. It is not found in the Spring, cer¬ 

tainly not in the Summer, still less in the Autumn, 

and thus far I have found plenty to do in the Win¬ 

ter. The cattle and sheep require constant care. 

There is fodder to cut, corn to grind, wood to draw, 

and a score of little things that keep all the men on 

the farm constantly occupied. A city lady once re¬ 

marked that she would not marry a farmer, as she 

did not like the idea of having him around the 

stove all winter. A farmer in vigorous health has 

no business in the house during the day, even in 

winter. There is plenty to do. If too stormy to 

work out of doors, he can find profitable employ¬ 

ment in the barn or the tool-house. 

> The wire worm did considerable damage to wheat 

last fall in some instances in this neighborhood. 

J. C. Adams, of Alleghany county, writes me that 

“ the best way to exterminate this pest is to summer 

fallow, or to put the land into some hoed crop. 

Corn is best, with a sprinkling of pumpkins, or 

beans, in case the wire worm destroys the corn. 

Cultivate thoroughly, leaving no grass roots or 

weeds for them to winter upon, and not a worm will 

be left to hurt the next crop.” He says he speaks 

from experience, having had his spring crops ruined ; 

corn destroyed and potatoes eaten up. One thing 

can certainly be said for this remedy: If it does not 

destroy the worms, it will help to clean and enrich 

the land. 

At one of the Evening Discussions during the 

lade State Fair at Rochester, Geo. Geddes stated 

Ehat after trying the plan of chopping corn stalks, 

straw, &c., for cattle and sheep, he had given it up, 

and the machine which he had used for the purpose 

had lain idle in the barn for some years. On which 

T. C. Peters remarked that it was then on its way 

to his farm, in Genesee county. He had faith in 

cutting fodder. Geddes had not. On liis farm he 

raised more straw than he knew what to do with, 

and his great object was to get it trod down into 

manure. How I envy him! I am short of straw, 

and I grudge every forkful that is used for litter. I 

sowed forty acres of wheat this fall, and put it in 

pretty Well—for an editor ; and if the bone dust and 

artificials do any good, I shall have some straw even 

if the midge takes all the grain! 

But this year I am short of straw, short of corn- 

fodder, short of hay—and I shall be agreeably dis¬ 

appointed if I can carry my stock through the 

winter. I wrote to Peters, telling him how I was 

situated, and asked his advice on different points. 

In reply, he writes: 

“You have the machinery for cutting stalks, 
straw, &c. That is a good start. As to the steam¬ 
ing, I think if it can be done thoroughly it will pay, 
but it is a rather expensive operation. Now, if I 
was situated as you are, I would cut straw, stalks, 
&c., together, and wet it down with warm water; 
and to get it I would put down some gas pipe from 
the steamers to where I had the feed, and heat the 
water there. But after all, it is not a very great 
job to carry the water to the feed vat. You may 
calculate the capacity of your mixing vats by three 
bushels per day for each cow or horse, and about 
seven sheep to a cow. By feeding more meal, you 
can get along with two bushels of cut feed per day. 
Buckwheat is not a cheap feeding grain. If I had 
corn, barley, oats and peas, I would mix and grind. 
No particular rule is necessary, except to make the 
kinds hold out about equal. The best feed to make 
milk I ever tried, was four quarts of meal and four 
quarts of bran scalded together for a daily feed, 
with cut stalks, also scalded. If cows have any 
milk about them, this will bring it out. If you do 
not keep hogs, give the cows the dish water in their 
slops. Where you have solid feed, like meal or 
provender, and can scald it, half bran makes a very 
cheap and nutritious feed. I have never tried cook¬ 
ing feed for horses, generally giving them their 
grain by itself and their cut feed in the same way. 
Any way that makes feed palatable to cattle will be 
a good one, and of that you can judge when on the 
spot. I have never tried sheep on cut feed, but 
should think they would do well as soon as they got 
used to it. I shall buy two or three as soon as I 
can, in order to try them. If you have plenty of 
grain, it is no great knack to bring through a pretty 
large stock well on straw and roots. A little watch¬ 
ing and changing the feed will be necessary, per¬ 
haps, but you will be surprised at how small a 
quantity of coarse fodder suffices, when it is cut fend 
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properly prepared. Put the smallest quantity of salt 
in your water, just enough to make it brackish, and 
the cattle and horses will eat up good. What they 
leave we put in a box and sprinkle some meal on it, 
and give to those we want to have the most grain. 
A little practice will soon enable you to save all the 
crumbs 

I have been feeding sheep with cut straw and corn 

stalks, and they eat it up quite clean, leaving only a 

few butts in the trough. They do not waste half as 

much as when fed uncut. I give them a few roots 

and about three pecks of meal to a hundred sheep 

per day. I have about 150 bushels of buckwheat, 

and am feeding it out, but I find the sheep much 

prefer the corn meal. Corn is a glorious crop—good 

to clean the land, the stalks make excellent fodder, 

and the grain is rich in oil and starch. 

I was thinking to-day, as I was feeding the sheep 

corn stalks and corn meal, whether instead of letting 

the corn ripen it would not be better to cut it while 

green. In the case of timothy hay, it is conceded 

to be poor economy to let it ripen its seed. Why is 

it not equally so in regard to other crops used as 

food for stock ? If you wish to sell the corn, or feed 

it to hogs, that is another question ; but when you 

feed the grain, as well as the straw or stalks, to 

cattle and sheep, what is the advantage of letting 

the crop get ripe ? There can be little doubt (though 

the point is not settled) that there is a positive loss 

of nutriment by allowing grain crops to get ripe,— 

in other words, that the grain and straw together 

do not contain as much nutriment as the crop would 

if cut after it had attained its growth, but before the 

ripening process had commenced. 

I say the point is not settled. Dr. Yoelcker, in 

his investigations of the “ Composition and Nutri¬ 

tive Value of Straw,” found that oat straw, from a 

crop cut at three different periods, viz., when 

“ green,” when “ fairly ripe,” and when “ over ripe,” 

contained less and less nutriment as the ripening 

process proceeded. Gf soluble protein compounds, 

the green straw contained when dry, 6.56, the ripe, 

3.13, and the over-ripe, 1.54 per cent.; of sugar, gum, 

mucilage and extractive matters, the green con¬ 

tained 19.08, the ripe 12.59, and the over-ripe 3.79 

per cent. The total per centage of nitrogen in the 

dry state was: green 1.62, ripe 0.76, over-ripe 0.68. 

These are very remarkable results. The amount 

of protein or flesh forming compounds in green oat 

straw as large as in ordinary meadow hay. The 

greater portion of this matter, too, is found in a 

soluble condition, and would therefore be easily di¬ 

gested. As the straw approaches maturity, this 

nitrogenized matter dwindles down to less than 

one-half. “The question arises,” says Dr. V., 

“what becomes of all the nitrogenized matter, 

which disappears with extreme rapidity when our 

cereal crops arrive at maturity ? Although I have 

not made any special experiments with a view of 

ascertaining this point, it does not appear to me 

likely that this matter is all stored up in the grain; 

and I have not much doubt that, as observed by 

Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, a considerable loss of 

nitrogen takes place in the growth of corn crops, 

which loss is particularly noticeable when the crop 

arrives at maturity.” 

Of sugar, gum, and other matters soluble in 

water, not less than 19 per cent, are found in the 

green straw, against less than 4 per cent, in the 

over-ripe straw. These are the most valuable nu¬ 

tritive constituents, and the results show that the 

straw of oats cut green is four times as nutritious as 

that allowed to get over-ripe. The sugar, etc., of 

the straw is turned into indigestible woody fibre. 

The green straw contains only 25 per cent, of this 

substance, while the fairly ripe straw contains 32, 

and the over-ripe 42 per cent, of this indigestible 

matter. 

The Deacon says it does not pay to feed “ mer¬ 

chantable grain,” and he is probably right. We 

cannot afford to elaborate the food of cattle and 

sheep so much. Speed is obtained at the cost of 

power. It is pleasant to go fast, but it is rather ex¬ 

pensive. Cattle and sheep like grain, but it is ques¬ 

tionable whether the same amount of nutriment 

cannot be obtained at a less cost in less concentrated 

food. 

Mr. Peters says: 

“ The amount of corn fodder which will grow 
upon an acre is truly fabulous, and no one will be¬ 
lieve it until they have had occular demonstration. 
It is not a very large thing to grow 200 tons of 
green fodder to the acre, I think it possible to 
grow 250 tons, with care and a good season, but it 
seems so extravagant, that I usually say 100 tons 
may be grown. I once tried a small experiment on 
sowed corn, but it was only a small one, and not 
conclusive on a large scale. I sowed some Illinois 
corn one year. When it had got well into the tassel, 
I took the average of perhaps thirty square feet, and 
selected three stalks, which were under an average, 
growing upon a square foot. These weighed nine 
pounds. There were more square feet that had over 
four stalks than under. A good many had six, larger 
than the ones I selected, so that it is easy to grow 
at least nine pounds of green food to the foot. Ttiis 
would make not far from 200 tons. I think I found 
a shrinkage of nine-tenths in the stalks exposed to 
the wet run and cured to the worst possible advan¬ 
tage- If you can save a tenth, it makes a very res¬ 
pectable pile of fodder for winter from an acre.” 

This method of estimating the amount of fodder 

from an acre of corn is not accurate. It is surpris¬ 

ing that some one has not weighed an acre, so as to 

ascertain the exact quantity. 

It seems strange to hear the former editor of the 

“ Wool Grower ” talking of buying a couple of sheep, 

to experiment in feeding them cut fodder. He is 
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feeding 40 head of cattle, but I suppose from this 

remark that he keeps no sheep. Like all expe¬ 

rienced sheep men, he has not much faith in the 

present excitement in regard to “American Meri¬ 

nos.” I asked him whether he thought sheep could 

be kept solely for wool wrhere land was high, and 

where an advanced system of cultivation was 

adopted. I know so little of fine-w'ool sheep that I 

dare not trust my own judgment in the matter. I 

have always thought, however, that fine-wooled 

sheep belong essentially to a low system of farming, 

where land is cheap and markets distant. Peters 

seems to be of the same opinion. Though always a 

fine-wool man, he says : 

“ I have no faith in any kind of sheep farming 
that does not make the carcass of the first import¬ 
ance. Wool should only be secondary. We may 
have a panic and excitement, as for the past year or 
two, in fine wool, but it can’t be permanent. A 
hungry population cannot be fed on wool, and mut¬ 
ton wTill soon take the front rank.” 

A correspondent of the Boston Cultivator, at 

Southville, N. Y., writes that he has “ the past season 

raised a crop of turnips at the rate of 50 tons per 

acre. Also a few with extra pains that weighed 

from 8 to 18 lbs. a turnip, equivalent to 130 tons per 

acre, exclusive of tops.” 

I once heard Mr. Lawes say he would go fifty 

miles to see a crop of Swede turnips that weighed 

30 tons per acre. I presume he would cross the 

Atlantic to see one of 130 tons per acre! He has 

probably raised more crops of turnips than any man 

living, and had come to the conclusion that the re¬ 

ports of 40 and 50 tons of turnips per acre wrere 

based on estimates, and not on actual weights. 

The way such big crops are obtained (on paper) iR 

very simple. You weigh a dozen or so of turnips, 

and find that they average 8 lbs. each. If the rows 

are 27 feet apart and the plants 10 inches apart in 

the rows, there w'ould be 23,232 plants per acre; 

and at 8 lbs. to each turnip, we have 185,856 lbs., or 

nearly 93 tons per acre. 

If we should calculate how many plants of wheat 

would grow on an acre, and how many ears each 

plant would grow, and how much they would yield, 

and then figure up the amount, we should probably 

get 200 bushels per acre. But wre all know that 

such a crop has never been grown. 

When 50 tons of turnips are grown on an acre, 

the whole crop actually grown and measured, I 

shall have more patience with such statements as 

the above. 

Our quiet talks on the farm, in some way or 

other, get into the Genesee Farmer every month, 

and they tell me at the office that they are amaz¬ 

ingly popular. They say that a great many of the 

subscribers write that they like them better than 

anything else in the paper, and hope that they will 

be continued. 

John Johnston wrote me some time ago that he 

was glad to hear that I was living on the farm. He 

thought I still resided in the city. (You know peo¬ 

ple “ reside ” in the city, and “ live ” in the country.) 

He thought that “the Walks and Talks on a Farm 

were more ideal than real.” I was quite amused. 

I could no more “ make them up ” than I could 

write a book or preach a sermon! 

I have always thought that one reason wrliy so 

few turnips are raised in this country is the wrant of 

good drills for sowing the seed on ridges, with an 

attachment for dropping superphosphate, plaster, 

&c., at the same time wuth the seed. Sanford How¬ 

ard, of the Michigan College, writes me that “ this 

opinion deserves attention,” but intimating at the 

same time that it wrill not pay to purchase such ex 

pensive machines unless wre make up our minds to 

go extensively into the business of raising roots. I 

do not see, however, why they need be so expensive, 

but even if such a drill should cost $50, it would 

pay for itself in sowing ten acres of roots in a single 
season. 

I am rather a new convert to turnip culture. 1 

had supposed that our dry climate was not well 

adapted to the growth of root crops; and that even 

if we could grow them to advantage, the crop is so 

heavy in proportion to its nutriment that it would 

hardly pay to store them for winter use. But I was 

so successful in raising turnips last season, that 1 

am satisfied there is no difficulty in getting good 

crops; and in regard to storing, if the buildings are 

properly arranged for feeding them out in a base 

ment stable, with cellars alongside into which the 

turnips can be dumped from a cart on the outside, 

the labor is not very great. And that it needs no 

argument to prove the advantages of feeding some 

succulent food to stock during our long winter 

months. 

Let us have a good drill for sowing the seed on 

ridges with superphosphate, and my word for it, 

turnip culture will soon become a leading feature of 

our agriculture. 

This afternoon we have been grinding peas with a 

new mill I got a few weeks since from R. L. Howard 

of Buffalo. The grinding is done by four vertical 

iron plates rubbing against each other. It works to 

perfection. Two horses grind pretty well, but as 

peas are hard to grind, and as I want the meal fine, 

we put on four horses. We started at a quarter 

past two. I attended to the mill myself. I did not 

say anything to Michael, but as he saw me looking 

at my watch and marking down each lialf-busliel I 

put in the hopper, he evidently concluded that I 

wanted to ascertain how much we could do. IIo 
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kept the liorses on a lively walk, and I was not slow 

in letting in the peas. We stopped once for five 

minutes to oil the machinery, and then kept on till 

twenty minutes to six. In this time we ground 

twenty-eight and a half bushels, or about nine bush¬ 

els an hour. 

It grinds corn to perfection, and buckwheat and 

carts run through it at a great rate. I would not be 

Without it on any account. It is not merely more 

economical to grind your own grain, but it is far 

more convenient. If you send it to the grist mill, 

you either have to wait several hours or go for it 

the next day. 

I have just been reading the report of the Cheese 

Convention at Utica. I have never had much faith 

In the permanency of the “ Factory System.” This 

question of permanency was alluded to by Mr. Wil¬ 

lard in his address, and certainly nothing was 

brought forward tending to show that the system 

Will be profitable when we return to specie and old 

prices. The average price of cheese sold by the dif¬ 

ferent factories the past season must be taken at 20 

cents per lb. With gold at $2.25, which may be 

taken as the average of the past year, this would 

give us not quite 9 cents per lb. for cheese in specie. 

The extra 11 cents per lb. now obtained is purely 

fictitious. Take this away, and where would be our 

a Cheese Factories ?” 

A resolution was introduced that l-\ cents per lb. 

should be charged for making the cheese the coming 

season. Add to this the expense of carrying the 

milk to the factory, and it takes out no inconsider¬ 

able slice of the profits. 

A number of factories made a report of their oper¬ 

ations during the season. The first one on the list 

is one at Norwich, Chenango Co. The average 

number of cows was 400; amount of cured cheese, 

114,240 lbs.; average price got for cheese, 20.62 cents 

per lb.; 9.9 pounds of milk required for one pound 

of cheese. 

Taking these figures as a basis, each cow gave 

about 1,500 quarts of milk during the season, and 

made 285 lbs. of cheese. If the season was seven 

months, or say 200 days, this would be 74 quarts of 

milk per day for each cow, and nearly one and a 

half lbs. of cheese. 

Now suppose a farmer lives only two miles from a 

factory, and keeps fifteen cows; he has to harness 

up a team every morning for two hundred days to 

carry 1124 quarts of milk to the factory. I think 

this would be worth 75 cents a day, and conse¬ 

quently amounts to $150 a season. The fifteen cows 

produce 4,275 lbs of cheese. The charge at a fac¬ 

tory for making this, at It cents per lb., amounts to 

$64.13. The two items of taking the milk to the 

factory and the charges for making it into cheese, 

amounts to $214.13. Now as long as cheese sells fhr 

20 cents a lb., this kind of work may be profitable ; 

but let it fall to its nominal price—the price it now 

brings in gold—or say 9 cents per lb., and these ex> 

penses will eat up all the profits. The .produce of 

the fifteen cows would (4,275 lbs. cheese at 9 cents) 

amount to 384.75 ; and deducting the $214.13, would 

leave only $170.62 to pay for milking and keeping 

the cows! It may be said that when we return tb 

specie the cost of manufacture will be less, but acU 

mitting it to be so, it would seem that the expenses 

would still be so large as to leave little for keeping 

the cows. 

It will be said that cows ought to give double the 

above amount of milk and cheese. This is true, but 

it must be remembered that these are actual results 

Mr. David Humphrey, of Spring Creek, Ind., has 

sent me a few seeds of a fall squash, which he says 

comes nearer to a sweet potato than anything h» 

has ever tried. It is very pleasant to receive sucb 

gifts from distant friends. 

Speaking of squashes, Mr. Paul P. Green, a Penn * 

sylvania blacksmith, writes me that he put a pump 

kin seed in a dung heap last spring. The vines ran 

over the heap, and in the fall bore 21 pumpkins, 13 

of which weighed 160 lbs., and 5 others weighed 40 

lbs. They dropped off the vines. 

Beef cattle took another upward jump in New 

York this week. There were few good cattle ?n 

market, and the best sold for 24 cents per lb.! Coa- 

sidering the quality of the cattle, this is said to be 

the highest price ever paid in New York. The ad¬ 

vance was even greater on inferior cattle than on 

those of extra quality. The week before, the rangp 

of prices was from 9 cents per lb. to 22 cents. Thra 

week it was from 14 to 24 cents. When the market 

is well supplied, inferior cattle are neglected, and 

the price gives way more than on good animals. 

When will farmers see that it is very poor economy 

to raise and feed poor cattle ? One would think that 

these market reports, sent to all parts of the country 

every week, would open the eyes of all who are not 

absolutely blind to their own interests. It is just 

as easy to have a steer that will dress 10 cwt. at 

three years old as a miserable scallawag that dresses 

only 5 cwt. The one would bring, at last week^ 

quotations, $220, and the other only $45! I have 

frequently heard people complain that our State and 
County Agricultural Societies offered more liberal 
premiums for cattle and sheep than they did for 
implements and machines. Even if this were true, 
(which it is not,) it would be perfectly proper. 
Breeding is slow work, and when you succeed m 
raising one that takes a prize, you cannot, as is tliB 
case with the implement or machine, make a thou¬ 
sand just like it and sell them at high prices. Out 
Societies should do all in their power to encourage 
the breeding of good stock. 
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THE GOOSE —ITS VALUE —ITS USEFULNESS, &c, 

WRITTEN FOR THE GENESEE FARMER BY C. N. BEMENT. 

Tiie value and usefulness of geese is scarcely cal¬ 

culable. Had it not been for the quill of this bird, 

much of the ignorance of the dark ages would stil 

overshadow the world. Is it not to the agency of it 

that we are indebted for ninety-nine hundredths of 

the books in existence ? Were not the 500,000 vol¬ 

umes in the Bodlean library of Oxford ; the 600,000 

volumes in the library at Lyons ; the 400,000 in the 

Royal library of Paris; the 300,000 volumes in the 

University library of Gottengen ; and the 100,000 in 

the library of Harvard College, as well as many 

thousands, aye, millions of volumes, too numerous 

to mention, all or nearly all written by the quills of 

geese? Let these and all their kindred illumina¬ 

tions become extinct, and where would be our liter¬ 

ature and our science, as needful in the realms of 

mind as the material sun in the Material creation ? 

True, the present century, abounding in novelties, is 

now furnishing us with pens of steel, and silver anc 

gold, in no less profusion than were the locusts of 

Egypt; but, still, give me in preference, says a wri¬ 

ter, to all such trickery, the quill of an old white 

gander. 

And the goose has other claims on our affectionate 

consideration. Ask the gouty old man, and fidgety 

old woman, which is the chief alleviation to their 

aching bones, and they will tell you it is an old- 

fashioned bed filled with feathers and the down of 

geese. How many millions of persons consider this 

one of the greatest' of human luxuries! Who can 

tell how many midnight watchings it has lulled into 

the sweetest slumbers? Who can tell how many 

fretful, crying infants it has soothed into sweet lan¬ 

guor of a quiet repose ? If there were not untold 

charms in the feather bed, would it have so many 

votaries? Would such multitudes be clinging to it 

twelve hours out of twenty-four, when two-thirds of 

that time are sufficient for rest, were there not a 

magical witchery about it found nowhere else? 

Recently, however, there has been gotten up a 

crusade against feather beds as well as against 

goose quills; and the whole object seems to origi¬ 

nate in a conspiracy to drive from the pale of public 

favor the bird which produces them. 

The main profit of the rearing of geese, is in their 

flesh. So highly prized is the meat of this bird, 

that a man of Norwich, England, annually fattens 

thousands for the London market. It is stated that 

occasionally he has as many as two thousand on his 

extensive premises at the same time. They are col¬ 

lected from all parts, wherever to be obtained. Some 

are raised in England, more are from Holland, but 

the greater part procured from Prussia. For our¬ 

selves, we prefer the flesh of a young, fat goose to that 

of the turkey. Others may have a different prefer¬ 

ence. In matters of taste, there can be no conclu¬ 

sive argument. All have a right to their fancy. 

It is a common opinion that geese are silly and 

stupid. Hence, if a biped in pantaloons or petti- 

coats is peculiarly deficient in common sense, he or 

she is dubbed with the cognomen of goose-head. 

According to the prevalent apprehensions of goose- 

ology, such designations, in numerous cases, would 

be very appropriate; but oftentimes, when applied, 

we think the feathered gentry, of the two races, is 

the more slandered. 

The goose lias for many ages been celebrated on 

account of its vigilance. The story of the saving 

of Rome by the alarm they gave, when the Gauls 

were attempting the Capitol, is well known, and 

was probably the first time of their watchfulness 

being recorded, and, on that account they were 

afterwards held in the highest estimation by the 

Roman people. The story is simply this:—That 

while the watch-dogs and sentinels of the city at 

that hour of midnight, were either asleep, or were 

remiss in duty, a few of the enemy scaled the pre¬ 

cipitous and perilous heights which led to the Capi¬ 

tol. The geese, however, heard the noise, sounded 

the alarm, commenced cackling, and wakened the 

consul, Marcus Manlius. The alarm was imme 

diately given, many of the garrison were collected, 

and consequently the assailants were repulsed with 

a fearful slaughter. And it is certain to all ae- j 

quainted with the habits of the bird, that nothing ) 

can stir at night, nor the least or most distant noise 

can be made, but the whole flock are aroused, and 

begin to hold their cackling converse; and on the 

nearer approach of apprehended danger, they set up 

their more shrill and clamorous cries. Even the 

cimning and stealthy fox is almost always foiled in 

lis schemes for a late supper on goose. He is too 

wily to fail in making a sudden retreat whenever 

the old gander wakes up the dog or the wearied 

farmer; for he seems to have an unconquerable 

aversion to the smell of gunpowder, or the sharp, 

white teeth of that quadruped. On account of 

this trait in the character of the goose, it is by 

many persons esteemed the best of all country pro¬ 

tections against the depredations ©f horse thieves 

and burglars. 

The goose has been supposed as long lived as the 

swan, and numberless instances Lave been recorded 

of their having outlived the age of man. Moubray, 

indeed, mentions as an established fact that there 

was, in 1824, a goose living in the possession of a 

Mr. Ilewson, in Lincolnshire, England, which was 

then upwards of a century old. It had been through¬ 

out that term, in the constant possession of Mr. 
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Hewson’s forefathers and himself; and, on quitting 

his farm, he, with a feeling which does him credit, 

would not suffer it to be sold with the other stock, 

but made a present of it to the incoming tenant,— 

“ that the venerable fowl might terminate its career 

on the spot where its useful life has been spent such 

a length of days.” 
-- —o ■ »--- 

THE FARM HOMESTEADS OF ENGLAND, 

Such is the title of a magnificent work recently 

published in England, containing a “ collection of 

plans of English homesteads existing in different 

parts of the country, carefully selected from the 

most approved specimens of farm architecture, to 

illustrate the accommodation required under various 

modes of husbandry, with a digest of the leading 

principles recognized in the construction and ar¬ 

rangement of the buildings. 

“ The work fills a large quarto volume, containing 

full plans and descriptions of 24 of the best home¬ 

steads in England. The Royal Flemish farm home¬ 

stead is the first of the series. It illustrates the plan 

of covered yards, which is one of the foremost 

methods now adopted by farm architects. There is 

here accommodation for 12 horses and 100 head of 

cattle. Tliorney farm, in Cambridgeshire, the prop¬ 

erty of the Duke of Bedford, is then described. The 

homestead here is on the plan advocated by Profes¬ 

sor Low, where the buildings, classed according to 

their uses, are arranged systematically in a long 

rectangle, with the open yards facing south. The 

parallelogram has this advantage, according to Mr. 

Mein, who erected these buildings, that where brick 

is the material used, as the shelter sheds divide the 

yards, they by their weight of roof protect the divi¬ 

sion walls from damage occasioned by the pressure 

of manure or the rubbing of heavy stock. Tliorney 

is a fen farm of 500 acres. There is accommodation 

here for 76 head of cattle, in a succession of yards 

arranged end to end in a long parallelogram. Brick- 

den New Farm, the property of Colonel Linton, has 

a simple homestead accommodating 40 cattle and 12 

horses. The buildings are here arranged around a 

square divided into two yards by a central detached 

piggery. In the Maisemore farmery, near Glouces¬ 

ter, which is adapted mainly for the accommodation 

of stock, the central division is a main portion of 

this accommodation—the whole ground plan form¬ 

ing a trident, of which the central tine is thicker 

than the other, providing two rows of boxes. The 

North Brook farm, at Kirtlington, near Oxford, is 

another capital illustration of the covered yard sys¬ 

tem, or rather of the combined covered and open- 

yard plan, in which provision is made for all kinds 

and ages of stock. Toothill farm, the property of 

Lord Palmerston, is a trident arrangement, with a 

short prolongation of one of the side row buildings 

for the accommodation of horse-power, gangway 

and hay loft. Uphampton farm, near Shobdon, Hei^ 

fordshire, is an instance of covering the ground plan 

by a lower and closer roof. There is here accommo¬ 

dation for 100 head of stock, and elaborate farm 

machinery for the preparation of food, threshing of 

produce, cider making, &c. The whole cost, with 

machinery, 4500/., or 8?. per acre of the farm, of 

which it is the very complete equipment. Longleat 

Park farm, in Wiltshire, is furnished with capital 

buildings by Mr. Wilkinson, architect, of Oxford. 

They cost 7,000/., and include large covered yards, 

stalls, boxes, barn and food stores, piggeries, &c. 

There is accommodation for 18 horses, 17 cows, 14 

fatting beasts, 30 pigs, and 30 head of loose cattle. 

The Tattonhall ITall farm, in Cheshire, is an ex¬ 

tremely well designed and very original arrange¬ 

ment, by which the labor of a large cow house ami 

dairy is reduced to a minimum. It accommodates 

80 cows and 26 other stock, besides nine horses and 

many pigs ; and the cost was only 1600/. The main 

feature is the central cow-house, with barns and 

food-houses, all in convenient connection. Stables 

and cart-slieds are detached. Many other examples 

of good homesteads are given, and witli reference to 

each, the character of the farm—its mode of crop¬ 

ping—its quantity of stock—the character of tiro 

soil and of the rainfall—and the cost of the erection 

is given. Then follows a chapter on farm machin¬ 

ery, with particular descriptions and elevations of 

Lord Bateman’s machinery at Uphampton, and of 

Mr. Hegan’s machinery at Dawpool, and of Mr. 

Garth’s machinery at Haines Hill, and of Mr. Page's 

machinery at Soutliminster. A chapter follows on 

farm-houses, with ample illustrations, in which tire 

same rule is followed of giving instances actually 

erected—and another on laborers’ cottages, with a 

collection both of examples and designs. 

“ The rest of tlie volume contains a digest of tlu* 

principles recognized in the construction and ar¬ 

rangement of approved farm buildings, in which 

the facts so industriously collected and so perfectly 

presented to the reader in the former part of tiro 

volume, are collated and discussed, in order to bring 

out the principles which should guide the reader in 

adapting any of the examples before him to his own 

particular circumstances.” 
--- mrXt • CTw - 

Remedy for CniLLBLAiNS.—At this season of tiro 

year many are troubled wfith chillblains. When 

they come in from the cold and seat themselves by 

the stove the feet begin to itch most intolerably, 

and swell. Now, I suffered much and tried many 

things, till, as a last resort, I applied kerosene oil. 
Two applications cured them up. Try it, sufferers. 

J. L. Hebsey. 
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A NEW VIEW OF THE ACTION OF GYPSUM OR 

PLASTER. 

Monsieur Deherain lias been lately conducting 

some very important experiments to show in vliat 

manner the absorption of potash by plants is really 

effected. The experiments are in fact so important 

that we hasten to give them all publicity in our 

power. 

In the first part of these researches the author 

points out how and for what crops the farmer and 

the gardener may apply gypsum with great advan¬ 

tage ; and, on the other hand, how they may be 

at the expense of applying it with no advantage at 

all. This, therefore, is an important matter, de¬ 

serving of serious consideration. We need not 

enter into all the minute details of the elaborate 

and carefully-conducted chemical analyses and ex¬ 

periments by which the author arrives at his con¬ 

clusions ; but we shall state sufficient to call atten¬ 

tion to the subject. 

Farmers (says M. Delierain) have long been aware 

of the remarkable effects produced by gypsum on 

artificial meadows; they admit that it increases by 

ane-third or even by one-lialf the crops of clover, 

lucerne, and sainfoin; but what distinguishes this 

substance from others that are employed for pro¬ 

moting vegetation is its great effect on leguminous 

plants, and its having none whatever on cereals. 

M. Delierain’s experiments proved—That gypsum 

applied to arable land does not assist nitrification: 

no nitric acid being formed in consequence of its 

application. That moreover it does not promote the 

formation of ammonia. But that it does promote 

the solubility of potash buried in the soil. 

If we examine, in the first place, what plants are 

benefited by gypsum, we shall find that they are 

such as are rich in potash, namely leguminous 

plants, especially clover, sainfoin, and lucerne; and 

the vine, which takes up a considerable quantity of 

potash from the soil, is also manured with gypsum 

in some countries. 

An old observation of Schwertz is very much in 

accordance with this view of the subject. That 

agriculturist asserted that gypsum cannot promote 

the growth of clover on certain stiff soils; but he 

adds, that its unsuitability is frequently overcome 

by manuring with ashes. Gypsum, in fact, does not 

create potash, it can only set it at liberty, and ren¬ 

der it soluble ; and if the potash is entirely absent 

the gypsum has no effect; but ashes themselves con¬ 

tain potash, and give to the soil the element with¬ 

out which leguminous plants could not grow. 

Some experiments have shown that the potash 

becomes soluble almost immediately after the gyp¬ 

sum has been applied. This explains why agricul¬ 

turists recommend the application of gypsum to the 

growing crop rather than to the soil before sowing. 

In either case, it se’ems that gypsum acts only on 

the soil; but if it liberate or render soluble the 

potash whilst there are no plants to take the latter 

up, it may be carried off by rains and lost; but if, 

on the contrary, the plants are in a growing state, 

potash will be absorbed by them as it becomes dis¬ 

solved under the influence of the gypsum. 

“ I have stated,” says M. Delierain, “ that gypsum 

produces little or no effect on cereals. If w’e exam¬ 

ine the composition of the ashes of those plants, we 

find that they contain considerable quantities of phos¬ 

phates and large quantities of silicia, and we know 

that nitrogenous manures are absolutely necessary 

for them. Now, we have seen that gypsum neither 

promotes the formation of ammonia nor that of 

nitric acid, and we have stated that the solubility 

of the phosphates in weak acids is not increased by 

gypsum ; whilst experiments prove that the latter 

acts with far less energy than lime in rendering 

silica soluble. It thus appears that none of the ele¬ 

ments of cereals is rendered more soluble by gyp¬ 

sum. 

“Nitric acid, soda, chlorine, and sulphuric acid 

are but little retained by arable land. They are 

chiefly found in the water that runs off by the sur¬ 

face, and in that of the drains in well manured land ; 

but potash, ammonia, and phosphoric acid are re¬ 

tained in the soil. Gypsum and lime are employed 

to dissolve the last three elements, and although the 

actions of these have some points in common, yet in 

others they are widely different. 

“ The object of supplying gypsum to arable land 

is to liquefy the soluble salts which the soil usually 

retains, and permit them to be dissolved from the 

soil by water, so that they can be absorbed by 

plants. In this way, to use an expression now 

usually adopted, we may consider gypsum as an 

assimilating agent. 

“ The action of lime is not entirely similar. It 

attacks insoluble matters and transforms them. I 

still uphold what I stated some years ago on the 

effects which it exercises on the insoluble phos¬ 

phates. M. Boussingault has likewise shown that 

lime attacks insoluble nitrogenous matters, and ren¬ 

ders them capable of assuming the form of ammo¬ 

nia ; lime, then, is also an assimilating agent, but its 

action extends to insoluble matters. It acts by 

chemically decomposing certain substances, and 

causing them to take a different form. Gypsum, on 

the contrary, seems to act physically by setting free 

soluble substances that are shut up in the soil. As 
lime is the assimilating agent of the phosphates and 
of nitrogen in the state of ammonia, so gypsum is 
the assimilating agent of potash.” 

To us it seems that these very curious statements 
are of at least as much interest to the gardener as 
the farmer. 
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perfect impression is made, whether the wool is long 

or short. The size of the stamp is 3£ inches.” 

Further information relative to this improvement 

may he obtained by addressing Mr. Todd, as above, 

who will furnish an illustrated circular containing 

full directions for marking, registering, composition 

to be used, &c. Mr. T. will send a set of figures by 

express, charges paid, for $3.25 ; the same with the 

initials of purchaser, $3.50. Two sets, $4.00; lour 

sets, $7.00; six sets, $9.00. Initials 35 cents addi¬ 

tional per set. 
---— --— -—— 

POULTRY MANAGE MBIT IN FRANCE. 

TODD’S STAMPS FOR MARKING SHEEP. 

This cut represents a sheep marked by stamps 

invented by A. Todd, Jr., of Ontario, N. Y. While 

-the plan for numbering and registering sheep is not 

jnew, yet it is not generally practised by keepers of 

.gheep. We have before us a set of the digits from 

1 to 0. One of these figures is given in the follow¬ 

ing cut. The figure is large, with a stem upon its 

upper surface, as they all 

have, and when dipped in 

good coloring matter and 

stamped upon the shorn or 

unshorn sheep leaves a dis¬ 

tinct impression, as seen 

above. 

Mr. Todd says: " At shear¬ 

ing time I carefully examine 

every sheep as to form, (be¬ 

fore and after shearing,) 

length of staple, quality of wool, weight of fleece, 

,&c., all of which is noted for future reference; and 

there is no time when so thorough an examination 

can be made as at shearing. It is almost impossible 

to select from a flock of sheared sheep, without 

numbering and registering, such as should be dis¬ 

posed of or kept for stock. Refer to the register 

and you can readily select the ewes having the finest 

quality of wool, the longest staple, the hea\iest 

Meeces, &c. Using such ewes for stock, as like 

■begets like, it is evident a flock can be very rapidly 

improved. Sheep numbered as shown in the cut 

above, save much time at yeaning; as, for instance, 

No. 58 may refuse to own her lambs. If the sheep 

are in the field, the lamb may be taken to the house, 

and at night, when the sheep are yarded, one can 

readily select No. 58 from the flock. If a sheep is 

lame, drooping, or from any other cause requires 

special attention, it can at any time be selected irom 

the flock, though the flock may or shall consist of 

hundreds. The stamp represented by the above 

cut is probably the most convenient form in use. 

By holding the stamp handle precisely like a pen a 

In some districts of France the farmers appro¬ 

priate rooms called “ couvoir ” for their setting hens, 

round which are laid planks raised on tressels about 

18 inches from the ground; on these planks are 

placed little baskets of osier, close made at bottom 

and round the sides, but with widely barred tops; 

each of these baskets contain one hen. Some of 

these couvoirs are adapted to hold from 300 to 400 

liens;, which are all taken off at intervals to feed, 

and to have their legs washed and cleansed. The 

hens are generally set in lots of from 6 to 10, so 

that at hatching time the broods may be increased 

or diminished, according to the success of each hen. 

The coops in use for the broods are large, and a hen 

is often allowed from 18 to 24 chickens. As fast as 

the chickens are hatched they are taken with the 

hen that is selected to act as mother to them to an 

orchard or enclosed space, and are there fed and 

tended until big enough to shift for themselves. 

Make youkowtn Neats-foot Oil.—A correspond¬ 

ent of the Germantown Telegraph tells what they 

do with beeves’ legs in his family : 

“ The hoofs are chopped off, and the other portions 

are cracked and boiled thoroughly. From the sur¬ 

face of this boiled mass, about one pint of pure 

neats-foot oil is skimmed, which is unsurpassed by 

any other oleaginous matter for harness, shoes, &c. 

After the oil is taken off, the water is strained to 

separate from it any fatty particles that may remain, 

and then it is boiled again, until upon trying, it is 

found it will settle into a stiff jelly. It is then 

poured into flat-bottomed dishes, and when cold cut 

into suitable sized pieces. It hardens in a few days, 

and you will then have a very fine article of glue, 

free from imparities of every kind, sufficient ior 

family use for a twelve-month. 

“ Bv taking a portion of this glutinous substance 
before it becomes too thick, and brushing it over 
pieces of silk, you will have just as much court- 
nlaster as you desire, inodorous, tenacious, and en¬ 
tirely free from those poisonous qualities which 
cause (as much of the article sold by apothecaries 
does) inflammation, when applied to scratches, cuts, 

and sores.” 
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SALT FOR STOCK, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Having noticed an arti¬ 

cle occasionally in tlie Farmer on the subject of 

salting stock, and in the January number an extract 

from an article in the Germantown Telegraph, ad¬ 

vising farmers not to give salt to stock, I wish to 

say a word on the subject: 

1st. We should consult the natural taste of the 

animal. If salt be not healthy, and even necessary, 

how is it that they so crave it ? Deer and buffaloes, 

in a wild state, go long distances for it. Man in all 

countries uses it. Cattle on the seashore drink the 

seawater. If not really required by their systems, 

Why do such animals so universally seek it ? 

2d. Universal practice. Men always use it when it 

can be obtained. They as invariably give it to their 

cattle. Is it possible a practice so general, and 

coming down to us from the remotest times, can 

have no foundation in the necessities of the animals 

themselves ? 

3d. My own limited observation and experience. 

I find my sheep do not eat as well when they are 

without salt as they do when they have a regular 

supply. I have a salt-box in my sheep shed, in 

which I aim always to keep salt. (I wish all my 

stock wTere as steadily and constantly supplied with 

it.) If the salt is all eaten up, the sheep soon tell 

me of it. And I think this is particularly needed 

when they are on grass. If I observe any of the 

sheep scouring, I add a little wood ashes to the 

salt, mixing them carefully, and I never fail to cure 

the sheep at once. 

I have a cow also that calls for her salt as surely 

as she calls for her feed. If I am in haste to put 

flesh on a horse, I give him an extra quantity of 

salt, and can always perceive the increase of appe¬ 

tite, and consequent increase of flesh. 

But I have already occupied too much space. I 

wish other farmers would give us the benefit of 

their experience in this matter. 
Bevis, Diam. Co., Ohio, 1865. J. P. Waterhouse. 

Change op Seed.—T. E. Willoughby, of Ogle 

county, Ill., writes the Genesee Fanner that he ob 

tained some seed corn last year from Joseph Wright, 

of Waterloo, N. Y., and “had a large crop.” Mr. 

Wright sends to the West for his seed corn, (Ohio 

Dent,) and we suppose the object in a Western 

farmer getting his seed from him, is that after it 

has been grown in this more northern latitude it 

will be earlier. Corn ripens earlier as we go North, 

and when taken South has a tendency for a year or 

two to ripen at the same time—and is consequently 

earlier. With wheat the case is reversed. Wheat 

ripens earlier as we go South, and for this reason it 

is desirable to get seed wheat from a more Southern 

latitude. 

FEEDING COWS IN WINTER. 

Mr. Burn, in his new volume of “ Outlines of 

Modern Farming,” says on the winter feeding of 

cows: 

“Dr. Voelcker, as corroborative of the fact, which 

seems obvious enough, but, nevertheless, is really 

very much overlooked by dairymen, that the food 

has an influence on the quality of the milk, meu> 

tions that the cows of the Agricultural College, 

when taken in from the scanty supply of the grass 

in the October fields, and placed in stalls, and fed 

with hay, roots, and meal, the quality of the milk 

increased at once, and gave 44 per cent, of butter in 

place of 34 per cent, when not so treated; the eve¬ 

ning's milk, after the cows were out all day at grass, 

yielded only 3 per cent, of butter. In the winter 

months the cows were wholly kept in doors, when 

the milk was at once more abundant and richer in 

quality. In February the daily food was as follows: 
At C>% a. m. 12 lbs. of hay. 

9 “ 15 lbs. of mangels, cut fine, and mixed with 3% Ebs. 
of straw chaff and 1 ff>. of hay chaff. 

111^ “ 4 lbs. of rape cake. 
3# p. m. 15 lbs. of mangels, cut fine, and mixed with 3)4 lbs. 

of straw chaff and 1 lb. of hay chaff. 
5 “ 12 lbs. of hay, 

“We now give brief details of other modes of 

feeding, the first being taken from the Agricultural 

Gazette: 

“‘Half a cwt. of turnips, 16 lbs. of hay, and 24 

lbs. of wheat and oat straw daily are very large 

rations for a small cow—say G score a quarter. Cut 

the straw into chaff, mixing a very small quantity 

of hay, and pulp the roots, mixing them all to¬ 

gether. Y'ou will thus save much hay.’ 

“ The following is the mode detailed in the Prize 

Essay on ‘ Dairy Management,’ published by the 

Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and of which the 

Rev. Mr. Pulline is the author: 

“ ‘ It is a good plan to take up the cows as soon as 

the nights become cold—say the middle of Octo¬ 

ber—as the wliite frosts which occur about that 

time cause them to run off their milk. They are 

turned out during the day till the middle of Novem¬ 

ber, if the weather keeps fine. From that period till 

May day they are kept entirely in the house, except 

being turned out a few minutes every afternoon to 

water. They are milked at half-past 5 o’clock, morn¬ 

ing and evening. As soon as the man who feeds 

them comes in the morning, the dung is all re¬ 

moved, and each cow has a feed of 28 lbs. of roots: 
At 7 a. m. T lbs. of chopped hay. 

9 “ A pail of water, with % of bean meal stirred into iU 
10 “ 2 lbs. of linseed cake. 

1 p. m. 7 lbs. of chopped hay. 
2 “ Turned out to water, and then 2 lbs. of linseed cake, 
5 “ 28 lbs. of roots. 
8 “ 7 lbs. of chopped hay. 

“ ‘ On this system of management five cows pro¬ 

duced in seven weeks, from the 25th of March to 

the 10th of May, 191 rolls of butter, 24 ozs. to the 

roll—equal to about 254 lbs., 16 ozs. to the lb. To 
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this must be added, 154 quarts of new milk, and 42 

quarts of cream, consumed in the house. The milk 

was not regularly measured, but averaged about 60 

quarts per day/ ” 

NOTES FROM LEVI BARTLETT, 

TALL OATS. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: In the January number 

of the Genesee Farmer it is stated that “ California 

beats the world in agricultural products, and that 

the editor of the Carson City Post had sent to him a 

bundle of oat straw six feet high.” 

I now have on hand a bundle of oats of my own 

raising, the straw of which averages 6^ feet. To 

prove that there is no mistake in this, I forward a 

sample, which on measurement you will find to be 

6 feet 9 inches high. 

Several years ago, I received a small package of 

oats from the Patent Office, marked “ Potato Oats, 

from England.” In course of two or three years, I 

grew enough from that small beginning to seed 

half an acre, which yielded 40 bushels by measure, 

or 50 bushels by weight, the oats weighing 38 lbs. 

per bushel. The next season my oat crop was nearly 

ruined by multitudes of the aphis, or plant lice, the 

oats only weighing about 24 lbs. per bushel. I 

saved a barrel of the best of them for seed, but by 

a mistake of the person who had charge of my 

horse, they were fed out. All I now have to start 

upon again, is what I may obtain from the sample 

sheaf now on hand. The straw was so tall and 

heavy that it could not be cut with a grain cradle, 

and the sickle was used in harvesting, and the stub¬ 

ble was left from 2-J- to 3 feet high, which was 

afterwards mown, and saved for littering my hovels, 

&c. As we had no rains or high winds for several 

weeks preceding their ripening, there were scarcely 

any lodged oats on the half acre. 

Allen, in his American Farm Book, says : “ The 

potato oat has large, plump, rather thick-skinned, 

white grains, double and treble, with long straw. 

It is now almost the only kind raised in the north 

of England and south of Scotland, and brings a 

higher price in London than any other variety.” 

I have for the past two years grown the Poland 

oat. Mr. Allen says: “ The Poland oat, known by 

its thick, white husk, awnless chaff, solitary grains, 

short, white kernels, and short, stiff straw. It re¬ 

quires a warm, dry soil, but is very prolific.” 

The past dry summer was hard on the oat crop in 

this section of the country. But my Poland oats 

weigh 35 lbs. per bushel. I send with this a sample 

of the oat in the straw, which you will see is not so 

very short. 
TURNIP SEED. 

You say you “ intend to set out some turnips for 

seed next spring.” A very good intention. I have 

time and again raised turnip seed for my own use 

of several varieties. And the seed has produced as 

good crops as any imported seed. By growing my 

own, I find no difficulty in “ getting pure seed from 

well-selected bulbs.” As a general rule, “ like pro¬ 

duces like.” I selected some fine turnips last fall 

for planting out for seed, viz., Laing, Purple top, 

Ashcroft’s, Swedish, and Skirving’s. But shall 

plant them at such distances that I think they will 

not mix or hybridize. 

WINTERING STOCK. 

At page 18 of your paper, you have an article on 

wintering stock in England, by Mr, Curtler. I am 

not sure that I rightly understand him. He says 

“ he can afford to give his cows a peck of maize 

(Indian corn) per day, and by this means he could 

keep them at the rate of 4s. 6d. per head per week.” 

Now, does he mean to have us understand, that hue 

could give each of his cows a peck of corn per day, 

and keep them at the rate of 4s. 6d. per week ? Is 

not seven pecks of corn and the necessary amount, 

of straw or hay to feed a cow for seven days wrorth 

but one dollar in England? Corn here is worth 

.$2.25 per bushel, consequently seven pecks of corn 

are worth, here, $3.93f. But this is paper money 

price. I doubt wrhetlier corn can be bought for less 

than one dollar per bushel, in gold, in England, and 

if so, then the seven pecks would cost $1.75. A 

good sized cow will consume at least 36 lbs. of hay 

per day. Hay here is worth $25 per ton—conse¬ 

quently it would cost 45 cents per day, or $3.15 per 

week, to keep a cow in this part of the Granite 

State. Perhaps you can explain Mr. Curtler’s state- 

ments to the satisfaction of your readers. 

Warner, N. H., January, 1865. Levi Bartlett. 

Farmers’ Paint.—Farmers will find the follow¬ 

ing profitable for house or fence paint: Skim milk, 

two quarts ; fresh slaked lime, eight ounces ; linseed 

oil, six ounces ; white Burgundy pitch, two ounces ; 

Spanish white, three pounds. The lime is to be 

slaked in water, exposed to the air, and then mixed 

with about one-fourth of the milk ; the oil, in which 

the pitch is dissolved, to be added, a little at a time, 

then the rest of the milk, and afterwards the Span¬ 

ish white. This is sufficient for twenty-seven yards, 

two coats. This is for a white paint If desirable, 

any other color may be produced; thus, if a cream 

color is desired, in place of part of the Spanish 

white, use the ochre alone.— Working Farmer. 
-- ^ - 

Water-Proof Glue. — Render glue perfectly 

soft, but not liquid, in cold water. Then dissolve it 

by a gentle heat in linseed oil. It dries almost im¬ 

mediately, and water will not affect it.—J. L. Her. 

sey. 
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LETTER FRO31 MISSOURI. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I have so many things 

of interest to say to the farmers of the Eastern 

States, that I fear I can not put them all in one 

letter. Out here, beyond the Mississippi, we like 

the “ Genesee Fanner” so well, that we wish a good 

many more New York farmers would come and help 

us improve and enjoy this great country. Hannibal 

is situated on the Mississippi river—the eastern ter¬ 

minus of the Hannibal and St. Joseph R. R., whose 

western terminus is St. Joseph, on the Missouri—a 

Stretch of distance of two hundred miles on a 

straight line. 

And, for all the purposes of agriculture, there can 

hardly be found any more beautiful country than 

that portion of Missouri lying north and east of the 

Missouri river and west of the Mississippi, between 

St. Joseph and Hannibal. Fifty bushels of what is 

called sod corn are often raised to the acre. In I860, 

Missouri produced almost 73,000,000 bushels of corn, 

a larger amount than any other State in the Union, 

excepting Illinois. 

Now, that Price has been ignominiously driven 

out of the State, and every rebel hope, in regard to 

Missouri, utterly crushed and destroyed, the people 

are looking forward to the renewal of emigration to 

this fair and beautiful State. The loyalists, tried by 

fire, want the desolated farms of rebels, who have 

gone into the Southern army or are killed, cultivated 

again. 

Slavery, whatever its merits or demerits, is practi¬ 

cally a thing of the past in Missouri. That institu¬ 

tion, which deterred so many Northern farmers from 

settling in Missouri, is now powerless, and will soon 

be utterly extinct. We have nothing to fear or to 

hope from it. 

The climate of Missouri is very fine. We escape 

the severe and long winters of the North. Neither 

do we have the enervating influence of a more 

Southern latitude. Here we can produce even cot¬ 

ton, but sorghum, tobacco, flax and grain, grapes 

and orchard fruits, are produced to perfection. In 

1860, more than four million bushels of wheat were 

raised. Nearly three hundred thousand bushels of 

rye, nearly four million bushels of oats, and more 

than twenty-five million pounds of tobacco. Mis¬ 

souri had less than three million acres of improved 

land in 1850. In 1860, more than six millions of 

improved acres. She has more than thirteen mil¬ 

lions of acres of unimproved lands, while Illinois 

has about eight millions of unimproved lands. But, 

Missouri is a great State, more than half as large 

as England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales put to¬ 

gether, and Massachusetts added. 

Peace and order are restored through the State. 

It has about twelve hundred thousand inhabitants. 

There are many thriving towns, of from one to 

three thousand inhabitants, lying on the Hannibal 

and St. Joseph R. R. North Missouri, by reason of 

its smooth prairies, all ready for the plow, is better 

fitted for agriculture than the central or southern 

parts of the State, which are broken or hilly. It is 

far better wooded than Illinois, and it has accessible 

markets, by its rivers and railroad lines. The lands 

of the Hannibal and St. Joseph R. R. are exceed- 

ingly cheap and desirable. The same land in New 

1 ork would command sixty to one hundred dollars 

an acre, forty dollars in Ohio, and from twenty-five 

to fifty in Illinois. But it can be purchased here 

from five to fifteen dollars an acre. Location near 

towns enhancing the value, while the quality re¬ 

mains the same. 

It is a great mistake for farmers to come out here 

and buy immense quantities of land, unless they 

propose to farm upon a very large scale. A fertile 

and rich soil, of forty acres, which may be pur¬ 

chased for two or three hundred dollars, on a long 

credit, if desirable, might be taken up by men of 

small means, and as much more laid out in im¬ 

provements on the land ; and the whole could be 

paid for in two years, with the high price that agri¬ 

cultural products have obtained the last few years. 

At the present time, a farmer who raises twenty 

hogs, (and one hundred is nearer an average,) weigh¬ 

ing 250 pounds each, could sell them at his door 

alive, for ten cents a pound, which would pay him 

500 dollars. 

The ease with which crops are raised, and money 

made, fosters a spirit of waste, and indolence, which 

astonishes Eastern men. Let New York farmers 

come out here with their thrift and habits of indus¬ 

try, and settle on these prairies, and they could not 

escape making a competence, if not a fortune. And, 

the opening Spring will be just the time to establish 

emigration in Missouri. Let companies organize 

and come out together, and help one another. Let 

each person subscribe, and pay in advance, for the 

Genesee Farmer, before he comes. 

There never probably was a more favorable op¬ 

portunity for investment in choice lands, at low 

prices, than there is now in North Missouri. These 

lands will double in value, in less than three years. 

As, in the revolution, a great many of the soldiers, 

instead of settling down in their former homes, made 

new ones in the wilderness, and the West, so now, 

on the return of peace, thousands of soldiers will 

make their homes in Missouri, rather than live in 

the East, or go beyond the Missouri river. It is a 

fact not generally known in the Eastern States, that 

the great agricultural limit, beyond which little can 

be done, except in stock raising, lies near the Mis¬ 

souri river. Large portions of Nebraska will never 
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be settled by the farming interest; and the same is 

true of much of Kansas. 

The land east of the Missouri river is infinitely 

better than that west. The great territory lying, 

between the Rocky Mountains, and approaching the 

Missouri river, loses its fertility as you go west of 

the river, and shades off into the great sand plains. 

Practically, the great valley of the Mississippi is 

limited to the eastern bank of the Missouri river, 

beyond which the land grows poor, and the climate 

is liable to frequent drouths. These facts are 

known to residents in the far West, and are known 

to the government, but are not generally known in 

the Eastern States. For these reasons, Kansas and 

Nebraska, and territory lying west of those sections, 

will not be largely populated. But the tide of emi¬ 

gration will flow on across the Mississippi, and fill 

up North Missouri. I have traveled through many 

States and am familiar with the East, and I know 

not where cheaper and better land can be obtained 

than in this wonderfully rich State of Missouri. 

Missouri needs Eastern emigration; and Eastern 

emigration can be benefited by settling here. We 

welcome them to our towns and to our lands. We 

need them, and we have that which they need. 
Hannibal, Missouri, Dec. 1C, 1S54. M. 'W. *W. 

NOTES BY S. W. 

The Ameliorating Effects of Clay on a 

Sandy Soil.— The hygrometrical or absorptive 

power of a loose, sandy soil, treated with a light 

coating of clay, is illustrated by an experiment made 

by Mr. Comstock, near West Canada Creek, Herki- 

msr Co., in this State. He says that during a trying 

drought, a poor, sandy soil that he had treated with 

a coating of blue clay the year before, now stood the 

drought well, yielding a good crop of red clover, 

"While the other part of the field, unclayed, remained 

parched and dry, presented a scanty vegetation, 

hardly worth harvesting. 

Again, the soil thus clayed was so permanently 

benefited, that it required less than half the stall 

manure to enable it to produce good crops that was 

required by the sandy surface not thus treated with 

day thus proving that the constant requirement of 

a sandy soil for heavy manuring, is entirely due to 

its lack of the alluminous principle which enables it 

to hold the escaping gasses of decomposing manures 

for the benefit of the growing crop. 

There are thousands of acres of scrub oak and 

pine plains on Long Island, within two hours by 

rail of the city of New Y"ork, all arable land, need¬ 

ing no underdrains, a sandy loam surface and coarser 

subsoil; but making a compact and perfect race¬ 

course roadway. To grow the best of red clover, 

these plains have only to be cleared and burned over, 

but for continuous cropping, the soil needs the allu¬ 

minous principle in a coating of clay, which, when 

worked in, gives adhesive absorptiveness to the soil, 

without which there can be no lasting fertility short 

of continued heavy manuring. 

Sand alone will not Amend a Clay Soil.— 

The immediate effect of sand applied to clay is to 

make it into a more adhesive mortar, and anthracite 

coal ashes, unless in large proportion, will have the 

same indurating effect; but if coarse vegetable or 

stall manure, or a stiff clover sod is applied with 

the sand, and both are plowed in, in the fall, so that 

the frosts of winter can act on the furrows, then a 

thorough amelioration takes place, and you have the 

next season a friable soil of great fertility, capable, 

with subsequent good tillage, of standing both wet 

and drought. But to keep up this condition of the 

soil, it must be well underdrained, and an occasional 

rotation of a clover crop, with the sod and a little 

manure plowed in, must not be omitted. The action 

of frost on clay is allied to that of burning the clay ; 

the alluminous base of clav seems to lose its strong 

adhesiveness by burning, and the finely comminuted 

sand that is precipitated is identical, apparently, 

with the fine sand of the richest river bottoms, 

which it has been said can not be worn out by ordi¬ 

nary cropping. At any rate, such a soil is more 

capable of holding water by absorption, and decom¬ 

posed organic matter by chemical attraction, than 

any other equally absorptive soil. According to 

Thayer, a rich alluvial soil contains 74 parts clay, 10 

parts sand, 4 parts lime, and 11 parts organic mat¬ 

ter ; but it must be remembered that the alluvial 

clay contains much more finely comminuted sand 

than its metalic base allumina. 

The bi-monthly report of the National Agricul¬ 

tural Department for September and October, does 

great credit to the Commissioner, Isaac Newton, as 

a man of both industry and practical ability. The 

mass of information he obtains gratis, on agricul¬ 

tural statistics at home and abroad, and the corres¬ 

pondence of our best farmers on wheat growing im¬ 

provements, are of great interest to all would-be 

progressive farmers, as well as to the whole country 

generally. 

A masterly farmer of Knox Co., Ohio, writes to 

the Commissioner in relation to wheat growing the 

last season, thus : “ The difference in favor of drill 

ing is not so apparent as usual. Protection from the 

piercing wind on the first of January last, had a 

more favorable influence on the wheat crop than 

anything else. Take our country over, and we will 

scarcely have more than our seed. When I found 

that my wheat was killed, as the next best thing, I 

got spring wheat, and at the proper time put it in 

with a drill running crosswise of the last fall’s drill¬ 

ing, thus leaving the winter wheat to grow with the 
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spring wheat. I have just finished cutting a No. 1 

crop of wheat; I can not yet tell how much per 

acre, hut the crop is a good one in quantity and 

quality. If the same course had been generally 

pursued, millions might have been saved to the 

country.” There appears to be a great balance of 

testimony in favor of drilling in, instead of sowing 

wheat broadcast, as it gets a better stand in the fall, 

and is thus enabled to stand the winter better. 
Waterloo, January, 1SG5. 

CONVENTION OF N, Y. CHEESE MANUFACTURERS, 

Tiie second Annual Meeting of the N. T. Cheese 

Manufacturers’ Association was held at Utica on 

Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 11 and 12. A full 

report of the Meeting is given in the Utica Ilerald, 

from which we extract the most important points. 

The President of the Association, George Wil¬ 

liams, of Whitestown, in his opening address re¬ 

marked : “ It seems reasonably certain that much 

lias been saved to the country at large, by the dis¬ 

semination of suggestions made at the meeting of 

last winter, touching the loss of valuable parts of 

milk, from rough and indifferent management, in 

connection with a resultant laudable desire among 

manufacturers to excel in the quantity and quality 

Of their product. The reports will show an increased 

production from a given quantity of milk this season 

over former ones, and a still greater improvement in 

the quality of the cheese. The latter result is ap¬ 

parently fast lifting American factory made cheese 

to a commanding position in all foreign markets. 

The exports of our product the past season largely 

exceeded those of former years ; and the history of 

aur commercial relations, with the evident determi¬ 

nation to excel in manufacture, indicate an early 

amquest over the European producers. Indeed, ex¬ 

porters are now quite ready to admit that our defi¬ 

ciency lies not in quality, but in size and form, a 

matter easily corrected, certainly.” 

Mr. Mattoon, of Vienna, offered the following reso¬ 

lution : 

Resolved. That the native cows are the best and 
most profitable for the dairy. 

Mr. Mattoon said he had not had experience to 

decide positively, but his observation had led him to 

the conclusion that neither the Devon nor Durham 

cows were as good milkers as the natives. 

Mr. Moore, of New Hartford, said that he had 

raised calves of all bloods—Devons, Durhams, Ayr- 

gliires, Alderneys and grades—for dairy purposes. 

They were raised together, and had the same feed 

and treatment. The Devons, he found, matured 

early, and would give more milk than the Natives 

for a few seasons, but after five or six years the 

Natives were much the better. He found the grades 

between Durhams and Natives and Devons and Na¬ 

tives to be an improvement on the full bloods. The 

Alderney was the best milker of all, and the Ayr¬ 

shire tvas good. In answer to a question, Mr. Moore 

said that the Alderney required much more cam 

than the Native, which rendered her unprofitable. 

Mr. Chapman, of Oneida Lake, had milked full- 

blood Devons fifteen or sixteen years, and the grades 

between Devons and Natives; had also had expe¬ 

rience with grade Ayrshire cows, crosses between 

Native cows and full-blood Ayrshire bulls. There 

had been a great deal lost by farmers putting large 

framed cattle on poor feed. The full-blood Durhams 

should not be put on poor pastures; the Devons are 

the cows for such feed. Where cows are sloppe<J, 

the Devons were also probably the most profitable. 

Thought the full-blood Devon not equal to the grades 

or the Natives. He had a few choice Devons, but 

found he had to cull much more to get good cow’s 

from this breed than from the Natives. The same 

was true in a greater degree of the Durhams. Some 

of the full-blood Durhams had not enough milk to 

raise their calves. The cross from the Devon bull 

and Native cow wTas a good one. The peculiarity of 

the Devons wras that they would give a good quan¬ 

tity of milk in the early part of the season, but 

later it would shrink very much. If put on a new 

field in August, the extra feed, instead of going into 

the bag, would go on the ribs. In quality—dairy*, 

men would understand him—the Devons excelled 

all other breeds. The grade from the Devon bull 

and Native cow was smaller'than the full-blood, and 

the bull determined the character of the teats, and 

external form or contour, in nine cases out of tern 

The grade Devon was about as good as any breed 

you can get on ordinary feed. Had not made up liis 

mind decidedly, but thought that generally them 

wTas nothing better than the grade Devon for dairy 

purposes. The Ayrshire cross from Ayrshire bull 

and Native cow, wras much smaller than either the 

Avrshire or Native. y 

Leander Wetherell, editor of the Boston Culti¬ 
vator, remarked: 

“ In considering what cow’s are best for dairy pur¬ 

poses, the cow should be suited to the farm wdiere it 

is kept. No breed is suited to all localities, and 

hence there were various opinions, some preferring 

the Short Horn, some the Ayrshire, some the De¬ 

vons, and (jthers the Jerseys or other breeds. Grades 

from the common Native cow were the best breeds 

for milk and for oxen. In regard to breeds, he 

w’ould say, that God makes the species and man the 

breeds. Cattle are of one species, but breeds are 

various. The imported Short Horn had been made 

by means of skill in breeding. There was a differ¬ 

ence between the Short Horn and the Devon. An 

unskillful breeder might select 50 perfect Short 

Horns from the herd of Mr. Thorne and keep the 
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breed on a farm by themselves for 15 or 20 years, 

and by injudicious management the chances are, 

that at the end of that time they will be a very 

shabby lot of animals. But the Devon kept in the 

same way 20 years would turn out a perfect Devon. 

Here was the difference; the Devon was a fixed 

type, and so in the Hereford, but not so with the 

Short Horn. 

“ The dairy farmers of Hartwick, Barre, and some 

other places in Massachusetts, had introduced the 

Short Horn of good milking families, and have used 

him for raising dairy stock and breeding from best 

Native cows. Hence they obtained a first rate lot 

of cows. They have derived more benefit from this 

cross than from other breeds. They do not get so 

good results from the Ayrshire or other breeds as 

the Short Horns. 

“ There was no breed so profitable for the dairy as 

the Native cow. An illustration was given of a well 

known farmer in Massachusetts, who had tried the 

Hereford, the Ayrshire, and the Alderney, to test the 

matter and determine which was best, but there was 

no cow on the farm so profitable as the Native. On 

a farm in Essex county, where the Trustees of an 

Agricultural Society had introduced Avrsliires to be 

tried with Native cows, he (Wetherell) went up to 

find out which proved to be the best stock. The 

manager was absent, but in talking with the wife of 

the manager and the hands employed on the place, 

they told the whole truth in the matter, and they 

all affirmed that the common cow was more profit¬ 

able than the Ayrshire. Another farmer had offered 

to put three or six Native cows against the like 

number of imported Ayrsliires, and let both breeds 

fare alike, and the owner of the animals that pro¬ 

duced the best results at the end of three years 

should have both lots. The owner of the Ayrshires 

did not dare to accept the offer, for farmer Sheldon, 

Of Wilmington, with his Natives, would have taken 

the blooded stock. 

“ Mr. Wetherell said he was an advocate of the 

Short Horn breed of cattle, but they were no hobby 

with him. He had no interest in the matter. He 

had spoken freely and given his preferences, &c. 

The grade Short Horns made good working cattle, 

and they were of more profit because they could be 

easily converted into beef. At Middleton, Conn., no 

breed of oxen in the quarries were liked as well as 

the Short Horns. When work was done they were 

put in the stall to fatten. 

“ With regard to grade animals, Farmer Anderson 

bred from good Natives, introducing a thorough-bred 

bull. He had been able to take the first premium 

all through the Connecticut valley, and he maintains 

that grades are the most profitable to breed. His 

heifers at two years old brought him $150, and that 

was good enough. 

“ The Durliams were bred for symmetry and not 

for milk. The highest milking qualities and the 

highest symmetry cannot be combined in the same 

animal.” 
MR. X. A. WILLARD’S ADDRESS. 

Mr. Willard, of Herkimer county, well known as 

a writer on dairy matters, delivered an interesting 

address, from which we make a few extracts: 

“ The Associated Dairies of New York now repre¬ 

sent an immense capital. It is only a few years 

since we saw them first inaugurated on the soil of 

Oneida, attracting attention from their novelty, but 

looked upon with distrust by the old and expe¬ 

rienced dairymen who had no confidence in their 

successful operation. No effort has been made to 

force this system upon the public. It has marched 

forward on its own merits, and now obtains a foot¬ 

hold in the best dairy districts of the world. It has 

not only spread over New York, but has been carried 

into the Western States, New England and the Can¬ 

adas, and the ‘ goods ’ manufactured are becoming 

famous in the markets of Europe. If we look into 

the causes of this success, we shall find that it rests 

on no ephemeral foundation, but has a substantial 

basis that commends itself to the dairy public, that 

must soon supplant the old order of cheese dairying, 

and drive it from the land. 

“ I am not prepared to say that factories exhibit 

any more skill in manufacture than is found in some 

of the private dairies, nor is it pretended that any 

better quality or larger quantity of cheese can be 

made; but that it is quite equal to the best, more 

uniform, and brings a higher price, is beyond dis¬ 

pute. These are arguments of great power, which 

are constantly at work, pushing a factory here and 

there in the old dairy districts, and thus gradually 

undermining the family cheese making. 

“ The questions have been frequently asked, Is 

the factory system destined to stand the test of 

years? Is it to continue to prosper, or will it not 

soon break up, and dairymen return again to the old 

system of cheese making ? In my opinion, No. The 

system is a progressive step ; and all history teaches 

that when that is taken it is difficult to retrace the 

step. Doubtless some of you remember when the 

wool and the flax, grown on the farm, were spun 

and woven in the family. We shall never return to 

that again, because we cannot afford it. They can 

be more cheaply manufactured by associated capital, 

or where the untiring arm of the machine is substi¬ 

tuted for that of the living muscle. The flesh and 

blood of our wives and daughters are of too much 

consequence to be worn out by this ceaseless toil, 

when the spindles and looms, driven by steam or 

water power, can relieve them of this burthen at a 
fraction of what it costs in home manufacture. 

v” -• ‘''»n should a neighborhood of dairvmen s1* 
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the work of cheese-making in families, employing 

many hands, when it can he performed equally well 

by a half-dozen persons in a well-constructed factory ? 

“ But it is claimed there is one feature with regard 

to cheese associations that operates injuriously on 

the interests of old dairy districts. Cheese dairy¬ 

ing is no longer a privileged business, narrowed 

down to a few places, where high skill in manufac¬ 

ture has built up an enviable reputation. It is 

opened up to many localities. What you have been 

acquiring by long years of patient toil, by science 

and experience, is at once opened to whole commu¬ 

nities, where the art of manufacture is unknown. 

They come here and pick off your best cheese 

makers—they erect their factories and meet you in 

the market on an equality. So long as dairying was 

conducted on the old system, this could only be done 

slowly, and so gradually as not to influence the trade 

for years. Doubtless in this respect the factories act 

unfavorably on those who would prefer to see dairy¬ 

ing confined within narrow limits; and the fears that 

tire business may be overdone, are not altogether 

groundless. But the step has been taken, and it is 

too late now to look back. It remains for us to 

make a market sufficiently large to take all our 

4 goods.’ In what manner this can be done is obvious. 

“ We can compete with the dairymen of the old 

world as to prices, and when we shall be able to 

outdo them in quality, a market for our ‘ goods ’ is 

secured for all coming time. The business of cheese 

dairying is now assuming large proportions, and will 

still increase rapidly under the stimulus of ready 

sales, high prices, and the facilities offered for manu¬ 

facture under the factory system. How far this in¬ 

flux of the business is to influence prices, remains to 

be seen. Without a market in Europe, the supply, 

it is evident, will be so great as to glut the home- 

trade, and render cheese dairying unprofitable. It 

is true, nature seems to have hedged the dairy 

within certain limits. The immense plains of the 

West and South, as well as large portions of the 

Middle States, are not adapted to dairying. The 

lands are deficient in springs and streams of living 

water, the soil is of such a character that grasses 

soon run out, and pastures become brown and dried 

up, or afford scanty herbage long before midsummer. 

These lands are better adapted to wheat and corn, or 

the production of beef or mutton or wool, and hence 

will not naturally be employed for the dairy. But 

still there are large tracts of land suitable for milch 

cows, and should they be generally devoted to the 

dairy, we may find the annual supply of cheese so 

great as to sensibly affect prices. There is no ques¬ 

tion of more importance, none of more vital interest 

to the dairyman, than this matter of market—a 

market that is permanent, enduring, and remunera¬ 

tive. 

“ In 1860, before prices became inflated, the cost 

of producing milk in the best dairy districts of Her¬ 

kimer, was a little above 7c. per gallon. This may 

seem an extravagant estimate by those who have 

never thought of the matter, but I will submit the 

items of each expenditure, and farmers can judge 

how far they are out of the wray. First-class lands 

have been selected, or such that three acres on 

an average will produce sufficient food for the sum¬ 

mer and winter keep of one cow. A good cow also 

is taken, or one capable of yielding 500 gallons of 

milk during the season, which will produce 500 

pounds of cheese. With these data we commence: 
Interest on land ($300) at 5 per cent.$15.00 

Average annual cost of plaster for three acres, hauling, 

sowing, etc. 2.00 

Interest on cow ($40) at 7 per cent. 2.80 

Grain fed in spring, say. 1.00 

Milking, at l%c. per day. 4.50 

Cost of harvesting and storing tons of hay. 6.00 

Annual average depreciation of stock. 3.00 

Annual taxes, State, county and local, say average propor¬ 

tion . 1.50 

Making.$35.80 

for 500 gallons of milk, or 7 16-100 cents per gallon. 

“ In this estimate, nothing has been allowed for 

care of stock in winter, nothing for fencing or for 

keeping up the farm, nothing for loss of animals 

from accident or other causes, and nothing for various 

other items required in running a dairy farm. All 

these items, except interest on land, which is put at 

five per cent., are for cash paid out when labor and 

materials were cheap. Of course now the cost of 

producing milk must be much more. 

“ Those who have an idea that cheese can be made 

and sold for 7 cents per pound, presume on people’s 

‘ working for nothing and boarding themselves,’ and 

then ‘ throwing in the trimmings.’ The flavor of 

this kind of cheese dairying can not be very sweet 

or savory, to say the least. 

“ This question of cost in producing milk should 

be determined on every dairy farm—the estimates 

should be carefully made and compared with the 

sales, and it will then be seen whether the business 

is profitable, or being conducted at a loss. We are 

just entering upon an extraordinary phase, in the 

history of American taxation, and our necessary an¬ 

nual expenditures must, for years to come, be greatly 

above those of the past. They must be met man¬ 

fully, and ways devised in producing for these extra 

calls on our earnings and profits. They cannot be 

met by poor herds, and a shiftless and improvident 

mode of farming. The average annual yield of the 

cows must be brought up to six hundred and more 

pounds of cheese per head. We must learn the 

means of keeping more stock on a less number of 

acres, and at the same time supplying the herds 

with a greater abundance of food and subjecting 

them to a less amount of labor in obtaining it.” 
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FEEDING "WHEY TO COWS. 

Tills subject was discussed at considerable length. 

It seemed to be the general opinion that it was more 

profitable to give the whey to the cows than to pigs. 

One speaker said he got five pounds more milk per 

day from his cows by feeding whey. He adds to the 

whey when sour (for thirty cows) a bushel of bran. 

In this way he can keep one-third more cows on the 

same pasture. During the drouth last summer, it 

was observed that those farmers who fed whey got 

double the quantity of milk. 

“We have been flattering ourselves the past year 

on receiving extraordinary prices for cheese, and yet 

England has bought it at less price than in 1860. 

The high rates of gold and bills of exchange have 

Stimulated shipments, and it is a question with some, 

Whether our largely increased exportations may not 

he partly due to this, rather than a healthy foreign 

demand. But how is it to be with us after the close 

erf the war, or when everything drops down in price 

to a gold basis? Are we then to realize the old 

prices of 10c. to 12c. per pound ? Will not the im¬ 

mense supply—unless it be of a superior quality— 

have a tendency to reduce prices ? This is a ques¬ 

tion that should engage our serious attention. 

"American cheese has been greatly improved 

within the last half-dozen years, but the average of 

our factory cheese is still below the English standard 

of first-class Cheddar. The celebrated Cheddar 

cheese of England sells in advance of ours. It has 

been sold in London markets- at wholesale at from 

S4 to 112 shilling per hundred weight, or from 17 to 

2&c. per pound in gold, while choice American cheese 

commanded from 62 to 65 shillings, a little more 

than half price. 

" Now there is no reason why our factories should 

not be able to meet all the conditions of the English 

market, and as to flavor and high priced cheese— 

they have greatly improved the character of Ameri¬ 

can cheese, and by united and persistent effort, this 

point can and must be reached. I learn from dealers 

that the point has been nearly or quite reached by 

some of our factories the past season, and if the 

SSatement be correct, we can see our way more 

dearly in the future, for we can manufacture and 

sell our cheese in England for what it costs there in 

the mere production of milk. According to Mor¬ 

ton’s Cyclopaedia of Agriculture, the cost of produc¬ 

ing a gallon of milk in Gloucestershire is 6-J- pence, 

Or 12£ cents, while in Cheshire it is 13 cents. It will 

be seen then how large a margin is left them to com¬ 

plete with us in the manufacture of cheese.” 

Squash Bugs, &c.— Walter Butler writes the 
^ Genesee Farmer that he has tried many different 

articles to keep bugs from vines, but never found 
anything equal to sulphur put on with a dredging 
box after every shower. 

LETTER FROM SAIVFORD HOWARD. 

Friend Harris : I see you notice in the January 

number of the Genesee Farmer a remark of mine in 

regard to root-culture in Canada. Tour comments 

on the paragraph you copy, and your opunion, es> 

pressed in another place, in regard to a pnopier drill 

for sowing turnips and other roots, deserve atten* 

tion. I am sure that one reason why our farmers 

have not gone more into root culture is the great 

amount of hand-labor required in sowing and culti¬ 

vation ; but unless they should make up their mindB 

to engage pretty largely in the business, it would 

not be an object to purchase such machines and im¬ 

plements (or better ones) as are used in England. 

I see you have an engraving of "England’s 

Glory.” I saw that horse several times, and though 

his owner was “ bold to say” there never had been 

so good a one of the kind in England before, mid 

never would be 7ii!i equal, he did not strike my fancy 

as much as some other draft horses I saw—piarticrfc- 

larly some Clydesdales. We need a better style of 

farm-horse in this country; but I have not made up 

my mind as to the best way to obtain it. If w© 

needed as large horses as the Clydesdales, I should 

be in favor of them. They are not generally as 

large as the largest class of English draft horses— 

weighing, say, from 1600 to 2000 pounds—and I 

have often heard English farmers express favorablB 

opinions toward them, except that they were 

“ rather small.” Yet our farmers are not in favor 

of so large a horse. I have no doubt a cross of the 

Clydesdale with the common farm mares of this 

country would make a decided impu’ovement for ag¬ 

ricultural purposes; but if we were to adopt a dis¬ 

tinct breed, I have never seen one that seemed mois 

likely to answer our purposes than the French 

Percharon—some excellent specimens of which wei© 

imported by the Massachusetts Society for Promot¬ 

ing Agriculture last summer. 

Yours truly, Sanford Howard. 

Lansing, Mich., January 12,1865. 

Good Sheep.—David Humphrey, of Spring Creek* 

Cass county, Ind., writes us that he bought a pajfr 

of Spanish Merino sheep last fall that were dis¬ 

carded from the flocks of Geo. Campbell and Me. 

Hammond. The buck sheared when one year old 

13 lbs. of clean washed wool, and the ewe 11 lbs. 

Mr, H. is so well pleased with them that he wishes 

to buy some more, and he requests any readers of 

the Genesee Farmer who have Spmnish Merino sheep 

that will shear from 13 to 20 lbs. of wool to writs 

him at what price they will let him have some of 

them. 
—---— ... — ■■ 

An Unpatented Boot-greasep.—The foot of a rab¬ 

bit. Try it. a. n. 
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WESTERN NEW YORK FRUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY. 

This Society convened in this city January 24tli. 

The followiig is a list of the officers and commit¬ 

tees for the enming year : 

President—P. Barry, Rochester,—re-elected. 

Vice-Presidents — C. L. Hoag, Lockport; G. H. 

Wheeler, Hammmdsport; J. J. Thomas, Union 

Springs. 

Secretary—James Vick, Rochester,—re-elected. 

Treasurer — W. P. Townsend, Lockport, — re- 

elected. 

Executive Committee—H. E. Hooker, Rochester ; 

T. C. Maxwell, Geneva; W. B. Smith, Syracuse; 

Jno. Fisher, Batavia; L, F. Allen, Black Rock. 

Committee on Native Fruits—J. J. Thomas, Union 

Springs; Thos. Smith, Geneva; C. L. Hoag, Lock- 

port ; C. W. Seelye, Rochester; E. W. Herendeen, 

Macedon. 

Committee on Foreign Fruits—Geo. Ellwanger, 

Rochester; T. C. Maxwell, Geneva; Joseph Frost, 

Rochester ; W. P. Townsend, Lockport. 

The Treasurer’s report was read and accepted. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE FRUITS ON 

EXHIBITION. 

The Committee to examine fruit on exhibition 

report that they find on the tables a splendid collec¬ 

tion of 38 varieties of winter pears from Ellwanger 

& Barry, 15 of which were eating pears, the remain¬ 

der cooking pears. Several of the eating sorts were 

well ripened and excellent. 

R. J. Donnelly of Rochester, exhibited 10 varieties 

of apples. 

R. Schuyler, of Seneca, exhibited very fine speci¬ 

mens of Baldwin and Greening apples. 

P. P. Bradish, of Batavia, had 25 sorts of apples. 

Dr. F. M. Perine, of Dansville, exhibited well pre¬ 

served specimens of Isabella and Catawba grapes. 

H. N. Langworthy, of Greece, fine specimens of 

Rebecca and Diana grapes. 

Judge Larowe, of Ilammondsport, had two plates 

of most excellent Catawba grapes. 

W. H. Adams, four plates of Isabella grapes, well 

kept. 

Frost & Co., Rochester, two varieties of well grown 

grapes. 

On behalf of the Committee. 

E. W. Herendeen, 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN FRUITS. 

Among the many and not well known older varlfew 

ties of foreign pears which your Committee have 

fruited for several years in succession, the following 

have proved acceptable acquisitions, and worthy our 

recommendation of more general cultivation, viz.: 

Pater IS aster—Tree a vigorous grower; fruit of 

large size, nearly as large as Van Mons Leon le Clem, 

half melting, very good quality — December and 

January. 

Emile de Heyst—Tree vigorous and productive; 

fruit medium to large; skin yellowish green V’hfcn 

ripe; flesh melting, juicy and good—November* 

Belle Williams—Tree a beautiful, erect, vigorous 

grower, and productive, the wood resembling the 

Bartlett; fruit very large, of fine, pyriform shape 

skin yellow, overspread in part with russet; flesh 

melting and good—February to March. The fruit 

being so large and heavy, it should be planted ib 

sheltered situations, otherwise the wind will blow 

them off; does well on both pear and quince. As 

with most varieties, its quality should not be judged 

the first three or four years after the tree first comes 

into bearing—it improves with age—thinning out 

should not be overlooked. 

Souvenir d’ Esperin—Tree a vigorous grower 

fruit medium size; skin yellow, and russety; flesh 

melting, buttery and high flavored; a fine laffe 

autumn pear—November. 

Abbe Edourds — Tree vigorous ; fruit medium 

greenish yellow with a russety cheek, melting, so*’ 

gary and good—last of November. 

Beurre Millet—Tree of medium vigor and produc¬ 

tive ; fruit medium size; skin brownish yellow when 

ripe; very juicy and buttery, and almost as high 

flavored as a Seckel—December. 

Beurre Sophia—Tree a vigorous grower; fruit 

medium size, long, like Canandaigua; skin lenIDn 

yellow, russet around the stalk ; flesh melting, buls- 

tery, full of vinous and sugary juice—last of Sep 

tember and first of October. 

Delices de Jodoigne—Although this variety waa 

introduced in Belgium twenty years ago, it is very 

little known in this country. Tree of medium 

vigor; fruit medium to large; skin yellowish green 

speckled with russety dots; flesh half melting; 

sugary, and highly perfumed; quality best; Octo¬ 

ber. 

Jules Bivort—Tree a vigorous grower; a splendid 

large pear; skin greenish yellow, with patches o 

russet, and thickly covered with small green dot* 

flesh fine grained, melting, sweet as honey, slight^ 

musky; first rate in all respects — middle of N t, 

vember. 
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Liberate—Tree of medium vigor; fruit about as 

large as Dix ; skin yellowisli green, sprinkled with 

russety dots ; flesh melting, sweet, rich and aro¬ 

matic—October. 

Serrurier—Tree a vigorous grower; fruit medium 

size; skin yellowish, with a red, mottled cheek; 

flesh fine grained, sprightly, melting, vinous, first 

rate—October. 

Capucin—Fruit medium size; skin greenish yel¬ 

low, covered on the sunny side with a beautiful mar¬ 

bled red, like the Andrews; flesh yellowish white, 

melting, vinous, best—October. 

St. Dorothee—Fruit large: skin green, changing 

slightly as it ripens—resembles Marie Louise; very 

sweet, melting and perfumed—October. 

Geo. Ellwanger, Chairman. 

A PIONEER NURSERYMAN GONE. 

The following resolution in reference to the late 

Electus Boardman was offered and accepted : 

Resolved, That this Society hereby bears in re¬ 
membrance the decease of Electus Boardman, which 
occurred in this city on the 19th inst. 

He was emphatically a pioneer in the nursery 

business in Western New York, commencing more 

than forty years ago in the town of Brighton, and 

continued in it until recently. The interests of 

fruit growing in Western New York, as wrell as the 

adjoining States and Canada, is greatly indebted for 

its early advancement to his great energy and per¬ 

severance. Although he seldom participated in the 

meetings of this Society, he felt a deep interest in 

the progress of horticulture. 

The following Questions were offered for discus¬ 
sion : 

1st—The results of the most recent experience 
with the new varieties of the grape? 

2d—The best varieties of hardy grapes to furnish 
a succession for family use; and how long may 
grapes be had in perfection ? 

3d—What peculiarities of soil is adapted to the 
different varieties of the grape ? 

4tli—The best mode of keeping the grape ? 
5th—The most recent experience with the new 

varieties of the pear? 
6tli—The best varieties of pears for general culti¬ 

vation ? 
7th—Does our past experience justify the exten¬ 

sive planting of the pear in Western New York ? 
8th—What is the cause or causes of the failure of 

the peach crop in Western New York? And what 
is the best course to remedy the evil ? 

9th—Which is the most profitable of the Small 
Fruits to cultivate for market? 

10th—What is the best method of growing and 
ripening fruits under glass ? 

Referring to the first question, Judge Larowe said 

that he had fruited Delaware, Diana, Concord, and 

Hartford Prolific. His experience with Delaware 

was rather limited, having grown but three crops 

of them—the results, however, wrere very satisfac¬ 

tory. Diana had not done so well with him, having 

proved a shy bearer, but thought it one of the best 

of grapes. Delaware was not a good keeper, but 

Diana will keep as well as winter apples. Concord 

he considered a poor grape. Hartford Prolific he 

thought valuable for its earliness. 

Mr. Fisher, of Batavia, desired to hear something 

of Iona and Israella. 

The President read an extract from a letter lie 

had recently received from Mr. Clias. Dowling, in 

which he stated that he held a high opinici of this 

grape, and that it promised to be one of tl)3 best. 

Mr. Jackson, of Dansville, said that he lad lately 

been to see Mr. Downing, and conversef with him 

on the subject of grapes. He (Mr. D.) said that the 

best native grape of which he had kiowledge was 

the Delaware ; but the Iona, if it continued to be as 

good for a year or two more as it had already proved, 

would, in his judgment, be the best 

Judge Larowe thought Isabelh and Catawba, 

wrhere they would do well in Western New York,to 

be the most profitable varieties. 

The President said that the Concord is not equal 

to the Isabella, Catawba, Delaware or Rebecca, but 

in some localities it is valuable for its earliness, and 

for people not too particular, pretty good. 

Mr. Olmsted had some experience with Delaware* 

had several acres of them, but they had not yet 

borne much ; he was offered 40 cts. per lb. for them 

last fall. He thought Rebecca a good grape; had 

fruited Rogers’ No. 15, 9 and 4, but none of them 

extra ; Allens’ Hybrid a good grape. 

President—Some of Rogers’ varieties promise to 

be worth something, but none of them are equal to 

Concord. Allen’s Hybrid had not done well with 

them, as it had mildewed. He had j ust received a 

letter from a gentleman on the Hudson, well in¬ 

formed in reference to grape culture, who said tha* 

No. 1 was the best grape he had. 

C. L. Hoag had fruited 1, 2, 4, 15, 19, 23, 33, 34 

and 39 for three years. This year all ripened well 

but 34. Was much pleased with No. 1; it is of the 

color of Delaware; bunches of about i lb. weight 

disposed to be somewhat open. No. 39 was the best 

this season. 

Mr. Crane, of Lockport, thought Delaware, for 

general cultivation in Western New York, was the 

best variety. 

Mr. Moody—Never saw the place -where the Dela^ 

ware would not ripen, but where Diana will ripen 

thinks it preferable; but generally for Western 

New York, Delaware is undoubtedly the best. 

Thought Concord valuable for the West. 

Hoag — Do not consider Concord valuable for 

Western New York. Have never seen Delaware 

fail to ripen except when it had overborne. Hart 

ford Prolific would bear a good deal of poor treat 

ment. 
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Dr. Sylvester—Disposed to think well of Crevel- 

ing. 

President—Pleased with Creveling. 

Hoag—Fruited it three years ; quality very good. 

Olmsted — Had fruited Lydia two years, and 

thought it would be one of the best white grapes. 

The second question was disposed of by balloting; 

the largest number of votes cast was 30, for the 

Delaware. The following table shows the number 

of votes for each variety that was recommended: 

Delaware..30 
Isabella.. 

Northern Muscatine.., 
Adirondac... 

30 Diana. ....26 
25 Hartford Prolific... ...23 
21 Concord . ....14 
12 Catawba. .... 9 
2 Iona. .... 2 
2 To Kalon. .... 2 
2 Israella. .... 1 
1 Lydia. .... 1 

Isabella received three, Catawba three, and Diana 

two additional votes for cultivation in situations 

where they would ripen. 

Question Three.—Judge Laiowe said the richest 

grapes were grown on the lighter soils—the most 

pulpy on heavy soils. 

Mr. Thomas remarked that Mr. Underhill had 

said to him that grapes must not have a very fertile 

soil, but should be cultivated every week through 

ike season. 

Mr. Ellwanger said Isabella and Catawba required 

a heavy soil, otherwise the bunches would be loose. 

Delaware, Rebecca, Concord and Diana will do well 

on a lighter soil—say a rich, sandy loam. 

Mr. Spence had seen the best vineyard on a light 

soil with a coarse gravel subsoil, where wheat would 

not grow one foot high. Ten tons of Isabellas had 

been grown in this vineyard of If acres. 

Mr. Moody’s observation had been that a heavy 

but dry soil is generally best suited to grapes. 

Fourth Question—Keeping of Grapes.—Dr. Per- 

rine was asked how he had preserved until the 

present time the fine specimens he had on exhibi¬ 

tion. He stated that he took boxes that would hold 

from 20 to 25 lbs. into the vineyard on a brielit day, 

and there filled them and closed up the boxes by 

covers, and carried them away to a cool cellar, where 

they have remained. He 'was careful to reject any 

bunches that were not thoroughly ripened, and not 

to handle them much. Grapes are as easily bruised 

by handling as any other fruit, although it may not 

be perceived, and the bruised spots quickly com¬ 
mence decaying. 

Judge Larowe had kept grapes well by packing 

them in two-gallon earthen jars, with a block at the 

bottom of the jar to keep the grapes up from the 

moisture that always accumulated at the bottom 

more or less. As soon as the jars are filled they are 

tiovered and sealed with wTax, and set away in a 

cool place. Another way he practiced was to pack 

the grapes in slatted boxes, with alternate layers of 

fT9 

rye straw, and then place them where the tempera¬ 

ture would be cool and even; in this way he had 

kept them until April. 

Mr. Ellwanger had not heretofore succeeded in 

keeping grapes in dry rooms or in the cellar. Last 

vintage he picked grapes and placed them imme¬ 

diately in boxes holding from 12 to 24 lbs., which 

were then taken to a barn and kept until frost, when 

the boxes were packed in a large box lined on every 

side with dry leaves a foot in thickness; they are 

to-day apparently as fresh as when picked, without 

any mould. The boxes were kept open in the barn 

until there was danger of their freezing. In this 

way he kept Isabella, Catawba and To Kalon. Re¬ 

becca, Delaware and Diana were wrapped in thin 

papers, but otherwise treated the same. 

Mr. Spence had heard that some kinds of fruit 

kept best when not fully ripe. He had heard this 

of Catawba grape, and-was not sure but that this 

grape kept best by not being fully ripe. 

H. N. Langworthy remarked that most kinds of 

fruit would keep longer and sounder when not fully 

ripe. He exhibited some Rebeccas which he had 

picked when not fully ripe. They were sounder 

than those picked later. The flavor of those which 

ripened fully was better. To keep grapes long he 

would not let them fully ripen, but they would not 

have so good a flavor as those taken fully ripe. 

Mr. J. J. Thomas, of Union Springs, said that 30 

years ago he had known grapes to be packed in jars 

of dry maple saw-dust. He did not know that the 

saw-dust was necessary. There are three points to 

be attended to in keeping grapes well:—1st. To get 

them. 2d. To have enough of them, or they will 

somehow mysteriously disappear before mid-winter. 

3d. The moisture of the room where they are kept 

has much to do with their preservation, and if wo 

can control this condition, it would be one important 

point gained. By experiments which I have made 

this winter, I find a great difference of moisture in 

rooms of the same temperature. 

Dr. Sylvester, of Lyons, had kept grapes this win¬ 

ter, putting them in paper boxes on shelves, in a 

room with a chimney in it which dried the air. 

The grapes were now in fine condition, but they 

were somewhat shriveled by the heat. The flavor 

was good. He had kept grapes heretofore in cool 

rooms, and had them in good condition. Grapes 

should be ripe to be kept well, and in good flavor to 

retain their aroma. 
Judge Larowe tasted the grapes of Mr. Langwor¬ 

thy, picked when not ripe, and he thought they 

were not fit to be eaten, while those which he had 

left until fully ripe were now delicious. The grape 

is a fruit that will not ripen after picking. The 

cheapest way to keep grapes was by packing in 

straw, after being properly cured on racks. 
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Mr. Olmstead, of Pavillion, liad a simple method 

for keeping grapes. He had drawers holding 25 

pounds each ; took them to the vines and filled them 

with grapes. He then took them in-doors, and in 

three weeks sorted them over and piled them in a 

dhamber, one drawer over another to exclude the 

odr, and kept them very well, though they were nut 

very plump. He thought grapes would bear a lower 

temperature than generally supposed. The moisture 

tn the air was the thing to be avoided. He could 

not keep Delawares longer than January, but thought 

there would be a way found yet to keep those grapes 

longer. 

Question Fifth—Mr. Elhvanger made a report as 

Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Fruits, 

Which we have given above. He also gave his 

Opinion as follows in reference to 

Jones’ Seedling—A fine small russet winter pear, 

good bearer, healthy tree, and excellent fruit. Al¬ 

most or quite as good as Winter Nelis, and hand¬ 

somer. Should be more cultivated. 

Tkemas and Barry concurred. 

Church Pear—Dr. Sylvester inquired if this was 

now. They had cultivated a pear in Lyons for 

many years called Dick Robinson. Declared by 

Downing identical. 

Mr. Barry said the pear was grown here under the 

name of Virgalouse more than thirty years ago. It 

was a large tree then—obtained from Prince’s nur¬ 

sery. 

Beurre Gris d’ hirer noveau—Ellwanger said he had 

Opened it beautifully this year, and it is a splendid 

pear. Had a large crop, and sent some to New 

York to a commission house to see what they would 

fkfcch. Sold for $20 per bushel. 

Mr. Hooker inquired of Society about Edwards pear. 

Mr. Barry—It originated in the town of Brighton, 

and has been confined there. An excellent pear, 

peculiar walnut flavor ripens up well, in September. 

All things considered, no pear in its season superior. 

Eine grower on pear or quince—good bearer. 

Thomas—Not so handsome as could desire, but 

espial or superior to Belle Lucrative in its best estate. 

Question Sixth—This question, like the second, 

was subjected to a test of balloting, with the fol¬ 

lowing result: 
SUMMER VARIETIES. 

Beurre Giffert.11 
Tyson.10 
Doyenne d’ Ete.9 
Rostiezer. 9 
Osband’s Summer. 8 

Bloodgood. 
Brandywine... .. 
Dearborn’s Seedling.... 
Genesee. 

AUTUMN VARIETIES. 

Bartlett..16 
.Sheldon.16 
.Duchesse d’ Angouleme. 14 
Louise Bonne de Jersey.13 
Seckel.13 
Beurre d’ Anjou. 9 
"Beurre Diel.8 

Flemish Beauty 
Beurre Bose.... 
Howel. 
Washington.... 
Buff um. 
Onondaga. 
Des Nonnes.... 

2 
2 
1 
1 

8 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 

WINTER VARIETIES. 

Columbia. 2 
Belle Williams 
Beurre d’ Aremberg. 
Bergamot d’liiver 
Due de Bordeaux..... 
Beurre Bachelier. 
Doyenne d’ Aleucon.. 
Jaminette.. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Lawrence.15 
Winter Nelis.11 
Easter Beurre. 8 
Vicar of Winkfield.5 
•Glout Morceau.3 
Beurre Gris d’liiver No¬ 

veau . 2 
Josephine de Malines.. 2 

Remarks were then made by member in refe> 

ence to some of the varieties in the list. 

Doyenne d’ Ete and Beurre Giffart were highly 

shoken of by many, and no objections to them were 

offered. 

Brandywine.—Barry—This is a valuable variety, 

fine and showy. 

Salter—Have several fine trees of it, but they do 

not bear well. 

Hoag—It is not productive. 

Tyson.—Fish—It is one of our best early pears. 

Hooker—One of the best in all respects. - 

Hoag—It is very exempt from blight. 

Bloodgood.—Hooker—Rather poor ; sweet and ii> 

different. 

Fish—It has proved better with me this year than 

ever before. 

Hoag—I coincide with Mr. Hooker. 

Langwortliy—I think it should be classed with 

old, exploded varieties. 

Barry—I find it still a valuable summer pear. 

Bostiezer.—Lay—An excellent pear. 

Maxwell—It is a fine pear and good bearer, bui 

subject to blight. 

Hoag—It is excellent, but quite liable to blight. 

Washington.—Thomas—It is a sweet fruit, a good 

grower, even on poor ground, and bears abundantly ; 

a valuable pear. 

Fish—An excellent bearer and fine fruit. 

Buffum.—Thomas—Thought highly of this pear 

for “profit; although quality not first rate, yet its 

hardiness and thriftiness and abundant bearing and 

comparative exemption from blight and other dis¬ 

eases made it a valuable sort. 

Beurre d’Anjou.—Dr. Sylvester—Think highly of it. 

These remarks were approved by several members 

who were best acquainted with it. 

Moody—Fine in Lockport, and we think quite 

exempt from blight. 

Beurre Diel.—I would include this variety in a 

list for general cultivation, as it comes at a time 

when there are not many good pears ; it is very fine 

moderately productive on young trees and on quirroe 

stock, but on standard trees it is apt to overbear. 

Olmsted—It is one of the best late autumn pears, 

and keeps well. 

Sharp—I have quite a number of them; it is a 

strong grower, handsome tree, and abundant bearer; 

it spots considerably, and on that account would not 

plant it much. 
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Barry—The late autumn pears I think are very 

valuable, as at that time there is not much competi¬ 

tion of fruits in the market, and they bring a high 

price. 

JDuchesse d’ Angouleme.—All concurred in an ex¬ 

pression of the good qualities and valuableness of 

tliis variety. 

Louise Bonne de Jersey.—Fish—I have wondered 

why this sort was so popular; it is too sour. 

Hooker—I have found Louise Bonne de Jersey to 

stand the blight and other calamities better than 

any other sort, and have more trees and more fruit 

df it than of any other kind; I enjoy it highly, 

better than a sweeter pear. 

Thomas—It has so many good qualities that we 

diall not get rid of Louise Bonne de Jersey very 

soon. Thought very highly of it. 

Messrs. Sharp, Ellwanger and Hooker concurred 

in this opinion. 

Hooker—It bore heavily with me this year, and 

brought $4 per bushel on the trees. 

Barry—My opinion of it may be best understood 

when I say that I have just planted in my own gar¬ 

den several hundred trees of it. 

Hooker—Although the Seckel, in comparison with 

die Louise Bonne de Jersey, would be considered 

die highest flavored, yet I find that where people 

have the privilege of using both, they consume four 

<imes as many of Louise Bonne de Jersey as of the 

fieckel. 

Salter—The only fault I know of it is its over- 

oearing. 

Moody—I think this overbearing one of the finest 

qualities, for then we can thin out the fruit and dis¬ 

tribute it evenly over the tree. 

Flemish Beauty.— Hooker — It is beginning to 

crack and have black spots. 

Lay—It cracks badly. 

Fish—The last two years it has cracked with me. 

Smith, of Geneva—It shows some signs of crack¬ 

ing. 

Hoag—It cracks some and blights badly. 

Gillett—In Tates Co., on heavy clay soil, it has 

«ever cracked. I have fruited it five or six years. 

Barry—Cracking is owing to a fungus, the same 

os on the Virgalieu, and there is danger that it will 

fallow it up, and I would not therefore recommend 

ft to be planted largely here. 

Seckel.—Olmsted—Have found the Seckel to crack. 

Hooker—Have seen several trees this season en¬ 

tirely worthless from this cause. 

Beurre Bose.—Moore—I found it a pear of the 

vqry highest flavor. 

Lay and Olmsted concurred. 

Thomas—It deserves all the commendation we 

have given it, but it is too tender. 

Question Seventh.—Remarks upon this question 

were made by quite a number of members, in which 

the opinion prevailed that by the selection of proper 

varieties and cultivating them upon suitable soil, 

pear culture would prove remunerative. Several 

instances of success and of failure were given, which 

our space will not allow us to insert. 

Question Eighth.—Thomas—First cause, want of 

trees. Second, bad treatment. Third, severe win>- 

ter. Against the last there is no remedy, except 

perhaps the selection of the most favorable locations, 

and perhaps some kind of protection. Another 

cause is curl of the leaf, induced no doubt, in part 

at least, by poor cultivation. 

Moody—Thought the destruction of the peach crop 

in winter, which is now much more common than 

formerly, wras caused by the cutting away of the 

forests, thus exposing them to severe winds. 

Hooker—Thought something might be done to 

avoid the curl by the selection of the harder varie¬ 

ties. 

Question Ninth.—All agreed that the Strawberry 

was the most profitable of all the small fruits. 

Question Tenth.—Mr. Fisher had devoted some 

time to growing grapes, peaches and figs under 

glass, and had met with some success. Thought 

that those who had time and means could spend a 

portion of the leisure time of winter in growing 

peaches and strawberries. The small dwarf trees 

in pots one foot in diameter, yield from 12 to 18 

peaches—beautifully colored, and fine. Have suc¬ 

ceeded well with cold grape-house. 

Thomas—I visited some peach houses last season ; 

was at Isaac Pullen’s, in New Jersey, the first day 

of June; the first peaches were gone; he had ICO 

trees, bearing each from three to four dozen, w'hich 

sold for $6 per dozen, in New York, readily, being 

$18 per tree, and $1,800 for the whole house. He 

commences to heat about the first of January, and. 

gets the first crop the latter part of May, and the 

last crop the latter part of June. 

Benzine to Destroy Insects.—The Gardeners* 

Chronicle says: “ As our houses are always, more or 

less, infested with vermin, it is satisfactory to know 

that benzine, an article become sufficiently wrell 

known as a detergent, is no less efficacious as an 

agent in insect-icide. One or two drops are suffi¬ 

cient to asphyxiate the most redoubtable insect pest, 

be it beetle, cockchafer, spider, slug, caterpillar, or 

other creeping thing. Even rats and mice will 
speedily decamp from any place sprinkled with a 
few drops of the patent benzine. A singular fact 
connected with this application of benzine, is that 
the bodies of insects killed by it become so rigid 
ffiat their wings, legs, &c., wall break rather then 
bend, if touched. Next day, howrever, when th© 
benzine has evaporated, suppleness is restored.” 
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GARDEN WORK FOR FEBRUARY, 

Tiie garden work in February is, of course, 

mainly preparatory. The earth is quietly slumber¬ 

ing under its cold white blanket, recruiting its ener¬ 

gies for another season’s work, and we will not dis¬ 

turb its repose. 

But in the way of preparation for next spring’s 

gardening much may now be done. Visit the tool- 
house, (for I suppose that every farmer or gardener 

has a tool-house, or a tool -room, or at the least a side 

or corner of a room devoted to tools, where every 

implement has its own nail or peg to hang on, and 

where it may always be found when not in use;) 

visit, I say, the place where the tools are kept, and 

see that they are all in good repair and bright for 

use. If any need repair, repair them ; and if any 

are rusty, oil them, place them near the stove awhile, 

and then with a sand-paper scour them bright. One 

can work a great deal easier with a bright tool than 

with a rusty one. It is also a good plan to have 

your tools sharp. You can accomplish a great deal 

more with a sharp hoe or spade than with dull ones. 

A flat file three-fourths to an inch wide is the best 

implement wherewith to sharpen garden tools. 

Have your implements all bright and sharp to com¬ 

mence with, and then keep them so. 

Seeds.—Look out for your garden seeds in time, 

ami test them all before planting time arrives, or 

you may find out too late to repair the damage that 

some of your seeds will not grow. If you defer the 

purchase of your seeds until you are ready to plant 

them, you may find that your seedsman’s supply of 

rare varieties is exhausted, and you may fail to ob¬ 

tain some choice kinds which you had set your 

heart- upon. Seeds may be tested by planting in a 

shallow vessel of moist earth, and keeping them in 

a window of a warm room. If a considerable por¬ 

tion of the seeds fail under such favorable circum¬ 

stances, they can not be trusted in the garden, or if 

sown at all should be sown very thick. 

As a guide to those about to select seeds for the 

season, I give a list of the most approved leading 

varieties, maturing in their order in the list: 

Asparagus.:—Giant—the only variety. 

Beans.—Dwarfs, Early Snap Shorts, Early Valen¬ 

tines, Early Mohawk, Early Rachel, are among the 

earliest; the Butter, although rather late, is the 

best for string beans, as the pods are thick and re¬ 

main soft and tender a long time, even after they 

have become yellow. 

Pole Beans.—London Horticultural, White Cran¬ 

berry, Scarlet Running and Large White Lima. 

Beets.—Extra Early Turnip, Early Blood Turnip, 

Long Smooth Blood. 

Brocoli.—Early Purple Cape, White Cape. 

Cabbage.—Early York, Earliest Dwarf, Early Salis¬ 

bury, EaFy Wakefield. Early Savoy, Early Dutch, 
Early Winningstadt, Early Oxheart, Large Flat 
Dutch, Large Late Drumhead, Late Drumhead, 
Savoy, Large Late Blood Red. 

Carrot.—Early Horn, Long Orange, Altringham 
Long White. 

Cauliflower.—Extra Early Erfurt, Early Paris, 
Thornburn’s Nonpariel, Lenomard’s. 

Celery.—Early White Solid, Giant, White Solid, 
Turner’s Incomparable, Dwarf White, Best Red 
Solid. 

Corn.—Extra Early Dwarf Sugar, Early Darling’s 
Sugar, Early Eight-Rowed Sugar, Asylum Sugar, 
Twelve-Rowed Sugar, Stowell’s Evergreen Sugar. 

Cress.—Curled Grass, Broad Leaved, Broad Leaved 
W inter, and Water Cress in running streams. 

Cucumber.—Early Russian, Early White Spined, 
Long Green. 

Egg Plant.—Early Long Purple, Round Purple 
Improved New York Purple. 

Endive.—Green Curled, White Curled. 
Kohl-Rabi or Turnip-Rooted Cabbage.—Large Early 

Purple, Large Early White, Large LatejGreen. 
Lettuce—Early White Forcing, Ice Drumhead, 

Early Curled Silesia, Butter, Victoria Cabbage. 
Musk Melon.—Fine White Japan, Jenny Lind, 

Fine Nutmeg, Green Citron, Skillman’s Fine Netted, 
Persian. 

Water Melon.—Early Mountain Sprout, Goodwin’s 
Imperial, Ice Cream, Black Spanish, Orange. 

Nasturtium—Ok ra. 
Onions.—Early Red, Y^ellow Danvers, Large Red, 

Y'ellow Dutch, White Portugal, Red Top Onions, 
Potato Onions. 

Parsley—Extra Curled. 
Parsnep—Guernsey or Cup, Long White.. 
Peas—Daniel O’Rourke, Tom Thumb, Warner’s 

Emperor. Second early.—Bishop’s New Long Pod, 
Bishop’s Dwarf, Prolific. Third.—Champion of Eng¬ 
land, Blue Imperial, Harrison’s Glory, Late, White 
Marrowfat, British Queen, Lord Raglan. 

Pepper—Sweet Spanish, Sweet Mountain, Large 
Bell, Long Cayenne. 

Potato.—Early Sovereign, Early Cottage, Early 
Dykeinan, Early Ash-leaved, Kidney, Mercer, Fluke, 
Peach Blow. 

Pumpkin—Large Cheese, Casliaw. 
Radish—Early Scarlet Turnip, Long Scarlet Short- 

Top, White Summer Turnip, Black Spanish, White 
Spanish. 

Salsify or Oyster Plant.—Long White. 
Spinach.—Round for summer, Prickly for autumn. 
Squash.—Early Golden Bush, Early Green Striped 

Bush, Early White Scallop Bush, Summer Crook- 
neck, Honolula, Boston Marrow, Hubbard, Winter 
Crookneck, Yokohama. 

Tomato.—Early Red, Early Smooth Red, Large 
Smooth Red, Fejee Island, Lester’s Perfected, Large 
Yellow. 

Turnip—Early White Flat Dutch, Early Yellow 
Dutch, Red-Top Strap-Leaf, White Strap-Leaf, l"el- 
low Swede. 

The above list contains about all the varieties of 
garden vegetables that have been tested in different 
localities and found desirable. 

Those wishing to experiment with new varieties 
can find them at most of the leading seed-stores. 

A few gardeners may be anxious to start a hot¬ 
bed in February, but most, unless market gardeners, 
would prefer waiting until March. I gave in the 
Farmer for February, last year, a brief description 
of the way to make a hot-bed, to which article I 
would refer those who wish to start their bed this 
month. Y. C. li. 
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MRS. STOWE ON BREAD AND BUTTER. 

In the Atlantic Monthly for December there are some 

strictures ou American housewifery, and especially 

cooking, by Mrs. H. B. Stowe, and her very great ad¬ 

vantage of European travel give her opinions an addi¬ 

tional value. Nevertheless, w7e are left in a quandary 

as to how w7e may profit by her reproofs. She tells us 

df our poor bread in a perfectly awful manner, of the 

Chemical properties of bread, &c., &c., but ceases 

there. She hopes our American mothers will brew 

yeast as their grandmothers did, but does not tell us 

the process. Now this is the beginning of all good or 

evil in bread-making, and its importance can not be 

magnified. The same in butter. In this she goes so 

far as to say, “The great art is to churn it while it is 

sweet.” I have looked in vain in all the essays I could 

find, both English and American that treated on this 

Subject, but none recommend this in butter-making. 

The manner of thus making butter w’ould be perfectly 

reckless and wasteful, besides, as I happen to know, 

producing butter not as sweet and well flavored as 

when the cream is soured. Now if our intellectual 

friend knows how all these things are done, -which she 

undoubtedly does, why will not some of our agricul¬ 

tural committees offer her such remuneration for her 

labors as would induce her to come around in the Em¬ 

pire State and lecture to us on these important sub¬ 

jects—important, indeed, if “millions of pounds of 

butter are yearly manufactured in this country that is 

merely a hobgoblin bewitchment of cream into foul 

and loathsome poisons.” 

There might be some American housewives that 

could thus learn, whose opportunities or brains pro¬ 

hibit them from learning in the Atlantic Monthly. 

Probably in Europe they are now better skilled in 

these matters than when Professor Silliman traveled 

there, when the mind and appetite often roamed and 

longed for the good things at home. They have per¬ 

haps read some articles since in the Genesee Fanner 

bearing on these subjects. At any rate, I find iny Eng¬ 

lish neighbors (French W’e have none) that are settled 

around us quite as anxious to learn the right way to 

make bread and butter as we Americans are. 

I doubt whether ever this war, destined to improve 

us in many ways, will ever so improve our national 

character that w'e shall relish the English butter with¬ 

out salt. A Frenchman has no faith that our cooking 

can be good, because to cook such a dinner as we cook 

in a few hours ought to take till midnight—entirely 

overlooking our national character—that we work by 

steam ! and that in lieu of forty servants, oft-times in 

each other’s way, the man or woman who has charge 

of these things superintends the details, which insures 
more expertness and directness, and we might suppose 
more intelligence. Now I fully concede that it takes 
good mental powers, much forethought and great re¬ 
flection to be a good housewife and cook. Are Ameri¬ 
can women so deficient in these qualities that they are 
incapable of equaling the women of other nations in 
this respect?—M. S. B., Aurora. N. Y. 

THE WITCH PEN-WIPER. 

Procure a brown wax doll, with an old woman’s 

face, if possible; fix something on the back to havu 

the appearance of stooping, and fold some cloth round 

the legs to serve for petticoats, and also for the pur¬ 

pose of wiping the pen. Put on an old-fashioned cot¬ 

ton skirt, and for the cloak cut out a piece of red cloth 

rather longer than the 
breadth, and a shoulder 

piece of the same mate¬ 
rial,and gather the cloak 

on to this; then cut out 

a cape long enough to 

cover the shoulders; 
sew this round the neck 
of the latter piece, bind 

it neatly, and also the 
cloak; tie round the 

neck a small red ribbon, 

first having cut out two 

holes for the arms.— 

Quill up some narrow 

lace for a cap, and make 

a large bonnet of black 

satin, with a high, old-fashioned crown, then put in 

the cap, rather near the edge of the bonnet, sewing it 

on to the head of the doll. Get a small basket, line it 

with pink glazed calico, and fill it up with small pin 

cushions, &c., and hang it on tlie arm of the old 

woman. In the hand place a small twig for a stick.. 

When completed, it will make a pretty and useful or 

nament lor a writing-table; or, if very neatly executed, 

they form pretty embellishments for the chimney 

piece or side-table.—Godey's Lady's Book. 

Baked Beans.—Few people know’ the luxury of 

baked beans, simply because few’ cooks properly pre¬ 

pare them. Beans, generally, are not cooked half long 

enough. This is our method: Two quarts of middling 

sized w’hite beans, two pounds of salt pork, and one 

spoonful of molasses. Pick the beans over carefully, 

w’ash, and add a gallon of boiling hot soft water; let 

them soak in it over night; in the morning put them 

in fresh water and boil gently till the skin is very ten¬ 

der and about to break, adding a teaspoon ful of salera- 

tus. Take them up dry and put them in your dish, 

stir in the molasses, gash the pork and put it dourn in 

the dish so as to have the beans cover all but the upper 

surface; turn in boiling water till the top is just cov 

ered; bake with a steady fire four or five hours. Watch 

them, and add more water from time to time as it dries 

away. [The foregoing is a first-rate receipt. Those 

w7ho don’t like the idea of the molasses may omit it, 

though it adds to the perfection of the dish.]—Germane- 

town Telegraph. 

A New Wat of Cooking.—M. Rabinet, of the French 
Institute, is said to have discovered the means of cook¬ 
ing without fire. He has just laid before the French 
Academy the result of his experiments. His receipt 
is : Place your food in a black pot, covered w’ith sun¬ 
dry panes of glass, and stand in the sun. The water 
soon boils, and the food is said to be of better flavor 
than if cooked in the ordinary way. 
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OuK picture this month is one which we think all the 

Children will like. One little chicken, with her night¬ 
cap on, looks very like some little girl roused out of a 

nap to hear the organ and see the monkeys; and we 

think that the big beetle acts the part of the monkey 

very well in handing the plate for pennies. We have 

no doubt, too, that he would fly up to the window 

nrore easily than the nimblest monkey could climb. 

CBf in the distance are two peacocks who are too 

proud to come and listen to the hand-organ. People 

lose, a good deal of pleasure by being proud. 

■gj • «*■■■ --— 

What is the difference between a person transfixed 

with amazement and a leopard’s tail? The one is 

rooted to the spot, the other spotted to the root. 

Why do hens always lay in the day time ? Because 

at night they become roost-ers. 

GRAMMAR IN RHYME, 

1. Three little words yon often see* 
Are Articles, a, an and the. 

2. A Noun’s the name of any thing,. 
As school or garden, hoop or swing. 

8. Adjectives the kind of Noun, 
As great, small, pretty, white or broum, 

<L Instead of Nouns the Pronouns stand— 
Her head, his face, your arm, my hand. 

5. Verbs tell of something to he done— 
To read, count, sing, laugh, jump or ruA 

6. How things are done the Adverbs tell, 
As slowly, quickly, ill or well. 

7. Conjunctions join the words together— 
As men and women, wind or weather. 

8. The Proposition stands before 
A Noun, as in or through a door. 

9. The Interjection shows surprise, 
As oh ! how pretty—ah ! how vise. 

The whole are called Nine Parts of Speech 
Which reading, writing, speaking teach. 
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TRY AGAIN, 

BY ELIZA COOK. 

Once Bruce of Scotland flung him down 
In a lonely mood to think; 

Tis true he was a monarch and wore a crown, 
But his heart was beginning to sink. 

For he had been trying to do a great deed. 
To make his people glad ; 

He had tried and tried, but he could n't succeed, 
And his heart was sore and sad. 

He flung himself down in sore despair, 
As grieved as a man could be ; 

Apd as hour after hour he pondered there, 
“ I must give up at last,” said he. 

Now just at the moment a spider dropped 
"With his silken cobweb clue; 

And the king, in the midst of his thinking, stopped 
To see what the spider would do. 

It soon began to cling and climb 
Straight up with strong endeavor, 

Bat down it came, time after time, 
As near to the ground as ever. 

Bnt, nothing discouraged, again it went 
And traveled a half-yard higher; 

*T was a delicate thread it had to tread. 
And a road where its feet would tire. 

4gain it fell and swung below, 
IJut again it quickly mounted; 

Till up and down, now fast, now slow, 
Nine brave attempts were counted. 

“Sure,” cried the king, “ the foolish thing 
Will strive no more to climb, 

When it toils so hard to reach and cling, 
And tumbles every time.” 

But steadily upward, inch by inch. 
Higher and higher it passed, 

Till a bold little run, at the very last pinch, 
Put it into its web at last. 

*H3ravo! bravo!” the king cried out, 
“All honor to those who try 1 

The spider up there defied despair— 
lie conquered; why should n't I?” 

And Bruce of Scotland braced his mind. 
And, as gossips tell the tale, 

He tried once more, as h'd tried before, 
And that time he did not fail 

dEKitOLT) and a company of literary friends were out 

In the country. In the course of their walk they stop- 

pet! to notice the gambols of an ass’s foal. A very 

sentimental poet present vowed that he should like to 

send the little thing as a present to his mother. “ Do,” 

Jerrold replied, “and tie a piece of paper round its 

neck, bearing this inscription: ‘When this you 6ee, 

remember me.” 

CONJUGAL THERMOMETER. 

The Nain Jaune (Paris) relates the following anec¬ 

dote: “At the commencement of the winter two 

journalists were in conversation at the opera. The 

one, M. de X., is a bachelor; the other, M. de Y., just 

married. ‘Well,’ said the one to the other, ‘how do 

you get along in your new condition ? ’ ‘ Ah, my dear 

X., there is nothing like being married! You can not 

imagine how happy I am. When I am at work my 

wife is at my side, and at the conclusion of each panv 

graph I embrace her. That is charming! ’ ‘ Now I 

understand,’ was the happy retort of X., ‘why your 
sentences are so short.’ This conversation quickly 

spread through Paris. From that time forth the arti¬ 

cles of Y. were consulted by the public as the the> 

mometer of his conjugal felicity. During two months 

the prose of M. Y. was disjointed and epigrammatic, in 

shorter periods than are to be found in the earlier 

writings of Emile de Girardiu. All the women grew 

jealous of Madame Y. But gradually the periods 

elongated, and at last Madame Y. opened the journal 

edited by M. Y., and casting a rapid glance over the 

article signed with his name, cried, ‘What! hut a 

a single paragraph in the whole article! Poor woman! 

a divorce will most assuredly follow! ’ ” 
..— ^ --- 

In the course of an examination for the degree of B. 

A. under an examiner whose name was Payne, one of 

the questions was, “Give a definition of happiness;” 

to which the candidate returned the following laconto 

answer: “An exemption from Payne.” 
-. ■ 

A vert considerate hotel-keeper, advertising his 

“Burton XXXX,” concludes the advertisement: 

“ N. B. Parties drinking more than four glasses of this 

potent beverage at one sitting, carefully sent homo 

gratis on a wheel-harrow, if required.” 

A regular physician being sent for by a quack, ex* 

pressed his surprise at being called in on an occasion 

apparently trifling. “ Not so trifling, neither,” replied 

the quack; for, to tell you the truth, I have, by mis¬ 

take, taken some of my own pills.” 

An Odd Mistake.—A lady asked a pupil at a public 

school, “ What was the sins of the Pharisees ? ” “ Eas¬ 

ing camels, maim,” quickly replied the child. She 

had read that the Pharisees “strained at gnats and 

swallowed camels.” 

Dr. Macknight, who was a better commentator 

than preacher, having been caught in a shower of rain, 

(altered the vestry soaked with wet. As the time 

drew on for divine service he became much distressed, 

raid ejaculated over and over, “Oh, I wish that I was 

dry! Do you think I’m dry ? Do you think I’m dry 

eaieuch noo?” To this his jocose colleague, Dr. 

Henry, the historian, returned: “Bide a wee, doctor, 

and.ye’se he dry eneuch when you get into the pulpit.” 

“You have only yourself to please,” 6aid a married 

Mend to an old bachelor. “True,” replied he, “hut 

you can not tell what a difficult task I find it,” 

One day, at a farm-house, a wag saw an old gobbler 

trying to eat the strings of some niglxt-eaps that lay 

on the grass to bleach. “That,” said he, “is what I 

call an attempt to introduce cotton into turkey.” 

“ Gardening for Ladies” is all very well, hut the 

dears are more inclined to agriculture than horticulture 

on account of a partiality for husbandry. 

Why are widows like smokers ? Because they often 

find solace in their weeds. 
- i --— 

Why is a cow’s tail like a swan’s bosom? Because 

it grows down. 
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At this time last year, gold was 157. It is now 212. 

At the same time in 1863 it was 150. We haveprepared 

from the Genesee Farmer the following table, showing 

the prices of farm produce in New York at this time 

(January 31) in the years 1863,1864 and 1865. It is only 

by such comparisons that we can form a correct idea in 

regard to the state of the markets: 

Notes on the Weatlier for the last half of De¬ 

cember, and some Results for tine Year ’64. 

As the temperature of the first half of December was 

above the average, and the last half below, the mean of 

the month slightly exceeds the general average, or they 

are as 28.72° to 28.65. The mean heat of the last half 

was 27.73°. The snow-storm of the 21st and 22d gave 

us sleighing for a week, when the snow was too much 

melted. 

The water fallen in the month was 2.67 inches. The 

barometer was low, being 29.31 inches for the month-, 

and the temperature of the year 47.73°. 

For the twenty-eight years the average temperature 

is 47.02°,and for twenty-seven years 47.00°. 

For the twenty-eight years the average barometer is 

29.53 inches. 

For the twenty-eigtt years the average water is 
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It Will be seen that every thing except hay has ad¬ 

vanced greatly since last year. The advance on most 

articles is far greater than the advance in gold. 

It is worthy of mention that tvhile wool advanced 

materially from 1863 to 1864, sheep declined very ma¬ 

terially. Sheep are now much higher than in 1863. 

The advance in beef, hogs and poultry is enormous. 

Mutton is comparatively low. 

Beans are somewhat higher than last year, but the 

advance is far less than on other produce. 
■-O - 

Tike Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc¬ 

tory for 1865. 

Owing to the difficulty of procuring paper, the print¬ 
ing of the Rural Annual has been delayed for two or 
three weeks. It is now ready, and all orders will be 
answered by return mail. We think this number of 
the Rural Annual is the best yet issued, and we par¬ 
ticularly desire that every reader of the Geneeee Farmer 

should have a copy. It is sent prepaid by mail for 25 
cents, or in clubs of five and upwards in connection 
with the Farmer at 20 cents each. 

32.47°. 
The range of water, in the twenty-eight years, 34.35 

to 42.59 inches. 
The range of annual heat, in the twenty-eight yearn, 

44.7° to 48.3°. 
With much of plenty from agriculture, there has been 

a good degree of health, and, in the midst of war, 

much of prosperity. 
-* o- 

A Splendid Premium. 

In addition to the premiums offered on the last page 

of the Farmer, we take pleasure in offering the follow¬ 

ing splendid premium: 

To any person who will send us 150 subscribers at 

our lowest club rates of 80 cents each, (or 100 at 81.00 

each,) wre will send one of Grover &> Baker’s Fifty- 

five Dollar Sewing Machines, either the new shut¬ 

tle machine or the original Grover & Baker machine, 

as may be selected. 

Do not wait to complete the list. Send on the names 

as fast as obtained, simply adding that you have not 

completed the list. 

If you do not succeed in getting the requisite num¬ 

ber, you can have other premiums to the amount sent. 
-« •- 

To New Subscribers. 

We have received an unusual number of new sub¬ 

scribers to the present volume of the Genesee Farmer. 

We would ask a favor at their hands: If pleased with 

the paper, will you show a copy to your neighbors and 

ask them to take it. It would not be a difficult matter 

to raise a club of five at 80 eents each, or at $1.00 each 

for the Farmer and Rural Annual together. 
--«- 

A Word to Every Subscriber. 

If you are pleased with the Genesee Farmer, will you 

not show a copy of the paper to your friends and neigh¬ 

bors, and ask them to subscribe? We want ten thou¬ 

sand additional subscribers the present month; and 

recollect that every one counts. 
-.•- 

Four Copies for Three Dollars. 

Any subscriber who has sent one dollar for the 

Farmer, can have four more copies for three dollars, 

and a copy of the Rural Annual for getting up the club. 
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Bouml Volumes of tlie Genesee Farmer. 

Tns Genesee Fanner for 1864 is now bound, and will 
be sent prepaid by mail to any address for $1.25. 

The last six volumes of the Farmer (1859, ’GO,, ’61, ’62, 
'63 and ’64,) handsomely bound, with complete index, 
<fcc., will be sent by express to any address on receipt 
of Five Dollars ! They could not now be printed for 
the money. 

--—*-*«>+-•- 

We desire to thank our agents and friends for their 
efforts to increase the circulation of the Genesee Farmer. 

_ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 
such—will be inserted in the Gexesze Farmer at twenty-five 
cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 
payable in advance. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. A'., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 
Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. 

We shall endeavor to make the paper more interesting 
and useful than ever before, 60 that they need not feel 
ashamed of having said a good word for it to their 
neighbors. There is yet abundance of time to add 
iulditional names to clubs or to form new ones. 

-» -«&>- •- 

A correspondent at Lincoln, Me., writes that he 
formerly took a weekly agricultural paper, but now by 
taking the monthly Genesee Farmer he is also able to 
vake a weekly newspaper (at club rates), and obtains 
the two at less cost than the advance price of the agri- 
;ultural weekly alone. 

--* •—-— 

“ Crowded Out.” 

Several communications and a number of “ inquiru s 

and answers,” some of them already in type, are ne¬ 
cessarily deferred until next month. 

--- 

Special Notices. 

Coe’s Superphosphate of Lime. 

[Letter from Mr. Charles Benoit, farmer for Messrs. Lowe A, 
Chamberlain at Dunham, Canada East.] 

December 30,1S64. 

Gbntlemen: The barrel of Superphosphate you 6ent me for 

the farm in the spring of 1863, was used by way of experiment 

on various crops. An acre of ground which had been in grass 

for many years and nearly run out, was plowed up that spring, 

snd was sown with buckwheat without manure. I took three 

pecks of the Phosphate and sowed over one-half of the acre. 

From the time the buckwheat came up, until it was ripe, the 

difference in appearance was remarkable; the color was dark 

green; it grew very thick and about four feet tall; while the 

other half acre was not half so thick or tail, and was in all re¬ 

spects inferior. At the harvesting it yielded 17% bushels of 

grain; the other half 12 bushels,being nearly fifty per cent in fa¬ 

vor of the Phosphate. 

In the spring of the present year I sowed oats and peas on the 

same ground without any manure, and the effects of last year’s 

application of Phosphate were as great upon this year’s crop as 

upon that of last year, the growth being fully double that of the 

other half acre. The extra fodder will alone pay for the cost 
of the Phosphate. 1 have not yet threshed the oats and peas, but I 

am confident the difference in their yield will be equal to that of 

the buckwheat last year. So you see that as the extra fodder of 

this year will pay for the Phosphate, the extra yield of buck¬ 

wheat, and of the peas and oats, are a clear gain of (I think) 

four times its cost. 
I hope you will send a good supply for the farm for next spring, 

and I intend to get at least two barrels on my own account. 

Your obedient servant, CHARLES BENOIT. 

Messrs. Lowe & Chamberlain, Montreal, Proprietors of the 

Montreal Gazette. 

For sale by ANDREW COE. Proprietor, at Montreal, and 

oy merchants in all the counties in Canada. 

Silver Medal Wine. 
VINES OF THE OPORTO 

OF LARGE SIZE will be ready for planting April 1. Those 
who failed to get a supply last spring will please apply 

early. For terms to Agents and Clubs, and Descriptive Circulars 
address [f2t] E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y. 

BEECHER’S PATENT 
YENEER FRUIT BASKET. 

A FTER one season's thorough trial of the VENE :'.R FRUIT 
Tr\_ BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assurance 
that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style our Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, Ac., address 
feint _ A, BEECHER & SONS, Westville, Conn. 

WOOD-SAWINC MACHINES. T WOULD call the attention of the farmers to my new DRAG 
SAW, which, by a simple contrivance (patented April 21, 

ls63.) draws up the log without stopping, enabling the operator 
to do a greater amount of work, and with less labor, than by the 
ordinary machine. I also build small Light Power, suitable for 
sawing wood, cutting feed, ike., Ac. Also. Circular Saws, &c. 

Address J. W. MOUNT, Medina Iron Works, 
It* Medina, Orleans county, N. Y. 

1 ££."» ;i 3iontIi, 
TTTANTED.—Sewing Machine Agents! Everywhere, to 
V\ introduce the new Shaw A* Clark Sixteen Dollar Fam¬ 

ily Sewing Machine, the only low price machine in the country 
which is licensed by Grover & Baker, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, 
Singer & C’o., and Bachelder. Salery and expenses, or large com¬ 
missions allowed. All other Machines now sold for less than 
forty dollars each are infringements, and tlie seller and user 
liable. Illustrated circulars sent free. Address, SHAW «& 
CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. dec3t 

A PICTORIAL DOUBLE NOIBER.—Tub 
. Phrenological Journal and Like Illustrated, for 

January, appears with 32 quarto pages, and a beautiful illustrated 
Cover. It contains Portraits of Tennyson, Silliman, Sheridan, 
Cobb, Phillips, Susanna Wesley—mother of John—an Indian 
Chief, Franz Muller. Miss Muggins, Miss Fury, the Princess of 
Wales, Florence Nightingale, A Group of Warriors—Hannibal, 
Julius Ca?sar, Pizarro, Cromwell, Charles XII, Frederick the 
Great, Scott, Wellington and Napoleon, with Ethnology, Phre¬ 
nology, Physiognomy, Physiology, and Psychology. No. L 
Vol. 41st. Published at 20 cents a number, or $2.00 a year, by 
Messrs. FOWLER & WELLS, 339, Broadway, N. Y. j2t 

THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE.” A Few System of Phys¬ 
iognomy—Eyes, Ears, Kose, Lips, Mouth, Head, IIair. 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with all “ Signs of Character,” and How 
to Read Them, given in the 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE ILLUSTRATED 
for 1S65. S. R. WELLS, Editor, Portraits of Remarkable Men, 
in every calling, illustrating different Phases of Human Charac¬ 
ter, the' sane and the insane, the virtuous and the vicious— 
Physiognomy, Ethnology, Phrenology, Psychology, <fcc., In 
each number. New Volume, 41st, for 1S65. Monthly. Only $2 
a year. “ Now is the time to subscribe.” Sample numbers by 
first post, 20 cents. Please address Messrs. FOWLER & WELLS, 
389 Broadway, New York. dec4t 

TO FARMERS! BRADLEY’S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY’S 
X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and 

retail bv the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY: 
Sales'Oflice 24 Broad street. Boston. 
jag?” Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To¬ 

bacco Fertilizer. Bradley’s X L Manual ou the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY. 

Highest Cash ixriees paid for Bones. m? 
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<CSTOI€E SEE®. 

■TTTTril the return of another season, T would invite the at- 
VV tention of the public to iny ANNUAL CATALOGUE 

C£F GARDEN SEEDS, including over two hundred varieties, 
many of which are of my own raising. I would call particular 
attention to the following list of new, rare, or very desirable veg¬ 
etables : 

Cannon Ball Cabbage (new, early, and the hardiest of all cab¬ 
bage; the heads round and about as hard as a cannon ball!) Mar¬ 
blehead Mammoth Drumhead Cabbage (the largest cabbage in the 
world;) Stone Mason Cabbage (the best of all winter cabbage; 
the heads hard and very reliable;) Leorwand’s Mammoth Cauli¬ 
flower (the largest of all;) Mammoth French Squash (weighs 
from 100 to 260 lbs.;) Mammoth Sweet Corn (the largest sort 
known; selected from ears weighing from two to three pounds; 
very sweet; excellent for the table;) Yokohama Squash (new, 
from Japan;) American Turban Squash, (new, the dryest, sweet¬ 
est, and best of all fall squashes—first-rate;) Striped Guadaloupe 
Egg Plant (quite ornamental;) New York extra large purple Egg 
Plant (the largest of all varieties.) 

Ornamental Kale (several varieties in one package, fine for 
e£ther the flower or kitchen garden;) Pierce’s American Cauli¬ 
flower (the standard late sort in Boston market;) Early Paris 
Cauliflower (imported seed—the best early sort;) Early White 
£apan Melon (new, very sweet, fine;) Ward’s Nectar Melon (the 
sweetest, spiciest, best of all the green-fleshed varieties;) Cater¬ 
pillar Plant (a curious vegetable; several varieties in one pack¬ 
age;) Vegetable Snails (another natural curiosity.) Each of the 
above at 25 cents a package. 

Forty Days Corn (extra early—about ten days earlier than 
Darling’s Early;) Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all vari¬ 
eties of table corn;) Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet 
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine;) Hubbard Squash Seed 
(true: I introduced this;) Cow or Tree Cabbage (for stock;) 
Yard-Long Beans; Extra Early York Tomato (very early, very 
prolific, of good size and excellent quality;) Cook’s Favorite 
(very early apple tomato; prolific; of excellent quality;) Y'ellow 
Lupins (the plant so highly recommended for subsoiling in a re¬ 
cent Patent Office Report ; highly ornamental;) Tom Thumb Pea 
{very early; grows 10 inches high; very productive;) Drew’s New 
Dwarf Pea (new, early, very dwarf, very prolific, excellent pea, 
<^gshaped; each plant forms a bush; but one pea being required 
to about one foot of row;) Brown’s New Dwarf Early Marrow¬ 
fat Pea (a new variety which may be relied on as both the earliest 
and most dwarf Marrowfat grown; very prolific;) Improved 
Long Green Cucumber; six finest sorts of Cabbage Lettuce in one 
package; True Boston Curled Lettuce (the most elegant of all 
lettuces; quality good;) Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in 
one package;) Spotted Lima Bean; Concord Bean (a new pole 
bean, remarkably early; quality first-rate;) Extra Flat Beet, 
(new, very early, about as flat as a turnip; quality excellent;) 
Chick Peas (two sorts mixed; extensively used in Europe as 
a substitute for coffee;) Chinese Sugar Cane (pure; seed import¬ 
ed; New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber (one of the largest and best 
varieties cultivated ;) Lester's Perfected Tomato (very large and 
thiok-meated;) Sutton’s Student's Parsnep (new; recently 
originated in England; desirable;) Chinese Rose Winter Radish 
{decidedly the best of. all the winter sorts; an acquisition;) 
Hood’s Dwarf Imperial Purple Celery (new; superior;) Indian 
Chief Bean (a pole bean; can be used as a string bean much la¬ 
ter than any other variety; very productive.) 

Seed of the above at 15 cents per package. 
JgsP* Catalogues sent gratis to all. Those who purchased seed 

last season will receive it this without writing flu it. 
feb3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

Columbus Nursery, 
Coin m bus, O li i o . 

HANFORD A FRO. offer for the Spring of 1SC5 a large and 
well-assorted stock of 

FBTJST AIVORNAMENTAL TREES, 

EVERGREENS, ROSES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FINE 
GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS, &c., &c., to which they invite the 
attention of Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters who wish Trees, 
&c., of first-rate quality. Address, 

HANFORD & BRO., Columbus, Ohio. 

Red Cedars, 4 to 12 inches, $6 per 1000. 
Honey Locust, fine one year plants, $10 per 1000. 
Peivet Locust, 1)4 to 2 feet. 
Red Dutch, Red Grape and Black Naples Cuebants, strong 

plants, at low rates. 
Halb,s Early Peach, the best very early Peach. 
Also, a full assortment of Leading Market Varieties. 
A large stock of Norway Spruce, 1)4 to 3 feet, very fine. 
feb2t" HANFORD & BRO., Columbus, Ohio. 

TKITE’S POTATO PLANTER—A one-horse ma¬ 
chine, doing all the work of planting potatoes at one opera¬ 

tion. Saves the labor of twelve men. Manufactured by 
J. L. TRUE, Garland, Maine, Patentee and Proprietor. 

1 Send for a Circular. feb3t 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manuflttv 

ture of their “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insoisfis 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby tn> 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, tho solution being mute 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 
CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D-, 

A&sayer to the State of JTassachusettj, <md 

Consulting Chemist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation thal 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the woqL 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as poo- 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool Btstriet. 
JAMES F. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co^ 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your stem- 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to tab 
retailers. febflt 

THORBimWQ~ 

CELEBRATED GARDEN SEEDS. 

OUR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 

of every Standard and improved variety of 

VEGETABLE AND AGIXICULTUBAL 

SEEDS 
FOE 

1865, 
WITH DIRECTIONS FOR THEIR CULTIVATION, 

has just been published, and will be mailed free on application to 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 

15 John Street, New Ycrmr. 

Trade Catalogue for dealers only is also ready. It 

Agricultural and Horticultural Books 
FOE SALE BY 

WILLIAM WOOD & CO., 
HPnblisliers, Booksellers and Importers, 

NO. 61 WALKER STREET, NEW YORK. CM. SAXTON having given up the hook business, we have 
. the balance of his stock, and have added to it a large va¬ 

riety of other works, making in all the largest assortment of 
works on Agricultural subjects to be found In this country. 

We have just published the Ninth Edition of MYSTERIES 
OF BEE-KEEPING EXPLAINED: by M. Quin by, Practical 
Bee-keeper, in one handsome 12mo. volume, full gilt back. Price 
$1.75 by mail, free of postage. A PRACTICAL AND RELIA»- 
BLE WORK. 

22?“ Send for our Catalogue. Books sent free of postage any¬ 
where in the U. S. on receipt of the prices affixed. 

{^° Shall be happy to answer all inquiries accompanied by a 
stamp to pay return postage. feb&ap 

QAQfA PER MONTH.—AGENTS WANTED in every 
QpOvJ town. It is something new and of real value. For 
particulars, address, with stamp, 

feblt* J. S. PARDEE, Binghampton, N. Y. 
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CROWE R & BAKE 

HIGHEST PREMICTI 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWIPSC MACHINES, 
feb 495 Broadway, New York. tf 

"superphosphate of lime, 
BOTH DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASMESi <& CiLAUM, 
Cor. 8th and Washington Sts., Philadelphia. 

rpIIE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 
JL confident that it will bo found equal to any similar article 

now in the market Being made from finely ground bones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano* and other ingredients having manurial 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
&£.. &c. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
•40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
Terms Cash. Address as above, 

febTt TASKER & CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 
AND 

SPEC I AIL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

OKDEB YOTJK TEEES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEEL YE, 

arptf Bochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

ANJNIONIATED PACIFIC GUANO. AREAL GUANO, containing from seventy to eighty per cent. 
of Phosphate of Lime, to which has been added by a 

dhamical process a large percentage of Ammonia, so fixed that it 
can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other 
fertilizer. 

Price, $80 per nett tun. A liberal discount to the trade. 
Pamphlets, with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass¬ 

achusetts State Assayer, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testi- 
irmniais from Scientific Agriculturists, showing its value, can he 
obtained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents, 

oct6t 131 Pearl street, New York. 

CRANBERRY PLANTS-Of the Bell, Cherry and 
Bugle varieties. Send for Circular giving mode of culture, 

twice, ifccd Also, manufacturer of Grafting Wax and 
Tree Varnisli for cuts and bruises ou trees. A sure protec¬ 
tion from Weather, and will heal sound wood. The Wax is also 
valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For sale by 

octet F. TROWBRIDGE, Milford, Conn. . 

THE “PEOPLE’S” IMPROVED 

Price of Mill Complete, Fifty Dollars. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

H. L. IIOYVARD, 
BUFFALO, F. Y. 

The attention of all interested in the subject of stock feed is 
respectfully called to the 

IMPROVED “PEOPLE’S” FARM MTT.T. 
The recent improvements made in this Mill mako it the most 

desirable Mill for general use. 
The peculiar operation of the Plates make this Mill self-sharp¬ 

ening. ^ 
Four movable and six stationary plates constitute the grinding 

surlace, either of which can be replaced at an expense not to ex> 
ceed 75 cents, so that this Mill can bo renewed at an expense of 
$7.50. 

The movable plates are operated by a double crank, with tfiB 
power applied on them within one inch of the center of the 
shaft, giving them an Oscillating, Reciprocating and Longitudinal 
motion. Requires only 

250 Revolutions per Minute, 
and can be operated with any good two horse power. 

It will grind corn at the rate of 

SIX TO EIGHT BUSHELS PER HOUR, 

in the best manner for Stock Feed, at least one-half being the 
best kind of Family Meal. 

This Mill has been well tested, and the best of references can 
be given for their good working qualities. 

They art; simple and durable, take up but little room, weigh 
less than 300 pounds, and can be operated by 

WATER, STEAM, RAILROAD OR SWEEP nORSE POWER, 

The attention of Foundryinen and Machinists as well as deal¬ 
ers is called to this Mill, and in order to produce them at ttso 
lowest rates to the purchaser, 

STATE AND COUNTY RIGHTS 
will be sold on application to the undersigned. 

Farmers wanting Mills, or others, would do well to purrhits© 
COUNTY' RIGHTS, either alone or in Stock Companies. 

Rights will be sold at prices to make it a liberal paying busi¬ 
ness. 

It R. L. HOWARD, Buffalo, N. Y. 

STAMMERING. 
STAMMERING—Cured by Bates Appliances. For De¬ 

scriptive Pamphlet, Ac., address 
II. C. L. MEARS & CO., 

oct6t 277 W. 23d street, New Y'ork. 

North Devon Cattle. 
The subscriber offers for sale at a bargain 

FOUR PURE BRED DEVON HEIFERS 
of different ages, (two are with calf.) and one superior first pco- 
mium DEVON RUDE CALF. 

Address ARTHUR GILMAN, 
j*2t Glynllyu Farm, Lee, Mass. 

FRANCIS BRILL, 

iirserjiJiuin Seed Grower, 

NEWARK, N. J. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITY. 

Fruit Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, &c. Cata¬ 
logues on application. septf 

Y ITHITTEMORFj’S cure for foot mot 
\V IN SHEEP is a positive and 6peedy cure. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor¬ 
rectly. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can have it sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the sole propri¬ 
etor, F. YV. WIIlTTEMORE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
county, N. Y., to whom all orders should bo addressed. A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyers. jan6t 
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TWENTIETH ANNUAL VOLUME. 

1865. THE HORTICULTURIST, 1865. 

A Monthly Magazine for every one who has a 

VINEYARD, O RCHAED OR GARDEN, 

Who loves FRUIT and FLOWERS, 

or has a HOME IN THE COUNTRY 

to EMBELISII and BEAUTIFY. 

The volume for 1S65 will contain frequent articles from 

The Author of “Mr Farm of Edgewood,” 

Rev, Dr. E. II. Cressy, 

The Author of “Ten Acres Enough,” 

Francis Tarkhan, 

E. S. Rand, Jr., Author of “Flowers for Par¬ 

lor and Garden, 

C. N. Bement, 

A. S. Fuller, Author of the “ Grape Cultur- 

ist,” 

and others of the best practical talent and ability in 

GRAPE CULTURE, 

FRUITS, 

FLOWERS, 

GARDENING, 

RURAL ARCHITECTURE, 

LANDSCAPE ADORNMENT, 

and RURAL PURSUITS, 

Forming an Annual Volume of 400 royal octavo pages, hand¬ 

somely illustrated. 

TWO DOLLARS per annum. TWENTY CENTS per number. 

Volumes 1863,1S64, bound, (by express,) and numbers 1S65,.. $5 

Volumes 1S62, ‘63, '64, bound, (by express,) and numbers '65,.. 7 

HAVING had considerable experience amonu some of the 
first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 

turned to Rochester and established myself at the Geneseb 

Farmer Office, bio. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 

prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 
Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Houses, Sheep, Poultry, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., promptly exe¬ 

cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 

establishment in Rochester. Orders by mail promptly at¬ 
tended to. 

Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at the lowest 

rates. Address C. T. LEADLEY, 
Box 900, Rochester, N. Y. 

THE BEST MAPLE STJGAB 

IS MADE ON 

COOK’S EVAPORATOR. 
BLIMYER, BATES & DAT, 

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, 

J2t Publishers, 37 Park Row, New York. 

THE 

MOTHERS* 

O U R I A L, 
FAMILY VISITANT, 

Is a Monthly Magazine for Mothers and the Household.. With 
nothing light or trashy, it is practical in purpose, substantial in 
matter, attractive in style, and furnishes a salutary Christian 
Literature for the Family. To aid Mothers in their noble but 
difficult work, and to make the household healthy, happy, useful 
and good is the object of the Journal. 

ONE DOLLAR AND A HALF A TEAM. 

Five Copies.$' T 00 
Ten Copies. 13 00 
Fifteen Copies. 18 00 

Single numbers, Fifteen Cents each. 

Sent Free to Clergymen who aid its circulation, and to Mater¬ 
nal Associations who forward quarterly reports. 

Send money by mail, at our risk, if properly directed. 
Agents Wanted, in every Church, Town and Village. 

DIRECT ALL LETTERS TO 

Bothers’ Journal, 835 Broadway, N. Y, 
(RifTUv A MONTH !—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a 
Up j W month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articles, the 
best selling ever offered. Full particulars free. Address, OTIS 
T. GARE if, Biddeford, Maine. dec3t 

Manufacturers, Maiasfield, O. 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS. ja2t 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
rpHIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 
JL being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $ 1. 

“The Baobittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. JL 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“ It is chaste and beautiful.”—New York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and ivorth $5 instead 
of $ 1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.1'—It. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—N. Y. Observer. 

The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 
learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the besl 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT & WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec'64tf 

MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine, 
U5 ^Lor ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $2 
by R. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my'64-ly 
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DOTYS GR8 Hi 

DOTY’S PATENT 

CLOTHES AND WOOL WASHERS. 

Economical, Durable, Simple, Efficient, Con¬ 

venient, and Easily Operated 

WASHING MACHINES! 

The FIRST and ONLY ONES out of more than one thousand 
patented that have proved 

UNIVERSALLY SUCCESSFUL ! 

They save full two-thirds the Labor, Time and fatigue of hand- 
washing, take less Soap, 

Save $20 to $100 a year 

ta Wear of Clothing, and will last many years. 

THESE WASHERS WERE EXHIBITED AT THE GREAT 

NEW ENGLAND FAIR OF 1864, WON THE ADMIRA¬ 

TION OF THOUSANDS, AND WERE AWARDED A 

SPLENDID DIPLOMA; ALSO AT THE WIS¬ 

CONSIN AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE 

FAIRS OF 1864, THEY WERE AWARD¬ 

ED THE FIRST PREMIUM. 

Wool Fleeces may be washed in these machines at the 

rate of a fleece in two minutes, without tearing them apart, 

and the wool brings the price of tub-washed wool, which is 

E1YE to eight cents per pound mobe than that washed on the 

aheop. This is very important to every wool-grower. 

They are recommended as the Very Best in SOLON ROB¬ 

INSON’S great new work, “ Facts for Farmers,” by ORANGE 

JUDD, proprietor of the American Agriculturist, and by 

JOSEPH HARRIS, proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

BEND FOE CIRCULAR. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

DOTY BROTHERS, Janesville, Wis. 

DOTY BROTHERS, 151 Nassau St., N. Y. 

BULLARD’S IMPROVED 

PATENT HAY TEDDER, 

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay. 
THE subscriber having purchased the exclusive right for man¬ 

ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York) 

Bullard’s Improved Hay Tedder, 
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability, 
which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to the 
difficulty of obtaining good and competent mechanics. 

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la¬ 
bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be 
recorded in turn. “First come, first served.” Address 

SILAS 0. HERRING, New York. 
N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those 

who request them. 
D. R. BARTON, Rochester, N. Y.. Agent. ap'64-ly 

J. B. LA WES1 

ARTIFICIAL 

MANURES. 
Factories, ) ( London Office, 

Dbptford and Barking Creeks, v -! No. 1 Adelaide Place, 

England. ) ( London Bridge, E. C. 

THE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in the 
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 

(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albans, 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif¬ 
ferent branches, viz., for the production of 

WHEAT, 

CORN, 

GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kinds. 

frW* Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country 
will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in¬ 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent, 
novtf 118 Wall Street, New York. 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST. ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and "from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth.' Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’61-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE. 

npHE BULL HOTSPUR 4030 A. II. B. by Duke of Gloster 
| (11,382) dam Daphne (imported) by Harold (10,299), rich 

roan, calved May 15, 1360. Also, three YEARLING BULLS 
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few 
HEIFERS. 

Catalogues sent on application, 
aptf T. L. HAEISON, Morley, St Lawrence co., N. Y. 
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THE GENESEE FARMER FOR 1865. CONTENTS OF THIS M 3IIIKR, 

-- a *- 

TERMS, PREMIUM LIST, &c. 

REDUCTION OF PRICE IN CLUBS! 
--- 

The price of the Genesee Farmer for 1S65 will be: To single 

subscribers, one dollar; in clubs of five and upwards, eighty 

cents each. 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending us five subscribers at our lowest 

dlub rates of eighty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

a copy of the Rural Annual and EorUcultural Directory for 

1865. 25 cents. 

Walks and Talks on the Farm, 
No. 14. 41 

The Goose—Its Value—Its 
Usefulness, Arc. 45 

The Farm Homesteads of 
England. 46 

Remedy for Chillblains.46 
A New View of the Action 

of Gypsum or Plaster.... 47 
Todd's Stamps for Marking 
Sheep. 48 

Poultry Management in 
France...48 

Make your own Neats-foot 
Oil.48 

Salt for Stock. 49 

Change of Seed. 49 
Feeding Cows in Winter.... 49 
Notes from Levi Bartlett... 50 
Farmers’ Paint. 50 
Water-proof Glue.30 
Letter from Missouri.51 
Notes by S. W. 52 
Convention of New York 

Cheese Manufacturers.... 53 
Squash Bugs, &c.54 
Letter from Sanford How¬ 
ard. 56 

Good Sheep. 56 
An Unpatented Boot- 
greaser.54 

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Western New York Fruit I Benzine to Destroy Insects. 61 
Growers’ Society.. 57 | Garden Work for February. 62 

2. To every person sending us ten subscribers at our lowest 

(flub rates of eighty cents each, we will send one copy of the 

Genesee Farmer for 1865, free, and also a copy of the Rural 

Annual and EorUcultural Directory for 1S65. $ l.OO. 

3. Te every person sending us fifteen subscribers at our lowest 

dub rates of eighty cents each, we will send a free copy of the 

Farmer and Rural Annual for 1S65, and also a copy of Miner's 

Domestic Poultry Book, prepaid by mail. $1.50. 

4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at eighty 

editor's table. 

The Markets. 66 
The Rural Annual for 1864 . 66 
Notes on the Weather. 66 
A Splendid Premium. 66 
To New Subscribers. 66 

A Word to everv Subscriber 66 
Four Copies for $3.00. 66 
Engraving. 67 
Bound Yols. Gen. Farmer.. 67 

ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Todd’s Stamps for Marking I Witch Pen-Wiper,. 63 
Sheep (two figures).48 | Children’s Picture..64 

cants each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a copy of Emerson & Flint’s Manual of Agri¬ 

culture (a most excellent work); or, if preferred, a copy of 

Rodgers’' Scientific Agriculture. $1.75. 

5. To every person sending us twenty five subscribers at 

dghty cents each, we will send an extra copy of the .Farmer and 

Rural Annual, and also a copy of Everybody's Lawyer, or the 

Eorse and his Diseases. $2.50. 
6. To every person sending us thirty subscribers at eighty 

«mts each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a complete set of the Rural Annual and 

EorUcultural Directory for 1856-7-S-9-’60-’61-’62-’63 and '64— 

dine volumes. $3.25. 

7. To every person sending us forty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer 

for the years 1S60-'61- 62-'63 and ’64, handsomely bound, with 

complete index, titlo page, &c.; and also a complete set of tho 

Rural Annual and EorUcultural Directory for the years 

Young People’s Page, 
Miscellaneous. 

64 
65 

Ladies’ Department,. 03 

Is the name of a New Magazine for Boys and Girls, published tn 
Boston. The First Number is just ready, and a specimen will b© 
sent for ten cents. 

CAPTAIN MAINE RETD 

writes for every number. Every number is illustrated with first 
rate pictures. Price only $2.00 a year. Now is the time to sub¬ 
scribe. Get a specimen number and form a Club, and you will 
get your subscription considerably less. Send ten cents for a 
specimen, or two dollars for a year's subscription, to 

feblt _TICKNOR & FIELDS, Boston, Mass. 

RAKE RODS 
FOR THE SPRING TEETH OF THE 

1856-7-S-9-’60-’61-'62 and ’63, handsomely bound in two vol¬ 

umes. $7.50. 

8. To every person sending us sixty subscribers at eighty 

WHEEL HORSE RAKE, 

GALVANIZED PUMP CHAIN & WHEEL BAKES. 
cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also one of Doty's Celebrated Washing Machines, 

the best with which we are acquainted. It will be sent by ex¬ 

press free of charge. This is a premium offered especially for 

the benefit of farmers’ wives and daughters. A more useful 

present can not he found. $15.00. 

A Twenty-five Cent Premium to every Sub¬ 
scriber. 

In clubs of five and upwards, the Genesee Farmer for 1S65, and 
the Rural Annual and EorUcultural Directory for 1S65, will 
be sent together for one dollar. 

The premiums offered above will also be sent to those forming 
(flubs of the Farmer and Rural Annual together. 

The postage on the Genesee Farmer to single subscribers is 
twelve cents a year. Being a monthly journal, however, the 
Postofiice Department allows it to be sent in packages to one ad¬ 
dress at the rate of four cents a year. This is another induce¬ 
ment to form clubs. 

Money may he sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If 
the papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the 
money is lost the matter may be investigated at once. Address 

".JOSEPH HARRIS, 
Publisher and Proprietor Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual, 

December 1,1864 Rochester, N. Y. 

TERRITORIAL, RIGHTS for the “WHITCOMB 
PATENT” HORSE RAKE, the most popular Wheel Rake out 
Thousands are being made and sold per year. 

HYDROMETERS for testing accurately in a moment 
the quality of Milk. Sent to any address, postage paid, for fifty 
cents each. Address E. WHITE, 

febSt Stamford, Conn. 

BRILL & KUMERLE, 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

Growers, Importers and Dealers in Genuine Garden, Field and 
Flower Seeds. Also, Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Plants, &c., &c. 

153 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 

Francis Brill, John U. Kumerle, 

Seedgrower and Nurseryman. Seedsman, successor to the late 
Geo. C. Thorburn. 

N. B. Seeds by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price. Cata¬ 
logues gratis by addressing as above._ feb3t 

• ONIONS, AND HOW TO RAISE THEM. A HUNDRED MINUTE DETAILS so important to a be¬ 
ginner, with peculiarities of Onion raising North, South 

and West of value to old growers. Illustrated with original en¬ 
gravings of “Dave Warren” Onion, “Early Cracker” Onion 
(new) Large Weathersfield Onion and Potato Onion. Also en 
gravings of Sowing Machines and Weeding Implements. Foe- 
warded prepaid in paper covers at 30 cents. 

Seedsmen and booksellers supplied at the usual discount. 
febSt JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mas* 



The Marie Lane Express reviews the agricultural 

and commercial aspect of the year, doing so, it says, 

“ with mingled feelings of satisfaction and regret— 

satisfaction that the nation has been abundantly and 

Cheaply supplied, and regret that those who have 

ministered to this abundance, in their daily toil and 

anxieties, have themselves reaped so little in the 

way of remuneration.” It has been a hard year for 

British farmers. Wheat on the average, in London, 

has brought only $1.14 per bushel, while the failure 

df the turnip crop lessens the production of beef and 

mutton. The editor of the Express looks for some¬ 

what higher prices the present year. 

u How should farmers be shod T is a question dis 

cussed in the first of a series of articles on Animal 

Mechanics, written by an “ Engineer ” for the Lon¬ 

don Farmer’s Magazine. If it is important to shoe 

our horses properly, it is certainly of equal import¬ 

ance to look well to our own foot-gear. A boot im¬ 

pervious to water, easy, elastic, warm and durable, 

adapted to the rough usages of farm life, would be 

a great boon. As I was telling you some time ago, 

I wanted my men to “ sup up ” their horses at eight 

o’clock in the evening. The main objection to doing 

this I found was the difficulty of getting on their 

wet boots, after they had once pulled them off for 

the evening. The objection seemed so reasonable 

that I gave up the point. 

I have just been reading a report of a discussion 

by the Carmarthenshire Farmers’ Club, in Wales, as 

to the reason why “ gentlemen-farmers ” lose money 

by farming. It was claimed that there were many 

Instances where “ gentlemen-farmers ” showed a 

good balance sheet, but it was admitted that, as a 

rule, little money was made by this cl$ss of farmers. 

The reasons assigned for it were in brief:—1. Want 

of personal attention to the details of farm manage¬ 

ment. The ordinary farmer is continually in his 

business, directing and economizing all its opera¬ 

tions, and performs more or less work himself. On 

the other hand, the gentleman-farmer is seldom on 

his farm, and does little or nothing when he ig 

there. 2. Paying out too much money for labor. 

Much work is done which is not effective, and the 

men at best seldom perform a fair day’s work. 3. 

Gentlemen-farmers buy dear and sell cheap. They 

leave this matter to those who have not that pe> 

sonal interest which is felt by ordinary farmers. 4. 

The wrant of practical knowledge. 

The fact that gentleman farming seldom pays, 

especially in this country, mast be admitted; but a 

“ gentleman-grocer,” or an amateur shoe-maker, 

would succeed no better. Farming, like any other 

business, must receive personal attention to make it 

profitable. 

The Government has stopped the exportation of 

hay. Considerable quantities were being sent to 

England, but orders were sent from Washington to 

stop the business. The army will need all the spare 

hay there is in the country. This is right, provided 

the Government pays as much as the farmers can 

get for it by sending it to England and selling it for 

gold It is said that Government pays $26 per ton 

for it. In England, “meadow hay” is quoted at 

£4 4s. to £5 7s. 6d.; and clover hay, £5 5s. to £6 6s. 

In other words, in our currency, with gold at 200, 

clover hay brings from $50 to $60 per ton. 

I wish we had a law empowering the Supervisor 

and Justices in each town to have ditches cut where 

they are needed for the public good, and have the 

expense assessed on the farms in the vicinity in pro¬ 

portion as each is benefited. The advantages of 

such a law, if properly carried out, would be very 

great, but perhaps farmers generally are not yet 

prepared to demand it. I know a case in this town 

where a ditch could be cut, costing not over $500, 

that would enhance the value of the adjoining farms 

$50,000. _ 

A friend of the Genesee Farmer, in Ohio, writes 

me that he “ resides among rather a peculiar set of 

farmers.” He tried to induce them to take the 

paper, but they told him that they knew as much 

about farming as I did, consequently did not need to 
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read tlie Genesee Farmer. This is not very flatter¬ 

ing, hut he adds: “ I was the only person in our 

neighborhood who got ninety cents for wool; and 

this I attribute to your judgment on the wool mar¬ 

ket.” He says he “ would not be understood as un¬ 

dervaluing his neighbors, for really they are a good 

set of fellows, notwithstanding a good portion of 

their corn and potatoes is yet unharvested! They 

would rather buy and sell calves in the summer 

season than attend to their crops. They are also 

very economical in regard to their fuel, as they gen¬ 

erally wait till the winter is partly over before they 

lay in their wood.” 

It is strange how many farmers there are who 

would rather “ buy and sell calves ” than attend to 

their crops. They lack faith in the soil and in good 

culture, and prefer a nimble sixpence to a slow shil¬ 

ling. While they are making fifty cents by buying 

a sheep pelt, they lose fifty dollars by neglecting 

their crops. Such men have mistaken their voca¬ 

tion. They should turn peddlers or green-grocers. 

W. M. Beauchamp, of Skaneateles, N. Y., the 

well known advocate of Hawthorn hedges, writes 

me that he shall be happy to send me, “ as a dona¬ 

tion to the Press, a few hundred plants, to set out 

this spring.” I have got just the place to set them 

out, and will give them a fair trial. I do not see 

why the Hawthorn will not make as good a hedge 

here as in England. I am inclined to think the 

prejudice against it arises mainly from careless cul¬ 

ture. 

Messrs. Lalor Brothers, of Utica, N. Y., sent me 

to-day, as a present, a few packages of their “ Sheep 

and Lamb Dipping Composition,” for destroying 

ticks, curing the scab, &c. I hope to have no occa¬ 

sion to use it, but I am assured, however, that if I 

should, it is a sure cure. It is just the thing to 

destroy lice on cattle, horses, &c. 

The Messrs. Lalor also sent me a box of ointment 

for foot-rot. I would advise my sheep to be careful 

how they limp or scratch or pull off their wool in 

my presence. Its dipped they shall be, without 

ceremony. 

The printer and proof-reader at the Farmer office 

must be very careless,—or the reporter of our 

“Talks” must write a very illegible hand! There 

are more mistakes in the last number than usual. 

They make me say that Mr. Lawes has raised more 

crops of turnips than any man living. What I said 

was that he had “weighed” more crops, &c. He 

certainly knows how to raise good crops, but having 

weighed so many, he is skeptical as to the accuracy 

of estimates of crops that will give 40 or 50 tons per 

Tacre. 

Then, in the same paragraph, they make me talk 

of drilling turnips in rows 27 feet apart! I have 

said so much about drilling turnips in rows, using 

the horse-hoe frequently, that the printer must havfe 

thought that for once there should be no danger of 

cutting up or smashing the young plants. But rows 

27 feet apart is rather too much of a good thing; 27 

inches would be nearer the mark, 

The pumpkin story did not get in straight. The 

vines bore 21 pumpkins, 13 of which weighed 160 

lbs., and 5 others weighed 40 lbs.; while thres 

dropped off the vines. The printer, thinking pe> 

haps that pumpkins grow on trees like apples, and 

that such heavy fruit would be likely to fall, makes 

me say, “ They dropped off the vines.” 

Mr. Richard Johnson, of Groveland, N. Y., takes 

me to task for saying that “ a farmer in vigorous 

health has no business in the house during the day^ 

even in winter.” 

He says he “ once remarked to a physician that ij 

was unfortunate that our summers were not longer 

so that we could have more time to perform our 

farm work in.” He replied that “ it was better as ii 

now is, as it gave the farmer more time for rest, 

reading and reflection. If we follow the advice of 

the writer of the ‘Walks and Talks,’ the farmer 

has no use for reading — not even the Genesee 

Farmer. I trust he would permit us working 

farmers to take the Farmer with us to the barn and 

snatch a few moments from constant toil to read his 

article in it, if nothing more!” 

This is very well put. But of course it is begging 

the question. I never intended to say that farmers 

should have no time for “ rest, reading and reflocs 

tion.” At the time I made the remark alluded to, 

it was quite dark by five o’clock, when the labors 

of the day were ended. If the farmer retires by 

nine o’clock he has four hours, two hours of which 

he can devote to reading, and the other two to social 

intercourse and reflection! From nine or ten till 

five or six the next morning, (eight hours,) will gira 

give him time enough to rest. Now if he works 

eight hours during the day, there will be four hours 

not accounted for. In this he can snatch a few mo¬ 

ments from constant toil to read the Genesee 

Farmer! But because the weather is a little cold 

or stormy, shall he sit round the stove, in a hall 

drowsy state, reading some wishy-washy “family 

paper,” devoted to “ progress ” or “ civilization V* 

There is certainly enough to be done on the farm, 

and at the present time, especially, when so much 

of the productive industry of the country is directed 

into other channels, it is the duty of every farmer 

to labor earnestly to increase the productiveness of 

his soil, and add to the wealth of the nation. The 

only wealth of a nation is its labor. It is this which 

must pay our taxes. Gold mines, oil wells, or what 
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S of far more consequence, a rich, virgin soil, will 

not pay our debts. These are of value only as 

affording opportunities for profitable labor. An in¬ 

dividual may get rich by speculation, or by “ striking 

Oil,’' but not so a nation. It is to the industry and 

OConomy of the American people that we must look 

to pay our national debt. We have no respect for a 

bizy man at any time, much less when the very life 

Of the nation depends on our activity, intelligence 

and economy. 

Mr. Johnson further says: But some will say the 

farmer has his long winter evenings for reading. 

Yes, but when he has worked all day in even the 

barn in winter, he will be about as dull and stupid 

as an ox, when he comes to the fire, and in place of 

reading will dream of his past or coming toil. Now 

why should a farmer remain out of doors all day in 

the winter ? His cows and sheep want feeding but 

three times a day, and this should take but a small 

part of his time. What would you have the farmer 

live for ? Is it to see how many bushels of grain we 

crm produce; how many acres we can add to our 

farm; how many “ greenbacks ” we can hoard up— 

and what then? Must we always remain as stupid 

as the ox we drive ?” 

A man of ordinary intelligence, with a fair edu¬ 

cation, can work all day in winter without becoming 

as stupid as an ox. A young farmer who has spent 

3 stormy day in the tool-house, fixing up some im¬ 

plement for spring use, or who has exercised his 

mechanical ingenuity in repairing a mowing ma¬ 

chine, will have a brighter eye and a more vigorous 

intellect than the farmer who has sat all day with 

liis feet on the stove reading Cudjo’s Cave or the 

New York Ledger. The great difference between 

men is in the amount of energy which they possess. 

It is the one quality of mind above all others that a 

farmer needs. It is not a fussy, blustering, arm¬ 

swinging activity, but a thoughtful performance of 

whatever our hands and heads find to do. It will 

triumph over difficulties and increase with use. It 

should be cultivated with the greatest care. Read¬ 

ing is all very well, provided you read books that 

tax the intellect and furnish food for reflection. But 

reading family papers and light literature enervates 

the mind, and weakens its capacity for useful em¬ 

ployment. 

As a general rule, it is not work that impairs 

health and breaks down the constitution. It is care, 

anxiety, and “worry” Sitting round the stove in 

winter will not lessen these. Be actively and use¬ 

fully employed, mentally and physically. You will 

have more confidence in yourself, more courage, 

more “pluck,”—and “pluck” is certainly a very 

essential quality in a farmer! 

•'Cauliflower certain to head," is advertised by 

J. M. Thorburn & Co. To me this is a very attract- 

ive announcement, and I shall order a package of 

the seed at once. The importance of good seed is 

hardly realized. It is not only important to get 

seed that will germinate, but also to get good varie¬ 

ties ; and not only so, but to get seed from the best 

specimens. Our vegetables, being more or less arti¬ 

ficial productions, have a constant tendency to run 

back to their original state, and it is only by grow¬ 

ing seed from plants selected with reference to the 

qualities which we desire, that success is attained 

Last year, I raised a splendid crop of “ scullions,”— 

simply, as I believe, because the seed was grown 

from thick-necked onions, that were good for nothing 

but to raise seed! I tried to get my onion seed from 

Vick, but it was all gone. Rapalje also had sold all 

he had. I finally paid $10.00 for two lbs. that I met 

with, being assured that it was all right. Had I 

paid $50 a lb. for good seed, I should have made 

money by it! At all events, I should have lost less. 

Get good seed, even if you have to pay double the 

price for it. The best way is to deal with seedsmen 

who have a well-earned reputation at stake. Such 

men as Thorburn & Co., McElwain & Bros., B. K. 

Bliss, James J. H. Gregory, James Vick, John 

Rapalje, and other well-known seedsmen, have too 

much at stake to send out poor seed. 

The indications are that we shall have an early 

spring, and it is time to be getting seed for the gar¬ 

den, and to be preparing manure for the hot-bed. 

In this latitude there is little advantage in start¬ 

ing the hot-bed before the middle of March, but it 

is well to get the horse-litter drawn out and piled in 

a conical heap near where the bed is to be. If too 

dry, the heap should be moistened. The drainage 

of the barn-yard or stables is far better than water 

If we had some blood to throw in, it would be a 

great help. When the heap begins to heat, turn it, 

shaking out the lumps, and putting the dry, outside 

portion into the middle. When the heap gets well 

warmed through, make it up into a heap at least 

three feet deep, and a foot or eighteen inches larger 

each way than the size of the frame to be used. If 

there is not time, the second turning may be dis¬ 

pensed with, but it pays to take considerable pains 

to get the manure in good order. It takes much 

more manure to make a good hot-bed than is gen¬ 

erally supposed, but it can be used after you are 

through with it, and it is better to have too much 

than too little. _ 

“There is less water in a fat animal than in a 

lean one.” 

“ Who says so ?” 

Dr. Voelcker has recently delivered a lecture on 

the Fattening of Stock, and the Country Gentleman 

says he “ pointed out that this process consists to a 
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great extent in the replacing of water in the ani¬ 

mals by fat. In store pigs, for instance, about 61 

per cent, of live weight is water, while in fat pigs 

the proportion is reduced to 43 per cent.” 

It does not follow from this that there is less 

water in the fat animal than in the lean one. For 

instance, suppose the store pig weighed, when put 

up to fatten, 200 lbs. He would then contain (61 

per cent.) 122 lbs. of water. When fat he will 

weigh say 400 lbs., and contain (43 per cent.) 172 lbs. 

of water. The fat has not replaced the water. 

There is more water in the fat pig than in the lean 

one, though the percentage is less. 

I got a letter to-day from a gentleman in Canada, 

residing at Mount Vernon, in one of the finest sec¬ 

tions of Canada West. He says farmers complain 

of “ Hard Times.” Prices are very low. At Brant¬ 

ford, good, dry Maple wood sells for $2.50 per cord; 

Wheat, 80@90c. per bushel; Barley, 65c.; Oats, 35c.; 

Corn, 56c.; Potatoes, 37c.; Beef, $3@$4 per 100 lbs., 

and other produce in the same proportion. 

The Wheat crop was seriously injured by the 

winter, and also by the midge. One farmer had a 

hundred acres of wheat, put in in the best condi¬ 

tion, from which he obtained only 400 bushels ! 

There, as here, the crop of Potatoes was good. 

The favorite variety in that section has hitherto 

been the Peach-blow, but when of large size they 

are apt to have a core in the centre, and they are 

now not so marketable as the Pink-eye, and some 

farmers think the latter will afford a better yield 

per acre. Last fall proved very favorable for tur¬ 

nips. The crops never were better, and this winter, 

when fodder is so scarce, owing to the drouth, they 

are invaluable. 

You recollect that one of the subjects discussed at 

the Evening Meetings held during the State Fair 

last fall, was: “Is it Best for Dairymen to Raise 

their Stock, or Purchase ?” Every speaker was in 

favor of raising rather than of buying cows. It was 

not contended that the dairyman could raise good 

cows as cheaply as he could purchase poor ones, but 

that the only certain way of originating or keeping 

up a good dairy, was to raise your own calves. The 

subject was further discussed at the late Annual 

Meeting of the Society at Albany, and the following 

resolutions, offered by Geo. Geddes, were unani¬ 

mously adopted: 

Resolved, That it is expedient and profitable for 
dairymen of the State of New York, to preserve the 
policy, as far as possible, of obtaining new herds by 
rearing their own stock. 

Resolved, That heifers should be allowed to calve 
at two years of age. 

An esteemed correspondent in Chemung county 

writes me: “You seem to think that Factories fori 

the Manufacture of Cheese cannot be sustained when 

the old range of prices come round again. It will 

be a great misfortune to the country should the Fac 

tories fail.” This is true, but it is no proof that 

Factories can be profitably continued when cheese 

brings no more than it now brings in gold. H$ 

thinks my estimate of 75 cents a day for carrying 

the milk to the factory too high. It must be recoL 

lected that the milk is in almost all cases taken to 

the factory twice a day. If several farmers conv 

bined together, perhaps the milk could be sent fo* 

less, but otherwise the estimate is certainly not an 

extravagant one. 

He claims that the Factories make much better 

cheese than is made in private dairies. This is true 

in the majority of cases. But it is by no means 

necessary. A good dairyman, who has good cows, 

good pastures, and who feeds liberally and manages 

his cows in the best manner, can make better cheese 

than the Factories; for the reason that they get 

their milk from dairies where no such care is exer* 

cised. All the milk is mixed together, good and 

indifferent, and all is paid for at the same price per 

gallon. There is no incentive to good farming. 

Give me a good, well drained farm, the meadows 

stocked with a variety of grasses, and top-dressed 

occasionally ; corn-fodder for soiling in dry weather, 

with liberal feed in the fall, when milk is richer in 

cheese than at any other season ; let me have good 

cows, a well-arranged, well-ventilated, cool cheese- 

house, with a “help-meet” that takes a laudable 

pride in her dairy, and if I cannot make better 

cheese than the Factories, I would like to know the 

reason why ? I have great faith in private enter¬ 

prise, and I do not see why an intelligent farmer’s 

wife, with her scrupulous care and cleanly habits, 

cannot make at least as good cheese as the factories. 

She does not send her clothes to a washing estab¬ 

lishment, or her bread to a bakery, and 1 do not see 

why she should send her milk (one of the most deli¬ 

cate of all substances) to a factory. 

In a private letter, John Johnston writes me, in 

allusion to my remarks about cutting com for fodder 

before it was ripe, as follows: “ It would not answer 

to cut your corn green to feed to sheep. It would 

get mouldy. Besides, stock of all kinds eat com 
fodder much better when not cut until the ears are 
fully ripe.” 

Mr. Johnston is feeding 220 Merino sheep, and he 

has invited Mr. Peters and myself to come and look 

at them He weighed them when put up to fatten 

last fall, and he says he will weigh them again while 

we are present. He has fed them 200 lbs. of oil- 

meal per day, and, though they were rather a poor 

lot when he purchased them, he never-had sheep do 

better—and never made more money by feeding. 

This is always the case, he says, when grain is high. 
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PERMANENT MANURES NOT THE MOST VALUABLE. 

A correspondent of the Canada Farmer asks 

the editor of that paper the following questions: 

1. What is the proper quantity of superphosphate 

to apply to the acre ? 

2. What is the proper way to apply it to turnips? 

3. Is superphosphate of lime merely a stimulant, 

or is it a permanent manure ? 

4. Is bone-dust a permanent manure, and if both 

these manures are permanent, which of the two is 

most so ? 

To the first question the editor correctly replies, 

that from 200 lbs. to 400 lbs. is generally recom¬ 

mended. 

In answer to the second, he says: “ Care should 

be taken to incorporate the superphosphate with the 

soil, as it is of so concentrated a nature that it 

crught not to come into direct contact with plant 

roots.” We have used superphosphate for many 

years, and never knew of its injuring the roots of 

plants. It differs in this respect from Peruvian 

guano. The English farmers drill in the super¬ 

phosphate with the turnip seed, and find that it so 

stimulates the young plants that they are soon out 

of the reach of the “fly.” We believe that turnip 

culture will never become as general as is desirable 

till we use superphosphate, and have a drill to sow 

it on the ridges with the seed. As the Canadian 

farmers raise so many turnips, we hope that drills 

of this kind will be introduced, if they have not 

been already. They are very common in England. 

It is a point of great importance. Superphosphate 

drilled in with the seed will double the crop of tur¬ 

nips. 

In reply to the third question, the editor of the 

Canada Farmer says : “ Superphosphate is a perma¬ 

nent manure (in a comparative sense) if really good, 

and its effects will be observed for many years after 

its application.” 

In reply to the fourth question, he says : “ Bone- 

dust is a permanent manure also, but we cannot 

say which will last the longest. Our impression is 

that superphosphate will act the more quickly of 

the two, but whether the bone-dust will out-last it, 

is a point we are unable to determine.” 

Now the fact is that superphosphate, “ if really 

good ” is not a permanent manure. The better the 

superphosphate the less permanent it is. And this, 

strange as it may appear to some, is true of all 

manures. Think a moment! Why do you pay 

more for bone-d!w^ than for rough bones? The 

latter will last twice as long as the former. What 

, the gardeners term “ spit-manure,” (that can be cut 

with a spade;) is by no means as permanent as the 

coarse, littery, unfermented manure from which it is 

obtained. And yet the former is considered the 

most valuable. It is so in all cases. Hair, wool, 

horn, and hide contain as much nitrogen as the best 

Peruvian guano, but being much more permanent, 

are not considered half as valuable. 

Why is this? Why are coarse, inch bones so 

much cheaper than fine bone-dust ? The answer is 

plain. The fine bone-dust decomposes more rapidly 

and produces a greater effect, but of course will not 

last as long. If it could be ground as fine as flour 

it would act still quicker and produce a better re¬ 

sult—or what is the same thing, a less quantity 
would be needed to produce a given effect. 

So of superphosphate of lime. This manure is 

simply bones made soluble by sulphuric acid. Of 

course, being soluble, it acts quicker than bones, and 

is consequently less permanent. Two hundred 

pounds of bone-dust treated with 100 pounds of 

sulphuric acid—in other words superphosphate— 

will have a greater effect on an acre of turnips than 

half a ton of bones. But will it last as long ? It is 

absurd to suppose so. If it is a really good article— 

in other words, if all the insoluble phosphate of the 

bones is converted into soluble phosphate—it will 

be all used up the first year. If only a portion of 

the bones is converted into soluble phosphate, it 

will produce a less effect, but will last longer. If it 

is a very inferior article—if it is little better than 

ground bones—it will be nearly as “ permanent ” as 

bone-dust. 

The advantage of superphosphate as compared 

with bones, is that you get a much greater effect in 

a given time. You apply it to a crop and get the 

whole effect (if a good article) the first year. And 

this crop, if consumed on the farm, will make ma* 

nure for the subsequent crops. In this sense, super¬ 

phosphate is a permanent manure. Its effects will 

be seen on the farm five, ten, twenty, or a hundred 

years hence — provided you use the crops, as all 

good farmers do, to make manure and enrich the 

land. 

Mr. Shelby Reed, of Chili, lias shown us a 

scoop for filling grain bags, invented by Abraham 

Scofield, of Scottsville, N. Y. The accompanying 

engraving will give a better idea of its construction 

than the most minute description. Any farmer can 

make one for himself in an hour. It is not patented. 

Mr. Reed says it will, from actual trial, fill bags 

twice as fast as will the ordinary scoop shovel. It 

will fill a two bushel bag at four dips. 
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RAISING CALVES BY HAND —HAY FED. 

A correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph 

gives his method of rearing ealves by hand. For a 

week or ten days he allows the calf to take all it 

will from the cow. It is then introduced to the 

" nursing bottle,” which is made after the following 

manner: 

” A box eighteen by fourteen inches and about 

dghteen inches high, securely fastened at a conve¬ 

nient distance from the ground, say about the height 

of a cow’s udder, (a common strong bucket will do 

as well.) I then took a worn-out gutta percha drill 

tube and fastened the larger end securely on the 

bottom of the box, leaving the tube in an upright 

position ; over the upper or small end of the tube I 

sewed a piece of soft, thick leather; in that part of 

the leather which came opposite to the end of the 

tube, I made a hole about as large as a goose quill; 

I also made several similar holes near the base of 

the tube, as near as possible to the bottom of the 

box. 

u The box being filled with a mixture of new and 

ikimmed milk, the calf is brought up to the box, 

And after having put a breecli-band on to prevent 

fhat universal tendency of calves to set . back, the 

end of the tube is placed in its mouth ; the milk of 

course stands at the liiglit in the tube as it does in 

the box, say two or three inches from the upper 

end; the calf, not knowing the difference between 

the artificial and natural tubes, at once begins to 

suck ; the first effect is ahvays a fit of coughing, for 

the stream of milk is larger than it bargained for, 

but it soon gets over this, and drinks until satisfied. 

The next time for feeding it is taken up and the 

tube inserted in its mouth, and then it is left to it¬ 

self ; after this, all that is necessary is to pour the 

milk into the box. 

“ If milk enough is not to be had, I have some¬ 

times supplied the deficiency with ‘ hay tea,’ which 

is made by pouring hot water over good clover hay, 

and allowing it to cool until the proper temperature 

to feed. I have now a calf six weeks old, which 

has, since weaning, .been fed on ‘ hay tea ’ alone, and 

is now in good order and condition, and as lively as 

a cricket. I adopted this course, not from a want 

of milk, but for an experiment. At first the calf 

showed the change, but now is as good as any of 

them. I usually give them milk or hay tea for 

from six to ten weeks after weaning.” 
--- 

To Cure a “ Felon.”—As soon as the part begins 
to swell, get the tincture of lobelia, and wrap the 
part affected with cloth, saturate it thoroughly with 
the tincture, and the felon will soon “ die ”—poisoned 
instead of hung, as all felons ought to be. An old 
physician informs us that he has known this to cure 
in scores of cases, and it never fails if applied in 
season.—Scientific American. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS — NO. 1. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Among all the various 

improvements which are going on at the present 

day for the advancement of mankind, there is no<t 

one which justly demands so much, and compara¬ 

tively receives so little attention, as does the im¬ 

provement of agriculture. As much as has bften 

said, and as many eulogies as have been pronounced 

by orators upon the benefits and blessings of a 

farmer’s life, yet very little personal effort has been 

made to elevate his condition as an intellectual mem. 

We are led to believe that very many in speaking 

and talking of agricultural improvement, think only 

of the improvement of the soil, while the mind and 

the intellect, or that part of man which raises httn 

above the brute, or a machine, is left to stand or 

take care of itself as best it can. In the course of 

the last ten years, from my own reading and obser¬ 

vation, we are satisfied that a great deal more h&i 

been written upon the best manner of cultivating 

crops, and going in for an immediate improvement 

of the farm, than has been for the improvement of 

the farmer's mind, in connection ; and of this latter 

class, we have reason to fear, from personal observa¬ 

tion, that the great mass of us (farmers) would oome 

under the title of farms rather than mind. We are 

not one of those who believe that the improvement 

of the soil and the intellect should be separated. 

On the other hand, we know that by judicious men 

the two will always be connected together. Lot 

any one that feels interested in this matter go 

through some of the best farming districts in the 

State and talk with the farmers personally on thia 

subject, and then if he does not arrive at the same 

conclusion, we shall be mistaken. Now, agricultural 

improvement, as we understand it, does not consist 

in raising large beeves, or fat wethers, or even 

larded porkers, or in one hundred bushels of corn to 

the acre; nor in getting the first premium at cattle 

shows. For all this has been done, and more too, 

forty years ago, and yet the principles of agriculture 

were not half as well understood then by the masses 

as they are now ; and even more, they are not half 

understood by us. Strange as it may seem, we 

know that there are thousands of dollars paid out 

annually, for extra breeds of cattle, sheep, sicine, &c., 

to where there is three or five dollars given fbr 

agricultural reading, to improve the mind. Just as 

though it was so much more important for the 

farmer to have extra stock, than it is to try and 

improve his own condition in life. We are aware, 

however, that in the last few years agricultural 

papers, both weekly and monthly, have circulated 

very extensively among the farmers, and have been 

the means of exalting their condition, and doing a 

great deal of good. And yet a large majority of 
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our farmers even now are ignorant as to reading, 

While many of those who do, read them for what 

they are, and then stow them away for waste paper. 

But after all, take any one agricultural paper, how¬ 

ever large its circulation, that is exclusively devoted 

to the farmer’s interest, and yet we think we can 

say, and not be much out of the way, it does not 

receive one-half the 'patronage, it ought among the 

farmers themselves. Of all the different classes of 

men under the sun, we do not know of any, without 

ft is the farmer, who thinks that all the knowledge 

necessary for a man to have about his business will 

oome to him by nature. J. L. Hersey. 
Tuftonborough, Carroll Co., N. H., 1865. 

SALMON BREEDING. 

Salmon were formerly abundant in the rivers and 

Streams that flow into Lake Ontario. They have 

now almost disappeared, and the question of re¬ 

stocking them has recently been discussed in the 

Canada Farmer. A correspondent of that paper 

argues that it might be done at little trouble and 

expense, and thinks the Canadian Government 

should erect a hatching establishment on some 

Stream, or the Lower St. Lawrence, where salmon 

are found. Dr. Buckland states that a four year old 

salmon weighs four pounds, and a female of that 

weight would probably contain 12,000 ova. 

The cash receipts of our Scotch fishery in 1862 

were $57,000, and this result was obtained princi¬ 

pally by the system of artificial hatching. There is 

an increasing demand for salmon in this country, 

while the supply is rapidly diminishing, and it 

would seem that the time has arrived to make an 

dfibrt to propagate this valuable fish in the way 

proposed. 
—--- 

Why Boots should be Polished.—Brightly pol¬ 

ished boots are cooler in warm weather and wanner 

fn cold weather than dull and dusty boots; for in 

warm weather they reflect the sun, which dusty and 

dirty boots absorb; and in cold weather the clean 

hoot does not allow the warmth of your foot to 

radiate freely, whereas the unclean boot does. 

Clean, bright boots are consequently more comforta¬ 

ble, as well as respectable, both in warm weather 

and cold. Not only will different substances, as iron 

and wood, give out heat or take it in, more or less, 

but the same substance radiates heat more or less 

actively as it is bright or dull, rough or smooth. 

Now, dirty boots are rough as well as dull. They 

have a surface, of many little hills and valleys, so 

that in truth there is more surface for the heat to 

pass through either way. As a rough surface is a 

large surface, more heat from within and without 

always passes through dull and dirty boots than 

polished ones. 

PRODUCE OP TWO COBS. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : You published in the 

December number of the Farmer a statement made 

by me, of the produce of two cows during the 

month of May last. The following are the results 

for eight months, commencing May 1st and ending 

January 1st: 

Butter made.4S0 pounds. 
Milk sold.  955 quarts. 
Milk used in family.4SS “ 

Estimating the butter at 50c per pound, we hare.$240.00 
Milk sold and used, at 6%c per quart is. 90.19 
Sour milk fed to hogs... 15.90 

Making in the aggregate.$346.09 

In estimating the value of sour milk, I would 

state that I had on the 1st of May two hogs that 

weighed two hundred and fifty pounds. They were 

slaughtered Nov. loth, and weighed at that time 

seven hundred and eightv-four pounds. They were 

fed during the time the milk from the cows and 

twenty-five bushels of corn, ground. Estimating 

the hogs at ten cents per pound and the corn at one 

dollar and fifty cents per bushel, we find the result 

as stated. The cows were kept on grass only to 

Sept. 1st. From Sept. 1st to Oct. loth were fed 

with grass and two or three hills corn each per day. 

After that time to Jan. 1st, three quarts of corn 

meal each, with few roots and plenty of hay and 

corn stalks, also sour milk and slops of kitchen from 

Nov. 15th, and kept warm and well sheltered during 

stormy weather—milked at about 64 o’clock morn¬ 

ing and evening, most of the time by one person. 

The milk was set in tin pans holding about four 

quarts each, and little less than two quarts in each 

pan, an item worthy of the attention of butter- 

makers. The cream was taken off as the milk com 

menced to thicken at the bottom, also of importance 

in making good butter. The cream was churned at 

intervals of three days, at a temperature of about 

seventy-five degrees; time occupied in churning 

usually about fifteen minutes. I am convinced that 

it pays to keep good cows, to give them good care 

and plenty of good food at regular times, be regular 

in the time of milking, let the same person do it, 

and have the conveniences for setting the milk, 

keeping it as near an even temperature as possible. 

Elba, Genesee Co., N. Y., 1865. J. C. Dean. 

Wonderful Liniment.—The following liniment 
is good for all sprains, bruises, lameness, &c.:—2 oz. 
oil of spike; 2 oz. origanum ; 2 oz. hemlock; 2 oz. 
wormwood ; 4 oz. sweet oil; 2 oz. spirits ammonia; 
2 oz. gum camphor; 2 oz. spirits turpentine. Add 
one quart of proof spirits, 95 per cent., mix well 
together, and bottle tight. This liniment cannot be 
equalled, and is actually worth one hundred dollars 
to any person who keeps valuable horses. Omit the 
turpentine, and you have the best liniment ever 
made for human ailments, such as rheumatism, 
sprains, &c. Try it.— Wisconsin Farmer. 
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A FINE HERD OF AYRSHIRE CATTLE 

SO 

THE ENGLISH GRAIN TRADE OF 1S64, 

In its Review of the Grain Trade for 1864, tlie 

Mark Lane Express mentions as “ among tlie cir- 

crumstances most worthy to "be recorded : 1. The 

Danish War. 2. The duty on all grain being made 

payable by the cwt., instead of by the imperial 

quarter, of eight bushels. 3. The cessation of sup¬ 

plies of grain from Egypt. 4. The ‘ nearly total 

falling off of shipments of maize from America.” 

It seems that Egypt has turned her whole atten¬ 

tion to the culture of cotton, and having become a 

considerable importer of grain, has prohibited its 

exportation. She formerly sent 8,000,000 bushels a 

year to England. 

Russia, in consequence of great drouth, had 

small crops to the acre; and afterwards, from wet 

weather, the quality was injured, so that shipments 

from Petersburgli and the Azoff are expected to be 

Inferior to those of 1864. 

The M. L. Express says:—“ America will, there¬ 

fore, be in a great measure our guiding-star as to 

future supplies, and consequently as to future prices , 

but considering that present low prices are creating 

an unusually large consumption of wheat, and that 

considerable quantities have been used as animal 

fhod, we think, we can take off at the rate of seven 

million quarters foreign wheat and flour per annum 

up to next harvest, and yet improve somewhat upon 

present rates. Since January, 1862, prices have 

fallen continually, with the exception of the short 

period of excitement during the Trent affair, and 

we are now at a lower price than on any previous 

occasion in the present century, except in October, 

1851, viz., 35s. 6d., ($1.06 per bushel,) and in Febru¬ 

ary, 1836, viz., 36s., ($1.08 per bushel.) 

The year 1864 commenced with a weekly average 

price of wheat of 39s. lOd. per quarter, ($1.19 per 

bushel,) and closed with 37s. 10d.,($1.13 per bushel.) 

The highest weekly average was 41s. Id., ($1.23,) 

and the°lowest 37s. 10d., ($1.13.) This is a variation 

of only 10 cents per bushel! 

In 1883, Great Britain imported 44,603,184 bushels 

of wheat, and in 1864, 43, 252, 244 bushels. Of this, 

America contributed 14-7o per cent.; Canada 3.3 < ; 

Russia, 35.45; Prussia, 32.52 ; France, 0.91. 

Two new societies have been formed in France. 

One is a Bank of Agricultural Improvement, “ which 

proposes to destroy the usury weighing so heavily 

on the rural districts, by lending capital with facili¬ 

ties for repayment at the rate of 6 per cent, at the 

most.” The other is a society which proposes to 

purchase properties offered for sale, and to improve 

them by drainage, irrigation, claying, deep tillage, 

planting, construction of buildings, &c., and then to 

re-sell them in farms. 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman, Mr. 

Geo. A. Adams, of Hopkinton, Mass., has recently 

visited the farm of H. H. Peters. Esq., of Southboro, 

Mass., well known throughout the country as a suc¬ 

cessful breeder of Ayrshire cattle. A few years 

I since, Mr. Sanford Howard purchased a considerable 

number of Ayrshire cattle for Mr. Peters, from the 

best breeders in Scotland. These formed the basis 

of his herd. Mr. Adams says: 

“By constant attention and judicious expendi¬ 

tures, Mr. P. has raised up a herd that is well worth 

a day’s travel to look upon. At the time of our 

visit, the herd numbered one hundred and fifteen 

head, which, with his numerous horses and colts, 

and a few sheep, comprised such a collection of val¬ 

uable animals as can be found nowhere else in Mas¬ 

sachusetts, if, indeed, in New England. 

“ In no other cows have I seen the marks of milk¬ 

ing qualities so prominent. The carcass is not 

heavy, but the stomach is large and secretive, and 

digestive powers apparently active, giving great 

vio-or of constitution and an active temperament. 

The loin is broad, tail long and slender, teats wide 

spread, and the lacteal veins very large and project- 

ing. And these marks are not deceptive, as will 

appear from statements of the yield of these cows. 

For instance, the cow Jean Amour produced from 

June 10th to June 20tli, 52H lbs. of milk, or over 

52 lbs. per day. And from June 1st to Sept. 23d 

she averaged 49 lbs. and three ounces per day, giv¬ 

ing 5,612i lbs. in 114 days. 

“ These cows are tended with constant care, and 

the stalls and floor-ways always presented the same 

neat appearance. The conveniences for feeding are 

unsurpassed, and the arrangements of the barn 

complete in every respect. An apparatus for stean> 

ing fodder has been used, but was not in operation 

at the time of our visit. 

“ Mr. Peters claims to be able to furnish the farm¬ 

ers of New-England with a class of cows that excel 

all others in the great desideratum for profitable 

dairies, viz., the production of milk. If he can do 

this, he has attained an object which should satisfy 

any reasonable ambition, for when we reflect upon 

the value of the milk product of the country, amount¬ 

ing, it is said, to $160,000,000 annually, we can but 

conclude that farmers must search more earnestly 

than they have yet done for superior milking quali¬ 

ties, if they would discover the true secret of suc¬ 

cessful farming. 
“In Flint’s Milch Cows and Dairy Farming are 

recorded some instances of enormous yields of milk 

from the Ayrshire cow. Two hundred and fifty dol¬ 

lars is said to have been realized from one cow in 

Glasgow, in the space of seven months. John P-, 
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Cushing, Esq., of Massachusetts, imported a cow 

which gave 8,864 (beer) quarts in one year, being an 

average of ten and a half quarts each day.” 

A DIMINUTIVE BREED OF CATTLE. 

In the report of the Secretary of the Massachu¬ 

setts State Board of Agriculture for 1862, Mr. Flint 

gives the following description of the cows of Brit¬ 

tany, a province in the north of France, as observed 

by him at the International Exhibition in London: 

“The little Bretagne cows pleased me exceed¬ 

ingly. Standing only about three feet high on their 

legs—the most fashionable bight — mostly black 

and white, now and then, but rarely, a red and 

white; they are as docile as kittens, and look pretty 

enough to become the kitchen pet of the hard 

pressed mountain or hillside farmer, with pastures 

too short for a grosser animal. Ten pounds of hay 

will suffice for their limited wants for twenty-four 

hours, and they would evidently fill a ten-quart pail 

as quick and as long as any other cow. 

“ Those pretty cows will often hold out in milk, 

so the herdsman said, from fifteen to eighteen months 

after calving, and often begin with the first calf with 

six or seven quarts a day. The horn is fine, not 

unlike the Jersey, but smaller and tapering off 

gradually, and the escutcheon or milk marks of 

Guenon generally very good. Good cows are held 

from sixty to seventy dollars a head, a fancy price 

of course, but I am not sure that they would not 

pay six per cent, on the investment, as well as most 

* fancy stock.’ ” 

A PRETTY MOWER IN SAXONY. 

At Dresden I saw the Sistine Madonna with in¬ 

expressible delight; but I saw another sight not 

quite so poetical and ideal, yet still to be looked 

upon with interest and pleasure. One day I was 

walking through the public square to the picture 

gallery. I happened to notice a woman mowing. 

I stopped ; sat down and looked at her for half an 

hour. She was apparently two or three and twenty. 

Her head was finely formed, and set firmly on her 

shoulders. Her hair was neatly braided round it; 

her features were regular; eyes bright blue; form 

vigorous, well rounded, like that of Dorothea in 

Goethe’s poem. From her ears hung golden ear¬ 

rings. She wore a bright colored petticoat, reaching 

a little below the knees; her legs were bare, and 

her feet encased in embroidered shoes. She was the 

picture of health and robust beauty. She swung 

the scythe with an inimitable ease and grace ; and 

as she did so, there was a placid expression on her 

pleasant countenance, which spoke of a good con¬ 

science, a contented spirit, and a willingness to do 

the work which her destiny pointed out. I exam¬ 

ined the swaths; the grass was cut as smooth as 

velvet; you could not tell where one swath ended 

and the next began. An English lawn looked no 

smoother. It was a work of art, high art; and an 

American farmer might have taken a useful lesson 

I wish I could have taken her portrait as she stood 

before me.—Prof. Felton. 

FARMING IN MICHIGAN. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I have been to the post- 

office to-day and sent off a dollar for the Farmer for 

another year, and have just been reading youT 

“ Walks and Talks,” &c., in the December number. 

I have often felt inclined to write to you, or 0. Judd, 

and as often concluded not to do so. First, as to the 

price of land. Farms are freely sold here, in Cass 

Co., for $25 to $50 an acre, which is higher than 

those south of Rochester. 

We have had the driest summer ever known here 

since whites inhabited the country. But with care¬ 

ful feeding we shall carry our stock through. We 

cut more wild or marsh hay than common, and a 

small wad of tame hay contains a vast amount of 

nutriment compared to the hay of common seasons. 

Now for the principal topic. You and Mr. Judd, 

I suppose, wish to circulate your papers here in 

this Western country. You talk about composting, 

composting, composting. Why, sir, it is just tluo 

same as so much Greek or Choctaw to us. Now, 

sir, the way it is done here is just this:—1. Feed 

corn-stalks to cows in the public road. 2. Fatten 

hogs on some sand-bank, at the bottom of which is 

a bottomless slough. 3. Build a nesting place for 

hogs in the winter in the public road, and feed them 

there, standing by with a horse-whip, to keep off 

neighbors’ hogs. The above are Michigan laws, al¬ 

though some people break them. 

YVliat I wish you Editors to do is to coax the 

people to feed their stock in some kind of a yard, 

and let the refuse hay, corn-stalks and straw be 

trodden under foot, forming a mass of manure I do 

not care how deep. Then my plan is to draw it out 

early in the spring, on to some old pasture, plow it 

in, sow oats, and if I do not get a kernel of grain, 

the manure is safe, at any rate. H. W. Rider. 

Silver Creek, Mich., 1S65. 

Remarks.—It is not often that we say much 

about composting manures in the Genesee Farmer. 

We believe in manure, but have less faith in the 

economy and benefits of “ composting.” No amount 

of mixing, fermentation, &c., will make rich ma¬ 

nure out of materials that do not contain the neces¬ 

sary elements of plant-food. «Composting creates 

nothing. It may prevent the escape of ammonia, 

but with proper care there need be little lost of am 

monia from ordinary barn-yard manure.—Eds. 
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GREAT PROFITS FROM A SMALL FARM. 

WRITTEN FOR THE GENESEE FARMER BY C. N. BEMENT. 

One of the greatest mistakes made by most farm¬ 

ers is tlie disposition to have large farms. This is 

mostly a matter of pride, or it may be misapprehen¬ 

sion in relation to the principles of tillage. The fact 

is well proved, that a small farm well cultivated will 

yield more than one double in size, if badly culti¬ 

vated. Rich farmers naturally have large ones—as 

large as they can manage and keep in good condi¬ 

tion ; for if there is profit in small ones, there will 

be corresponding profits in large ones, provided the 

culture be the same; but poor farmers, or those of 

limited pecuniary means, will always remain poor, 

and will have to toil hard, if in this respect they 

undertake to follow the example of such as have 

unlimited means. If the products of the soil can¬ 

not be increased to any indefinite extent by pro¬ 

gressively high culture, it is known, because it has 

been demonstrated in thousands of cases, that they 

may be increased far beyond what most ruralists 

think possible. The common mode of impressing 

them with this fact is a reference to the difference 

between the products of half an acre of land under 

ordinary garden culture, and the products of the 

same under ordinary farm culture. This difference 

must be entirely the result of difference in the de¬ 

gree of manuring and in the quality of the tillage. 

Allusion is also made for the same purpose to 

Flemish agriculture. In Flanders, a family of six 

persons can be supported on the products of about 

four acres; that is, two-tliirds of an acre to each 

person; and in the same proportion, whether the 

family be larger or smaller. Upon this principle of 

apportionment the land is arranged in farms; and 

we have cases in our own country which will - show 

that in many localities the same can be done here. 

Even more than this lias been accomplished. In 

1849, the editor of the Maine Cultivator published 

the products of a single acre, in that State, which 

were sufficient to support the family occupying the 

little farm or garden, whichever it be denominated. 

If one family can obtain a good living from one 

acre, another family can do the same. If it can be 

done in the State of Maine, it can be done in the 

State of Vermont, in Connecticut or New Jersey. 

So it may be done elsewhere. On one-tliird of this 

acre were raised thirty bushels of sound corn, be¬ 

sides the refuse. This was sufficient for the use of 

the family, and to fatten the pork. From the same 

ground, or in connection with the corn, there were 

raised between two and three hundred pumpkins, 

and a family supply of dry beans. From a bed of 

six rods square, sixty bushels of onions were ob¬ 

tained. These were sold at one dollar per bushel, 

and the proceeds converted into flour. Thus from 

one-third of an acre and the onion bed the breach 

stuffs were furnished. The rest of the ground was 

used for vegetables — potatoes, cabbage, parsnips 

beets, sweet corn, peas, beans, cucumbers, squashes* 

melons, with some fifty or sixty bushels of sugar 

beets and carrots for the cow. Besides, there weifc 

on the acre strawberries, raspberries, currants and 

gooseberries, in great abundance, and & few choice 

apple, pear, plum, cherry, peach and quince tree^ 

and even a flower garden. Would not a farmer be¬ 

come rich on a hundred—or fifty—twenty-five acres, 

cultivated in the same way ? 

There was an anecdote told, a few years since, in 

a foreign paper, of an English farmer, illustrating in 

a larger way the same principle ; that is, of the ad¬ 

vantage of small farms. The individual in question, 

from inheritance probably, had one thousand acres 

of land, and a small cash capital, but was just able 

to live comfortably, having no surplus income. He 

had three daughters, and on the marriage of tho 

eldest he gave her two hundred and fifty acres of 

his land, cultivating the same as previously. Not 

long after he gave two hundred and fifty acres to 

the second daughter, on her marriage, thus having 

left but five hundred acres for cultivation. Nexi 

the third daughter married, and according to ar¬ 

rangement received one-half of the five hundred 

acres, so that the father had left for his own use but 

two hundred and fifty acres. To him the prospects 

appeared disheartening. However, he adopted a 

higher mode of tillage, increased his own diligence, 

and applied all his cash capital to these two hun¬ 

dred and fifty acres. Greatly to his surprise, he soon 

found that he was able to raise double now to what 

he had before raised on a thousand acres. The con¬ 

sequence was, he was annually able to lay up in 

cash more than half of his income; and at his death 

he was found to have become a rich man. In the 

above facts there was every appearance of authen¬ 

ticity. Moreover, they are so much in accordance 

with those known to us, that we have no doubt of 

their truth. 

GREAT PRODUCTS OF THIRTY ACRES. 

The following comes under the sanction of the 

late Gen. James Talmage, President of the American 

Institute :—“Connected with the Bloomingdale Asy¬ 

lum,” said the General, “ within the northern limits 

of the city of New York, is a farm of forty acres* 

ten of which is in woodland, and the other thirty 

occupied as a farm and garden and for the buildings 

of the establishment. It appears that Gen. Tal¬ 

mage, in 1848, had occasion to visit the premises, 

with which he was much pleased, and he accord¬ 

ingly highly commended the prudent and judicious 

management which had led to the results annexed. 

It may accordingly be relied upon. The following 
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statement is a faithful account of the expenditures 

an that farm, and the income from it in the year 

named, also showing the net profits over and above 

the expenditure ; being the pretty little sum of two 

thousand one hundred and forty-two dollars and 

forty-six cents, from thirty acres of land, in a single 

year: 
Income from the garden.$1,996.40 

“ “ farm. 1,889.62 
“ “ orchard. 359.50 

Salas of live stock. 97.50 

Total income.$4,343.11 

EXPENSES. 

Farmers’ wages, including one man the whole 
year at $25 per month, and four hands em¬ 
ployed about half the year at $10 per month; a 
woman, also, to assist in the labors of the estab¬ 
lishment .$773.90 

Board of persons thus employed. 520.00 
Expenses upon farm implements. 12.80 
Graiii fed to the cows.  120.00 
Hay and vegetables consumed. 388.76 
Manure purchased in addition to that made on 

the farm . 30S.00 
Live stock purchased. 78.09 

-$2,200.65 

Net balance.$2,142.46 

Thus it will be seen that when the expenses are 

taken from the income there will be remaining a net 

balance of two thousand one hundred and forty-two 

dollars and forty-six cents, for the profits of thirty 

acres of land; or at the rate of seventy-one dollars 

and forty-one cents per acre. Here is the case of 

the profits of agriculture about which there can be 

no mistake. True, the farm is close to a market; 

but with our present railway facilities, it matters 

little whether the farm is close to a market or is ten 

or fifty miles from it with most products. Besides, 

crops may be regulated according to distance from 

market, and consequent conveniences for reaching 

it. Indeed, many articles formerly raised of neces¬ 

sity, within a few miles of the market, are now 

fifty or seventy miles from it; and other articles, 

yielding as good a profit, as may be produced, con¬ 

tiguous to a railway, one hundred miles from mar¬ 

ket. 
Poughkeepsie, February, 1S65. 

For the Loss of Cud.—When cattle lose the 

end, they will sicken and die unless a cure is ob¬ 

tained. The best remedy that I know is to take 

half the cud from another creature, and put it warm 

into the mouth of the one that has lost it. This is 

&sure cure.—J. L. Hersey. 

A Sure Cure for Corns on the Toes and 

Feet.—Take white pine turpentine ; spread a plas¬ 

ter ; apply it to the corn ; let it stay on till it comes 

off itself; repeat this three times—never fails cur¬ 

ing.—J. L. Hersey. 
- ^ ^- 

Those who would keep their buggies and car¬ 

riages in good order, should place a wrench on every 

nut at least once a month. This will save nuts, 

save bolts, and prevent rattling, and wear and tear. 

“ FABULOUS ” CORN-FODDER, 

In February number Genesee Farmer, I notice an 

estimate of the amount of corn-fodder on an acre, 

that seems to me, as Mr. Peters says, “ truly fabu 

lous.” He thinks it possible to grow 250 tons of 

green fodder per acre, and to save say one-tenth (25 

tons) of dry fodder. I do not know what green 

corn-stalks weigh, but have grown them for some 

six or eight years, and four or five acres a year usu¬ 

ally, mostly for soiling, but several times for curing 

for winter use. I have paid no attention to its 

weight per acre when dried, as it varies so much 

that I can find no use in doing so. When got in, as 

well dried as is possible at that time, it is still so 

juicy that by twisting the butts the juice will often 

run out. When kept until February, it weighs but 

little, Lif any, more than hay. I have repeatedly 

weighed it (cut up for use) by the bushel, in endea¬ 

voring to form correct estimates in steaming food 

for cattle, and finally came to the conclusion that I 

must estimate it in bulk, taking hay as the standard, 

to even approximate to any correct result. For 

milk, it is of course more valuable in its greenest 

condition. In 1862, I raised two pieces, of one acre 

and three-quarters of an acre respectively, for curing, 

and kept account of the expense attending it. I 

annex a statement of this trial, showing that I con¬ 

sider it as costing me about $1G per ton, estimated 

in bulk as hay. You will notice that I give half 

the manure to this crop. You know my light, 

leacliy soil, and I know that I do not over-estimate 

the manure lost. Of course this is the main ex? 

pense, and on other soils, rich enough to need little 

or no manure, it could be grown with very much 

less expense. My experiments prove that I can 

grow nearly twice as much per acre by sowing in 
drills, and cultivating once or twice by horse-hoe, 
than by sowing broad-cast. I sow in drills about 
three feet apart. These pieces were Southern corn, 
and -were cut in the tassel, (in blossom,) being at the 
time about twelve feet high. I hope we shall hear 
from others who have experimented in this matter. 

ESTIMATE—ONE ACRE. 

Half manure.$20.00 
Labor.   10.00 
Spreading. 1.50 
Plowing. 4.00 
Harrowing. 1.00 
Furrowing. 1.00 
Twenty bushels horn dust. 6.00 
Seed, 3% bushels. 3.00 
Labor on seed, &c. 3.00 
Hoeing twice. 2.00 
Cutting.  5.00 
Binding.*..3.00 
Care of and cutting. 4.50 

Total.$64.00 

Estimated in bulk same as hay, as four tons.$16.00 

The three-quarter acre was less expensive some¬ 
what, and also a little less in yield. It amounted to 
the same thing. I do not doubt that it can be 
raised much cheaper in many places, and think I 
can myself do better, but this was a fair trial at tka = 
time. H. S. Collins* 

Collinsville, Conn., 1865. , ' 
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GETTING SUBSCRIBERS TO AGRICULTURAL PAPERS. 

The Country Gentleman, the senior editor of which 

is, we believe, the oldest living agricultural pub¬ 

lisher in the United States, makes the following re¬ 

marks in regard to increasing the circulation of 

agricultural papers: 

“ There seems to be no doubt that about nine 
farmers out of ten take no agricultural paper what¬ 
ever, even if we include as agricultural papers those 
which are very largely given up to other subjects. 
There is thus evidently great room and a great ne¬ 
cessity for the extension of their circulation. To 
accomplish this object depends mainly upon those 
who voluntarily devote a portion of their time to 
procuring subscribers, since the majority of farmers 
who might willingly assent if requested in person, 
would probably never be reached by any advertise¬ 
ment of the publishers, however widely dissemi¬ 
nated. Newspapers have eager friends to advance 
their interests, among those belonging to the same 
party, who are desirous of spreading the party doc¬ 
trines. Religious journals have a corresponding in¬ 
fluence among the churches of their own denomina¬ 
tion, constantly forking in their favor. But periodi¬ 
cals like our own are more than any others 
dependent upon disinterested exertions, put forth 
on the part of those who see the importance of an 
Improved Agriculture, and are determined to ad¬ 
vance it by every means in their power. It is grati¬ 
fying to us to be able to bear witness to the number 
who have thus unselfishly devoted much time and 
labor in so good a cause. To them we owe, in a 
great degree, whatever success has attended our 
efforts during thirty years past; and each recurring 
New-Year has added new friends to their number.” 

There can be no doubt of the truth of these re¬ 

marks. Agricultural journals, more than any others, 

are dependent l5n the efforts of those who volunta¬ 

rily devote a little time to getting subscribers among 

their friends and neighbors. But for them, the cir¬ 

culation of agricultural journals, no matter how 

useful and interesting, would not be sustained a 

single year. We have known many such instances 

as the following: Mr. A. gets up a club of twenty 

subscribers to the Genesee Farmer. The paper ap¬ 

parently gives satisfaction. Year after year, Mr. A. 

promptly sends in his list., At length he moves away 

from the town. And the next year, not one of those 

twenty farmers who have taken the -paper for years 

subscribe for it! We recollect a case in Pennsylva¬ 

nia, where a gentleman got us over a hundred sub¬ 

scribers to the Genesee Farmer. During the sum¬ 

mer he left the place, and the next year we had not 

a single subscriber at that post-office! It may be 

said that this must show that they did not care for 

the paper,—and in truth it would seem that they 

did not care very much! The real explanation of 

such instances, however, is simply this: They would 

take the paper if they could do so without any 

trouble. Had they been asked to subscribe, they 

would have done so. They were not called upon, 

and they had not of themselves sufficient energy to 

sit down and order the paper. It is precisely as the 

Country Gentleman says: “ Agricultural journals are 

more than any others dependent upon disinterested 

exertions, put forth on the part of those who see the 

importance of an Improved Agriculture, and are 

determined to advance it by every means in their 

power.” 

AMERICAN CHEESE IN ENGLAND. 

The Mark Lane Express, in an article on Ameri¬ 

can cheese, says: 

“ Were cheese-making as well understood in 
America generally as it is in Europe, the demand 
would be greatly increased. It is admitted by them¬ 
selves that comparatively little of the prodigious 
quantity produced in America can be termed a first- 
rate article. While many enterprising dairymen 
supply an article creditable to the country, in Eu¬ 
rope American cheese is not purchased with that 
confidence with which British cheese is named, and 
for the reason that the processes have not reached 
that perfection which alone contributes to uniform¬ 
ity of excellence and distinctiveness of character. 
When this point is attained, a taste is cultivated* 
and increasing demand follows, and profits enlarge. 
Although the price of cheese has declined in the 
New York market from 10 to 18 cents per lb. some 
eight or ten years ago to a little over 7 cents in the 
last few years, it might be sold with profit even 
lower.” 

It seems rather strange to us to hear that cheese 

has declined in New York, especially when we were 

congratulating ourselves on getting such high prices. 

We presume, however, that in gold, cheese is not as 

high as it was eight or ten years ago. 

Is it true that “ cheese can be sold with a profit ” 

in this country at less than 7 cents per lb. ? What 

say the “ cheese factory ” gentlemen ? 

How to Succeed in Business.—Ricardo’s rules 

were : 1. Cut short your losses. 2. Let your profits 

run on. In order to do this, one must have expo- 

Hence—and to avoid a too costly experience, begin 

small. Feel your way. Bonaparte, when in Egypt* 

he and many of his officers were riding out in a 

dark evening on the sea beach, where it was very 

wide. Suddenly the tide came in rapidly, and the 

water grew every moment deeper where their horses 

stood ; they could not see which way was dry land, 

they became alarmed and bewildered, and destruc¬ 

tion threatened them. Bonaparte seemed never to 

fail for an expedient. He ordered all to form a circle, 

with horses’ heads outward. They did so. He now 

ordered all to ride ahead; if any found the water 

growing deeper, they were to turn about; if any 

found it growing shallower, they were to ride on, 

and all the rest to follow. This brought them to 

dry land. It is so with business. Proceed cautiously 

in different directions; if failure results, wheel 

about; if success attends, go ahead. This is the 

way to carry out Ricardo’s rules, “ Cut short your 

losses—let your profits run on.”—Rural Affairs. 
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HARROWS AND HARROWING. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: Some years ago you 
gave a cut and description of a Scotch harrow, and 
also of the Geddes harrow. I do not bind the 
Farmer, and should esteem it a favor if you would 
send me the number containing the article. 

Richard Hamilton. 

The article referred to was written by the late 

J. H. Bixbv, and appeared in the June number of 

the Farmer of 1858, page 182. The subject is one 

of general interest, and we re-publish the article 

entire: 

The harrow is an indispensable implement in the 

cultivation of the soil, and next to the plow in its 

importance to the farmer. There are many forms 

given in its construction; some of these we shall 

notice and describe. 

The Scotch or 

Square Harrow, 

when made of 

light timber and 

furnished with 

small and sharp 

teeth, is one of 

the most effectual 

for the pulveriza¬ 

tion of smooth 

land. Fig 1 suf- Fig. 1. 

ficiently explains its arrangement and construction. 

Another form of Square Harrow in common use 

is shown in fig. 2. It requires 

less gearing, and accommodates 

itself to uneven land more per¬ 

fectly than the former. Some¬ 

times thirty, and sometimes 

thirty-six teeth are used. 

The Geddes Harrow (fig. 3) is 

said by good judges to be the 

Fig. 2. best in use. Its wedge-like 

form enables it to pass obstructions easily, its motion 

is more even and steady, and consequently easier for 

the team. An improvement in the draft is effected 

by attaching a chain to sta¬ 

ples on each side, as far 

back as the second tooth. 

This prevents the harrow 

rising in the middle, as it 

will do if the traces are as 

short as they should be for 

easy draft. The timbers 

of this harrow may be of 

3 by 4-inch scantling, tlio’ 

for the square harrow 3 by 

3-inch is sufficiently heavy. 

Three-quarter inch teeth are large enough for any ! 

purpose. They should be pointed with steel, and 

kept sharp. The cost is somewhat increased, but 

the improvement is real, to have a shoulder under- 

neath, and a nut screwing on at the top, as the 

teeth are then firm and cannot drop out. A harrow 

made of good timber, with a good coat of paint, re¬ 

newed as often as necessary, will last a long time. 

Harrows with wooden teeth are in common use 

among European farmers, and nowhere is harrowing 

better understood or performed than in the old coun¬ 

tries. \\ e may, and no doubt do, have as good im¬ 

plements ; but we do not use them as thoroughly, 

or as many times in succession. We are “a go- 

ahead people,” but we are learning daily that thor¬ 

ough work is the work which pays. In the use of 

the harrow, the work may be facilitated by keeping 

the implement clear of sods and stones, and the 

speed of the team should be increased above that 

when employed at the plow. A team will soon 

learn to walk just on the edge of the previously 

harrowed ground, and we would always give a lap 

of at least half the width of the implement. If we 

wished to go over the field three or four times, we 

would go each time in a different direction—length¬ 

wise the furrow, crosswise, and diagonally. In this 

way, the pulverization would be more effectually 

performed. “ Serpentine harrowing ” is sometimes 

practiced in Germany—the team is driven across 

each land and back, making a line resembling the 

letter S, or two figures of 8 place one under the 

other. 

The action of the harrow tends to consolidate as 

well as to pulverize the soil; and after plowing, it 

needs something of the kind to fit it for the best 

growth of plants. This is best performed with a 

good harrow—a poor one injures rather than bene¬ 

fits the soil. Let us look to this branch of practical 

tillage, that we perform it well. j. h. b. 

LETTER FROM MINNESOTA. 

We make the following extracts from an interest¬ 

ing letter received last December, from Michael 

Magner, of St. Peters, Minn. After stating that 

they had a great drouth last summer, he goes on to 

show that good crops were obtained notwithstand¬ 

ing: 

“ Our main crop is Spring wheat. I have finished 

sowing the last two years by I think the 20th of 

April; don’t lime our sod ; sow one and a half to two 

bushels to the acre—generally two bushels; scatter 

by hand and cover with harrow; had 76 acres in 

wheat this year; measured from threshing machine 

1,552 bushels, now worth here 75 cents per bushel. 

Corn is our next crop in importance. We don’t 

manure. We raise the yellow dent. In ’62 I had 

40 bushels to the acre on a field of 26 acres. In ’63 

had quite that of white dent which ripened, but the 

yellow did not; the frost caught it. In ’64 had 40 
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bushels per acre in a field of 20 acres. Corn is 

worth here now 75 cents per bushel. I will now 

give the figures of a better corn raiser than myself. 

Chas. Snyder, from your State and a perfectly relia¬ 

ble man, is my neighbor. He has raised corn as 

part of his crop. Has used some manure, but it was 

just as time happened to allow—no rule. Snyder 

says, ‘ Since 1857, I have not raised less than 60 

bushels of corn per acre till last year, when I had 

40. I have had as high as 80. I have raised corn 

in New York, in Cortland, and I know we can beat 

them all to pieces.' 

“Oats are an important crop with us of late years. 

We find they do better on Spring plowing. They 

are now worth 75 cents per bushel, the same price 

as wheat. I sold my oats from the threshing ma¬ 

chine for 80 cents. Wheat was then worth 60 cents. 

Threshed and sold one lot of 20 acres, weighed 1,088 

bushels, of 32 lbs. per bushel. Last year my oats 

were a failure. Did not bind at all. Sowed on fall 

plowing, on high, dry and sandy land. If I had put 

them in with a drill I would have made the price 

of half a dozen drills. In ’62 the Indian raid created 

a horde of foragers. My oats suffered. What was 

untouched threshed 60 bushels per acre. 

“ Barley I tried once, four years ago, and did not 

like it; got 140 bushels from 8. It has been high 

in the West for two years, and like gold, getting 

. higher, so I thought I’d try some this year. Put in 

30 bushels in 15 acres of my best land. Fall 

plowed, and got 197. Here, too, a drill would have 

paid. For broadcasting, the seed was insufficient; 

with a drill, 'twould be enough. Rye we do not 

raise. Buckwheat we do not like to see. Sorghum 

we have come to consider as indispensable; we use 

no other molasses. I had 86 gallons off an acre. 

Drouth retarded its starting, and weeds did their 

best, but we got half a crop. We used an iron mill, 

horizontal rollers, and Cook’s Evaporator. Ten 

farmers of us here bought the machinery j ointly. I 

remember reading an inquiry lately in the New 

York Tribune’s report of the American Institute 

Farmers’ Club, ‘ How far north will Sorghum grow ; 

will it grow as far north, as 42° ?’ We are here at 

44° north, and my neighbor Snyder, already men¬ 

tioned, cut ripe seed from cane, and made 20 gallons 

of good molasses, or syrup, on the 20tli day of 

August. That’s pretty plain, and easy to under¬ 

stand. I know there has been 3,000 gallons made 

in this vicinity. Some of the stores keep no other 

for sale. 

w “Timothy, Clover and the grasses we have done 

scarcely anything with; have not tried seriously. 

The various roots we raise successfully—particularly 
( 

the potato—in which line we will run up close to 

old Ireland. By the way, I want to say that I have 

no objection to the ‘whole world and the rest of 

mankind’ making all they can out of my experience, 

but if there is a class that I would benefit, it is the 

Irish. The process is simple, such of them as have 

the ambition and the energy to work up to it—be¬ 

come American farmers.” 

FEEDING GRAIN TO SHEEP. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I write a few lines i'll 

regard to the graining of sheep during the fodder¬ 

ing season; I think many farmers err in respect to 

this one essential point in keeping sheep. We will 

suppose a fiock of sheep to be in good condition 

when winter commences; they are fed regularly 

with hay, minus the grain, until the latter part of 

winter, when the eye of the feeder notices his flock 

are losing flesh; he then commences to feed grain 

daily, the extra feed going towards the formation of 

flesh or fat more than the growth of wool. 

Now I claim sheep should be grained from thB 

time they are yarded until let out to pasture in the 

spring. The feed of grain should be small in quam 

tity when commencing, and gradually increased 

until mid-winter, then decreased as spring advances. 

Sheep fed in this way, with occasionally a change 

of food, will be as fat and plump in spring as when 

put up to winter, and the heavy fleeces at shearing 

will well repay for time and extra expense. I know 

this to be true by experience, having had the care 

and management of sheep for a number of years. 

I would like to make a few remarks in regard to 

troughs for feeding grain. I consider the fiat-bot¬ 

tomed ones decidedly the best, as they give the 

sheep a better chance to get equally their portion 

of grain, whereas in the Y-shaped troughs they eat 

so fast some are choked, the stronger ones getting 

more than their share, it being gulped down with¬ 

out masticating but little ; these difficulties are in a 

great degree obviated in using the box troughs. 

Berlin, January, 1865. Franklin Wigging 

Remarks.—This interesting article was written 

for the February number of the Farmer, but arrived 

too late. Our correspondents would oblige us by 

forwarding thei? communications early in the month. 

We think Mr. Wiggins is correct in regard to 

feeding grain to sheep early in the winter. With 

plenty of good hay, store sheep can be wintered 

without much grain, but where the principal feed is 

straw, pea and bean vines, &c., they need a little 

grain, and it is especially important that this should 

be given early in the winter. Too many farmers 

err in not feeding grain till the sheep manifest signs 

of losing ground.—Eds. 

Blistered Feet.—Before putting on your stock¬ 

ings, turn them inside out and rub a little brown 

soap well into the threads. 
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THE VALUE OF WINTER PEARS. 

Is there any one of our readers who has an orchard 
of fine varieties of winter pears? If there be, we 
would advise him to send his fruit to the New York 
market without delay. We have just received a 
letter from a gentleman, who says:—“ We have 
been sending a few bushels of Lawrence and Buerre 
Gris d’ Hiver pears to New York ; the former brought 
sixteen dollars and the latter twenty dollars per 
bushel, and sold to dealers at that.” Will it pay to 
grow winter pears for market at such prices ? What 
■would be the revenue from ten acres of bearing 
trees? We plant standard pear trees twenty feet 
apart each way, ten acres would contain over a 
thousand trees. Surely a tree would soon be large 
enough to yield a bushel of pears, and that would 
be enough to make the orchard produce from six¬ 
teen thousand to twenty thousand dollars. What 
would such an orchard be worth per acre ? If any 
thing like such prices can be maintained for winter 
pears, the man who has the soil suitable for their 
growth, in the right climate, and will inform him¬ 
self how to grow them, need not ask what he shall 
plant. The fruit referred to in the letter quoted 
above was grown near Rochester, N. Y., and surely 
we have in Canada, climate and soil as favorable as 
that in the vicinity of Rochester.—Canada Farmer. 

This is the same old story. It has been repeated 

a score of times during the last ten or a dozen years. 

The only difference is that it is not big enough! 

Why not make the calculation on dwarf trees? 

This was formerly the case. It does not take a 

very large dwarf tree to bear a bushel of pears. 

Then they can be set 12 feet apart. This would 

give 362 trees on an acre. Ten acres would, there¬ 

fore, produce 3,620 bushels of pears, which, at $16 

per bushel, (not to say $20,) would bring $58,920 a 

year! 

Do you doubt, reader ? Is there any error in the 

figures ? Figures will not lie. A bushel to the tree 

Is not a large estimate. Two bushels are frequently 

Obtained. Then winter pears can be barreled up 

and kept as easily as winter apples. The pears can 

be readily sold. There is no danger of glutting the 

market. Experience has certainly demonstrated 

this fact! How blind and ignorant farmers are! 

Why will they go on trying to raise wheat, at a 

profit of not to exceed $10 or $15 per acre, while 

they might j ust as easily grow pears, at a profit of 

not less than $5,000 per acre ! Even if the price of 

pears should fall one-half, which is not likely, but 
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admitting, for the sake of argument, that such 

should be the case, we should still have a profit of 

over $2,000 per acre per annum! Why will you 

continue to raise wheat? Think of the labor re¬ 

quired, and the risks you run. It is no easy matter 

to get the land well prepared for the seed, and when 

it is in the ground, the wire worm may destroy it, 

or the Hessian fly deposit its eggs in the young 

plants; or if it escapes them, it is liable to winter- 

kill. But should it pass this ordeal, wet weather or 

severe winds in spring may injure it. A dry, hot 

summer may burn it up; or should the season be 

moist, it runs a great risk of rust or mildew, while 

the midge is almost certain to eat half the grain. 

Then we may have bad harvest weather, or it may 

ripen up so rapidly that half of it will shell before 

it can be cut and gathered. And after all, should 

none of these evils befall it, what a paltry price it 

brings! How small are the profits! Suppose the 

whole amount that you get for the wheat was profitv 

it would be nothing, compared to the profit from an 

acre of pears ! And then you cannot raise wheat on 

the same land oftener than once in three or four 

years, and you have to be at the same labor and 

expense for each crop, while the pears are on the 

land year after year, and increase annually in pro¬ 

ductiveness and profit. 

But seriously, is it not time to stop such talk. 

We have no doubt that there are in some sections 

of Canada West “ climate and soil as favorable as 

that in the vicinity of Rochester, but where, in the 

vicinity of Rochester or elsewhere, have such re¬ 

sults been obtained as our Canadian cotemporary 

would lead its readers to suppose attainable ? 

We think pears can be grown with profit. But 

hitherto, where one orchard has succeeded ten have 

failed. We write this in sight of an orchard of 

dwarf pears, set out seven or eight years ago, that 

is to-day an eye-sore on the farm. It has not paid 

one dollar. The man who set it out doubtless ex¬ 

pected to realize more from this acre than from all 

the rest of the farm. But the fruit spotted and 

cracked, and is utterly unsaleable. “ Oh,” you say, 

“ he probably set out Virgalieu, and we all know 

that they are liable to crack. Had he set out Louise 

Bonne de Jersey, or Duchesse d’ Angouleme, the 

result would have been different.” True, but there 

is no proof that these varieties will not be affected 

by this or a similar disease. One thing is certain : 

Pear-culture, in this section, has not proved as pro¬ 

fitable as was anticipated. We think those farmers 

who have confined their attention to ordinary crops 

have made more money—and will make more—than 

those who have been tempted by such extravagant 

statements as those made above to go into the culti¬ 

vation of pears 
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LICE ON PEACH TREES —AGAIA. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: Mr. E. D. Wright, in 

the January number of the Farmer, in his reply to 

my article in the August number, has been under 

the same mistake that many others have, as to the 

object and effect of the ants, on trees affected with 

Aphides. I shall not attempt to correct his error, 

deeming your “ remarks ” and quotations from Fitch 

to be sufficient; but I will endeavor to correct an¬ 

other error in relation to the ant, less excusable 

than his. Several persons who have purchased trees 

of me have complained that their trees did not do 

well, from being infested with ants. My reply to 

them has been, “ examine the under side of the new 

leaves of your trees, and you will see another cause 

for their mean appearance; and if you will examine 

both insects with a magnifying glass for some length 

of time, (as I have by the hour,) you will see that 

the ants do no harm to your trees, unless it be to 

prevent other insects from destroying the lice on 

them.” After writing the article alluded to in the 

August number, I found a few lice on my apple and 

cherry trees, but they soon disappeared, and did but 

little harm. 

And now let us examine this matter a little fur¬ 

ther, for it concerns every person, more or less, who 

cherishes young trees. Mr. Wright says, “ I have 

heretofore washed my trees with soap ”—“ and not 

perceived that it made any difference.” By refer¬ 

ence to my article above referred to, he will see that 

I have done the same, with like effect. Was not our 

error, friend Wright, in the fact that we applied the 

soap to kill the lice, rather than to prevent them ? 

If I recollect aright, Mr. Fitch says that the eggs 

which produce these lice are laid in the crevices of 

the rough bark along the body of the tree, and hatch 

out in May. Now please read the article signed 

“ L. L. F.,” page 30, January number of Farmer, 

'65, and you will see that the writer, like me, and 

perhaps yourself, was not successful till he washed 

his trees in the spring, thereby probably destroying 

the eggs. I am now more than ever confirmed in 

the opinion, that strong soap-suds applied to the 

trunk, (and larger branches, if they have enough 

bark,) is an effectual remedy. 

And now a few words on the louse, which I be¬ 

lieve infests everybody's currant bushes. There is 

on these shrubs a very fine place for the deposit of 

eggs, and though Dr. Fitch has not, to my knowl¬ 

edge, mentioned this pest, it is to be suspected that 

they are propagated in the same manner as the 

others ; and let us inaugurate a washing-day in the 

Matter part of April next, and give them a benefit. 

What the great green fly is after, who occupies the 

upper side of the currant leaf infested with lice, but 

never touches the louse’s side, I cannot imagine. 

He seems to be afraid of me or my glass, and I can¬ 

not get near enough to him to scan his motives. 

Muskegan, January, 1S65. S. B. P. 

TRAINING OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES. 

Messrs. Overman & Mann, the well-known nw* 

serymen of Bloomington, Ill., have for some years 

paid particular attention to the planting of Osage 

Orange hedges. The Prairie Farmer, in an account 

of a recent visit to this nursery, says Mr. Overman 

seems inclined to discard the old method of cutting 

back the hedge yearly, in order to thicken it up at 

the bottom, and prefers to let it grow naturally for 

several years, say six to eight, without cutting back, 

then “ plash ” it, that is cut it partly off near thB 

ground and lean it over in the direction of the row* 

to an angle of thirty degrees, thus forming a dense 

bottom, as the new shoots thrown out from thfe 

“plashed” spot will be numerous and spread out 

both ways. In order to get at the hedge to do this 

work it will have to be trimmed up at the sidea 

Concerning a machine to trim with, Mr. O. did not 

know of a successful one; had seen one tried the 

past season that promised well, if it could be guided. 

It was composed of a large wheel, say six feet m 

diameter, with four knives or blades extending from 

its periphery. This was attached to a frame on 

wheels, so as to stand vertically by the side of the 

hedge, and revolved as the carriage advanced, cut¬ 

ting upwards. The trouble seemed to arise from 

the difficulty in governing it with the row; also 

from the irregularity of the surface of the ffjound, 

in keeping it up to its work; if the grounff along 

the row were nicely graded and sodded, we think 

this might become practical. We can hardly ex¬ 

pect, however, to ever have grounds kept even 

enough to' regulate the cutting, and some contriv¬ 

ance must be resorted to by knuckle joint in the 

shaft, or otherwise, for the operator to keep the 

wheel to its work. 

One of the advantages of plashing is that it 

affords an opportunity of filling up any gaps tliaA 

may have occurred from the failure of the plants. 

Another is that a hedge is obtained sooner by allow¬ 

ing the plants to grow for a few years without trim¬ 

ming. The objection to it is the additional expense 

of plashing. It is an unpleasant operation, and few 

men know how to perform it. 

Protecting Peach Trees from the Sun in 

Winter.—Albert Miller, of Waupacca county, Wis¬ 

consin, in a recent letter to the Genesee Farmer, al¬ 

ludes to some peach trees which flowered in that 

cold climate. They are on the south side of the 

house, and the owner sets boards on the south side 

of the trees to protect them from the sun in winter, 

which would otherwise kill theuk 
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GARDEN WORK FOR MARCH. 

Manures.—I consider the autumn the better time 

for applying manure to the garden, and I recom¬ 

mended it in the October number of the Farmer, 

but if neglected then, it should be got on as soon as 

possible now, that it may become dissolved, and dis¬ 

tributed through the soil before the heat and drouth 

of summer. Our chief reliance for manure are the 

excrements of domestic animals and decayed vegeta¬ 

ble matter. The ordure of animals differs in a 

great degree in its fertilizing properties, owing to 

the richness of the food they consume, and also to 

the habits of the animal. The excrements of the 

same animal fed on grain or oil-meal is worth a 

great deal more than if fed on hay, grass, or vegeta¬ 

bles, and the droppings of poultry contain their 

solid and liquid excrements combined, and are 

therefore richer than those of other animals which 

separate those elements. 

Guano is a powerful fertilizer, not only because it 

is the excrement of birds, but also because those 

birds subsist on fish, making their ordure rich both 

in nitrogen and phosphate of lime. 

Every economical farmer will make the most of 

his poultry manure. The floor of the hen-roost 

should be frequently strewn with loam, both to 

absocb and retain the more volatile portions of the 

manure, and to dilute or divide it, that it may not 

injure the vitality of the seeds or germs that it may 

come in contact with. Thus prepared, hen manure 

may be scattered broadcast over the garden on the 

light snows of March, or it may be kept and applied 

to garden crops in the hill or drill. 

The excrements of sici/ie are also rich in the pabu¬ 

lum of vegetables, and ranks, in my opinion, next 

to that of poultry. 

Horse manure, owing to its heating qualities, is 

well adapted to forwarding vegetation, but in a dry 

season is liable to dry up and retard, rather than 

hasten the growth of plants. Heavy soils are often 

benefitted—mechanically, at least—by the applica¬ 

tion of coarse barn-yard manure, but for light soils 

it is desirable to have it pretty thoroughly decom¬ 

posed. 

The IIot-Bed.—The enterprising gardener will be 

unwilling to wait until the frost is out of the 

ground, and the genial sun and bland winds have 

prepared it for the reception of seeds, before he 

commences operations, and so he will anticipate the 

processes of nature, and have good sized plants 

ready to set out, as soon as he may do so without 

hazarding their destruction by frost or cold winds. 

This can be accomplished by means of the liot-bed. 

The liot-bed affords artificial heat to plants by fer 

menting manure, excludes frost, cold air and wind 

by means of a frame of plank, and admits the rays 

of the sun through a covering of glass. It should 

be prepared this month, in the latitude of Rochester, 

and may be sown the latter part. 

In a situation sheltered from cold, northerly 

winds, and having a clear, southern exposure, dig a 

pit—longest east and -west—18 inches deep, 5 feet 

wide, and about 12 feet long. Make a frame of inch 

and a half plank—spruce or pine—to fit within the 

pit, rising two feet above the surface of the ground 

on the north or rear side, and one foot in front, 

making the joints tight by battening. Posts may 

be set at the corners, and the planks nailed thereto, 

or, what is better, the corners may be fastened to¬ 

gether by hooks and staples, allowing the frame to 

be removed and placed under cover when not in use. 

Rafters two by three inches should be dove-tailed 

into the upper edges of the sides, for the sash to 

rest and slide upon. The sash should be fastened 

to the frame by means of wire hooks and staples— 

the hooks on the frame and the staples on the sash*. 

The sash should be made of clear pine, one and 

one-fourth inches thick, six feet long, and wide 

enough to contain three rows of 7 by 9 glass, allows 

ing the outsides to be three inches wide, the middle 

pieces one and one quarter inches. It would require 

eight lights to a row, allowing them to overlap one 

another half an inch, and twenty-four to a sash. 

FiUing the Bed.—To fill the bed, use horse ma¬ 

nure, pretty full of litter, and slightly fermented. 

Fork it over several times to break up the lumps, 

and mix the coarser and finer parts together. Make 

up the bed regular and level, beating down the ma¬ 

nure with the back of the fork, leaving it about 28 

inches deep before settling. Put on the sash, and 

wait two or three days for the manure to commence 

heating, and then spread the loam on evenly over 

the surface, from four to six inches thick. The 

pit should have been dug in the fall, the loam sifted 

through a pretty fine sieve, and covered with straw 

so as to be ready for use before the ground thaws. 

Put on the sash again, and wait until the loam is 

warmed through before sowing the seed. Nail nar¬ 

row strips of board on the inside of front and back, 

just above the loam, to support a plank to sustain 

the gardener while sowing and weeding the bed. 

Sowing Seeds— Brocoli, Cabbage,Cauliflower,Egg- 

Plant, Ivohl-Rabi, Lettuce, and Peppers, are the va¬ 

rieties that it is advisable to sow in March. Use a 

thin strip of board, two inches wide, to mark the 

drills for the seeds, the finger for a drill, and the 

fingers to cover the seeds. All lumps should be pul¬ 

verized and stones removed. 

The liot-bed once, started, must not be neglected. 

It will want covering in cold wTeatlier with mats, 

blankets, or straw. In warm, sunny days it "will 

need airing, and at all times it will require frequent 

watering® with tepid water. Always water at the 
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close of day, that the water may soak into the loam 

before too much evaporate. Although the hot-bed 

requires constant watchfulness, a very few minutes 

labor each day will suffice to take care of it, except 

in planting and weeding. 

The Open Ground.—There is nothing gained by 

working the ground too early, before it is dry, yet it 

is desirable to get some crops started just as early as 

ft will possibly answer. If the spring is pretty 

early, the ground will be settled enough to sow let¬ 

tuce, peas, onions, spinach, beets and radishes this 

month, as they will endure considerable frost witli- 

iut injury, and grow when the weather is quite cool. 

Lettuce.—Sow Early Curled Silesia, and Ice Drum¬ 

head, in drills 15 inches apart and one inch deep. 

Peas.—Sow Daniel O’Rourke, and Warner’s Em¬ 

peror, in drills 2^ inches deep and 3 feet apart, and 

Tom Thumb 15 inches apart. A little bone-dust, or 

cither concentrated manure, strewn in the drills, will 

give them a vigorous start. 

Onions.—Sow the various kinds of black seed in 

shallow drills 11 inches apart, cover slightly, and 

roll the surface. The ground canpot well be too 

rich for onions, provided always that the fertilizers 

be well decomposed. 

Potato Onions.—Should be set in drills 1£ inches 

deep, 15 or 18 inches apart, and 8 inches in the row. 

For Top-onion sets and onion pips, marks should 

be made 15 inches apart, and the sets or pips slightly 

pressed in, G inches apart. They do not require cov¬ 

ering. 

Spinach.—Sow the Round, or Summer variety, the 

same as lettuce. * 

Beets.—Sow Extra Early Turnip and Early Blood 

Turnip, in drills H inches deep and 15 inches apart. 

-Radishes.—Sow in drills 1 inch deep, 11 inches 

apart, on sandy soil, Early Scarlet Turnip and Long 

Scarlet Short Top. 

All seeds will germinate quicker if the soil is 

compressed more or less with a garden roller, or the 

back of the hoe, which can be pushed along, rapidly, 

carer the rows. p. c. r. 

Grafting the Grape Vine.—A correspondent 

of the London Gardeners' Chronicle says: 

“ It is highly probable that if the Muscat of Alex¬ 

andria were grafted on the Sweetwater, an old, 

hardy, early, and healthy variety, but a compara¬ 

tively weak grower, it would ripen its fruit a fort¬ 

night, three weeks, or a month earlier than when on 

Its own roots. This for early forcing would be very 

advantageous; and till we get an early variety with 

Muscat tiavor, such a plan as this, if found to an¬ 

swer the purpose, would be worth adopting.” 
-- 

A light, rich soil, abounding in vegetable mold, 
produces the earliest peas; but a strong loam, in¬ 
clining to clay, yields the largest crop. 

P0M0L0GISTS AND COMMON PEOPLE. 

Mr. Mitchell, the author of “ My Farm of Edge- 

wood,” has, in the January number of the Ilorticvk 

turist, some plain and pleasant talk about the 

“easy” and scientific way of growing and eating 

fruit. We make some extracts from the article^ 

which, though addressed to people who have small 

places near a city, will, we think, apply equally well 

to farmers who want a garden, but have not much 

time or money to give to its culture. He says: 

“ It is the aim of the horticulturist to push both 

land and plants to the last limit of their capacity*— 

to establish new varieties—to provoke nature by 

incessant pincliings into some abnormal develop¬ 

ment ; whereas the aim of the mass of suburban 

residents is to have a cheery array of flowers—good 

fruit and plenty of it, at the smallest possible coei. 

If indeed the latter have any hope of winning whal 

they wish, without any care or cost whatever, they 

are grossly mistaken. Nature is a mistress thai 

must be woed with a will; and there is no mistress 

worth the having, that must not be woed in the 

same way. 

“ But the distinction remains which I have laid 

down between the aims of the pomologists and of 

the quiet country liver. And I am strongly inclined 

to think that the former are a little too much dis¬ 

posed to sneer at the simple tastes of the latteo. 

There is a sturdy professional pride that enters intD 

this, for something. I have before now been thrown 

into the company of breeders of blooded stock who 

would not so much as notice the best native animals 

—no matter how tenderly cared for, or how assid¬ 

uously combed down ; and yet a good dish of cream 

most people relish, even if the name of the cow is 

not written in the herd-books. Of course that nice 

discrimination of taste which enables a man to de¬ 

tect the minute shades of difference in flavors, is a 

thing of growth and long culture, and every man iB 

inclined to respect what has cost him long culture^ 

But if I smack my lips over the old Hovey, or a 

mahogany colored Wilson, and stick by them, I dD 

not know that the zealous pomologist has a right to 

condemn me utterly, because I do not root up my 

strawberry patches and plant Russell’s Prolific or 

the Monitor in their place. It is even doubtful If 

extreme cultivation of taste does not do away with 

a great deal of that hearty gusto with which mos* 

men enjoy good fruit. The man who is all the sunv 

mer through, turning some little tid-bit of flavor 

upon the tip of his tongue, and going off into fits of 

rumination upon the possible difference of flavor 

between a Crimson-Cone when watered from an oak 

tub, and a Crimson-Cone when watered from a 

chestnut tub, seems to me in a fair way of losing all 

the appreciable and honest enjoyment of fruit which 

he ever had in his life.” 
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At the close of the article he says: “ My advice to 

you ” (who want good fruit with little trouble) “ is 

to limit yourself, until you have felt your way, to 

some ten or a dozen of the best established varieties; 

don’t be afraid of old things if they are good; if a 

gaunt Rhode Island Greening tree is struggling in 

your hedge row, trim it, scrape it, soap it, dig about 

it, pull away the turf from it, lime it, and then if 

you can keep up a fair fight against the bugs and 

the worms you will have fine fruit from it; if you 

can’t, cut it down. If a veteran mossy pear tree is 

in your door-yard, groom it as you would a horse— 

just in from a summering in briary pastures—put 

scions of Bartlett’s, of Winter Nelis, of Rostiezer, 

into its top and sides. In an unctuous spot of your 

garden, plant your dwarf Duchess. Bonne de Jersey, 

Beurre Diel, and your Glout Morceau. If either 

don’t do well, pull it up and burn it; don’t waste 

labor on a sickly young tree. Save some sheltered 

spot for a trellis, where you may plant a Delaware, 

an Iona or two, a Rebecca, and a Diana. Put a 

Concord at your south-side door—its rampant growth 

will cover your trellised porch in a pair of seasons ; 

it will give you some fine clusters even though you 

allow it to tangle; the pomologists will laugh at 

you; but let them; you will have your shade and 

the wilderness of frolicksome tendrils, and at least a 

fair show of purple bunches. Scatter here and 

there hardy herbaceous flowers that shall care for 

themselves, and which the children may pluck with 

a will. Don’t distress yourself if your half acre of 

lawn shows some hummocks, or dandelions, or but¬ 

ter-cups. And if a wild clump of bushes intrude in 

a corner don’t condemn it too hastily ; it may be 

well to enliven it with an evergreen or two—to dig 

about it, and paint its edges with a few summer 

phloxes or roses. You will want neither Scotchman 

nor forcing houses for this.” 

Situation for Grape Vines.—A correspondent 

of the Rural American asks: “ What is the best 

situation for grape vines ; land which slopes to the 

north, south, east, or west, and what is the best ma¬ 

nure for them ? ” and the editor answers : 

“ A southern slope is best for vineyards; but an 

eastern or western one will do very well. A north¬ 

ern slope is not suitable, except in a warm latitude. 

Bone-dust is the best fertilizer; but it is too expen¬ 

sive to be used extensively. Ashes are good, and 

next well-rotted barnyard manure, which is all that 

is needed in any case. If the soil is in good con¬ 

dition—a state that will produce a good crop of 

corn—no manure at all is needed for the first three 

years. Grape vines may be set in gardens, where¬ 

ver the sun shines most or all of the day. It is 

not necessary to set them on the south side of a 

building, yet such places are best for the late-ripen- 

Ing varieties—as Diana, Union Village, &c. 

PITAIASTOAT DUCHESSE D’ANGOULEME PEAR, 

The Ducliesse d’Angouleme, while not of as high 

quality as many other sorts, is so large and produc¬ 

tive, and so free from spots and other diseases, that 

no variety of pear is more profitable for cultivation 

as a dwarf for market purposes. It is probably 

grown to a greater extent in the United States than 

any other variety, and it is annually becoming more 

and more popular. 

The London Gardeners’ Chronicle, of a recent 

date, figures and describes a seedling pear, said to 

be a cross between the Duchesse d’Angouleme and 

the Glout Morceau, the former an autumn and the 

latter a winter variety. It was raised by the late John 

Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, in 18(31, and is called 

the Pitmaston Duchesse d’Angouleme. It is a vigor¬ 

ous grower and free bearer, and in favorable circum¬ 

stances will attain to great size. The editor of the 

Gardeners’ Chronicle says it is “a handsome and 

most excellent pear. Ripe in the end of October, or 

in ordinary seasons it may probably be kept till the 

middle of November. Few of the new pears can 

compare with it as regards size, appearance and 

quality. It partakes more of the nature of Marie 

Louise than of the Glout Morceau. We regard it as 

quite an acquisition.” 

RABBITS VS, FRUIT TREES. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—In this section of Uncle 

Sam’s plantation there are probably more fruit trees 

destroyed, or injured, by rabbits, than from all other 

causes combined, and anything to prevent their 

ravages is a desideratum to fruit growers. I have 

tried everything I could hear of, with more or less 

success—always having to replace yearly at least 

five trees out of every hundred in my pear orchard, 

besides having my apple orchard often much injured. 

Last fall I resolved to rely on my dog and gun. The 

result up to present writing (Jan. 18th) is not a treB 

injured—self and family fat on rabbit pie—four agri¬ 

cultural journals subscribed for from the funds aris¬ 

ing from the sale of the surplus the family could not 

use—and a full determination to make the peelers 

pay for every agricultural journal published in the 

country, if they don’t take the hint. A. N. 
Manchester, Mo., IS65. 

“ A Good Housewife,” says, Pliny, “ will go into 

her herb garden instead of a spice-shop for her sea¬ 

soning, and thus preserve the health of her family 

by saving her purse.” 

Tomato Plants, for early fruiting, may be raised 

very earl, by sowing a few seeds in a large flower¬ 

pot, or sm 11 box, in good light soil. 
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A SUDBURY BALLAD, 

WRITTEN BY THE WAYSIDE INN. 

I asked a little child 
That wore black ribbons on her head, 

“Whom she was mourning for? She smiled, 
And mentioned that her aunt was dead. 

“ Where did your aunt reside, my dear ? ” 
“Over in Marlboro’,” she replied: 

“She had been feeble more'n a year, 
And last Thanksgiving-day she died; 

And she died o’ the shocanum palsy.” 

My heart within me began to melt— 
A sudden tear-drop forced its way: 

“You say your aunt in Marlboro’ dwelt, 
And died upon Thanksgiving-day; 

But what your aunt died of my dear, 
I did not fully understand.” 

“Well, she was sick about a year; 
She had the ring-worm on her hand. 

But she died o’ the shocanum palsy.” 

“ What sort of palsy, love ? ” said I— 
“ That name I never heard before.” 

This was my little maid’s reply: 
“I’ve told you twice, and won’t no more.” 

“I pry thee, sweetest, once again! 
What was it killed your suffering aunt?” 

She answered: “I will tell you, then, 
But if you ask again, I shan't: 

She died o’ the shocanum palsy.” 

Happy condition! not to know 
More than the child of dying! 

Lamb-like to see your friend laid low 
Without a thought of sighing! 

This creature knew no more of grief 
But the black ribbon on her head, 

Nor aught of sickness: for, in brief. 
She only knew her aunt was dead. 

And died o’ the shocanum palsy! 

Answering a Fool.—There is an allegorical story 

current that once, immediately after Theodore Parker 

tad parted from Ralph Waldo Emerson on the road to 

Boston, a crazy Millerite encountered Parker, and 

aried: “ Sir, do you not know that the world is coming 

to an end?” Upon which Parker replied: “My good 

man, that doesn’t concern me ; I live in Boston.” The 

same fanatic overtaking Emerson, announced in the 

same terms tne approach of the end of the world; 

upon which Emerson replied: “I am glad of it, sir; 

man will get along much better without it! ” 

Old Joshua Swallow, a veteran minister, was the 

cither day at Clio preaching against the “spiritual call” 

to the ministry, and related an anecdote of Caleb 

Jones, who gave his experience in this wise: “I was 

cue day plowing, and was called to preach by a voice 

saying, ‘ Caleb! Caleb ! ’ Who could have called me 

thus?” A boy in the back part of the congregation, 

says Mr. Swallow, exclaimed: “Maybe it was a bull¬ 

frog, Mr. Jones.” 
——>i ■    

The late Rev. Dr. Sutton, Vicar of Sheffield, once 

said to the late Mr. Peech, a veterinary surgeon : “ Mr. 

Peech, how is it that you have not called upon me for 

your account?” “Oh,” said Mr. Peech, “I never ask 

a gentleman for money.” “Indeed!” said the vicar; 

“ then how do you get on, if he don’t pay ? ” “ Why,” 

replied Mr. Peech, “ after a certain time I conclude 

that he is not a gentleman and then I ask him.” 

AN ENTERPRISING AGENT. 

An enterprising traveling agent for a well-known 

Cleveland tombs-stone manufactory, made a visit to a 
small town in a neighboring county. Hearing in thb 

village that a man in a remote part of the township had 

lost his wife, he thought he would go and see him and 

offer him consolation and a ’grave-stone, on his usual 

terms. He started; the road was a horribly frightful 

one, but the agent persevered and arrived at the be¬ 

reaved man’s house. The bereaved man’s hired girl 

told the agent that the bereaved man was splitting 

fence-rails over in the pasture, about two miles. The 

indefatigable agent mounted his horse and started fbr 

the pasture. Afterfalling into all manner of mud holes, 

scratching himself with briers, and tumbling over do- 

cayed logs, the agent found the bereaved man. In a 

subdued voice he asked the man if he had lost his wife. 

The man said he had. The agent was very sorry to 

hear it, and sympathized very deeply with the man in 

his great sorrow, but death, he said, was an insatiate 
archer, and shot down all of both high and low degree. 

He informed the man what “was his loss was her gain,1* 

and would be glad to sell him a grave-stone to mark 

the spot where the loved one slept, marble or common 

stone, as he chose, at prices defying competition. The 

bereaved man said there was a slight diflieulty in the 

way. “Havn’t you lost }rour wife?” inquired the 

agent. “Why, yes, I have,” said the man, “but no 

grave-stone ain’t necessary; for you see the cussed 

critter ain’t dead; she scooted with another man! ” 

Tobacco became fashionable through Sir Walter 

Raleigh, but by the caution he took in smoking it pri¬ 

vately it is clear he did not wish to have the custom 

imitated. But sitting one day with a pipe in his mouth, 

he inadvertently called for some small beer. The fel¬ 

low coming into the room threw all the liquor into his 

master’s face, and running down stairs called out, 

“ Help! help! Sir Walter has studied till his head is on 

fire, and the smoke bursts out of his mouth and nose.” 

The latest fashionable freak noticeable on the drives 

of the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, probably suggested by 

the prevalent mania for ringlets colored red, is the 

rather novel phenomenon of ladies lapdogs similarly 

metamorphosed in a vaiiety of fictitious tints. Green 

dogs, yellow dogs, and pugs sky-blue, are at present 

much in vogue. 
- - ■ 

A late French writer says that the Bostonians are 

much like his own countrymen, polite, courteous, and 

lovers of frogs, and that they have a pond in the mith 

die of a public garden, which is kept for the purpose 

of supplying the city with these animals! 

Absolute peremptory facts are bullies, and those 

who keep company with them are apt to get a bullying 

habit of mind. 

Why is a spider a good correspondent ? Bea*jise he 

drops a line by every post. 
- mm ♦ mi --- 

What was Eve made for ? Adam’s Express Company. 
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HOME-MADE WINES. 

These manufactures are a great hobby "with many 

attliable housewives, and the commotion the brewing 

excites in the household exceeds that of any other an¬ 

nual domestic operation. Many attempts in this de¬ 

partment are perfect failures. It is amusing to notice 

the variety of articles from which the “home-made” 

(Ere produced. They comprise almost every fruit, 

flower or root that is grown. AVe have the green and 

fipe gooseberry, red and white currant, elderberry, 

quince, cherry, mulberry, sloe, Orleans plum, black¬ 

berry, strawberry, barberry, raspberry, primrose, cow¬ 

slip, beet-root, parsnep, turnip, and many others. The 

most extraordinary production of the kind we ever met 

with, or heard of, we have yet to mention. A very 

worthy old lady prided herself upon her manufacture 

Of these wines, candidly confessing, however, that she 

never tasted them herself, as they disagreed with her. 

She was fond of making experiments upon new mate¬ 

rials, and on one occasion brought forward a dark, 

Inky-looking liquid, which we were informed was a 

new discovery. We prudently were satisfied with its 

appearance and smell, in which decomposition had 

evidently been going on, at a rapid rate; but a friend 

was too polite to decline, and imbibed a portion of a 

glassful, and, but for the assistance of a medical man 

Immediately after he left the house, he would probably 

have died from the effects of the poison. We were 

asked what we supposed this wine was made from ? 

We pleaded ignorance, but speculated upon mush¬ 

rooms. The old lady, however, informed us that it 

was real hock, for she had made it from holly-hocks ! 

Ur. Beecher’s New Carpet.—There was not a 

fffore in town, and all our purchases were made in 

the city of New York by a small schooner that ran 

<jnce a week. We had no carpets; there was not a 

Carpet from end to end of the town. All had sanded 

floors, some of them worn through. Your mother in¬ 

troduced the first carpet. Uncle Lot gave me some 

money, and I had an itch to spend it. Went to a ven¬ 

der and bought a ball of cotton. She spun it and had 

It woven; then she laid it down, sized it, and painted 

It in oils, with a border all around it, and bunches of 

coses and other flowers over the center. She sent to 

New York for her colors, and ground and mixed them 

herself. The carpet was nailed down <^n the garret 

floor, and she used to go up there and paint. She also 

took some common wooden chairs, and painted them, 

Ond cut out figures of gilt paper and glued them on 

4ud varnished them. They were really quite pretty. 

* * * Old Deacon Tallmadge came to see me. He 

stopped at the parlor door and seemed afraid to come 

in. “Why, I can’t,” said he, “’tliout steppin’ on’t.” 

Then, after surveying it awhile in admiration, “ D’ye 

think ye can have all that and heaven too ? ” Perhaps 

he thought we were getting too splendid, and feared 

we should make an idol of our fine things.—Life of Dr. 

Lyman Beecher. 

RECEIPT FOR GINGER SNAPS. 

Of all the cakes one loves to eat, perhaps 
None charms the palate like good ginger snaps; 
And if to make the best you wish to know, 
Why, study well the rhymes you find below: 

Melt of butter half a pound, also of lard. 
Then add sugar, brown, a half a pound, 

Stir in a quart of ’lasses, not too hard, 
Four tablespoons of ginger, nicely ground. 

Into this mixture sift two quarts of flour, 
(Then to insure the cakes shall not be sour,) 
Dissolve in milk four teaspoonsful of soda— 
Saleratus is advised, but I like not the odor; 
Mix either with milk, it surely makes no matter 
So that you strain the milk into the batter; 
Add more flour, and roll out thin the dough, 
Then cut in cakes, but this you surely know. 
Bake them well in an oven, cooks call “ slow,” 
And when they’re baked they’ll not last long I know. 

-—-— 

Superior Dressing for Chicken Salads.—Beat the 

yolks of six eggs very light; pour over them a teacup 

of boiling vinegar and return to the saucepan, stirring 

it constantly for a few minutes; then set it away to 

cool. Rub a large tablespoonful of mustard with six 

spoonsful of oil; grate in half a potato; add a tea¬ 

spoonful of salt and a little pepper; harden the whites 

by boiling the eggs; chop them up and scatter among 

the salad; then stir all together and pour over just be* 

fore serving. Hear what Sidney Smith said of such a 

dish: 
“ Oh tempting banquet, most delicious treat, 

’Twould lure the dying anchorite to eat; 
Back to the world he'd turn his weary soul, 
And thrust his fingers in the salad bowl! ” 

[Germantown Telegraph. 

Turkey Soup.—The remnants of a young turkey 

make good soup. Put all the bones, and little bits left 

of a dinner, into about three quarts of water. If you 

have turkey gravy, or the remnants of chickens, add 

them also, and boil them two hours or more. Skim 

out the meat and bones, and set the water aside in a 

cool place till the next day. Then take all the fat from 

the top; take the bones and pieces of skin out from 

the meat and return it to the liquor. If some of the 

dressing has been left, put that in also, and boil all to¬ 

gether a few minutes. If more seasoning is needed, 

add it to suit your taste.—Germantown Telegraph. 
-——- 

Indian Baked Pudding.—Take two quarts of sweet 

milk, and boil one quart, and while boiling stir in as 

much fine Indian meal as will make a very stiff batter; 

add a teaspoonful of salt, and make very sweet with 

molasses; butter a pan and pour the batter in, and 

pour the remaining quart of cold milk over it; cut lit¬ 

tle bits of butter and put on the top, and bake two 

hours in a moderate oven. Any person who has never 

ate of it before will think they are eating custard.— 

Germantown Telegraph. 

Ginger Snaps.—One teacup of lard, two of molasses, 

one tablespoonful of ginger, one tablespoonful of sal¬ 

eratus dissolved in as little hot water as possible. 

Cloves, cinnamon or mace to your taste. Flour enough 

to roll thin. _ ■ m - __L* P‘ S‘ 

Ginger Cookies without Eggs.—Two cups of mo¬ 

lasses, one of sugar, one of butter, a small teaspoonful 

of saleratus, a tablespoonful of ginger, and a cup of 

water. Flour enough to roll out. 
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Otjr picture this month shows us several wise-look- 

ing personages reading over a petition. How calm and 

sedate the dignified Ox looks, and how cunning Rey¬ 

nard the Fox as they ponder the weighty words to 

Which they are to sign their names. We have no doubt 

but that its main object is to get help against wrongs 

done them by man. 

Suppose all the cows, and horses, and dogs, and cats, 

and pigs, and turkeys, and hens, and ducks on a farm 

could get up a petition to the King of all the animals 

ggainst their enemies, how would our young readers 

be mentioned? Did you ever think when you tied a 

tin pan to the dog’s tail, when you frightened the cat 

by setting “Tiger” on her, and when you struck the 

cows as you drove them home from pasture, or whipped 

some poor horse to see how fast you could make him 

go, that God sees you, and that all these animals were 

His creatures, and that He loved them ? Boys know as 

well as older people that if they intend to fight or 

abuse each other, they ought to choose one of their 

size, and that it is very mean for a big boy to strike a 

little one. The reason is that you do not give fair play. 

If you will indulge your passions, you must take the 

consequences. Now animals, strong as they are, can 
not very well resist even a small boy, but have to en¬ 
dure his hard blows in silence; and it is very mean and 

contemptible to abuse this power which you have over 

them. If you wish to be loved, respected—for a boy 

may win respect as well as an old man—and obeyed., be 

kind and gentle to all living things. Teach the little 

colts to come and eat out of your hand. Pet the cows 

and horses so that they will know yon. If you arc too 

little for such large pets, feed the chickens and teach 

them to come at your call. Make the dog love you; 

never let him be afraid of you. Animals know by the 

tone of your voice whether you like them or not, and 

will soon learn to come to you with pleasure if you 

always speak to them gently and kindly. Remember 

that great gentleness is one natural consequence of 

great strength and wisdom. Idiots and fools are almost 

alw'ays harsh and cruel. 

What did the feather, when it first sprouted, say to 

the duck? I’m down on you this time. 

Why is a man with a cork leg never likely to be for 

gotten ? Because he is re-membered ? 

Why is John Bigger’s boy larger than his father? 

Because he is a little Bigger. 

Why is spermaceti like a busybody? Because it 

makes scandals. 
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Since our market report for last month, Savannah, 

Columbia, Charleston and Wilmington have fallen into 

CiUr hands. Our military prospects were never so 

bright, and yet, as compared to gold, our paper money 

has only advanced some 5 or 6 cents on the dollar. 

This can be accounted for only on the ground that the 

premium on gold is caused by the redundancy of the 

Currancy, and not by fears in regard to our military 

prospects. The fact is, that we have nearly $900,000,000 

of money in circulation, while $400,000,000 is all that 

Is needed to carry on the business of the country on a 

specie basis. As long as this state of things continues, 

there is little prospect of gold falling permanently be¬ 

low 200. 

The price of most articles of farm produce has a 

drooping tendency, though there is little change since 

our last report. The wool market is more active at 

the East, but prices have given way somewhat. There 

Is a general opinion that potatoes will be lower when 

navigation opens. There can no longer be any doubt 

that the crop last year was an unusually abundant one 

in the Eastern and Middle States; but it was compara¬ 

tively a failure at the West, and it is not improbable 

that prices will be sustained. 

The supply of good butter in New York is unpre- 

CCfdently light. Our exports to England have fallen off 

materially. From May 1, 1862, to February 13, 1863, 

they were 25,089,700 lbs. ; from May 1, 1S63, to Febru¬ 

ary 13, 1864, they were 17,200,000 lbs.; and from May 

i, 1864, to February 13, 1865, 10,307,000 lbs. 

It will be seen that our exports of butter are 41 $ 

cent, less than during the same period a year ago, and 

60 $ cent, less than two years ago. This falling off 

may be owing to a deficiency in the produce of butter, 

ar to a disposition on the part of producers and specu¬ 

lators to hold it for higher prices. If the latter, it is 

probable that prices will be lower, for with gold at 200 

none can be exported with profit till prices here give 

way. 

The same remarks apply to clover seed. It can not 

be exported with profit at the present prices. The 

crop here was very deficient last season, and the home 

demand may be greater than the supply, and in that 

case prices will advance; but if the price is determined 

bjT the price abroad, it would seem difficult to keep up 

the price here, unless gold should advance. 

The New York cattle market, the second week in 

February, was the highest ever before known. Extra 

or premium beef sold for 26@28c. ^ lb., estimated 

dressed weight—equal to about 18c. $ lb. live weight! 

The poorest quality brought 14@15c.; and the average 

of all sales was 20c. $ lb.! 

The following week brought a large supply, and 

prices fell from 2 to 3 cents ^ lb. from the extremn 

rates of the previous week. The range was from 12 to 
25 cents $ lb. 

The demand for milch cows is increasing. Prices 

range from $100 to $120 for extras ; $80@$90 for good; 

$70@$S0 for medium to poor. 

Veal calves bring from ll@15c. lb. live weight, ac¬ 

cording to quality. 

Sheep are in more demand, good sheep selling quick 

at 14c. ^ fi>. live weight! poor, 11c.; common to 

medium, 12@13c. $ lb. 

Hogs bring from 14 to 15c. $ lb. live weight, or 

from 18@19c. dressed. 

Those who have any fat cattle, sheep or hogs to sell 

are fortunate! 
-•- 

Bound Volumes of the Genesee Farmer and 

Rural Annual. 

Tiie last six volumes of the Genesee Farmer (1859-’GO, 

’61-’62-63-’64,) substantially bound in six volumes, 

with complete index, &c., will be sent by express to 

any address on receipt of Jive dollars ! 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1856-7-8-9-’60-’61-’62 and ’63, bound in two volumes, 

will be sent prepaid by mail to any address on receipt 

of $2.50 ; or the six volumes of the Farmer and the set 

of the Rural Annual will be sent by express together 

for $7.00! 
Those of our readers who have not these volumes 

should lose no time in securing them. They can not 

now be printed for the money. They will be sold at 

these rates as long as the present supply lasts. When 

we come to reprint, we shall be compelled to double th» 

price. Order at once. 

List of Nurserymen and Agricultural Imple¬ 

ment Manufacturers. 

Tiie Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1865 contains a carefully prepared list of nurserymen 

and agricultural implement manufacturers, seedsmen, 

&c., in the United States and Canada. It was prepared 

especially for the Rural Annual, and is undoubtedly the 

most complete list yet published. This number of the 

Rural Annual is sent to any address on receipt of 

twenty-five cents. 
-♦ -- 

Clieap Farm for Sale. 

Tiie publisher of the Genesee Farmer has a farm of 

one hundred and ten acres, half a mile from the village 

of Van Ettenville, in Chemung county, N. Y., that he 

is anxious to dispose of. It is excellent land, but the 

farm has been rented out for some years, and is in poor 

order. It will be sold for $2,500. It is a rare chance 

to buy a cheap farm. 
-♦ -««» ♦- 

Mr. O. Perkins, of Durant, Cedar county, Iowa, 

writes: “ While in your vicinity you have had so much 

snow, we here in Iowa have had scarcely enough to 

cover the ground. Farmers raised large quantities of 

corn last year, and took their leisure in picking it 

The price has rated low—40@55c. per bushel in Du¬ 

rant.” 
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Inquiries and Answers. 

I wish to know if filberts will succeed in this climate 
(4434° north latitude), and how large the trees will 
grow. I see them advertised in nursery catalogues, (a) 

I saw advertised, last fall, the Cape Cod cranberry 
for upland and garden cultivation, and bought a few; 
also the Cherry, Bugle and Bell varieties. Do you 
think that one kind will grow on upland any better 
than the others ? (b) 

What is the best breed of hens for a farmer ? (c) 
What is the earliest summer apple ? (d) 
What is the hardiest grape ? (e)—Albert Millerd, 

Waupaca county, IFis. 

(a) We think your climate is too severe for filberts. 

(b) We have had no experience in growing cranber¬ 

ries ; but believe that it is generally admitted that what 

is called the “ Upland ” or “ Cape Cod Bell ” is the best 

variety for upland culture. Mr. Sullivan Bates, of 

Bellingham, Mass., one of the earliest pioneers in up¬ 

land cranberry culture, says that the Cherry variety 

will also succeed on moderately moist upland soils, but 

it is generally grown on wet land. 

(c) Perhaps all things considered the Dominique is 

the best breed of fowls for ordinary farm treatment. 

(d) For cooking, the Keswick Codling is the earliest 

apple we are acquainted with. It makes excellent 

tarts the latter part of June, but does not ripen until 

September. The Early Harvest is one of the best and 

earliest of dessert apples. 

(e) Difficult to say, if you have any regard to quality. 

The Delaware is perhaps the hardiest of good grapes. 

What is the Price of Clover Seed in England? 

(S. A.) The Mark Lane Express quotes American red 

clover seed at £2 8s. to £2 10s. per cwt. (112 lbs.) This 

is 10% to 10% cents per lb. in gold ; and §6.25 to §6.75 

per bushel of 60 lbs. In New York it is quoted at 24% 

@25 cents per lb., “mainly for export.” With gold at 

220, 10% cents is equal to 23% cents; so that really 

clover seed is higher, in gold, in New York than in 

London. Those who pay present prices in New York, 
with the intention of exporting it, must expect gold to 

advance in this country, or clover seed to advance in 

England. Should neither of these things take place 

they will lose money by buying clover seed at present 

prices. _ 

Ammonia in Muck.—I learn from the Rural Annual 
for 1S64 that muck contains ammonia in more or less 
abundance. Will you please answer in the Genesee 
Farmer the following questions: What is the source of 
ammonia as contained in muck, and what descriptions 
of muck are likely to contain the greatest quantity ?— 
Albert Pease, Phillips, Me. 

The source of ammonia in muck is doubtless the 

plants, leaves, &c., of which muck is originally formed. 

As to what descriptions of muck are most likely to 

contain the most ammonia we are unable to say. Per¬ 

haps Prof. S. W. Johnson, who has investigated this 

matter more thoroughly than any other chemist, will 

favor us with his opinion on this important subject. 

Bald Spring Wheat.—Can you tell me where I can 
get a few bushels of bald spring wheat ? I have seen 
it in this vicinity, but can not get it now.—Ansel Bar- 
ton, Randolph Center, Broome county, N. Y. 

Perhaps some of our readers can furnish Mr. B. with 

what he wants. 

Power for Churning.—(W. S.) Unless you have a 

very large dairy, the only power that can be profitably 

used in churning is the endless-chain dog-power, repre¬ 

sented in the above engraving. We do not know where 

they are manufactured, but presume they can be ob* 

tained from any of the leading dealers in agricultural 
implements. 

Spring Wheat Wanted.—As you live in a wheat 
growing section, can you tell me if there is any spring 
wheat raised in the Genesee Valley? If so, please in¬ 
form me of whom I can obtain some seed. I would 
also like some Genesee white wheat.—Daniel W. Sam- 
prel, Northumberland, Pa. 

Spring wheat is not raised to any considerable ex¬ 

tent in this section. At the Wheat Show held in thiB 

city in 1863, the only entry of spring -wheat was sent 

by T. W. Arnold, of Cortland, Ill. It was a splendid 

sample. Perhaps Mr, A. could furnish you -with a few 
bushels for seed. 

The old Genesee white wheat is not now raised it 

this section. Our best variety of white winter wheal 

is the Soules. You will have no difficulty in procuring 

all you want for fall sowing. 

Cultivation of Cranberries.—I lost an arm in the 
army, and am compelled to seek such work as I am 
able to do better than plowing and raising grain. I 
have a piece of ground which, according to the accounts 
I have seen in the papers, is well suited to the cran¬ 
berry. It is a low swamp, mostly muck, and which I 
can keep under water till late in the spring. Now 
what I want is practical information from those who 
have had experience in cultivating cranberries. Will it 
do to set out the vines in the spring? Can we raise 
them from seed? Will it pay to grow cranberries? 
What arc the great difficulties in their cultivation? 
What is the average yield per acre ?—Daniel Germann, 
Coesse, Whitney county, Ind. 

We should be glad if some of our readers would 

answer the above. A man who has lost his arm in the 

defence of his country is entitled to all the encourage¬ 

ment which can be given him. 

Pruning Grapes.—I wish you would give the neces¬ 
sary directions for pruning grapes planted last spring— 
renewal system.—J. M. Carson, Cambridge, Ohio. 

The main object now must be to obtain strong shoots 

for side arms. If your vines are strong, these can both 

be grown this season by cutting the vine low and al¬ 

lowing two shoots only to grow; but if the vines are 

weak, it must be deferred another year, and this season 

only one cane allowed to grow from the bottom. 
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Shares’ Harrow.—Last year, in your interesting 
" Walks and Talks on the Farm,” you spoke of Shares1 
Harrow, recommending it highly. I would like to 
kuow more about it—where it is manufactured, price, 
«fec.—A Young Farmer. 

Shares’ Harrow 

is an excellent im¬ 

plement for pul¬ 

verizing recently 

inverted sod land. 

The teeth are 

Sharp, flat blades, so arranged as to cut up the soil 

Without inverting the sod. The accompanying cut of 

it will give you a better idea of the implement than 

the minutest description. We do not know where it 

Is now manufactured. _ 

Galloway Cattle—(A Subscriber, Plymouth, Conn.) 

Mr. John Snell, of Edmonton, C. W., has some excel¬ 

lent Galloway cattle. The Galloways Were introduced 

into Canada about a dozen years ago. At the last Pro¬ 

vincial Fair at Hamilton there were over seventy en¬ 

tries of Galloway cattle—a fact which indicates how 

rapidly they have been disseminated. They are becom¬ 

ing quite popular in Canada. 

Hot Water Tanks.—Would you be kind enough to 
inform me through the eolums of j our valuable paper, 
whether or not there are any green or hot-houses in or 
around Rochester heated by hot water tanks; and if 
so with what success. I see the system recommended 
in Lcuchar’s work on green and hot-houses. Do you 
know if it is a good system ? Being about to erect 
a house for the purpose of raising salads, &c., in the 
winter season, any information from you or any of your 
correspondents respecting the heating of such a struc¬ 
ture would be thankfully received.—Philip Giles, Pe- 
terboro', C. IP. 

H. E. Hooker, of this city, has a house heated in 

this way which is every way satisfactory. 

Will you be kind enough to inform me where I can 
procure the best work on farm buildings, as I wish to 
build a good sized farm-house with barns, sheds, and 
all out-buildings necessary for the protection of grain, 
cattle, sheep," hogs, &c.—R. B. Whitehouse^ JSau 
Pleine. 

Allen's Purxl Architecture will give you some useful 

suggestions. Books have advanced so much of late 

that we do not know the price. You can get it from 

William Wood & Co., New York. 

Beans for Sheep.—Are beans profitable to feed 
sheep to fatten them ? It is acknowledged that they 
are excellent feed for store sheep, but some of the best 
farmers here state positively from experience that they 
will not cause sheep to fatten as readily as other kinds 
of grain.—Selden D. Redman, JYeufane, A! Y. 

For fattening sheep we should prefer to feed corn 

with the beans—say half beans and half corn. 

Clover to Enrich Land.—How often should a good 
(flay loam be sown to clover to keep up productive¬ 
ness ?—W. P. Reynolds, Blooming dale, Bid. 

We think no definite answer can be given to this 

question, We should like to have clover once in four 

years. Will some of our correspondents give their 
views on the subject? _ 

Stealing Bee-Hives.—Can you Gryour readers give 
me information as to the best plan for securing bee¬ 
hives to prevent them from being carried off bodily by 
thieves ?—J. C. Adams, Seymour, K Y. 
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Garnet Chili Potato.—(D. B.) The Garnet Chili 

is one of the best of the many seedlings raised by the 

late Rev. C. E. Goodrich, of Utica, N. Y. It is a late 

variety, of good quality, and very productive. The 

Early Goodrich ” is one of the best of his early sorts. 

We do not know who has these varieties to sell, though 

you will have no difficulty in obtaining them before 
spring. 

Are Native Cows better than the Improved 
Breeds?—Can some one explain Mr. Mattoon’s reso¬ 
lution? (See February number Genesee Farmer, page 
53;) In prefering native cows, does he mean that poor 
milk makes the best cheese? Or does he mean that 
factories can make better cheese out of poor milk than 
private dairies can make out of good? Or does he 
mean that native cows give better milk than the im¬ 
proved breeds—Devon, Durham, Shorthorns, &c. ? 
Now I always supposed that, all things being equal, 
richer milk makes richer cheese, and that the "milk of 
native cows would neft average near as good as the 
Devonshire or other improved breeds. This trying to 
make cheese equal to Cheddar, from second quality 
milk, looks to me like advancing backwards.—P. F., Jr. 

Hand Grist Mill.—(A. Barton.) We do not know 

where the hand grist mill is manufactured. If any of 

our readers do, they would oblige us by furnishing the 

information, together with its cost, efficiency, Ac. 

-- 

Artificial Manures. 

We would call the attention of those wishing arti¬ 
ficial manures to the advertising department. We be¬ 

lieve there is no manure advertised in the Farmer that, 

if judiciously used, will not prove profitable, as long 

as produce brings the present high prices. In the gar¬ 

den especially superphosphate and other artificial ma¬ 

nures are invaluable. Write to the different manufac¬ 

turers, and get their circulars, and then judge for your¬ 

self which you think will suit your case. Order early, 

or you may find, as we did last spring, that you may 

not be able to obtain them in season. A farmer or gar¬ 

dener -who has never used artificial manures, does not 

live up to his privileges. For onions, tomatoes, cab¬ 

bages, melons, cucumbers, lettuce, peas, turnips, &c., 

they will pay double and treble. At the present time, 

too, we think they will pay well ou ordinary farm 

crops. 
-- 

Engraving. 

We would call the attention of our readers to the ad¬ 

vertisement, on page 101, of Mr. C. T. Lcadley, designer 

and engraver on wood. He has recently returned from 

New York, where he obtained a thorough knowledge 

of this branch of art, having been in the employ of 

some of the first artists and engravers in the country. 

Some of his specimens are self-evidence of his ability, 

and we cheerfully recommend him to all wishing any 

thing in his line. 
° -1 <o> «- 

Frost & Co.’s Nurseries. 

We would call attention to the advertisement on 

another page of this well-known nursery firm. Those 

must be hard to please who can not find just what 

they want for orchard, garden, ornamental grounds or 

green-houses in this well conducted establishment. 
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ILiterary Notices. 

OUR YOUNG FOLKS: An Illustrated Magazine for Boys and 
Girls. Boston. Ticknor & Fields. January, 1865. $2.00 a 

year. 

This new monthly is a real acquisition. We wish we were 

young again, that we might have the full enjoyment of this 

diarming periodical. We have to confess, though, that notwith¬ 

standing the weight of years, we have enjoyed all the articles, 

and the real old-fashioned fairy story of “Thumbling” as much 

as any of them. “ Hum the Son of Buzz,” by Mrs. Stowe, is an 

exquisite little thing. “Gail Hamilton” has a pretty fable called 

“The Red Wats.” Mayne Ried has commenced a story for boys 

which promises adventure enough to please the most requiring. 

“Carleton’s” tale, “Winning his Way,” is exceedingly pleasant 

reading. The hero is a truth-telling, honest, fun-loving boy, and 

his various practical jokes and amusements are well told. We 

hope to continue his acquaintance up to manhood. The author 

of “ Ten Acres Enough” gives No. 1 of a series of articles with 

the title of “Farming for Boys.” telling them “what they have 

done and what others may do in thejCultivation of farm and gar¬ 

den—how to begin, how to proceed, and what to aim at.” 

The young folks themselves are the true critics on their own 

periodical, but we are certain that the old folks who provido 

their reading will be exceedingly pleased to have a magazine so 

well published and so well edited as this, to give them. 

The second number is equal, if not superior, to the first. In 

addition to the regular contributions from Mrs. Stowe, “Gail 

Hamilton,” Mayne Ried, “ Carlton,” and others, a story by Roso 

Terry, a sketch called the “ Baby of the Regiment,” by Colonel 

T. W. Iligginson, and a prose article by John G. Whittier, aro 

given. The illustrations are beautiful in design and execution. 

This magazine is for an older class of boys and girls than 

•Merry’s Museum” is intended for, and will not interfere with 

the circulation of this long-established favorite of the children. 

Send ten cents to the publishers for a specimen copy. Tho club 

rates are very liberal. 

THE YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER’S FRIEND. By Mrs. Corne¬ 

lius. Revised and enlarged. Boston. Taggakd A Thompson,. 

This well-known work of Mrs. Cornelius is just republished 

with some additions. She says, in her preface, that “ the receipts; 

except about twenty, are furnished from my own experience or 

that of my immediate friends.” Some of her directions about 

butter making are rather fanciful. In her directions for making 

bread she commences at the foundation. She advises washing 

the wheat before sending it to the mill, and speaks of the pro¬ 

cess of drying as a very light matter. We doubt whether farm¬ 

ers who have had wet wheat would agree with her; but on the 

whole it seems to be very practical and sensible. We can cor¬ 

dially recommend it to housekeepers, both old and young. 

WET DAYS AT EDGEWOOD WITH OLD FARMERS, OLD 
GARDENERS, AND OLD PASTORALS. By the author of 
“My Farm of Edgewood.” New York: Charles Scribner. 

We welcome with pleasure another book by the most accom¬ 

plished agricultural writer in America—Donald G. Mitchell. In 

the nine “ wet days,” the occupation of which this book is the 

record, we have talks about agricultural literature from Homer to 

Loudon—all written in that smooth and elegant style which is 

Mr. Mitchell’s peculiar gift. As a writer upon agriculture, this 

perfect diction would, in reality, amount to but very little were 

It not the medium of conveying to American farmers the sound, 

practical and common sense opinions of an actual cultivator of 

the soil. 

SILVER’S NEW POULTRY BOOK. Salem, Ohio: L. B. 
Silver. 

This is a cleverly-written little book, telling how, with the 

Smallest amount of space, the least amount of food, and the sim¬ 

plest management, fresh eggs may be had constantly; and now 

vhile eggs are so high, this is a very important matter. In villages 

and cities hens enough might be kept by almost any family to 

get all the eggs they require, with only care enough of the poul¬ 

try to make it a pleasant occupation. The great trouble really 

is that the hens are neglected and then blamed that they give no 

eggs. Treat your hens well, and you will be well repaid for your 

kindness. The directions in this little book are plain and practb 

cal. Mr. Silver breeds the white-faced black Spanish fowls, one 

of the best breeds ever introduced into this country. His book 

and his circulars can be obtained by addressing him at Salem, O. 

NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. November, 1864. American 
edition. New York: Leonard Scott & Co. 

BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE. January, 1865. 
American edition. New York: Leonard Scott A Co. 

These reprints, so long and so favorably known, are still issued 

at very low rates. The advance in price is by no means equal to 

the advance in gold. The original editions of the four Reviews 

would cost, at tho present rate of exchange, about $100. Thfi 

American publishers give them at $15. Blackwood alone, or any 

of the Reviews alone, $4.00; Blackwood and any one Review, 

$7,00; for Blackwood and any two of the Reviews, or three of 

the Reviews, $10.00. Wo wish that all farmers who ever read 

anything, had these periodicals. They need them more than 

any other class of people. There is no way in which $13.00 

could be so well spent as in taking Blackwood and three cf the 

Reviews—omitting the Westminster on account of its decided 

infidel and atheistic tendencies. Its literary merits are equal, if 

not superior, to the others. 

-» (» >• •- 

The Farmer. 

WRITTEN FOR THE GENE8EE FARMER BY F. YELLAND, LINCOLN, WE, 

Who would not live a farmer’s life, 

So free and independent; 

Enjoying health and happiness 

Unto the very end on’t? 

Dame Nature his rich banker is, 

On whom he yearly draws; 

Who lines his pocket well with cash, 

While he obeys her laws. 

This good old dame of earthly fame, 

Her temper nought can rile; 

For even filth thrown on her face 

Will only make her smile. 

And passing strange, yet true, they say 

This is the way he lives ; 

The more he scratches her fair face, 

So much the more she gives. 

The People’s Farm Mill. 

This mill, manufactured by It. L. Howard, of Buf¬ 

falo, N. Y., will grind corn, peas and other grain is fine 

as is desired and with great rapidity. We have one of 

them in use, and should not like to be without it. We 

can recommend it to our readers as in every way a 

valuable machine—and this we do unsolicited. 
-• »-- 

Ellwanger & Barry’s Catalogues. 

The best illustrated, fullest and most accurate nur- 

sery catalogues published in this country are probably 

those issued from the celebrated establishment of 

Ellwanger & Barry. Every one interested in any branch 

of horticulture should keep these catalogues on hand 

for reference. 
--1 «o> i- 

We would call the attention of our Western readers 

to the advertisement of Messrs. Hanford & Bros., the 

well-known and highly respected nurserymen of Co¬ 
lumbus, Ohio. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS. 

BOYS AND GIRLS 

Should all subscribe for the New Illustral j^azinc, 

Mathe Reid, Mrs. Stowe, Teowijkidge, Gail Hamilton, Lucy 
Larcom, Edmund Kirk, Oliver Optic, I)io Lewis, Grace 
•Greenwood, “Carleton,1 “Aunt Fanny,” and many other 
popular writers for the young will write for it. 

iW~ IT IS FULL OF NICE PICTURES. 
The price is only $2.00 a year, and much less in Clubs. Any 

Bhy or girl can form a club. The first number sent as a speci- 
fken for ten cents. Address 

TICKNOR A FIELDS, Boston, Mass. 
Send for a circular. It 

FARM GATES. 

Cheap; To Fariaers and others who are in want of a 
Simple and Durable Gate, 

I would state that I have invented three Gates, (all different but 
not patented,) which cannot but meet with the hearty approval 
<jf every farmer either upon the mountain-side or the level pra¬ 
irie. How many thousands of dollars’ worth of grain is de¬ 
stroyed every year by 6tock for want of gates. That miserable 
make-shift, yclepted bars, is one of the greatest nuisances of the 
€ge. Think of the time spent in taking them down and putting 
them up—the lessons in brachiness given to cattle by putting up 
t>vo or three only because in haste, and say if true economy does 
not dictate an utter abandonment of this wretched device for 
getting into and out of the fields. Why does not the farmer use 
more gates? Because they are too expensive. These gates of 
my invention are as cheap and as quickly made as a pair of bars. 
Below are a few of their merits: 

They open from either end; no scantling is used for the frame; 
there is no sagging of posts, common in gates of the present 
day; no breaking of latches; no opening it by unruly animals; it 
is light and strong; besides being a good gate, it can be quickly 
Converted into a portable fence or an excellent sheep-rack. One 
<Xf these gates used upon the farm in place of bars, will be worth 
more to any farmer in one year than 1 now ask for all three. 

Terms.—To any person sending inc $1.00, I will send a draw¬ 
ing, description, and my permission to use gate No. 1; for $1.50, 
Nos. 1 and 2; for $2.0o', Nos. 1, 2 and 3; for $3.00, two complete 
aets of drawings; for $5.00, five sets; for $3.00, ten sets. 1 will 
eend them to as many persons as there are sets, but to the same 
oflice. Address LORENZO D. SNOOK, 

Barrington, Post-ofiice, Yates county, N. Y. 
N. B. I have had a preliminary examination made at the 

Patent Office in Washington, D. C., in regard to these gates. 
The Patent Attorney who made the examination, says that noth¬ 
ing like them has ever been patented. I would have had them, 
patented, but I can sell them cheaper now than if they were pa¬ 
tented, and a patent would not have been issued until late in the 
Spring; and the farmers cannot then build gates as well as at the 
present time. Hence the course I have taken. mhlt 

F 

MY 

“SMALL FRUIT CATALOGUE,” 
Containing full instructions for setting STRAWBERRY, RASP¬ 
BERRY, BLACKBERRY, CRANBERRY, SWEET POTATO 
PLANTS, &c., also description and prices annexed, will be for¬ 
warded to all applicants. Address 

mhlt* A. M. PILEDY, South Bend, Indiana. 

PURE CANE SEED 
OR SALE.—Choice lots of the best varieties, (early and late) 

of SORGO and IMPIIEE SEED, of our own selection, and 

WARRANTED TO BE PURE. 

Orders for seed should be sent in early. 
Seed Circular and Sorgo Hand Book sent free. 

mhlt* BLYMYER, BATES & DAY, Mansfield, Ohio. 

-* r* r\C\r\ DELAWARE VINES.—The undersigned have 
IO.UUU for sale 8,000 No. 1 and 8,000 No. 2 DELA¬ 
WARE GRAPEVINES, propagated the last year from single 
eves, and grown under favorable circumstances. They will bo 
sold with all the wood. PRATT & CUSHING, 

mhlt* Fredonia. N. Y. 

6 LBS. GOODRICH’S SEEDLING POTATOES 
FOR ONE DOLLAR—Prepaid by mail. Garnet, Chili, 

Cuzco, and Pinkeye Rusty Coat, two pounds of each. Per bar¬ 
rel, $-3.50 P. SUTTON, 

mbit* Ransom, Luz. county, Pa, 

Fruit and Ornamental Trees 
FOR SPRING OF 1805. 

E L LW ANGEK & BARRY 

Respectfully announce that their stock of FRUIT AND ORNA¬ 
MENTAL TREES for spring planting is very large and com¬ 
plete in every department. 

Planters, Nurserymen and dealers in Trees are invited to ex¬ 
amine the following Catalogues, which give full particulars, and 
are sent prepaid to applicants upon the receipt of postage 
stamps, as follows, viz: 

Nos. 1 and 2, ten cents each; No. 3, five cents; No. 4, throe 
cents. 

No. 1.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Ornamen¬ 

tal Trees, Shrubs. Roses. Ac., Ac., Ac. 
No. 3.—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas. Petunias, and seLoct 

new Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, published every spring. 
^°- 4.—A A\ holesale Catalogue or Trade List, published every 

autumn. ELLAVANGER A BARRY", 
If . Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

FRO£T & CO., 

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES, 
ROCHESTER, IS’ Y„ 

Have nearly four hundred acres occupied in the cultivation of 

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, 

SMALL FRUITS, GRAPES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, ROSES, 

SHRUBS, PLANTS, Ac.. 

which are packed and forwarded to all parts of our country, 
reaching their destination in perfect condition. 

Orders for small quantities have careful attention, as well as 
those for larger amounts. 

Priced Catalogues, descriptive, retail and wholesale, sent, on 
application for five cents for each'. mhlt 

EVERGREENS—EVERGREENS! 
VTTE have an immense stock of NORWAY SPRUCE. BAL- 

VV SAM FIR, SCOTCH ANI) AUSTRIAN PINES, AMER¬ 
ICAN ARBOR V IT HI (White Cedar), SIBERIAN AKliolt 
VIT.E. Ac.. Ac., from small to large sizes. All have been trans*- 
planted once, and the larger sizes two to three times in the nur¬ 
sery, so that success is ensured in planting. They are offered at 
low rates per dozen, per hundred, and per thousand, and prices 
will be given. Packed in a superior manner, delivered at Depot 
in Rochester or otherwise. 

mhlt FROST A CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

True Coimeetieeil. Seed Leaf Tobacco 
Seed. 

VTTE have a good stock of this most valuable variety, grown 
VV by one of the most successful growers in the Connecti¬ 

cut Valley. Packets containing one ounce, with full directions 
for culture, will be forwarded to any address for 50 cents. Prices 
for larger quantities given on application. Address, 

mhlt McELWAIN BROS., Springfield, Mass. 

Silver Medal Wine. 
VS IV E § OF TEIE OFOKTO 

OF LARGE SIZE will be ready for planting April 1. Those 
who failed to get a supply mst spring will please apply 

earlv. For terms to Agents ami Clubs, and Descriptive Circulars 
address [filtj E. WARE 8YL\ ESTER, Lyons. N. Y. 

u T)H0DES”’-THE STANDARD MANURE for Tobac- 
_L\j co, Corn, Oats, Ac. ; also, Top-dressing for the growing 

Wheat. Our spring ■ supply of this long-established Mannno 
ready for delivery. B. M. RHODES A CO., 

Office 82 South street. Bawly's Wharf. Baltimore. 
Or, II. E. MORING, General Agent for New Vork and New 
mbit England, 113 Water street, near Wall, New Y’ork. 

Delaware and Hartford Proiilic VINES; also, STRAWBERRY’ PLANT'S, 1 \ the hundred or 
thousand of the three choice sorts—RUSSELL’S PRO¬ 

LIFIC, LA CONSTANT, JUCUNDA, or KNOX'S SEVEN 
HUNDRED. 100 of each for $4.00; 1000 of each for $30. ^ 

mli2t C. L. HOAG, Lockport, Niagara county, N- Y". 

FOR SALE. 
i A AAfi STANDARD APPLE TREES, four year* old 

-±\ J • U vj vJ and in good order. Apply to 
mhlt* E. AVERY, Hanford Landing, N. Y 
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Cauliflower Certain to Head. 
J. M. THORBURN Sc CO., 

Beg to call the attention of Amateurs and Market Gardeners to 
their celebrated 

NONPAREIL CAULIFLOWER SEED. 

25 cents per paper; $1.50 per oz.; or $20 per pound. 

We can confidently recommend the above as the very best va¬ 

riety in cultivation. also, 

EXTRA EARLY PEAS. 
EARLY CABBAGE SEED. 
EARLY AND LATE CELERY. 
ENGLISH FRAME AND OTHER CUCUMBERS. 
EARLY AND LATE LETTUCE. 
WHITE JAPAN AND OTHER MELONS. 
RED, WHITE AND YELLOW ONION. 
FRENCH AND CHINESE RADISH. 
UPRIGHT AND OTHER TOMATOES. 
EARLY FLAT AND OTHER TURNIPS. 
TREE SEEDS IN GREAT VARIETY. 

__ For Varieties, Descriptions and price of all Seeds, Send 
won the Catalogue of Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 
mbit 15fJoHN Street, New York. 

Collections of Vegetable Seeds by Mail. 
20 Choice Varieties for.$1.00 
45 Choice Varieties for. 2.00 NOTWITHSTANDING the great advance in the prices of 

most kinds of seeds since,last season, we shall continue to 
furnish the above collections at our former liberal rates. They 
contain only those varieties that are most valuable, and enough 
in quantity to seed an ordinary-sized garden. Any person send¬ 
ing for these collections rjan not but be well pleased, even though 
they use less than half-the varieties. Those who desire larger 
quantities will find our collections for $5, $S, $15, $20, and $25, 
equally desirable and economical. For list of the contents of 
these, and a great variety of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, see 
our 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Which will he forwarded to all applicants inclosing 15 cents. To 
onr regular customers it will be sent free. Address, 

mhlt McELWAIN BROS., Springfield, Mass. 

MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH CABBAGE. My cabbage is the largest in THE WORLD. In 
favorable locations it will grow to weigh from thirty to 

sixty pounds a head! and wherever introduced they leave all 
other varieties far in the background. They have been raised in 
every loyal State weighing from 20 to 60 pounds each. They are 
not only of an enormous size, but when mature are very hard- 
neaded and remarkably sweet and tender. The calls for seed 
nave been so extensive that for the past two years I have been 
unable to supply it. I can this season supply packages contain¬ 
ing seed sufficient for 500 plants, with full directions for cultiva¬ 
tion, sent by mail, prepaid, at 25 cents each; five for $1.00: one 
nundred for $15.00. Also, Cannon Ball Cabbage—an early 
sort, making the roundest and hardest head of any cabbage 
grown. Per package, 25 cents; five for $1.00. Stone Mason 

Cabbage. This is a very large drumhead, remarkably reliable 
for heading. oz., 25 cents; 1 oz., 50 cents; 1 lb., $4.25; sent 
Dy mail post-paid by me. 

mh3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

‘ CHOICE AND RARE SEEDS. 

McELWAIN BROS., 
Seedsmen,.Springfiqjd, Mass., RESPECTFULLY invite attention to their Illustrated 

Annual Catalogue and Vegetable and Flower Gar¬ 

den Manual for 1S65, just published. It contains accurate de¬ 
scriptions of the most valuable and popular varieties of Flower 
and Vegetable Seeds, with explicit directions for their treatment 
and culture, comprising about 75 pages of closely printed mat¬ 
ter, beautifully illustrated. It will be forwarded to any address 
enclosing 15 cents. Address as above. mhlt 

HUBBARD—TURBAN—YOKOHAMA ! I AM receiving letters daily from all parts of the United States, 
from farmers, gardeners and others, who pronounce my 

Turban to be the sweetest, finest grained, and most delicious 
fall squash they ever ate. The Hubbard is universally ac¬ 
knowledged to be the best of all winter squashes, while the new 
Japan squash, the Yokohama, is pronounced the very best of 
its class. I was the original introducer of the Hubbard and 
Turban Sq'uaehes. Packages of seed, (all of my own raising,) 
sent by mail, with full directions for cultivation, for 25 cents 
each for Turban and Yokohama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five 
packages of Turban or Yokohama for $1.00. Hubbard, by mail, 
postpaid by me, $2.62 per pound. 

mh3fc JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF T.TMF. 
BAUGH & SONS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS, 

Store No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

To the farmers of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and 
Maryland, Raugli’s Raw Rone Phosphate is n#* « 
new name. Its great efficiency as a Fertilizer, for all cropifA 
been for years past practically denoted by them in its contwb+J 
use. We want no better assurance of the high appreciation ft 
which it is held by Agriculturists than the fact of so constant aa 
increase in the demand, from year to year, as our article has en¬ 
joyed, and it has been our main object to render it, in every ra» 
spect, worthy of such a favorable estimation. 

In order to give greater facility in the application of the Raw 
Rone Phosphate, we have, since the last season, succeeded 
in making it so fine and uniform as to be capable of drilling 
Farmers will find this an important advantage. 

The facilities for the manufacture of the Raw Bone 
Phosphate are now very complete, and we can fill large or¬ 
ders with promptness; but it is desirable that all orders should 
be sent in as early in the season as possible. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regu¬ 
lar dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to ap¬ 
ply,) or of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH Sc SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenub, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

The highest market price paid for Bones. mh3t 

New Flower Seeds, 

J. M. THORBURN & CO.’S 

Annual Descriptive Catalogue 

OF 

FLOWER SEEDS AND SPRING BULBS, 
Containing all the desirable novelties of the season for 1865, 
has just been published, and will be mailed free on application.to 

J. M. THORBURN Sc CO., 

Growers and Importers of Seed, 

15 John Street, New York. 

The New Zinnia Jfexicana, 25 cents per paper by mall, 

GREGORY’S SEED CATALOGUE. MY CATALOGUE OF GARDEN SEEDS, embracing over 
200 varieties, (a large portion of them of my own raising,) 

containing some new and rare vegetables not to be found in other 
catalogues, is now ready for distribution. Sent free to all appli¬ 
cants. Those who purchased seed of me last season will receive 
it without writing for it. As the original introducer of the Hub- 
bard Squash, Marblehead Cabbage, and many other new vegeta¬ 
bles, I invite the patronage of the public. 

mh3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

WHITTENORE’S CURE FOR FOOT ROT 
IN SHEEP is a positive and speedy cure. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor¬ 
rectly. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can have it sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the sole propri¬ 
etor, F. W. WH1TTEMORE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
county, N. Y., to whom all orders should be addressed. A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyers. jan6t 

n OODRICH’S SEEDLING POTATOES FOR 
VJT SALE.—PACKAGES BY MAIL.—A PAYING INVEST¬ 
MENT, as shown below: 

“ Dear Sir : The potatoes came in good order. Drouth very 
severe, yet I dug over 4 bushels fine, large tubers from the 4 lbs» 
seed. Am offered $5 for the lot, but think it will pay better to 
plant again. Want the other kinds next spring. Truly yours, 
G. WILSON, Ottumwa, la.” 

For testimonials, terms, &c., send for circular to 
mhlt* E. WILLIAMS, Mont Clair, N. J. 
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HAYING had considerable experience among some of the 
first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 

turned to Rochester and established myself at the Geneske 
Farmer Office, No. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 
prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 

Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Poultry, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, Ac., promptly exe 
cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 
establishment in Rochester. Orders.by mail promptly at¬ 

tended to. 
Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at the lowest 

rates. Address C. T. LEADLEY, 
Box 900, Rochester, N. Y. 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
npHIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

I being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
Command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. II. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—New York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of Systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—N. Y. Observer. 

The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 
learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
Improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT 6c WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’64tf 

nr\HE HUMAN FACE DIVINE.” A New System of Phys- 
1 iognomy—Eyes, Ears, Nose, Lips, Mouth, Head, Hair, 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with all “ Signs of Character,” and How 
to Read Them, given in the 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE ILLUSTRATED 
for 1865. S. R. WELLS, Editor. Portraits of Remarkable Men, 
In every calling, illustrating different Phases of Human Charac¬ 
ter, the sane and the insane, the virtuous and the vicious— 
Physiognomy, Ethnology, Phrenology, Psychology, Ac., in 
each number. New Volume, 41st, for 1865. Monthly. Only $2 
8 year. “ Now is the time to subscribe.” Sample numbers by 
first post, 20 cents. Please address Messrs. FO WLER & WELLS, 
889 Broadway, New York. dec4t 

TO FARMERS! BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY’S 
X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and 

retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY: 
Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston. 

Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of hig To¬ 
bacco Fertilizer. Bradley’s X L Manual on the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY. 

Highest Cash prices paid far Bones. my 

STAMMERING. 
STAMMERING—Cured by Bates Appliances. For De¬ 

scriptive Pamphlet, Ac., address 
II. C. L. HEARS & CO., 

octet 2T7 W. 23d street, New York. 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the prp 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufao 

ture of their “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of ife 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

Consulting Chemist. 

— Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wooh 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted In every Wool District. 
JAMES F. LEViN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to ths 
retailers. feb9t 

BRILL Sc KUMERLE, 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

Growers, Importers and Dealers in Genuine Garden, Field and 
Flower Seeds. Also, Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Plants, Ac., Ac. 

153 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 

Francis Brill, John U. Kumerle, 

Secdgrower and Nurseryman. Seedsman, successor to the late 
Geo. C. Thorburn. 

N. B. Seeds by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price. Cata¬ 
logues gratis by addressing as above. feb3t 

ONIONS, AND HOW TO RAISE THEM. 
A HUNDRED MINUTE DETAILS so important to a be¬ 

ginner, with peculiarities of Onion raising North, South 
and West of value to old growers. Illustrated with original en¬ 
gravings of “ Dave Warren” Onion. “ Early Cracker” Onion 
(new) Large Weathersfield Onion and Potato Onion. Also en 
gravings of Sowing Machines and Weeding Implements. Fob- 
warded prepaid in paper covers at 30 cents. 

Seedsmen and booksellers supplied at the usual discount. 
feb3t JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

FRANCIS BRILL, 

Nurseryman & Seed Grower, 

NEWARK, N. J. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITY. 

Frnit Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, Ac. Cata¬ 
logues on application. septf 

BEECHER’S PATENT 
YENEER FRUIT BASKET. 
AFTER one season’s thorough trial of the VENEER FRUIT 

BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assurance 
that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style onr Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, Ac., address 
feb4t A. BEECHER A SO.NS, Westville, Conn. 

North Devon Cattle. 
The subscriber offers for sale at a bargain 

FOUR PURE BRED DEVON HEIFERS 
of different ages, (two are with calf) and one superior first pr&» 
mium DEVON BILL CALF. 

Address ARTHUR GILMAN, 
j2t Glynllyn Farm, Lee, Maa& 
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GROVER & BAKER’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWING MACHIli 
feb 495 Broadway, New York. tf 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BOTTE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASKER Sc CLARK, 
Cor. 8tli and Wasliington Sts., Philadelphia. THE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 

confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 
How in the market. Being made from finely ground hones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having mammal 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
&c., &c. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, hones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
Terms Cash. Address as above, 

febTt TASKER & CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

0EDEE YOUR TEEE8 DIEECT. 
Address C. NV . SEEL YE, 

aptf ’Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

ASViWIONIATEG PACIFIC GUANO. AREAL GUANO, containing from seventy to eighty per cent. 
of Phosphate of Lime, to which has been added by a 

chemical process a large per centage of Ammonia, so fixed that it 
can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other 
fertilizer. 

Price, $80 per nett tun. A liberal discount to the trade. 
j£gr* Pamphlets, with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson. Mass¬ 

achusetts State Assayer, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testi¬ 
monials from Scientific Agriculturists, showing its value, can be 
obtained from J.^O. BAKER <fc CO., Selling Agents, 

octet 131 Pearl street, New York. 

CRANBERRY PL ANTS—Of the Bell, Cherry and 
Bugle varieties. Send for Circular giving mode of culture, 

price, &c. Also, manufacturer of Grafting Wax and 
Tree Varnish for cuts and bruises on trees. A sure protec¬ 
tion from Weather, and will heal sound wood. The Wax is also 
valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For sale bv 

F. TROWBRIDGE, Milford, Conn. 

CHOICE §EEI>. 

WITH the return of another season. I would invite the at 
tention of the public to my ANNUAL CATALOGUE 

OF GARDEN SEEDS, including over two hundred varieties, 
many of which are of my own raising. I would call particular 
attention to the following list of new, rare, or very desirable veg¬ 
etables : 

Cannon Ball Cabbage (new, early, and the hardiest of all cab¬ 
bage; the heads round and about as hard as a cannon hall!) Mar¬ 
blehead Mammoth Drumhead Cabbage (the largest cabbage in this 
world;) Stone Mason Cahhaere (the best of ail winter cabbage; 
the heads hard and very reliable;) Leorwand’s Mammoth Cauli¬ 
flower (the largest of all;) Mammoth French Squash (weighB 
from 100 to 260 lbs.;) Mammoth Sweet Corn (the largest sort 
known; selected from ears weighing from two to three pounds; 
very sweet; excellent for the table;) Yokohama Squash (new, 
from Japan;) American Turban Squash, (new. the dryest, sweet¬ 
est, and best of all fall squashes—first-rate;) Striped Guadaloupn 
Egg Plant (quite ornamental;) New York extra large purple Egg 
Plant (the largest of all varieties.) 

Ornamental Kale (several varieties in one package, fine fTrr 
either the flower or kitchen garden;) Pierce’s American Cauli¬ 
flower (the standard late sort in Boston market;) Early Paris 
Cauliflower (imported seed—the best early s#>-t;) Early Whits 
Japan Melon (new, very sweet, fine;' Ward'- * '-tar Melon (the 
sweetest, spiciest, best of all the greea-nesned varieties;) Cater¬ 
pillar Plant (a curious vegetable; several varieties in one pack¬ 
age;) Vegetable Snails (another natural curiosity.) Each of th» 
above at 25 cents a package. 

Forty Days Corn (extra early—about ten days earlier than 
Darling’s Early;) Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all vari¬ 
eties of table corn;) Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet 
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine;) Hubbard Squash Seed 
(true; I introduced this:) Cow or Tree Cabbage (for stock;) 
Yard-Long Beans; Extra Early York Tomato (very early, very 
prolific, of good size and excellent quality;) Cook’s Favorite 
(very early apple tomato; prolific; of excellent quality;) Y'ellow 
Lupins (the plant so highly recommended for subsoiling in a re¬ 
cent Patent Office Report; highly ornamental;) Tom Thumb Pea 
(very early; grows 10 inches high; very productive;) Drew’s New 
Dwarf Pea (new, early, very dwarf, very prolific, excellent pea, 
egg-shaped; each plant forms a bush; but one pea being required 
to about one foot of row;) Brown’s New Dwarf Early Marrow¬ 
fat Pea (a new variety which may be relied on as both the earliest 
and most dwarf Marrowfat grown; very prolific;) Improved 
Long Green Cucumber; six finest sorts of Cabbage Lettuce in one 
package; True Boston Curled Lettuce (the most elegant of all 
lettuces; quality good;) Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in 
one package;) Spotted Lima Bean; Concord Bean (a new pole 
bean, remarkably early; quality first-rate;) Extra Flat Beet, 
(new, very early, about as flat as a turnip; quality excellent;) 
Chick Peas (two sorts mixed; extensively used in Europe as 
a substitute for coffee;) phinesc Sugar Cane (pure; seed import¬ 
ed; New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber (one of the largest and best 
varieties cultivated;) Lester’s Perfected Tomato (very large s.nd 
thick-meated;) Sutton’s Student's Parsnep (new; recently 
originated in England; desirable;) Chinese Rose Winter Radish 
(decidedly the best of all the winter sorts; an acquisition;) 
Hood’s Dwarf Imperial Purple Celery (new; superior;) Indian 
Chief Bean (a pole bean; can be used as a string b«an much la¬ 
ter than any other variety; very productive.) 

Seed of the above at 15 cents per package. 
Catalogues sent gratis to all. Those who purchased seeD 

last season will receive it this without writing for it. 
feb3t JAMES J. II. GREGORY-, Marblehead, Mass. 

Columbus Nursery, 
Coin m bus, Ohio. 

HANFORD & BRO. offer for the Spring of 1S65 a large and 
well-assorted stock of 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, 

EVERGREENS, ROSES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FINE 
GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS, &c., &c., to which they invite the 
attention oDNurserymen, Dealers and Planters who wish Trees, 
Ac., of first-rate quality. Address, 

HANFORD & BRO., Columbus, Ohio. 

Red Cedaes, 4 to 12 inches, $6 per 1000. 
Honey Locust, fine one year plants, $10 per 1000. 
Privet Locust, l)(to2 feet. 
Red DuTcn, Red Grape and Black Naples Cure ants, strong 

plants, at low rates. 
Hale.s Early Peach, the best very early Peach. 
Also, a full assortment of Leading Market Varieties. 
A large stock of Noeway Spruce, to 3 feet, very fine. 

feb2t HANFORD & BRO., Columbus, Ohio. 

TRUE’S POTATO PLANTER—A one-horse ma¬ 
chine, doing all the work of planting potatoes at one opera¬ 

tion. Saves the labor of twelve men. Manufactured by 
J. L. TRUE, Garland, Maine, Patentee and Proprietor. 
Send for a Circular. feh^t 
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DOTY’S PATENT 

CLOTHES AND WOOL WASHERS. 

Economical, Durable, Simple, Efficient, Con¬ 

venient, and Easily Operated 

WASHING MACHINES! 

The FIRST and ONLY ONES out of more than one thousand 
patented that have proved 

UNIVERSALLY SUCCESSFUL ! 

They save full two-thirds the Labor, Time and fatigue of hand¬ 
washing, take less Soap, 

Save $20 to $100 a year 

lu Wear of Clothing, and will last many years. 

BULLARD’S IMPROVED 

PATENT IIAY TlvUDER, 

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay. 
E subscriber having purchased the exclusive riuht for man 
ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York) 

Bullard’s Improved Hay Tedder, 
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability, 
which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to lha 
difficulty of obtaining good and competent mechanics. 

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la 
bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to 
recorded in turn. “ First come, first served.” Address 

SILAS C. HERRING, New York. 
N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to tho3* 

who request them. 
D. R. BARTON, Rochester, N. Y.. Agent. ap'64-ly 

J. B. LAWES’ 
THESE WASHERS WERE EXHIBITED AT THE GREAT ARTIFICIAL 

NEW ENGLAND FAIR OF 1864, WON THE ADMIRA¬ 

TION OF THOUSANDS, AND WERE AWARDED A 

SPLENDID DIPLOMA; ALSO AT THE WIS¬ 

CONSIN AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE 

FAIRS OF 1864, THEY WERE AWARD¬ 

ED THE FIRST PREMIUM. 

U?T* Wool Fleeces may be washed in these machines at the 

rate of a fleece in* two minutes, without tearing them apart, 

and the wool brings the price of tub-washed wool, which is 

five to eight cexts peb pound moke than that washed on the 

sheep. This is very important to every wool-grower. 

They are recommended as the Very Best in SOLON ROB- 

MANURES. 
Factories, 1 ( London Office, 

Deptford and Barking Creeks, V < No. 1 Adelaide Place, 
England. ) ( London Bridge, E. C; 

IE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in tbb 
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 

(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albany 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public tha£ 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif¬ 
ferent branches, viz., for the production of 

WHEAT, 

CORN, 

GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kindst 

Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country 
will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders andiiv- 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent, 

novtf 118 Wall Street, New York. 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

INSON'S great nexo work, '•'•Facts for Farmersby ORANGE 

JUDD, proprietor of the American Agriculturist, and by 

JOSEPH HARRIS, proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will 60on occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

DOTY BROTHERS, Janesville, Wis. 

DOTY BROTHERS, 151 Nassau St., N. Y. 

THE BULL HOTSPUR 4030 A. H. B. bv Duke of Glost< ter 
ieh (11.3S2) dam Daphne (imported) by Harold (10,299), rid 

roan, calved May 15, I860. Also, three YEARLING BULLS 
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few 
HEIFERS. 

Catalogues sent on application, 
aptf T. L. HARISON, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N. Y. 
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THE GENESEE FIRMER FOR 1865. 
-- 

TERMS, PREMIUM LIST, &c. 

REDUCTION OF PRICE IN CLUBS! 
-►«.- 

The price of the Genesee Farmer for 1865 will be: To single 

subscribers, one dollar; in clubs of five and upwards, eighty 

cents each. 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending us five, subscribers at our lowest 

<Sub rates of eighty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

a copy of the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1S65. ( 25 cents. 

2. To every person sending us ten subscribers at our lowest 

dub rates of eighty cents each, we will send one copy of the 

Genesee Farmer for 1865, free, and also a copy of the Rural 

Annual and Horticultural Directory for 1865. $ 1.00. 

3. Te every person sending us fifteen subscribers at our lowest 

dub rates of eighty cents each, we will send a free copy of the 

Farmer and Rural Annual for 1S65, and also^a copy of Miner's 

Domestic Poultry Book, prepaid by mail. $1.50. 

4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a copy of Emerson & Flint’s Manual of Agri¬ 

culture (a most excellent work); or, if preferred, a copy of 

Rodgers' Scientific Agriculture. $1.75. 

5. To every i^rson sending us twenty-five subscribers at 

eighty cents eaoa we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and 

Rural Annum. anO aase a eopy of Everybody's Lawyer, or the 

Horse and /Us Ltiseaeee. $2.50. 

6. To everv persot sending us thirty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also a complete set of the Rural Annual and 

Horticultural Directory for 1856-7-S-9-’60-'61-’62-’63 and ’64— 

nine volumes. $3.25. 

7. To every person sending us forty subscribers at eighty 

tents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer 

Cor the years lS60-’61-’62-’63 and ’64, handsomely bound, with 

complete index, title page, &c.; and also a complete set of the 

Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for the years 

1856-7-8-9-’60-'61-’62 and ’63, handsomely bound in two vol¬ 

umes. $7.50. 
8. To every person sending us sixty subscribers at eighty 

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual, and also one of Doty's Celebrated Washing Machhics, 

the best with which we are acquainted. It will be sent by ex¬ 

press free of charge. This is a premium offered especially for 

the benefit of farmers’ wives and daughters. A more useful 

present can not be found. $15.00. 
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An Article of True Merit. 
Brown’s Bronchial Troches are the most popular article In 

this country or Europe for Throat Diseases, Coughs, and Colds, 
and this popularity is based upon real merit. This result has 
been acquired by a test of many years, and “ The Troches" con¬ 
tinue to stand the first in public favor and confidence. 

A Neglected Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat, 
which might he checked by a simple remedy, like “ Brown's 
Bronchial Troches'' if allowed to progress may terminate seri¬ 
ously. For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, and Consumptive 
Coughs, “ The Troches" are used with advantage, giving often¬ 
times immediate relief. 

Their good reputation and extensive use has brought out many 
worthless imitations, which we would caution purchasers to he on 
their guard against. Obtain only Beown’s Bronchial Troches. 

"Ihave never changed my mind respecting them from the 
first, excepting to think yet better of that which I began think¬ 
ing well of." Kev. Henry Ward Beecher. 

“ For Throat Troubles they are a specific." N. P. Willis. 

“ Contain no opium nor anything injurious." 
Dr. A. A. Hayes, Chemist, Boston. 

“ An elegant combination for Coughs." 
Dr. G. F. Bigelow, Boston. 

“ I recommend their use to Public Speakers." 
Kev. E. H. Chapin. 

“ I have been afflicted with Bronchitis, and found no relief 
until I found your ‘Bronchial Troches.’ ” C. H. Gardner, 

Principal of Butger’s Female Institute, New York. 

“ Almost instant relief in the distressing labor of breathing 
peculiar to Asthma. Kev. A. C. Eggleston, New York. 

Extracts from English Testimonials. 

A Twenty-five Cent Premium to every Sub¬ 
scriber. 

In clubs of five and upwards, the Genesee Farmer for 1865, and 

the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 1865, will 

bo sent together for one dollar. 

The premiums offered above will also be sent to those forming 

(flubs of the Farmer and Rural Annual together. 

The postage on the Genesee Farmer to single subscribers is 

twelve cents a year. Being a monthly journal, however, the 

Postoffice Department allows it to be eent in packages to one ad¬ 

dress at the rate of four cents a year. This is another induce¬ 

ment to form clubs. 

Money may be sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If 

Che papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the 

money is lost the matter may he investigated at once. Address 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 
Publisher and Proprietor Geneses Farmer and Rural Annual, 

December 1,186A Bochester, N. Y. 

“ I have derived greater benefit from the ‘ Troches' than from 
anything I ever tried." Brookhouse Bowler, 

Prime Tenore of the British Operatic Association, London. 

“ I never knew such a wonderf ul cure for hoarseness." 
iW. Kandall, Oxford Music Hall. 

“ I have tried your * Troches,' and can testify to their 
efficacy." Charts Sloman, 

The Englilh Improvisator 

“ The ‘ Troches' give general satisfaction.” 
T. W. K. Lee, Editor Loughborough Monitor. 

“ Very beneficial in clearing the Throat, when compelled to 
sing though suffering from cold." Ainsley Cooke, 

Of the “ Koyal Italian Opera,” London. 

Miss Louisa Pyne, of the “Boyal Italian Opera,” speaks of 

“ The Troches" in the highest terms, and uses them constantly to 
clear and strengthen the voice. 

Sold everywhere at 35 cents a box. 

JOHN I. BROWN Sc SON, Boston* 

London House, 205 High Holbom, 1* 
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WALKS AJVD TAXES OIV THE FARM,—NO. 16. 

I went to Geneva yesterday, to see Jolin John¬ 

ston. I told you about his sheep that he wanted 

Mr. Peters and me to look at. He does not like our 

Classifying sheep as “ fine wools ” and “ mutton 

Sheep.” He thinks the fine wools will make excel¬ 

lent mutton, and to prove it, asked us to come and 

see a lot of Merino sheep that he has been fattening 

tdia past winter. 

The sheep were purchased last fall, and pastured 

till the 9th of December, when they were put in the 

yard to fatten, on wheat straw and oil-cake meal. 

There were 202 sheep. He intended to feed 200 lbs. 

of oil-cake per day, but for the first week they only 

got half this quantity. They had nothing but 

straw and oil-cake till the 6th of February. They 

were then quite fat—so fat in fact that he was of¬ 

fered more than 10 cents per lb. live weight for 

them. He declined this offer, however, and com¬ 

menced feeding them hay, with the same quantity 

erf oil-cake per day (200 lbs.) as before. He then 

sold them, to be taken away on the 1st of March, 

for 12 cents per lb. live weight! 

I saw them the day before they were taken away. 

Tliey had just been weighed. They averaged a 

little over 117 lbs. each, which, at 12 cents per lb., is 

oarer $14 per head. The sheep cost, in September, 

about $5.50 each. They have eaten $400 worth of 

oil-cake, and 8 tons of hay, worth $160. They have 

eaten a good portion of the straw from 18 acres of 

very heavy wheat—wheat that had straw enough 

for 30 bushels per acre, but which, on account of 

the midge, only yielded 18 bushels per acre. 

.Mr. Johnston says they will eat just as much 

straw as if they had been fed nothing else. The 

advantage of feeding oil-cake or grain to sheep, is 

not that they eat less fodder, but that they lay on 

fat and shear more wool, 

Mr. Johnston thinks the manure is worth five 

times as much as the straw the sheep have eaten. 

Now, how stands the account ? Two of the sheep 

did not thrive well, and Mr. J. sold them for $15. 

He has still 20 sheep not sold, worth $12 per head. 

The 180 sold, weighed 21,100 lbs., which, at 12 cents 
per lb., is $2,532: 
Dr. 
To 202 sheep.$1,110.S0 
Paid for pasturing_ 62.14 
Oil-Meal. 400.00 
8 tons of hay... 160.00 

Or. 

Two sheep at $7.50... $15.00 
20 sheep at $12.00_ 240.00 
180 sheep at $14.07 ... 2,532.00 

$1,732.94 $2,7S7.00 

This leaves a profit of $1,054.06. 

Mr. Johnston has been in the habit of feeding 

Merino sheep in winter for many years, and has ah 

ways found it a profitable practice, but this year lie 

has made more money than ever before. Last year, 

he fed 280 sheep, for which he paid $4.47 each in 

the fall, and sold them for $8.50 each, making a 

clean profit of $756. 

Now what does all this prove ? It proves, 1, that 

Merino sheep can be made very fat, and 2, that 

when fat, in the spring, they command very high 

prices; and, 3, that as long as you can buy cheap in 

the fall and sell dear in the spring, the practice of 

fattening Merino sheep in winter is highly profit¬ 
able. 

It may prove, too, that Mr. Johnston is a skillful 

and judicious sheep-feeder—as he certainly is—but 

it does not prove that Merinos are “ mutton sheep.** 

Of course their flesh affords excellent mutton, when 

well fed, and if there were no other kind of sheep 

in the world, they might appropriately be called 

“ mutton sheep.” But as compared with the South- 

Down, Leicesters, and Cotswolds, I have yet to see 

the evidence that they are in any sense mutton 

sheep. 
When I was at Rothamsted, Mr. Lawes had 120 

Hampshire Down wethers, that, at a year old, 

dressed 12 stones, or 96 lbs., each. I forget their 

actual live weight, but at the usual estimate of one 

stone live weight (14 lbs.) being equal to one stone 

dead weight (8 lbs.), they must have weighed alive 

168 lbs. each. And this, mark you, when they were 

only a year old, and some of them not quite that. 

Mr. Johnston’s sheep are four years old, and 

weigh 117 lbs. each. How much they weighed 

when put up to fatten I do not know, but if they 

have increased 2 lbs. each per week, they would 

have weighed at that time about 90 lbs. 
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What I want to ascertain, is, how much these 

sheep had eaten before Mr. Johnston bought them, 

or before they were put up to fatten. I take it for 

granted that sheep eat about 3 per cent, of their 

live weight of hay, or its equivalent, per day. Now 

wliat would be a fair average weight for these sheep 

since they commenced to eat grass? If we start 

with them in June, 1861, when they weighed say 

15 lbs., and a year from that time they weighed 50 

lbs., the average of that year would be 32| lbs. 

Then, if at the end of the next year they weighed 

70 lbs., the average of the year would be 60 lbs.; 

and if at the end of the third year they weighed 90 

lbs., the average of that year would be 80 lbs. 

At three lbs. of hay per day, or its equivalent, for 

each 100 lbs. of live-weight, such sheep would eat: 
From June, 1S61, to June, 1862, (32# fts.). 330 lbs. of hay 
From June, 1S62, to June, 1863, (60 lbs.).... 657 “ “ 
From June, 1S63, to June, 1S64, (SO lbs.). 876 “ “ 
From June to December, 1864, (SO lbs.). 438 “ “ 

2,301 

You laugh at the idea of a sheep eating over a 

ton of hay before he is four years old. I admit that 

such is not the case in practice, simply, however, 

because the sheep eat other things besides hay. 

That such a sheep, if it is not starved, eats nearly 

this amount of food, admits of no doubt. The food 

that is eaten may be much cheaper than hay, but 

that is entirely another question. That a sheep 

weighing 100 lbs. will eat from 2| to 3 lbs. of hay 

per day, is a well ascertained fact, and as a general 

rule, one weighing 75 lbs. will eat one-fourtli less, or 

in proportion to live-weight. These sheep, before 

Mr. Johnston got them, had undoubtedly eaten over 

a ton of hay, or its equivalent, per head. What do 

we get in return for this ? 

Suppose they shear 5 lbs. of wool each year for 

three years, or 15 lbs., worth 70 cents per lb. This 

would be $10.50. Then the sheep sold for $5.50; 

making $16 in all. 

Now let us make the same calculation on a " mut¬ 

ton sheep,” say a South-Down or Leicester. If the 

lamb in June weighed 15 lbs., as we assumed in the 

former case, and at a year from that time weighed 

100 lbs., his average weight for the year would be 

57| lbs. If at the end of six months he weighed 

140 lbs., his average weight for the six months 

would be 127-J- lbs. Reckoning that he would eat 3 

lbs. of hay per day for 100 lbs. of live-weight, such 

a sheep would eat: 
Lbs. of hay. 

First year, from June, 1863, to June, 1864, (57# tbs.). 629 
Next 6 months, from June to December, 1864, (127# lbs.).. 698 

1,327 

In return for this we have one clip of wool, say 5 

lbs., worth 70 cents per lb., or $3.50. This is, so 

far, a poor show, but what is the sheep worth ? We 

have no means 6f determining this point, but sup¬ 

pose we put him in with Mr. Johnston's flock of 

Merinos. He will be well taken care of, and though 

he would relish a turnip occasionally, he will take 

kindly to the oil-cake, and will give a good account 

of himself. He now weighs 140 lbs. The Merinos 

weigh 90 lbs. By the 1st of March the Merinos 

weigh 117 lbs., and our mutton friend would weigh 

167 lbs. I think in Mr. Johnston’s hands he would 

weigh more than this, but I have assumed that he 

gains no more than'the Merinos. He would, how¬ 

ever, in fact, eat more and gain more than the 

smaller sheep. But let us make an even thing of 

it. How then stands the account ? 

The Merino sheep, up to the time they are put up 

to fatten, have eaten 2,301 lbs. of hay, or its equiva¬ 

lent, and the “ mutton sheep ” has eaten 1,327 lbs. 

The Merino sheep have given us 15 lbs. of wool, 

worth $10.50, and the mutton sheep 5 lbs., worth 

$3.50. Assuming that while fattening in Mr. John¬ 

ston’s hands, both eat and increase alike, the Meri¬ 

nos by the 1st of March weigh 117 lbs. and sell for 

$14.04, and the mutton sheep weighs 167 lbs. and 

sells for $20.04. The mutton sheep eats 1,327 lbs. 

of hay, and nets ($3.50 for wool and $20.04 for sheep) 

$23.54. The Merino sheep eats 2,301 lbs. of hay, 

and nets (wool $10.50 and sheep $14.04) $24.54. 

Now a simple rule of three sum will show which 

sheep affords the best returns for the food consumed: 

If 1,327 lbs. of hay give $23.54, how much should 

2,301 lbs. give? Ans. $40.81. The Merino sheep 

ought to give us a return of $40.81, while in fact 

they only give $24.54. 

These figures are of course true only in a com¬ 

parative sense. Were the Merinos better fed they 

would fat earlier. Mr. Johnston says he has had 

Merinos that at 1 year and 9 months old dressed 15 

lbs. per quarter and had 12 lbs. of rough tallow, and 

there can be no doubt that Merinos can be made 

very fat. But it seems unreasonable to suppose that 

sheep which have been bred for years principally 

for their wool can afford as much mutton as those 

which have been bred with special reference to this 

object. 

It is quite true that English fanners do not make 

anything like such profits in fattening sheep as Mr. 

Johnston. The fact, however, simply proves Mr. 

Johnston’s sagacity and enterprise. It does not 

prove that Merinos are better sheep to fatten than 

the English sheep. The profit is due to the fact 

that sheep are higher the latter part of winter or 

early spring than they are in the fall, and that the 

majority of farmers have not sufficient confidence to 

avail themselves of this state of things. 

If Mr. Johnston depended on the increase of the 

sheep while fattening, as the English farmers do, 

his profits would be on the wrong side of the ledger. 

He buys a 90 lb. sheep at 6 cents per lb., keeps him 
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three months on liberal feed and makes him weigh 

117 lbs., and then sells him at 12 cents per lb. The 

increase, 27 lbs-, amounts to $3.24; but this is by no 

means what Mr. J. depends on for his profits. The 

original sheep, aside from the increase, has doubled 

in price, and instead of making $3.24, he makes 

over $8.74. 

It is true that a part of this increase in price is 

due to the extra condition of the sheep. If they 

were not fat, they would not bring and would not 

be worth such a high price. Still, the great reason 

of the profits of fattening cattle or sheep in winter, 

is due to the fact that, ordinarily, meat of all kinds 

is higher in the spring than in the fall. 

It is very pleasant to talk to such a man as John 

Johnston. He is brim-full of agricultural experience, 

and communicates it freely. He thinks I plow too 

much land, and that I cannot seed it down too soon. 

“ Get it into grass and top-dress, and you will make 

more money.” The advice I know is good, but how 

am I to get manure to top-dress? Before I can 

make manure I must first grow crops, and I am try¬ 

ing to do this by thorough tillage. I believe in good 

plowing and good cultivation- Make the land clean 

and mellow and it will grow fair crops—and then 

you can make manure. “ You must underdrain,” 

said Mr. Johnston. “ But will it pay,” I asked, “ at 

the present high price of labor ?” “ Pay; yes, of 

course it will pay. I have always said a man could 

underdrain his farm, however large, for $400.” 

H How is that ?” I asked. “ Drain 20 acres, and the 

profit from that will give you $400 to drain another 

20 acres, and so on till the whole farm is drained.” 

Two crops, he says, have always paid him back the 

money laid out in draining, and when the land 

needed it very much, one crop has paid the whole 

expense. When he first commenced to underdrain, 

he wanted a Dutch neighbor to let him cut a ditch 

through a corner of his farm for an outlet. He 

would not do it himself or let Mr. Johnston do it. 

He said the land would be “ all burnt up the next 

summer!” Mr. Johnston was compelled to buy this 

field of ten acres from him before he could get an 

outlet. He drained it and planted it to corn, and 

this one crop of corn paid for the underdraining and 

the land itself! 

He told me how to kill the Canada thistles on the 

land I am going to summer fallow. “ Plow early in 

the spring. Harrow as soon as dry. Then let the 

land lie till the thistles are in blossom, and then 

mow them down and burn them or put them in the 

hog pen for manure. After this plow again and 

turn up the thistle roots—and that will be the end 

of them.” 

I was rather surprised to hear him say one thing: 

u Clover will not pay, except to renovate the land or 

to raise seed.” As his land gets richer he grows 

more timothy. He sows the timothy seed in the 

fall with the wheat, one peck per acre, and 10 lbs. 

of clover in the spring. But if the timothy is sown 

early in the fall, there is little use in sowing clover, 

as the timothy will choke it out. 

Last summer he wrote me that he" had raised a 

great crop of timothy, but that the story was too 

big to tell. I asked him about it yesterday. He 

top-dressed a piece of timothy grass with a compost 

of hen droppings, chip-manure and cow-dung. The 

timothy was nearly six feet high, and as thick as 

wheat straw, with heads almost a foot long. He 

weighed several of the cocks, and estimated the crop 

at five tons to the acre! 

Mr. Johnston piles his manure in the spring, and 

draws it out in September on to grass land that he 

intends to plant to corn next spring. He plows up 

the sod just previous to planting. The corn he drills 

in, and thinks he gets more corn, and certainly much 

more fodder, than wrhen planted in hills. It is a 

little more trouble to hoe it, but the extra crop much 

more than pays for it. 

In regard to that crop of “ scullions ” I raised last 

year, James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., 

asks: “Was the soil as firm as was needed—as 

heavily manured ? Did the weeds choke the crop ? 

If neither of these, then I doubt not the seed was 

poor—raised from refuse. Such land as you describe 

(a light, sandy loam) should do well with the ma¬ 

nure thoroughly cultivated in in the spring.” The 

land was in good condition, but I am inclined to 

think it was not firm enough. Had I rolled it thor¬ 

oughly before sowing the seed, I presume it would 

have produced better onions. “ Did the weeds choke 

the crop ?” I am surprised, Mr. G., that you dare 

ask an agricultural editor such a question! Why, 

sir, I claim to have originated the phrase “ Tillage 

is Manure,” and there is scarcely a number of the 

Oenesee Farmer in which I have not written some¬ 

thing in favor of thorough culture and the destruc¬ 

tion of weeds. Did I not say to my Dutch woman, 

in the language of the immortal bard: 

Go root away the noisome weeds that without profit suck 
The soil’s fertility from wholesome onions! 

Do you suppose a weed dare raise his hated head 

on my farm! . _ 

Last fall I had three or four cart-loads of strap¬ 

leaved turnips that were pulled up and topped and 

thrown into small heaps. A severe frost set in, and 

as they were not covered, I was afraid they were 

injured. Had they been in the ground with the 

tops on, I should have had no fears, for turnips will 

stand considerable frost. I put these frozen turnips 

in a heap out of doors, and thro wed a little straw 

over them. The others were put in the cellar. I 
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forgot all about them till a day or two ago, when on 

examining them I found them sound and sweet, and 

not in the least shriveled. They kept far better 

than those in the cellar. The heap was covered 

with snow, and this had protected them perfectly. 

The turnips in the cellar shrivel up and become 

pithy. Some that had more or less soil attaching to 

the roots kept much better. I have made up my 

mind to one thing: To raise more carrots, In the 

spring of the year there is nothing equal to them 

fhr horses. They are also excellent for milch cows, 

but I question whether, for cows, beets and mangold 

wurzel are not almost as good, while they can be 

raised with less labor in weeding, &c. 

I have had some correspondence with Mr. J. L. 

True, of Garland, Me., in regard to his “Potato 

Planter.” I told Mr. True that I did not like to pay 

out so much money for a machine that I had never 

seen. He now offers to send me the machine and 

let me plant the potatoes, and then if I like it I can 

pay him for it. If not, the machine can be re¬ 

turned. This is certainly fair, and I have accepted 

the offer. Mr. T. says it will do as much work as 

twelve men. I intend to plant eight or ten acres of 

potatoes, and if the machine will work well, it 

will pay for itself very soon—besides the conve¬ 

nience of getting the potatoes planted at the right 

time. 

A gentleman in Canada wrote me a few days 

since, wishing to get some seed of the large variety 

of red clover. Knowing that it was grown to a con- 

^derable extent in Wheatland, I wrote to the Hon. 

John McVean on the subject, and asked him at the 

same time his opinion of the relative merits of the 

large and small (or so-called “ medium ”) kinds of 

dover. In reply, he says: 

“ The large seed costs about two dollars per bushel 

more than the small, and as it is a very common 

practice to plow down the clover every alternate 

year, or at the most to graze but one year, the small 

clover is in most general use ; as being cheaper, and 

yielding a more acceptable bulk and quality of hay. 

And yet, extravagant as it may seem, I am of opin¬ 

ion that if you desire to graze three successive 

years, you can better afford to pay the market price 

for the large, than to accept the small seed as a gift. 

First: The berry of the large seed is perceptibly 

smaller, and you get at least one-quarter more seed 

in a bushel, as I have ascertained by actual count 

on a small scale. Second: If two-thirds of the 

large seed vegetate and survive, they will do more 

to cover the land with foliage, and suppress noxious 

weeds, than three-thirds of the small. Third : Ob¬ 

servant neighbors have often expressed the opinion, 

that the large will carry at least one-quarter more 

stock. It continues green after maturity. During 

the last summer’s drouth, the large was green until 

the fall rains, while the small was early shriveled 

and brown. Fourth: It penetrates the soil more 

deeply, has a larger root, and consequently yields 

more vegetable matter and fertility upon cultiva¬ 

tion. Graze close until the 5th of June and take 

off, and the crop of hay is satisfactory in quantity 

and quality. It is the only clover to sow with 

timothy for meadow, as the small is dried up befbre 

the timothy is fit to cut.” 

In regard to sowing clover, and in reply to an in¬ 

quiry on the subject, Mr. McVean writes: 

“ It is thought well to sow in frosty mornings, be¬ 

fore the ground softens, late in March or early in 

April, as in this case, the seed slides upon the sur¬ 

face, finding the lowest places, -where it is most apt 

to live during a drouth. I have found it most satis¬ 

factory to sow about or after the middle of April, as 

there is usually a time when the land is minutely 

cracked or honey-combed. Into these cracks the 

seed enters, and is covered in by succeeding rains. 

It is well not to sow it in the mud. An experienced 

person will sow it very well broad-cast, in calm 

-weather. There is in use a drill carried by a strap, 

and moved by hand, covering ten feet. Also one 

like it, that is, a long, light trough, moved by and 

carried upon a wheel-barrow, covering some eighteen 

feet, both sowing pretty evenly, and useful in windy- 

weather. The last is manufactured in Caledonia, 

Liv. Co., N. Y. It is desirable to sow plaster early, 

for the reason that if sowed late, and not dissolved 

by copious rains, it fails to protect the seed in a suc¬ 

ceeding drouth.” '•* 

These wheel-barrow clover machines are in uni- 

versal use in England, but I have never seen one at 

any of our Fairs, and I did not know that it was 

manufactured in this country, though I have often 

wondered that our enterprising manufacturers should 

neglect so useful a machine. 

The California Farmer says that the Humboldt 

Canal, which takes all the waters of the Humboldt 

river, not only serves the purpose for which it is de¬ 

signed, but also another, which was not thought oi 

It has been found that the land through which it 

runs, that was supposed to be an irreclaimable desert, 

is capable of golden harvests, through irrigation by 

its waters. 
— -■ ■■ ——— ■ - ■ — 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman 

says: “ My horses and cows prefer sorghum to any 

kind of feed I can give them. I have tried them 

repeatedly, and they will leave the best timothy for 

the sorghum and eat it up clean.” 

Drive thy business, or thy business will drive^&B©. 
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SYSTEM OF ROTATION ON GRAIN FARMS. 

Tuts subject is one of great importance, and it is 

with no ordinary pleasure tliat we publish the fol¬ 

lowing article from the Hon. John McVean, of 

Wheatland, one of the oldest, most experienced and 

intelligent farmers of Western New York. It will 

be read with great interest: 

Editors Genesee Farmer :—What is the most 

profitable general system of farming for those who 

have say from 80 to 200 or more acres of grain land; 

and who, remote from city markets, are limited to 

cereals and grazing? Satisfactory results during 

the last twelve years, or more, have led to the opin¬ 

ion that a six years’ rotation, three years in clover 

grazing and three years in grain, a grain crop each 

year is the most profitable. 

If you have timothy meadow enough for hay, 

bring more than one-third, if you have not, bring 

about one-third of your grain land into the condition 

of having been grazed three years; the residue of 

your grain land being devoted to clover grazing, 

or hay, or in process of preparation therefor. The 

three years grazing will give you a heavy and rich 

soil. If clayey, plow it at the proper time in the 

fall; if friable, in the spring. The land is too rich 

for fallow and winter wheat. Let the first year’s 

crop be corn, beans, potatoes, roots, sorgo, broom or 

broad-cast corn ; according to the labor at command 

and the probable profit. 

The third year’s crop should be winter wheat or 

barley, that the land may be seeded not less than 

ten pounds of cluver seed per acre, applying timothy 

seed in the fall, and only on the low and wet spots, 

applying plaster early in the spring. 

The second year’s crop, like the first, is flexible, 

and may be adapted to profit, or to the convenience 

or necessities of wintering stock. It may be corn, 

if preceded by beans, and followed with wheat or 

winter barley. It may be spring barley, peas or 

oats, or beans, if preceded by corn. It may be win¬ 

ter barley, followed by wheat, or the reverse. Much 

as the practice of two successive crops of wheat or 

barley is deprecated, in one and the only instance 

of trying it, the second crop was 25 bushels of 

wheat per acre, while the first was only 17 bushels. 

I seldom sow winter grain after corn, because of the 

labor involved, occasionally reserving corn enough 

for the second year, or substituting peas. A crop 

of beans or peas is desirable in the rotation, as not 

materially diminishing the yield of cereals. 

NATURAL LAWS FAVORING THIS SYSTEM. 

First: In addition to the fertility induced by graz¬ 

ing, three years will produce a heavy and rich soil, 

of' unappreciated value, which is the cheapest and 

most essential basis of fertility. This is a very im¬ 

portant point. 

Second: Three years is assumed as the longest 

period of rest that economy will warrant for lands 

adapted to grain. Two years may be equivalent if 

the land is assisted by surface manures applied tn 

connection with the grass. During these throb 

years it is claimed that the particles of the soil as¬ 

sume new conditions, becoming, upon cultivatiCp, 

fine, and more friable, and retaining these qualities 

during the three years of cropping. However well 

manured, the particles of most garden soils that are 

constantly hoed, will be found to vary from the size 

of wheat to acorns. Seed to clover two or three 

years, and the above results follow. Old pioneers 

remember that new land was cultivated with little 

or no grass, and remained mellow from fifteen to 

twenty-five years, but finally became gritty and 

heavy. It is claimed that the benefit of giving land 

rest has not received due attention. 

SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF THIS SYSTEM. 

You do not commit the sin of stopping grass from 

growing and trying to get something out of land 

when there is nothing in it. Impoverished land if 

well seeded will attain a remunerative fertility, and 

persistence in the system will improve the land, and 

enable you, at the smallest cost, to carry all the 

stock, and raise all the grain, that the land is capa¬ 

ble of. Your land, whether open or closed, is doing 

its utmost in the production of grain or grass, and 

no time is lost. There is economy of money and 

labor in seeding but once in six years, and you gan 

afford to do it thoroughly. The third year’s crop is 

not apt to lodge, and the seed takes well,—at least 

I have not failed in a single instance. Imperfect 

seeding and ceaseless tillage are the bane of American 

agriculture, and are an incalculable loss to the coun¬ 

try. Your manure, coarse or fine, may be applied 

on the surface at the most proper time, when the 

grass is short. Your breaking up is done in the fall 

or spring, when the land is in a proper condition of 

moisture, and the sod can be well covered in. Sub¬ 

sequent tillage is after harvest, when the land, even 

if dry, is not hard to plow. 

SOME DISADVANTAGES OF THIS SYSTEM. 

It is essential to be efficient in teams and labor 

from harvest time to the close of seeding, whether 

this be a disadvantage, judge ye ? A fallow may be 

thought necessary to eradicate noxious weeds. I 

have found that a crop of winter barley is reaped at 

a good time to check Canada thistles, and that two 

deep and close plowings in preparation for the third 

crop has used them up, except on the back furrows. 

This is the only instance in which I have plowed 

stubble twice. I think it will pay. Where quack 

grass infests land, the second year and after the 

hoed crop is a good time to give it a very thorough 

fallowing, to be followed by winter grain for ,t]je 
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third year’s crop. It may be deemed a disadvantage 

to the system that some suspension of raising crops 

is necessary to get fairly entered upon it. 

I might say much from experience of the profit¬ 

ableness of this system, of the regularity and uni¬ 

formity of its processes and proceeds, but desiring 

brevity, have omited many details. 

Doubtless many persons have pursued a system 

very like this, yet it may be useful to present it, 

and should you publish this article, I invite your 

free criticism for the benefit of your readers. Under 

the debt entailed upon us by this war, it is of the 

first importance that American farmers should make 

the most of their means. To create and economize 

wealth is patriotism, is merit. John McVean. 

Wheatland, March 16th, 1865. 

DRILLED CORN FOR FODDER. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: I have just received the 

February No., and am glad to see the “ Corn Fod¬ 

der ” question so well ventilated by the able writer 

who takes so many “ walks on the farm.” He does 

but justice to Mr. Peters, who must have been cal¬ 

culating with the aid of spectacles of a high magni¬ 

fying power. Mr. P. seems to believe that two 

hundred tons of green, or twenty tons of cured fod¬ 

der, can be produced on one acre. He may believe 

it; I don’t. But our simple belief on this point 

does not prove anything, and is worth nothing un¬ 

less we have had experience. He undertakes to 

prove from experience, but he will find that, al¬ 

though his figures are right, there stands a formida¬ 

ble if in the way. If one foot icill produce nine 

pounds of green fodder, undoubtedly an acre will 

produce two hundred tons, but all figuring of an 

acre’s produce from so small a foundation will be 

found delusive. 
experience. 

Last spring I planted a small quantity of corn for 

fodder, especially for summer feed. Some remained 

uncut, enough to calculate from, perhaps an eighth 

of an acre. It stood in rows three feet and a half 

apart, six stalks per foot. My little plot produced 

at the rate of one hundred and sixty shocks of fod¬ 

der and forty double bushels of well-ripened “ nubbins” 

per acre. Shocks medium size, about like ninety 

hills of medium corn would make. From expe¬ 

rience, I think it would take fifty such shocks, with¬ 

out the corn, to weigh a ton. Forty bushels of corn 

would weigh twenty-eight hundred pounds, which, 

added to the fodder, would make about four tons 

and a half. This was on ground which would not 

have been expected to produce more than twenty 

bushels of corn, and by the common method of 

planting, it would not have had more than thirty- 

five shocks of fodder. 

COMPARISON OP YIELD OF TWO MKTIIOD3 OF PLANTING. 

Common mode, hills three and a half feet apart, three 6talk* 
per hill. 
Twenty-five bushels corn, at $1 per bushel.$25.00 
Thirty-five shocks of corn-fodder, at 12^c..'. 4.38 

Amount.$29.38 

Thick planting, rows three and a half feet apart, six stalks per 
foot. 
Forty bushels corn, at 80c.$32.00 
One hundred and sixty shocks of fodder, at 15c. 24.00 

Amount.$56.00 
Common mode. 29.38 

Balance in favor of the drilling.$26.62 

I have credited the common mode with five bush¬ 

els more than I think it would have produced, and 

also twenty cents per bushel more, so that I believ# 

I am doing more than honestly by. I have credited 

the drilled acre with 2-£c. per shock extra, as no one 

who would see the two kinds fed together could 

doubt that it was well worthy that. 

There would be just enough fodder to winter two 

cows, but fodder and corn together would probably 

winter three milch cows or two horses. 

Twenty-five or thirty wethers could be kept in 

good condition on an acre. But for breeding ewes 

it would not do—there would be four times as much 

grain as should be allowed. More than one bushel 

of corn fed to ewes generally produces bad effects 

on the lambs. 

Farmers often feed fodder and corn together to 

fattening cattle. For this it would do as well as 

large ears, cattle to do their own husking. 

For feeding to ewes, the amount of grain might 

be reduced to one fourth by taking off the largest 

“ nubbins ” before shocking. These might be fed to 

fattening cattle with husks on. Better ground 

would produce more, but I do not think it would in 

proportion to its capacity for producing saleable 

corn. Thicker planting might produce too late a 

growth, not ripening sufficiently to cure well. 

J. H. Foster, Jr. 

West Newton, Westmoreland Co., Pa., 1865. 
-.   ——   ' ■ 

Scratching Posts, Luxuries for Cattle.— 

Sidney Smith used to say: “lam for all cheap lux¬ 

uries, even for animals; now all animals have a 

passion for scratching their backbones ; they break 

down gates and palings to effect this. Look ! there 

is my universal scratcher, a sharp-edged pole, rest¬ 

ing on a high and low post, adapted to every height, 

from a horse to a lamb. Even the Edinburgh Re¬ 

viewer can take his turn ; you have no idea how 

popular it is. I have not had a gate broken since I 

put it up. I have it in all my fields.” 

A Cheap and Invaluable Liniment for sprains 
or bruises where the skin is not broken. 1 pint of soft 
soap; 1 pint of good vinegar; 2 tablespoonfuls of 
salt; 1 tablespoonful of saltpetre. First dissolve 
the salt and saltpetre in the vinegar, then heat the 
soap hot and add, stir lively, and it is ready for use. 

F. w. 
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BREAKING COLTS, 

In the spring of the year, while the ground is soft 

and the temper sobered by low feed and a relaxing at¬ 

mosphere, is the best time to commence handling colts. 

In the first place, the handling of colts should not 

be entrusted to reckless and foolish boys, who will 

go about it without sense or reason. The education 

of a colt is like the education of a child, requiring 

just as much judgment, and more watchfulness, 

than when the colt or the child come to a better 

understanding of themselves and those they have 

to deal with. 

The first operation is what is usually termed hal¬ 

ter-breaking ; but all colts should be handled with 

the halter from the time they are able to run with 

tho dam, and should need no “ halter-breaking.” 

When this is done, the first operation is to accustom 

the colt to the bridle bit. This slioiild be done with 

perfect gentleness and progressive application of the 

rein, so that the colt will understand what is wanted, 

instead of being astonished by applications which 

he cannot comprehend. To put a green colt into a 

bitting tackle, truss up his neck until his chin nearly 

touches his breast, and thus leave him for half a 

day to sulk in the barn-yard, is an infernal outrage 

that ought to be a penitentiary offence. The pain 

thus thoughtlessly or purposely inflicted is excru¬ 

ciating and inexcusable. 

Along with the lessons of bridle wisdom, should 

come the first lessons in bare-back riding, or riding 

upon a blanket and surcingle ; from which proceed 

to gentle exercises under the saddle. 

The next step is to put the colt in harness, by the 

side of a steady and reliable horse. The harness 

should be put on for a while, several times, so he 

will become accustomed to it, before being called 

upon to draw in it. 

Breaking a colt, is a misnomer; a colt should 

never be broken, but tamed and educated. A colt 

that is broken has lost the best qualities of horse- 

hood. A colt that is thoroughly educated has ar¬ 

rived at the perfection of his race.—Ohio Farmer. 

A NEW FORAGE PLANT. 

A coarse grass, a native, we believe, of Georgia or 

South Carolina, has been introduced into France, 

and is attracting much attention. It is called 

“ Brome de Schrader.” M. Barral, editor of the 

Journal d’ Agriculture Pratique, has distributed 

8,000 packages of the seed to cultivators in different 

parts of France, Germany, Italy and England. It is 

Stated to be a plant that will grow very early in the 

spring and late in the autumn, and though affording 

a coarse forage, it is eaten with avidity in the green 

state by cattle and sheep. We do not know whether 

tho seed is for sale in this country. 

RAISING OAKS. 

Last fall you mentioned, in the Genesee Farmer, 

the subject of raising oaks, which I did many years 

since; indeed, I know two plans, but one may bo 

cheaper than the other. Yourself and friends can 

try which is thought best. I took half an acre of 

land and had it trenched two spades deep, at Is. 6d. 

per rod. I drew drills 4 feet apart and scattered a 

good parcel of white oak acorns (1st of March) on 

them, and covered them over. They came up very 

well, and grew from two to five feet high, but as I 

did not side them in with the spade, that is, cut the 

tap root off, which I should have done, upon trans¬ 

planting such as I wished to remove, leaving tho 

remainder to grow up for timber, I found that thoso 

that had made a tap root had only grown two feet 

high, while those that had made only horizontal 

roots had grown five feet high in the same time. It 

was found afterwards, by Commissioneps of Woods, 

that where oak trees were transplanted after having 

their tap roots cut off, they were as large in 18 

years’ growth as those planted with their tap root 

left on were in 45 years’ growth. I have not planted 

either fruit or forest trees with tap root since. 

I shall now tell you of another plan: An Eng¬ 

lishman wished to raise a wood of timber with brush¬ 
wood. He took a field of eleven acres and made it 

fallow with divers plowings, harrowings, &c., as 

usual; sowed it with wheat, and then sowed it with 

24 bushels per acre of white oak acorns, harrowed 

them in with the wheat, got a fine plant of both, 

and at harvest time reaped the wheat without cut¬ 

ting the tops of the oak plants. He then shut the 

field up for 18 years. He then cut the underbrush 

out for faggot wood, kindling fires, &c., which he 

sold, I think, for £7 or £8 per acre, or sufficient to 

cover all expenses. He selected, I think, eight, ten, 

or twelve hundred of the handsomest plants, to pro¬ 

duce finest timber, leaving the stumps of those cut 

down to produce future crops of brushwood, to be 

cut down every sixteen years, for various purposes, 

as directed by the owner or a wood ranger. 

Here we have a different climate. But as all 

houses, gardens, orchards and buildings ought to be 

sheltered from east, north and west, by plantations, 

as done in England, I think if it is to be done with 

oak plants, an acre, or any quantity of land near a 

premises should be summer fallowed and s-tetched 

up, and ten feet wide at best, then as soon as the 

acorns can be procured, draw two furrows on each 

stetch, five feet apart and three or four inches deep, 

to prevent the young plants being frozen out the 

first winter, which I have seen done; then,.when 

the plants are four or five feet high, some may be 

transplanted, leaving them some five feet apart each 

way all over the ground, and in eighteen year* took 
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each one out good for some purpose, sucli as sheep 

hurdles, ledge hurdles, split ledge gates, &c. 

Cedars are a good shelter, and very useful as well 

as ornamental, hut good oaks pay much bettei, and 

will always be wanted and command a high price. 

South Cayuga, C. W., 1SG5. F. C. 

THE FACTORY SYSTEM OF CHEESE MAKING. 

Our friend Mr. Harris, of the Genesee Farmer, 

thinks that the Factory System of Cheese Making 

can only continue profitable while the premium on 

gold sustains the present price of the article. He 

B€(ys: 
« The average price of cheese sold by the different 

factories the past season, must be taken at 20 cents 
per pound. With gold at $2.25, which may be 
tajken as the average of the past year, this would 
give us not quite 9 cents per pound for cheese in 
specie. The extra 11 cents per pound now obtained 
is purely fictitious. Take this away and where 
would be our ‘cheese factories?’ ” 

In our last “Foreign Notices” we quoted a state¬ 

ment from the London Metric Lcine Express, to the 

effect that the actual cost of production for cheese 

in England, is rather above than below 5d. or 6d. a 

pound. Taking this as 10 or 12 cents of our money, 

we think we might fairly assume that our cheese, 

if of a quality such as to command the full price of 

jgood English cheese, would be sure to sell in that 

market at least for the price above named. But 

allowing for freights and profits of dealers, and 

taking 9 cents as its probable home value,—if the 

cheese made in factories is sure to obtain this price, 

while that made in the ordinary way will not aver¬ 

age perhaps more than 6 to 8 cents, we confess we 

•can see no reason why the one cent per pound paid 

the factory for making, will not then be as good an 

investment as it is now. The average price of 

cheese in New York for twelve years past, according 

to the table appended to the last report of the Secre¬ 

tary of the Treasury, have been—taking the two 

months of February and August: 

1851. 
Feb. Aug. 

4®. 6 1S57. 
Feb. 

.11®— 
Aug. 
5® 9 

1852. . 6 7 6 — 1S53. . 6 7 4 8 
1853. . 8 9 8 — 1859. . 8 10 6 8 

1854. .10 12 7 9 1S60. . 9 11 7 10 

1855.._ .9 10 6 9 1861. . 9 10 5 7 

1856. . .. . 9 10 6 9 1862. .5 7 4 8 

During these years the price has been more fre¬ 

quently below than above 9 cts.; and it has been a 

price, we think it fair to assume, as a general rule, 

created by the home market—not by the demand for 

js *export. Thus, in 1859, and again in 1861, it touched 

2 cts. a pound in the month of July ; in 1858, 3 cts. 

) in August; in 1862, 4 cts. in the same month ; and 

at, some time during the summers of the other 12 

years, it wTent down as low as 6 cts., except in 1853, 

when the lowest price was 8 cents, and in 1860, 

W5hen the lowest price was 9 cents. Such are the 

fluctuations to which the home market is subject; 

and if, as we do not think it too much to hope, the 

factory made cheese will command a uniform price, 

based upon the actual cost of production abroad, of 

at least 9 cts. per lb.—or even of 8 cts—the differ¬ 

ence in its favor over that sold in the home market, 

when unsustained by a foreign demand, would vary 

all the way from one to six cents per lb. during the 

season of production. 

The question, as we have before said, appears to 

us to hinge mainly upon the point of quality / and 

the great danger to the factory system arises from 

the chance that in the demand for managers, inex¬ 

perienced and unqualified persons will assume that 

post, under whose control the product, instead of 

being constantly brought more nearly to the foreign 

standard, may be allowed to run back to something 

like the old average of home-made cheese. As to 

the cost of carrying the milk to the factory, our 

cotemporary overlooks the almost universal arrange¬ 

ment now adopted, by which the same team carries 

the milk of all the farmers in a certain beat; but 

admitting his figures to be correct, we believe the 

labor and cost of carrying the milk to be less than 

that of making the cheese in the house, and as 

above stated, that with the exception of a few of the 

most careful and skillful dairymen — taking the 

average of the dairy farmers—the larger price re¬ 

ceived for the cheese made at the factory will more 

than make up for the charge involved. One cent a 

pound covers this charge, in ordinary times—the 

proposition to increase it arises merely from the 

temporary increase in the actual expenditure for 

labor, &c.—Country Gentleman. 

We give the remarks of our esteemed contempo¬ 

rary entire. The subject is an important one, and 

we should be glad to have it thoroughly discussed. 

How to Move a Sullen Ox.—“ Did you never 

observe,” said a plain man, a friend of ours, a few 

days since, as we were driving a dog out of the cow 

pen, to prevent his taking refuge behind us—as the 

cows took him by turns to chase him over the lofc— 

“ did you never observe that a cow never will make 

friends with a dog?”. “Often.” “Well, the best 

way you ever tried to make steers rise when they 

get sullen, and lie down, is just to bring a dog and 

drop him down on them. It will make them jump 

up when nothing else in the world will.” 

Shrinkage of Hay.—The loss upon hay weighed 

July 20tli, when cured enough to be put in the barn, 

and again February 20tli, has been ascertained to be 

27A per cent. So that hay at $15.00 a tun in the 

field is equal to $20.00 and upward when weighed 

from the mow in winter. 



COTSWOLD SHEEP. 

We have the pleasure of presenting the readers 

of the Genesee Farmer a cut of a Cotswold Ram 

belonging to William Lane, of Broadfield Farm, 

Northleach, England. “ At the great Battersea 

Fair, the Cots wold hillmen furnished,” says the 

Mark Lane Express, “ the feature of the sheep show 

with an entry of ninety strong. The old rams were 

an admirable lot, and Mr. Lane's first ram perhaps 

at all points the best sheep of the show. He was 

certainly considered by many breeders the finest 

Cotswold ever exhibited, and, with such a character, 

was well worthy of being portrayed as a sample of 

his sort. Standing famously on his forelegs, and 

with a wonderfully straight and wide back, a good 

head, and of a very superior quality, he easily sepa¬ 

rated himself from all the Games, Mr. Handy, and 

others could achieve in a very good class of old 

rams. It may be a point of some interest to add 

that the best Battersea ram was a twin sheep.” 

A Cheap Fence.—One way to “ save the frag¬ 

ments ” of a nearly used-up rail-fence, is to take the 

crooked, broken, and partially rotten rails and cut 

them into half-lengths, and then make every other 

length of the short rails. A rider, with stakes cross¬ 

ing the center of every long length, would add ma¬ 

terially to its strength and permanence. Such a 

fence will last several years, and answer in the room 

of a better one — a consideration worth while in 

these days of scarcity in fencing materials. 

OUTIOIVS, A1VD HOW TO RAISE THEM. 

James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., the 

well-known gardener and seed-grower, has published 

a treatise on the cultivation, gathering, storing apd 

marketing of onions, which, from its plain, practical 

directions, must prove useful to those about to en¬ 

gage in this profitable branch of farming. TJte 

subject is treated on under the following heads: 

selecting the soil. 

Onions thrive best when sown year after year on 

the same land, except that they are more liable to 

injury from rust. Mr. G. says he recently examined 

an acre of ground where onions have been planted 

continuously for three generations, without percep¬ 

tible decrease in the quantity or quality of the crop. 

“Onions can be raised on a variety of soils, but 

yield the most satisfactory returns on a sandy loam, 

a gravelly soil, or, to state a general rule, on those 

soils •which are light in structure. As onions aie 

brought on the heavier soils, the first effect will be 

a detereoration in their appearance, the outer s]iln 

of the yellow varieties losing its fine, clear, translu¬ 

cent yellow, and becoming thicker, duller, and l^ss 

attractive in appearance. If planted on a wet, or 

very heavy soil, the crop will mature late, if it ma¬ 

tures at all, giving a large proportion, of that dread 

of the onion farmer, scallions, or ‘ scullions,’ as they 

term them, meaning those whose growth runs \ 

mostly to neck, forming little or no bulb or bottom. [ 

The area of land selected should be free of all large | 

stones, as such interfere seriously with the strait- j 

ness of the rows, the planting, hoeing, and general I 

cultivation of so small sized a product. The lapd 
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should be laid out in as nearly a square as practica¬ 

ble, as this facilitates estimates of manure, seed, and 

crops, gives greater regularity to the work, and 

economizes in the cultivation of a crop which re 

quires a great deal of passing over. To protect the 

crop from the washing of heavy showers, the land 

should be level or very nearly so, otherwise a rush 

of water will bare the roots of some, and heap the 

earth around the necks of others, to the inj ury of 

each.” 
PREPARING THE SOIL. 

The great point is to get clean land. Better give 

up planting for a year, and thoroughly summer fal¬ 

low, rather than sow on weedy ground. “ In the 

Eastern States it is found, as a general rule, that 

Buccess with the first crop of onions is affected by 

the crop which grew in the land the previous year, 

and that onions will follow carrots better than any 

other crop; next to carrots, corn and potatoes are 

ranked as good preparers of the ground, while to 

succeed well with onions where cabbage has been 

raised the previous year, is comparatively rare. 

Were there no other reason, the clean tilth which 

carrots insure, makes it an excellent crop to precede 

onions.” 
THE MANURE. 

“ Onions require the very best of manure, in the 

most tempting condition, and plenty of it. Guano, 

pig manure, barn manure, night soil, kelp, muscle 

mud, superphosphate of lime, wood ashes and muck 

are, either alone or in compost, all excellent food for 

the onion. Old onion ground, to maintain it in 

first rate condition, should receive from six to eight 

cords of manure to the acre, while new onion ground, 

to get it in first rate condition, should receive from 

eight to ten cords of manure.” 

Night soil composted with three parts muck or 

loam is excellent for onions. The heap should be 

turned and worked over till it is light and fine. But 

barn-yard manure should be thoroughly decomposed 

and worked over till it is very fine. This latter point 

is of great importance. 

Mr. G. says that when Peruvian guano was sold 

at $60 per ton, no artificial manure was found so 

profitable as this for onions. It was better to apply 

twice, once at the time of planting, and again sown 

broadcast when the onions were about half grown. 

Superphosphate, he thinks, should also be applied 

twice. The results, he says, are not always satis¬ 

factory, but he has seen 800 lbs. applied to the acre 

produce as good results as seven cords of rich com¬ 

post, applied side by side. We think 800 lbs. of 

superphosphate, if it is a good article, is about twice 

as much as is necessary. 

plowing. 

* The farmer who brings up the sub soil on his 

onion bed, will find he has made a mistake. Onions 

do not require deep plowing; four or five inches is 

sufficient depth to insure a good crop. One of th® 

finest pieces Mr. G. saw last season was managed by 

carting on the manure in the fall, and simply giving 

it a thorough working into the soil with an ordinary 

one horse cultivator, in the spring, after which the 

land was raked and planted, no plow, or any imple¬ 

ment other than the cultivator having been used. 

In this instance the soil was naturally quite light.” 

THE SEED. 

“In some localities, three pounds and a half of 

seed was thought sufficient to an acre; afterward 

this was increased to four, then to four and a half, 

and now five and six pounds are sometimes planted. 

Land that is planted to onions the first time requires 

more seed than old land. If it is designed to pull 

the onions when small for bunching for the early 

market, then seven or eight lbs. of seed will be re¬ 

quired for an acre. If the intent is to raise the very 

small onions known as ‘ setts,’ which are stored over 

winter to be planted in the spring to produce early 

onions, then a much larger quantity will be required. 

Of course it is of the first importance that the seed 

should be reliable.” The usual test is to place it in 

water, the good seed sinking. Mr. G. says this is 

not always reliable. It is better to test it by putting 

a hundred seeds or so in a moist woolen cloth, fold 

the cloth together and put it in a moderately warm 

place. The good seed will sprout, and you can thus 

ascertain what proportion will fail to vegetate. 

WnAT KIND OF ONIONS TO PLANT. 

The three standard varieties in the United States 

are, the large Red, Yellow and White. 

The Large Red is commonly known as the Weth¬ 

ersfield Onion. It is divided into four varieties, viz: 

1. Late Large Led, a very large, thick, late onion, 

attaining a diameter of from three to six inches, and 

on the fertile prairies of the West, not unfrequently 

eight inches. 2. Early—Somewhat flatter than tho 

former, smaller, and matures earlier. 3. The First 

Early—Still flatter, smaller and earlier. Mature* 

the last of July. 4. A globe variety of Early Red 

Onion, of good size and flavor, and of a light, hand¬ 

some red color. It is difficult to get the seed pure. 

There are also four varieties of Yellow Onion, of 

which the Yellow Flat, called also Yellow Dutch 

and Strasburgli, and in the Eastern States the “ Sil¬ 

ver Skin,” is the parent. These varieties are, 1. 

The Common Flat, (incorrectly called Silver Skin, 

which properly belongs to the White Portugal.) 2. 

The Early Cracker Onion—the great objection to 

which is that it bruises as easily as an apple. 3. 

The Early Bound Danvers Yellow Onion. — Ths 

Danvers is an early onion, maturing within a week 

or ten days of the Early Red or Cracker Onions. It 

is very prolific, and, like the Red Globe Onion, gives 
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larger crops by about one-third than the flat varie¬ 

ties. It also commands a somewhat higher price 

than the red varieties.. 4. The “ Dave Warren,” a 

variety of the Early Round Danvers, a very desira¬ 

ble sort. 
INTERMEDIATE ONION. 

A variety half way between the Common Flat and 

Danvers Onions—flatter than the latter and thicker 

than the former. “ It probably originated from the 

efforts of growers, some years since, to produce an 

onion that should be more oblong, more egg-shaped 

than the Danvers, that they might add still more 

bulk to their crops. The result of such a wide de¬ 

parture from the normal form, during a very wet 

season, was to make quite a proportion of the crop 

scallions; upon this they went somewhat to the 

other extreme and produced the Intermediate Onion, 

though no variety is more free from scallions than 

the true Danvers. Mr. G. says he has seen acres of 

them, on which not a peck of scallions could be 

found, the entire yield being well matured, of fine 

size and finely shaped. The Intermediate Onion is 

about as early as the Danvers, grows very symmet¬ 

rical, is very compact and handsome, crops well and 

keeps well. A casual observer would notice but 

very little difference between this and the true Dan¬ 

vers.” 
WHITE PORTUGAL. 

“ The cultivation of this early onion is mostly con¬ 

fined to the raising and planting of what are known 

as ‘ setts ’ or button onions, or onions for early family 

use, as it is a very poor keeper. It is a sweet, mild 

onion, of a good size for family use, though averag¬ 

ing considerably smaller than the varieties that 

have been described. Mr. G. says that for family 

use, except for frying, the common onions of the 

market are much too large to be economical—the 

two outer layers of an onion three inches in diame¬ 

ter and upwards, though making up about half the 

bulk of the onion, are usually coarse and tough, and 

slough off when boiled. The sweetest, tenderest, 

and most economical onion for this purpose of the 

yellow 6ort, are those that are from one to two 

inches in diameter.” 

On the whole, Mr. Gregory thinks the Danvers 

Onion the most profitable variety to grow. He has 

known 900 bushels raised on an acre. 
-- mm • —---- 

Summer-Fallows for Wheat.—Geo. S. Rogers, 

of Delaware, C. W., in a letter to the Country Gen¬ 

tleman, says: “ I may say, from my experience, that 

the best crops of fall wheat I can raise, are from 

ground only once and deeply plowed, and after¬ 

wards cultivated twice or three times.” This is the 

opinion of many good wheat-growers in Western 

New York. We have still a liking for the old- 

fashioned 6ummer-fallows. What say our readers ? 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS —NO. 2. 

This seems to be the disposition of the great 

mass of the farming community throughout these 

New England States. They seem to be dormant on 

the subject of self-improvement. And why is this? 

Simply because that farmers must go on the princi¬ 

ple of “ every man for himself;” and the whole aim 

of the farmer’s life, wdiile in this world, is struggling 

for the “ almighty dollar.” You talk with many 

farmers on the subject of education and improve¬ 

ment, and what will they tell you? They have no 

time for reading, or study—which is a fallacy as 

transparent as a down-east fogy. If they would be 

candid, they would say it was for a want and dispo¬ 

sition and mind to do so. They would hit the nail 

plump on the head. 

Now this want of time is all gammon. You 

farmers have the most time for self-improvement, 

and should be the best educated of any class of men 

under heaven. If perchance there should be a politi¬ 

cal “ caucus ” called, to be held at the tavern, how 

eagerly do they rush in to talk of Congress, Legisla¬ 

ture, &c. Then before adjournment take a drink of 

the animator, light pipes, and then count noses, to 

see how the vote will go at Town Meeting. Then 

just post up a call to organize a Farmers’ Club in 

the district school house, and then adjust your 

glasses and be ready to count the number of these 

patriotic farmers who are in attendance. Now all 

must admit this is no fancy sketch, but a stubborn 

fact. We do not make any pretensions as to being 

endow'ed with the spirit of prophecy, and we are 

well satisfied, from personal observation, that there 

is a great neglect and want of stimulus in the mind 

of the farmer, for his improvement in agricultural 

science. 

In fact, we believe that the time has come when 

more must be said and written, on the improvement 

of the mind as well as the soil. Practical agricul- 

ture, the farmer has always had, and shall always 

have, as long as the soil is cultivated, although the 

kind and quality will depend on the character of 

the farmer. But practical farming does not of course 

bring with it a corresponding improvement of the 

mind. But, alas, “ tell it not in Gath,” &c., that the 

improvement of the mind consumes too much time, 

and does not bring along quite so big a pile of green¬ 

backs as the other system, and of course it must be 

dispensed with. 

We have been brought up to labor on the farm, 

hence we feel a lively interest in every movement 

made to elevate the farmer. The farmer in this day 

in which we live need not be ignorant. There are 

works issued from the press that just meet the 

wants of our farming community, (we allude to that 

old pioneer, the Geneses Farmer,) freighted each 
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mbnth with, articles tending to the improvement of 

the mind; and yet how many families are destitute 

of its monthly visits. And why ? Oh! they can’t 

afford it; and yet, will you believe it, they spend 

five dollars a year for that poisonous article, tobacco, 

■v^hich undermines the constitution, and spend their 

long winter evenings dozing in the chimney corner. 

If they show any vitality, it is in rousing to take a 

sinoke. Why, farmers, will you let these golden 

oportunities fiit away, and that mind become a wil¬ 

derness, when, by self-improvement, you might have 

been a Clay or Webster, and the nation been swayed 

by your eloquence. This theme of self-culture is too 

much neglected among the farming community. 

Young man, do not think because you have left the 

old school house, there is no chance for improve¬ 

ment. It is an error. You have gone forth into the 

gfeat school-room of Nature, and if you have a mind 

of any capacity, you can learn. Learn, improve 

every leisure moment in study, and you will never 

regret it. J. L. Hersey. 

Tuftonborougli, 1ST., H., 1S65. 

TO PREVENT ABORTION IN COWS, 

Make use of none but strong, healthy bulls, of 

not less than two years old. Keep the cows con- 

fined as little as possible ; that is, a certain amount 

of exercise is essential to perfect health, even in 

this direction. When such an accident takes place, 

rdmove the cow instantly from the rest of the herd, 

q^eu out of hearing, of the remainder of the cows. 

If such accidents were common among my cows, I 

would quit stabling them in close confinement, or 

not allow them to stand in the stalls except in the 

nfght, and make the nights pretty short at that. 

I would also remove cows farther from each other 

in the stalls, and saw the tips of the horns from all 

the cows, or put on buttons, or both, so that they 

would not suffer from fear. This should be done 

whether we stable cows or not. 

Salt increases the quantity and perhaps the qual¬ 

ity of milk, and some dairymen are sharp enough 

to increase the salt more than the feed, which must 

weaken the whole system. p. F. 

"Wellsburg, Chemung Co., N. Y., 1S65. 

Quality of Different Kinds of Wood.—The 

celebrated experiments of Marcus Bull, of Philadel¬ 

phia, many years ago, gave the following results, 

showing the amount required to throw out a given 

quantity of heat: 

Hickory .4 cords. 
White oak..... ..,_4% “ 
Hard maple  .6% “ 
Soft maple............ 7 1-5 “ 

Prom this it would appear that there is less differ- 

eijce between hard and. soft maple than is generally 

supposed. 

Pitch pine..9 1-7 cords. 
White pine..9 1-5 “ 
Anthracite coal_4 tone. 

NOTES BY S. \\, 
I wish you wrould tell us in the April No. of the 

Farmer, how to make ground bones into soluble 

superphosphate with sulphuric acid—what proportion 

of acid and water, and how much water to the acid. 

My son Horace, near Buffalo, grows seven acres 

of cabbages, and as animal manures are scarce and 

dear, he wants to try the effect of the phosphate of 

lime. They have a bone mill there which grinds 

the bones tolerably fine; but as he wants the imme¬ 

diate effect of the manure, it is important to know 

how to make it soluble. 

Joseph Wright has reduced his horses to about 

50, including colts, but he increases his stock of 

bovines, feeds all his corn, 1,800 bushels, and cuts 

fine all his corn stalks. His Dent corn ripened 

quite as early as his Dutton, yielding one-tliird more, 

and henceforth he will plant the Ohio Dent only. 

He grows corn in drills, sowing it early, so as to 

have it fit to cut up in early August, to soil his 

milch cows as his pasture fails. He says it must 

form ears nearly ready to glare before the stalk has 

its maximum sweetness. If cut earlier, it is either 

insipid or bitter. Although this was a backward 

corn season, Wright never had a better crop. On 

eighteen acres, he had not more than three bushels 

of soft corn. He cut it up and stacked it as soon as 
the ears had glared, to save the stalks with their 

leaves and juices intact. If pains taking and ma¬ 

nuring will not pay in the corn crop, light manuring 

and poor tillage is ruinous. A farmer confessed to 

me that if he had planted one-lialf less land, and 

put on the same labor and manure, he should have 

got double the crop he did this year ; the result was, 

he had not corn enough to fat his hogs, and had to 

kill them on the 1st December, when they sold at 

14 cts. per lb. only. Had he kept them until New 

Year’s day, they would have sold at 17 cents per lb., 

and the increased weight added would have nearly 

doubled his profits in pork making, to say nothing 

of the loss in the use of his badly used corn field. 

Why don’t our farmers go into the Chinese Sugar 

Cane growing? It does first-rate in our climate, and 

it will be long before we will get sweetening within 

50 per cent, of former prices. Sorghum now sweet¬ 

ens the whole country west of our old fogy State. 

The March No. of the Farmer is very interesting 

in practical matter. I learn by that letter from St. 

Peters, Minnesota, that they grow the Dent corn 

successfully, although the growing season is shorter 

there than it is here. I am told that they have 

none of our cold, wet spells in late May and during 

the month of June, but more uniform heat and 

moisture during the growing season. Hence, no 

wonder that your correspondent can beat Cortland 

Co. in this State, “ all to pieces,” in corn growing, at 
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St. Peters. Thus it would seem that a kind Provi¬ 

dence has compensated Minnesota for her Siberian 

winters, by a uniformly warm, kindly, and growing 

summer. Per contra, California has a mild winter, 

a volcanic soil, rich in all the mineral elements of 

plant food in soluble form. Yet with her monster 

sylva and her spontaneous cereal crops, all her farm¬ 

ers who cannot irrigate from the mountain streams, 

are often reduced to short rations by long protracted 

droughts; and in her best seasons, the king of 

American cereals, Indian corn, is a very short, infe¬ 

rior crop. S. W. 
Waterloo, March 13,1865. 
To make superphosphate from bones, you require 

to each 100 lbs. of bone-dust, about 50 lbs. of com¬ 

mon oil of .vitriol, and from 50 to 75 lbs. of water. 

It is generally recommended to mix the water with 

the acid before applying it to the bones, but it is 

better, ordinarily, to pour the water on to the bone- 

dust, and mix it thoroughly, till the whole heap is 

evenly saturated, before applying the acid. The 

heap must be repeatedly stirred. The principal 

point is to get the proper quantity of acid and water 

in direct chemical contact with the proper propor¬ 

tion of bone-dust. Any means which will do this 

will make good superphosphate. We should prefer, 

especially if the superphosphate is needed imme¬ 

diately, to “ boil ”—as we have heard it designated— 

about 50 lbs. of bone dust at a time, in a half-barrel 
or other vessel. Put in the 50 lbs. of bone-dust and 

25 to 30 lbs. of wrater, mix thoroughly, and then 

pour in 25 lbs. of acid and stir briskly for a few 

minutes, till it is evenly mixed. Then throw it into 

a heap and repeat the process. This is more trouble 

than to mix a large heap at once, but it will make a 

better article and it will be ready Jfor use much 

sooner. We think there is a better prospect of our 

getting sugar from beets than from sorghum. 
--— ■ ♦ - 

Summer Fallows to Destroy Wire Worms.— 

In the February number of the Genesee Farmer, 

you give Mr. Adams’ plan for exterminating the 

wire worm. He is quite right. I and others here 

have done the same thing. I was also recommended 

to turn under a crop of buckwheat. I confess I 

laughed at it, but I did so, nevertheless, and though 

I did it seven years ago, I have never seen a wire 

worm since where the buckwheat was turned under, 

and it is still the richest part of the field.—William 

Cook, South Cayuga, C. W. 

A writer in the N. Y. Evangelist contends, that 
there is nothing gained, except extra labor, by 
planting potatoes in drills. He prefers to plant in 
hills. The object should be, he says, to get few 
and large plants in a hill. On the other hand, some 
of our most experienced potato growers think they 
get much larger crops by planting in drills. 

CULTURE OF CARROTS, 

I have a small farm, of 24 acres, divided into four 

fields. Two fields are in peach trees, with 1,400 

trees, five and six years old, which produced 3,300 

54 peck baskets of peaches last season. The other 

lots are in grass, one for mowing, the other for pas¬ 

ture. The pasture lot is quite out of grass, which 

will have to go in corn this spring, and then in 

wheat and grass next fall. I have a mind to plant 

one or two acres in yellow carrots, believing they 

will pay better than corn. Will you please inform 

me on the subject, through the Genesee Farmer 

how many pounds of seed are required per acre; 

when and how the seed should be planted, kind of 

manure, &c. The .land is clay, with a deep soil, 

matted with short blue grass, (the clover and timo¬ 

thy worn out.)—James Price, Cecil County, Mary- 

land. 

Three lbs. of seed, if evenly sown, is sufficient, 

though when sown by hand, 4 lbs. is generally re¬ 

quired. Sow as soon as the soil is dry and warm, 

and can be got into good order. As weeding is tha 

principal expense, great care should be used to get 

the land smooth and level. This will save much 

time in hoeing. As the land is plowed, go along 

each furrow with a rake, and see that the manure 

and sods are all covered, and make all smooth and 

nice. A marker, with teeth 14 inches apart, can be 

used to make the rows. They should be half an 

inch deep, Into these the seeds are sown by hand. 

If a drill is used, the marker will not be necessary, 

but care should be used to make the rows straight. 

Soak the seed for two days before sowing, in warm 

water, and dry it with plaster till it will separate. 

Cover the seed with a roller or with a rake. If the 

weather is favorable, the plants will be ready for 

hoeing in three weeks. Pass a hoe lightly through 

the rows, to loosen the soil and kill the weeds. In 

a week or ten days hoe and weed again, and thin 

the plants where too thick. In two weeks more hoe 

again, as deep as you can without hurting the plants, 

weed and thin out, leaving but one plant in a place, 

six inches apart. This will be all the work that is 

needed, unless weeds should grow. These must be 

destroyed, or you will not have a full crop. Five 

hundred bushels per acre is a good yield, but from 

800 to 900 bushels are sometimes raised. If you 

could put on a barrel of Baugh’s raw-boned super¬ 

phosphate per acre, it would be a great help. Sow 

it broadcast after the seed is drilled in, and cover it 

with a rake. _ _ 

A correspondent of the Country Gentlemam 

says: “ Those farmers who know the ill effects of 

working land wet, avoid it as they would a pesti¬ 

lence.” 
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CULTURE OF HOPS. 

We make the following extracts from a valuable 

Essay on the Culture, Drying and Baling of Hops, 

in the last number of the American Agriculturist. 

It is from the pen of Herman C. Collins, of Morris, 

Otsego Co., N. Y.: 

“ Varieties.—There are many varieties of hops 

cultivated in this country, but English Cluster and 

Grape Hops succeed best. The Pompey Hop is very 

large, with long arms, but it is more injured by rust 

and insects than the first mentioned, on which the 

hops hang in large clusters; both are early varieties. 

"Soil and Situation.—The situation for a hop 

yard should be such that there is a free circulation 

of air—never by thick woods in a valley, for there 

rust, blight, mould, and lice most abound. They 

should have plenty of sunshine, which is the surest 

preventive for all these. The soil should be dry -in 

winter, and have no water on the surface at any 

time. If not naturally rich enough, it can be made 

so by manuring. Any soil where good crops of corn 

or potatoes can be grown is suitable, but it should 

be easily worked and kept mellow, as there is much 

cultivation to be done. Where wheat will not grow, 

the soil must have lime, if hops are planted. In 

central New York, they are raised on very high 

land, where none but the smaller varieties of corn 

will grow. 

“ Planting.—The best time to plant a hop yard 

is in the spring, as early as the ground can be 

worked. The ground should be plowed, and made 

as fine and mellow as possible ; then stake it off, and 

either mark it out with a plow or line it, and plant 

with a ‘ dibble/ which is the surest way to have the 

plants all live. Corn, potatoes, or any other hoed 

crop, can be raised the first year with the hops. 

The rows should never be less than eight feet apart, 

and on the rich bottom lands of the West, nine or 

ten feet is better. Make the hills the same distance 

apart both ways, and the rows perfectly straight. 

It is a great mistake to have the hills crowded, as 

they often are in some yards, to seven feet each wajr, 

ox even less. 

“ The sets for planting, are runners from old vines, 

which can be had from any old yard. Care must be 

taken to keep the sets from male plants separate 

from the others. The hop is a dioecious plant, that 

is, having the staminate or male, and pistillate or 

female flowers, on separate plants. There should be 

about one male hill to every eight hills, each way, 

or one in sixty four, making from eight to twelve to 

the acre. These hills should be marked by a stake 

at planting, to enable one to distinguish them at a 

glance. The sets should be cut to two pair of eyes 

each, (if very short-jointed, three pairs of eyes may 

be left,) and three to five of these should be put in a 

hill, according to the condition they are in. They 

are usually planted in a furrow made by a plow, 

which must be from two to four inches deep, accord¬ 

ing as the soil is light or heavy. If planted too 

deep, they will not come up well. Sets are usually 

sold by the bushel; two to three bushels for an 

acre. When yards are planted with good, fresh 

sets, and it is done early, there is very little risk of 

failure. Often large yards are planted without 

losing a single hill. When the ground is very mel¬ 

low, with but few stones, dibble the holes just deep 

enough to let the sets be under the ground, and 

three or four inches apart; press the soil around 

them, and mark the place with a stick. 

"Cultivation the First Year.—The cultiva¬ 

tion consists in keeping the weeds down, and the 

ground mellow. One day’s work in season, is better 

than two later. If good sets are used, and they are 

planted very early, it will pay to raise a crop the 

first year, and the plants will be the better for it. 

Set one stake to each hill, and let all the vines run 

upon it. The stake should be but eight feet long, 

and set one foot in the ground; if longer than that, 

the vines will not get to the top in season to " hop ” 

well. It is best to stake the plants, because then 

they are out of the way in cultivating the yard, and 

do not get torn off. We raise from 200 to 400 pounds 

to the acre the first year, at no cost, except picking 

and drying, besides the cultivation, which must be 

done if none are raised. The stakes may be pieces 

of old hop poles, or better, H inch square sawed 
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stuff, eight feet long, (there is one foot hoard mea¬ 

sure in each stake.) It pays well to get gas tar, 

which costs but $1 or $2 per barrel. Heat it in a 

pan made for the purpose, and dip the whole stake 

into it while it is hot. This makes a firm coat of 

paint on the stake, protects it from the weather, and 

at the same time is very offensive to insects, and 

plant lice will not lay their eggs on it in the fall. 

In the autumn of the first year, a covering of two 

forkfuls of coarse manure should be given the hills, 

and if there is any chance of water standing on the 

surface, furrows must be plowed for surface drains, 

for it will kill the hills it covers. Cattle should 

never be pastured in hop yards in the fall, especially 

not in young yards. There should be no grass for 

them to eat, though there too often is. 

44 Training.—Throughout the hop region of New 

York, young trees have been cut, for many years, 

for use as hop poles. This has gone on until the 

price has risen from two or three cents to twenty or 

thirty cents each, and large quantities are brought 

from Canada, and the wilderness of Northern New 

York, by canal and rail, and then drawn with teams 

to the yards, frequently from ten to twenty-five 

miles. Hardwood poles last from two to five years, 

the best cedar poles but ten, and many poles break 

down with their load, or are broken down by the 

wind every year, which causes a total loss of the 

hops on them, and frequently on one or two adjoin¬ 

ing poles. The common method allows two poles, 

eighteen to thirty feet long, to each hill. Being so 

long, the wind whips them, breaking off many of 

the arms, so that often a considerable part of the 

crop is destroyed in this way. When the crop grown 

upon the poles is picked, many hills are killed, and 

all are injured by bleeding of the vines, which must 

be cut off. 

“Horizontal Hop Yard.—There is a new me¬ 

thod in vogue in this State, which has been used in 

Otsego Co. to some extent for three years past, and 

the last year it was used all through this, and in 

some other States, viz., 4 Collins’ Horizontal Hop 

Yard.’ I shall confine my directions for raising hops 

mostly to this plan, as I consider it as far superior 

to the common plan, with long poles, as the Mower 

and Horse-Rake are to the haying implements used 

by the last generation. There is but one stake to 

the hill, and this eight or nine feet long, and set one 

foot in the ground. The best and cheapest stakes 

are 1^-incli square sticks, sawed at any 6aw-mill, left 

rough, and entirely coated with coal tar- Where 

this plan is introduced into old yards, old poles, cut 

in two, are used ; yet it is far better to use the square 

stuff above described, than to cut down a tree for 

each 6take. 

44 The outer row of stakes should be eight or ten 

feet outside of the outer row of vines, and where 

next a fence, put them on the line of it. These 

should be 2| inches square, or if round, about as 

large as a common hop-pole, and set a little deeper 

than the others. For the inside hills, round stakes, 

an inch through, are as good as larger ones. The 

tops of all the stakes are connected by a twine run¬ 

ning across the yard both ways—it is tied to the 

outer stakes only, and wound once around the inner 

ones. Use good twine—wool or broom twine, made 

out of hemp or linen. At the present price of twine, 

it is best to raise the flax and spin it; two or three 

threads making a small twine that will measure 

about 700 feet to the pound ; this is strong enough, 

and lighter is often used, and if tarred with good 

pine tar, it will last several years. Tarred hemp 

twine at present costs 25 to 27 cents per pound at 

wholesale in New York, and from 35 to 40 cents 

through the country. A kind should be used that 

will not weigh more than 25 pounds per acre; but I 

like best a good home-made twine, at about 15 pounds 

per acre. The cost of twine is at present from six 

to ten dollars for an acre, but four years ago it cost 

only three or four dollars. 

44 At the male hills, put one tall pole about 18 feet 

long, so that the male vines will run up it, and the 

wind can blow the pollen over the yard. The string 

should pass these poles free, so that the wind will 

not break the twine. 

44 The cost of preparing a yard in this manner is 

as follows: 750 feet lumber for stakes, at $15@$20; 

gas tarring stakes, $2 ; 25 pounds twine, at 30 cents, 

$7.50; setting stakes, $1; putting on twine, 50 

cents; right per acre, $10. Total cost, after setting 

vines, $36. Cost of yard with long poles, 1,400 

poles, 20 cents each, $280 ; sharpening, $10 ; setting, 

$7. Total cost, not counting hauling — after set¬ 

ting vines, $297.” 

The directions for cultivating the hop yard the 

second year will be given next month. 

Lime for Wiiitewasii in the spring should be 

slaked now. Take quick-lime in lumps; start the 

slaking with hot water, and add more as needed to 

bring it to a creamy consistence. Do this in a half 

barrel or similar vessel; stir it well, cover and leave 

it in a still place, undisturbed until wanted for use. 

A crust of carbonate of lime will form on the sur¬ 

face ; this will have to be skimmed off. Lime pre¬ 

pared in this way becomes smoother and softer, the 

gritty portions and particles imperfectly burned 

settle to the bottom, and the slaking is more com¬ 

plete than if slaked at the time it is used, and for 

nice work it is much preferable to lime slaked at the 

time it is wanted for application.—American AgrU 

culturist. 
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April is emphatically the gardener’s seed time. 

It is not of the highest importance that any seeds 

should he sown in the open ground in March, only 

as we get some varieties disposed of, so that we shall 

not be too much crowded in April. 

I never could get peas fit for the table much, if 

any, earlier by sowing in March, than in the early 

part of April. I have sown the Dan. O’Rourke va¬ 

riety ail along from the 25th of March till the 12th 

of April, and have generally picked the first from 

the 13th to the 16th of June—the time of picking 

depending not so much on the time of sowing as on 

the state of the weather while they were growing. 

If your lettuce, peas, onions, spinach, beets and 

radishes were sown last month, you will be ready to 

attend to the following varieties this month :—As¬ 

paragus, lettuce for succession, rhubarb, brocoli, 

brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, celery, cress, 

kale, kohl rabi, early turnip, radish for succession 
and potatoes. 

Sow in hot-bed, tomatoes, celery, cucumbers and 

melons, and weed out those sown last month. 

Cucumbers and melons should be planted on in¬ 

verted sods, placed directly on the manure. 

Cut tough sods, about six inches square and four 

inches thick, place them on the manure until heated 
through. 

Cucumbers.—Sow Early White Spined and Early 

Russian, pretty thick on the sod, and cover about 

three quarters of an inch with loam. It is well to 

stick a small stick in the centre of the sod to mark 
its place. 

Melons.—Sow Fine White Japan and Jenny Lind 

musk-melons, and Early Mountain Sprout and 

Goodwin’s Imperial water-melons, the same as cu¬ 
cumbers. 

Tomatoes.—The Early Smooth Red is the earliest, 

and the reader will find other varieties mentioned 

in the February number. 

OPEN GROUND. 

Asparagus.—Soak the seeds in warm water a few 

v hours, and sow in drills 1-^ inches deep and 15 inches 

apart. If the ground be rich, and they receive 

good culture through the season, they will be'in 

best condition to transplant when one year old. 

Transplanting.—One year can be gained by pur¬ 

chasing strong one year old plants at a nursery, at a 

cost ©f from one to two dollars per hundred. Two 

hundred roots will plant a bed large enough to fur¬ 

nish a liberal supply to a family of six. Dig trenches 

for the roots two feet apart and eight inches deep. 

Fork into the subsoil in the bottom of the trenches 

a good quantity of fine manure. Place the roots in 

the trenches 15 inches apart, and cover so that their 

crowns shall be four inches below the surface of the 

ground. This will admit of the surface being dug 

over every spring without disturbing the plants. 

About 20 lbs. of salt should be sown to the square 

rod- Old beds should have the manure spread on 

the surface last fall dug in. ( 

Bhubarb.—Linnseus is the best. Prince Albert 

and Victoria good. Sow in drills 15 inches apart, 

cover one inch deep, and when well started, thin to 

four inches. Transplant one year old plants this 

month, three feet each way. Plants raised from tire 

seed will vary a little from the parent. The most 

certain way of getting the right kinds is to divide 

old roots. Rhubarb can be forwarded very much by 

placing a headless barrel over the hill, and surround¬ 

ing it with warm manure. In cutting for use, leave 

a few stalks in each hill, to maintain the vigor of 

the plant. 

Brocoli.—Sow Early Purple Cape and White Cape, 

in shallow drills eleven inches apart. 

Brussels Sprouts.— Sow the latter part of the 

month, the same as brocoli. 

Cabbage.—Sow in open ground, in the early part 

of the month, if without a hot-bed, those varie¬ 

ties mentioned last month for hot-bed. Towards 

latter part of the month, sow for fall and winter’s 
use, Large Flat Dutch, Large Late Drumhead, Drum¬ 

head Savoy, and Large Late Blood Red, in very shal¬ 

low drills, eleven inches apart. When up, thin to 
three inches. 

Transplant the latter part of the month from hot¬ 

bed plants started last month. Eighteen inches 

each way will answer. An hour or two before trans¬ 

planting, thoroughly saturate their bed, in hot-bed, 
with water, take up with trowel or the fingers, and 

set a little deeper than they stood in the hot-bed, 

and press the earth firmly around their roots. 

Cauliflower.—Cultivate the same as cabbage. 

Celery.—If not sown in hot-bed, should be started 

as soon as possible, in a rich, mellow bed. 

Cress.—Curled Grass, Broad Leaved, and Broad 

Leaved Winter, are the sorts. Should be sown in 

shallow drills 15 inches apart. 
Kale.—Cottager’s is cultivated exactly like cab¬ 

bage. 
Kohl-rabi— Sow Large Early Purple, Large Early 

White, and Large Late Green, any time from April 

to July, and treat the same as cabbage. 
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Early Turnip.—Sow Red-Top-Strap-Leaf, in shal¬ 

low drills eleven inches apart, and thin to three. 

Potatoes.—The latter part of the month, the Early 

Sovereign, Ash-Leaved Kidney, Early Cottage, anc 

Early Dykeman, can be planted. A little horse ma¬ 

nure under each hill will hurry them along. 

S3IAX<L FRUITS. 

Look well to the small fruits. The large fruits 

are becoming so uncertain—the apple so often fails 

—the pear is suffering so much from the blight—the 

peach comes around not much oftener than the sev¬ 

enteen-year locusts—it certainly behooves the gar¬ 

dener to cultivate liberally those small fruits that 

are most certain to bear uniform crops. 

Currants.—In some localities, the currant is be¬ 

coming the least reliable of all fruits, owing to the 

ravages of the currant worm. Many have tried 

dusting the leaves with hellebore, with good success. 

If it is an effectual remedy, it cannot be too widely 

known, for this wholesome fruit has almost disap¬ 

peared from Western New York. Red Dutch, 

Cherry, La Versailles, Prince Albert, White Dutch, 

and White Grape, are the best varieties. They can 

be started from cuttings, or roots can be procured at 

the nurseries. Transplant with care, using the fin¬ 

ders, freely, in adjusting the roots and working dirt 

unong them. Old bushes should be hoed or dug 

around, and trimmed. 

Gooseberries.—The English varieties are best, but 

tnreliable on account of their tendency to mildew. 

Tie American Houghton Seedling is free from mil- 

d«v, and uniformly productive, but inferior in size 

anl flavor. Crown Bob, Roaring Lion, Red War- 

rirgton, Golden Drop, Green Ocean, and White 

Smth, are the better English sorts. The goose- 

bery likes a rich, moist, cool soil, and is improved 

by simmer mulching and thorough pruning. 

Gapes.—The Delaware, Concord, Hartford Pro¬ 

lific, and Isabella, are the better sorts. The Iona 

and lraella—seedlings of Dr. Grant—are very prom¬ 

ising lew varieties, and in some localities the Diana 

and Rbecca are excellent. The soil should be deep, 

rich aid dry. About six feet apart is the distance 

for gailen culture. Strong two-year old vines are 

the bes for transplanting. Cut back to two eyes. 

To male the greatest growth of vine, tie them up 

perpenccular. Old vines will bear best by being 

trained lorizontally. 

Straicerries.—Jenny Lind, Bartlett, Triomphe de 

Gand, Vilson’s Albany, and Russell’s Prolific, are 

the better sorts. If the gardener makes up his mind 

to cultivate in hills, cutting off the runners weekly 

—by whih method the largest crops are realized— 

transplan 18 inches each way, keep the weeds 

down, anoas the berries commence ripening, strew 

a little cutgtraw, marsh hay, saw-dust, or tan-bark 

between the hills, to keep the berries clean and re¬ 

tain the moisture in the ground. They will bear, 

lightly, the first year, and a full crop the second and 

third years. If the runners are not to be kept cut 

off, plant in rows three feet apart, 15 inches in the 

row, allowing the runners to extend one foot on each 

side. That will leave a path a foot wide between 

the rows, to admit of cultivating the plants, and 

picking the fruit without treading on the vines. 

Raspberries.—Old plantations, if not attended to 

last fall, should have the old canes broken out, and 

the weaker new ones cut, leaving four to six of the 

stronger ones to bear fruit. In making new planta 

tions, the Doolittle, or Improved Black Cap is hardy 

and productive, while among red and yellow varie¬ 

ties, the Red Antwerp, Fastolf, Franconia, and 

Brinckle’s Orange, take the lead. Plant in a rich 

soil, four feet each way, and cut down the canes to 

within four to six inches of the ground. 

Blackberries.—Old plantations should receive simi¬ 

lar treatment to raspberries, and new ones made of 

Dorchester, New Rochelle, and Newman’s Thorn¬ 

less. About New Fork they have a new variety, 

which they highly commend, called Kittany. I pre¬ 

sume that W. S. Carpenter, of New York, could fur¬ 

nish it to amateurs. 

If every one should produce a surplus of the small 

fruits, canning them, the failure of large fruits would 

not be so great a loss. p. c. R. 

DESTROY THE CATERPILLARS AOTV. 

The American tent caterpillars or lackeys, so de¬ 

structive to the early foliage of wild cherry trees 

and apple trees, become moths in July, and lay their 

eggs on the twigs of the wild cherry and apple in 

July and August, as represented in the accompany¬ 

ing cut. Various methods for 

the destruction and extermi¬ 

nation of these pests are re¬ 

sorted to by thrifty and enter¬ 

prising farmers and garden¬ 

ers ; and, to be successful, 

they should be universal. One 

of the most effective methods 

to prevent their ravages, is to 

seek the eggs of the moths 

during these fine spring morn¬ 

ings, which, when found, as 

they easily may be, especially 

in young orchards, clip the 

twigs wherever they are de¬ 

posited with a sharp instru¬ 

ment, and burn them. Nurseries may thus be 

cleared of them. Shears and a knife, with basket 

in which to place the twigs, and a ladder, are the 

equipments necessary for this important work. Let 
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it be done this month, as farmers have more time to 

attend to it, and besides it is less and pleasanter 

work than after the eggs are hatched into devouring 

worms, for then is seed time pressing with its multi¬ 

farious demands for labor. Not only apple trees, 

but all the wild cherry trees on and about the farm 

premises, should be thoroughly, diligently, and most 

carefully searched, that this evil may be prevented 

in its embryonic state.—Boston Cultivator. 

EARLY MELONS AND SQUASHES, 

Melons, cucumbers and squashes, as gardeners 

well know, are very difficult to transplant. Their 

roots quickly spread in every direction, and they are 

sensitive to the mutilation they must necessarily re¬ 

ceive when the work is done in the ordinary manner. 

Various expedients have been resorted to. One, 

which has succeeded tolerably well, is to plant the 

seeds in an inverted piece of turf, embedded in the 

earth of a liot-bed, and before many leaves are made, 

to remove the young plants, with the pieces of turf, 

to the open ground. There are but two difficulties 

here. The turf does not allow the plants to become 

large enough before removal; and grass is apt to 

spring up from the pieces. 

A better way is to make small open baskets, set 

them in the liot-bed, and plant the seeds within 

them. The baskets do not impede the roots, and 

when the plants are large enough, the whole, bas¬ 

ket earth and plants, is removed and set in a hole 

previously cut in open ground. The baskets are 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 8. 

easily made by tying together with twine, as shown 

in fig. 1, two basket splints, basswood or other bark ; 

then with another piece tied together at the ends, 

form the hoop, fig. 2; thirdly, bring the ends of the 

two first mentioned pieces down over this hoop, 

tying by twine, and the basket is made, (fig. 3.) If 

the soil is light and friable, it will be necessary to 

interweave a few more splints or twigs; but if tena¬ 

cious, a more open basket will do. An active hand 

will make many of these baskets in an hour; and 

they will not only give earlier results, but save 

largely from squash bugs and other insects.—Rural 

Affairs.__ 

Orchards on northern slopes are, as a general 

rule, less liable to injury from the vicissitudes of the 

weather than those on southern slopes. One reason 

of this is that the buds do not start so early in the 

spring, and are therefore less likely to be affected 

by the cold winds and frosts of early spring. 

GARDEN WORK. 

The Gardeners' Monthly gives some good hints 

for garden operations, a part of which we quote: 

Preparing ground is, of course, the first thing in 

order. 

If flowers have been growing in the ground for 

many years, new soil does wonders. Rich manur* 

makes plants grow, but they do not always flower 

well with vigorous growth. If new soil cannot b* 

had, a wheelbarrow of manure to about every fifty 

square feet will be enough. If the garden earth 

looks grey or yellow, rotten leaves—quite rotten 

leaves—will improve it. If heavy, add sand. If 

very sandy, add salt—about half a pint to fifty 

square feet. If very black or rich from previous 

year’s manurings, use a little lime, about a pint 

slacked to fifty square feet. 

If the garden be full of hardy perennial flowers, 

do not dig it, but use a fork, and that not deeply. 

Dig garden ground only when the soil is warm 

and dry. Do not be in a hurry, or you may get be¬ 

hind. When a clot of earth will crush to powdej 

as you tread on it, it is time to dig—not before. 

If perennial plants have 6tood three years in on* 

place, separate the stools, replanting one-tliird, aid 

give the balance to your neighbor who has none. 

Set out the annuals you may have got forward n 

windows or frames—that is the hardy ones. Tie 

plan used to be to set out in a shower; but tlat 

plan is barbarous. No wonder with such old f<gy- 

ish rules our handsome young ladies are disgufted 

with gardening. Let the girls lift the seeding* 

carefully from the soil in the pots, set the rootsm a 

saucer of water, take them to their assigned pace* 

in the garden, and from the water dibble then at 

once in. Cover for twenty-four hours with jn in 

verted flower-pot—next day cover only six hour* 

during the middle of the day,—next but an bur oi 

so during hot sun, if there be any; and the ]iant is 

safe. Study the differences between hardy aid ten¬ 

der annuals. The latter must be set out mly in 

April. In the North—extreme north—also o course, 

our rules are too early. Go by the season not the 

almanac. Plants that have been covered «y leave* 

may be undressed if they show signs of growth, 

which is the best rule for uncovering allkinds of 

protected plants. 

Prune shrubs, roses and vines. Thse which 

flower from young wood, cut in severel' to make 

new growth vigorous. Tea, China, Barbon and 

Noisette roses are of this class. What are called 

annual flowering roses, as Prairie Queen and so on, 

require lots of last year’s wood to make ? good show 

of flowers. Hence, with these, thin out weak wood, 

and leave all the stronger. 

To make handsome, shapely specimos of shrub*, 
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cut them now into the forms you want, and keep 

them so by pulling out all shoots that grow stronger 

than the others during the summer season. 

Do not transplant extensively till the ground is 

warm and the buds are about to push. Many things 

die by exposure to winds for a few weeks before 

they have warmth to push roots and leaves into 

growth. 

The rule for pruning at transplanting, is to cut in 

proportion to apparent inj ury to roots. If not much 

the worse for removal, cut but little of the top away. 

Properly pruned, a good gardener will not have the 

worst case of a badly dug tree to die under his hands. 

In a nursery, where these matters are well under¬ 

stood, trees “ never die/’ 

Box edgings lay well now. Make the ground firm 

and level, plant deep, with tops not more than two 

Inches above ground. 

Roll the grass well before the softness of a thaw 

(oes away. It makes all smooth and level. 

Graft trees or shrubs where changed sorts are 

desirable. Any lady can graft. Cleft grafting is the 

eisiest. Split the stock, cut the scion like a wedge, 

iisert it in the split, so that the bark of the stock 

ad scion meets ; tie a little bast bark around it, and 

COrer with Trowbridge’s Grafting wax, and all is 

dole: very simple when it is understood, and not 

had to understand. 

BLIGHT IN PEARS. 

A* a recent meeting of the Ohio Pomological 

Socnty, Dr. Kirtland is reported as having talked of a 

new heory concerning the pear blight, based upon 

microcopic investigations by Professor Salisbury, 

sliowiig that this disease is caused by the propaga¬ 

tion aid growth of minute fungi in the sap and 

alburmm of the trees, and giving facts supporting 

the tbory. As a remedy or preventive of these 

disease in fruit trees, Dr. K. said the use of cop¬ 

peras, h solution, as a wash for the bark, or syring¬ 

ing the eaves and fruit, was found very valuable ; 

also theapplication of old iron, blacksmiths’ sweep¬ 

ings, etc, to the roots. He expressed strong confi¬ 

dence tkt these applications would be found a com¬ 

plete remdy for the fire-blight in pear trees, that 

worst sourge of the pomologist. — Gardeners' 

Monthly. 

We havi no doubt that the blight is caused by a 

fungus in he, sap and alburnum of the trees. And 

we think tkt the origin of this fungus is from de¬ 

caying root and other woody matter in the soil 

We have bu little hope, however, that any external 

application \ill arrest the disease. Better use means 

to remove he cause. In the Rural Annual and 

HorticulturalDirectory for 1865, we have given our 

views on this abject more in detail. 

DIANA GRAPES. 

W. C. Strong, of Brighton, Mass., has in the 

Gardener's Monthly an article on Winter Grapes, in 

which he says of this grape: 

But the grape of all others, which with certainty 

and with little care, remains plump and sound the 

whole live long winter, is the Diana. This is the 

winter grape par excellence. With us it is rather 

late in maturing, and this with some inequality; 

some of the berries in each bunch being scarcely 

ripe at the very close of ordinary seasons. Yet I 

have found these scarcely matured berries become 

quite eatable in mid-winter,—not equal to those 

fully colored, but very passable. The excellent 

keeping qualities of this kind depend undoubtedly 

upon the thickness of its skin. This is such a pro¬ 

tection to it, that with the most ordinary care it 

keeps more perfectly than the Baldwin apple. I 

should treat them simply as follows: Cut them just 

to avoid the frost; trim out all imperfections ; pack 

closely, single layers in shallow boxes or drawers; 

leave them open in a cool room for a few days to 

allow moisture to pass off; then close and keep in a 

cold dry room until April, if you consult your purse 

and can govern your appetite so long a time. The 

quality of the Diana is universally esteemed. It 

will ride any distance to market. When its keep¬ 

ing qualities are taken into account, is it not worthy 

of more attention ? 
-—^ — — ■— 

The Gardeners of Scotland have determined to 

hold in Edinburgh, in the month of September next, 

a Great International Fruit and Flower Show, in 

connection with the Horticultural Society of Edin¬ 

burgh. The exhibition is fixed for the 6th of that 

month. In the class of foreign grown fruits, £5 are 

offered for collections of grapes, pears and of apples. 

In the class devoted to home-grown fruits, there are 

54 prizes offered for grapes, 14 for general collection 

of fruits, 9 for pineapples, and others in proportion. 

The London Gardener's Chronicle says “the display 

of grapes alone would be worth a journey to Edin¬ 

burgh to see.” 
■ — . 

Lady Bugs.—Whatever else you destroy in the 

insect line, never injure a lady bug; for in its larvae, 

its pupa, (two stages of its metamorphoses,) and its 

insect states, it feeds upon the aphis, (the plant-louse 

or “ vine-fretter,”) that is so pestilent in gardens and 

green-houses, and even in window-gardening among 

parlor plants. Every child knows the lady-bird as 

well as the zoologist, who calls it “ celeopterous,” 

that is, sheath-winged—having its wings under cover 

of a pair of shells running longitudinally. The 

wings are of various brilliant colors, generally be¬ 

tween orange and deep red. It belongs to the same 

genus of insects as the beautiful cochineal. 
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LITTLE FOXES, 

Mrs. Stowe, in her “Chimney Comer Papers” in 

the Atlantic Monthly" has some excellent talks on the 

“ Seven Little Foxes ” which eat the vine of domestic 

happiness. Fault-finding is the first she treats of. 

“Fault-finding—a most respectable little animal, that 

many people let run freely among their domestic yines, 

under the notion that he helps the growth of the grapes, 

and is the principal means of keeping them in order. 

“Now it may safely be set down as a maxim, that 

nobody likes to be found fault with, but everybody 

likes to find fault when things do not suit him. 
“ Let my courteous reader ask him or herself if he or 

she does not experience relief and pleasure in finding 

fault with or about whatever troubles them. 

“This appears at first sight an anomaly in the pro¬ 

visions of Nature. Generally we are so constituted 

that what it is a pleasure to us to do it is a pleasure to 

our neighbors to have us do. It is a pleasure to give, 

and a pleasure to receive. It is a pleasure to love, and 

a pleasure to be loved; a pleasure to admire, a pleasure 

to-be admired. It is a pleasure also to find fault, but not 
a pleasure to be found fault with. Furthermore, those 

people wrhose sensitiveness of temperament leads them 

to find the most fault are precisely those who can least 

bear to be found fault with; they bind heav}^ burdens 

and grievous to be borne, and lay them on other men’s 

shoulders, but they themselves can not bear the weight 
of a finger. 

“ Now the difficulty in the case is this: There are 

things in life that need to be altered; and that things 

may be altered, they must be spoken of to the people 

Wrhose business it is to make the change. This opens 
wide the door of fault-finding to well-disposed people, 

and gives them latitude of conscience to impose on 

their fellows all the annoyances which they themselves 

ferql. The father and mother of a family are fault-find¬ 

ers, ex officio ; and to them flows back the tide of every 

separate individual’s complaints in the domestic circle, 

till often the whole air of the house is chilled and dark¬ 

ened by a drizzling Scotch mist of querulousness. 

Very bad are these mists for grape-vines, and produce 

mildew in many a fair cluster. 

“ Children are more hurt by indiscriminate, thought¬ 

less fault-finding than by any other one thing. Often a 

child has all the sensitiveness and all the susceptibility 

of a grown person, added to the faults of childhood. 

Nothing about him is right as yet; he is imature and 

faulty at all points, and everybody feels at perfect lib¬ 

erty to criticize him to right and left, above, below, and 

around, till he takes refuge either in callous hardness 
or irritable moroseness. 

“A bright, noisy boy rushes in from school, eager to 

tell his mother something he has on his heart, and 

Number One cries out— 

“ ‘ Oh, you ’ve left the door open! I do wish you 

would n’t always leave the door open! And do look 

at the mud on your shoes! How many times must I 

tell .you to wipe your feet ? ’ 

“‘Now there you’ve thrown your cap on the sofe 

again. When will you learn to hang it up ? ’ 

“ ‘ Don’t put your slate there; that is n’t the place 
for it.’ 

“‘How dirty your hands are! what have you been 
doing? ’ 

“‘Don’t sit in that chair; you break the springs, 
jouncing.’ 

“‘Mercy! how your hair looks! Do go up-stairs 

and comb it’ 

“ ‘ There, if you have n’t torn the braid all off your 

coat! Dear me, what a boy! ’ 

“ ‘ Don’t speak so loud; your voice goes through my 
head.’ 

“ ‘I want to know, Jim, if it was you that broke up 

that barrel that I have been saving for brown flour.’ 

“ ‘I believe it was you, Jim, that hacked the edge of 

my razor.’ 

“ ‘ Jim ’s been writing at my desk, and blotted three 

sheets of the best paper.’ 

“ Now the question is, if any of the grown people of 

the family had to run the gauntlet of a string of criti¬ 

cisms on themselve equally true as those that salute 

unlucky Jim, would they be any better natured aboul 

it than he is ? 

“ No; but they are grown-up people; they have right* 

that others are bound to respect. Everybody can net 

tell them exactly what he thinks about everythingtlny 

do. If every one could and did, would there not >Q 
terrible reactions ? ” 

Rice Pudding.—In a former paper you have an ati- 

cle from the Prairie Farmer about making rice pudong 

without eggs. We never use eggs; our plan is asfol- 

lows : We wash a half pound of rice, and put it n a 

broad, shallow tin pan holding four quarts, (we h.ve a 

large family,) with a large teacupful of sugar and ahalf 

teaspoonful of salt. Fill the pan up with milk,:resh 

from the cow is best, and set in the oven or stcre to 

bake, stirring it occasionally and trying the rice. -Vhen 

the latter is soft and begins to thicken the mik, the 

pudding is done. If it boils too long, or thereis too 

much rice in it, it will be too thick to be good Ton 

can spice it if you choose. It is excellent.—E.,m Ger¬ 

mantown Telegraph. 

Sally Lum.—Three pints of flour, three teas>oonsful 

of cream-tartar, one and a half teaspoonful ff soda, 

butter the size of two eggs, a cup of sugar, fur eggs, 

a pint and a half of milk. Rub the cream-trtar into 

the flour, and dissolve the soda in the milk. Bake in 

round tins like cake. 

Apple Float.—One pint of stewed appl, strained, 

and the white of one egg. Beat them topther until 

the mixture is as light as whipped crear, and fill in 

jelly glasses. A very handsome dish for dssert. 

How to Keep Hop Yeast from Sotting in Hot 

Weather.—Stir into the yeast as soon .s it is ready 

to set away after being made, one tabespoonful of 

common salt for every quart of yeast. 
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THE WRESTLERS, 

A GAME FOR CHILDREN. 

Materials.—Two large corks, some thin card-board, 

small pieces of various materials, water-colors. 

This game consists of two small heroes in cork and 

card-board, to whom a piece of thread about three 

yards long is attached, causing them to put themselves 

into all sorts of contortions. This thread (whether 

white or black it should be very strong) is passed 

through the crossed arms of the little men, and is 

fixed at one end to the floor by means of a small nail 

or tack, while the other end is held in the hand, rather 

slanting. By slightly drawing the thread, the move¬ 

ments of the wrestlers are rendered easier; but prac¬ 

tice alone will teach this, and we must warn our read¬ 

ers not to draw the thread too tightly, as this would 

cause the little men to fight to desperately. Let us 

now explain how they are to be made: • Take for the 

bodies good corks, three and a half inches long. They 

must be of the same size and the same weight, as it is 

necessary for them to keep their equilibrium. A the© 

should be painted on the top of the corks (it is un¬ 

necessary to have a great talent for painting to do this.) 

Next, they must be dressed. A strip of linen two 

inches long, and gathered round the figures, serves for 
Fig. 2—The Leg. 

Fig. 3.—The Arms. 

a skirt; it is fastened by pins. The under part of the 

body is hidden by a small piece of black silk; it is fas¬ 

tened to the skirt, which is pulled down tightly under¬ 

neath. The toilet is completed by a band made with 

a colored ribbon, and by a little cap, the shape and 

color of which may vary according to the taste of the 

worker, and which is also put on with pins. Next cut 

it the arms and legs in thin card-board from the ilTas- 

•ations 2 and 3. As the arms are drawn crossing each 

ther, two similar pieces only should be cut out, but 

»ur legs are required. The part represented black in 

ie pattern for the legs is covered with India ink, and 

ie two pieces for the arms are painted in water-colors, 

i well as the shirt-sleeves. A pin is inserted in each 
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leg, and the same pin is fastened on each side of the 

wrestler’s body, so that it may move easily. The arms 

are attached in the same manner to the shoulders, and 

in a very horizontal position. As a general rule these 

small dolls should be well poised, and every fold in 

their dress which might impede their movements care¬ 

fully avoided. Now pass the long thread through the 

arm at the place marked by a small round, and fasten 

this thread to the floor in the manner already described, 

and make a knot in the thread about one yard from the 

end, to prevent the wrestlers from slipping about too 

much.—Godey's Lady's Book. 

CLEAN HANDS. 

When I was about six yeai-6 old, a gentleman, who 

had called on my father to transact some business, per¬ 

ceived that my hands were dirty, and those of my 

brother Fred in the same condition. 

“My boys,” said he, “I hate dirty fingers; now if 

yours are clean when I call here again next Tuesday, I 

will make you a present.” 

As soon as it was light on the Tuesday morning, my 

brother and I got up and began to wash our hands. 

We used more soap that morning than we had used for 

a month before, and if ever our hands were clean they 

certainly were then. The gentleman did not come till 

dinner time, so we thought it better to have another 

scrubbing at our hands, and once more we were up to 

our elbows in soap-suds. The gentleman came, and 

after examining our hands, which had not a speck 

on them, he gave each of us five new, bright, spark¬ 

ling pieces of coin, which we took to be golden 

guineas. They were only pocket pieces—but we were 

too young to know the difference—they were just as 

valuable to us, so we fancied ourselves to be as rich as 

Jews. 

“ Now, my boys,” said he, “ you see it is possible to 

keep your hands clean when it answers your purpose 

to do so. I should be ashamed of a boy who would be 

mean enough to wash his hands to make money, and 

not keep them clean to make his parents and friends 

comfortable. The love and good opinion of your pa¬ 

rents and friends are worth all the money in the 

world.” 

I never forgot this good advice, and now record it 

that others may derive as much advantage from it as I 

have done.—Juvenile Library. 

Personae Appearance.—Attention to one’s out¬ 

ward appearance is one of the first elements of polite¬ 

ness. Want of cleanliness, slovenly or dilapidated 

attire, are an affront to the persons we approach. Any¬ 

thing like dirtyness—the very word offends—is utterly 

unpardonable and inadmissable. Man, naturally the 

nudest of animals, has necessarily the greatest need of 

personal neatness. Most of the nations of antiquity 

bathed daily, or oftener. Ablutions were, and still are, 

in many countries, a religious practice. Perfumes are 

quite gone out of fashion, being left to be used almost 

exclusively by persons of questionable health, or worse, 

of questionable character. 

GOOD NIGHT AND GOOD MORNING. 

BY K. M. MILNES. 

A fair little girl sat under a tree. 
Sewing as long as her eyes could see; 
Then smoothed her work and folded it right, 
And said, “ Dear work, good night, good night.’* 

Such a number of rooks came over her head, 
Crying “ Caw ! caw! ” on their way to bed; 
Said she, as she watched their curious flight, 

“Little black things, good night, good night!” 

Tho horses neighed, and the oxen lowed; 
The sheep’s “Bleat! bleat! ” came over tho road, 
All seeming to say, with quiet delight, 

“ Good little girl, good night! good night 1” 

She did not say to the sun, “good night!” 
Though she saw him there, like a ball of light; 
For she knew he had God’s time to keep 
All over the world, and never could sleep, 

The tall pink foxglove bowed his head; 
The violets curtsied and went to bed; 
And good little Lucy tied up her hair, 
And said, on her knees, her favorite prayer. 

And while on her pillow she softly lay, 
She knew nothing more till again it was day; 
And all things said to the beautiful sun, 

“Good morning! good morning! our work is begunP* 

THE DANDELION. 

“Ugly flower! I won’t pick you!” said little 

Harry, as be pulled the daisies and buttercups in the 
meadow, and suddenly came to a fine large dandelion. 
The dandelion had done its best to look bright and gay 

all day, and it was very sad to hear its happy broad 

golden face found fault with like this. 
“I wonder why nobody likes me?” it thought sadly; 

“ every other flower is taken notice of, and I am left 

neglected and forlorn. I did not make myself, and I 

do not wish to be disagreeable. I wonder if any body 

will ever care about me, or shall I shut up my petal* 

and die?” 
“No, no,” whispered the breeze which passed over 

it, “keep on hoping.” 
And just then a large bee came buzzing through tho 

long meadow grass, and it rested on the yellow dande¬ 

lion, and found some honey in its heart, and said, 

“Beautiful flower, I am glad I found you out;” and 

the dandelion held up its golden face to the sun, and 

said, “ I have not lived for nothing.” 
God has given us all the power of being a comfort to 

somebody. 
—■ ■■ ■ — -—— 

Why does a duck go under water? For divers rea¬ 

sons. Why does the same duck come out of the water ? 
For sun-dry reasons. 

When is a cigar like an old maid ? When there is no 

match for it. 

What best describes and most impedes a pilgrim ? 
Bunyan. 

Wanted.—A firkin of butter churned from the milk 
of roses. 

-- » ■ ——■i—<■! ..i 

When is a cat like a tea-pot ? When your tea’s-in it. 

A Cheerful Measure—-Tho horn of plenty. 
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Wwalhwm#. 
ENOCH ARDEN: BOILED DOWN. 

Philip Pay and Enoch Arden 
Both were ‘ spoons” on Annie Lee; 

Phil did not ful-fill her notions. 
She preferred to mate with E. 

Him she wedded and she bore him 
Pretty little children three; 

But becoming short of rhino, 
Enoch went away to sea. 

Leaving Mrs. Arden owner . 
Of a well-stocked village shop. 

Selling butter, eggs and treacle, 
Beeswax, whipcord, lollipop. 

Ten long years she waited for him, 
But he neither came nor wrote; 

Wherefore, she concluded, Enoch « 
Could not longer be afloat. 

Bo when Philip came to ask her 
If she would be Mrs. Bay, 

She, believing she was widowed. 
Could not say her suitor “ nay .** 

And a second time was married, 
Gave up selling bread and cheese, 

And in due time Philip nursed 
A little Bay upon his knees. 

But, alas! the long lost Enoch 
Turned up unexpected-ly. 

And was vastly disconcerted 
By this act of biga-my. 

Yet, reflecting on the subject, 
I*«r determined to atone, 

For his lengthened absence from her 
By just leaving well alone. 

Taking to his bed, he dwindled 
Down to something like a shade; 

Settled with his good landlady, 
Next the debt of Nature paid 

Then, when both the Bay’s discovered 
How poor Enoch's life had ended, 

They came out in handsome style, and 
Gave his corpse a fun'ral splendid. 

This is all I know about it, 
If it is not sufficient, write 

By next mail to Alfred Tenny- 
Son, P. L., the Isle of Wight. 

Disappointed.—A man applied to Dr. Jackson, the 

celebrated chemist, with a box of specimens. “Can 

you tell me what this is, 6ir?” “Certainly I can, sir; 

that is iron pyrites.” “What, sir?” (in a voice of 

thunder.) “Iron pyrites.” “Iron pyrites ! And what’s 

that ? ” “ That’s what it is,” 6aid the chemist, putting 

a lot on the 6hovel over the hot coals, where it disap¬ 

peared. “Dross.” “And what are iron pyrites worth?” 

“Nothing.” “Nothing! Why, there’s a woman in 

our town who owns a whole hill of that—and I’ve 

married her! ” 

Heaven bless the wives! they fill our hives with 

little bees and honey. They ease life’s shocks, they 

mend our socks, but don’t they spend the money? 

When we are sick they heal us quick—that is if they 

do love us; if not we die, and yet they cry, and raise 

tombstones above us.” 

An urchin suffering from the application of the 

birch, said: “ Forty rods are said to make a furlong. 

I know better ; let anybody get such a licking as I’ve 

had, and he’ll find out that one rod makes an ochre 

DISSOLVING GENEROSITY. 

Here is the last illustration given by Mons. Alphonse 

Karr, the celebrated French writer: 

“ I have for my neighbor, in the country, a man who 

recently was seized with congestion of the brain. His 

old servant became alarmed, and had scarcely time to 

scream for help when she fainted. A workman named 

Norman went by, he leaped into the window, lifted up 

the two dying people from the floor, restored the 

woman to her senses, jumped on a horse, galloped to 

town and brought back a physician. My neighbor’s 

life was 6aved. The workman returned to his task. I 

6aid to my neighbor: ‘ But for Norman you would have 

been a dead man. I hope you intend to reward him 

liberally?’ ‘Yes, indeed, I intend to give him forty 

francs.* I met my neighbor a few days afterwards, and 

said to him; ‘Well, have you rewarded Norman?’ 

‘No, not yet, but he will lose nothing by waiting. I 

said I would give him ten francs, and when I 6ay a 

thing it is as good as done.’ A week passed away. 

‘Have you seen Norman?’ ‘Norman—ah! Norman! 

No, I haven’t met him yet; but I am fattening a rab¬ 

bit—a first-rate rabbit. Oh, I’m not a man to forget a 

service.’ A fortnight passed away. ‘ Well, is your 

rabbit fat ? ’ ‘ As fat as a partridge. I ate it yesterday, 

and, I tell you, it has been a long while since I had 

such a tid-bit in my mouth.’ ” 

The recent report of a committee on grapes to the 

Ohio Horticultural Society thus sets forth the qualities 

of some seedlings that have been injudiciously named: 

“It appears to the committee that Lydia was rather 

acid, and Mary was pretty good, with a thick skin, and 

that Ellen was rather sub-acid, with a catawba flavor.” 
— - -- 

A lady that would please herself in marrying was 

warned that her intended, although a good sort of a 

man, was very singular. “ Well,” replied the lady, 
“ if he is very much unlike other men, ho is much 

more likely to be a good husband.” 

The brother of Beethoven signed his name to dis¬ 

tinguish himself from his lawless brother, “-von 

Beethoven, landowner.” The immortal composer re¬ 

torted by signing liis, “Ludwig von Beethoven, brain- 

owner.” 

When you see a man on a moonlight night trying to 

convince his shadow that it is improper to follow a 

gentleman, you may be sure that it is high time for 

him to join a temperance society. 
- - ■ ■■ ^ — ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

“When are you sure the smugglers have landed a 

cargo?” demanded a cockney of a custom-honse 

officer. “When I seize it,” replied the government 

punster. 

Gentility.—There can not be a surer proof of low 

origin or of an innate meanness of disposition, than to 

be always talking and thinking of being genteeL 
— — - • —^ — 

A desparing man tears his head. Old Jobus says an 

enraged woman is wiser—she tears her husband’s. 
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Tlie Markets. 

Notes on tlie Weather from January 1, 1865, 
to March 1, 1865. 

The temperature and its extremes, storms and winds, 

special facts and results of comparisons, are objects of 

constant interest. As the weather of one half of a 

month often differs greatly from that of the other, the 

facts of the two halves are kept distinct, and the means 

and general averages are seperate. 

JANUARY, 1865. 

Gold has fallen to 148. This has brought down the 

price of nearly all kinds of produce. Several failures 

are reported in New York, and there is a great panic 

among speculators, and a general uneasiness is felt in 

mercantile circles. There is a general desire to force 

sales, while, as is always the case when prices tend 

downward, buyers will purchase only what they need 

for immediate use. .Pork, in New York, fell 85.00 per 

barrel in one day! 

In this city, owing to the great flood, little business 

is doing, and it is difficult to fix quotations. Clover 

seed sells for $15.00 per bushel; timothy seed, $6.00. 

Little is yet doing in potatoes, as the Eastern buyers 

have not arrived. They are sold in the stores at $1.00 

per bushel, but 75 cents is all that is paid for them. 

Butter is down 10 cents $ ff>. It now sells for 35 cents. 

Apples are becoming scarce, and the price ranges from 

$2.50 to $3.00 per bushel. 
-• «b>k .- 

Gedd.es’ Harrow. 

At the request of Mr. Hamilton we republished 

last month, from a previous volume of the Genesee 

Farmer, a description of the Scotch, Geddes’ and 

the common square harrow, written by the late J. H. 

Bixby. We have received two or three letters inquir¬ 

ing where the Geddes’ harrow can be obtained. We 

believe it was invented by the Hon. George Geddes, of 

Syracuse, but we do not know where it is manufactur¬ 

ed. Another correspondent, George L. Scott, of Dar¬ 

lington, Md., wishes to build one, and desires us to 

give him the length of the pieces, angle of mortice, and 

how far to put the teeth apart. We should be glad if 

some one would give Mr. Scott the desired informa¬ 

tion. 
-- 

4tT3ie Great Agriculturalist Strawberry.” 

Our readers have all heard of this wonderful straw¬ 

berry. There can be little doubt that it is all that is 

claimed for it in size, quality and productiveness. Of 
course it is not yet known how it will succeed in dif¬ 

ferent localities, but it is certainly worthy of a trial. 

Mr. William S. Carpenter, of New York, will'furnish 

genuine plants. See his advertisement on last page. 
*-- 
Shares’ Harrow. 

First half Second hal£ Month. 

Mean.23.32° 18.04° 20.60° 
General average.25.83° 24.97° 25.34° 
Highest temperature.37.00° 43.00° 
Highest mean.34.83° 86.33° 
Lowest temperature.. 4,00° 4.00° Water, 2.83 in. 
Lowest mean.14.00° 7.00° 

Before the end of the first week of January, sleigh¬ 

ing was good over this section. The great snow-storm 

of the 10th and 11th was extensive, with snow nearly 

two feet perhaps, often greatly drifted, but sleighing 

good to the end of the month. Snow often fell. A 

cold half month, the mean being 5° below the general 

average for twenty-nine years. 

The second half was only 1%° below the general 

average, and the cold not down to zero. A cold half 

month. 

The range of the means of the first half of January 

is, in the twenty-nine years, from 15.9° to 36.7°, and the 

mean 25.5°; and of the second half is from 13.0° to 

34.8°, and the mean 24.0°. From the least and greatest 

half monthly means, and from the monthly mean, the 

above table leads us to see the relative temperature. 

FEBRUARY. 

First half. Second half. 

Mean_1 .19.93° 28.62° 
General average.24.09° 27.24° 
Highest temperature.42.00° 50.00° 
Highest mean.36.67° 42.00° 
Lowest temperature.. 2.00° 2.00° 
Lowest mean. 9.00° 18.00° 

Month. 

24.27° 
25.65° 

Water. 1.74 in. 

The first half of February was cold also, about 5° be¬ 

low the general average, and the second half was about 

1.3° below the average. Another cold month. Sleigh¬ 

ing continued, for the snow was often added, and a 

greater body of snow on the ground than had been 

seen for years. On the 14th the cold was 1° or 2° be¬ 

low, and on the 15th, at the second half, the heat was 

2°. Two cold months of winter. 

The range of the means in the first half of February 

was from 18.5° to 35.1°, and the mean 24.9°; and of the 

second half the range was from 12.1° to 38.0°, and the 

mean 27.2° in the twenty-nine years. The relative 

coldness is obvious on comparison. 

February 20, near eight P. M., a splendid arch of 

aurora borealis across the north, the eastern part 

farthest south, above 50° perhaps above the horizon 

and disappeared in half an hour. Same the night fol¬ 

lowing. 

We stated last month, in reply to an inquiry, that we 

did not know where Share’s harrow was manufactured. 

We have since learned that it is made by Whittemore,. 

Belcher & Co., of Boston, Mass. It is an excellent im¬ 

plement, especially on sod land. It can be obtained 

from John Rapalje, of the Genesee seed store, Roches¬ 

ter, N. Y. 

A correspondent of the Genesee Farmer at Dwight, 

Ill., thinks if his neighbors would take the Farmer he 

should see fewer straw-stacks burnt up in the fall! 

—-H®>M- 

State Fairs.—The Illinois State Fair is tojbe held at 

Chicago September 4-9, inclusive. The New York 

State Fair for 1S65 will probably be held at Utica. 
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Inquiries and. Answers. 

Substitutes for Hay.—I lost my spring-sown clo¬ 
ver last year owing to the severe drouth. I repeated 
the sowing in the latter part of the summer, but it is 
a partial failure. What is best to be sown for cutting 
and making into hay this year? If oats, how many 
per acre? when are they best sown, and at what stage 
cut? If corn, the like questions. Pray oblige me 
with answers in your next issue of the Genesee farmer. 
Many of your readers are in the same position as my¬ 
self, and any of your suggestions on the matter would 
be most serviceable.—Wm. Cook, South Cayuga, C. TP. 

We would sow either Hungarian grass or oats. As 

you may not be able to get the seed of the former, you 

had better sow oats. Would put on a little more seed 

than for an ordinary crop—say three to four bushels 

per acre. Cut as soon as the crop has attained its full 

growth, but before the seed is matured. If peas were 

sown with the oats, say three bushels of oats and half 

bushel of peas, the fodder would be more valuable, but 

it is a little more work to cut the crop. If the land is 

not rich enough, put on half a ton of bone-dust per 

acre, or 300 pounds of Coe’s superphosphate. You can 

get the latter from James Fleming & Co., of Toronto. 

Sow it broadcast at the time you sow the seed. 

Subsoil, Plowing.—Do you consider it advantageous 
to subsoil light sandy and gravelly banks ? If so, what 
kind of subsoil plow do you recommend for the pur¬ 
pose ; and for clay loams, and where to be had ?—In¬ 
quirer, Sandwich, C. W. 

We should be glad to hear from omr correspondents 

on this subject. Much depends on the character of 

the subsoil. We think, as a general rule, there would 

not be much advantage in subsoiling “sandy and grav¬ 

elly banks.” But there may be instances where a te¬ 

nacious subsoil prevents the descent of the water, and 

in this case, in conjunction with underdraining, sub- 

soiling would be very useful. 

Horse Pitch-forks.—I have every yea.* a good deal 
of grass to cut, and I find, since the introduction of 
mowers, that the hardest part of haying is to pitch off 
the load by hand. I have lately been thinking of buy¬ 
ing a horse pitch-fork; but I know little about them, 
having never seen one in operation, and might find it 
worthless. Will you, through the Farmer, give your 
opinion of the value of them, or request the opinion of 
some of your correspondents ?—L> H. Tillotson, Can¬ 
andaigua, N. T. 

They are unquestionably very usefhl labor-saving 

inventions. You need not hesitate a moment about 

getting one. It will pay for itself in a couple of days., 

What sdy our correspondents ? 

Breeds of Pigs.—I would like to seo an article in 
the Genesee Farmer on the different varieties of pigs.— 
R. B. Conn, Meredosa, 11L 

We should be glad if some of our correspondents 

would write a short description of some of the princi¬ 

pal breeds of pigs. There are few men who could do 

it so well as Sanford Howard, if he could find the time. 

Egg Bound.—Will C. N. Bement, or somo other of 
your correspondents, give us the reason or cause of 
hens getting “ egg bound,” as it is called. I had a 
young pullet the other day that could not discharge 
her egg. It was of ordinary size, and hung to her in a 
bag that enclosed it. Upon examination, I found a 
small hole in the bag at the end of the egg, and the 
ggg being pushed in that direction came out without 
any trouble. It afterwards took two days’ watching 

and washing, and returning the bag inwards, (as it kept 
coming out every hour or so,) aud now she seems to 
do well and to all appearances is all right. Some say 
she will die. Is it so ? What is the remedy for a hen 
in this case ?—j. t. 

-* -- 

ILiterary Notices, 

AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1860. Com¬ 
piled from the Original Returns of the Eighth Census, under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, by Josepii C. G. 
Kennedy, Superintendent of the Census. Washington: Gov¬ 
ernment Printing Office. 1864. 

We are indebted to Mr. Kennedy for an early copy of this val¬ 

uable work. It shows the agricultural productions of every 

county in the United States for the year 1859, and also, for the 

sake of comparison, a recapitulation of the returns of the pre¬ 

vious census for 1850, by which we are enabled to learn the pro¬ 

gress made in agriculture during the ten years previous to the 

war, with much other information of great interest and value. It 

is a work that deserves to be profoundly studied by every one 

who wishes to understand the resources of the country upon 

which we most depend for meeting the burdens which the war 

has entailed upon us. Mr. Kennedy has accomplished his ardu¬ 

ous task with great ability. In his preface aud introduction be 

takes broad and statesman-like views of the agriculture of the 

country, and is entirely free from that common fault of our pub¬ 

lic men—a disposition to indulge in extravagant laudation. We 

hope to make liberal extracts from the work in future numbers 

of the Farmer. 

WOODWARD'S COUNTRY IIOMES. By George E. & F. W. 
Woodward, Architects. New York: George E. A F. W. 
Woodward, 37 Park Row. 1865. 

Messrs. Woodward are experienced practical architects, and 

their position as publishers of the Horticulturist and their ac¬ 

quaintance with the wants of country residents, should enable 

them-to give us plans for “country homes” that will prove use¬ 

ful to those about to build. Tho book is published in superior 

style. There are over thirty designs of houses, stables, Ac., 

many of which have been erected under tho supervision of the 

authors. If there is any fault in the book, it is one common to 

this class of works—a want of detail in the descriptions of the 

plans. 

THE THREE SCOUTS. By J. T. Trowrridoe, author of 
“Cndjo's Cuve,”“The Drummer Boy,” Ac, Boston: J. E. 

Tilton A Co. 1865. 

The scene of this novel is laid in the South-west The three 

scouts whose exciting exploits are described, were a Kentucky 

farmer, a negro, and a Dutchman. The latter is the best ^harae" 

ter in the book. His adventures as a pedler in the rebel lines 

are very amusing, and the character is well sustained throughout 

Tho book has few literary merits, but as the scenes are those of 

onr own day, in which we are all interested, few who commence 

to read will lay it down until it is finished. 
-- 

Goodrich’s Seedling Potatoes**. 

We would call the attention of onr readers to the ad¬ 

vertisement of Mr. D. S. Heffron, of Utica, N. Y., in 

regard to the seedling potatoes raised by the late C. E. 

Goodrich, of that city. There can be no doubt of the 

value of the varieties which Mr. Heffron names. The 

Early Goodrich and the Gleason ore especially recom¬ 

mended by Mr. Heffron. 

The Greeley Premiums, 

The award of the “ Greeley premiums” is postponed 
nntil after the exhibition of the Horticultural Associa¬ 
tion of the American Institute, to be held the middle 
of September, the second Tuesday in November, and 
second Tuesday in December, 1865. 
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Grain Drills, Gang Plows, Sec, 

Wa would call attention to the advertisement of 

Mr. Draper Stone, of this city. He is agent for the 

well-know grain drills, gangplows, plaster sowers, &c., 

of the Messrs. Brown, of Shortsville, N. Y. He will 

be found at John Rapalje’s Genesee seed store on South 

St. Paul street. Give him a call. 
-♦ -♦€&>- •- 

Smith’s Seedling Gooseberry. 

This is a new American variety, brought out by J. 

W. Manning, the well-known nurseryman of Reading, 

Mass. It is a seedling of the Houghton, and like it is 

free from mildew and a great bearer. It is of superior 

quality and of a large size. 
-——• -- 

Trial of Implements. 

The prospects for a trial of implements by the New 

York State Agricultural Society the coming season are 

quite favorable. It will probably be held at Auburn. 
-• - 

Oporto Grape Vines. 

The stock of Sylvester’s Lyon Port, two years old, is 

so nearly exhausted that no more is for sale except to 

agents selling Oporto vines. 

M. M. W., of Quincy, 111., writes under date of 

March 10: “In this section the winter has been very 

fine, but it is feared the recent cold snap will hurt the 

fruit. Winter wheat, it is believed, has not b^en in¬ 

jured by the want of snow as much as was expected.” 

ADVE RTISEMENTS, 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

euch—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. 

rpSIE CLIPPER ONE-HORSE MOWER— 
1 Adapted to every variety of surface and to cutting every 

kind of grass. 
This machine is capable of cutting three-fourths to one acre 

of the heaviest grass per hour, and can he drawn as easily by one 
horse as ordinary two-horse mowers bv two horses. 

The hight of cut can be varied by the driver while the machine 
ts in motion, and without leaving his seat. It is simple, durable, 
and not likely to get out of order. 

Two-Horse Mowers and Combined Machines of the same pat¬ 
tern. R. H. ALLEN & CO., 

ap3t 1S9 and 191 Water street, New York. 

SUPERIOR FARM LAND 1—20.000 ACRES AT 
LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 

Franklinville Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, 25 miles 
south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wai. Parry, and others, 
with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN H. COFFIN 
& CO., Franklinville, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. ap6t 

U ■pHODES’ ”—THE STANDARD MANURE for Tobac- 
JLV co, Corn, Oats, &c.{; also, Top-dressing for the growing 

Wheat. Our spring supply of this long-established Manure 
ready for delivery. B. M."RHODES & CO., 

Office 82 South street, Bawly's Wharf, Baltimore. 
Or, n. E. MORING, General Agent for New. York and New 
mh4t England, 113 Water street, near Wall, New York. 

Good Reading and Good Pictures 
For the Young. A first class 

ILLUSTRATED JUVENILE MONTHLY 
has long been needed. The want is now supplied by the New 
Magazine, 

published by the subscribers. It is filled with 

FIRST-RATE STORIES,, 
FIRST-RA TE SKETCHES, 

FIRST-RATE PICTURES, 

and all sorts of entertaining and instructive reading. It is cheap, 
too, only Two Dollars a year. The January number is just puD- 
lished, and will be sent as a specimen for 10 cetUs. It ought to 
he in every house. Address 

TICKNOR & FIELDS, Boston, Masa. 
Get wp a Club. 

CRAIN DRILLS. 
Jessup’s Patent, 1861, with or without Grass Seed Sower. First 

Premium at the New York State Fair, 1863. 

GANG PLOWS, 

With Grain-Seeder Attachment. A full supply, with or without 
the attachment, constantly on hand. Also, 

PLASTER SOWERS, 
With Grass-Seed Attachment. Manufactured exclusively by H» 
L. & C. P. Brown, Shortsville, Ontario county, N. Y. 

DRAPER STONE, Agent, 
It No. 19 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

RUSSELL’S AND BUFFALO SEEDLING STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Russell’s, 80 for 
$1.00; 100 for $2.00; 1000 for $12.00; duplicates, $10.00.— 

Bulfaloes, $1.00 per dozen. $5.00 per 100. 
IONA GRAPE VINES.—No. 1, one year vines, $2.50; $25.® 

per doz._It_J. KEECII, Waterloo, N. Y. 

200 BUSHELS OF TIMOTHY SEED NOW on hand at the Genesee Seed Store, Rochester, which I 
offer at the lowest market price. 

100 bush. Red Top and Blue Grass. 
50 bush. Orchard Grass. It J. RAPALJE. 

FRESH SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. 
BY MAIL, PREPAID; ALSO, 

The New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Arc. 
Priced Descriptive List will be sent to any address. 
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Masa. a2t 

THE BUCKEYE HORSE-HOE MAKES LABOR LIGHT. Enclose stamp for Perpetual 
Almanac with cut, price, &c. 
IIEMAN B. HAMMON, Patentee and Manufacturer, 

* aplt* Bristolville, Trumbull county, Ohio. 

CRAPE VINES-APPLE TREES. WHO wants Apple Trees and Grape Vines as largo as can be 
safely transplanted ? All such are invited to call at tha 

Lyons Nursery, or address 
aplt E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y. 

SEED DRILLS. I HAVE a good assortment of Seed Drills or Planters suitable 
for planting all kinds of Garden Seeds—Beans, Corn, &c.— 

Prices from $8.00 to $25.00. 
aplt J. RAPALJE, Rochester, N. Y. 

AWELL PAYING BUSINESS in their own town¬ 
ships, and free from risk, is offered hv the Auburn 

Publishing Co. to 1000 Book Agents. Please send 
for a circular, &c., to E. G. STORK.E, Auburn, N. Y., with¬ 
out delay. ap2t 

TRUE’S POTATO PLANTER—A one-horse ma¬ 
chine, doing all the work of planting potatoes at one opera¬ 

tion. Saves the labor of twelve men. Manufactured by 
J. L. TRUE, Garland, Maine, Patentee and Proprietor. 
Send for a Circular. feb3t 

TILE MACHINE. THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
containing description. A. La. TOURETTE, 

ap65tf Waterloo, N. Y. 
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A Household Treasure! 

A real treasury of good things for Wives, Mothers, Daughters 
and Housekeepers is 

BEADLE’S DIME 

HOUSEWIFE’S MANUAL: 

Or, How to Keep House and Order a Home ; 
How to Dye, Cleanse and Renovate; 
How to Cut, Fit and make Garments ; 
How to Cultivate Plants and Flowers ; 

How to Care for Birds and Household Pets, etc. 

Housekeepers will find this little Text Book one of the most 
useful of companions. It is prepared with great care by Mrs. 
VICTOR, whose name is a guarantee for its excellence. It ought 
to find its way into every house. 

p~W* 8old by Newsdealers generally; or sent prepaid on re- 

•oipt of price—TEN CENTS. Address 
BEADLE A COMPANY, Publishers, 

It 118 William street, New York. 

Ayrshires at Auction. 
Will be sold on 

Tuesday, April 11th, at Southboro, Worcester 

[ County, mass., 

my entire herd of 

PURE BRED AYRSHIRE CATTLE, 
•oinprising aixty-five head of 

Corn and Bean Planter Combined. 

WE are manufacturing one of the most successful Two- 
Rowed Planters now in use. One man and horse can 

plant either in rows or checks from 10 to 12 acres per day, and do 
the work well. The machine is easily managed, and is of light 
draft for one horse. It is one of the greatest labor-saving ma¬ 
chines of modern invention. Patented August 14th, I860. 

The demand for this Planter has continued to increase, until 
scores of them are now in use in Western New York, Michigan * 
and Canada West. 

Cash price at the Factory, $25.00, subject to alteration as stock 
and labor may require. 

Please order early. Several orders came too late last year to be 
filled. 

Orders with cash will receive prompt attention. A liberal die- 
count made to merchants and agents. 

For further description, send for circular, 
ap WHITESIDE, BARNETT & CO., Brockport, N. Y. 

American Roofing Company. 

GREEN’S PATENT. 

THIS COMPANY is now prepared to furnish one of the beet 
articles of ROOFING ever introduced, consisting of % 

STOUT MATERIAL made WATER-PROOF by a COMPOUND 
of INDIA RUBBER, hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT, 
prepared expresslv. 

The WHOLE FABRIC has been thoroughly tested, is WATER 
PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather. 

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth. 
It is designed for covering RAILWAY CARS, STEAMBOATS, 

DWELLINGS, BARNS and SHEDS. It can be laid down by 
anv sensible working man. 

it is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability. 
It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the Office 

of the Company, No. 94 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
ap3t HENRY SMITH, Agent 

JUST PUBLISHED. 

COWS, HEIFERS AND BULLS, 
Including several valuable IMPORTED ANIMALS, and the 
ehoicest stock of my own breeding. 

My farm is situated three miles from Southboro Station, on the 
Boston and Worcester Railroad. 

Salo to commence at 10 A. M. 
Catalogues now ready, and will bo sent on application. 
It HENRY II. PETERS. 

“ Cayuga Chief Mower and Reaper,” 
WITH 

“YOUNG’S IMPROVEMENTS,” 

FOR 1865. 

A NEW EDITION OF THE 

YOUNG GARDENER’S ASSISTANT. 
In one very handsome large 12mo. volume, neatly and strongly 
bound in extra muslin, full gilt back. 

Price,.$2.00 

Sent by mail free of postage on receipt of price. 
This work has been universally commended by the Agricul¬ 

tural Papers of the count: y. It is written by a practical gar¬ 
dener, and is thorough and complete in every department.— 
Everyone who wishes to know how to manage a Fruit, Flower 
or Kitchen Garden successfully should read this book. 

WM. WOOD & CO., Publishers, 
61 Walker street, New York. 

Send for our Catalogue of Agricultural and Horti¬ 

cultural Books. It 

Manufactured only by 

BARBER, SHELDON & CO., 

Auburn, N. Y. 

Examine closely before buying, as there are others building the 
Cayuga Chief without “Young's Improvements.” 

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet. 
ap4t BARBER. SHELDON & CO., Auburn, N. Y. 

rp»E PICTORIAL PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR- 
X NAL for JANUARY, FEBRUARY and MARCH, have 

82 quarto octavo pages each, and beautiful illustrated Covers. 
They contain Portraits of Tennyson, Silliman, Sheridan, Cobb, 
Phillips, Susanna Wesley—Mother of John—an Indian Chief, 
Franz Muller, Miss Muggins, Miss Fury, the Princess of Wales, 
Florence Nightingale, A Group of Warriors—Hannibal, Julius 
Gnesar, Pizarro, Cromwell, Charles XII, Frederick the Great, 
Scott, Wellington and Napoleon. The Great Surgeons of the 
World—Harvey, Abernethy, Jenner, Hunter, Cooper, Mott and 
Carnochan. Also, W. S. Landor, Mrs. Farnham, Mr. Clark, Mr. 
Kilbourn, Mr. Morrill, etc. Prof. Owen on the Brain; The Hu¬ 
man Face; Pre-existence; with Ethnology, Prenology, Physiolo- Sr, Physiognomy, and Psychology. Gov. Fenton; Edward 

verott, the Orator; Aristotle, the Philosopher; Major Davidson, 
the Patriot; Charles Fourier, W. H. Fry; The Races of Men; 
Caucasians, Mongolians, Ethiopians, American Indians, Malays, 
with Grouped Portraits of each, and a Map showing the Geo 
graphical distribution of the Races; How the Brain changes the 
Cranium: The Inscrutable; Foreseeing, and Seeing at Sea, etc.— 
All Double Numbers, with numerous Illustrations, sent by first 
post for 60 cents, or $2 a year. Address Messrs. FOWLER & 
WELI*J, 389 Broadway, New York. ap2t 

GOODRICH’S 

NEW SEEDLING- POTATOES. I SHALL send out in earlv spring, for the family of the late la¬ 
mented Rev. C. E. Goodrich, the following new Seedlings, 

viz: GOODRICH’S CALICO, EARLY GOODRICH,and GLEA¬ 
SON The first two each at $1.50 per peck, or $5.00 per bushel; 
and the Gleason at $2.00 per peck. Cash orders will be booked 
and filled strictly in the order received, till the limited stock of 
tubers is engaged. 

No extra charge for packing, &c. g HEFrR0N| ^ Y. 

“ Cast all tliy Cares on God: 
That anchor holds.” 

ENOCH ARDEN-the poem from which the above 
quoted noble line is taken—is published in a neat pamph¬ 

let containing three fine drawings by Darley and Hennesst, 

and a portrait of the poet, Tennyson. Price 25 cents. 
For sale by all booksellers, or sent postpaid on receipt of price 

^lt*10 Pu'3^is^er8‘ TICKNOR & FIELDS, Boston, Mass. 

THE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY FOR Spring Planting, for Upland and Garden Culture, and for 
Swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last 

season on upland was over 400 bushels per acre. Explicit direc¬ 
tions for cultivation, with prices of plants, with Nursery and 
Seed Catalogue complete, will be sent to any address. AgenU 

wanted. Seeds prepaid by mail. . B-™'WAn xfl’c. 
„not Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Maas. 
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PROSPECTUS 
• OF THE 

11RBAM Wll COMPANY. 
INCORPORATED UNOER THE GENERAL LAW 

OF NEW YORK. 

EAMHQNBSPORT, STEUBEN COUNTY, N. Y. 

Capital $250,000.—Shares $100 Each. 

OFFICERS. 

President,.JOHN W. DAVIS. 
Vice-President,...CLARK BELL. 
Secretary and Treasurer,..HENRY II. COOK. 
General Superintendent,.A. J. SWITZER. 

TRUSTEES. 

Major General W. W. Averell,.U. S. Army. 
Clark Bell,.13 William street, New York. 
Henry H. Cook,.Bath, N. Y. 
John W. Dayis,.Hammondsport, N. Y. 
Harlo Hakes,.Hornellsville, N. Y. 
Oscar J. Averell,.Bath, N. Y. 
Francis M. Bixby,.371 Washington street, N. Y. 
Andrew J. Swtitzer,.Hammondsport, N. Y. 

Qpunsel,..Harlo Hakes. 

This Company is formed for the purpose of manufacturing 

wines and brandies from the grape, and for the production and 

culture of the best known varieties, at and near Hammondsport, 

in the county of Steuben, and State of New York. 

The Company has purchased the following property, all situa¬ 

ted in the very heart of the vine-growing district: 

No. 1. 

Fifteen acres and 25-100, known as the Bell & McMaster Vine¬ 

yard, which is one of the oldest and most successfully cultivated 

vineyards in the region. A portion of this vineyard was set in 

spring of 1857, and has both Isabellas and Catawbas in full bear¬ 
ing. 

No. 2. 
The property known as the A. J. Switzer & Co. Vineyard, con¬ 

taining about thirtj'-five acres on the shore of the Crooked Lake, 

on which about twenty-four acres are now set to Isabellas and 

Catawbas, including one acre of Delawares, set in spring of 
1862. 

Five acres of this vineyard will be in full, bearing the next sea¬ 

son, and ten acres more come into bearing then for the first time. 

No. 3. 

The property known as the Pine Point Farm, containing one 

hundred and sixty-eight acres of the choicest grape land, situate 

on the shore of the Crooked Lake, on wnich about twenty acres 

were set in spring of 1S63. 

All of this property has been selected with great care, and has 

been critically examined by competent and scientific men and 

pronounced of the first quality, and possessing the requisites of 

soil, exposure and climate essential for successful culture. 

On this last named property is about ten acres of land, forming 

a point, with a steamboat landing and suitable and ample place 

for the manufactories, vaults and buildings of the Company. 

This property is all situated on the hill-side, with a south-east¬ 

ern exposure, and is contiguous to the lake and immediately on 

its shores. 

The soil is dry and gravelly, resting upon calcareous rock. It 

requires no under drainage and very little manure. 

The climate at this place is remarkably mild and salubrious, 

all kinds have been cultivated here in great perfection, 

peaches and apricots ripening in the open air. The vine-growing 

district is embraced in a narrow strip of land on the slope of the 

hill-side, along the border of the lake, and the valley above tta 

head, and an experience of over forty years demonstrates the suc¬ 

cessful culture of the grape here. The temperature is wholly 

different from that of the country adjacent, by at least ten de¬ 

grees, and the Catawba and Isabella for many years have ripened 

perfectly in the open air, without laying down or covering of 

vines in winter. 

The crop in the past has been almost wholly exempt from frost, 

the contiguity of the lake influencing the temperature; even tha 

well-known frost of June, 1859, which devastated so large a por¬ 

tion of the whole country, not injuring the vineyards near the 

lake. 
THE CULTURE. 

The grape was introduced at this point about forty year* ago, 

by Rev. William W. Bostwick, and both varieties, Isabella and 

and Catawba, successfully cultivated by him in the open air. 
William Hastings also for many years continued the culture 

on the property, a portion of which is now in the hands of this 

Company. During all this time the crop has never failed, and 

thus far has been exempt from mildew or insects. 

There are already several hundred acres of hearing vineyards 

in this district, and the crop has become a valuable and promi¬ 

nent part of the production of this region. 

It is proposed by the Company to set from twenty-five toftfty 

acres of vineyard per annum, until the property is fully de¬ 

veloped. 
WINE AND WINE MAKING. 

It is proposed to erect large and commodious cellars on the 

property the ensuing season, in time for the vintage of next fall. 

The success which has attended the manufacture of wine in 

the United States, is a sufficient recommendation without detaiL 
Wine manufactured for some years past from grapes grown 

here has been highly commended, and has already acquired a 
reputation inferior to none in this country. 

The protection furnished by Government to our own manuffeo- 
ture, and the universal public demand for a pure article, both of 
wine and brandy, give the Company every reason to believe that 
it will he successful. 

ESTIMATES. 

An acre of grapes in a good year will produce three and. one 
half to four tons fruit, but a fair average yield is about two and 
one-half tons. 

The price the past year has ranged from 15 to 25 cents per 
pound in New York, in the general market. 

At 10 cents per pound (which they are worth to the Company 
for wine purposes) the production of one acre would be say $500. 
The Company can develop at least two hundred acres of bearing 
vineyards on their property, the products of one half of which 
in a single year at that price would be $50,000, exclusive of the 
manufacture of wine. 

The gentlemen who have consented to take the management of 
this enterprise are most of them experienced in grape culture. 
Some of them are pioneers in this location. They are well 
known, and their names are a sufficient guarantee that the busi¬ 
ness will be vigorously prosecuted, as well as economically and 
honorably managed. 

No pains will be spared to secure the most intelligent andcom- 
petent men to carry on the business of the Company, and the 

manufacture of the best native wines and brandy, after the most 
approved American and European methods. 

About $150,000 of the Capital Stock has been already sub¬ 
scribed. Books of subscription for the residue of the Capital 
Stock are now open at the First National Bank of Bath, New 
York, at par. 

The Company will allow subscribers to the remainder of stock, 
at their option, the privilege of loaning from the Campany three- 
fourths or less of the amount subscribed and paid in, on the se¬ 
curity of the notes of subscribers on time, with interest at seven 
per cent, payable semi-annually, secured by assignment of stock 
as collateral. Notes if taken, payable in installments of one and 
two years. 
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CHOICE §EEI>. 

“TTTTTH the return of another season, I would invite the at- 
\ V tention of the public to my ANNUAL CATALOGUE 

OF GARDEN SEEDS, including over two hundred varieties, 
many of which are of my own raising. I would call particular 
attention to the following list of new, rare, or very desirable veg¬ 
etables : 

Cannon Ball Cabbage (new, early, and the hardiest of all cab¬ 
bage ; the heads round and about as hard as a cannon ball!) Mar- 
bighead Mammoth Drumhead Cabbage (the largest cabbage in the 
world:) Stone Mason Cabbage (the best of all winter cabbage; 
the heads hard and very reliable;) Leorwand’s Mammoth Cauli¬ 
flower (the largest of all;) Mammoth French Squash (weighs 
from 100 to 260 lbs.;) Mammoth Sweet Corn (the largest sort 
known; selected from ears weighing from two to three pounds; 
very sweet; excellent for the table;) Yokohama Squash (new, 
from Japan;) American Turban Squash, (new, the dryest, sweet¬ 
est, and best of all fall squashes—first-rate;) Striped Guadaloupe 
Egg Plant (quite ornamental;) New York extra largo purple Egg 
Plant (the largest of all varieties.) 

Ornamental Kale (several varieties in one package, fine for 
either the flower or kitchen garden;) Pierce’s American Cauli¬ 
flower (the standard late sort in Boston market;) Early Paris 
Cauliflower (imported seed—the best early sort;) Early White 
Japan Melon (new, very sweet, fine;) Ward’s Nectar Melon (the 
sweetest, spiciest, best of all the green-fleshed varieties;) Cater¬ 
pillar Plant (a curious vegetable; several varieties in one pack- 3re;) Vegetable Snails (another natural curiosity.) Each of the 

jove at 25 cents a package. 
Forty Days Corn (extra early—about ten days earlier than 

Darling’s Early:) Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all vari¬ 
eties of table corn;) Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet 
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine;) Hubbard Squash Seed 
Urue; I introduced this;) Cow or Tree Cabbage (for stock;) 
Yard-Long Beans; Extra Early York Tomato (very early, very 
prolific, of good size and excellent quality;) Cook’s Favorite ivery early apple tomato; prolific; of excellent quality;) Yellow 
jUpins (the plant so highly recommended for subsoiling in a re¬ 

cent Patent Office Report; highly ornamental;) Tom Thumb Pea 
(very early; grows 10 inches high; very productive;) Drew’s New 
Dwarf Pea (hew, early, very dwarf, very prolific, excellent pea, 
egg-shaped; each plant forms a bush; but one pea being required 
to about one foot of row;) Brown’s New Dwarf Early Marrow¬ 
fat Pea (a new variety which may be relied on as both the earliest 
and most dwarf Marrowfat grown; very prolific;) Improved 
Long Green Cucumber; six finest sorts of'Cabbage Lettuce in one 
package; True Boston Curled Lettuce (the most elegant of all 
lettuces: quality good;) Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in 
one package;) Spotted Lima Bean; Concord Bean (a new pole 

remarkably early; quality first-rate;) Extra Flat Beet, 
(new, very early, about as fiat as a turnip; quality excellent;) 
Chick Peas (two sorts mixed; extensively used in Europe as. 
a substitute for coffee;) .Chinese Sugar Cane (pure; 6eed import¬ 
ed; New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber (one of the largest and best 
varieties cultivated;) Lester’s Perfected Tomato (very large and 
thick-meated;) Sutton’s Student's Parsnep (new; recently 
originated in England; desirable;) Chinese Rose'Winter Radish 
(decidedly the best of all the winter sorts; an acquisition;) 
Hood’s Dwarf Imperial Purple Celery (new; superior;) Indian 
Chief Bean (a pole bean; can be used as a string bean much la¬ 
ter than any other variety; very productive.) 

Seed of the above at 15 cents per package. 
Catalogues sent gratis to all. Those who purchased seed 

last season will receive it this without writing for it. 
feb3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

RAKE RODS 
FOB THE SPRING TEETH OF THE 

WHEEL. HORSE HAKE. 

GALVANIZED PUMP CHAIN & WHEEL HAKES, 
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS for the “WHITCOMB 

PATENT” HORSE RAKE, the most popular Wheel Rake out 
Thousands are being made and sold per year. 

HYDROMETERS for testing accurately in a moment 
the quality of Milk. Sent to any address, postage paid, for fifty 
cents each. Address E. WHITE, 

feb4t Stamford, Conn. 

HUBBARD-TURBAN-YOKOHAMA ! I AM receiving letters daily from all parts of the United States, 
from farmers, gardeners and others, who pronounce my 

Turban to be the sweetest, finest grained, and most delicious 
fall squash they ever ate. The Hubbard is universally ac¬ 
knowledged to be the best of all winter squashes, while the new ^pan squash, the Yokohama, is pronounced the very best of 

class. I teas the original introducer of the Hubbard and 
Turban Squashes. Packages of seed, (all of my own raising,) 
sent by mail, ’with full directions for cultivation, for 25 cents 
each for Turban and Yokohama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five 
packages of Turban or Yokohama for $1.00. Hubbard, by mail, 
postpaid by me, $2.62 per pound. 

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass, 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manuftre- 

ture of their “Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 
the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation, 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 
Consulting Che/mist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool District. 
JAMES F. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf. Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers.___feb9t 

Agricultural and Horticultural Books 
FOB SALE BY 

WILLIAM WOOD & CO., 
Publishers, Booksellers and Importers, 

NO. 61 WALKER STREET, NEW YORK. CM. SAXTON having given up the book business, we have 
, the balance of his stock, and have added to it a large va¬ 

riety of other works, making in all the largest assortment of 
works on Agricultural subjects to be found in this country. 

We have just published the Ninth Edition of MY'STEEIES 
OF BEE-KEEPING EXPLAINED: by M. Quinby, Practical 
Bee-keeper, in one handsome 12mo. volume, full gilt back. Price 
$1.75 by mail, free of postage. A PRACTICAL AND RELIA¬ 
BLE WORK. 

£31?“ Send for our Catalogue. Books sent free of postage ^any- 
where in the U. S. on receipt of the prices affixed. 

Shall be happy to.answer all inquiries accompanied by a 
stamp to pay return postage. feb&ap 

BRILL &, KUftlERLE, 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

Growers, Importers and Dealers in Genuine Garden, Field and 
Flower Seeds. Also, Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Plants, &c., &c. 

153 Broad Street, Newark, N. jr. 

Francis Brill, John U. Kumeele, 
Seedgrower and Nurseryman. Seedsman, successor to the tats 

Geo. C. Thorburn. 
N. B. Seeds by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price. Cata¬ 

logues gratis by addressing as above. feb3t 

ONIONS, AND HOW TO RAISE THEM. AnilNDRED MINUTE DETAILS so important to a be¬ 
ginner, with peculiarities of Onion raising North, South 

and West of value to old growers. Illustrated with original en¬ 
gravings of “ Dave Warren” Onion, “ Early Cracker” Onion 
(new) Large Weathersfield Onion and Potato Onion. Also en 
gravings of Sowing Machines and Weeding Implements. Foi>- 
warded prepaid in paper covers at 30 cents. 

Seedsmen and booksellers supplied at the usual discount. 
fcb3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass 

Delaware and Hartford Prolife VINES; also, STRAWBERRY PLANTS, by the hundred or 
thousand of the three choice sorts—RUSSELL’S PRO¬ 

LIFIC, LA CONSTANT, JUCUNDA, or KNOX'S SEVEN 
HUNDRED. 100 of each for $4.00; 1000 of each for $30. 

xnh2t C. L. HOAG, Lockport, Niagara county, N. Y. 

MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine, 
^or ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $2 

by R. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my’ffiAy 
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GROVER & BAKER’S BAUGH’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWING MACHINES, 
495 Broadway, New York. tr fcb 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

RAW BONE 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 
BAUGH & SONS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS, 

Store No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

To the farmers of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and 
Maryland, Baugh’s Raw Bone Phosphate is not a 
new name. Its great efficiency as a Fertilizer, for all crops, has 
been for years past practically denoted by them in its continued 
use. We want no better assurance of the high appreciation in 
which it is held by Agriculturists than the fact of so constant an 
increase in the demand, from year to year, as our article has en¬ 
joyed, and it has been pur main object to render it, in every re¬ 
spect, worthy of such a favorable estimation. 

In order to give greater facility in the application of the Raw 
Bone Phosphate, we have, since the last season, succeeded 
in making it so fine and uniform as to be capable of drilling. 
Farmers will find this an important advantage. 

The facilities for the manufacture of the Baw Bone 
Phosphate are now very complete, and we can fill large or¬ 
ders with promptness; but it is desirable that all orders should 
be sent in as early in the season as possible. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regu¬ 
lar dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to ap¬ 
ply,) or of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH & SONS, 
No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 
The highest market price paid for Bones. mh3t 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

ORDEB YOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEELTE, 

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH CABBAGE- My cabbage is the largest IN THE WORLD. In 
favorable locations it will grow to Aveigh from thirty to 

sixty pounds a head! and wherever introduced they leave all 
other varieties far in the background. They have been raised in 
every loyal State weighing from 20 to 60 pounds each. They are 
not only of an enormous size, but when mature are very hard- 
headed and remarkably sweet and tender. The calls for seed 
have been so extensive that for the past two years I have been 
unable to supply it I can this season supply packages contain¬ 
ing seed sufficient for 500 plants, with full directions for cultiva¬ 
tion, sent by mail, prepaid, at 25 cents each; five for $1.00: one 
hundred for $15.00. Also, Cannon Ball Cabbage—an early 
sort, making the roundest and hardest head of any cabbage 
grown. Per package, 25 cents; five for $1.00. Stone Mason 

Cabbaoh. This is a very large drumhead, remarkably reliable 
for heading. % oz., 25 cents; 1 oz., 50 cents; 1 lb., $4.25; sent 
by mail post-j aid by me. 

mh3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

GREGORY’S SEED CATALOGUE. 
Y CATALOGUE OF GARDEN SEEDS, embracing over 

200 varieties, (a large portion of them of my own raising.) 
containing some new and rare vegetables not to be found in other 
catalogues, is now ready for distribution. Sent free to all appli¬ 
cants. Those who purchased seed of me last season will receive 
!t without writing for it As the original introducer of the Hub¬ 
bard Squash, Marblehead Cabbage, and many other new vegeta¬ 
bles, I invite the patronage of the public. 

mh3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BOIfE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASKER & CLARK, 
Cor. 8th and Washington Sts., Philadelphia. 

HE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 
confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 

now in the market. Being made from finely ground bones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having manurial 
properties, it has been, found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
Ac.. Ac. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
Terms Cash. Address as above, 

febTt TASKER A CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

TO FARMERS! 
RADLEY’S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY’S 

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and 
retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY: 

Sales Office 24 Broad 6treet. Boston. 
Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of hie To¬ 

bacco Fertilizer, Bradley’s X L Manual on the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned WM. L. BRADLEY, 

jjpgr- Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my 

, BEECHER’S PATENT 
VENEER FRUIT BASKET. 
AFTER one season’s thorough trial of the VENEER FRUIT 

BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assuranoe 
that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style our Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, Ac., address 
feb6t A. BEECHER A SONS, Westville, Conn. 

WHITTEMORE’S CUKE FOR FOOT ROT 
IN SHEEP is a positive and 6peedy enre. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor¬ 
rectly. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can have it sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the sole propri¬ 
etor, F. W. WHITTEMORE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
county, N. Y., to whom all orders should be addressed, A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyers. jan6t 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’64-1 y ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 
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BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE. 

For all description of crops this article has been found, after 

years of trial, a most active and permanent Manure. We are 

gratified to be able to state that the demand for the 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE 

last fall exceeded by many hundreds of tons that of any previous 

teason, which is a substantial proof of its excellence and popu¬ 

larity. We are now in the mid6t of a very active spring season, 

and the demaud is very pressing from all quarters. Farmers 

would do well not to delay their orders. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regular 

dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to apply,) 

ar of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH & SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

The highest market price paid for Bones. 

The following letter from one of the most successful agricul¬ 

turists of New Jersey will speak for itself: 

“ Hammonton, N. J., May 23,1864. 

° Messrs. Baugh & Sons : Two years ago I wrote a short let¬ 

ter in our County Agricultural paper, giving my experience of 

two years with your Raw Bone Phosphate, and advising our 

farmers to give it a trial. Since that time I have given it a more 

extended application to crops, and the results have more than 

fulfilled my expectations. 

“My farm is a light sandy loam. In its natural state it would 

not grow anything. Peruvian Guano will stimulate it to bear a 
good crop, but the second year it will require double the amount 

of Guano to produce the first year result. Barn-yard manure, 

glue waste, soap boilers’ waste, are nearly exhausted in maturing 

one crop; but the Raw Bone Phosphate will mature two good 

crops, and the land will be made moro valuable with each year’s 
application. 

J. B. LA WE S’ 
ARTIFICIAL 

MANURES. 
Factories, ) j London Office, 

Deptford and Barking Creeks, ^ -( No. 1 Adelaide Placbl 

England. ) ( London Bridge, E. C/ 

THE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in the 
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 

(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LA WES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albans, 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif¬ 
ferent 1 ranches, viz., for the production of 

WHEAT, 
CORN, 

GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kind». 
Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country 

will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in¬ 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent, 
Doytf_118 Wall Street, New York. 

HAYING had considerable experience among some of the 

first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 
turned to Rochester and established myself at the Geneses 
Farmer Office, No. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 
prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 

Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Poultry, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, Ac., promptly exe¬ 
cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 
establishment in Rochester. Orders by mail promptly at¬ 
tended to. 

5®“ Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at the lowest 

rates. Address C. T. LEADLEY, 
Box 900, Rochester, N. Y. 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
“By using four hundred pounds of your Phosphate to the 

acre—one-half broadcast and the other applied in the hill, I have 

gathered one hundred bushels of ears of fine corn. I have nearly 

twenty acres of fruits of different kinds, and I now rely wholly 

upon your Phosphate to keep them in good health. I have two 

thousand pear trees, two acres of strawberries, two acres of 

blackberries, and six acres of grape-vines, and they are all in su¬ 

perb coudition. If any farmer has better trees and vines than I 
hare, he mast have used your Raw Bone Phosphate. 

Applied to root crops the results are equally satisfactory. 

For turnips, cabbage, mangolds, tomatoes, it is every way more 

valuable than any other manure I have ever used; combined 

with marl it is a most superior manure for potatoes. 

I have tried several other Phosphates, among them some of 

th© most popular in the country, but with very different results. 

“Market gardeners and fruit-growers should certainly use 

Baugh’s Raw Bone Phosphate. They would soon perceive a 

marked difference in the quality of their vegetables and fruits 

©Ter those stimulated with cheap composts of night soil. 

“Yours truly, JOSEPH H. NORTH, M. D." 

THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 
being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 

Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.’’—J. B. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“ It is chaste and beautiful.’’—Mew York Evangelist. 
“The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—-Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is moi» 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—M. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT & WILT. Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’Wtf 
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NEW STRAWBERRIES. 

11 
The Largest Strawberry in the World, 

I exhibited in June last at the office of the Agriculturist, 41 

Park Row, New York, at the great Strawberry Show, a plant less 

than ten months old, with two hundred and ninety-four perfect 

berries on it; this is about twice as many as has yet been produc¬ 

ed from the "Wilson, Russell, or any other variety, from a plant 

of the same age. The plant exhibited was no more remarkable 

in productivenesss than a hundred others in my garden, which 

were examined by Charles Downing, W. F. Heins, Prof. Thur- 

ber, and P. B. Mead. The berry is a bright, glossy crimson, the 

size is enormous, the average berries exceeding anything ever be¬ 

fore seen in the Strawberry line. ' Three berries exhibited at the 

Great Show in New York weighed 4 oz.—twelve ounces to the lb. 

The Agriculturist of August, 1863, says: 

u The plant itself bears large leaves, is very vigorous and shows 

a good bearing propensity. Taken all in all, this new seedling is 

probably the largest and most remarkable production in the 

strawberry way that has ever appeared.” 
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From the same paper, July, 1864: 

w Mr. Carpenter set out his plant in soil not enriched beyond 

w“hat ordinary good culture requires, and last autumn it made a 

good share of new plants, the majority of which were, this spring, 

transplanted to a separate bed. A few days ago we visited Mr. 

Carpenter’s place to see the condition of his plants, and though 

prepared for a fine show, the anticipation was far short of the 

reality. The small plants set out this spring showed a crop of • 

fruit large enough to satisfy any one, while it is difficult to de¬ 

scribe the appearance of those which had not been removed, in 

terms which shall not seem extravagant These plants, not a 

year old, formed 6tools measuring at least eighteen inches across 

the leaves, and the very pictures of robust health and vigor, 

without a scorched or imperfect leaf upon them, and filled 

with rapidly swelling fruit. The stools on all sides and in 

the center were crowded with fruit stalks, each of them loaded, 

without an imperfect berry or a blast to be seen. Mr. Peter B. 

Mead counted the fruit on three contiguous plants, and found the 

astonishing number of 234, 248 and 294 berries to the plant. 

Such experienced fruit-growers as Charles Downing, Peter. B. 

Mead and W. F. Heins, have visited these plants, and all agree in 

considering them as something unparalleled in the history of 

of strawberry culture.” 

The plant from which my stock has been produced, exhibited 

remarkable bearing properties; nearly all the young plants bore 

The Large Illustrated Circular of 
the Bee-Keepers Text Book, (just published,) and 
the American Nucleus Swarming, side opening, mov¬ 
able Comb Bee-Hive. Also of Italian bees. 

“The Bee-Keeper’s Text-Book” is a very useful and-valua¬ 
ble work. Written in a plain and concise style, it gives just the 
information that young bee-keepers require, and which old ones 
may read with advantage.—Genesee Fwt'mer. 

A new publication of 130 pages. We are convinced that it 
contains all the latest information needfull to carry on the opera¬ 
tions of the apiary.—Iowa Homestead. 

It (gives much useful and trustworthy information*—Country 
Gentleman. 

It contains much information of great practical benefit to all 
bee-keepers.—Prairie Farmer. 

We recommend it to all apiarians as a practical and reliable 
guide.—Maine Farmer. 

Your ideas on wintering bees are very valuable, and must be 
of great use to us on the prairies.—M. L. Dunlap, Editor Illi¬ 
nois Farmer. 

We confsss to having been very much surprised and instructed. 
No one keeping bees should be without this book,—New Hamp¬ 
shire Journal qf Agriculture^ It 

Agents Wanted! Terms Liberal. Circular 
and other valuable and. interesting matter, free; 
Books in cloth, 75 cts. each; in paper covers, 40 cts. 

Address H. A. King & Bro., Nevada, Ohio 

fruit from June to October, the first season. Last season the 

young plants were constantly fruiting every month until frost. 

I have a large stock of prime plants at the following rates: 

2 plants.. 

6 plants.. 

12 plants.. 

100 plants. 

1000 plants. 

All orders addressed to 

$ 1 20 

8 00 

5 00 

25 00 

200 00 

WOT. S. CARPENTER, 
329 Greenwich Street, N. Y. 

SEEDS FOR 1865 
At the Genesee Seed, Store, Rochester, N. Y. IHAYE now on hand for the spring trade one of the best as¬ 

sortments of Seeds ever offered in this market, comprising 
all the Vegetable Seeds usually sold In this country. Prices to 
suit the times. 

500 lbs. Large Red Onion, early and late. 
200 lbs. Yellow Dutch Onion. 

50 lbs. Yellow Strasburg Onion. 
200 bush. Black-eye Marrow. 
100 bush. Irish Marrow. 
150 bush. Early Washington. 

50 hush. Prize Taker. 
25 bush. Champion of England Peas, 

apl-t 3. RAPALjpp 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 17. 

I have just lost a good horse. He had been 

trembled occasionally for the last year with what I 

thought was indigestion and cholic, but what my 

men thought was the bots. Till last spring he was 

a remarkably healthy horse, when I gave the team 

to a young scape-grace who, though taking consid¬ 

erable pride in the appearance of the horses, was 

Inclined to drive them too hard when on the road, 

and then let them stand till they got chilled and 

afterward feed them too much grain. Under such 

treatment, I was not surprised one day to be in¬ 

formed that “ Charley was sick.” He suffered con¬ 

siderable pain, and manifested all the symptoms of 

, ordinary cholic. A warm stimulating drink soon 

: relieved him, but from that hour it was settled that 

he had the Bots. Whether anything was given him 

without my knowledge to kill the bots, I do not 

know. He wras several times affected with pain, but 

soon got over it. The other morning, however, he 

had a much worse attack than ever before. He 

trembled all over, and the sweat ran off him in 

great drops. I did all that I could to relieve him, 

but in about three hours he died, dropping off quite 

suddenly. On examination, I found that his stomach 

was entirely rotted away. Of course every one says 

ft was the bots that had eaten it, and there are 

those who think it served me right because I did 

not give the horse some of their nostrums for kill¬ 

ing the bots. 

But I do not think the horse died from the bots. 

It is much more likely that he had inflammation of 

the stomach, caused in the first place by bad treat¬ 

ment, and heightened, perhaps, by something given 

him to destroy the bots. The stomach in a horse is 

of less importance than in any other animal. It 

may be diseased without seriously affecting the 

health of the horse. Mayhew mentions a case 

where a horse lived for several days after his stom¬ 

ach had been eaten away by poison, accidentally ad¬ 

ministered to him. 

At all events, all the authorities agree in saying 

that the bots cannot be killed by anything that 

would not kill the horse. Most of them think, too, 

that the bots are not injurious. Mr. Clark, to whom 

we are indebted for all that is known about the 

habits of the bots, thinks they are beneficial rather 

than otherwise. I will read you what Youatt says 

about them : 

“In the spring and early part of the summer, 

horses are much troubled by a grub or caterpillar, 

which crawls out of the anus, fastens itself under 

the tail, and seems to cause a great deal of itching 

or uneasiness. Grooms are sometimes alarmed at 

the appearance of these insects. Their history is 

curious, and will dispel every fear in regard to them. 

We are indebted to Mr. Bracy Clark for almost all 

we know of the bot. 

a and b, The eggs of the gad-fly adhering to the hair of the 
horse. 

c, The appearance of the bots on the stomach, firmly adhering 
by their hooked months. The marks or depressions are seen 
which are left on the coat of the stomach when the bots are de¬ 
tached from their hold. 

d, The bot detached. 
e, The female of the gad-fly, of the horse, prepared to deposit 

her eggs. 
/, The gad-fly by which the red bots are produced. 
g The smaller, or red bot. 

“ A species of gad-fly, e, the oetrus equi, is in the 

latter part of summer exceedingly busy about the 

horse. It is observed to be darting with great ra¬ 

pidity toward the knees and sides of the animal. 

The females are depositing their eggs on the hair, 

and which adheres to it by means of a glutinous 

fluid with which they are surrounded (a and b.) In 

a few days the eggs are ready to be hatched, and the 
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slightest application of warmth and moisture will 

liberate the little animals which they contain. The 

horse in licking himself touches the egg; it bursts, 

and a small worm escapes, which adheres to the 

tongue and is conveyed with the food into the stom¬ 

ach. There it clings to the cuticular portion of the 

stomach, c, by means of a hook on either side of its 

mouth ; and its hold is so firm and so obstinate, that 

it must be broken before it can be detached. It re¬ 

mains there, feeding on the mucus of the stomach 

during the whole of the winter, and until the end 

of the ensuing spring ; when, having attained a con¬ 

siderable size, d, and being destined to undergo a 

certain transformation, it disengages itself from the 

cuticular coat, is carried into the villous portion of 

the stomach with the food, passes out of it with the 

chyme, and is evacuated with the dung. 

“ The larva or maggot seeks shelter in the ground, 

and buries itself there ; it contracts in size, and be¬ 

comes a chrysalis or grub, in which state it lies in¬ 

active for a few weeks, and then, bursting from its 

confinement, assumes the form of a fly. The female, 

becoming impregnated, quickly deposits her eggs on 

those parts of the horse which he is most accustomed 

to lick, aDd thus the species is perpetuated. 

“ There are several plain conclusions to be drawn 

from this history. The bots can not, while they 

inhabit the stomach of the horse, give the animal 

apy pain, for they have fastened on the cuticular and 

insensible coat. They cannot stimulate the stomach, 

and increase its digestive power, for they are not on 

the digestive portion of the stomach. They cannot, 

by their roughness, assist the trituration or rubbing 

down of the food, for no such office is performed in 

that part of the stomach—the food is softened, not 

rubbed down. They cannot be injurious to the 

horse, for he enjoys the most perfect health when 

the cuticular part of his stomach is filled with them, 

and their presence is not even suspected until they 

appear at the anus. They cannot be removed by 

medicine, because they are not in that part of the 

stomach to which medicine is usually conveyed; and 

if they were, their mouths are too deeply buried in 

the mucus for any medicine, that can be safely ad¬ 

ministered, to affect them; and, last of all, in due 

course of time they detach themselves, and come 

away. Therefore, the wise man will leave them to 

themselves, or content himself with picking them 

off when they collect under the tail and annoy the 

animal. 

“ The smaller hot, / and g, is not so frequently 

found. 

“ Of inflamation of the stomach of the horse, ex¬ 

cept from poisonous herbs, or drugs, we know little. 

It rarely occurs. It can with difficulty be distin¬ 

guished from inflammation of the bowels, and in 

either case the assistance of the veterinary surgeon 

is required.” 

If it is true that bots do not cause pain in the 

stomach, the fact ought to be generally known, for 

this popular notion which attributes every intestinal 

derangement to bots, and leads to the administra¬ 

tion of drugs to destroy them, has doubtless caused 

the death of many a valuable horse. One thing 

seems clear enough,—no medicine can kill the bots 

as long as they are attached to the stomach. Cole 

says: “ They have lived in rum twenty-four hours, 

a decoction of tobacco eleven hours, spirits of tur¬ 

pentine forty-five minutes, and in brine ten hours, 

without any effect.” 

A day or two ago I made a simple implement foi 

marking out the drills for onions, carrots, parsneps, 

and other similar crops. I took an ordinary wooden 

hand-rake and knock¬ 

ed out the teeth, and 

with three or four 

large screws that wo’d 

just fit the teeth holes, 

fastened a piece of 

scantling seven feet 

four inches long to the 

bottom side of the 

rake-head Into this 

scantling I bored seven 

holes for wooden pegs, 

♦ fourteen inches apart. 

The pegs are about five inches long and about an 

inch wide in front. The “ machine ” works to a 

charm. By stretching a line for the first row, and 

then afterwards running the end tooth in the last 

row, the whole piece can be marked out with great 

rapidity, and if the ground is smooth, the rows can 

be made perfectly straight. 

I have just been setting out some strawberry 

plants, and thought I would try the plan recom¬ 

mended by J. J. Thomas at one of the meetings of 

the Western New York Fruit Growers’ Society. 

Ordinarily the plants are set in holes, with the roots 

altogether in a mass. Mr. Thomas said he had tried 

whether it would not be better to spread out the 

roots on a cone, like the ribs of an umbrella, and he 

found that there was a great difference in favor of 

plants so transplanted. If the ground is melow and 

well pulverized, the plants can be set out in this 

way almost as quickly as in the old way. I first 

made the holes with a dibble, in the ordinary way, 

and threw a tablespoonful of superphosphate in the 

hole. Then mix this superphosphate with the soil 

with the hand, and by pressing the fingers into the 

soil, a little cone of earth can be made in a moment, 

and the roots can be spread out on all sides of it in 
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half the time it takes to describe the process. If 

£Cny one will try the plan, it looks so reasonable that 

the plants will do much better, that the little extra 

labor will deter no real horticulturist from adopt¬ 

ing it. _ 

John Johnston informs me that the drover who 

bought his sheep, wrote him that “ they sold big, 

14£ cents per lb. live weight.” Mr. J. adds : “ I be¬ 

lieve few of the mutton sheep sold at a higher figure. 

If these sheep had been fed as Mr. Lawes’ yearlings, 

from lambs until I got them, they would have 

weighed 200 lbs. each on an average, besides shear¬ 

ing 8 or 9 lbs. of fine clean wool yearly. They were 

not the Merinos that are constantly sweating some¬ 

thing like gas tar. I cannot fatten that kind.” 

Good, and doubtless true. And why have we 

been breeding such greasy sheep? The manufac¬ 

turers, or rather the wool buyers, did not sufficiently 

discriminate between good and poor wool—between 

that which was clean and fine and that which was 

greasy and of coarser fibre. The grease, or, as Mr. 

Johnston calls it, the “ gas tar,” is of no value either 

to the farmer or the manufacturer, and it doubtless 

costs as much food to produce a pound of this worth¬ 

less stuff as it does to produce two pounds of good 

mutton. But as the wool buyers paid as much for 

it as for a pound of wool, the greasier you could 

make the fleece the more profitable, j ust as a grocer 

who puts the most sand in his sugar makes the 

largest profits, as long as his customers, like the 

wool dealers, “do' not discriminate.” The grocer, 

however, is wiser than the sheep breeder The 

sand costs him nothing, while the “gas tar,” though 

equally valueless to the consumer, is produced at 

considerable expense. I heard a Vermont wool 

grower say the other day, that he could grease his 

boots with a lock of wool pulled from the back of 

one of his favorite sheep. Now I really do not see 

why it would not be better to smear the fleeces with 

some cheap grease, rather than to produce it in the 

wool. It would certainly be more economical. 

I bought six bushels of clover seed to-day and 

had to pay $17 per bushel for it. But clover, on a 

grain farm, is indispensable. It is the only really 

renovating crop we have. John Johnston, now that 

he has made his land so rich, may think clover does 

not pay, but on most farms we must grow clover or 

we shall grow little else. In fact, one of the means 

Mr. Johnston used to bring up his land was by rais¬ 

ing large crops of clover and making it into hay to 

be fed to sheep in winter. The manure from clover 

is much more valuable than from timothy. Clover 

may not pay, directly, as well as timothy, but when 

we take into consideration the fact that it im¬ 

poverishes the soil less than timothy, while it makes 

better manure, and is, theoretically at least, weight 

for weight, quite as nutritious, clover must be the 

main reliance of wheat growers for keeping up the 

fertility of the land. I have always recommended 

the farmers in Western New York to “grow their 

own clover seed, and sow it with an unsparing 

hand.” I will for the future endeavor to conform 

my practice to my preaching. I think it will be 

some years before I again pay out $102 for six bush¬ 

els of clover seed. 

It is an excellent plan to have a piece of young 

clover near the barn-yard, and give it a heavy dress¬ 

ing of well-rotted manure in the fall. This will 

start it very early in the spring,’ and give a great 

crop. It is j ust the thing to cut green to feed horses 

at noon in the stable. And if the second crop is 

allowed to go to seed, a large yield may be expected, 

even in such a dry season as the last. 

A prominent public man at Washington writes 

me: “ I envy you the delights of your farm, and 

long to get back to mine.” There is a pleasure in 

larming which those who have never engaged in 

other pursuits do not appreciate. I pity the man 

who has no love for agriculture or horticulture. 

There must be something radically wrong in liis 

constitution. Depend upon it, he cannot be much 

of a man. Of course he may wish to engage in 

other pursuits for the purpose of making money 

But if he prefers to stand behind a counter and 

measure out dry goods or groceries, and thinks it 

more “respectable” than cultivating the soil, he 

either lacks the instincts of a gentleman, or is weak 

in the upper regions. I would not walk ten rods 

with such a man if I could help it, or have any in 

tercourse with him further than was necessary. I 

should expect him to say something that was dis¬ 

agreeable. 

“ But farmers are not all gentlemen.” True. 

Some of the most conceited and disagreeable men I 

ever knew were farmers. But such men, however 

much they may affect to despise those engaged in 

other pursuits, have no real love for agriculture, and 

no genuine self-respect. Ignorant, prejudiced, with¬ 

out culture, ill-bred, self-satisfied, with low tastes 

and sordid desires, they are incapable of appreciat¬ 

ing the dignity of their avocation. 

Mr. Johnston writes me that the $756.80 which I 

gave as his profit of feeding 280 sheep the winter 

before last, was not all profit. The hay consumed 

in six weeks and §100 worth of corn should be de¬ 

ducted. The error is of no particular consequence, 

as the principal object of mentioning the fact was 

to show how unusually profitable it had been to 

fatten sheep the past winter. As I understand Mr. 

J., he has never before made so much money in fat¬ 

tening sheep. 
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I think sheep that are not fit for the butcher will 

he bought cheap after shearing. There are so many 

gheep in the country, with a prospect of low rates 

for wool, that the price of sheep is almost certain to 

decline. Beef is still very high and likely to con¬ 

tinue so for some time, and this will have a tendency 

to keep up the price of sheep, more especially of 

those in good condition. 

The war has demonstrated the advantages of good 

farming. Those farmers who had their land in good 

condition, and who were thus enabled to get good 

crops, have made money, while the poor farmer, 

who at the best receives little more than a bare re¬ 

turn for his labor, has derived no benefit from high 

prices. His extra expenses have increased in greater 

ratio than his extra receipts. If the experience of 

the last two years does not convince farmers of the 

advantages of a higher system of agriculture, 

nothing will. 
—> ♦ ~— ■. • ■. 

PERMANENCY OF SUPERPHOSPHATE. 

In the March number of the Farmer we made 

some remarks in regard to the permanence of ma¬ 

nures, based on the statement of the Canada 

Farmer, that “ if really good,” superphosphate was 

a permanent manure. We endeavored to show that 

a good superphosphate was not a permanent manure, 

and that the poorer the article, the longer it would 

last. If there was no superphosphate in it—if it 

was nothing but indecomposed bone-dust or animal 

charcoal—it would be just as permanent as bone- 

dust. But make the bones soluble by decomposing 

them with sulphuric acid—in other words, convert 

them into superphosphate—and they will act quicker 

and consequently be less permanent. 

To quote a familiar saying, “ You cannot eat your 

cake and keep it.” If you make the bones soluble, 

they will be readily taken up by the roots of plants 

and increase their growth, but after this has occur¬ 

red, how much is there left for future crops ? You 

have eaten the cake. If you apply more superphos¬ 

phate than the plants need, the soluble phosphate 

may be reconverted back again into the compara¬ 

tively insoluble state, and some effect may be proj 

duced on future crops, but this is very poor economy. 

The Canada Farmer says: “ Our contemporary 

lays it down as a principle of universal application 

to manures, that the better they are, the less perma¬ 

nent will be their results. We confess our inability 

to see this. A manure that will both act quickly 

and enduringly, must be better than one of which 

you ‘get the whole effect the first year.’” 

This is undoubtedly true, but it is begging the 

question. It is assuming that you can “ eat your 

cake and keep it ”—that a pound of ammonia, a 

pound of phosphoric acid, or a pound of potash, or 

the three combined, can be applied to the soil in a 

soluble state, be taken up by the plants, in other 

words, “ act quickly,” and stilt remain available for 

the use of future crops. If a manure “ acts quickly,” 

it does so at the expense of its permanency, and if 

it is permanent, it is so at the expense of its imme¬ 

diate availability. 

Another point discussed was in reference to whether 

superphosphate would injure the roots of plants. 

The Canada Farmer said it would. We stated that 

in our experience it never had done so, though ap- 

plied immediately in contact with the finest seeds. 

The editor replies that “ Coe’s superphosphate of 

lime will injure the roots.” This is probably the 

case. But we were talking about superphosphate 

of lime itself, and not Coe’s superphosphate. An 

ordinary superphosphate of lime, made by dissolving 

bone dust in sulphuric acid, will not hurt the roots 

of plants. Salts of ammonia will do so. Now if 

you mix the latter with the former, and call the 

compound “superphosphate,” such superphosphate 

may hurt the seed and roots of plants. 

The addition of salts of ammonia, or of animal 

matter capable of forming ammonia, greatly in¬ 

creases the value of superphosphate, and this wb 

believe is done in the case of Mr. Coe’s manure. It 

certainly contains ammoniacal salts, which is not 

the case with simple superphosphate of lime. The 

latter, as we stated, will not injure the seed, as 

thousands of tons are annually drilled in with tus 

nip seed in England, not only without injury, but 

with the greatest benefit. We think Coe’s super¬ 

phosphate is an excellent article, much better than 

a simple superphosphate which contains no ammo¬ 

nia, and it would be wrell to indicate in its name 

that it contains ammoniacal salts, and then all intel¬ 

ligent farmers would know that it should not come in 

immediate contact with the seed or with tender roots. 

Clover Hay for Sheep.—Our esteemed corres¬ 

pondent Mr. Fassett, says when he has well-cured 

clover hay, cut in blossom, he never feeds his sheep 

grain, unless it be to the ewes about lambing time, 

and they come out in the spring healthy and in 

excellent condition. With clover, if any grain is 

needed, feed oats ; with timothy, corn is better. If 

he commences to feed grain late in the winter, he 

expects to lose much of the wrool, but, as he ob¬ 

serves, that is better than to lose the sheep. With 

plenty of well cured clover hay, cut in blossom, 

sheep need no turnips or potatoes to keep them in 

good condition. 

One of the correspondents of the Genesee Farmer, 
who is quite successful with his sheep, says he 
always keeps a bucket of tar, and whenever he 
hears a cough he smears the nose of tho sheep 
with it. 
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THE PROFITS OF WOOL GROWING. 

The Report of the Agricultural Department pub¬ 

lishes a letter from Mr. C. S. Potter, of Kalamazoo, 

Mich., giving his experience with a flock of sheep. 

We make a few extracts. Mr. P. says: 

The spring of 1861 found me tired of commercial 

life, sickened with politics, advanced in years, and 

quite infirm from sedentary habits; with no practi¬ 

cal experience in farming, the use of agricultural 

implements or the habits of stock. I traversed por¬ 

tions of Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa, looking 

for a farm to retire upon. In October I purchased 

in this State, and on the first day of November, like 

the man who purchased an elephant, I found my¬ 

self the owner of four hundred and eighty acres of 

land, and “ didn’t know what to do with it ”—a fit 

subject for knowing ones to impose upon. 

I have since learned that the flock I bought with 

the farm, consisting of wethers, ewes and lambs, 

were common sheep. The lambs graded up by a 

grade Spanish buck, shearing ten pounds of washed 

wool. This was a flock of two hundred and seventy- 

six, and cost $2.50 each, or $690. Another flock of 

eighty, having two French bucks, a few nearly pure 

French ewes, a few Leicesters, and about equally 

divided between ewes, lambs and wethers, I pur¬ 

chased for $150. To this I added two as good Span¬ 

ish blooded bucks as could be obtained, for $30, 

making 358 sheep, costing me $870. 

These were considered high figures at that time, 

and the source of some merriment to the yeomanry 

in the vicinity. As if to add to my confusion, about 

the middle of December my shepherd came to me 

and said “ the largest flock had the scab, and that 

the vender knew the other flock had the foot rot 

■When he sold them to me, and that I should slaughter 

the flock and keep no sheep for years to come.” 

Here was a dilemma, and, in the opinion of some, 

the “ book farmer ” would trot back to town again 

wiser than he came. Goaded to desperation by such 

remarks, and the idea of being so “ wooled,” I “ off 

coat” for a personal examination. Some of the 

largest flock had spots on their haunches and shoul¬ 

ders of harsh, dry, and matted wool; the skin under 

these spots exhibited small pustules, and the whole 

skin yellow in appearance. This seemed the scab 

indeed, and I treated it as such by withdrawing the 

diseased ones, and housing them in warm stables 

and pouring on to the spots from a tea-kettle a strong 

solution of tobacco as often as it became dry, and 

until the old wool on the spots sloughed off, a new 

and healthy growth starting. This occurred within 

three weeks. No new cases appeared, and I have 

since determined their disease to be “ pelt rot,” con¬ 

tracted from running through the wet autumn of 

1861, in high clover. The second flock undoubtedly 

had a slight touch of the foot rot, contracted from 

the low lands they had run on the season before. 

The hoofs of this flock I immersed twice a week in 

pyroligneous acid,* diluted one-half, and, suffice it to 

say, the first day of the next February no lamp 

sheep or skin disease could be found in the flock. 

By this time, becoming somewhat interested in thb 

welfare of my sheep, and inured to exercise, as the 

15th of April approached, I took personal charge 

during the lambing season, rearing about 70 per 

cent, of those dropped ; thus ended all my fears. I 

could tell “ a sheep from a goat,” and went on my 

way' “ thanking God and taking courage.” 

Now for the general success and three years’ ex¬ 

perience. The whole flock was debited with their 

purchase-money. At the end of the year interest 

thereon was charged at 10 per cent., charging theta 

the first year $1.50 per head for board and shearing. 

The second year, the account running two years be¬ 

fore balancing, the flock was debted with one yeaFb 

interest on the previous year’s board. As I sold 

culls, wethers and lambs, and wool, the flocks re¬ 

ceived credit, as the following exhibit will more 

particularly unfold: 

1861. 
November 1. To purchase money for 858 sheep. $S70.00 

1862. 
November 1. To purchase money of 1 buck. 20.00 

To board and shearing 350 sheep 1 year, at 
$1.50 each..'.. 525.00 

To 10 per cent interest on $870 purchase 
money, 1 year. 87.00 

1863. 
March. To purchase money for buck-lamb... 10JQ0 
November. To board and shearing 423 sheep, at $1.50 

each. 634(1) 
To 10 per cent, intex-est on $1,425, original 

cost of flock, and 1 year's board. 142.50 

Total cost.$2,2SS.50 
Credit. 

186L 
December. By 8 sheep slaughtered, at $2.50 

each. $20.00 
By receipts for lost sheep’s pelts. 12.00 

1862. 
July. By receipts for 1,526 lbs. of wool, 

* at 50 cts.. .*.. 763.00 
August. By receipts for 2 bucks sold. 20.00 
October. By receipts for 50 wethers sold, at 

$2.50 . 125.00 
November. By average interest on receipts .. 23.50 

1863. 
September. By 20 cull ewes and 50 wethers, 

at $3. 210.00 
By 51 wether lambs and 25 cull 

ewes at $2.50. 190.00 
October. By 25 cull ewes, at $3; 50 do. at 

$3.50 . 250.00 
By 25 wethers, at $3. 75.00 
By 22 wether lambs, at $2.50; 1 

buck at $3. 6S.00 
By 7 lambs’ pelts. 400 
By 1 sheep slaughtered. 8.25 

November By 1,726 lbs of wool, at 75 cts.... 1,29450 
By on hand 240 breeding ewes, 69 

one shear ewes and 19 one shear 
wethers, total 328, at $2.50. 820.00 

8 bucks, valued at. 115.00 
-$f?,9S3.25 

Deduct expenses as above. 2,288.50 

Net profit.$1,694.75 

It will be observed in tbe foregoing statement of 

two years, that tbe sheep on hand were estimated at 

* Pyroligneous acid is nothing more nor less than vinegar,— 
Eds. G. F. i 
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$2.50 per head, exclusive of bucks. In opening the 

account for 1863 and 1864, I value the ewes, lambs 

and wethers 'at $4 each, which, if added to the 

profits, as shown in the balance ot 1861, 1862, and 

1863, exhibits a net profit of $2,186.75 on an outlay 

of $870 the two years before. The third year’s ex¬ 

hibit is as follows: 
1863 

November 1. To valuation of 32S sheep, at $4.®1,?}5'no 
To valuation of 8 bucks. oraa 
To cash paid for buck John. 

June864* To cash paid for washing and shearing ... 50.00 
November 1. To 10 per cent interest on $1,427 valua- 

tion November, 1803.- --- • • ““• ‘ ~ 
To boarding 337 sheep one year, $2 each.._6<4.0U 

Total cost 
.$2,316.70 

Contra Credit. 
1864. 
July. By 1,478 lbs. of wool, at $1 ... 
August By 7 wether lambs to butcher 
August 11. By 19 yearling wethers, at $4 
September 6. By 70 wether lambs, at $3.50 

By 12 cull ewe lambs, at $4.. 
Sept. 10. By 41 cull ewes at $5 . 
October, By cash for buck lamb. 

By cash for Dan buck.- - 
November 1. On hand 69 one-shear ewes, 60 

ewes of the original flock, l--< 
ewes twice shorn, 85 ewe lambs, 
and 3 wethers ditto, 5 buck 
lambs—in all 344, at $4 each... 1,376.00 

7 bucks. 115-00 

$1,478.00 
21.00 
76.00 

, 245.00 
4S.00 

, 205.00 
15.00 
15.00 

$3,594.00 

_ . fl4. .$1,277.30 

lam now in my fourth year in sheep husbandry, 

and having disposed of all my wethers but three, 

and all of the ewes which had lambs and which did 

not shear four and a half pounds, at $5 per head, I 

have valued the whole flock at what the drafted 

ewes sold for, viz., five dollars each. This increase 

of one dollar each, added to the profit of last year, 

makes the net gain of $1,621.30 on an investment 

one year ago of $1,427. My present flock, it will 

be seen, consists of 60 ewes of the original flock, 122 

two-shear ewes, and 69 one-shear do., all with lamb, 

or supposed to be; 3 lamb wethers, 85 ewe lambs, 

5 buck lambs, and five old bucks. The latter I 

have estimated at $115, as the year previous, and 

all of the former at five dollars each, believing them, 

aside from the change of times, to have doubled in 

value by careful breeding. So that the account 

stands on the first day of November, 1864— 
Dr. 

. $115.00 
To 5 bucks .. 1.720.00 
To 344 sheep, at $5 each. _J_ 

$1,835.00 

The first year I fed with clover hay and about one 

gill of shelled corn to each sheep, commencing to 

feed corn to the ewes two weeks before copulation 

•with the bucks, and continuing it until turned out 

in the spring. It will be seen that the flock of ewes 

and wethers sheared a little over four and a half 

pounds general average that year. The next year 

I fed no corn after January, and the general average 

of the same flock was but a trifle over four pounds. 

The last year I fed corn to the breeding ewes as 

heretofore before copulation, and until the 1st of 

February, when I commenced with wheat bran, 

known as coarse middlings, and weighing about 

forty pounds to the bushel, intending to feed about 

three-quarters of a pound to each until turn-out. 

The flock of ewes thus grained and fed with poor 

clover hay twice a day, salted once a week, includ¬ 

ing 19 inferior wethers, once shorn, and since sold 

for four dollars each, it will be seen by inspection 

gave a general average of over four and a half 

pounds of clean washed wool, which sold readily in 

the barn for one dollar per pound. 
Last season I reared over 90 per cent, of lambs, 

and expect to do so this spring. Dropping should 

commence by the 5th of April, and should be all 

through with before the ewes are turned out. 

Lambs do not do well coming after so great a change 

in diet; and if an ewe loses her lamb, her udder is 

generally ruined for want of care. One-sliear sheep 

require better feed than older ones; quite as good 

as lambs if allowed to breed. I am feeding that 

kind of ewes, hay twice a day, and one pound of 

wheat middlings each. The older ewes have straw, 

bean haulm, or corn-stalks twice, and hay once, with 

three-quarters of a pound of the middlings per day. 

The lambs have hay three times a day, with a peck 

of shelled-corn mixed with treble the quantity of 

middlings. I have not lost a sheep since last April, 

at the lambing season, nor do I expect to until that 

season shall arrive again. 

THE FARMER’S FIRESIDE. 

We believe the fireside of the farmer, with his 

family about him, is the proper place for contem¬ 

plating the elements and productions of the farm. 

Here, with the aid of experience and agricultural 

journals, the members of the family may literally 

every winter evening make an agricultural club; 

here they may amuse and enlighten each other on 

every matter relating to the staple interests to 

which they are allied, and on which they subsist. 

Here, too, they may make themselves familiar, not 

only with the literature of rural economy, but all 
current ‘ literature—with history, with biography, 

with poetry, with music—and with whatever else 

may come within the range of their taste and fancy. 

It is known and considered that farmers have or 

should have wives, like other men; that they may 

have sons rising to manhood, and daughters just 

budding and swelling into womanhood. Neither of 

them is supposed to be made up of cold abstractions, 

but all have social affinities, requiring a mental ele¬ 

ment corresponding to the development and nour¬ 

ishment of these affinities. Far be it from us to 

stifle or starve these affinities. They should live 

under a genial sun, be fed with refreshing showers, 
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and then receive the care of a wise, social culturist. 

A farm and a farm-house without matrimonial influ¬ 

ences would be cheerless, like an Arabian desert. 

Without the mental and physical tendencies that 

lead to wedlock, youth would be less interesting 

than they now are. Accordingly, in preparing this 

article for the farmer’s fireside, for the young as 

well as the old—for one sex as well as for the other— 

for each supposable juncture in the family organiza¬ 

tion, we have collected some gems of the upheavings 

of the young bosom, as well as of the soil; of the 

flowers that spring up in the heart, as well as those 

that cluster in the garden and about the doorside. 

If these social gems are permitted to shoot up in 

their native glades, they will resemble the daisy and 

the rose, that develop not half their inherent ele¬ 

ments of beauty and fragrance, till transplanted to 

the flower garden ; and, that till receiving the skill¬ 

ful supervision of the gardener, were small austere 

plants, instead of being the beautiful plants they 

now are. * 

It is verily a paradox, that agriculture should ever 

be held in low estimation ; such, nevertheless, is the 

fact. It is no uncommon thing, that we hear that 

even those who are engaged in it, and are dependent 

on it for a living, express a great abhorrence of it. 

Did we not witness the ridiculous absurdity of such 

conduct, we could not believe it true; for it is in 

opposition to the clearest evidence on which any 

hypothesis can be predicated. Who may not see 

with his own eyes, that on the products of agricul¬ 

ture the entire life of the animal world—of man 

and beast—is sustained ; and that these products are 

the very elements of nearly every kind of business 

in the whole range of society? Were it not for 

them, the animal kingdom would be blotted out of 

eKistence; and the world itself would become one 

wide field of solitude and desolation. Yet, it often 

happens that the persons in other departments of 

labor, though dependent therein on agriculture, 

speak of it in derision and with assumed con¬ 

tempt ; and that farmers themselves seem to feel 

ashamed that they are farmers. 

It might be supposed, that a thing so indispensa¬ 

ble to the existence as well as the enjoyment of 

mankind, as the cultivation of the earth, would have 

received in ail time the highest honors and the high¬ 

est place in the affections of the people, as ■well as 

all possible attention in rendertng it perfect. Such 

has not been the case. On looking on the works of 

man, it is seen that agriculture has been strangely 

neglected ; and, that this neglect has been most ap¬ 

parent in those most interested in its results. Great 

and successful efforts have been made in devising 

ingenious labor-saving implements for working the 

soil, and machinery for appropriating its products; 

but little among the large body of the farmers, to 
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improve the kind and quantity of ineftu products, 

has been done; nor can this neglec„ be ascribed to 

any deficiency in the development of science. Sci 

ence has shone forth with peculiar lustre upon the 

pathway of the farmer, but too often has it been 

wholly unheeded. A prejudice, propagated and 

handed down from one to another, and to which he 

has adhered with as much tenacity as to a choice 

relic of a distinguished sire, has bound him hand 

and foot. Till within a short period, rarely has 

there been found in the farmer’s house a book on 

scientific agriculture ; and even at the present time, 

when it may be found in one house, in fifty it will 

be wanting. C. N. Bement. 
Poughkeepsie, March 7th, 1S65. 

THE KIND OF WOOL MOST IN DEMAND. 

Messrs. Taft, Wedden & Co., of Providence, 

R. I., in reply to interrogations from the Commis¬ 

sioner of Agriculture, write as follows: 

“ The increase in the production of wool in this 

country is imperatively demanded by the manufac¬ 

turing interest; the increase of machinery for the 

manufacture of woollen goods having been so rapid 

in the past five years that twice the amount of wool 

is now consumed by it than in 1860. The increase 

of wool called for will apply to all grades, as none 

of them are fully supplied by the domestic growth. 

The two extremes may be regarded as most sought 

for at this time: the one, the fine Saxony; the. 

other, the long combing wools. 

“ The introduction of the fine long-wooled Meri. 

noes has driven out and taken the place of the fine 

Saxony; the latter in this country being much less 

now than formerly, for the reason that the heavier 

fleeces are more profitable to the farmer. We think 

the Saxony wool cannot he materially increased until 

we approach the point of producing nearly the amount, 

of wool consumed by the country. 

“ The Leicestershire or combing wool is grown in>. 

the United States but to a limited extent, the- 

worsted machinery now in operation here being 

supplied with this description of wool from Canada,, 

the entire clip of which is barely sufficient to supply- 

the machinery now in operation. This branch of 

the woollen manufacture is being largely increased; 

by new mills, and by the enlargement of those 

already established. American wools may now be 

quoted at about $1 per pound for the average, 

whilst the coarse Canada wool, if running largely to 

combing, will command from $1.25 to $1.30 per 

pound, and have once sold this season for $1.45. 

With a present consumption equal to the entire clip 

of Canada, and but a small quantity now grown in 

the United States, we think this kind of wool offers 

more inducements to the wool-grower than any other 
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quality. Upon the repeal of the reciprocity treaty 

with Canada, this wool must pay a duty of 10 cents 

per pound, and 10 per centum at least, and to import 

it from England at this time it will cost 80 cents per 

pound in gold, or $1,60 in currency. 

“ Fine Saxony wool is in very small supply in the 

markets, and it is only grown in Western Pennsyl¬ 

vania, West Virginia, and in the southeastern part 

af Ohio. The manufacturers working this grade of 

wool are obliged to use fine foreign wool as a substi¬ 

tute for it, costing now in the grease about half the 

price of washed domestic—the domestic shrinking 

about 40 per cent., and the foreign about 65 per 

cant., in scouring.” 

We presume Messrs. T., W. & Co. are either man¬ 

ufacturers or dealers in wool, and there are several 

points alluded to in their letter which are of great 

interest to farmers. Their remark that “ Saxony 

Wool cannot be materially increased until we ap¬ 

proach the point of producing nearly the amount 

of wool consumed by the country,” is undoubtedly 

true, but what does it imply ? It is not profitable 

to raise Saxony wool now because the coarser Amer¬ 

ican Merino wool is more profitable, and it follows 

that, unless the price of Saxony wool should ad¬ 

vance, when the time comes when Saxony wool can 

be raised with profit the production of American 

Merino wool can not be as profitable as at pre¬ 

sent. 

That Messrs. T., W. & Co. do not expect it to 

advance, is quite clear from the statement that the 

manufacturers now import foreign fine wool at a less 

price than they pay for American grown Saxony 

wool. This fine foreign wool, they say, “ costs now 

in the grease about half the price of washed domes¬ 

tic—the domestic shrinking about 40 per cent., and 

tire foreign about 65 per cent., in scouring.” In 

other words, if 100 lbs. of washed domestic Saxony 

wool costs $100, and shrinks 40 lbs. in cleaning, we 

get 60 lbs. of cleansed wool for $100, or $1.66 per 

lb,; while on the other hand, 100 lbs. of imported 

wool, at “ half price,” would cost $50, and shrinks 

65 lbs. in scouring, giving 85 lbs. of cleansed wool 

for $50, or $1.43 per lb. The foreign wool is 14 per 

cent, cheaper than the home grown wool. It is 

dear, therefore, that Messrs. T., W. & Co. do not 

mean that the production of Saxony wool will be 

more profitable, when we raise nearly all the wool 

we require, because it will command a high price, 

but simply that “ American Merino ” wool will be 

lower. Saxony wool is now in great demand, and 

yet it does not bring a sufficiently high price to ren¬ 

der its production profitable. And yet we are told 

that such will be the case when we raise all the 

wool we require. If this is so, what profit are we 

to expect from growing American Merino wool? 

MUTTON SHEEP—SURFACE MANURING, &c, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : How is it that in your 

statement in reference to the comparative merits of 

the South Down and Merino sheep for mutton, you 

say nothing about the quality of the flesh ? Is it 

possible that Mr. Johnston claims that the Merinos 

are equal to the Downs in quality ? 

It is a strange thing that farmers are so easily 

influenced by the fashion of the hour. The Ver¬ 

monters have put the Spanish sheep upon the high¬ 

est keeping they know how, until they have pro¬ 

duced yolk and wrinkles and weight of fleece in the 

dirt, equal if not superior to anything the French 

have accomplished by years of pampering with the 

same breed. Grease and dirt have sold as well as 

wool, and so we have had such an overwhelming 

demand for these sheep, that most people insist n» 

others should be bred. It is not with sheep as with 

cattle or hogs. We may have a cow uniting all the 

good qualities required—a good feeder, good milker 

and with good flesh. So with hogs,—we want the 

animal that will give us the greatest weight of good 

pork at an early age, and we have nothing more to 

desire. 

But with sheep the case Is wholly different; they 

are wanted to produce wool as well as flesh. The 

Spanish sheep, of the variety now in favor with us, 

produces a fine felting wool, but not fine enough for 

good broadcloths. The wool does not answer for 

flannel because of its felting properties—the gar¬ 

ments made up shrink too much. Neither will it 

do for heavy cassimeres, and similar goods—for 

which there is so much demand in our markets—or 

for combing purposes. 

Now, a most important question to be considered 

in connection with the matter at issue between you 

and Mr. Johnston is, whether America is to import 

all the wool consumed in this country except that 

grown upon the " American ” Merino ? If, as I an¬ 

ticipate, our tariff shall be so imposed as to induce 

the manufacture of all these goods at home, there 

will be such demand for the wool of what are called 

the mutton sheep, that it will in a short time be in 

demand at its fair value. When that time comes, 

that is, when our fleeces are sold and paid for ac¬ 

cording to the number of pounds of wool, when 

cleansed for the manufacture, they contain, Downs 

and Leicesters will be found much nearer the “Amer¬ 

ican Merino ” as a mere wool producing animal than 

is now generally believed. 

But it is certainly a matter of great national im¬ 

portance, that we should produce all these varieties 

of wool; and I believe that when the superior qual¬ 

ity of the flesh and early maturity of the Downs are 

taken into the account, and their unsurpassed hardi¬ 

ness, they are, or will be when the wool is sold upon 
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its merit, as profitable as the Merino sheep. Where 

small flocks are kept, and but little care bestowed 

upon them, I know of no sheep that will compare 

with them. They cross admirably with the Leices- 

ters, giving more size and greater length of wool. 

You mention that Mr. Johnston “piles his manure 

in the spring, and draws out in September on grass 

land that he intends to plant in corn the next 

spring.” This certainly seems a strange practice. 

What sort of land has Mr. J. ? If it is a clay soil, 

most certainly we should expect better results in all 

respects by plowing the green manure under in the 

spring. If you or Mr. J. think not, why not ? 

I do not understand how any benefit is to be de¬ 

rived from spreading manure on grass land, to re¬ 

main on the surface through the winter, unless it is 

permitted to remain in grass the next summer, in 

which case we should have more grass and a heavier 

sod, which, when plowed under, would add much to 

the productiveness of the soil. You say he plows 

up the sod just before planting. I can not help 

thinking, notwithstanding the high authority given 

for the practice, that it must result in a serious loss 

of the fertilizing* elements of the manure. The fact 

that Mr. Johnston always ha3 good crops, does not 

prove the practice correct. Buying stock to con¬ 

sume his hay and straw, and such large quantities 

of oil-cake to feed them, we are to expect, of course, 

that his lands will be in good condition. 

We have in Ohio an early and very favorable 

spring. Grass is coming on finely, and our wheat is 

very promising. Our stock, notwithstanding the 

light hay crop of last year, and the high prices of 

grain, is in better condition than usual. We have 

but few cattle, as I believe to be the case throughout 

the United States. Would it not be well for farmers 

who think no stock will pay but sheep, to reflect 

upon the fact? With all the efforts that can be 

made to increase the number, it will take several 

years to bring the supply of cattle up to the de¬ 

mand. Last year, and the year before, our people 

raised but very few calves. This year I anticipate 

more will be raised, but nothing like the number 

bred in former years. Common coavs, that two or 

three years ago were worth $25 or $30, are now 

selling at $40 to $50, and even at these prices, very 

few are to be had. _ Buckeye. 

Delaware, Ohio, April 10,1865. 

Drain off the Water.—Surface drains are by 

no means as good as underdrains, but still they are 

very useful. A furrow made by a plow will drain 

off more water in a day than the sun will evaporate 

in a week. If there is any water lying on land that 

you wish to plow this spring, lose no time in drain¬ 

ing it off. It will pay for the labor ten times over. 

NOTES BY S. W, 

The April Farmer is capital. I never read so 

good an argument before, to prove the superior 

value of the large variety of clover, both for hay 

and forage, over the small kind. If, as the writer 

says, it does not ripen until the timothy is fit to cut, 

it is invaluable, as the small clover ripens and 

begins to shed both leaf and blossom before the 

timothy growing with it is out of bloom. 

A man asked me this morning hoAV I contrived to 

make a heap of cow dung so loose and finely 

dmded,—it can now be shoATeled and spread as 

eATenly as so much loose ground. The secret is, I 

bed my coavs with hard Avood turners’ shavings. 

When bedded Avith straAV, leaves, Ac., a conglomera¬ 

tion takes place that nothing but rotting in a 

compost heap Avill reduce. Even hen dung is very 

hard to pulverize, and Avlien reduced to small lumps 

they Avill remain months on a grass patch Avithont 

dissolution. 

One Avould suppose that in a \rillage where stall 

manure is scarce and dear, every family that rejoices 

in a garden would make a compost heap of the 

leaves and refuse waste of the house, yard and 

garden. So far from it, many take pains to rake up 

all the leaves from their vines, fruit and shade trees, 

cabbage and corn stumps, Ac., and Avlieel them into 

the broad street to be burned or scattered. This, I 

take it, is laboring to destroy that which nature 

intended should re-quicken. I endeavored to re¬ 

monstrate with a man last fall who Avas raking up a 

large pile of freshly fallen leaves in his yard and 

then wheeling them into the center of the street. 

“ ltou can’t tell me,” said he, “ I Avas raised on a 

farm, and I don’t believe in any of your book farm¬ 

ing.” His egotism enveloped and warmed him like 

a garment. 

“ When ignorance is bliss, ’tis folly to be wise.” 

It lias been said in the Agricultural papers that 

corn soAvn in drills for fodder should not be cut until 

the corn has ripened its ears, and John Johnston 

was named as authority for it. I think Mr. J. will 

admit that as the corn ripens the stalks give up 

their nutriment to perfect the ear. Yet, if cut too 

early, before the sacharine is formed, the stalk will 

be insipid and hard to save from moulding. Mr. 

Wright never cuts his drilled corn fodder until the 

stalk is sweet. I last fall got some corn stalks of 

the Stowel sweet corn that had been planted too 

late to ripen. The leaves. were intact, although 

they had been frozen. When dried in the hay loft 

the stalks w’ere full of sugar chrystals, and the cow 

devoured, butts and all con gusto. 

There is an hereditary delusion among farmers 

generally about corn fodder. It has passed into an 

accepted truism, that if stalks are only saved from 
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the frost, no matter how lsng they remain uncut 

and exposed after the ears are ripe. So far from 

this, the moment corn glazes the stalks and leaves 

begin to deteriorate by exposure to the atmosphere. 

I have seen corn leaves completely mildewed and 

whipped out by wind and rain, before they had been 

touched by frost. Joseph Wright makes a great 

saving of corn fodder by cutting up and stacking 

his corn as soon as the ears are glazed. Corn leaves 

deteriorate like grass by standing after it is fully 

ripe. Frost only aids by accelerating the decom¬ 

position. 

Our great woolen mill is now receiving a stock 

of fine Buenos Ayres wool from New York. It is in 

large iron hooped bundles. This wool was bought 

since the great decline in gold, full fifty per cent be¬ 

low last season’s prices. Farmers have had their 

day of extreme prices; they can thus well afford 

now to sell a part of their sheep, so that we shall 

not have to pay twenty-two cents a pound for 

mutton as we do now in the village market; and 

John Johnston will be the last to complain if his 

next year’s stall fed sheep should not net him 

“ twelve cents a pound live weight.” While butter 

has declined to half the winter’s price, pork has 

fallen more than sixteen dollars the barrel—the rise 

was to the profit of the farmer—the speculator must 

pocket the loss. 

VISITING FARMERS. 

In ancient times the English law required a young 

man, on completion of his apprenticeship, to travel 

over the country a certain number of years, working 

at his trade, before he could be licensed to make a 

permanent beginning for himself. The object was 

to compel him to become familiar with the different 

modes in which other craftmen conduct the business 

he had learned, so that by knowing all he might 

become a perfect workman. 

Traveling from one farm to another, to learn what 
was going on upon each, how this or that process 
was conducted, what machines were successful, 
which were failures, what was the most profitable 
fruit crop and how best to produce it, who had the 
most successful garden and how it was managed, 
with the long catalogue of items on kindred topics— 
would be a mere repetition of the English obligation 
to become perfect in the farmer’s calling. 

There are times throughout the year when most 
men can indulge in this useful recreation, and there 
are those who systematically devote to it a portion 
of every season. I have indulged in it myself, and 
have rarely gone anywhere without learning some¬ 
thing that was new to me, and many times useful. 

On these brief perambulations I have uniformly 
found the latch string of the door within sight and 
reach. Going in unheralded, and even anonymously, 
I have never been received discourteously. The 
house-dog may have been snappish, but the proprie¬ 
tor has been all suavity.—Author of “ Ten Acres 
Enough,” in Horticulturist. 

CULTIVATION OF HOPS. 

[Concluded from April Number.] 

Second Yeae.—In spring the yard, as soon as 

dry enough to work, must be grubbed. Hoe the 

dirt from the hill without injuring the crown of the 

root. With a knife, cut off all the old vines smooth, 

and any runners that are seen. Never tear them 

off nor cut them with the hoe. At the same time 

examine whether there are any grubs in the hill, 

and kill all found. There are two kinds of grub, 

one which makes a beetle, with a dark hard head, 

and white body, with legs all on the forepart of the 

body. It is always found doubled up like a horse 

shoe. The other is a caterpillar which makes a 

butterfly. Both must be killed wherever found 

Leave the hill nearly bare. If the stakes are in the 

yard they must now be set, but if not, it is best to 

plow first. In setting, use a common light crowbar 

and set about a foot deep, rather deeper for outside 

hills, and nearly twice as deep for the long pole al 

the male hill. Then plow out the yard, and after 

plowing take out the runners or sets. These are 

only found in a yard after the second year, and if 

well saved, are worth from fifty cents to one dollar 

and a half per bushel. Break them as little as 

possible, and do not let them lie long in the sun¬ 

shine, nor be frozen while out of the ground. In 

setting the stakes, all the holes should be on the 

same side of the hill, so that in plowing you can 

tell how to guide the horse that he may not step on 

the crown. After taking out the sets, hoe the dirt 

back upon the hills so that the ground will be 

nearly level, and put on the twine. When tli© 

stakes are but seven feet high, a man can easily put 

it on from the ground, but a boy or girl can do it 

with a light stool. The twine is carried in a basket 

slung over the shoulder out of the way. Never tie 

the twine except at the end stakes, and only wind 

once around the others, passing at the tall polls at 

the male hills. Have all stakes the same length. 

When the vines get up two or three feet high, they 

must be tied. Tie four to each stake except in the 

outer row of hills where five or six may be tied, so 

as to fill the strings to the outer row of stakes. Put 

the vines around the stake the way the sun goes, or 

they will not run, and tie with soft bass matting or 

old woolen yarn. 

Cultivate often, for it will save a great deal of 

hoeing. The five-toothed cultivator is best, but 

when the yard gets grassy, the plow is the only 

tiling that will do the work ; never let( the weeds 

get the upper hand. The vines will need tieing up 

as often as any leave the pole, but it must never be 

done on a cold day, nor early in the morning, as 

then they will break, and whenever one has its head 

broken off, it must, if not up to the strings, be taken 
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down, and another vine from the ground he put in its 

place. When the smallest vines have got a good 

start, three feet or more, bury the refuse vines at 

the foot of the stake with two inches of dirt, and 

never pull or cut them off, as is usually done. In a 

few days the leaves will rot, making manure, and 

the vines will makes cheaper food for the grubs 

than those running up the stake. These vines 

throw out small roots, and help to make the crop 

for the year ; besides they are the best kind of sets 

for a new yard the next year. Mix air-slacked lime 

and unleached ashes, and put on about a pint to 

each hill; this will help to keep away grubs, and 

serve as a manure. 

When the tallest vines are up two feet above the 

tops of the stakes, go through the yard and lay 

them on the strings, winding them loosely once or 

twice around. Put the vines on the strings, while 

they are growing very fast, about twice a week, or 

when they are two or three feet long, letting them 

hang down six inches. When the vine has passed 

the first space, let it run past the stake, on to the 

String having fewest vines on it, and when it gets 

to the middle of the second string, let it hang down 

like an arm. Sometimes I have seen vines stopped 

when at the second stake, but I do not like the way 

so well as to let them run further. 

Never put the arms upon the strings, but let them 

hang down or wind into each other; they will not 

break by hanging, and will be more exposed to sun¬ 

shine and air. When they are so long as to brush 

the ground, lay them up on others, winding once 

around, and they will stay. If the vines have been 

so planted that the male vines cannot be told, let 

them run up on the strings, but mark them in the 

fall, so as to put in a tall poll, for, if grown in this 

way, the pollen will be better distributed. 

PiOking.—The hop is ripe, when on opening it 

the see<J is hard, and of a purple color. After that, 

they turn brown, and the seeds drop out, and there 

is a great loss both in quality and weight. Of 

course, in a large yard, all the hops cannot be picked 

at exactly the right time. If the yard is a large 

one, the hops will be ripe sooner in some parts of it 

than in others, and should be picked first, and 

indeed some must be picked rather too early, in 

order that none may be left much too long. Com¬ 

mence when the seed begins to get hard, and but 

few are yet purple. In horizontal yards this is 

about a week earlier than where long poles are used, 

and as there is no cutting off vines, they do not 

Heed as in the old way. 

At first do not hurry up the picking too fast, as 

while the hops are rather green the kilns must not 

be filled more than ten or twelve inches deep, and it 

takes longer to dry them than those that are riper. 

After a few days, when the hops are fully ripe, it is 

best to get one-lialf more pickers than at first, as or 

a good kiln the hops can be dried from sixteen tc 

twenty-four inches deep, and two kilns-full can be 
dried in a day. 

Those conditions of the air which produce rust ia 

wheat, seem to have the same effect on hops. I- 

sometimes comes on very soon after a warm shower 

High land is most free from rust; the worst place is 

a deep narrow valley near a stream, and sheltered 
by woods. 

Hops can be picked from the strings, either in the 

common way with boxes and box-tenders, or by girls 

with baskets without help. I like the latter way 

best, as it saves three-fourths of the time usually 

spent in tending box, and the hops are picked 

cleaner and faster. I will describe both ways : 

First, with light willow baskets which will hold 

three or four bushels, commence at the ripest part of 

the yard, loosen the strings from the stakes, and let 

them drop until held by the vines; they will then 

be about five feet high, and can be pulled lower as 

wanted. A large girl, or a man, can take the strings 
off the stakes. 

Pick clean ; put the fingers through between the 

hops in the bunch, instead of around it and *trip 

ping, as is often done. Put in all the hops, but 

none of the large leaves, and as few of the small 

ones as. possible. Often there is no care taken tc 

keep out small leaves, but for a prime aiticle very 

few should go in, and no bunches of more than 

three hops should ever be allowed in the basket. 

The owner, or some very careful man, should 

empty the baskets into sacks as they are filled, and 

see that all are picked well. Where any are found 

with bunches of hops, or any large leaves, the picker 

should sort them, and pick them all out. For this 

the most careful man is required, and every careless 

girl in the yard will abuse him as much as she can. 

Good pickers will gather twenty-five to thirty 

bushels per day well, but wages should be based on 

about fifteen bushels for a day’s work, as many girls 

will not pick more than that. 

Sacks for carry the hops to the kiln should hold 

about ten or twelve bushels without packing, as the 

hops, if pressed in, will soon heat and turn black. 

The bags must never be left full of hops over night. 

Burlaps make good cheap sacks, and once made 

they last for many years. The vines are left on the 

strings so as to mature the root for another crop, 

until they are killed by the frost; then it is best to 

take them down, strip them off the strings, and 

burn them. In this way the eggs of the plant-lice 

are mostly destroyed. Where the picking is done 

with boxes, these are made of various sizes—16,872 

cubic inches is the size required by a bill proposed 

in the last Legislature of New York, but the bill 

did not pass. The boxes, usually holding from. 
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seven to ten bushels, are made about three feet long. 

With a partition through the middle, and two of 

these double boxes, with a platform three feet 

square between them, make a “ set ” for four pickers. 

They are of half-inch basswood, with handles at 

e&ch end. A man (or a girl) called a “ box-tender,” 

who has a large basket, knife, and light stool, pulls 

Off the arms from the vines, (they break out easily 

by a pull towards the root of the vine,) and with 

the knife cuts off the end of the main vine, which 

h#ngs down. As fast as he fills his basket) he 

eanpties it on the platform, thus leaving the main 

vine with most of its foliage entire, and preventing 

any bleeding. 

When the hops are good, and the strings not 

more than seven feet high, one man can tend two 

sets of pickers, eight boxes, as easy as he can one 

where they are nine feet high. The man who tends 

box should never be required to sack the hops. 

Broken arms are to be thrown away when the hops 

cm them have turned brown; for if put in, they will 

injure the sale of all. A man who has the reputa¬ 

tion of picking his hops clean, and putting them up 

nicely, will get a little extra price for them, and find 

quicker sale when hops are low. The difference 

between “ Fancy ” hops and “ Common sorts ” is 

always enough to pay the whole cost of raising the 

Crop. Only the best hops have the advantage of a 

foreign market. The price for picking varies from 

twenty to fifty cents per box. Owners usually 

board the pickers, and if they are treated well, he 

will find it all the easier to engage them another 

year. 

Drying the Hops.—The Kiln should be propor¬ 

tioned to the amount of hops to be dried. It is 

usually divided into four rooms. The stove room, 

where fire is made, should be not less than fourteen 

feet high, and sixteen or eighteen feet is better, with 

stone or brick walls and no floor; if the walls are of 

wood, they must be plastered to the top of the 

room. At the bottom of the walls there should be 

six air holes, one by three feet, with doors to close 

them tight when necessary, and if the kiln is very 

large there must be more than six. The stoves, 

usually two, are large enough to take in three-feet 

wood, with grate bars at the bottom, and very large 

doors; the pipes are carried once or twice across the 

room, as near the level of the top of the stove as 

possible, and then go into a chimney on the outside 

of the building. Great care must be taken not to 

have the pipes touch the wood-work, as it is kept so 

hot for a long time, as to set fire to any wood-work 

near it. The pipe is often run several feet from the 

building and turned up like the smoke-stack of a 

steam boiler, to make a good draft. There is a door 

from the stove room into the baling room, with a 

light of glass, so that the man who attends the 

drying may see the state of the fires without going 

in, and on the inside of the glass is a Thermometer 

to show the degree of heat at a glance. 

The drying room is over the stove room ; usually 

there are joists laid across the top of the stove 

room, and wooden slats, one inch by two, and laid 

on them on edge, two and a half inches apart. On this 

there is laid a carpet—usually made of flax or hemp 

with small threads, twisted hard and wooven loosely, 

so that the spaces between them are about 1-16 of 

an inch or more, allowing air to pass through it 

freely. It should never be of cotton. 

The best kiln I have ever seen, is one which has 

a moveable carpet, invented by Edward France. 

Wires, like telegraph wires, put three or four inches 

apart, are used instead of slats, and no joists are 

used, but the wires are stretched tight by a nut on 

the end. The hops are put on it from a moveable 

walk ; a plank two and a half feet above the carpet, 

supported from the rafters by wire suspension rods, 

and when the hops are on, the plank is turned on 

edge. When the hops are dry, the carpet is rolled 

off by a shaft in the store room, so that all the hops 

are taken oft’ in less than five minutes, and tho 

carpet put back ready for a new charge, without 

losing the heat or letting the fires go down. No 

sweeping is needed with this kiln, nor does any one 

step on the carpet. 

The roof should be carried up very high, so as to 

have the ventilator as high as possible, and make a 

better draft to the kiln. This is made with a cowl 

which turns by the wind, or a slat ventilator is 

used, arranged so as to keep out the rain, while the 

air can pass up freely. 

The store room is next the drying room, but tine 

floor is from three to eight feet lower than tine 

carpet, so as to make plenty of room to store hops 

in bulk until they are ready to press. It should 

rave but one window, which should have a shutter 

to keep the room dark, while the hops are in it. 

They will turn brown if exposed to light. Have 

boards to set up, and make the end of the stone 

room farthest from the drying room into one or two 

' arge bins, so that any damaged hops can be kept 

separate. Under the store room is the baling room ; 

it has a tight floor, and is used to bale the hops, 

store the hop press, together with any tools not in 

use in the yard. 

At first picking, put on the hops not more than 

twelve inches deep, and start the fires. Use only 

dry wood, as more heat can be had from dry than 

green wood, and where the stoves are large, the 

fires last better if large wood is used. Open all the 

air holes, so there "will be a good draft through the 

bops. When the fire is first made, the steam passes 

off from the hops very fast. Keep the temperature 
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as regular as possible. About 180° or as near tliat 

as may be, with as good a current of air as you can 

get, will dry them rapidly. After making the 

second fire, take a pan of coals from the stove, and 

put on a quantity of sulphur. If the hops are nice 

and free from rust or mould, one pound is enough 

for bleaching a kiln, but when very rusty, from two 

to five pounds are sometimes used. Put the pan in 

flie centre of the room, and shut the door—the fire 

must be well made, for it cannot be mended for half 

an hour. When half the stems will break on bend¬ 

ing them, the hops are dry enough. This will be 

in from eight to ten hours. 

In using the common kiln, the doors are thrown 

open, the fire goes down, and the kiln is cooled for 

two hours, so that a man can go in to shovel off the 

hops, which he cannot do while it is hot. W ith a 

rake, shovel or broom he throws the hops off upon 

the cooling floor of the store room, and sweeps the 

carpet off clean. He must wear shoes 'without 

nails, or he will tear the carpet. 

Much of the flour, or Lupulin, always falls 

through into the store-room—sometimes two or 

three pounds from each kiln full. What falls on 

the stoves and pipe must be brushed off or it will 

smoke the next charge. .With the France kiln 

there is no sweeping; the hops are taken off when 

first dry, no flour falls through and the hops are 

left whole ; the next charge of hops is put on, and 

the heat is mostly saved, the fires not being allowed 

to go down at all. Two men have charge of the 

diying, where the kiln is run all the time, each 

working half the time. The hops should be left on 

the cooling floor, where they are thrown, until the 

next charge is nearly done ; they are then shoved 

back a little, to make room for more, and so on 

until they get into the bins at the end of the room, 

two or three charges being in this way kept spread 

as much as possible all the time. 

When the hops have been neglected by the dryer 

going to sleep, or any other cause, they become too 

dry, which is known by their feeling harsh, and 

most of the stems snapping. Shut the air holes, 

put a quart or a little more of salt upon a pan of 

coals in the stove room, and let the charge stand a 

short time—this will tougliten them. 

It is best to have pickers enough to keep the kiln 

running all the time. Be careful to get hops dry 

enough. 

Baling and Pressing.—The baling should be 

done in from four to six weeks ; we usually take a 

rainy time when nothing else can be done, as then 

hops handle best. / 

The Harris Press is the best I have ever seen for 

baling hops—it is made by Seneca Gifford, Water- 

viile, Oneida county, New York. It is cheap and 

good—costing now but fifty dollars. Baling cloth is 

made on purpose for hops. A good quality should 

weigh about one and one half pounds per yard. 

Jiever use Gunny-clotli nor Burlaps. Twine for 

sewing should be small, strong and free from 

bunches, so as to sew easily; the needles used are 

common bent sail needles. A dozen pointed iron 

skewers are wanted to hold the cloth while sewing 

—use tallow instead of wax upon the thread, so 

that it will slip easily. 
t 

Cut the sacking for the bottom piece one yard 

longer than the- bottom of the press, and the upper 

one six inches shorter; save one piece of each kind 

until the last bale, for a measure, so as to have 

them all uniform. When a nice hop is grown, It 

should be kept as whole as possible. Have side 

boards to fit in from the top of the press to a trap 

door in the floor of the store room, and a wooden 

box there of the same size to shovel them into. 

The side boards to come out when the hops are 

below them. Take care to fill the corners of the 

bale-full, so as to make a square handsome package. 

Bales are all the same size, weighing from 150 to 

240 pounds, according to the degree they are pressed 

and how well seeded they are. The baled hops, If 

kept stored long, must be in a dry room set on end, 

and a few inches apart, so that the air can circulate 

between them. 

Selling.—When hops are high, almost any will 

sell, but when they are low only the best sell 

readily. At two years old they are worth but half 

price, and are worthless at four or five years. Al¬ 

ways sell the first year. By keeping the run of the 

market, both in this country and Europe, the grower 

can form an intelligent opinion of what the price 

should be. It varies from eight cents, at the lowest, 

up to fifty or sixty cents, as at present, for very fine 

qualities, but the average for the last forty years has 

been seventeen to eighteen cents. The cost of 

raising in the manner described is from four to six 

cents per pound. The average crop all through the 

country is near 1,000 pounds per acre (when the 

work is well done), but I have seen 2,500 pounds 

per acre raised on a large yard. On two large yards 

in Morris, Otsego county, N. Y., the average for four 

years past has been 1,700 on one, and 1,800 on the 

other, both being trained on strings. 

Insects.—For two years past, the hop crop lias 

been very much injured, even ruined in some places, 

in New York, by the Hop Louse. This comes early 

in July, and unless prevented, it increases until it 

ruins the crop. I insert from Harris’ “ Insects 

Injurious to Vegetation” a part of the description}— 

“ The winged plant lice provide for a succession of 

their race by stocking the plant with eggs in the 

autumn; these are hatched in due time in the 
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spring, and the young lice immediately begin to 

pump up sap from the tender leaves and shoots, 

increase in size and in a short time come to 

maturity ; in this state it is found that the brood 

without a single exception are females, which are 

wingless, but are in a condition to continue their 

kind immediately. Their young, however, are not 

hatched from eggs, but are produced alive; and 

each female may be the mother of fifteen or twenty 

young lice in a single day. The plant lice of'this 

second generation are also wingless females, which 

• grow up and have their young in due season—and 

thus brood after brood is produced even to the 

seventh generation or more without the appearance 

of intervention of a single male through the whole 

season. This extraordinary kind of propagation 

ends in the autumn with the birth of a brood of 

males and females, which in due time acquire wings 

and pair. Eggs are then laid by the females and 

with the death of these winged individuals, which 

soon follows,the species becomes extinct for the season. 

The bark of poles, and any old rubbish, vines, 

etc., in the hop yard, will be covered with the eggs 

of these plant lice. When sawed stakes are used 

and coated with gas tar, not an egg will be laid on 

them. The old vines should always be burned up 

in the fall. 

The enemies of the louse are the Lady bug 

(Coccinella) while in the larva state. It is a small 

flattened grub, of bluish color, usually spotted with, 

red or yellow, and has six legs near the fore part of 

the body ; “ they are hatched from yellow eggs laid 

among the lice in clusters.” Another is the grub of 

a “golden-eyed lace winged fly”; “it is a long 

slender grub with a pair of large, curved, sharp 

teeth.” Harris says it will kill one louse a minute 

—“its eggs are on short hairs among the lice.” 

“ Small two winged flies, black, with yellow bands, 

lay their eggs among the lice—they make maggots 

which destroy large numbers.” 

By taking care to save what are found of these, I 

think the lice will be kept down so as not to ruin 

yards as is done in some cases now. Every hop 

grower should have Harris’ book. The insects 

which prey on his crops are described there, with 

some hints towards their extermination. Ants 

should be kept out of the yard as much as possible; 

they are said to take care of the lice, while they are 

few, and transport them to vines where there are 

none. Drive away by coal oil or gas tar put on 

their hills. After the first year. Lady-bugs and 

other enemies of the lice increase so much as to save 

w the yard from much damage. There are several 

Caterpillars which live on the hop vines, but I have 

never seen them plenty enough to do much damage, 

except the one which lives in the ground and eats 

the roots and the vine near the surface. 

If the grower examines the hop yard closely, he 

will soon learn to tell his enemies from his friends. 

Crows and other birds are of great use in eating 

beetles and grubs, and snakes also devour large 

numbers of them. Last spring, I found more than 

half the hills in our yard dug into by skunks, 

searching for the grubs, and where they had been I 

could find no grubs. The little harm they do in 

sucking eggs, is far more than made up by their 

work. A family of skunks will do as much towards 

taking out grubs, if you will protect them from the 

dogs, as a man can do. They work in the night. 

Barn swallows were on our yard last summer all 

the time and appeared to live there, going only from 

the barn to the yard, where they got their whole 

living. 

Manuring.—Every fall the yard should have two 

forkfuls of coarse manure on the top of the hills, 

partly as a protection to the vine, and from the first 

to the middle of July it should have as much, or, if 

the ground is poor, more well rotted fine manure, 

which has been fermented enough to kill any seeds 

which were in it. This should be put on, and 

covered immediately with an inch or two of dirt— 

ashes are often mixed with the manure, but I prefer 

using them -with the lime on the surface of the 

ground. I have seen plaster used with good effect. 

Old bones are good to bury in the yard, where any 

amount of them can be had. So also are the sweep¬ 

ings of blacksmiths’ shops. In this country hops 

are now mostly raised in Central New York, some 

in New England, and a few in the Western States. 

I have seen them growing wild in Iowa, Missouri, 

and Kansas fully as fine as the cultivated ones; they 

grow wild on all creek bottoms, where the soil is 

not overflowed in the winter, and where they are 

not killed by fire, producing best in those bottoms 

formed by the wash of limestone hills. The few 

yards in Iowa and Wisconsin produce large crops of 

the best quality of hops. 

Plowing.—It is of course desirable to plow as 

much land in a day as possible, but it is a mistaken 

economy to flop over furrows 12 to 18 inches wide, 

especially for spring crops. Better plow an acre and 

a half 8 or 10 inches wide, than three acres in this 

common but unphilosopliical manner. The object 

of plowing is to pulverize the soil, and let in the air 

and light. On this account, the operation should be 

deferred till the land is dry enough to turn up mel¬ 

low, for no amount of harrowing and rolling will 

make a good seed bed on soil plowed when wet. 

One of the commonest mistakes made by small 

farmers, is that their land is over-stocked and their 

cattle under-fed: 
“Full stock, half profit; 

Half stock, full profit.” 
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TAKING THE HINT. 

It is truly surprising to see how slow some farm¬ 

ers are to take the hint. It seems as if the old 

adage held true at this day,—“ When it rains por¬ 

ridge, their dish is always bottom upwards.” A wide 

awake farmer will try and improve every opportu¬ 

nity for self-culture and improvement of his farm; 

he does not set and doze all the long winter eve¬ 

nings, not he; you will find him poring over works 

relating to the farm, and the discoveries made in 

the best application of manure, and the results, and 

he arranges in his mind what kind will be best 

adapted to his soil—phosphate of lime or guano— 

and his neighbor over the way is forever pondering 

over the hints thrown out by Nature, and yet he 

does not take the hint. The frost destroys about 

one-half of his apple blossoms, and he prognosti¬ 

cates a small crop of apples; instead of that, the 

half that remains are larger and finer flavored than 

asual, and the trees, instead of being exhausted, are 

ready for another crop—the next year—and yet, for¬ 

ever slow to take the hint, does not profit by this 

lesson of Nature, and thin out his fruit every bear¬ 

ing year. But the next bearing year you will find 

his orchard overloaded with fruit of a small, infe¬ 

rior kind, consequently unfit for market, and yet 

you will hear him boast of his fine crop of large 

ones last year, and the good price he obtained by 

the barrel—hints are thrown away on him—his dish 

is upside down. 

A farmer raises the best kind of carrots on a spot 

of ground where the wash of the barn-yard ran into 

it after every hard shower. Did he take the himt 

and apply liquid manure? Not he—his dish was 

bottom upwards. A shrewd farmer, whose dish is 

kept right side up, goes in for the modern improve¬ 

ments, he subsoils his land and raises large crops, 

and his farm is looked upon as a remarkably pro¬ 

ductive one, and for years the farmer showed the 

utility and thrift of deep handling, and yet not a 

neighbor took the hint and left the old style of 

skimming the surface ; that progressive farmer sold 

his farm at a high figure. They all supposed it was 

a wonderfully productive farm ; and the purchaser 

was one of those old fogy men who dare not leave 

the beaten trail of his father before him, and the 

sequence was the old style of surface scratching— 

and considers himself a cheated man, from the fact 

that his crops are no better than his neighbors'. He 

was slow indeed to take the hint, and his dish was 

wrong side up all through life,—and why ? Because 

he persistently closed his eyes to all modern im¬ 

provements, and considered all the advertised ma¬ 

chines to save labor as so much gas and humbug, to 

get money from the greenhorns, but they couldn’t 

come it over him—his eye teeth were cut. 

A staunch old farmer complained that his soil was 

too loose and light. Ashes were suggested as worth 

trying. “Well, now you mention it, I believe it 

will do good. I bought part of my farm from a 

man who was a wonderful fellow to save up ashes, 

and around his cabin it lay in heaps. I removed the 

house, and to this day I notice that when the plow 

runs along that spot, the ground turns up moist and 

close grained.” It is wonderful he was so slow to 

take the hint. Nature may throw out hints to some 

farmers all the way through life, and yet they will 

stubbornly refuse to listen to his teachings, and 

why ? because their, great grandfather did so they 

must do likewise, instead of trying experimental 

farming, and striving to make the labor of farming 

as light and cheerful as possible. They go at it 

wrong end foremost, and so continue through life. 

How absurd the idea of a farmer running in debt 

for more land than he can cultivate to advantage, 

buying unnecessary articles, and doing without those 

which are of vital importance. Want of economy, 

neglecting the payment of small accounts, till they 

accumulate in such a manner as to afford him a run 

of business. Independent of his farming operations, 

keeping unnecessary animals to devour his produce 

One dog, if fed to the full, is as expensive as a pig, 

without any return profit, unless we take into 

account his very little service of “ frightening the 

cattle, and making five times as breechy as if driven 

out quietly,—of his biting your neighbors' sheep 

and you having to pay the cost, and making ill feel 

ings between neighbors for a life-time; keeping 

more horses than can be used to advantage, indi 

cates bad economy; horses require more fodder, and 

of better quality, than any of our domestic animals, 

hence, if not profitably employed, they are a draw 

back on the farm. 

The farmer who has any reason to expect good 

luck, must take the hint and have a good pile of 

wood up to his door, surely enough to last one year. 

See that the fences are repaired, and the cattle are 

restricted within the limits assigned them, lest they 

become ambitious and commence a filibustering ex. 

pedition to acquire more territory. To have your 

dish right side up, take the hints thrown out for 

you by Nature; be prompt, let everything be done 

in good season, keep interest money and small debts 

paid up ; see that you have the Genesee Farmer sent 

to you promptly, which will keep you posted up in 

all the various improvements of the farm; do not 

be afraid to try a new experiment which offers to be 

of a labor saving nature, for at the present high 

price for farm labor, it is of deep importance to aJl 

farmers to study economy. J. L. Herset. 
Tuftonborough, Carroll Co., N. H., 1S65. 

All wet lands should be drained. 
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WHITE WASHING. 

As some kinds of labor may be performed at a 

season of tbe year when the weather is not suitable 

for out-of door occupation, it may be well to look 

around and see what may be necessary within doors. 

Aixong these is the white-washing of rooms. In the 

first place, see if there are any cracks in the plaster¬ 

ing, or shrinking of wood-work from it. If so, mix 

a little calcined plaster and quick lime together with 

water, a little at a time, and with an old case-knife, 

fill up all the cracks with the paste. Dip the brush 

in water and smooth down the surface of the paste 

before you commence white-washing. If you have 

no calcined plaster at hand, put a little plaster of 

paris in a skillet, heat it over the fire so as to make 

it appear like boiling, but do not'keep it in that con¬ 

dition too long, and you will have the calcined plas¬ 

ter. This paste is also excellent to fill up the cracks 

in floors before painting or carpeting, as it makes a 

smooth surface and helps keep out the cold. 

To Pkepare the Whitewash.—Slake quick¬ 

lime in water a few days before using it. It will 

then be completely soluble, and free from the coarse 

particles that exist when first made. A still better 

article is Spanish whiting, which may be bought at 

a cheap rate. Mix a little calcined plaster, say one- 

fcrurth as much as the whiting, and it will look all 

the better. A little glue will render the wash hard 

for walls. The glue should be dissolved separately. 

If you want to color the wash, any apothecary or 

painter can tell you what you want. A wash mixed 

with glue or calcined plaster, should be used imme¬ 

diately. 

How to Apply it.—Always have your work fin¬ 

ished behind you, i. e., draw your orusli from your 

work, you will then leave it smooth. Go over the 

second coat- across the first coat. This will take out 

the streaks, and leave it smooth when dr}'. A good 

brush is absolutely necessary to make work look 

well. Always soak the brush in moderately warm 

water before using it, and clean it thoroughly when 

your wcrk is done. Avoid having your wash too 

thick. It is a wash, and not & paste that you want. 

When the water evaporates, a thin coating of pure 

lime is left, which perfectly covers the old surface; 

this soon absorbs carbonic acid from the air, and re¬ 

mains unchanged till acted upon by smoke or dust. 

To prepare a wash for fences and the outside walls 

of buildings, put one peck of lime in a barrel, and 

pour on a little water so as to drown the lime, as it 

is called. Let it swell and crack and gradually add 

the water till it is of the right consistency, then add 

four quarts of coarse salt dissolved in water. This 

will render the coat hard, and not so liable to wash 

off. A convenient way to white-wash slats for a 

fhnce before they are nailed on, is to have a box a 

little longer than the slats, fill it with the wash, and 

with a pair of tongs dip them into it. Keep the 

barrel covered when not in use. 

In patching a piece of plastering, always cut out 

a square piece from the old plaster, and see that the 

mortar fills up the space even with the old. We 

never like to see an irregular blotch overhead, when 

it can be so easily avoided.—Maine Farmer. 

WASHINGTON A GREAT FARMER, 

It is not generally known that the father of his 

country, while bearing a nation’s cares upon his 

shoulders, was one of the most extensive farmers in 

the States. I commend his views on the raising of 

tobacco to the careful and prayerful consideration 

of the Connecticut valley farmers, who persist in 

raising the harmful weed. I copy from Washing¬ 

ton''s Political Legacies, to which is annexed an ap¬ 

pendix, containing an account of his illness, death, 

etc., etc., Boston, 1800 : F. 

“Colonel Washington was one of the greatest 

landholders in North America ; his estate, at Mount 

Vernon was computed in 1787 to consist of nine 

thousand acres, under his own management and cul¬ 

tivation. He had likewise various other large tractB 

of land in other parts of the State; his annual re¬ 

ceipts from his estates amounting in 1776 to four 

thousand pounds sterling, and it was then believed 

would have sold for upwards of one hundred and 

sixty thousand pounds sterling, which is equal to 

more than $666,000. What his revenue was re¬ 

cently, we do not know, but there can be little pre¬ 

sumption in supposing it was much increased under 

his prudential guidance and practical economy. He 

allotted a part of the Saturday in each week to re¬ 

ceive the reports of his overseers, which were regis¬ 

tered progressively, to enable him to compare the 

labor with the product of each particular part, and 

it is affirmed that this weekly retrospect was duly 

considered by this great man during the stormy 

movements of the revolutionary war, and his Presi¬ 
dency of the United States. He has raised in one 
year seven thousand bushels of wheat and ten thou¬ 
sand bushels of Indian corn on his Mount Verndn 
estates; in a succeeding year he raised two hundred 
lambs, sowed twenty-seven bushels of flax seed, and 
planted seven hundred bushels of potatoes ; at tli© 
same time his domestics manufactured linen and 
woollen cloth enough for his numerous household, 
which amounted to nearly a thousand persons. With 
him regularity and industry were the order of each 
day, and the consequent reflection made them all 
happy. Though agriculture was pursued by him 
with such undeviating attention, he used it rather 
as the means of his pleasure than the end of his 
wishes, which concentrated in the labor to improve 
the well-being of his fellow-citizens; and to effect 
this, he desisted from planting tobacco, to employ 
himself in the introduction and fostering such arti¬ 
cles of vegetation as might ultimately tend to a 
national advantage.”—Congrcgationalist. 
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GARDEN WORK FOR MAY. 

May has charms for the gardener, superior to any 

of the preceding months. The weather is milder— 

** fragrance nils the air ”—and he begins to reap the 

reward of his previous labor. The seeds sown in 

March and April have germinated, and are clothing 

a portion of his garden in verdure; and if he has 

been wise and provident in past years, he can fur¬ 

nish his table with such vegetables as Asparagus, 

Eliubarb, and Spinach, and Lettuce and Radishes, 

sown this year. 

But May also brings her labors and vexations. 

An unbidden verdure will appear, which, if not im¬ 

mediately, and vigorously assaulted, will soon gain 

ascendancy over, and choke down the tender vege¬ 

tables which he has sown. 

At no time can weeds be so easily overcome as 

when they first make their appearance; for if neg¬ 

lected, they soon strike dpwn tlieir roots, interweave 

them with those of useful plants, and can only be 

eradicated with great labor and at the imminent 

risk of destroying more or less of the crop. 

Then don’t wait for the weeds to get deeply rooted, 

but run the scuffle-hoe between the rows as soon as 

it is possible to follow them. Indeed, if pains were 

taken to place a stick at each end of every row, at 

the time of sowing of such crops as are a long time 

coming up—onions and carrots for instance—the 

gardener could at any time, by stretching his line 

between the sticks, follow the row with the hoe be¬ 

fore the plants are visible. 

Transplant from the hot-bed this month, what¬ 

ever is left in it designed for the open ground. To¬ 

matoes, Cucumbers, Melons and Egg Plant should 

remain until toward the latter part, when no danger 

is to be apprehended from frost. 

Sow in open ground. Beans, Beets, Carrots, late 

Cabbage ami Cauliflower, Corn, Cucumbers, Lettuce 

for succession, Melons, Nasturtium, Okra Parsley, 

Parsnips, Peas, Potatoes, Pumpkins, Radishes, Sal¬ 

sify, Squashes, (summer and winter,) and Turnips. 

Pole or Running Beans.—Butter, superior to all 

others for sniv-g beans—the pods remaining tender 

a long time- London Horticultural, White Cran- 

borry, Scaritv Running, and Large White Lima. 

The dwarf varieties do rather better when sown in 

drills, say two inches deep, and twenty apart. 

Beans, Dwarf or Snap.—Early Mohawk will bear 

most frost, and will do to plant early in the month, 

to be followed by Early Valentine, and Early Rachel, 

Rob Roy, Refugee, and Marrowfat and White Kid¬ 

ney for winter. 

For pole beans, procure poles of oak, hickory, 

chestnut, or cedar, from six to eight feet long ; set 

them firmly in the ground three feet each way— 

plant three to five beans around each pole—thinning 

to three when fairly up. It is well to put a little 

manure under the Limas, as their great excellence 

will repay extra effort. 

Beets.—Sow the latter part of the month the Long 

Blood for winter. Hoe and weed those sown last 

month. They would bottom better if thinned to 

three or four inches, but some prefer to leave them 

until they get large enough for greens, and then 

thin them. 

Cabbage.—The kinds mentioned last month may 

be sown early in this—hoe, weed, and thin to one inch. 

Cauliflower.—Thorburn’s Non pari el is most ceiv 

tain to head — Lenomardo is the largest grown. 

Cultivate the same as cabbage. 

Celery.—Should be transplanted from hot-bed into 

a rich, warm bed, three inches apart each way. 

Carrots.—Can be sown any time this month, In 

shallow drills, eleven inches apart. Long Orange 

and Long White are the best kinds. 

Corn.—Plant after the 10th, Extra Early Dwarf 

Sugar, Early Darling’s Sugar, Early Eight-Rowed 

Sugar, and Stowell’s Evergreen. The latter is very 

sweet, and remains soft a long time. 

Cucumbers.—Early Russian, Early White Spined, 

Long Green. Prepare the hills by digging in a 

shovel full of well-rotted manure, sow about a dozen 

seeds to a hill, and cover half an inch. They can be 

transplanted from hot-bed on hills thus prepared. 

Four feet apart is the proper distance, and four plants 

are enough to leave in the hill. 

Musk Melons.—Prepare hills as for cucumbers, 

transplant from hot-bed the latter part of the month, 

or sow seeds, earlier, of Fine White Japan, Fine 

Nutmeg, Green Citron, or Persian. 

Water Melons.— Early Mountain Sprout, Good¬ 

win’s Imperial, Ice Cream, and Orange, are the bet¬ 

ter sorts. Should be planted six feet each way, and 

cultivated as cucumbers. 

Nasturtium.—Is ornamental as well as edible, and 

is not much out of place in the flower garden. 

There are running and dwarf varieties. The for¬ 

mer should be sown near the fence, or some un¬ 

sightly object which it is desirable to cover. Sow 

the latter part of the month, covering one inch, ana 

thinning to one foot. 
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Okra.—Improved Dwarf Green, Long Green. Sow 

the latter part of the month, in drills three feet 

apart, and thin to one foot. The pods are used 

while green and tender to flavor soups, or sliced and 

dried for the same purpose in winter. 

Parsley.—Extra Curled is the best kind. The 

seeds should be soaked and sown in drills one inch 

deep and fifteen inches apart. Thin to four inches. 

Parsneps. — Sow Guernsey or Cup, and Long 

White, early in the month, the same as parsley. 

Pea's.—Sow for use late in the season, Champion 

of England, rows four feet apart. Blue Imperial, 

three feet, Bishop’s Dwarf Prolific, two feet, and 

Harrison’s Glory, three feet. 

Potatoes.—Plant early in the month, the Rochester 

Seedling Mercer, Fluke, Peach-Blow, or any varie¬ 

ties that have proved good, about 2£ feet each way. 

If the land is poor, a small shovel of well-rotted 

manure, or compost, to each hill, will increase the 

crop. I prefer fair sized potatoes for seed—one tuber 

divided into three parts to a hill. 

Pumpkins.—If planted in garden, Large Cheese 

and Cashaw are the best. Should be planted as 

water-melon. 

Radishes.—Long Scarlet and White Summer Tur¬ 

nip may be sown for succession. 

Salsify or Oyster Plant.—Sow Long White, in drills 

fifteen inches apart, half an inch deep, and cultivate 

the same as parsneps. 

Squashes.—Sow in early part of the month, the 

same as cucumbers, Early Golden Bush, Early Green 

Striped Busli, Early White Scollop Bush and Sum¬ 

mer Crookneck, and in the latter part, the same as 

water-melons, Boston Marrow, Hubbard, Winter 

Crookneck, Honolulu and Yokohama. 

Turnips. — Red-Top-Strap-Leaf can be sown for 

succession, although I do not think much of turnips 

in summer. 

* Tomatoes.—The tomato has become such a gen¬ 

eral favorite, as to merit a good deal of attention. 

As the cabbage, &c., is removed from hot-bed, it 

should be transplanted into tlieir places, giving it 

more room, and making it stronger. It may remain 

in hot-bed until nearly in blossom, then, when all 

fear of trost is past, carefully transplant it into tol¬ 

erable good ground, four feet each way. 

SMALL FRUITS. 

To insure a good growth the first season, the small 

fruits should all be planted early in April, but those 

who failed to do so, can still plant strawberries and 

blackberries. The other small fruits will probably 

be too far advanced in leaf to transplant with suc¬ 

cess. 

In planting raspberries and blackberries, the 

planter, especially if a young one, will feel a strong 

temptation to leave on most of the canes, that he 

may see some of the fruit the first year. This i* 

very bad policy, as it prevents the formation of wood 

for the next year’s crop, and permanently affects tae 

vigor of the plant, while at the best the first yetr’s 

fruit will amount to but little. 

Let it be the aim of the gardener to get as g<>od a 

growth of strong canes as possible, removing dl but 

four or five of the stronger ones. Small fruit? repay 

thorough cultivation quite as well as vegeta)les. I 

have caused a luxuriant growth of strawberry vineg, 

in one of the driest of seasons, by passing vith the 

cultivator, frequently, between the rows. 

Thofee who have been accustomed to grow cur¬ 

rants along the fence, in the sod, would be aston¬ 

ished at the change which culture and pruning 

would produce in the size and productiveness of 

that important fruit. p. c. R. 

SEED DRILL. 

The Gardeners' Monthly says the above is a very 

simple and at the same time a very expeditious and 

effective mode of planting small seeds. It is a bottle 

with a hole in the cork of a size to accommodate 

the size of the seed. If the seeds are extremely 

small, and it is necessary to sow them thinly, mix 

the seed with any fine sand before putting it in the 

bottle.__ _ 

THE LAWN. 

The Horticulturist, in an article on “ The Lawn,” 

advises, after a thorough subsoiling or trenching the 

ground, to manure it, and kill the weeds by sowing 

buckwheat and plowing it in as soon as it is in 

flower—then, after allowing it to lie for a short time, 

harrow well, clean from stones, and sow grass seed, 

putting in more buckwheat at the same time, which 

will shelter the young crop, and, as it. will be cut 

down by the first frost before coming to maturity, 

will form a good top-dressing for the winter. 
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HEMLOCK SPRUCE, 

Tje Hemlock Spruce, scarcely rivalled in beauty 

by aay known evergreen in the world, has been 

treatei in this country with a strange neglect, partly 

from its being so common in its uncultivated state, 

and partly from a prejudice that it is a stubborn 

subject to manage. But these objections are not 

entitled to consideration; for, in the first place, the 

hemlock for decorative purposes, is not so common 

as many others; and, secondly, under proper treat¬ 

ment, there is no difficulty whatever attending its 

cultivation. We have moved hundreds of hemlock 

trees without scarcely any failures. Our practice 

has been to take up the young plants—six to twenty- 

four inches high—from an open field or the south¬ 

erly side of a wood, where they are exposed to the 

light, and where the soil is sandy or loamy, and free 

from cobble stones. Removing them at the usual 

time of spring transplanting, and even as late as the 

last of May, with as much earth as possible adher¬ 

ing to their roots, and always on a cloudy or rainy 

day in preference to fair weather, we have set them 

almost on top of the ground, in nursery rows, sub¬ 

jecting them afterwards to the same treatment that 

other evergreens receive. The hemlock, until well 

established, is of rather slow growth. Although it 

bears shearing well, and makes a most beautiful 

hedge, its most effective position is where it is 

grouped by itself, or along the borders of belts and 

groups composed of other evergreen species. In 

order to produce a sufficient branchiness near the 

ground, we have sometimes had good success by 

planting two or three small hemlocks crowded to 

gether in the same hole, and treating them after¬ 

ward as if they formed but a single tree. The hem¬ 

lock submits very kindly to this often convenient 

expedient.—Magazine of Horticulture. 

PROFITS OF FRUIT GROWING. 

The author of “ Ten Acres Enough,” says in the 

Horticulturist: “ Looking more carefully into this 

matter of the profit realized from all descriptions of 

fruit growing, and running over only two or three 

authorities on the subject, multitudes of instances 

are to be found where extraordinary gains are an¬ 

nually realized without apparent care or skill. Some 

years ago there was an orchard of 70 May duke 

cherry trees a few miles below Philadelphia, the 

daily sales from which, during the season, amounted 

to $80. I have this week seen an Amber cherry 

tree, growing in New Jersey, from which $60 to $80 

worth is annually sold, and the owner declares that 

if all the fruit were gathered, and at the right time, 

the product would be $100. From twenty apple 

trees of the Early Redstreak and the Early Queen 

varieties, growing near Philadelphia, 300 bushels of 

fruit have been gathered, which sold for $225. A 

single Washington plum tree, in a city garden, has 

been known to yield six bushels of fruit, worth $10 

per bushel. A vineyard some sixteen miles from 

Philadelphia, occupying three-eighths of an acre, 

has produced $300, when the grapes sold for only 

eight cents a pound, or at the rate of $800 per acre. 

A single Catawba vine, in the same neighborhood, 

has produced ten bushels, worth $40, at market 

prices. I have seen the Catawba clambering up the 

side of a barn in Delaware, and when only four 

years old, yielded hundreds of pounds of grapes.” 

ATTEND TO THE CURRANT WORMS. 

In this section we can no longer grow currants in 

the old-fashioned negligent, hedge-row fashion. The 

caterpillars will enforce a better system of training 

and cultivation. The bushes, instead of being: ai- 

lowed to throw up suckers, must be trained to a 

single stem. Then let the shoots be -well shortened 

in and all useless wood cut out, especially from the 

centre. This will increase the vigor of the bush. 

The caterpillars when they appear can be shaken 

from such bushes and crushed with a spade. 

Hellebore powder dusted on the bushes soon after 

the leaves appear, and continued occasionally, will 

keep off the fly that deposits the eggs on the leaves, 

and it will also kill the caterpillars, should any ap¬ 

pear. It is the only sure remedy that has yet been 

discovered. Quick lime dusted on the bushes while 

the dew is on, and repeated two or three times a 

week, will check the ravages of the caterpillars, and 

on properly trained bushes, of vigorous growth, with 

no suckers, will frequently ensure a crop of currants. 

In England, it is said that coal ashes spread three 

or four inches thick on the surface of the soil around 

the bushes, will greatly lessen, if not prevent, the 

attacks of this caterpillar. We do not see how they 

act, and merely throw out the hint for consideration. 

On old currant bushes that are grown up into a 

hedge, little can be done to save the immediate crop. 

The best thing is to cut out all the suckers from the 

bottom and from the bush itself, and shorten in the 

long shoots. It is not too late to do this now. Cut 

out all the wood that can be spared. Fork up the 

ground around the bushes, and make it clean and 

smooth. Much may be done in this way. The re¬ 

moval of the suckers, and shortening in the long 

shoots, will throw the sap into the bearing portion 

of the bushes, and ensure a more vigorous and 

healthy growth. Then dust the bushes repeatedly 

with lime * 

* Some writers recommend air-slaked lime, under the supposi¬ 
tion that it is more caustic. But this is a mistake; water-slaked 
lime is stronger than air-slaked. Air-slaked lime is just as much 
water-slaked as any other. It obtains the water from the atmos¬ 
phere, But at the same time it attracts carbonic acid ahw., jnd 
this to the extent to which it takes place, converts the lime back 
again into a carbonate and destroys its causticity. 
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We may add that there are two or three broods 

df caterpillars during the season, and even those 

vtfko use means to destroy the first brood while the 

fruit is on the bushes, are apt to neglect them after¬ 

wards. This should not be, as the worms not' only 

destroy the leaves and thus weaken the bushes, but 

greatly increase in numbers, and will prove as 

destructive as ever next season. 

On the other hand, if the caterpillars were all 

destroyed during the season, there would be few to 

trouble us the following year. We can still raise as 

good currants as ever—in fact much better, as we 

have choicer varieties—but we must use more vigi¬ 

lance in destroying the worms, and more care in 

training the bushes. The currant is a healthy and 

useful fruit, and is worth a little effort to secure a 

plentiful crop. 

THE WIDOW AND HER GARDEN. 

TkE healthiest looking fruit trees we are ac¬ 

quainted with belonged to the late Widow F-. 

Her husband died some years ago, leaving her a 

small farm of eight or ten acres. Report says sev¬ 

eral men were desirous of helping her to take care 

of it, but she respectfully declined their polite 

ctffers. She attended to her own affairs, and no man 

could have done so with more energy and skill. 

Her crops were the best in the neighborhood. 

Everything was neat and trim on the premises. 

She painted the house and the fence in front of it. 

Not a screw was loose, or a tool out of its place or 

In need of repairs. She managed her own liot-bed, 

and pruned her own vines and fruit trees. No fun¬ 

gus invaded her little realm. Every week she was 

seen washing her trees with soap suds, and while 

qthers in the neighborhood were covered with 

litchens and moss and insects, the bark on her trees 

was as smooth and bright as her polished mahogany 

table. Her apples were not spotted, and the pears 

did not crack. No caterpillars devoured the leaves 

from her currant bushes, and the bugs and aphides 

kept at a respectful distance from her roses. The 

enreulio concluded to seek plum trees where he was 

less frequently disturbed, and the striped bug, fright¬ 

ened at the early visits of the fair gardener, left the 

premises with a sigh, knowing that he could find no 

sweeter melons or crisper cucumbers. He was a 

lucky bug that escaped those quick eyes and active 

fingers. 

But the widow is gone. Stricken down in the 

midst of her labors, she and her only child are laid 

In the grave. We mourn her loss: For one who 

shows us what energy, perseverance and skill can 

do in the cultivation of the soil, and in increasing 

the productiveness of our fruit trees, affords an ex¬ 

ample which can ill be spared. 

ORCHARD CULTIVATION. 

The cultivation of orchards is one of those mooted 

questions which for a long period has disturbed the 

horticultural community, and yet there wouli ajv 

pear to be but one rational side to the question; and 

that is, all orchards should be tilled. It is simply 

nonsense to expect that a tree will produce and m*. 

ture large quantities of fruit, for any considerable 

period, without manuring of some kind to replace 

the elements which the fruit carries away. White 

the cultivation of an orchard may not prove renn> 

nerative, so far as the crop itself is corcerned, it 

undoubtedly, if judiciously managed, improves the 

condition of the trees, and consequently the quaiv 

tity and quality of the fruit. We have known 

orchards bear fruit well, which for many years were 

permitted to lie in grass, but eventually they gave 

out, and ceased to be productive. On the other 

hand, we know of orchards which for thirtv yeais 

have been cultivated as regularly as other portions 

of the farm, and the results have been the continued 

health of the trees, and unless destroyed by frosts, a 

regular average annual yield. The stirring of the 

soil appeared to impart new energy to the trees. 

They not only presented a healthy and vigorous ap¬ 

pearance, but yielded handsome returns yearly. 

The crops, it is true, may not have been as luxu¬ 

riant as on those parts of the farm not so much 

shaded, but every bushel of oats, corn, potatoes oi 

turnips might properly be set down as so much clear 

gain. It is well to remember that deep plowing In 

an orchard is not advisable. A good evidence of 

the value of cultivation is shown by the fact, tlial 

when trees run to wood, and yield little or no fruit, 

the luxuriant growth of the wood can be readily 

checked, and fruitfulness promoted, by putting the 

orchard in grass for a couple of years. If, at the end 

of that period, shallow plowing is resorted to, the 

beneficial effects .will be apparent to the most casual 

observer.—Culturist. 

MANGOLD KRAUT OR SWISS CHARD. 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman 

recommends this for greens. He says : 

“Chard is equal to spinach. It is easy of cuk 
tivation; it harbors no insects, and is emphatically 
of clean habits. It is wonderfully productive. 
From a bed 15 feet long, containing five rows, the 
writer raised, in 1864, enough to supply a family of 
ten persons twice a week with greens from June to 
October, and gave at least ten bushels to his neigh¬ 
bors and a few messes to his cow. The seed was 
brought from Switzerland. Those who raise chard 
once will plant it every year, if they can procure 
seed. Cooked properly, it is delicious and whole¬ 
some ; uncooked, it may be used as a substitute for 
lettuce. The Swiss make pies of it, which they 
devour with great gusto.” 
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« SPIRIT OF THE HORTICULTURAL PRESS.” 

A friend who looks over our exchange papers for 

us and extracts whatever is likely to prove interest¬ 

ing to our readers, says that under the heading 

“Spirit of the Horticultural Press” we might write 

“ Grapes,” and this would cover the whole ground. 

There is some truth in this remark. We are ridicu¬ 

lously inclined to ride hobbys. It seems to be easy 

ta get up an excitement about anything. There are 

a great many people who seem to forget that noth¬ 

ing good can be obtained in this world without labor. 

They are continually in search of some easy method 

getting a living, and are the ready dupes of every 

new scheme for getting suddenly rich that presents 

Itself. Sheep among farmers, and grapes among 

horticulturists, are now the rage. By and by we 

Shall have a chicken fever again, and perhaps some 

cere will discover a big potato that will yield a thou¬ 

sand bushels per acre, on the poorest land, without 

cultivation. Some years ago a distinguished agri¬ 

cultural chemist of Scotland, himself remarkable 

for his industry, but not for his amiability, was con¬ 

tinually bothered with farmers who wanted an easy 

method of getting large crops. Losing all patience, 

he said to one of them: “ Go home and attend to 

your farm. You want to live without work, and I 

know of nothing in chemistry that will enable you 

to-do so.” 

Grapes are an excellent fruit, and we should like 

to see a hundred bushels raised where one is now 

grown, but there are other things in the world be¬ 

sides grapes,—though we should be ignorant of the 

fact did we depend entirely on the horticultural 

press for information! 

BURN UP THE RUBBISH. 

Fire is a great purifier. It is astonishing what a 

diange for the better can be made in the garden and 

around the house by raking up and burning the 

rubbish. If any of it is valuable for manure, let it 

be wheeled to the compost heap, and then set fire 

to the remainder. Go where we may, rubbish of all 

kinds meets the eye. In the country, branches of 

trees are thrown into the fence corners and there 

allowed to lie and rot. Chips, old rails, stumps of 

trees and decaying wood, in a variety of forms, are 

found on almost every farm. They are unsightly 

Objects, but this is by no means their worst feature: 

They are the prolific source of fungus in all its mul¬ 

tifarious forms. And fungus is becoming the great¬ 

est pest in American horticulture. The cracking of 

the pear, rotting of the grape, and specks on apples, 

arq all caused by fungus, while rust and mildew are 

oaf)’' different names for different forms of fungus 

growth. 

In the garden and orchard, everything that will 

not rot and make manure in less than a year should 

be at once gathered up and burnt. The importance 

of doing this promptly is not generally understood. 

If the branches of trees, potato tops, and woody 

matter of all kinds could be charred, instead of 

burnt, it would make excellent manure. And In 

many instances this can be done without much 

trouble. Old sods from waste places in the garden 

can be obtained to cover the heap, and they will 

themselves be converted into a most useful fertilizer. 

Vegetables of all kinds delight in such a manure. 

It is free from weeds, acts quickly, and makes the 

soil light, warm and porous. A gardener who once 

uses them will never again, if possible, be without 

a supply. 

HOGS IN THE APPLE ORCHARD. 

Nobody sends such apples to market as my neigh¬ 

bor John Jacobs. He always has apples to sell, and 

gets the highest prices. Folks prefer fair, large 

apples; and such are always packed in Jacobs’ bar¬ 

rels. You might search them with a candle, and 

not find a knotty fruit or a worm hole. Such Rhode 

Island Greenings and Roxburv Russets I have never 

met within the old States. They are as handsome 

as anything in the virgin soils of the west. 

I was going by Jacobs’ orchard last summer, and 

I had the curiosity to call and examine for myself. 

Says I, “ Neighbor, what is there in your soil that 

makes such smooth, large apples ? They are a third 

bigger than anything I can get, and my trees look 

as well as yours.” 

“ The secret is not in the soil,” John replied, with 

a twinkle in his eye, “ but on it. Do you see those 

grunters there? My pork brings me fifty cents a 

pound—eight in flesh, and the balance in fruit. I 

began to pasture my orchard ten years ago with 

hogs, and since that time I have had no trouble with 

wormy fruit. Apples, as a general thing, don’t fall 

from the tree unless something is the matter with 

them. The apple-worm and curculio lay their eggs 

in the fruit, and the apples drop early. The pigs 

devour the apples, and by September every unsound 

apple is gone and I have nothing but fair fruit left. 

The crop of insects for the next year is destroyed by 

the pigs. They root around under the trees, keep 

the soil loose, manure the land some, and work over 

what manure I spread. The apples help the pigs, 

and the pigs help the apples.” 

I saw John’s secret at once, and have profited by 

it. I never had so few insects as this spring, and I 

have given the pigs credit for it. In turning the 

orchard into a pasture, put in pigs—not landpikes, 

with sncuts like levers. You might lose trees as 

well as insects in that case. But well bred animals, 

with judicious snouts, will root in a subdued and 

Christian-like manner.—American Agriculture}. 
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CULTURE OF LETTUCE, 

Everybody, we believe, likes lettuce. It is con¬ 

sidered healthful, has a slight narcotic influence on 

the system, and, perhaps, may be especially useful 

to such nervous temperaments as find it difficult to 

secure a nap after dinner. 

It thrives best in a light, rich soil; a soil that is 

rich from prior cultivation, rather than from the 

immediate application of manure. If it be wanted 

quite early—and that seems desirable—the seeds 

must be sown in a hot-bed in March, and trans¬ 

planted in April, in a spot favorably protected from 

cold winds; and even here it may need occasional 

covering. It only requires proper cultivation after 

this to secure a crop. Allow sufficient room between 

the plants for them to head out without crowding 

each other, and an occasional evening watering if 

the weather be dry. Those who keep poultry, will 

find it worth cultivation for their use. They are 

excessively fond of it. A dozen hens will eat two 

large heads each day, if they can get them. The 

store pigs like it equally as well. We have been in 

the habit of growing it along the sides of the paths 

in the vegetable garden, and on any little vacant 

spots, where it appears well and gives us a cart load 

or two each summer for the pigs and the hens. 

There are many varieties of lettuce, among which 

four excellent kinds are the Early White Butter or 

Cabbage, the Early Curled Silisia, Early Tennis 

Ball, or Rose, and the Imperial Head, or Sugar 

Loaf.—Ex. 
■ ■ — ■■ ■ --— 

CULTURE OF CABBAGE, 

Eleven thousand hes,ds of cabbage may be raised 

from an acre. This, sold at five cents, will bring 

five hundred dollars. It is said by those who have 

raised cabbage extensively, that it is one of the best 

crops to feed to stock—young stock and cows in 

particular. There is no doubt of it. Cows are fond 

of it, and give largely of milk. Some object to its 

acrid taste and pungent flavor, as this is perceptible 

in the milk. But the objection is obviated in the 

case of young stock, and cows out of milk. 

To raise cabbage, the richest of ground is neces¬ 

sary. We have known cabbage raised for a dozen 

years in succession on the same spot, and each crop 

a good one, varying, of course, with the season. 

But the soil was of the best kind, so that but little 

manure was needed. But the soil if still better, 

would have raised better cabbage. Planted in a 

hog-yard, or where manure has long lain, gives the 

best of crops—better than any we have ever seen. 

It is almost impossible to get your ground too rich 

for cabbage; and it wants depth, as its long roots 

penetrate. 

. Cabbage, like berries, and all water-loving plants, 

dries the soil rapidly, and hence gives it a harsh 

sterile appearance, unless very rich and mellow 

Irrigation cannot be too largely indulged in witl» 

cabbage. A thorough cultivation of the soil, dee* 

tillage, will aid in this respect.— Valley Farmer. 

Let the land be rich, with a little superphosphate, 

under each plant, then keep the ground mellow by 

the frequent use of the hoe, and the cabbages wih 

grow to perfection. 

MANURING NEWLY SET TREES, 

We this spring saw a neighbor finishing off tin* 

planting of a row of handsome maples in front oi 

his dwelling, and complimented him on his task, 

and public spirit, and expressed the hope that hi* 

trees would live and flourish. “ They ought tc* 

grow,” said he, “ for I have put a half wheel-barrow 

load of hog manure into each hole.” “ Have you V 

we responded, “ then the trets will die, and you may 

as well pull them up now and throw them on thn 

brush heap.” But he could not be convinced of hit; 

error. “ Hog dung done well on the corn-field, and 

with the hops and tobacco; and why won’t it with 

shade trees ?” And so he left his handsome maples, 

with their roots enveloped in the powerful manure, 

and the result was as might have been expectecL 

A few leaves put forth in May, but in June they 

turned yellow and dropped off one by one, and to¬ 

day the trees are dead. The lesson is a plain one; 

keep away manure from newly planted trees. Give 

the roots finely pulverized surface soil, as good as 

can be found, and the trees will doubtless thrive. 

If the soil needs bettering afterward, apply manure 

to the surface in the fall, and work it in the next 

spring, its effects will soon be visible.—Md. Farmer. 
■  —*   ——- 

SURE REMEDY FOR ONION MAGGOT, 

M. Ludlow Whitlock, of Great Barrington, 
Mass., says in the Country Gentleman: “ For two 
seasons past I have practiced an accidentally discov¬ 
ered expedient, with perfect success. When the 
plant begins to form the bulb, after first weeding, I 
draw the earth from it as much as possible, so that 
the plant will lie down, leaving the small roots be¬ 
low the bulb unharmed; they support the plant, 
and in a day or two it is erect again, and the bulb 
growing on the top of the soil. My opinion, the 
result of experience, is that the sun is the antago¬ 
nist of the maggot. I have tried lime, lime and 
soot, ashes, &c., without success.” 

To Raise Melons.—Take a barrel with both 
heads out, set it up on the surface of the ground and 
fill in as much manure as you please—it will do no 
harm to fill it full; then raise a mound of earth 
around it, and plant the seed on the sides of the 
mound. If too much rain falls, cover the barrel, 
but in dry weather turn water into the barrel, and 
it will soak out among the roots without baking the 
surface. A little old hay or straw should be placed 
in the top of the barrel.—JSr. E. Farmer. 
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A GENTLE REPROOF. 

One day, as Zachariah. Hodgson was going to his 

daily avocations after breakfast, he purchased a fine 

large codfish, and sent it home, with directions to his 

wife to have it cooked for dinner. As no particular 

mode of cooking it was prescribed, the good woman 

well knew that whether she boiled it or made it into 

chowder, her husband would scold her when he came 

home. But she resolved to please him once, if possi¬ 

ble, and therefore cooked portions of it in'several dif¬ 

ferent ways. She also, with some little difficulty, 

procured an amphibious animal from a brook back of 

the house, and plumped it into the pot. In due time 

her husband came home; some covered dishes were 

placed on the table, and, with a frowning, fault-finding 
look, the moody man commenced the conversation: 

“ Well, wife, did you get the fish I bought ? ” 

“ Yes, my dear.” 

“ I should like to know how you have cooked it. I 

will bet anything that you have spoiled it for my eat¬ 

ing. (Taking off the cover.) I thought so. What in 

creation possessed you to fry it ? I would as lief eat a 

boiled frog.” 

“Why, my dear, I thought you loved it best fried.” 

“You didn’t any such thing. You knew better—I 

never loved fried fish—why didn’t you boil it ? ” 

“ my dear, the last time we had fresh fish, you know 

I boiled it, and you said you liked it best fried. But I 

have boiled some also.” 

So saying, she lifted a cover, and lo! the shoulders 

of a cod, nicely boiled, were neatly deposited in a dish, 

a sight which would have made an epicure rejoice, but 

which only added to the ill-nature of her husband. 

“A pretty dish this!” exclaimed he. Boiled fish! 

Chips and porridge! If you had not been one of the 

most stupid of woman kind, you would have made it 

into a chowder.” 

His patient wife, with a smile, immediately placed a 

tureen before him containing an excellent chowder. 

“My dear,” said she, “I was resolved to please you. 

There is jTour favorite dish.” 

“Favorite dish, indeed,” grumbled the diseomfltted 

husband. “I dare say it is an unpalatable, wishy- 

washy mess. I would rather have a boiled frog than 

the whole of it.” 

This was a common expression of his, and had been 

anticipated by his wife, who, as soon as the preferance 

was expressed uncovered a large dish near her husband, 

and there was a large bull-frog, of portentous dimen¬ 

sions and pugnacious aspect, stretched out at full 

length! Zachariah sprang from his chair, not a little 

frightened at the apparation. 

“My dear,” said his wife, in a kind, entreating tone, 

“ I hope you will at length be able to make a dinner.” 

Zachariah could not stand this. His surly mood was 

finally overcome, and he burst into a hearty laugh. 

He acknowledged that his wife was right, and that he 

was wrong; and declared that she should neVer have 

occasion to read him such another lesson, and he was 
as good as his word. 

--- 
Greatness in Embryo.—They have a very loyal 

young gentleman in Germantown, who is reading law, 

and who will doubtless astonish the natives when he 

comes to the bar. The following is one of his flights 
of oratory. In a debate, some time ago, some position 

had been taken and defended, and our friend thought 

the sentiments atrocious. “Why, Mr. President,” 

said he very solemnly, “ the man who would utter such 

sentiments, would pluck the goose-quills from an angel’s 

wing in her airy flight toward heaven! ” 

A schoolmaster tells the following good one: I 

was teaching in a quiet country village. The second 

morning of my session I found leisure to note my sur¬ 

roundings, and among the scanty furniture I espied a 

three-legged stool. “Is that the dunce block?” I 

asked a little girl of five. The dark eyes sparkled, the 

curls nodded assent, and the lips rippled out, “I guess 

so, the teacher always sits on that.” The stool was un¬ 

occupied that term. 
— ——-. 

“My son,” said a fond parent to his offspring, after 

having surveyed the wonders of the London Crystal 

Palace. “My son, if you can tell me which of all 

these works of men pleased you the most, I will give 

you half a crown.” “The veal and ham pies,” re¬ 

sponded young hopeful; “give me the money.” 

Men, in respect to ceremonies, modes and laws, like 

a flock of sheep, will, in a bod}r, if the bell-wether can 

only be got to leap over a pole, continue to leap care¬ 

fully over the same place when the pole has been taken 

away. 

The Emperor of China, instead of paying the doctor 

as we do when we are unwell, the instant he is taken 

ill stops the pay of his physicians, and does not renew 

it until he is quite well again. 
— - ■ ■ ——— 

Manufacture of Horses.—We are glad to learn 

that the silly enterprise of manufacturing colts out of 

horse chestnuts has been abandoned. 
- - - ■ ■ —^ - — 

Why are the ladies the biggest thieves in existence ? 

Because they steel their petticoats, bone their stays, crib 
their babies, and hook their dresses. 

— —■ — 

A man on being told that a certain kind of stove 

would “save half the coal,” said “I’ll take two of 

them and save it all.” 

Not Satisfied.—The East Indies boast of a nutmeg 

weighing four ounces, and not satisfied is now asking 

for “ a grater.” 

A lamb giving way to its feelings in a plaintive cry 

would be a good subject for a 6as-relief. 
-- 

A London journal calls “Idyls of the Hearth” a 

grate subject. 

You are responsible for only one tongue, even if you 

are a married man. 
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FASHIONS. 

The variety of material and manner of making up 

of dresses, bonnets and cloaks is so great that it is 

almost impossible to say that anything is the fashion. 

Dresses are made with round waists for belts, which 

are very broad, Avith long points, and Avith all kinds of 

fanciful appendages in the shape of sashes, half basques, 

coatees, &c. Small sacques of silk and velvet, made 

rounding in the front, and just long enough to come to 
the bottom of the waist, are very stylish. The Bon 
Ton has several illustrations of this sacque, worn with 

full Avhite under-waists and broad belts. The waists of 

dresses are very short. 

Skirts are worn as long and full as ever and not much 

trimmed, if the matei’ial is rich. Flat trimming and 

very narroAv fiutings put on in various styles, any¬ 

thing but straight, and heaAry cable cord with buttons 

and tassels are the latest styles. 

As to material, the variety is so great that it is hope¬ 

less to attempt to designate any one or two styles. 

Alapaca is as much Avorn as ever. White and black 

still retain the first place in all materials. High colors 

are only worn in the house and for carriage dress. If 

it were not for the brilliant colors of the Paisley shawls 
and the cashmeres the spring costumes would be 

rather sombre. 

The bonnets are very small. A slight improvement 

has been made in the shape by bringing the sides a 

little further out, so that the ears are not quite so much 

exposed. Otherwise the shapes are very much as they 
have been all winter. Drooping croAvns or none at 

ail—lace, fioAvers and loops of ribbon arranged over 

the waterfall supplying the place of croAvn and cape. 

Small as the bonnets are, they still give an elegance to 

the simplest dress or detract from the beauty of an elabo¬ 

rate one as much as they ever have done, Avhen their di¬ 

mensions Avere more imposing. All the materials used 
by milliners afe so immensely high that the prices of 

bonnets are fast becoming fabulous, and only suited to 

the purses of oil-men or army contractors. Forty 

dollars has been considered this winter as a very 

reasonable price for a bonnet, and the spring styles are 

as yet but little less. Economy is now the duty of 

ewery loyal Avoman, and there is nothing in a lad)T’s 

dress in which it can be better practiced than in 

bonnets. Simple materials, well put together, will al¬ 

ways look lady-like, and the great expense is now in 

flowers and lace. 

In cloaks, sacques and circle, trimmed in every style 

Imaginable, still compete for the ascendancy. The 

sacques, as a general thing, fit quite closely to the 

flgure, and are short. The circles are full with hoods 

or trimmed with guimp or cord. 

Hair dressing, Avhich has become quite as important 

for street dress as for the house, is really a fine art. 

Godey's Lady's Book for March says: 

“ The waved bow and Avaterfall are the newest and 

prettiest for ordinary coiffure. A bunch of six curls 

is AA'orn at the side of the waterfall, or over the centre 

of the bow. The coronet plait, so Arery fashionable a 

feAV years since, is again coming into favor. Crimped 

or waATed hair is universally worn, and the more frizzy 

it is the better it is liked. In order to obtain this* 

crimp, the hair is wet and plaited in small plaits over 

night; this will give a very good crimp. The most ap¬ 

proved method, hoAvever, is this: Take a small strand 

of hair, wet it and pass it through the centre of a long 

hair-pin, then round oue prong, through the centre, 

and then over the other prong of the pin. Continue 

to pass back and forth round the prongs until the ptn 

is covered. If it is desirable to crimp the hair at short 

notice, arrange it as we have described, then cover the 

hair with a paper and pinch it with a pair of hot tongs. 

We much prefer the crimping boxes, as they produce a 

very even, smooth crimp, but they do not generally 

please, as they do not crimp as near the parting as th£ 

other methods. In all cases it is only necessary to take 

the upper hair for crimping. Fancy pins and arroAVS 

of all descriptions are worn in the hair, and some very 

pretty ones, formed of crochet work and jet, have aj>- 

peared for mourning.” 

These styles can all be arranged in false hair, so as t» 

be pinned on in a few minutes, and so save the troublE 

and expense of a hair-dresser. 

Linen collars are Avorn as much as ever plain, en> 

broidered in the corner or trimmed Avith narrow lam, 

Butterflies embroidered in Avhite and in colors are now 

on everything. As the sleeves to the dresses are slill 

made very close, the under-sleeves are not full, but 

have deep tight-fitting cuffs. 

California Beans—Spanish Mode of Cooking.*— 

“ Try some of the beans—my wife’s mode of preparing 

them beats all the Yankee cooks in this region,” said 

Mr. Godey, as we had the occasion to dine with hirm 

The dinner was made up of many dishes, good enough 

for any connoisseur; but we took a particular relish 

to the plate of beans, all done to a pulp, rich and fine 

flavored. 

This grain is the principal “ staff of life” all over thB 

interior of California, and especially the more southern 

portion. Here we find old Catholic Missions, Mexican, 

Spanish and California settlements. The Spanish or 

California bean is of a roundish, oblong form—some 

quite deep, others pale red in color. When cooked, 

they come to the table a little shaded, but sweeter and 

more delicate to the taste than any of the family of 

white beans. When cooked in New England styl&— 

baked with fat pork—they are very fine. 

Mrs. Godey’s true Spanish mode of serving them up 

for table is, firstly, to put them into cold water and 

boil slowly until done soft, not broken. Then the lard 

or grease goes into the fry-pan enough for the present 

mess, and heated sufficiently to fry fritters; dip some 

beans and liquid from the fat, and mix with the hot 

grease, and continue to cook over a moderate fire, 

stirring them often; add to this sliced onions, red and 

black pepper, and other spices to suit the taste, and 

you have a delicious plate for the table.—Country Gen¬ 
tleman. 
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The Nation weeps. Abraham Lincoln is dead. 

At the height of his glory, amid the triumphant shouts 

cff Tictory, he fell by the hand of an assassin. Words 

cam not express the anguish which racked every heart 

® the terrible news was conveyed on the wings of the 

dhained lightning on that fearful Saturday morning. 

Qh! it was a dark, a damning deed. Men unused to 

tears wept in speechless sorrow. The very earth 

seemed to stand still, and the heavens were black with 

horror. Never was man so sincerely and universally 

mourned. Even the rebels themselves, in whose in¬ 

terest the deed was done, acknowledge that they have 

glain their best friend. A sterner fate now awaits them, 

and if they have connived at the act they richly de¬ 

serve all the woes they have suffered and all that they 

Ttflll suffer in consequence. 

it is not for us to pronounce an eulogy on Abraham 

Lincoln. In the most trying position that man ever 

occupied, his honesty of purpose, his kindness of 

heart, his genuine love of country, and his striking 

common sense, were manifested more and more as 

each new occasion for their exercise arose. The diffi¬ 

cult problem of a reconstruction of the Union all felt 

could not be entrusted to better hands, and never had 

the Nation felt more pride and confidence in its Chief 

Magistrate than on the day of liis death. All feel that 

they have lost a friend. 

Let political animosity subside. Let ns cease from 

assailing the motives of those who differ with us. Let 

this great calamity incline ns to the exercise of more 

forbearance and charity. Let us try to appreciate the 

blessings of a good Government, and resolve to do all in 

our power to sustain and perpetuate our free institu¬ 

tions. 

The Season. 

So far the season has been highly favorable for the 

Winter wheat and for putting in spring crops. It is at 

least two weeks earlier than last year. The barley and 

oats are nearly all in, and farmers are busy prej%ring 

to plant potatoes and corn. Let us endeavor to put in 

ail that can be put in well. We shall need all the crops 

that can be grown, and the probability is that good 

prices will be obtained for all kinds of farm produce. 

-- 

Inquiries and Answers. 

We are always glad to [receive inquiries on all sub¬ 

jects of general interest to farmers and horticulturists, 

and invite our readers to use our columns freely. 

Tlie Markets. 

Since our last market report great events have hap¬ 

pened. Richmond has fallen, and Lee has capitulated. 

The Confederacy has received its death blow. It can 

no longer offer any real resistance to the armies of the 

Union. Gurrilla warfare may be carried on for some 

time, but even this can not long continue. The war is 
practically at an end. We may still require large 

armies to maintain authority in the rebellious States, 

but we shall see no more great battles. 

These events have been so confidently expected that 

they have produced less effect on the markets than we 

should have anticipated. Gold is no lower than it wti6 

last month—in fact but little lower than it was twelve 

or fifteen months ago. On the other hand there is a 

growing ease in the money market. The price of 

nearly all kinds of farm produce is little lower than a 

month ago. Wool, potatoes and butter are exceptions. 
They are very dull and lower. In this city the dealers 

say they can not get butter to supply the daily wants 

of their customers. There is an absolute scarcity of 

butter in this neighborhood; but in New York the 

papers are chuckling over the fact that those farmers 

who have held on to their butter have had to take but 

little more than half what they might have received 

months ago. Still farmers have no reason to complaib. 

Prices are still good. Prime new butter is worth from 

40 to 45c. $ ff>. in New York, and wool is firm at 60 to 

75c. Potatoes bring 82.50 to 83.00 ^ barrel. In this 

city, owing to the difficulty of transportation and the 

high rates of freight, potatoes are very low. The deal¬ 

ers are paying from 81.00 to SI.50 $ barrel—the latter 

for peechblows and the former for flukes. They are 

sold from the wagons to private houses at from CO to 

75c. $ bushel. It is thought that as soon as the canal 

opens, and transportation is cheaper, 'prices will ad¬ 

vance. It appears certain, however, that there is a 

large crop of potatoes in the Eastern and Middle 

States. Should a market be found in tho South, prices 
will advance. 

Seed barley in this section "brings 81.50 $ bushel. 

Seed oats, 75 to 80c. Canada peas, 81.75 to 82.00. 

Flax seed, 82.50 to 83.00. Hay, $15.00 to 822.00 ^ tun. 

Com, $1.25 $ bushel. Mill-feed, 835.00 $ tun. 

In regard to the future wool market it is almost use¬ 

less to speculate. It seems certain that there is on un¬ 

usually large quantity in the hands of farmers and 

dealers, while the clip of this season will be at least as 

heavy as last year. It is not probable that in the ex¬ 

isting state of things at the South we shall have cheap 

cotton for some years, and while the demand for woolen 

materials for the army will not be as great as for the 

last two or three years, there will be none the fewer 

men to clothe. It is possible, therefore, that the pre¬ 

sent price of wool may be maintained. Of course, as 

usual, there will be an effort at the opening of the sea¬ 

son, to keep down prices, and the fact that the dealers 

have lost heavily on last year’s purchases will check 

speculation. If, however, farmers are determined to 

hold on to their wool, they will in the end obtain fair 

prices. 
The cattle market is still scantily supplied with good 

% 
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beef, and prices are well sustained. There can be no 

doubt that there is a real scarcity of beef cattle in the 

country, hut as veal becomes more plenty, and as sheep 

after shearing will he sold more freely, prices are not 

likely to advance materially. 

Horses and working oxen are higher than, at any 

time since the war. In this section it is difficult to get 

an ordinary farm horse for less than $200, while work¬ 

ing oxen bring from $200 to $250. 

New Advertisements. 

Among the advertising notices in the Farmer this month that 

of Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, Pa., will attract attention. Mr. K. is 

justly celebrated for his success in the cultivation of strawber¬ 

ries. He is believed to be the largest grower in the United 

States. He purchased Mr. Judd’s entire stock of the Agricul¬ 

turist. He and Mr. Carpenter, of New York, are the only parties 

who have them in any quantity. Mr. C. secured his at the same 

time that Mr. Judd obtained his. Mr. Knox also advertises 

raspberries, grapes, currants, &c. Send for one of his circulars 

containing a description of his method of cultivating the straw¬ 

berry, &c. 

H. E. Moring, of New York, is the sole agent for Ehodes’ Su¬ 

perphosphate in this State and New England. For turnips, to be 
drilled with the need, we know of no superphosphate equal to 

this. We have used it for some years. 

Bruce’s Concentrated Manure is, to us, a new candidate for fa¬ 

vor. It is highly spoken of by those who have used it. Messrs. 

Grilling Brother & Co., of New York, the ■well-known and re¬ 

liable agricultural implement dealers and manufacturers, are tho 

sole agents for the United States. 

Jonas W. Yeo, of Richmond, Ind., offers to send a description 

of his Machines for Sawing Wood in the log, &c. 

E. Nicholson, of Cleveland, Ohio, will send an illustrated circu¬ 

lar with description of his Self-Operating Carriage Gate. 

Among the machines advertised in the Farmer this month 

just now of special interest, are the Cayuga Chief Mower and 

Reaper, manufactured by Ilessrs. Barber, Sheldon & Co., of Au¬ 

burn, N. Y.; the Corn and Bean Planter, manufactured at Brock- 

port, N. Y., by Messrs. Whiteside, Barnett & Co.; and the 

“Clipper One Horse Mower," manufactured by E. H. Allen & 

Co., of New York. Among all the Mowing Machines exhibited 

at the State Fair in this city last fall none appeared to us to com¬ 

bine so many advantages as the one made by the Messrs. Allen. 

Those of our readers who wish good Squashes and Mammoth 

Cabbages will not overlook the advertisements of James J. H. 

Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass. 

The prospectus of the Urbana Wine Company, of Hammonds- 

port, N. Y., will be found in this number of the Farmer. There 

Is no section of the State where the grape flourishes so well as at 

Hammondsport. The Catawba is grown there in great perfec¬ 

tion, while with us it can be ripened only on rare occasions and 

in the most favorable locations. 

The “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,’’ advertised by James F. Levin, 

agent of the “South Down Co., of Boston, is said to be an excel¬ 

lent article for killing ticks and curing scab, &c. 

-• - 

Steady Roofing. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 
payable in advance. 

BRUCE’S 

PATENT CONCENTRATED MANURE, 
MANUFACTURED FROM 

Animal Fibre, Blood and Pure Bone. 

Sold by our Agents. 

JOHN M. RICHARDS, 111 Commercial street, 
Boston, Mass. 

MICHENER & YOUNG, 206 Market street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Send for Agricultural Almanac. 

GRIFFING BROTHER & CO., 
58 and 60 Courtlandt street, New York, 

my2t Sole Agents for the United States. 

TUR-INTI? CULTURE. 

Rhodes’ the Standard Superphosphate, 

CANNOT BE EXCELLED 
FOR THIS IMPORTANT CROP. 

B. M. EHODES, & CO., 82 South street, Baltimore. 
H. E. MORING, General Agent New York and New England, 
raySt__113 Water street, New York. 

SAWING MACHINES” 

E are building a GREATLY IMPROVED CROSS-CUT 
SAWING MACHINE for cutting logs into stove wood, 

with two or four horse powers to drive them. 
Also, a new style CIRCULAR SAW for cutting cord wood into 

stove wood. 
Circulars describing our machinery sent promptly on ap¬ 

plication by letter. Write to JONAS W. YEO, 
my4t Proprietor Robinson Machine Works, Richmond, Ind. 

THE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY 
OR Spring Planting, for Upland and Garden Culture, and for 

Swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last 
season on upland was over 400 bushels per acre. Explicit direc¬ 
tions for cultivation, with prices of plants, with Nursery and 
Seed Catalogue complete, will be sent to any address. Agents 
wanted. Seeds prepaid by mail. B. M. WATSON, 

ap2t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass, 

NORTH-WESTERN SAN8TARY FAIR. MANUFACTURERS of Washing Machines, Clothes Wring¬ 
ers, Clothes Dryers, or any article used as an aid to wash¬ 

ing, are called upon to make a donation of samples of their goods 
to be sold for the benefit of the Fair, May 30th next. 

For Information address HARRY DUVALL, Chairman of 
Committee on Washing Machinery, P. O. Drawer 6348, Chicago, 
Ill. The doner will have the opportunity of having his ma¬ 
chine exhibited by his chosen operator. 

ICHOLSON’S PATENT SELF - OPERAT¬ 
ING CARRIAGE GATE is superior to any thing that has 

ever come before the public. Send for an Illustrated Circular, 
with prices, testimonials, &c. Eights for sale Address 

mylt E. NICHOLSON, Box 1399, Cleveland, Ohio. 

The American Roofing Company have sent ns a 

sample of their roofing material, which can he seen at 

our office. It seems as though it would be very dura¬ 

ble. Sample yards will be sent by express to those 

wishing to examine it by writing to the agent of the 

company, Henry Smith, 94 Wall street, New York. 

The Buckeye Horse Hoe. 

ILVER’S NEW POULTRY BOOK—Just pub¬ 
lished. Beautifully illustrated with seventy engravings. 

Tells how to have fresh eggs every week In the year. The best 
work of the kind published. Sent post-paid for fifty cents. 
Agent* Wanted. Address 

my_L. B. SILVER, Salem, Ohio. 

WELL PAYING BUSINESS in their own town¬ 
ships, and free from risk, is offered by the Auburn 

Publishing Co. to 1OOO Book Agents. Please send 
for a circular, Ac., to E. G. STORKE, Auburn, N. Y., with¬ 
out delay. ap2t 

We would call attention to the advertisement of Mr. 

H. B. Hammon, of Bristolville, Ohio. His horse hoe 

has several new features which strike us as decided 

improvements. Send for one of his descriptive cir¬ 

culars. 

TILE MACHINE. 
nplIE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
X containing description. 

ap65tf 
La. TOURETTE. 

Waterloo, N. Y. 

■ w; MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine, 
jor ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $2 

by R. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my'04-ly 
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GROVER & BAKER’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWING MACHINES, 
feb 495 Broadway, New York. tf 

NEW ILLUSTRATE!) CATALOGUE 
ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 
AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

ORDER YOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W.£EELYE, 

aptf 'Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

’ MARBLEHEAD MAM MOTH CA B BACE.~" 
Y CABBAGE IS THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD. In 

favorable locations it will grow to weigh from thirty to 
gixty pounds a head! and wherever introduced they leave all 
Other varieties far in the background. They have been raised in 
every loyal State weighing from 20 to 60 pounds each. They are 
not only of an enormous size, but when mature are very hard- 
headed and remarkably sweet and tender. The calls for seed 
have been so extensive that for the past two years I have been 
unable to supply it. I can this season supply packages contain¬ 
ing seed sufficient for 500 plants, with full directions for cultiva¬ 
tion, sent by mail, prepaid, at 25 cents each; five for $1.00: one 
hundred for $15.00. Also, Cannon Ball Cabbage—an early 
sort, making the roundest and hardest head of any cabbage S-own. Per package, 25 cents; five for $1.00. Stone Mason 

abbage. This is a very large drumhead, remarkably reliable 
for heading. % oz., 25 cents; 1 oz., 50 cents; 1 lb., $4.25; sent 
by mail post-p aid by me. 

mh3t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

GREGORY'S SEED CATALOGUE. 
Y CATALOGUE OF GARDEN SEEDS, embracing over 

200 varieties, (a large portion of them of my own raising,) 
containing some new and fare vegetables not to be found in other 
catalogues, is now ready for distribution. Sent free to all appli¬ 
cants. Those who purchased seed of me last season will receive 
it without writing for it. As the original introducer of the Hub¬ 
bard Squash, Marblehead Cabbage, and many other new vegeta¬ 
bles, I invite the patronage of the public. 

mh3t JAMES J. II. GREGORY", Marblehead, Mass. 

B AIJ G H ’ S 

RAW BONE 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME* 

BAUGH & SONS, 
MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS, 

Store No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

To the farmers of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and 
Maryland, Kail nil’s Raw Rone P!»osj>liate is not a 
new name. Its great efficiency as a Fertilizer, for all crops, has 
been for years past practically denoted by them in its continued 
use. We want no better assurance of the high appreciation in 
which it is held by Agriculturists than the fact of so constant an 
increase in the demand, from year to year, as our article has en¬ 
joyed, and it has been our main object to render it, in every re¬ 
spect, worthy of such a favorable estimation. 

In order to give greater facility in the application of the Raw 
Bone Pliospliate, we have, since the last season, succeeded 
in making it so fine and uniform as to be capable of drilling. 
Farmers will find this an important advantage. 

The facilities for the manufacture of the Raw Rone 
Pliospliate are now very complete, and we can fill large or¬ 
ders with promptness; but it is desirable that all orders should 
be sent in as early in the season as possible. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regu¬ 
lar dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to ap¬ 
ply,) or of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH & SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

The highest market price paid for Bones. mh3t 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BONE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

manufactured by 

TASKEII & CLARK, 
Cor. 8tli and "Washington Sts., Philadelphia. 

rplIE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 
I confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 

now in the market. Being made from finely ground bones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having manurial 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
Ac., Ac. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
Terms Cash. Address as above, 

febTt TASKER & CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

TO FARMERS! 
RADLEY’S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY’S 

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and 
retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY: 

Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston. 
Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To¬ 

bacco Fertilizer, Bradley’s X L Manual on the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can he had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY. 

Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my 

BEECHER’S PATENT 
YENEEK iFIfcYJIT BASKET. 

FTER one season’s thorough trial of the VENEKR FRUIT 
BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assurance 

that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style our Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, <fce., address 
feb6t A. BEECHER SONS, Westville, Conn. 

WHITTEMORE’S CURE FOB FOOT ROT 
IN SHEEP is a positive and speedy cure. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor¬ 
rectly. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can have it sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the sole propri¬ 
etor, F. W. WHITTEMOTtE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
eounty, N. Y., to whom all orders should be addressed. A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyers. jan6t 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST* ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

TUJEBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
J’U can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov'64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 
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I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

■tfhich infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

Consulting Chemist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “ sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted In every Wool District* 
JAMES E. LEViN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. feb9t 

“ Cayuga Chief Mower and Reaper,” 
WITH 

“ YOTJ1VGr’S IMPROVEMENTS,” 

Corn and Bean Planter Combined. 
WE are manufacturing one of the most successful IV 

Rowed Planters now in use. One man and horse can 
plant either in rows or checks from 10 to 12 acres per day, and <Jr> 
the work well. The machine is easily managed, and is of light 
draft for one horse. It is one of the greatest labor-saving no 
chines of modern invention. Patented August 14th, I860. 

The demand for this Planter has continued to increase, until 
scores of them are now in use in Western New York, Michigan 
and Canada West. 

Cash price at the Factory, $25.00, subject to alteration as stock 
and labor may require. 

Please order early. Several orders came too late last year to be 
filled. 

Orders with cash will receive prompt attention. A liberal -dis¬ 
count made to merchants and agents. 

For further description, send for circular, 
ap WHITESIDE, BARNETT & CO., Brockport, N. Y. 

American Roofing Company. 
GREEN’S PATENT. 

THIS COMPANY is rnow prepared to furnish one of the beet 
articles of ROOFING ever introduced, consisting of » 

STOUT MATERIAL made WATER-PROOF by a COMPOUND 
of INDIA RUBBER, hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT, 
prepared expresslv. 

The WHOLE FABRIC has been thoroughly tested, is WATER 
PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather. 

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth. 
It is designed for covering RAILWAY CARS, STEAMBOATgL 

DWELLINGS, BARNS and SHEDS. It can be laid down by 
anv sensible working man. 

It is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability. 
It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the Office 

of the Company, No. 94 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
ap3t HENRY SMITH, Agent. 

RAKE RODS 
FOE THE SPRING TEETH OF THE 

WHEEL HOUSE RAKE. 

FOR 1865. 

Manufactured onut by ' 

BARBER, SHELDON & CO., 

Aufeurn, N. Y. 

E-famine closely before buying, as there are others building the 
Cayuga Chief without “ Young’s Improvements.” 

tW Send for Descriptive Pamphlet. 
ap4t BARBER, SHELDON & CO., Auburn, N. Y. 

riTHE PICTORIAL PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR- 
JL NAL for JANUARY, FEBRUARY and MARCH, have 

32 quarto octavo pages each, and beautiful illustrated Covers. 
They contain Portraits of Tennyson, Silliman, Sheridan, Cobb, 
Phillips, Susanna Wesley—Mother of John—an Indian Chief, 
Franz Muller, Miss Muggins, Miss Fury, the Princess of Wales, 
Florence Nightingale, A Group of Warriors—Hannibal, Julius 
Caisar, Pizarro. Cromwell, Charles XII, Frederick the Great, 
Scott, Wellington and Napoleon. The Great Surgeons of the 
World—Harvey, Abernethy, Jenner, Hunter, Cooper, Mott and 
Carnochan. Also, W. S. Landor, Mrs. Farnham, Mr. Clark, Mr. 
Kilbourn, Mr. Morrill, etc. Prof. Owen on the Brain; The Hu¬ 
man Face; Pre-existence; with Ethnology, Prenologv, Physiolo¬ 
gy, Physiognomy, and Psychology. Gov. Fenton; Edward 
Everett, the Orator; Aristotle, the Philosopher; Major Davidson, 
the Patriot; Charles Fourier, W. H. Fry; The Races of Men; 
Caucasians, Mongolians, Ethiopians, American Indians, Malays, 
with Grouped Portraits of each, and a Map showing the Geo¬ 
graphical distribution of the Races; How the Brain changes the 
Cranium: The Inscrutable; Foreseeing, and Seeing at Sea, etc.— 
All Double Numbers, with numerous Illustrations, sent by first 
post for 60 cents, or $2 a year. Address Messrs. FOWLER & 
WEEDS, 380 Broadway, New York. ap2t 

rrfflE CUf PPER ONE-HORSE MOWER— 
JL Adapted to every variety of surface and to cutting every 

kind of grass. 
This machine is capable of cutting three-fourths to one acre 

of the heaviest grass per hour, and can be drawn as easily by one 
horse as ordinary two-horse mowers by two horses. 

The hight of cut can be varied by the driver while the machine 
is in motion, and without leaving his seat. It is simple, durable, 
and not likely to get out of order. 

Two-Horse Mowers and Combined Machines of the same pat¬ 
tern R. II. ALLEN & CO., 

ap3t 1S9 and 191 Water street, New York. 

GALVANIZED PUMP CHAIN & WHEEL BAKES. 
TERRITORIAL. RIGHTS for the “WHITCOMB 

PATENT” HORSE RAKE, the most popular Wheel Rake out. 
Thousands are being made and sold per year. 

HYDROMETERS for testing accurately in a moment 
the quality of Milk. Sent to any address, postage paid, for fifty 
cents each. Address E. WHITE, 

feb4t Stamford, Conn. 

HUBBARD—TURBAN—YOKOHAMA 1 I AM receiving letters daily from all parts of the United States, 
from farmers, gardeners and others, who pronounce my 

Turban to be the sweetest, finest grained, and most deliciou» 
fall squash they ever ate. The Hubbard is universally ac¬ 
knowledged to be the best of all winter squashes, while the new 
Japan squash, the Yokohama, is pronounced the very best of 
its class. Iwas the original introducer of the Hubbard and 
Turban Squashes. Packages of seed, (all of my own raising.) 
sent by mail, with full directions for cultivation, for 25 cenfe 
each for Turban and Yokohama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five 
packages of Turban or Yokohama for $1.00. Hubbard, by mail, 
postpaid by me, $2.62 per pound. 

mh3t. JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

SUPERIOR FARM LAND ’.—20.000 ACRES AT 
LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 

Franklinville Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, 25 mites 

south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports or Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry, and others, 

with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN H. COFFIN 
& CO., Franklinville, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. ap6t 

U ~D MODES ’ »—THE STANDARD MANURE for Tobao- 
JLl co, Corn, Oats, &c.|; also, Top-dressing for the growing 

Wheat. Our spring supply of this long-established Manura 
ready for delivery. B. M. RHODES & CO., 

Office 82 South street, Bawly’s Wharf, Baltimore. 
Or, II. E. MORING, General Agent for New York and New 
mh4t England, 113 Water street, near Wall, New York. 

FRESH SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. 
BY MAIL, PREPAID ; ALSO, 

Tlae New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, &c. 

Priced Descriptive List will be sent to any address. 
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Maaa. a2i 
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CLOTHES AND WOOL WASHERS. 

Economical, Durable, Simple, Efficient, Con¬ 

venient, and Easily Operated 

WASHING MACHINES! 

The FIRST and ONLY ONES out of more than one thousand 
patented that have proved 

UNIVERSALLY SUCCESSFUL ! 

They save full two-thirds the Labor, Time and fatigue of hand¬ 
washing, take less Soap, 

Save $20 to $100 a year 

tn Wear of Clothing, and will last many years. 

THESE WASHERS WERE EXHIBITED AT THE GREAT 

NEW ENGLAND FAIR OF 1864, WON THE ADMIRA¬ 

TION OF THOUSANDS, AND WERE AWARDED A 

SPLENDID DIPLOMA; ALSO AT THE WIS¬ 

CONSIN AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE 

FAIRS OF 1864, THEY WERE AWARD¬ 

ED THE FIRST PREMIUM. 

Wool Fleeces may be washed In these machines at the 

rata of a flebce in two minutes, without tearing them apart, 

and the wool brings the price of tub-washed wool, which is 

five to eight cents per pound mobe than that washed on the 

sheeps This is very important to every wool-grower. 

They are recommended as the Very Beet in SOLON ROB¬ 

INSONS great new work, " Facts for Farmers,” by ORANGE 

JUDD, proprietor qf the American Agriculturist, and by 

JOSEPH HARRIS, proprietor qf the Genesee Farmer. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

DOTY BROTHERS, Janesville, WIs. 

•DOTY BROTHERS, 151 Nassau St., N. Y. 

J. B. LA WES’ 
ARTIFICIAL 

MANURES. 
Factop.ies, 1 ( London Office, 

Deptford and Barking Creeks, V 4 No. 1 Adelaide Place, 
England. ) ( London Bridge, K C. 

THE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in the 
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 

(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albans, 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their di£ 
ferent branches, viz., for the production of 
WHEAT, 

CORN, 
GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kind». 
Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country 

will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in¬ 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent* 
novtf_118 Wall Street, New York. 

HAYING had considerable experience amonsr some of tho 
first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 

turned to Rochester and established myself at the Genesee 
Farmer Office, No. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 

prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 
Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Horses, Sheep, PorETB'B, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., promptly exe¬ 
cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 

establishment in Rochester. Orders by mail promptly at¬ 

tended to. 

Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at the lowest 
rates. Address C. T. LEADLEY. 

Box 900, Rochester, N. I. 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of tho 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid/'—2L 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“ It is chaste and beautiful.”—Few York Evangelist. 
“The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It Is more 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—F. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship tx. 
BABBITT F WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec164tf 
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PROSPECTUS 
OF THE 

O 

INCORPORATED UNDER THE GENERAL LAW 
OF NEW YORK. 
--o--• 

HAMMONDSPORT, STEUBEN COUNTY, N. Y. 
-- 

Capital $250,000.—Shares $100 Each. -...- 
OFFICERS. 

President,.JOHN W. DAVIS. 
Vice-President,.CLARK BELL. 
Secretary and Treasurer,.HENRY H. COOK. 
General Superintendent,.A. J. SWITZER. 

TRUSTEES. 

Major General W. W. Averell,.U. S. Army. 
Clark Bell,.13 William street, New York. 
Henry 1L Cook,.Bath, N. Y. 
John W. Davis,.Hammondsport, N. Y. 
Harlo Hakes,.Hornellsville, N. Y. 
Oscar J. Averell,.Bath, N. Y. 
Francis M. Bixby,.371 Washington street, N. Y. 
Andrew J. Switzer,.Hammondsport, N. Y. 

Counsel,.Harlo Hakes. 

peaches and apricots ripening in the open air. The vine-growing 

district is embraced in a narrow strip of land on the slope of thn 

hill-side, along the border of the lake, and the valley above ita 

head, and an experience of over forty years demonstrates the suo- 

cessful culture of the grape here. The temperature is wholly 

different from that of the country adjacent, by at least ten de¬ 

grees, and the Catawba and Isabella for many years have ripened 

perfectly in the open air, without laying down or covering of 

vines in winter. 

The crop in the past has been almost wholly exempt from frost, 

the contiguity of the lake influencing the temperature; even the 

well-known frost of June, 1S59, which devastated so large a po»- 

tion of the whole country, not injuring the vineyards near the 

lake. 
THE CULTURE. 

The grape was introduced at this point about forty years ago, 

by Rev. William W. Bostwick, and both varieties, Isabella and 

and Catawba, successfully cultivated by him in the open air. 

William Hastings also for many years continued the culture 

on the property, a portion of which is now in the hands of this 

Company. During all this time the crop has never failed, and 

thus far has been exempt from mildew or insects. 

There are already several hundred acres of bearing vineyards 

in this district, and the crop has become a valuable and promi¬ 

nent part of the production of this region. 

It is proposed by the Company to set from twenty-five to fifty 

acres of vineyard per annum, until the property is fully de¬ 

veloped. 
WINE AND WINE MAKING. 

--—...-- 
This Company is formed for the purpose of manufacturing 

wines and brandies from the grape, and for the production and 

culture of the best known varieties, at and near Hammondsport, 

In the county of Steuben, and State of New York. 

The Company has purchased the following property, all situa¬ 

ted in the very heart of the vine-growing district: 

No. 1. 

Fifteen acres and 25-100, known as the Bell & McMaster Vine¬ 

yard, which is one of the oldest and most successfully cultivated 

Tineyards in the region. A portion of this vineyard was set in 

spring of 1857, and has both Isabellas and Catawbas in full bear¬ 

ing. 
No. 2. 

The property known as the A. J. Switzer & Co. Vineyard, con¬ 

taining about thirty-five acres on the shore of the Crooked Lake, 

an which about twenty-four acres are now set to Isabellas and 

Catawbas, including one acre of Delawares, set in spring of 

1862. 

Five acres of this vineyard will be in full bearing the next sea¬ 

son, and ten acres more come into bearing then for the first time. 

No. 3. 

The property known as the Pine Point Farm, containing one 

hundred and sixty-eight acres of the choicest grape land, situate 

an the shore of the Crooked Lake, on which about twenty acres 

were set in spring of 1S63. 

All of this property has been selected with great care, and has 

been critically examined by competent and scientific men and 

pronounced of the first quality, and possessing the requisites of 

soil, exposure and climate essential for successful culture. 

On this last named property is about ten acres of land, forming 

a point, with a steamboat landing and suitable and ample place 

fbr the manufactories, vaults and buildings of the Company. 

This property is all situated on the hill-side, with a south-east¬ 

ern exposure, and is contiguous to the lake and immediately on 

its. shores. 

The soil is dry and gravelly, resting upon calcareous rock. It 

requires no under drainage and very little manure. 

The climate at this place is remarkably-mild and salubrious. 

Fruits,of all kinds have been cultivated here in great perfection, 

It is proposed to erect large and commodious cellars on tho 

property the ensuing season, in time for the vintage of next fall. 

The success which has attended the manufacture of win# in 

the United States, is a sufficient recommendation without detail. 

Wine manufactured for some years past from grapes grown 

here has been highly commended, and has already acquired a 

reputation inferior to none in this country. 

The protection furnished by Government to our own manufac¬ 

ture, and the universal public demand for.a pure article, both of 

wine and brandy, give the Company every reason to believe that 

it will be successful. 

ESTIMATES. 

An acre of grapes in a good year will produce three and one 

half to four tons fruit, but a fair average yield is about two and 

one-half tons. 

The price the past year has ranged from 15 to 25 cents per 

pound in New York, in the general market. 

At 10 cents per pound (which they are worth to the Company 

for wine purposes) the production of one acre would be say $500. 

The Company can develop at East two hundred acres of bearing 

vineyards on their property, the products of one half of which 
in a single year at that price would be $50,000, exclusive of tho 

manufacture of wine. 

The gentlemen who have consented to take the management of 

this enterprise are most of them experienced in grape culture. 

Some of them are pioneers in this location. They are well 

known, and their names are a sufficient guarantee that the busi¬ 

ness will be vigorously prosecuted, as well as economically and 

honorably managed. 

No pains will be spared to secure the most intelligent and com¬ 

petent men to carry on the business of the Company, and the 

manufacture of the best native -wines and brandy, after the most 

approved American and European methods. 

About $150,000 of the Capital Stock has been already sub¬ 

scribed. Books of subscription for the residue of the Capital 

Stock are now open at the First National Bank of Bath, New 

York, at par. 

The Company will allow subscribers to the remainder of stock, 

at their (jption, the privilege of loaning from the Campany three- 

fourths or less of the amount subscribed and paid in, on the se¬ 

curity of the notes of subscribers on time, with interest at seven 

per cent., payable semi-annually, secured by assignment of stock 

as collateral. Notes if taken, payable in installments of one and 

two years. ap2t 
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G. S. 7-30 LOAN. BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE. 
By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the under¬ 

signed has assumed the General Subscription Agency for the 

sale of United States Treasury Notes, bearing seven and three- 

tenths per cent interest, per annum, known as the 

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN. 
These Notes are issued under date of June 15th, 1865, and are 

payable three years from that time, in currency, or are con¬ 

vertible at the option of the holder into 

TJ. S. 5-SO Six per cent. 

GOLD-BEARING BONDS. 
These bonds are worth a premium which increases the actual 

profit on the 7-30 loan, and its exemption from State and muni¬ 

cipal taxation adds from one to three per cent, more, accord¬ 

ing to the rate levied on other property. The interest is paya¬ 

ble in currency semi-annually by coupons attached to each note, 

which may be cut off and sold to any bank or banker. 

The interest amounts to 

One cent per day on a $50 note 

Two cents ii it <» $100 (C 

Ten a a a a $500 a 

20 (( a a a $1000 a 

$1 
a a a a $5000 a 

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly fur¬ 

nished upon receipt of subscriptions, and the notes forwarded at 

once. The interest to 15th June next will be paid in advance' 

This is 

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET 

now offered by the Government, and it is confidently expected 

that its superior advantages will make it the 

GEEAT POPULAE LOAN OP THE PEOPLE. 
Less than $300,000,000 of the Loan authorized by the last 

Congress are now on the market. This amount, at the rate at 

which it is being absorbed, will all be subscribed for within four 

months, when the notes will undoubtedly command a premium, 

as has uniformly been the case on closing the subscriptions to 

other Loans. 

In order that citizens of every town and section of the country 

may be afforded facilities for taking the loan, the National Banks, 

State Banks, and Private Bankers throughout the country have 

generally agreed to receive subscriptions at par. Subscribers 

will select their own agents, in whom they have confidence, and 

who only are to be responsible for the delivery of the notes for 

which they receive orders. 

JAY COOKE, 

Subscription Agent, Philadelphia. 

May 1, 1S65.—3t 

For all description of crops this article has been found, after 

years of trial, a most active and permanent Manure. ‘We are 

gratified to be able to state that the demand for the 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE 

last fall exceeded by many hundreds of tons that of any previous 

season, which is a substantial proof of its excellence and popu¬ 

larity. We are now in the midst of a very active spring season, 

and the demaud is very pressing from all quarters. Farmers 

would do well not to delay their orders. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regular 

dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to apply,) 

or of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH Sc SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

The highest market price paid for Bones. 

The following letter from one of the most successful agricul¬ 

turists of New Jersey will speak for itself: 

■“ Hammonton, N. J., May 23,1864, 

“ Messrs. Baugh & Sons : Two years ago I wrote a short let¬ 

ter in our County Agricultural paper, giving my experience of 

two years with your Eaw Bone Phosphate, and advising our 

farmers to give it a trial. Since that time I have given it a more 

extended application to crops, and the results have more than 

fulfilled my expectatiens. 

“My farm is a light sandy loam. In its natural state it would 

not grow anything. Peruvian Guano will stimulate it to bear a 

good crop, but the second year it will require double the amount 

of Guano to produce the first year result. Barn-yard manure, 

glue waste, soap boilers’ waste, are nearly exhausted in maturing 

one crop; but the Eaw Bone Phosphate will mature two good 

crops, and the land will be made more valuable with each year’s 

application. 

“By using four hundred pounds of your Phosphate to tho 

acre—one-half broadcast and the other applied in the hill, I havo 

gathered one hundred bushels of ears of fine corn. I have nearly 

twenty acres of fruits of different kinds, and I now rely wholly 

upon your Phosphate to keep them in good health. I have two 

thousand pear trees, two acres of strawberries, two acres of 

blackberries, and six acres of grape-vines, and they are all in su¬ 

perb condition. If any farmer has better trees and vines than I 

have, he must have used your Eaw Bone Phosphate. 

“Applied to root crops the results are equally satisfactory. 

For turnips, cabbage, mangolds, tomatoes, it is every way more 

valuable than any other manure I have ever used; combined 

with marl it is a most superior manure for potatoes. 

“ I have tried several other Phosphates, among them some of 

the most popular in the country, but with very different results. 

“ Market gardeners and fruit-growers should certainly use 

Baugh's Eaw Bone Phosphate. They would soon perceive a 

marked difference in the quality of their vegetables and fruits 

over those stimulated with cheap composts of night soil. 

“ Yours truly. JOSEPH H. NOETII, M. D.” 
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KNOX 

FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES. 

GREAT AGR5CULTURSST. 
It is claimed for this new Seedling, that it is of unequaled size 

arid productiveness, single plants producing as high as 294 ber¬ 
ries, many of them weighing over an ounce each; of bright, 
flossy crimson color, very firm, high flavored, and a first-class 
market berry. For an account of its origin, introduction by us, 
character and productiveness of the plant, size and character of 
the. fruit, and other information, sec our Circular. We have 
bought of Mr. Judd his entire stock of plants for sale, and are 
now able to furnish them at the following prices; 

1 plant.$ 75 I 50 plants.$ 15 00 
2 plants. 1 20 | 100 plants. 25 00 
6 plants. 3 00 I 500 plants. 125 00 

12 plants.„. 5 00 | 1000 plants. 200 00. 

Out stock of Strawberry plants this season—includin? Golden 
Seeded, (the best early.) Russell and Fillmore (both of won¬ 
derful size and productiveness,) French's Seedling, Triompiik 
Vfz Gand, Wilson's Albany, and all other desirable kinds—is 
the largest and best we have ever offered. 

STRAWBEKRY PLANTS BY MAIL. 
We will send, 6afelv packed and post-paid. 

For $1—1 Agriculturist, 8 Golden Seeded. 
For $2—2 Asriculturist, 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Russell. 
For $3—8 Agriculturist, 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Russell, 12 Fill¬ 

more. 
For $5—6 Agriculturist, 12 Golden Seeded, 12 Russell, 12 Fill¬ 

more, 12 French’s Seedling, 6 Kitley’s Goliah. 
For $10—12 Agriculturist, 24 Golden Seeded, 24 Russell, 24 Fill¬ 

more, 24 French’s Seedling, 12 Kitley’s Goliah, 12 Lea¬ 
ning's White. 

For description of above and many other kinds—our select 
Ksh^ mode of culture, price, &c., see our Illustrated Catalogue. 

GRAPES. 

BRINCKLE’S ORANGE, finest flavor. 
FRANCONIA, one of the very best. 
IMPROVED BLACK CAP, hardy and verv profitable. 
PHILADELPHIA, ALLEN’S HARDY, &c. 

BLA€KBEHEIE§. 
NEW ROCHELLE, DORCHESTER, and NEWMAN, In any 

quantity. • 

CURRANTS. 
We have, taken special pains to collect the best varieties of 

Currants, and have a very large supply of— 
CHERRY, largest and best for jelly. 
WHITE GRAPE, best white, very fine. 
VICTORIA, productive and latest. 
SHORT BUNCH RED, productive and very good. 
YERSAILLAISE, very large and best quality. 

Gooseberries, Asparagus, and Linnseus Rhubarb, &c. 

Send for Catalogue, enclosing stamp, at our 

Seed Store, Horticultural and Agricultural House, 
No. 29 FIftli Street. 

All articles belonging to such an establishment can be had, of 
the best quality and on the most favorable terms. 

J. KNOX, No. 29 Fiftli St., Pittsburg, Pa. 

New Strawberries. 

GREAT AGRICULTURIST. 
The Largest Strawberry in the World. 

J HAVE A FINE STOCK OF PLANTS OF THIS REMARK- 
X able variety at the following rates: 
2 plants...$ 1 20 
6 plants. 3 00 
12 plants.   5 00 
100 plants.    25 00 
1000 plants. 200 00 

I have also several thousand plants of the Great Agriculturist, 
second size, at the following rates: $2.00 per dozen; $10.00 per 
hundred; $75.00 per thousand. I shall plant this size. 

FRENCH SEEDLING.—The best early Strawberry known. 
Fruit very large and fine flavored; very productive. $1.00 per 
dozen; $4.00 per hundred. 

BUFFALO SEEDLjNG.—A decided improvement on the 
Russell. $1.00 per dozen; $5.00 per hundred. 

RUSSELL’S GREAT PROLIFIC.—I have a fine stock of this 
splendid variety at 75 cents per dozen, or $2.00 per hundred. 

Plants mav be safelv transported up to the 10th of June. 
All orders addressed to WM. S. CARPENTER, 
mylt 329 Greenwich street, New York. 

THE BUCKEYE HORSE-HOE 
AKES LABOR LIGHT. Enclose stamp for Perpetual 

Almanac with cut. price, Ac. 
IIEMAN B. 1IAMMON, Patentee and Manufacturer, 

ap2t* Bristolville, Trumbull county, Ohio. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

. CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. 

Out vines are grown in the open air, from the best of bearing 
wood taken from our own vineyards, and are greatly superior to 
those grown under glass, with their roots cramped in pots. They 
are healthy and vigorous, have remarkably good roots, and give 
entire satisfaction in their growth when splanted. which is the 
true test of a good vine. We offer in large quantity the follow¬ 
ing: 
CONCORD, 
DELAWARE, 

. HARTFORD, 
CREYELING, 
IONA, 

DIANA, ELSINGBTTRG, 
UNION VILLAGE, HERBEMONT, 
MAXATAWNY, ALLEN’S HYBRID, 
TAYLOR, REBECCA, 
ISRAEULA, ABIRONDAC. 

And all other desirable kinds. 

RASPBERRIES. 
Our collection is unsurpassed, if equaled anywhere, and in¬ 

cludes: 
HORNET, the largest of all, and of great excellence, 
PILATE, very early and valuable. 
IMPERIAL, very productive and fine. 
SOUCIIETTE, very beautiful and good. 
JOUET, very beautiful and good. 

Walks and Talks on the Farm, 
No. 17.137 

Permanency of Superphos¬ 
phate .140 

Clover Hay for Sheep.140 
Profits of Wool Growing.. .141 
The Farmer’s Fireside.142 
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Demand.143 

Drain off the W ater.145 

Mutton Sheep—Surface Ma¬ 
nuring,. &c.  144 

Notes by S. W.145 
Visiting Farmers.146 
Cultivation of Hops.146 
Plowing.150 
Taking the Hint.151 
White Washing .152 
Washington a Great Farmer.152 

horticultural department. 

Garden Work for May.153 
Seed Drill. 154 
The Lawn.154 
Hemlock Spruce.155 
Profits of Frifit Growing.. .155 
Attend to Currant Worms. .155 
The Widow and Her Garden.156 
Orchard Cultivation.15(3 
Mangold Kraut or Swiss 
Chard.156 

“Spirit of the Horticultural 
Press”.157 

Burn up the Rubbish.157 
Hogs in the Apple Orchard.157 
Culture of Lettuce.158 
Culture of Cabbage.158 
Manuring Newly Set Trees.158 
Sure Remedy for Onion Mag¬ 
got.158 

To” Raise Melons.158 . 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 18. 

A friend writes me, that “ notwithstanding the 

wet weather, his garden looks well,” and he adds 

that for the future he will always trench his land in 

the fall. There can be no doubt of the advantage of 

fall plowing or trenching, if for no other reason than 

forwarding work in the spring. Had I not plowed 

so much last fall, it would have been impossible for 

me to have got in my crops this spring without extra 

force. As it is, I am pretty forward with my work 

far this neighborhood! We are by no means first- 

class farmers. On the east side of the river they are 

generally at least two weeks ahead of us in their 

work. 

But as compared with last spring, what a pleasant 

season we have had. It gives me a cold shiver to 

read over my diary, but the sensation is not wholly 

unpleasant. It is like sitting by a warm fire and 

looking out on the storm. Just listen to my fore¬ 

man’s record of May, last year: 

May 1. Sunday. Quite cool, but fine. 

2. Warm morning. Plowing pea land and 
picking stones. 

3. Raining all day, with some snow. Three 
teams at city for brick and plaster. 

4. Rain in the morning. Teams at city for 
lumber and plaster. 

5. Warm. Plowing pea land. 

6. Warm. Plowing for peas and barley. 

7. Raining all night. Plowing barley land, 
with two teams, and sowing bone-dust, 
plaster and guano. 

8. Sunday. Warm and showery. 

9. Warm, with slight showers. Plowing bar¬ 
ley and pea land, and sowing plaster and 
guano and peas. Harrowing peas. 

10. Raining all day and very cold. Raising 
barn. 

11. Snowy morning and very cold all day. One 
team at city. Making fence, &c. 

12. Very cold snow. Two teams at city. 

13. Cool morning. Began to rain at five P. M. 
Two teams at city for draining tiles. 
Sowing peas. 

May 14. Raining very hard all night and day. 
15. Sunday. Cool, but fine. 

16. Fine. Two teams at city for tiles. 

17. Heavy shower at noon. Three teams at 
city for tiles. 

18. Fine. Sowing and harrowing peas. 

19. Fine and warm. Sowing guano and bar¬ 
ley. Harrowing barley. 

20. Fine. Sowing barley. 

21. Fine. Harrowing barley and plowing oat 
land. 

22. Sunday. Very fine. 

23. Very warm. Plowing oat land with four 
teams. 

24,25,26. Plowing oat land. Digging drains. 

27. Sowing oats and harrowing. 

28. Rolling oats. 

29. Sunday. Warm and moist. 

30 & 31. Plowing corn land. Digging drains. 

There is a record for you! My oats and barley 

barely in by the first of June. Corn land not 

plowed, and no potatoes planted. 

Now (May 23,) some of my potatoes in the field 

are up; barley, oats and peas completely cover the 

ground, and I commenced planting corn yesterday 

and hope to have thirty acres finished in three or 

four more days. 

I am planting it with one of Whiteside, Barnett 

& Co.’8 Corn and Bean Planters, The Deacon shook 

his head when I told him that I intended to use a 

machine for planting. Corn, he said, well put in 

with a hoe, is equal to half a hoeing. No doubt he 

is right. But the difficulty is, to get it well put in. 

I am sure that the machine cannot plant it worse 

than my corn was planted by hand last year. At 

all events, it will plant beans to perfection. 

“How about the Potato Planter.” Weill have 

planted my potatoes with it, but how they will come 

up remains to be seen. I have plenty of cabbage 

plants, and if there are any vacancies, will fill them 

with cabbages. But I think the machine will drop 

the potatoes quite as regularly, as the work is ordi¬ 

narily performed, and it certainly saves a great deal 
of labor, and that at a time when farm work is most 
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pressing. All that you have to do is to plow and har¬ 

row the land. No marking is needed, as the machine 

makes its own marks and can he kept perfectly 

straight. You have no furrows to make, no potatoes 

to cut or drop, and no rows to cover. The machine 

makes the furrow, cuts and drops the potatoes, cov¬ 

ers them up and rolls the land. It will plant six 

acres in a day, or eight if you have everything ready 

and wish to do as much as possible. 

’‘But how can it cut the potatoes ?” Of course 

the machine cannot see where the eyes are. It cuts 

the sets a given size without regard to where the 

eyes are. It is a fact, however, that it generally cuts 

them quite judiciously 1 Occasionally there will be 

one which you would not have cut as the machine 

cuts it. The great point is to have the potatoes as 

near one size as possible, and the rounder they are the 

better the machine cuts them. Mr. True, the in¬ 

ventor, came up here to show me how to operate the 

machine. He is a farmers’ son, and has spent sev¬ 

eral years on his father’s farm, in bringing the ma¬ 

chine to its present state of perfection. I was much 

pleased with his unassuming manners. He did not 

attempt to persuade me that the machine would ac¬ 

complish impossibilities. He frankly admitted, when 

he saw my Fluke and Prince Albert potatoes, that 

it would not plant them with the regularity desired, 

on account of their long, thin shape. In Maine, he 

said, they raised, principally, the Jackson White, and 

another variety, the name of which I have forgotton, 

both of which are nearly round, with the eyes evenly 

distributed over the potato, so that if the machine 

is set to cut them in two or even in three pieces, you 

would be pretty sure to get a sufficient number of 

eyes. But with a long, thin potato, the machine, 

as at present made, will not work to advantage. I 

have planted the peach-blows, which are nearly 

round, and if they are properly sized, the machine 

will plant them, I think, with great regularity. I 

do not mean of course, that all the potatoes you plant 

must be of the same size, but merely that all that 

are put in the hopper at a given time, must be as 

near the same size as possible. The machine can be 

set to plant any size desired, but it will not plant a 

large potato and a small one at the same time. 

It is a great point gained when one becomes thor¬ 

oughly convinced that weeds can be fettled. It seems 

strange that any one should doubt it, and yet there 

is a latent conviction in the minds of many, that they 

spring up spontaneously out of the soil, and that it is 

vain to hope to destroy them. Last spring when, as 

the phrase is, I commenced to “ make my garden,” 

Dutch George, who had been on the place for sev¬ 

eral years, asked me: 

“ Do you expect to raise anything here T* 

“ Certainly, ” I said “ why not ?” 

“ Why, because the weeds will smother every¬ 

thing. We’ave tried it.” 

“But I will kill them.” 

“You can’t do it. We’ave tried.” 

“I will sow and plant everything in rows and hoe 

thoroughly, and we will see if the weeds cannot be 

kept down.” 

He laughed outright. Till then he evidently 

thought that I intended to kill them in some new 

way, and he was much amused at my verdancy in 

thinking that they could be killed with the hoe. 

“You can’t doit,” he said. “We’ave tried. The 

more you hoe the more they grow.” 

Well, I confess, that I had a tough job. The weeds 

came up by the million, but I set the Dutch wo¬ 

men to work, and kept them hoeing as long as the 

weeds showed themselves. The dry weather was 

favorable, and every hoeing told immensely. By fall 

not a sign of a weed was to be seen. I then plowed 

it, and this spring it was as mellow and clean as could 

be desired. True there are some weeds this spring, but 

all who saw the land last spring, admit that the hoe 

has triumphed gloriously. On the other side of the 

house there was a piece of land which I offered my 

foreman for a garden. It was beautifully located, and 

nice warm soil, but he refused to take it, because it 

was so full of weed seeds that nothing could grow I 

I planted it to beans and hoed them thoroughly. 

Had a good crop, and this spring the land is as clean 

as any I am acquainted with. Were I a poet I 

would sing the praises of the hoe. I like to have it 

as sharp as a razor. I file mine every time it becomes 

a little dull. It is astonishing how much easier it 

cuts off the weeds. It is a pleasure to use a sharp 

hoe, and farmers should see to it that their sons—to 

say nothing of the other sex—have good sharp hoes. 

Create in them a taste for hoeing and killing weeds. 

It will do as much as any one thing to make good 

farmers of them. Another thing; Let the handle 

be make smooth with sand paper and then oil it. 

Linseed oil is best, but any kind of oil or grease will 

be better than nothing. 

What is the best way to kill this quack, I asked a 

farmer the other day. “Well,” said he, “buckwheat 

will kill it sure, and they say peach-blow potatoes 

will.” 

A good heavy crop of almost anything will check the 

weeds. But depend upon it he is a poor farmer who is 

always looking for some crop that will destroy weeds. 

Weeds are sent to compel lazy people to work their 

land. Good plowing, cultivating, hoeing, &c., are 

needed to make the land mellow, and to prepare it 

for the seed and the roots of plants; but who would 

do this if there were no weeds to destroy ? Did you 

ever have a patch of land that you wished to rake 

over just as the weeds were starting ? You can kill 
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more weeds in this way in an hour than in half a 

day after they have grown larger. But the agricul¬ 

tural mind does not take in the idea readily. Set a 

man at it and he thinks it is a waste of labor, and 

will work with little spirit. But tell him to 60W on 

some superphosphate, and rake it in thoroughly, and 

he will work with a will. Of course you must not tell 

him that your object is not to cover up the super¬ 

phosphate, but to kill the weeds! 

It is always better to yield to the prejudices of 

farm men—and they are awfuUy prejudiced—when 

you can accomplish your object without letting them 

know that they are doing in their own way just 

what you want done. I rather like a man who is 

thoroughly conservative. He generally has other 

qualities associated with it that more than make up 

for any excess of old fogyism. I have always rath¬ 

er admired the old tenant farmers of Sir Robert Peel. 

When iron plows were first introduced, Sir Robert 

wished his tenants to try them. They complied, but 

of course made up their minds that they were useless. 

But what could they say against them. That they 

worked well could not be denied, but, “we be all 

agreed, Sir Robert/' they said, “ that they produce 

weeds /” 

I was talking to Mr. Rathbone, of Genesee Coun¬ 

ty, to day, about his dwarf pears. He has a large 

orchard and the trees are doing finely. He talked 

about my theory of the blight. lou know I think 

that it is caused by a fungus produced from old roots 

and other woody matter in the soil. I did not ask 

him what he thought of this theory of the disease, 

but was pleased to hear him say that he was very 

careful to gather up the wood cut off in pruning. 

He had noticed one or two partial cases of blight, 

and said he had been careful to cut off the blighted 

portions, down into the sound wood, and burn them. 

So far so good, but I would give up all attempts to 

save a tree anyway affected. I would dig it up root 

and branch and burn it, and I would not set out an¬ 

other tree in its place, for a year or two at least—cer¬ 

tainly not till I had fully satisfied myself that there 

was no old roots left in the soil, and especially none 

affected with the white spawn of the fungus. Better 

have a few vacancies, bad as they look, than to run 

any risk of spreading the disease. 

There will be a great crop of cherries this season, 

if the 'curculio does not take more than half of them. 

I never saw the trees so loaded. If people would 

only take a little pains to gather up and destroy the 

fallen fruit, which contains the larvae of the insect, we 

should soon lessen the number of this pest; and the 

same is true of the plum, apricot, &c. It will not 

save this year’s crop, but will lessen the number of 

the insects next year. The reason why we are so 
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unsuccessful in fighting insects, is, that we do not 

commence early enough. They multiply so enor¬ 

mously that the destruction of a female or of a nest 

of eggs is equivalent to destroying a million a year 

or two hence. We have been trying to save our cur¬ 

rants from the caterpillars. By examining the bush¬ 

es the middle of May the flies can easily be killed, 

and under the leaves will be found eggs in abundance, 

which can be readily crushed. This is not unpleas¬ 

ant work, but to kill the caterpillars themselves af¬ 

ter they have grown to some size, is a different op¬ 

eration. We found one leaf with 135 eggs on it, and 

there were many leaves On the same bush with from 

60 to 100 eggs on them. They are killed in a mo' 

ment, but let them hatch and it is not an easy mat¬ 

ter to kill them in any way yet discovered. There 

will be a second brood of these insects in a few weeks 

and they must not be neglected. We can raise just 

as good currants as ever, but we must look to the 

insects, and attend to the matter in time. 

My onions are looking splendidly. I got the seed 

from Mr. Gregory, and it was evidently of first qual¬ 

ity. Last year I failed entirely, owing in part to poor 

seed and not sowing early enough. I presume this 

year the price of onions will be low ; and it is a crop 

that cannot be kept over. If there is no demand for 

them they can be fed out to cattle. They are exceed¬ 

ingly fond of them. But of course they must not be 

fed to milch cows, or even to cattle that are shortly 

to be killed for beef. The onions will communicate 

their flavor to the beef. With working oxen and 

young cattle this objection does not hold. Onions are 

quite nutritious, and the avidity with which cattle 

eat them, indicates that they are good for them. 

One of the best agricultural authorities in this 

country—and I know no better in any country— 

writes : “I read your remarks on the rearing and 

fattening of Merino sheep with much pleasure. They 

deserve general attention. Mr. Johnston does well 

fattening what he calls Merino sheep, because he 

buys them at mature age at a low price. By the 

way, I do not suppose many, if any, of them are full 

blood Merino. Those which I saw at his farm a few 

vears since were evidently of mixed blood, though the 

Merino generally predominated. But in a test of 

breeds we must base everything on the first starting 

of the animals. Somebody must breed and rear 

them, and the question with which the public is con¬ 

cerned, is the relative cost and profit of the animals 

in their lifetime. It is surprising that this should be 

so frequently overlooked.” 

The sheep Mr. Johnston fattened were not full* 

blood Merinos. They were the common fine wooled 

sheep of the country, such sheep as in five cases out 

of six, would be found on ordinary farms in this sec- 
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tion. Mr. J. says, he cannot fatten the “American” 

Merinos that exhale “gas tar.” 

As our friend says, the question of the relative 

profit of different breeds must be determined, not 

merely while they are fattening, but for the whole 

period of their existence. It is of course important 

to know which are the most profitable sheep to fat¬ 

ten, but it is of still greater importance to know 

which is the most profitable breed for the farmer to 

raise and to keep till sold to the butcher. This is a 

question which should be fully discussed by intelli¬ 

gent farmers in a candid and impartial manner. 

A farmer asked me to-day, as he was riding past, 

whether it was better to use tiles or stones for 

underdrains, and which was the cheapest. I think 

a stone drain can be made just as efficient as a tile 

drain, no better and no worse; and then in regard 

to the cost of making the drains with stones or tiles, 

I told him that it depended on the men he got to dig 

the drains. If he could get men that knew bow to 

dig narrow drains, no wider than is necessary for the 

tiles, using narrow spades and a scoop to clean out 

the bottom, a drain might be dug in less than half 

the time required to dig a drain wide enough to lay 

stones in. But if he got men who could not be per¬ 

suaded to dig a narrow drain, and who would persist 

in digging them j ust as wide for small tiles as for 

stones, he might just as well use stones if he had 

them near by on the land. 

One of my neighbors told me this morning (May 

29) that he wanted rain. Not he. All he wants is 

a well drained and well cultivated soil. The season 

is very favorable. Let us be thankful—and keep 

the cultivator going! 

The papers state that in Washington “laborers are 

plenty at one dollar a day.” Here we have to pay 

$1 50. The Railroad Company pays $1 37£ per day. 

Wages must come down. I heard a builder say to 

day, that he had never known so few buildings going 

up and so many masons out of employment in the 

city, as at the present time. I think men ought to 

be well paid for their work, but extravagant wages 

are injurious to all concerned. 

I see that the Legislature has passed a law for the 

protection of the Cheese Factories, to prevent the 

adulteration of milk. One of the provisions imposes 

a fine of $25 for not putting the “ strippings ” with 

the rest of the milk. They are much richer than 

the first drawn milk. I wish they would pass a 

law that every person employed to milk cows who 

neglected to strip them clean, should be publicly 

horse-whipt! You do not only lose the richest of the 

milk by their carelessness, but the cows soon dry up. 

A PORTABLE SWILL BARREL. 

We generally use a wheel barrow for this purpose 

from which the bottom boards are removed, and two 

pieces of iron run across and are bent down so as to 

form a place for the bottom of the barrel to rest on. 

The objection to it is that when the handles of the 

barrow are raised the barrel is not quite level. Still 

it answers the purpose. The American Agricultu 

rist describes one which is evenly balanced, on a pair 

of wheels, three feet in diameter, the spokes and 

fellies of which should be made of the best material 

in order to secure great strength and lightness. 

Dress out a stick of tough wood for an axletree, 

about two inches square, and make an axle-arm on 

each end of it to fit the wheels. The length of the 

main part of the axletree, between the wheels, should 

be about thirty inches. Make a square mortise 

through two opposite sides of the barrel, just large 

enough to receive the axletree. Let the work be 

done neatly, so as to secure a good fit, and calk the 

cracks with tow, or with the strands of a rope picked 

to pieces. Two straight sticks for thills, with a cross 

piece connecting the forward ends, are bolted to the 

axletree with small carriage bolts. The axletree 

should pass through the barrel, a little below the 

bilge, provided the wheels are high enough to swing 

it clear from* the ground. 

The advantages of such a portable swill barrel will 

be readily appreciated by every one who desires to 

keep the offensive odor, which always arises from the 

piggery, at a distance from the dwelling house. The 

barrel, wheeled to the door of the kitchen, may re¬ 

ceive the swill, and can then be trundled back to the 

piggery. Thus we dispense with all the disagree¬ 

able handling and spilling of swill, unavoidable when 

a swill barrel is stationary and the swill is carried in 

pails from the kitchen to the sty. Another very im¬ 

portant consideration is, that if an inclined plane be 

made for the wheels to run upon, the contents of the 

barrel may be poured directly into another barrel, 

or into the feeding trough, by simply elevating the 

shafts so as to turn the barrel over backwards. A 

barrel may be supported on wheels in this manner, 

for the purpose of carrying water to stock of any 

kind, or for any other purpose where it is usual to 

cary water, liquid manure, etc., in pails. A lid should 

fit the top of the barrel closely, to keep the liquid 

from slopping oyer. 
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SWINE—CHARACTERISTICS OF BREEDS, &C. 

We are indebted to Sanford Howard, Esq., Secre¬ 

tary of the Michigan Agricultural College, for advance 

sheets of a treatise on Swine—Characteristics of 

Breeds, &c., prepared by him for his forthcoming Re¬ 

port. There are few men so well qualified to do such 

a subject justice as Mr. Howard, and our readers will 

be interested in a summary of his remarks: 

The Hog is not a native of America, but in the un¬ 

cultivated parts of Europe, Asia and Africa, the wild 

hog has existed from time immemorial. The domes¬ 

tic hog is unquestionably derived from the wild 

species. The subjugated animal, however, differs 

greatly in disposition and instincts from his untamed 

ancestors. The common hog is as dependent as most 

other domestic animals. In his natural state, on the 

contrary, he is sagacious, bold and independent. 

When of mature age. and in full possession of all 

his faculties, he acknowledges no superior, and will 

not turn from his path for the proudest beast of the 

forest. Even the tiger and lion have found them¬ 

selves unable to withstand his furious charge, and 

have been laid in the. dust never to rise again by 

wounds from his formidable tusks. But the domes¬ 

tic hog soon regains many of the primitive habits of 

the race, when allowed his liberty in situations where 

he can supply himself with food. The semi-wild 

character of the “ woods hog ” of our Southern and 

Western States, shows this. 

The swine of the United States have been derived 

chiefly from Great Britian, though occasional im¬ 

portations have been made from other countries. 

The British stock of the present day consists of 

various mixtures of aboriginal races of that country 

with various Asiatic stocks—chiefly Chinese and 

Siamese. The original English hog was a large 

coarse unthrifty animal, with a long, broad snout, 

large, flapping ears, low in the shoulders, long in the 

back, flat-sided, long in the limbs and large boned, 

with a thick hide covered with coarse bristles. The 

Chinese hog, which has proved so useful in correct¬ 

ing the defects of the old English breed, is small 

boned with a remarkable disposition to lay on fat. 

The fat, however, is of too oily a character. The 

improvement which has been effected by means of 

the Chinese race, has resulted in the first place from 

lessening the bone and increasing the aptitude to 

fatten of the stocks with Vliich they have been 

crossed, and afterwards selected from the cross-bred 

stock such specimens as possessed the requisite 

points as to symmetry. 

The general wants of the community in relation, 

to pork, can be supplied by two classes of hogs, one 

for supplying the market with meat to be eaten 

fresh, and for bacon ; the other for making pork for 

barreling. 

Among the most popular breeds of swine for the 

production of dean pork, Mr. Howard names the fol¬ 

lowing : 

The Improved Suffolk. 

The L arge Yorkshire. 

The Lincolnshire! 

The Leicestershire. 

The Byfield, or Newbury White. 

The Mack ay. 

The Bedford, or Woburn. 

The Chester County, or Chester White. 

The Improved Suffolk is one of the most highly 

esteemed and valuable breeds, but its reputation 

has suffered from the indifferent and worthless ani¬ 

mals that were scattered over the country a few 

years since by speculators. 

He has heard objections made to the Suffolks be¬ 

cause they are not large enough, but Mr. H. truly 

remarkes: “There is no difficulty in obtaining spec¬ 

imens of this breed that will reach the weight of 350 

to 400 pounds, dressed, at twelve to eighteen months 

old. If fairly fed, they will always be in a condition 

to kill from the time they are a month old.” 

The Large Yorkshire, is a breed of the largest 

class—specimens frequently reaching the weight of 

600 to 700 pounds and sometimes 800 pounds or more 

dressed, at two to three years old. Notwithstanding 

this enormous size, they are not a coarse annual. 

Their color is invariably white. 

The Lincolnshire is also a large breed, and was 

formerly quite celebrated. An intermixture with the 

Chinese has produced a smaller breed that matures 

earlier. Both the large and the small Lincolnshires 

have been introduced into this country, but are not 

now kept as a distinct breed. The former, Mr. H 

states, is said to have been one of the parent stocks 

of the Chester-White. 

The Leicestershire was for a time one of the most, 

popular breeds in England. It was derived: from 

the stock of the celebrated breeder, Robert BakewelL 

It was white, of large size, and doubtless did much 

towards the improvement of the large varieties of 

Britain, generally. They were, several years ago> 

well known and quite popular in this country ; biit 

the stock has degenerated, and is hardly to be found 

at the present day, possessing its original character¬ 

istics. • 

The Byfield, or Newbury-White breed, isof Amer 

ican origin. It first attracted attention upwards of 

60 years ago. It is believed to have derived its val¬ 

uable qualities either from the African' or- Chinese 

pig. No vestige of the breed is-now to be found, 

though it is still common to see advertisements of 

pigs represented to be of this breed ! 

The Mackay breed is also of American origin. 

The late Captain John Mackay of Boston, had a farm 
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at Weston, Mass., on which he collected many hogs 

from different parts of the world. These various 

breeds were bred together, and the Mackay breed 

was the result. The breed, however, on account of 

its diversified origin,Snever became sufficiently es 

tablished, to be a distinct breed, and it is now extinct- 

The Bedford, or Woburn breed, originated on the 

state of the Duke of Bedford, at Woburn. It was 

*)r some time one of the most valuable varieties 

cnown. Various importations of this breed have 

*een made into this country. The first were sent as 

^ present to General Washington by the Duke of 

Bedford in 1792. Some of the decendants of this 

importation were introduced into Massachusetts by 

Col. Timothy Pickering, who was then Secretary of 

State under a portion of Washington’s administra¬ 

tion, and who then and afterwards manifested great 

interest in agricultural affairs. The breed was ex¬ 

tensively propagated in Massachusetts for many 

years, and as hogs of medium size, and especially 

for slaughtering at six to eight months old, they 

have never been surpassed. Nothing like a full- 

blood of the breed has been seen for twenty years or 

more. Diluted strains of the blood lingered later 

In what was called the “ Hospital Breed, kept at 

the hospital for the insane, Worcester, Mass., but it 

would be difficult to recognize a trace of it at the 

present time. 

The Chester County, or Chester White, take their 

name from Chester County Pennsylvania. Mr. H. 

says : 
“ Their origin is said to have been, in part, some 

large English hogs, much resembling the large Lin¬ 

colnshire before described. They had consider¬ 

able local reputation twenty or thirty years ago. 

Many persons, however, in Pennsylvania, who had 

kept them, resorted to crosses, more or less, with the 

Suffolk and similar breeds, several years since, for 

the purpose of correcting what was regarded as too 

much coarseness in the Chester stock. Of late, the 

Chesters have been much sought after b}- persons 

whose swine, from various causes, have become too 

Bmall. The Chester County hog, as the writer first 

saw it in Pennsylvania, many years ago, may be des- 

r cribed as of a white color ; of comparatively large 

. size ; the head rather large ; the nose or snout thick, 

but not long for the size of the animal; the ears 

large, thick, and flapping ; the body rather long and 

tolerably round; the back generally hollowing, fre 

. quently with a considerable settle immediately behinc 

the shoulders; the legs generally large in proportion 

to the size of the body, and in fat animals frequently 

giving way so much as to bring the pastern joints 

fully to the ground ; the skin rather thick, and cov¬ 

ered with long, wavy bristles. 
Many of the hogs which under the name of Ches- 

ter-County, or Chester-White have been sent over 

the country of late years, differ from the above des¬ 

cription in having upright and somewhat thin ears, 

less bristles, and less coarseness of bone—all indica¬ 

ting a cross with some finer stock.” 

The above breeds, as before stated, are those most 

popular for the production of clear park. Many fam¬ 

ilies, who put up pork for their own use, do not de¬ 

sire such clear fat; a carcase comprising more lean 

—fine grained, tender and j uicy—could be used with 

less waste, and would at the same time be more ac¬ 

ceptable to the palate. Besides, in our cities and 

large towns, a great quantity of pork is consumed in 

its fresh state. To be best adapted to this purpose, 

swine should be small boned, only moderately fat, 

but plump and meaty, the flesh fine grained, and of 

the best quality as to flavor. Of breeds that are 

best adapted to these purposes, and for making ba¬ 

con, Mr. Howard mentions the following : 

The Neapolitan, 

The Improved Essex, 

The Berkshire, 

The Hampshire. 

The Neapolitan is the most celebrated of the Ital¬ 

ian breeds—all of them of remarkable excellence, 

and descended according to Martin, from breeds es¬ 

tablished before Rome fell. Some of the most es¬ 

teemed English breeds have derived their excellence 

from the Neapolitan. They have been introduced 

into this country, but are not sufficiently hardy to 

bear the exposure that swine ordinarily endure in 

this climate. They are a small, black breed, almost 

destitute of bristles, short in the snout, small in the 

bone, with sharp, erect, ears, and wfitli a remarkable 

aptitude to fatten. Their value consists in impart¬ 

ing these qualities to harder breeds. 

The Improved Essex is one of the most valuable 

breeds now known. It derives its excellence from 

the Neapolitan, and like it is of a black color, with 

more size, firmer symmetry, and much better consti¬ 

tution’. It has carried off more prizes at the Smith- 

field show than any other breed. 

The Improved Berkshire, according to Youatt, and 

other authorities, the result of judicious crossing of 

the large old fashioned Berksliires with Siamese, 

Chinese and Neapolitan. It was introduced into 

this country about 1840, and was for awhile very 

popular. Many of our people have reason to re¬ 

member the “ Berkshire fever”—some from the mon¬ 

ey they made, and others from the money they lost 

by it. During the excitement alluded to, the breed 

was represented by speculators as far more valuable 

than any other, and specimens were sold at enormous 

prices. But their popularity soon declined, and 

from the hight to which they had been raised they 

went down to the opposite extreme in general esti¬ 

mation. The causes of this reversion of public 
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opinion were various. One, and not tlie least im¬ 

portant, was the exaggerated representations of their 

merits, made by interested parties. People found 

that they did not come up to the standard which en¬ 

thusiasts or sharpers had made, and being disap¬ 

pointed in this, refused to see or acknowledge the 

true value which actually belonged to the breed. 

Another cause of their decline was the character of 

their meat. The Berkshire is, in all its phases, a 

lean-meated hog. Hence the pork is not so well 

adapted to barreling as that of some other breeds. 

It is, as before stated, clear, unmixed fat, that the 

packers want. 

But it may be supposed that the meat was well 

adapted to the fresh-meat market, and to making 

into bacon. This was the case to a certain extent. 

Some of the Berkshires were well suited to these 

purposes. The breed, however, varied greatly in 

character, according as the old Berkshires, or the 

breeds with which they had been crossed, predomi¬ 

nated. The large, lop-eared ones, which sometimes 

weighed 600 pounds, or upwards, each, dressed, were 

often coarse-fleshed, and not liked on that account. 

The very smallest, partaking most of the Siamese 

character, lacked constitution, and were not prolific ; 

but their flesh was fine grained and good. The me¬ 

dium sized ones, weighing about 800 pounds, dressed 

at twelve to eighteen months old, were in every re¬ 

spect useful hogs, except for the production of dear 

pork. 

The Hampshire is sometimes confounded with the 

Berkshire, but its body is longer and its sides flatter. 

The color is usually dark spotted, but is sometimes 

black, and sometimes white. The modern breed is 

composed of the large old Hampshire race, with the 

Essex, Chinese, and Neapolitan. 

In concluding his paper, Mr. Howard justly re¬ 

marks, that with selection of swine, as well as cattle 

and other animals, regard should be had to the con¬ 

ditions or circumstances in which they are to be 

placed. All of the improved breeds, so called, though 

possessing various merits in reference to certain pur¬ 

poses, are less fitted to make a living for themselves 

than animals less advanced from the original type. 

The quiet disposition and tendency to fatten, for 

which some breeds are justly valued, must give 

place in the “woods hog,” or one destined to live by 

its own unassisted energies, to a habit of activity 

and a tendency to muscular fibre. Instead of the 

thin skin and scanty bristles of the refined varieties, 

the hog which is left to provide for himself, must be 

clad in a manner to protect him from the weather 

and shield him against the attacks of his enemies. 

Even in common farm management, the thinness of 

skin and absence of bristles may be carried too far. 

These traits, though indicative of aptitude to fatten, 

impair the constitution, when they exist in an ex¬ 

treme degree, and render the animal unfitted for 

ordinary exposure. 

THE HEXHAM FARMERS’ CLUB. 

The readers ot the Genesee Farmer have fre¬ 

quently seen extracts from the reports of the Hex¬ 

ham Farmers’ Club, in Northumberland. From no 

other discussions in Great Britain do we derive more 

information on agricultural matters. It seems from 

a recent article in the Irish Farmers' Gazette, that 

this club was started nineteen years ago, by Mr. 

John Grey, a land owner and active agriculturist in 

the district. “ At present,” says the Gazette, “ there 

are 221 members, and the club library contains 

about 500 volumes. The subscription is only os. per 

annum, which is sufficient, as the club does not hold 

shows or plowing matches, leaving those matters to 

a society wTiich embraces a wider district in its 

operations. Some trials of reaping machines, &c., 

have been made by the club, but its members con¬ 

fine themselves chiefly to the discussion of useful 

subjects bearing upon agriculture. The meetings 

are held monthly, from October until April, and for 

several years the annual addresses delivered by Mr. 

Grey have been received with great interest, not 

only by the agricultural, but also by the political 

journals, owing to the amount of sound teaching 

conveyed by him on those occasions relative to mat 

ters in which society at large, as well as agricultur¬ 

ists, are interested. That the club has been of 

much service in promoting agricultural improve¬ 

ment is well known, and its success should incite 

others to form similar associations throughout the 

country. The celebrity of the Hexham Club may 

not, indeed, be attained; but, nevertheless, much 

good might undoubtedly be done in a quiet way.*' 

Why cannot such a club be formed in Rochester? 

Artificial Comb for Bees.—A Swiss invention 

has been introduced into this country, to aid bees in 

the formation of their comb. Narrow sheets of wax 

are imprinted by machinery, so as exactly to repre¬ 

sent the dividing wall of comb between the cells. 

These stripes are attached to the top of the empty 

hive, before the new swarm is put in, thus enabling 

the bees to go immediately to work, and also in 

guiding them in making the sheets of comb in the 

proper direction. 

Manure.—The American Agriculturist says:— 

“Manure is like money. No farmer ever has too 

much of it who appreciates in what his wealth lies.” 

And it may also be added that like money, the more 

a man has the easier it is to get more. 
- -- 

It is said that sugar beets cut into thin slices are 

excellent food for young calves, and that they eat 

them with avidity, requiring less milk and keeping 

sleek and fat. 
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ROOT CROPS, 

The turnip is tlie great “ root crop ” of England. 

It owes its great value in tliat country to several 

causes, among which may be mentioned: 1st. e 

opportunity the crop affords for cleaning the land, 

both before and after the seed is sown. It is justly 

termed “ a fallow crop.” The land is usually plowed 

two or three times before seeding, with repeated 

harrowings, rolling, &c., till the soil is as clean and 

mellow as a garden. Then the seed is drilled on 

ridges from two to two and a half feet apart, and 

the scuffle or horse hoe constantly used between the 

rows. The plants are thinned out with a hoe about 

a foot apart, and the crop is generally gone over with 

the hoe once afterwards, to single out any plants 

the formation of bulbs. We have also another ad¬ 
vantage : It is not necessary to sow the seed as early 

as in England, and this affords a better opportunity 

for cleaning the land. So far as the growth of the 

crop is concerned, therefore, the advantages are 

pretty nearly balanced. The only decided advan¬ 

tage which the English turnip grower has over us, 

is In being able to consume the turnips on the land, 

by sheep. When the turnips are drawn off the land 

for fattening beasts in the yard, as is the case on the 

heavier class of soils, the American farmer can raise 

turnips to nearly as great advantage as the Britain 

farmer. 

These considerations lead us to this conclusion. 

We should aim to raise roots which, other things 

that may have been left doable, and to kill a y 

chance weeds. A properly managed turnip field 

thoroughly cleaned as the best summer fallow con d 
make it. 2d, A larger amount of nutriment can be 

obtained per acre, tlian from any grass or gram crop 

And .tins immense quantity of succulent food enable. 

the farmer to keep a stock of cattle and sheep n 

Winter, fully as larger daring the summer, and to 

turn them out fat at a season when meat brings the 

highest price. 3d. The moist summer climate ot 

England, is favorable to the growth of the crop, 

while the moderate weather in winter, permits the 

crops to be consumed on the land where it is grown, 

^It wfilbe readily seen, in that respect, ourcircnm- 

etances differ from those above alluded to. Our ry 

summers are not as favorable to the growth of the 

crop as the cooler and moister weather of Eng a 

and Ireland. Baton the other hand, we usually 

have, in this section, a long autumn, which favors 

being equal, contain the most nutriment in a given 

fyulk 

Saying nothing about carrots which are seldom 

cultivated as an ordinary farm crop, mangold wur- 

zel contain about double the amount of nutriment 

as common white turnips, and are on many accounts 

the most profitable root crop for American farmers 

to raise. They are less affected by dry weather; will 

keep longer and do not impart that unpleasant taste 

to milk which is one drawback to the use of turnips 

for milch cows. And, as we have before said, one 

bushel of mangolds contain as much real food as 

two bushels of white turnips, and consequently we 

gave half the expense of handling and storing the 

Cr°We say nothing about the extra amount of food 

which can he obtained from an acre of mangolds, as 

compared with turnips, for to obtain this amount we 

need richer land, and the crop must he sown earlier. 

But there can he no doubt that on good, rich, strong 
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land, at least three times the amount of food can be 

obtained from an acre of mangolds, as from the best 

kind of white turnips. 

The Swedish Turnip, or as it is usually called in 

this country, the ruta baga, contains the largest 

amount of nutriment of any of the turnip family, 

and the remarks which we have made in regard to 

mangold wurzel, will apply to this crop. We get the 

advantage of more nutriment in a given hulk, and 

save much of the expense of handling and storing. 

The common white turnip contains less nutriment 

than any other. We have known specimens that 

contain only 6 per cent, of dry substance, while ruta 

bagas contain from 10 to 12 per cent, and mangolds 

from 12 to 15 per cent. 

When turnips have to be stored for winter use, the 

expense of handling such varieties as the strap 

leaved turnip, will amount to three fourths the value 

of the crop. The English farmers can raise these 

varieties to advantage, because they can be consumed 

on the land. They require less care in cultivation 

than ruta bagas, and though so watery, a large 

amount of nutriment can be obtained on an acre. 

The aim of the American farmer, therefore, should 

be first mangold wurzel, next ruta bagas, and as a 

crop which can be sown late, and requires compara¬ 

tively little cultivation, the common white turnip. 

In saying, “comparatively little cultivation,” we 

would not be misunderstood. The great mistake 

wich is usually made in attempting to raise turnips 

is in not giving them good cultivation. Turnips 

must have good mellow land and clean, thorough cul¬ 

tivation. An English farmer usually expends about 

$50 per acre on his turnip crop. 

We think that as our system of agriculture ad- 

vances-as advance it must and will-more root crops 

will be grown. In his admirable address delivered 

before the N. Y. State Agricultural Society, at its 

last annual meeting, the retiring President, James O. 

Sheldon of Geneva, presented several statements of 

turnip crops raised in Canada, which prove that 

large crops can be raised in this climate. Mr. Shel¬ 

don, himself one of our most enterprising farmers 

and breeders, says: “ If I have any fixed determin¬ 

ation regarding my future course on the farm, it is 

to increase my root culture, and I intend to raise a 

sufficient quantity to allow each animal a moderate 

supply daily.” He finds them “ invaluable in rear¬ 

ing and feeding stock of all descriptions.” 

A Good Pig.—Samuel Williams, of Waterloo, 

N. Y., writes that a market gardener near that vil¬ 

lage killed an April pig in December that dressed 

376 lbs. He sold it for 17 cents per lb., or $63.92. 

Not a bad spring pig. 
-——wm i -.- 

The chopping or grinding of grain to be fed to 

stock operates as a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

THE “ GREAT IMPROVEMENT ” IN SHEEP. 

Tiie New Hampshire Journal of Agriculture 
quotes from an exchange various assertions as to 

th** wonderful “improvement” in Merino sheep 

claimed by some to have taken place within five, 

ten, fifteen or twenty years, and adds the following 
statements: 

Now this improvement begins about the time that 

the shrinkage in fine wool began to increase. Fif¬ 

teen or twenty years since the shrinkage in fine 

wool in New England was but 35 per cent., and it 

has been increasing every year since, until to day it 

is from 48 to 54 per cent, on selected, washed wool, 

and upon unwashed wool it is 72 per cent. Nc 

wonder that wool pays when dirt is sold for wool. 

But people are loth to believe that fine wool 

shrinks at this rate. We have an incident in point 

The owner of a flock of fine wooled sheep, came not 

long since to one of the heaviest manufacturers of 

wool in the parts, and wished to sell his clip of wool. 

The manufacturer said that its shrinkage was so 

great, that he did not wish to buy. “ But,” said the 

grower, “ my wool does not shrink a great deal.” 

“Well,” was the reply, “if your wool does not 

shrink in cleansing badly, I will take it. You may 

bring me five or ten fleeces as a sample, and I will 

look at it and buy the lot if it be as you say.” In a 

few days the grower came with five fleeces of wool. 

It was examined. “ Now,” says the manufacturer, 

“ your wool will shrink 50 per cent, in scouring.” 

“ No, that can’t be.” “ Well, I will scour it, and for 

every ounce it yields over 50 per cent. I wiU give 

you a gold dollar.” “Agreed,” said the grower, and 

the wool was scoured. “ Now,” said the manufac¬ 

turer, “you must take the wool home and dry it,for 

the shrinkage will be so much, that if it were dried 

here, you would think we had taken some of the 

wool out of the parcel! ” So the grower took the 

wool home to dry it and have it weighed! But he 

has not come back for his gold dollars ! 

In an answer to another assertion on the part of 

those who cultivate “ heavy fleeces,” we have tho 

following : 

No! the manufacturer will not pay a bounty of 

68 cents on oil, nor “ washed prices for wool wet in 

June and sheared in July.” He won’t buy it at all, 

and the clip of one, two and three years will remain 

on the farmer’s hands. “ That’s what’s the matter.” 

“A Vermont Farmer” is contributing a series of 

articles to the Brattleboro Record, on the sheep of 

that State, in which he ascribes the excellence of 

Vermont Merinos,—1. To their having had a better 

foundation to start from than any other State, in 

having more and better full-blood sheep to breed 

from ; and, 2. To there having been more and better 

practical breeders. “ And yet it does not-follow,” hes 
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goes on to say, “ that the greatest excellence has 

been attained, or that no errors have been commit¬ 

ted—no, nor even that the sheep that have been 

sold highest are really the best sheep. 

“ While some have bred mainly with a view to 

the growth of wool—and these would seem to be 

the most legitimate wool-growers—many others have 

bred wholly with a view to the sale of sheep, and in 

this they have succeeded. And yet this does not 

prove that the sheep so sold were the best that could 

have been raised, or the best that have been raised. 

They were good for the seller, perhaps the best, in 

view of the profit he has realized from them. But 

were they the best for the buyer ? If he can raise 

others from them and sell for similar prices they 

may be. But is this probable ? It certainly is not 

sure to be so. A peculiar concurrence of circum¬ 

stances has favored the sale of a peculiar kind of 

sheep. The manufacturers have either heedlessly 

or foolishly, purchased their wool in such a way as 
f 

to favor the growth of gum and grease rather than 

wool. They have made it profitable for the grower 

to raise fleece composed of one-quarter wool and 

three-quarters gum, grease and dirt, and thus they 

have made sheep that yielded fleeces of this kind 

the most saleable. This has laid the foundation for 

our great sheep sales. This has given rise to the 

great call for heavy fleeced sheep, without regard to 

the amount of cleansed wool to be obtained from 

them. 

“ But what if there should be a change of policy 

in this respect, on the part of the manufacturers? 

What if the buyers should adopt a common sense 

practice, and should discriminate in their purchases 

so as to pay for only what they want to buy ? What 

if they should buy in such a way as to make every 

fleece more or less valuable exactly in proportion to 

the amount of actual wool in it ? What would be 

the effect of that upon the selling and the breeding 

of sheep ? Why, then the man who should want to 

procure a superior ram for breeding purposes, in¬ 

stead of paying $1,000 or $5,000 for that whose 

fleece is made up of six pounds of wool and eighteen 

pounds of gum, grease and dirt, would sooner pay 

the same for one that yields seven pounds of wool, 

even if his whole fleece uncleansed should not weigh 

more than twelve or fourteen pounds, and even if it 

should not look so black as to make the sight of it 

dangerous to breeding ewes, lest it might cause 

them to have black lambs. Such sheep may then 

be preferred, even if they do not look any darker 

than it is natural for good full-blooded Merino sheep 

to be without any extra housing, pampering, or 

blackening over in any unnatural way whatever. 
* -sc- * * * * * 

“ It is true this state of things has not yet come, 

and that our sheep breeders who have gone in for 

gum rather than wool, have done the most cunning 

thing they could do as far as selling sheep is con¬ 

cerned. In this they have certainly been shrewd 

and successful. They have succeeded in raising 

sheep which, although perhaps of less value for any 

other purpose, have commanded higher prices than 

have ever been paid before. But there are strong 

indications that a different state of things is soon to 

take place. ‘If coming events cast their shadows 

before,’ then there is something indicated by the 

shadowy masses of heavy wool now lying unsold in 

the wool-rooms of many Vermont farmers. The 

clippings of several successive years are remaining 

unsold.—Country Gentleman. 
— — - we ♦ —i — ■ ■ - ■■ - 

A LAW FOR SCOUNDRELS AND BOYS, 

Ireneus, in the New York Observer, comments 

upon a law just passed by the New York Legislature, 

that “ any person who maliciously or wantonly in¬ 

jure any ornamental tree, shrub, or plant, whether 

situated on any private ground, or on any street, 

public place, public or private way or cemetery, shall 

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con¬ 

viction, shall, for each and every such offence, be 

punished by a fine not exceeding two hundred and 

fifty dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding six 

months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.” 

If this law was the law also of every State, it 

would gradually work a great and good reform. 

And I think it quite likely that by degrees it will be 

enacted in other States, until the advertising nuis¬ 

ance is abated, the land over. 

The first clause is also a very proper provision. 

There is a passion among vulgar curiosity hunters to 

carry off bits of marble from every monument they 

visit, and so dead are they to the meanness of the 

theft, that they never think that the piece they show 

is a monument of their own shame. They would 

crack off a corner of every marble in Westminster 

Abbey if they could do it without being detected* 

Some years ago one of these vandals wrote me a let¬ 

ter from Jerusalem describing the valuable curiosi¬ 

ties he had collected by chipping off fragments from 

this tomb and from that fountain, and he was greatly 

horrified when I denounced him as a robber, instead 

of congratulating him and the public on the interest¬ 

ing relics he was bringing home. 

One of these fellows, an English clergyman I be¬ 

lieve he was, went into the sepulchre of Whitefield 

under the pulpit in the venerable church at New- 

buryport, and not content with doing as I did—ta¬ 

king up the skull reverently in my hands and putting 

it back into its place—he stole one of the arm bones 

and carried it off to his native land, as a great curi¬ 

osity ! He gave it to a gentleman who had sufficient 

good taste to see the gross impropriety of the felony, 

and he sent it back to its companions where it now 
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lies. This habit, too common all the world over, de¬ 

serves to be classed among the misdemeanors and 
punished accordingly. 

And the second clause is equally important, more 

so in our country than in any other, because our 

people, especially young America, are more addicted 

to the work of destroying trees, shrubs, &c., than the 

inhabitants of most countries are. In France the 

people have the freest range through parks where 

the walks are lined with flowers, but no one thinks 

of touching them. They are placed there for the 

enjoyment of all, and no one will be so thoughtless 

or so base as to appropriate them to his own use. 

Here it is not so safe to have flowers where they can 

be reached. In Greenwood a lady is now and then 

fined five dollars for plucking a rose. In the Central 

Park it is not expected that visitors will cary flowers 

there, because the guardians wish to be able to know 

that every one with flowers has stolen them. Here¬ 

after the picking a flower may come under the for¬ 

bidden things in this law, and subject the culprit to 

a fine of $250, or a rest in jail of six months The 

same law applies to those little theives who slip 

within your gateway, or reach through the fence and 

despoil your shrubs and plants of their beauty. All 

this petty but very anoying theiving is now to be 

broken up, as soon as the people, young and not 

young, come to understand that there is a laic to 

punish it as it deserves. Heretofore the only reme¬ 

dy has been in an action for damages, but the dam¬ 

age is little compared with the real injury one suf¬ 

fers in feeling, when the trees or plants on which 

he had set his heart are ruthlessly pulled to pieces 

by passing strangers. It will take some time to get 

this good law into the minds of the million. The 

newspapers ought to publish it universally for the 

public benefit. But even then there will be many 

to whom it will not come. It would be well to post 

it as a notice on the highways, and let all men know 

that there is a law to protect even the bark of a tree 

on the roadside. 

When Rev. Sydney Smith went to live in a rural 

parish in Yorkshire, he says : “Each farmer kept a 

huge mastiff dog ranging at large, and ready to make 

his morning meal on clergy or laity, as best suited 

his particular taste. I never could approach a cot¬ 

tage in pursuit of my calling, but I rushed into the 

jaws of one of these shaggy monsters. I scolded, 

preached and prayed, without avail; so I determined 

to try what fear for their pockets might do.' Forth¬ 

with appeared in the county papers a minute account 

of a trial of a farmer, at the Northampton sessions, 

for keeping dogs unconfined, where said farmer was 

not only fined five pounds and reprimanded by the 

magistrates, but sentenced to three months’ im¬ 

prisonment. The effect was wonderful and the reign 

of Cerberus ceased in the land.” 

HORSES AT PASTURE. 

Every horse in the country ought, if possible, to 

have at least a few weeks’ run in the pasture. It 

will do for him what no kind of medicine or nursing 

can do as well. It will improve his hoofs, his hair 

and skin, his wind, his digestion, and blood, will 

take out stiffness and lameness, and put on flesh, and 

infuse new life generally. 

Before turning horses out, it is well to accustom 

them gradually to that kind of food, by cutting a 

little grass for them each day, or allowing them to 

“bait” for an hour or so daily in the back yard. And 

when let out, they should not have “flush” feed at 

first, as they will be likely to over-eat, and injure 

themselves, both in their looks and their wind. The 

best grass for a horse pasture is a mixture cf Timo¬ 

thy* Blue grass, and Red Top. Horses relish this 

feed better when it is moderately short. When they 

are to be turned out for any length of time, and not 

to be used much in the meantime, they should have 

on only a light pair of shoes. This will allow the 

hoofs to come in close contact with the soft earth, 

and will prevent contraction. Where horses cannot 

enjoy pasturage, they should have fresh cut grass as 

often as convenient, and should have their stall 

floors covered with tan bark, or better, have the 

planks taken up and clay floors laid.—American Ag¬ 
riculturist. 

A CANADIAN HARROW. 

Mr. Andrew Black, of Warkworth, Percy, C 

W., sends a sketch of a harrow to the Canada Far- 

mer, which he says works much easier than a com¬ 

mon harrow, does the work equally well, and covers 

more ground. It is especially useful on land only 

partially cleared of stumps. Mr. B. does not describe 

it, but the accompanying cut will give an idea of its 

construction He states that he intends to make a 

set of three harrows, to be drawn by three horses, 

and wide enough to harrow a whole land at once. 

Corn as Bean Poles :—A subsitute for bean poles 
is to plant two or three grains of Southern corn in 
each hill of beans, which, if necessary, may be tied 
together to support the bean vine more firmly. 

So says one of our contemporaries. Those who 

desire a good crop of beans, had better not resort to 

any such a substitution for poles. If the corn grows 

as high as is necessary, it would leave very little 

plant-food and moisture in the ground for the bpans. 
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FARMING ON TYNESIDE. 

A correspondent of tlie Irish Farmers' Gazette, 

wlio is writing a series of articles, headed “ Ram¬ 

bles by Road and by Rail,” in his last letter from 

Northumberland, in the north of England, gives an 

interesting account of some of the farms in that 

neighborhood, from which we make a few extracts: 

The courts, or “ curtains,” or “ hammells,” as the 

enclosures are termed in which cattle on Tyneside 

farms are chiefly kept, are usually open yards with 

a shed at one end. They vary in size, some holding 

three or four beasts, and others double the number. 

The turnip troughs run along the wall which divides 

one court from another, and a great improvement 

has been introduced on several farms on the Hospi¬ 

tal estate, by carrying the dividing wall to a greater 

hight, and then putting a roof over, so that the 

troughs on each side are covered. This is of much 

service to the cattle when feeding in wet weather, 

and the improvement is effected at very little extra 

cost. Boxes have also been introduced at some of 

the farm steadings, one fattening animal occupying 

each box. 

There is a very complete set of such boxes on the 

farm of Dilstonhaugh, of which Mr. Thomson-is the 

tenant. Two ranges face each other, the space be¬ 

tween being open above. The roofs, a single lean-to 

in each case, are supported in front on cast iron pil¬ 

lars, fitted with grooves for the reception of the 

planks which close up the front, and which are in¬ 

creased in number as the manure accumulates in the 

box. Each box is eight feet in width, and eleven 

feet from the front to the back wall. It is just as if 

a long cart-slied had been divided into sections of 

the size mentioned, and a single fattening heifer or 

bullock put in each. 

M.-. Thomson’s fattening beasts have got during 

the past season half a stone each of roughly ground 

wheat as a mid-day feed, with a morning and after¬ 

noon feed of sliced turnips. A week or two before 

going off to market, the fat beasts are allowed some 

cake, in order to improve their touch. Mr. Thomson 

has used wheat largely during the past season—not, 

indeed, his best wheat—and the effect has evidently 

been to increase the tallow considerably beyond the 

proportion it bore in previous years, when wheat 

was not used Mr. Thomson’s store beasts also get 

a daily feed composed of half wheat meal, roughly 

ground, and half light oats, with some turnips. We 

also found a considerable number of store beasts in 

a shedded yard at a distance from the steading, and 

those beasts had been wintered on straw, with an 

allowance of 3^ lbs. each of rape-cake daily, but no 

turnips. On this keep they are in capital condition, 

and quite ready to go ahead on the grass. The 

wheat given to the fattening sheep at Dilstonhaugh 

m 

lias not been ground, as no advantage was found 

when this was done. In the case of his farm horses, 

Mr. Thomson gives one feed daily of wheat meal 

mixed with a little bran, the other two daily feeds 

being made up of second oats. At first he cooked 

the wheat meal and bran before giving it to the 

horses, which answered very well, but it wa3 trouble¬ 

some ; consequently, he tried what effect merely 

damping the stuff with cold water would have, and 

this, too, was satisfactory, but latterly he has found 

it quite as satisfactory to give the feed in a dry state. 

His horses are in splendid condition; in fact, one 

may travel a long way ere he sees five pair of such 

horses turned out on one farm, both as to shapes and 

condition. 

Dilstonhaugh is a beautiful farm, and Mr. Thom¬ 

son evidently does it every justice. His fields have 

been considerably enlarged, with a view of intro¬ 

ducing steam plowing, for which we should think 

the farm well adapted. His neighbor, Mr. Lee, who 

occupies another large farm close to Dilston, is also 

a very skillful cultivator. In fact, so well is Mr. 

Lee known and esteemed as such, that he has always 

two or three young gentlemen residing with him as 

agricultural pupils — “ mud-students,” as they ar« 

termed in the north of England—and, perhaps, the 

best evidence of the care which Mr. Lee bestows 

upon his pupils will be found in the fact that Mr. 

Wrightson, who has recently been appointed profes¬ 

sor of agriculture at Cirencester, was trained by Mr. 

Lee, and had only left him a very short time be fora 

getting that highly honorable appointment. 

The farm horses in the district are generally of a 

compact, short legged, active description, not too 

heavy, but up to their work. Swing plows are 

chiefly used ; still, we did see a “ Howard ” here and 

there, and we should say that a deal of the land is 

well suited for the improved wheel-plow. In many 

cases we observed mere lads "working a pair of 

horses, the high wages paid to older hands rendering 

it necessary to put a lad somewdiat sooner between 

the stilts of a plow than was formerly the case. 

The ordinary wages paid to farm servants, single 

men, hired by the year and boarded1 in the farm¬ 

house, ranges from £20 to £20 per annum, ($100 to 

$130.) Married farm servants have on an average 

16s. a week, with cottage and small garden. They 

also receive annually 4 bushels of wheat, 60 stones 

of potatoes, and coals carted free. An addition of 

£1 is made to each man in harvest, or, in lieu of 

their dinner daily during that season. The married 

farm servant, or “ hind,” as he is termed, is bound 

to find a woman to work in the fields or barn 

throughout the year, for whose services lOd. a day 

in winter and Is. a day in summer is paid. Regular 

laborers at other work 14s. to 15s. per week during 
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winter, say four months, and 16s. to 17s. throughout 

the rest of the year. Occasional laborers get about 

Is. a week more than those who have constant em¬ 

ployment. Draining, &c., is set by task work, and, 

of course, everything depends on the ability of the 

workmen; but they usually earn from 16s. to 20s. 

per week. Irishmen form a considerable proportion 

of the occasional laborers, as well as those who take 

occasional jobs at draining, &c.; and although the 

departure from Ireland of so many able laborers 

may be regretted when the ample field which exists 

for them in their own country is taken into consid¬ 

eration, yet, as that home field is not open to them, 

and does not afford them in most cases anything be¬ 

yond temporary employment, they cannot be blamed 

when they seek out other openings for the exercise 

of their industry, such as those which the agricul¬ 

tural, as well as the mining and manufacturing, 

parts of England and Scotland present. 
- ■- - - 

THEORY OF LAND DRAINAGE. 

A plant, though spreading its roots to a certain 

distance all around it in the soil, is stationary, and 

must have its food brought to it. That is the first 

main fact on which the need depends for a current 

of water through the land. Water, a powerful sol¬ 

vent, brings substances out of the air which the 

plant requires as food, and these substances increase 

its powers as a solvent of other matters in the soil 

which the plant also needs as food. Moreover, water 

brings from the air materials of use in the soil in 

manufacturing food for the use of plants. On all 

these grounds, then, it is of importance that water 

should go through the soil after going through the 

air. It becomes laden with vegetable food by pass¬ 

ing through the air, and it becomes still more laden 

with vegetable food by passing through the soil, till, 

when traversing the soil, it passes stationary roots 

and enters them, and feeds the plants to which they 

belong. And there are special reasons why rain 

water should be induced to pass through the soil 

rather than lie stagnant on it. In the latter case it 

is not only useless to the plant, but it is directly 

mischievous. By evaporation it cools the surface, 

whereas by percolation through the land it carries 

the warmer temperature of the surface into the sub¬ 

soil ; and of what value this is to the growth of 

crops may be gathered from the experience of the 

last autumn, which has been so productive of growth 

in our pastures to so unusually late a season—not so 

much from the increased temperature of the air 

during November and December, which has been 

only about 2° or 3° above the average of the last 30 

years, as from the increased temperature of the soil 

and subsoil at one and two feet deep, which has been 

5o a*d 6o above the average of the past 13 years, 

during which observations have been made near 

London. And not only is it of importance that rain, 

by passing through the land, should carry the tem¬ 

perature of the surface, warmed by the direct rays 

of the sun, downwards, rather than, by evaporating 

from the surface, it should carry the heat away and 

cool the soil; but the percolation rather than the 

stagnation of the water is desirable, because in the one 

case air is made to permeate the land, in the other 

it is excluded. The chemical changes which air pro¬ 

duces on and in the soil are desirable, and result in 

the preparation of useful food for plants; while by 

its exclusion, substances of a poisonous nature, es¬ 

pecially where iron and vegetable matter exist to¬ 

gether in the soil, are formed.—Morton's (English) 

Farmer's Calendar. 

FOOT ROT IN SHEEP. 

A correspondent of the Genesee Farmer, writes 

to know how to cure foot rot in sheep. John John¬ 

ston, to whom we sent the inquiry, kindly replies as 

follows: 

“Foot rot in sheep can be thoroughly cured by 

thorough paring of all the hoof from the diseased 

part, and applying a salve made of pulverized blue 

vitriol mixed with lard, butter, or any other grease. 

If hot weather, a little tar added to the mixture is 

an improvement. Those sheep that are diseased 

must be separated from the sound at the first dress¬ 

ing, but the sound must have salve applied to their 

feet, else some of them will become lame in a short 

time. The diseased ones should be dressed over 

again in a few days, say three or four, every foot 

being closely examined. See that no part of the 

hoof has been left covering the sore. The sound 

ones should be dressed over again in about a week 

from the first dressing, or sooner if any are seen 

lame. About three dressings in that way will gen¬ 

erally effect a cure, if the paring lias been thorough. 

It requires thorough work to eradicate that disease, 

but I know from experience that it can be done in 

the way I state. But if the land is wet where they 

pasture, or land that retains water on or near the 

surface for days after it rains, it is very difficult to 

keep the sheep sound in the feet.” 

Mr. Johnston has had some experience in this 

matter, and we are glad to publish his method of 

curing this disease. Those who do not preserve the 

Farmer, should keep this article for future refer¬ 

ence. __ 

How to Lead Animals.—Cattle, it is said, of all 

descriptions, horses, calves and sheep, may be led by 

making a slipping noose and fastening it to the 

lower jaw, passing the rope (which must be small) 

around the neck and through the noose on the jaw. 

It is a very easy way of leading a sheep, one not 

obliged to go behind and “ push.” After once pull¬ 

ing, the sheep will follow right along with no trouble. 
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NOTES BY S. W. 

Mons. Decharrue, in a late publication, gives us 

the results of bis experiments, wbicb prove that the 

production of ammonia is completed in a porous soil 

from atmospheric air and water. This theory will 

be the more readily believed as it speaks to the life 

of all good tillers of the soil, from the days of old 

Sethro Full to the present time; it is on the princi¬ 

ple that “ hoeing is manuring.” 

I had long given up trying to grow pie-plant as 

early on my clay as my neighbors have it on light 

sandy soils; but this season I have learned that 

pie-plant will come forward as early on a clay 

soil as on sand, if the clay is sufficiently ameliorated 

by decomposed vegetable matter. The clay needs 

only to have its adhesiveness so far destroyed that 

it will neither pack down nor form lumps. As rhu¬ 

barb is the king of ammonia consuming plants, its 

early growth and luxuriance on a porous soil, is a 

case in point to illustrate Mons. D.’s theory. I have 

long been of opinion that a soil rich in potash, if 

well tilled, had power to decompose atmosperic air, 

form new combinations, and enrich itself; and Mons. 

D. at least would say, “ vous aver raison?' 

TOMATO PLANTS. 

The aphorism that “ honesty is the best policy,” 

seems to be illy understood by the growers of tomato 

plants for market; instead of planting them singly 

in the hot-bed, and transplanting from thence into 

pots to harden, they let them grow as close together 

as hogs’ bristles, in the hot-bed, until they are six or 

eight inches high, and then stick them into pots for 

market, where they are called “well hardened 

plantsas such plants have had all their fine roots 

broken off, they have to struggle for life two or 

three weeks after they are set out, and bear fruit no 

earlier than seedlings. I once bought some potted 

tomato plants that had all their fine roots intact; 

when the earth and plant was removed to the gar¬ 

den, the plant grew apace, as though it did not 

know it had been transplanted; but when I after¬ 

wards asked Daniel if he should have more such 

plants for sale the next season, he replied, “No, I 

can’t compete with the rest of the trade; I have 

sold out.” “ What a simpleton,” was my reply; 

“ as soon as your honest fame was established, you 

quit business to lose your reward.” I this spring 

grow tomato plants in the house; as soon as they 

are an inch or two high, I set them singly in small 

pots, with a piece of shingle over the hole in the 

bottom, so that the earth may be pushed out with¬ 

in out disturbing the roots of the plants; but they 

need much care and frequent watering. 

OUR GRAIN EXPORTS. 

H. C. Carey has been writing long letters to 

Speaker Colfax, teaching him political economy 

What will our grain-growing farmers say to his 

broad assertion, “ that millions on millions of dollars 

worth of food, that ought to be consumed at home, 

has been forced upon the English market, thus low¬ 

ering the price there, and that every reduction there 

is followed by a similar reduction here ?” Had Mr. 

Carey been the Grand Tycoon of Japan, the ports 

of that country would not now have been opened to 

the trade of the world. 

We have had a very forward spring, but rather 

wet and cool of late; even peas now refuse to luxu¬ 

riate. It is said that we have the prospect of a 

great wheat crop. 

Waterloo, May 11th, 1865. 

COUCH GRASS AS A MEDICINE, AND AS FOOD. 

It is stated in the Veterinarian, that an infusion 

of the Triticum repens, couch, or twitch grass, in 

the proportion of one ounce of the dried and cut 

stem, to a pint of water, and given in the course of 

the day, has been found by Mr. H. Thompson, of the 

University Hospital, to be very beneficial in irritable 

conditions of the bladder. According to him, it is 

important that the plant should be gathered in the 

spring, shortly before the leaves appear; the stem is 

then to be slowly dried, without artificial heat, and 

cut into the requisite lengths for use. 

Professor Burnett, in his excellent treatise on 

British plants, observes:—“ The couch grass of the 

farmers, which is here regarded as a noisome weed, 

is collected on the continent as food for horses. 

Cattle of all kinds are fond of the underground 

shoots of this plant, which are both sweet and 

wholesome.” Sir Humphrey Davy found them to 

contain nearly three times as much nutritious mat 

ter as the stalks and leaves. And it has been stated, 

on the authority of a French veterinary surgeon, 

that exhausted and worn out horses are often speed¬ 

ily restored to health and condition, by giving them 

daily one or two bundles of couch grass, of ten oi 

twelve pounds each, mixed with carrots.—Canada 

Farmer. 

Dr. Lee says, in the Country Gentleman, in an 

article on Maryland and Virginia lands, that: 

“Taking the District of Columbia as the climatic 

average of the two States, my experience here is 

that a man working four days in a week, may pro¬ 

duce as much food and other necessaries of life in a 

year, as he can in Central New York by working sik 

days in a week. This problem is based on natural 

agricultural forces, which are as reliable as night 

and day, summer and winter.” 

This is probably true, provided he has equally rich 

land from which to produce it. 
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HOWARDS ZIG ZAG HARROW, 

In the common liarrow, the outside parts do not 

act upon the land as fully as the center, and hence 

it is necessary to “lap” more or less, to render the 

work uniform. There are one or two obvious objec- 

tions'to this plan. It is not always easy to deter 

mine how much it is necessary to “lap,” so that all 

the land shall be evenly harrowed, and there is no 

way of judging whether the team has been kept 

steadily at work or not, for though the proper ex¬ 

tent of land has been gone over, it may have been 

but imperfectly harrowed, owing to the teamster 

giving too little lap. In plowing, rolling, cultivating, 

&c., it is easy to determine whether a ^fair days’ 

work has been done, but in harrowing such is not 

the case, for the reason above alluded to. 

In the English harrow, figured above—manufac¬ 

tured by the Howards of Bedford—there is no neces¬ 

sity for letting the implement run on any portion of 

the land already gone over, as the harrow is so con¬ 

structed, that the land on the sides is as thoroughly 

harrowed as in the center. Our whole system of 

harrowing needs a thorough investigation. The 

harrows are poorly constructed, and the work, in 

many cases, most absurdly performed. Let us con¬ 

sider “why we harrow,” and the best means of accom¬ 

plishing the object, and this important part of farm 

labor will be more efficiently performed. 

CUT WORMS AND DEEP PLOWING. 

above ground at the period of its growth, in which it 

is destructive to crops, and if F. G. has any doubts 

he has only to examine the plants destroyed by the 

villains; and if he desires to see them at it, let him 

take a lantern and in the evening visit his crops 

which are being injured by them. They obtain 

their food nights and cloudy weather. If he turns 

them under deeply with the plow, they at once as¬ 

cend to the surface in quest of food, as I have occa¬ 

sion to know to my loss. Last May I turned over an 

old pasture eight inches deep, and planted corn. On 

the 9th, 10th and 11th of June I was compelled to 

go through the entire field and kill cut worms, and 

plant over. I never saw a crop so badly injured. It 

took nine days work to replant ten acres. 

If I had plowed the land late in the fall, after the 

young cut worms had housed themselves for a long 

sleep, the hard freezing of winter would have des¬ 

troyed them; but turning them up to the sun in 

early spring served only to quicken their activity.— 

Cor. Co. Gent. 

A LARGE CROP OF TURNIPS. 

In the Genesee Farmer for April 1862, Mr. John 

T. Andrews of West Cornwall, Ct., gave an account 

of a crop of ruta bagas raised by him the previous 

season, the yield of which, was, by actual measure¬ 

ment, 416| bushels on a quarter of an acre, or 1666 

bushels per acre. They were sown June 20th, on 

ridges 27 inches apart, and thinned out in the rows 

ten inches to a foot apart. The land had been very 

heavily manured, and in addition to this, after the 

ridges were made, a compost of hen droppings, night- 

soil, ashes, plaster, &c., was scattered in the ridges, 

which were then split with the plow, turning the 

soil back again and covering up the manure. 

We mention the fact at this time, as we see a 

statement going the rounds of the papers, that Mr. 

Andrews has raised a crop of 2102 bushels per acre. 

We had supposed his former crop was one of the 

largest ever raised, but it would seem that he has 

beaten himself. 

Your correspondent, F. G., in speaking of a suc¬ 

cessful corn crop says : “ The sod turned in deep, 

the worms are kept below, working in the sod, until 

the corn has a good start. That is the theory, and 

it seems a successful one.” 

I am am earnest advocate of deep plowing, and 

practice it too, but I do not want any such reason as 

that assigned for it. It is true in neither fact nor 

“theory.” The common destructive cut worm is 

hatched late in the autumn, living on tender shoots 

until the approach of late frosts, when it descends 

into the ground and there lies dormant until the ap¬ 

proach of spring, when it ascends and commences 

its ravages. It always seeks and obtains its food 

A HOME MADE PORTABLE FENCE FOR THE GARDEN. 

A correspondent of the Boston Cultivator says, that 

for several years he abandoned all attempts to culti¬ 

vate strawberries because his hens and turkeys run 

at large, and strawberries were favorite eating for 

young turkeys ; they picked all the ripe ones in a 

bed much sooner than he could, and the hens, to say 

nothing of the chickens, did likewise. Some eight 

years since, he made an attempt to overcome the 

difficulty, which was so successful that quite a num- 

of his friends adopted the plan, which he describes 

as follows: 

“On a rainy day, I set the men to sharpening one 
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end of several bundles of lathes, and when finished, 

I took two strips of inch board, one and one half 

inch wide, spread them about two and one half feet 

apart, and nailed on the lathes, the width of a lath 

apart, the strips being about twelve feet long; this 

gave me a moveable fence, which I tied up to stakes, 

driven into the ground. This fence I used to protect 

my vegetable beds when first planted in spring, and 

when the strawberries began to form, moved them to 

the strawberry beds If the fowls were disposed to 

trouble the tomatoes after the strawberries were 

gone, I enclosed them with this portable fence; so 

that with a very small outlay at first, I furnished my 

family with strawberries, and sent many to market, 

having found the raising of this fruit a source of 

profit.” 

AFFECTION OF A DOG FOR A CAT, 

While traveling through the southern portion 

of New Hampshire, I stopped over night at the 

house of a friend, who is a sort of Jack-at-all-trades, 

doing a little farming, and doing it on modern, scien¬ 

tific principles—and from his few acres, cultivated 

on this plan, he reaps as large crops, and realizes as 

much net gain, as the man who cultivates twice the 

soil with but about half the manure necessary to 

make it remunerative. It is strange that farmers 

will expend so much hard labor, and get in return 

so meager pay. But to our story of the dog. This 

farmer owned a large black half Newfoundland dog. 

and a fine looking Malta cat, and he said they ate, 

played, and slept together. If he missed her, he 

would go around and whine in the most touching 

mafiner till he found her, and his joy was exhibited 

by fondling and caressing most fraternally. While 

the good woman of the house was preparing the 

supper, the cat and dog lay down together near the 

stove, and the tea-kettle began to boil over on the 

stove, with a spattering hiss. The dog sprang up 

and got out of harm’s way; but the cat would not 

take the hint, and the noble dog would rush most 

up to her and whine, and then jump back. This 

did not answer, and with a vigorous spring he 

caught her by the neck and dragged her away. 

This affection for the cat, and cautiousness, chal¬ 

lenges our warmest regard for brute instinct. 

Tuftonborongh, N. H., 1865. J. L. Hbbsey. 

MANAGEMENT OF WORKING OXEN 

It is not so much hard labor that heats oxen and 

makes them loll in warm weather, as the ill treat¬ 

ment of rough and abusive drivers. Treat them 

with gentleness when at work ; feed them well and 

regularly three times a day, with cut hay and straw 

wet with water, sprinkled with oat and Indian corn 

meal, at least twelve quarts, besides some roots dai¬ 

ly ; let them have clean water as often as they are 

fed, and not require them to drink that which is im¬ 

pure, or stagnant; give them at least two hours 

after feeding to chew the cud and rest, and they will 

perform a vast amount of hard work, arid increase in 

flesh at the same time, and will usually be found to 

be more convenient for many purposes than horses. 

Let it be reiterated that it is not the hard labor that 

oxen perform that exhausts their energies. Oxen 

were made for hard service; and if treated kindly 

and carefully, they will labor hard every day, and 

still grow fat. But when fed a stinted allowance of 

poor hay and meal, worried and abused by a bawling 

ill-natured driver, who incessantly applies the lash 

or goad, and dragged out by carrying on their necks 

a huge cart tongue, from morning till night, their 

strength fails, and sensible people are led to conclude 

that they cannot endure the heat like a horse.—Ag¬ 
riculturist. 

-—-—--- 
REMEDY FOR KICKING COWS. 

Cows, says a contemporary, seldom kick without 
some good reason for it. Teats are sometimes chap¬ 

ped or the udder tender, harsh handling hurts them, 

and they kick. Sometimes long and sharp finger 

nails cut their teats, and sometimes the milker pulls 

the long hairs on the udder, while milking. Shear 

off the long hairs, cut long finger nails close, bathe 

chapped teats with warm water, and grease them 

well with lard, and always treat a cow gently. She 

will never kick unless something hurts her, or 

she fears a repetition of formed hurts. When 

handled gently, cows like to be milked. When 

treated otherwise, they will kick and hold up their 

milk. It is quite as consistent to whip a sick child 

to stop its crying, as to whip or kick a cow, to pre¬ 

vent her kicking while being milked. 

SURFACE MANURING. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I am not surprised at 

your correspondent Buckeye being opposed to sur¬ 

face manuring. I would have been so myself, had not 

experience taught me better. I have used manure, 

only as a top dressing, for the last twenty-six years, 

and I do think one load used that way is worth far 

more than two plowed under on our stiff land. 

I learned by experience, never to dispute any 

practice in farming until I had tried it. It was an 

able writer on pigeon-weed, more than 35 years ago, 

that cured me of self confidence. John Johnston. 

Colors of Pigs.—“ An absent member ” of the 
Central Farmers’ Club, writes to the papers to say 
that—“ on reading over the ‘ pig debate ’ the ques¬ 
tion of color and capability of bearing heat seemed 
an undecided question. How was it that the learned 
ones did not remember that in Naples and Southern 
Italy, the hottest parts of Europe, black pigs only 
are to be found ? At Gibraltar white pigs lose their 
tails and blacks do not. 
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JUNE is the month in which vegetation makes the 

most rapid growth. Heat and moisture, both of 

which generally abound in June, are two of the 

three principal agencies employed in vegetable 

growth, and as the sun is above the horizon more 

hours in June than any other month of the year, so 

light, the third agent, is more plentiful. 

The chief business of the gardener during this 

month, is to apply a little stimulus to the growing 

plants, and to remove all obstructions to their 

growth. The stimulus may be applied in two 

ways—by the application of liquid manure, and by 

stirring the soil. The first is applying manure di 

rectly—the second indirectly. By stirring the soil, 

we not only manure it, but we also remove obstruc¬ 

tions to the growth of plants. Weeds also obstruct 

the growth of vegetation, and should be promptly 

removed, by the hoe as far as possible, and by hand 

where the hoe cannot be used. 

I have come to look upon all respectable weeds as 

a blessing rather than a curse, as they compel the 

gardener to stir the soil. I am hardly prepared to 

place quack-grass in the list of blessings, but its use 

may yet appear. 

Asparagus.—It is well to cease cutting asparagus 

by the middle of June, (when green peas takes its 

place,) otherwise you may weaken its roots. It 

would be well then to give the bed a light dressing 

of fine manure, to enable it the better to prepare 

strong germs for the next year’s crop. 

Beets.—Sow the Long Blood still for winter. It is 

well to sow all seeds a little deeper than earlier in 

the season, as the surface dries out so quick under 

the hot sun. 

Cabbage and Cauliflower.—Transplant the early 

part of the month for fall use, and the latter part 

for winter’s. Hoe as soon as they get started, and 

keep hoeing every ten or twelve days until they be¬ 

gin to head. The early varieties may be sown this, 

to transplant next month into plats from which early 

vegetables have been removed. Two and a half feet 

each way is the proper distance to set the larger 

cabbages,— half that distance will answer for the 

smaller varieties. 

Carrots.—Sow early the Long Orange, or the Long 

White, and later the Early Horn. 

Celery — May still be sown for winter supply. 

Those plants pricked out of the hot bed last ‘month 

should be planted in trenches the latter part of the 

month,—the trenches four feet apart and one foot 

deep, made very rich and mellow. Set them eight 

or ten inches apart in the trenches, and shade them 

with boards for two or three days. 

Cucumbers—May be sown any time during the 

month for pickles. 

Sweet Corn.—Plant at intervals through the month 

for succession. Hoe the early planted, cutting up 

the weeds, stirring the whole surface, but do not 

make much of a hill. 

Egg Plant.—Transplant early in the month, and 

if sunny, shade for a day or two, and water. 

Melons.— Hoe frequently, apply liquid manure, 

and be on the alert for bugs. 

Okra—May be planted the very first, and that 

planted last month thinned to one foot. 

Peas.—Sow early sorts for late summer’s use, and 

for seed, as the bugs will not infest the late sown. 

After the middle, the early varieties should be fit 

for the table. Do not pick them until the pods are 

filled, and do not tear the vines, as they will gener¬ 

ally admit of two or three pickings. 

Parsnips—May be sown early in the month. A 

deep mellow soil is essential to produce long, straight 

roots, free from branches. 

Sweet Potatoes.—The first half of June is the 

proper time for transplanting the sweet potato. It 

is very sensitive to cold, therefore should not be put 

out until all danger from cold winds as well as frost 

is past. A light, dry, sandy soil, is requisite to pro¬ 

duce dry, fine-flavored tubers. If to be planted in 

hills, mark out the ground three feet each way, put 

a fork-full of stable manure to each hill, and raise a 

hill from ten to fifteen inches high, on which set a 

plant. The ground should be left hard under the 

hill, to make short, thick tubers. If to be planted 

in drills, mark one way three feet apart, scatter ma¬ 

nure along the marks, and throw up ridges, on the 

top of which set the plants, eighteen inches apart. 

The Nansemond is the best variety to cultivate at 

the North. 

Rhubarb.—Any surplus can be canned or bottled 

for the future. Allow no stalks to go to seed. 

Squash.—The late varieties may be planted th& 

very first of the month. 

Tomatoes.—Good strong plants may yet be set. 

Hoe often, drawing a little dirt to the plants every 

time to support them. 

SMALL FRUITS. 

With small fruits, we this month begin to realize. 

Currants—First appear upon the table in their 
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green state. Stewed, and well sweetened, they are 

excellent for sauce or pies. They ripen the latter 

part of the month, and should be gathered as soon 

as ripe for jelly, but are better for eating and table 

use when dead ripe. 

Raspberries and Blackberries—Will show a dispo¬ 

sition to throw up numerous shoots. All but half 

a dozen of the strongest should be destroyed. 

Grapes—It will pay to go over the grapes once a 

week, and break off all the surplus shoots. It will 

impart strength and vigor to what remains, causing 

them to produce much larger and fairer fruit. 

Strawberries.—Now is the time to regale on this 

most delicious of fruits. Give the vines a last hoe¬ 

ing, and when they commence ripening, mulch 

them. This will keep the berries clean, the ground 

cool and moist, thus prolonging the bearing season. 

P. C. R. 

DWARF APPLE TREES. 

There is a tendency in this country to separate 

fruit growing from ordinary gardening. Apples and 

peaches are, mere farm crops, grown in fields on a 

large scale; and dwarf pears are frequently grown 

in orchards devoted entirely to this crop. Where 

fruit is grown for profit, the practice is undoubtedly 

a good one, from the increased facility afforded for 

the use of horse cultivation. But there is also a 

tendency to adopt the same system of planting in 

gardens and grounds kept for private use and pleas¬ 

ure, and where economy of labor is not the first con¬ 

sideration. 

In private gardens of considerable extent, the 

practice may be a desirable one, but in the majority 

of cases, we think more pleasure is derived from 

laying out a “ kitchen garden ” in the old-fashioned 

way. We have known many pleasant gardens of 

this kind. There would be a gravel walk through 

the centre, and a cross-walk in the middle, and an¬ 

other one fifteen or twenty feet from the top, where, 

if a southern aspect, a nice border would be formed 

for early crops. If the garden was wide enough, 

there would be a walk also on each side, or at a 

little distance from the hedge, leaving a narrow bor¬ 

der. On the sides of the walks there would be some 

espalier apple trees, of such varieties as the Kes¬ 

wick Codlin. Then how well the gooseberry and 

currant bushes looked trained on a single stem and 

thoroughly pruned. Strawberries can occupy some 

of the borders on the sides of the walks to great 

advantage, being especially convenient for picking. 

There are few things that look better along the 

walks than dwarf apple and pear trees. The latter, 

indeed, are frequently met with in gardens, planted 

along the walks, but dwarf apples are not so com¬ 

mon, though equally appropriate. In fact, no gar¬ 

den is perfect without them. If properly pruned, 

they need occupy but little space, and there is some¬ 

thing very pleasant in seeing such large fruit on 

such small bushes. Those, too, who wish to become 

acquainted with a number of varieties can cultivate 

them in this way on a small space, and besides these 

dwarf trees come into bearing in less than half the« 

time of ordinary trees. 

Thomas Rivers, the well known English pomolo- 

gist, in the twelfth edition of his “ Miniature Fruit 

Garden,” recently issued, has a new chapter on the 

culture of dwarf apple trees in market gardens for 

profit, some extracts from which, with a sketch of 

the trees, we transfer to our columns. We have our 

doubts as to whether dwarf apples can be profitably 

raised in this country as a market crop, but they 

should certainly find a place in every well kept gar¬ 

den. Mr. Rivers says: 

“ Our market gardeners, as a rule, are very defi¬ 

cient in their knowledge of fruit-tree culture, and 

they have much to learn. The usual practice with 

them is to plant standard or half standard trees in 

rows, some 20 or 30 feet apart, and between them 

gooseberry and currant trees. The ground is dug 

between the trees in spring deeply, and often care¬ 

lessly. Nothing can be more barbarous, for the 

ground is so shaded that no surface roots can have 

the benefit of air and the heat of the sun; and if 

by any chance they could come to the surface, they 

are, as a matter of course, destroyed by the spade. 

It is true that in some of the rich market gardens 

near London, large quantities of fruit are grown in 

spite of the uncouth treatment the trees receive, but 

this does not alter the case. 

“In a well-ordered fruit garden every kind of 

fruit should have its department, and instead of see¬ 

ing, as in Kent, a row of trees of all sorts, mixed in 

the most heterogeneous manner, no mixture of spe¬ 

cies should be allowed; every kind should have its 

allotment—apples on the Paradise stock, ditto on 

the crab stock, pears on the quince stock, the same 

on the pear stock. Morello cherries as pyramids on 

the Mahaleb stock—the best of all methods for their 

culture—and the various kinds of Duke cherries on 

the same stock. Heart and Biggarreau cherries on 

the common cherry stock. Plums as bushes, pyra¬ 

mids or half standards, should all be separated, and 

not planted higgledy-piggledy, as they have been 

and are now. The sound-headed market gardener 

will, when his mind is turned to improved fruit-tree 

culture, see all this, and make his fruit garden a 

pattern of order. 

“ I have been led into these remarks on market 

garden fruit-tree culture by my own experience, and 

especially into a consideration of the great improve¬ 

ment that may be made in the culture of apples on 
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the English Paradise stock. These trees will this 

season, the third of their growth in their present 

quarters, and the fourth of their age, give an aver¬ 

age of a quarter of a peck from each tree, so that 

we might have, from 4,840 trees, growing on one 

acre of ground, 302 bushels of fine apples, which, 

even this abundant season (1864), would be (if Cox’s 

Orange), worth 5s. per bushel, or £75. In 1866, the 

trees then averaging half a peck each, would be 

double this sum, and make an acre of apple trees a 

very agreeable and eligible investment. 

“ It may be by some made a question of expense, 

for although the return must be large and profitable, 

the purchase of 5,000 apple trees would involve a 

large outlay. To this I reply—first, that stocks 

“ It will be seen that what I propose is in reality 

a nursery orchard, which may be made to furnish 

fruit and trees for a considerable number of years. 

To fully comprehend this, we must suppose a rood 

[a quarter of an acre] of ground planted, as I have 

described, with 1,210 bush apple trees. In the 

course of eight or ten years half of these, or 605, 

may be removed to a fresh plantation, in which they 

may be planted six feet apart; they will at once 

occupy half an acre of ground. At the end of six¬ 

teen or eighteen years, every alternate row of trees 

in the first plantation, the rood, will require to be 

removed, which will give 302 trees to be planted six 

feet apart, leaving 303 in the original rood. The 

1,210 trees will by this time occupy one acre of 

costing only a small sum per thousand may be 

planted and grafted where the trees are to grow 

permanently; and, second, that a large demand, 

which my method of planting would create, will 

also create a cheap supply. The preparation of the 

ground should be as follows :—It should, previous to 

planting, be forked over to a depth of 20 inches; if 

very poor and exhausted, from 30 to 40 tons of ma¬ 

nure may be forked in—not more, as trees such as I 

have recommended, viz., pears on the quince stock, 

and apples on the English Paradise stock, do not 

root deeply—this ought to cost £6 13a. 4d. The an¬ 

nual expenses are forking the surface in spring, £1 

6a. 8d., and hoeing the ground, say four times during 

the summer, £1 4a. I give the amounts paid here 

for such work. Then comes the summer pinching 

of the shoots by a light-fingered, active youth, and 

this may at a guess be put down at £1, making the 

aggregate annual expenses £3 10a. 8d., or say £4. 

The large return will amply afford this outlay, eyen 

adding, as we ought to do, the interest on capital 

and rent. 

ground at six feet apart. With proper summer- 

pruning or pinching they will not require any fur¬ 

ther change, but continue to grow and bear fruit as 

long as they are properly cultivated. The great ad¬ 

vantage reaped by the planter is the constant pro¬ 

ductiveness of his trees ; from the second year after 

planting they will be always ‘ paying their way.’ 

“The unprejudiced fruit-cultivator will quickly 

find out the great advantage of my mode of apple 

and pear cultivation. 

“ In the usual old-fashioned mode, standard apple 

trees are planted in orchards at 20 feet apart, or 108 

trees to the acre. If the soil be good, and the trees 

properly planted, and the planter a healthy, middle- 

aged man, he may hope, at the end of his three¬ 

score and ten, to see his trees commencing to bear, 

and may die with the reflection that he. has left a 

valuable orchard as a legacy to his children, but has 

not had much enjoyment of it during his life. Now, 

although, like most fathers, I have a strong wish to 

benefit my children, I hold the idea that one ought 
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also to think of one’s own gratification; and so I 

plant trees, and recommend the planting of them, 

that will give me some satisfaction, yet leave a 

‘ remnant ’ for my children. 

“ A French pomologist, who paid me a visit last 

year, said: “ Ah! now I find an Englishman plant¬ 

ing for himself as well as for his children; ” and 

went on to say he was struck by seeing in England 

so many standard trees in market gardens, the 

planters of which could have derived but small ben¬ 

efit from them; and the apparent ignorance of fruit 

gardening as a lucrative occupation. This he, in 

fact, imputed to our climate, which, Frencliman-like, 

he thought totally unfit for fruit culture in the open 

air, yet felt much surprised to see here the produce 

of a well-cultivated English fruit garden, in a cli¬ 

mate not nearly so favorable as the valley of the 

Thames. 

“ I have only to add that, besides my plantation 

of Cox’s Orange Pippin, I have another of upwards 

of 400 trees, wliich has now been in existence up¬ 

wards of ten years, so that I am not theorising, but 

deducing facts from a sound basis.” 
—— ii—» ♦ —.- ■ ■ ■. 

HOW TO MAKE THICK OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES, 

It is very well known that the only difficulty about 

making good live fences is, that the tendency to 

grow thick at top and thin at bottom, is too strong 

to control without much labor and more skill. The 

whole object of intelligent trimming is to reverse this 

nature of things. The hedge is trimmed severely 

towards the top in June, just after the young shoots 

have grown, and before they have become woody, 

which somewhat weakens the upward growth ; 

while the side shoots are encouraged to grow as 

strong as possible, without any, or very little trim¬ 

ming until the fall of the leaf, when pruning rather 

strenghtens than weakens the subsequent vegeta¬ 

tion. 

While traveling westward recently, we met an in¬ 

telligent western farmer who had found live fences 

“no humbug; ” but rather an invaluable blessing to 

the Prairie man. He spoke of his hedges, and those 

of his neighbors, who mostly followed his plan, as so 

thick and compact that a starved hog would hardly 

dare attempt to break through to a good feed of corn 

on the other side, He told us his plan. We have 

never seen any done after his system, but it is so 

reasonable, that we have full faith in the plan, and 

are sure our readers will find it to their interest to 

try what merit there may be in it. 

The mode consists in nothing but this :—The 

hedge of course is cut down pretty low when first 

planted, and it shoots up, perhaps, two or three feet 

the first season, These are cut down to about nine 

in dies the following winter ; and the following spring 

they push forth numerously, and with great vigor. 

About June or July they are cut square off about 

eighteen or twenty inches from the ground., and 

the prunings raked up and placed along on the mid¬ 

dle of the squared top, along the whole line of the hedge. 

Here they in time wither and die, and of course shade 

the leaves and buds immediately beneath, which 

weakens their strong upward tendency more than the 

pruning of the green shoots -would do; and the shoots 

turn, as it is well known they will do, to the strong¬ 

est points of light, which in this case will be the sides. 

The whole course of the shoots will he, in fact( towards 

the sides, just where we find the usual difficulty is to 

make them grow. 

He did not explain to us in this way how the plan 

operated ; the explanation is our own. All he vouched 

for was, that the hedges so treated were thick and 

bushy at the bottom, just where thick and bushy 

branches are most desirable to be,—and it is so much 

in accordance with what we know to be the result in 

similar cases, that, simple as the idea is, we felt we 

had gained a great amount of valuable information 

for our diary of that single day. 

The square form of trimming is not continued be¬ 

yond the first year’s time,—after that the hedge is 

gradually reduced to a sort of conical shape ; but the 

trimmings are laid on for some years afterwards.— 

Gardeners Monthly. 

CATERPILLARS ON APPLE TREES, 

The common tent caterpillars were abundant last 

year, and they have left their eggs very neatly and 

skilfully glued upon the branches of apple trees. 

Sharp-eyed boys or men may remove these clusters 

very readily and throw them upon the ground.— 

Small trees can be cleaned with conparatively little 

trouble, while the branches of a large tree that fills 

a circle of some thirty or more feet in diameter will 

require much more labor, and probably some will es¬ 

cape the mcst careful search. 

These must be removed after they become “creep¬ 

ing things,” which they will do as soon as the buds 

open. For many years a round brush attached to a 

pole has been very generally used to remove the nests 

of these insects. One great trouble with these brush¬ 

es was that the bristles, especially after being wet 

with dew or rain, were not stiff enough to hold and 

wind up the web. Mr. J. S. Needham of Salem, 

Mass., has left at our office specimens of a brush made 

in the old form, but of iron wire, card fashion, which 

we think must obviate some of the objections urged 

against the old fashioned ones. Mr. Needham calls 

it the “ Caterpillar Scourge.” For the purpose of 

cleaning it when clogged with nests, each “Scourge” 

is furnished with a little iron toothed hand brush. We 

do not know the price, nor where they are to be had 

except of the patentee.—If E. Farmer. 
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LITTLE FOXES. 

Mrs. Stowe’s paper, in the Atlantic for May, has for 

its subject “Persistence,” the fourth little fox that 

eats the grapes from the domestic Tine. Like all the 

rest, it is most true to nature, and written charmingly. 

We give an extract from it, although it is difficult to 

make any selection, all is so perfect in its way. We 

wish ever}7, reader of the Genesee Farmer had the pleas¬ 

ure of seeing the entire article every month: 

“The animal power of firmness is a brute force, a 

matter of brain and spinal cord, differing in different 

animals. The force by which a bulldog holds on to an 

antagonist, the persistence with which a mule will 

plant his four feet and set himself against blows and 

menaces, are good examples of the pure animal phase 

of a property which exists in human beings, and forms 

the foundation for that heroic endurance, for that per¬ 

severance, which carries on all the great and noble en¬ 

terprises of life. 

“ The domestic fault we speak of is the wild, uncul¬ 

tured growth of this faculty, the instinctive action of 

firmness uncontrolled by reason or conscience,— in 

common parlance, the being “ set in one's way.” It is 

the animal instinct of being “set in one’s way” which 

we mean by self-will or persistence; and in domestic 

life it does the more mischief from its working as an 

instinct, unwatched by reason and unchallenged by 

conscience. 

“ Now it is quite true that people may have a perfect 

agreement and sympathy in their higher intellectual 

nature,— may like the same books, quote the same 

poetry, agree in the same principles, be united in the 

same religion,— and nevertheless, when they come to¬ 

gether in the simplest affair of everyday business, may 

find themselves jaring and impinging upon each other 

at every step, simply because there are to each person, 

in respect of daily personal habits and personal likes 

and dislikes, a thousand little individualities with 

which reason has nothing to do, which are not sub¬ 

jects for the use of logic, and to which they never 

think of applying the power of religion,— which can 

only be set down as the positive ultimate facts of exist¬ 

ence with two people. 

“ Suppose a blue-jay courts and wins and weds a Bal¬ 
timore oriole. During courtship there may have been 

delightfully sympathetic conversation on the charm of 

being free birds, the felicity of soaring in the blue 

summer air. Mr. Jay may have been all humility and 

all ecstasy in comparing the discordant screech of his 

own note with the warbling tenderness of Miss Oriole. 

But, once united, the two commence business rela¬ 

tions. He is firmly convinced that .a hole in a hollow 

tree is the only reasonable nest for a bird; she is posi¬ 

tive that she should die there in a month of damp and 

rheumatism. She never heard of going to housekeep¬ 

ing in anything but a nice little pendulous bag swing¬ 

ing down from under the branches of a breezy elm; he 

is sure he should have water on the brain before sum¬ 

mer was over, from constant vertigo, in such swaying, 

unsteady quarters,—he would be a sea-sick blue-jay on 

land, and he cannot think of it. She knows now he 

don’t love her, or he never would think of shutting her 

up in an old mouldy hole picked out of rotten wood; 

and lie knows she doesn’t love him, or she never 

would want to make him uncomfortable all his days by 

tilting and swinging him about as no decent bird ought 

to be swung. Both are dead-set in their own way and 

opinion; and how is either to be convinced that the 

way which seemeth right unto the other is not best ? 

Nature knows this, and therefore, in her feathered 

tribes, blue-jays do not mate with orioles; and so bird¬ 

housekeeping goes on in peace. 

“ But men and women as diverse in their physical 

tastes and habits as blue-jays and orioles are wooing 

and wedding every day, and coming to the business of 

nest-building, alias housekeeping, with predilections as 

violent, and as incapable of any logical defence, as the 

oriole’s partiality for a swing-nest and the jay’s prefer 

ence of rotten wood.” 

Directions for Knitting Shetland Veils.—Cast 

on 140 stitches, knit 6 plain rows. 

lsZ row. Knit 5 stitches, knit 2 together. *Thread 

forward, knit 1 thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, 

knit 2 together, repeat from *, until within 5 stitches 

of the end, thread forward, knit the rest plain. 

2d. Purl or seam across. 

3d. Knit 6, ^thread forward, knit 3, thread forward, 

slip 1, knit 2 together, pass the slip over, repeat from * 

until 6 remain, thread forward, knit 2 together, the rest 

plain. 

4th. Purled. 

5th. Knit 6, ^thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, 

knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 1, repeat from * 

until 6 remain, thread forward, knit 2 together, the 

rest plain. 

6th. Purled. 

7th. Knit 5, knit 2 together, ^thread forward,- slip 1, 

knit 2 together, pass the slip over, thread forward, 

knit 3, repeat from * till 5 remain, thread forward, knit 

plain. 

8th. Purled. 
To be repeated until you get the required length, 

then to be finished with a crotchet border.—Godey's 
Lady's Book. 

The History in Seven Verses.—1. “ She shall be 

called woman because she was taken out of man.”— 

Gen. ii. 23. 
2. “I will put enmity between thee and the wo¬ 

man.”— Gen. iii. 15. 
3. “Strength and honor are her clothing, and she 

shall rejoice in time to come.”—Proverbs, xxxi, 25. 

4. “Blessed art thou among women.”—Luke, i, 28 

5. “God sent forth His Son made of a woman.”— 

Gal. iv. 4. f 
6. “The woman is the glory of the man.”—1 Cor. 

xi. 7. 
7. “ A woman clothed with the sun, and the moon 

under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve 

stars.” 
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THE TEETOTAL CAT. 

The story I shall tell to you, 
You may depend is strictly true; 

So please to wait, 
While I relate 

The facts, and all particulars state. 
It is about a little boy, 

A pretty boy just four years old, 
His father’s hope, his mother's joy— 

A Scottish laddie, stout and bold. 

His name was Donald, don’t forget; 
He wore a bonnet, not a hat; 

And Donald had a darling pet, 
A fine, large, well-behaved tom-cat. 

Young Donald’s father and his mother 
(He had no sister, nor a brother.) 
Had signed the temperance pledge; the three 
Were one teetotal family. 
But Donald said, “The cat makes four; 

He signed the pledge—I'll tell you how; 
I held a pencil in his paw, 

And, when he signed, he cried ‘ M^-ow.1 ” 

The father was a workman, who 
Although not rich, yet was not poor; 

He was what folk call “ well to do,” 
And occupied a second floor. 

One morning Donald’s father saw 
That when the cat came near to play, 

Then Donald cuffed his outstretched paw, 
And drove his playfellow away. 

“Why what’s the matter, Donald ? Fie! 
Don’t beat poor Tom; what has he done? 

Say! has he scratched yon on the sly ? 
Perhaps it only was in fun.” 

“No, father! he’s a wicked cat; 
And I have done with him—that’s flat.” 
“ What has he done ? Explain, my dear; 
You are too hasty now, I fear.” 

“No, father! I just served him right; 
He is a most deceitful cat; 

He little thinks I know ; last night 
He broke his pledge, sir, think of that! 

So sly he crept away, last night, 
Down stairs, as quiet as a mouse; 

I saw him, by the bright gas-light, 
Go over to'the public house.” 

“ But cats don’t drink; 
Sure you can’t think 

Tom went to get a little drop. 
It's a mistake— 
Tom did not break 

His pledge by entering the shop.” 

“ Well, father, I 
Can’t pass it by; 

We can not be the friends we were; 
For you’ll agree 
I’m sure, with me. 

Teetotalers have no business there.” 

THE LAME SHEEP. 

Little Agnes and Elsie were wandering over the 

moors one day, and passed a flock of sheep and lambs 

running along, and stopping to nibble at the grass and. 

heather. They watched them, and saw the shepherd 

following them with his crook in his hand. Every 

now and then he called out to one who lagged behind. 

After awhile the little girls went on, and by-and-by 

came to a tall old post, by the side of which stood, 

pitifully bleating, an old sheep. Aggie went toward 

her, and the animal looked up, imploring with her 

meek eyes, as if to ask her help. 
The children talked to her, and patted her woolly 

back, but she would not stir. Soon they heard a voice 

behind them;' and turning round, saw the shepherd 

himself. The sheep ba-a-d, and lifted up one foot, and 

Elsie and Aggie then saw a large thorn in it. Tenderly 

and skillfully it was removed, and the poor wounded 

foot bathed with water, and then, crook in hand, the 

shepherd walked away, calling, in a gentle voice, the 

sheep’s name. And it slowly, but steadily, limped 

along, and followed him, until both were out of sight. 

“Elsie, wasn’t that a good, kind shepherd, to come 

clear way back for the sheep ?” 

“Yes,” said Elsie. 

“And Elsie,” pursued Aggie, “didn’t it remind you 

of the verse mamma taught us about Jesus, the Good 

Shepherd ?” 

“ What verse, Aggie? I don’t remember.” 

“Oh, you must,” said Aggie. ‘“I am the good 

shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of 

mine.’ Jesus is our shepherd, Elsie, and we are His 

little lambs.” Madge. 
—-♦ mm - 

Waking Grandma with a Kiss.—A sweet little in¬ 

cident is related by a writer. She says:—I asked a 

little boy last evening— 

“ Have you called your grandma to tea?” 

“ Yes. When I went in to call her she was asleep, 

and I didn’t know how to waken her. I didn’t wish to 

holler at grandma, nor to shake her; so I kissed her 

cheek, and that woke her very softly. Then I ran into 

the hall, and said, pretty loud, ‘ Grandma, tea is ready.’ 

And she never knew what woke her.” 

Do we find anything more sweet, delicate and lovely 

than this in the annals of poetry? Can conventional¬ 

ity improve upon such politeness, spontaneous in the 

heart of a six-years’ boy ? 

Why he Couldn’t.—I read lately of a boy, you may 

name him John if you like, who ran into the house one 

evening and said: 

“ Mother, Willie played truant this afternoon, and he 

wanted me to go too, but I couldn’t.” 

“ Couldn't? why not, my son? 
“Because,” said little John, throwing his arms most 

lovingly around his mother’s neck, “I thought it 

would make you so sorry, and that is why I couldn’t.” 

A PUZZLE. 

Taken as I am, I’m a dignified dame; 
Behead me,—an ancient old gent. 

Behead me again,—an obstruction I name. 
My head off aerain.—I’m what I consent 

To say of myself, though no other may 
Of me such a thing with propriety say. 
My head off once more, and, strange though it be 
A multitude yet remaineth of me ! 

A stran.e monster I. 
All these wonders still 

Prove, true, take these heads 
From which end you will.—Our Yowag Folks. 

Answer next month. 

A clergyman, catechising the youth of his church, 

put the first question from a catechism to a girl: “ What 

is your consolation in life and death ?” The girl smiled, 

but did not answer. The clergyman insisted. “Well, 

then,.” said she, “ since I must tell, it is a young printer 

named P-, in Spruce street. 
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We hope our readers will say a good word for the 

Genesee Farmer to their friends and neighbors, and re¬ 

mind those who do not take it that now is a good time 

to give it a trial for six months. We are determined 

from this day forward to make the Genesee Farmer a bet¬ 

ter 'paper than it has ever lwen. We shall keep the sub¬ 

scription price at one dollar a year, and endeavor earn¬ 

estly to make it worth two dollars to any intelligent 

farmer. Agriculture will for the future occupy a very 

different position in this country than in the past. We 

have not now space to give our reasons for this opin¬ 

ion, but we shall witness great changes in our system 

of farming—and changes for the better. Agriculture 

is now becoming popular, not to say fashionable. It 

will attract more capital and intelligence. We shall 

use more artificial manures, raise better cattle and 

sheep and pigs, underdrain, introduce better imple¬ 

ments and machines, and gradually enlarge the size of 

our farms. We possess the finest country in the world, 

and have the fullest opportunity for the exercise of all 

the mental and physical energy for which the American 

people are pre-eminently distinguished. Manufactures 

will flourish, emigration will continue, and agriculture, 

as the basis of our wealth and the mainstay of the na¬ 

tion, will advance as never before. Agricultural litera¬ 

ture must advance also. It is now a disgrace to us. 

We speak advisedly. There are exceptions, but the 

majority of our agricultural books and periodicals are 

a disgrace to the intelligence of American farmers. 

Three-fourths of the so-called agricultural journals are 

nothing more nor less than “ family papers.” We say 

nothing against them. They are useful in their way, but 

they do not meet the necessities of an intelligent farmer. 

It is from such considerations as these that we have 

determined to enhance the value of the Genesee Farmer. 

Many of our friends ask us to make it more acceptable 

to the “ women folks.” We should be most happy to 

comply. But our aim is to make a useful agricultural 

and horticultural journal, and we have not much res¬ 

pect for a farmer’s wife or a farmer’s daughter who 

does not take an interest in the operations of the farm, 

and who is not, therefore, more or less interested in 

the discussions of important agricultural topics. Of 

course they need other papers and books than those 

purely agricultural, and that family is to be pitied who 

depends on any one paper for its reading. 

We propose, therefore, to keep up the price of the 

Farmer to one dollar a year—and to make it worth it. 

Now, kind reader, if you know of a farmer or horti¬ 

culturist who does not take the Farmer, will you not 

oblige us by asking him to try it for the coming six 

months ? For club terms, premiums, &c., see last page. 

Tlie Markets. 

The wheat crop in this section has not looked so 

well for many years. The season is fully two weeks 

earlier than last year, and though there has been a little 

too much rain, the spring crops were put in in good 

condition. Potatoes and corn are nearly all planted, 

and will soon be ready for the cultivator and hoe. 

The prospects of an abundant harvest are quite cheer¬ 

ing. 

In regard to the future range of prices, there is much 

speculation and great uncertainty. It seems almost 

impossible, that with such a gigantic war raging for the 

last four years, with the abstraction of so much labor 

from our broad fields, that there should not be a falling 

otf in the amount of agricultural products. Before the 

war, we sometimes ran closer to a deficiency than is 

generally supposed. Thus the last census shows that 

the wheat crop of 1859 was 173,104,934 bushels, and the 

total exportation to Great Britain that year was only 

305,348 bushels. In other words, for each one thousand 

bushels that we produced, we exported less than two 

bushels. The price of the thousand bushels was deter¬ 

mined by the price of the two bushels in England. A 

very slight falling off in the crop would have given us 

a price determined, not by the price at which wheat 

sells in England, but b}r the price at which it couid ba 

brought to this country. 

Should a demand spring up from the South, and 

should it turn out that, tempted by high prices, we havo 

been exporting more than we could well spare, it may 

be found that we shall need all the grain of' the present 

harvest. Should this be the case, prices will be high. 

Within the last few days, owing, it is said to an actual 

demand for shipment to Europe, gold has advanced 

from 125 to 13S. Our imports are still quite large, and 

if our exports should fall off, as in the case supposed, 

Ave should be compelled to pay for them in gold rather 

than in grain. This would keep up the price of gold, 

and consequently of all other articles. 

On the other hand, should we be able to export freely, 

there will be less demand for gold, and the price of our 

produce, being regulated by what it will bring in Eu¬ 

rope, will rule low, especially in the West. 

Brices have stiffened considerably in England witliir 

the last few weeks. Wheat has been so low (§1.20 pei 

bushel) for a year past, while turnips and other anima': 

foods have been so scarce, that an enormous amount 

of wheat has been fed to cattle. So much so, indeed 

that there are those who fear that there will be a* 

actual scarcity of wheat before the next crop comes t* 

market. 

Wool in England has advanced from the low rate* 

ruling a few weeks since. Trade has improved, ana 

should the improvement continue, there will be a stp 

further advance. Manufacturers, there as here, hov 

ever, are only buying to supply immediate want," 

Owing to the immense stock of sheep in this country 

it is not probable that we shall get as much for out 

wool as last year. We notice that the Ohio Wool 

Growers’ Association, at their recent Sheep Show at 

Newark, resolved to hold their wool at 85 cents, though 
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one of the members thought 75 to 80 cents would be 

nearer the mark. 
Potatoes have been very low in this city. Flukes 

and Prince Alberts have sold at $1.00 per barrel, and 

Peach blows at $1.12. The market, however, has im¬ 

proved a little within a few days. 
Hay still continues high, say from $14 to $22 per ton. 

Mill-feed, which a mouth ago was selling from $35 to 

$40 per ton, can now be bought for $25. 

Butter brings 30 cents per lb. Eggs 20 to 22 cents 

per dozen. 
■-♦-«!»-♦-—- 

New Advertisements. 

Wo take pleasure in calling attention to the advertisements in 

the Farmer. We read them ourselves with much interest, and 
believe that few can do so without hearing of something that will 

be of value to him. 
Among those this month which are particularly seasonable will 

be found the following : 

J. M. Thorburn & Co., of New York, offer to send Turnip seed 

of tho best varieties by mail, post paid, at from 75c. to $1 00 per 

lb ; with one or two new kinds at higher rates. They will also 

send Long Orange Carrot seed at $1 50 per lb. This is a valuable 

variety for stock and can be sown this month with advantage. 

We need not say that there are no more respectable and reliable 

seedsmen in the United States than Messrs. T. & Co. 

Pitts ifc Brayley of the Rochester Agricultural works, call atten¬ 
tion to their Ilorse hoe, or Cultivator plow. It was first noticed 

in the Farmer in 1852, and since then has been introduced into 

all sections of the country, and gives great satisfaction. This ag¬ 

ricultural establishment is a credit to Rochester, as well as a great 

advantage to the farmers of western New York. Mr. Gordon, 

who has had charge of it for many years, is a practical mechanic, 

and turns out none but the best made articles. Give him a call, 

or sond for one of their circulars. 
R. & M. Harder of Cobleskill, N. Y., advertise the “Best Thresh¬ 

ing Machine in America.'” 

Silas C. Herring of New York, again calls attention to Bullards. 

Hay Tedder. It is a valuable machine especially to those who 

have crops of heavy grass. It works admirably. 

Horace L. Emery, who has been in Europe for a few years past 

introducing his cotton gin, has returned home and is carrying on 

the well known and extensive Albany Agricultural Works. He 

is one of the most skilfull mechanics in the United States. 

Messrs. Wheeler, Melick & Go., proprietors of the New York 
State Agricultural Works, call attention to their justly celebrated 

Railroad and Lever Horse Powers and Threshing Machines, as 

well as their valuable Horse Fork for unloading hay. They will 

send circulars containing descriptions and prices of their various 

implements and machines on application. 
# — i ~ 

Beets vs. Sorghum for Sugar. 

Our esteemed correspondent 8. W., in a private note, 

writes:—“I am surprised that you should give sugar 

beets the preference to sorghum as a sugar making 

plant. Beets may be the best in Europe, where land is 

dear and labor cheap, but not in this country, particu¬ 

larly in the Great West.” 

That sugar of the best quality can be made from 

beets, is a well ascertained fact. There is no necessity 

for experimenting on this point. But with sorghum it 

is still an open question whether sugar can be profita¬ 

bly made from it. It is grown to a great extent in the 

West for the manufacture of molasses, but it is seldom 

that sugar is made from it except in very small quanti¬ 

ties. 

There are, aside from the fact that there is no uncer¬ 

tainty in the business, two reasons why we prefer beets 

to sorghum. The cultivation of beets, and the con¬ 

sumption of the refuse by cattle, enriches the farm. 

This is well known in Europe, and has given rise to 

the remark, “ The more beets the more grain.” Then 

there is this additional reason in favor of the beet. 

Sorgum must be worked up at the proper time in the 

autumn, or there is great danger of loss from chemical 

changes in the sap, but this is not the case with the 

beets; they can be kept all winter if need be, and can 

be worked up when most convenient. 
-♦ «»■ »- 

Tlie State Slieep Sliow. 

We had not time to attend the Sheep Show at Canan¬ 

daigua, but learn that there was a fine exhibition of 

“American Merinos ” and a very poor one of all other 

classes. We do not feel much interest in the “gas- 

tar” sheep, and shall not waste our space in givingthe 

premiums. We understand that some of them changed 
hands at high figures. 

The most useful feature of the show' was a sheep 

shearing. The sheep and fleeces were weighed, and 
the wrool has been reserved to be cleansed. When we 

get the weight of cleansed wool, we will give a full ac¬ 

count of the weight of the sheep, the weight of the 

fleeces as shorn, and the weight of cleansed wool. 

This will be valuable information, and Mr. Moore is 

entitled to credit for offering the prize which called 

it out. 
-• • - 

Put up tlie Wool with more Care. 

Those who only half wash their sheep, and keep them 

afterwards where they will get the most dirt, and then 

tie up the wool with heavy tarred twine may think that 

they can sell this dirt and string for the price of good 

wool—and may succeed in doing so once, but in the end 

they will certainly lose by the practice. In this, as in 

other things, honesty is the best policy. A wool buyer 

in Michigan, states in a letter to Sanford Howard, and 

published in the Western Rural, that he knows many 

farmers who have now their wool on hand that cannot 

be sold for more than 70 cents per E>, that he would 

have paid a dollar for last season, had it not been for 

the tarred rope. 

The Red Russian Hog.—This is to us a new breed. 

It is advertised in this number of the Farmer, by Mr. 

D. Cutts Nye, of Lexington, Mass. Mr. N. writes:— 

“This breed of swine is noted for small bone, ears, 

head and leg6, and for being very broad-shouldered, 
round and compact, and being quiet and easily kept 
The color is sometimes red, or red and white; while 
some are pure white. The Red Russian makes an ad¬ 
mirable cross with other breeds. I have bred the 
Chesters for years, and have given them up for the 
Russians, as they are a much handsomer and finer hog 
in every respect. 

• - 

Sow Corn Fodder.—The weather wiseacres say this 
will be the hottest summer in ten years. We believe 
they know nothing about it. But one thing is certain, 
that a good supply of corn fodder will prove valuable 
for milch cows next fall, when the pastures begin to 
fail. Now is the time to drill it in, say at the rate of 
two bushels per acre. Do not sow it broadcast. Drill 
it in rows and cultivate it. 
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Inquiries and Answers. 

Sowing Plaster.—You would oblige me much by 
giving directions for sowing gypsum.—L. G. Howard, 

Fredonia, N: Y. 

Plaster is usually carried in a sack or pail, and sowed 

broadcast by band. It can be done more expeditiously 

by placing a tub or balf-barrel in tbe hind end of a 

wagon, with a boy to drive by stakes. A man in the 

wagon, riding backwards, throws out two handfuls at 

a time, throwing cross-handed, and covering seven or 

eight yards. From one to two bushels per acre, on 
clover, is the usual quantity. 

Cow not Cleaning after Calving. — (Young 

Farmer.)—Keep the cow warm and comfortable. The 

general cause of the difficulty is exposure to cold, wet 

storms. Give the cow some warm bran mash three 

times a day, and if necessary, give a drench of one 

pound of Glauber or half a pound of Epsom salts,, two 

or three ounces of ginger, and a pound of molasses. 

If you could give her a quart of warm ale, instead of 

the molasses, it would be better. 

Parsneps.—Are parsneps good for milch cows in the 
spring?—J. W. 

Yes, excellent. Nothing better. They will pay to 

raise for this purpose. They have one advantage over 

carrots, that they can be allowed to remain in the 

ground all winter. 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar Avith all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that tho article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 
the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

Consulting Chemist. 

VYT Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool ©istrict. 
JAMES E. LEVlN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. feb9t 

bass bark. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 
such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 
cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 
payable in advance. 

TO FARMERS! BRADLEY’S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY’S 
X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and 

retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY: 
Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston. 

Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To¬ 
bacco Fertilizer. Bradley’s X L Manual on the Culture and Curing 
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un¬ 
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY. 

Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. . my 

SAWING MACHINES. 

WE are building a GREATLY IMPROVED CROSS-CUT 
SAWING MACHINE for cutting logs into stove wood, 

with two or four horse powers to drive them. 
Also, a new style CIRCULAR SAW for cutting cord wood into 

stove wood. 
gjW Circulars describing our machinery sent promptly on ap¬ 

plication by letter. Write to JONAS W. YEO, 
mv4t Proprietor Robinson Machine Works, Richmond, Ind. 

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, 

COURSES OF AGRICULTURAL INSTRUC¬ 
TION—Including the Practice of Agriculture and Horticul¬ 

ture, Agricultural Chemistry and Physiology, Principles of 
Breeding and Feeding, Injurious Insects, Rural Economy, For¬ 
estry, French and German Languages, &c.,— 

Open September 13th., 1S6S. 
For detailed Programme, apply to 
ju4t_PROF. GEO. J. BRUSH, New Haven, Conn. 

THE BEST AMD CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 

WE CAN FURNISH BASS BARK, PRE- 
pared for budding, of excellent quality, lor 30 cents per 

lb., or $25 per 100 lbs. Cash ordsrs solicited. 
THOMAS & IIERENDEEN, 

Ju2t_Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

Fresh Turnip Seed by Mail. 

The new sweet german turnip 
is incomparably the best for winter use or late keeping. 

Seeds prepaid by mail to any part of the country. A priced list 
of above, and all other desirable turnips, with directions, will be 
sent gratis to any address, by return of mail. 

B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, 
ju___Plymouth, Mass. 

STRAWBERRY BOXEsT 

OA AAA ROUND QUART STRAWBERRY 
AJ\J Boxes, well made and substantial, at $50 per 
1,000. ' 1 will send samples, crated up, at $4.25 per 100. Address 

C. VANDERBRUGH, S3 Main Street, 
ju_Rochester, N. Y. 

Old Eyes Made New 

WITHOUT SPECTACLES, DOCTOR OR MEDICINE. 

Pamphlet mailed free on receipt of ten cents. Address E. B 

FOOTE, M. D., No. 1130 Broadway, New York. ju 4t 

SUPERIOR FARM LAND 1-20.000 ACRES AT 
LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 

Franklinville Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, 25 miles 
south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry, and others, 
with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN H. COFFIN 
& CO., Franklinville, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. ap6t 

TILE MACHINE. THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
containing description. A. La. TOURETTE, 

ap65tf_Waterloo, N. Y. 

FOR SALE,—A very superior Red Russian Boar, 18 mos. 
old, weighing about 250 lbs. Price, if applied for soon, boxed 

and delivered in Boston, with feed $40. Address 
jult D. CUTTS NYE, Lexington, Mass. 

(TU/yCT A MONTH!—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a 
{Tp { VJ Month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articles, the best 
selling ever offered. Full particulars free. Address OTIS T. 
GAREY, Biddeford, Maine. ju 3t 
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ROCHESTER AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 

PITTS & BRAYLEY, Proprietors. 

68 South St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

The following are some of the advantages this Cultivator has 
over every other kind now in use: 

1st. Lightness and durability, being made of the best quality 
of steel, highly polished, and the whole implement weighing 
from 50 to 60 lbs. 

‘2d. Adaptation to more kinds of work than any other Culiiva- 
tor known; being a perfect and thorough Cultivator when used 
with all the teeth on, leaving the ground even and level, and 
working nearer the rows than any other Cultivator. 

3d. By removing the small teeth, and attaching the wings to 
the shovel, it is the most perfect implement for hilling that can 
be found. 

4th. It is the best implement for covering and digging potatoes 
ever invented. A man and horse can cover potatoes as fast as a 

Corn and Bean Planter Combined. 

WE are manufacturing one of the most successful Two- 
Rowed Planters now in use. One man and horse can 

plant either in rows or checks from 10 to 12 acres per day, and do 
the work well. The machine is easily managed, and is of light 
draft for one horse. It is one of the greatest labor-saving ma¬ 
chines of modern invention. Patented August 14th, I860. 

The demand for this Planter has continued to increase, until 
scores of them are now in use in Western New York, Michigan 
and Canada West. 

Cash price at the Factory, $25.00, subject to alteration as stock 
and labor may require. 

Please order early. Several orders came too late last year to be 
filled. 

Orders with cash will receive prompt attention. A liberal dis¬ 
count made to merchants and agents. 

For further description, send for circular, 
ap WHITESIDE, BARNETT & CO., Brockport, N. Y. 

TURNIP CULTURE. 

Rhodes’ the Standard Superphosphate, 
CANNOT BE EXCELLED 

IPOY?, THIS IMPORTANT CROP. 

B. M. RHODES, & CO., 82 Sotith street, Baltimore. 
II. E. MORING, General Agent New York and New England, 
my3t 113 Water street, New York. 

horse can walk, and a man and team can dig from 300 to 500 
bushels of potatoes in a day, when the crop is a fair one. 

5th. It works equally well in corn, or any kind of crop requir 
ing cultivating, and in most cases hand hoeing can be dispensed 
with. 

6th. Its cheapness, considering the many kinds of work to 
which it can be applied ; the farmer having in our implement all 
that is necessary for cultivating and hilling any kind of crop, or 
covering and digging potatoes. 

Numberless certificates from the most influential farmers in 
the United States might be given, of the superiority of the above 
implement over all others designed for like purposes. But as 
the Horse-Hoe is 60 well known, we deem it unnecessary to pub¬ 
lish them. 

American Roofing Company. 

GREEN’S PATENT. 

THIS COMPANY is now prepared to furnish one of the best 
articles ot ROOFING ever introduced, consisting of a 

STOUT MATERIAL made WATER-PROOF bv a COMPOUND 
of INDIA RUBBER, hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT, 
prepared expresslv. 

The WHOLE FABRIC has been thoroughly tested, is WATER 
PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather. 

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth. 
It is designed for covering RAILWAY CARS, STEAMBOATS, 

DWELLINGS, BARNS and SHEDS. It can be laid down by 
any sensible working man. 

It is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability. 
It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the Office 

of the Company, No. 94 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
ap3t HENRY SMITH, Agent. 

The clipper one-horse mower— 
Adapted to every variety of surface and to cutting every 

kind of grass. 
This machine is capable of cutting three-fourths to one acre 

of the heaviest grass per hour, and can be drawn as easily by one 
horse as ordinary two-horse mowers by two horses. 

The hight of cut can be varied by the driver while the machine 
is in motion, and without leaving his seat. It is simple, durable, 
and not likely to get out of order. 

Two-Horse Mowers and Combined Machines of the same pat¬ 
tern. R. II. ALLEN & CO., 

ap3t 1S9 and 191 Water street, New York, * 
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GROVER & BAKER’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWING MACHINES, 
ffib 495 Broadway, New York. tf 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BONE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASEEK & CLARK, 
Cor. 8th. and. Washington Sts., Philadelphia. THE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 

confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 
now in the market. Being made from finely ground bones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having manurial 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
<&c„ &c. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
Terms Cash. Address as above, 

1'ebTt TASKER & CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SAFE, 
AND 

OEDEE YOUE TEEES DIEECT. 
Address C. W. SEELYE, 

aptf 'Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

ALBANY 

Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store, 
Nos. 14 & 10 Green Street, Ground Floor, 

NEAR CORNER OF STATE STREET, 

Albany, INT. Y., 

HORACE L. EMERY, Sole Proprietor. 

THE subscriber takes pleasure in announcing that after an 
absence from the city and country of nearly two years, he 

has returned and assumed the entire interest in and to the Stock, 
Business and Interests of the ALBANY AGRICULTURAL 
WORKS, situated on Hamilton, Liberty and Union Streets, and 
also of the AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE AND SEED 
STORE on State Street, and continues the business of the 6am* 
6olely upon his individual account and management. lie has 
greatly improved and increased his facilities for manufacturing, 
and is better than ever prepared to supply all articles in his line, 
of a superior quality and upon the most reasonable terms. 

He has also REMOVED the entire Stock and Fixtures of the 
WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE from the old stand in Shite 
Street, up stairs, to Nos. 14 & 16 Green Street, and replenished 
the stork of Implements and Seeds, with the best of its kind, all 
of which he offers to the public upon the most reasonable terms. 

Having been the pioneer in the business of introducing, manu¬ 
facturing and selling of improved Agricultural Machinery and 
Implements and Seeds in this city, and devoted twenty years 
here to the business, he solicits a continuance of the liberal pat¬ 
ronage heretofore enjoyed by him and his successors in these 
Works and business. HORACE L. EMERY, 

Sole Proprietor and Manager of the Albany Agricultural 
Works, Warehouse and Seed Store, Hamilton, corner Liberty and 
Union streets, and Nos. 14 and 16 Green street, near corner State 
street, Albany, N. Y. ju 2t 

The Best Bailway 

T 

IN AMERICA. 
HE Horse Power that is unequaled for ease of team, amount 
of power, and has never failed to take the 

First Premium Over All Its Competitors, 
wherever tested. The Combined Thresher and Cleaner that 

CLEARS EQUAL TO ARY PARRIRG- MILL, 
fit for mill or market. 

THRESHERS, SEPARATORS, 
Fanning Mills, Wood Saws, 

Seed. Sowers, Planters, Ac. 

All of the best in market. Send in orders early, as we are 
governed by “ first come, first served.” 

jp^" For price and description send for Circulars, and satisfy 
yourself before purchasing. R. & M. HARDER, 

ju 2t Cobleskill, Scoharie Co., N. Y. 

“ Cayuga Chief Mower and Reaper,” 
WITH 

“YOUNG’S IMPROVEMENTS,” 

FOR 1865, 

Manufactured only by 

BEECHER’S PATENT 
YENEER FRUIT BASKET. 
AFTER one season’s thorough trial of the VENE ER FRUIT 

BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assurance 
that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style our Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, &c., address 
feb6t A. BEECHER & SONS, Westville, Conn. 

u T3 MODES 1THE STANDARD MANURE for Tobac- 
Jri co, Corn, Oats, &c.{; also, Top-dressing for the growing 

Wheat. Our spring supply of this long-established Manure 
ready for delivery. B. MURHODES & CO., 

Office 82 South street, Bawly's Wharf, Baltimore. 
Or, II. E. MORING, General Agent for New York and New 
uih4t England, 118 Water street, near Wall, New York. 

BARBER, SHELDON & CO., 

Auburn, N, ¥. 

Examine closely before bnying, as there are others building the 
Cayuga Chief without "Young’s Improvements.” 

jpeg’" Send for Descriptive Pamphlet. 
ap4t BARBER, SHELDON & CO., Auburn, N. Y. 

(t|M A IUONTH !—Agents wanted everywhere to in- 
troduce the improved Shaw & Clark $20 Family Sew¬ 

ing Machine, the only low price machine in the country which is 
licensed by Grover & Baker. Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, Singer & 
Co., and Bachelder. All other machines now sold for less than 
forty dollars each are infringements, and the seller and user are 
liable to fine and imprisonment. Salary and expenses, or large 
commission, allowed. Illustrated circulars sent free. Address 
SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. ju 8t 
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I>OTY’^ PATENT 

CLOTHES AND WOOL WASHERS. 

Economical, Durable, Simple, Efficient, Con¬ 

venient, and Easily Operated 

WASHING MACHINES! 

The FIRST and ONLY ONES out of more than one thousand 
patented that have proved 

UNIVERSALLY SUCCESSFUL, ! 

They save full two-thirds the Labor, Time and fatigue of hand 
washing, take less Soap, 

Save $20 to $100 a year 

in Wear of Clothing, and will last many years. 

THESE WASHERS WERE EXHIBITED AT THE GREAT 

NEW ENGLAND FAIR OF 1S64, WON THE ADMIRA¬ 

TION OF THOUSANDS, AND WERE AWARDED A 

SPLENDID DIPLOMA; ALSO AT THE WIS¬ 

CONSIN AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE 

FAIRS OF 1864, THEY WERE AWARD¬ 

ED THE FIRST PREMIUM. 

83?” Wool Fleeces may be washed in these machines at the 

rate of a flebce in two minutes, without tearing them apart, 

and the wool brings the price of tub-washed wool, which is 

riTH to eight cents rEp pound mork than that washed on the 

sheep. This is very important to every wool-grower. 

They are recommended, as the Very Best in SOLON ROB¬ 

INSON’S great new work,“ Facts for Farmers,” by ORANGE 

JUDD, proprietor of the American Agriculturist, and by 

JOSEPH HARRIS, proprietor of the Genesee Farmer. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

S50TY BROTHERS, Janesville, Wis. 

DOTY BROTHERS, 151 Nassau St., N. Y. 

J. B. L AWE S’ 
ARTIFICIAL 

MANURES. 
Factories. 1 i London Office, 

Deptford and Barking Creeks, V < No. 1 Adelaide Place, 

England. j ( London Bridge, E. C. 
rpiIE^ undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in the 

1 United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested 
(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artificial Manures, man¬ 
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albans, 
Eng., whose works are the Largest and Oldest of the kind in 
the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that 
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif¬ 
ferent branches, viz., for the production of 

WHEAT, 

CORN, 

GRASS, and 

VEGETABLES of all kinds. 
Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the country 

will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in¬ 
quiries promptly attended to. 

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent, 

novtf 118 Wall Street. New York. 

HAVING had considerable experience among some of the 
first-class Artists and Engravers in New York, I have re¬ 

turned to Rochester and established myself at the Genesee 

Farmer Office, No. 62 Buffalo street, third story, where I am 
prepared to execute all orders for Engraving. 

Machinery, Implements, Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Poultry, 

Pigs, Buildings, Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., promptly exe¬ 
cuted in the highest style of the art, and cheaper than any other 
establishment in Rochester. Orders by mail promptly at¬ 
tended to. *• 

pf Stereotypes and Electrotypes furnished at the lowest 
rates. Address C. T. LEADLEY, 

Box 900, Rochester, N. Y. 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post- Eaid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 

lergymen, $ 1. 
“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. II. 

Myers, Spencerian Penman. 
“ It is chaste and beautiful.”—New York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman, 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—N. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for<the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
JSAfSSSTTT & WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’64tf 
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New York State Agricultural Works. 
WHEELER, MELICK & CO., PROPRIETORS, 

ALBANY, N. Y., 
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

Railway and Lever Horse Powers, 
Combined Tlireskers & Winnowers, 

Clover Mullers, Feed Cutters, Saw mills, 

Shingle and Heading Machines, Horse Pitch- 

forks, Horse Rakes, &c. 

(SEE cuts below.) 

EXCELSIOR HORSE FORK! 

THE BEST IN USE. 
Patented by N. Palmer, September 80, 1862, and March 8,1863. 

This fork took the first premium at the Illinois, Iowa, Michi¬ 

gan, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Delaware and Maryland State Fairs, 

1863; also at the New York State Fair in 1862; also at hundreds 

of County Fairs both in the East and ‘West. 

Circulars and Price Lists Sent Free on Application. 
For Forks, address 

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., 

Manufacturers, Albany, N. Y. 

BULLARD’S IMPROVED 

PATENT HAY TEDDER. 

THIS Machine is intended to follow the Mower, which leaves 
the grass evenly distributed over the surface of the ground; 

a non-conducting layer exposed to the scorching rays of the sun 
on the upper side, and if left undisturbed, will remain wet under¬ 
neath until evening. The labor of turning this properly, is even 
greater than shaking out the swaths when grass has been cut 
with the scythe. 

This Machine tosses up the grass lightly, leaving its fibres 
crossed in every direction and in the best condition to he evenly 
and quickly dried by the circulation of the air. In this mode 
only, can the nutritive ingredients of the grass, the sugar, starch, 
&c.” be preserved; and what is almost of as much importance, in 
this way alone can be retained the sweetness and fragrance of the 
hay, that makes it more palatable to the animal. 

Another advantage in the use of this machine is, that it does 
the work so quickly, that the process of turning can be several 
times repeated, and the curing can by this means be so hastened 
in any good hay day, as to allow the hay to be taken to the bam 
in the best condition, the same day it is cut. This shortening of 
the process of hay making, enables the farmer to secure his nay 
when it is nearest ripe for the harvest, and much diminishes the 
risk of its injury from bad weather. 

It is claimed that this machine will pay for itself in a single 
year, on any farm producing 50 tons of hay. 

Certificates and testimonials have been received from many 
large farmers and intelligent agriculturists who have used the 
Hay Tedder, and all practical farmers agree that this invention 
is a success, and next to the Mower, the most useful machine in 
the hay field, and every farmer who cuts hay enough to justify 
his purchasing a Mower, cannot well afford to dispense with the 
use of the hay maker. 

This Machine is sufficiently well known to make it unnecessary 
to publish testimonials of its merits, as is the custom for similar 
implements. It is no longer an experiment to the purchaser, as 
it has proved a success. It will, with the aid of a boy and horse, 
do the work of eight or ten men, and do it better than if done by 
hand, and is recommended to all farmers as a labor saving Hay 
Improving Machine. 

I hope to be able to meet the demand for the next harvest, and 
shall use my best exertions to do so. Orders will be recorded in 
turn, and machines furnished to the extent of my ability. 

Price of the Eight Forked Mkchine, - $100 

66 “ Six “ 66 - - $85 

Address, SILAS C. HEEEING, 
251 Broadway, New York, 

Patentee by purchase for the State of New York. 

DIEECTIONS FOE USING THE MACHINE: 

1st—Harness the horse so as to carry the forks near the sur¬ 
face of the ground. 

2d.—Keep the machine well oiled in all its bearings with the 
be6t of oil. 

8d.—Never drop the machine into gear when the horse is 
moving quick; let the horse stop, or nearly so, when the machine 
is put in gear. 

4th.—It is best the machine should be out of gear while back¬ 
ing the horse. ju 

WHITTEMORE’S CURE FOR FOOT ROT 
IN SHEEP is a positive and speedy cure. Has been 

thoroughly tested, and never known to fail when applied cor¬ 
rectly. 

Sold by all Druggists. 
Persons wishing to test a bottle can have It sent to any part of 

the country by express by enclosing 75 cents to the sole propri¬ 
etor, F. 'W. WHITTEMOEE, Chatham Four Corners, Columbia 
county, N. Y., to whom all orders should be addressed. A libe¬ 
ral discount made to wholesale buyers. jan6t 
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By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the under¬ 

signed has assumed the General Subscription Agency for the 

sale of United States Treasury Notes, bearing seven and three- 

tenths per cent, interest, per annum, known as the 

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN. 
These Notes are issued under date of June 15th, 1865, and are 

payable three years from that time, in currency, or are con¬ 

vertible at the option of the holder into 

XT. S. Six per cent. 

GOLD-BEARING BONDS. 
These bonds are worth a premium which increases the actual 

profit on the 7-30 loan, and its exemption from State and muni¬ 

cipal taxation adds from one to three per cent, more, accord¬ 

ing to the rate levied on other property. The interest is paya¬ 

ble in currency semi-annually by coupons attached to each note, 

which may be cut off and sold to any bank or banker. 

The interest amounts to 

One cent per day on a $50 note 

Two cents u $100 66 

Ten <c 66 66 66 $500 66 

20 66 66 66 66 $1000 66 

$1 66 66 66 66 $5000 66 

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly fur¬ 

nished upon receipt of subscriptions, and the notes forwarded at 

once. The interest to 15th June next will be paid in advance' 

This is 

THE ONLY LOIN IN MARKET 
now offered by the Government, and it is confidently expected 

that its superior advantages will make it the 

GREAT POPULAB LOAN OF THE PEOPLE. 
Less than $300,000,000 of the Loan authorized by the last 

Congress are now on the market. This amount, at the rate at 

which it is being absorbed, will all be subscribed for within four 

months, when the notes will undoubtedly command a premium, 

as has uniformly been the case on closing the subscriptions to 

other Loans. 

In order that citizens of every town and section of the country 

may be afforded facilities for taking the loan, the National Banks, 

State Banks, and Private Bankers throughout the country have 

generally agreed to receive subscriptions at par. Subscribers 

will select their own agents, in whom they have confidence, and 

who only are to bo responsible for the delivery of the notes for 

which they receive orders. 

JAY COOKE, 
Subscription Agent, Philadelphia. 

May 1, 1865.—St 

BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE. 

For all description of crops this article has been found, after 

years of trial, a most active and permanent Manure. We are 

gratified to be able to state that the demand for the 

RAW BONE PHOSPHATE 

last fall exceeded by many hundreds of tons that of any previous 

season, which is a substantial proof of its excellence and popu¬ 

larity. We are now in the midst of a very active spring season, 

and the demand is very pressing from all quarters. Farmers 

would do well not to delay their orders. 

It is packed in bags and barrels, and may be had of any regular 

dealer in Fertilizers, (to whom we advise all farmers to apply,) 

or of the sole manufacturers, 

BAUGH & SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

The highest market price paid for Bones. 

The following letter from one of the most successful agricul¬ 

turists of New Jersey will speak for itself: 

“ Hammonton, N. J., May 23, 1864. 

“ Messrs. Baugh & Sons : Two years ago I wrote a short let¬ 

ter in our County Agricultural paper, giving my experience of 

two years with your Eaw Bone Phosphate, and advising our 

farmers to give it a trial. Since that time I have given it a more 

extended application to crops, and the lesultshave more than 

fulfilled my expectatiens. 

“My farm is a light sandy loam. In its natural state it would 

not grow anything. Peruvian Guano will stimulate it to bear a 

good crop, but the second year it will require double the amount 

of Guano to produce the first year result. Barn-yard manure, 

glue waste, soap boilers’ waste, are nearly exhausted in maturing 

one crop; but the Eaw Bone Phosphate will mature two good 

crops, and the land will be made more valuable with each year’s 

application. 

“ By using four hundred pounds of your Phosphate to the 

acre—one-half broadcast and the other applied in the hill, I have 

gathered ODe hundred bushels of ears of fine corn. I have nearly 

twenty acres of fruits of different Muds, and I now rely wholly 

upon your Phosphate to keep them in good health. I have two 

thousand pear trees, two acres of strawberries, two acres of 

blackberries, and six acres of grape-vines, and they are all in su¬ 

perb condition. If any farmer has better trees and vines than I 

have, he must have used your Eaw Bone Phosphate. 

“Applied to root crops the results are equally satisfactory. 

For turnips, cabbage, mangolds, tomatoes, it is every way more 

valuable than any other manure I have ever used; combined 

with marl it is a most superior manure for potatoes. 

“ I have tried several other Phosphates, among them some of 

the most popular in the country, but with very different results. 

“Market gardeners and fruit-growers should certainly use 

Bangh’s Eaw Bone Phosphate. They would soon perceive a 

marked difference in the quality of their vegetables and fruits 

over those stimulated with cheap composts of night soil. 

“ Yours truly, JOSEPH H. NOETH, M. D ” 
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A Great Book for Agents. 

TO BE SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY SUB¬ 
SCRIPTION : 

THE LIFE AiD STATE PAPERS 
OF 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 
Late President of the United States, 

Including his 

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, MESSAGES, LETTERS, AND 
PROCLAMATIONS: 

To which is added a History of the Tragical and Mournful Scenes 
connected with the Close of his Noble and Eventful Life. 

BY 

HON. HENRY J. RAYMOND, M. C., 
Chairman of the National Union Committee, and Editor of the 

N. Y. Times. 

With an accurate Steel Portrait and many illustrations. One 
octavo volume; price $2.50, Cloth, and $3.00 Leather. 

In preparation. Ready in June: 

THE LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES OF 

ANDREW JOHNSON, 
Seventeenth President of the United States, 

Including his recent Speeches and State Papers. By JOHN 
SAVAGE. One 12mo. volume, with Portrait. $1.50. 

Applications for Agencies should be made to 
DERBY & MILLER, Publishers, 

Tribune Buildings, New York. 

Turnip Seed by Mail. 

J. NX. THORBURN &: CO., 
15 John Street, New York, 

OFFER THEIR PURE AND SELECTED 
Stocks of Turnip Seed by mail, postage prepaid, at the fol- 

lowing rates: 

Early White Dutch,. per lb., $L 

German Tkltow,. U 20 44 44 2. 

Red Top Strap Leaf. 44 10 4» 44 1. 

English White Globe, .... 44 10 44 44 75c. 

“ “ Norfolk,. •4 10 44 44 75c. 

Long White French,. 
44 10 44 44 1. 

“ “ Tankard, .... 44 10 44 a 1. 

Yellow Stone,. 
44 10 44 44 1. 

Golden Ball, extra fine.... 44 10 44 44 1. 

Yellow Aberdeen,. 44 10 44 44 1. 

Yellow Finland,. 44 20 44 44 2.50. 

Dale’s Hybrid,. 
44 10 44 44 75c. 

Improved Ruta-Baga,_ 
44 10 44 44 1. 

Skirving’s do .... 
44 10 44 44 1. 

Laing's do .... 
44 

10 
44 44 1. 

TRADE PRICE UIST of tlie Above, for Deal- 

ers, just published. 

Also, Pure LONG ORANGE CARROT SEED can 

be sown in this Latitude up to the first of July. 15 cts. per oz. 

$1.50 per lb. J. M. THORBHRN & CO., 

ju 15 John-st., New York. 

BRUCE’S 

PATENT CONCENTRATED MANURE, 
MANUFACTURED FROM 

Animal Fibre, Blood and Pure Bone. 

Sold by our Agents. 

JOHN M. RICHARDS, 111 Commercial street, 
Boston, Mass. 

MICHENER & YOUNG, 206 Market street, 
Philadelphia, Pa, 

Send for Agricultural Almanac. 
GRIFFING BROTHER & CO., 

58 and 60 Courtlandt street. Ncwr York, 

my2t Sole Agents for the United States. 

The Genesee Farmer for Six Months. 
TERMS FOR THE* HALF VOLUME, 

Commencing -with, the July Number. 
-- - 

Single Subscriptions, Fifty Cents each. Five Copies for Two 

Dollars, or Forty Cents each. 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending us five subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

copy of the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1865. 25 cents. 

2. To every person sending us ten subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

copy of Miner's Domestic Poultry Rook. 50 cents. 

3. Te every person sending us fifteen subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send a copy of the Manual 

of Agriculture. $1.50. 

4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at forty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Riiral Annual for 

the years lS56-7-S-9-’60-’61-’62 and ’63, handsomely bound m 

two volumes, with complete index, title page, &c. $2.50. 

5. To every person sending us twenty-five subscribers at 

forty cents each, we will send a copy of The Horse and His Dis¬ 

eases and Everybody's Lawyer. $3.00. 

6. To every person sending us thirty-six subscribers at forty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer 

for the years lS60-'61-’62-’G3 and ’64, handsomely bound, with 

title page, index, &c., complete. $5.00. 

Money may be sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If 

the papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the 

money is lost the matter may be investigated at once. Address 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

Publisher and Proprietor Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual, 

June 1,1865. Rochester, N. Y. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM,—NO. 19. 

John Johnston wrote us to-day, (June 8tli,) that 

winter wheat and winter barley are both good crops 

this year in his neighborhood, though not so early as 

he anticipated a month ago. He says : 

“ I did last year what I never did before ; that was 

plowing up wheat stubble and sowing again with 

wheat. It is a respectable looking crop now, but if 

you saw the half of the field that I sowed salt on, 

say a full barrel to the acre, I am almost sure you 

would order forty or fifty barrels of second quality 

salt to sow in September or October. The salted 

wheat stands much thicker on the ground, is consid¬ 

erably taller, came in ear fully four days before the 

other, and altogether looks richer every way ; and 

as I had not salt enough to sow tne whole field, I 

sowed the half that has hitherto brought the worst 

crop and latest in ripening. Now it is much the 

best. I can stand in the middle of the field and 

look forty five rods each way and see distinctly how 

far the salt came, or I can walk or ride down the 

side of the field where not salted, and see the line 

as plainly as if the one side was corn and the other 

wheat. If this won’t make men experiment with 

salt, I don’t know what will. 

“ My great crop this season is winter barley. It 

is my first crop of that kind, and if it don’t get laid 

it is as good as any man could wish to see. It is 

now beginning to get yellow for the harvest. It was 

sown I think on the 11th and 12th [of September, 

the field thoroughly summer-fallowed, rolled after 

the drill, and full one barrel of salt sown to the acre. 

I never saw such a crop. My neighbor. Mr. Noyes, 

has also a very good crop, but I have not been to it; 

still should we have heavy showers, mine might be 

greatly damaged, as it is both too thick and too tall. 

I guess it stands about four and a half feet high, or 

nearly. I sowed two bushels to the acre, but I am 

sure one and[ahalf bushels would have been enough. 

We need rain here very much for spring crops. 

There was heavy rain and hail some three miles 

from here yesterday. If you lack faith in salt, I 

want vou to try one barrel on an acre of wheat, on 

dry land. If it don’t pay, charge the cost of the 

salt to me.” 

I will buy a barrel or two this fall, but I have not 

much faith in the efficacy of salt, except on rich 

land—and unfortunately my farm does not exactly 

belong to that class. What I want is ammonia and 

phosphoric acid. Salt will supply neither. Give 

me the former first and then the latter may be of 

use. Mr. Johnston has been applying them to his 

land for years, in the shape of rich manure made 

from clover and oilcake. My land never saw or 

heard or smelled a bushel of oilcake since it was 

cleaned of the original forest forty years ago. “ Why 

sir,” said an old resident a few days since, “ one year 

Tom-set three of us to mow that meadow you 

have been draining. It had been slieeped to death. 

Tom was a great hand for sheep. He thought he 

could make the land rich by keeping sheep. They 

were half starved and ground everything into the 

ground. We did not want to cut the grass,—it was 

so poor. The spears were about a foot apart and the 

scythes had to be very sharp to cut it at all. But 

Tom would have it mowed. We worked hard all 

day and at night we could have carried home on our 

backs all that we had cut.” 

There may be land on my farm that needs salt to <- 

check over-luxurience, but as yet I have not discov¬ 

ered it. It is true that land which has been water¬ 

logged for years is usually quite productive after it 

is drained, and it is very probable that salt might be 

used on such land. But my dry upland needs several 

years good culture and high manuring before I shall 

expect much benefit from salt. 

My peas are splendid—the best I have seen any¬ 

where. I sowed Lawes’ wheat manure on half of 

them and Tasker & Clark’s superphosphate on the 

other half. I intended to have put a barrel per acre, 

but the men only got on eight barrels on the ten 

acres. This is not quite enough, but I am mistaken 

if I do not have a big crop—big enough to check, 

if not to smother the thistles. I intended to have 

summer-fallowed the field, but the Deacon persuaded 

me to sow peas and sow wheat afterwards in the 
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fall. He thought the land had been “ sun-burnt ” 

quite enough. Now what I want is a horse hoe, for 

hoeing wheat in the spring, and you smile, but such 

machines have been used in England for many years. 

The wheat can be hoed with them for twenty-five 

cents an acre. If the season is favorable, the wheat 

is gone over two or three times and the land is as 

clean as possible. They say that there is compara¬ 

tively little advantage in drilling-in wheat unless 

you hoe it afterwards. Be this as it may, there can 

be no doubt that drilling and hoeing would be one 

of the greatest improvements that could be intro¬ 

duced into this section. On many farms red-root 

half chokes the wheat, and thistles are'not rare. We 

could destroy the red-root and other weeds easily by 

hoeing, and the thistles, if not killed, would be so 

checked as to do little damage. 

There was a gentleman from Herkimer county 

here a few days ago, and he went into extacies over 

our cherry trees, loaded with fruit. He says that 

the cherry trees in his section are affected with a 

knot similar to the black knot on plum trees. He 

thought the land, too, was “ beautiful ”—so free from 

stones, so clean and so easy to work. “ You beat us 

altogether in grain and fruit,” he said, “ but we can 

beat you in cheese.” I told him that every section 

had its advantages and disadvantages, and it would 

be a blessing if people would only realize it, and not 

be so anxious to leave the location where Providence 

had cast their lot. 

He spoke in praise of the “ cheese pastures—of 

the superior quality of the cheese, and of the sav¬ 

ing of labor in the farmers’ families.” 

I told him that several years ago I visited Herki¬ 

mer county, for the purpose of studying the system 

of cheese making, and was delighted with the labor 

saving appliances there introduced. With their 

vats for raising the temperature of the milk to any 

desired point and for separating the curd from the 

whey, and their easily worked and powerful presses, 

I thought cheese making, as compared with the old 

fashioned process, was nothing but a pleasant pas¬ 

time. 

I put on a good top-dressing of manure last fall 

on half a field of grass land intended for corn. I 

have just been over the field and am astonished at 

the effect the manure has on the corn. It is much 

the poorest part of the field, but the corn is far 

better. 

I was telling you about the Potato Planter. The 

potatoes come up better than expected. I am satis¬ 

fied that it is a useful machine. I made one mis¬ 

take. Mr. True came up here to show me how to 

work the machine. This was on the 21st of April. 

The land was somewhat wet, and the roller for 

covering the seed clogged a little. Then again I 

was not sure that the machine planted them with 

sufficient regularity. My man agreed that the old 

fashioned way was the ‘best. This was to be ex¬ 

pected, but Mr. True himself thought the Totatoe9 

were not of the right size and shape and felt doubt¬ 

ful as to the result. I planted two rows and gave it 

up till I could get the right kind of seed. Other 

matters were pressing, and it was ten days before I 

got at it again. I have not the least doubt that it 

would have been fifty dollars in my pocket had I 

kept on. These two rows came up as well as could 

be desired and are now looking splendidly. Every 

time I look at them I am reminded of the advantages 

of getting crops in early. It frequently makes all 

the difference between a good and poor crop—in other 

words, between one that affords a fair profit and one 

that involves a loss. 

We had a tremendous shower yesterday, (June 

19th.) It only lasted about an hour, but I think 

over an inch of rain must have fallen. A few hours 

afterwards I went to see how my main under-drain, 

with five inch pipes, got along. The water came 

through in a torrent. It is over a thousand feet 

long, with a fall of about three feet, and it was 

“ fun ” to see the water rush out of it and strike the 

opposite side of the open ditch. It enters the open 

ditch nearly at right angles, which is a mistake ; it 

ought to enter it more obliquely, as such a force of 

water will be likely to wash away the bank. 

An inch of rain gives about 22,500 gallons of water 

per acre. I calculated to drain over twenty acres of 

land with this five-inch main drain. But will it do 

it ? There must have fallen yesterday in one hour 

on this twenty-five acres over half a million gallons 

of water. I suppose a five-inch pipe, with say six 

inch fall in a hundred feet, would discharge, with 

the ordinary irregularities in laying, not more than 

one hundred and seventy-five thousand gallons in 

twenty-four hours. Accordingly it would take three- 

days to carry off the water that fell in one hour. 

In England a five-inch pipe is ordinarily quite 

large enough, as a main drain, for twenty-five or 

thirty acres. But then they never have such heavy 

showers as we do here, and as nearly all our facts in 

regard to under-draining are derived from the expe¬ 

rience of English farmers. We shall have to exper¬ 

iment for ourselves before we ean proceed with any 

degree of certainty. 

One thing seems clear: that we are liable to fall 

into the error of laying larger tiles than are neces¬ 

sary for the sub-drains, while we do not use tiles of 

sufficient size to earry off the water in the main 

drains. 

John J. Thomas, in Bural Affairs, goes into a cal- 
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culation to show the size of tiles necessary to drain 

land. He says: 
“ It is necessary, first, to ascertain the amount of 

surplus water existing in an acre of soil, at the wet¬ 

test period. This will vary considerably with the 

nature and depth of the soil, but it inay be laid down 

as a general rule that the soil and subsoil down to 

the depth reached by drains, when heavily saturated 

with water, contains a needless quantity, at least 

equal to a depth of three inches over the whole sur¬ 

face, which would be more than one thousand hogs¬ 

heads per acre. The drains should be of such a 

magnitude as to carry this off in twenty-four hours. 

If each drain relieves a space of a rod on each side, 

or a strip of land two rods wide, it must be eighty 

rods long for an acre of this breadth, and carry off 

forty-two hogsheads every hour, forty-six gallons per 

minute, or three-fourths of a gallon per second. A 

tubular tile, two inches in diameter, and perfectly 

sauooth and straight, would accomplish this if it had 

a descent of one foot in twenty. With ordinary 

imperfections, it would require a descent of about 

one foot in ten or twelve. If the descent was only 

one foot in fifty, it would require a three-inch bore. 

“ The size of the drain is controlled by three 

causes: its rate of descent, its length, and the num¬ 

ber of branches it receives. The length and num¬ 

ber of branches may be included together, for three 

branches, each ten rods long, would be the same as 

a single channel thirty rods long. In all estimates, 

therefore, the aggregate length of the branches may 

be taken as that of a single drain ; and the area they 

cover will readily show how much water is to be 

carried off, allowing, as before, one thousand hogs¬ 

heads per acre. By the use of the following table, 

which the writer of this article has calculated for 

this purpose, and which is sufficiently accurate for 

ordinary use, the size of the bore for different areas 

and slopes may be readily determined. A deduction 

of one-tliird to one-lialf must however be made for 

imperfections in the tile and laying. 
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“ For very short drains the preceding table would 

not answer, as it requires some len gth to give the 

water its full velocity.” 

It is probably true that land “ being saturated 

with water ” contains an excess equal to three inches. 

But this would only be the case when the drains 

are first cut. After they were once fairly in operation 

the land would never be saturated to this extent. 

The only experiments I am acquainted with bear¬ 

ing on this subject, are those made by J. Bailey 

Denton, on the Hinxworth estate, containing 800 

acres. The land had been drained with bushes laid 

at close intervals, and from fifteen to eighteen inches 

deep, but the land still suffered from excessive wet¬ 

ness. It was determined to drain it thoroughly in 

tiles. 

The mixed open soils were drained by occasional 

and wide parallel drains (from four to eight feet deep) 

“ sufficient to discharge the rainfall and relieve the 

pressure of subterranean water passing through the 

soil from the higher grounds to their natural out¬ 

falls. The cost from eight to eighteen dollars per 

acre. On the clay land the drains were put twenty- 

five to twenty-seven feet apart, four feet deep, at a 

cost of from thirty to thirty-five dollars per acre. 

The object of putting them so close was to aereate 

the soil as well as to drain it. The total cost of 

draining the eight hundred acres was $16,783, or 

about twenty dollars per acre. 

A record was kept of the fall of rain and of the 

amount of water which was discharged from the 

different drains, every day for a journal for eight 

months, (October 1st to May 31st.) During this 

time the rain guage showed that 227,240 gallons of 

water fell on each acre. During the same time, the 

drains on the free soil, and where there were com¬ 

paratively few required, discharged 160,920 gallons 

per acre ; while the quantity from the more numer¬ 

ous drains on the clays, was only 59,936 gallons per 

acre. 

There was a fall of rain in October and November, 

of 3,275 inches, equal to a supply of 74,087 gallons 

per acre. The drains first commenced to treble on 

the 27th of November, after a fall of half an inch 

of rain. The test-holes (placed midway between the 

drains) showed that the soil was rapidly feeding 

itself and that the water level was rising, but had 

not reached the level of the drains. In the first 

part of December there were frequent rains, but not 

amounting up to the 12th, in all to one-tenth of an 

inch. On the 12th the drains were discharging one 

hundred and sixty gallons per day per acre. On the 

13th there was a fall of rain of half an inch, and 

the outlets increased their discharge from one hun¬ 

dred and sixty to nine hundred and seventy-five gal¬ 

lons per drain per acre. In January, after more 

rain, the drains discharged 5,150 gallons per day per 

acre. 

You see it took over three inches of rain in the 
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autumn to start the drains. Then, after that, the 

drains discharged in proportion to the rain fall. But 

the total discharge of water was only equal to about 

half the quantity of water which fell on the surface. 

I suppose the other half was evaporated. But the 

fact that the drains discharged over one thousand 

gallons of water per day per acre during the winter, 

shows how wet the land would have been without 

them. 

I hear that the rust and midge are seriously in¬ 

juring the wheat in Wheatland and Caledonia. 

This moist weather, however favorable for spring 

crops, is not good for wheat. We want dry, hot 

weather for its elaboration. I have not yet been 

able to discover any midge maggots in my wheat, 

but I presume I shall not escape, though I sowed 

'* weavel proof ” wheat. 

THE MACHINE UNIVERSAL* 

This machine existed at an early day in the 

world’s history,—at a time when machinists were 

few. Still, it ranks among the first in importance, 

and, of all, it is the most worthy of consideration. 

Its record was traced in its origin by Adam, its first 

engineer. Then it existed in a rude state ; its parts 

were imperfect, and not understood : experience and 

practice in its operations were required to give it 

the importance and perfection since attained. Its 

design is the result of no mechanical genius, although 

it has received the life study of the most eminent 

minds of all ages of the world. Napoleon viewed it 

with admiration. Washington saw and pronounced 

it good. By it man grows and nations prosper! It 

is the Republic’s pride and strength in time of peace, 

and safeguard and security in time of war. With¬ 

out its power this nation would be insignificant and 

powerless, a body without sustenance, a branch 

without support. 

This important and powerful machine is the 

Farm ; the farmer is the engineer. The machinery 

is complex, and requires the constant exercise of 

forethought, care and vigilance, to run it with profit. 

Like other machines, it is subject to wear in its 

operations ; accidents happen to it; a screw becomes 

loose, a wheel', cog, or bolt, may break, any of which 

might suspend the motion of the whole. Particular 

care should be taken to keep this machine in good 

working condition, to which end the lubricating ma¬ 

terial should be properly applied, with first-class con¬ 

ductors and operators, such as proper training, study 

and experience will make, and the Machine Uni¬ 

versal will never prove a failure, but a source of 

profit and enjoyment to the farmer, a means of 

wealth and prosperity to the people, and a blessing 

inestimable to the world.—I. W. Sanborn, in Bos¬ 

ton Cultivator. 

COOL WATER. 

At this season of the year a cool draught of water 

is a luxury which we may enjoy with a little care. 

By the following method, simple and inexpensive, 

water may be kept almost as cold as ice. Let the 

jar, pitcher, or vessel used for water, be surrounded 

with one or more folds of coarse cotton, to be con¬ 

stantly wet; the evaporation of the water will carry 

off the heat from the inside, and reduce it to a low 

temperature. In India and other tropical countries, 

where ice cannot be procured, this expedient is com¬ 

mon. Let every mechanic and laborer have at the 

place of his work two pitchers thus provided, and 

with lids or covers, one to contain fresh water for 

the evaporation, and he can always have a supply 

of cold water in warm weather. Any person may 

test this by dipping a finger in water and holding it 

in the air on a warm day ; after doing this three or 

four times, he will find his finger uncomfortably 

cool. This plan will save the bill for ice, besides be¬ 

ing more healthful. The free use of ice water often 

produces derangement of the internal organs, which, 

we conceive, is due to a property of the water inde¬ 

pendent of its coldness.—Maine Farmer. 
- mm • ■ ■ - 

Basement Stables.—A correspondent of the 

Counting Gentleman in reply to an inquiry in rela¬ 

tion to the healthiness of basement stables, says: 

“ I have generally kept from fourteen to sixteen 

head of cattle in the basement of my barn, with 

from three to four horses, for twenty years past. 

The horses are kept up the year round ; the cows I 

generally turn out in the yard in front of the barn, 

when the days are pleasant. The stables are regu¬ 

larly cleaned every day, and well littered. A more 

healthy lot of stock I have never known, for I have 

not had a sick cow or horse since I have used these 

stables. I certainly like basement stables—they are 

warm and comfortable in winter, and cool and 

pleasant in summer.” 

Cube for Scab in Sheep.—Daniel Kelly, Esq., 

of Du Page county, gives in the Prairie Farmer, 
the following as his remedy for this troublesome 

disease. He thinks it a sure cure. One pound of 

mercurial ointment, and three pounds fresh lard, 

well mixed together. Turn the sheep upon its back 

and anoint the bare spot under each leg, and also 

around each place where the “ scab ” has appeared. 

Keep the subject from the weather for a few days. 

Care of Goslings.—On the first day after the 
goslings are hatched, they may be left out, if the 
weather be warm, care being taken not to let them 
be exposed to the unshaded heat of the sun, which 
might kill them. For food, grain is prepared with 
some barley or Indian meal, coarsely ground, bran, 
and raspings of bread, which are still better, if 
soaked and boiled in milk, or lettuce leaves and 
crusts of bread boiled in milk.—Browne. 
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RANDOM TALK ABOUT HENS. 

WHITTEN FOR TIIB GENESEE FARMER BY C. N. BEMENT. 

TO HAVE THE POULTRY-YARD PROFITABLE, 

The hens should not be kept until they are old ; 

hens after three years, will not produce as many 

eggs as those of one or two years; much, however, 

is depending on the breed kept so far as good layers 

are concerned. There is considerable difference in 

the number of eggs that the different breeds will lay, 

as well as the chickens of each breed. Some hens 

will lay an egg every day, others one every other 

day, and others every third day. 

HENS IN THEIR FIRST YEAR, 

if early birds, will probably lay as many eggs as 

ever after in the year ; but the eggs are small, and 

such young hens are generally unsteady sitters and 

cannot be depended upon as incubators. 

BEST FOWLS FOR COMMON USE 

are a cross of the Asiatic or Dorkings with the com¬ 

mon barn-yard fowls. If you wish your hens to do 

well and lay well, keep a middling sized cock, if the 

object be eggs; but on no account, keep a large or 

overgrown one. If you want to raise chickens for 

the table or for the market get the half-blood 

Asiatic, or Yellow-legged Dominique breed. 

SHELTER. 

Fowls should always be kept in a dry, warm shel¬ 

tered situation—a southern aspect is to be preferred 

—for they enjoy and benefit generally by the 

“ warms in the sun,” as well as requiring protection 

from its scorching rays, and a secure shed for rainy 

weather. The roosting-liouse and laying-liouse, if. 

separate, should communicate, that early layers may 

have early access to the nests, and also communicate 

with the storm-shed for the fowls to run in, in 

security if they should leave their roosts early in 

the morning. The nests should be numerous, if in 

boxes, not too deep but roomy, some situated high, 

some low, scattered around and as independent of 

each other as possible, each supplied wdth sweet soft 

straw, and a glass or porcelain nest egg. If the 

nests be too deep they break the eggs in jumping in 

and out, and if the nests are not roomy sitting hens 

have no room to turn easily, and consequently break 

the eggs by not being able to get to them softly. 

They then eat the broken eggs, which gives them 

the habit of doing so at other times. 

THE FEEDING PLACES, 

if under cover, so much the better, as a precaution 

for wet weather, and as far as possible removed from 

the nests, that the hens which happen to be laying 

at the time or which may be sitting, may not be dis¬ 

turbed and enticed off their nests and eggs at im¬ 

proper times. 

WINTER LAYERS. 

In order to have hens lay in winter—the season 

when eggs are scarce and sell at the highest prices— 

it is necessary to furnish them with warm, dry quar¬ 

ters, well lighted and well ventilated, and strictly 

clean ; feed them all they will eat on boiled potatoes, 

mashed and mixed with meal, middlings or shorts in 

the morning, and corn, barley or buckwheat at eve¬ 

ning—they are fond of variety. In feeding on pota¬ 

toes alone without grain they are apt to make them 

scour; and we have found it indispensable not only 

to feed them in a boiled state ; not too hot, however, 

as they are so stupid as to burn their mouths if per¬ 

mitted. 
AS A GENERAL RULE, 

April is the best month for eggs and December the 

poorest. If many early spring pullets are kept the 

yield of October, November and December will be 

much increased. 

nENS SHOULD NOT BE KEPT UNTIL THEY ARE OLD ; 

after three or four years they should “ go to pot.” 

There is no objection to preserving a favorite cock 

so long as he is active and lively ; but hens after 

three years will not produce as many eggs as those 

of one or two years. Much, however, is depending 

on the breed kept, but more on the manner in which, 

they are kept, so far as good layers are concerned. 

THOUGH HENS SHOULD BE KEPT WARM IN 'WINTER,. 

they should not be crowded together in small or- 

contracted apartments, as without ventillation they 

are liable to disease from impure air. In mild' 

weather, when the ground is bare, they should be 

allowed to go out in the sun. Give them ashes or 

any dry loam to roll in; it will tend to keep them 

free from vermin. 

COMPLAINTS 

are often made by persons who wish to keep fowls,, 

but are unable to do so because they cannot keep 

them out of their gardens. No such difficulty can 

be laid to the Cochin-Creepers. In character they 

are quite peaceable, very tame, and for domestic 

habits they are unexceptionable. 

EXCELLENCE. 

If we should be asked what are the points of exceU 

lence desirable in fowls, we should say, they should, 

be large, quick of growth, hardy, quiet, fit for the 

table at an early age, meaty, abundant layers, 

especially in winter, gcod mothers, good tempered, 

and quiet in their habits. 

HENS SHOULD BE TREATED GENTLY. 

Hens that are perfectly tame -will lay many more 

eggs—some say twice as many as wilder ones. If 

you keep hens for the eggs only, the Spanish, Po 

lands, Hamburghs, Leghorns, and Bolton Greys, wilL. 
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be found better layers than the larger breeds. But 

for early or winter layers the Brahmas and Cochin- 

Creepers—in fact, most of the Asiatic breeds—are 

considered the best. 

HENS WELL FED IN THE FALL 

are the best layers, as much depends on their condi¬ 

tion. If pullets are left to run at large in the fall 

and not fed well, they will not lay as early, nor so 

many eggs, nor will the eggs be as rich in quality 

CHICKENS FROM ASIATIC FOWLS 

are more hardy and much easier raised than any of 

the smaller kinds. They grow much faster, and if 

well taken care of will commence laying at the age 

of five or six months; sometimes at four months. 

They should be hatched in March or April and then 

your pullets will commence laying in the fall and 

continue through the winter if well taken care of. 

Chickens, if raised for market, it is best to have 

them early, and it is important that they should be 

nicely dressed if we would get a good price. Chickens 

that are carefully dressed and nicely put up, will 

often bring nearly twice as much as others that are 

really good, carelessly and slovenly dressed. 

Poultry, it is generally thought, ought always to 

be confined, but if so, instead of a dark, close, dim¬ 

inutive hovel, and a 7 by 9 yard, as is often the case, 

they should have a spacious, airy, light place con¬ 

structed for them. In both large and small estab¬ 

lishments, it will be necessary to separate some 

fowls from the rest, when particular breeds are to be 

raised. Separate pens or wards must be provided 

either at some distance from each other, which is 

preferred, or with divisions to prevent any intrusion, 

by which improper crossing might be produced. 

CLEANLINESS. 

Fowls being cleanly by nature, thrive when regu¬ 

larly attended, but degenerate and sicken if neglected. 

In an artificial state of existence, they require to be 

supplied by art which in nature they would attain 

for themselves. For this purpose they should have 

a regular supply in some convenient part of their 

shed, of sifted ashes daily to bathe and roll in, and 

to cleanse themselves, and which should be often 

changed. This precaution will keep them entirely 

free from vermin of any description. 

FOWLS ARE GRAZIERS. 

Green food being quite as necessary for health as 

corn or any kind of grain ; to supply this require¬ 

ment of nature, they should have daily a good sup¬ 

ply of fresh green vegetables. Among the plants they 

reject are the leaves of strawberries, celery, parsneps, 

carrots, and potato leaves. They are most fond of 

cabbage, lettuce, turnip-tops and water-cresses ; but on 

no account any sour plants which scour them, as do 

spinach, the cuttings of grass-plats. Green food 

with fowls is an astringent, the very reverse of 

what vegetables are with us. That fact will not ap 

pear so surprising, when it is recollected that one 

takes them raw and the other cooked. It is unna¬ 

tural ; they have no good cooks amongst them in 

their own state; and it is decidedly injurious to 

their digestive organs, except when they are doomed 

soon to be killed for the table. 

Poughkeepsie, June, 1865. 

NOTES BY S, W. 

The Waterloo Races and Horse Fair came off on 

Wright’s Course the two last days of May. He 

Balsac says, him who needs no exciting re¬ 

creation is either a bigoted ascetic, or a slave to 

some devouring passion. I once heard of a soi 

disant Quaker, who would not eat streaked beans 

lest he should minister to the vanity of the creature. 

The great improvement in horse flesh in this region 

of late, has been remarked by many former resi¬ 

dents, who lived here during the day of small 

things. Lloyd Minturn has done something for the 

improvement of the breed of horses by his importa¬ 

tions from Vermont. But Joseph Wright is emphati¬ 

cally the empresario in equine stock in this region 

of country, and the good effects of his labors may 

well absolve him from the folly of quitting tobacco 

growing just as it was most profitable, because he 

wanted the large sheds to turn into stables for his 

hundred and fifty horses, brood mares, colts, &c. 

THE SEASON AND TIIE CROPS. 

The winter wheat crop never promised better, 

grass two weeks earlier this season than last; yet, 

you will hear scores of farmers complain of the 

season—too cold and wet at first, and now too hot 

and dry. But while it is so dry that the late planted 

corn cannot come up, that planted in early May is 

luxuriating in the hot dry weather. Blessed is that 

farmer who does not rely on the season to give him 

a crop planted out of season. Ask such a man if 

his crops do not suffer from the cool wet weather, 

and he will say he has provided against such 

weather by under-draining. Ask him now, if his 

corn does not suffer from drouht, and he will laugh 

at your simplicity. The man who plants in early 

May, has no more labor to perform to get a large 

crop, than him who plants in June has to get a 

small one. When a mechanic neglects or botches at 

his trade, his customers desert him and he is com¬ 

pelled to try some other business for support; but 

the farmer may neglect his calling with comparative 

impunity, as he can easily grow enough to make his 

own pork, and bread and butter ; go that if he has 

nothing to sell he will not starve; and thus far he 

has escaped war taxes, and corporation taxes are 

among the realities which do not reach him. 
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A PLEA FOR SORGHUM. 

Your remarks in favor of beets for sugar making, 

because tbe refuse feeds cattle and makes manure, 

will apply equally as well to tbe Chinese cane, its 

top and luxurious leaves are more eagerly devoured 

by milch cows than beets, even before their juices 

are pressed and the leaves of beets contain but little 

dry matter ; then the bergass from the pressed cane 

may be used in the compost heap or as bedding for 

cattle. Beets require as strong a soil for a maxi¬ 

mum yield as sorghum, although the latter may 

exhaust the soil more, but as its cereal crop is small 

it cannot destroy manure like Indian corn. 

SURFACE MANURING. 

John Johnston says that “ one load of manure 

used in top dressing is worth two loads plowed 

under on stiff land.” It is humiliating to be ob¬ 

liged to demur to the dictum of so successful a 

veteran in farming as Mr. J. But I have always 

found in my small experiments, that working in 

coarse unfermented manure to a clay soil, was the 

best way to make it both rich and friable. Concen¬ 

trated manure is as much less permanent as it is 

quicker in its action ; but that which is plowed 

under has not only a better mechanical effect, but its 

chemical aid is developed the second season if not 

the first. Yet on a light friable soil, top dressing 

with well rotted manure may be the most economi¬ 

cal amendment. But I presume Mr. J. will say that 

his remarks are meant to apply to the top dressing 

of his wheat fallow with the well rotted manure 

from his farm yard. Here the mechanical effect of 

the manure prevents the freezing out of the wheat 

in winter and early spring, and the growing crop is 

immediately fed by the decomposed manure. But 

as Indian corn only grows in hot weather the decom¬ 

position of coarse manure begins pari passu with the 

growth of the crop, and when the ears are filling the 

final decomposition of the manure now perfects the 

crop. 
OLD SEED. 

One great objection to seed from the seed stores is 

the doubtful age of the seed ; the newer the seed 

the quicker it will vegetate and the stronger will be 

the plants. When I bought my onion seed from the 

shop, the seeds that did vegetate were a long time 

in the ground, and the plants were weak. 

ON ONION GROWING. 

Our most successful market gardener never grows 

onion setts by themselves; he sows them thick in 

early spring in rows twelve inches a part, and sows 

the small ones for setts the next spring. He keeps 

out every weed, but he never thins out the onions. 

It is a great mistake to sow onions in August to 

grow setts for spring planting, as onions require cool, 

moist, spring weather on the start. They must have 

roots deep in the soil to enable them to grow in hot 

weather. I have seen onions grow on top of each 

other, the roots of the upper one having to pass be¬ 

tween the onions below to reach the ground ; but 

this was on a soil manured and managed just right, 

too much manure is the cause of much failure in 

onion growing, as it induces the plant to run to top, 

and scullions are the result. On the drift formations 

near the sea the onion bed can rarely be made too 

rich; but over dosing with manure and late plant¬ 

ing, is the cause of failure on the generous alluvions 

of Western New York. 

"Waterloo, June 14th, 1S65. 
-» —-- 

FOOT ROT LY SIIEEP, 

Permit me, through the Farmer, to tender my 

thanks to Mr. J. D. Kirkpatrick, of North Liberty, 

Pa. He offered, through the Farmer, to send (free) 

a recipe for curing foot rot in sheep to those who 

desired it. I wrote to him, and he kindly sent me 

the directions. I consider his plan the best I know 

of. I will give it briefly, for the benefit of sheep- 

raisers . 

Pare the hoof well, taking all the loose horn off. 

Put butter of antimony on the sore first, then ordi¬ 

nary blue vitriol, dissolved in water; then tie up the- 

foot with a rag, to keep dirt out of the sore ; keep 

the sore foot from the ground, and repeat this opera¬ 

tion once or twice a week, and I will guarantee a 

cure for the worst cases. The ordinary blue vitriol 

will do for common cases. The difficulty is, where 

the cavity in the foot is put bare on the ground, even 

after the disorder has been removed, dirt works up 

into the cavity, and irritation and soreness ensue 

again. 

Do any of the readers of the Farmer know a sure, 

harmless remedy for ringbone in horses? 

Horatio G. Lawrence. 

Flat Brook, Columbia Co., N. Y., 1S65. 

A Prolific Pig Story.—The first of April, 1864, 

a female swine under the barn of Edward Earl, in 

Worcester, had a litter of thirteen pigs, eleven of 

which, when six weeks old, sold for $14. In August 

following, the same animal had thirteen more, and 

raised nine of them, which sold for $45. The 24th 

of February, 1865, to cap the climax, she brought: 

forth seventeen more fine, healthy pigs, (although’ 

she had only twelve teats for them,) making in all 

three litters, within thirteen months, of forty.three- 

pigs.— Worcester Transcript. 

To Stop Chipmucks Pulling Corn.—“ S. M. T.” 

says his neighbors “ soak their corn in a decoction ! 

of tobacco, and it has invariably put a stop to the 

depredations of the Chipmucks.”—Am. Ag. Ip 
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A CHEAP AND VALUABLE PAINT. 

One of our neighbors lias painted bis out-houses, 

fences, &c., with a paint made as follows, and found 

it nearly as good as ordinary oil paint and vastly 

cheaper. In fact the cost is scarcely anything'ex¬ 

cept the labor: 

“ Take half a bushel of nice unslacked lime; 

slack it with boiling water, cover it during the pro¬ 

cess to keep in the steam, and add to it a peck of 

clean salt, previously wrell dissolved in warm water; 

three pounds of ground rice, boiled to a thin paste, 

and stirred in boiling hot; half a pound of clean 

glue, which has been previously dissolved by first 

soaking it well, and then hanging it over a slow 

fire, in a small kettle within a large one filled with 

water. Add five gallons of hot water to the whole 

mixture ; stir it well, and let it stand a few days 

covered from the dirt. It should be put on right 

hot; for this purpose, it can be kept in a kettle 

on a portable furnace. It is said that about one 

pint of this mixture will cover a square yard upon 

the outside of a house, if properly applied. 

“•Brushes more or less small may be used accord¬ 

ing to the neatness of the job required. It answers 

as well as oil paint for wood, brick or stone, and is 

cheaper. It retains its brilliancy for many years. 

There is nothing of the kind that will compare with 

it, either for inside or outside walls. Coloring mat¬ 

ter may be put in, and made of any shade you like. 

“ Spanisli-brown stirred in will make red or pink 

more or less deep, according to the quantity. A 

delicate tinge of this is very pretty for inside walls. 

Finely pulverised common clay, well mixed with 

Spanisli-brown before it is stirred into the mixture, 

makes a lilac color. Lamp-black in moderate quan¬ 

tities makes a slate color, very suitable for the out¬ 

side of buildings. Lamp-black and Spanish-brown 

mixed together produce a reddish stone color. Yel¬ 

low ochre stirred in makes a yellow wash ; but 

chrome goes farther, and makes a color -generally 

esteemed prettier. In all these cases, the darkness 

of the shade will of course be determined by the 

quantity of coloring used. It is difficult to make a 

rule, because tastes are very different; it would be 

best to try experiments on a shingle, and let it dry. 

We have been told that green must not be mixed 

with lime. The lime destroys the color, and the 

color has an effect on the whitewash, which makes 

it crack and peal. 

“ When walls have been badly-smoked, and when 

you wish to have them a clean white, it is well to 

squeeze indigo plentifully through a bag into the 

water you use, before it is stirred in the whole 

mixture. 

“ If a larger quantity than five gallons is wanted, 

the same proportions should be observed.” | 

Our friend says that thirty cents worth of color¬ 

ing matter will be enough for the half bushel of 

lime. Spanish-brown, yellow ochre, cost three cents 

a pound. Lamp-black and Princes brown five cents 

a pound. The latter gives a handsome lilac shade. 

UNDERDRAINING WITH RAILS OR POLES, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Your remark in the 

June number of the Genesee Farmer that “for nar¬ 

row drains, tiles must be used,” I have put in some 

under-drains fifteen inches wide at the top and three 

inches wide at the bottom. In such a ditch yo* 

wrould say tile must be used. I have used wood for 

tile, not to have the water run through the wood, 

but under. The ditch should be not less than three 

feet deep. I make use of a pole or rail of the size 

that will go down to within five or six inches of the 

bottom of the ditch. Lay it in to the ditch ; then 

tread it down so that it will set close to the sides of 

the ditch in order to prevent the dirt passing by it 

into the space below. Then fill up the ditch and 

you have a drain that will carry off the W'ater as 

well and as long as a tile drain. Narrow drains can¬ 

not be made through coarse gravel or stony ground. 

On such ground a ditch wide enough to work in will 

have to be made. Then stone or tile will have to 

be used. 

In making narrow drains one spade should be 

fourteen inches long in the blade, five inches wide 

at the top and three at the lower end, and made a 

little flaring. The handle should be four feet long, 

so that you can stand on the top of the bank and 

take the earth from the bottom. For cleaning out the 

bottom of the ditch use a piece of sheet iron, bent 

so as to make a scoop, that will go into the bottom 

of the ditch and clean out all loose dirt, with a 

handle four or five feet long attached to it. Such a 

tool any farmer can make. A drain as above de¬ 

scribed can be put in for one half the expense of a 

stone or tile drain made wider. Water can be made 

to pass off as well through the soil as on top of it, 

and the farmer that gives it a fair trial will find 

himself well compensated for the labor expended. 

John McVean. 
Wheatland, Monroe County, N, Y., June, 1805 

Plowing Among Trees.—In plowing among 

trees, and where it is desired to throw the furrow 

from the row, a plow with a movable beam, and set 

as “ wide ” as possible, enables one to plow much 

closer to the trees. When it is desired to throw the 

furrow towards the trees, the same plan is equally 

advantageous, but of course it should then be set as 

narroio as possible—i. e., the beam should be turned 

to the left. 
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES. 

We propose to give from month, to 

month some account of the many valuable 

implements and machines now offered to 

farmers, and the manufacture of which 

forms such a striking feature in American 

agriculture. Great as have been the im¬ 

provements which have been made during 

the last ten or fifteen years, we believe they 

are nothing in comparison to what we shall 

witness in the new era of American agri- 

. culture on which we are about to enter. The 

immense and fertile territory now open to 

Northern enterprize will require ten times 

the number of implements and machines for 

its cultivation than those hitherto used, 

while the abstracion of so much labor from 

other sections will compel us to resort more 

than ever to all useful mechanical appliances 

for the cultivation of the soil and the gath¬ 

ering of the crops. We are sure that under 

such circumstances one or two pages of the 

Farmer each month devoted to a description 

of useful implements and machines will 

prove of great interest to our readers. We 

shall endeavor to give illustrations of all the 

new inventions that promise to be valuable, 

but at the same time shall not neglect those 

which have been for some time before the 

public and which merit a more general in¬ 

troduction. We propose to commence the 

series Avitli some account of a few of the 

implements manufactured at the Reming¬ 

ton Agricultural Works at 11 ion, Her¬ 

kimer county, N. Y. We have used many 

of the implements made at their works and 

can confidently recommend them to our 

readers. 

Steel Plows.—That steel plows are des¬ 

tined to be more extensively used is certain. 

They have many advantages over cast iron 

plows, such as keeping bright, cutting a 

dean furrow and running easier. John 

Johnston, of Geneva, writes : 

“ I did not get your Steel Plow tried until 

to-day. I assure you, I think it the best 

plow I ever owned ; it runs deep enough and covers 

up all the stubbles finely. P fully expected that it 

would plow sward land excellently, but did not ex¬ 

pect it so good for stubble—nothing can do better ; 

and, like every good plow, is remarkably easy for 

both man and horses.” 

And again he writes, after three years experience : 

“ I still think the Mohawk Valley Clipper the best 

plow I have ever used.” 

The only objection he has to the plow is that it is 

set to take too wide a furrow; but most farmers 

like a plow that will turn a wide furrow, and it may 

be said that this steel plow will turn a wide furrow 

easier than most plows will a narrow one. We un¬ 

derstand that the Remington Agricultural Works 

are about to manufacture other patterns with steel 

mould-board, points, &c. 

The Remington Agricultural Works also manu¬ 

facture steel cultivators, diorse hoes, steel toothed 

horse hay rake and many other valuable implemer^v 
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and machines, which we have not space this month 

to describe. Those of our readers in want of such 

implements can obtain a catalogue giving full de¬ 

scriptions of them, by addressing the “ Remington 

Agricultural Works,” Ilion, Herkimer county, N. Y. 

For cultivating among corn and potatoes and for 

hilling the latter, their Horse Hoe is the best imple¬ 

ment we have ever used. Then the “Johnston 

Cultivator,” made at the suggestion of John John¬ 

ston, is admirable for cultivating corn on clay land, 

and also for getting out quack grass. 

FOREST TREE CULTURE—NO. 1. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—I am well pleased that 

the New York State Agricultural Society is about 

taking an interest in preserving and protecting 

forest trees. Many parts of the older States should 

have attended to this vital subject long before this. 

You solicit some one to write on this subject who 

has had experience, and I give mine cheerfully: 

From my boyhood I have been acquainted with 

woods—an inmate of the forests. In 1800, when a 

small boy, father migrated into the dense woods of 

Jefferson county, now State of Ohio. In 1810, we 

moved into Stark county of .the same State, right 

among the huge, dense forests. Since then I have 

alone cleared up plantations at five different times ; 

and always a close observer and admirer of nature, 

I say this to show that I had ample opportunity to 

learn by experience. 

I proceed by supposing the wood lot is composed 

of old timber, such an one as nature makes. 

If the lot has been over-run by animals, much 

grass of the fibrous-rooted kind will have taken root 

and matted the ground, than which nothing can be 

more injurious to the growth of trees of all kinds; 

in a word, to all vegetation. To eradicate the grass 

a shallow plowing might do good, but this would be 

impracticable. Where vacancies exist fill up with 

young trees—quite small ones will do. However, 

when no animals are allowed to run in the lot na¬ 

ture will do this ; the nuts and acorns falling from 

the trees and sprouts, or scions, from the felled trees, 

•and also of those stinted and crippled by animals, 

will in a great degree perform this work. Where 

trees die or where decay manifests itself, remove 

them either for fuel or other use—fill up with young 

ones. Never cut a tree for fuel unless there are no 

dead or such as are not fit for lumber or buildings. 

By no means suffer animals, especially cattle, to in¬ 

trude. Strong cattle will hurt or destroy sapplings 

three, four, and even five inches in diameter by 

bending them down. 

Let the young trees stand in close proximity, as 

that will induce them to grow straight and taller ; 

if too close, the weaker will decline and die, as they 

gro w taller. And though they will prune themselves, 

it will be better to do this by hand and remove the 

dead and declining ones. This offal, with the fallen 

limbs of older trees, will afford fuel—quite a neces¬ 

sary article where timber is scarce. 

No animals being admitted, the foliage of the 

trees, weeds and briars will form a covering on the 

earth very salutary for the growth of the younger 

trees. Briars and weeds with runners or branchy 

roots, will do no harm, but good, as they have a 
tendency to shade and thus mellow the ground. 

As the trees progress in growth, the weeds and 

briars will yield and die, and the trees will govern 

the whole surface to their advantage—the soil be¬ 

comes mellow and congenial to their development. 

The decaying leaves will afford ample nutriment 

and supply all the elements for a vigorous and 

healthy forest. Observe how nature forms forests 

and follow its method. 

I said before, that when a wood lot over-grown 

with grass a plowing might do good; but as this 

may be impracticable, a mulching of any material 

that would c^ver the ground well might do. 

Let me say again, exclude all animals. Hogs, I 

think, would do r o harm. 

The forest once put in a healthy condition and by 

filling vacancies, will secure a continued vigorous 

growth, perhaps, as long as the earth may endure. 

A change of the varieties of trees may be indis¬ 

pensable after a long series of years. 

A. Baer, Jr. 
Sodas, Mich., June, 1865. 

Contrivance for Hiving Bees.—Mr. Amos 

Taber, of Albion, has left at our office, an apparatus 

for hiving bees, contrived and used by himself for 

several years with universal success. It consists of 

a board a foot wide and twelve feet long, elevated at 

an angle of about 45 degrees, the upper end of which 

is perforated with holes about two inches apart, into 

which long corn cobs are inserted, projecting down¬ 

ward. Bees when swarming, readily alight upon the 

cobs, as they afford an excellent opportunity for them 

to hold on upon, from which they can be hived with¬ 

out difficulty or danger, as the board can readily be 

placed immediately under the hive. A sample of 

the contrivance can be seen at this office, and we 

regard it as a simple and practical affair—one which 

every bee-keeper can make and use himself with 

little or no trouble.—Maine Farmer. 

Lice on Hogs.—The swine louse is readily de¬ 
stroyed by a strong decoction of quassia wood; to¬ 
bacco water is also used, but^ requires especial cau¬ 
tion in its application. A little benzine, dissolved 
in alcohol, applied with a shaving brush, or piece of 
sponge, is said to be a certain cure, but, like tobacco 

| water, requires care in its use.—Amer. Ag. 
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

At a recent meeting of the Royal Agricultural 

Society of England, John C. Morton read a paper on 

agricultural education, in which he adduced some 

ideas that are well worthy of consideration. 

To be a good and successful agriculturist, he said, 

needs not only familiarity with the ordinary routine 

of farm practice, and both industry and promptitude 

in its direction ; it needs especially (1), the quality of 

patience by which her full share of the farm work is 

given to Nature to accomplish; and it needs espec¬ 

ially, (2), the exercise of quick-sighted observation by 

which the earliest natural indications of what is go¬ 

ing on, the earliest intimations of the natural ten¬ 

dency and movement whether to the good or bad, 

are detected in the living creatures which the farmer 

cultivates. Intelligence, activity, and promptitude 

in carrying out the routine of operations are neces¬ 

sary in every other business as well as that of farm¬ 

ing ; but none other, unless it too have equally to 

do with life, so needs the exercise of quick-sighted, 

careful, habitual observation for its successful prose¬ 

cution—and in none other is there so much need of 

patience. I do not mean contentment, but a willing¬ 

ness and ability to wait for the full effect of the cost¬ 

less influences of Nature. A quick and watchful 

eye, and prompt activity at the proper time, have to 

be united with the faculty of waiting till the proper 

time in order to good agriculture. 

Many an example, both mere incidents and whole 

lives, could be quoted in illustration of the need of 

both these qualities. Many of us have, I dare say, 

seen men of strong will—of course not bred to the 

business, or experience would have taught them 

better—tearing resolutely on in pursuit of the object 

which they had set themselves; regardless of 

weather, prejudices, habits; enforcing the material 

result by steam if horses would not do, by imported 

hands if the home-bred laborers were insufficient— 

in the end correcting at great loss their blunders, 

and confessing that the knot had been generally cut 

rather than untied—that difficulties had been swept 

out of the way rather than overcome, that the mere 

enemy, so to speak, and not the enmity had been 

conquered, and that the natural method by which 

men as well as mere material are converted, and by 

which things of themselves come round, hinging 

satisfactorily on the new element which may be in¬ 

troduced, is not only the cheapest but most efficient 

in the end. On the other hand of course it must be 

confessed that every neighborhood will furnish in¬ 

stances enough, and those too of men who have been 

bred to the business, where the natural method, as I 

have called it, has tended to listlessness and idleness, 

and ended in Nature not being used at all, but left 

almost altogether to herself. 

These remarks have indicated and suggested 

rather than described the well-educated agriculturist. 

He needs, first, such a perfect and detailed acquaint¬ 

ance with the treatment of the soils, the plants, the 

animals which he cultivates, as experience, and in 

fact apprenticeship, can alone confer. And when you 

consider how many agencies he employs—worki ng 

cattle, steam-power, laborers—what a magazine of 

mechanism there now is in agricultural machinery 

—on what a variety of soils, under what a variety 

of climates in this country he is placed—of how 

many plants and animals he needs to know the cul¬ 

tivation—how quickly in order to their successful 

management he needs to recognize and act on every 

aspect which they severally present under every 

variety of condition as to disease or health—how 

patiently, moreover, he has to deal with the living 

creatures which he thus has under his care, it must 

be plain to you that long and habitual practice and 

experience can alone confer the ability, or rather 

aptitude, which as a practical agriculturist he needs. 

Then, as to the business arrangements which he 

has to conduct: there is the relationship to be main 

tained with the laborer, so that willing and intelli 

gent services on one side may be secured by reason¬ 

able, firm and friendly bearing on the other ; and 

there is the market skill, by which especially the 

right articles for purchase are selected, and also by 

which they are fairly bought and sold: and thus in 

the business of the farmer there is ample scope for 

judgment and resolution, for both decision and kind¬ 

liness of character, and for a skill and promptitude 

which are to be acquired of course in full only by 

experience, but which are needed from the very be¬ 

ginning of his career. 

Lastly, there is the light of science, in the midst 

of which he ought to walk—no longer a slave to 

mere routine, but a freed man, acting intelligently 

within the known limits imposed by Nature’s laws 

—perceiving the scope and tendency of every act 

that he directs—able therefore himself to suggest 

the improvements of which his art is capable, or at 

any rate to judge aright of those helps and altera¬ 

tions which others may offer or suggest. 

It is however undoubtedly significant—partly per 

haps of the existing educational status prevalent 

amongst farmers, certainly of the fact that barely a 

single generation has yet passed away since so many 

scientific men have been laboring in the field of 

agriculture, and certainly also of the paramount 

importance of technical and commercial ability, that 

is of skill and shrewdness for success in farming— 

that while we have amongst us maxims which insist 

on the importance of knowing the details of the 

business both in the field and in the market, there- 

are none that I know of which urge the value of 

scientific knowledge. 
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I have heard often enough that there is a “ rent ” 

difference between the words “ go ” and “ come ” in 

agriculture, so that the farmer hiring land who can 

show and teach his laborers how to do it, is as well 

off as the yeoman owning the land he cultivates, 

who depends upon a bailiff. And we often hear, too, 

of the rent of a farm being “ picked up outside the 

fences,” i. e. made by market ability. But there is 

no such maxim in assertion of the commercial value 

of an acquaintance with the agricultural relations 

of the sciences. The tendency is still the other way. 

More than once, for instance, I have overheard that 

“ a farmer with a chemical head is sure to have an 

empty pocket.” Of course such an idea has arisen 

from examples where the failure has been owing, 

not to a knowledge of chemistry, but to an ignor¬ 

ance of agriculture—examples, too, most probably 

where there has not been much greater knowledge 

of science than of practice. 

********* 

How can those faculties be best educated, that 

knowledge be best conferred, that skill be best ac¬ 

quired, which the farmer needs ? Of course the boy 

must go to school, whatever may be his future occu¬ 

pation ; and, no doubt, the discipline, both of school 

life and of school work—the habits, on the one hand 

of obedience and regularity, and on the other of 

perseverance and resolution which thus arise—to¬ 

gether with the actual knowledge and ability ac¬ 

quired—remain with him through life to his great 

advantage, whether he is to be a farmer or not. I 

do not pretend to discuss the relative merits in these 

respects of the various plans of scholastic training 

which have been advocated. Their bearing on a 

future good manhood is, of course, a far higher sub¬ 

ject than the one which occupies us now. I pre¬ 

sume, however, that in this room we have to do not 

with good manhood, but with the much humbler 

subject of good agriculture ; and the elementary 

schooling of the boy can have but little direct or 

special relationship to the ultimate profession of the 

farmer. But, even if this were otherwise, I should 

not suppose schools, especially for farmers’ sons, or 

for those of their sons who are to be farmers, to be 

at all desirable. There, surely, is some advantage 

in boys of city and country origin, commingling in 

school life. Rather than have the sons of farmers 

educated as a class, it would be better they should 

go where the pecularities and self conceit of home 

life may be rubbed off; and some knowledge be ac¬ 

quired, from the beginning, that good sense and 

agreeable companionship exist in other professions 

as well as agriculture. 

********* 
On all these grounds it appears to me that ele¬ 

mentary, general, and so-called middle-class educa¬ 

tion, is scarcely an agricultural subject at all; and 

the only remark I shall venture to make upon it, 

where it is intended as an introduction to the agri¬ 

cultural profession, is that an ordinary good school 

training affords perhaps less scope for encouraging 

habits of observation than is desirable in the educa¬ 

tion of a boy intended to be a farmer; and also (to 

put it solely on professional grounds), considering 

the international relations which now obtain amongst 

agriculturists, there is probably less attention gen¬ 

erally paid to learning French and German than 

there ought to be. As to the former point I think 

it would be a useful supplement to the ordinary 

school exercises, if the study of Botany and Ento¬ 

mology were encouraged and directed from a pretty 

early age, and the practice of drawing from Nature 

taught. A boy who, besides acquiring a certain ac¬ 

quaintance with the features, the history, the habits 

and relations of certain plants and insects, has actu¬ 

ally produced a series of drawings of both from 

Nature in every stage of growth from seed and egg 

respectively, must have gone through a very useful 

—agriculturally useful—training of his powers of 

observation. 

I leave, however, the subject of mere school train¬ 

ing and come to the question before us. And the 

first remark to be made is that agricultural educa¬ 

tion to be perfect must begin early on a farm. * * 

I do not attempt to prove this by an induction of 

examples—for it is impossible to collect the ten 

thousand instances which would be necessary for 

this purpose—but the opinions of experienced men 

are the result of just such an induction, however un¬ 

consciously they may have been arrived at. And 

some such opinions I proceed to quote. The late 

John Smith, of Bowldown farm, near Tetbury, in 

Gloucestershire, farmed between 1760 and 1800. His 

annual journals and letters, which I have seen, prove 

him to have been a shrewd, intelligent, and leading 

man among the agriculturists of that time, and hq 

enjoyed a correspondence with men in ranks much 

higher than his own. In a letter of his to Major 

Ogilvie, of Forfarshire, there occurs the following 

passage, which, however extravagantly worded, is, I 

think, worth quoting on this subject. He says 

simply enough : 

“ I never knew a learned man who was a good 

farmer, and therefore I never lamented the want of 

an education. The time of life to make men scholars 

is the time for observation in the farming line, and 

it rarely happens that a man can be a proficient in 

that business unless he be trained to it from his 

youth.” This wras written, let us recollect, long be¬ 

fore the agricultural relations of the sciences had 

been worked out. He even adds : “ I would take a 

man that can neither read nor write to make a 
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farmer sooner than I would the most learned man. 

The former has no knowledge but what comes from 

Nature, and of good natural parts. The latter prides 

himself upon his reading and his education, by which 

he thinks of pulling Nature out of her course, and 

so of outdoing everybody.” 

I quote this as the utterance of a shrewd, intelli¬ 

gent, and successful farmer, notwithstanding the 

utter absurdity and folly of which many will pro¬ 

nounce it guilty, simply because of the trustworthy 

good sound sense which I contend that it also dis¬ 

plays. If I were addressing agricultural students, 

or felt in any degree responsible for their success in 

after life, as, if their teacher, I should be. I would 

not utter one word in praise of scientific instruction, 

if they were to infer from it that it could in any de¬ 

gree dispense with the absolute and paramount ne¬ 

cessity of practical knowledge and skill, and of that 

long continued patient observation of Nature and 

of practice from early years by which they can be 

best secured. But it is plain that the old farmer, 

however right he was to insist upon the need of a 

knowledge “that comes from Nature,” could have 

known little of science, which he here refers to under 

the words “ learning ” and “ education,” if he sup¬ 

posed that its tendency was to make men try to put 

Nature out of its course, and so outdo everybody. 

Science, which teaches us the limits imposed by Na¬ 

ture, is, on the contrary, the guarantee of true 

modesty and humility. 

I quote now a more modern example of a judg¬ 

ment on the point under discussion. The following 

story was told me long ago by the Rev. J. C. Clut- 

terbuck, of Abingdon, and it has always seemed to 

me full of useful truth on the subject of agricultural 

education: 

“A young man fresh from the University, who 

had taken cordially to the position of a country gen¬ 

tleman—and, among other occupations, had adopted 

that of agriculturist—was riding round his land one 

morning with a neighbor of long experience and 

well-proved practical ability and judgment as a 

farmer. He listened with docility and good-will to 

the instruction and advice that were given to him ; 

and, struck by the wisdom and good sense of his 

companion’s discourse, he at length exclaimed, ‘Ah 

Mr.-, I wish I knew as much as you do.’ * Make 

yourself perfectly easy on that score, my dear fel¬ 

low,’ was the reply—‘You never will.’ The one 

was fresh from the schools, and the other had spent 

all his life in the fields, and yet there was neither 

mock modesty in the speech of the one, nor arro¬ 

gance in the answer of the other. Mr.-did not 

finish his reply:—‘ I have been accustomed, he 

might have said, ‘ to be amongst plants and animals, 

constantly riding and walking on the soil which sup¬ 

ports them both, since I was a child. Ever since I 

can remember I have had to do with the tillage of 

the land, the cultivation of crops, the m?_nagement 

of live stock. There is not an aspect of weather, 

land, or life, so far as the live stock of the farm are 

concerned, which I have not habitually witnessed, 

realized and studied. That of which instances and 

striking cases may be observed by you is foreseen or 

recognized by me in its first beginnings almost as if 

by instinct. Long familiarity with the details of 

my occupation, beginning, too, with the mind of a 

child which has hardly any other impression on it 

to weaken the sensitiveness with which its early 

knowledge is received, gives me, almost uncon¬ 

sciously, and without the effort of any special atten¬ 

tion such as you must exercise, those intimations ef 

fitness or of unfitness, of quality and condition, 

whether of soil, or crop, or animal, on which the 

right direction of our business of course depends.’ 

Mr.- was perfectly correct; it is an immense 

advantage to an agriculturist, as to the follower of 

any other occupation, to learn that occupation 

young.” 

Take now the recently declared opinions on this 

subject of living men. One of the most intelligent 

and successful farmers in the West of England tells 

me: 

“ I left school myself before I was fourteen, and 

went at once to assist in every operation that might 

be going on, taking the milking pail morning and 

evening, seeing the cattle foddered properly, and 

lending a helping hand. I have never found a boy 

in the way after leaving school ; and should quite 

despair of his making a man of business unless he 

had to mix with every thing that moved before he 

was sixteen or seventeen.” 

A North Lincolnshire farmer, who has had forty 

years’ experience of the life of a tenant-farmer, and 

is well known and respected in his county, says: 

“ I attribute my success, under the good providence 

of God, in the first place to getting to know the 

practical part of farming in my youth, and follow¬ 

ing that up with tolerably industrious habits.” 

A leading Norfolk farmer says: 

“ I have not been unsuccessful, but I attribute 

that success in a great measure to the thorough 

practical knowledge obtained during apprentice¬ 

ship.” 

An experienced Kentish farmer writes: 

“ My experience confirms the opinion that boys 

who begin early to learn the practical part of farm¬ 

ing have great advantages over those even who are 

sixteen or seventeen before they leave schools.” He 

adds :—“ I invariably answer [requests for advice 

about the education of a boy who is to be a farmer] 

send the lad as near as you can to the place you 
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think he is likely to settle in as a farmer. Select 

the man who has the character of being the best 

farmer in his locality, and if you can find such a 

thing as a money-making farmer in the present day, 

get him to take him and treat him as one of his 

family.” 

Lastly, Mr. Clare Sewell Read, whose name is well 

known in this room, says : 

“ My individual experience is simply this : I was 

sent for six years years to a common commercial 

school at Norfolk, and when I was just fifteen I left 

school, and passed the next five years in learning 

farming at home. From twenty to twenty-eight I 

was engaged in managing farms and estates in 

various parts of the country, and I fancy in those 

eight years I gained more information, and a better 

knowledge of practical agriculture, than I should if 

I had passed my whole life in Norfolk.” 

And similar testimony to any extent could be 

quoted from every county in the kingdom—but, in 

deed it is not wanted, for surely it must be easy to 

convince a man that a sound agricultural education 

not only includes but is instruction in the art and 

business of agriculture. 

******** * 

I venture to submit to those who are interested in 

this subject of agricultural education, that the 

young men whom they are anxious to equip aright 

for their agricultural career, have to gain their liv¬ 

ing by it; and that therefore the aim and nnd of 

agricultural education must be professional ability. 

I picture to myself the case of a young man with 

the £2,000 or £3,000 on which he is to depend as a 

farmer, well educated—guaranteed as such by all 

the distinctions that the universities can award him, 

a proficient even in the various sciences with which 

agriculture is directly connected—he must be up¬ 

wards of twenty years of age. He is not yet a 

farmer, and taking him, as for the purpose of this 

argument I am entitled to do, to be an average 

specimen of human nature, I venture with some 

confidence to tell him that a thorough good farmer 

he never will be. For agriculture is an art and not 

a science, and the years he has spent till now on 

schooling chemistry, and botany, ought most of 

them to have been devoted to his apprenticeship to 

the business by which his £3,000 are to maintain 

him and his future family. A large and liberal edu¬ 

cation is, I know, (or, I should rather say, I have no 

doubt), an immeasurable benefit to any man ; but it 

is simply mischievous and cruel—and will ultimate¬ 

ly come to be so judged by the young man whose 

case I have supposed—to attach to the words “ agri- 

v -cultural education,” as a professional guidance for 

him and such as he is, any other than the simply 

professional meaning which they bear. I entirely 

agree, therefore, with the authorities already quoted, 

in insisting on the need of an early apprenticeship 

to farming as being the essential substance of an 

agricultural education. 

The testimonies I have quoted are, however, mere 

extracts from fuller statements, and the writers 

would, I believe, all agree with me in adding a good 

deal to the bare assertion of such a truism as this ; 

and perhaps the best way of making such additions 

will be to point out the difference between the Nor¬ 

folk and Kentish farmer last quoted. The latter 

would send his boy into the district where he is ulti¬ 

mately to farm ; Mr. Sewell Read would send him 

to a distance from home, and he attributes the chief 

advantage of his OAvn agricultural education to its 

having been obtained in many different parts of the 

country. I believe in the latter statement, and the 

advice which it conveys, as the safer and the better 

of the two. And seeing that it is generally impos¬ 

sible to obtain in this way that wider experience 

which is desirable, it becomes the more necessary 

that the agricultural student should learn the inner 

truth' which underlies the varying particulars and 

shades of agricultural and all other experience, so 

that the essence of every act that he directs, and of 

every fact that he observes, may be understood apart 

from the wrapping of mere circumstances which dis¬ 

guises it. This inner truth is the subject matter of 

scientific teaching. The sciences of dead and living 

matter—chemistry, botany, physiology, and others 

—thus certainly are part of a sound agricultural 

education, because they include and classify and 

thus truly represent the facts with which the farmer 

daily has to do. Any agriculturist who is also to a 

certain extent a botanist, a chemist, a physiologist, 

lias his mind as well as his mere hands and eyes oc¬ 

cupied with his business, and his judgment is surer, 

safer, and more confident in unusual or untried cir¬ 

cumstances, not only because it acts upon this inner 

truth which circumstances disguise to the mere out¬ 

ward eye—but also because by larger exercise and 

freedom it has thus itself become an instrument of 

greater aptitude and power. I ought perhaps to 

beg pardon for occupying your time with truisms of 

this kind, and I will therefore conclude this part 

of my statement with a short reference to the way 

in which the practical and scientific parts of a com¬ 

plete agricultural education may be best obtained. 

It is the desirableness of uniting the two that makes 

institutions of the class of the Royal Agricultural 

College so valuable. Such institutions should, in 

my opinion, be not scientific but agricultural col. 

leges. Their purpose, aim, and end are to turn out 

agriculturists; their business is to teach agriculture 

—agriculture, certainly, and therefore anything that 

will throw light on agriculture also. It is, however, 

difficult, and perhaps impossible, to give that pre* 
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ponderating importance to instruction in farm prac¬ 

tice in any scheme for the arrangement of the time 

of sixty or eighty young men at an institution of 

this kind, and therefore I am inclined to think that 

the best result will be obtained where such colleges 

receive young men after three or four years’ residence 

upon a farm at home or elsewhere. They would at 

the College have for a year or two opportunities of 

becoming acquainted with the sciences, and their re¬ 

lation to the art and business of the farmer, while 

at the same time the routine of work upon the Col¬ 

lege farm would keep fresh their familiarity already 

acquired with the practical details of farming. 

A young man of twenty-one or twenty-two about 

to enter on a farm is unusually well q ualified both 

to make his business answer for himself, and to 

make it respectable in the eyes of others, who, hav¬ 

ing up till fifteen or sixteen been well educated at a 

school, has since that time been resident on a farm, 

or what is better, been resident on more than one 

farm, obtaining a practical acquaintance both in the 

field and in the market-place with all that the 

farmer orders and his laborers do ; and who during 

the last year or two has been at such a college as 

Cirencester ; especially if during all this time upon 

these farms he has been taking some interest in 

those sciences taught there to which agriculture is 

especially related,—and especially, also, I will add, 

if all along he has also taken a reasonable degree of 

interest in all the social as well as strictly profes¬ 

sional duties, occupations, and enjoyments of coun¬ 

try life. 

Perhaps even now he had better go for a year with 

a salesman, accountant, or other professional man, 

and learn by practice the order, economy, and 

punctuality of a well conducted business before he 

enters on business for himself. And I do not doubt 

that, supposing a young man to have no more than 

£2,500 or £2,600 at his disposal, it will have never¬ 

theless ultimately well answered his purpose, though 

so much as £500 or £600 has been spent by him if 

necessary in this way, and his capital thus dimin¬ 

ished to this extent. 
——■ 

The Boston Cultivator says : “ Let it be a rule of 

every thrifty farmer that no weed shall be allowed to 

bloom on his cultivated grounds.” The same rule 

should also be extended to the uncultivated ground 

—to the corners of fences, stone heaps and other 

waste places where weeds delight to grow and where 

they are too frequently allowed to go to seed. 

Grease the Implements.—A correspondent of 
the Prairie Farmer truly says that the application 
of grease (unsaltbd) to plows, cultivators, hoes, 
spades, &c., would save much labor in scouring. 
Whenever any implement is to remain unused for a 
short time, let the grease rag be used at once. 

INFORMATION ABOUT MUCK DESIRED. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Will you please jog 

the elbow of Prof. S. W. Johnson, or some one who 

will tell us in the Genesee Farmer, something more 

definite and extended about muck. I deem this a 

matter of great importance generally, as it is cer¬ 

tainly to me. I own, in the town of Salem, where 

I reside, a deposit of muck of many acres in extent, 

situated at the base of a large hill, and bordered and 

divided by ridges of gravelly soil, and in one place 

by a fine fertile alluvium of about twenty acres in 

extent. The whole area seems once to have been 

occupied by a lake, as I have been led to believe, by 

my discoveries in digging wells, the earth seeming 

to have been deposited in successive layers by the 

action of water. Some of my muck land is in natu¬ 

ral meadow, producing blue joint and other wild 

grasses. Some of it overgrown with a species of 

hard hack, as it is called here, and some of it is 

covered with a thick growth of cedar, fir and spruce. 

I have also, in the town of Phillips adjoining, a tract 

of about ten acres, lying near the village, and which 

was also evidently once a pond- It produces but 

little grass, but is covered in one part with a growth 

of hackmetack, in the rest with hard hack, inter¬ 

spersed with coarse grass and wild cranberries. Now, 

having such a large amount of this material, it will 

not be thought strange that I should be anxious to 

know as fully as may be, its exact character, in order 

that I may go to work more intelligently to avail 

myself uf its benefits. Now I have some views of 

my own, and have sometimes thought of presenting 

them to the public through the Genesee Farmer. 

But recollecting that “ a little knowledge is a dan¬ 

gerous thing,” I have been unwilling to trust my 

smattering of chemical science, and prefer making 

inquiries of those who can easily tell me and others 

what we wish to know on this important subject. 

It had been my supposition that we were to look for 

the sources of ammonia only in animal excrements, 

and the result of animal decomposition. In this I 

was probably mistaken. But even if not, I imagine 

that some descriptions of muck must be supposed 

to contain a considerable quantity of ammonia, 

especially in the case of ponds filling up, where 

there would be, for a succession of ages, innumer¬ 

able insects and water animals, whose excrement 

and decomposition must furnish a considerable 

amount. But I leave these remarks, hoping, if you 

see fit to publish them, that they may elicit from 

some competent pen the information that is needed. 

Albert Pease. 
Salem, Franklin County, Maine, June, 1865. 

We should esteem it a favor, as we are sure many 

of our readers would, if Prof. Johnson would give 

us an article on this subject.—[Eds. 
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THE EMIGRATION TO AND FROM MARYLAND, 

The Maryland Farmer & Mechanic lias an article 

on “ The Sale of Maryland Farms,” from which we 

make a few extracts. It says truly : 

“ One of the most serious questions that is now 

pressing upon the farmers of the border States for a 

solution, and which will continue to he a matter of 

the gravest anxiety, for some time yet to come, is in 

regard to the change that has so abruptly taken 

place in the system of labor and its effect upon the 

tenure of lands. We know that in consequence of 

the losses sustained by many of the farmers on the 

Eastern and Western Shores of Maryland/they have 

offered their estates for sale, being urged thereto 

either by the necessity of the case or from the dis¬ 

trust of the future. Where the impelling motive is 

actual impoverishment, with no hope of relief ex¬ 

cept by realizing the value of wdiat still remains to 

them, the matter is one which is scarcely open for 

argument. But where the losses incurred do not 

amount to a positive disability to carry on the opera¬ 

tions of the farm—although, perhaps, on a more 

limited scale than heretofore—we respectfully urge 

upon all such to consider well what they are about 

to do. We know that the social amenities have 

been terribly shaken by the war; that radical 

changes have been made so suddenly in the border 

States as to entirely subvert the old order of things ; 

that individual and neighborhood antagonisms have 

been generated which time and better counsels and 

kindlier feelings can alone soften or allay, and. that 

in this disturbed condition of affairs men’s minds 

are perplexed as to what course it is best for them 

to take, not only to retrieve their shattered fortunes, 

but also to attain to that calmness and repose of 

which they stand in so much need. But will the 

sale of their farms, the disruption of old ties, the 

abandonment of cherished associations—will those 

conduce to peace of mind, or tend, in the majority 

of instances, to promote the temporal benefit of 

those who have determined upon them? It is no 

light thing for a man long settled in one place, to 

surrender up, even for a fair money value, the old 

homestead to a stranger. 

“ Where are such men to go ? South of the Poto¬ 

mac ? Is the state of affairs any better there than 

it is here ? Has not the land been even more devas¬ 

tated by war ? Are the people happier ? Has not 

death or affliction, in some form or other, cast a 

shadow over almost every household in the land ? 

Suppose, instead of moving to the South, they en¬ 

deavor to build up a new home at the West. There 

is but very little of government land now to be 

•thought east of Kansas or Iowa. Nearly all the 

vacant lands of any value are in the possession of 

eneculators. In the new States or Territories field 

hands are as scarce as they are with us. There is 

little of what we call society; the roads are bad for 

the most part; the market for the sale of agricul¬ 

tural produce is at a remote point—schools and 

churches are scattered wide apart, and the value of 

the crops when grown and harvested is infinitely 

less than in the older States where the market is 

near at hand and the supply is rarely, if ever, in ex¬ 

cess of the demand. 

“We say then, that, all these things considered, 

and well knowing that wherever a man may be, he 

will have to struggle as best he may against adverse 

circumstances, it is far better that he should fight 

out his battle of life upon ground that is well 

known to him, and where he also is known, than to 

encounter his troubles in a strange region, among a 

strange people, and without a solitary friend to 

cheer him with a word of encouragement. The 

spirit of migration, which appears to be developing 

itself in certain portions of our State, is much more 

likely to prove injurious than beneficial to those 

who indulge in it. If they will but exert the same 

energy in the management of the farms they now 

hold that would be required to develop the resources 

of new lands, at the least they would have no reason 

to doubt where the balance of advantage would lie 

after the lapse of a few years.” 

There is much truth in this ast remark. Those 

who think that less energy is required to obtain the 

means of a comfortable living in some distant place 

than where they now are, will, in nine cases out of 

ten, find themselves mistaken. Those who are sell¬ 

ing their farms in Maryland and moving elsewhere, 

will find difficulties to overcome, perhaps, equally 

as great as those which now surround them, and 

those who are selling their farms in this and other 

sections, and going to Maryland, will also find that 

there are drawbacks as well as advantages in their 

new locations. Unless there are grave and solid 

reasons for the change, it is better to fight out the 

great battle of life where you now are. This desire 

to sell farms and move elsewhere is one of the chief 

reasons why our agriculture does not improve as 

rapidly as we desire. 

Diseased Stock.—The Illinois Legislative As¬ 

sembly has passed a law to “Punish persons for 

bringing diseased sheep into the State and for suffer¬ 

ing diseased sheep to run at large.” Any person 

bringing sheep into the State which he knows to be 

affected with a contagious disease, is liable to a fine 

of $100 ; and any person letting sheep affected with 

a contagious disease run at large, is liable to the 

same fine. 

Killing Elecampane.—“ P. F.” says that the 

roots will be destroyed by fall plowing the land. 
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GARDEN WORK FOR JULY. 

Excessive heat and drouth are ordinarily the 

most dreaded contingencies of the gardener this 

month. The former can hardly do any injury to 

the garden, hut it may drive the gardener into the 

shade, if he he an amateur, merely, or one whose 

ordinary avocation is within doors. 

The farmer will not mind the heat, hut I trust 

that this paper is read hy very many who are not 

farmers, by mechanics, merchants, professional men, 

gentlemen of leisure, who cultivate their small city 

or village garden, to supply their table with its 

luxuries, to obtain healthful exercise, or from a love 

of the occupation. 

Such may shrink from the broiling July sun, and 

begin to neglect their garden at this time, after hav¬ 

ing kept it in good condition for two or three 

months. 

But they may be assured that if they retire before 

the sun, the weeds will not, but will flourish, luxuri¬ 

antly, and may render of no avail much of the past 

labor, if not kept down. But there is one favorable 

consideration, the burning sun is a powerful aux¬ 

iliary in destroying the weeds. Cut them up on a 

dry hot day, and they will not be likely to take root 

again. 

Moreover, bear in mind always, the benefit plants 

will receive from stirring the soil in such weather. 

If man has not the power to make it rain when 

he wishes, he has the power to bring the parched 

earth into such condition that it will drink, up the 

moisture always existing in the atmosphere—and in 

a greater degree in hot than cold weather—and con¬ 

vey it to the thirsty plants. 

No ; do not forsake the garden now, but if unable 

to endure the heat of the mid-day sun, rise an hour 

earlier in the morning, and dig until the heat be¬ 

comes insufferable, and then try it again towards 

evening. ;- 

Asparagus.—Has now given place to green peas. 

Let it rest, only passing over it occasionally and cut¬ 

ting up weeds. Asparagus is destined to occupy the 

same bed for years, it is important that no weeds be 

allowed to propagate, or they will eventually over¬ 

run and spoil tb.e bed. 

Beet.—It is pretty late, but the Early Blood 

Turnip may yet be sown with a fair probability of 

maturing. 

Beans.—The early sorts may be sown the first of 

the month for string beans. 

Cabbage.—Transplant to fill any vacancies occa¬ 

sioned by removal of early crops. 

Celery.—May be transplanted into trenches, made 

rich, or set upon the surface. In either way the 

ground should be made mellow and rich. 

Carrots.—Keep down the weeds, and sow early in 

the month the Early Horn. 

Cucumbers.—Do not allow cucumbers to ripen on 

the vines, and plant for pickles. 

Melons.—Hurry them up by liberal use of liquid 

manure. The melon is peculiarly adapted to the 

system in hot weather, but if neglected it hardly 

matures in this latitude until hot weather is past. 

Peas.—As soon as the early peas are through bear¬ 

ing, they should be gathered and threshed. They 

are not suitable for seed, as they are generally the 

cullens of the patch, but are valuable feed for swine 

or any animal that will eat them. 

Potatoes.—Should receive their last hoeing before 

the vines fall over. If weeds come up afterwards, 

they should be pulled by hand, and not left to rob 

the potatoes of moisture and food. In digging new 

potatoes before maturity for the table, select the 

hills having the largest and fewest stalks, as they 

contain the largest tubers. It is wasteful to dig 

them before they are full grown. 

Sweet Potatoes.—Hoe them occasionally, lifting the 

vines so that they may not become rooted. I 

received my plants from the nursery of A. M. Purdy, 

South Bend, Indiana, and although transported 

over six hundred miles, so carefully were they 

packed, they arrived in excellent order. 

Tomatoes.—Should be ripe about lloclioster the 

latter part of the month. They are too great a 

luxury to be neglected. If inclined to run too much 

to vine, cut them back a little. 

Turnips.—Sow Improved Ruta Baga, or Y'ellow 

Aberdeen, the early part of the month, in drills fif¬ 

teen inches apart, and Red Top Strap Leaf broadcast 

the latter part. 
, SMALL FRUITS. 

i 

(trapes.—Will pay for a little extra care in thin¬ 

ning out shoots and bunches of fruit. 

Raspberries.—Remember that mulching will in¬ 

crease the crop, and prolong the season—particularly 

if dry. Keep down sprouts not needed for next 

year’s crop, or new plantations, and cut out the old 

canes as soon as done bearing. 

Blackberries.—The same remarks will apply to 

these as to raspberries. 

Strawberries.—Should be cleaned out as soon as 
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done bearing, and a little fine manure applied to 

them. As I sit down to tea, with a dish of large, 

red strawberries “ smothered in cream ” before me, I 

can’t help thinking how foolish are those farmers, 

who live on from year to year without any such 

luxuries in their garden. The life of the farmer 

engaged, solely, in raising field crops, swine and 

cattle, is not very enviable, but add to it the beauties 

and luxuries of the flower, fruit and vegetable gar¬ 

dens, and there are few avocations that have greater 

attractions. 

Plant largely, and if there is more than your 

family can consume, they make a very appropriate 

present to your unfortunate city friends, or to your 

pastor. P. C. R. 

GRAPE CULTURE IN AMERICA, 

The following extracts, from the recently pub¬ 

lished report of the United States Census, will be 

read with interest. They are from the pen of Rob¬ 

ert Buchanan, of Cincinnati, Ohio: 

In the first settlements on this continent, the 

grape-vines found indigenous, were esteemed among 

the most valuable productions. In “ Force’s Collec¬ 

tion of Historical Tracts,”—1620 to 1700—frequent 

allusion is made by the writers to our native grapes 

and to the wine made from them. According to Sir 

John Hawkins, wine was made in Florida in 1564. 

A vineyard was established in Virginia in 1620, also 

in 1647. In 1651, premiums were offered in Vir¬ 

ginia for the production of wine. In 1664, a vine¬ 

yard was planted near New York by Paul Richards, 

and in 1683 and 1685 attempts were made at Phila¬ 

delphia, but failed. At a later period, Mr. Tasker, 

of Maryland, and Mr. Antil, of New Jersey, were 

more successful. These, however, were mere experi¬ 

ments. There is no evidence that wine w'as produced 

in any quantity worth naming until the close of the 

last and the beginning of the present century. 

About this period vineyards were planted in various 

parts of the Union, near the cities of New York and 

Philadelphia; near Lexington and Glasgow, Ken¬ 

tucky ; Cincinnati, Ohio; Vevay, Ind.; South Carolina, 

Georgia and Virginia. These plantings were gen¬ 

erally in small vineyards of one to five acres, and, 

unfortunately, most of them with foreign grapes, 

which, proving to be unsuited to our climate, re¬ 

sulted in failures. Those who planted with native 

grapes did better. In North and South Carolina, the 

“ Scuppernong wine,” from a native grape, soon be¬ 

came famous, and was praised as a home production 

worthy of American patronage. 

At Vevay, Indiana, Dufour and his Swiss settlers 

adopted the “ Schuylkill Muscadel,” a Pennsylvania 

grape, then erroneously called the “ Cape.” This 

grape was found to suit the climate, and made a red 

wine, that soon acquired a fair reputation, and laid 

the foundation for wine-growing in the west, with 

the better varieties that succeeded it. 

The celebrated traveler, Volney, “ tasted wine 

made from native grapes at Gallipolis, Ohio, in 

1796,” and Dufour, in 1799, “found a Frenchman at 

Marietta, Ohio, who made a few barrels of wine 

every year from grapes collected in the woods, equal 

to the wine made near Paris.” Dufour further re¬ 

marks :—“ None of the different and numerous trials 

which were made in several parts of the United 

States that I visited in 1794, were found worthy the 

name of vineyards. I went to see all the vines 

growing that I could hear of, even as far as Kaska- 

sia, on the Mississippi, where I was informed the 

Jesuits had planted a vineyard shortly after the first 

settlement of the country, but that the French gov¬ 

ernment had ordered it to be destroyed, for fear that 

vine culture might spread in America and hurt the 

wine trade of France. I found only the spot where 

that vineyard had been planted, in a well-selected 

place on the side of a hill, under a cliff to the north¬ 

east of the town. No good grapes were found there 

or in any gardens of the country.” 

Dr. Daniel Drake, in an address on “ The Early 

Physicians, Scenery, and Society of Cincinnati,” 

states that “ Third street, running near the brow of 

the upper plain, was on as high a level as Fifth 

street is now. The gravelly slope of that plain 

stretched almost to Pearl street. On this slope, be¬ 

tween Main and Walnut, a French, political exile M. 

Mennesieur, planted, in the latter part of the last cen¬ 

tury, a small vineyard. This was the beginning of 

that cultivation for which the environs of that city 

have since become so distinguished. I suppose this 

wras the first vineyard cultivation in the valley of 

the Ohio.” The well-known naturalist, F. A. Mi- 

chaux, in his travels through the United States in 

1802, “ visited the vineyard near Lexington and 

found but one variety of grape—a native, doing 

well,—the foreign mildewed.” The foregoing ex¬ 

tracts afford a fair sample of the pioneer efforts in 

vineyard culture in the west; they were much like 

those in the east, and wherever foreign vines were 

planted disappointment and loss resulted. In the 

South, owing to its genial climate, the experiments 

were more successful, but most so with native vines. 

In 1812, I was first cheered by the sight of a vine¬ 

yard. It was on the south side of a hill at Rapp’s 

German settlement, of Harmony, in Butler Co., Penn. 

The grapes planted were principally native varieties, 

the most of them “ Schuylkill.” Five years later I 

visited the vineyard of the Swiss colony, at Vevay, 

Indiana, where the same grape was the favorite. At 

the former the vines were planted in 1808, at the 

latter in 1806. The product was a red wine, re¬ 

sembling claret, but rather too harsh for the Ameri- 
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can palate. Still it was received with favor as a 

home production, giving promise of great results in 

the future. 

I now come to a period when the second class of 

pioneers in this cultivation were more fortunate 

than their predecessors, and, with other grapes, pro¬ 

duced better wines. About the year 1820, Major 

John Adlum, of Georgetown, D. C., first brought the 

Catawba into notice as a wine grape, and Thomas 

McCall, of Georgia, Mr. Herbemont, and other gen¬ 

tlemen of the South, the Warren, Herbemont, Ma¬ 

deira, and other varieties which have since proved 

so valuable. 

To Major Adlum belongs the honor of introducing 

the Catawba, and so high was his appreciation of 

this grape, that he wrote to Mr. Longworth, of Cin¬ 

cinnati, that he believed he had conferred a greater 

favor on his country than if he had paid off the 

National debt; in which, after a trial of the grape 

for wine, Mr. Longworth agreed with him. 

The memory of the^late Nicholas Longworth, of 

Cincinnati, will ever be held in the highest esteem 

by the wine growers of our country, as he was the 

father of successful vine culture in the West. By a 

large expenditure in money in his various experi¬ 

ments with both foreign and native grapes, during a 

period of forty-three years, he at last succeeded in. 

producing sparkling and still wines highly credita¬ 

ble to himself and the country, and the practical 

knowledge he acquired from year to year was liber¬ 

ally made known through the public prints for the 

benefit of all. 

The late John J. Dufour, of Yevay, Indiana, is 

also entited to the grateful remembrance of the 

people of the United States, for his early and perse¬ 

vering efforts in the cultivation of the vine in this 

country of his adoption. For thirty years succeed¬ 

ing the introduction of the Catawba grape, the large 

emigration of Germans into the Ohio valley, many 

of them from the wine districts on the Rhine, fur¬ 

nished practiced and willing vine-dressers, who were 

glad to have the opportunity of trying their skill in 

this new country with a grape so promising. Nu¬ 

merous vineyards were planted in the Western 

States, in localities supposed to be favorable, espe¬ 

cially in the vicinity of Cincinnati, and in 1850, 

Catawba wine, produced in hundreds of thousands 

of gallons, had acquired a high reputation as a rival 

of Rhenish wine, and became an article of export to 

our Eastern cities. The cultivation had spread all 

over the Western and Southwestern States, and we 

thought then, as we do now, that wine-growing 

would eventually be ranked amongst our most im¬ 

portant agricultural interests. This the next gen¬ 

eration may possibly realize. 

Vineyard culture in the United States may now 

be considered as fairly established. Wine is made 

in thirty of the thirty-four States of the Union, of 

different qualities, of course, and with varied suc¬ 

cess. As to its future production in quantity, I 

should name, first, California ; second, the mountain 

ous districts of the Southern States, as most favor¬ 

able on account of the climate; third, the Ohio and 

Mississippi valleys; fourth, the Middle States ; and 

last, the Eastern. As to quality, the best samples 

have been found in Georgia and the Ohio valley. 

The impression is, that in the Middle and Eastern 

States the climate is too cold to elaborate sufficient 

saccharine matter in the grape to make a wine that 

will keep without the addition of sugar. But this 

may prove a mistake—new varieties may yet be 

produced to suit each section of our country where 

the grape is grown. They are now numbered by 

hundreds, and new hybrids are annually added to 

the lists. After all our experience during the last 

seventy years, vine culture in the United States is 

but yet in its infancy, and we have much to learn. 

The few millions of gallons which we produce an¬ 

nually, are as nothing when compared to the nine 

hundred millions of France, or the three thousand 

millions of all Europe. The vineyards of Europe 

are estimated at twelve millions of acres. We have 

far more grape territory than that in the United 

States; but our climate, with the exception of Cali¬ 

fornia, is less equable. In California alone, it is 

stated, there are five millions of acres well adapted 

to grape culture. Here is something to reflect upon, 

and to give hope for the future. 

CULTIVATION. 

Vineyards are usually planted on hills, or rolling 

uplands; such positions are chosen on account of 

the natural drainage, which is considered essential 

Porous soils are preferred to stiff' clay, or such as arc 

retentive of water. No trees should be permitted 

to grow within one hundred feet of the vineyard, 

nor should any crop be cultivated in it, as the vine 

is a selfish plant, and demands all the ground for its 

own use. The ground is prepared for planting by 

trenching with the spade two feet deep, or by 

breaking up with a subsoil and common plow 18 or 

20 inches; the latter is much the cheapest, and 

always adopted where the situation of the vineyard 

permits. In planting the vines, the distance apart 

in the rows appears to vary in different localities. 

Around Cincinnati and in the Ohio valley, 3 by G is 

the usual distance; on the shores of Lake Erie, G by 

8, and 8 by 8 ; and in California, 8 by 10 is recom¬ 

mended as the proper distance. The object in this 

country, where labor is dear, is to cultivate with the 

plow where it can be used, and to avoid the spade, 

which is expensive. Vineyard-planting is a system 

of dwarfing the vine, but with our long jointed and 

rampant growing native vines it may be an error to 

plant too close, or to prune too severely. Our Euro- 
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pean vine-dressers, accustomed to sliort-jointed vines, 

naturally fall into that error here, but they are now 

correcting it. 

The method of training also varies with localities. 

In the Ohio valley and the Southern States the 

single stake to each vine, and the bow system, is 

adopted. On the lake shore, and in California, the 

trellis is used, the vines being trained on it horizon¬ 

tally. 

The estimated average annual yield of good vine¬ 

yards in the West is about that of France—200 gal¬ 

lons to the acre. In the South they claim 500, and 

in California 800; these latter I consider too high. 

A bushel of grapes—fifty pounds—will make three 

and a half gallons of good wine, and a half gallon 

inferior. In a mere sketch like this article, it is only 

intended to impart general information on the sub¬ 

ject of which it treats. But I may remark, in brief, 

that a free exposure to the wind, with the bunches of 

grapes sheltered froip. the hot sun by the leaves of 

the vine, tying neatly to the stake or trellis, a judi¬ 

cious shortening in of superfluous branches, and the 

keeping the ground cultivated and free from weeds, 

is considered essential. 

The grape, like other fruits, has its enemies. The 

most destructive of these is the mildew or rot. 

Was it not for this disease, the Catawba would be 

immensely profitable; but of late years, in the Ohio 

valley, it has destroyed from one-fifth to four-fifths 

of the crop in many vineyards, and discouraged 

some persons from planting that fine grape. A sud¬ 

den change of weather from hot to cold when the 

vine is in rapid growth, and the seed in the berries 

about hardening, is sure to produce rot. A free 

under-drainage—either natural or artificial—and a 

full exposure to the wind, will in part prevent it. 

No system of pruning or cultivation has yet proved 

a sufficient remedy in vineyards. Vines trained 

against the side of a house, and under cover of the 

eaves, seldom, if ever, rot. The disease probably 

results from atmospheric causes, as the rust in 

wheat. 

Insects have not as yet been found very injurious, 

but the careful vine-dresser will watch closely, and 

permit none to get colonized in his vineyard. The 

frost in some localities kills the young shoots of the 

vine in April, or early in May, but the twin or 

latent bud will put out, and yield about half a crop. 

To prevent serious injury by hail, let the bunches 

of grapes be well sheltered by the leaves of the 

vine, which will also prove a protection from the 

hot sun. 

VARIETIES OF GRAPES FOR THE VINEYARD. 

These are now quite numerous, and every year 

adds more to the list. It will only be necessary to 

name a few of the most popular varieties: 

1. Catawba.—Nine-tenths of all our vineyards in 

the West and Southwest are planted with this fine 

grape. With all its liability to rot, it continues a 

favorite. 

2. Delaware.—This hardy and delicious table grape 

promises to rival the Catawba for wine. It is be¬ 

coming popular with some of our best cultivators. 

The wine is light and delicate, and preferred to the 

Catawba by many good j udges. The Delaware is 

less subject to rot than that variety. 

3. Herbemont makes an excellent wine, but the 

vine is not hardy enough to be much planted 

4. JVoi'ton’s Seedling.—A hardy, free-growing vine, 

but little affected by rot, makes a rich red wine like 

Burgundy, and is becoming quite popular. 

5. Schuylkill.—This old favorite of sixty years ago 

is now but little planted. The wine resembles claret 

when well made, but the vine bears light crops. It 

is almost free from rot. 

6. Isabella.—Another favorite of former years that 

is now but little cultivated for wine. It is deficient 

in saccharine matter to make still wine that will 

keep without adding sugar to the must or juice ; but 

the sparkling wine from it is delicious. 

The Concord, Hartford Prolific, and some of 

Rogers’ hybrids, appear to suit our climate, and to 

be free from disease, but are not yet fairly tested for 

wine. Grapes of recent introduction in high credit 

for Northern cultivation, are the Iona and Adiron¬ 

dack, natives of the State of New York, and the 

Creveling, a native of Pennsylvania. In the South, 

in addition to the Catawba, the Warren is largely 

cultivated, and the Scuppernong still holds the fa¬ 

vorable reputation it acquired sixty years ago. 

Other varieties are being tested, which it is unneces¬ 

sary to enumerate here. 

Mustard Tree of Scripture.—A plant of con¬ 

siderable interest was that sent by Mr. Bull, as the 

Mustard tree of Scripture (Salvadora psrsica), and 

which was the only species in the genus. He had 

his doubts, however, whether this plant was really 

the one alluded to in the parable, for the name of 

one plant was sometimes in the course of time trans¬ 

ferred to another: thus the old Primrose was our 

Daisy, and the old Eglantine was certainly not our 

Sweet Briar. Dr. Royle, however, who was the 

botanist that had bestowed most attention on the 

plants of Scripture, considered the one before them 

to be the true Mustard tree. It certainly grew to 
a tree 20 feet high on the shores of Lake Tiberias, 
where the parable was spoken ; but Dr. Hooker had 
informed him (Mr. Berkeley) that when in Palestine 
he saw Sinapis nigra all over the country, that it 
there grew 10 feet high, and that the Salvadora, on 
the contrary, was a rare plant; and he (Mr. Berke¬ 
ley) thought that the balance of evidence was iD 
favor of the Mustard of Scripture being the same af 
our own.—Report of Royal Horticultural Society. 
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FRUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK, 

Tns Summer Meeting of this Society was held in the 

Court House, iu this city, June 21st. There was a 

good attendance of members and others interested in 

fruit culture, and a creditable exhibition of strawberries, 

cherries, <fcc. 

Dr. Trimble, of New Jersey, the well known ento¬ 

mologist, was present, and was asked to make a few 
remarks. He spoke of the fine collection of straw¬ 

berries on exhibition, and said that Triomphe de Gand 

succeeded much better here than in New Jersey. This 

year New York City is well supplied with strawberries. 

Camden and Atlantic counties, New Jersey, furnished 

large quantities. He noticed that Wilson’s Albany was 

the variety most extensively grown. The Agriculturist 

was not fulty tested. It is a wonderful strawberry. 

The berry is tolerably firm, sub-acid, and of remarkable 

size. It was originated by Mr. Seth Boyden, of New¬ 

ark, N. J., the well known inventor. He is a remark¬ 

able man. Has a small place in the country devoted to 

strawberries, and the raising of seedlings, &c. He 

does not leave the fertilizing to chance, but does it in 

a scientific manner. Mr. Boyden thinks he has now a 

superior variety to the Agriculturist—the Green Pro¬ 

lific. Dr. T. regretted that the Agriculturist was not 

called the Seth Boyden strawberry. 

Dr. T. also alluded to a remarkable cherry of great 

size, raised by a French gentleman in his neighborhood. 

In regard to the Cedar bird, it is true that they take 

some cherries, but they also eat the canker worm, and 

if it was not for the birds our trees would be stripped 

of foliage by this worm, as is the case in New Haven. 

The committee appointed to name subjects, made 

their report, which was adopted, and the meeting dis¬ 

cussed them as follows: 

Question 1. What are the best six varieties of straw¬ 
berries for private use ? 

H. E. Hooker would prefer Large Early Scarlet to 

Jenny Lind. Triomphe de Gand proves its high 

quality this year. Russell’s Prolific so nearly resembles 

the old MeAvoy’s Superior that it hardly deserves a 

distinctive name. It produces more perfect berries, 

but it requires plentj' of staminate plants as a fertilizer. 

Berries are too soft, probably softer this season than 

usual on account of the wet weather. Did not think 

we had much of an acquisition in it. Would include 

it iu a list for family use, but did not place it so high 

as some others. 

Mr. Maxwell, of Geneva, liked the Triomphe de 

Gand; also, Wilson’s Albany, when very ripe. Pre¬ 

ferred the Large Early Scarlet to Jenny Lind as an 

early berry. Thought more of Russell than Mr. 
Hooker appeared to do. Had seen it very productive, 

with good culture and when well fertilized by the 

Wilson. 

Charles Downing preferred the Jenny Lind to Early 

Scarlet as a table berry. 

Mr. Ellwanger agreed with Mr. Hooker as to varieties, 

and would add the Red and White Alpine for family 

use; and also Burr’s New Pine, on account of its 

quality. 
Mr. Fisher, of Batavia, said the Wilson, Triomphe 

de Gand and Hooker were the principal kinds culti¬ 
vated in his neighborhood. 

H. J. Brooks thought we should discard varieties 

that have no other merit than size. We should prefer 

those of high quality. We can raise strawberries 

cheaper than we can buy sugar. His first choice would 

be Triomphe de Gand, Hooker and Early Scarlet. 

Mr. Crane said his first choice was Burr’s New Pine. 
It is rather a shy bearer. 

Mr. Downing said the only objection to it was its 
small size. It is desirable to have berries of good size 

on account of the labor of picking. 

President Barry thought it was very desirable to get 

early kinds. We all know how good the first dish of 

strawberries tastes. Would not like to give up Large 

Early Scarlet. Jenny Lind is sweeter, but is not quite 
so productive. 

Mr. Bronson, of Geneva, was somewhat disappointed 

with the JRussell. It produces prodigious crops, but 

the berry is too soft, and this wet season begins to rot 

before it is fully ripe. It required a staminate variety 

to fertilize it. Thought high of the Triomphe de Gand. 

The Agriculturist is a variety of great promise. 

Charles Downing thought the Agriculturist will 

prove a valuable berry on account of its size and high 

flavor. It is very productive. 

Mr. Hoag, of Lockport, was somewhat disappointed 

in the Russell. It is a pistalate and needs a fertilizer. 

It is not the same kind, but closely resembles, Mc- 

Avoy’s Superior. The quality of the berry is good, 

but it is too soft. Named Triomphe de Gand, Hooker, 

Wilson, Early Scarlet and Jacunda. The latter ap¬ 

pears to be as productive as Triomphe, and is of large 

size. 

The members were asked to ballot for the best 6ix 

varieties of strawberries for family use. There thirty- 

three votes cast, of which 

Triomphe de Gand received, 30 I Brighton Pine,. 5 
Early Scarlet,. 20 | Jenny Lind,...». 4 
Bussell,. 23 I Crimson Cone, (for canning,) 3 
Wilson,. . 23 | Agriculturist. 3 
Hooker,. 22 Longworth’s Prolific,. 2 
Hovey,. 8 | Austin,. 2 
Burr’s New Pine. 12 I Bartlett,. 2 
Trollope’s Victoria,. 5 | Buffalo,. 2 

Red Alpine, White Alpine, Catter’s Seedling, Jacnn- 

da, Snow Flesh, Jenny’s Seedling, Autumn Jaland, 

Alpine and Genesee received one vote each. 

Question 2. Which are the best strawberries for 
market ? 

Mr. Keech, of Waterloo, spoke highly of the Agri¬ 

culturist for market. Superior to all others. 

Mr. Wright, who has had considerable experience in 

growing strawberries for market, said he found Tri¬ 

omphe de Gand and Wilson the most profitable sorts. 

Questions. What are the best six varieties of rasp 
berries for general cultivation ? 

H. E. Hooker named Brinkle’s Orange, Hudson River 

Red Antwerp, Franconia, Knevitt’s Giant, Hornettand 

Black Cap. 
Mr. Langworthy asked Mr. H. if he could not in¬ 

clude the Philadelphia. 

Mr. Hooker had understood that it was not equal to 

those named iu quality. 
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Mr. Downing named the Orange, Franconia, (for 
cooking,) Hudson River Antwerp, Clarke, (a new 
variety, originated, we believe, at New Haven,) Vice 
President French, and Fastolf. Philadelphia is simi¬ 
lar to the Purple Cone raspberry. 

The President asked Mr. Downing what variety was 
most extensively cultivated for the New York market. 

Mr. Downing replied, the Hudson River Antwerp. 
He knew of one town near where he resided which 
sold $110,000 worth last year. A raspberry plantation 
will last for ten years, and is more profitable than the 
strawberry. 

Mr. Thomas said a large raspberry grower told him 
that the labor of covering the cane6 in winter, pruning, 
&c., was fully equal to the labor required in setting- 
out new strawberry beds, and that the latter was fully 
as profitable as the raspberry. 

Question 4. Is there any practicable remedy for the 
currant worm ? 

Dr. Trimble was called upon, and said he had never 
seen the worm ? 

Mr. Crane succeeded in killing them with Helibore 
powder. Onl}7 one application was needed. 

Mr. Thomas succeeds with white helibore. 
Mr. Frost mixed helibore and lima in equal parts, (for 

the purpose of distributing the helibore.) In twenty- 
four hours not a worm is left. 

Mr. Barry had used helibore in solution with excellent 
effect,—half a pound in a pail of water and syringed 
the bushes with it. 

Mr. Harris said he believed he was the first person 
•who recommended helibore. Had used it for years. It 
is an effective remedy when properly applied. But he 
thought on a small scale the worms might be kept 
under by going over the bushes early in the season, 
and killing the flies and the eggs on the leaves. At 
first fhe flies deposit their eggs on the suckers and 
lower branches. The former should be cut out, and 
hundreds might be destroyed in this way. If any are 

hatched put on helibore. 
Question 5. What insects and diseases are grapes liable 

to be attacked by during summer? 
Dr. Trimble exhibited the leaves of grapes affected 

by a caterpillar which eats them in holes, and also de¬ 
vours the fruit. It is a serious enemy in the cities, 
where there are no birds. In the country, where there 
are birds, this caterpillar does little damage. 

Charles Downing said his grapes were troubled with 
thrip. 

Dr. Trimble said a strong solution of tobacco would 
destroy the thrip. He mentioned a case where a hot 
day (100° in the shade) killed the thrip by the thousand. 

Mr. Fisher said that last year he had fine Delaware 
grape vines that gave promise of producing a splendid 
crop, but the vines were so affected with thrip that he 
did not gather a single bunch. 

Josiah Salter said that what was called thrip was 
really “ fritters ”—the small wThite fly so common on 
rose leaves. Tobacco smoke will kill them where it 
can be confined. A solutiou of tobacco and whale oil 
soap applied with a syringe is also an effectual remedy. 

Question 6. Is there any new light on the subject of pear 
blight ? 

Joseph Harris was called upon and said he had no 
new information to communicate. He still adhered to 
his former opinion that the blight was caused by a 
fungus developed in the soil from decaying woody mat¬ 
ter, such as the roots of former trees, chip manure, &c. 

Several members argued that this could not be the 
cause of the blight, inasmuch as the disease generally 

affected the leaves and branches first, descending to the 
trunk as the disease spread. If it was caused by any¬ 
thing at the roots it was reasonable to suppose that the 
trunk would be affected before the branches. 

[We may remark that this objection is about as 
reasonable as it would be to contend that indigestion 
in the stomach could not produce headache, because no 

pain was felt in the intermediate points—the heart, 
shoulders, neck, mouth, nose, eyes, &c. If the tree 
was a dead piece of wood the' objection would be a 
valid one. But when it is borne in mind that the idea 
is, that the fungus decomposes the sap, it will not 
seem improbable that those parts of the tree where the 
growth is more rapid should be affected before the 
trunk. If poison was introduced with the sap at the 
roots of a tree, its effects would be first observed in the 
leaves and branches.] 

Question 7. Do the Seventeen Year Locusts attack fruit 
trees ? 

Hugh T. Brooks said that in Livingston county he 
was informed that they had destroyed the leaves of ap¬ 
ple trees near an oak forest, where they appear to be 
most numerous. 

Mr. Thomas said they -were very numerous near 
Union Springs. Kept up one continual, uniform war. 
They never eat leaves. They puncture the twigs of trees 
for the purpose of depositing their eggs, and when the 
twigs are small the hole which they make kills the 
twig. But they never eat anything while above ground. 

Dr. Trimble "confirmed this statement. They remain 
above ground about three weeks depositing their eggs. 
This is all the damage they do. The eggs will hatch 
about the lltli of August. They then drop down and 
burrow into the earth, and attach themselves to the 
roots of trees. There -was a difference of opinion as to 
whether they were injurious to the trees. It was a 
common remark that “ a locust year was always a good 
fruit year,” which may be owing to the fact that the 
locusts are not at the roots. 

Mr. Thomas did not think they did any harm. Had 
known an instance where an apple orchard was cut 
down shortly after the last appearance of thm lo¬ 
custs, seventeen years ago, and yet they came^out 
this year from the spot in great numbers—showing 
conclusively enough that if. they suck the sap from the 
roots of trees, they are at all events able to do without 
such food. 

Question 8. Is the man who allows the caterpillar to 
multiply in his apple orchard a good neighbor ? 

Mr. Crane said he should vote an emphatic “nay.” 
Dr. Trimble would go further. Such a man was not 

only a poor neighbor—he was a nuisance. He hoped 
this Society and every Agricultural and Horticultural 
Society in the land would agitate the question till we 
had a policeman in every town who would bring such 
a man to justice! 

Among the fruit exhibited were forty-three dishes of 
seedling strawberries raised by the Messrs. Moore, of 
Brighton, several of which the committee thought pos¬ 
sessed decided merits. Ellwanger & Barry showed fif¬ 
teen varieties of strawberries. Among the newer sorts 
that were particularly fine, were Belle Artesienne, 
Bonte de St. Julienne and La Constance. II. E. Hooker 
& Co., Bronson, Graves & Selover, J. H. Babcock, II. 
N. Langwortliy, Ira A. McCall and others, also ex¬ 
hibited strawberries. 
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ANECDOTE OF DR, NOTT, OF UNION COLLEGE. 

On an evening preceding Thanksgiving many years 

ago, two students left the college, with the most foul 

intent of procuring some of the Doctor’s fine fat 

chickens, that roosted in a tree adjoining the house. 

When they arrived at the spot, one ascended the tree, 

while the other stood with the bag ready to receive the 

plunder. It so happened that the Doctor himself had 

just left the house, with the view of securing the same 

chickens for his Thanksgiving dinner. The rogue 

under the tree hearing some one approaching, immedi¬ 

ately crept away, without notifying his companion 

among the branches. The Doctor came up silently, 

and was immediately saluted from above as follows : 

“ Are you ready ?” 

“Yes,” responded the Doctor, dissembling his voice 

as much as possible. 

The other immediately laying his hands on the old 

rooster, exclaimed: 

“ Here’s old Prex, will you have him ?” 

“ Pass him along,” was the reply, and he was soon 

in the Doctor’s bag. 

“ Here’s marm Prex,” said the all unconscious 
6tudent, grabbing a fine old hen, “ will you have her?” 

“Yes,” again responded the Doctor. 

“Here’s son John, will you have him?” “Here’s 

daughter Sal, take her?” and so on until he had gone 

regularly through with the Doctor’s family and 

chickens. 

The old man -walked off in one direction with the 

plunder, while the student, well satisfied with his 

night’s work, came down and streaked it for the col¬ 

lege. Great was his astonishment to learn from his 

companion that he had not got any chickens, and if he 

gave them to any one it must have been to Doctor 

Nott. Expulsion, fines and disgrace were uppermost in 

their thoughts until the next forenoon, when both re¬ 

ceived a polite invitation from their President, request¬ 

ing the presence of their company to a Thanksgiving 

dinner. To decline was impossible, so with hearts full 

of anxiety for the result, they wended their way to the 

house, where they were pleasantly received by the old 

gentleman, and with a large party were soon seated 

around the festive board. After asking a blessing, the 

Doctor rose Irom his seat, and taking the carving knife, 

turned with a smile to the rogues and said : 

“ Young gentlemen, here’s old Prex, and marm Prex, 

son John, and daughter Sal,” at the same time touch¬ 

ing successively the respective chickens; “ to which 

will you be helped ?” The mortification of the students 

oiay be imagined. 

How can a man, who has no wings, be said to be 

’ winged,’, in an “affair of honor?” Because, in go- 

* .g to fight a duel, he makes a goose of himself. 

Why do the patent laws tend to promote discovery? 

< >cause they tax invention. 

A SOUTHERN UNION GIRL, 

The following story, from Albert Richardson’s nar¬ 

rative of his adventures in Southern prisons, will be 
read with no little interest: 

“We galloped along at Dan’s usual pace, with the 

most sublime indifference to roads—up and down rocky 

hills, across streams, through swamps, over fences— 

everywhere but upon public thoroughfares. 

“ I suppose we had traveled three miles, when Mr. 
Davis fell back from the front, and said to me: 

“ ‘ That young lady rides very well; does she not?” 

“ ‘ What young lady ?’ 

“ ‘ The young lady who is piloting us.’ 

I had thought Dan Ellis was piloting us, and rode 

forward to see about the young lady. 

“ There she was surely enough. I could not scrutin¬ 

ize her face in the darkness, but it was said to be come¬ 

ly. I could see that her form was graceful, and the 

ease and firmness with which she sat on her horse 

would have been a lesson for a riding master. 

“She resided at the Union house, where Dan had 

gone for news. The moment she learned his need, she 

volunteered to pilot him out of that neighborhood, 

where she was born and bred, and knew every acre. 

The only accessible horse (one belonging to a rebel 

officer, but just then kept in her father’s barn), was 

brought out and saddled. She mounted, came to our 

camp at midnight, and was now stealthily guiding us, 

avoiding farm-houses where the rebels were quartered, 

going round their camps, evading the pickets. 

“ She led us for seven miles. Then, while we re¬ 

mained in the wood, she rode forward over the long 

bridge which spanned the Nolechucky river, to see if 

there were any guards upon it; went to the first Union 

house beyond to learn whether the roads were picket¬ 

ed ; came back, and told us the coast was clear. Then 

she rode by our long line toward her home. We 

should have given her three rousing cheers, had it been 

safe to cheer. I hope the time is not far distant when 

her name may be made public. Until the rebel guer¬ 

rillas are driven out from their hiding places near her 

mountain home, it will not be prudent.” 

“ Bill, give me a bite of your apple, and I will show 

you my sore toe.” Bill did it, for such an overture 

could not be resisted. 
-  ———— 

When has a scruple more weight than a drachm ? 

When conscience makes a teetotaller refuse a thimble- 

full of brandy. 

Why is a comet more like a dog than the Dog-star ? 

Because the comet has got a tail and Dog-star hasn’t. 

When does a lady drink music ? When she takes 

her piano for-te (tea.) Did you ever ? 

Where are we most likely to find the sky blue ? The 

nearer we get to the milky way. J 

Answer to Puzzle.—“Madam.” * 
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A FEW HINTS ON FASHIONS. 

A new style of hairdressing is about to be intro¬ 

duced. The front hair and the lower part of the back 

are cut short, and this short hair is curled and frizzed. 

The rest is smoothly drawn back and turned under as 

if to he caught in a net. It is, however, kept in place 

by live fillets or bands of velvet, which pass over the 

head from side to side, and are sewed to a band passing 

under the back hair. This is a Grecian style and ex¬ 

tremely pretty. Another style has the aureole of short 

curls with a long curl behind each ear; the back hair 

is braided and arranged quite on the top of the head. 

Instead of the plait a bunch of curls is sometimes sub¬ 

stituted, [which must also be quite high on the head. 

The hair is still arranged in a waterfall or Grecian at 

the back, and very high rolls or Pompadour in front. 

Bunches of short curls are much worn over the parting 

in front, also a row of light curls over the waterfall at 

the back. 

With a change of coiffure comes a change in the 

shape of bonnets, and we arc told that these pretty, 

becoming and comfortable little half-handkerchiefs are 

to be discarded to give place to a bonnet with high, 

wide face, and hood-shaped Quaker-like crown. Loud 

will be the complaints against these bonnets, which we 

can hardly imagine becoming, and to ladies not favored 

with height, they will be positively frightful. We 

hope, however, the change may be very gradual, and 

that it may be long before Fashion obliges us to wear 

so voluminous a head gear. 

The present bonnets are small, indeed so scant are 

some of them as not to be seen at all from the front, 

and just touching the waterfall at the back. 

A tuft of flowers with a few loops ot illusions is all 

that is required. 

Other styles are made up of French muslin drawn 

over colored silks and trimmed with ribbon. These are 

also very pretty. White illusion over shirred silk is 

also one of the fashionable styles. 

Most of the dress skirts are good, and Mme. Demo- 

rest’s method of goring is as follows: Fold over six 

inches on each side of the upper part of the front 

breadth, graduating this dowrn two-thirds of the skirt, 

baste this down. The next breadth set one inch below 

at the bottom, and sew the straight edge to the bias 

line of the front breath. Fold a, gore of eight inches 

on the farther side of this breadth, and so continue all 

round the skirt, setting each breadth one inch below 

at the lower edge. By this method you have a hand¬ 

somely gored train skirt without cutting up tho ma¬ 

terial. A plain skirt should also have each breadth set 

one-inch longer at the bottom and then trimmed off to 

form a train. In plaiting, lay one large treble box-plait 

in the centre of the back, and the rest in flat plaits all 

alike toward the front. Gored skirts are plaited in >. 

clusters of two or three plaits laid deep with a space 

between. A box-plait in the back and four clusters are 

sufficient for a skirt.—GocUy's Lady's Book. j 

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS. 

Contributed to the Genesee Farmer. 

Currant Jelly.—Pick fine red and large ripe cur¬ 

rants from the stems, bruise them and strain the juice 

from a quart at a time through thin muslin, pressing it 

gently to get all the liquid. Put a pound of white 

sugar to each pound of juice ; stir it until it is all dis¬ 

solved ; set it over a gentle fire; let it become hot and 

boil for fifteen minutes ; then try it by taking a spoon¬ 

ful into a saucer. When cold, if it is not quite film 

enough, boil it for a few minutes longer. It may be 

made by standing in the sun, without boiling, if put in 

a very warm place, and is generally of a much better 

color than when cooked by the fire. 

Rhubarb Wine.—Dr. Marsh, of the United States 

Sanitary Commission, gives the following receipt for 

making rhubarb wine : Peel and slice as for pies; put a 

very small qantity of water in the vessel, only just 

enough to cover the bottom; cover the vessel anil 

gradually bring to a slight boil; then strain, pressing 

out all the liquid ; to this liquid add an equal quantity 

of water; to each gallon (after mixed) add from four 

to five pounds of brown sugar; set aside, ferment and 

skim like currant wine ; leave in the cask and bulk as 

long as possible before sending away. All wine is bet¬ 

ter kept in casks. 

Raspberry Vinegar.—Take three or four quarts of 

raspberries, put them in a stone crock and cover them 

with vinegar. Let them stand twenty-four hours, 

Then strain this juice through a jelly-bag and pour i‘, 

on to fresh berries, letting this stand another day. Re 

peat this process until you have the quantity yow 

desire. Add to each pint of juice one pound of sugar 

Put it |into a preserving kettle and allow it to heal 

sufficiently to melt the sugar. When it is cold, put it 

into bottles. It will keep several years. 

Currant Wine.—One quart of currant juice, two 

quarts of water, three pounds of crushed sugar, and to 

each gallon of the mixture add one gill pure brandy. 

Place a cask upon its side with the bung up, and fill it 

entirely. It will require replenishing, as it wastes by 

fermentation, and the cask should always be kept full. 

Wine or Cider Sauce for Puddings.—One cup 

of sugar and two tablespoonfuls of butter. Beat up 

thoroughly like hard sauce. Stir in gradually, just be¬ 

fore using, a quarter of a glass of wine. Set it in a 

pan of hot water until softened, and when turned out 

it will be white and smooth like cream. 

Strawberry Wine.—Press out the juice from tiro 

strawberries, and add two quarts of water to each quart 

of juice. Loaf sugar is then added at the rate of one 

pound to the gallon. Put into a barrel in a cool cellar, 

and ferment in the usual way. 

West Point Cake.—One pound of sugar; ono 

pound of flour; one-half pound of butter; five cgg3 ; 

one cup of sour cream ; one teaspoouful ol pearlash. 
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The price paid for wool in this section is about fifty 

cents per pound, and we hear of some large clips that 

have been sold at this figure, but as a general rule 

farmers are not disposed to 6ell at this price, and the 

market is quite dull. 

We were conversing a few days since with one of the 

most intelligent and experienced wool dealers of this 

section, and the arguments he used in favor of a lower 

price for wool than last year, are these : 

1st. There is from ten to twenty per cent more old 

wool in the hands of farmers than usual. 

2d. The new clip is nearly twenty per cent larger than 

last year. 

Sd. There is an unusually large quantity of foreign 

wool in the market. 

4th. The scarcity of cotton and high prices have 

stimulated the production of wool all over the world. 

5th. There is more cotton now in the South than was 

anticipated. t 

6th. Nearly all the foreign wool is imported at a duty 

of only three cents per pound. 

7th. With gold at par, the manufacturers can import 

foreign wool for fifty cents per pound. 

We asked him what were the arguments on the 

other side. He did not know of any! But of course 

there are some. 

1st. Although there is unquestionably a larger amount 

of last year’s wool in the hands of farmers than usual, 

and though the new clip will be twenty percent higher 

than the average, still it is admitted the production of 

American wool is very far short of the ordinary con¬ 

sumption. 

2d. During the war there has been a great increase in 

the nnmber and extent of woolen factories, and they 
are still actively engaged and are likely so to continue. 

3d. Though the demand of woolen goods for army 

purposes will not be as large, yet the “ boys ” who are 

coming home, will not be likely to wear their thread 

bare uniforms for any length of time. They will want 

new clothes and they have the money to pay for them. 

4th. It is true that “the manufacturers made the 

tariff.” But still there is a duty on wool worth over 

twenty-four cents per'pound, but which has been re¬ 

duced by admixture of dirt, &c., to eighteen cents, or 

nine cents a pound, payable in gold. Now such a duty 

on wool reduced so that three pounds is only equal to 

one, would have to pay a duty of twenty-seven cents 

in gold, which at 140 is equal to 37)^ cents currency. 

5th. Though there is undoubtedly much cotton in the 

Southern States, very little has been brought to market, 

and the price is still very high and is likely to continue 

so for some time. 

6th. Gold is still at 140, and if foreign wool caunot 

be imported for less than fifty cents in gold, this would 

be equal to seventy cents in currency. But so far as 

we can ascertain, foreign wool of good quality cannot be 

obtained for fifty cents in gold. 

It appears to us that the price of wool will depend 

almost entirely on the price of gold. In other words, 

the price at which foreign wool can be imported fixes 

the price of domestic wool, and as the former is paid 
for it in gold, the price of wool will depend pretty 

much on the price of gold. Were it certain that gold 

would keep up to 140 for the next six or eight months, 
we feel sure that the manufacturers would buy our wool 

freely at 70(2)75 cents per pound. The money market is 

easier than it has been since 1861, and this will favor 

the purchase and holding of wool. 

As we stated last month, the Ohio Wool Growers* 

Association voted to hold their wool at eighty-five cents. 

We are inclined to think this is too high. We think 

65@70 would be nearer the mark for ordinary domestic, 

fleece. 

New Advertisements, 

Among the valuable articles advertised in this num¬ 

ber of the Fai'mer we would call particular attention to 

Hickok’s Cider Press, manufactured by W. O. Hickok, 

of Harrisburgh, Pa. Also to Cook’s Evaporator for 

making sorghum sugar, manufactured by Blymyer. 

Bates & Day, of Mansfield, Ohio. It is the best appa¬ 

ratus of the kind we are acquainted with. 

The “Horse Fetters,” advertised by Joseph Briggs, 

of New York, we have not seen, but presume they arc 

good, and they are certainly a useful thing on a farm. 

Haines & Pell, the well-known agricultural imple¬ 

ment dealers and manufacturers of New York, offei 

their valuable Mowing Machine, Horse-Rakes, &c., at 

“reduced prices.” Send for one of their circulars. 

J. M. Tliorburn & Co., of New York, offer a fine list 

of turnip and other seeds wanted at this season. There 

is no better or more reliable seed house in America. 
--•-««»>>- •- 

Tlie Markets. 

In this section the crops are unusually good. The 

wet weather of the last few days it is thought will rust 

the wheat badly, and the midge will probably injure it 

considerably, but however bad this may be for indi¬ 

vidual farmers, it can scarcely affect prices to any mate¬ 

rial extent. 

Prices will be determined on the demand for bread- 

stuffs in the Southern States and in Europe, and on the 

price of gold. The latter still keeps up to 140, and this 

will give us prices forty per cent higher than would 

otherwise be the case. Freights, too, to Europe are 
unusually low, and this is also favorable. We think 
prices in yold will be higher than they were last year, 
and it is thought that the growing ease in the money 
market will keep up the price of gold. 

A Beautiful Picture. 

We have received from the publisher, W. J. Hol¬ 
land, of Springfield, Mass., an exquisite engraving en¬ 
titled “The Child’s Prayer,” which we cannot too 
highly commend to our readers. See advertisement in 
this number of the Farmer. 
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Notes on tSie Weatlier from March. 1, 1865* 

to June 1, 1865. 

January and February were cold months, giving us 

a temperature considerably below the general average. 

No part had been so cold as we have often known, and 

only once below zero ; but the whole had been uncom¬ 

monly cold. 

March gave us a change, and the mean was above the 

general average 2.3°. The sleighing had been good, 

and a large body of snow was on the ground. This 

began rapidly to melt, and just after the middle of the 

month by rain and heat still more rapidly. By the 17th 

the Genesee Valley Canal was overflooded by the rise 

of the Genesee, and the south and west part of the 

city was flooded. The flood increased till noon of the 

18th, when its desolation was terrific. Since the flood, 

it is easy to recall the great damage suffered by our 

city. Spring came on rapidly in the last half. The 

mean heat of the month was 36.8°, and its general 

average 32.4°. 

Not much snow fell in the month; but the water of 

snow and rain measured 3.17 inches. The soft maples 

and common elms flowered about the middle of the 

month, and fully in the last week. 

April was still warmer. In the first half the mean 

was to the general average as 47.3° to 41.2°, and in 

second half as 47.9° to 44.1°, making the month quite 

warm, and advancing the season rapidly. The early 

flowering plants and the grass and wheat were forward 

and very promising. Considerable wind; a thunder 

shower on the 6th at 10X to 11 P. M. Water in the 

month 3.03 inches ; frost on the 17th. Rain, hail, and 

snow near midnight of the 24th. Early cherries in 

flower in the yards on the last week. Shod-blow 

in blossom, and hard maple also on 25th. 

The means of the heat of April range from 37.6’ to 

52.9°, while the general mean for twenty-nine years is 

44 1°, and for this April is 47.9°, or 3.8° above the gen¬ 

eral average. Only once in twenty-nine years has April 

given a higher mean temperature—in 1844. 

May was a little cooler in proportion in its first half, 

but the heat of the month was greater than the general 

mean as 57.1° to 56.3°. The cool winds from the cold 

Lake Ontario have been considerable, and May has not 

seemed quite so pleasant. The season has not ad¬ 

vanced so much in proportion. Indian corn was in 

good part planted, though the rains have left consider¬ 

able of it to be yet done. Still, the grass and wheat 

show that harvest must be somewhat earlier. Lilacs 

blossomed on the 16th. Apples, pears, plums, were 

then in flower; peaches gone. Rain in the month 3.30 

inches. Fine thunder shower on 21st at 5 to 6 P. M. 

Water of the spring months 9.50 inches. 

Ice-bergs in the passage to England in the middle of 

May. Hotter weather at the South. 

Hottest day in May, 16th, 73°; hottest noon, 83° on 

17th; coldest day 42° on 11th and coldest morning, 38° 

on 12th. 

Spring has had a good reputation. The prospects 

from gardens and fields are fair and joyous. Good is 

the prospect wide overs the land. 

Inquiries and Answers. 

Back Volumes of the Genesee Farmer—Price of 
Wool, &c.—This is the first year I have taken the 
Genesee Farmer, and I should like to know whether you 
have the back volumes for sale. If so, I would like to 
purchase them after I sell my wool. Will ivool keep 
down in price ? I like your “ Walks and Talks on the 
Farm.” I frequently get more information from one 
of these talks than from the-and the- 
-in their four issues for the month.—Joseph Kew- 
ing, Adrian, Ohio, May 19, 1865. 

We can furnish you the six last volumes of the Gen¬ 

esee Farmer, (1859, ’60, ’61, ’62, ’63 and ’64,) substan¬ 

tially bound, with an index to each volume, for $5.00. 

In regard to the price of wool, it is not safe to pre¬ 

dict. There is unquestionably a large stock in the 

hands of farmers, but as the premium on gold still 

continues high, and is likely to continue so for some 

time, and as we shall not get a full supply of cotton for 

a year or two at least, and as there is a high duty on 

foreign wools, it would seem that wool ought to bring 

at least 50 per cent, more than its average price before 
the war, when gold was at par, cotton abundant and 

cheap, and we were importing a large quantity of for¬ 

eign wool at low duties. Of course there will be a 

great effort to keep down the price till the new clip has 

passed out of the hands of the farmers; and as the 

wool-dealers have lost heavily on last year’s purchases, 

they will not be inclined to buy so largely the present 

season. Still money is abundant, and wool is an arti¬ 

cle that will keep. It is always a safe rule to hold any¬ 

thing that will keep, when the price falls below the 

cost of production. 

Mildew on Gooseberries. —Would you be kind 
enough to inform me through your paper of a remedy 
for mildew on gooseberries." Also, if there is a way for 
raising tomatoes very early without making liot-beds, 
as they seem to produce more vines than fruit? By 
answering the foregoing, you will much oblige—Mrs. 
John Miller, Galt, C. W. 

We know of no certain remedy for mildew on the 

gooseberry. In this section, the culture of the fine 

English varieties has been pretty much abandoned, on 

account of their liability to mildew. Good culture and 

mulching in summer are the most approved prevent¬ 

ives. We think, too, that sulphur scattered on the 

bushes before the mildew makes its appearance, or 

immediately afterwards, would have a good effect. The 

mildew on the gooseberry and the mildew on the grape 

belongs to the same species, and as sulphur is a certain 

cure for the latter, it is highly probable that it will at 

least check the former. We hope Mrs. M. will try it. 

We have never had much success in raising early 

tomato plants -without a liot-bed. Sowing them in a 

box of light soil, and keeping them in a moderately 

warm room, with as much sunshine as possible, prom¬ 

ises the best success. When the plants are well started, 

and become too crowded in the box, they should be 

transplanted into small flower pots, or into other boxes. 

Keep the leaves well sprinkled, as the great difficulty 

of growing plants in a room is the dry atmosphere. 

Superphosphate from Bones.—I have a lot of raw 
bones which I am very anxious to use on turnips tlie 
coming summer, if there is anyway that I can dissolve 
them. If you can tell me how to do it, you wili greatly 
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oblige me. I suppose they may be dissolved with sul¬ 
phuric acid, but do they not sustain a great loss by 
being burned first ?—C. A. Whitaker, Hancock, N. if. 

Yes, you lose half the value of the bones by burning. 

Bones contain gelatine equal to about five per cent, of 

ammonia. This is all driven off and lost. And eveu 
after you have burnt the bones, you cannot make a 

good article of superphosphate without grinding the 

burnt bones. Neither can you make a good superphos¬ 

phate from raw bones without first grinding them. 

There are those who say they have succeeded in dis¬ 

solving large bones, but wre have never seen a good 

article produced in this way. If there is no mill where 

you can get them ground, you had better crack them 

up by hand and put them under grape vines, dwarf pear 

trees, <fec., and buy a barrel or two of superphosphate 

for your turnips. _ 

Turnip Drill.—You speak highly of a system of 
drilling turnips on ridges, and mention a drill that wilj, 
sow two rows at a time, drilling in superphosphate, 
plaster, &c., at the same time. Now if you know 
where such a drill is made, I should like to obtain one. 

Do you think it is better to sow on ridges or on the 
flat?—Buckeye. 

Such drills are made in Canada, but we have not, as 

yet, been able to ascertain the name of the manufac¬ 

turer. Where several acres of turnips are grown, such 

drills are indispensable. 

We think it is better to sow on ridges. Of course 

they should be rolled down before the seed is sown. 

The drill alluded to has a roller in front of the seed 

sprouts, and a lighter one behind for covering the seed. 
One of the advantages of sowing on ridges, is that the 

horse-hoe can be used nearer the plants than when 

drilled in on the flat. In the latter case, the young 

plants arc liable to be smothered by the soil thrown on 

to them by the cultivator. 

SERMONS ON ABRAHAM LINCOLN: With the Funeral 
Services at Washington. Boston : J, E. Tilton & Co. 

This little volume contains thirty-four sermons by different 

divines of Boston on that sad occasion. No book expresses bet¬ 

ter the sentiment of the North than this. It is well worth read¬ 

ing, as nearly all the sermons were preached under the immedi¬ 

ate influence of the painful excitement attending the melancholy 

event. 

INSECTS ENEMIES OF FRUIT AND FRUIT TREES. By 
Isaac P. Trimble, M. D. New York: William Ward <5e 
Co. 

This is a most valuable treatise on the curculio and apple moth 

—subjects vital to the interests of every fruit-grower, and 

who now is not a fruit-grower? As the author says: “The 

health of your trees and your crops of fruit depend upon how suc¬ 

cessful you are in subduing the Insect enemies. If they are con¬ 

quered, all who plant trees and manago them with reasonable 

care can have fruit.” And in no way can this victory be render¬ 

ed certain except by a thorough acquaintance with tho habits of 

the insects, from the worm to the moth, and back to the moth 

again. 

The author of this work has studied the habits of the insects 

treated of, most faithfully and minutely. His directions for de¬ 

stroying them are not empirical, but are founded on the basis of 

a thorough scientific knowledge. He does not even insist that 

his way is the best, but only that it is one way which, in his own 

case, has ahvays proved successful—leaving each person to draw 

their own conclusions from the facts which he so accurately 

states. The illustrations are numerous and well drawn, adding 

much to the value of the book. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-live 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

HALL’S AGRICULTURAL WORKS, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

-* *- 

JLiterary Notices. 

THE YOUNG GARDENER’S ASSISTANT. By Thomas 
Bridgeman. New York: William Wood & Co. 1865. 

Even when the theory of gardening is well understood, a 

novice in the practice finds himself often at a loss for the counsel 

of some person who has experienced the same difficulties and 

has found a way out of them. This book is intended to fill just 

that place, and does it as well as a book can. The author is a 

practical man, and tells in a simple way precisely what a “young 

gardener” wishes to know. It treats of almost every subject on 

which information is needed for the successful culture of the 

THE undersigned. Executors of the estate of Joseph Hall, de¬ 
ceased, will continue to manufacture the celebrated 

HALL THRESHING MACHINE AND POWER, 
which for execution and style of workmanship stands unrivalled 
Also, 

Collin’s & Sliattuck’s Combined Clover 
Machines, 

the easiest running machine made, capable of threshing, hulling 
and cleaning at one operation. 

For information apply by letter or otherwise. 

M. E.' HOLTON, j"Executors- 
Rochester, N. Y., June 26, 1865. jylt 

SAWING MACHINES. 
kitchen and flower garden. We have examined it particularly 

with reference to vegetables, and in that department it is an ex¬ 

ceedingly valuable, practical work. A table is given of all the 

ordinary vegetables, showing whether they are hardy or tender, 

whether the 6eeds are slow or quick in germinating, capable or 

not of being transported, and whsther moisture or heat is most 

essential to their growth. A list of seeds is given, with the 

amount of space that an ounce or a pound will sow—information 

very valuable to persons who for the first time are ordering their 

seeds. The directions for forcing are excellent, though they 

apply rather to the climate of New Jersey than the more north¬ 

ern winters of Western New York; but as the author gives his 

standpoint, it is easy to make the necessary changes for a colder 

season. 

The flower garden occupies a considerable space, and orchard 

and fruit management is also treated on. The monthly calendar 

is very good, and gives many useful hints. 

WE are building a GREATLY IMPROVED CROSS-CUT 
SAWING MACHINE for cutting logs into stove wood, 

with two or four horse powers to drive them. 
Also, a new style CIRCULAR SAW fbr cutting cord wood into 

stove wood. 
Circulars describing our machinery sent promptly on ap¬ 

plication by letter. Write to JONAS W. YEO, 
iny4t Proprietor Robinson Machine Works, Richmond, Ind. 

A MONTH !—Agents wanted everywhere to in- 
J) _L ju'D troduce the improved Shaw & Clark $20 Family Sew¬ 

ing Machine, the only low price machine in the country which is 
licensed by Grover & Baker, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, Singer «fc 
Co., and Baclielder. All other machines now sold for less than 
forty dollars each are infringements, and the seller and user aro 
liable to fine and imprisonment. Salary and expenses, or large 
commission, allowed. Illustrated circulars sent free. Address 
SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. ju 3t 

CIDER. PRESS SCREAVS — Five feet long, four 
inches diameter. These powerful screws bring out a third 

more juice than portable presses. Send for a circular. Made 
by THOMPSON & CARPENTER, 

ju2t Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Foundry. 
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THE CHAMPION. 

IIICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 

12,000 in Use and all Approved. 

rnnis admirable machine is now ready for the frnit harvest of 
1 1865, is made in the most admirable manner with either one 

or two tubs, and is well worthy the attention of all persons 
wanting such a machine. .It has no superior in the market, and 
is the only mill that will properly grind grapes. 

For Sale by all Respectable ©ealers. 

I also make two sizes of superior 

Presses for Berries, &©., &e. 
If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one 

for you, or write for one yourself. Address the manufacturer, 

jy4t W. ©. MICKOK, Harrisburg, Pa. 

New Patent Animal Fetters. 
JUST the thing that farmers need for fettering Horses, Mules, 

and cattle, when turned out to pasture, to prevent lumping, 
running, escape, or damage. They are made of malleable iron, 
light, strong, and not liable to "et out of order. 

Price, $2 50. Dealers in Hardware and Agricultural Imple¬ 
ments, Ac., please forward their names for full description and 
price-s to the trade by the dozen, to 

JOSEPH BRIGGS, 
jy-4t 335 Broadway, New York. 

A PARTNER WANTED. OWING to advancing years and increasing business, the 
senior partner of a well established and popular Nursery 

wishes to retire and put in his place an active, practical Nursery¬ 
man, who can bring letters of credit for industry, sobriety and 
honesty. To such a person an opportunity is offered rarely to be 
met with, as no money will be required (if desired,) until the 
profits of the business will furnish it. 

Eor particulars inquire of 
DeGRAFF NELSON A CO., 

Fort Wayne, Ind. 
June 15,1865. jy 

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING 
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF 

NORTHERN MISSOURI. 

REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they 
can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern 

States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that 
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Free 
and full information given on application to 

nov’64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York. 

PIONEER SORGO MACHINERY. 

COOK’S EVAPORATOR, 
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First Prize at Thirty-live State Fairs. 

^ QiIMPLE affair. Operates admirably. The best apparatus.” 
kJ American Agriculturist. 

“ Of all the Evaporators we have seen, the most satisfactory 
results are from Cook’s.—Prairie Farmer. 

We manufacture Pans for Bkick Auches (on the Cook princi¬ 
ple) at about one half the price of the Evaporator. 

Sorgo Hand Book sent free. 

Parties wishing the agency for the Cook Evaporator and the 
Clark Sorgo Machine Co.’s Mills, should direct to our address. 

BLYMYER, HATES Sc BAY, 

Mansfield. Oiik>. 

THE “ VICTOR ” CANE MILLS. 

TRIUMPHANT AT STATE FAIRS. 

Only Mill with National Reputation. 

DIAGONALLY BRACED—LAPPED GEARING—OIL-TIGHT STEP BOXES, 

FLUTED FEED ROLL—FLANGED MAIN ROLL—NO KEYS USED. 

“ New principles are introduced, by which the choking is pre¬ 
vented. and one-third of the power saved. Tho operation was 
very striking—one horse pressing one-fourth more cane, bring¬ 
ing out the bagasse dryer, and gaining one-sixth in revolution 
over the other Mills driven by two horses. The committee 
awarded it the First Premium.—(At the Ohio State Fair.)— 
Cleveland Leader. 

We also manufacture all sizes of HORIZONTAL MILLS. 
Our Mills embrace no less than eleven different patents, which 
cover about every excellence attainable in a Mill. 

Illustrated pamphlet sent free. 
CLARK SORGO MACHINE CO., 

jylt 116 Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

SUPERIOR FARM LAND !—20.000 ACRES AT 
LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 

Franklinville Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, 25 miles 
south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry, and others, 
with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN II. COFFIN 
A CO., Franklinville, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. ap6t 

BEECHER’S PATENT 
VENEEK EKTJIT BASKET. 
AFTER one season’s thorough trial of the VENEKR FRUIT 

BASKET, we offer it to the trade with the full assurance 
that nothing of the basket line now in market can compete with 
it in its adaptability to the wants of fruit-growers. For dura¬ 
bility and style our Basket has no superior, and for strength and 
cheapness no equal. 

For circulars of description, Ac., address 
feb6t A. BEECHER & SONS, Westville, Conn. 

A MONTH !—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a 
GD I vJ Month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articles, the best 

- J —AS“”Address OTIS T selling ever offered. Full particulars free, 
GAEEY, Biddeford, Maine. ju St 
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REDUCTION 
IIN" THE I’ RICES 

OF THE 

UNION MOWING MACHINE. 
4 

4 1- 

Feet 

'2 “ 

Machine 
a 

from 
66 

to 

to 

$145, 

SULK Y 

$170 

$190 to $170 

II AY-RAKES. 

HARVESTING TOOLS 

Of all kinds constantly on hand. 

HAINES & PELL, 

27 Courtlandt Street, 
jy2t NEW YORK. 

THE LITTLE GIANT MICROSCOPE ! 

attached to a watch-chain. Price, $1. 
Beautiful Mounted Objects, $1 per box. 
Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price. Liberal terms at wholesale. 
Address GEORGE MEAD, Thoinpsonville, 

Racine County, Wisconsin. 
Also, the new and beautiful folding 

POCKET STEREOSCOPE, 

which makes pictures look large and life-like. Price, $2. Choice 
Stereoscopic Views, .$3 per dozen. Sent everywhere, pr 
paid. jy3t 

Only Thirty Cents 

W the 

MOST VICIOUS HORSES. 
Also, a thoroughly approved method for taking GAME and 

FISH. 
Many successful trials have proved the above to bo NO 

HUMBUG. 
Send to J. B. WILLIAMS, 

jylt Bradford, Vt. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BOHE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASKER & CLARK, 
Cor. 8th and Washington Sts., Philadelphia. THE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 

confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 
now in the market. Being made from finely ground bones (not 
burned), Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having inanurial 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
i&c., Ac. Price $(35.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from the slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $G5.00 per tun. 
83?” Terms Cash. Address as above, 
febTt TASKER A CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

TURNIP CULTURE. 

Rhodes’ the Standard Superphosphate, 
CANNOT BE EXCELLED 

FOR THIS IMPORTANT CHOP*. 

B. M. RHODES, & CO., 82 South street, Baltimore. 
H. E. MOKING, General Agent New York and New England, 
my3t 113 Water street, New York. 

Old Eyes Made New 

WITHOUT SPECTACLES, DOCTOR OR MEDICINE. 

Pamphlet mailed free on receipt of ten cents. Address E. B 

FOOTE, M. D., No. 1130 Broadway, New York. ju 4t 

By Mail, Post-paid. 

SEEDS SUITABLE TO THE PBE3EUT MONTH. 

TURNIP SEED. 

j. m:. thorrurn co., 

15 John Street, New York, 

CjFFER TISEIR PURE AND SELECTED 

Early White Dutch,. .. .per oz., 10 cts.; per lb., $1. 

German Teltow,. 44 20 “ “ 2. 

Red Top Strap Leaf. • 44 10 »• 1. 

English White Globe_ 44 
10 “ “ 75c. 

“ “ Norfolk, •4 10 “ “ 75c. 

Long White French, .... 44 
10 u “ 1. 

“ “ Tankard,... 44 
10 “ “ 1. 

Yellow Stone,. 44 10 “ “ 1. 

Golden Ball, extra fine... 44 10 “ “ 1. 

Yellow Aberdeen,. 44 
10 “ “ 1. 

Yellow Finland,. 44 
20 “ “ 2.50. 

Dale’s Hybrid,. 44 10 “ “ 75c. 

Improved Ruta-Baga, ... 44 10 “ “ 1. 

Skirving’s do 44 10 “ 1. 

Laing’s do 44 10 “ • “ 1. 

TRADE PRICE JLISTT of the Above, for Deal- 

ers, just published. 

ALSO, 

Corn Salad. .per oz. 15 cts., per lb. $2 00 

Pepper Grass. . “ 10 cts., “ 75 

White Spined Cucumber... “ 15 cts., w 1 50 

Lons Green Cucumber. . “ 20 cts., “ 2 50 

Green Curled Endiye. “ 40 cts., u 4 00 

Scotch Kale. . “ 30 cts., “ 2 50 

Kohl-Rabi (fine Vienna),.. . u 40 cts., “ 5 00 

White Cabbage Lettuce.... “ 40 cts., “ 4 00 

Nasturtium. . “ 40 cts., “ 4 00 

Early Tom Thumb Peas,... .per quart, 80 

Scarlet Turnip Radish. .per oz. 15 cts., “ 1 50 

Yellow Summer Radish.... “ 15 cts., u 1 50 

Black Spanish Radish. “ 15 cts., “ 1 50 

Scarlet Chinese Winter Radish. “ 30 cts., “ 4 00 

Round Spinach. “ 10 cts., “ 75 

Prickly Spinach. . “ 10 cts., “ 75 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 

jyit 15 John-st., New York. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

AND 

SPECIAL. TESM§ OF SALE, 
AND 

ORDER YOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEELYE, 

aptf 'Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. 

BOURSES OF AGEICITILTITRAE UVSTRUd- 
Uy TION—Including the Practice of Agriculture and Horticul¬ 
ture, Agricultural Chemistry and Physiology, Principles of 
Breeding and Feeding, Injurious Insects, Rural Economy, For¬ 
estry, French and German Languages, Ac.,— 

Open September 13tli, 18G5. 

For detailed Programme, apply to 
ju4t PROF. GEO. J. BRUSH. New Haven. Conn. 
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I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques1 Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

Consulting Chemist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool District. 
JAMES E. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. febOt 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
IIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 
being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 

Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. II. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—Mew York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

* religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—V. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOL.D MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

g'W Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT & WIILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’bdtf 

Corn and Bean Planter Combined, 
WE are manufacturing one of the most successful Two- 

Rowed Planters now in use. One man and horse can 
plant either in rows or checks from 10 to 12 acres per day, and do 
the work well. The machine is easily managed, and is of light 
draft for one horse. It is one of the greatest labor-saving ma¬ 
chines of modern invention. Patented August 14th, I860. 

The demand for this Planter has continued to increase, until 
scores of them are now in use in Western New York, Michigan 
and Canada West. 

Cash price at the Factory, $25.00, subject to alteration as stock 
and labor may require. 

Please order early. Several orders came too late last year to be 
filled. 

Orders with cash will receive prompt attention. A liberal dis¬ 
count made to merchants and agents. 

For further description, send for circular. 
ap5t WHITESIDE, BARNETT & CO., Brockport, N. Y. 

TILE MACHINE. 
HE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 

containing description. A. La. TOURETTE. 
apCotf Waterloo, N. Y. 

The Best Railway 

IN AMERICA. 
HE Horse Power that is unequaled for ease of team, amount 
of power, and has never failed to take the 

First Premium Over All Its Competitors, 
wherever tested. The Combined Thresher and Cleaner that 

CLEANS EQUAL TO ANY PANNING MILL, 
fit for mill or market. 

THRESHERS, SEPARATORS, 

Fanning Mills, Wood Saws, 

Seed Sowers, IPlanters, &c. 

All of the best in market. Send in orders early, as wTe are 
governed by “first come, first served.” 

5J3P” For price and description send for Circulars, and satisfy 
yourself before purchasing. R. & M. HARDER, 

ju 2t Cobleskill, Scohario Co., N. Y. 

Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store, 
Nos. 14 & 1G Green Street, Ground Floor, 

NEAR CORNER OF STATE STREET, 

Albany, 3M. Y"., 

HORACE L. EMERY, Sole Proprietor. 

THE subscriber takes pleasure in announcing that after an 
absence from the city and country of nearly two years, he 

has returned and assumed the entire interest in and to the Stock, 
Business and Interests of the ALBANY AGRICULTURAL 
WORKS, situated on Hamilton, Liberty and Union Streets, and 
also of the AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE AND SEED 
STORE on State Street, and continues the business of the same 
solely upon his individual account and management. He has 
greatly improved and increased his facilities for manufacturing, 
and is better than ever prepared to supply all articles in his line, 
of a superior quality and upon the most reasonable terms. 

He has also REMOVED the entire Stock and. Fixtures of the 
WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE from the old stand in State 
Street, up stairs, to Nos. 14 & 10 Green Street, and replenished 
the stork of Implements and Seeds, with the best of its kind, all 
of which he offers to the public upon the most reasonable terms. 

Having been the pioneer in the business of introducing, manu¬ 
facturing and selling of improved Agricultural Machinery and 
Implements and Seeds in this city, and devoted twenty years 
here to the business, lie solicits a continuance of the liberal pat¬ 
ronage heretofore enjoyed by him and his successors in these 
Works and business. HORACE L. EMERY, 

Sole Proprietor and Manager of the Albany Agricultural 
Works, Warehouse and Seed Store, Hamilton, corner Liberty and 
Union streets, and Nos. 14 and 16 Green street, near corner State 
street, Albany, N. Y. ju 2t 

“ Cayuga Chief Mower and Reaper,” 
WITH 

“YOTTIN'GrS IMPROVEMENTS,” 

FOR 1865. 

Manufactured only by 

BARBER, SHELDON & CO., 

Auburn, NT. Y. 

Examine closely before buying, as there are others building the 
Cayuga Chief without “Young's Improvements.” 

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet. 
ap4t BARBER, SHELDON & CO.. Auburn, N. Y. 

BASS BARK. 

WE CAN FURNISH 15ASS BARK, PRE- 
pared for budding, of excellent quality, lor 30 cents per 

lb., or $25 per 100 lbs. Cash ordsrs solicited. 
THOMAS & 1IERENDEEN, 

ju2t Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y. 
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BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 

- BAUGH & SONS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS, 

Store No. 20, South Delaware Avenue, Phila¬ 

delphia. 

REDUCTION IN PRICE. 

After this date. June 12th, the price of BAUGH’S HAW BONE 
PHOSPHATE will be reduced to $00 per 2000 lbs. (3 cents per 
pound) packed in good bags and barrels and delivered free of por¬ 
terage to any wharf or depot in this city. 

SEND IN THE ORBERS EARLY. 

Already the indications point to a very heavy trade in our ar¬ 
ticle for the fall season, and although we have immense facilities 
for meeting a large demand with a prompt supply, we would 
strongly advise Farmers and Dealers to give us their orders as 
early as possible. 

BAUGH’S RAW RONE PMOSPIIxITE 

has now been before the Agricultural community for many years 
under ONE NAME and ONE PROPRIETORSHIP, and needs 
no further commendation than that accorded to it everywhere, in 
the continued and successful use by practical and discriminating 
farmers. Manufactured only by 

BAUGH & SONS, 

No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

We recommend Farmers to purchase of their nearest 
Agricultural Dealer._jy2t 

1865. . 1865. 

“IS years established in N. Y. City.” 
w Only infallible remedies known.” 
“ Free from Poisons.” 
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.” 
“ Rats come out of their holes to die.” 

“Costar’s” Rat, Roach, &c., Exter’s, 
Is a paste—used for Rats, 
Mice, Roaches, Black and 

Red Ants, Ac., &c., &c., &c. 

“ Costar’s” Bed-Bug Exterminator, 
Is a liquid or wash, used to 
destroy, and also as a pre¬ 
ventive for Bed-Bugs, &c. 

“ Costar’s ” Electric Powder for Insects, 
Is for Moths, Mosquitoes, 
Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on 

Plants, Fowls, Animals, &c. 

gold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere. 
! ! ! Beware ! ! ! of all worthless imitations. 
See that *• Costar’s” name is on each Box, Bottle, and 

Flask, before you buy. HENRY R. COSTAR. 

Principal Depot, 4S2 Broadway, N. Y. 
5^” Sold by all Druggists in Rochester, N. Y. jy3t 

1 0 
THIRD SEHIES, 

$230,000,000. 
By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the under¬ 

signed has assumed the General Subscription Agency for the 

sale of United States Treasury Notes, bearing seven and three- 

tenths per cent, interest, per annum, known as the 

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN. 
These Notes are issued under date of June 15th, 1S65, and are 

payable three years from that time, in currency, or are con¬ 

vertible at the option of the holder into 

TJ. S. 5-20 Six jyeit* cent. 

GOLD-BEARING BONDS. 
These bonds are now worth a handsome premium, and are 

exempt, as are all the Government Bonds, from State, County 

and Municipal taxation, which adds from one to three per 

cent, per annum to their value, according to the rate levied 

upon other property. The interest is payable semi-annually by 

coupons attached to each note, which may be cut off and sold to 

any bank or banker. 

The interest at 7.30 pea cent, amounts to 

One cent per day on a $50 note 

Two cents 4< ii ii $100 a 

Ten a ii ii ii $500 a 

20 a ii ii ii $1000 a 

$1 
a it ii ii $5000 a 

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly fur¬ 

nished upon receipt of subscriptions. 

The Notes of this Third Series are precisely similar in form 

and privileges to the Seven-Thirties already sold, except that the 

Government reserves to itself the option of paying interest in 

gold coin at 6 per cent., instead of 7 3-10ths in currency. Sub¬ 

scribers will deduct the interest in currency up to July 15th, at 

the time when they subscribe. 

The delivery of the notes of this Third Series of the Seven- 

Thirties will commence on the 1st of June, and will be made 

promptly and continuously after that date. 

The slight change made in the conditions of this THIRD SE¬ 

RIES affects only the matter of interest. The payment in gold, 

if made, will be equivalent to the currency interest of the higher 

rate. 

The return to specie payments, in the event of which only will 
the option to pay interest in Gobi be availed of, would so reduce 
and equalize prices that purchases made with six per cent, in 
gold would be fully equal to those made with seven and three- 
tenths percent, in currency. This is 

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET 
Now offered by the Government, and its superior advantages 
make it the 

GEEAT POPULAE LOAN OF TEE PEOPLE. 
Less than $300,000,000 of the Loan authorized by the last 

Congress are now on the market. This amount, at the rate at 
which it is being absorbed, will all be subscribed for within four 
months, when the notes will undoubtedly command a premium, 
as has uniformly been the case on closing the subscriptions to 
other Loans. 

In order that citizens of every town and section of the country 
may be afforded facilities for taking the loan, the National Banks, 
State Banks, and Private Bankers throughout the country have 
generally agreed to receive subscriptions at par. Subscribers 
will select their own agents, in whom they have confidence, and 
who only are to be responsible for the delivery of the notes for 
which they receive orders. 

JAY OOQKE, 
Subscription Agent, Philadelphia. 

May 15, 1SC5. 
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“Row I lay me down to Sleep-” 

PAINTED BY HOLFELD, 
AND ENGEAYED BY 

A. B,f ALTEE. 

IS NOW READY FOR SUBSCRIBERS. 

From many notices of this engraving, we select the following: 

[From R. W. A. Stearns, President of Amherst College.] 

Your lovely picture, so suggestive of tender memories, can 
hardly fail to encourage that early habit of prayer which all good 
men realize as indispensable to a worthy life. I hope it may 
have an extensive circulation, and bring blessings to many a 
Christian home. 

[From Rev. Ray Palmer, D. D., Albany, N. Y.] 

Thanks for the “Child’s Prayer” so admirably represented to 
the eye. A glance at it is enough to carry one nurtured in a 
Christian home, back to his mother’s knee. The- picture is hap¬ 
py in conception and beautifully executed. One can almost hear 
the “Now I lay me down to sleep.” etc., in the sweet and tender 
tone of childhood. It is well to bring the aid of art to the en¬ 
forcement of the lesson of early piety in this impressive and 
unexcel tional way. I trust that many a family may enjoy the 
benefit of this picture as a daily monitor. 

[From Joseph Cummings, President Wesleyan University, Mid¬ 
dletown, Conn.] 

The “Child’s Prayer” is a beautiful picture, suggestive of ten¬ 
der, elevating, and refining influences and associations. It should 
be popular, and is worthy of a place in every family. 

[From Rev. John T. Pressley, D. D., Alleghany, Pa.] 

The “ Cnild’s Prayer” is a picture of singular beauty and love¬ 
liness. While as a production of-art it is a fit ornament for the 
parlor. As a moral instructor it deserves a place where it may 
engage the attention of every household. We have here pre¬ 
sented to our view a most lovely object, in the most interesting 
attitude. And while the contemplation of it cannot fail to min¬ 
ister pleasure to the cultivated taste, it is well adapted to awaken 
in the mind appropriate moral reflections. 

[From Rev. Wm. M. Paxton, Pittsburg, Pa.] 

I take great pleasure in expressing my admiration of the pic¬ 
ture, the “Child’s Prayer,” which you were kind enough to send. 
It is certainly a Very fine piece of art, and the more I study it 
the more I feel its moral power. I shall have it framed and 
placed where my children can see it just as their eyes open in 
the morning, and as they close at night. The educational influ¬ 
ence of such a picture is inestimable, and I should be glad to see 
one in every family. 

[From Rev. I. C. Pershing, Pres. Pittsburg Female College.] 

A beautiful picture, embodying one of the simplest and yet 
one of the most 6ublime verses in the English language. Such 
works of art link the beautiful and the good, and bring home and 
heaven near to each other. To the little ones of every family it 
is worth a thousand fold its cost It is worthy a place in every 
household. 

[From Rev. S. D. Phelps, D. D., New Ilaven, Conn.] 

I am greatly pleased with the exquisite and beautiful engraving 
of the “Child’s Prayer.” The subject is one of interest in 
every household, calling forth the sweetest sympathies, and 
awakening the tenderest recollections. It is an admirable and 
charming picture, and must carry a sacred and sunny influence 
into every room whose wall it may adorn. 

Agents ‘Wanted in every Town. 

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. 

ADDRESS 

W. J. HOUANIS, Publislaer 

It Springfield, Mass. 

The Genesee Farmer for Sis Months. 
TERMS FOR THE HALF VOLUME, 

Commencing with, the July Number. 
■-- 

Single Subscriptions, Fifty Cents each. Five Copies for Two 
Dollars, or Forty Cents each. 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending us five subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, a 

copy of the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for 

1865. 25 cents. 

2. To every person sending us ten subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send, prepaid by mail, & 

copy of Miner's Domestic Poultry Rook. 5 0 cents. 

3. Te every person sending us fifteen subscribers at our lowest 

club rates of forty cents each, we will send a copy of the Manual 

of Agriculture. $1.50. 

4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at forty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Rural Animal for 

the years 1856-7-S-9-’60-’61-’62 and ’63, handsomely bound in 

two volumes, with complete index, title page, &c. $2.50. 

5. To every person sending us twenty-five subscribers at 

forty cents each, we will send a copy of The Hoi'se and His Dis¬ 

eases and Everybody's Lawyer. $3.00. 

6. To every person sending us thirty-six subscribers at forty 

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer 

for the years 1860-’61-’62-’63 and ’64, handsomely bound, with 

title page, index, &c., complete. $5.00. 
Money may be sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If 

the papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the 

money is lost the matter may be investigated at once. Address 

JOSEPH HARRIS, 

Publisher and Proprietor Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual, 

June 1,1865. Rochester, N. Y. 
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The Lightning Fly-Killer. 

ESTKOYS Flies instantly, and is not liable to be mistaken 
for anything else. Is easily prepared and used, and does 

rapid execution. Each sheet will attract and kill a Quart of 
Flies—and promotes quiet in reading, peace while you eat, and 
the comforts of a nap in the morning. 
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WALKS AA'D TALKS OY THE FARM.—NO. 20. 

Messrs. Gibbud Bros., of Waterbary, Conn., 

sent me to-day a sample of their “ magic binder.” 

It consists merely of a small cast-iron hook, with a 

piece of tarred twine attached. The twine is put 

round the sheaf and drawn into the hook, which 

holds it tightly in its place. The Messrs. G. say 

that one man, with this contrivance, can bind as 

much as four with the ordinary wheat band. This, 

I should think, is somewhat doubtful. If it would 

save one-half the labor, or even one-quarter, it would 

pay for itself twice over. I took it into the field 

where the men were binding -wheat. It ties up the 

sheaf to perfection, but the men said they could do 

it quicker in the ordinary way. But then they say 

so of everything that is new, no matter how valu¬ 

able it may be. The other day I sent to the Rem¬ 

ingtons for a couple of Flanders’ adjustable grain 

cradles. They are acknowledged, I believe, to be 

the best cradles in the country. As I was bringing 

them home I offered to bet ten dollars that the men 

would say that they “ were not as good as the old 

ones.” Well, after dinner, I saw three or four of 

them congregated round the cradles, swinging them 

at imaginery wheat, balancing them on their hands 

and examining them with a great air of critical wis¬ 

dom. What the general verdict was I do not know, 

but just as I got up I heard one of them say, “ Give 

•me the old ’un ” 1 And so it always is. I have never 

known an exception. It is part prejudice and part 

awkwardness. It takes a little while to get “ the 

hang ” of any new implement. Last year I got one 

of Sayre & Remington’s horse hoes and not a man 

would use it unless compelled to do so. This year 

we have used it almost every day in the corn and 

potatoes, and they prefer it, and the Johnston culti¬ 

vator, to all others. It will be so with the cradles 

next year. In fact one of the men has already had 

the courage to say, “they are the neatest cradles I 

ever see.” But why this prejudice ? What is the 

cause of it ? Is there anything in the country air 

that engenders it, or the fresh stirred soil? Of 

course it cannot be ignorance, because we find some 

quite respectable farmers who are not entirely des¬ 

titute of the same disposition. 

The weeds got the start of me among the carrots. 

In all other crops I managed to keep ahead, though 

it has been a bad season for killing them. We can¬ 

not afford to be without carrots, at least as an occa¬ 

sional feed for horses; but I am inclined to think 

they cost more than any other root. They are so 

slow in coming up that more or less hand weeding 

is absolutely necessary—and when you have to pay 

from six shillings to a dollar a day for Dutch 

women, the less of such work one has to do the 

better. 

I have half an acre or so of parsneps which are 

splendid. They are excellent fo,r milch cows in the 

spring, yield abundantly, and germinate and grow 

quicker than carrots, and consequently require less 

labor in weeding, and what is a point of consider¬ 

able importance, they can be left in the ground all 

winter and dug in the spring as wanted. But the 

only root crops which can be profitably grown on 

an extensive scale as food for stock, are mangold 

wurzel, and the Swedish and common turnips. 

The whole labor of cultivation and weeding can be 

done with the cultivator and hoe. It seems, how¬ 

ever, that there are still some farmers who have not 

discovered the best way of thinning out turnips. 

They do it by hand! It is double the labor and not 

half as good as thinning them out with the hoe. 

You require a hoe that is straigliter in the shank 

than they are usually made, and the better way is 

to push it from you through the rows of turnips 

rather than to pull it towards you. In fact you re¬ 

quire both motions. Push it boldly through the 

turnips, leaving a bunch of two or three plants and 

then with the return stroke of the hoe thin them 

out to a single plant. They should not be left « 

closer than nine inches or a foot apart in the rows. 

The great error is in leaving the plants too thick. 

There are few people who have sufficient courage at 

first to dash the hoe straight through a nice lot of 

young plants, leaving only -one where there was a 

dozen and this one in rather a forlorn looking condi- 
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tion. It will, however, soon revive and grow 

all the better for the rough treatment it has been 

subjected to. It is a common opinion in England 

that the young turnip plants grow best when they 

have so little hold of the soil that the wind can 

blow them about. Like corn, you cannot cultivate 

and hoe turnips too much when young. 

was fully as heavy as the first crop. This was left 

to rot on the ground. It formed a good coat of 

manure, and the best crop of grass that has been 

grown on the farm for many years is the result. 

There are few crops that pay so well, for the labor 

and expense involved, as a good piece of grass that 

will give say two tons of hay per acre. It is seldom 

Mr. J. D. Weaver, of Penfield, N, T., asked me 

this spring to try a couple of his “ improved orchard 

and farm whiffletrees.” The tug is passed round the 

end of the whiffietree and is fastened behind, so that 

the tugs are really wider than the whiffietree. In 

plowing among trees they are certainly a great im¬ 

provement over the ordinary whiffletrees; and I like 

them very much for cultivating among corn when 

it is large. Like ail really valuable inventions it is 

a very simple one, and the wonder is that no one 

has thought of the arrangement before. 

Last winter mill feed sold in the city for $42 per 

ton. I was offered it to-day for $15, and the miller 

remarked that it might be cheaper in a short time. 

The crop of hay is undoubtedly large, though I 

think not so large as is generally supposed, and 

straw and 'coarse fodder of all kinds will be un¬ 

usually abundant. This will keep down the price 

of mill-feed, and this has a tendency to lower the 

price of wheat. The New York papers express the 

“ fear ” that high prices of farm produce may be¬ 

come “ chronic.” But no such fears are entertained 

among farmers. We hope never again to see prices 

as low as they were before the war. We need higher 

prices. It would be better for the farmers and 

better for all classes, for it is a fact that the pros¬ 

perity of the nation depends very greatly on the 

prosperity of farmers. Agriculture in this country 

has never been as lucrative as trade, and it is much 

to be desired that we should have a higher range of 

prices. 

The grass on the north meadow this year is splen¬ 

did. We have cut about three acres and have 

drawn in eight loads. Last year the crop was not 

over half a ton to the acre. It so happened that I 

could not pasture it last fall, owing to the fact that 

there was some corn on part of the field. After 

harvest we had abundant rain, while the first part 

of the season was very dry. I think the after grass 1 

that hay^ sells in the city for less than fifteen dollars 

a ton, and it is frequently twenty dollars. The only 

drawback is that where you sell your hay you are 

likely to soon impoverish your land, and it is not 

every farmer who has the “ knack ” of feeding 

stock to advantage. 

Among the multitude of machines used in Ameri¬ 

can Agriculture it is a matter of surprise that the 

wheat hoe, so common in England, has not been in¬ 

troduced. The reaper has compelled us to free our 

land from stones and stumps, and there is now no 

impediment in the way of the wheat hoe. That it 

is greatly needed, there can be no doubt. Look at 

the red-root and Canada thistles which abound in so 

many wheat fields. The horse hoe would destroy 

them, and at the same time mellow the soil and in¬ 

crease the growth of the crop. 

The main difficulty in the way in this section is 

the almost universal practice of seeding the wheat 

with clover in the spring. But in such a spring as 

the last the wheat might have been hoed before the 

clover was sown. But, admitting that this is not 

generally the case, will not the advantages of hoeing 

the wheat warrant us in changing our system of 

rotation ? 

I would like the opinion of farmers in regard to 

the following rotation on wheat farms in this sec¬ 

tion. It is merely a suggestion. There may be ob¬ 

jections to it that do not occur to me : 

First—The land must be rich enough to bring 

wheat on a clover sod turned over just previous to 

sowing. This is almost the universal practice in 

England, and the only objection I can see to its 

adoption here is that we sow our wheat a month 

earlier, and it may be that if we should have a 

drouth in August the land might be too dry for 

good plowing or for germinating the seed. 

Second—Drill in the wheat and hoe it in the 

spring to kill the grass and weeds. 

Third—After the wheat is harvested plow the 
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land, and if it is very foul harrow and cultivate it 

as occasion may offer. Then before winter sets in 

plow it again and leave it in the rough for the frosts 

to mellow it. Then in the spring ploAv it again once 

or twice as may be necessary, and cultivate and 

harrow till every weed is destroyed and the land is 

as fine as a garden. 

Fourth—Plant corn or potatoes or beans, and 

keep the cultivator constantly at work between the 

rows. If the previous culture has been thorough, 

there will be no need of hand hoeing; the cultiva- 

as the wheat was off, I plowed the land, and a few 

weeks later harrowed it; then plowed again; and 

again in the spring, followed by the harrow and 

cultivator. Then plowed again and cultivated and 

harrowed till the quack was brought to the surface, 

when I raked it together in heaps and burnt it. I 

then planted beans two feet five inches apart, and a 

handsomer crop I never saw. There was a little 

quack left, but the Johnston cultivator soon used it 

up. There was about an acre in this field that was 

in orchard, and which had not been plowed for three 

tor and horse hoe will do all that is needed and will 

mellow the soil far deeper and better than it can be 

done with the hoe. 

Fifth—After the corn is off, plow the land and let 

it lie till spring. Then, without again plowing, 

simply using a two or three horse cultivator or gang 

plow, sow barley and seed it down—and if you 

could use a little artificial manure on the barley, to 

give it a good start, so much the better. 

The advantages of this system are: 1st. The land gets 

a thorough cleaning once in four or five years without 

the necessity of a summer fallow. 2d. Most of the 

work is done in the autumn and spring rather than 

during the hot weather. 3d. The corn, potatoes or 

beans need little or no hoeing, while the land will 

be very warm and mellow at planting time, thus 

ensuring what is so desirable for the corn crop, an 

early and vigorous start. 

It is a general opinion that corn or beans require 

less hoeing on a freshly inverted sod than on stubble 

land. This is true if the stubble is only plowed 

once, but if it is plowed, as I propose, three or four 

times and thoroughly cultivated • and harrowed, far 

less labor will be needed to take care of the corn 

than on the sod land. This I have found to be the case 

the present season. I had a wheat stubble that was 

full of quack grass. I determined to kill it. As soon 

or four years. I turned it over and planted beans 

with the rest of the field. Now the beans on this 

sod land require at least twice as much labor in 

hoeing as those on the other part of the field. 1 

conclude, therefore, that the reason why sod land 

is considered better for hoed crops is owing to the 

fact that when they are planted on stubble iana 

little pains are taken to make the land clean before 

planting. 

But about the Wheat Hoe. I have heard doubts 

expressed as to the feasibility of running it between 

the rows without cutting up the wheat. But a mo¬ 

ment’s reflection will show that it is not so difficult 

to guide the hoe as one would at first imagine. The 

hoes are of equal number and operate at equal in¬ 

tervals with the system of spouts in the drill. And 

as the hoe is run on precisely the same width of 

land sown with the drill, any irregularities in the 

rows would extend the whole width of the horse 

hoe. All that you have to do is to see that the 

blades of the hoe in one of the drills are guided 

aright and you are sure that all the rest will run in 

the rows. 

I have just had an engraving of the English 

Wheat Hoe made for the Genesee Farmer, and I do 

hope that some of our Agricultural implement man¬ 

ufacturers will shortly bring out something of this 
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. kind. At our “ International Wheat Show,” in 

Rochester two years ago, Mr. A. B. Travis, of Bran¬ 

don, Mich., exhibited a machine for hoeing wheat, 

which was said to do the work well, but we had no 

opportunity of trying it at that time. Whether he 

is now doing anything with it or not, I do not know. 

Mr. John S. Collins, of Morristown, N. J., sent 

me a few days ago a box of blackberries, which 

were certainly very nice. He writes me that it is a 

variety which originated in Burlington county, N 

J. It commences ripening from five to ten days 

earlier than the New Rochelle, is more productive 

and of better flavor. 

It seems to me there are an unusual quantity of 

blossoms on the potato vines this season. I never 

saw potatoes look better, and I suppose the blossoms 

are an indication of vigorous growth. The Doctor 

thinks I ought to pluck them off, on the theory that 

they rob the tubers. I have no doubt that such is 

the case and that it would pay to pull off the blos¬ 

soms before they go to seed. 

When is the best time to cut peas ? The books 

all say they should be cut with a greenish tinge. 

Wheat, barley, oats and corn will ripen after they 

are cut, but how far the pods of peas will fill out 

from the juices in the vines after they are cut, I 

cannot ascertain. There seems to have been no ex¬ 

periments on this point. However, I mean to cut 

mine as soon as the lower pods are quite ripe, even 

should the tops be still green. Were the seed the 

only object, I presume it would be better to let them 

get pretty ripe, even at the risk of losing some of 

the earliest pods from shelling, as you would get 

more peas from the ripening of the green pods than 

you would lose from the shelling of the over-ripe 

ones. But when the haulm is intended for fodder it 

is better to cut with a greenish tinge. If well cured, 

pea vines make excellent fodder, especially for sheep. 

They are “ second only to hay.” In fact pea straw 

contains more nitrogen than the grain of wheat, 

barley, oats or Indian corn. A good crop would give 

a ton and a half of straw per acre. 

In regard to the best manner of harvesting peas 

I wrote to John Johnston, and he replies : 

“ I think you would harvest your peas best with 
the mowing machine ; and keep a revolving hay 
rake following, the horse going on the cleared 
ground half of the rake would make as wide as the 
machine would cut. Of course you would have to 
keep men putting that raked, out of the way for the 
horses the next time round. The first round would 
require to be mown by hand. I have seen a crop of 
barley taken up without loss in this way that was 
as flat laid as it could be. I saw my neighbor, Mr. 
Noyes, take up three acres of peas and of large 
growth with the revolving horse rake with but little 
loss, but he had to let them get so ripe that the 
value of the fodder was greatly lessened.” 

Mr. Johnston has just thrashed his twelve acres 

of winter barley, and had six hundred bushes. He 

sowed two bushels per acre, but thinks he should 

have had more barley had he sown only a bushel 

and a half. 

Wheat is a pleasant crop. It is a pleasant crop to 

put in; pleasant to see it cover the ground in 

autumn ; pleasant to see it grow in summer ; pleas¬ 

ant to look at as it whitens for the harvest; pleasant 

to see a good self-raker lay it down in sheaves ready 

for the binders at the rate of ten acres a day ; pleas 

ant to “ pitch ” on to the load ; pleasant to thrash 

and get ready for market, and if you have a good 

crop and obtain a good price, it is not ■unpleasant to 

receive the money for it. 

But a poor crop of wheat, “ spotty ” in the spring, 

with a liberal mixture of thistles and red-root, and 

about one-third of the wheat “ turned to chess,” has 

a tendency to depress the spirits and to favor the idea 

that “ farming does not pay.” 

My wheat this year is on the whole better than I 

expected, but by no means as good as I hope to have 

it in a few years. I feel sure that we can raise as 

good wheat in the “ Genesee Country ” as in the 

palmiest days of old. I have not seen a single 

midge in my whole crop of wheat this season. It is 

what they call “ amber weevil proof.” It is a bald 

wheat, in color about half way between the white 

and red varieties, medium length of straw and 

ripens a little earlier than the Mediterranean. The 

farmer I got it from raised thirty-three bushels per 

acre last year. 

One of my neighbors who has been acquainted with 

the farm for many years offered to bet last fall that 

he would have more wheat from eighteen acres than 

I should from forty acres. I did not take the bet. 

“You will have good wheat on the summer fallow,” 

he said, “ but I presume you are prepared for a poor 

crop on your barley land and after the peas.” Now 

it so happens that my summer fallowed wheat is the 

lightest crop, while that after barley is decidedly the 

best I have. The summer fallow was an old sod 

that had not been plowed for thirteen years. I 

broke it up in July, and as the weather was very 

dry the sod did not rot. I plowed it however, 

again, just before sowing and managed to get it in 

in pretty fair order. Had the sod been thoroughly 

rotted, I have no doubt it would have given a'heavy 

crop. I presume, should I sow it again to wheat 

this fall, it would produce a better crop next year. 
But as there is considerable red-root in the wheat I 
shall plow the land this fall, and then plant corn 
next spring, and, with the free use of the cultiva¬ 
tor, I think this treatment will kill the red-root. 
But is it not curious that red-root should spring up 
so thickly on land that had not been plowed before 
for a dozen years or more ? The seed must have 
lain in the ground all this time. 
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HOW TO ALTER A « COUNTRY HOUSE.” 

The author of My Farm of Edgewood has had 

several very interesting articles on country houses 

and their surroundings, showing that he fully appre¬ 

ciates the trials, as well as the pleasures of country 

life, and his advice about country houses is most 

admirable. He gives a fascinating picture of what 

a time-honored farm house, with its door of oak 

studded with nails, opening across the centre, and 

its low ceilings with projecting beams, may be 

changed into without altering its characteristic look 

of age, and making it “ smart ” when it should be 

venerable. 

Such houses, though common in New England 

and the older Eastern States, are, as a general thing, 

quite unknown even no farther west than Western 

New York, and we doubt whether a dozen of our 

readers west of this State know how an old fashion¬ 

ed door opening across the centre looks; and the 

only house that they have ever seen with beams 

projecting through the ceiling was built of logs and 

not found capable of much ornamentation, except 

of vines outside and by the open fires within. Mr. 

Lackland’s house, which “could boast of no re¬ 

spectability of age,” is much more like the majority 

of those which farmers are to try to improve. He 

says: 

“ The height of its rooms was of that medium de¬ 

gree which neither suggested any notion of quaint¬ 

ness nor of airiness. Its entrance hall was pinched 

and narrow ; its stairway inhospitably lean, and al¬ 

together its appointments had that cribbed and con¬ 

fined aspect which to one used to width and sun¬ 

shine, was almost revolting. The wash-room was 

positively the only apartment below stairs which 

had a southern aspect. I give his drawing of it, 

and it is a good type of a great many “ small and 

convenient houses” scattered through our country 

towns. 

“ ‘ Of course this will never do,’ wrote Lackland 

to me, ‘ and yet the skin of the house (as our car¬ 

penter calls it) is very good, and I wish to make the 

needed changes so far as possible, without disturb¬ 

ing the exterior outline of the main building. But 

how shall I rid myself of that preposterously narrow 

entrance way in which I can almost fancy Mrs. L., 

(who is something large) getting wedged on some 

warm day? How shall I throw light into that dis¬ 

mal parlor ? You will perceive that along the whole 

south front there is not a single available window 

below. Now, half the charm of a country place, to 

my notion, lies in the possession of some sunny 

porch upon which the early vines will clamber, and 

under whose eaves the Plicebe birds will make their 

nests. I want too, my after dinner lounges at a 

sunny door, where I can smoke my pipe, basking in 

the yellow light, as I watch the shadows chasing 

over the grass. About the stupid little design I 

send you, there is neither hope nor possibility of 

this. 

“ Mrs. L. and myself have scored out an incredible 

number of diagrams—all of which have been dis¬ 

cussed, slept on, admired and eventually condemned. 

Sometimes it is the old pinched entrance way that 

works condemnation ; sometimes (on my part) the 

lack of sunny exposure; and oftenest (on hers) the 

lack of closets. She insists that no man yet ever 

planned a house properly on this score. She doesn’t 

see clearly (being deficient in mathematics) why a 

closet shouldn’t be made in every partition wall. 

She don’t definitely understand, I think, why a per¬ 

son should thwack his head in a closet under the 

stairs. She sometimes (our carpenter tells us) insists 

upon putting a window through a chimney ; and on 

one occasion (it was really a very pretty plan) con¬ 

trived so as to conduct a chimney through the middle 

of the be3t bed room ; and the best scheme of all, to 

my thinking, positively had the stairs left out en¬ 

tirely. 

“ In this dilemma, I want you to tell us what can 

be done with the old shell, so as to make it passably 

habitable, until we find out if this new passion for 

country life is to hold good.” 

Upon this I ventured to send him this little plan 

of adaptation, which, though not without a good 

many faults that could be obviated in building anew, 

yet promised to meet very many of their wants, and 

gave to Lackland his sunny frontage : 

“ Here you have,” I wrote him, “ your south door, 

and porch to lounge upon, and your south bow win¬ 

dow to your library, which, if the rural tastes grow 

upon you, you can extend into a conservatory, cover-1 

ing the whole southern flank of the apartment. * 

The parlor, too, has its two south windows, and al-1 
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though I should have preferred to place the chimney 

upon the northern side, to the exclusion of the win¬ 

dow there, yet it seemed best to make use of the 

due already established.. The hall is well lighted 

from the north, and will give room for the hanging 

of any of your great-aunt’s portraits, if you have 

any, 

•e There is an objection to traversing the dining 

room in going from the kitchen to the hall door; 

but it could not well be obviated, with the existing 

shell of your house, without reducing the size of the 

dining room too much, or (another resource) without 

increasing largely the dimensions of the hall— 

throwing the intervening space between it and 

kitchen into store rooms and making the library do 

duty for the spread of your table. 

“ The dining room, moreover, having only north 

exposure you may condemn as dismal. I propose to 

obviate this, and to give it a cheerful south light by 

an extravagance which I dare say the architects will 

condemn, but wdiich will have its novelty and pos¬ 

sible convenience. 

“ The fire places of library and of dining room, 

are, you observe, back to back. Now I would sug¬ 

gest that the two flues be carried up with a sweep 

to either side (uniting in the garret) in such sort, 

that a broad arched opening shall be left above the 

mantel from one room into the other. This may be 

draped, if you like, with some tasteful upholstery ; 

but not so far as to forbid a broad flow of the warm 

light from the bow window of the library ; while 

upon the mantles of even height, you may place a 

Wardian case that shall show its delicate plumes of 

fern between your table, and the southern sunlight 

all winter long. It would moreover be quite pos¬ 

sible, owing to the breadth of partition wTall afforded 

by the two flues, to arrange folding shutters for the 

complete closing of the ftrch-ivay wiienever desired. 

For my own part, I love such little novelties of ar¬ 

rangement, which mark a man’s house as his own, 

however much they may put the carpenters to the 

gape. 

“ Paint with discretion ;• avoid white, and all shades 

of lilac—the most abominable color that was ever 

put upon a house;—you can’t match the flowers, 

and don’t try, I beg.” 

To illustrate the saving of labor by the use of low 

carts, the English Agricultural Gazette says a man 

in spading will turn over about one hundred tons of 

earth per day. If he had to throw it over the side 

of a cart or wagon five or six feet high, he could 

not handle more than one-fifth of the weight he lifted 

in the first place. Consequently, for every foot the 

cart is lowered a fifth part of the labor will be 

6aved. 

RANDOM TALK ABOUT POULTRY. 

WRITTEN FOR TUB GENESEE FARMER BY 0. N. BEMENT. 

Merit of Fowls.—Like human beings fowls are 

susceptible of being influenced by change of cli¬ 

mate, dirt, soil, and water. They require a little 

care until they become acclimated, which they never 

fail to be after a time ; but it is unfair to condemn 

them as tender or unfitted for any particular locali¬ 

ty, because a trial of a few months has not been sat¬ 

isfactory. Their habits should be studied. Some 

bear confinement without injury, others require a 

range. Their properties are so different that every 

one may be suited if he will only take the trouble 

and ask proper information. 

Domestic Fowls have their Peculiar Whims. 

—When they are compelled by rain, snow, or some 

frost to take shelter during the day, they do not re¬ 

tire to their dormitory—the hen-house where they 

roost at night, but prefer some other building to 

which they can have access, and use as a drawing¬ 

room, and from which they will adjourn to roost 

when the proper time comes. 

Keeping Fowls.—The most important requisite 

for keeping fowls on a large scale, is to begin with a 

moderate number and feel one’s way, and increase 

as the business will warrant. To commence with 

any business on a large scale one does not well un¬ 

derstand is almost sure to result in extensive losses, 

if not failure. It requires some time and experience 

for any one to discover the various avenues to mon¬ 

ey-making, which are likely to lead to the best pro¬ 

fits, and to be most free from losses. 

Poultry Keepers—May be divided into two 

parts; those who keep for fancy, and those who 

keep for profit. These again may be divided into 

two ; those who keep fowls—first, because it is the 

fashion ; and afterwards with an object in view, like 

a young man who smokes—because others do. 

Those who wish to keep fowls and desire to be 

successful, should have a distinct building facing 

the south or southeast, as the morning’s sun is con¬ 

genial to them in cold weather ; and a yard set apart 

for them, should be constructed according to the 

purposes of the proprietor. He who keeps a cock 

and six or eight hens merely for home supply, will 

require a very simple arrangement. 

Keeping Poultry.—One of the principal objects 

of keeping fowls by a private family is to liave/mA 

eggs. The time for the hens to lay eggs depends 

much upon the warmth in which they are kept, and 

therefore, in general, on the season. There are two 

seasons or periods of the year when poultry lay 

most; these are spring and autumn. Cold retards 

or prevents this, hence scarcity of eggs in winter. 

March pullets of the Asiatic tribe will often com- ; 

mence laying when five or six months old, and to 

them should we look for hardy layers. 
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In the hatching of poultry, nature is tlie best 

guide, and all arrangements made for the accommo¬ 

dation of the hen should conform as far as possible 

to the example which nature sets before us. Hens 

in a state of nature make their nests on the ground. 

This method, however, cannot at all times be acted 

upon. The best mode of making the nests of sit¬ 

ting hens is of pine leaves, which offer a medium 

between the natural habits of the hen and the dry¬ 

ness of a "wood-box filled with straw. The pine 

leaves also afford the hen an opportunity of freeing 

herself from those insects which are frequently so 

troublesome to hens when sitting. 

Eggs for Hatching.—The number of eggs to be 

placed under a hen is dependent on the size of both 

eggs and hen ; an odd number, from eleven to thir¬ 

teen is to be preferred, as being better adapted to 

the covering of the nests, thirteen are enough, though 

a very large hen might cover more, but a few 

stronger well hatched chickens are better than a 

larger broocl of weaklings, that have been delayed 

in the shell perhaps tivelve hours over the time from 

insufficiency of warmth. At the end of a week, it 

is usual with sitting turkeys to add two or three 

hens eggs, “to teach the young turkey to pick.” 

The plan is not a bad one ; the activity of the chick¬ 

ens does stir up some emulation in their larger 

brethren. The eggs take but little room in the 

nest, and will produce two or three very fine fowls. 

Health of Fowls.—The good health of fowls 

may be known by the fresh and florid color of their 

combs, and lightness and dryness of their eyes, the 

nostrils being free from any discharge, and the gloss 

of the plumage. 

Fattening Fowls.—Though in general fowls 

when in health, will become sufficiently fat by hav¬ 

ing plenty of food, with air and exercise, yet they 

are sometimes fattened for market by keeping them 

in confinement, with abundance of food and little 

light, so that in fact they have nothing to do but 

eat. It is a common practice with some to coop 

their fowls for a week or two, under the notion of 

improving them for the table, and increasing their 

fat; a fact, however seldom succeeds, • since the 

fowls generally pine for their loss of liberty; and 

slighting their food, lose instead pf gaining ad¬ 

ditional flesh. Such a period is in fact too short for 

them to become accustomed to confinement. It 

takes several weeks to fatten fowls confined in Coops. 

The prevention of light by inclining fowls to a con¬ 

stant state of repose except when moved by the ap¬ 

petite for food, promotes and accelerates obeisity ; 

but such a state cannot be a state of health, nor can 

the flesh of animals so fed equal in flavor, nutri¬ 

ment and salubrity that of the same species fed in 

a more natural way. Economy and market interest 

may perhaps be the best answered by the place of 

darkness and close confinement; but a feeder for 

his own table, of delicate and ambitious of furnish¬ 

ing his own board with the choicest and most salu¬ 

brious viands, will declare for the natural mode of 

feeding. 

Experiment in Feeding Charcoal to Fatten 

Poultry.—Four turkeys were confined in a pen and 

fed on meal, boiled potatoes and oats. Four others 

of the same brood were also at the same time con¬ 

fined in another pen, and fed daily on pulverized 

charcoal mixed with meal and potatoes. They had 

also a plentiful supply of broken charcoal: in their 

pens. The eight were killed on the same day and 

there was a difference of one and a half pounds each 

in favor of the fowls which had been supplied with 

charcoal, they being much the fattest, and the meat 

greatly superior in point of tenderness and flavor. 

Poultry Running at Large.—Domestic fowls 

running at large do much better than they will if 

restricted to narrow limits in the coop or yard. 

Their health is improved, their flesh is better and 

finer and better tasted, and they will produce more 

eggs at large than in confined situations. The tur¬ 

key in particular is a strenuous advocate of the 

largest liberty. Hens in a garden are a pest and a 

nuisance, but there is no necessity of being troubled 

with them. A common picket fence six feet high 

will effectually exclude them ; it being well known 

that fowls rarely attempt flying over such a fence, 

and when made plain, such a fence costs perhaps as 

little as almost any other. 

Feeding Fowls.—In a state of nature, fowls 

run over a great extent of ground before they get a 

crop full. They pick up their food, grain by grain,1 

and with it small pieces of dirt, blades of grass, 

and other things, that all help digestion. Placed be¬ 

fore the fowls in boxes filled with grain, the birds 

do in five minutes that which should be the work 

of two hours ; they eat a greedy fill, and suffering 

unnatural repletion, they have recourse to drink, 

the corn swells in the crop, and the sufferers instead 

of walking about cheerfully, hide in corners and 

squat about to the detriment of their health. This 

applies to the equally bad practice of throwing 

down the food in heaps. 

Onions for Poultry.—Scarcely too much can be 

said in praise of onions for fowls. They seem to be 

a preventive and remedy for various diseases to 

which domestic fowls are liable. Having frequently 

tested their excellencies, we can speak understand- 

ingly. For gapes and inflammation of the throat, j 
eyes, and head, onions are almost a specific. We 
would, therefore, recommend giving fowls, and es-j 
pecially the young chicks as many as they "will eat, 
as often as twice or three times a week. They1 
should be finely chopped. A small addition of corn! 
meal is an improvement. j 
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FARM AND GARDEN, 

Weeds are a terrible pest, and an unceasing war¬ 

fare must be made upon them or they get the as¬ 

cendancy, and will then liave tlieir own way. Many 

farmers go through grain crops pulling out the weeds 

and thus prevent the seeds ripening and spreading 

upon the land. Oat fields may now be attended to, 

and the weeds taken out without injury to the grow¬ 

ing grain. Weedy meadows should be cut first, es¬ 

pecially those overrun with white daisy. This is a 

very troublesome weed, and when it once gets pos¬ 

session of the soil is hard to eradicate. In passing 

through the country we see many fields completely 

covered with this bad weed, and often where there 

is evidently no pains taken to keep it in check. Lands 

overrun with daisy do not yield half a crop of grass, 

and are worth but half so much as adjoining fields of 

the same quality of soil that are free from weeds. If 

farmers would join together in neighborhoods and 

make war in earnest upon the daisy, it could soon be 

forced from the soil. Where there are but few stalks 

these should be pulled up by hand but where the 

number is very considerable they may be kept in 

check by early mowings, and then by heavy manur¬ 

ing, and the use of plaster and other fertilizers may 

be completely subdued and extirminated. 

We have tried this plan with success. The daisy 

does not make its inroads upon farms in extensive 

patches at one time. It creeps in slowly and stealthi¬ 

ly here and there, hoping to get a permanent foot-hold 

before the farmer is aware of its bad character. It 

is thus early that the weed is easily overcome, but 

no half way work will accomplish the business. 

Our plan is to sow clover, manure heavily with barn 

yard manure, and then plaster ; by this course we 

get a large growth of grass, and “ choke the critter 

-off.” 

One of the worst pests in cultivated grounds on 

the black slate lands of Herkimer, is quack or couch 

grass. It soon gets possession of the soil and grows 

with remarkable vigor. When it fairly gets into the 

land the labor of getting it out by cultivating and 

hoeingis of no ordinary character—at least we never 

enjoyed the sport of hoeing it to death. 

A few years ago it got possession of one of our 

fields, and we battled with it after the following 

manner : We commenced plowing and harrowing 

early in June, and continued the work every eight 

or ten days, until in July, when the piece was rather 

heavily sown with buckwheat. The hot sun came 

down and roasted the roots, hauled out upon the sur¬ 

face with the harrow, they gave up the ghost, and 

wnat remained the buckwheat smothered to death. 

A nice large yield of buckwheat was the result of 

that year’s cultivation, and the next season we had 

a clean mellow piece of ground, with not a vestige 

of quack in any of its parts. Doubtless in damp, 

wet seasons, this could not be so thoroughly effected, 

since many of the roots on the surface would catch 

and grow, instead of being rooted out. 

The hot dry weather of July and August, is a good 

time to destroy many kinds of weeds, and advantage 

should be taken of this time to destroy as many as 

possible. It is true one requires a large share of 

courage to make the attack on a large and weedy 

farm, and men do not often get credit for their 

efforts in this direction. We have seen one man 

fighting weeds with all his might, while his neigh¬ 

bor seemed to take pleasure in growing them, for 

the winds to scatter myriads of seeds back again 

over the farm. We suppose there is no law to reach 

these cases, and yet there ought to be for the shift¬ 

less neighbor is morally guilty of a species of rob¬ 

bery which should be recognized in our statute 

books. 

Some western people are wiser than we of the 

east, on this weed question. In Wisconsin they 

have a law making it finable for any man suffering 

certain kinds of weeds to go to seed on his premi¬ 

ses, and any one has a right to complain and bring 

the offender to justice. 

Perhaps the day may come when we of the east 

will become far enough advanced in weed-civiliza¬ 

tion to have such a law in force. Indeed there is 

reason to hope so, since we have made one progres¬ 

sive step recently in getting the cattle out of the 

highway, although we may think this a sad inflic¬ 

tion. 

The New York Cheese Manufacturers’ Association, 

at their late annual meeting in this city, passed a 

vote of thanks to those Legislators who were in¬ 

strumental in getting a milk law. This is all right. 

Good acts should be recognized and services rendered 

appreciated, and it would not have been out of place 

if agricultural societies had made some recognition 

of the services of those who gave us the blessing of 

having cattle excluded from the highways. 

This weed question is an important one, since also 

neglect and carelessness on the part of many, are en¬ 

tailing immense waste and injury to some of our best 

lands. It is true the destruction and extirmination 

of weeds is an expensive work but then it is not mon¬ 

ey entirely thrown away since the land is generous 

and willing to pay back something in increased 

crops ? But one, after a while, gets tired of fighting 

weeds when farmers about him sow by the help of 

the winds a little faster year after year than he can 

destroy. We recently looked over a nice farm, where 

the large meadows were white with daisies, and the 

proprietor remarked that he had fought the weeds 

for years, keeping his meadows clean, but that his 

neighbors sowed faster than he could destroy, and 
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so lie gave up in despair and let tlie weeds have their 

way. This is only one instance out of many, and 

we begin to hear it asserted that daisy fodder is not 

so bad after all, for the herds will eat it and thrive. 

Of course they will eat it when nothing better is 

presented, but then admitting the point, see the 

largely increased quantity of land required to winter 

a cow. These daisy lands are the ones that yield 

one-half, three-fourths or a ton to the acre, while it 

takes the clean meadows of timothy or clover to 

turn out crops of two, three, and four tons. This 

point, at least, should not be lost sight of.— JJtica 

Herald. 
--—■■ — ■ 

NOTES BY S. W, 

THE DAIRY REGIONS OF NEW YORK. 

A late letter from Chautauque county says: $50,000 

a week is now paid out in that county for butter at 

30c. a lb. to send to New York city. Here in grain¬ 

growing Seneca, butter is selling at 25c. a lb. at the 

groceries for home use ; it will not stay sweet long 

enough to compete with Chautauque butter in the 

New York market. Every dog must have his day, 

and the high cool moist grass regions have it now, 

as butter and cheese bear a much better market price 

comparatively than any of the cereal grains. Two 

cheese factories within four miles of each other have 

just commenced in the town of Gerry ; at one of 

them G,570 lbs- of milk made eleven cheeses in one 

day, cheese 16 inches deep, and the same in diame¬ 

ter ; the other factory makes broader and thinner 

cheese of 80 lb. each. They have much more rain 

and less frequent drouth in Chautauque than in 

Seneca county. 

A NEAT FARMING REGION. 

Here is a man from Holmdel, New Jersey, who 

says our farming compares very unfavorably with 

that in the best parts of New Jersey. Every 

farmer there on the light soils, enriches his domain 

with green sand, marl and manure ; every waste 

thing is appropriated for manure, by this means the 

roads are denuded of weeds and thistles, and the 

whole country blooms in fruition. It is sad to con¬ 

fess that in all arable, fertile Western New lY>rk, 

even nature’s bounties are all allowed to run to mis 

chief; not only our roads and fields are filled with 

weeds, but the streets of the villages and the bor¬ 

ders of the Railroads abound in Canada thistles, rag 

weed, &c. Yet thousands of dollars are raised by a 

corporation tax in this village, a great part of which 

is wasted in buying sand and hauling it at great ex¬ 

pense to piake our hard clay streets into a more ad¬ 

hesive mortar. The only argument in favor of such 

waste is that it employs the laborer, and eats up the 

taxes. 
A SANDY SOIL THE BEST FOR A GARDEN. 

It is true that a clay loam if mechanically treated 

with decomposing manure will stand a long summer 

drouth if the surface is hard, better than a sandy 

soil even if well manured. But this is almost the 

only real advantage of an alluminous over a sandy 

soil. If sand requires more nitrogenous manure to 

keep up its fertility, a light top dressing of clay will 

do much to prevent the escape of the manurial gasses. 

Then it is so much more easily worked and quicker 

to start early vegetation, that it saves in time and 

garden labor much more than it loses in manure. I 

take it that it takes at least twice the labor to work 

a clayey garden, than a sandy one. 

But if I was going to grow a crop of Indian corn 

on a wager, regardless of labor and expense, I would 

choose a tenacious soil instead of a sandy loam. If 

the season was wet I might be distanced, but I should 

be sure to win in a protracted summer drouth. To 

do this, coarse rich manure must be placed in early, 

and the surface must be kept loose with the cultiva¬ 

tor all through the season ; this would mulch the 

soil, prevent its cracking open, and enable it to hold 

moisture, but on the other hand the more land is 

stirred in hot weather the fa^r it loses moisture. 

PIE PLANT, OR RHUBARB. 

The pie plant requires deep and heavy manuring 

to begin with, and liquid manure occasionally to en¬ 

able it to yield heavily. Its tendency is to increase 

in roots, and decrease in the size of its leaves after 

the third year. Hence it should be dug up after the 

third or fourth year; the root then should be divided, 

and single crowns set out for new plants. It is so 

tenacious of life that the root will sprout in a com¬ 

post heap after they are chopped into small pieces. 

THE REASON WHY PASTURES ARE BETTER IN THE 

HIGHER DAIRY REGIONS. ‘ 

From a record of the thermometer range, and the 

amount of rain fallen, kept by a brother in Chautau¬ 

que county, town of Gerry, I find that they have at 

least four times as much snow in winter, and twice 

as much rain during the summer months as we have 

in Seneca. Our meadows, owing to the heavy spring 

rains are perhaps not much behind those of Chautau¬ 

que ; but our pastures particularly after the 1st of 

July will not compare with those of the high land 

regions, east or west. This season our hay crop will 

be above the average in spite of. the early June 

drouth as the old sward—bound meadows do not 

abound in this grain-growing region ; but although 

we have had rain enough for the corn and summer 

crops, pasture is becoming short from the lack of 

soaking rains. I find it better to buy clover hay at 

$8 a ton than to pay for pasture at 7s. a week for a 

cow. 

By way of proverb, English farmers say: Send 

produce to market on four legs, instead of four 

wheels. 
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A FEW WORDS ON THE VALUE OF TREES, 

WHITTEN FOE THE GENESEE FAEMER BY 0. N. BEMENT. 

The associations witli the beauty of trees about 

our country homes enter deeply into the elements 

of. our character; and a hope of what we are about 

to write may induce some of our readers to plant 

trees for the purpose of increasing the beauty and 

the appearance of seclusion and quiet of the homes 

of their wives and children. 

The numerous trees and the still more numerous 

flowering shrubs which belong to our forests, all 

capable of being made to flourish in every part of 

the State, give the planter who is studious of the 

effects of landscape, inexhaustible resources. Some 

of the trees grow habitually to the height of only 

thirty or forty feet; others rise to seventy or a hun¬ 

dred. Grouped in planting, they are capable of giv¬ 

ing to a level plain the appearance of any desired 

inequality of surface. To tall pines, elms and lo¬ 

cust at a distance will seem to occupy a hill, the 

hickories and maples clothe its sides, while the 

spreading beeches, broad oaks, and hanging birches, 

will form the grandest descent to the plain. Among 

these a winding path leading under or near the 

largest trees and behind thickets, may give to a few 

acres all the advantages of variety of a large forest. 

It is surprising how small is the number of trees 

necessary to produce a striking effect. Ten or 

twelve trees fortunately or skillfully disposed on the 

sides or brow of a hill, are often sufficient to give 

an air of richness, harmonizing perfectly with a 

highly cultivated country. The happy effect of 

three or four trees on an island gives it a desirable 

air of seclusion and rest; as if it must be the resi¬ 

dence of contentment. One almost covets a house 

so pleasantly situated. While an unprotected, soli¬ 

tary house seems to shiver in the north wind, and 

we involuntarily wish for the inhabitants a more 

cheerful home. W liy should not at least one tree 

be found growing near the dwelling of every man, 

even the poorest and the humblest ? 

It appears that the. soil and climate of our coun¬ 

try are perfectly well adapted to all kinds of wood 

which are found in temperate countries. It.is only 

necessary to understand the character and habits of 

each, and to choose suitable soil and situation. 

Of many of our trees the properties we but par¬ 

tially know. Some of them grow only in particular 

districts; Others are so unlike those found in the 

mother country that they hardly have a name. 

Nature points out in various ways that a rotation 

of crops is as important in the forests as it is in cul¬ 

tivated fields. A pine forest is often, without the 

agency of man, succeeded by an oak forest, where 

there were a few previously scattered through the 

woods to furnish seed. An oak forest is succeeded 

by one of pine, under the same condition. But it 

frequently happens that there are not enough trees 

of the opposite family to seed the ground : in which 

case a forest will be succeeded by another of the 

same kind, which, though it will grow, will proba¬ 

bly not flourish with the same luxuriance as would 

one of another family. 

The first want is fuel. The trees best suited to 

the purpose are the hickories, the oaks, the beech, 

the birches, the maples and the pines, particularly 

the yellow or pitch pine, and the chestn'ut and hem¬ 

lock for close furnaces and boilers. If fuel is to be 

used in the form of charcoal, the hard woods only 

are of great value, particularly chestnut, the hicko¬ 

ries, the birches, maples, oaks and alders. As ma¬ 

terials for house-building, the pines, the spruce, and 

the hemlock are generally employed. White oak 

was formerly used for frames, and in many build¬ 

ings now standing, for more than a century, it has 

not begun to decay, and is more and more in use. 

Floors are sometimes made of beech, of birch, and 

of ash. The best materials probably are white and 

yellow pine, chestnut and spruce. For ship build¬ 

ing the various kinds of oak,—yellow and white,— 

pine, chestnut and yellow locust and red cedar. 

To many persons, the pleasantest season in our 

climate is autumn, and to the lover of nature the 

rich and infinitely varied georgeousness of the au¬ 

tumnal woods is a most important addition to the 

enjoyment of that season in the country. Each 

tree lias its own color, or rather its own class of col¬ 

ors—tints and shade which belong to it, and it alone. 

Trees to be planted near a residence should be se¬ 

lected in reference to this circumstance, as well as 

to the time and variety of their formation. Early 

autumn becomes gay with the vivid crimson of the 

tupelo and the sumack. A little later come out the 

rich orange and yellow of the sugar maple, with the 

gold and scarlet of the red flowering maple. Th-e 

soft olive tints of the ash, the warm browns of the 

hickory, the purple of the cornus florida, the buffs 

and yellow of the birches, gives place at last to the 

full scarlets yellow and browns of the oaks, many 

whose leaves remain adhering through the snows 

of winter. These and forty other trees, and twice 

as many shrubs, furnish an inexhaustible store-house 

of colors as they do of foliage. It would be endless 

to speak of the adjuncts of trees, the climbing shrubs, 

the Virginia creeper, as remarkable for the richness 

of its fading colors, the ivy, the bittersweet, with its 

orange-colored flowers, and the climbers which natu¬ 

rally attach themselves to our trees, and which may 

be trained upon them in cultivation. All these are 

studies for the landscape gardener, and add immeasu¬ 

rably to the pleasure of the contemplative man who 
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dwells in or traverses the country in autumn with 

thus eye of the painter and the feelings of a poet, or 

with those of a worshiper of the author of these 

beauties. 
Poughkeepsie, July, 1S65. 

BURNING OLD SODS. 

As this is the season for doing this work, we would 

again call the attention of the readers of the Gene¬ 

see Farmer to the advantages of burning old sods, 

and converting them into ashes for use in the field 

and garden. We are satisfied that were ashes 

more frequently used we should have better vegeta¬ 

bles and healthier fruit trees. There are few things 

so efficacious in checking the spread of fungus—and 

nearly all the diseases of our agricultural and horti¬ 

cultural crops are caused directly or indirectly by 

some species of fungus. 

We would urge our readers who have the oppor¬ 

tunity to burn a few heaps of sods this season by 

way of experiment. 

“The sods are not burnt, strictly speaking, they 

are simply charred. . The “ ashes” that are left are 

mixed with the charred remains of the grass, roots, 

and other organic matter in the soil. These ashes 

constitute one of the best fertilizers that a gardener 

can use. They are free from insects and fungus, and, 

when mixed with the soil, make it very mellow and 

porous. 

It is not easy to give directions how best to con¬ 

duct the burning process. A little experience is 

needed. The dry sods are placed round a little straw 

and wood, and the fire started. More sods are added 

as the fire burns. The fire must not be allowed to 

burn through, and it is this point that tests the skill 

of the operation. Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture 

gives the following directions for conducting the op¬ 

eration : 

“ It is usual to begin paring early in the spring ; 

if by manual labor, men follow each other with 

breast-plows, and will turn up an acre apiece in 

about four days; if with a plow, the field is com¬ 

pleted in a little time, and all becomes dry simulta¬ 

neously. In two or three weeks, the turf, sufficient¬ 

ly dried, is put into small heaps for burning, the sods 

being losely packed in the center, but closely set to¬ 

gether on the outside. The art in burning is to keep 

a smouldering fire, never smothering it with too 

much earth, and keeping the outside layer of sods 

so close as to prevent the' fire from kindling into 

flame. Experience, no less than theory, tells us that 

the mass should be only scorched and blackened, and 

by no means burned into red cinders. But actual 

trial will teach the farmer to do this much better 

than mere written directions. The ashes should be 

spread, time allowed for their cooling, and then 

plowed in with a very shallow furrow to keep them 

near to the surface. The cost of paring and burn¬ 

ing, of course, varies exceedingly, according to cir¬ 

cumstances. In paring old sward, from 12s. to 18s. 

is the cost, and for burning the same, 10s. an acre 

may be considered a proper sum ; the parings being 

first harrowed over to disturb the furrows, and shake 

some of the earth off. The spreading of these ashes 

will cost from 2s. to 4s. an acre, but the most of them 

are carted off the land, piled up in a heap, and 

thatched over till the month of May, when, with 

other manure, they are used as a compost for the 

turnip crop. In paring light arable lands by hand, 

as wheat or barley stubble, the cost will of coursc- 

be less than this, as 7s. or 8s..an acre ; and the har¬ 

rowing after it would be more severe, resulting in¬ 

deed in the entire separation of the plants from the 

earth, the former being in general raked together 

and burned by day labor. But paring, especially in 

this case, is properly work for horses—not for men. 

One of the best modern paring-plows will pare the 

land as true as with the breast-plow, taking twice 

the width of a common plowj yet drawn by only two 

horses. 

“ In breaking up the sandy and chalky downs of 

Wilts, Hants and Dorset, the following mode has 

been found to answer better than any yet devised: 

Pare the sward as thin as possible with the breast- 

plow ; burn in small heaps at equal distances on the 

land, care being taken that the turf is not too dry ; 

the ashes being much richer when it smoulders away 

than if burned quickly. * * * On loamy soils, 

paring and burning has proved a most successful 

method of breaking up grass-land-^-destroying the 

roots and seeds of weeds, reducing to ashes the turf 

would cover the land in the shape of loso sods, and 

render it too ‘ hollow ’ for a wheat crop ; producing 

valuable manure, in the form of burned soil and 

charred vegetable matter, and killing the insects 

that would devour the first produce. 

Clay-burning is a process of long standing and re¬ 

nown, of undeniable and extraordinary benefit, pre¬ 

cisely the improvement required upon many thou¬ 

sands of acres, yet hitherto applied in very limited 

areas.” 

Mr. ' Duren, of Woburn, Mass., writes the Few 

England Farmer, that he cures his hens of sitting 

by shutting them in a tub with an inch or two of 

water on the bottom, during the day. Puts them 

on the roost at night, and if not cured treats them 

to the water remedy for another day, and they will 

be glad to stand on their feet. 

Take care of the plows. While they are idle 

during harvest, see that they are well cleaned and 

covered with a coating of lard and resin. 
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FOREST TREE CULTURE—NO. 2. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—When dt is desirable 

to make or form a new forest it will depend for size 

on the quantity of land the owner may occupy. We 

should not be deterred from embarking in an enter- 

prize so laudable and useful though but an half 

acre could be applied to the purpose. 

Where land is scarce and of a high price, select 

such a locality as may be best fit for tillage—gullies, 

broken and uneven ground, or such as is stony. Let 

the ground be well plowed and pulverized by har¬ 

rowing. Glene in October or as soon as acorns, nuts 

or other seeds of trees drop, sow them either broad¬ 

cast or by drilling—one seed to each square of two 

feet or closer, and then harrow with a light imple¬ 

ment. 

Should but little or no snow fall in the locality 

during winter a mulching of leaves, straw or any 

any other matter that will cover the soil, will be re¬ 

quired. As the kernel in sprouting strikes its roots 

into the ground the coteledon strikes up during win¬ 

ter, and unless protected by mulching may be killed 

in the winter. See ho# nature protects them during 

the hard freezings by mulching with the foliage of 

the trees. And it would be well perhaps indispensa¬ 

ble, to keep the ground mulched several seasons, par¬ 

ticularly if the finely-rooted grasses appear, unless 

the seeds have been planted in rows, then it could 

be plowed, which must be shallow so as not to dis¬ 

turb the spongioles. Positively admit no animals. 

Should the grasses not intrude the growth of weeds, 

briars, &c., will be no hurt, but a help. As the 

young trees progress they will crowd each other— 

this is necessary to make them straight and lofty. 

They will prune the lower branches themselves, and 

as they branch, the weaker ones will decline—and 

no more than can conveniently grow will remain. 

But the lopping off of the lower limbs and remov¬ 

ing of those that decline the prudent husbandman 

will attend to with his own hands. It is almost 

incredable what number of trees will grow to great 

size, particularly in height on an acre. The poplar, 

white pine, tamarack, and many other kinds will 

not require more than fifteen feet square. This 

would admit of one hundred and eighty-three to one 

acrel 

As respects the varieties for the formation of the 

forest, much depends on the object the planter has 

in view. If utility be the object—the various oaks, 

hard maple, hickory, ash, poplar, lin, black and 

white walnut, and the chestnut with others among 

deciduous trees are worthy of cultivation. Among 

the evergreens the white pine stands foremost, the 

red cedar, hemlock, and others should be admitted. 

Where utility and taste are combined, all the trees 

. of the forest indigenious to the section in which the 

plantation is to be made should have a place. Yet 

respect should be had to the nature and position of 

the variety. The chestnut with some others flourish 

best on high sandy ridges—the swamp, burr oaks, 

black ash on low ground—the white pine on high, 

sandy and dry hills, yet some grow luxuriantly in 

swamps. The black locust, red cedar and mulberry 

for their qualities in durability deserve to be culti¬ 

vated. The wild cherry too is valuable. But each 

person or association must determine the kinds they 

desire to rear. 

The chestnut, black and white walnuts and hicko¬ 

ry, are full worth cultivating for their good nuts. 

But mingled with other trees in a forest they bear 

not near so abundantly as when isolated. But their 

timber is valuable—the more so when grown in a 

forest, because more lofty and clean of limbs. 
Sodus, Mich., July, 1865. 

FOOT ROT IN SHEEP—AGAIN. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—With all that has been 

published in regard to foot rot in sheep it yet pre¬ 

vails, for when once introduced it requires time and 

the closest attention to dispose of it. The virus or 

innoculation is left from the diseased foot on the 

grass, and is removed only by severe frost, or 

heavy dews. On the first appearance of the disease 

there is a watery mucus gathering between the 

hoofs, and in a few days it works in between the 

hoof and the frog of the foot, and if not attended 

to in a few weeks the hoof becomes loose, and falls 

off. The farmer that has but a small flock should 

provide himself with a sharp knife and blue vitrol. 

Dissolve the vitrol in water as strong as it can be 

made. Put the sheep on a dry floor. Examine every 

foot. Those that are diseased pare off ail of the 

hoof that is loose from the frog of the foot. This 

requires close attention, then dip the foot in the pre¬ 

pared vitrol. So dip every foot diseased twice a 

week for six weeks, put them into a field that has 

not been occupied by diseased sheep, and a cure will 

be effected. If the flock is more than fifty, prepare a 

trough twelve or fourteen feet long, ten inches wide, 

flat on the bottom, fill it two inches deep with the 

prepared vitrol, yard the sheep in a dry yard, at the 

opposite end make a passage way that only one can 

pass out at a time. In this way place the trough 

after they have all passed through drive them a few 

rods. Every one the least affected will go lame. 

Take all such and examine every foot where the 

disease is found, treat as above, go on so twice a 

week for six weeks, and if kept where no disease 

has been, a cure will be effected. One great difficul¬ 

ty in effecting a cure is letting them run on grounds 

where the disease has been left for weeks before. 

Wheatland, N. Y., July, 1S65. R HARMON. 
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SCOURED FLEECES FROM MERINO AND COTSWOLD 
SHEEP. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF THE NEW YORK STATE 
SHEEP AND WOOL GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION ON SCOURED 

FLEECES. _ 

Hon. Henry S. Randall, President New York Wool 
Growers' and Sheep Breeders' Association : 
“ The Committee entrusted with the duty of award¬ 

ing the premium offered by Hon. D. D. T. Moore ‘ for 
the fleece of one year’s growth, or thereabouts, which 
on being cleansed, shall be found to give the greatest 
weight of wool, in proportion to its time of growth 
and to the live weight of the animal,’ submit to your 
Association the following Report: 

“ On the 11th day of May last, at Canandaigua, fifteen 
sheep were shorn in competition for Mr. Moore’s pre¬ 
mium—five of them rams, ten ewes. All of these 
sheep, except one Cotswold, were Merinos. The libe¬ 
ral offer of 850 for the heaviest fleece of wool, to be 
tested by having it cleansed as wool is cleansed by 
manufacturers, excited much interest among breeders 
of sheep and the public generally. The fifteen sheep 
that competed were', it is to be presumed, supposed by 
their several owners to be as good as could be produced ; 
and it is quite probable that in the main they were cor¬ 
rect in this opinion, though in some instances the re¬ 
sult of the cleansing shows to the contrary. 

“The true value of a fleece of wool must depend on 
its quantity and quality. Mr. Moore has asked for a 
test of only one of these points—quantity. It is per¬ 
haps well that he confined himself to this single point, 
for by so doing a breeder of Cotswolds, Mr. Gazley, was 
induced to compete. The well-known fact that the 
sheep that produce the coarser wools give fleeces that 
shrink much less in cleansing than the finer wools, has 
led many persons to believe that, of clean wool, the so 
called mutton breeds produce nearly or quite as much, 
in proportion to their weight, as the flue wooled sheep. 
The opinion was freely expressed on the Fair Grounds 
that the Cotswolds would win the prize. It is to be re¬ 
gretted that the mutton breeds had not been more fully 
represented, that the comparison could have been more 
complete than it now is. We will venture to express 
the hope that in future trials more of this kind of sheep 
will compete, and if necessary to induce this competi¬ 
tion, that premiums be offered for the fleeces not only 
of fine wooled sheep, but for the fleeces of the breeds 
r used principally for mutton. This might involve, per¬ 
haps, three classes, viz., fine wooled sheep, long wooled 
and middle wooled 6lieep. 

“ We feel confident that Mr.Moore’s plan of having the 
true weight of the fleeces determined b}T positive tests 
must lead to important results in instructing both wool 
grower and'wool manufacturer, and lead both branches 
of the common interest engaged in producing the cloth¬ 
ing of our people to a better understanding of the facts 
involved. The wool grower desires to get the most he 
can for the produce of his flock—the manufacturer as 
naturally desires to get as much wool for a giveu sum 
of money as he can. However disposed the parties may 
be to deal fairly by each other, they will fail to come to 
an understanding, mutually satisfactory, unless they 
are both in possession of a knowledge of the facts in 
the case. It may be true that much labor and cost is 
involved in cleansing fleeces and making the necessary 
figures to determine the relative merits of a great many 
of them, but knowledge in regard to so important a 
matter is worth the price. 

“It is due to your Association and the competitors 
that the processes adopted by us in the discharge of our 
duties should be set forth. Mr. Goffe, one member of 
the committee, is the manager of the Syracuse Woolen 
Mills, and under his immediate direction the fleeces were 
cleansed. His statement of the manner is by him given 
as follows :—‘ The wool was washed by taking 16 pounds, 
of soda ash and 33 pounds of salt, dissolved in 150 gal¬ 
lons of water in a large tub. I then took a small tub 
and dipped out a sufficient quantity to wash one fleece, 
then put in the fleece and scoured it in the small tub— 
then took cut the wool and discharged the liquor, and 
washed each fleece in this manner, so that none of the 
wool was lost, wasted or mixed with the other. In dry¬ 

ing the wool we laid it on a cloth on the wire screen 
over our dryer, (which is inside the mill,) so that none 
of it was lost in drying. The strings were kept with 
each fleece and put with them when weighed after scour¬ 
ing.’ 

“These precautions appear to make it certain that 
there could be no error or unfairness in the process, 
and the result was that the wool wTas scoured, as Mr. 
Goffe says, ‘ as we would for manufacturing—that is, 
we take out all the animal oil, or “ nature" as we term 
it, which is necessary in order for the wool to take color 
in dying.’ 

“ The wool thus cleansed was carefully weighed, and 
then the weights, together with the weights of the un¬ 
cleansed fleeces, the time the wool was growing, the 
live weights of the shorn animal, and the other facts ne¬ 
cessary, were placed in the hands of Mr. Homer D. L. 
Sweet, a member of the committee, and by him the ta¬ 
ble that accompanies this report was made. This table 
shows by inspection the whole matter—placing the 
competitors in the order of their merit. The work of 
making this table was considerable, and Mr. Sweet’s 
associates on the committee feel under great obligations 
to him for having taken it on himself. His manner of 
making the computations he describes as follows:— 
‘ Divide the weight of the scoured fleece by the num¬ 
ber of days it was growing. This gives the amount 
produced by the animal in .a day. Divide this small 
fraction by the live weight. This gives the amount 
grown by one pound of animal in one day: multiply this 
fraction by 305 and it gives the amount grown by one 
pouud of animal in a year, (this is the figure that de¬ 
cides who has -won,) and this, multiplied" by the live 
weight of the animal, tells how much it would produce 
in a year. This last operation proves the three forego¬ 
ing calculations. The per-eentages of fleece to live 
weight, and of scoured wool to live weight, are com¬ 
puted in the usual way.’ 

“ By this process Mr. Sweet has made a table that 
gives at a glance all the facts necessary to decide who 
lias won the premium, and the exact standing, in all 
particulars, of each competitor in the contest. By sim¬ 
ply reading the first line it appears that Addison H. 
Clapp, (who stands at the head of the list,) had a ewe 
that was two years old, in fair condition—weighing for¬ 
ty-nine pounds—that sheared a fleece that weighed (as 
it came from the animal,) nine and eighty-five hun¬ 
dredths of a pound—that it cleansed' four and seven¬ 
ty-five hundredths of a pound of wool—that the un¬ 
cleansed fleecej weighed twenty per cent, of weight of 
animal—that the scoured wool was nine and six-tenths 
per cent, to weight of aninlal. The scoured wool to 
shorn fleece, is forty-eight per cent.—making the loss 
in cleansing fifty-two per cent. The age of the fleece 
.was 367 days; the quantity of wool produced in a day 
by the animal was .01394 of a pound ; the quantity of 
wrool produced by one pound of animal in one day is 
.000364; the quantity produced by one pound of animal 
in a year is .09636, and the quantity produced by the ani¬ 
mal in a year would be 4.73 pounds. This is the standing, 
sa appears by the table, of the prize animal. 

“ To contrast this animal with one of the same age, 
sex, breed and condition, we will take Mr. J. C. Sweet’s 
ewe, No. 13 in the order of merit. Mr. Sweet’s ewe 
was two years old, in fair condition, weighed 78.5 pounds 
—fleece 17.5,—the scoured wool 5.31,—per-centage of 
fleece to live weight, 23.2—per-centage of scoured wool 
to live weight, 6—per-centage of scoured wool to fleece, 
30.3—per-centage of shrinkage, 69.7. This comparison 
followed through will give the whole case. 

“ It may be well to institute some comparison between 
two rams. We will take Mr. F. Gibbs’ No. 5, and L. J. 
Bovee’s No. 13. Mr. Gibbs’ ram was one year and one 
day old, in good condition ; he weighed 50.5 lbs. His 
fleece weighed 11.31 pounds—it scoured 3.97—the per¬ 
centage oif fleece to live weight was 22.3—the per-cent- 
age of scoui ed wool to live -weight is 7.6—the per-cent¬ 
age of scoured wool to fleece is 35.1—the per-centage 
of shrinkage 64.9. Mr. Boven’s ram was a year and 
fifteen days old, in good condition, weighed 108.5 
pounds, sheared 18.09—scoured wool, 5.18—per-centage 
of fleece to live weight, 16,—per-centage of scoured 
wool to live weight, 4.7—per-centage of scoured wool 
to fleece, 28.6—per-centage of shrinkage, 71.4. 
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A. H. Clapp,. 1 ewe 0 fair. 49. 9.85(4.75 20. 9.6 48. 52. 367 .01294 .000264 j.09636 | 4.72 
L. J. Bovee,. 2 ewe .856 fair. 53. 11.214.50 21.1 8.4 40.1 59.9 356 .01204 .000238 .08687 4.60 
Wm. M. Holmes,.. 3 ewe 1.43 good. 47. 8.974.43 19. 9.4 49.3 50.7 408 .01085 .000230 08395 1 3 94 
D. W. Percy,. 4 ewe 2. (.6 63.50 14.4315.12 22.7 8. 35.4 64.6 373 .01372 .000216 .07884 5. 
M. F. Gibbs,. 5 ram 1.1 U 50.50 11.313.97 22.3 7.6 35.1 64 9 366 .01084 .000214 .07311 3.94 
Josiab Taft,. 6 ewe .331 thin. 33. 7.03 2.28 21.3 6.9 32.4 67 6 331 .006S8 .000208 .07592 2.50 
O. S. Williams,... 7 ram 2. thin. 61. 10.81 4.47 17. 7.3 41.3 58.7 368 .01214 .000199 .07263 4.43 
E. Gazley,. 8 ewe 1.20 fat. 99.50 8.90 7.31 8. 7. 82. 18. 385 .01898 .0001S9 .07098 7.06 
Arnold &■ Green,.. 9 ewe 2, good. 55.50 9.15 3.59 16. 6.2 39.2 60.8 336 .01068 .000192 .07000 3.88 
P. H. McMUlen,... 10 ewe 1.4 fair. 68.50 12.42 4.81 18. 7. 38. 62. 369 .01303 .000190 .06935 4.75 
Theron. Steele,.... 11 ram 1.60 good. 77.50 15.72 6.25 20. 8. 39.1 60.9 425 .01470 .000188 .06862 5 31 
G. S. Center,. 12 ewe 1.347 fair. 54.50 10.25 3.33 18. 6.1 32.4 67.6 341 .00976 .000179 .06533 3.56 
J. C, Sweet,... 12 ewe 2. “ 78.50 17.50 5.31 22.2 6. 30 3 69.7 376 .01412 4)00179 06533 5.12 
A. J, Blood,. 12 ram 4. good. 95. 20.0916.56 21. 6 9 32.6 67.4 385 .01703 .000179 .06533 6.20 
L. J, Bovee,. 181 ram. 1.15 good. 108.50 18.09 5.18 16. 4.7 28.6 71.4 380 .01363 .000125 .04562 4.94 

“ In this connection we will take the Cots wolds. Mr. 
Gazley’s ewe No. 8, one 3rear and twenty days old, fat, 
weighed 99.5 pounds—fleece as shorn, 8.9 pounds,— 
scoured wool, 7.31 pounds—per-centage of fleece, only 
8, while percentage of scoure d wool to live weight of 
animal is 7.—percentage of scoured wool to fleece, 82. 
—per-centage of shrinkage, 18, which is only about one- 
third as much as that of the prize animal. Mr Bovee’s 
ram, though a Merino, produces more weight of animal 
in a year than Mr Gazley’s Cotswold ewe, but much 
less scoured wool,—and this ram weighs more than 
twice as much as the prize ewe, sheared, twice as much 
fleece, and in the prize column stands less than half as 
high. 

“ Masses of figures present few attractions to most 
people,—but we suggest to producers of wool and mut¬ 
ton a careful study pf the table we give, being confi¬ 
dent that useful information will be derived thelefrom. 
We will content ourselves with one more comment. 

“ It will be at once seen that the small sheep have 
greatly the advantage in the contest—not that the very 
smallest sheep prove the winner, but the rule, in the 
main is proven to be true,—that small sheep, having 
more surface in proportion to their weight, do give 
more wool per pound of body. This is entirely in ac¬ 
cordance with the elaborate tables made by Mr. Sweet 
of the weights of animals and fleeces as shown in his 
own flock. His tables have been extensively published, 
and the lessons they taught is confirmed by our investi¬ 
gations.” * 

“ For the mere purpose of wool raising very large sheep 
are not desirable..'1'' 

Respectfully submitted by 
Geo. Geddes, 
Homer D. L. Sweet, 
A. J. Goffe, 
James L. Ellis, 

July 8th, 1365. Charles T allman. 

It will be seen that the fleeces from the fourteen 
Merino sheep weighed 176£ lbs.,—and after cleans¬ 

ing only 64| lbs. In other words, 100 lbs. of fleece 

contained 64 lbs. of worthless matter, and only 36 

lbs. of real wool. 

On the other hand, taking the only coarse wooled 

sheep shown,—that of Mr. Gazley’s Cotswold ewe— 

it will be seen that 100 lbs. of such fleece contains 

82 lbs. of real wool. In other words, 100 lbs. of 

Cotswold fleece, contains as much wool as 227 lbs. 

of Merino fleece. 

The figures in the last column but one determined 

the award. It will be seen that the highest pro¬ 

duce of scoured wool in proportion to live weight, 

calculated for a year, was a little over 94 lbs. to a 

hundred lbs. weight of animal, and the lowest was 

44 lbs. The average of the fourteen Merino sheep 

shorn was nearly 74 lbs. of scoured wool to 100 lbs. 

weight of animal, in a year. 

In the last column we have the amount of cleansed 

wool produced by each sheep in a year. The high¬ 

est was Mr. Gazley’s Cotswold ewe, which produced 

a little over 7 lbs. of wool. The Merino sheep which 

obtained the prize produced a little less than 4f lbs. 

The chief interest of this trial centers in the com¬ 

parison of the Merino and Cotswold sheep. Com 

paratively few are interested in knowing which par¬ 

ticular breeder happens to have a Merino sheep that 

affords a trifle more wool than another Merino of 

the same breed. The fact has no special importance. 

But we would all like to obtain reliable information 

in regard to the production of wool in proportion to 

live weight, of the different breeds of sheep, and it 

is a matter of regret that only one sheep of any 

breed except Merinos was shown, and this a vearl 

ing Cotswold ewe. 

This Cotswold ewe produced 7 lbs. of cleansed 

wool in a year, for 100 lbs. live weight, while the 

average of the Merinos wras 74 lbs—the highest be¬ 

ing 94 lbs., and the lowest 44 lbs. It seems to be 

taken for granted that the sheep eat food in pro¬ 

portion to live weight—and to a certain extent this 

is probably true, where the sheep have the same 

general characteristics, but whether true of “ mut¬ 

ton sheep,” as compared with Merinos may be con¬ 

sidered an open question. But admitting that this 

is the case—that a Cotswold sheep will eat as much 

as a Merino in proportion to live weight, it is a very 

important point to determine what is the real “ live 

weight.” In Mr. Lawes’ well-known experiments 

with the different breeds of sheep—and which showed 

that the different breeds of mutton sheep consumed 
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food in proportion to live weight—the live weight 

was determined by taking the mean of the weight 

of the sheep at the commencement, and at the end 

of the experiment. But in the trial at Canandaigua 

the “weight of animal” represents merely the weight 

at the time the fleece was sheafed, and does not rep¬ 

resent the mean weight of the sheep during the pe¬ 

riod of the growth of the wool. It is true that it 

would have been difficult if not impossible to have 

ascertained the mean v'eiglit of the sheep during 

the year, but it is manifestly unfair to merely take 

the weight of the sheep at the time of sheaiing. 

For instance the Prize sheep was a Merino ewe two 

years old, which weighed 49 lbs., and the calculation 

which determined the award is based on this figuie. 

In other words it is assumed she weighed 69 lbs. du¬ 

ring the year the wool was growing. On the other 

hand the Cotswold ewe was 1 year and 20 days old 

and weighed 994 lbs., and the calculation is based 

on this figure. In other words it is assumed, in this 

case as is in the other, that the sheep weighed 994 

Ibs. during the whole time. This is manifestly un¬ 

fair. Let us assume that a year ago she weighed 54 

tbs., and that she gradually increased till she weighed 

994 lbs. at the time of shearing. Her mean weight 

during the year would be 52 lbs. 

On the other hand if the Prize Merino ewe weighed 

49 lbs. when two years old, it is highly probable 

that she at least weighed 25 lbs. a year ago. Her 

mean weight, then, for the year while the wool was 

growing would be 37 lbs. Now as she produced 4.75 

lbs. of scoured wool, it will be found that 100 lbs. 

weight of animal would produce less than 12| lbs. 

of wool, while a similar calculation will show that a 

Cotswold produced, for 100 lbs. of average weight of 

animal, 14 lbs. of scoured wool. So that in point of 

fact the Cotswold produced more -wool in proportion 

to the real weight of animal than the Prize Merino 

sheep. _ . m_ 

Setting Fence Posts.—Where it is necessary to 

set wooden posts, it will be found that their dura¬ 

bility will be greatly promoted by slightly charring 

or carbonizing the surface before inserting them in 

the soil. There are few substances more indestructi 

ble than charcoal when buried beneath the surface 

and kept constantly in contact with moist soil, or 
soil that is constantly wet. We have seen posts 
thus protected, taken from the soil after having 
stood upwards of thirty years, in perfectly sound 
condition, so far as rot was concerned, below the 
surface, while the upper part, which had been ex¬ 
posed to the atmosphere, was in a state of complete 
decay. The cost of charring is but a trifle, and may 
be effected by means of chips, brush or refuse matter 
of any kind. A very slight charring will be suffi 
cient to insure the preservation of most kinds of 
wood whether hard or soft. Stakes are also equally 
benefitted by this process.—B. C, W.m Germantown 
Telegraph. 

SURFACE MANURING, 

Much has been written in praise of surface ma¬ 

nuring within the last few years. On every new 

topic men are apt to allow their minds to run to ex¬ 

tremes. We have no doubt that surface manuring 

may be practiced with benefit within certain limits. 

On low, wet lands, where the soil is very thin, we 

should advise this mode of practice. We have seen 

the heaviest crops of grass from this method, of any 

we ever witnessed. The freshets that overflow our 

intervales will often leave a sediment from which the 

largest crops of hay are realized. On the other hand, 

we'believe that a large per cent, of the manure is lost 

by tdp dressing on dry land, and especially with loam 

manure. We saw a curious illustration of this a 

few years since. A neighbor kept a horse and cow, 

and not being in a situation to make use of the ma¬ 

nure in cultivation, he ordered it hauled out and 

spread in an old orchard. The consequence was that 

the ground became completely bound out. Instead 

of a large crop of grass as was anticipated, it actu¬ 

ally diminished. Since then he has plowed in his 

manure, and has received heavy crops. 

We recollect of top dressing a piece of sandy loam 

with muck directly from the swamps. The conse¬ 

quence was that a few stalks of herdsgrass grew' very 

tall, but there was no thickening up of the grasses 

on the surface of the ground. It may be regarded 

as a fixed rule, that- plants of rapid growth, like those 

of our cultivated crops, require the manure to be in¬ 

corporated with the soil to insure their quick dev el- 

opment. Trees grow rapidly where there is a cover¬ 

ing of vegetable mould upon the surface of the earth. 

A covering of partially decayed leaves prev ents the 

evaporation of moisture from going on so rapidly, 

while their slow but uniform decay furnishes food 

for the trees. Hence the advantages of mulching 

trees. 
We know of no better condition in which to se¬ 

cure a good crop, than by thoroughly incorporating 

an abundance of manure with the soil. Merely 

plowflng in manure is not always the best economy. 

We have seen horse manure plowed under a green 

sward early in the fall where it became a dry and 

inert substance of no sort of value to a future crop. 

Ashes and plaster may often be found beneficial 

as a top dressing, but in these cases wre should pre¬ 

fer to use them with the grain crop and harrow them 

in. We think that when meadows are Well drained, 

and of easy access, top dressing will be practiced 

more than heretofore in this State.—Maine Farmer. 

Save the seeds. Look well to this subject. Se¬ 

lect the best of every variety as they ripen cure 

properly, label,, and store away for future use. 
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES—NO. 2. 

We present the readers of the Genesee Farmer this 

month engravings cf two of the most useful imple¬ 

ments we are acquainted with. They are manufac¬ 

tured by the Remington Agricultural Works, at Ilion, 

Herkimer county, N. Y. One is the Johnston Culti¬ 

vator, for working among corn, beans, potatoes, &c. 

It is named after our esteemed correspondent, John 

Johnston, of Geneva, N. Y., he having suggested 

several improvements in the form of the teeth, &c., 

which were made from time to time after being tried 

on his farm, till the desired shape was obtained. For 

working in heavy soils there is no cultivator equal 

to it, and we know of none better for general use on 

all soils. The teeth are made of steel, and, as the 

engraving shows, are quite narrow, which enables 

them to penetrate and mellow the soil to a conside¬ 

rable depth. 

Steel mould boards, for hilling, can be attached to 

the cultivator by removing three of the teeth. In 

this form it works most admirably. 

THE JOHNSTON CULTIVATOR. 

The Remington Two-Horse Cultivator we have 

used to a considerable extent, and can commend it 

v as a valuable implement for preparing land for wheat 

and other crops. The teeth are narrower and strike 

the ground less abrubtly than the ordinary twc- 

THE REMINGTQN TWO-HORSE CULTIVATOR. 

horse cultivators in use in this section. It is not so 

hard on the horses, and does better work. 

It would be well if more of our agricultural im¬ 

plement manufacturers "would take the course 

adopted by the Remingtons in getting up their im¬ 

plements and machines. This Johnston cultivator 

is the result of repeated trials on the farm of Mr. 

Johnston, and it is almost impossible to construct a 

perfect implement without such trials. The intelli¬ 

gent, practical farmer can often suggest improve¬ 

ments which would add greatly to their efficiency. 

In this connection we may be allowed to repeat 

an anecdote in regard to Mr. Remington. Last 

spring when on a visit to John Johnston, after con¬ 

siderable talk with him, and when about to ask 

another question, we expressed the fear that we 

should tire him. “ Not at all,” he said. “ I never 

was tired of talking agriculture but once. Old Mr. 

Remington—and a fine man he was, too—came up 

here and we talked all day about agricultural imple¬ 

ments, and by night I was a little hoarse; and that 

is the only time I ever got tired.” Let agricultural 

manufacturers adopt this course, and a marked im¬ 

provement will soon manifest itself in our imple¬ 

ments and machines. 

Glycerine is the best article for curing cracks 

in cow’s teats. Apply it twice a day after milking. 
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Tiie weather this season, in the vicinity of Roch¬ 

ester, has been quite favorable for the garden. Rath¬ 

er cool, perhaps, for ihelons, sweet potatoes, and 

other semi-tropical plants, but very comfortable for 

the laborer, and the earth has not been parched, 

vegetation has not been withered by such a drouth 

as prevailed a year ago. 

It has not been such a season to kill weeds as the 

last, but then if weeds have flourished, so have use¬ 

ful plants. It only required more labor, and the 

larger crops resulting from an abundance of mois¬ 

ture, will repay all extra labor. 

The crops of small fruits were fine, but the pros¬ 

pects for large fruits is decidedly unfavorable. Peach¬ 

es and apples must have been killed when in bloom, 

I think, by frosts or some other cause. Pears look 

well about here, but I hear of short crops elsewhere. 

Grapes are beginning to mildew in many vineyards. 

Science must arouse herself, or this once fruitful re¬ 

gion, will be destitute of that most wholesome lux¬ 

ury. 
Asparagus.—Pass over the bed occasionally, and 

cut out those stalks that are going to seed. 

Beans.—Pole beans should be pinched off when 

about six feet high. Limas should be picked, shelled, 

and eaten when green. 

Cabbage and Cauliflower.—Hoe often, but draw no 

earth to the plants. 

Celery.—Hoe often, drawing a little dirt around 

the plants. 

Corn.—Leave the largest, earliest ears for seed. 

Cucumbers — Should be picked over often for 

pickles, allow none to ripen on the vines, as it ren¬ 

ders them less fruitful. 

Melons.—Pick off all but five or six to a vine, and 

you will get much finer fruit. 

Onions.—When ripe should be pulled and dried, 

before laying away for winter. The latter part of 

the month sow seed for an early crop next year. 

Potatoes.—Early ones are ripe, and should be dug 

as soon as the vines are dead, and if to be kept for 

winter, put in a cool place. 

Tomatoes.—Gather as they ripen—use freely, can, 

bottle, or jug them, and they will come good next 

winter. Watch for the tomato worm, which can be 

detected by his droppings under the vine. 

Turnips.—The different varieties of the flat turnip, 

can be sown through the most of the month. 

Spinach.—Sow the latter part of the month for 

early spring use. Make the ground, rich. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

If not too dry, August is a good month to make 

plantations of strawberries. They will get well 

rooted before winter, and bear a pretty fair crop next 

year. The old tried sorts, such as the Early Scarlet, 

Wilson, Triomphe d’ Gand, Hooker, &c., are not su- 

perceeded yet by any of the new candidates for popu¬ 

lar favor. 

Raspberries and Blackberries—Should be thinned 

to four or six canes, and the dead ones removed. 

Grapes—Should be watched, unnecessary branches 

removed, bunches thinned, &c., &c. P. c. R. 

- mo- • -o——.- 

EARLY TOMATOES WITHOUT A HOT-BED. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—In the July number of 

the Genesee Farmer, I see an inquiry made by Mrs. 

John Miller, of Galt, C. W., asking “ how to raise 

tomatoes very early without making hot-beds.” 

Now I would like to give her my wife’s mode of 

culture, and perhaps it may be of use to some others. 

The 1st of Marcli she takes a box filled with light soil 

(which she has obtained in the fall) sows the seed, 

keeping the box in a room which is always warm 

from a stove in the adjoining room, and the plants 

have the morning sun. When the plants are about 

three inches high she transplants them into boxes 

made of thin boards wider at the bottom than the 

top (say six inches square, and five inches square, 

and seven inches high, without the under boards 

being fast, as by that means the plants can be 

moved from the boxes to the place in the garden 

better) keeping them in those until the spring frosts 

are over, then the ground being prepared, the holes 

dug, the boxes are slipped into the holes, tapping 

the side of the box so as to'let the plant fall down, 

and the box be raised up over the plant, close the 

soil round the tomato, and the work is done. The 

plants will not know that they have been moved. 

They can be kept in the house if needed until fruit 

is set. My wife will have ripe tomatos by the 1st 

of August—or may be the very last of July. She 

has the best success of any one in this vicinity. 

There is a small white worm that troubles the plants 

when they are getting the second leaves, but if 

some snuff or tobacco is shaken on will stop their 

work, for the tomato plants raised in the house are 

the best, for they are stronger than hot-bed plants. 

H. R. D. 

Belmont, Allegany county, N. Y., July 10,1865. 
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THE FARMER’S “ DOOR YARD.” 

“What a nice front yard you have,” said a young 

farmer to a friend of ours a few days since. “ You 

have tlie most beautiful Rowers I have ever seen.” 

Part of this . may have been mere compliment, as 

the “ door yard ” in question will not compare with 

an ordinary suburban lawn and garden. But as it 

happened to be a farmer’s door yard, and is not 

utterly neglected, it called forth the remark we have 

quoted. 
The young man is the eldest son of one of the 

most successful farmers in the neighborhood. Com¬ 

ing to the “ Genesee Country ” -when it was to the 

resident of the Eastern States as far “West” as 

Kansas is now, he cleared a farm, raised a large 

family and gave them an excellent education. He 

lias plenty of apples, cherries and peaches, and we 

are not sure that he has not what is quite rare in a 

farmer’s garden, a good patch of the best varieties 

of strawberries and raspberries. The house is de¬ 

lightfully situated, with some noble-deciduous trees 

and fine evergreens surrounding it. The young 

ladies are fond of flowers, and succeed pretty well 

with their annuals. There is a bell on the front 

door, a piano in the parlor, with half a dozen or so 

oil paintings on the walls, the wrork of one of the 

daughters. Ten different periodicals are taken and 

a pleasanter country home is seldom found. 

Now why should not such a farm have a well 

kept lawn, with a few choice shrubs, evergreens, 

ornamental trees, &c. Has he not land enough? 

Can he not afford it ? What would it cost ? Would 

not a hundred dollars a year be a liberal estimate, 

even charging full price for every half hour occupied 

in keeping it in order. We think fifty dollars a 

year would convert some of the unsightly door yards, 

so frequently seen in -the country", into a delightful 

lawn. And there is positively no reason why this is 

not done, except that the farmer has never been in 

the habit of attending to such things and has no 

taste for them. If a man is really poor, there is 

some excuse for neglecting those things which do 

not afford an immediate profit. But we have in all 

parts of the country hundreds of thousands of 

farmers who can afford to have a nice lawn and 

garden if they only desired it. Here is a farmer 

who has spent over $10,000 in erecting a house. His 

“ door yard ” is—well, no better than his neighbors. 

Perhaps he would be talked about if it was. A big 

house is allowable in the country, but the agricul¬ 

tural Mrs. Grundy would be horrified should a 

farmer pay much attention to ornamental grounds. 

But what is the good of the big house with its 

neglected “ door yard ?” Does the good wife feel 

any happier in it ? Are the children more comfort¬ 

able ? Does it afford any pleasure to the passer-by ? 

Would it not have been better to have spent less on 

the house and more on the grounds and garden ? 

Suppose, instead of spending $10,000 on the house 

and nothing on the grounds, he had spent $7,000 on 

the house and reserved the $3,000 for making and 

keeping up a nice lawn, planting out a few hedges, 

making good walks and setting out . ornamental 

trees. Had he spent $1,000 on his grounds the in 

terest on the remaining two thousand would have 

kept them in good order. Would not such a course 

have been better ? Admitting that it does not pay, 

we would ask how much the extra $2,000 invested 

in the house pays. It not only brings in nothing, 

but requires more money to furnish the rooms, &c. 

And in case you want to sell it, who would not pre¬ 

fer to have had the money invested in setting out 

tre'es, &c., than in the house ? 

Not many months since a rich gentleman in one 

of the Eastern Cities, wanted to buy a farm for his 

son. He preferred Western New York. He was 

willing to pay any sum from $20,000 to $00,000, if 

he could get such a farm and buildings as he want¬ 

ed. But he wanted everything ready to his hands 

—a pleasant house, good buildings, and well laid 

out grounds, roads, &c. We were asked where there 

was such a farm in this section that could be pur¬ 

chased ; and we were obliged to confess that we did 

not know of any in this neighborhood that would 

fill the conditions. We have many farms in a good 

state of cultivation, many good houses, but where 

do you find well laid out grounds ? We are con¬ 

fident that there are farms where a thousand dollars 

spent ten years ago in judicious planting, with a 

hundred dollars a year in keeping up the grounds, 

would have added, in this case at least, from five to 

ten thousand dollars to the value of the farm. But 

this is not the main reason for attending to these 

matters. We want farmers to make pleasant homes 

for their children. This young man who admired 

a “ door yard ” kept a little better than is generally 

found on farms, is already anxious to leave his 

father and go to the city. He thinks farming noth¬ 

ing but hard work, and sighs for some pleasanter 

occupation. We think he had better stay on the 

farm. A man who gets an honest living in the city 

has to work just as hard as farmers, but he does not 

realize this, and it must be confessed that we find, 

even among those in moderate circumstances, pleas¬ 

anter homes in the suburbs of our cities, than in the 

country. This need not be. A farmer can make 

his home pleasant to himself and attractive to his 

children. Agriculture needs intelligent young men, 
and especially intelligent farmers’ sons. We must 
make farming more agreeable. But this is a sub- 
ject we cannot discuss at this time. What we now 
wish to urge upon our readers is the importance of 
paying more attention to their grounds round the 
house. 
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THE CURRANT WORM, 

Dubing the discussions at the late meeting of the 
Fruit-Growers’ Society at Rochester, we were sur¬ 
prised to hear three different members, men of great 
intelligence, state that the perfect insect of the cur¬ 
rant worm is a small yellow or orange colored fly. 
As this opinion seems to be a common one, it may 
perhaps be regarded as a sufficient correction, to re¬ 
fer to Dr. Fitch’s Third Report to the New' York 
State Agricultural Society, page 109, where the per¬ 
fect insect is described as a moth [or “miller,’] 
“ of a pale nankin yellow color, the wings with one 
or more faint dusky spots behind their middle in 
the male, and in the female with an irregular band 
crossing both pairs.” The wings measure from tip 
to tip about an inch and a third. These insects 
have been repeatedly obtained from the worm, re¬ 
moving all doubt as to their appearance and charac¬ 
ter ; and they may be seen in abundance hovering 
along currant rows in summer, where the larvae have 
been permitted undisputed sway. 

We have never known the sprinkling of white 
hellebore on the leaves to prove a failure. As a 
general rule, repellants of insects are of little or no 
value, but those remedies only are efficient which 
kill. The powdered white hellebore effects this re¬ 
sult immediately, as soon as the worms take the 
first dose, no matter how thinly it has been sprinkled 
over the leaves from the finely perforated dredging- 
box. P. Barry stated at the Fruit-Growers’ meeting 
above mentioned, that he found it better to make a 
solution of the hellebore in water, and throw it on 
the leaves with a syringe. There may be other poi¬ 
sons that will answer the same purpose, but none 
appear to have been tested—although we have heard 
that a solution of copperas, the water being 30 or 40 
times in*weight that of the copperas, had been found 
effectual, but farther trial is needed to prove it of 
value.—Country Gentleman. 

We have not now time to reply to the above as 

fully as the importance of the subject merits. It 

is common to speak of the worms that devour the 

leaves of the goose-berry and currant in this and 

some other sections of the country as “ caterpillars,” 

and as “ flies ” do not produce caterpillars, our 

friend of the Country Gentleman thinks we are in 

error in speaking of the insect as a “ fly.” This 

would be a conclusive argument provided it was 

established that the currant-worm is a caterpillar. 

There are caterpillars that devour the leaves of 

the gooseberry and currant bushes. We have ob¬ 

served them on our own bushes the present season. 

They can be readily distinguished by shaking a bush, 

when they let themselves down by spinning thread. 

But these caterpillars are not numerous. They are 

not the “*currant-worm ” which has proved so de¬ 

structive in this section since 1858. We think there 

can be but little doubt that this insect is the “ goose¬ 

berry saw-fly” (hematus trimaculatus.) It is a worse 

enemy than the gooseberry and currant moth 

(abraxas grossulariata.) But the worms are not 

“ caterpillars.” It is well known that the larvae 

or young of most kinds of the “ saw-flies ” closely 

resemble caterpillars; so much so that they are fre¬ 

quently denominated “false caterpillars.” Such 

are the worms on our currant bushes. They are 

not genuine caterpillars, though it is convenient to 

speak of them as such. But as it is evident we have 

two kinds of worms which devour the leaves of the 

gooseberry and currant it would be well to bear the 

distinction in mind. 

We are glad the Country Gentleman has called 

attention to this subject. It is always important to 

call things by their right names, and it is evident 

that in this instance we are talking about different 

insects. We do not suppose that the “moth” de¬ 

scribed by Dr. Fitch is the parent of the currant 

worms which are so numerous on our bushes. But 

it would be well to have the matter definitely settled. 

As we have before said there is a “ moth ” in some 

sections that produces caterpillars on our currant 

bushes. These caterpillars closely resemble the 

“ false caterpillars ” or the gooseberry saw-fly. But 

it is the latter which produces what is popularly 

known as the “ currant worm.” In other words, 

“ the perfect insect ” of the currant worm is a “ fly” 

and not a “ moth.” 

ROTTING OF THE CHERRY, 

In some districts of the country, the wet weather 

has nearly or entirely destroyed the cherry crop the 

present season, and earnest inquiries for a remedy 

are the consequence. The only remedies known, ap¬ 

pear to be prevention. In order to get rid of the 

moisture as speedily as possible after rains, the trees 

should be planted where the air circulates freely, on 

hills or exposed places, and as much as possible away 

from other trees. Cherry orchards should therefore 

never be crowded. Besides these precautions, select 

those soils which rot the least, or make it a point to 

have enough of them to furnish a supply in very wet 

seasons, when others are destroyed. Probably no 

variety is less affected than the Early Richmond (the 

genuine sort,) the rich acid flavor appearing to be 

proof against it. All high flavored acid varieties 

withstand rot better than the sweeter and more deli¬ 

cate sorts. The Morellos are valuable in this respect 

and the Dukes are commonly less affected than the 

Hearts and Bigarreaus. Of the latter, the old Black 

Carone is one of the best,—a sort thrown out of most 

collections years ago, but worthy of a place on this 

account, and a good high flavored fruit when per¬ 

fectly ripe. Some of Dr. Ivirtland’s new sorts have 

a rich acid flavor, (such as the Tecumseli and Red 

Jacket,) and we have found these to withstand rot 

better than the more esteemed and delicate varieties. 

The common Black Tartarian is a very delicate and 

nearly sweet fruit, and hence particularly liable to 

this disease.—Country Gentleman. 

The best strawberry in England is said to be 
Rivers’ Eliza. 
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“JUNE THE TIME TO PRUNE FRUIT TREES,” 

Eds. Genesee Farmer In looking over my 

numbers of the Farmer to-day, I noticed an article 

in the May number of 1864, with the above heading. 

This put me in mind of a remark made by one of 

my neighbors, a clever Dutch farmer, who was pass¬ 

ing by when I was cutting off some shoots in my 

orchard. “ What are you doing ?” said he. I an¬ 

swered, “ Cutting off some shoots and sprouts which 

grew on the trunk and near the ground.” He re¬ 

marked, “ This is no time to prune or trim trees.” 

Said I, “ It is my time.” “ Well,” said he, “ you 

will see you will ruin your trees.” Said I, “ If this 

be so, it will be my loss.” But I had my misgivings 

at the time, as I was not quite certain I was right; 

but as I only came in possession of my farm this 

spring, and having much to draw my attention, I 

did not trim my orchard when other people thought 

I should ; and not wishing to tramp down the grass, 

which was growing for hay, I deferred the matter till 

after the grass was cut and the hay made, which 

was the last week in June. This by reading the 

very able article written by E. D. Wright, I find to 

be the right time ; and this much I have gained by be¬ 

ing the only subscriber to the Genesee Farmer in our 

place. D. W. Samprel. 

Northumberland, Pa., July, 1856. 
-  ■ ■ ——- 

LARGE PANSIES. 

A writer in one of our horticultural periodicals, 

we do not remember which, gives his experience in 

growing large pansies, as follows : 

“ Last year we had a bed of very fine pansies, the 
seed of which was obtained of the most reliable 
florists. We gathered the first and earliest seed 
from this bed, and planted as soon as ripe. They 
came up and became strong and healthy plants be¬ 
fore winter. We transplanted them into a nicely 
prepared bed j ust before winter set in, then covered 
them with litter from the cow-yard ; and finally 
spread over the whole a quantity of evergreen boughs. 
As soon as winter wras fairly over, we took off the 
evergreens and raked off the litter, and we found 
them as fresh and green as when first set out. I do 
not think one of them died. We never had a bed 
of pansies keep better through the winter. We have 
between two and three thousand plants, many of 
them in bloom. They far exceed our expectations, 
being much superior every way to those of the pre¬ 
vious year. We have thought they would not be 
pretty if they were any larger. One of them meas¬ 
ures more than two inches in diameter, many of 
them two inches, and nearly all one inch and three- 
fourths. Cultivation has done much for this flower.” 

We have done a little in this way ourselves, with¬ 

in the last couple of years, and have had most ex¬ 

cellent success. We did not transplant ours, but 

allowed them to remain where the seed was sown, 

only covering them in the wfinter with manure. To 

obtain large pansies the foregoing mode must be fol¬ 

lowed.—Germantown Telegraph. 

CULTIVATION OF STRAWBERRIES 

Mr. Day, of Morristown, N. J., a success! lit stiaw- 

berry grower, furnishes the New York Observer with 

his method of cultivation : First— 

Soil.—The soil is a clay loam, clay rather pre¬ 

dominating, sufficiently stiff to bake, when not well 

manured and cultivated. Second— 

Time of Planting.—My bed was planted in the 

spring, but I usually plant more in August and Sep¬ 

tember than any other season. My custom is to 

plant at either season when I get ready. If planted 

in August or September a fair crop may be expected 

the following season. Third— 

Distance Apart.—I invariably plant in rows and 

never in beds. I hold that the objections to planting 

in beds are so great and so palpable, that it will ad¬ 

mit of no discussion whatever. My standard rule 

is to plant in rows three feet apart, and plants two 

feet in the row. I have found this close enough for 

every convenience of picking, cultivation, manur¬ 

ing, &c. Fourth— 

Runners.—“ What do you do with the runners ?” 

is almost a universal inquiry. We treat them as 

weeds, unless wanted for the increase of stock. Cut 

them off as fast as they appear, by any convenient 

process your own j udgment may dictate; a light, 

sharp steel spade, or a scuffling-lioe, I have found 

the most practicable and expeditious. Fifth— 

Manures.—I use no other but barn-yard manure, 

composted nearly one year, with an occasional top¬ 

dressing of dry wood ashes. The soil is lined be¬ 

fore the bed is planted at all. The object of com¬ 

posting is to destroy the seeds of grass and weeds, 

the bane of strawberry culture. The value of com¬ 

posted manures, in my estimation, is simply beyond 

computation. Let any one try it once. 

In first preparing the ground I aim to use an 

abundance of manure. My theory is that plants 

that are expected to produce fruit must have some¬ 

thing to feed upon. Sixth— 

Mulching.—I mulch in the fall with clean straw, 

and leave it on through the spring for the fruit to 

lie upon while ripening, to avoid the necessity of 

washing the fruit, only opening the mulch immedi¬ 

ately about the crown of the plant. Seventh— 

Duration.—I prefer to have some new plantings 

coming in every season; but, by good management, 

I think a bed may be continued in one place about 

three years. Eighth— 

Product.—The total product of our bed, this 

season, was a fraction short of five bushels on the 

37.50 part of an acre, making at the rate of 18l> 

bushels to the acre. Ninth— 

Flavor.—The “ Albany Seedling ” combines more 

good qualities in itself than any other one variety 

we know of. It has been pronounced by some as 
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too acid. We have not found it so when properly 

ripened. Even that acid is pleasant and very 

healthy. Tenth— 

General Management.—In conclusion, we would 

urge dean cultivation, principally by hoeing, and 

only plow or spade but once a year—viz., just after 

the crop of fruit is gathered. 

THE CUT-WORM IN GARDENS, AND A WAY TO 

MANAGE IT. 

This pest of all pests in the garden, (especially if 

one happens to have a garden that is full of its 

specimens,) is a regular scourage among young and 

•tender plants. For several years I have had to take 

up my pansies and keep them in boxes of sifted soil, 

in order to save them from being all destroyed. 

And for four years in succession they have cut down 

about all of my Truffaut’s peony-flowered Asters. 

They would also work at almost all young plants, 

and no help for it, but to go out mornings, and 

where there was a prostrate plant dig out the worms 

and kill them. I have spent more money for Truf¬ 

faut’s Asters than for any other one kind of seed. 

I have obtained package after package of imported 

seed, and then had them nearly every one cut down. 

Putting all together, I have labored weeks on ac¬ 

count of this worm alone, beside suffering the dis¬ 

appointment caused by the loss of the plants. As 

if in close affinity with the great arch parasite and 

destroyer, this thing would work only among those 

plants most prized. Indeed, I hardly ever knew one 

to cut off a weed, and but very seldom a coarse 

plant. This spring they were quite numerous in 

our garden by the green house. It is in this spot 

that they delight, the soil being light and easy to 

work. The last winter was particularly favorable 

to them, the ground being covered with snow all 

winter. The snow came before there was much 

frost in the ground, and kept them warm in their 

winter quarters. I well remember the dismay with 

which I observed their numbers this spring. The 

following was my method of treatment: I com¬ 

menced digging the soil early, and had all my plants 

taken up. I then put in each bed a good portion of 

soot cleaned from the stove pipes and furnaces, and 

raked it in well with the soil, allowing it to remain 

and soak in several good rains before I set out my 

plants. It is now June 26tli, and I have not lost a 

plant where I put the soot, although the worm has 

worked as usual in certain portions of ground where 

no soot was placed. A little extra toil and pains 

will pay, if we can thereby escape the vexatious ex¬ 

perience of having our plans frustrated for the whole 

season. All that are annoyed with the cut worm, 

can appreciate such deliverance from it, if they will 

make use of plenty of soot. It may be well to rake 

it in thoroughly, and let the rains neutralize it be¬ 

fore setting out the plants. If it is not too strong it 

is an excellent fertilizer in light soils.—Mrs. E. G. 

Hawley, Oneida Community, in the Circular. 

SULPHUR FOR KILLING WORMS ON TREES. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—About the year 1834 

the worms were probably more troublesome on our 

fruit trees than now. My own orchard was so 

striped of verdure as to look as if it had been burned 

over. 

In the month of February following I bored into 

the trees with a half inch bit about two inches, and 

packed the hole full with powdered sulphur, pluging 

up the hole, using as short a plug as possible. 

When the sap started, the sulphur being diffused 

throughout the branches and entering fully into the 

circulation did its work effectually. The worms 

hatched; but as soon as they commenced feeding 

they droped off dead. The whole orchard the fol¬ 

lowing year was fresh, and more than usually luxu¬ 

riant. I think the only reason this remedy has ever 

failed—is, because the sulphur was not applied at 

the proper season so as to be taken up by the circu¬ 

lation of the sap. M. b. 

Rochester, N. Y. * 

Salting Down Cucumbers for Pickles.—Leave 
/ 

half-inch of stem on cucumbers—wash them in cold 

water—immediately pack with salt in alternate lay¬ 

ers, salt next to wood—one barrel salt to five of 

cucumbers. Fill barrel full, putting salt on top— 

cut a wide board so as to just fit inside of barrel— 

bore half a dozen half-inch holes through—place it 

on pickles with a stone on, which should weigh at 

least twenty-five pounds, so as to keep the pickles 

always in brine. Take off all scum which rises. 

Keep the barrels in the shade, and in four weeks 

take off stone and fill to top, as they will settle 

some. Put more salt on, then head up, and they 

are ready for market. It is best to have two sizes 

of pickles.—W. W. C., Fairport, N. T., in Country 

Gentleman. 

The chief value of the Catawissa raspberry con¬ 

sists in its hardiness. Throughout the New England 

States as well as in this section all the better varie¬ 

ties of raspberries require protection in winter, but 

the Catawissa does not. Whether the other varie¬ 

ties are not enough better in quality to compensate 

for the little labor required to bend down the canes 

and throw a spadeful of soil on the ends is a ques¬ 

tion of taste. As a general rule those things that 

require the least labor are the least valuable. 

Whenever you see a caterpillar’s cocoon in your 

orchard, get it off the tree and trample upon it. 
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OCCUPATION OF WOMEN IN ENGLAND. 

“ But it must be granted, that, if the employments 

to which American women are compelled to resort are 

often severe, and less remunerative than they ought to 

be, they are by no means so unsuited to the sex as some 

which Avomen are forced into in other countries. Only 

a few years ago many thousands of females were work¬ 

ing under-ground in the English coal-mines. When 

laws were enacted to abolish this unsuitable employ¬ 

ment, they still continued to work at the mouth of the 

mine, and are thus employed at this moment. They 

labor in the coke-works and coal-pits; they receive the 

ores at the pit’s mouth, and dress and sort them. 

“ So far exceeding masculine strength and endurance 

are the the tasks imposed on thousands of English 

dairy-women, that they constitute a special class of 

patients with the medical faculty,—pining and perish¬ 

ing under maladies arising entirely from over-fatigue 

and insufficient rest. 

“ There are multitudes of women in Liverpool who 

work daily on the farms around that city. They walk 

four or five miles to the scene of their toil, where they 

are required to be by six in the summer months and 

seven in the winter. They work all day at the severest 

agricultural labor, wielding a heavy, clumsy hoe, dig¬ 

ging potatoes, grubbing up stones from the soil, stoop¬ 

ing on the ground in weeding, and compelled even to 

the unfeminine and offensive employment of spreading 

manure. For a day’s work at what men alone should 

be required to do, the}7 receive but a shilling ! Then, 

worn out with fatigue, having eaten little more than 

the crust they brought with them,—for what more can 

be afforded by one who earns only a shilling a day ?— 

they drag themselves back at nightfall over the increas¬ 

ingly weary miles which they traversed in the morning. 

What comforts can fall to the lot of such ? What a do¬ 

mestic life must such unhappy creatures lead ! 

“ There are yet others, in that land which boasts of 

its high civilization, who live by carrying to the city 

immense loads of sand for sixpence a day,—harder Avork 

than carrying a hod. Other women may be daily seen 

cellecting fresh manure along the streets and docks of 

Liverpool. 

“ In certain rooms of the great English cotton-mills, 

the high temperature maintained there often compels 

the Avomen to work in a half-naked condition. This 

constant exposure of one half the body speedily, de¬ 

stroys all feminine modesty. Added to this is an ex¬ 

treme, but unavoidable, filthiness of person. These 

poor creatures part Avith their health almost as quickly 

as with their modesty. They become hollow-cheeked 

and pale, Avhile their coarse laugh and gestures indicate 

a deep demoralization.”—Needle and Garden in Atlantic 

Monthly. 
---—«s*»- ♦ -C*»~- 

Buttermilk Pop.—Rub an ounce of butter into a 

tea-cup of flour, wet it up to a thin paste with cold 

buttermilk, and pour it into tAvo quarts of boiling fresh 

buttermilk. Salt to the taste. 

Ice Cream.—One quart of milk, one and a half ta¬ 

blespoonfuls of arrowroot, the grated peel of two lem¬ 

ons, and one quart of thick cream. Add the juice of 

the tAvo lemons. TAvice this quantity is enough for 

thirty-five persons. Find the quantity of sugar that 

suits you by measure, and then you can use this every 

time, without tasting. Some add whites of eggs, oth¬ 

ers think it just as good without. It must be made 

very sweat, as it loses much by freezing. 

Philadelphia Ice Cream.—Two quarts of milk 

(cream when you have it), three tablespoonsfuls of ar-. 

rowroot, the whites of eight eggs well beaten, one 

pound of powdered sugar. Boil the milk, thicken it 

with the arrowroot, add the sugar, and pour the Avholt 

upon the eggs. If you wish it flavored with vanilla, 

split half a bean, and boil it in the milk. 

Strawberry Ice Cream.—Rub a pint of ripe straw¬ 

berries through a serve, add a pint of cream, and four 

ounces of poivdered sugar, and freeze it. 

Soup.—Get a good beef soup bone, boil two hours, 

leaving about tAvo quarts of broth; break two eggs 

into some flour, and knead it very stiff; roll out in 

three sheets to the thickness of wrapping paper; 

spread them on a table to dry for half an hour; then 

place them on one another and roll them up as you 

would jell cake; with a sharp knife, cut very fine 

strips from the end, not wider than the thickness of a 

case knife; shake them up to separate them; drop 

into your broth sloAA'ly, stirring your soup all the 

Avhile. Boil ten minutes; season with pepper, salt, 
celery, or a little parsley. 

French Pancakes.—Take six eggs, separate the 

yolks from the whites; beat the whites on a dinner 

plate to a snoAV ; beat fotir yolks with two tablespoon¬ 

fuls of sugar, tAvo of flour, and a teacupful. of cream; 

add a little salt, and a very little carbonate of soda; 

put in the whites of the eggs, and mix gently. Pur 

one ounce of butter in a frying pan ; Avhen hot, pom 

in the Avhole pancake. Hold the pan a good distance 

from the fire for fifteen minutes ; hold before the fin 

to broAvn on the top. Dish on a napkin. Put any kind 

of preserved fruit over it. Serve hot. 

Apple Snow.—Put tivelve very tart apples in cold 

Avater OATer a sIoav fire. When soft, take away the skins 

and cores, and mix a pint of sifted Avhite sugar; beat 

the whites of twelve eggs to a stiff froth, and then add 

them to the apples and sugar. Put it in a dessert dish, 

and ornament with myrtle and box. 

Flummery.—Cut sponge cake into thin slices, and 
line a deep dish. Make it moist with Avhite Avine; 
make a rich custard, using only the yolks of the eggs. 
When cool, turn it into the dish, and cut the Avhites to 
a stiff froth, and put on the top. 

Substitute for Butter.— The Baltimore Clipper 
says:—A lady who is a famous housekeeper, recom¬ 
mends an economical plan for making cake Avithout 
butter, Avhich may be useful to our lady readers. Take 
a piece of fat salt pork, melt it down and strain it 
through a piece of coarse, thin muslin. Set it aside 
until cold. It is then white and firm, and may be used 
like butter in any kind of cake. In pound cake, she 
assures us it is delicious. She says after one trial she 
never used butter. 
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A couple of discontented cows came down the hill 
pasture to a little patch of corn, and looked over. It 
was grandmother Muggins’ corn, and it was fenced 
round. The cows had all the pasture on the hill, east, 
west, north and south, besides a little brook; but it 
did not satisfy them, for you know that some it is im¬ 
possible to satisfy; the more they have, the more they 
want; which was the case with these cows, else why 
should they look into grandmother Muggins’ little 
patch? They pushed their noses between the rails, 
and snuffed the growing corn. What if they should 
use their crumpled horns, hook off a rail, and walk 
in? This is what grandmother Muggins’ thought; 
therefore, “Little Jerry,” said she, “I am going to 
carry a basket of clean clothes to the hospital; you 
and ‘Wagtail’ watch the cows, and do n’t let them 
break into the corn.” 

“ Wagtail,” healing his name called, began to wag his 
tail. “ I will keep the cows out,” answered little Jerry 
with a consequential air; “it takes me to look after 
the corn;” and Jerry strutted away with “Wagtail” 
at his heels. “ Wagtail,” said he, “ you, might as well 

go with the clean clothes; I can look after the cows 

and the corn.” 

“Can you?” wagged “Wagtail’ humbly. 

Little Jerry was tired with his long tramp from the 
red school-house. “Wagtail” had been in the forest 
hunting a woodchuck, and he was tired. So they bo 
sat down on the flat rock. The south wind sung a 
lullaby. The cows from beyond the fence eyed the 
little boy, and the little boy eyed the cows. Jerry 
shook his fist, and the cows shook their heads. At 
length Jerry nodded, and he nodded and he nodded fill 
he fell asleep; and the cows taking the advantage, be¬ 
gan to pry the rails with their crumpled horns. “ W ag- 
tail” had his ears pricked. He sat up as alert as. a 
soldier. He sleep ! not he; and no sooner did the 
cows show their designs upon the corn, than lie ran 
down and barked, snd he barked and lie barked, till 
grandmother Muggins came home and found little 

Jerry fast asleep. 

“ Trust him w'ho makes no boasts,” said grandmother 

Muggins, patting the faithful “Wagtail” on the head. 
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“ SELLING ” A FELLOW, 

Last summer, while engaged in the tobacco and segar 

business, I used to have for a customer in cheap segars 

one of those knowing fellows whose knowledge serves 

better to bore his victims than advancing science. You 

couldn’t make him believe that—oh no ! Tell him there 

were regalia segars that cost $40 per thousand!—it 

might do to stuff down the throats of those who knew 

no better ; he was none of them. An*d so it was with 

everything; he always knew best. It always appeared 

to be his delight to draw me into some controversy, no 

matter what the subject, in order to hear himself hold 

forth. I tried every way I could think of to circum¬ 

vent him, but at last I did succeed in laying him out as 

flat as a flounder. 

It was on a Saturday afternoon, he came in, made his 

purchase, and seated himself to deal me out his usual 

portion ! but I was awake for him. 

“ Captain,” said I, “ I have made up my mind to go 

to California, and, if you wish to go into a speculation, 

now is your time.” 

“As how?” said he. 

“ Why, you see them fifteen boxes of segars ? well, 

there are two hundred and fifty in each box, and I will 

let you have the whole fifteen at a low rate, providing 

you take them all.” 

“Very well,” said my friend, “let’s hear the condi¬ 

tions.” 

“You give me one cent for the first box, two for the 

second, four cents for the third, and so on double up on 

every box.” 

“ Done !” said he ; “ fetch on your segars. S’pose 

you think I haven’t money enough—eh?” 

“ Not at all, so let’s proceed; here’s the first box.” 

He drew from his pocket a leathern purse, and out 

of it a handful of coin. 

“And here’s the cent,” said he, depositing a green 

discoloured copper on the counter. 

“ Here’s your second box.” 

“ And here’s your two cents.” 

“ Very well, here’s your third box.” 

“ And here’s your four cents,” said he, chuckling. 

“ Here’s your fourth box.” 

“ Exactly, and here’s your eight cents! Ha! ha! ha! 

old fellow—go on !” 

“Here’s your fifth box,” said I, handing down an¬ 
other. 

“ And here’s your sixteen cents.” 

“ Here’s your sixth box,” 

“ And—ha! ha ! ha !—here’s your thirty-two cents.” 

“Here’s your seventh box.” 

And here—ha! by Jove the joke is getting too rich 

—here’s your sixty-four cents, and nearly half of your 

segars are gone.” 

“ Here’s your eighth box,” said I, assuming a cool 

indifference that perfectly astonished the fellow.” 

“ And here’s your dollar and twenty-eight cents.” 

“ Here’s your ninth box.” 

“ And here’s your—let me see—ah! two dollars and 
fifty-six cents.” 

“ Here’s your tenth box.” 

Here he drew his wallet thoughtfully, and on the slate 
made a small calculation. 

“And here’s your five dollars and twelve cents.” 
“Here’s your eleventh box.” 

“And here’s your—twice five is ten, twice twelve is 

twenty-four—ten dollars and twenty-four cents.” 

At this stage of the game he had got quite docile, and 
I continued— 

“ Here’s your twelfth box, hand over twenty dollars 

and forty-eight cents.” 

Here the globules of perspiration, large as marrow¬ 

fat peas, stood out in bold relief on his face, but at 

length he doled out the sum. 

“ Here’s your thirteenth box—fork over your forty 

dollars and ninety-six cents.’ ’ 

At this crisis he looked perfectly wild. The sweat 

was pouring off him in streams, and the tobacco juice 
was running out of his mouth. 

“ F-o-r-t-y-n-i-n-e-t-y-s-i-x. If I do I do, but if I do 

I will be hanged, I will.” 

Quiddities.—Domestic magazines—wives who are 

always blowing-up their husbands. 

The smaller the calibre of the mind, the greater the 

bore of a perpetually open mouth. 

Punch says the gender of a railway train is femi¬ 

nine. Don’t you often miss it ? 

The first thing a man takes to in life is his milk—the 

last is his bier. 
A man was gored to death, in Liverpool, recently by 

an—Irish bull. 

The height of Inhospitality.—Not to entertain your 

own opinion. 

Wanted for chemical purposes.—A lady “ dissolved 

in tears.” 

An Eastern Anecdote.—One of Nasserredin’s neigh¬ 

bors called upon him, and solicited the loan of a rope. 

The Koodjah went into his house, and after a delay of 

several minutes, returned and told the borrower that 

the rope was in use to bind up flour. 

“ What do you mean ?” said the neighbor, “how can 

a rope be used to bind up flour?” 

“A rope may be applied to any use,” replied the 

Koodjah, “when I do not wish to lend it.” 

Napoleon, once in the gallery of the Louvre, turned 

from a fine picture to Baron Denon, saying : “ That is ■ 
a fine picture, Denon.” “ Yes, immortal,” was the re-' 

ply. “ How long will this picture and a statue last,” 

said Napoleon. “The picture five hundred years, and 

a statue five thousand, sire.” “And this you call im¬ 
mortality!” said Napoleon, shortly. 

An Irish peasant being asked why he permitted his 

pig to take up his quarters with his family, made an 

answer abounding with satirical naivete. “ Why not ? 

Doesn’t the place afford every convanience that a pig 

can require ?” 
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Ik general agricultural produce, there are few t'rans- 

sactions. The market has not yet opened. The views 

of farmers and buyers are far apart. The latter only 

purchase when they can “ make a sure thing of it.” 

Our advice is, not to be in too big a hurry to sell. We 

cannot believe that there was as large a breadth of 

grain sown as in ordinary years. There were not men 

enough to do it. Then the crops, taking the country 

through, are not above an average yield, while all ac¬ 

counts from the South represent a fearful destitution, 

and it seems clear that a large amount of produce must 

be sent South. There is no money in the Southern 

States, and this will check the demand for Northern 

goods, but/oocZ must be had. Before the war the South 

raised more food in proportion to population than the 

North. Then the Eastern States are almost entirely 

depended on the West for breadstuffs; while the Mid¬ 

dle States do not, even before the war, raise enough to 

supply their own consumption. The West then has to 

furnish food for New England and to make up the de¬ 

ficiency in the Middle States. This was the case before 

the war. Now in addition to this there will be a de¬ 

mand from the South, and this must be met from the 

West—and if, as we assume, there was a less breadth 

sown than usual, it seems clear that there will be no 

such “ surplus ” as many of our produce dealers would 

lead us to suppose. 

Wait till the market fairly opens. There is no reason 

to apprehend lower prices unless there should be a decline 

in gold—and wo think that this is alreadxj calculated for 

by the dealers. Were they sure that gold would con¬ 

tinue at 140, prices would immediately advance. In 

fact prices of breadstuffs in the Eastern markets have 

advanced within the past few days, though it is said to 

be merely speculative, and has stopped exportation to 

England. American red wheat in England now brings 

about $1.20 in gold. This with gold at 140 is equal to 

$1.68. What the price will be in England the coming 

season is yet uncertain. It is now, and has been for 

the past three years much below an average. There as 

here they are waiting to see what demand there will be 

in the Southern States for produce. 

We understand that some of the millers are talking 

of “ a dollar a bushel for Mediterranean wheat.” This 

is simply absurd. Wheat cannot be raised at this price, 

and it is safe to assume that whenever grain gets below 

its actual cost of production, an advance will soon take 

place. We think farmers in this section should obtain 

$1.50 to $1.60 for good Mediterranean and Amber 

wheat We should not care to sell for less. It may be 

lower, but the chances are that it will be higher. 

Wool has pretty much passed out of the hands of 

the farmers. A large dealer tells us that he never 

bought wool so easily. Farmers were determined to 

sell for what they could get. We hear of one large 

farmer who was offered $1 a pound last year and three 

cents extra for drawing it to Brockport, but refused it, 

who has sold both clips the present season for fifty-two 

cents. We think farmers were unnecessarily in haste 

to sell this season. Prices have lately advanced full}7 five 

cents a pound. Everything that the farmer has to buy is 

still high, and there is no reason why good prices 

should not be obtained for what he has to soil. As a 

general rule, it is better to sell when you are ready, 

provided a fair price is offered, but not to be in too big 

a hurry when the dealers are determined to make up 

for previous losses, as is the case at present. 
—-- 

New Advertisements. 

Among the new advertisements in the Farmer this 

month will be found several announcements of interest 

to our readers. 

Seymour’s Patent Tree Protector, strikes us favor¬ 

ably. The manufacturers sent us one for trial, but we 

have not yet had time to use it. 

Whitcomb’s Spring-Tooth Rake is a most excellent 

machine for raking hay, wheat stubble, &c. 

Hutchinson’s Wine and Cider Mill is just the thing 

for farmers’ own use, They are extensively used in 

this section, and give good satisfaction. 

Whittmore’s Cure for Foot Rot in Sheep is well 

spoken of by those who have tried it. Send to the 

manufacturer, F. W. Whittmore, Chatham Four 

Corners, N. Y., for one of his circulars containing 

directions. 

The Philadelphia Raspberry, Wilson’s Early Black¬ 

berry, &c., are offered for sale by the Hon. W. Parry, 

of Cinnaminson, N. J. His name is a sufficient guar¬ 

antee to all who know him. 
“ Magic Picture Cards ” will interest the young peo¬ 

ple. They are very ingenious. 

A. M. Purdy, of South Bend, Indiana, who is an ex¬ 

tensive strawberry grower, can furnish good plants at 

cheap rates. 
The Champion Force Pump advertised by John 

Rapalje, of this city, is a most useful and efficient ma¬ 

chine. We have used the Hydropult for many years, 

and would not willingly part with it. Had it not beep 

for this small hand machine our house, a short time 

since, would have burnt up. This Champion Force 

Pump we regard as superior to the hyclropult, it is far 

simpler and equally powerful, while a lady can use it. 

For syringing bushes, trees, &c., as well as for washing 

windows, carriages, &c., it is exceedingly useful, while 

in case of fire it will frequently save a hundred times 

its cost. We cannot too highly recommend it to our 

readers. 
--- 

The Ohio Farmer of July 29, says the farmers are be¬ 

ginning to sell their wool in that State. Large quan¬ 

tities changed hands last week at about sixty cents. 

One lot sold for sixty-five cents, but as a general rule 

buyers refused to pay more than sixty cents, and a 

shade under. 
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'Tise Scientific Sclaool of Yale College. 

JosEPn Harris, Esq.—Dear Sir:—In compliance 
with your request I communicate some details of our 
plan of Agricultural Instruction, which it is proposed 
to begin in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Col¬ 
lege the coming autumn. Our Institution is, I believe, 
the first to go into operation under the provisions of 
the Congressional grant of land to the States for estab¬ 
lishing schools of industrial science. The agricultural 
department being one branch of a school intended for 
general scientific and industrial education, its facilities 
in respect to completeness and thoroughness of in¬ 
struction in the studies necessary to and underlying a 
proper agricultural training, are not surpassed by any 
existing school or college. The student of agriculture 
will enjoy the instructions of fourteen Professors of 
acknowledged ability, besides those of several assistant 
teachers in the following subjects, viz: English, 
French and German languages, including Rhetoric and 
Elocution, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Botany, 
Zoology, Minerology, Geology, Meteorology, Anatomy 
and Physiology, Physical and Political Geography, 
Land Surveying, Higher Geometry, Geometrical and 
Free-hand Drawing. 

The full course of study occupies three years. Dur¬ 
ing the first year the pupil pursues preparatory studies. 
With the second year, he takes up in collection with 
general science, topics bearing directly on Agriculture, 
viz : Vegetable Physiology anti Agricultural Chemistry, 
presented in a course of Lectures extending through 
twenty-eight weeks. In these lectures, during the first 
term, the whole subject of the composition, structure, 
growth and nutrition of the plant—its dependence on 
the air and soil—the composition and character of the 
soil, the means of its culture and renovation b}T tillage, 
drainage and manures—the kinds,, uses and manage¬ 
ment of manures, will be discussed in the light of the 
most advanced knowledge as derived from both Science 
and Practice. In the second or third term the same 
general topic will be continued, but with special refer¬ 
ence to the domestic animal and its products. The 
laws of animal nutrition, the value and uses of different 
kinds of fodder, the preparation of food by steaming, 
efcc., the proper mixture of fodder for special purposes 
of fattening, &c., and the chemical technology of the 
dairy, will be explained as far as the present state of 
our knowledge admits. 

In order to familiarize the student with the properties 
and uses of those bodies which compose, nourish or 
result from agricultural plants and animals, a course 
of experimental Practice in the chemical Laboratory, 
■will be followed during the second year, which will 
serve, besides the important purpose of developing 
and disciplining the learner’s powers of inquiry and 
observation. During the third or summer term of the 
second year, will be taught the Principles and most ap¬ 
proved methods of horticulture and kitchen gardening. 

In the third year will be given a course of Lectures 
by Prof. Brewer on Agricultural Practice. He will give 
during the first term an account of each principal crop 
of the Northern and Middle States, its origin, varieties, 
modes of culture, uses and adaptation to various con¬ 
ditions of soil, climate and market. In the second 
term, the rearing, care and uses of domestic animals, 
the characteristics of breeds and races, the economy of 
pasturing, soiling and stall-feeding, will be considered 
in detail. 

During the last term of the course, Prof. Brewer will 
review the condition of Agriculture, pa&t and present, 
in foreign countries, explain the systems of farming 
practised in England and other lands where great ex¬ 
cellence has been attained in husbandry, and unfold 
the philosophy of Rural Economy in general. 

During the third year, Prof. Verrill, having pre¬ 
viously taught general Zoology, will give a special 
course of lectures on the natural history of domestic 
animals and on insects useful and injurious to agri¬ 
culture. 

Prof. Eaton will also lecture on Forestry—the cul¬ 
ture, preservation and uses of forest trees, and on 
Weeds and noxious Plants. 

In the special agricultural instruction, it will be kept 
in view to present such matter as will interest and 

prove useful to the American farmer, rather than to 
make a display of minute and unpractical knowledge. 
To profit to the fullest extent the student should pos¬ 
sess a considerable practical knowledge of moral 
affairs, such as comes from several years residence on 
a farm. 

For illustrations of the topics discussed, no pains 
will be spared to provide experiments, diagrams and 
museum specimens, and by frequent excursions to 
neighboring farms and gardens, its instruments, pro¬ 
cesses and results of culture, good and otherwise, will 
be demonstrated in the most effective manner. 

To enable the student to pursue his inquiries in 
foreign fields, the French and German languages, both 
so rich in their agricultural literature, are taught to an 
extent quite unusual, the tuition in them covering 
nearly the whole course of three years. 

To answer the wants of young men who cannot 
spare time for a protracted course of study a shorter 
course of seven months is arranged for the autumn and 
winter terms of each year. (From middle of Septem¬ 
ber to middle of April.) Those who desire can thus 
attend to all the more important special agricultural 
topics of the full course in a short space without pur¬ 
suing languages or other accessory studies. 

Admission to the shorter course requires no ex¬ 
amination. 

Mr. Sheffield, the munificent patron of the school, is 
now making extensive additions to the building to 
adapt it to the better accommodation of this and the 
other departments. A commodious Library and Read¬ 
ing Room will thus be provided, in which the student 
can have access to the standard agricultural books and 
journals, under appropriate regulations. 

Yours truly, 
S. W. JOHNSON. 

We cannot but add to the above interesting letter 

from Prof. Johnson, that we know of no institution 

where a farmer’s son can get such a thorough knowl¬ 

edge of the principles of scientific agriculture as at the 

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. Even the 

“shorter course,” alluded to by Prof. J., would be of 

incalculable advantage to any young farmer. We 

would most earnestly advise any of our young readers^ 

who have the opportunity, to attend this course of in¬ 

struction the coming autumn and winter. Prof. John¬ 

son, himself a farmer’s son, is unquestionably one of 

the ablest agricultural chemists in this or any other 

country, and it is no ordinary privilege to sit under the 

instructions of one so thoroughly acquainted with the 

principles of scientific agriculture, and who has at the 

same time a sufficient acquaintance with practical farm¬ 

ing to know how to treat and apply them.—Eds. Gene¬ 

see Farmer. 

Seedisjg; ILaand. to Grass. 

Where grass seed is sown alone, August is the best 

time to sow it, or, if not convenient before, it will do 

in September. We have known excellent crops ob¬ 

tained the next season from land sown the previous 

September. On low land that can only be plowed at 

this season, there is a manifest advantage in seeding at 

this time. In such situations, red-top (Agrostis vulgaris) 

is, of course, the best kind to sow. 
-® o-— 

It is said that the farmers in Oxford, Maine, have 
contracted to furnish potatoes this fall for tfie maufac- 
ture of starch at twenty cents per bushel. We do not 
anticipate such low prices in this section, though an 
unusual breadth of land was planted, and the potatoes 
are very luxuriant. It is said that the disease has al¬ 
ready made its appearance, and many ot the.young 
shoots are dead. 
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Agricultural Exhibitions for 1865. 

State Fairs. 

Ohio,. _Sept. 12-15 
New York,. . ..Sept. 12-15 
Canada West,. . London. ...Sept. 18-23 
Illinois,./. 
N. Eng. Aa’l Society,. 
Pennsylvania,. . . .Sept. 26-29 
Canada Lower,. .. .Sept. 26-29 
Michigan,. .. .Sept. 19-22 
Iowa,. ...Sept. 26-29 
Indiana, . .Oct. 2-7 
California,... 

County Fairs. 
NEW YORK. 

Chenango.Norwich.Sept. 18-20 
Cattaraugus.Little Yalley.Sept. 26-28 
Cayuga. .Oct. 3-5 
Dutchess.Washington Hollow. .Sept. 2G-2S 
Genesee.Batavia.'. ....Sept. 20-21 
Monroe..Rochester.Sept. 26-28 
Otsego.Cooperstown.Oct. 3-5 
Queens.Flushing-.Oct. 4-5 
Suffolk. .Sept. 27-28 
Ulster.Kingston.Sept. 20-22 

• OHIO. 

Ashtabula..Jefferson.Oct 3-5 
Clarke.Springfield.Sept. 5-S 
Delaware.Delaware.Sept. 26-28 
Franklin.Columbus.Sept. 6-8 
Geauga.Burton.Sept. 19-21 
Hancock.Lindlay.Oct. 5-7 
Lake.Painsville.Sept. 27-29 
Madison...London.Sept. 7-9 
Morgan.McConnellsville.Oct. 3-5 
Morrow.Mt. Gilead.Oct. 3-6 
Portage.Ravenna.Sept. 20-22 
Stark.Canton. >>..Oct. 3-6 
Summit.Akron.Oct. 4-6 
Trumbull.Warren.Sept. 20-22 

MAINE. 

26 
21 
28 
19 
21 
28 
26 

5- 
26 

Essex.Lawrence.Sept. 
Middlesex.i.Concord.Sept. 

do North.Lowell.Sept. 
do South.Framingham.Sept. 

Worcester.Worcester.Sept. 
do West.Barre.Sept. 
do North.Fitchburg.Sept. 
do South.Sturbridge.Oct. 
do Southeast.Milford.Sept. 

Hampshire, Franklin and 
Hampden.Northampton.Oct. 5 

Hamshire.Amherst.Sept. 26 
Highland.Middlefield.Sept. 14 
Hampden.Springfield.Oct. 3 

do East.Palmer.!.Oct. 10 
Franklin.Greenfield.Sept. 28 
Berkshire.Pittsfield.Oct. 3 
Hoosac Yalley.North Adams.Sept. 19 
Housatonic . *.Great Barrington.Sept. 27 
Norfolk.Dedham.Sept. 28 
Bristol.Taunton.Oct. 3 
Bristol County Central.Myrick’s Station... .Sept. 20-22 
Plymouth.Bridgewater.Sept. 5 
Barnstable.Barnstable.Sept. 3 
Mantucket.Nantucket.Sept. 26 
Martha’s Vineyard.West Tisbury.Oct. 1 

MICHIGAN. 

.Sept. 27-29 
.Sept. 27-29 
....Oct. 4-6 
.Sept. 27-28 
....Oct. 4—6 

Cas3.Cassapolis. 
Geensee...Flint. 
Hillsdale.Hillsdale. 
Ingraham...Mason. 
Washtenaw.Ann Arbor. 

ILLINOIS. 

Kane.Geneva.Sept. 27-30 
Macoupin.Carlinvillc.Sept. 3-6 
Macon.Decatur.Aug. 29-31 
Madison.Edwardsville... Aug. 29, Sept. 1 
Putnam.Hennepin.Sept. 19-21 
Winnebago.Rockford.Sept. 19-22 

It is not yet too late to sow turnips. Scatter a little 
seed on every vacant spot in the garden and on the 
farm. When the corn is thin a good crop is frequently 
obtained with little or no labor. We know a farmer 
who says that one year he sowed turnips among his 
corn, and the turnips were worth more than the corn. 
They do not injure the corn crop. The strap leaf is 
the best variety we have tried for late sowing. 

Idterary Notices. 

THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. June. 1865. Re-print 
New York: Leonard Scott & Co. 

Wo always welcome these Quarterlies, but never have found a 

pleasanter number than this. Every family in the country 

should have the Reprints of Leonard Scott & Co. They are 

a library in themselves. And now that we are at peace again, 

the tone of their articles in this country will be so changed that 

there will be no drawback to the pleasure which their other arti¬ 
cles have always given. 

Now is just the time to subscribe for the entire set, or any part 

of it. Each number of the Quarterlies is a valuable work in 
itself. 

SONGS FOR ALL SEASONS. By Alfred TennVson. Tick- 
nor & Fields: Boston. 

This is the second of the series of “ Companion Poets for the 

People, and is beautifully printed and tastefully illustrated. It. 

contains most of the many exquisite little poems and songs 

which are scattered through Tennyson’s entire works. 

THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY. Boston: Ticknoe & 
Fields. 

This is a curious and entertaining account of “ Philip Nolan,” 

which was published some time since in the Atlantic Monthly. 

It attracted so much attention in that form, that the publishers 

have reprinted it in a little pamphlet. It is an account of the 

punishment which in a former time our Government awarded to 
a traitor. 

Dielil Select Wliite Wheat. 

We know nothing of this variely of wheat, adver¬ 

tised in the Farmer this month farther than what is 

stated in a letter from the Messrs. Sheldon, of Cleve¬ 

land, Ohio. They seem to be fair and honorable men, 

and we have confidence in their statement. It seems 

that this wheat originated in Indiana. Mr. J. Diehl 

noticed a single stool of bald wheat growing in a field 

of Mediterranean, which on examination proved to be 

a beautiful white wheat,—which ripens as early as the 

Mediterranean. He sowed it and continued to do so till 

he could furnish seed to his neighbors, and they state 

that it is “ by fiir the best and most profitable variety 

to raise.” The straw is stiffer than the Mediterranean, 

and the yield fully one-third greater. 

We have always said that a good variety of white 

wheat that would ripen as early as the Mediterranean 

would be worth millions of dollars to the country, and 

we hope our readers will try this Diehl wheat and re¬ 

port the result. 

The Crops. 

In this section wheat will be a fair average. Barley 

and oats are unusually good. Corn on low land, owing 

to the wet, cold weather, looks yellow, and will be a 

poor crop. On rich, dryland it looks promising. The 

weather has been unfavorable for beans, and there has 

been less land planted with this crop than for many 

years past. There is not one acre planted this year 

where ten were planted last year. The grass crop is un¬ 

usually good. Apples are almost a failure in this sec¬ 

tion. The army worm has proved very destructive in 

many orchards. Peaches are also a failure. 

A Heavy Boller.—The granite roller that is used 
for the preparation of the Hillsborough, N. H., Fair 
ground, weighs six tons and seven hundred and fifty 
pounds. 
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Inquiries and Answers. 

I wish to ask through your excellent paper what are 
the best roots to feed milch cows, (a) Also what breed 
of cows will give the largest quantity of milk. (b) I 
also wish some one experienced in raising tobacco 
.would give an article on its culture through your pa¬ 
per. The routine of labor from planting till it is ready 
for market, (c) 

There is running through my farm a river that be¬ 
comes very rapid in spring and fail, its course being 
crooked it washes the banks very bad, often moving its 
bed three and four rods. The banks of the river are 
of a rich mucky soil, similar to the Mohawk flats. I 
wish you and some of the many readers of the Farmer 
would give a remedy to prevent the rise washing the 
banks. Is there any kind of willow that will prevent 
it ? (d) Also what will kill lice on calves, (e).—Young 
Farmer, Leyclen, N. Y. 

(a) Carrots are probably the best roots for milch 

cows, but mangold wurzel are nearly as good and can 

be raised with less trouble and afford a heavier crop. 

(b) In proportion to the food consumed the Ayrshire 

cow gives the greatest quantity of milk. 

(c) You will find several articles on the culture of to¬ 

bacco in the volumes of the Genesee Farmer for the last 

six years. If you have not these volumes we can send 

you them for $5.00. No “ Young Farmer” should be 

without them. You will also find an article on the cul¬ 

ture of tobacco at the North in the Rural Annual for 

1863. 

(d) We have had no experience on this subject, and 

should be pleased to hear from those who have. 

(e) Here again the back volumes of the Genesee Fdrmer 

would prove useful. They give a score or more of rem¬ 

edies. The one which the calves would like best is to 

feed them with flax seed. One of our correspondents 

says he gave his calves half a pint of it and it drove off 

the lice in two days. We presume he boiled it and 
made it into linseed tea. A tea-spoonful of sulphur 

given in some milk is another remedy. Rubbing oil 

on the back and bn the head round the eyes is said to 

be effectual. Washing the calves in tobacco water or 

applying snuff will kill the lice, but if too much is used 

it may affect the health of the calves Mercurial oint¬ 

ment or angeuntum is still more powerful, but must be 

used with caution. Perhaps your best way would be 

to send to Messrs. Laler Bros., Utica, N. Y., for a pack¬ 

age of their powders, with directions for using it. Let 

your calves be kept in a dry, warm (but well ventilated) 

place,, cleaned out every few days and supplied with 

fresh litter, and they will rarely be troubled with lice. 

Leached Ashes.—If you have had any experience in 
applying leached ashes to summer fallow please inform 
your readers through your very valuable paper how it 
should be applied, at what time, and in what quantity— 
whether it had best be applied as a top-dressing, or be 
plowed in and mixed with the earth. My land is clay. 
—Aaron Overholt, Selkirk, C. W. 

We think it would make very little difference how 

the ashes were applied. The general practice, so far as 

we have observed, is to sow the ashes after the land has 

been plowed for the last time, and cultivate and harrow 

them in. On a summer fallow which is plowed more than 

once they might be plowed in at the last plowing, or in 

any way which is most convenient. If you have plenty 

of ashes we would use from 50 to 100 bushels per acre. 

The older they are and the more they have been exposed 

to the atmosphere the stronger they will probably be. 

In this section many of our wheat growers do not plow 

the “summer fallow” but once, say in June; and af¬ 

terwards use the cultivators, harrows, &c., to pulverize 

and clean the land. We have seen 100 bushels of leached 

ashes cultivated in in July or August, with excellent 

effect. We should be pleased to hear from others on 

this subject. 

Sheep Diseases.—I wish to ask a few questions of 
you or your numerous readers concerning distempers 
and ails in sheep. 

1st. Catarrh: whether it will spread if one or two 
that have it were put among the flock, or whether it 
is hereditary, and if there is any preventive or cure 
for it? 

2d. The foot-rot, or foot-ail: how it makes its appear¬ 
ance, and if it will spread in a flock, or is hereditary, 
and if there is any preventive or cure for it ? 

3d. The grub in the head: how a sheep acts that has 
it, and if there is any preventive or cure ? 

If any person knows of any other diseases peculiar to 
sheep I would be glad to hear from them with some re¬ 
marks on the subject. A Farmer of Delaware. 

Price of Land in Illinois. 

The editor of the Prairie Farmer in a notice of the 

farm ot Mr. W. Marks, of Danby, Illinois, says that 

farming land in that vicinity has nearly doubled in price 

during the last four years. Good farms now bring from 

$15 to $50 per acre, and they are “ rapidly increasing 

in value.” Mr. Marks was recently a New York farmer. 

He has moved west, and gone extensively into sheep 

husbandry. 
-- 
Special Notices. 

Away witli Spectacles.—Old eyes made new. without 

Spectacles, Doctor or Medicine. Pamphlet mailed free on re¬ 

ceipt of ten cents. Address E. B. Foote, M. D., No. 1130 Broad¬ 

way, New York. au2t 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

HALLETT’S WHEAT & DWARF PEARS. 
See Gardeners’ Monthly for July. Price 20 cents. 23 

North Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa. ault 

41 MAGIC PICTURE CARDS.” EACH Picture disclosing upon .close examination much more 
than is at first seen! New, Unique, Curious, Puzzling. 

and Amusing. The whole set, with Explanatory Key, sent, 
postpaid, for 30 cents, or four sets to one address for $1. Ambden 

& Co., Publishers, 14 Bromfield street, Boston. It 

IMPORTANT TO WHEAT GROWERS! 

Tiio I3ielil Select Wheat, 
N entirely new variety, and now for the first time offered to 

the public, is a Choice White Wheat, as early and as 
hardy as any Bed Wheat, and yields at least one-third more to 
the acre. 

For sale by A. M. Halstead, New York, F. Bissell, Toledo, 
Ohio, and by the subscribers in this city. 

For sample of Wheat and further information, send 6 cents in 
stamps to T. J. & J. T. SHELDON, 

au2t • Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Seymour’s Patent Tree Protector. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 represents the Protector with all the parts together, and 
showing the mode of fastening them. The small hole is design¬ 
ed for pouring in oil, and should be kept closed. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 represents a section of the same. The cover a, and the 
trough, 5, are each a half circle. Tho ends of the trough, c, c, 
are closed on each section to prevent leakage. 

If these Protectors are applied in season, they will catch the 
female moths (which do not fly,) of the tent caterpillar or nest 
worm, the canker or measure, and Palmer worms, and all other 
insects that crawl up the bark, and which are so injurious and 
destructive to our orchards and shade trees. It is believed that 
the curculio or plum weevil may be caught in this manner. The 
catterpillar moths go up the tree to deposit their eggs about the 
last of June or first of July, and the moth of the canker or 
measure, and Palmer worms go up about the first of October, and 
in the spring as soon as tho frost leaves the ground. At all such 
times the Protectors should be applied. If properly attended to, 
we have no hesitation in saying that they will prove a sure pro¬ 
tection against these terrible pests. 

The cover is made to project over the trough towards the tree, 
resting on and the whole supported by four nails driven into the 
trunk at equal distances apart. It is designed to leave a space 
of about one-half inch between the cover and tree to allow for 
growth of tree. This is tilled with a packing of twisted straw or 
old rope to prevent the insects passing through. The trough 
when filled with oil will catch and destroy all insects as the} pass 
up the tree. 

The Protectors are made of cast iron, nicely japanned, and of 
all sizes to fit any sized tree. Wo own the exclusive right to 
manufacture and sell them throughout the United States, and are 
prepared to furnish them in quantities to suit purchasers, from 
our manufactory in New Britain, Conn., and from our warehouse 
No. 58 Beekman street. New York. 

WANTED.—One Hundred Agents to canvass and sell the 
above Tree Protector, to whom liberal inducements will be of¬ 
fered. None need apply without proper testimonials as to char¬ 
acter, &c. For further particulars send for circular. 

au2t P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Conn. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
BONE DUST AND MEAT AND BONE COMPOST. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TASKER & CLARK, 
Cor. 8tli and. Washington Sts., Philadelphia. 

THE manufacturers offer their Superphosphate to the public 
confident that it will be found equal to any similar article 

now in the market. Being glade from finely ground bones (not 
burned),- Peruvian guano, and other ingredients having manurial 
properties, it has been found a superior fertilizer for wheat, grass, 
<fcc., &c. Price $65.00 per tun at the factory. 

MEAT AND BONE COMPOST.—A valuable manure from re¬ 
fuse meat, bones and other offal from tho slaughter-house. Price 
$40 per tun. 

BONE DUST—Very fine and pure at $65.00 per tun. 
8^” Terms Cash. Address as above, 
febTt TASKER & CLARK, Philadelphia, Pa. 

TILE MACHINE. 
rpHE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 

containing description. A. La. TOURETTE, 
apCStf Waterloo, N. Y. 

WINE AND CIDER MILL. LARGE and small sizes, greatly improved, for hand, horse or 
other power. Over Eight Thousand have been sold in 

two years, giving unparalleled satisfaction. Send for Descrip¬ 
tive circular giving full particulars. Address 

au2t HUTCHINSON & BROTHER, Auburn, N. Y. 

WHITCOMB’S 

Metallic Spring-Tooth Horse Hay Rake. 
THE above Rake is designed for hay raking and gleaning grain 

fields. As a gleaner after the cradle in the wheat field it 
will pay its cost in a single day. Thousands of Rakes of the 
above patent are manufactured annually. For economy, dura¬ 
bility, simplicity and efficiency it is unequalled. 

For Circulars, Rakes and for Territorial Rights in the interior 
and Western New York, and also Pennsylvania, apply to 

ault JOHN PARDEE, Lysander, N. Y. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE ' 
AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

ORDER YOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEEL YE, 

aptf ’Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. 

COURSES OF AGRICULTURAL INSTRUC¬ 
TION—Including the Practice of Agriculture and Horticul¬ 

ture, Agricultural Chemistry and Physiology, Principles of 
Breeding and Feeding, Injurious Insects, Rural Economy, For¬ 
estry, French and German Languages, &c.,— 

Open September 13tli, 1865. 
For detailed Programme, apply to 

ju4t PROF. GEO. J. BRUSH, New Haven, Conn, 

Old Eyes Made New 

WITHOUT SPECTACLES, DOCTOR OR MEDICINE. 

Pamphlet mailed free on receipt of ten cents. Address E. B 
FOOTE, M. D., No. 1130 Broadway, New York. ju 4t 
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QROMER &'BAKE R’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK STITCH 

SEWING MACHINES, 
495 Broadway, New York, 

AND 

48 STATE STIi IE IE T, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

• Consulting Chemist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool District. 
JAMES E. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. feb9t 

SAWING- MACHINES. 

WE are building a GREATLY IMPROVED CROSS-CUT 
SAWING MACHINE for cutting logs into stove wood, 

with two or four horse powers to drive them. 
Also, a new style CIRCULAR SAW for cutting cord wood into 

stove wood. 
gpW° Circulars describing our machinery sent promptly on ap¬ 

plication by letter. Write to JONAS W. YEO, 
my4t Proprietor Robinson Machine Works, Richmond, Ind. 

REOUeTSOd 
IN THE IP RICES 

OF THE 

UNION MOWING MACHINE. 
4 Feet Machine from $170 to $145. 

4 1-2 46 “ 66 $190 to $170. 

SULKY IIAY-RAKES. 

CLEMENT’S HORSE HAY-FORK. 

HARVESTING TOOLS 

Of all kinds constantly on hand. 

HAINES- <& FEEL, 

27 Courtlandt Street, 
jy2t NEW YORK. 

Babbittonian_ Penmanship. 
THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 
X _ being ordered by the thousand and sent to every, part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-hoard copy slips, and will guide the learrier to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. H. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—Mew York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is 'far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 8d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—P, M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—JT. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to A gents. A fine 

GOED MEDAIi 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. ’ 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship ta 
BABBIW & WII/JT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’64tf 

Cora and Bean Planter Combined. 
WE are manufacturing one of the most successful Two- 

Rowed Planters now in use. One man and horse can 
plant either in rows or checks from 10 to 12 acres per day, and do 
the work well. The machine is easily managed, and is of light 
draft for one horse. It is one of the greatest labor-saving ma¬ 
chines of modern invention. Patented August 14th, 1SG0. 

The demand for this Planter has continued to increase, until 
scores of them are now in use in Western New York, Michigan 
and Canada West. 

Cash price at the Factory, $25.00, subject to alteration as stock 
and labor may require. 

Please order early. Several orders came too late last year to he 
filled. 

Orders with cash will receive prompt attention. A liberal dis¬ 
count made to merchants and agents. 

For further description, send for circular. 
ap5t WHITESIDE, BARNETT & CO., Brockport, N. Y. 

THE LITTLE GIANT MICROSCOPE! 
IS A NEW MAGNIFIER, of high power, for the examination 

of Living or Dead insects, Flowers, Seeds, Minerals, and 
thousands of other objects, and can be carried in the pocket or 
attached to a watch-chain. Price, $1. 

Beautiful Mounted Objects, $1 per box. 
Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price. Liberal terms at wholesale. 
Address GEORGE MEAD, Thompsonville, 

Racine County, Wisconsin. 
Also, the new and beautiful folding 

POCKET STEREOSCOPE, 
which makes pictures look large and life-like. Price, $2. Choice 
Stereoscopic Views, $3 per dozen. Sent everywhere, pro 
paid. jy3t 
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BAUGH’S 

RAW BONE 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 

BAUGH & SONS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS, 

Store No. 20, Soutli Delaware Avenue, Phila¬ 

delphia. 

REDUCTION IN PRICE. 

After this date. June 12th, the price of BAT > GTI’S RAW BONE 
PHOSPHATE will be reduced to $60 per 2000 lbs. (-3 cents per 
pound) packed in good bans and barrels and delivered free of por¬ 
terage to any wharf or depot in this city. 

SEND IN THE ORDERS EARLY. 

Alreadv the indications point to a very heavy trade in our ar¬ 
ticle for the fall season, and although we have immense facilities 
for meeting a large demand with a prompt supply, we would 
strongly advise Farmers and Dealers to give us their orders as 
early as possible. 

BAUGH’S RAW BONE PHOSPHATE 

has now been before the Agricultural community for many years 
under ONE NAME and ONE PROPRIETORSHIP, and needs 
no further commendation than that accorded to it everywhere, in 
the continued and successful use by practical and discriminating 
farmers. Manufactured only by 

BAUGH Sc SONS, 

No. 20 Soctu Delaware Aveijue, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

"We recommend Farmers to purchase of their nearest 
Agricultural Dealer. jy2t 

1865. 1865. 

“ IS years established in N. Y. City.” 
“Only infallible remedies known.” 
“ Free from Poisons.” 
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.” 
“ Rats come out of their holes to die.” 

THE CHAMPION. 

HICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

KEYSTONE CSDEE AND WINE MILL. 

12,000 in Use and all Approved. 

THIS admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 
1S65, is made in the most perfect manner with, either one 

or two tubs, and is well worthy the attention of all persons 
wanting such a machine. It has no superior in tlio market, and 
is the only mill that wTill properly grind grapes. 

For Sale by all Respectable Dealers. 

I also make tevo sizes of superior 

JPrc§ses for Berries, &c., &c. 
If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one 

for you, or write for one yourself. Address the manufacturer, 
jy4t W. O. H1CKOK, Harrisburg, Pa. 

New Patent Animal Fetters. 
TUST the thing that farmers need for.fettering Horses, Mules, 

and cattle, when turned out to pasture, to prevent jumping, 
running, escape, or damage. They are made of malleable iroii, 
light, strong, and not liable to get out of order. 

Price, $2 50. Dealers in Hardware and Agricultural Imple¬ 
ments, Ac., please forward their names for full description and 
prices to the trade by the dozen, to 

JOSEPH BRIGGS, 
jy-4t 335 Broadway, New York. 

“Costar’s” Rat, Roach, &c., Exter’s, 
Is a paste—used for Rats, 

Mice, Roaches, Black and 

Red Ants, &c., &c., &c., &c. 

“ Costar’s” Bed-Bug Exterminator, 
Is a liquid or wash, used to 
destroy, and also as a pre¬ 
ventive for Bed-Bugs, &c. 

“ Costar’s ” Electric Powder for Insects, 
Is for Moths, Mosquitoes, 

Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on 
Plants, Foavls, Animals, &c. 

Sold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere. 
! ! ! Beware ! ! ! of all worthless imitations. 

See that “Costar’s” name is on each Box, Bottle, and 
Flask, before you buy. HENRY R. COSTAE, 

jjgf” Principal Depot, 4S2 Broadway, N. Y. 
gW** Sold by all Druggists in Rochester, N. Y. jy3t 

CJUPERIOR FARM LAND !—20.000 ACRES AT 
O LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 
Franklin Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, twenty-five miles 
south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May; In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry, and others, 
with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN II. COFFIN 
& CO., Newfield, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. apGt 

K A MONTIS! —Agents wanted everywhere to in- 
') troducethe improved Shaw & Clark $20 Family Sew¬ 

ing Machine, the only low price machine in the country which is 
licensed by Grover & Baker, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, Singer &; 
Co., and Baclielder. All other machines now sold for less than 
forty dollars each are infringements, and the seller and user aro 
liable to fine and imprisonment. Salary and expenses, or largo 
commission, allowed. Illustrated circulars sent free. Address 
SHAW & CLARK, BMdeford, Maine. ju 3t 

$70 i A MONTH!—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a 
Month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articles, the best 

selling ever oifired. Full particulars free. Address OTIS T. 
GAREY, Biddeford, Maine. ju 3t 
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THE 

CHAMPION FORCE PUMP, 
OR 

HYDROSTATIC CHAMPION, 
(JOHNSON’S PATENT,) 

FOR 1 

EXTINGUISHING FIRES. 

THIS Pump may also be used for Wetting Roofs, &c., near 
Fires, Washing Windows, Carriages, Decks of Vessels, &c.. 

Wetting sails. Pumping Water from Boats, Watering Streets and 
Gardens, Sprinkling Fluids and Liquids on Trees, Plants and 
Shrubbery, for Destroying Insects, Ac. 

This Pump has proved itself to be one of the most valuable in¬ 
ventions for domestic use, and those who have them would not 
part with them at any price, provided no more were to be ob¬ 
tained. 

It is portable and compact, and will throw six gallons of water 
per minute, from thirty to forty feet. It can be easily worked by 
a lad of twelve years. 

It is simple in construction, not liable to get out of order, and 
every machine warranted. The price is so low that one should 
be in every family, school-house, factory, building, &c. 

An extra Nozzle, for sprinkling, will be found attached to each 
Pump. 

J£3Pi" Send for a circular containing testimonals, of which we 
have a large number. For sale by 

JOHN RAPALJE, Genesee Seed Store, 
au Rochester, N. Y. 

The Philadelphia Raspberry. 

WJI.SOXS EARLY BLACKBERRY. 

Best Selected Strawberries. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES—VINES—ASPARA¬ 

GUS AND RHUBARB PLANTS. 

Send for Catalogues, Gratis. 

au4t_WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J. 

AGENTS WANTED"In every Township and County, 
to sell GRANT AND SHERMAN, their CAMPAIGNS 

AND GENERALS; By Hon. J. T. Headley, author of “Wash¬ 
ington and his Generals,” &c., &c., comprising popular Biogra¬ 
phies of prominent Generals of the Union Anmy, including 
graphic descriptions of Battles, Sieges, Adventures, &c.; with 
numerous steel Portraits and Battle Scenes. Sold only by 
Agents.—To all seeking profitable employment, a rare chance is 
offered to make money. For terms and territory, address at 
once with stamp, E. B. TREAT, Publisher, 130 Grand st., N.Y. 1 

THE CELEBRATED 

CRAIG MICROSCOPE 
Combines instruction with amusement, and lasts a 

lifetime. The best, simplest, cheapest and most 
powerful Microscope in the world. Gotten up on an 
entirely new principle. A beautiful gift to old or 
young. Magnifies nearly 10,000 times —a power 
equal to twenty-dollar complicated Microscopes. 
The only instrument which requires no focal adjust¬ 
ment, therefore can be used by every one, even by 
children. Adapted to the family circle as well as 

scientific use. Shows the adulterations in food, animals in water, 
globules in blood, and other fluids, tubular structure of hair, 
claws on a fly’s foot, and in fact there is no end to the number of 
objects which can be examined in it. Liberal discount at whole¬ 
sale. Agents wanted everywhere. Send for circulars. Price 
only $2.50. Beautiful mounted objects $1.50 per dozen. The 
Pocket Novelty Microscope, companion to the Craig, for examin¬ 
ing living insects, seeds, cloth, skin, wool, bank bills, flowers, 
leaves, &c., is a compact and handy instrument. Price only $2. 
Also, the new and beautiful folding Bellevue Stereoscope, which 
magnifies pictures large and lifelike. Price $3. Choice Stereo¬ 
scopic Views, $3 per dozen. Any of the above instruments will 
be sent prepaid on receipt of price. Address 
au6t G. G. MEAD, Thompsonville, Racine Co., Wis. 

PRICE $12.00. WE are making the Cheapest and Best Cider Press Screw in 
the World. "Whole length, 4 feet; length of thread, 2>% 

feet; diameter of screw, 4 inches; weight, including nut, 125 5)8. 

Also, Pumps of all kinds for farmers’ use. Address S. F. P. <& 
F. E. Co., J. A. RUMSEY, Proprietors, 

It ’ Seneca Falls, N. Y. 
• 

Foot Rot in Sheep 
CAN BE THOROUGHLY CURE© BY USING 

WHITTMORE’S 

CURE FOR FOOT ROT IN SHEEP. 
It has been tested in most sheep-growing districts and effected 

POSITIVE CURES 

where everything else failed. Certificates can be had on applica¬ 
tion to the proprietor. 

Ask for WHITTMORE’S CURE, for sale by all druggists, 
and by Post & Bkuff, Rochester; Wigiitman & Co., Bath, N. 
Y.; and by the sole manufacturer, F. W. Wiiittmokk, Chatham 
Four Corners, N. N. au6t 

THE MAGIC CRAIN BINDER, FOR RYE, WHEAT, OATS, CORN-STALKS, &c., by thfe 
use of which one person can do the work of four. They 

will last for years, and consequently soon pay for themselves. 
No progressive farmer can afford to be without them, or will after 
one trial. A Diploma was awarded by the Fairfield County Ag¬ 
ricultural Society, it being the only thing as yet exhibited for 
this purpose. 

An AGENT is wanted immediately in every town to canvass, 
that farmers may be supplied in time for harvest. 

Liberal terms to agents. Sample, terms, &c., sent post-paid on 
receipt of 15 cents. fGIBBUD BROTHERS, 

au Waterbury, Conn., Sole Manufacturers. 

AGENTS WANTED. 

I WISH AGENTS in every town and county to sell my new 
Engraving of Tiie Child’s Prayer, or “Now I Lay Me 

Down to Sleep.” advertised in this paper last month. 
Old agents say they never sold anything that sold so easily. 

Exclusive control of territory given. 
For particulars address W. J. HOLLAND, Publisher, 
ault Springfield, Mass. 

THIRTY ACRES OF STRAWBERRIES. AGENTS WANTED in every town, to whom the most Lib¬ 

eral Terms will be allowed for selling and delivering the 
plants. Hand bills and terms sent on application. 

Persons intending to set largely will find it to their interest to 
correspond with me. all the valuable new sorts on hand, 
including the Buffalo, Russell, Green Prolific, French Seedling, 
Agriculturist &c., at lowest rates. Address 

It* A. M. PURDY, South Bend, Ind. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 21. 

About Red root. I was telling you last month 

that the red-root was so abundant in my summer- 

fallowed wheat that I intended to plow the land 

this fall and plant it to corn next spring. John 

Johnston has kindly written me on the subject. He 

says: 

“ Since looking over the Farmer, I opened the let¬ 
ter to say you can not kill red-root with a corn crop. 
It will only vegetate in August and September, and, 
if warm, in the first two weeks in October, and in 
no other months of the year. If the land is pul¬ 
verized in August, and plowed in October or in 
April, you will destroy a vast quantity; but if a 
clayey soil this has to be repeated for several years 
before it is all destroyed.” 

He says red-root has troubled him more on his 

farm than any other weed. He has paid $500 for 

pulling and hoeing it out of his wheat. He con¬ 

quered it at last, but it took many years. Where 

it abounds the plan is to summer crop for some 

years, and this will kill it or so reduce it that it will 

not be much trouble to pull up what there is in the 

wheat. 

It seems to be a fact that red-root troubles no crop 

except winter wheat; and my plan for killing it was 

based on this fact. Treat your land in the fall pre¬ 

cisely as you would were you going to sow winter 

wheat, and then kill the red-root in the spring by 

plowing, cultivating, &c. If we had a machine to 

hoe our winter wheat in the spring this would kill 

the red-root; but till we have such a machine, we 

must try to kill it, as Mr. Johnston says, by “ sum¬ 

mer cropping.” But summer cropping in itself will 

not kill it. We must, by harrowing or plowing the 

land in August or September, cause the seed to ger¬ 

minate. This is the main point. After this is done 

the red-root can be killed by any course of summer 

cropping that is most convenient. 

I suppose a good plan would be to harrow the 

wheat stubble (that is, of course, where the wheat is 

not seeded) as soon as it can be done conveniently 

after the wheat is off. This would start the red- 

root seed about the middle of September. Then 

give the field a good plowing in the fall and sow it 

to barley or oats in the spring. Instead of this 

course I propose, in my own case, to plow wheat 

stubble in the course of a week or two—plowing it 

not very deep and harrowing it afterwards. This 

would cover up the stubble, grass, &c., and start the 

seeds of the red-root. Then, sometime before “ snow 

flies,” give it a good, thorough, deep plowing, and 

leave the land rough for the frosts of winter to mel¬ 

low it. In the spring plow again, harrow, cultivate, 

&c., and plant corn. Then, if the cultivator and 

horse-hoe are used freely, there will be little need 

for liand-hoeing. ^Such treatment will not only kill 

red-root, but will destroy other weeds and leave the 

land in splendid order for sowing barley the next 

spring and seeding down. 

Oh, yes, there is danger of plowing and working 

land too much ; but there are few of us who are in 

danger of falling into this error, especially on rather 

heavy soils. The fact is that the majority of farm¬ 

ers do not more than half work their land. Time 

was when you could “ scratch over” a piece of new 

land and get a fair crop of wheat. The soil was 

free from weeds and abounded in organic matter, de¬ 

rived from the leaves of trees, &c.; but that time is 

past. Our land is not “ exhausted ;” it still contains 

every element of plant-food that wheat and other 

crops require, but more labor is necessary to get these 

elements into a condition in which they can be taken 

up by the plants. It is hardly possible to pulverize 

the soil too much for corn or barley. 

Last year Mr. Blank rented five or six acres of 

land to a young Irishman to cultivate as a market 

garden. The soil had been wretchedly neglected. 

The young man worked hard and kept the land 

clean, but the season was very dry and he did not 

get enough to pay his board. This spring Mr. 

Blank sowed it to barley and had the heaviest crop 

in the neighborhood. He got the benefit of the 

poor Irishman’s hoeing and thorough culture. 

I understand that many fanners in Irondequoit, 

which is [the great potato town of this county, are 

digging their crops of potatoes with the intention 

% 
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of sowing tlie land to wheat. The crop is hardly 

worth the labor of digging, and some farmers are 

simply plowing them under. The disease has never 

before been so bad in this section. One fanner told 

me it was a thousand dollars loss to him. Potatoes 

have made the farmers of Irondequoit rich. For¬ 

merly the land was considered a worthless sand ; it 

now brings a higher price than any other farm land 

in the county—and this has been brought about 

principally by growing clover and potatoes—the for¬ 

mer for enriching the land, and the latter as a highly 

remunerative crop. Here, as on the sandy soils in 

Watervleit, near Albany, the potatoes are seldom 

attacked by the rot, and it is strange that this year 

the crop should suffer more than in other sections. 

Possibly the farmers have been running too much 

to potatoes. Some years ago, when I was connected 

with the Country Gentleman, I spent a day or twro 

in visiting the farmers of Watervleit, and found 

that, as near as I could ascertain, about two-thirds 

of all the land was occupied with potatoes! The 

yield was not large, about one hundred bushels per 

acre, but there seemed to be no diminution, although 

little or no manure was used. I would like to know 

if the same system is still kept uf, and with what 

results. 

My own potatoes look uncommonly well. Here 

and there a shoot shows symptoms of disease, but 

on the whole the crop never looked better. I gave 

the land a good dressing of artificial manure. There 

is a general impression that potatoes highly manured 

are more subject to the rot, but so far as I have ex¬ 

perimented with artificial manures the vqry reverse 

is correct. On dry, warm soils, I should have little 

fear of making the land too rich for potatoes. 

There is not much danger of making land too rich 

for any crop. I thought my beans this year "would 

be too rank—that they would run all to vines. This 

is the common opinion, but if I mistake not it is an 

erroneous one. Certainly, so far as I can see, the 

beans which made the most vigorous growth are 

the best podded, and are quite as early as those on 

poorer soil. It wras so with my peas. “ You will 

have nothing but vines,” said one of my neighbors. 

“ It will depend on the weather,” I said.” “ If it 

keeps on raining every other day you may be right; 

but if we have dry, hot weather, I shall expect a 

few peas at any rate.” 

“ You put ‘ guano ’ on.” 

“ Well, yes, a kind of guano. On the side nearest 

the road I put on a barrel of Tasker & Clark’s su¬ 

perphosphate per acre.” 

“ What did it cost you ? ” 

“ About ten dollars a barrel, and freight from 

Philadelphia.” 

He then commenced a tirade against artificial ma¬ 

nures, winding up with the comforting assurance— 

“ It won’t pay; you will have nothing but vines.” 

I tried to have the last word, and observed that “ at 

all events it has made the vines grow;” but it was 

no use; “It won’t pay,” he said, just as he got out 

of answering distance—“ you will have nothing but 

vines.” 

But he is mistaken. I not only had a big crop of 

vines, but they were very heavily podded and ripen¬ 

ed up earlier and more evenly than any other peas 

that I saw in the neighborhood. I have not yet 

threshed them, but I am satisfied that they will turn 

out tetter than if they had not been so rank, and 

then I had fo/i'ty-six good two-liorse loads on the ten 

acres, the straw of which I would not sell for what 

the manure cost me. 

Oh, yes, there are plenty of bugs in them. But 

the bugs, you know, do little damage till November 

and December. You can see the little grubs in the 

peas now. They will feed on the peas, but I will 

grind them up, and in turn let the pigs feed on 

them ; and in this way there is comparatively little 

loss. Pea-meal is also splendid feed for horses, and 

in fact it is good for all animals. There is no trouble 

in finding use for the peas. If I have more than I 

need, I can sell them to the manufacturers of 

“ coffee ” in the city! 

I am going to sow wheat after peas, and the ques¬ 

tion is, will it be better to plow the land once or 

twice? The Deacon is decidedly of the opinion 

that one plowing will be better than two. Mr. A-- 

also agrees with him, and as they are both experi¬ 

enced farmers it requires a little nerve to stick to 

my own puipose of plowing twice. The Deacon, 

who is always able Jto give a reason for the faith 

that is in him, says that if I plow only once I bring 

up fresh soil for the wheat; but if I plow twice I 

shall have the same soil on the surface as the peas 

grew in. So far, so good. But I question if the 

roots of the peas did not go through the soil as deep 

as it was plowed, and exhausted the soil at the bot¬ 

tom just as much as at the top; and if this is not 

the case I shall at any rate, by plowing twice, bring 

to the surface the soil in which the superphosphate 

was sown. If there is no other objection, therefore, 

I think I shall stick to my original intention. The 

fact is, and I may as well own it, I am a little pre¬ 

judiced against this once-plowing, “summer-fallow” 

system of wheat culture. It makes the surface soil 

too mellow, and leaves the under-soil too hard and 

cloddy. If these conditions were reversed—if the 

mellow soil was below and the clods above—I should 

like it better; and this is precisely what I propose 

to do with my pea-fallow. I plowed it as soon as 

the peas were off, and gave it a good dragging. I 

shall next roll it, and then harrow and cultivate till 
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it is as fine as I can get it. Then I will let it lie 

till just before I am ready to sow, when I will 

plow it up, harrow a little, and drill in the seed at 

once. The drill puts the seed in deep enough to 

reach the mellow soil, while the small clods on the 

surface seem to protect the young wheat plant. 

“ What time do you sow wheat ? ” From the 5tli 

to the 15th of September. If the land is in good 

condition, rich and "well drained, the middle of Sep¬ 

tember is early enough. On poorer land it is thought 

advisable to sow earlier. 

I have a piece of corn that is pretty forward. I 

intended to sow the land to barley in the spring, but 

I have now made up my mind that if I can get the 

corn off and the land plowed by the 15th of Septem¬ 

ber, or even by the 20th. I will sow it to winter 

wheat. I do not want so much land in spring crops 

if I can help it. If the weather happens to be as 

favorable as it was this season, it is all very well; 

but if we have such a spring and summer as in 

1864, the less spring crops you have the better. Get 

all the land into wheat that can be got in in good 

condition, and you have done with it for a year. At 

all events, strain a point to plow all the land you 

intend for spring crops this fall. Even if the land 

were no better for it, it would pay from the increas¬ 

ed facility it affords for getting in the crops early in 

the spring. Keep your teams plowing every day if 

possible, even if you have to hire extra help to get 

in the corn, potatoes, &c. It will pay. It costs so 

much to feed horses that it is desirable to keep 

them steadily at work. I never let my horses rest 

a day, except Sundays, if I can help it. Feed them 

well, and they will do better at steady work than if 

allowed to lie idle half the time and compelled to 

work too hard when they do work. Another thing I 

do not like—stopping the horses to rest every few 

“ bouts ” while plowing. If the plowing is too 

heavy for two horses, put on three, and let them 

keep ^steadily at it. Go slow if need be, but keep 

going. I "would use three horses for all kinds of 

field work if I could. One man can manage them 

just as well as he can two, and you save one-third 

the labor of a man—in fact you save more. 

Yesterday I run a level through the low land on 

the south side of the road. It was supposed to be 

so low that it could not be drained. It is a rich, 

black soil, abounding, as the chemists say, in or¬ 

ganic manure, which, if it could be rendered availa¬ 

ble, would produce immense crops of corn, oats and 

grass. There is a creek running through the south 

end, and the point was to ascertain what fall there 

was to this creek. But it was no light matter to 

get through the "woods. We had to chop a road 

through, but we were encouraged at every new 

sight of the level to persevere. We found a grad¬ 

ual fall, better than we had hoped for. It is cer¬ 

tainly true that there is little land that is so level 

that it can not be drained. This land has been so 

long a profitless swamp that it was difficult to be¬ 

lieve that it could be made the most productive land 

on the farm, as would certainly be the case if it 

could be drained. I had previously leveled through 

what seemed to be the natural outlet, but found 

there was not sufficient fall without cutting a long 

ditch through Parish’s land, and as I have land 

enough of my own that needs draining I do not feel 

like volunteering to ditch that of my neighbors. 

The Deacon, who is an old resident and knows the 

land well, put me on a new track, and, sure enough, 

I found a fall of ten feet! 

Now for a big ditch, and then for big crops of 

grass, and then for plenty of manure to enrich the 

upland portion of the farm. This low land has been 

receiving the soluble matter from the high ground, 

and now I hope for a chance to get it back again. 

This is the cheapest way of getting manure. 

“ Can’t you draw the muck on to your land ? ” 

Yes, but I prefer to get it in a more concentrated 

form. Grow big crops on your low land, and these 

will make manure for your upland, and at consid¬ 

erable less expense. There is nothing like plenty 

of alluvial meadow-land to enrich a farm. 

The Louisville (Ky.) Journal, of this week quotes 

“ fair and good ” cattle in that market at 4 to 5 cents 

per lb. live weight, and “ common and rough ” at 

2f- to 3£ cents per lb., and “ extra quality ” at 5£ to 

6 cents. 

In Albany cattle range from 5 to 10 cents per lb. 

live weight, according to quality. These figures 

show two very important facts. First. The advan¬ 

tage of raising and feeding cattle of good quality. 

This is of equal importance east and west. Second. 

These figures show the advantage our farmers have 

in living near a good market. The price of cattle 

in this State is about double what it is in the West. 

Looking at our agricultural position in what 

light we may, every thing points to the one central 

truth that good farming is more profitable than 

poor farming. You say this is a self-evident truth. 

But if so, there are few farmers who seem to under¬ 

stand it, or at least to act as though they believed 

in the advantages of good farming. Why will a 

man continue to sell cattle at 5 cents per lb. when 

he can get 10 cents ? In other words, "why keep an 

animal three or four years and sell it for $50, when, 

even if it weighs no more, he can raise one that will 

sell for $100 ? Or, taking the Louisville figures—why 

sell a bullock that weighs, say 10 cwt. for $27.50, 

when for a bullock of better quality, but which 

weighs no more, you can get $60? In point of fact, 
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however, these figures are far from representing all 

the advantages. A good grade Shorthorn, at two 

years old, well fed, will weigh as much as a four 

year old “ scallawagV He consumes only half tjie 

food and brings double the price. 

I was talking to an Englishman to day, and re¬ 

marked that I thought many farmers in this section 

put their wheat in too early. “ Yes, sir,” he said, 

“ they do.” “ Old Mr. W. used to put in his about 

the 20tli of September, and he raised the best wheat 

in the neighborhood. One of his neighbors who 

used to sow the last week in August, once said to 

him: “ You don’t sow early enough.” “Well,” he 

replied, “ What is the reason, then, that I get better 

wheat than you do ?” “ Because you plow more than 

I do.” “ Well,” he said, “I do plow more. Some¬ 

times the boys want to sow as early as you do, but I 

tell them the land needs another plowing, and set 

them at it, simply to keep them from sowing so early.” 

You may think it strange, but I question if the 

best farmers in America are not to be found in Up¬ 

per Canada. Tliey_ beat us in raising wheat; their 

barley is certainly superior to ours in quality, and I 

think the same is true of oats. In the cultivation 

of root crops we are nowhere. Don’t get angry. 

We beat them in raising corn—and in all crops 

which partake rather of a commercial than a strict¬ 

ly agricultural character. We are willing to raise 

small crops if we can get large profits, while a Ca¬ 

nadian farmer, partaking largely of the Scotch and 

English conservative character, continues on in the 

even tenor of his way. He is not so constantly 

looking for some easier method of earning a living. 

He is a farmer, and his father was a farmer before 

him, and he intends to live and die a farmer. If 

the midge destroys his wheat he does not, as we did 

in this section, propose to turn the whole country into 

one grand apple and pear orchard. He looks out for 

some variety that will ripen sufficiently early to es¬ 

cape the ravages of the insect. 

I have often remarked that where a new kind of 

wheat has been alluded to in the Genesee Farmer, it 

attracts more notice, ten times over, in Canada than 

in this section. A few years ago I induced some 

gentlemen to contribute a few hundred dollars to 

get up a wheat show. We offered large premiums 

and managed by personal persuasion to induce a 

few farmers to show their wheat. The affair was 

essentially a failure. Had it been a big pumpkin 

show it would have been a grand success. The en¬ 

tries af wheat at the Provincial Show are three 

times more numerous than at our own State Fair, 

even when held in the center of the wheat-growing 

districts, and the number of people which crowd 

around the samples, shows the interest which is felt | 

in the matter. The Diehl wheat, advertised in the 

Farmer last month, attracted at once the notice of 

Canada farmers, and one of their agricultural socie¬ 

ties sent a delegation to Indiana to inquire into its 

merits. They were so well pleased with it that they 

purchased eight hundred bushels fox seed. Such en¬ 

terprise is commendable. No wonder they beat us 

raising wheat. 

This Diehl wheat closely resembles the Soules, 

and I should not be surprised if it turns out to be 

this variety. Its chief merit is its earliness, and it 

is probable that this quality is due to the fact that 

it has been grown for several years in a more 

southern latitude. There can be no doubt that, so 

far as earliness is concerned, we should get our seed 

wheat from a more southern rather than a northern 

latitude, and I have no doubt that should this Diehl 

wheat prove to be the Soules it will ripen earlier for 

two or three years than the Soule3 grown from seed 

raised here. 

Few farmers have any idea what a great improve¬ 

ment can be made in the quality of grain simply 

by running it once or twice through a good fanning 

mill. This is the great secret in taking prizes for 

grain at our agricultural fairs. It is stated on good 

authority that at a Fair where several samples of 

grain were exhibited, an agent of Nutting’s Fanning 

and Assorting Machine picked out the poorest sam¬ 

ple and without the knowledge of the judges or ex¬ 

hibitor, ran it through the mill, and replaced it in 

the bag with the best portion on the top. The 

judges, much to the [surprise of the exhibitor, gave 

it the first prize. 

I have heard farmers assert that it does not pay 

to clean the grain—that the millers will pay no 

more for a good sample than for a poor one, and 

that consequently all they take out of their grain is 

so much loss to them. There may be individual 

cases where this is true, but as a general rule the 

millers avail themselves of the dirty condition of 

the grain to make the farmer submit to a deduction 

of four to five cents a bushel, and in some cases even 

more. Look at any report of the markets and note 

the difference in price of different qualities of the 

same grain. Take for instance the quotations at 

Chicago for spring wheat: “No. 1,$130@132; No. 

2, $1.18@1.20 ; rejected, 77@79c.” Now if a farmer 

should take 1,000 bushels of wheat, which would be 

classed as “rejected,” and should, by the use of a 

good fanning mill, take out 411 bushels of shrivelled 

grain, he would, provided the remainder was equal 

to “ No. 1,” get a little more for the 599 bushels than 
for the 1,000 bushels of “rejected,” and have 411 
bushels that he could grind up and feed out on his 
farm. This is perhaps an extreme case, but it shows 
the advantage of marketing grain in the best con¬ 
dition. 
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IS AGRICULTURE AS LUCRATIVE AS TRADE ? 

In the Genesee Farmer for August, (“Walks and 

Talks ou the Farm,” page 234,) occurs the following 

sentence : 

“ The New York papers express the ‘ fear ’ that 

high prices of farm produce may become ‘ chronic.’ 

But no such fears are entertained among farmers. 

We hope never again to see prices as low as they 

were before the war. We need higher prices. It 

would, be better for the farmers and better for all 

classes, for it is a fact that the prosperity of the na¬ 

tion depends very greatly on the prosperity of 

farmers. Agriculture in this country has never been 

as lucrative as trade, and it is much to be desired 

that we should have a higher range of prices.” 

The Country Gentleman published this paragraph, 

and in the next number of that paper one of its 

correspondents, “ Quercus,” alludes to it as follows : 

“ On page 96, you quote from the Genesee Farmer 
the remark that ‘ Agriculture in this country has 
never been as lucrative as trade.’ This is obviously 
an error. A careful examination made in New York 
city a few years ago, showed that less than five out 
of a hundred persons engaging in trade were finally 
successful—the remaining ninety-five or more end¬ 
ing sooner or later in failure. A similar estimate in 
Boston made the number three for success and 
ninety-seven for failure, so that if a very few traders 
become ultimately rich, the amount of money made 
by them in the aggregate is less than that made by 
the same number of farmers of equal energy and in¬ 
telligence, when all taken together. In other words, 
three traders with two hundred thousand dollars 
each own less property than a hundred farmers of 
ten thousand dollars each. 

“ But a good farmer need not stop at this small 
sum. I know of many possessing farms of one hun¬ 
dred and fifty to two hundred acres, and some less than 
one hundred acres, who clear over a thousand dollars 
a year, besides comfortably supplying their families. 
Yet a thousand dollars annually continued for forty 
years, or from thirty to seventy years of age, with 
yearly interest added, with interest on interest, 
would amount to no less than two hundred thousand 
dollars—a sum that not a few old farmers have laid 
up for themselves in old age. Taking a fair view of 
the subject on both sides, we shall have to admit 
that farming is the most reliably lucrative.” 

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that from 

ninety-five to ninety seven merchants out of a hun¬ 

dred fail, sooner or later, in business, and that on 

the other hand failures are very uncommon among 

farmers, what does the fact prove ? We are aware 

that it has been quoted, over and over again, for the 

purpose of showing that agriculture is a more per¬ 

manently money making occupation than trade, but 

it proves nothing of the sort. The fact may well 

be held up as a warning to young men who wish to 

leave the farm for the purpose of engaging in trade, 

but it does not show that trade is less profitable than 

agriculture. The young man who went into a far 

country and spent his substance in riotous living, 

may have erred in leaving his father’s house and 
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casting off its restraints, but it was not going into 

a far country that ruined him, but rather the riot¬ 

ous living. It is, in the majority of cases, the ex¬ 

travagant living of those who engage in trade and 

not the unprofitableness of trade itself, that ruins 

so many merchants. 

“ Quercus ” knows of many farmers of one hun¬ 

dred and fifty or two hundred acres who clear over 

one thousand dollars a year besides comfortably sup¬ 

plying their families. Such farmers have probably 

farms worth fifteen thousand dollars, with imple¬ 

ments, stock, &c., worth five thousand dollars more. 

Here is a capital of twenty thousand dollars, with a 

clear profit of one thousand dollars, after comforta¬ 

bly supplying their families—the families, be it re¬ 

membered, not unfrequently, in house, dairy or 

field, assisting in carrying on the operations of the 

farm. Does this prove that farming is more lucra¬ 

tive than trade? A man of average intelligence, 

with the industry, care, prudence, perseverance and 

foresight necessary to farm successfully, could hardly 

fail, with a capital of twenty thousand dollars, to 

make more money in trade tlikn can be made by 

farming. That he or his children will be any better 

off in twenty years may be very doubtful—but this 

is owing to the extravagant style of living which 

the large profits occasionally realized tend to foster. 

No; farming has not hitherto been as profitable 

as the interests of the nation demand. We need, 

and we believe we shall have, higher prices for our 

produce. It would certainly be better that farmers 

should receive more money for their produce and lay it 

out in improving and enriching the land, than that 

it should be taken by the “ middlemen ” and spent 

in fashionable amusements and extravagant living. 

A few weeks ago we inquired the price of potatoes 

at a grocery in this city. “Twelve shillings a 

bushel,” responded the clerk, promptly; but appa¬ 

rently recollecting that we probably wished to sell 

rather than to buy, he quickly corrected himself* 

and answered “ six shillings.” In other words, if 

we wanted to buy potatoes the price was twelve 

shillings ; but if we wished to sell it was six shil¬ 

lings. We must prepare our land, plant the pota*- 

toes, cultivate and hoe them, run the risk of drouth 

and disease, wait several months for the crop, dig it; 

carry it to market, and then get no more per bushel' 

than the grocer who simply passes it to the com 

sumer. 

This is perhaps an extreme case ; but we are sat¬ 

isfied that at present the “ middlemen ” get more 

than their due proportion of profit. Of course these 

things will right themselves, and we can not but 

think that farmers will in future get a fairer com¬ 

pensation for their labor and skill than has hitherto 

been the case. 
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HALTER FOR HORSES THAT PULL AT THE POST, 

A correspondent responds to an inquiry for a 
way to manage liorses that pull at the lialter, 

by sending the accompanying 
drawing of a halter which he 
has been in the habit of making 
and using for many years. The 
construction, as may be seen 
from the engraving, is very 
simple. It is held upon the 
head by a throat-latch like a 
bridle, and the end of the lead¬ 
ing strap passes through the 
ring on each side, and is sewed 
strongly to the strap about four¬ 
teen to eighteen inches from the 
end. When the horse pulls, 
this loop in the strap tightens 
powerfully, drawing the muzzle 
piece, and pressing the rings 
against the jaw on each side in 
a way, doubtless very uncom¬ 
fortable, but not so a's to injure 
the horse at all; besides the 
draft chiefly comes upon the 
muzzle and not upon the head 
case with common halters.— 

American Agriculturist. 

The above plan is similar, though a little more 

complicated, than the common one of passing the 

“ rum-strap ” through the ring of the bridle on the 

opposite side from which it is fastened. We once 

did the same thing with a small hitching chain, in 

fastening a spirited mare. She tried to break away, 

but did not succeed. The chain hurt her so much 

that she would never, when so fastened, make a de¬ 

liberate attempt to break away; but it frightened 

her so much that every time she was tied she would 

tremble all over, and the least thing would startle 

her. We gave up the plan, and now use a strong 

halter that does not hurt her, and have had no 

trouble. If we had a stupid, pig-headed horse that 

broke his halter from sheer perversity, we would 

use such a plan as the above and let him pull till he 

was tired; but writh a horse that breaks away with 

a sudden jerk from fright, a strong halter, with 

uniform gentleness, would be much more likely to 

effect a cure. 

Maryland and Virginia Lands.—Taking the 
District of Columbia as the climatic average of the 
two States, my experience here is that a man work¬ 
ing four days in a week, may produce as much food 
and other necessaries of life in a year, as he can in 
Central New York by working six days in a week. 
This problem is based on natural agricultural forces, 
which are as reliable as night and day, summer and 
winter.—Daniel Lee. 

This is probably true, provided he has equally rich 

land f rom which to produce it. 

A Good and Bad Harvest.—An English paper 

' says that “the difference between a good harvest 

and a bad one in the United Kingdom is equal in 

money value to some fifty or sixty millions sterling.” 

CURE FOR RINGBONE, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : In the July number of 

the Genesee Farmer Mr. Horatio G. Lawrence in¬ 

quires for a remedy for ringbones in horses. I 

would say that I have found balsam fir, which can 

be bought at the druggist for from ten to fifteen 

cents ah ounce—very useful. The first I knew of 

its being used was on a three-year old colt belonging 

to Mr. John Gounery. The colt was badly ring¬ 

boned on both hind feet, and the lameness was en¬ 

tirely removed. Mr. G. still owned the colt at the 

time of her death, which occurred more than twenty 

years afterwards, and during that time she done 

good service both on the farm and road, never show¬ 

ing any indications of lameness from the ringbones. 

Since that time I have known it used with good 

success in a number of cases—most of the cases 

being on the hind feet. Whether it would be as 

efficacious on the fore feet I do not know, but know 

of no reason why it should not. To apply it, rub 

it well all over the ringbone with the hand, and 

then with a hot iron bathe it in pretty well once a 

day for four or five days—longer if necessary. 

Should it start the hair, apply a little salt grease to 

bring the hair out all right. J. M. Pose. 
Yates county. N. Y., August, IS65- 

ANOTHER REMEDY. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: Having seen in my July 

number of the Farmer an inquiry of Mr. H. G. 

Lawrence, of Flat Brook, N. Y., as to a sure, harm¬ 

less remedy for ringbone in horses,” permit me, a 

Down South M D., farmer and stock-raiser, to fur¬ 

nish through the Farmer one which I have found 

very efficacious, but not infallible. Having owned 

many thorough-bred Conestoga horses and mules, 

some of which had exostosis of the different bones, 

called by farriers ringbone, and knowing from expe¬ 

rience the value of iodine in analagous cases in the 

human subject, I was induced to test its efficacy in 

combination with excitants on a valuable blooded 

mare that had chronic ringbone, and succeeded in 

effectually removing the osseous structure. I have 

subsequently applied it in many cases with the 

same happy result. The following is the formula : 

Tine, iodinii, tine, capsici, tine, camphorae (fort), oh 

origani, one ounce of each ; spt. vini gallici, four 

ounces. Prepare the part with soap and water ; 

wipe perfectly dry ; then take a smooth round stick 

and rub briskly a few minutes; apply the mixture 

three times a day, rubbing it well in ; then fold a 

woolen cloth two or three thicknesses and bandage 

moderately tight. These means are in a great ma¬ 

jority of cases effectual, but if any reader knows of 

a better I would be pleased if he would communi¬ 

cate it. P. P. Moore. 
Mt. Pleasant, Hanover county, Ya. 
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PRESERVATION OF FOREST TREES, 

We have endeavored to avail ourselves of all 

proper occasions, to impress upon our generation 

tlie importance of exercising greater care in the 

preservation of forest trees. It is lamentable, in 

view of present ruthlessness, and the demands ot 

posterity, to observe the utter disregard manifested 

by the American people, not merely for the preser¬ 

vation of extensive groves, but the indifference 

which they exhibit for valuable trees, the destruc¬ 

tion of which is not necessary to good cultivation, 

and the existence whereof would not only add 

greatly to the value of their property, but contribute 

vastly to health, the fertility of their farms, and the 

comfort of their live stock. We have seen thou¬ 

sands of farms rendered less productive and of much 

less intrinsic value by the destruction of timber, 

especially on their north and west boundaries, where 

they protect from the colds of winter, and others 

made unhealthy by removing the barriers which 

nature had placed to the encroachments of miasm. 

We remember, upon an occasion of remonstrance 

with a farmer against destroying a beautiful isolated 

tree in a large field, his foolish reply in extenuation 

of his labor, that it supplied a resort for the black¬ 

birds which destroyed his corn, nor could he be per¬ 

suaded that its use by the birds which protected his 

fields through a long series of years from insect 

depredators, much more than compensated for the 

few corn-hills torn up by the enemy of the grub¬ 

worm, nor dissuaded by the representation of its 

benefits in supplying shade to his cattle. His plea 

was, that if we had experienced like labor with him¬ 

self in eradicating the original forest, we would not 

manifest such fondness for trees. Were the half of 

that farm now possessed of so much of its “ original 

forest” as might have been preserved, without any 

restriction of its uses for necessary purposes, it 

would be worth double the present value of his en¬ 

tire estate, while we doubt not that the other half 

would have yielded more income than he has derived 

from the whole, and have increased in value. No 

one better understood the importance of belts of 

timber as protection against the inroads of fever, 

than the judicious and philosophic Dr. Benjamin 

Rush, of Philadelphia, who in 1798 assigns one 

cause for “ the unusually sickly character of Phila¬ 

delphia after the year 1778 ” to the “ meadows being 

overflowed to the southward of the city, and .the 

cutting down by the British army of the trees which 

formerly sheltered the city from the exhalations of 

the ground.” * 

Dr. Rush refers to the fact of residences in the 
► 

southern country becoming untenable from like 

♦Medical Inquiries and Observations: Philadelphia, 1789, p. SG. 

causes—the cutting down of groves near dwellings. 

Through ignorance and want of taste, labor and ex¬ 

pense are thus misappropriated, producing injurious 

consequences, not only to the present but to future 

generations. Every well-managed farm should sup¬ 

port sufficient timber to admit of an abundant pre¬ 

sent supply for all necessary purposes o^iue], fencing 

and building, without reducing the quantity neces¬ 

sary for like uses by posterity, and by the exercise 

of discretion the amount of land appropriated to 

this end will be found less than is generally sup¬ 

posed, although, judging from the too general prac¬ 

tice, it would appear as if we presumed that pos¬ 

terity would have but little use for timber. Apart 

from the increasing value of timber in every section 

of our country, our farmers do not seem to compre¬ 

hend that they are destroying that which in a little 

time would prove the most attractive feature of 

their estates. Groves restrain the sweeping winds 

in winter from divesting the surface of that soft 

and protecting covering and important fertilizer, tli4, 

snow, the gradual melting of which in spring con-* 

verts the stones into food for plants, while in the 

summer they supply an invisible but important 

moisture of the crops, and in the heated clay enable 

them to enjoy the full advantage of the dews of 

night, and supply agreeable places of recreation for- 

developing the intellects and bodies of our children, 

ever associating with their minds through life,.recol¬ 

lections of pleasures the happiest of their existence,, 

which made home a place of joyous contentment 

And who that has experienced the pleasure, Avould 

exchange it for that derivable from other examples 

of practical operations, the gratification yielded by 

mature, beautiful forest trees which he preserved, 

protected, and pruned when they were but unseemly 

shrubs, especially when his children and their chil¬ 

dren derive from them their happiest annual enjoy¬ 

ments ? He whose farm is destitute of groves should 

procure or plant them at once, being encouraged by 

the fact that from the seed, with good attention, he 

may have nut-bearing chestnut trees in eight years ; 

and while your houses and barns are failing, these 

will be improving. But in addition to the luxury, 

ornament, and value of groves, wherever they are 

cherished with proper attention, they confer a 

dignity upon their possessor and ennoble the pur¬ 

suit of agriculture. That was a sage injunction of 

the dying Scotch laird to his son : “ Jock, when ye 

hae naething else to do, ye may be aye sticking in 

a tree; it will be growing, Jock, when y’re sleep¬ 

ing ;” words of wisdom “ tauld ” him by his father, 

“ sae forty years sin ;” but which he regretfully con¬ 

fessed not to have heeded. 

While treating of this subject we can not refrain 

from reference to that bad taste, so frequently ex- 
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liibited, of introducing exotics for ornament, or to 

supply shade, to the neglect of the beautiful native 

forest trees, which are so easy to be obtained by 

all—not that we have any objection to such, under 

appropriate circumstances, but to adopt them to the 

exclusion of the more attractive and useful trees 

with which our forests abound, betrays a want of 

taste as well as deficiency in judgment.—Census 
Report. 

CLEAN PIGS AND DIRTY PIGS. 

Pigs enjoy the reputation of having a real liking 

for dirt; and, certainly, the way in which they are 

kept on some farms would show that their owners 

are determined to give them ample opportunities for 

carrying out this liking. No notion can, however, 

be more erroneous than this, as none is certainly so 

productive of loss to the keeper. Let any one not 

convinced of this try the two modes of pig-keeping— 

the dirty and the clean—the food in both cases, and 

other general treatment, being the same; and the 

result will show him which of the two is the best in 

the end. A great deal depends upon the mode in 

which they are housed. Mr. Raines, of Mills, adopts 

the following: A large out-house is inclosed at the 

sides, so as to be warm and dry. The floor is paved, 

and sprinkled over with burnt clay, and ashes ob¬ 

tained by burning weeds. In this the pigs are fed : 

while for resting and sleeping they have a compart¬ 

ment railed off at the other end, and which is amply 

provided with clean straw. In another case, the 

principle of box feeding has been applied, the pigs 

being kept in a pit, into which the manure from the 

ox or cow-stables and the liorse-stables is put. The 

pigs tread this down, and enjoy themselves amaz¬ 

ingly. In one case, where this plan has been 

adopted, the farmer states that his pigs “ have given 

him a profit by their meat, and left the dung—as 

good as guano—for nothing.”—Marie Lane Express. 

Manure-pits.—Professor Yoelcker recommends 

that “ the sides and bottoms of manure-pits should 

be rendered impermeable to water, either by clay¬ 

pudding or hydraulic cement; that the bottom of 

the manure-pit should be in a slightly inclined posi¬ 

tion, so as to carry the liquid manure and drainings 

into a manure tank, which should be close by. The 

tank should be provided with a pump, so as to re¬ 

turn the liquid matter to the heap in dry weather. 

The heap should likewise be well trodden.” 
-- 

According to Johnston, while a Holderness cow 

gave 29 quarts, producing 1 pound of butter to the 

12 quarts, an Ayrshire cow gave 20 quarts, and 1 

pound of butter to the 9^ quarts ; an Alderney cow 

gave 19 quarts, and yielded 1 pound of butter to the 

12 quarts; a Devon cow gave 17 quarts, and butter 

at the rate of 1 pound to the 9f quarts. 

FORTUNES SUNK IN FARMING. 

J. J. Thomas says he knows a farmer over sixty 

years old, who has worked hard for more than forty 

years. He began with a good one hundred and fifty 

acre farm given him, but subject to an incumbrance 

of about one-third its value. This was a good start. 

He is, after a lapse of forty years, still in debt. He 

is temperate ; had he not been, his farm would have 

gone long ago. He has worked hardhad he not, 

he must have failed. He has been economical, in 

its common meaning, or he never could have kept 

even with his creditors. 

What, then, has kept him back in the world? 

Mr. Thomas lias been figuring up, and finds that he 

has virtually sunk three good estates by want of 

management. 

First. In wintering his cattle and sheep. He 

kept, generally, about twenty cattle and one hun¬ 

dred sheep. The cattle trod about three tons of 

hay under foot each year, and consumed half a ton 

each extra by exposure to the winds, in all thirteen 

tons, worth $91. This exposure of cattle and calves 

reduced their size and market value one-tliird—an¬ 

nual increase, six head, and average value lost, $8 

each—$48. Ten per cent, of his sheep and lambs 

were lost by want of shelter, and the clip was di¬ 

minished 25 per cent, from the same cause—total 

loss on sheep, per annum, $50. The whole yearly 

loss on cattle and sheep was, therefore, $189. In 

forty years this annual loss, with compound interest, 

would amount to about $35,000. Thus one fortune 

has been sunk. 

Secondly. In a want of good rotation of crops. 

He raised wheat after wheat, oats after oats, and 

corn after corn, because the stubble was most easily 

plowed, till his land was exhausted and full of 

weeds. The crops, as a whole, scarcely paid his 

labor. A good rotation would have safely given 

him one-tliird more, which would have been a clear 

gain, on an average, of at least $5 an acre, on about 

fifty acres, yearly—total, $250 a year. This loss re¬ 

peated for forty years, and interest, would amount 

to more than $50,000! This was th^econd fortune 

sunk. 

Thirdly. In raising crops of weeds. Some of his 

pasture fields had a heavier growth of mulleins, 

rag-weed, johnswort and thistles, than of grass; 

consequently, at least half his land was wasted to 

grow them. On fifty acres of pasture, at least $2 

each were yearly wasted, to say nothing of the loss 

of grain by the Canada thistle patches, in retarding 

growth and preventing clean harvesting, and his 

greatly diminished crop of corn by fox-tail and pig¬ 

weed. The annual loss from weeds was, therefore, 

at least $100—the amount of which, with interest, 

in forty years, would be $20,000. The third fortune. 
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STIRRING THE SOIL—A BAROMETER. 

That stirring tlie soil during the growing season 

prevents droutli to a great extent, is certain. If we 

spade the ground deeply during a drouth, and the 

ground is hard and dry, we find it soon becomes 

moist. By lifting the ground and exposing it while 

cool to the warmer air of our hot summers, the va-1 

por which is always in the air is condensed or de¬ 

posited on the newly-exposed surface, and is, as often 

as repeated during the drouth of the most decided 

benefit. But after the rain has come let the ground 

rest until it becomes again dry enough to pulverize 

when moved. No person who has ever used a spade 

and his eyes at the same time, can .fail to see this. 

But a very large majority practice the very reverse 

of this. Their ground is so hard and so baked that 

nothing can be done until the rain comes so that the 

crop is ruined in waiting on Providence to send a 

shower. It is of no use, say these grumblers, to 

contend against nature. We have got a bad season 

says one, and it is of no use killing ourselves in try¬ 

ing to coax a crop to grow in a bad season, and we 

a’int a-going to try. I drove to the village on Mon¬ 

day, the 12tli, and found plenty of mourners for the 

drouth standing round and bewailing the dry weath¬ 

er. “Well,” says I, “if you have any thing to do 

before the rain comes, you had better be about it, for 

it is coming.” “ Aye, but when ?”—“ 0, in a day or 

two—this week certainly,” says I. “ How did you 

find that out ?” says one. “ Well, no matter now, I 

have no time to explain ; but come to my place some 

time and I will show you ; but the rain is certainly 

coming. So get out your cabbages, plant your tur¬ 

nip seed, and I will warrant they will grow.” 

Sure enough on the Wednesday the rain came and 

continued coming ; and now we have enough. It 

was a glorious and abundant rain, not a shower, but 

a succession of showers for three days. But said 

Mr. Grumbler, “ Tell us how you knew the rain was 

coming. “ W<4$, I will. My house contains five in¬ 

side doors, all of black walnut (Juglans nigri:) 

about one and sometimes two days previous to a 

rain, these doors will crack and snap, often loud 

enough to wake us from sleep ; and an outhouse has 

a door made of two pieces of walnut matched and 

battened together. The lip of the inside groove is 

split from the top to the bottom, and during a dry 

time the groove is tight and snug as when first made, 

but j ust previous to a rainstorm the lip of the groove 

swell out, so we can slip a finger underneath it. Du¬ 

ring five vears this has never failed. It is certain 

and infallible, and answers all purposes of a barom¬ 

eter, and is quite as certain and reliable.—Cor. Ger¬ 
mantown Telegraph. 

There are between 30,000 and 40,000 acres of 
abandoned land in Virginia. 

TILLAGE AND AMMONIA. 

This same gas has one remarkable property 

among others—it loves those, and falls on those, and 

blesses those who prepare for it and receive it kindly. 

It falls with the occasional shower, not to mention 

the nightly dew, but like that dew it hates a stale 

surface. On a road, a neglected fallow, or any hard 

impervious sun-baked surface, it absolutely refuses 

to perch or settle ; so if you wish to attract its sweet 

and sovereign influence, stir the surface—nay, keep 

it continually stirred ; and no matter how course the 

subsoil you have brought to the top, the quantity of 

ammonia you may absorb in a single summer is such 

that, you may laugh—or mourn, as you please—at 

neighbor Drychaff’s dung-cart, that creaking hearse 

that is carrying to the field the dead body whose 

departed spirit has descended weeks and months 

ago upon your acres, by the care you have taken to 

attract it. You may “ call spirits from the vasty 

deep” and from the dry land, and from every dung¬ 

hill, or other mass of decaying animal or vegetable 

matter for miles around you ; and “ they will come 

when you do call for them,” which is more to the 

purpose—if only you will do one thing—keep your 

soil in the condition to attract, receive and retain 

them.—Iloskyns. 

A NEW REAPING MACHINE. 

Reaping Machines have attained such a degree 

of perfection as to leave nothing to be desired so far 

as the cutting of the grain is concerned ; but the 

binding, which is the heaviest part of the labor of 

liarvesting wheat, has still to be done by hand. It 

is true that machines for binding have been invent¬ 

ed, which, as the pomologists say of new varieties 

of fruit, “ promise well;” but it will be sometime 

before they are generally introduced. In the mean 

time, it appears from the Prairie Farmer that a 

reaper has been invented in Illinois which saves 

more than half the labor of binding. The grain 

after it is cut falls on an endless apron revolving 

towards the side of the machine. The apron is pro¬ 

vided with teeth which carry the wheat over the 

driving-wheel and drop it into a trough. There is 

a platform on the side of the machine where two 

men stand and bind up the grain, dropping the bun¬ 

dles on the ground. It is said that one man, after 

he gets used to it, can bind as fast as the machine 

cuts. It is manufactured by Messrs. Easter & Gam¬ 

mon, of Chicago. 

Bells will prevent the depredations of dogs 

among sheep. The reason is plain. A dog that 

knows enough to kill sheep knows enough to be 

still and sly about it. The great noise caused by a 

number of bells makes him fear for his safety, and. 

he leaves without doing damage. 
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FATTENING ANIMALS IN A HURRY. 

We liave pointed out in former years tlie futility 

of attempts to lay heavy masses of flesh on poor 

cattle by stuffing them with rich food. Such at¬ 

tempts not only prove to be failures, but are always 

wasteful. The material consumed is nearly lost, 

the animals remain comparatively poor, and the 

owners are convinced that fattening animals for 

market “ don’t pay.” 

It is perhaps well for the cause of good manage¬ 

ment that all neglected treatment of animals should 

result in loss to the owner. If he has starved his 

cattle, sheep and pigs for a year or more, he can not 

atone for it by sudden attempts to push them to 

fatness. On the contrary, the only true way is to 

see that growth continues without cessation, sum¬ 

mer and winter, from the earliest period of their 

existence till they are finally sold in market. A 

single check given to this continued progress may 

arrest or retard it for months. Our own observa¬ 

tions lead us to the opinion that the whole profits 

resulting from raising and fattening, when this con¬ 

tinued progress is kept up by careful, regular but 

not extravagant feeding, are at least triple the 

amount realized from early neglect and heavy feed¬ 

ing afterwards—and often the difference is many 

times greater than here stated. 

There is nothing that should be more strongly im¬ 

pressed on the mind of the young farmer who makes 

the feeding of animals a prominent part of his busi¬ 

ness, than the importance of keeping up an unre¬ 

mitting growth throughout the whole course of 

their existence. The most successful pork-raiser 

with whom we are acquainted, adheres strictly to 

this course; not only feeding his store pigs well and 

regularly through fall and winter, but commencing 

the fattening not merely in autumn, as is too com¬ 

monly the case, but early in the spring. 

It is objected that this management is too expen¬ 

sive. This objection is urged by those who find two 

or three months only to consume more than they 

can afford. They feed heavily for a short time, but 

do not receive a corresponding return of increased 

flesh. “ If two months feeding,” they inquire^ 

“ costs us so much money, how can we ever afford to 

continue it for two or three years ?” It is very true 

they can not, because the whole system which they 

adopt is a profitless one. Fortunately it does not 

require heavy feeding to keep up the continued 

growing condition of animals. Here is a great error 

into which many have fallen, which we have en 

deavored to correct. John Johnston made the re¬ 

mark some years ago that the copious feeding of 

grain or meal to cattle is no better than a moderate 

amount. We gave the statement some years ago 

•of experiments performed by G. H. Chase, of Cayuga 

county, who carefully weighed every week all his 

fattening animals. A daily supply of four quarts of 

barley meal to a fine steer, gave a weekly increase 

in weight averaging eighteen pounds. A neighbor 

advised him to push him, and eight quarts were ac¬ 

cordingly fed daily. The weekly increase of flesh 

was less than when he received four quarts. The 

amount being increased to twelve quarts per day, 

he gained nothing at all. Several similar instances 

have come to our knowledge, and among others a 

fine animal was recently fed by a neighbor a peck 

or more of rich meal per day. After thus urging on 

the fattening process as he supposed, for several 

weeks, he was finally sold and proved to be only a 

few pounds heavier than when purchased. The 

many bushels of feed which he had consumed, and 

the labor of attendance given him, literally went 

for nothing. 

Successful feeders, who prove all their experiments 

by weighing, have long since ascertained that ani¬ 

mals in fine condition will lay on more rlesh for the 

amount of food eaten than those of inferior charac¬ 

ter. Hence shrewd men will not purchase lean and 

raw-boned animals for fattening. This fact serves 

to establish the truth that all animals at all stages 

of growth should be kept fleshy. It need be scarcely 

necessary to remind any intelligent manager that 

the difference between attending to all the comforts 

of an animal by cleanliness, good wholesome food 

given regularly and in moderate quantity, and neg¬ 

lecting all these particulars, is simply the difference 

between those in fine healthy condition and such as 

are feeble and raw-boned. It may be laid down as 

true, with scarcely an exception, that the farmer 

who carries on the business of fattening at a loss, is 

one who neglects at one time and over-feeds at 

another.—Country Gentleman. 

Mexican Farming.—The capabilities of the soil 

of Mexico have never been tested by the application 

of the modes of cultivation prevailing in England 

and the United States. No one can judge of what 

it is capable by the present system of Mexican 

farming. Yet we see results here with little help 

from man, which would astonish the farmers of 

New England. To this day plowing is done here by 

a pointed stick attached by a pole to the horns of 

the oxen. The plow, than which Adam could not 

have used a more rude and inefficient implement, 

penetrates the soil three or four inches, forming a 

drill into which the corn is dropped. Barley, the 

staple grain crop, is scattered over the surface 

among the weeds, and then plowed in. Manure is 

chiefly used to mend the roads. And yet the “ ha- 

ciendado” gets a rich return for this sort of cultRa- 

tion. 
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THE CULTIVATION OF WHEAT. 

When we look at the low average of the wheat 

crop in the old settled States, and the fast decreas¬ 

ing average in the new, (except in new land,) we 

must conclude that there is some mismanagement 

with regard to the crop—and if so, what is it ? In 

the first place, I am convinced that our usual rota¬ 

tion by making wheat follow the oat crop, is wrong 

and exhausting. 

In Europe, two white straw crops are rarely if 

ever taken in succession. Their average, with at¬ 

tention to the production and collection of manures 

and their proper application, is constantly increas¬ 

ing, and why should not ours do the same with 

equally good management ? It may be denied by 

some that the wheat growing properties of our land 

are impaired. Of such I would merely ask, why 

they do not grow the finer kinds of white wheat as 

formerly ? The answer I think would invariably be, 

because we can not. And does not this most conclu¬ 

sively prove that our lands have deteriorated ? 

I alluded to the proper application of manure. I 

do not think that wheat is the crop to which barn- 

yard or stable manure should be applied directly. 

It has a tendency to produce an over-luxuriant 

growth of straw, to the injury of the grain ; yet we 

all know that we can get neither straw nor grain, 

when wheat is taken after oats, unless we do ma 

nure, and that pretty heavily. This goes far to prove 

that the one should never be made to follow the oth¬ 

er. I can not conceive why this objectionable fea¬ 

ture in our rotation should have worked itself into 

such very general favor, except its conveniences and 

apparent profitable occupation of the land between 

the corn and wheat crops. Instead of making oats 

a preparation for wheat, I would suggest sowing clo¬ 

ver seed with it, or dispensing with the oat crop en¬ 

tirely and taking barley in its place, also to be sown 

with clover seed, (with this latter crop clover suc¬ 

ceeds remarkably well) and then plowing the clover 

sward for wheat the following year. If the land is 

in high condition, the first crop of clover might be 

made into hay or pastured, and the second growth 

plowed under for the wheat crop ; but if the land is 

not very fertile, and it is desired to increase its pro¬ 

ductiveness, I would advise turning under the growth 

of the whole season. This would leave the manure 

to be applied to the corn crop, where I believe it 

would be more beneficial than to the wheat, as ap¬ 

plied under the usual system ; or it might be used 

for top-dressing the grass lands. Clover is an ex¬ 

cellent crop to precede wheat. The heaviest crops 

of wheat I ever succeeded in raising, were sown on 

clover sward. In plowing under clover I prefer wait¬ 

ing until it has perfectly matured. Many prefer 

plowing when it is in full bloom, but this does not 

coincide with my experience. It is true that there 

is apparently a greater amount of vegetable matter 

upon the ground at the time of flowering, but it 

is too sappy, and disappears very soon after being 

turned under, in consequence of a too rapid fermen¬ 

tation taking place. 

The objection may be raised to plowing down a 

crop of clover, that it is an expensive mode of ma¬ 

nuring, but this I think is incorrect; for the expense 

should not be counted at a higher figure than the 

j interest on the cost of the land with the value of 

the clover seed added ; and it is impossible to ma¬ 

nure as cheaply and at the same time as effectu¬ 

ally in any other manner. 

Tliaer, in his work on the “ Principles of Agri¬ 

culture,” after enumerating a number of crops suit¬ 

able to be grown before wheat, concludes by saying, 

“ Lastly, the best way of obtaining good crops of 

wheat, is to sow the grain on broken up clover land 

and he farther recommends that the clover should 

be plowed a month previous to sowing the wheat. 

This recommendation coincides with the practice of 

many of the best farmers in England, who prefer 

sowing wheat on a stale furrow, under the impres¬ 

sion that land which has become somewhat com¬ 

pact in consequence of having had time to settle, is 

more congenial to the growth of wheat, than that 

which has been recently plowed. It is also thought 

important not to have the ground too finely pulver¬ 

ized, as the grain is supposed to stand the winter 

better when the land is somewhat cloddy on the 

surface. This is also the opinion of many of the 

most successful wheat-growers in the interior of this 

State, and it also coincides with my own experience. 

The reason for preferring a cloddy surface is, that it 

does not so readily form a crust after showers, and 

the clods as they crumble to pieces during the win¬ 

ter and spring, supply fresh, mellow earth to the 

roots of the plants. 

Another important point is the mode of sowing, 

whether it is better to drill or sow broadcast. Drill¬ 

ing has certainly become very popular, and not with¬ 

out some good reasons, among which the following 

seem to be the most important. The wheat may all 

be drilled in a short time, at the proper season, the 

land having been previously prepared—and in case 

of rain interrupting the work, it is finished without 

any after harrowing, which must often be done if 

sown broadcast, when the land is too wet, or per¬ 

haps must be delayed until the grain has sprouted. 

The seed is also deposited at a regular depth by the 

drill, and is thought to stand the winter better than 

when sown broadcast and covered with the harrow. 

But the greatest advantage to be gained by drilling 

seems to be entirely overlooked by the farmers of 

this country. In England and Scotland drilling is 

only resorted to on account of the increased facility 
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it affords for hoeing tlie crop, and not with any idea 

that it increases the yield unless it is hoed. A se¬ 

ries of experiments made in Scotland, in the vicini¬ 

ty of Edinburg, to test the relative advantages of 

drill and broadcast sowing, pretty conclusively es¬ 

tablished the fact that whenever the drilled wheat 

was hoed, the yield was greater than the broadcast, 

(not hoed.) But when the drilled was not cultivated, 

the superiority was on the side of the broadcast, 

thus showing conclusively that the increased yield 

of the drilled wheat was attributable to the hoeing 

and not to its being drilled. 

All things being equal, I incline to tlie opinion 

that broadcast generally succeeds better than drilled 

wheat. In drilling, the grain is too closely deposited 

in narrow rows to allow the roots sufficient space to 

grow without interfering with each other ; much of 

the grass seed is also washed into the drills by rains, 

so that we often have both grass and grain growing 

in narrow rows, much to the detriment of each 

other. 

From the above remarks I do not wish to be un¬ 

derstood as condemning the use of the drill, although 

I must acknowledge that I have lost much of the 

high appreciation I once had for it. My object has 

been to draw attention more particularly to the sub¬ 

ject. It is one of much importance, and can be 

solved only by a close observation and actual experi¬ 

ment.—Charles E. Heister, in, Germantown Tele¬ 

graph. 
-.. wa - ♦ ^ i -- 

CORN HARVEST, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : One of the most im¬ 

portant crops to the farmers of New York State is 

Indian corn. In some localities this might not seem 

to be true, while in some others it is the main crop 

and dependence of the farmer in supplying bread 

for himself and family and in fattening their meats 

also. And yet there is no crop of which so large an 

amount goes to wraste for want of right manage¬ 

ment in harvesting ; and this may or may not be 

for lack of proper knowledge in the premises, as we 

find that men do not always do as well as they know. 

But it is on this point I propose to give you a little 

of my own experience in a few plain, straight-for¬ 

ward directions in this matter, and in doing so am 

obliged to assume that all my readers are unac¬ 

quainted with my style of corn cutting, though to 

some I may only repeat their own way of doing the 

work. There are nearly as many ways of gathering 

the corn crop as there are farmers, and as a rule each 

thinks he has the best way. So I will give you my 

way of doing the work of cutting and setting up 

the shocks, and then speak of some of its advantages 

over any or all other ways of harvesting. We will 

assume that the corn was planted in rows each way, 

though it would make but a trifle difference if it 

only rowed one way to put the corn into shocks. 

To put four rows of the standing corn into shocks : 

Begin with the end hill of the third row from the 

left hand, and as you cut that off pass to the end 

hill in the fourth row, then to the next hill on that 

and then to the other row and cut that off, and then 

bring the four hills you have up to the next hill 

ahead, and between the second and third rows and 

take the tops of the hill opposite to this in the sec¬ 

ond row and pass the tops of these two hills around 

eacli other and then around your four hills of corn 

and bind it, and you have the middle for a shock. 

Now turn to the next hill in your outside row and 

cut three hills ahead and set this up on the oppo¬ 

site, that is the forward, side of the two hills we had 

bound up for a center, and then turn to your left and 

cut out your square and set it around this middle, 

and you will have just twenty hills in your shock. 

Then bind the tops with at least two bands snug, 

and you have a shock of corn that will stand all the 

hard winds of this country, will cure both corn and 

fodder, and keep it in perfect good order, and with¬ 

out waste, and will stand there upright till New 

Year’s if you like. Now I do not intend to give you 

the precise number of hills you shall put into a 

shock, for that must vary with the heft of the crop 

on the ground. But the theory of doing it in this 

regular, systematic order and thus making your 

shocks all in straight rows, and of just the same or 

nearly the same siz«, the rows being the same each 

way across the field. 

The advantages of this you always realize if you 

wish to drive your team through your field while 

the corn is standing there, or when you come to take 

it out of the lot, more especially if you draw it off 

the ground before husking, as is often done here. 

And if you raise pumpkins, as you always should do 

among your corn, you will often wish to draw them 

off before you do the corn. Now the first great and 

all-important gain in this way of doing the work is 

time. It can be done in less time than any other 

way, with no waste to the crop, and if it be ever 

so green when set up in this way it will cure with¬ 

out mould or injury to either corn or fodder, as the 

shock is necessarily loose and open at the bottom to 

have it stand up well. Then if you wish to draw 

the shocks off the field or to barn or sheds to husk, 

your hills which hold up the shocks are on the out¬ 

side and easily got at to cut them off, and without 

tearing the shocks to pieces, as when set around 

any hill, and the shocks themselves being made 

small have cured through, and are light and easy 

to load and unload. I have been one of two men to 

cut and shock an acre of heavy corn that would turn 

120 baskets per acre in this way in six hours, and 

every shock was bound with at least two, and many 
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of them with three bands. And it stood the fierce 

southwest winds till December without getting down. 

That is the greatest source of trouble and loss, the 

shocks fall over and get on the ground, and then the 

corn and fodder both rot and spoil, while this style 

of fastening it firmly to two hills of corn completely 

forestalls all that source of loss and perplexity and 

vexation. Now I do not propose to set myself upas 

a teacher, but have given you this, as in my estima¬ 

tion, a better mode of saving the corn than I have 

ever seen practiced in this county. If you will give 

it a trial you shall then judge of it for yourself. 

And if I shall have helped some one of my fellows 

in his labors I am satisfied. Jcnius. 

Rochester, N. Y. 
- m • - 

WHEAT OX SU3DIER-FALL0W. 

Eds. Genesee Farmer: I wish to ask a ques¬ 

tion, which I hope you will answer in your next. 

In the August number you said that the wheat on 

your summer-fallow was not as good as on the bar 

ley stubble. I am in the same fix. I summer-fal¬ 

lowed twenty acres in 1SG4 ; began plowing it the 

8tlx of June, and finished as soon as two good teams 

could do it; sod three years old ; commenced plow¬ 

ing the second time on the lltli of August with two 

teams, and began plowing for seed the third time 

September 2d, and to seed the next day—all finished 

on the 10th. About one-tliird of the field, on the 

highest portions, was well manured with manure 

that had been piled up over a year and well-rotted. 

The manure was put on before plowing the last 

time, and the field well underdrained with tile. 

The kind of wheat sown was the Witter or Hope- 

well, which I have sown for six years past. The 

barley stubble was sown on the 2Gth and 28tli of 

August without any manure. The barley stubble 

yielded at least one-fifth more per acre. The straw 

was bright and the kernel plump and heavy. On 

the summer-fallow the straw was heavy and badly 

rusted in places, and the wheat considerably shrunk¬ 

en, but no midge in either. And now the question. 

Did yours do similarly, or did the straw not grow' 

as welbon the summer-fallow, and at what time was 

yours sowm ? 

You ask, is it not curious that red-root should 

spring up ?” &c. Now, sir, it is not curious, for the 

red-root grows and seeds every year, as you can 

easily see if you examine closely about the first of 

June, and thus keeps the land foul. 
JAMES. H. SIMMONS. 

C anandaigua, N. Y., August, 1865. 

The wheat on our summer-fallow wras not a3 

heavy in the straw as on the barley ground. It was 

not injured, as yours seems to have been, by being 

too rank—just the reverse. A little of your manure 

would have helped it. 

BEET SUGAR IX THE WEST, 

We are surprised that the present high prices of 

sugar have not already induced our capitalists to in¬ 

troduce into the United States the manufacture of 

sugar from the beet; especially as the success of this 

manufacture is established beyond all peradventure 

in France, as well as Germany and Russia. It is no 

new thing, no pretended discovery, but a branch of 

manufacture which has attained such vast extension 

as not only to produce enough sugar for home con¬ 

sumption in those countries, but large quantities for 

export, especially in Germany. 

The price of sugar in the United States will prob¬ 

ably remain high. The tariff is not likely to be re¬ 

duced, for the reason that the duty on foreign sugar 

produces a very large portion of the entire custom¬ 

house revenue. The cultivation of the sorghum 

may, in the course of time, become a matter of some 

importance for home manufacture, and may be made 

to supply the producer’s family with sugar. But it 

is a question w'hetlier there will ever be a surplus 

from this source, which will tend to check the im¬ 

portation of sugar from foreign countries. The ave¬ 

rage quantity of sirup or sugar obtained from a well 

cultivated acre of sorghum is but small, when com¬ 

pared with the average product of beets, and we are 

yet to learn to what extent the manufacture of sugar 

from sorghum can be made profitable. Despite the 

high prices of sugars during the last four years—long 

since the introduction of sorghum—which have of¬ 

fered inducements for experimenting the manufac¬ 

ture from it on a large scale, there is still no proof 

of its being feasible ; on the other hand the manu¬ 

facture of sugar from the sugar beet has long since 

been a well established branch of industry in Ger¬ 

many, France and Russia, by which not only the 

projectors and stockholders have amassed princely 

fortunes, giving at the same time employment to 

thousands, but it has also contributed to keep the 

balance of trade in favor of those countries. It may 

yet render the same service to the United States. 

To form an idea of the extent to which the manu¬ 

facture of beet sugar has been carried in Germany, 

we will state that official statistics show 892 factories 

in the Zollverein and Austria to have manufactured 

in one season from 3,435,000 tons'of beets, a quanti¬ 

ty of sugar amounting to 583,000,000 of pound's. In 

Prussia proper, 221 factories consumed 1,700,000 tons 

of beets, from which 352,000,000 pounds of sugar 

were made. Most of the manufactories of Prussia, 

at least three-fourths of them, are located in a circuit 

of country of about the size of Cook and Will coun¬ 

ties in this State, in which comparatively small terri¬ 

tory there is now produced, annually, the immense 

quantity of 250,000,000 pounds of sugar, represent¬ 

ing a value of upwards of $30,000,000. 
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The soil in a large portion of Illinois is particular¬ 

ly well adapted to growing tlie sugar beet; in fact, 

is equal to the best in the sugar districts of Germa¬ 

ny. Beets have been raised here—by way of experi¬ 

ment—as fine and as rich in saccharine matter as in 

the most flourishing fields in Europe. At the same 

time we are entirely dependent for our supply of su¬ 

gar on the importations from Cuba, and on our own 

production in Louisiana. The latter source will 

probably yield in the future a very small proportion 

of our consumption, as there is no kind of work so 

severe on the negro as that on a sugar plantation. 

But shall we remain dependent on foreign countries 

for the production of an article of such prime neces¬ 

sity when there is no visible impediment to our pro- 

. ducing all that we can consume within our own bor¬ 

ders ? 

The advantages of the beet over all other vegeta¬ 

ble growths, not excepting cane raised in tropical cli¬ 

mates, for the manufacture of sugar, are the follow¬ 

ing : 

1. The average product of sugar from a well culti¬ 

vated acre, planted with beets, is larger than from 

any kind of cane in any part of the world. In Ger¬ 

many, crops of 40,000 pounds of beets, or 3,600 pounds 

of good sugar are often raised. 

2. The cost and expenses of planting, working and 

harvesting an acre of beets are little more than the 

cost of work to be performed on any kind of sugar 

cane. 

3. The sugar beets can and ought to be raised in 

a northern climate, and there is no surer crop. En¬ 

tire failures of it are entirely unknown, as under the 

most adverse circumstances the product of an acre 

of beets will not fall short of two-thirds of an ave¬ 

rage crop. In times of a heavy drouth the quanti¬ 

ty of beets will, as a matter of course, be less than 

in a favorable season; but they will then be richer 

in saccharine matter. 

4. The beets can be preserved in a simple and easy 

manner by burying them in the ground until they 

are wanted. In this way the manufacturing season 

is extended to six or eight months, while it is con¬ 

fined in Louisiana to merely two or three months. 

The same amount of machinery will, therefore, in 

Illinois, turn out three times as much sugar as can 

be made from cane in Louisiana. Thus the amount 

of capital invested will be small in proportion to the 

quantity of sugar produced, as compared with what 

is required for manufacturing cane sugar. 

5. The soil, after having raised two consecutive 

crops of wheat, will still produce double the amount 

of wheat it would have done before it was planted 

w with those crops. The peculiar process of cultiva¬ 

tion required to raise a crop of beets, causes the soil 

afterwards to produce more wheat, and owing to this 

fact the value of the land is greatly enhanced by 

producing beets, The sugar from the beet is supe¬ 

rior for refining purposes, as is proved by the excel¬ 

lent quality of German loaf sugar made from, beets 

alone, which has never yet been equaled. 

There are many other reasons why sugar beets 

should be preferred over all other products of the 

soil from which sugar is made. But above all, it 

must be remembered that the manufacture of beet 

sugar has advanced in Europe to such a state of 

perfection, and is a fact so well established, that 

nothing more is wanted here than men and enter¬ 

prise, with a sufficient amount of capital to take 

hold of the business. It will surely become, in the 

course of a few years, one of the most extensive and 

profitable branches of industry in this country. If 

properly located, and rightly managed, there is no 

possibility of failure. 

Some may contend that sugar can not be produced 

so cheap here as in Europe, owing to the difference 

in wages. This, however, will be counterbalanced 

by the lower price of land in Illinois, compared with 

its value in the sugar districts of Germany or France, 

where an acre of such land can not be bought for less 

than $1,000. Besides, our great improvement in agri¬ 

cultural implements will enable us to produce in the 

United States, paying the highest prices of labor, a 

good quality of sugar at the rate of three cents and 

a half per pound, and pay a fair interest on the capi¬ 

tal invested.—Chicago Republican. 

We are glad that this subject of raising beet 

sugar is attracting attention in the West. There 

can not be a reasonable doubt that with anything 

approaching present prices sugar can be manufac¬ 

tured from beet roots with large profits. 

We should like to see the matter fairly tested in 

this section. Our climate is very favorable for the 

growth of the beet, and we need some such crop for 

enriching the land. Everything points to succees. 

How to Obtain Eggs.—There is much in breed, 

in egg-laying qualities. But the most is in good 

treatment—making the hen at home. A crowded 

place will not do. Too many hens together is bad. 

Why? Because it interferes with tranquility. The 

points of success are : Warm quarters; roomy; clean; 

unmolested; plenty of food ; a variety of feed, va¬ 

ried daily with animal food of some kind, it matters 

little what; water changed often ; crushed bones, 

either burnt or otherwise; pulverized earth or spent 

ashes to wallow in ; light; and as much cheerfulness 

as possible. Then select good breeds. The Spanish 

are among the best of layers, and are almost any 

where to be found. But remember the good treat 

ment ; or dispense with hens for profit.—Coleman's 

Rural World. 
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WOOL SHRINKAGE—MICHIGAN TEST. 

We present to our readers herewith the result of 

the test concerning the shrinkage of wool, afforded 

by the Farmers’, Mechanics’ and Stock Breeders’ As¬ 

sociation, of Jonesville, in the cleansing of ten 

Merino fleeces sheared at the sheep shearing of the 

association in May last. In this test it may be safely 

said that the best fine-wools of the State were rep¬ 

resented, as Hillsdale and the adjoining counties are 

ranked among the very best sheep districts in the 

West, and the slieep-sliearing in question brought 

out what were supposed to be the very best speci¬ 

mens of the very best flocks in the section. The 

entries were made in competition for premiums 

offered for the “ best cleansed fleeces,” and from the 

facts in the case it is evident that the exhibitors 

acted in good faith, and that no fleeces were entered 

which in the opinion of the owner did not stand a 

fair chance of obtaining a premium, the owners not 

being aware, up to the time of this test, of the enor¬ 

mous shrinkage of fine wool in the operation of 

cleansing. Hence, the result of this test may be re¬ 

garded as a fair exhibit of the average shrinkage of| 

first-class Michigan fine wool. The association is 

entitled to the thanks of all interested in wool grow¬ 

ing for thus settling an interesting and highly im¬ 

portant question by this practical test. 

In presenting the table, as furnished us by the 

Secretary, Hon, W. J. Baxter, we will only premise 

that the fleeces were cleansed under the superin¬ 

tendence of Mr. L. D« Green, of the Jonesville 

Woolen Factory, who was chairman of the commit¬ 

tee,, the cleansing being carefully done in the usual 

manner of preparing wool for cloths, and that we 

believe the figures may be relied upon as correct: 

No. of 
Fleece of 
ewe or "Wt of fleece Wt. of fleece Loss in 

Loss per 
cent, in 

entry. buck. uncleansed. cleansed. cleansing, . clean s’g 

A ewe. 

lbs. oz. 
10 8 

lbs. oz. 
3 12# 

Us. oz. 
6 14# 63.3 

B ewe. 12 0 4 10# 7 5# 61.1 
O’ etvo 11 8 4 12# 6 11# 5S.4 
D buck 14 8 5 10# 8 13# 69.9 
E buck. 14 8 5 15# 8 8# 5S.8 
F buck- 15 0 6 i# 8 14# 59.3 
G buck. 11 0 4 3# 6 12# 61.6 
It buck. 9 8 3 14# 5 9# 58.8 
I buck. 16 0 4 5# 11 10# 72.8 
J buck. 9 8 3 12# 5 11# 60.1 

It is interesting to compare this table with that 

prepared by the committee of the New York Fair. 

Our Western wool-growers will learn with pleasure 

that the average per cent, of shrinkage is less, while 

the average weight of the scoured fleeces is greater, 

in the case of the Michigan fleeces, compared with 

the Merino fleeces cleansed in New York. It is but 

fair to state that none of the Western fleeces had so 

small a per cent, of shrinkage as the New York 

prize ewe, and that one of the fleeces cleansed at 

Jonesville showed a greater shrinkage than any one 

of the New York fleeces. For convenience we place 

these facts in a tabular form, viz; 

Michigan. New York. 

Least per cent of shrinkage. 5S .4 52 
Greatest per cent of shrinkage.72 .8 71 .4 
Average...   61 .5 62 .7 
Average weight uncleansed fleeces 12.40 lbs. 12.(53 lbs 
Average weight cleansed fleeces. 4.70 lbs. 4.61 lbs 

The Michigan fleeces have one and two-tenths per 

cent, in the shrinkage and nine-liundreths of a 

pound in the weight of the fleeces in their favor. 

Our Western wool-growers may well be proud of 

this result. 

— The public will understand that the names of 

owners of the fleeces in the Jonesville test are with¬ 

held out of deference to their feelings. The fleeces 

were “ brag ” fleeces from “ brag ” sheep, and the 

shrinkage was so much greater than was expected 

that the owners felt a disappointment which it 

would be ungenerous to aggravate by a public ex¬ 

posure.— Western Rural, August 19. 

A COMPLIMENT TO OUR WHEAT GROWERS. 

Mr. N. J. Coleman, of St. Louis, editor of the Ru¬ 

ral World, was through this section a few months 

ago, and in an article on the Cultivation of Wheat 

alludes to what he saw as follows: 

“ Clean culture reminds us of what we saw the 

past season in traveling through the Genesee Valley. 

The culture of wheat there is carried on to perfec¬ 

tion. Weeds are not seen—or have not been so far 

as our observation extended. It is a clean soil, clean 

culture, clean in appearance throughout. Nothing 

surpassed the beauty of these wheat fields. And so 

should it be here. It benefits there, and it will here. 

“ Drilling has been practiced in Genesee for many 

years—and is an established thing, superior in every 

respect to the old mode. In Ohio, and in most of 

the wheat-growing States, the advantage off drilling 

is understood—and the little rows, thick and clean, 

show the superiority over the old mode.” 

Grand Farming.—The New York Post notes a 

corn field of one hundred and sixty acres, on the 

grand prairie, in the plowing, planting and cultiva¬ 

tion of which no man walked a step. A rotary 

spader, drawn by four horses, and driven by a man 

upon the box, plowed the field to a uniform depth 

of eight inches, and gave such thorough tilth that 

it was not necessary to use a harrow at all. A corn- 

planter, drawn by two horses, and driven by a man 

upon the box, next planted the seed. A cultivator 

drawn by two mules, one w'alking on each side 

of the knee-high corn, and driven by a man upon 

the box, completed the culture of a row at a single 

operation ; and in the tool-house lay another ma¬ 

chine, also to be drawn by horses, which will cut 

down the corn when it is ripe and lay it in regular 

rows, to be finally gathered by hand. But it is ex¬ 

pected that by next year this machine will be so 

improved as to gather up the corn also. 
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH—BY S. W. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CORN. 

This is decidedly the largest and best variety of 

early corn for the table I have yet seen. The little 

Tackett corn is not half as large, it is not so sweet, 

and nearly a week earlier. The earliest sweet corn 

is no sweeter, not as early by a week, and the ears 

are much smaller. I picked the Rocky Mountain 

for boiling on the 20th of July, and it is now 

14tli August, and all dead ripe, and the seed ears 

put in truss for early planting next spring. Ears 7 

to 8 inches long, 8 round, kernels large, white and 

slightly dented. 
GRAPES. 

By all accounts the grape crop, barring a little 

mildew on the crowded trellis, is to be very good in 

this State this season. I. Denil, one of our grape 

growers, has contracted all his Isabellas at 10 cents 

a lb. His sale will probably foot up fourteen or fif¬ 

teen hundred dollars. IT. Williams, who has 760 

feet of grapes under glass at Buffalo, writes that he 

never before had so great a show of Black Ham- 

burglis, and other exotic grapes in any one season 

before. 
TOMATOES. 

It is a great mistake that tomatoes will ripen as 

early, being on the ground, or on a little brush, as 

they will when trained to a trellis, and the fruit is 

exposed to the sun. Too early trimming may vio¬ 

late nature’s law, but lopping off late blossoms and 

thinning out the leaves hastens the ripening of the 

larger fruit. 
CUCUMBERS. 

To get small cucumbers for pickling, cut off the 

ends of the main runners, and they will put out 

laterals, which will bear more, and smaller cucum¬ 

bers. 
THE SEASON AND THE CROPS. 

There never was a better season or better crops 

than we have had in Western New York this year. 

The most chronic croaker, as well as the sloven who 

affectionates Canada thistles, pigeon weed, and that 

eastern plague, the white daisy, find no cause 

of complaint against the weather this season. 

The heat has been great and continuous, but a 

gentle shower has come at the very time it was 

most needed, and without any excess. Heavier 

showers would have increased pasturage, but 

the now monstrous Indian.corn crop might have 

been shortened, and potatoes might have been 

affected with the rot. ’Tis true that our apple 

crop is light and very poor, and peaches are 

naught, but pears promise pretty well, and grapes 

v are luxuriant, and such a wheat crop some of our 

farmers boys never saw. 

Waterloo, N. Y. 

GROWING TIMBER, 

“ I want to tell my story, which I know to be true 

and perfectly correct, as all the parties are to me well 

known and of unimpeachable veracity. The scene 

is in Berkshire county, Mass. A boy reaped wheat 

in a field—that boy grew to be a man, and lived 

to the ripe old age of 82 years. Before he died, he 

sat in his chair and saw a neighbor of his from day 

to day drawing saw logs to the mill. This man drew, 

had sawed, and sold 152,000 feet of lumber, and all 

from 84 acres of ground upon which the old man 

when a boy had reaped wheat. The timber was 

mostly pine, some oak. I believe pine will grow as 

fast here as that.”—Hawk-Eye, in Country Gentle¬ 
man. 

Training Cattle to Jump.—A Western farmer 

says he makes it a rule that whenever cattle are 

made to pass a fence, whether through bars or “ slip- 

gap,” to leave one rail for them to pass under. This 

gives them a downward tendency, and lessens their 

inclination to jump or look upwards, as they are 

sure to do when a lazy attendant throws down a 

part of the rails, and makes them vault the rest. 

Cattle may be learned to go over any fence, by the 

careful training they often get for this end, and per¬ 

formed as follows: First starve them, or give them 

poor feed, which will make them light and restless. 

As soon as they go over the lowest part of the fence 

after better provender, make them jump back again, 

and put on one more rail, saying, “ I guess that will 

keep ’em out.” Next day, (as of course they will 

be in mischief again,) repeat the process, adding 

another rail; in a short time they will take care of 

themselves, and harvest the crops without charge.— 

T'acker''s Burnt Affairs. 

Grain that has been injured and become musty, 

may be restored to nearly its original sweetness by 

pouring boiling water over it, and permitting* it to 

stand till cool. The scum which arises to the sur 

face of the liquid during the process of purification- 

should be carefully removed. Unless the gluten of 

the grain has become chemically affected—which is 

rarely found to be the case, except in very old grain 

—every trace of mustiness will be removed, and the 

grain rendered fit for use.—N. E. Farmer. 

Low Price of Corn at the West.—It is said 

that—“ Corn is selling at twenty cents a bushel at 

Bloomington, Ill.” 

We have several times, during the war, called 

attention to the fact that Western farmers derive 

more benefit from the high premium on gold than 

the Eastern farmers, and that as the premium fell 

prices would fall in the West mucn more than in 

the East. 
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I find, in circulating considerably among tlie 

farmers of Western New York, that the Horticultu¬ 

ral Department is still too much neglected. The gar¬ 

den is too small, is tuo poorly cultivated, or has too 

few varieties, so that the tables of many farmers are 

entirely ignorant of many of the choicest delicacies 

that the soil and climate are capable of producing. 

This should not be—but now that peace has re¬ 

turned to bless our much loved country, and the at¬ 

tention of our people is being turned to the improve¬ 

ment of the land we have saved—will not farmers 

resolve that the present shall mark the beginning 

of a new era in agriculture ? That they will not 

only till their land more thoroughly, seek better va¬ 

rieties of grass, grain, vegetables and fruit—also im- 

jroved breeds of domestic animals: but that they 

vill decidedly improve in that department which, 

nore than all others, tends to make home attractive ? 

lnd while urging the claims of the fruit and veg¬ 

etable garden, I would also bespeak a conspicuous 

correr in door-yard or garden for the flower garden. 

I P’esume that the female portion of most fami¬ 

lies, vith a little aid and encouragement from the 

strongr sex, would cheerfully assume charge of the 

floral cepartment. 

The ditor of the Farmer has conferred a benefit 

on the Inning community in which he lives which 

they wih sometime acknowledge, by cultivating, in 

full view if the highway, a beautiful flower garden. 

If the farmers do not appreciate his improved meth¬ 

ods of farning, I predict that their wives and daugh¬ 

ters will adaire his flower garden, and seek to emu¬ 

late it. 

Septembers a good time to^commence a garden, 

to trench anc underdrain it, if the soil is wet and 

compact—to dess it with manure—and to sow such 

vegetables as ’fill endure the winter with such pro¬ 

tection as is prajticable. 

Beans—Shoul be pulled as soon as ripe before 

they are weathe beaten, exposed to the sun until 

dry, and then thrshed or shelled. Limas that have 

failed to ripen msr be cooked, or dried for winter. 

Cabbage and Cfyliflower.—Fully matured heads 

\ 

should be gathered and used, as they wnll be liable 

to burst open if left in the garden. 

Celery.—Continue to earth up about once a fort¬ 
night. 

Cucumbers.—If the vines have not been destroyed 

by bad management, they will produce pickles until 
frost. 

Onions.—Potato Onions if set early this month 

will mature sometime earlier than if set in March. 

They should be about 15 inches by 6, and the bulbs 

just covered with earth. Black-seed sown last 

month should be nicely up, and receive a thorough 
cleaning. 

Potatoes.—A singular blight has visited potatoes 

this season, entirely destroying the vines of large 

fields, just as the tubers had fairly commenced to 

grow. It is believed by many to have been caused 

by the hot, sultry, showery weatlie'r just after the 

middle of June. 

Spinach—May be sown in the early part of the 

month. That sown last month will require hoeing. 

Squashes.—Cut off, dry in the sun, and then pack 

away in a cool, dry place. 

Turnips.—If sown broadcast will be too thick in 

patches, and should be cut out with the hoe or pulled 

by hand. 
SMALL FRUITS. 

Strawberries.—It is hardly advisable to plant straw¬ 

berries north of the latitude of New York city later 

than August, as the}7 will not get deeply rooted, and 

may be hoven out by the frosts of winter. Those 

planted last month should be kept clean so that they 

may get as good a growth as possible. 

Grapes.—Hartford Prolifics will ripen about the 

middle, but if left on the vines about two weeks after 

they turn black will be greatly improved in quality. 

So of other varieties ; the longer they can hang on 

their vines w'ithout being injured by frost, or dropping 

from their stems the better they will be. When 

gathered, those to be preserved, should be handled 

carefully, all defective ones removed, and packed in 

a tight box with paper between each layer. The 

crop is greatly injured this season by mildew. 

P. C. R. 

Grapes and Wild Lands in Kansas.—Mr. A. 

M. Barns, of Manhattan, Kansas, who has for some 

years paid considerable attention to the cultivation 

of the grape, and -who claims to have the largest 

number of varieties of grapes in the United States, 

writes us that there is no locality in the Loyal States 

where the grape does as ■well as in Kansas. 

He speaks very encouragingly of the future pros¬ 

pects of the State, especially in regard to grape cul¬ 

ture. Any industrious young man with $50 or $100 

could not do better than settle in that section. Gov¬ 

ernment gives 80 acres of land to actual settlers, 

within 10 miles of the Pacific Railroad, and 160 

acres if over 10 miles from the railroad. 
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HORTICULTURE IN INDIANA, 

We are indebted to tlie Hon. J. D. Gr. Nelson, of 

Fort Wayne, Ind., for a copy of the Transactions of 

the Indiana Horticultural Society for 1805, of which 

he is President. We make a few extracts. In his 

fcxcellent address before the Society, the President 

remarks: 

ERRORS OF THE PAST—HINTS FOR THE FUTURE. 

“ Indiana is a fine fruit-growing State, and, had 

this Society been organized twenty years ago, and 

the same interest taken in cultivating, planting and 

producing the best and most profitable varieties of 

fruits as is just now beginning to be taken, the reve¬ 

nue to the State from that source would be immense, 

besides the luxury of every person eating fruit “ un¬ 

der his own vine and fig tree.” But to arrive at suc¬ 

cess, the fruit-grower has many obstacles to encoun¬ 

ter and many enemies to contend with. The season, 

the soil, the climate, insects in multitude, with an 

endless chain of minor drawbacks—all of which he 

has to meet and combat as best he can. But his 

great and powerful weapon is horticultural knowl¬ 

edge. Armed with that, he will march into the con¬ 

flict with an almost positive assurance of success. 

The apple being the great staple fruit crop for 

market, as well as for family use for the million, I 

pass over the other delicious fruits for the present, 

and will drop a few suggestions on this branch of 

the subject. Having been a fruit-grower to some 

considerable extent for the past twenty-five years, 

and having paid dearly and bitterly for much of the 

little horticultural learning I have, I propose giving 

a few brief practical hints that may be of some use 

to others. 

My great and leading error, like most other begin¬ 

ners, was, in the great number of varieties and the 

want of selection of suitable sorts adapted to the 

soil and climate—a most fatal error, which added to 

the frequent blunders or impositions of nursery¬ 

men, who I am sorry to say, are not always more hon¬ 

est than other men, have given me endless trouble 

for the past twenty years, and attended with not a 

little expense. I have been grafting and re-grafting 

ever since my first orchard began to bear, until I 

converted nearly five hundred trees from probably 

half as many sorts into six or eight varieties, and am 

still engaged in grafting from twenty-five to fifty 

trees a year, and expect to continue the business, if 

I live, for years to come, and until the varieties in 

the main, are few in number, and those only of the 

most choice and profitable sorts. 

For the benefit of others who have blundered into 

similar difficulty, and their numbers are legion, I will 

state, that my practice is to visit my orchards during 

the fruiting season, every day if possible, certain¬ 

ly twice a week, provided with a pencil, memoran¬ 

dum book, lables, and small strips of white mus¬ 

lin in my pocket. I take notes from time to time 

and from year to year in regard to the growth, liealtli- 

fulness and productiveness of the trees, quality of 

fruit, kind of soil, treatment, and any and all other 

particulars that it maybe important to know, before 

determining what disposition to make of any varie¬ 

ty. When I become convinced that a certain varie¬ 

ty for any cause is not worthy or profitable, no mat¬ 

ter how good a reputation it may have established 

elsewhere, I tie a strip of muslin on a limb conspicu- 

osly, and attach a lable with the name of the varie¬ 

ty with which I wish it grafted written upon it, and 

when the grafters are at work, they see the signal 

and the work is soon done. 

AFTER-MANAGEMENT OF A GRAFTED APPLE ORCHARD. 

Judging from the many inquiries I have received, 

and from the numerous grafted orchards I have seen, 

I am apt to think that the subject of after manage¬ 

ment of a grafted orchard is. not well understood, 

and as the practice of grafting orchards is becoming 

more general, where the fruit from any cause be¬ 

comes unsatisfactory, I will go on to say, that my cus¬ 

tom is not to wait till the trees get large, but as soon 

as I get fruit from a variety for a sufficient lengtL 

of time to become satisfied, I commence the work rt 

once, and graft all of that variety, except a speci¬ 

men tree or two—putting in two scions in each stock 

grafted. On or before the first of July I visit my 

grafted trees, and if both scions are growing, wiich 

will generally be the case, if the work is well tone, 

I pull out the weakest one, or the one least needed 

in shaping the top of the tree, rub off all sjrouts, 

(and there will be plenty,) and enough of tin limbs 

to give plenty of room, light and air, so tiat the 

grafts may make a good healthy growth. This I 

continue through the season as time and opportuni¬ 

ty offers, sometimes pinching the ends of the graft 

if growing too rapidly. The following par cut one 

half or more of all the old wood remainin'—cut back 

the grafts if the growth is too great, wbeh is rarely 

the case, and see that the tree is well b/Ianced, espe¬ 

cially not too heavy on the east side, A there have 

been any failures and more grafts ae needed, put 

them in. If too many, cut them oic and see that 

plenty’of room, air and light is give? again, through 

the growing season. The third yes’ cut out all the 

balance of the old wood, and the yb is finished ex¬ 

cept keeping the sprouts rubbed cf, and sometimes 

stoping the grafts by pinching & before, to make 

them stocky. Trees thus managed make as fine an 

orchard as root grafted trees, ad frequently much 

finer.” 
PEAR BLIGB1. 

A paper written by Dr. J. FKirtland, of Ohio, 
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on tlie Pear Blight was read, in which it is claimed 

that the disease is caused by atmospheric fungus. 

Prof .Salisbury has discovered the spores of the fun¬ 

gus in blighted trees. 

YELLOWS IN PEACHES. 

The Secretary gave an interesting account of a 

visit he had made to the peach orchards of New Jer¬ 

sey. We copy what he says about the yellows: 

“ It has been settled that trees of all ages are lia¬ 

ble to this malady, though they are seldom attacked 

before the age of five or six years. The first indica¬ 

tion in the tree is a tendency to produce suckers or 

water-sprouts, generally on but one main branch the 

first year. The fruit on this limb ripens several days 

in advance of the regular time, and before the rest 

of the same tree. The second year the disease spreads 

considerably in the tree, affecting it precisely like the 

first; and the third year nearly always suffices to 

* finish’ them entirely. That this disease is conta¬ 

gious there can be but little doubt, as it has always 

been observed that the trees immediately adjoining 

those infected are sure to show the incipient symp¬ 

toms the first year thereafter. The cause, as well as 

remedy, still remains a mystery. Orchards have been 

known to fail entirely by the ninth year, while oth¬ 

ers closely contiguous have flourished almost intact 

\o the age of eighteen or twenty years.” 

GREELEY FRUIT PREMIUMS. 

The premiums offered by the Hon. Horace Gree- 

leyconsist of three prizes of one hundred dollars 

eacl, for the best bushel of apples, the best bushel 

of piars, and the best dish of grapes (not less than 

six pounds) of varieties best adapted to general cul- 

tivathn. 

Tliepremium on grapes was awarded last fall to 

the lorn, but from the shortness of the notice, Dr. 

Grant declined to receive the award, and asked that 

the prenium be thrown open and decided in the fall 

of I860. 

The folowing varieties of apples and pears were 

exhibited uid examined last fall and will not come 

into compeition this year, except from the parties 

who exhibit'd the specimens then, viz : 

Apples. \- Hubbardston, Nonsuch, Falla water, 

Conkling’s Sidling, Swaar and Baldwin. 

PEMis.-^Birtlett, Lawrence, Duchesse de Angou- 

leme and Danis Hovey. 

The fruit for vhich the premiums are offered must 

be exhibited at he 36th Annual Fair of the Ameri¬ 

can Institute, tc be held in the large Armory in 

Fourteenth Stree, west of Sixth Avenue. The ap¬ 

ples and pears mut be exhibited in baskets, barrels 

or boxes containing one bushel each, and must be 

placed on the tableion or before Monday, the 18tli 

of September. Varieties which ripen at a later pe¬ 

riod may be exhibited at the rooms of the American 

Institute on the second Tuesday of November, and 

the second Tuesday of December, in competition for 

the same premiums. 

The following gentlemen, well known to the Hor¬ 

ticultural community, have been appointed a com¬ 

mittee to examine and report upon the varieties ex¬ 

hibited :—Messrs. John A. Warder, Cincinnati, Ohio ; 

Chas. Downing, Newburgh, N. Y.; Isaac M. Ward, 

Newark, N. J.; Wm. S. Carpenter, New York; P. 

T. Quinn, Newark, N. J.; Wm. L. Ferris, Tlirog’s 

Neck, N. Y.; E. Ware Sylvester, Lyons, N. Y. 

Mr. Peter B. Mead will meet with this committee 

in awarding the premium on the grape. 

The fruit for these premiums should be directed 

to John W. Chambers, Clerk of the American Insti¬ 

tute, Fourteenth street, New York, and. marked 

“For the Greeley Premiums.” The charges must 

be paid to the place of exhibition. 

NEGLECT OF VEGETABLE GROWING. 

The Magazine of Horticulture has an article on 

this subject, quoting largely from the London Gar¬ 

deners' Chronicle. There is no doubt but that an at¬ 

tempt to improve vegetables is looked upon as quite 

beneath the dignity of a scientific horticulturalist, 

and that professional gardeners leave the out-door 

kitchen garden department to their subordinates; 

but as the Magazine of Horticulture well says : 

“ Do the mass of cultivators, not gardeners, in the 
meaning of the word, but those who possess a quar¬ 
ter or half or whole acre, and make cultivation a 
pastime, consider at all the necessity of thought in 
the supply and culture of superior vegetables ? Are 
they familiar with the best varieties, and the supe¬ 
riority of some kinds over others ? We fear not, and 
the evil exists because the idea exists that anybody 
can cultivate a vegetable garden. Until this idea 
is reversed improvement must be necessarily slow. 
‘ How is it,’ we often hear asked, ‘ that they raise 
such fine celery as we see in the market?’ or, ‘ how 
can I get radishes, long, clean, and free from worms ?’ 
If there was no skill in these things, these questions 
would not be asked, for all would have an abundance 
of the best. But there is a real difference in vegeta¬ 
bles, apparent to the most ignorant, and hence there 
must be skill somewhere. We may therefore con¬ 
sider that question at rest,—that to grow superior 
vegetables, supply them in abundance, in succession, 
in season and out of season, and at the least outlay 
of labor and manure, is in reality an accomplishment 
not easy, and one requiring forethought, industry, en¬ 
ergy, and practical skill.” 

Our Government has attempted to assist in this 

by introducing new varieties and sending out seeds 

with great liberality, but like most Government ef¬ 

forts of the kind it has proved a comparative failure. 

There is not interest enough felt in the country at 

large in the matter. The general idea is that a po¬ 

tato is a potato, a beet a beet, and that one is no bet¬ 

ter than another. Fully as great a mistake as to 

say that a native apple is equal for the table to a 
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Northern Spy, or that the old fashioned choke pear 

is as good as a Virgalieu. Now is the time to test 

almost all the principal varieties of vegetables, and 

to find out which are the best, and whether any new 

kinds have been cultivated in your neighborhood. 

If the County and State Fairs made their vegetable 

department more prominent, and did not give prizes 

merely for sizes, we might hope that these societies 

would be the medium of great improvement and so 

benefit the country by increasing the production, 

improving the quality and lowering the price of 

vegetables which form such a large proportion of 

the daily food of the nation. 

APPLE TREES UV THE WEST—HEADING LOW, 

The Rural World says: “A few days since we 

passed an orchard of young apple trees, where the 

heads had been caused to start six or seven feet from 

the ground. The trees had evidently been planted 

four or five years. A few of the trees had withstood 

the effects of the sun on the bodies and were grow¬ 

ing well, but at least two-tliirds of them had been 

killed outright. When will tree planters learn that 

in this climate, trees must be permitted to branch 

low? They will do so if allowed to have their 

way. But the ruthless hand of the planter with his 

sharp knife will cut away every branch within reach. 

The sun in February and March shines upon the 

body of the tree, warms it, sets the sap in circula¬ 

tion and a freeze ensues the following night, congeal¬ 

ing the sap, rupturing the sap vessels, and death 

sooner or later follows. The bark becomes black 

and the wood rotten. Those who have their apple 

trees pruned high, if they will look on the south¬ 

west side of their trees, will find what we have 

stated is true. The only way to save trees with 

high heads is to put plank on the south side, or wrap 

them with sacks or some other material. This will 

protect them from the sun. The branches when al¬ 

lowed to grow low will shade and protect the bole of 

the tree. The bodies of all trees, whether with high 

or low heads, are benefitted by being wrapped with 

some material, not tight enough however to bind 

the bark. 

Good orchards can not be had without care and 

skill any more than good crops without good culti¬ 

vation, and the sooner tree planters learn this the 

better it will be for their interests. 

“ Field and Garden Vegetables of America.” 

The appearance of such a work as this is a pleas¬ 

ant indication of an increasing interest in the cul¬ 

ture of garden vegetables. Within the last twenty- 

five years rapid advancement has been made in the 

introduction of improved varieties of fruits, but we 

have thought that the kitchen garden has been too 

generally neglected. How scantily are our tables, 

especially in the country, supplied with vegetables. 

How few farmers grow asparagus, or cauliflowers, or 

salsify, or celery. Even good varieties of peas are 

not abundant, and tomatoes are by no means com¬ 

mon. Beets and beans are more general, but of 

what poor varieties! And so of melons, and a score 

of other plants which can be easily raised. It is a 

disgrace to our intelligence and a positive loss in 

health and happiness that so little attention is given 

to the cultivation of the best varieties of culinary 

vegetables. 

This book is one that has long been needed. It 

has been prepared with great care, and will prove 

invaluable to every gardener. It will occupy the 

same position in vegetable gardening as Downing’s 

Fruit and Fruit Trees does in pomology. 

THINNING FRUIT. 

Few owners of fruit trees will be apt to consider 

any advice under this head as applicable the present 

season, the crop being mostly a very light one. 

There are some trees, however, on which the fruit 

might be thinned to much advantage. Many trees 

are allowed to bear in ordinary seasons, from four to 

six times as many specimens as accords with their 

full and perfect development. The fruit is conse¬ 

quently small and deficient in flavor. This is the 

very year to learn a lesson on the subject. If the 

trees bear but few specimens comparatively, tale oft 

all the scabby, wormy and defective ones, whicl will 

be of no value in any event, and the crop which is 

left, having plenty of room, will show a size,oeauty 

and perfection that can not fail to convince cultiva¬ 

tors of the advantage of thinning. We lia’e heard 

a skilful orchardist assert that by taking off two- 

thirds of his peaches, the remainder increased so 

much in size as to give the same number >f bushels 

us without thinning, while their improved appear¬ 

ance ana quality enabled him to realizi triple the 

price. 

It is an easy task to thin out she fuit of an or¬ 

chard, and is a positive saving of lahr—inasmuch 

as it is easier to remove the fruit whn it is small, 

and requires no care in picking and uandling, than 

to do it when the specimens become full-sized at 

maturity. For example, if a tree bars at first three 

thousand specimens, it is easier to take off two 

thousand when they may all be tkown into a single 

basket, than to pick this same t>'0 thousand after¬ 

wards with all the care required^ careful handling 

to prevent bruising. One grea' advantage in gath¬ 

ering large, fine specimens, ove small and imperfect 

ones, is the greater rapidity ’itli which they may 

be. taken from the tree.—Country Gentleman. 
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THE LITTLE DOVES, 

[ From “ Carols, Hymns and Songs,” by Rev. J. II. Hopkins, Jr.] 

High on the top of an old pine tree, 
« Broods a mother dove with her young ones three; 

Warm over them is her soft downy breast, 
And they sing so sweetly in their nest: 

“ Coo,” say the"little ones, “ Coo,” says she, 
All in their nest in the old pine tree. 

Soundly they sleep through the moonshinv night, 
Each young one cover'd and tuck d in tight; 
Morn wakes them up with the first blush of light, 
And they sing to each other with all their might 

“Coo,” say the little ones. “Coo,'’ says she, 
All in their nest in the old pine tree. 

When in the nest they are all left alone, 
While their mother far for their dinner has flown. 
Quiet and gently they all remain, 
Till their mother they see come home again: 
Then “Coo,” say the little ones, “ Coo,” says she, 
All in their nest in the old pine tree. 

. When they are fed by their tender mother, 
One never will push nor crowd another; 
Each opens widely his own little bill, 
And he patiently waits, and gets his fill: 
Then “ Coo,” says the little ones, “ Coo,” says she, 
All in their nest in the old pine tree. 

Wisely the mother begins, by and by, 
To make her young ones learn to fly; 
Just for a little way over the brink. 
Then back to the nest as quick as wink: 
And “Coo,” say the little ones, “Coo,” says she, 
All in their nest in the old pine tree. 

Fast grow the young ones, day and night, 
Till their wings are plumed for a longer flight; 
Till unto them at the last draws nigh 
The time when they all must say good bye: 
Then “Coo,” say the little ones, “Coo,” says she, 
And away they fly from the old pine tree. 

TALK WITH THE YOUNG FOLKS. 

WRITTEN FOR TUE GENESEE FARMER BT C. N. BEMENT. 

————— * 

We propose, Mr. Editor, to have a little monthly 

chat with the young- folks, in which we shall talk to 

them about every thing we deem important and use¬ 

ful. We believe in children, and believe in treating 

them well, and teaching them every thing they ought 

to know. We do not believe in scolding and fretting 

at them for what we have never taught them. This 

would be a dull world without children and young 

folks. They are the sunshine of life. They keep us 

all fresh and frolicsome. We don’t want to associate 

with the man who don’t like to play with children. We 

do not fancy bad children—such as swearing boys and 

pouting girls. We do not fancy dirty-faced, crying, 

snarling, figlitiug, cheating, lyiug children, who can’t 

be trusted and are disobedient and tricky. Deliver us 

from such ; but give us the clean, laughing faces, whose 

eyes are as pleasant as the merry stars; whose tongues 

love to speak good words, whose hands are ever ready 

to do the right things, and whose hearts are always 

loving somebody. We hope to have a troop of such 

little folks around us. We hope, aud shall try to mix 

up a pleasant dish of good things for the little folks 

every month, and hope and trust they will take hold 

with a hearty relish and read every word we write. 

READING. 

This is a reading age and full of all kinds of books 

and papers. Everybody has a paper, even to the chil¬ 

dren. The news all goes into print, and the people 

read it and then talk about it. All the jokes, puns, 

fun, pleasant stories and good lessons are printed, and 

so become public property. The best of things get 

into papers, magazines and books. Men’s best thoughts 

and feelings, their cutest, funniest, loveliest ideas are 

spread on paper. So by reading we get the best of 

every thing—the cream of news and knowledge. How 

much young people lose, then, that can not read. 

Reading is talking on paper, and everybody who has a 

tongue and loves to talk should love to read. 

MANNERS. 

Young folks should be mannerly. But how to be is 

the question. Many a good boy and girl feel that they 

can not behave to suit themselves in the presence of 

company. They are awkward, clownish, rough. They 

feel timid, bashful and self-distrustful the moment 

they are addressed by a stranger, or appear in company. 

There is but one way to get over this feeling and ac¬ 

quire graceful and easy manners, and that is to do the 

best they can all the time at home as well as abroad. 

Good manners are not learned so much as acquired as 

a habit. They grow upon us by use. We must be 

courteous, agreeable, civil, kind, gentlemanly and 

womanly at home, and then it will soon become a kind 

of second nature to be so everywhere. A coarse, rough 

manner at home, begets a habit of roughness, which 

we can not lay off if we try when we go among strang¬ 

ers. The most agreeable we have ever known in com¬ 

pany are those that are perfectly agreeable at home. 

Home is the school for all the best things. 

THE GIRLS. 

Everybody likes the girls if they are only good, and 

few like them if they are not good. But what is a 

good girl? Is it one that is contented to sit all day 

about the house aud do nothing; that will let the books 

and papers lay all day on the table aud not read one of 

them ; that seeks not to know anything valuable or do 

anything useful, whose only use is to consume victuals 

and wear out dry goods ? Is such an one a good girl ? 

Certainly not. She only is good who does good. Girls 

have something to do as well as boys. They are some¬ 

thing more than dolls—more than babies. They have 

much to learn and do to be good and useful. They 

have minds to educate every whit as good and strong 

as the boys; they have hearts to cultivate, as brave and 

noble as they are tender and loving; they have hands 

to teach all useful labors and consciences to train in 

the way of duty. They have characters to form, 

■^opinions to |make up, positions to fill, avocations to 

pursue, duties to prepare for every thing that is great 

and good to do. Doing these things makes them good. 

Such girls are of inestimable value to themselves, their 

families and the w'orld. 
____ mm ♦ -—— 

First think; and if thy thoughts approve thy will, 

Then speak; and after that thou speak’st, fulfill. 

Defend the truth; for that who will not die, 

A coward is, and gives himself the lie. 
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HOUSE-WORK. 

Of all the curious kinds of work, house-work will 

win the prize. Take your eyes off of it two minutes, 

and it goes to destruction. Keep them on all the time 

and you can not get on any more than a horse in a mill. 

It is circular work. It always begins in the middle 

and leaves off exactly where it begun. How the same 

dust, apparently, that you swept off the room is burnt 

in the stove, carried up chimney, dropped through the 

roof and deposited again in very nearly the same places 

on the floor is the queen of mysteries. A hundred 

little things are holding up their hands crying “ Me 

next!” Of course you can’t neglect them, but where 

they vanish as soon as finished is another wonder. 

Plainly visible and importunate as thejr were before, 

now the best microscope and ear-trumpet can’t discover 

t hem. A call of something to do comes from parlor 

and kitchen and chambers, and sometimes the attics 

join in the chorus. If a person wishes to be convinced 

that she really does a great deal, for one week let her 

not do a thing ; let her leave the sweeping and dusting, 

the wiping of dishes, cooking of food and making of 

beds—then by the edifice in ruins, judge of that which 

is weekly built. If one could put in the keystone of 

the arch on Saturday night it would be a great satisfac¬ 

tion, but generally by that time walls begin to crack, 

the doors to swell, and the floors to warp, and immedi¬ 

ately the building needs repairs. 

It may be questioned if there is more monotony in 

house-work than in any other labor. Monotony is a 

great law of nature. It is always accompanied by va¬ 

riety, and the two opposites never disagree. They 

were married at the birth of the earth. All great and 

important operations are monotonous, while smaller 

and more trifling ones have variety. Every year seeds 

germinate and leaves unfold in the same way, but every 

leaf and every seed is different. Like the centrifugal 

and centripetal forces, monotony and variety, though 

opposite in character, combine to produce the same re¬ 

sult. The first, like a strong, dark under-current, has 

its august power made more apparent by the feathery, 

harmless foam on the surface. The house-maid may be 

cheered by knowing that the scrubbing of a floor or 

washing a garment, if measured by its monotony, is as 

important as the law of gravitation or any known laws 

in the planetary system. The amount of time that 

house-work consumes is another marvel. It does not 

take but three seconds to do this, thi’ee minutes to do 

that, five minutes and a half to do the other thing. 

So, taking a general view and speaking highly figura- 

tivel}', we say it don’t take any time at all, while expe¬ 

rience proves that minutes have a marvelous way of 

increasing to hours, hours to days, and days to weeks. 

House-work in some families lasts from lark-rising 

to bat-flying. Invention and Improvement are run¬ 

ning a race with Time. Labor-saving inventions have 

clipped his wings, put clogs on his wheels, and set up 

way-stations where he must let off steam. Clothes- 

wringers, carpet-sweepers, apple-parers, and other sim 

ilar contrivances, talk eloquently of change, recrea¬ 

tion, leisure and repose. They have taken pity on 

tired frames, aching backs and bleeding fingers. They 

are planting, watering, decking with flowers, clothing 

with verdure, to make an oasis. Seeming to be only 

paring apples or washing clothes, they arc really un¬ 

locking the bookcase, opening the books, swinging 

wide the doors, stopping the cars for those who now 

have to go into the country. The whirling wheels 

mean more than puddings and pies and spotless linen 

Fancy sees the odd little apple-parer and mouse-trap 

of a carpet-sweeper transferred into easy chairs, yield¬ 

ing couches or open desks; fragrant flowers, carpeted 

fields rejoicing in rain-refreshed air, and offering chances 

for literature and the life of tastes smothered beneath 

frying-pans and gridirons. 

Early rising and system are essential to good house¬ 

work. System is more comprehensive than order. 

The first attends to things in general, the latter to 

those in particular. System has long arms; order, 

minute fingers. When order and neatness go crazy, 

house-work becomes a very laborious and painful 

affair. Constant putting of things in place, excessive 

scrubbing, cleaning and dusting makes up-hill travel 

of what might be a down-grade, swift and easy., or a 

pleasant ride on an even plain. When house-work is 

an all-predominent thing, its sway is despotic; chairs 

arc nailed to the floor, and everything imploringly 

says : “ Look at me, but don’t touch me.” Sweeping, 

dusting, cooking, Ac., are very needful and good exer¬ 

cise. An early start and off-hand tack will keep it such 

and no more, will have systematic division, produce an 

appearance of graceful and not prim order, and leave 

enough dust for the sunshine to illumine. 

-—«a»#Cr.i - ■ ■■ 

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS, 

Contributed to the Genesee Farmer. 

Velvet Cream.—One-half ounce of gelatine, one 

and a half cups of wine juice and rind of one lemon, 

three-quarters of a pound of loaf sugar. Simmer all 

together until thoroughly dissolved; then strain; 

when cool add a pint and a half of cream; stir until 

quite cold; put it in a mold, set it in cool place, and 

it will become as stiff as blanc mange. 

Sally Lunn.—Three pints of flour, three teaspoon¬ 

fuls of cream-tartar, one and a half teaspoonful of 

soda, butter the size of two eggs, one cup of sugar, a 

little salt—(mix all together except the soda)—four 

eggs, and a pint and a half of milk. Dissolve the soda 

^in the milk. Bake in a loaf like cake. 

Blackberry Sirup.—Boil four quarts of blackber¬ 

ries with one pint of water. Strain them, and add one 

nutmeg, one-half ounce of allspice, and one pound of 

loaf sugar. Boil again, and when cool add three gills 

of brandy. 

Delicate Pudding.—Whites of three eggs, one-half 

pound of sugar, one-half pound of flour, one pint of 

cream. Bake fifteen minutes. 
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A CONTENTED FARMER, 

Once upon a time, Frederick, King of Prussia, sur- 

named “Old Fritz,” took a ride, and espied an old 

farmer plowing his acre by the wayside, cheerfully 

singing his melody. 
“You must be well off, old man,” said the King. 

“ Does this acre belong to }’ou on which you so indus¬ 

triously labor ?” 
“ No, sir,” replied the farmer, wrho knew not it was 

the King. “I am not so rich as that; I plow for 

s wages.” 
1, “ How much do you get a day ? ” asked the King. 

“Eight grosclien,” (about twenty cents,) said the 

. farmer. 
“This is not much,” replied the King. “Can you 

get along with this ? ” 

“ Get along and have something left.” 

“How is that?” 

The farmer smiled and said: “Well, if I must tell 

you—two grosclien are for myself and wife ; with two 

I pay my old debts; two I lend away, and two I give 

away for the Lord’s sake.” 

“ This is a mystery which 1 can not solve,” said the 

King. 

“ Then I will solve it for you,” said the farmer. “ I 

have two old parents at home who kept me when I was 

weak and needed help, and now that they are weak and 

need help I keep them. This is my debt toward which 

I pay two grosclien a day. The third pair of grosclien 

which 1 lend away I gpend for my children, that they 

may receive Christian instruction. This will come 

handy to me and my wife when we get old. With the 

last two grosclien I maintain two sisters whom I could 

BY ONE WHO ITH THEOUBLED WITH A THLIGHT LITHP, 

Thweetly murmurth the breethe from the thea, 
Thoothing my thoul to thlumberth; 

And on itth waveth come sceneth to me, 
Of the Patht, in endleth numberth. 

I thigh ath I think how vearth have sped— 
How joy hath left ine to thorrow; 

My heart now thleepeth the thleep of the dead; 
But it waketh to gladueth to-morrow. 

Now dantheth the thpray on the crethting waveth. 
Beneath the thnn's rayth it glitterth, 

Thuih my thoul. when no longer thorrow enthlaves, 
’Neath Hc^r 'th thun in liappineth flitterth. 

Tho thing to me tliweetly, breethe from the thea, 
That Hope may be ever bethido me; 

That doth],air ne’er thall thackle the free, 
Nor evilth thall ever betide me 1 

Obeying Orders.—A certain General of the United 

States Army, supposing liis favorite horse dead, order¬ 

ed an Irishman to go and skin him. 

“What, is ‘Silver-tail’ dead?” asked Pat. 

“What is that to you?” replied the officer. “Do 

as I bid you, and ask no questions.” 

Pat went about his business, and in an hour or two 

returned. 

“ Well, Pat, where have you been to all this time ?” 

asked the General. 

“ Skinning the horse, jrnur honor.” 

“ Does it take nearly two hours to perform such an 

operation ? ” 

“ No, yer honor; but thin you see it tuck about half 

an hour to catch him.” 

“ Catch him ? tire and furies ! was he alive ? ” 

“Yes, yer honor; and you know I could’nt skin 

him alive.” 

“ Skin him alive ! did you kill him ? ” 

“To be sure I did; you know I must obey orders 

without askiug any questions.” 
not be compelled to keep. This is what I give for the 

Lord’s sake.” 

The King, apparently well pleased with the answer, 

said: “ Bravely spoken, old man. Now I will also give 

you something to guess. Have }rou ever seen me 

before ? ” 

“ Never,” said the farmer. 

“ In less than five minutes .von shall see me fifty 

times, and carry in your pocket fifty of my likenesses.” 

“ This is a mystery which I can not unravel,” said 

the farmer. 

“Then I will solve it for you,” said the King. 

Thrusting his hand into his pocket and counting him 

fifty bran-new gold pieces into his hand, stamped with 

his royal likeness, he said to the astonished farmer, 

who knew not what was coming: “The coin is gen¬ 

uine, for it also comes from our Lord God, and I am 

his paymaster. I bid you adieu.” 

Tiie Language of Flowers and Fruits.—The lilac 

in April—“ Give me leave.” The rose in June—“ Well, 

I’m blowed.” The asparagus in July—“ Cut and come 

again.” Peas in August—“ Shell out.” The apple 

tree in September—“ Go it, my pippins.” The cab¬ 

bage in December—“ My heart’s my own.” 

Southern Poor White Folk.—About seven miles 

from Richmond I saw a man lying under the shade of 

a tree, assiduously chewing tobacco. After saluting 

him, and after several questions, to which I received 

lazy yeses and noes, I asked him to what churches the 

people in that neighborhood usually wentj “Well, 

not much to any.” “ What are their religious views ?” 

“Well, not much of any.” “Well, my friend, what 

are your religious views?” I asked. The man answer¬ 

ed slowly and sleepily, “ My own ’pinion is, that them 

as made me ’ll take care of me.” t 
-——..... 

Why is a man who has just carried his carpet bag on 

shore from a steamboat like the owner of the soil ? 

Because he is possessed of landed property. 

A lady had a duck which, on hearing that it was to 

be killed for dinner, walked into the garden and delibe¬ 

rately stuffed itself with sage and onions. 

A private hanker is every man who can lay his hand 

on his pocket, and speak of his cash-^ere. 
--— m i <£■- 

A bird that always faces the storm.—The weather¬ 

cock. 
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THREE MONTHS FOR NOTHING! 

As we have before said, we intend to make several 

improvements in the Farmer for 18G6 —better paper, 

better printing, and more matter. The price will be 

the same as this year. It can not be afforded for less 

than one dollar a year to single subscribers, and eighty 

cents in clubs of five and upwards. We have received 

many assurances from our readers, far and near, that 

our “ Walks and Talks on the Farm ” and our “ Market 

Reports” are alone worth more than the paper costs. 

These will be continued, (should our lives and health 

be spared,) and we hope that our friends will make an 

earnest effort to increase our circulation in their re¬ 

spective neighborhoods. The present is a good time 

to commence. At the different Fairs our readers will 

see many of their acquaintances who do not take the 

Genesee Farmer. Will they not say a good word for 

it, and offer to take subscriptions ? For one dollar we 

will send the Genesee Farmer to all new subscribers 

for October, November and December of this year and 

the whole volume for 1866! We shall in a short time 

offer a liberal list of premiums to those who get up 

clubs, and all that are sent in on the above offer will be 

counted in making up the awards. 

We have not space to say more on this subject— 

neither is it necessary. Let all who feel an interest in 

the Genesee Farmer take a copy with them to the 

Fairs and see what can be done to increase our circula¬ 

tion. Recollect that every additional name counts. 

-- 

Mow to Alter a Country Mouse. 

The article on this subject in the last number of the 

Farmer, page 237, should have been credited to the 

Horticulturist. It is one of a series of highly interest¬ 

ing and instructive papers written for the Horticulturist 

by the author of My Farm at Fclgewood, and we are 

sorry that by an oversight due credit was not gjyen at 

the time. The publishers of the Horticulturist deserve 

commendation for their enterprise in securing such 

able contributors. 
--- 

American Mowing Macliines in England. 

At the recent trial of implements and machines at 

the Fair of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 

held at Plymouth, Walter A. Wood, of Iloosick Falls, 

N. Y., received the first prize for mowing machines ; 

the first prize for reapers, and the second prize for 

combined machines. This is certainly glory enough 

for one year. 

Tlie Markets. 

Since our last report prices of all kinds of agricul¬ 

tural produce have advanced very decidedly. The 

wheat crop throughout large portions of the West was 

seriously injured by insects, rust, drouth, &c., so that 

even had harvest weather proved propitious the yield 

would have been much below the average. Rut large 

sections in the Western States have been visited with 

unusual rains, which have destroyed much grain and 

seriously damaged the whole crop. It seems to be ad¬ 

mitted that'there is comparatively little first-quality 

wheat in the West. An Eastern gentleman, who has 

recently made a tour through the West, writes to the 

Country Gentleman from St. Louis, under date of 

August 14, as follows: 

“Through the major part of Ohio, Indiana and Illi¬ 
nois, I found an excessively wet season, with prevailing 
rains for the past six weeks. The country seems 
almost deluged with water, and vast areas of the level 
and prairie lands of these States present the appear¬ 
ance of immense swamps. The sky is dark, rain con¬ 
stantly falling, and only two or three days of sunshine 
have gladdened the spirits of Western men in many 
weeks. Not one-fifth of the wheat and oats have been 
threshed or stacked. That which is stacked in many 
cases stands in water a foot deep, and is rotting 
tln-oughout; that in shock is grown, and the straw dis¬ 
colored.” 

This, it will be observed, was written August 14th. 

We have just received from Washington the report of 

the Commissioner of Agriculture for August. The 

Commissioner has a‘system of estimating the yield of 

the crops, based on reports from corresjjondents in all 
sections of the loyal States. The reports of his cor¬ 

respondents are up to August 1st. From these re¬ 

ports he estimates that the crop of wheat this year will 

be 134,454,125 bushels, while the crop of 1S64 was 

160,695,823 bushels—showing a deficiency of 20,241,69$ 

bushels. 

Now even admitting that the crop has not suffered 

since these reports were made, the prospects of our 

being able to export much wheat are not very bright. 

Our exports of wheat and flour from New York to 

Great Britain and the Continent from the 1st of Sep¬ 

tember, 1864, to the week ending August 22, 1863, wero 

136,666 barrels of flour and 374,526 quarters of wheat; 

or reckoning a barrel of flour equal to five bushels of 

wheat, our total exports of wheat to Europe have been 

less than three and a half million bushels. Now if it 

is true that our crop of wheat last year was over one 

hundred and sixt}r millions, and that out of this we 

have been able to spare only three and a half millions, 

how much shall we have to spare out of a crop esti¬ 

mated at only one hundred and thirty-four millions ? 

If the deficiency is as great as is here estimated, we 

shall not only have no wheat to export, but shall need 

to import over twenty million bushels to give as as 

much wheat as we had last year. We say nothing of 

the probable demand for flour from the Southern , 

States, which will still further increase the deficiency 

of the supply. 

No wonder, therefore, that within the past two or 

tjiree weeks the grain market has been excited, and 

that prices have advanced fifty cents a bushel! In this 

section Eastern buyers are picking up wheat in all the 
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country towns, ancl paying from $1.85 to $2.00 a bushel 
for red and amber. We saw a load of amber wheat 

6old in this city to-day (August 28) for $2.03. We also 

saw another load of amber wheat for which $2.25 was 

asked! We do not know whether he got it or not, but 

buyers were quite excited and bid against each other 

very freely. We should not .be surprised if the price 

should go up to $2.25 before this reaches our readers. 

We are inclined to think it a good time to sell. We 

advised the readers of the Genesee Farmer last month 

not “ to be in too big a hurry to sell,” and those who 
acted on the advice have made money by it. We an¬ 

ticipated a rise, but it has come sooner than we ex¬ 

pected, and there may be a slight reaction. But if the 

facts given above are to be relied upon, is would seem 

impossible for wheat to fall permanently. It is gene¬ 

rally best, however, to sell when you can get a good 

price. 

Only $1.10 a bushel is offered in this city fox- 

barley. This is relatively a lower pi-ice than either 

wheat or coi-n, and it is therefore likely' to advance 

somewhat. 

Oats bring from 45 to 47 cents, and Canada peas sell 

from $1.20 to $1.25. Beans are not in market, and the 

price is nominally only $1.00 per bushel. We can not 

but think that they will be considerably higher than 

this. Potatoes have advanced. They are worth from 

60 to 70 cents. Onions are low this season. We hear 

of contracts made at 62}^ cents per bushel. Timothy 

hay, $12@$16 per ton. Fine mill-feed, $15@$16 per 

ton. Fall apples, $1.00 per bushel. Contracts for win¬ 

ter apples have been made at as high as $4.25 $ barrel. 

Corn, 90c. Wool quiet at 58@60c. 

Beef cattle still maintain their price. We hear of 

some extra fat cattle being sold in this section for 8c. 

a tb. live weight. The price in Albany this week 

ranges from 4%" to 9j^c. $ lb. live weight, and 10c. for 

“premium cattle.” Prices advanced this week 25c. a 

cwt. 

Sheep are lower than for sometime past. Good fat 

sheep bring from 6 to 7c. a lb. live weight in Albany, 

and lambs 7 to 8c. 

Hogs in Albany- bring from ll}£ to 12^c. $ 5). live 

weight. The demand for store hogs thi-oughout the 

country is very brisk. 

Later.—Another steamer is just in from England. 

The weather had been wet and retarding the harvest. 

Wheat has advanced materially, though on the day the 

steamer sailed the -weather had brightened up a little 

and the market drooped accordingly ! 

Gold is 144, with an upward tendency. 

Wheat in Indiana. 

A correspondent at Coesse, Ind., writes us under 

date of August 22, that “the wheat crop in that sec¬ 

tion is a failure. Many fields were not cut at all.” He 

thinks they will have wheat there at $2 per bushel be¬ 

fore December. We have accounts from other sections 

of the West equally unfavorable. 
-« •-- 

Some one says: Timothy for muscle, clover for milk, 

and corn for fat. 

Iiiterary Notices. 

HOURS AT HOME. A Popular Monthly, devoted to Religious 
and Useful Literature. Edited by .T. M. Sherwood. August. 
New York: Charles Scribner & Co. 

This periodical has entered upon its career with every pros¬ 

pect of success. Its title is an excellent description of its con¬ 

tents. Tho tone of the magazine is Christian, but the articles 

are not exclusively upon religious subjects. One feature in all 

the numbers which have yet appeared which we think peculiarly 

worthy of notice, is the stories of the sufferings and persecu¬ 

tions of the eai-ly Scotch and German Protestants. The youth 

of our land can not learn to respect too much those excellent 

people—the Lollards, tho Hussites, and the Waldenesses—who 

“ wandered in deserts and in mountains, in dens and caves of the 

earth,'1 and suffered all afflictions with wonderful heroism and 

with exalted faith. 

The Literary articles are of great merit and interest. This is 

really a family magazine, and one that we can heartily recom¬ 

mend to our readers. 

CONVERSION OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE. The Boyle Lec¬ 
tures for the year 1S64. By Charles Mekival, D. D. New 
York: D. Appleton & Co. 

This new publication is a most valuable series of lectures on a 

most interesting but much neglected period of history. The 

subject is treated with great originality, and so clearly that the 

most general reader will be interested. The style is pure and 

elegant, and gives a grace to the dryest argument. Any one 

who will commence the book will not lay it down unread. The 

notes in the appendix are very valuable. 

CONSPIRACY TRIAL. Vol. I. Boston: J. E. Tilton & Co. 

This volume contains an exceedingly minute report of this 

trial, which will become a marked event in history. The pub¬ 

lishers sent a copy of this work, and of the “ Sermons on the 

Death of Abraham Lincoln,11 which we recently noticed, to John 

Bright, M. P., and have received in return a very complimentary 

letter. 

COMPANION POETS FOR TIIE PEOPLE. National Lyrics. 
By John G. Whittier. Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 

This series of publications at the low price of fifty cents each 

is one of the most praiseworthy enterprises of this distinguished 

firm. Tho present is the third number in the series. There arc 

to be six in all; but none will interest Americans more than this. 

The illustrations are beautiful, and the paper and print equal to 

tho most expensive editions of the poets1 works from which 

these 6ongs arc selected. Cheap and trashy literature have ceased 

to be synonymous terms, but this series of books is a step in ad¬ 

vance of anything that has yet been done by American publish¬ 

ers to make the best authors accessible to all. 

MERRY’S MUSEUM. New Y'ork: J. N. Stearns. 

This old established magazine for children is still as entertain¬ 

ing as ever, and as welcome to all families. The stories are ex¬ 

cellent, the puzzles and charades well selected, and the “ Merry 

Correspondence” seems to be kept up with great spirit 

WOODWARD’S GRAPERIES, &c. New York: George E. <fc 
F. W. Woodward. 

This little work gives directions for erecting and heating vari¬ 

ous horticultural buildings. It contains twenty different de¬ 

signs, from a simple propagating house to an elaborate range of 

conservatories, green-houses, forcing pits, hot and cold graperies, 

mushroon beds, &c. Most of the designs are tasteful in form and 

convenient in arrangement. 

THE LITTLE CORPORAL. Chicago, Ill,: Alfred L. Sbweli. 

No. 2. August, 1865. 

Another paper for the children. We old people can not mo¬ 

nopolize all the brain and enterprise among authors and publish¬ 

ers for our own amusement. The little folks aro having their 

share. Mr. Sewell has in the two numbers already published 

pledged himself to do great things for the children, both for their 
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R. B. Sliaw, of Canandaigua, N. Y., also offers a large instruction and amusement, and we have no doubt but that he 

will fulfil his promise. The articles are full of life—the paper 

and printing beautiful. A finely-engraved portrait of President 

Lincoln and his favorite child is given to each subscriber. Noth¬ 

ing could please children more than this picture. 

--• 

New Advertisements. 

Last year Mr. II. G. Parish, who has charge of the 

printing departir ant of the Genesee Farmer, published 

a paper eaeli morning during the four days of the State 

Fair, held in this city. He proposes to do the same 

thing again this year during the Fair at Utica. We 

have no interest in the matter, but bespeak a good 

word for him from our advertising patrons. See his 

advertisement in this number of the Farmer. 

The Nurserymen occupy a considerable space in our 

advertising columns this month—and they arc ever 

welcome, for assuredly no class of producers ai-e en¬ 

titled to more credit. Ellwanger & Barry of this city 

are too well known to need any commendations from 

us. They have probably the largest nurseries in the 

world, and have done more than any other firm to 

make Rochester the head-quarters of the nursery inte¬ 

rest in the United States. Rochester is called the 

“Flour City,” and its extensive flouring mills warrant 

the name, but it is beginning to be understood that 

Rochester owes more to its nurseries than to its Flour 

Malls. The latter absorbs a large amount of capital and 

creates but little, while the nursery business brings in 

a semi-annual supply of money from all sections of the 

United States and the British Provinces, and employs 

it in the production of the choicest fruits and flowers. 

Frost & Co., of the justly celebrated “ Genesee Val¬ 

ley Nurseries,” call attention to their large stock of 

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, a fuller account of which 

can be obtained by sending for their catalogues. 

Messrs. Bronson, Graves, & Selover, of Geneva, N. 

Y., are well known and reliable nurserymen, who we 

believe advertise in the Farmer this month for the first 

time. We hope our friends will convince them that 

the readers or the Genesee Farmer know how to appre¬ 

ciate good fruits, ornamental trees, shrubs, &c. 

J. D. Conklin, of Locke, Cayuga county, N. Y., also 

offers “ fruit trees of all kinds.” He does not believe 

in “ root-grafted trees,” and sends out only those which 

are budded. 

J. IT. Foster, Jr., of West Newton, Pa., offers a choice 

collection of Strawberries, including the great Agricul¬ 

turist. He also sends grape vines by mail, free of post¬ 

age, which, now that postage on seeds, plants, &c., is 

so cheap, is a great convenience to those ordering from 

a distance. 

J. M. Tliorburn & Co., of New York, the well known 

seedsmen announce a new catalogue of Dutch bulbous 

roots. Those who have never raised hyacinths and 

other bulbous flowers should set out a few this fall. 

Nothing is so beautiful in the early spring when our 

gardens are destitute of flowers, and there is no diffi¬ 

culty in growing them. 

D. S. Heffron, of Utica, N. Y., will send grape vines 

of all the leading kinds “cheap as the cheapest, and 

good as the best.” 

quantity of grape vines. 

E. Williams, Mount Clair, N. J., calls attention to 

the new Kittatinny Blackberry, \fhich those who have 

seen it in bearing recommend most highly. Further 

particulars can be obtained by sending for one of his 
circulars. 

G. II. Banin, of Tappantown, N. Y., offers apple trees 

at low prices. 

The Clover Thresher and Huller, manufactured by S. 

J. Sayles, of Clyde, N. Y., is said to be all that is claimed 
for it. 

The Craig Microscope, advertised by G. G. Meed, of 

Thompsonville, Wis., is one which we have repeatedly 

used, and can commend it to our readers. 

The Brinkerhoff Churn, made by Jacob Brinkcrhoff, 

of Auburn, N. Y., we have used for over a year, and 
like it very much. 

“The Berlin (C. W.) Monthly Market,” for the sale 

of cattle, sheep, butter, &c., will be held September 7. 

We like the idea of such markets, and would like to see 

them more common. They are very convenient both 

to buyers and sellers. 
-® «-- 

Agriculture in New Jersey. 

We are pleased to learn that Luther IT. Tucker, of 

the Country Gentleman, has accepted—for the present at 

least—the Professorship of Agriculture at Rutger’s 

College, New Jersey. This College, or more correctly 

speaking the Scientific School connected with it, has 

received the appropriation to that State under the act 

of Congress giving twenty thousand acres of Govern¬ 

ment land to each Senatorial District in the different 

States for the support of Agricultural Colleges. As 

the State is not large, it is far better to give the money 

to an existing institution than to attempt the establish¬ 

ment of a separate Agricultural College. Rutger’s 

College is fortunate in securing such a man as Professor 

Tucker. The son of the oldest living agricultural 

editor in this country, he may be said to inherit a love 

for the theory and practice of farming. A graduate of 

Yale College, for several years the working editor of 

the Country Gentleman, and who has made extensive ag¬ 
ricultural tours in this country and in Europe, an elo¬ 

quent speaker and an earnest and ready writer, he can 

not fail to give character to the institution with which 

he is connected, and we can not but hope that his other 

engagements will allow him to accept, permanently, 

this appointment, unless, indeed, his services should 
be needed in our own State. 

-• o- 

To Measure Corn In the Crib. 

The usual rule, we believe, is to multiply the length, 

breadth and night of the crib together in feet; multiply 

the product by 8 and divide by 10. The result will be 

the number of bushels of ears. In this section we 

reckon two bushels of ears to make one of shelled 

corn. In the West three bushels of ears, we believe, 

are reckoned equal to two bushels of shelled corn. 

As an example: Supposing a crib to be 14 feet long, 

5 feet wide, and 10 feet high, it would contain 560 

bushels of ears, or 280 bushels of shelled corn. 
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Agricultural Exhibitions for 18G5. 

Imitate Fairs. 

Oliio,.Columbus.Sept. 12-15 
New York,.Utica.Sept. 12—15 
Canada West,. London.Sept. 18—23 
Illinois.Chicago.Sept. 4—‘J 
N. Ensr. A.'l Society,.Concord,N. II.. 
Pennsylvania,.Williamsport.Sept. 26-29 
Canada Lower,.Montreal.Sept. 20-29 
Michigan,.Adrian.Sept. 19-22 
Iowa,.. .Burlington.Sept. 26-29 
Indiana, .Fort Wayne.Oct. 2-7 
California...Sacramento.Sept. 11-15 
American Institute.New York.... Sept. 12 to Oct. 19 
Wisconsin.Janesville.Sept. 27-29 

County and Town IPairs. 

NEW YORK. 

Albany and Rensselear.near Albany.Sept. 19-22 
Chautauqua.Westfield.Sept. 5-7 
Gorham.Reed's Corners.Sept. S 
Jefferson.Watertown.Sept. 5-7 
Manlius and Pompey.Manlius Village.Sept. 2S-29 
Moriah...Port Henry.Sept. 23-29 
Oneida.Rome.Sept. 25-2S 
Oswego.Mexico.Sept 19-21 
Ontario.Canandaigua.Sept. 20-22 
Oxford.Oxford.Sept. 25-27 
Putnam.Carmel.Sept. 13-15 
Kushvillc.Rushville.Sept. 26-27 
Saratoga.Saratoga Springs.Sepf. 5-S 
Susquehannah Valley.Unadilla. Sept. 21-22 
Washington.Salem.... Sept. 27-29 
Chenango.Norwich.Sept. 18-29 
Cattaraugus.Little Valley.Sept. 26-28 
Cayuga. .Oct. 3-5 
Dutchess.Washington Hollow. .Sept. 26-2S 
Genesee.Batavia.Sept. 20-21 
Monroe.Rochester.Sept. 26-28 
Otsego.Cooperstown.Oct. 3-5 
Queens...Flushing.Oct. 4-5 
Suffolk. .Sept. 27-28 
Ulster.Kingston.Sept. 20-22 

Inquiries and Answers. 

Cultivator for Heavy Soils.—I wish to inquire 
which is the best cultivator for a rather stiff and heavy 
soil. I want something that will run deeper and 
loosen up the soil more than the old cultivator teeth 
do. 1 notice that the Johnston Cultivator, manufac¬ 
tured by Remington & Sons, is well recommended. 
Which is the best, the Johnston or the Hyde <fc Wright V 
Is the latter really valuable as a potato digger? I 
should think it would leave many of them covered up, 
and perhaps cut or braise them.—1L, Worcester county, 
Mass. 

The Johnston Cultivator, on heavy land, is the best 

we have ever used. Hyde & Wright’s shovel-plow is 

an excellent implement, but we have never used it for 

digging potatoes, though we should think it would 

answer the purpose better than the ordinary plow. 

Galls on Horses.—(R. W.) We seldom do any¬ 

thing except to .wash the shoulders repeatedly with 

cold water, and put the collar so as to ease the sore 

spot. If the skin is broken, a little mutton tallow 

should be applied to keep the air from the sore. It is 

said to be a good plan to keep a little, very tine, white 

lead in a paper in your pocket, and when you stop 

your team, several times during the day, dust a little 

on the galled places. White lead and milk applied 

several times a day, with a gentle rubbing, is said to 

be excellent. _ 

Ditching Plow—(J. H.) McFarland Bros., of Union 

Springs, N. Y., make a good ditching plow for break¬ 

ing up, hard soils in drains. WTiere the land is soft 

such a plow is not necessary, but where it is very hard 

it saves much labor. The price is §10. 

Clover Seed Harvester.—I would like to find out 
through your paper where I can get a good machine for 
heading clover seed, or a description how to make one. 
Manufacturers ought to advertise more, and also give 
the price of every article. We want seed drills for dif¬ 
ferent kinds of seed. Manufacturers would sell more 
if they would make it known to folks at a distance 
where and what they make, and how they sell.—D. G., 
Coesse, Inch 

We do not know of a good clover seed harvester. If 

any of our readers do we should be glad to hear from 

them. Our correspondent is right in regard to manu¬ 

facturers advertising more liberally. It would pay 

them and benefit the farming community. 

Potato Digger.—Do you know of a good, efficient 
machine for digging potatoes ?—J. Salter, Chili, _Y. Y. 

There are several potato-digging machines which 

“ promise well,” but they have not been sufficiently 

tested to warrant a decided opinion in regard to their 

merits. We hope tiiese machines will all be exhibited 

at the coining State Fair, and if possible an opportu¬ 

nity be afforded for a trial. A good potato digger is 

much needed. 
-- 

We would call particular attention to Mr. Stone’s 

auction sale of thorough-bred cattle, sheep, &c., at 

Guelph, C. W., October 4. We need hardly remark 

that Mr. Stone’s herds and flocks are among the 

choicest on this side of the Atlantic. 
-• -— 

Special Notices. 

Away wit!i Spectacles.—Old eyes made new. without 

Spectacles, Doctor or Medicine. Pamphlet mailed free on re¬ 

ceipt of ten cents. Address E. B. Foote, M. D., No. 1130 Broad¬ 

way, New York. . au2t 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

THE (iENIiSEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Terms—Invariahly in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

DKINCE & CO.’S CATAEOGEES—Of all the de- 
JL partments of the Linmean Nurseries and Gardens, Flush¬ 
ing, N. Y., will he mailed to applicants who remit two stamps 
for each one. *2t 

20,boo CRAPE V!NEs"FOR S ALE. 
BEST NATIVE VARIETIES. Also other small fruits. 

Send for a Catalogue. 
It* R. B. SIIAW. Canandaigua. N. Y. 

IMPORTANT TO TREE DEALERS. 
Q A AAA APPLE TREES—leading varieties, at very low 
jU V '. v_/ v/ W prices. For particulars address 

40 

sep G. H. BANTA, Tappantown, N. Y. 

THE K8TTATINNY BLACKBERRY, HAVING proved its superiority over all others, and thus en¬ 
dorsed by the highest authority is now offered to the pub¬ 

lic in limited qualities at reasonable rates. 
Inclose stamp for testimonials. Ac., and address 
selt E. WILLIAMS, Mount Clair, N. J. 

CRA PEV5NES. DELAWARE, DIANA, CONCORD and HARTFORD PRO¬ 
LIFIC VINES, of superior quality, all propagated from 

fruit-bearing vines, and grown in the open ground. Also, Adi- 
rondac, Iona, lsraclla, Allen’s and Rogers’ Hybrids, Ac., Ac. 

fcW” Our Price List is sent post-paid to all applicants. Ad¬ 
dress [It] C. L. HOAG & CO., Lockport, N. Y. 
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FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES 
FOR FALL OF 1 805. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY have the pleasure of offering their 
usual large and complete stock of 

STANDARD AND DWAEF PKDIT TREES, 

GRAPES, 
both Hardy and Foreign—old and new varieties. 

STRAWBERRIES 
and other Small Fruit—all varieties worthy of cultivation. 

Ornamental Trees, Flowering Slirntos, 

Evergreens, &c. 

X£ O S E S , 

including a fine collection of STANDARDS three to five feet high. 

TREE AN© HERBACEOUS PJEONTES, 

a great collection of new and beautiful varieties. 

Bulbous Flower XiooUs, c. «&c. 

The stock is vigorous, well-grown, and in every particular first 
class. 

Planters, Nurserymen and Dealers are invited to inspect the 
stock personally, and to examine the following Catalogues, which 
give full particulars, and are sent prepaid to applicants who in¬ 
close stamps, as follows: 

Nos. 1 and 2, ten cents each, No. 3, five cents, No. 4, three 
cents. 

No. 1.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits. 
No. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Ornamental 

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Ac., Ac., Ac. 
No. 3.—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Petunias, and se¬ 

lect new Green house and Bedding Plants, published every 
spring. 

No. 4.—A wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, published every 
autumn. ELL WANGEB A BARRY, 

sep Mount Hope Nup.sehies, Rochestep., N. Y. 

See Grapevine Advertisement. 

28 BY MAIL, POSTAGE PAID. 

jg GREAT AGRICULTURIST ! 
U and other varieties of Strawberry Plants. 
{t) Best Berry yet produced—the Premium taken. 

E T H E GREAT AGRICULTURIST 
L£ 
U at the following prices: 

q 75 cents per dozen—$2.50 per fifty. 

Also, the following leading varieties: 

UJ BURR’S NEW PINE, best flavored. 

22 WILSON, productive. 

> ' BOSTON PINE, excellent. 

TRIOMPH de GAND, market, profitable. 

. FILLMORE, early, good. 

g 40 cents per dozen—$1.50 per hundred. 

O J. H. FOSTER, Jr. 

U! Box 660, West Newton, Westmoreland county, Pa. 
Ill - 
09 See Grapevine Advertisement. 
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Berlin Monthly Market, 
THE first market for the sale of Cattle, Sheep, Butter, and 

Farm Produce generally, will be held on the New Fair 
Ground on 

Thursday, September 'T'th, 1865, 

when Premiums amounting in the aggregate to FIFTY DOL¬ 
LARS will be awarded for the best Cattle, Sheep and Butter ex¬ 
hibited. 

For particulars see handbills. 
HUGO KEANZ, Town Clerk. 

Berlin, C. W., September 1,1S65. 

FROST & CO., 

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES, 
Rochester, N. Y., 

Offer an immense stock of well-grown 

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, 

SMALL FRUITS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, 

SHRUBS, PLANTS, &c., &c., 
IVOTi THE -A.XJTXJIVUN" OTP 1865. 

NEARLY FOUR nUNDRED ACRES are occupied in their 
cultivation. The public are solicited to examine the fol¬ 

lowing Catalogues, which give full particulars of their Stock, 
Prices, Ac., and will be mailed Prepaid to all applicants on receipt 
of five cents for each. 

No. 1 and 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental 
Trees. 

No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers and 
others, who wish to buy iu large quantities. Address 

seplt FROST & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

BOOK AGENTS WANTED. 

READY IN A. FE W DAYS. 

THE HISTORY OF THE REBELLION, 
JSSUED by the AUBURN PUBLISHING- CO., in 
X two Octavo Vols., 1 600 pages, 200 Portraits, Maps, Di¬ 
agrams, Ac. The FIRST, cheapest and BEST History 
published. A rare chance for Agents. New Illustrated Order 
Book now ready. Terms very liberal. For Circular, 
Terms &c., write to E. G. STORKE, Auburn, N. Y. 2 

Pear Trees. 
WE have an immense stock af first quality STANDARD 

AND DWARF PEAR TREES, suitable for transplant¬ 
ing in Orchards and Gardens. Also, an extensive stock of second 
and third sizes, suitable to transplant into Nursery Rows, and 
grow two to three years to form fine and extra sized trees—any 
of which will be sold by the hundred or thousand at the lowest 
rates for same quality. For description and prices, address with 
stamp inclosed, FROST A GO., 

seplt Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS 

FOR THE TRADE. 
WHOLESALE PRICES OF BULBS mav now be had by ad¬ 

dressing J. M. THORBURN A CO., 
15 John street, New York. 

Retail Descriptive Catalogue rqady 1st September. It 

PREMIUM 

white ci-iesxer pigs 

FOR SALE. 

rpUE HOG BREEDERS MANUEL, with Circulars and Prices, 
I sent free of charge. Address 
se3t N. P. BOYER A CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa. 

SUPERIOR DRAIN T8LE MADE of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood- 
bridge, N. J., burned with intense heat over the Fire 

Brick, in Fire Brick Kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the 
clay MUST be removed from over valuable beds of the best 
White Ware and Fire Brick Clay. Also double glazed Stone 
Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tight pipe to conduct 
pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Linings and Fire 
Brick, &c., Ac., of best quality. Shipped by railroad or water 
direct from factory, on Ship Channel of Raritan River, 27 miles 
from New York city. 

se3t CROSSMAN BROS. A CO., Woodbridge, N. J. 

FRUIT TREES OF ALL KINDS. ALSO, GRAPE VINES and Small Fruits, EVERGREENS. 
APPLE TREES, budded or worked on whole seedling 

stocks (and no others). After twenty years experience in the 
nursery, I am satisfied that if a man consults his own interest he 
will not plant root-grafted apple trees. My trees are grown on 
high ground—soil gravelly loam. Address 

Be2t J. D. CONKLIN, Locke, Gayuga'county, N. Y. 
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THE GREAT 

FAMILY NEWSPAPER. 

NOW IS TEE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE. 

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE 
Is printed on a large double medium sheet, making eight pages 

of six columns each, and containing the choicest matter of the 

Daily issue, including a News Summary, Domestic and Foreign; 

Legislative and Congressional matters; War News; Stock, Fi¬ 

nancial, Cattle, Horses, Dry Goods and General Market Reports, 

Report of the American Institute, Farmers' Club, <fcc., &c. 

The Reports of the American Institute, Farmers' Club, and the 

■various Agricultural Reports, in each number, are richly worth a 

year's subscription. Read what a subscriber in St. Louis says: 

St. Louis, Mo., July 16,1S65. 
To the Editor of the Tribune: 

Dear Sir: I have had it in contemplation for some time, to 

write and tell you of the pleasure I get from the weekly perusal 

of the proceedings of the Farmers’ Club; first I will tell you how 

recently I became aware of its existence. About the first of Sep¬ 

tember, 1863, 1 noticed an advertisement, and a cut of the Tri¬ 

bune Strawberries, and immediately subscribed for the Weekly 

Tribune, in which I found the proceedings of your Club. I have 

read them constantly, until they have become to me a necessity, 

and I look for Monday as red letter day in my calendar, and was 

I to be confined to one agricultural paper alone, should prefer The 

Tribune to anything I have yet seen. 

Yours, JOHN HENWOOD. 

Another subscriber writes: 

I neglected (forgot) to renew my subscription to The Tribune, 

until so late that I missed the first July number. Can you help 

me to it ? Portions of the Farmers’ Club Reports in that num¬ 

ber particularly I wish to preserve. In fact, that feature of the 

paper constitutes one of the main reasons why I take it. And I 

have no doubt, that it receives a goodly share of its patronage 

from persons who wish it well, but would not otherwise bring 

themselves to the subscribing point 

Yours truly, O. A. ALEXANDER. 

Waynesville, III., July 25. 

TERRAS. 
Mail subscribers, single copy, 1 year—52 numbers.$ 2 00 

Mail subscribers, clubs of five. 9 00 

Ten copies, addressed to names of subscribers. 17 50 

Twenty copies, addressed to names of subscribers. 34 00 

Ten copies, to one address. 16 00 

Twenty copies, to one address. 30 00 

An extra copy will be sent for each club of ten. 

Drafts on New York, or Post-office Orders, payable to the or¬ 

der of “ The Tribune,” being safer, are preferable to any other 

mode of remittance. Address 

seplt THE TRIBUNE, New York. 

Foot Rot in Sheep 
CAN BE THOROUGHLY CURED BY USING 

WHITTEMORE’S 

CURE FOR FOOT ROT IN SHEEP. 
It has been tested in most sheep-growing districts and effected 

POSITIVE CURES 

where everything else failed. Certificates can be had on applica¬ 
tion to the proprietor. 

g^T~ Ask for WHITTEMORE’S CURE, for sale by all druggists, 
and by Post & 15ruff, Rochester; Wigiitman & Co., Bath, N. 
Y.; and by the sole manufacturer, F. W. Whittemoee, Chatham 
Four Corners, N. N. au6t 

THE CELEBRATED 

CRAIG MICROSCOPE 
Combines instruction with amusement, and lasts a 

lifetime. The best, simplest, cheapest and most 
powerful Microscope in the world. Gotten up on an 
entirely new principle. A beautiful gift to old oi 
young. Magnifies nearly 10,000 times — a powei 
equal to twenty-dollar complicated Microscopes. 
The only instrument which requires no focal adjust 
ment, therefore can be used by every one, even by 
children. Adapted to the family circle as well as 

scientific use. Shows the adulterations in food, animals in water, 
globules in blood, and other fluids, tubular structure of hair, 
claws on a fly's foot, and in fact thgre is no end to the number of 
objects which can be examined in if. Liberal discount at whole¬ 
sale. Agents wanted everywhere. Send for circulars. Price 
only $2.50. Beautiful mounted objects $1.50 per dozen. The 
Pocket Novelty Microscope, companion to the Craig, for examin¬ 
ing living insects, seeds, cloth, skin, wool, bank bills, flowers, 
leaves, &c., is a compact and handy instrument. Price only $2. 
Also, the new and beautiful folding Bellevue Stereoscope, which 
magnifies pictures large and lifelike. Price $3. Choice Stereo¬ 
scopic Views, $3 per dozen. Any of the above instruments will 
be sent prepaid on receipt of price. Address 
au6t G. G. MEAD, Thompsonville, Racine Co., Wis. 

* Grapevines by Mail 
FREE OF POSTAGE. 

Large Stock of Superior Plants 

GROWN FROM SINGLE EYES, IN OPEN CULTURE. 

One. Tiro. Three. Six. Twelve. 
Delaware. ....$0.40 $0.75 $1.10 $2.00 $4.00 
Concord. .... 0.30 0.55 0.80 ,1.50 3.00 
Diana.. 0.65 1.00 1.80 3.50 
Rebecca. 0.90 1.40 2.75 5.00 
Creveling.. .... 0.60 1.10 • 1.70 .8.25 6.00 
Taylor . .... 0.30 0.55 
Union Village .... .... 0.60 

Cuyahoga . .... 0.60 

Hartford Prolific.. .... 0.60 

FOR ONE DOLLAR, 

One each of Delaware, Diana, and Concord. 

Address, J. H. FOSTER, Jr., 

scp2t Box 66. West Newton, Westmoreland co., Pa. 

The Philadelphia Kaspberry. 

WILSON’S EARLY BLACKBERRY. 

Be§t Selected Strawberries. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES—VINES—ASPARA¬ 

GUS AND RHUBARB PLANTS. 

Send for Catalogues, Gratis. 

au4t WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J. 

IMPORTANT TO WHEAT GROWERS! 

The Diehl Select: "Wheat:, AN entirely new variety, and now for the first time offered to 
the public, is a Choice White Wheat, as early and as 

hardy as any Red Wheat, and yields at least one-third more to 
the acre. 

For sale by A. M. Halstead, New York, F. Bissell, Toledo, 
Ohio, and by the subscribers in this city. 

For sample of Wheat and further information, send 6 cents in 
stamps to T. J. & J. T. SHELDON, 

au2t Cleveland, Ohio. 

HORSE TAMING—Rarey’s complete system. '64 pp., 
fine type, illustrated. Only 15 cents. 

THE COMPLETE FARRIER. A guide for the treatment of 
all diseases of the horse. 64 pp. Price 15 cents—or both for 25 
cents. Mailed free. Address 

se2t* HUNTER & COn Hinsdale, N. H. 
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THE CHAMPION. 

MIGMOIa’S patent portable 

KEYSTONE CIBEE AND WINE MILL 

12,000 in Use and all Approved. 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effect of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and 'wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation. 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

4 Consulting Chemist. 

<p$r' Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool. 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Agents wanted in every Wool District. 
JAMES F. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf, Boston. 
*** Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. feb9t 

THIS admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 
18G5, is made in the most perfect manner with, either one 

op two tubs, and is well worthy the attention of all persons 
wanting such,a machine. It has no superior in the market, and 
is the only mill that will properly grind grapes. 

Fop Sale by all Respectable Dealers. 

I also make two sizes of superior 

Presses for Ses^ries, <&c., &c. 
If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one 

ftr you, or write for one yourself. Address the manufacturer, 

jy4t W. O. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Fa. 

HUTCHINSON’S 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. IT. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—Mew York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—R. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—W. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian -copies. 

{£§T° Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BASJBITT Sc WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec'64tf 

J AEGE and small sizes, greatly improved, for hand, horse or 
iLj other power. Oyek Eight Thousand have been sold in 

"*wo years, giving unparalleled satisfaction. Send for Descrip- 
iive circular giving full particulars. Address 

au2t HUTCHINSON & BROTHER, Auburn, N. Y. 

Sheffield Scientific' School of Yale College. 
COURSES OF AGRICULTURAL INSTRUC¬ 

TION—Including the Practice of Agriculture and Horticul¬ 
ture, Agricultural Chemistry and Physiology, Principles of 
Breeding and Feeding, Injurious Insects, Rural Economy, For¬ 
estry, French and German Languages, Ac.,— 

Open September 13th, 1805. 

For detailed Programme, apply to 
ju4t PROF. GEO. J. BRUSH, New Haven, Conn. 

New Patent Animal Fetters. 
JUST the thing that farmers need for fettering Horses, Mules, 

and cattle, when turned out to pasture, to prevent jumping, 
running, escape, or damage. They are made of malleable iron, 
light, strong, and not liable to get out of order. 

Price, $2 50. Dealers in Hardware and Agricultural Imple¬ 
ments, Ac., please forward their names for full description and 
prices to the trade by the dozen, to 

JOSEPH BRIGGS, 
jy-4t 385 Broadway, New York. 

Old Eyes Made New 

WITHOUT SPECTACLES, DOCTOR OR MEDICINE. 

Pamphlet mailed free on receipt of ten cents. Address E. B 

FOOTE, M. D., No. 1130 Broadway, New York. ju 4t 
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Seymour’s Patent Tree Protector, { 

Fig'. 1. 

Fig, 1 represents the Protector with all the parts together, and 
showing the mode of fastening them. The small hole is design¬ 
ed for pouring in oil, and should be kept closed. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 represents a section of the same. The cover a, and the 
trough, 6, are each a half circle. The ends of the trough, c, c, 
are closed on each section to prevent leakage. 

If these Protectors are applied in season, they will catch the 
female moths (which do not liy,) of the tent caterpillar or nest 
worm, the canker or measure, and Palmer worms, and all other 
insects that crawl up the bark, and which are so injurious and 
destructive to our orchards and shade trees. It is believed that 
the curculio or plum weevil may be caught in this manner. The 
catterpillar moths go up the tree to deposit their eggs about the 
last of June or first of July, and the moth of the canker or 
measure, and Palmer worms go up about the first of October, and 
in the spring as soon as the frost leaves' the ground. At all such 
times the Protectors should be applied. If properly attended to, 
we have no hesitation in saying that they will prove a sure pro¬ 
tection against these terrible pests. 

The cover is made to project over the trough towards the tree 
resting on and the whole supported by four nails driven into the 
trunk at equal distances apart. It is designed to leave a space 
of about one-half inch between the cover and tree to allow for 
growth of tree. This is filled with a packing of twisted straw or 
old rope to prevent the insects passing through. The trough 
when filled with oil will catch and destroy all insects as the} pass 
up tlie tree. 

The Protectors are made of cast iron, nicely japanned, and of 
all sizes to fit any sized tree. We own the exclusive right to 
manufacture and sell them throughout the United States, and are 
prepared to furnish them in quantities to suit purchasers, from 
our manufactory in New Britain, Conn., and from our warehouse 
No. 53 Beckman street. New York. 

WANTED.—One Hundred Agents to canvass and sell the 
above Tree Protector, to whom liberal inducements will be of¬ 
fered. None need apply without proper testimonials as to char¬ 
acter, &c. For further particulars send for circular. 

au2t P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Conn. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

AND 

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

ORDER YOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEELYE, 

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

SUPERIOR FAK1TI LAND 1—20.000 ACRES AT 
LOW PRICES AND ACCOMMODATING TERMS.— 

Franklin Tract, Gloucester county, New Jersey, twenty-five miles 
south of Philadelphia on railroad running from Philadelphia and 
Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers. Circulars, 
with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. W.\i. Parky, and others, 
with full information, sent free, by addressing JOHN II. COFFIN 
& CO., Newfield, Gloucester county, New Jersey. Also, im¬ 
proved Farms from 20 acres upward. " ap6t 

GROVER & BAICER’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

ELASTIC STITCH 

AND 

LOCK ST0TCH 

SEWIHG HHAGH111ES, 
495 Broadway, New York, 

AND 

48 STATE S Til E E T, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

1885. 1865. 

“ IS years established in N. Y. City.” 
“Only infallible remedies known.” 
“ Free from Poisons.” 
“ Not dangerous to the Human Family,” 
u Rats come out of their holes to die.” 

u Costar’s ” Rat, Roach, &c., Exter’s, 
Is a paste—used for Rats, 

Mice, Roaches, Black and 

Red Ants, &c., &c., &c., &c. 

“ Costar’s ” Bed-Bug Exterminator, 
Is a liquid or wash, used to 
destroy, and also as a pre¬ 
ventive for Bed-Bugs, &c. 

“ Costar’s ” Electric Powder for Insects, 
Is for Motiis, Mosquitoes, 
Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects ox 
Plants, Fowls, Animals, &c. 

£3?“ Sold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere. 
! ! ! Beware ! ! 1 of all worthless imitations. 

V3T See that “Costar's”, name is on each Box, Bottle, and 
Flask, before you buy. HENRY R. COSTAR. 

Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y. 
Sold by all Druggists in Rochester, N. Yr. jy3t 

TILE MACHINE. rJlIE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
containing descriptibn. A. La. TOURETTE, 

ap65tf Waterloo, N. Y, 
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Moreton Lodge, Guelph, Canada West. 

SIXTH ANNUAL SALE OF 

Pure Bred, Sliorthorned and Hereford 

CATTLE, 
C0TSW0LD, SOUTHDOWN AND LEICESTER 

RAMS, 
Berkshire Figs, Aylesbury Bucks, and 

Borking Fowls, ME. KNOWLES has received instructions from Fred. Wm. 
Stone, Esq., of Moreton Lodge, Guelph, Canada West, to 

sell by AUCTION, without reserve, on 

Wednesday, October 4, 1805, 

a choice selection of about twenty-five head of young Bulls, Cows 
and Heifers, in good condition, from his celebrated herds of 
Bhorthorned and Hereford Cattle, bred from the most fashionable 
and well-known herds of the day. 

Also, Avill be offered about forty magnificent Shearling and 
Older Earns, consisting of full-blooded Cotswolds, Southdowns 
and Leicester, in fine condition, large size, good quality and well- 
wooled, got by the Prize Earns; and about twenty prime young 
Berkshire Pigs (boars and sows) of the purest blood. 

TEEMS—Under $25, cash; $25 to $100, three months; over 
$100, six months credit on approved endorsed notes, if required. 

Sale to commence with Pigs and Poultry at 10 A. M. 
Luncheon at 12. Sale resumed promptly at 1 P. M. 

Catalogues with pedigrees and other particulars may be 
had on application to Mr. Knowles or of Mr. Stone, Guelph, 
C. W.__lt_ 

THE EXCELSIOR 

CLOVER THRESHER AND HULLER. 
Manufactured by S. J. SAYLES, Clyde, Wayne county, N. Y. 
The BEST combined 

CLOVER, AT I L L 
manufactured in the State, doing MORE and BETTER WORK 

than any other mill. 
All orders promptly attended to. 
It*S. J. SAYLES, Clyde, Wayne co., N. Y. 

SECRET ART of Catching Fish, in any water, as fast as 
you can pull them out, and no humbug. Sent for 20 cents, 

by addressing Box 43, Southwick, Mass. 

/ New York State Fair. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE. 

DURING the State Fair to be held at Utica, N. Y., Sept, 12-15, 
the undersigned has made arrangements to issue a four or 

five column paper, to be devoted to advertisements and reading 
matter. Three Thousand Copies will be printed and 
distributed gratuitously throughout the city and on tho Fair 
Ground each day of the Fair—making an aggregate of Twelve 
Thousand Copies. This will afford one of the very best 
of mediums to exhibitors, merchants and manufacturers to bring 
their goods into notice. It will not, like a circular, be thrown 
away before it is read, but will bo a live paper, and got up in such 
a shape that it will be preserved for future reference. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING. 
One column.$30.00 I Ono-tliird column.$12.00 
One-half column. 16.00 | One-quarter column. 9.00 

Business Cards_$3.00. 
The above rates are not for a single day, but include the four 

days of the Fair. 
. Advertisers wishing to avail themselves of this opportu¬ 

nity should send on their “copy” at once, stating tho amount of 
space they wish their advertisement to occupy. 

Address H. G. PARISH, Rochester, N. Y., 
_• Care Genesee Farmer. 

The Brinkerhoff Churn. 
^ "VTTE have long despaired of finding a patent Churn which 

V V would in all essentials surpass the old dash-churn, hut 
believe we must succumb at last. If we mistake not, the Brink- 
erhoff Churn will prove the long-sought desideratum among but¬ 
ter-makers.”—Rural New Yorker of 1S63. 

“The Brinkerhoff Churn seems to stand the test well. We 
have lately receive^ several communications in its favor in ans¬ 
wer to an article lately published in the Rural. Wc are glad to 
know that the churn has maintained the character we gave it 
when first introduced.”—Rural New Yorker of 1865. 

“ This churn has, for the last three years, stood the only deci¬ 
sive test, that of actual use in good dairies, and has come out ap¬ 
proved. There can be no doubt of Mr. Brinkerhoff's having dis¬ 
tanced all competitors, and his churn must inevitably come" into 
general use. It not only reduces the once laborious and tedious 
business of churning to a few minutes, but it actually at" 
tains a better result than can be reached by the old pro¬ 
cess. SoJ much we can say after using this churn for years.— 
Northern Independent, New York. 

The price for common size for churning one to six gal¬ 
lons. $10—shipped to order on receipt of price. For Churns or 
Territory, address 

seplt JACOB BRINKERHOFF, Auburn, N. Y. 

Standard Pears, 
2 to 4 years, very strong and fine. Good assortment of varieties. 
Dwarf Pears—2 to 3 years, very stocky and strong. 

Apples—Standard and Dwarf—thrifty. 

Cherries—1 and 2 years. 
Plums—2 and 3 years. 

Peaches—1 year. 

Small Fruits—AGRICULTURIST and other Strawberries. 

EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, 
ROSES, &c. 

We have paid special attention to the cultivation of the New 

Hardy Grapes, and offer strong, well-grown plants of Iona, 

Adirondac and Israella by the hundred or thousand at low 
rates. 

ALSO, 

DELAWARE, 
CONCORD, 
DIANA, 
REBECCA, 

and nearly all the valuable kinds. 

ware and Diana Lawers, many of them with 6 feet bearing 
wood. 

Address with stamp for Price List, 
BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER, 

sep3t Washington Street Nursery, Geneva, N. Y. 

ALLEN'S HYBRID, 
II. PROLIFIC. 
ROGERS’ HYBRID, 
CREVELING, 

Also, a splendid lot of Dela- 

CRAPE VINES. 

YY L L THE BEST SORTS 

by the dozen, hundred or thousand. Cheap as the cheapest, and 
good as the be6t. 

Also, a full assortment of j. 

GOODRICH’S SEEDLING POTATOES. 

SSp” Circulars free. 
6e3t 

Address 
D. S. HEFFRON, Utica, N. Y. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM,—NO. 22. 

My Virgalieu pears, which last year were entirely 

worthless from being cracked and spotted, are this 

year comparatively free from the disease. Mr. Dan- 

forth says his are also fair, and Mr. Seelye told 

me to-day that he has a few Virgalieu trees, the fruit 

of which has been so cracked for several years, that 

he did not think it worth his while even to look at 

them. But on walking through the orchard the 

other day he was surprised to find the fruit quite 

good and comparatively free from specks. Would 

it not be splendid if we should be able once more to 

raise good old fashioned crops of Vergalieus ! There 

is no pear equal to them. Most people, however, 

have given up all hopes of ever again being able to 

raise them and have grafted over their trees with 

Louise Bonne, Duchesse d’Angouleme, Bartlett, &c. 

I suppose the reason of their comparative freedom 

from this disease the present season, is owing to the 

wet, cool weather. It is a well known fact that the 

fungus which causes apples and pears to become spot¬ 

ted and cracked flourishes best in a dry atmosphere, 

and if we could find out the exact time when the 

fungus first attacks our pears we might perhaps be 

able to save the crop by syringing the trees occasion¬ 

ally for a few days. 

“ Will it pay to fat sheep the coming winter ?” 

It will not pay if every one goes into it. Such large 

profits were made last winter that it is probable 

more sheep will be fatted the coming winter than 

usual. The profit of fattening sheep in winter does 

not consist so much in their increase of weight as in 

the increased price per pound. If sheep in good con¬ 

dition can be bought at this time for four cents per 

lb. live weight, and the price next spring should be 

eight cents, it will pay, if grain and hay are no 

higher than at present. 

Last March, good fat sheep were worth ten cents 

a lb. live weight, and in some instances twelve cents ; 

while the fall before good fair sheep could be bought 

for five and six cents. Grain and hay were high, 

but, as can readily be seen the profit of fattening 

sheep was very large. 

Sheep will eat about three lbs. of hay a day or its 

equivalent. But it is poor economy to keep them 

on hay alone. The digestive organs of a sheep are 

far less capacious, in proportion to the size of the 

animal, than those of the ox; and consequently 

sheep require a more concentrated food. In some 

sections of England, (Shropshire for instance,) the 

farmers have been in the habit of fattening sheep 

on turnips alone, but it is now conceded that it is 

far better to feed more grain and less turnips. We 

are in no danger of feeding too many turnips in this 

country, but when grain is as high as it is likely to 

be the coming winter, many farmers will hesitate 

to feed much of it out to sheep. When sheep are 

well protected from storms and are not compelled 

either to eat snow or wade through it for water, but 

where they have free access to the drinking troughs 

and are regularly fed, at the same liours, three times 

a day, and especially early in the morning, we pre¬ 

sume it is possible to fat sheep on hay alone, but it 

is far better to give them some grain. 

In the grain districts where straw is, or ought to 

be, abundant, good, bright wheat straw, cut before 

the wheat was fully ripe, should be the main food 

in fattening sheep, with an occasional feed of corn 

stalks by way of variety. This, with from half a 

pound to a pound of corn to each sheep per day, 

will be cheaper than liay, and more fattening. In 

the latter part of winter more or less hay may be 

fed with advantage, if it is desired to make the 

sheep very fat. 

But it is somewhat questionable in my mind 

whether it will pay to try to force the sheep too 

much. If the profit of fattening sheep in winter 

depended solely on the increase of weight, it would 

probably pay to give them the richest food and force 

them as much as possible. But where the profit is 

derived principally from the greater scarcity, and 

consequently higher price of fat sheep in early 

spring than in the fall, a system of feeding that will 

keep them gradually gaining a little may be the 

most profitable. But take a pencil and let us figure 

a little. 
If sheep are put up to fatten on the first of No- 

l 
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vember and kept till tlie first of March, say four 

months, a very respectable increase for ordinary 

Merinos would be 20 lbs. By high feeding they 

may perhaps be made to increase 30 lbs. But will 

the extra 10 lbs. pay for this extra feeding—that is 

will it pay for the richer and more concentrated food 

that it will be necessary to feed ? If this extra 10 

lbs. of fat will so improve the quality of tlie sheep 

that the butcher will pay two or three cents a lb. 

more for the mutton, then it will be very profitable, 

but if he will pay no more per lb. than for moder¬ 

ately fat sheep, then I question whether the moder¬ 

ate system of feeding -would not be the more profit¬ 

able. But one thing is certain, the sheep must be 

fed grain enough to keep them in a good thriving 

condition. 

I know a farmer who lias bought a flock of 200 

Merino wethers and barren ewes, warranted to 

avarage 100 lbs. live weight, for $4.50 each. Say 

on the 1st of November they stand him in $5 a 

head, and that they weigh 100 lbs. each. Now it is 

not improbable that sheep will vary in price next 

spring from 7 to 11 cents a lb. live weight. If these 

200 sheep should not increase at all they might sell 

for 7 cents a lb. (This we will call No. 1.) If they 

are well fed and increase 20 lbs. each in the four 

months, (1st of Nov. to 1st of March,) they would 

probably be worth 10 cents. (This we will call No. 

2.) And if they are fed so as to increase 30 lbs. 

each and are “ extra fat,” they would be worth 11 

cents. (This we will call No. 3.) The account 

would stand as follows : 
NO. 1.—(nALF FAT, SAME AS IN NOVEMBER.) 

Nov. 1st, 1865. 200 sheep, 100 tbs. each, at 5c. $1000 00 
March 1st,1866. 200 sheep, 100 lbs. each, at 7c.,- 1400 00 

Leaving for food, attendance, &c.,. $400 00 

no. 2.—(moderately fat.) 

Nov. 1st, 1S65. 200 sheep, 100 lbs. each, at 5c. $1000 00 
March 1st, 1866. 200 sheep, 1201bs. each, at 10c.,... 2400 00 

Leaving for food, attendance, &c.,. $1400 00 

no. 3.—(extra fat.) 

Nov. 1st, 1865. 200 sheep, 100 lbs. each, at 5c.,... $1000 00 
March 1st, 1866. 200 sheep, 130 tbs. each, at 11c.,.. 2860 00 

Leaving for food, attendance, &c.,. $1860 00 

The cost of feeding 200 sheep for 20 weeks would 

depend a good deal on the kind of food used. If 

fed on liay alone, and the sheep eat 3 lbs. of hay 

per day each, would be : 
600 lbs. of hay per day for 140 days —42 tons, at $14 per 
ton,... $5SS 

If fed a ration of | lbs. of corn, 1 lb. of hay and 

1-| lbs of straw. The cost would be : 

175 lbs. of corn per day, at $1 per bushel,. $2 92 
200 tbs. of-'hay per day, at $14 per ton,. 1 40 
300 lbs. of straw per day, at $6 per ton,. 90 

$5 22 
Or for 140 days,.... .... $730 80 

If fed a ration of one lb. of corn per day, with 

the same allowance of hay and straw, as in the last 

case, the cost would be $788 20. 

This last ration of food would give us “ extra fat” 

sheep, and if we got the price assumed above, it 

would leave a profit of over one thousand dollars. 

From this amount must be deducted the cost of 

attendance, risks of loss, &c. But we must also add 

the value of the manure. 

The value of manure, according to the tables of 

Mr. Lawes (and they are unquestionably accurate,) 

would be as follows : 

Manure from 14 tons of corn, at $6 65,. $93 10 
“ “ 14 tons of clover hay, at $9 64,. 134 96 
“ “ 21 tons of straw, at $2 68,. 56 28 

$284 34 

I have reckoned the hay as clover hay, the ma¬ 

nure from which is worth more than for the same 

weight of Indian corn. If ordinary meadow hay 

or timothy is used the manure would not be as val¬ 

uable. Mr. Lawes gives the value of manure from a 

ton of clover hay at $9.64 and from meadow hay at 

$6.43. 

The profits of extra feeding, provided you get an 

extra price for the sheep, are very considerable ; and, 

on second thought, I am persuaded that the liberal 

system of feeding will be most profitable. 

But shall we get any such prices ne%t spring as 

we have been calculating upon. Of course no one 

can tell. But as long as beef keeps at its present 

price it would seem impossible for good mutton to 

be very low. We all expected that when peace was 

established prices would fall; but they are now 

about as high as they were a year ago, and the ]ire- 

sent indications are that they will be maintained 

for some time to come. 

“ What did I see at the State Fair ? ” I saw the 

people — and that is always one of the most inter¬ 

esting features of the Fair. You are always sure to 

meet many of the- leading men in the State. I did 

not get there till Tuesday evening, and went direct¬ 

ly to the “ Evening Discussions.” The question 

was, “ Ought Pastures for the Dairy to be kept per¬ 

manently in grass, or to be renewed by plowing and 

re-seeding.” * The dairy farmer needs more straw, 

and "while I would not break up good grass land for 

the purpose of getting it, there would seem to be 

no reason why poor grass land should not be broken 

up and cultivated for two or three years and then 

re-seeded. If the land is thoroughly cultivated, I 
think a heavier crop of grass can be obtained than 

by top-dressing without plowing. The great ad¬ 

vantage of this system is in giving more straw and 

more manure. 

I have always thought that we should keep more 

cows on our grain-growing farms. There is no rea¬ 

son why we should not make cheese in this section. 

We need to keep more stock of some kind in order 

* See Eeport of Discussions in this number of the Farmer, 
page 301. ■’ - 
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to make more manure, and I believe cows will pay 

better than sheep, especially if we make cheese. 

All the speakers from the dairy district, I think 

without any exception, took ground against plow¬ 

ing up the pastures, while those from the grain dis¬ 

tricts were generally in favor of breaking up pas¬ 

tures and cropping them a few years and then re¬ 

seeding. 

I do not think the discussion called out as much 

valuable information as has hitherto been obtained 

at these meetings. Mr. Conger, who has presided 

for so many years, was not present. He had always 

something to say that was worth listening to, and 

endeavored to give a higher and more scientific tone 

to the discussions. 

It has always seemed to me that in the wheat 

growing districts we plow too much, and in the 

dairy districts that we plow too little. Of course, 

no dairy farmer would think of breaking up a good 

meadow or pasture, but there is much grass land 

that is over-run with weeds and which affords but 

little hay or pasture. Now I do not see why such 

land should not be plowed and thoroughly culti¬ 

vated for two or three years and then re-seeded. 

Dr. Anderson has recently delivered a lecture on 

wool. He has not himself investigated the subject, 

and brings out no new facts, unless it be that in 

France they are making an artificial manure from 

the refuse of the “ scoured fleeces.” 

When we get our Agricultural College established 

and a good experimental farm connected with it, I 

hope we shall have some investigations in regard to 

the growth of wool — how far it is desirable to in¬ 

crease the quantity of yolk, and the cost of produc¬ 

ing it. The fact that the Cotswold ewe, in the Can¬ 

andaigua trial, produced as much or more scoured 

wool in proportion to the real weight of animal as 

the Prize Merino, and at the same time afforded a 

splendid carcass of mutton, indicates that this yolk 

or grease requires a larger amount of food to produce 

it, and consequently, that the Vermont breeders 

have made a fatal mistake in directing their skill to 

the production of the greasest fleeces. 

Important to Farmers.—The Commissioner of 

Internal Revenue has decided that a farmer who 

manufactures butter and cheese from the milk pro¬ 

duced on his farm is not subject to license tax, 

though he manufactures more than $1,000 worth 

per year. Such products are legitimately derived 

from his business as a farmer, and are ordinary farm 

products. 

There is much wisdom in a few words spoken 

by an English farmer who advised “ to feed land 

before it is hungry, to rest before it is weary, and to' 

weed it before it is foul.” 

IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES AT THE STATE FAIR, 

Each successive State Fair brings out some new 

contrivance for lessening labor and facilitating farm¬ 

ing operations. When the Fair was held at Utica two 

years ago, the “ Hay Tedder” was exhibited for the 

first time. It has since been extensively introduced 

and 'will soon be found on every farm where hay is 

a leading crop. The Benton Hay Press made its ap¬ 

pearance the next State Fair, and this year we have 

an apparatus for elevating the hay on to the wagons 

in the field. The hay is raked into wind-rows, and 

the hay elevator is attached to the hind end of the 

wagon. The wagon is then driven along the wind¬ 

row — the horses and wheels going on each side of 

it. The elevator follows behind and with an endless 

chain carries the hay on to the load. 

Here we have three new machines used in hay 

making alone, brought out in three years. We cut 

the hay with a mowing machine, shake it out with 

a “ tedder,” draw it up with a self lifting steel-tooth¬ 

ed rake and pitch it on to the wagon with a self 

operating elevator ; then a horse fork will carry it 

into the barn. We have not yet a machine for 

“ stowing it away; ” but it may be that we shall 

press it into bales in the field and then stow it away 

in a corner of the barn 1 Hay so put up would keep 

very sweet and nice. 

We have sometimes thought that there were 

greater improvements in the implements and ma¬ 

chines necessary for harvesting the crops than in 

those connected with their cultivation. It may be 

that this is more seeming than real. A slight im¬ 

provement in the strength and effectiveness of a 

plow, with lightness of draft, is of universal impor¬ 

tance in the implement used so constantly for six. or 

eight months in the year. And yet such an improve¬ 

ment would attract little attention—at least from 

novelty seeking editors. There can be no doubt 

that the plow of the present day is far superior to 

those of fifteen or twenty years ago, though no 

very striking change is visible. Perhaps one of the 

most valuable improvements, is in the introduction 

of steel mould-boards, points, &c. The Remington 

Agricultural Works seem to have taken the initia¬ 

tive in this improvement. Their steel plows are 

models of beauty, and, what is of far more conse¬ 

quence, they are very strong, though of light weight 

and easy draft. At a time when we have to pay 75 

cents for a cast-iron point (which we have known to 

wear out in plowing a single acre of dry, hard land,) 

a 6teel point, which a blacksmith can sharpen, 

though its first cost is greater, is certainly cheaper 

in the end, even if it did no better work. 

There is, however, still great improvements to be 

made in plows. The great fault we have to find 

with them, is that they are made to take too wide 
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a farrow. Let us have a good steel plow that will 

turn a furrow 7 inches deep, and 10 inches wide. 

Such a furrow slice, laid up at an angle of 45° ex¬ 

poses far more surface to the atmosphere than a 

broad, flat furrow—and when harrowed down gives 

the maximum amount of mellow soil. 

In Harrows we noticed no improvement. Per¬ 

haps little change can be made in the form of a 

good harrow, but at least they might be constructed 

so as to be as efficient as possible. The best harrow 

on the ground, is that made by John E. Morgan of 

Deerfield, N. Y. It has forty teeth, and is drawn 

from the center of the harrow, and there is a con-, 

trivance for attaching the two harrows together, 

which allows considerable play, and also at the same 

time allowing either harrow to rise or fall so as to 

accomodate itself to the irregularities of the land. 

This harrow is extensively used in the central por¬ 

tions of the State, but is almost unknown in West¬ 

ern New York. 

The Shares Harrow was exhibited by Haines & 

Pell of New York. Were the shares made of steel, 

with a little longer shanks, it would add greatly to 

the effectiveness of this admirable implement. 

An improved “ Iiotary Harrow” was shown by H. 

H. Monroe & Co., Rockland, Me. It is difficult to 

describe this harrow without a cut, which we have 

not space to give at this time. 

There were few Rollers on exhibition. Cast-iron 

rollers, which are far more durable and effective 

than wooden ones, would seem to have disappeared. 

When a wooden plank roller sells for $05, it would 

seem that cast-iron ones might find customers. 

In two horse Cultivators we saw nothing mew. 

Nearly all of them have the common fault of wide, 

fiat teeth, and of striking the ground too abruptly. 

They are made rather with a view for cutting up 

or crushing weeds than for breaking up and pulver¬ 

izing the soil. The Remington two-lxorse cultivator 

comes nearer to our view of what is required than 

any others we saw on the grounds. If it was made 

with a set of the narrow Johnston Cultivator steel 

teeth, increasing their number, so as to stir as much 

surface as at present, it would be a very effective 

implement. If necessary three horses might be at¬ 

tached to it. On corn or stubble land plowed in the 

fall, such a cultivator would prepare the land for 

barley, or other spring crops quite as well as plow¬ 

ing and harrowing, and in one quarter the time. 

In Grain Drills there was nothing new. The 

Messres. Brown of Shortsville, and Seymout & Co., 

of East Bloomfield, exhibited their well known 

drills. They have a separate attachment for sowing 

grass and clover seed, and also a drill for plaster 

and other fertilizers. These drills leave little to be 

desired. They do the work admirably. 

Of corn and bean planters several were shown, 

but it is impossible to judge of them without a trial. 

A machine that will plant corn in hills, so that it 

can be cultivated both ways is a valuable machine ; 

but where it is simply drilled in, we do not see why 

an ordinary grain drill will not answer every pur¬ 

pose. 

There were two Potato Planters exhibited, one 

invented by Wm. Nevins of-Lyons, and the other 

by S. A. Aspinwall, of Ireland’s Corners. Mr. Nev- 

ins’ machine is a potato planter, horse hoe, seed drill 

and potato digger combined. It is rather a potato 

drill than a potato planter. The potatoes are cut 

into small sets of a single eye each. These are 

drilled along the row, made by a steel tooth in front 

of the machine, and covered with two steel mould 

boards behind. We recently saw a crop of potatoes 

which were planted and cultivated with this ma¬ 

chine, and a cleaner or better crop is seldom seen. 

In the same field was a crop of corn drilled in and 

cultivated with this machine, and we never saw a 

better crop. After all, a good potato digger is of 

more importance than a potato planter, especially in 

a season like this, when the crop is light. We know 

a farmer who is paying a shilling a Imshel for dig 

ging ! 

We understood that there was a trial of potato 

diggers near the Fair grounds, but we heard nothing 

of it till it was over. Mr. Aspinwall’s digger was, 

we believe, adjudged the best. Let us have a good 

potato digger as soon as possible. In this vicinity, 

where potatoes are so extensively growh, it would 

prove invaluable. 

We have not space this month to give an account 

of the many other useful implements and machines 

exhibited; but shall do so as opportunity offers. In 

this department the exhibition was unsurpassed. 

It was the best feature of the Fair. Among the 

principal exhibitors may be mentioned Wheeler, 

Melick & Co., of Albany, Westinghouse & Co., Sche¬ 

nectady, R. & M. Harder, Cobleskill, Haines & Pell, 

New York, J. Nourse, Boston, Remington & Co., 

Ilion, Herkimer county, N. Y., and Horace L. Emery 

of Albany. There is probably no more enterprising 

and intelligent mechanic in the United States than 

Mr. E., and we are glad to welcome him back again 

to his old quarters, after his sojourn abroad. May 

he, and the other gentlemen we have named, con¬ 

tinue to give us good implements and machines, well 

made and at reasonable prices. 
—--- -- 

To get rid op Rats.—The Sorgo Journal says 
the best way to get rid of rats is to shoot them occa¬ 
sionally with small shot—not to kill but merely to 
wound. This will intimidate and frighten the whole 
drove. Repeat the leaden pills as often as they re¬ 
appear. We presume this may be effectual, but it 
appears to us rather a cruel practice. 
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DISCUSSIONS AT THE NEW YORK STATE FAIR, 

The subject for discussion on Tuesday evening 

was “ Ought Pastures for the Dairy to be kept perma¬ 

nently in grass, or to be renewed by plowing and re¬ 

seeding ” ? 
Mr. X. A. Willard, of Herkimer county, opened the 

discussion. He said the great point with the dairy¬ 

men was to produce milk cheaply, and of the best 

quality. 

The dairy region is comparatively small. The 

land is generally uneven, being broken up in hills 

and valleys, and supplied with living water, with 

a moist climate and deep and long-continued snows' 

in winter, which operate to protect the roots of grass¬ 

es, and favor their growth. On the extensive plains 

of the West and South-west there is a lack of wa¬ 

ter and pastures dry up, consequently they are un¬ 

suited for dairying. 

Confining our attention to the central counties of 

this State, known as the dairy region, the question is 

what to do with pasture-lands that begin to fail 

from over-cropping or from other causes. Shall w'e 

plow them up and re-seed or shall we adopt some 

other mode of renovation? He knew of pastures 

that had been in grass for over sixty years, which to¬ 

day show no signs of failure, and it is the universal 

testimony of those who have such pastures that they 

are yielding better returns in milk than any recent¬ 

ly re-seeded grounds. 

In 1855 I plowed up ah old meadow, about 2 acres 

of which was yielding large crops of timothy and 

clover, but £o situated in the field that the hay crop 

could not be got off in time. I took from these two 

acres the first year 180 bushels of corn, and the sec¬ 

ond year 100 bushels of barley, when the land was 

seeded down with timothy and clover. For two or 

three years it did not produce satisfactorily, though 

receiving the usual dressing of plaster, and I top- 

dressed it with stable manure, perhaps 20 loads to 

the acre, but without getting the large crops of grass 

that I did before re-seeding. Some mineral element 

therefore I supposed to be wanting, perhaps potash 

and soda, and so I top-dressed with ashes and salt, 

and had no further trouble. I have seen quite a 

number of old pastures tliat were yielding tolerably 

well, plowred with somewhat similar results. The 

land would bear abundant crops of grain, but grass 

failed to be enduring, or was less nutritious, and 

hence frequent plowings and re-seedings were re 

sorted to. I visited Mr. Butler’s farm near New 

Hartford, last year. He buys cattle and fattens them 

for the market, and he said to me that he had been 

able to fatten stock with that facility from grass 

raised on newly seeded grounds as on that of those 

put down many years ago, or from pastures that had 

never been broken at all. Many others made simi- 

, lar statements. 

When nature furnishes the condition for produc¬ 

ing grasses that give the best result in milk, and 

when these grasses become firmly established in the 

soil, are we not pursuing a suicidal policy in destroy¬ 

ing them by over cropping, or by sowing weeds to 

smother and crowd them from the soil, under the 

impression that our pastures can at any time be re¬ 

newed by plowing and re-seeding ? 

Would it not be better and cheaper to exterminate 

weeds, and give our pastures some rest during the 

hot dry weather of July and August by feeding 

sowed Corn, instead of cropping down to the roots, 

and allowing the sun to roast them out and destroy 

the plants ? It is the weeds and over-cropping, and 

unprotected covering of pasture lands in liot weath¬ 

er, that are the fruitful sources of failure of grass in 

pastures. 

Now it is very unprofitable for the dairyman to 

break up lands that are yielding, or that can be 

j made to yield readily, good crops of grass. Our 

most successful dairymen believe that grain can be 

purchased from abroad cheaper than they can raise 

it. Grain-raising, therefore, with many is considered 

a matter of necessity rather than choice, but grass 

fails, and the lands are plowed and re-seeded. This 

may be well enough for meadows, but is not so con¬ 

veniently managed in pastures. If a part of your 

pasture lands begin to fail, and it is designed to 

plow and re-seed, the land must be fenced, which is 

expensive, and often very inconvenient. But after 

getting it down to grass, cattle can not be turned in 

until the plants become somewhat established, as 

they tread up the ground, pull out the grass by the 

roots, and by mid-summer you have a barren field. . 

Again, to plow pasture lands the herd must be re¬ 

duced to meet the necessities of the case. This is - 

also an objectionable feature, and one that is dis¬ 

tasteful to the dairyman. 

When grass utterly fails, plowing and re-seeding 

doubtless should be resorted to ; but generally pas¬ 

ture lands may be kept permanently in grass by giv¬ 

ing them a little extra care and attention. If they 

begin to fail from over-cropping or neglect, a judi¬ 

cious course of top-dressing and sowing seed will 

generally be found preferable to the plow. 

Usually on the black slate lands of Herkimer, 

plaster at the rate of 100 to 200 pounds to the acre, . 

every alternate year, will keep pasture lands in good 

condition. I have found great benefit from the use 

of ashes, in connection with plaster, at the rate of 

two or three barrels per acre. Well decomposed 

horse manure, hauled out in the fall and broken up 

fine, and applied when cows are in the after-math, has . 

produced good results. My old pasture contains 

about 45 acres, and carries one year with another 30 

head of cattle and span of horses. I have no doubt 

but that all the pasture lands in the dairy region would 
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be greatly benefitted by the application of bones, as 

this material is largely taken from the soil. Aslies 

are valuable in eradicating mosses and in furnishing 

food for grasses, and are worth at least 25 cents a 

bushel for most of our grass lands. Lime is of great 

service to some soils. Six years ago I limed an old 

sidehill meadow, mossed over and not producing. It 

was applied at the rate of 40 bushels per acre, and 

the annual crop of grass ever since has been good- 

I am inclined to think that good old pastures pro¬ 

duce a better quality of milk than those recently re¬ 

seeded, and that it would be cheaper and better to 

renovate by top-dressing than to plow and re-seed. 

The trouble with the recently re-seeded pastures is 

the grass early in the season is apt to be rank, wa¬ 

tery and more flashy than the thick fine herbage of 

old pastures. Considerable portions of it often get 

the start, and soon become woody, and are rejected 

by stock. A recently re-seeded pasture will not bear 

cropping like one that is old. The larger varieties 

of grasses are so rank as to crowd out the smaller 

and finer grasses, which are the most valuable for 

the production of milk. The feed in the old pas¬ 

tures springs up earlier and lasts longer than on 

grounds recently re-seeded. White clover and June 

or blue grass are valuable for producing milk ; they 

are indigeneous on our dairy soils, and are general¬ 

ly abundant in old pastures, where they seem to 

thrive best. The character of food which a cow eats 

has a greater influence on the quality of milk she 

yields than many imagine. 

During the drouth last season, when the cows be¬ 

gan to eat the tufts and portions of pastures that 

had been rejected or left to grow up high and rank, 

the quality of milk was so depreciated that it took 

from 12 to 13 pounds of milk, and in some instances 

more, to make one of cheese. You may, perhaps, 

get more bulk of grass by plowing and re seeding, 

and yet obtain poorer results in milk, than from the 

old thick sward that has been broken up. One great 

source of failure and decline of grass in old pastures, 

is over-stocking. The lands are crowded to their ut¬ 

most capacity year after year, and receiving scarce¬ 

ly any attention, must of course succumb at last. 

Again, weeds are allowed to go to seed and get pos¬ 

session of the soil, and where they thus over-run the 

grounds and destroy the grasses, doubtless the best 

course to be adopted is to plow and re-seed ; but the 

true course is to pay attention to pasture lands in 

season, giving them an occasional top-dressing, scar¬ 

ifying the surface in spring, and sowing here and 

there upon patches that are beginning to fail. As a 

top-dressing, sawdust in which liquid manures have 

been absorbed, applied in fall or spring, gives great 

vigor and growth to grasses. It can be spread over 

the surface in a finely divided state, and is in con¬ 

dition to be available to plants. 

Road scrapings and composts of muck, earth and • 

manures, applied in the fall and pulverized over the 

surface with a brush harrow, together with the use 

of ashes, plaster and lime, all of which are available 

to farmers, will be found of service in keeping up a 

permanent pasture. And it is believed by taking a 

few acres annually and treating them with manures, 

better results will be obtained at less cost than in 

plowing and re-seeding. I may remark in the use 

of barnyard manures, fresh cow dung ought not to 

be used for the dairy, as it produces grass distasteful 

to dairy stock, and some claim it to be the cause of 

abortions. 

J. Staunton Gould of Columbia Co., could endorse 

all that Mr. Willard had said. He believed the 

dairy farmers of this State had sustained great loss 

by plowing and re-seeding their grass land. Some¬ 

times an apparent increase is obtained, but there are 

much fewer grasses. In re-seeding we do not sow 

a sufficient number of varieties to keep up a supply 

of grass during the season. He mentioned some 

varieties which he thought might be introduced. 

The Fox-tail, (Alopecurus pratensis,) is ten days ear¬ 

lier than any other grass ,• it gives a good bite early 

in the season. The next early variety is the orchard 

grass, (Dactylis glomerata,) it is earlier than Kem 

tucky blue grass, or what is sometimes called June 

grass. The objection to it is that it is apt to form 

tussacks. This may be obviated by the use of a 

fine tooth harrow and roller. The common Couch 

grass or Quack (Triticum repens,) is valuable in pas¬ 

tures wholly devoted to grass. 

No matter how thick you sow a single variety of 

grass, only a certain number of plants will grow in 

a given space. Sow other varieties and you may 

fill up the interstices. But you cannot have all the 

ground fully occupied at all seasons unless in per¬ 

manent pastures. Grasses are run out by weeds on 

permanent pastures. Top-dress with rotted manure 

and mow for a year or two, and it will then form 

good pasture. Bone dust is a valuable manure on 

grass land. 

Hon. Geo. Geddes of Onondaga, asked Mr. Wil¬ 

lard how many acres it took Jo support a cow through 

the season ? 

Mr. Willard—Two acres to a cow. 

Mr. Geddes—In the grain reigons one acre will 

support a cow. Statistics show that the wheat-grow¬ 

ing farmers keep as much stock per acre as the dairy 

farmers, and raise grain besides. 

John Kelsey of Bucks Co. Pa., said he had an old, 

run down meadow. He harrowed it thoroughly and 

sowed timothy seed in October. The next year Ire 

had a splendid crop of timothy hay. If the land is 

free from weeds timothy will cover all the ground. 

He was in favor of harrowing old meadows, top¬ 

dressing and re-seeding. 
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E. H. Peterson of Seneca Co., -was in favor of plow¬ 

ing and cultivating for a few years, and then re¬ 

seeding with clover or timothy. 

Rev. Mr. Loomis of Herkimer Co., mentioned a 

pasture of forty acres that had been in grass twenty- 

eight years. Last June the farmer cut from it two 

tons of hay per acre. Old pastures will produce more 

cheese than new, recently plowed and re-seeded 

pastures. 

Mr. Geddes thought an old pasture would give 

more milk per cow, but that new seeded land would 

carry more stock. He believed in mixed husbandry. 

We are inclined to run too much to extremes. When 

land produced such crops of corn and barley as Mr. 

Willard had stated, he thought dairy farmers should 

raise all the grain they needed. 

Mr. Laird of Utica, thought most depended on 

the character of the soil. He had farmed in Herki¬ 

mer Co., and in Michigan and Indiana. In the west 

you could not keep up the pastures without plowing 

occasionally and re-seeding. 

A. L. Fish of Herkimer, thought that the question 
% 

of whether land would improve after being plowed 

and re-seeded, depended on how the land was plow¬ 

ed and cultivated while being cropped. If it was but 

indifferently cultivated and seeded sparely, it would 

not improve; but if the land was well pulverized 

and manured, and seeded with a variety of grasses, 

it would be improved. He thought manures should 

be incorporated with the soil and not put on the 

surface, especially in winter. 

Mr. Arnold of Otsego, was in favor of top-dress¬ 

ing grass land. In his own case it had doubled the 

amount of butter made on the farm ; and this was 

the experience of his neighbors. Old pastures gave 

decidedly the best butter. 

THE BEST TIME TO CUT GRASS. 

The discussion on Wednesday evening was “On 

the best time for cutting grass and the best method 

of preparing it for hay.” 

Mr. J. Stanton Gould opened the discussion. He 

took decided ground against allowing grass to get 

dead ripe before it was cut. Prof. Way’s experi¬ 

ments showed that grass cut just as the plants were 

going out of flower contained 40 per cent more nu¬ 

triment than when dead ripe. Was satisfied from 

his own experience, that it was better to cut grass 

early. Timothy allowed to get ripe was no better 

than rye straw. The seeds of hay do not digest in 

the stomach. Cows dry up when fed on ripe hay. 

In regard to making hay, he remarked that the 

object was to secure as much of the nutriment of 

the grass as possible. We could not secure the 

whole. There was a loss in curing and from fermen¬ 

tation, &c. The best way was to allow the grass to 

wilt as rapidly as possible, by exposing it to the air 

and sunshine. Four hours of good sunshine, and it 

is ready to cock. It should not be exposed to dew 

while spread out. It washes out the nutriment. 

Mr. Van Alstine of Columbia Co., cut his grass in 

the morning till 11 o’clock. After dinner start the 

rake and cock up the hay. It was necessary, in the 

valley of the Hudson, to commence to cock early on 

account of the dew. Allows the hay to stand in 

cock one day. Next day open and draw in. 

In regard to the time of cutting hav, to be fed 

out on the farm, there could be but one opinion. It 

should be cut early. Barley straw is better than 

over-ripe timothy. But for market it was necessary 

to let it get riper. It sells better. 

Mr. Brewer of Tompkins, raised considerable 

clover seed, and consequently cut his clover hay 

early. Thought there was a loss in weight, but a 

gain in quality. Draws it in rather green. Has 

poles on the bottom of his bay, so that there is a 

circulation ; puts the hay in loose and it cures nicely. 

If it is very green, sometimes mixes a little straw 

with it in stacking. Timothy meadows mowed 

early and the rowen allowed to rot on the ground 

will improve greatly. 

Mr. Van Alstine, in reply to a question, said he 

put four lbs. of salt to a ton of hay when cut green. 

Thought a crop of grass that would make a ton of 

hay if allowed to get ripe, would give only 15 cwt. 

if cut green. If allowed to get over-ripe it would 

begin to lose weight again. 

Dr. Gill of Poughkeepsie, cuts clover very early, „ 

and cocks in an hour in small cocks; draws in next 

day. Hay cocked green is not hurt by a shower as > 

much as hay cocked dry. 

Several gentlemen spoke ; all in favor of cutting 

grass early. 

Solon Robinson of New York, was asked Why it *- 

was that ripe hay was preferred in the city. He 

said that the President of the Third Avenue Rail¬ 

road Co. had studied this subject carefully, and had 

made experiments with different foods, and had 

finally concluded that the best and most economical 

daily ration for a horse was 1G lbs. of corn meal and 

14 lbs. of ripe timothy hay. The hay was chaffed , 

and moistened with water, and the meal mixed with 

it. A little salt was added. 

In reply to a question, Mr. R. said that the timo¬ 

thy was so ripe that the seeds would grow. In feed¬ 

ing trotting horses, the hay is given them uncut. 

In the stables where the experiments were made to 

which he had alluded, over one thousand horses 

were kept. 

Mr. Curtis of Tompkins, cuts his hay early for 

cows, and feeds that which he cuts last to horses. 

Timothy cut while in bloom will give the horse the 

heaves. 
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Solon Robinson thought that for milch cows hay 

should be cut early. But for horses one ton of tim¬ 

othy cut when the seed will grow, is worth two tons 

cut green. 

CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT OF TOBACCO. 

Such was the subject selected for discussion on 

Thursday evening. Chester Moses of Onondaga, 

who we believe first introduced the culture of to¬ 

bacco into that county, gave a full account of the 

various processes of raising the seed, setting out the 

plants, topping, suckering, curing, &c. 

The discussion which followed Mr. Moses’ open¬ 

ing remarks, turned mainly on the influence of to¬ 

bacco culture on the fertility of the farm. 

Solon Robinson gave an account of a crop of to¬ 

bacco raised on poor, sandy pine-land, near Spring- 

field, Mass. Stable manure from the city was ap¬ 

plied freely to the hill, and a heavier crop he never 

saw in Connecticut,. Tennessee, Florida or Virginia. 

The tobacco plant “ needs only a standhold and all the 

manure you can give it—and a little more. This 

land could have been bought for $7.00 per acre, be¬ 

fore tobacco wras raised on it. The first crop was 

1,500 lbs. per acre, and it sold for 30 cents per lb. 

In reply to a question, he thought this land, even 

with the same amount of manure, would not have 

produced 10 bushels of corn per acre. 

Mr. Brewer of Tompkins, asked if tobacco ex¬ 

hausted the land as much as was generally supposed. 

On the Ithaca flats it had been raised for twelve years 

in succession without manure. 

Solon Robinson said in Florida the crop is raised 

on new land for three years. The tobacco is as good 

as that raised in Cuba. After the third year, though 

the crop is fully as heavy, the land is abandoned, 

because the quality is not as good. 

Air. Geddes said that better tobacco was raised in 

jthe Eastern States thamin New York, while we raised 

sbetter than that grown in Ohio and Illinois. The 

profit of the crop was large. Considerable capital 

is necessary for the erection of buildings, &c., but 

cwhen they are once provided a profit of $100 an acre 

, can be obtained for 20 years. In regard to the in¬ 

fluence of tobacco culture on the fertility of tlie_ 

ifarm, he believed it was a fact that those who raised 

tobacco on a few acres of their land generally had 

the most productive farms. They purchased ma¬ 

nure from the city for their tobacco crop, and did 

not impoverish the other part of the farm by raising 

so much grain as they would be obliged to do did 

they not raise tobacco. Even when no manure was 

purchased, he thought that by growing more grass 

and clover the farm would be kept in as high a state 

of fertility as if no tobacco was grown. Take for 

instance a farm of 100 acres. If no tobacco was 

grown, the farmer would grow grain for immediate 

profit. But if he raised 5 acres of tobacco, the other 

95 acres might be in pasture, and yet the farm 

afford as much or more profit as when grain was 

grown ; and it would certainly become richer, even 

after supplying all the manure that the 5 acres of 

tobacco required. A field of clover and grass pas¬ 

tured with sheep for three years will be very rich 

for barley and other grain crops. 

THE MOST PROFITABLE SHEEP FOR WOOL. 

At the Ohio Wool Growers’ Convention, held in 

Columbus during the recent State Fair, a resolution 

was passed declaring “ the Improved American 

Spanish Merino the most profitable for the wool 

growers to raise.” The following account of the 

discussion we take from the last number of the Ohio 

Farmer: 

Mr. Sears, of Medina, offered a resolution to the 

effect that the interests of wool growers would be 

better promoted by encouraging the growth of wool, 

instead of oil or gum. 

Mr. Harris, of Cleveland, moved to amend by say¬ 

ing that such interest will be best promoted by the 

growth of such fleeces as will yield the most clean 

wool in proportion to the cost of production. 

After some little discussion as to the bearings of 

these several propositions, 

Hon. S. Lalim, of Stark Co., moved that the im¬ 

proved American Spanish Merino, is the most profit¬ 

able for the wool growers to raise. An excited dis¬ 

cussion followed, in which, 

Hon. T. C. Jones said that the adoption of such a 

resolution would be in effect to vote all other sheep 

out of the catalogue, when it is well known that 

the mutton breeds are in profitable demand. Some 

person remarked that we were talking about wool, 

to which Judge Jones replied that we could not raise 

wool without raising sheep. Mr. Lalim thought 

the most money was in the Merino, and that should 

determine the question. After further talk 'which 

brought out no new ideas on the subject, a vote was 

taken, and the resolution of Mr. Lalim wras declared 

adopted. 

A statement of facts, showing the amount of wool 

required to produce a hundred pounds of scoured 

wool, wdth the price the manufacturers will pay for 

it, would be far more satisfactory than a dozen re¬ 

solutions. 
___- 

Ice Houses.—These, wrhen constructed of wood 

and boards, are severely tested in their durability, 

by the moisture flowing from the melting ice. IN oth- 

ing can, therefore, be more effectual in preventing 

decay then to coat all the timber and boards with 

gas tar, when they are dry or well seasoned. 
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MILS, NUTS, SCREWS AND BOLTS, 

One of the component parts of a good farmer is 

mechanical ingenuity. Some lose half a day’s val¬ 

uable time., for want of knowing how to repair a 

breakage, which an ingenious person could do in 

five minutes. A team and two or three men are 

sometimes stopped a whole day, at a critical season, 

for want of a little mechanical skill. 

It is well for every farmer to have at hand the fa¬ 

cilities for repairing. In addition to the more com¬ 

mon tools, he should keep a supply of nails of dif¬ 

ferent sizes, screws, bolts, and nuts. Common cut- 

nails are too brittle for repairing implements, or for 

other similar purposes. Buy only the very best and 

anneal them, and they will answer all the ordinary 

purposes of the best wrought nails. To anneal 

them, all that is necessary is to heat them red hot 

in a common fire, and cool gradually. Let them 

cool, for instance, by remaining in the fire while 

it burns down and goes out. One such nail, well 

clinched, will be worth half a dozen unannealed. 

Nothing is more common than for a farmer to 

visit the blacksmith shop to get a broken or lost 

bolt or rivet inserted, and often a single nut on a 

bolt. This must be paid for, and much time is lost. 

By providing a supply of bolts, nuts and rivets, 

much time and trouble may be saved. They may 

be purchased wholesale at a low rate. 

These should all be kept in shallow boxes, with 

compartments made for the purpose, furnished with 

a bow-handle for convenience in carrying them. 

One box, with half a dozen divisions, may be appro¬ 

priated to nails of different sizes; and another, with 

as many compartments, to screws, bolts, rivets, &c. 

Every farmer should keep on hand a supply of 

copper wire, and small pieces of sheet copper or 

copper straps. Copper wire is better than annealed 

iron wire ; it is almost as flexible as twine, and may 

be bent and twisted as desired; and it will not rust. 

Copper straps nailed across or around a fracture or 

split in any wooden article, will strengthen it in a 

thorough manner.”—Tucker's Rural Affairs. 

FARMERS’ TOOLS, 

A certain number of tools and some skill in their 

use, will often save the farmer much time in sending 

for a mechanic, and some expense in paying him. 

Every farmer should be able to make small repairs 

on his wagons, gates, buildings, &c. A room, or a 

portion of a room, should be devoted to keeping 

these tools; a pin or nail should be inserted for each 

one to hang on, and the name of each tool written 

or painted under the pin, that it may be promptly 

returned to its place, and any missing one detected. 

Keep every tool in its place—do not wait for a more 

convenient season, but return every one to its pin 

the moment it is done with. If left out of place a 

minute, it will be likely to remain a week, and cause 

a loss of time in looking for it, a hundred times 

greater than in replacing it promptly. Keeping 

everything in its place is a habit, costing nothing 

when formed. The tools should be, a hammer, saw, 

auger, brace and bits, gimlets, screw driver, wrench, 

two planes, chisels, mallet, files and rasp, saw-set, 

trowel, and a box with compartments for different 

sized nails, screws, nuts, bolts, &c. Common farm 

implements and tools, such as hoes, spades, shovels, 

forks, rakes, scythes, &c., may be in the same room, 

on the opposite side, and the same precautions taken 

to keep every one in its place.—Tucker’s Rural Af¬ 
fairs. 

REGULARITY IN FEEDING. 

Every good farmer knows that any domestic ani¬ 

mal is a good clock—that it knows, almost to a 

minute, when the regular feeding time has arrived. 

If it has been accustomed to be fed with accuracy 

at the appointed period, it will not fret till that pe¬ 

riod arrives; after which it becomes very restless 

and uneasy till its food comes. If it has been fed 

irregularly, it will begin to fret when the earliest 

period arrives. Hence, this fretting may be entirely 

avoided, by strict punctuality ; but it can not be 

otherwise. The very moment the animal begins to 

worry, that moment it begins to loose flesh ; but the 

rate of this loss has never been ascertained—it is 

certainly worthy an investigation—and can be only 

determined by trying the two modes, punctuality 

and irregularity, side by side, under similar circum¬ 

stances, and with the same amount of food, for some 

weeks or months together. 

There is one precaution to be observed in connec¬ 

tion with regular feeding, where some judgment is 

needed. Animals.eat more in sharp or frosty, than in 

warm anck damp weather. Hence, if the same 

amount by weight is given at every feeding, they 

will not have enough when the weather is cold, and 

will be surfeited when it is warm aud damp. Both 

of these evils must be avoided, while a little atten¬ 

tion and observation will enable the farmer to do it. 

—Tucker's Rural Affairs. 

To Prevent Horses Kicking.—Having a horse 

that would kick every thing to pieces in the stable, 

that he could reach, and having found a remedy for it, 

(after trying many things, such as fettering, whip¬ 

ping, hanging chains behind him for him to kick 

against, &c.,) I send it to you. It is simply fasten¬ 

ing a short trace-chain, about two feet long, by a 

strap, to each hind foot, and let him do his own 

whipping if he can not stand still without it, and 

he will not need to have boards nailed to his stall 

every day.—Country Gentleman. 
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NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER—BY S, W. 

Tnis may be truly called tlie hot September. The 

mercury has ranged by day from '73° to 94° in the 

shade up to last evening the 17th. The night of 

the 14th was the hottest of the season, yet cooler 

than some of the short July nights of past seasons. 

In the whole Champaign country, and even on the 

high lands of Hector up south, pastures have suf¬ 

fered from drouth ; yet a farmer writes from Chau- 

tauque county that they have had but four days at 

a time without rain this season. No wonder that 

every farmer on the high lands there now rides in 

a spring carriage, as butter and cheese has made 

them rich. 
HECTOR, SCHTJYLER COUNTY. 

Crops of both winter and summer grain are as 

good there as they are in Seneca county, which is 

saying much — winter wheat often yielding 80 

bushels to the acre, and the crops of barley and 

oats are heavy. Many farmers were busy seeding 

and preparing their fallows for wheat on the 2d ; 

while others were hauling their barley to Havana 

and Watkins for sale. T. Carman has a fine farm 

of 150 acres in the valley of Taghannoc Creek, 

which debouches over the celebrated high falls at 

Goodwin’s Point into Cayuga Lake. Although he 

got 30 bushels of wheat to the acre, and barley and 

oats in proportion, he says his most profitable crop 

was a quarter of an acre of corn drilled in for soil¬ 

ing his milch cows ; it was sweeter than Sorghum 

is of the same size. This little patch kept up the 

milk of his seven cows, while the cows of some of 

his neighbors had dried up one half. He has 11 

acres of capital long-eared eiglit-rowed corn, and as 

■jprima facie evidence that he is a good farmer, he 

Still continues to grow yearly a ten acre field of 

' econd crop clover for seed. On this farm the road 

fence is made of large pine stumps, the roots enlair, 

permanent and lasting, if not sightly. The sylva 

here is a mixture of pines and large deciduous trees. 

The soil a gravelly loam with small calciferous shale, 

very rich in all the elements of plant food. Apples 

are poor and wormy, but pears do well, and some 

peach trees here were in full but not profuse bear¬ 

ing. Here we attended the Quaker mid-week meet¬ 

ing. Although a silent meeting is a stumbling block 

to the world, yet mother church confesses to that 

scripture which says, “ The Lord is in his holy tem¬ 

ple, let all the earth keep silence before him.” And 

Chas. Lamb has well said, “ that for a man to re¬ 

frain from even good words, and hold his peace, is 

commendable; but for a multitude it is great mas¬ 

tery.” 

SORGHUM GROWING — APPLE AND GRAPE-BRANDY 
MAKING. 

In the south part of Cayuga county we saw large 

and continuous patches of Sorghum growing very 

luxuriantly. A Sorghum mill of large dimensions 

with the required evaporators is now being prepared 

in Ledyard to receive the cane from far and near. 

After crossing the Ferry into Tompkins county at 

Frog Point, we saw no more patches of Sorghum, 

but large fields with bountiful crops of ripening In¬ 

dian corn. Now as we ascended the hill we passed 

extensive outcropping quarries of calciferous slate; 

it is here that the large square and beautifully 

smooth flag stones are obtained for the Lake vil¬ 

lages. At the crossing of the Taghannoc is a ci¬ 

der mill and a distillery, with a sign, “ Cash paid 

for apples and grapes.” Both were wanted for bran¬ 

dy, as there is only a small excise duty on such 

spirits. 
PLANT ONE TREE. 

Thirty-six years ago I set out in a front yard a 

stick of weeping willow, salix tristis. Last week I 

took it up by the roots; it measured 40 inches in 

diameter, cut two saw logs and two cords of fire 

wood, leaving a cord more in stump and knotty 

pieces that defied the beetle and wedge. Carlysle 

says Ireland has miles on miles of festering bog, but 

not one tree. He advises every Irishman who wants 

to do something better than dieing for sweet Ire¬ 

land, to plant one tree. 

POTATOES. 

I never had so large a yield of potatoes in so dry 

a season before. I have heretofore been of opinion 

that potatoes on rich land, grew more to stalk than 

to tuber, but I find that after the vines have done 

growing the tubers have just began to grow. It 

only takes longer to perfect a crop on a rich than on 

a poor soil. I have seen some very rotten Mercer 

potatoes, but all other varieties thus far generally 

escaped the rot. The equinoxial storm is now upon 

us, and it may affect the potatoes yet in the ground. 

Waterloo, N. T. 

Potato Tops.—As I have worked in the potato 

field for fifty years, I will give you my way of man* 

aging the tops. My method has given good satis¬ 

faction to others who have practiced it, as well as 

to myself. My plan is simply to drop them under 

my feet as I pull them up, and cover them with the 

dirt that I draw from the hill. Managed in this 

manner I never have any trouble with them at 

plowing time. I can learn a boy in fifteen minutes 

so that he can do it properly, but it is hard learning 

aged men, for they will cover a few hills, and then, 

forgetting, will throw them here and there in a 

slovenly manner. On speaking to them, they re. 

ply, “ O yes, I forgot.” To carry off the tops, or to 

burn them, is loss of time and property. Farmers, 

try it this year, but don’t “ forget.”—Cor. AT. E. Far¬ 

mer. 
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IF I HAD LEISURE, 

Ah. yes, if you had leisure, what would you do ? 

Why, says the man who is engage'd in business, if 

I had leisure I’d prosecute this charitable object. 

Pd aid in such and such benevolent plans. I would 

do a great deal of good, but I am so much engaged 

that I have not a spare moment to devote to any 

thing but my business. The man is innocent in the 

declarations. He really believes what he says. He 

does’nt know, because he never experienced it, that 

leisure is the mother of indolence, and that if he 

had plenty of one he would ninety-nine chances of 

a hundred have the other in exact proportion. If I 

had leisure says the merchant, I would pay more at¬ 

tention to my accounts and try and collect my debts 

more punctually—chance if you are not mistaken, 

friend. If you had leisure, probably you would pay 

less attention to the matter than you now do. The 

thing you want is not more leisure but more resolu¬ 

tion. The spirit to do to do more, my word for it, 

after all, you waste—actually waste more time than 

would be necessary to accomplish all you desire. If 

I had time, says a mechanic, I should have my work 

done in season. The man thinks his time has been 

all occupied when he was not at work at sunrise— 

quit Avork an hour before dark, smoked a cigar after 

dinner, and spent two hours in the street talking 

nonsense with an idler. If I had leisure I’d repair 

that weak place in my fence, said a farmer. He had 

not leisure, however, and while he was drinking 

cider with a neighbor the cows broke in and de¬ 

stroyed his crop. He found leisure to plant it over. 

If I had leisure, said my friend the wheelwright, 

last winter, I’d alter my stove pipe. He did not find 

leisure though, but when his shop took fire and 

burnt down he had time to make and build another. 

If I had leisure I’d sometimes go to meeting, old 

Tom Rattling used to say, but he found so much 

better business, as he called it, on Sundays, that he 

never got there. He’s dead and gone now, poor soul, 

but he regretted at his dying day that he had played 

the cheat upon himself so, and he could but mur¬ 

mur—too late, too late. People are very apt to be 

mistaken in this affair of leisure. There are very 

few men who put every hour of their time to the 

best use. Often those who have the least to do 

don’t half do that little, while those who are most 

engaged do every thing thoroughly. I’ll give a 

plain illustration drawn from every days experience. 

If you want any matter, whether of profit or chari¬ 

ty, done expeditiously, and well done too, go to not 

the man who half his time stands or sits with his 

hands in his breeches pockets, but to the very iden 

tical person who being a thorough business-doing 

man is always at work. That is the man for you. An 

idler from habit regards everything that requires a 

little labor, study or confinement as an ant looks on 

a mole hill—it seems a mountain. But an industrious 

man looks at the labor before him with the eye of 

a man who is not afraid of it. And here is the secret 

spring of his ability: he does not loiter or hesitate, 

he acts promptly, and at once. J. L. Hersey. 
Tuftonborough, N. H. 

THE COTSWOLD AND SOUTH DOWNS, 

TnE Cotswold sheep will shear from ten to six¬ 

teen pounds of combing wool to the fleece, that will 

not lose more than one-fourth in its preparation for 

the spindle, well adapted to the manufacture of all 

kinds of goods for which combing wool is used, and 

worth more per pound of late than any description 

of carding wool. The carcass of a Cotswold wether 

will weigh at two years old, 200 pounds, and be 

worth more per pound by several cents in any mar¬ 

ket than a sheep that will weigh from ninety to 

one hundred and twenty pounds. They are not so 

hardy as the Southdown or Merino, yet I do not 

know that they require any more protection, as it 

is required by all in this State during very bad 

weather. They cross well with either the Merino 

or Southdown, adding greatly to both weight of 

fleece and carcass when crossed on the Merino ; 

while the wool of a half-breed is worth more per 

pound in the fleece than the wool of a pure-blooded 

Merino, from the fact that the per cent, lost by 

cleansing is nothing like so much. 

The Southdown sheep will shear, on the average, 

about eight pounds of wool that will not lose over 

one third by cleansing for the cards, worth more 

per pound in the fleece than any of the fine wools, 

for this reason—the wool is fine enough for all man¬ 

ufacturing purposes except the very finest descrip¬ 

tions of goods. A two-years-old Southdown wether 

or buck will shear twelve pounds of wool that will 

weigh eight pounds when cleansed for the cards ; 

his carcass will weigh from 175 to 200 pounds, gross, 

worth more per pound than any other breed in this 

country, or perhaps anywhere else. This breed of 

sheep is ready for the butcher at any time from two 

months and a half old to five years, giving as much 

weight for ilieir feed and age as any other breed, al¬ 

ways netting more in proportion to gross weight. 

The Southdown buck has always been profitably 

introduced into any flock, improving as he always 

does, and ever will, in my judgment, every breed 

upon which he is crossed.—Cor. Prairie Farmer. 

John Johnstost writes the Genesee Fanner that 

sheep fat more rapidly in October and November if 

they have first-rate pasture, than at any other sea 

son of the year. In fattening sheep during the win 

ter it is of special importance that they be in good 

condition before being put on their winter feed. 
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“THE CHEMISTRY OF WOOL AND ITS MANAGE¬ 
MENT.” 

Professor Anderson, Chemist to the Highland 

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, lias recently 

delivered a lecture on the “ Chemistry of Wool, and 

its Management.” He said : 

In addressing you on the present occasion in the 

centre of a district in which arable farming scarcely 

occupies that position of preponderating importance 

which it does in most places, I have endeavored to 

select for your consideration a subject bearing more 

immediately on its staple produce; and the choice 

has not been unattended with difficulty, for the ag¬ 

ricultural questions with which chemistry has been 

chiefly occupied are exactly those which bear most 

directly on the operations of tillage, and least so on 

those of the sheep farmer. The composition of the 

soil, and the manures to be applied to it, of the 

crops it yields, and the feeding stuffs which can be 

most advantageously employed for the fattening of 

stock, are the subjects which have come most promi¬ 

nently under the notice of the chemist; and though 

they necessarily embrace many matters which must 

greatly interest the sheep farmer, in common with 

everyone connected in any way with the practice of 

agriculture, they do so to a less extent than others 

bearing more directly on this particular subject. 

The great majority of the questions which are of 

most importance to him are of a kind on which 

chemistry is incapable of throwing light, and with 

which, indeed, it has no connection of any kind. 

Even here, however, there are matters on which a 

knowledge of some chemical facts is not unimportant, 

and among these I have chosen the chemistry of 

wool and its management as one likely to possess 

some interest on the present occasion ; and though I 

may possibly touch upon matters which may at first 

sight appear to have no direct application to prac¬ 

tice, I am satisfied that further consideration will 

show that they are far from unimportant. For it 

can not be doubted that those who feel an intelli¬ 

gent interest in their profession will seek to know 

everything connected with it, being well assured 

that there is no fact which may not at some time or 

other come to possess a direct bearing on it. The 

subject I have selected for consideration, taken in its 

broadest aspect, is one of great extent, and might, 

in fact, be made to include the entire management 

of the sheep; for the production of a good crop of 

wool of the highest quality involves the nicest at¬ 

tention to the breed of the animal and its perfect 

health. But these, and especially the former, are 

matters which do not come within the province of 

chemistry, and can not, therefore, be discussed here. 

Neither is it always possible to explain by analysis 

the cause of the difference in quality of different 

kinds of wool, the commercial value of which is due 

not so much to its composition as to its structure. 

We shall see presently that there are often differ¬ 

ences in the composition of the various kinds of 

wool, but on the other hand two samples may be 

chemically undistinguishable from one another, al¬ 

though the experienced wool stapler will set down 

one as of the highest, and the other of the lowest 

quality. Even the wool of a single fleece is sepa¬ 

rated by the manufacturer into many qualities fitted 

for different purposes, and bearing very different 

values. The cause of this is rendered obvious when 

the wool is examined by the microscope, when it is 

seen that its quality depends partly on the fineness 

and uniformity of the fibre, and partly on the length 

of the staple, which fits it for the manufacture of 

particular fabrics. It is well known that these 

qualities are greatly affected by the breed and the 

climate in which the sheep has lived, and it is by 

attention to the former that the character of Scotch 

wool has been so much raised ; while the latter is a 

difficulty with which our sheep farmers will always 

have to contend, and which must prevent our wool 

in general from bringing as high a price as that pro¬ 

duced in more favorable localities. The nature of 

the food supplied to the sheep has, no doubt, a ma¬ 

terial influence on the quality of the wool, and is a 

subject which well merits attention. But I do not 

propose to enter upon the consideration of this ques¬ 

tion on the present occasion, and that principally 

because the information regarding it is of the most 

scanty description ; and I have failed to discover 

any experiments on the influence of the food on the 

weight or quality of the fleece. We know general¬ 

ly that the best wool is obtained from animals fed 

on the richest pastures, but it is not possible to tell 

how far the superiority is due to the more nutritious 

character of the grasses, or merely to the more fa¬ 

vorable climate. The composition and nutritive 

value of the cultivated and natural grasses of low¬ 

land districts are well known, but there is absolute¬ 

ly no information regarding those which form the 

bulk of mountain pastures. Many of the spe¬ 

cies are no doubt the same as those found in 

the lower districts, and their composition is proba¬ 

bly very similar, though others are different, and 

of their composition we are entirely ignorant. 

There would, of course, be no difficulty in mak¬ 

ing analysis of these ; but the information they 

would convey would be of little use, unless it 

were coupled with a knowledge of those which the 

sheep select and avoid. It is probable, indeed, that 

the higher or lower value of mountain pastures de¬ 

pend not so much on the difference in the nutritive 

value of the grasses of which they are composed, as 

in the greater or less abundance of those which are 

most palatable to the stock—for sheep prefer the 
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finer grasses, and are only compelled by hunger to 

consume the coarser species, although they are often 

just as nutritive as those they select. The influ¬ 

ence of an abundant supply of food on the quantity 

at least'of the wool is sufficiently obvious, but it 

becomes still more striking when we consider what 

that quantity is, and how active must be the ani¬ 

mal functions by which it is produced. To do this, 

it is necessary to look at the relative weights of the 

fleece, and the amimal which produces it. These 

vary greatly with the breed, as may be seen from 

the table here given, which contains those which 

are most widely distributed in this country :— 

LOXGWOOLLED. 

Lincolnshire.S to 10 lbs. 
Devon. 9 
Leicester. 7 
Blackfaced. 3 

INTERMEDIATE. 

Dorset.1. 6 
Cheviot. 5 

shortA-oolled. 

Merino.....6 to 8 
Shropshire Down.*. 7 
Southdown.3 to 4 

Taking all the breeds together, the average weight 

of a fleece may be set down -at 6 lbs., while that of 

the sheep in the unfattened condition will not ex¬ 

ceed 90 or 100 lbs. It thus appears that a sheep pro¬ 

duces every year a quantity of wool equal to about 

a sixteenth of its own weight. Even this, however, 

does not give a perfect idea of the matter, which can 

only be obtained by making the comparison be¬ 

tween the dry wool and the dry matter of the sheep. 

Wool in its natural state contains about 16 per 

cent, of water, and if allowance be made for dirt 

adhering to it, the weight of actual wool in each 

fleece is about 5 lbs. But the entire body of the 

sheep contains about two-tliirds of its weight of 

water, so that if dried up (exclusively of wool) it 

would weigh cnly 30 lbs.; and hence it follows that 

a sheep produces annually, in the shape of dry wool, 

a quantity of matter equal to about one-sixtli of the 

solid substances contained in its body. These facts 

are sufficient to show the importance of an abundant 

supply of nutritive food to support the drain in the 

system occasioned by the growth of this large 

quantity of animal matter. When we further con¬ 

sider the delicate organization of the skin, each hair 

of the wool growing within a little tube of its own, 

furnished with minute glands, by which it is fur¬ 

nished with a peculiar oily secretion necessary to 

promote its growth and keep it in a soft and pliant 

condition, and others by which the perspiration is 

evolved, and that the growth of the wool depends 

upon all this complex machinery performing its 

functions in a perfectly healthy manner, the import¬ 

ance of an exact knowledge of all the conditions affect¬ 

ing them will be sufficiently obvious. Without ven¬ 

turing to discuss the physiological questions connect¬ 

ed with the functions of the skin, I proceed to remark 

that the chemical composition of the wool is extreme¬ 

ly complex. As removed from the animal, it consists 

of two parts—the wool proper, that is, the fibre 

which is used by the manufacturer ; and the “yolk,” 

a peculiar substance secreted by the glands of the 

skin, by which the fibre is moistened and protected. 

In the process of scouring the wool, which is the 

first step in its manufacture, the greater part of the 

yolk is removed by means of water and other agents, 

the action of which will be afterwards explained, 

and the fibre obtained in a more or less pure state. 

By careful treatment, the scientific chemist removes 

them entirely, and then obtains the pure fibre, which 

then differs but little from the hair of other animals. 

We shall consider separately the nature of each of 

these. The pure wool is of itself a very complex 

substance. It contains a small quantity of fixed or 

mineral matters, which are left behind in the ash 

when it is burnt, and this contains a comparatively 

large quantity of silica, a substance found in ex¬ 

tremely limited quantity in the animal body. Set¬ 

ting aside these substances, the wool consists of— 
Carbon.50.65 
Hydrogen. 7.02 
Nitrogen.17.71 
Sulphur. 2.31 
Oxygen.22.31 

100.00 

In composition, therefore, it does not materially 

differ from the nitrogenous constituents of other 

parts of the animal body. It is as rich in nitrogen as 

the gelatine of the bones, and surpasses every other 

animal substance in proportion to the sulphur it con¬ 

tains. The state in which this sulphur exists in it 

is peculiar. A very distinguished French chemist, 

M. Chevreul, supposed that it might be removed from 

it without inj uring the quality of the fibre; but 

more recent experiments have disproved this view. 

But they show that a portion can be easily extracted, 

although the remainder resists all agents, except 

those which completely destroy the fibre. So feebly 

is part of the sulphur retained, that it is actually 

expelled when the wool is boiled with water, and 

even slowly escapes at ordinary temperatures; and 

this is the reason why metalic, especially silver, ar¬ 

ticles become black on the surface when left for a 

long time in contact with it. A portion of the sul¬ 

phur can be easily removed by alkalies, but a part 

resists their action, and from this difference in the 

condition in which it is present it is not improbable 

that the fibre of wool is composed of two differ¬ 

ent compounds, but chemists have not yet succeeded 

in devising a method by which they can be separated. 

This opinion derives support from the fact that the 

quantity of sulphur varies in different samples of 

wool, and appears to depend in some way on its 

quality. It has been found to vary from 3.4 per 
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cent, down to 1.89, and one observer has even found 

as little as 0,89, although this result appears to be 

doubtful. The largest proportion (3.4 per cent.) was 

found in the wool of a particular breed which feeds 

on moorlands in Germany, and which is extremely 

coarse and inferior in quality, while the lowest was 

found a particularly fine wool. The quantity in or¬ 

dinary wools is about 2.5 per cent., and from that to 

2 per cent, was found in several samples of English 

wool, though the experimenter unfortunately omits 

to specify the breeds. The “ yolk,” as it is called, 

which is mixed with the wool proper in the fleece, 

is still more complicated in its composition, and is a 

mixture of a variety of substances secreted by the 

oil and sweet glands of the skin. The proportion 

found in the fleece varies greatly, sometimes amount¬ 

ing to nearly half -the entire weight of the fleece, 

though in general it does not exceed 25 per cent. In 

one instance examined by Chevreul the wool contain¬ 

ed only 31 per cent, of pure fibre, but the loss in this 

case included 26 per cent, of earthy matter adhering 

to the fleece ; but even including dirt, the quantity 

rarely exceeds half the weight. It appears that the 

yolk is largest in the finer varieties of wool, but 

upon this point there appears to be considerable 

room for further inquiry. The chemical nature of 

the yolk was first examined in the end of the last 

century by Vanquelin. Before his time it had usu¬ 

ally been considered of a fatty nature, but he showed 

that it was principally composed of a soap contain¬ 

ing potash as its base, some carbonate of potash, small 

quantities of some other salts of potash, and an ani¬ 

mal matter. More recently Chevreul examined the 

yolk, and found it to contain, in addition to these 

substances, two peculiar substances of a fatty na¬ 

ture, but differing from ordinary fats in being inca¬ 

pable of forming soaps with the alkalies, but which 

have not been more particularly studied since his 

time. When wool is immersed in water, a portion 

of the yolk, consisting of the matters exuded by the 

glands, rapidly dissolves, and the matter so taken up 

is rich in potash, and has to some extent the quali¬ 

ties of soap. As this accumulates in the water it 

acquires a powerful detergent property, and causes 

the fatty matters of the wool, which are themselves 

insoluble in water, to enter into solution. In this 

way Chevreul found that 32 per cent, of the wool 

entered into solution, but it retained 84 per cent, of 

fat, which could only be extracted from it by spirits 

of wine or by alkalies. These substances are re¬ 

moved from the wool in the process of scouring, first 

by the use of water, and afterwards by means of an 

ammonical solution. Formerly urine allowed to pu- 

trify until ammonia was produced in it was employed 

for this purpose; but the facility of obtaining the 

pure alkali has led to its being substituted, and in 

some cases soap is also used. The nature of the so¬ 

luble matters of wool has undergone a further exami¬ 

nation within the last two years by two Frenchmen, 

named Maumene and Rogelet, who have founded 

upon it an interesting branch of manufacture pecu¬ 

liarly worthy of the attention of the farmer, because 

it gives him some indication of what sheep are re¬ 

ceiving from the soil. According to their observa¬ 

tions, average wool, when washed with water, yields 

to it 15 per cent, of its weight of yolk, composed of 

a particular animal acid in union with potash, of 

which it contains about 33 per cent. According to 

this calculation, a fleece weighing 6 lbs. must con¬ 

tain about 5 ounces of potash which are for ever re¬ 

moved from the soil and have hitherto been entirely 

lost. MM. Maumene and Rogelet, however, recover 

this, and their process is in actual operation in some 

of the great centres of the woollen manufactures of 

France, and is in all respects a most interesting and 

important one. They buy from the woollen manu¬ 

facturers the yolk obtained in their process of wash¬ 

ing, according to a carefully graduated scale, giving 

for that extracted from a ton of wool about 15s. if it 

be diffused through 69 gallons of water, and only 4s. 

5d. if contained in 600 gallons, and at proportionate- 

rates for intermediate degrees of concentration, the 

different prices paid for the same article in different 

degrees of dillution depending on the increased cost 

of recovering the potash from the more dilute fluids. 

By this means the manufacturers are induced to 

adopt a systematic mode of vcasliing the wool so as 

to use the minimum amount of water. These fluids 

are then evaporated to dryness, and the residue in¬ 

troduced into iron retorts, where it is calcined, gas 

(which can be used for illuminating purposes) and 

ammonia being driven off, and the potash left be¬ 

hind in the form of carbonate. The quantity of 

potash ■which might be thus recovered from the 

wool is very large. MM. Maumene and Rogelet 

state that there are 47,000,000 sheep in France, and 

from their wool, if it were all carefully washed, there 

would be obtained annually 11,700 tons of carbo¬ 

nate of potash, worth about £350,000, which is suffi¬ 

cient to supply the entire demand for that substance 

in that country. In Britain the figures are still 

higher. There are supposed to be 55,000,000 sheep 

in the United Kingdom, and in 1859 we imported 

the fleeces of about 22,000,000 ; and if the whole of 

this wool, both native and imported, were subjected 

to the process, it vTould yield upwards of 19,000 tons 

of carbonate of potash, worth £570,000. Of course 

it is not practicable to recover the whole of this, for 

a good deal of wool will always be waslie'd on the 

small scale, when the potash cannot be profitably re¬ 

covered, and the operation must therefore be re¬ 

stricted to the great manufacturing centres, where 

it can be carried on on a large scale, and in a com 

tinuous manner. The matter, however, is not on 
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that account the less important to the farmer, for 

the rise of an industry of this kind brings forcibly 

before him the extent to which valuable substances 

are being removed from the soil. The wool pro¬ 

duced in this country carries off annually 14,000 

tons of carbonate of potash, equivalent to 9,500 tons 

of pure potash, all of which is at present entirely 

lost, and which it would cost nearly £200,000 to re¬ 

place if the farmer bought it in the market even in 

its cheapest form. It is to be remembered too that 

potash is the very substance of which, according to 

the modern system of manuring, we return the 

smallest quantity to the soil, so that if at any time 

our land should show symptoms of exhaustion, it 

will most probably be due to the deficiency of pot¬ 

ash. There seems no good reason why the farmer, 

though he cannot recover the potash in a pure state, 

should not wash wool in a systematic manner, and 

apply the fluid as a liquid manure to the soil. Al¬ 

though the yolk must be considered as a refuse mat¬ 

ter, its presence has an important influence on the 

quality of the fleece. When it is deficient the wool 

becomes harsh, more or less brittle, and unfitted for 

the manufacture of the finer fabrics. A proper sup¬ 

ply of it must therefore be of much importance, and 

can only be maintained by attending to the health of 

the animal. 

Weeds.—J. J. Thomas, in Rural Affairs, says. 

“ The yearly loss to the farmers of the United States, 

occasioned by weeds, amounts to many millions of 

dollars—enough probably to build an Erie or New- 

York Central Railroad, dig an Erie Canal, or build 

and endow one hundred first-class agricultural col¬ 

leges. With many land-owners, one-fourth part of 

the corn crops is consumed by pig-weeds, fox-tail, 

and other intruders, and an equal proportion of 

meadow and pasture land occupied with mulleins 

and thistles, johnswort and brier bushes. With 

others the loss is still greater, while a few good 

managers loose little or nothing. Admitting it to 

be but a tenth part as an average, what is the re¬ 

sult ? The aggregate value of all the crops of the 

country, is doubtless at least eight hundred million 

dollars yearly, and but a tenth part of this is eighty 

millions—a sum far exceeding1 the estimate just of¬ 

fered, and enough to make the two great railroads 

and the Erie canal combined.” 

The Hop Crop.—The Albany Journal says the 

“ lice ” have played the mischief with the hops in 

Otsego county. In many sections the crop will not 

be more than one-fourtli the average. Large yields 

on the line of the Susquehanna railroad are entire¬ 

ly destroyed- by the devastating insect, the vines 

looking wilted, and the leaves having a black and 

blasted appearance. 

WHO SHALL ADDRESS OUR AGRICULTURAL FAIRS 1 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman dis¬ 

cusses this question as follows: 

“ It has long been the custom at the annual gath¬ 

erings of Agricultural and other societies, to have 

an address delivered touching the object of the so¬ 

ciety or association. All the different societies for 

the advancement of knowledge, literature, mechanic 

arts, science, history, law, medicines, and divinity, 

select some one to give an address at their annual 

meeting, pertinent to the object of the society, on 

some subject of practical importance to its auditors. 

This is very benefiting, and generally develops some¬ 

thing new or useful on whatever subject they may 

treat. All these organizations generally select one 

of their profession to deliver the annual address. 

This is as it should be, for one of their own profes¬ 

sion is better qualified to interest them, than one of 

another profession or calling. He knows the history 

and objects of the society better than one whose 

thoughts have been trained to other intellectual de¬ 

velopments. These annual meetings have been pro¬ 

ductive of an incalculable amount of good, and have 

awakened an interest that nothing else would. How 

is it with the agricultural societies ? Are they ad¬ 

dressed by one of their members ? It is a lamenta¬ 

ble fact that a majority of the addresses at Agricul 

tural Fairs are given by those belonging to ‘ the 

learned professions.’ This should not be so. There 

ought to be farmers within the bounds of every 

society capable of giving the annual addresses. They 

may not be in command of elegant language, or 

able to make rhetorical flourish in beautifully turned 

periods ; but they may do what is of more import¬ 

ance, give an address embodying sound practical 

views in all that pertains to progress in agriculture. 

It would be looked upon with surprise to see a farm¬ 

er addressing a society for promoting the interest 

of law, medicine, or divinity, but just as appropriate 

as it is for men who have never held a plow, or 

swung a scythe, or performed the simplest duties 

of agriculture, to attempt to instruct men who have 

grown grey in the pursuit of agriculture, as to the 

best method of cultivating our farms, what crops 

are adapted to our soil and climate, what leading 

staple is most profitable, or what breeds of stock 

are best adapted to the different branches of agricul¬ 

ture. These are important questions, and none but 

those of large practical experience can answer them 

to our profit.” 

Remarks. — We doubt very much whether a 

good practical farmer would, as a general rule, prove 

as acceptable to the great mass of Fair-goers, as such 

men as Horace Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher, Solon 

Robinson, and many others, who, though not prac¬ 

tical farmers, nevertheless take an interest in all 
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that pertains to agriculture and horticulture, and 

ai^e able to say many good things in a way likely to 

be remembered. The place for the good practical 

farmer to communicate his experience to his brother 

farmers is not in the open air, to a promiscuous crowd, 

at our Annual Fairs, but through the agricultural 

press, and, if he has the faculty of talking, in de¬ 

livering a short lecture on some practical subject, in 

a comfortable room during the winter evenings, to 

be followed by a discussion. Such lectures, under 

the auspicies of our County Agricultural Societies, 

would prove of universal benefit.—Eds. G. F. 

A WORD TO “ COUNTRY BOYS.” 

Our young men in the country are sadly in want 

of more pride, not in their dress, but in the appear¬ 

ance of their horses and wagons. They, when a la 

mode make their appearance in the streets in “ turn¬ 

outs” that they ought to be ashamed of. Their 

horses, harnesses and wagons are, as animals and 

vehicles, better than they deserve ; for with few ex¬ 

ceptions, they are kept after the notions of slovens. 

Because, their horses are thin in flesh, have to work 

hard or not well mated, they will pay no attention 

to the looks of their coats, manes and tails, and as 

their harness is old and their wagons heavy and 

awkward, they will sleep on in their slackness, never 

trying to fix them up. If we were to let these 

young men have their choice in horses and wagons, 

they would not have them long before they would 

look just as bad as the old ones. Wagons and har¬ 

ness, as well as horses need constant care—but when 

the attention is bestowed daily they demand but 

little at any one time. Some of these long evenings 

give those road harnesses, both heavy and light, a 

thorough washing with castile soap suds. Allow a 

coat of suds to remain after washing. The harness 

need not be taken apart to wash. In the morning 

give the prominent parts a good rubbing, and al¬ 

ways, before using on the road, rub the saddles and 

blinders with a damp cloth, this gives a smooth sur¬ 

face, and prevents the dust from forming a thick 

coat on it. The terrets and bits, if plated, scour, if 

not, give a coat of common -black paint. The time 

for oiling, is late in the fall after the dust is through 

with. Now, supposing all parts to be in repair ; 

for ornament buy four wooden brass-lined rings, 

four spreaders, (two-thirds as long and heavy as 

hame straps,) and a good set of snaps. Buckle two 

in the bits to snap the side lines in, and put two on 

the inside hame to pass the lines through ; regulate 

the spread of your team by the out-side line. On 

a smooth, wide track a team will look better and 

work as easily to be well spread, but on a narrow 

track have them near the pole. Some short pieces 

of red tape or dress braid will make the bridles look 

well, tie them on each end of the front piece. Tie 

straps, used with a carriage or democrat, should be 

carried in the vehicle, with a large wagon or on the 

farm, fold them in a skein eighteen inches long and 

snap in the line ring on the out-side harne, or snap 

in the ring and tie half way from the saddle to 

crupper. 

After cleaning your horses, card carefully their 

manes and tails, by doing it regularly you will not 

pull out the hair. Just before putting on the har¬ 

ness, wipe the team with a cloth, a little dampened ; 

this is an important part of cleaning, as it gives the 

hair a clean look and keeps the harness clean. Some 

Saturday evening give your neck-yoke, evener, and 

whiffle-trees a coat of red paint. Eveners and neck- 

yokes are usually too short for wagon use, much 

longer ones are required for wagons than for sleighs. 

Take some square pieces of cow-hide and cut some 

washers for your wheels. Our rattling lumber wag¬ 

ons are a nuisance, and with the help of washers, 

hammer and wrench, can be made to run as quietly 

as a carriage. With a little trouble you can make 

a board spring seat, or for little money buy some 

steel springs which are better. 

Much can be said about needed improvements in 

keeping and driving horses, which I will leave until 

another time. Old Man-. 
North Chili, Sept. 5th, 1865. 

Making Cider.—In a speech on cider-making, 

before the Ohio Pomological Society, Mr. Ragan said 

he considered it absolutely essential that the apples 

intended for cider should be sound. Cloths should 

be used in pressing, to prevent the accumulation of 

pommies, as this is a great cause of fermentation. 

The apples should stand about thirty-six hours be¬ 

fore being pressed, and will be sweeter when made 

in this way. He considers it important that no air 

be allowed to get to the cider when being drawn off. 

A Mr. Fisher thought it a bad plan to grind apples 

with a cast iron mill. He would also have the an- 
3k 

pies pressed very soon after being ground, as other¬ 

wise the apples would become bitter.—JY. Y. Times. 

Early Milking.—Cows should be milked early 

in the morning so that they can feed on the dewy 

grass. Two hours of such feed is worth as much as 

that of the rest of the day towards giving a good 

flow of milk. So wake up boys at father’s rap on 

the partition wall, and hie to the yard with pail in 

hand, and have the cows in pasture before anybody’s 

else. Be sure and milk clean. A boy who will al¬ 

ways milk clean will have a good recommendation 

of being faithful wherever he goes, and such a re¬ 

commendation always goes a great way among busi¬ 

ness men.—Maine Farmer 
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I propose to say a few words upon picking, 

handling, ant marketing fruit. Of late years, tlie 

fruit crop is s< uncertain, so likely to he a short crop, 

that it is a mater of no little importance to under¬ 

stand how to nake the most possible of what little 

grows. 

Windfalls.—Before the fruit is fully matured on 

the tree, quite a proportion will generally drop off, 

either from the oj^rations of worms in the fruit, or 

from undue exposure to winds. Where apples have 

nearly attained thir ordinary size before falling, 

they are of consideable value for feeding swine, 

are good for making vinegar, and the better class 

will generally sell at the groceries for cooking ap¬ 

ples. My plan is to ^ther them soon after they 

fall, select the best for aarket, and put the balance 

in the cider-liouse, wher I keep a hand cider^mill— 

and on rainy days make hem into cider. 

Sound fruit should be eft on the tree until fully 

grown. If you have a ho\e market for your fruit, 

you should not pick it unti it begins to soften. If 

to be shipped within a distaCe of 24 or 80 hours, it 

may still be left on the tree ^ntil j ust ready to soft¬ 

en—if propdrly picked and bandied. Fruit en¬ 

larges rapidly during the lab stages of maturing. 

I was offered, the latter part o. July, $4.00 per bar¬ 

rel for my Sweet Bough appl^ if I would pick 

them immediately. I declined the offer—waited 

about ten days—and then pickedand sold them for 

$3.50 a barrel, making, I doubt nV 50 per cent, by 

allowing them to mature, as they v^re nearly twice 

as large. 
It rarely happens that all the frtt on a tree is 

ready to pick at the same time. In^ucli a case it 

will pay, if you have convenient ladde\^ to pick the 

ripest, and leave the balance on until ^ey have at¬ 

tained their full size. In picking a tre\j have fre¬ 

quently left some on because they wen too small 

for market. Two weeks later they were l^ger than 

any I had picked. \ 

Handling of Fruit.—All fruit should be \refully 

handled—never dropped into a basket, or \pured 

into a barrel, and generally handled more liR\eggs 

than stones. The same fruit carefully haqied 

through all stages, will sell for nearly twice as much 

as it would if roughly handled. 

Need I say to farmers, in barreling your fruit for 

market—be honorable—be honest. Never put fair 

fruit at both ends of the barrel, and miserable Cul¬ 

lens in the middle. Such a cheat casts a stigma on 

the name of farmer. Time was when honest usually 

preceded farmer. But now speak of the honest far¬ 

mer and there are those who will sneer at the appella¬ 

tion, and call up the barrels of apples they have bought 

—fair on the outside—foul within—the tubs of but¬ 

ter—sweet on top—frowy in the middle—cords of 

wood, cobbled up from two-tliirds of a cord, and so 

on through the whole list of petty, contemptible 

tricks. Agricultural papers, and agricultural socie¬ 

ties should take up the subject, and anathematize 

those guilty of such practices. 

Fruit dealers should always require farmers to 

brand their name on a barrel of fruit before buying 

it, and then when such a cheat is detected, it could 

be traced back to the guilty author, and then his 

name should be passed round among dealers, that 

they might beware of him. 

Fruit Stealing.—Farmers should unite their efforts 

iq the attempt to put down this practice. Few 

things are more aggravating to a man, than after 

he has spent years in planting and training up a 

tree, to have its fruit stolen by some miserable, 

prowling vagabond—too lazy to raise fruit for him¬ 

self. We should demand of our legislators the pas¬ 

sage of more stringent laws for the protection of 

fruit. Most other property we can put under lock 

and key, but fruit, while -growing, must necessarily 

be exposed to the depredations of cowardly thieves, 

who should have special protection. 

The gardener will not find his labors very pressing 

in October, yet he need not be idle. The warm, 

growing weather of September has started the weeds 

among the onions, spinach, strawberries, &c. They 

should be subjected to one more grand assault be¬ 

fore going into winter quarters. 

Asparagus should be cut down, raked off the bed, 

and a good top-dressing of fine manure applied. 

Beets should be dug—their tops cut off, and then 

packed in boxes or barrels mixed with dirt in the 

cellar. 

Carrots should be gathered the latter part of the 

month, and preserved the same as beets. 

Parsneps, such as are wanted for use in winter, 

should be dug, and treated the same as beets. 

Turnips are better to remain in the ground as long 

as possible, and avoid hard freezing. p. c. R. 

In writing on wooden labels or marking sticks, 

with a common pencil, if the wood is first wet, the 

mark will last two years; if written on dry, one or 

two rains will wash it all away, 
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THE CATAWISSA RASPBERRY, 

The editor of the Genesee Farmer possesses a good 

practical mind, and furnishes much valuable infor¬ 

mation upon many important subjects connected 

with agriculture and horticulture. We frequently 

copy from his columns. Hence we were not a little 

surprised to find the following in one of his late 

numbers: 

“ The Catawissa Raspberry is chiefly valuable for 
its hardiness. Throughout the New-England States, 
as in this section, all the better varieties of raspber¬ 
ries require protection in winter ; the Catawissa 
does not. Whether the others are not enough bet¬ 
ter in quality to compensate for the labor required 
to bend down the canes and throw a spadeful of soil 
On the ends is a question of taste. As a rule those 
tilings requiring the least labor are the least valu¬ 
able/’ 

We fancy that our cotemporary has but little 

knowledge of this berry, otherwise such an opinion 

could not have been printed. To say that the “ Cat¬ 

awissa is chiefly valuable for its hardiness,” is to 

say that a horse is chiefly valuable for its exemption 

from sickness or lameness. 

Now, we claim to have as much experience with 

the Catawissa raspberry as nearly any other pers'on. 

Shortly after its discovery in the old Quaker bury- 

ing-ground at the town of Catawissa, Col. Paxton 

sent us a cane from the original stock, and we have 

been cultivating it ever since with the greatest suc¬ 

cess. We find it valuable for its excellent quality, 

in the which that it possesses the true raspberry 

flavor ; we find it valuable for its productiveness ; 

and we especially regard it as valuable for its second 

crop of fruit, which ordinarily begins to ripen upon 

the new wood from the 10th to the 15th of August, 

and continues to furnish a constant supply until and 

generally throughout October. In 1863 we had 

upon our table a dish of the fruit on the eleventh 

day of November!—The vines indeed continue to 

bear until checked by a sharp black frost. 

The cane is hardy, but we do not put it to the 

test of exposure. It is well-known, but is not so 

stated by our cotemporary, that it bears two crops a 

season — one (the first) upon the preceding year’s 

wood, and the other upon the new wood. But we 

do not trench so much upon its strength, besides we 

have plenty of others at the first ripening. We 

therefore reserve the whole strength of the stool for 

the second crop, which matures at a time when 

there is really no other producing any quantity to 

take its place, and it furnishes a supply for from 

eight to ten iveefcs / 

In the latter part of November the entire canes are 

cut down to the ground and covered with manure, 

and nothing more is done with them. And in this 

way they have gone on bearing for some six or 

seven years, never failing to yield a satisfactory, and 

we will add a gratifying crop of fall fruit, without 

the least symptoms of a diminution in the vi^or of 

the roots. 

So far as in our power we have distribute! canes 

to our friends, and there is not one of them out who 

is delighted with the berry, both as to its quality 

and season of production. It is true tLo variety 

may behave differently out in the region where our 

cotemporary flourishes ; but here, and &> far as we 

know everywhere, the Catawissa is most welcome 

in its autumnal visitation.—Germantoin Telegraph. 

We publish the above without conment; first, 

because we have had but little expedience with this 

variety of raspberry ; and second, because the editor 

of the Germantoicn Telegraph is veil acquainted 

with it and is excellent authority on the subject.— 

Eds. G. F. 
—--- — ---• 

PRUNING THE GRiPE, 

Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, Hiere, as our readers 

know, the grape is trained on stakes, gives the fob 1 

lowing short summary of the irain points in January: 

“ Trim when the vines are dormant, but not frozen; 

remove all redundant wood leaving only so much 

for fruit as the strength of tie vine will enable it to 

ripen, but avoid such severiy of pruning as will force 

an excessive wood growth 

“ So soon as the youn/ shoots have attained the 

length of a few inchesjemove all the redundant 

growths and all the gpund suckers. Before blos¬ 

soming, pinch the en<s of all very strong fruit 

branches that spring frun the bow, to control them, 

to make better foliag, and new leaves on the lat¬ 

erals that are thus foced out, and to encourage the 

vigorous growth of ne canes that spring from the 

spurs, and which fiould be tied up from time to 

time, and relieved ->f their laterals till they reach 

the top of the stke, after which they may be al¬ 

lowed to grow a random, or may be trained hori¬ 

zontally from s*ke to stake.” 

Cultivation of Orchards—Pruning in June. 

—Eds. Genese Farmer:—I would like to know more 

about the cffivation of orchards. While trees are 

young I kr>w it is decidedly better to cultivate 

it better ? 

I prunJ some apple trees in May and June last 

year acceding to the views of one of your corres¬ 

pondent in last year’s Farmer, and they are very 

beautid- The wounds are healed, and the bark 

looks->f a yellowish green. The trees look very 

thriff- If may not be best to cut large limbs at 

thaPeri°d. of the year. I pruned some more trees 

at ne same time this year.—A. G. Mullins, Law- 

riceburg, Anderson county, Ky. 
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FRUITGROWERS’ SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK. 

This Society lield its autumn session in this city 

cm the 21st ult. 

A Committee appointed to examine the fruits on 

exhibition, submitted the following: 

The Committee on the Examination of Fruits beg 

leave tc report: 

Pears.—Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry exhibit 160 

varieties of very fine specimens of Pears. Among 

the new virieties the Committee think highly of the 

Edmonds is a highly flavored table Pear. Also, 

twelve varkties of extra fine specimens. 

GRAPES.-'Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry exhibit 25 

varieties of Grapes. Among their very fine samples, 

the Committee found specimens of Delawares, of high 

flavor, and wdl filled bunches. They also noticed 

a seedling of Hieir production, known as No. 19, a 

seedling from tie Delaware. The committee wmiild 

place it in qudity with the best new varieties. 

They also had a large display of Rogers’ Hybrids. 

Frost & Co. exhibited 14 varieties of grapes, among 

which are fine specimens of the Rebecca. 

Godfrey Zimmernan, of Buffalo, had on exhibition 

seven varieties of gnpes, among wThich the Commit¬ 

tee find very well ripened and fine specimens of Di¬ 

anas, Delawares and Concords—the latter the best 

on exhibition. 

J. W. Clark, of Napes, exhibited unusually fine 

specimens of Isabella 2ud Catawbas, well ripened 

and large clusters—the iuest on exhibition. 

F. W. Little exhibited varieties of well ripened 

grapes. 

J. Smith, of Le Roy, pressed six varieties of well- 

ripened grapes, among whch the Committee find 

the best ripened Dianas on exhibition. 

Bronson, Graves & Selovei of Geneva, presented 

a seedling claimed to be earner than the Hartford 

Prolific, and equally as good. 

Moore Brothers, of Brighton,\ad on exhibition six 

varieties of their own production Among these the 

Committee would mention a cro^ of the Diana and 

Black Hamburg, of excellent fla\>r known as the 

Diana Hamburg—large-sized berr\ and large clus¬ 

ters. The Committee would placet high on the 

list of new varieties. 

P. Bennett exhibited six varieties^flne samples. 

J. Keetcli, of Waterloo, had on exliVfition ten va¬ 

rieties, among which were fine specinAg of Annas. 

C. W. Seelye exhibited ten specimen 0f grapes, 

among which was a fine sample of Mkatawneys, 

and the largest clusters of Dianas on exk\ition. 

P. C. Reynolds exhibited six varieties oWars of 

good quality. • \ 

The Committee would report, in conclusion that 

the exhibition of pears and grapes was very n^ and 

highly creditable to the exhibitors. If they s\)uld 

take the liberty of specifying any variety of grapes 

for general cultivation, they would designate the 

Delaware. 
H. H. Olmsted. 
E. D. Herendeen, 
B. Spence. 

The following questions were submitted for dis¬ 

cussion and occupied the attention of the Society 

during the session. 
QUESTIONS. 

1. Cause and Cure of Mildew of the Grape? 

2. Best Varieties of Grape for Packing and Ship¬ 

ping? 

3. The most promising of the New Varieties of 

Grapes ? 

4. What distance apart ought Grape Vines to bB 

planted in Vineyards ? 

5. Is side hills or level grounds most desirable for 

Vineyards ? 

6. What soils are best adapted for growing Grapes 

for table use ? What for Wine ? 

7. What varieties of Pears have proved this year 

to be the most profitable for market ? 

8. What varieties of Pears have proved to be most 

exempt from the Black Fungus, and what varieties 

most subject to this malady? 

9. What varieties of Apples are proving the most 

profitable this year for market ? 

As to the first question there seemed to be an 

agreement among the speakers that the exciting 

cause of the mildew was the extensive wet of the 

spring and early summer—that the disease was ag¬ 

gravated by over crowding vines with wood and fo¬ 

liage by too close planting, shade of trees and prox¬ 

imity to buildings. 

The remedy most strongly urged was the free cir¬ 

culation of air and light. Some speakers mentioned 

the use of sulphur, sulphur and lime and salt strewn 

on the ground under the vines, all ■with more or less 

benefit. 

The fact however was apparent that the fruit 

growers of this section have had so little experience 

with grape mildew that they know very little of the 

best methods of treating it. 

Question 2. — Best Varieties of Grapes for Pack¬ 

ing and Shiping. 

Mr. Craine, of Lockport.—The poorest for this pur¬ 

pose was the Concord. Isabella and Diana are good. 

He thought well of Rogers, 4, 19 and 15. 

Hartford Prolific does well if sent in small cases 

so as to sell without dividing. 

Mr. Little said the objection to Concord was par¬ 

tially overcome by allowing them to wilt. 

Mr. Clark, of Naples, followed this plan with the 

Isabella, and thought that if the Concord were 

treated in the same way there -would be no trouble 

with its cracking. 
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Mr. Babcock, of Lockport, said the Concord is too 

tender for shipment—the grapes crack badly even in 

picking from the vines—this wilting will not cure 

it. There is no difficulty in shipping the Delaware 

—have sent it to Chicago and New York. Isabella, 

Diana and Hartford Prolific are good shipping varie¬ 

ties. 

H. E. Hooker thought the period of ripening should 

be taken into consideration—the Isabella ripens after 

the hot weather, and for this reason may be a good 

shipping grape. 

Question 3.—The most promising of the New 

Varieties of grapes. 

By new varieties was understood those that had 

been introduced since the Delaware, Diana, Con¬ 

cord and Hartford Prolific. 

CREVELING. 

Mr. Barry was very much pleased with the Creve- 

ling—one of the best early black grapes. 

Hooker.—It hangs well to the vine, even until 

frost. 

Bronson, of Geneva.—Have never seen leaf blight 

upon the vine. 

Mr. Clark.—Had seen it at Hammondsport, and 

thought well of it. 

Barry.—It is very prolific. 

Mr. Little.—Each year the bunches get more com¬ 

pact—think well of it. 

Hooker.—Had been informed by Germans that it 

■was the best native wine grape. 

IONA. 

Bronson.—Had seen it at several places in Geneva 

—it proved earlier than Delaware, and Mr. Downing 

had informed him of the same fact—it is a rich, 

sweet, early grape, free from disease of any kind. 

ADIRONDAC. 

Seelye—Had seen this grape in Albany, August 

18th—well colered, and apparently, sufficiently ripe 

for use—saw it also on the grounds of a gentleman 

in the suburbs of this city quite ripe, September 1st. 

It is a strong grower, and very prolific, and the ear¬ 

liest good grape we have. 

Dr. Beadle,—One of his neighbors had fruited it 

—it was perfectly ripe September 1st. 

Benj. Fish.—-A gentleman at the State Fair who 

had grown it, stated that it had mildewed worse 

than any other. 

Hooker.—Saw it in bearing in this city—some fifty 

bunches on a small vine—greatly over-cropped—was 

mildewed some, but it was in a bad place, where 

Isabella and everything else except Delaware was 

spoiled by mildew. 
ROGERS 

Mr. Craine—thought most of Nos. 4, 15, 19 and 

39. No. 15 in particular is a very fine grape—no 

pulp, sweet to the center and very rich. 

Hooker.—Nos. 4 and 15 gave good satisfaction to 

Germans here. 
ISRAELLA. 

Bronson.—It is very promising—has close com¬ 

pact bunches, hangs well, good in quality, and ear¬ 

lier than Hartford Prolific. 

REBECCA. 

Bronson.—Very fine, our finest white grape. 

MAXATAWNEY. 

Seelye.—An excellent liglit-colered sweet grape, 

strong grower, abundant bearer, liaidy and of a 

quality that pleases every one—it is t sort that will 

be highly esteemed when more knovn. 

Question 4.—What distance apart ought grape 

vines to be planted in vineyards ? 

Upon this question there was nucli diversity of 

opinion. 

Mr. Craine for trellises plantei Delaware 5 by 9 
feet. 

Mr. Thomas stated that Mr. Parley planted 8 bv 

12. 
Mr. Clark, of Naples, planted Isabella 15 feet each 

way. 

Mr. Hooker was in favor of plenty of room. 

Dr. Beadle—liked a wide distance as it allows the 

sun to reach the earth, and keep it in good condi¬ 

tion. 

In all these opinions tlere was very little light 

thrown upon the question—the distance of planting 

depends so entirely upoi the method of pruning 

practiced that it is impossible to state a distance for 

any practicable purpos' without at the same time 

indicating the method to which it is adapted—this 

in no case was given and of course the conversa¬ 

tion on this point lea es us without a conclusion. 

The question is st’-l open—it is a very important 

one to those just aDut to plant vineyards, and we 

do not think there s information sufficient now on 

hand to enable a curect opinion to be formed. The 

general principle that governs in this case is that 

the quantity of vood and foliage in any given case 

bears a constant ratio to the quantity of roots—that 

the quantity of wood and foliage depends upon the 

roots and inversely that the quantity of roots de¬ 

pends upon fe quantity of foliage. 

The fact > that vines by being planted at wide 

distances n>y be grown to a large size, and main¬ 

tained in halth for a long period of years—it is also 

equally a^vell proven a fact that they may be planted 
quite cloGy and confined to a very small size com- 

parativc-J and remain in vigorous condition—either 

plan my be pursued with good results, but which 

will piduce the best is the point tq be decided on, 

and equires a thorough investigation, with all tire 

conations and circumstances considered. 

(Uestion 5.—Are side hills or level grounds most 

fjpirable for Vineyards ? 
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Dr. Dake—received last season at the rate of 

$1200 per acre on level ground, and $900 on hill 

side, the soil of both being about the same—a clay 

sub-soil and sandy surface. 

J. H. Babcock, of Lockport, preferred hill-sides on 

account of better circulation of air. 

H. N. Langworthy—thought well of side-hills. 

Barry—said that side-hills could be profitably oc¬ 

cupied for vineyards, which could not be so well 

used for other purposes. 

Question G. — What soils are best adapted for 

growing grapes for table use ? What for wine ? 

Moody—thought that clay soil drained, was best 

for wine purposes—juice is stronger. 

Dr. Morse—procured the heaviest crops and rich¬ 

est wine from clay soil—thought a good heavy soil 

best for the grape, either for the table or for wine 

purposes. 

Question 7. — What varieties of Pears have 

proved this year to be most profitable for market ? 

The following sorts were most favorably spoken 

of: Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, • Howell, Ducliesse 

d’Angouleme, Beurre Diel, Sheldon, Louise Bonne 

de Jersey, Doyenne d’Ete, Seckel. 

Question 8.—What varieties have proved to be 

the most exempt from the black fungus, and what 

varieties most subject to this malady ? 

The varieties that have suffered most were stated 

to be White Doyenne, Seckel, Flemish Beauty. 

Question 9.—What varities of Apple are proving 

the most profitable this year for market ? 

The following sorts were most favorably spoken 

of: Roxbury Russet, Rhode Island Greening, Bald¬ 

win, Nortlien Spy, Twenty Ounce, Tompkin’s Cook¬ 

ing, Golden Russet. 

Evergreens on tiie Prairies.—This subject 

was discussed at a recent meeting of the Illinois 

Horticultural Society. Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, 

spoke highly of the red cedar. It makes good screens 

and can be easily grown. Gather the seed any time 

after October. Then put it in a vessel of water and 

keep it in a place sufficiently warm to induce fer¬ 

mentation, so as to destroy the resinous coating of 

the seed. It should then be rubbed off and the seed 

put in sand, if designed to keep till spring for plant¬ 

ing. It should be allowed to freeze while in the sand. 

Several members thought the red cedar much pre¬ 

ferred to the white cedar or arbor vitae for screens 

on the prairie. In this section the latter is usually 

preferred. 
---—-- 

For Unfruitful Gooseberries, prune freely in the 

fall, cutting out old wood and shortening the new. 

An old bush may be cut back one half to advantage. 

If still inclined to wood without fruiting, pinch in 

the summer growth. 

ORCHARD CATERPILLAR, 

The vast numbers of these caterpillars in many 

parts of the country admonish orcliardists to de¬ 

stroy them before they make such progress again as 

they have the present year. Some apple trees have 

been entirely stripped of leaves—not only rendering 

a crop impossible, but checking the growth of the 

tree at the most important period of the year, and 

rendering it liable to injury by winter, and retard¬ 

ing its vigor in future. It is not too late now to 

commence the destruction of the eggs, which have 

been recently placed upon the young twigs. As 

they are usually on the projecting shoots, near the 

outside of the tree, the practiced eye will quickly 

detect their presence, and a single clip of a pair of 

orchard shears, placed on the end of a pole, and 

worked with a cord, will bring them to the ground. 

This is much easier than the more laborious and 

more uncertain process of brushing, swabbing, wind¬ 

ing, thrashing, pounding and crushing, after the cat¬ 

erpillars are half or wholly grown, for no individual 

escapes when the little ring of eggs is taken off en¬ 

tire. In the autumn, after the leaves have fallen, 

pass around again and clip out the remainder. By 

going through the orchard at least two or three 

times, there is less chance for any accidental hidden 

rings to escape. A cloudy day should be selected, 

so that the light may not dazzle or injure the eye; 

and after some practice, it is surprising with what 

quickness any one may detect these rings on the 

twigs, by a glance over the apple tree. Cherry, pear 

and other trees should be examined in the same 

way. 

A careful attention to these instructions any time 

before the coming spring will completely clear or¬ 

chards of this pest, and the owner will have the sat* 

isfaction, as he passes the trees, of seeing them full 

of healthy foliage, without the annoyance of wit¬ 

nessing these huge nests on denuded branches.— 

Country Gentleman. 

Lime for Grapes.—Dr. Kirtland, of Ohio, thinks 

that where lime is needed for grapes, the best form 

in which to apply it is sulphate of lime (gypsum or 
plaster.) He would use a bushel to a bushel and a 

half annually per acre. He does not say how and 

when he applies it, but we presume this is not of 

much consequence. 
----• 9m - 

It is the law in Japan that not a fir or cypress 

tree can be cut down without the permission of a 

magistrate, and for every full grown tree that is 

felled a sapling must be planted. 

Bears.—There should be two pet bears in every 

house. Bear and forbear. 
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How to make good Mango Pickles.—Before 

commencing operations ascertain to a certainty if 

you have the following articles : good cider vinegar, 

beer vinegar is not good for pickling, as it cuts or soft¬ 

ens the pickles—white mustard seed. It is called white 

by the druggists, but is really yellow—mace, allspice, 

capsicums or red peppers, a little root ginger, green if 

convenient. Keject .cloves, powdered ginger, or cinna¬ 

mon, as cloves discolor pickles, powdered ginger makes 

the vinegar muddy, and cinnamon is decidedly objec¬ 

tionable to the taste of many persons. It is taken for 

granted that you have some salt, the mangoes, and a 

crock in which to put them. 

Prepare any quantity of small round white onions, 

small cucumbers, very small green tomatoes, nastur- 

tions, pieces of carrot, cauliflower, raddish pods, green 

grapes, and in fact any thing that can be made into a 

pickle, excepting red beets. Select mangoes or young 

green musk melons with a smooth skin—the rough 

skinned nutmeg melons are useless for this purpose. 

Cut from any part of the mango and in whatever shape 

you please a small space large enough to admit the in¬ 

sertion of your finger or a small spoon for the purpose 

of cleaning the inside of seeds and pulp, which should 

be done thoroughly, leaving the inner surface white, 

smooth and clean, putting each piece into each mango 

for further use. If you wish to economize in salt, fill 

the. mangoes with any of the vegetable ingredients be¬ 

fore mentioned, put the whole into a crock, pour boil¬ 

ing brine over them, cover and set aside. 

In five days if the brine has been made strong 

enough they will be read}7 to receive the final treat¬ 

ment. Take them from the crock, turn each melon up 

side down to drain—also allow the ingredients to stand 

for at least half an hour. Procure a darning needle and 

6ome coarse darning cotton, fill each melon with a 

small cucumber or two, onions, &c., one or two spoon- 

fulls of mustard seed, according to the size, apply the 

proper lid, and sew it or lay on one side, and when all 

are done, place a few on the bottom of the crock and 

fill up the vacant spaces with the onions, cucumbers, 

&c., which you will have to spare, and so proceed till 

all are packed, occasionally shaking the crock to more 

effectually compact them. The advantage of this pro¬ 

cess is to save vinegar. Just before packing put the 

quantity of vinegar you expect to use in a porcelain or 

brass kettle, with mace, allspice, &c., pour over the 

pickles boiling hot, cover close and set aside. In two 

or three days they will be fit. to use. A six gallon crock 

properly packed will certainly not take a gallon of vine¬ 

gar, and to that quantity I should allow nearly an ounce 

of mace, a quarter of a pound of allspice, four red pep¬ 

pers, and to the whole quantity of pickles, including 

that much in the inside of the melons I should use at 

least half a pound of yellow or white mustard seed. 

This pickle will keep all winter in a cool dry cellar. 

Hair Wash.—Alcohol, 8 oz.; castor oil, 3 oz.; tinct. 
cautharides, % oz- 

How to Make .Spruce Beer.—As the season is hero 

when pleasant summer drinks, free from alcoholic in¬ 

fluence, are frequently brewed by the housewife, or the 

well brought-up daughters, who are taught a little of 

everything in the way of household duties—we append 

the following receipts, which are claimed to be excel¬ 
lent: 

1. Take three gallons of water, of blood Whrmth, 

three half pints of molasses, a tablesponfull of es¬ 

sence of spruce, and the like quantity of ginger—mix 

well together, with a gill of yeast; let stand over night, 

and bottle in the morning. It will be in good condi¬ 

tion to drink in twenty-four hours. It is a palatable, 
wholesome beverage. 

2. Those who prefer mead have only to substitute 

honey for the molasses named above, and for one-third 

the ginger use allspice. Half the quantity of yeast will 

be sufficient, and the bottling should occur the second 

day instead of the next morning. It will be fit to drink 

in four days after being bottled, and will keep for many 

weeks. A small quantity of alcohol is formed during 

the fermentation, and this prevents the acetous fermenr 

tation so common to spruce beer. The essence of spruoe 

is of course left out in the making of mead. The alco¬ 

hol formed from the fermentation of honey, resembles 

that found in metheglm, while the alcohol from the fer¬ 

mentation of molasses is rum. Those who imagine 

that they can make either spruce beer or mead "without 

forming any alcohol, are mistaken. 

3. Prepare a five or ten gallon keg, in proportion to 

the size of the family—draw a piece of coarse bobinet, 

or very coarse book-muslin over the end of the faucet 

that is inserted into the keg, to prevent its chocking, a 

good tight bung, and near to that a gimlet hole, with a 

peg to fit it tight. 

Recipe for Five Gallons.—One quart of sound corn, put 

into the keg, with half a gallon of mollasses; then fill 

with cold water to "within two inches of the bung. 

Shake well, and in two or three days it will be fit for 

use. Bung tight. 

If you want spruce flavor, add one teaspoon of es¬ 

sence of spruce—lemon, if lemon is preferred—ginger, 

or any flavor you prefer. The corn will last to make 

five or six brewings; when it is exhausted, renew it. 

When the beer passes from the vinous to the ascetous 

fermentation, it can be corrected by adding a little more 

molasses and water. 

This is a simple, cheap beverage, costing about three 

cents a gallon. After the beer becomes ripe, it ought 

to be kept in a cool place, to prevent it from becoming 

sour before it is exhausted. 

Lemon Cheese Cake or French Honey.—One 

pound lump sugar broken into pieces, six eggs, leaY- 

ing out two whites, the juice of three lemons, the rinds 

of two grated, and a quarter 4>f a pound of butter. 

Pour all these ingredients into a pan, stirring them 

gently over a slow fire until the mixture becomes thick 

and looks like honey. The mixture will keep for 

twelve months if put into a jar, tied down with paper 

and kept in a dry cool place. A. 
Germantown. 
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DRIVING HOME THE COWS, 

Oat of the clover and blue-eved grass, 
He turned them into the river-lane; 

One after another he let them pass, 
Then fastened the meadow bars again. 

Under the willows and otrer the hill, - 
He patiently followed their sober pace; 

The merry whistle for once was still, 
And something shadowed the sunny face. 

Only a boy! and his father had said 
He never could let his youngest go! 

Two already were lying dead, 
Under the feet of’the trampling foe. 

But after the evening work was done, 
And the frogs were loud in the meadow-swamp, 

Over his shoulder he slun^ his gun 
And stealthily followed the foot-path damp. 

Across the clover and through the wheat 
With resolute heart and purpose gl im, 

Though cold was the dew on his hurrying feet, 
And the blind bats flitting startled him. 

Thrice since then had the lanes been white, 
And the orchards sweet with apple bloom; 

And now when the cows came back at night, 
The feeble father drove them home. 

For news had come to the lonely farm 
That three were lying where two had lain; 

And the old man’s tremulous, palsied arm 
Could never lean on a son’s again. 

The summer day grew cool and’late; 
He went for the cows when his work was done; 

But down the lane, as he opened the gate, 
He saw them coming, one by one. 

Brindle, Ebony, Speckle, and Bess, 
Shaking their horns in the evening wind; 

Cropping’the butter cups out of the grass— 
But who was it following close behind? 

Loosely swang in the idle air 
The empty sleeve of the army blue; 

And worn and pale, firm the crisping hair, 
Looked out a face that the father knew; 

For Southern prisons will sometimes yawn, 
And yield their dead unto life again: 

And the day that comes with a cloudy dawn 
In golden glory at last may wane. 

The great tears snrang to their meeting eyes; 
For the heart must speak when the lips are dumb, 

And under the si'ent cT ening skies 
Together they followed the cattle home. 

—Kate Putnam, in Harper's Magazine. 

A BISHOP AND HIS GUESTS. 

There is a story afloat among the clubs, which will 

6carcely be printed in England, concerning the Bishop 

of Ely, that may remind you of an incident in Don 

Quixotte, hut is said really to have occurred. The 

good bishop obtained his advancement through the 

Earl of Rutland, whose acquaintance he made by hav¬ 

ing once been driven by a storm to take refuge in the 

earl’s mansion. No sooner had he been promoted than 

he began to use his authority in securing fat places for 

his relatives. One clerical nephew was especially ben- 

efitted, being made rector of this, prebend of that, and 

dean of the other, to the extent of nine or ten places, 

for which he did no work, but drew salaries. Of course 

the rectors and curates not related to the bishop did 

not like this. On one occasion, when the bishop and 

his many-titled nephew were going to a certain town, 

they requested an humble curate who was going before 

them to call at the hotel and say that the Bishop of Ely 

was coming, and desired dinner at 7 o’clock. The cu¬ 

rate, having given the message, mine host inquired if 

there would be any company to dine with his lordship. 

“Oh, yes,” replied the curate, and went on to say the 

rector of this, the prebend of that, the dean of the 

other would dine with him, and the landlord took 

down the ten titles, and prepared dinner accordingly. 

At last the bishop came; he and his nephew sat foT 
a long time waiting for dinner. At last the bell was 

rung, and the reason for the delay demanded. “Why, 

your lordship’s guests have not arrived?” ‘“Guests! 

I have no guests!” “ If your lordship will pardon me, 

here are the names of the ten gentlemen who were an¬ 

nounced as to be wflth your lordship.” The bishop 

read the list of titles—all of which were present—and 

said, “Well, we will not wait for them any longer.” 

The magnificent dinner for ten was brought up and 

eaten by the two in silence. 

The Effect of Marriage.—Doubtless you have re¬ 

marked with satisfaction, how the little oddities of men 

who marry rather, late in life are pruned away speedily af¬ 

ter their marriage. You have found a man who used to 

be shabbily dressed, with a huge shirt collar, frayed at 

the edges,and a glaringyellow silk pocket-handkerchief 

broken of these things, and become a pattern of neat¬ 

ness. You have seen a man whose hair and whiskers 

were ridiculously cut, speedily become like other hu¬ 

man beings. You have seen a man who took snuff co¬ 

piously, and who generally had his breast covered with 

snuff, abandon the vile habit. A wife is the grand 

wielderof the moral pruning knife. If Johnson’s wife 

had lived, there would have been no hoarding up of 

bits of orange peel; no touching of all the posts in 

walking along the street; no eating and drinking with 

a disgusting voracity. If Oliver Goldsmith had mar¬ 

ried, he never would have worn that memorable and 

ridiculous coat. Whenever you find a man whom you 

know little about, oddly dressed, or talking ridiculous¬ 

ly, or exhibiting excentricity of manner, you may be 

sure that he is not a married man. For the little cor¬ 

ners are rounded off, the little shoots are pruned away, 

in married men. The wife’s advices are the tiller that 

keeps the ship steady. They are like the wholesome, 

though painful, shears, nipping off the little growths 

of self-conceit and folly.—Frazer's Magazine. 

“ Gentlemen,” said Admiral Farragut to some of 

the officials in the Navy Department who wanted to put 

off a lot of “favorites” upon the old sea-dog as effi¬ 

cient officers; “ gentlemen, you can no more make a 

sailor out of a landlubber by dressing him up in sea- 

toggery and putting a commission in his pocket, than 

you could make a shoemaker of him by filling him with 

sherry-cobblers /” 

A tall fellow, standing in the parquette of a thea¬ 

ter, was repeatedly desired to sit down, but would not; 

when a voice from the second circle cried out, “ Dei 
him alone; he’s a tailor, and he’s resting himself.” 
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Monroe County Fair. 

Monroe County is confessedly one of the richest ag¬ 

ricultural and horticultural counties in the State, and 

should make a splendid exhibition of its products at 

our Annual Fairs, but it has never done itself justice 

in this respect. The blame rests with the farmers and 

fruit growers of the county. They seldom attend the 

annual meeting for the election of officers, and many 

of the very best farmers in the county, take no interest 
whatever in the Society. 

The Fair this year, now being held, is equal to the 

a\ erage, but is not at all creditable to our farmers. 

There is a fair show of Merino sheep, and a few pens 

of really good South Downs. There is a fair show of 

working oxen, and one or two respectable grade ani¬ 

mals, but if there are any first-class Shorthorns and Dev¬ 

ons we failed to see them. Perhaps in the multitude of 

empty pens they were overlooked ! Perhaps the same 

is ti ue ot the Sutiolk, Berkshire and Yorkshire pigs. 

None were visible. There are some good specimens of 

the “ Cheshires a useful breed, if it is sufficiently 
established to be called a breed. 

The show of implements was rather indifferent. 

There was a potato digger on the grounds, that looked 

as though it would do good service. It is manufactured 

in this county, but where we could not learn. We think 

it would be well, both at our State and County Fairs to 

gi\ e the names and post-office address of exhibitors on 
the cards. 

Ihere is a fine display of fruits in the Amateur class, 

but the nurserymen for some reason do not exhibit. 

THE GENESEE PAEMEE POE 1866. 

THREE MONTHS FOR NOTHING! 

We continue our offer this month to send the Octo¬ 

ber, November and December numbers of the Geneseee 

Farmer to all who subscribe at this time for next year. 

New subscribers will thus get 15 numbers for one dol¬ 
lar, or three months for nothing. 

Of course it is only through the aid of our present 

subscribers that this offer will be of any avail If each 

one of our readers would call the attention of his or her 

friends to this offer, and would ask them to take the 

Farmer we should have the pleasure of entering seve¬ 

ral thousand new names on our books for 1866. 

We can safety promise our subscribers a better pa¬ 

per for 1866 than ever before, and we have, therefore, 

less hesitation in requesting them to exert their influ¬ 

ence at this time to increase our circulation. If those 

who now take the Farmer would say a good word for 

it to their neighbors and friends they could double our 

circulation before the end of the year. 

Many of our subscribers have friends at a distance, to 

whom we should be glad to send a specimen copy of the 

Farmer, if they would send us the names and post-office 

address. Send us in as many new subscribers as you 

can the present month, and also the names of a dozen 

or two good farmers to whom we can send a copy of 

the Farmer. We would like to put a copy of the Gene¬ 

see Farmer in the hands of every intelligent farmer and 

fruit grower in the United States. 

-e »-— 

Farmers’ (Tubs. 

Town and County Farmers’ Clubs should now be the 

order of the dajr. Let new life be infused into those 

already established, and new ones started where none 

exist. Let them be formed in the simplest manner. 

The less formality and machinery the better. Call a 

meeting and elect officers, and select some good sub¬ 

ject for discussion at the next meeting, and appoint 

some good practical firmer to give his views on the 

subject. Strict order should be maintained, but Irene- 
' © 

rally it is better to let the discussions take rather a wide 

range so long as the members seem to be interested. 
* --♦ - 

Incorrect Market Reports. 

A Family paper, published in this city, in its latest 

issue of September 30, says “there is little change in 

prices,” and judging from its report of the Kochester 

markets the same remark may have been made weekly 

for the last six months. For instance, it has quoted 

mill feed at 830.00@ — per ton for months past, while 

to our certain knowledge farmers could have bought it 
for 815. 

On the other hand, barley has been quoted for months 

past,And is now quoted, at 70c.@75c. per bushel, while 

we had no trouble in selling it last week for 81.10.! • 
-o- «- 

To our Subscribers;—We shall be glad to hear from 

any of our readers on any subject of interest to the Ag¬ 

ricultural community. 
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THie Markets. 

As we anticipated last month the rapid advance in 

wheat was followed by a slight re-action. Prices fell 

10 cents a bushel from the highest point, but they have 

again advanced. Red and amber wheat now bring in 

this city $1.90 to $3.00 per bushel. White wheat $3.00 

@$3.35. 
Barley in this city is still low—$1.00 to $1.10 per 

bushel. In Buffalo barley is higher than with us, and. it 

is probable that the price will advance here in the course 
of a few weeks. In Toronto it sells for 80 cents, which, 

with gold at $1.44 is equal to $1.15. To this must be 

added the cost of bringing it here. Good bailey ought 

to bring at least $1.35 in this city. 

Corn is scarce and higher. A few loads of the 

new crop have been brought in and sold at 45@50 cents 

per bushel of ears. Oats 45c. Rye 85c. Peas $1.00@ 

$1.30. As yet little is doing in beaus, and it is difficult 

to give quotations. As few were planted they will proba¬ 

bly command a good price. Wool is quiet at about 60 

cents. Timothy hay brings from $13 to $16 $ ton. 

Straw $8@$9. Potatoes are again higher, say 75 cents, 

and we hear of contracts made at higher figures. The 

crop is a light one. Winter apples $4@$5 $ barrel. 

Cattle, Sheep and Hogs*still command high prices. In 

fact fat cattle are higher now than at this time last year. 

And the same is true of Hogs. Hogs advanced %c. ^ 

lb. in Albany last week. They bring 13@14c.39 ft. live 

weight. Store sheep, in Albany, are quoted at 3j4@ 

4c. ft.; and fat sheep 5@7c., according to quality. 

At the last New York Cattle Market, extra or premi¬ 

um cattle brought as high as 19c. 39 ft., estimated 

dressed weight, while the lowest grades were slow of 

sale at 11c.! We can not too often call attention to this 

enormous difference in the price of poor and good cattle. 

The average price was about 15c. Sheep brought from 6c. 

to 7%c. $ ft. live weight. Lambs 8)-£c.@9>£. Milch 

Cows are in demand at from $50@$65 for common; $80 

@$90 for good; and $100@$130 for extra. Yeal Calves 

are very scarce and high at 10c.@15c. ^ ft. live weight. 
Hogs 14c.@15c. 

In regard to future prices everything seems to indi¬ 
cate a somewhat higher range. In the interior, curren¬ 
cy is very scarce, and this checks speculation. Still 
most kinds of farm produce bring higher prices than 
farmers generally expected, and we have only to repeat 
what we said last month that as a general rule it is bet¬ 
ter in such circumstances to sell when you get ready. 
At Chicago wheat is held so high that little can be 
shipped East at present prices. At Milwaukee wheat 
has advanced 7c. within a week. Gold is firm at 144. 
At this time last year it was 190, but a month later it 
was 316, and in a week or two later, 260. 

The Great Provincial Fair 

Was held this year at London, C. W. The show of 
horses, cattle, sheep and pigs was unusually large. The 
entries in these classes foot up over eighteen hundred! 
There were 698 entries of sheep, principally of the 
mutton breeds. There was a splendid show of grains 
and roots, the entries amounting to 1,355. At. the 
Plowing Match the entries were over 100. These 
figures show the interest which the farmers of Cana¬ 
da feel in their great Fair. 

The New York State Fair. 

We had purposed givinga full report of the different 

departments at the late State Fair at Utica, but can not 

find room for it this month. We may remark that the 

exhibition of cattle and sheep was not equal to last 

year. Mr. Thome showed some truly splendid South- 

downs, and Mr. Lorillard some excellent Shropshire 

Downs, while Mr. Gazeley was about the only exhibi¬ 

tor of “ Longwooled ” sheep. The “gas tar” Meri- 
uoes were out in full force, and there seems to be no 

abatement in the fever. Some of the exhibitors are 

able to ask $3,000, $5,000, and even $10,000 for a ram 

without blushing! Mr. Chamberlain of Red Hook, 

showed several pens of Silesians, with good carcass and 

fine wool. We are inclined to think they are the most 

valuable Merino sheep we have. 

The show of pigs was a disgrace to the State! There 

were a few good Yorkshires, and that was about all the 

thoroughbred pigs exhibited. The “Cheshires” were 

shown in considerable number. 

--• 

A Delightful Beverage. 

Many attempts have been made, with only partial 

success, to prevent cider from becoming hard after it 

has been kept a few months. In the early stages of 

fermentation, and before it has fermented at all, it is a 

delightful beverage, and a process by which fermenta¬ 

tion can be arrested at any desired point is a desidera¬ 

tum entitling the discoverer to the thanks of the pub¬ 

lic. Such a process has been found by Mr. Wm. Cham¬ 

berlain, of Albion, N. Y., who has been experimenting 

with cider for several years past for the purpose of at¬ 

taining that object, and we think he has succeeded ad¬ 

mirably, judging from some samples of cider prepared 

by him last fall which wc had the pleasure of tasting. 

It is not insipid like cider fresh from the press, but is 

bright, sparkling and piquant. Mr. Chamberlain has 

not yet put any cider into market, but designs to do so 

this fall. It can be made cheaply enough to enable 

everybody to use it.—Rochester Democrat, August 26. 

Washing Slieep. 

An esteemed correspondent sends us an excellent 

article on the question of whether it is better to 

wash sheep or to sell the wool unwashed. He has 

in an experience of forty years found no injury to 

the sheep from washing, and takes decided ground 

in favor of continuing the practice, as one which gives 

greater uniformity in the wool, so far as cleanness is 

concerned, and which consequently enables the buyer 

to purchase with less risk, and which in the end must 

benefit the seller. We agree with him perfectly in this 

opinion, and should give his article entire, only that it 

is now out of season. 

Lost Numbers or the Farmer.—We can supply any 

numbers of the Farmer to those who have lost or failed 

to receive them. This we do without charge, as we are 

anxious that our readers should preserve the entire vol¬ 

ume. 
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New Advertisement®. 

Among the new advertisements in the Farmer this month will 

be found one of especial interest to farmers1 sons. Burnham’s 

Business College, located at the beautiful city of Springfield, Mass. 

Is, we are assured by a disinterested person, well qualified to 

judge, one of the best institutions of the kind in the United 

States, and we would recommend our young friends who think 

of, studying book keeping, &c., the coming winter, to write to 

Mr. Burnham on the subject. 

J. M. Thorburn & Co., the celebrated Seedmen of New York, 

Offer a choice collection of Bulbous Flowering Boots, and will 

fiend a catalogue with directions for cultivation, free, to all appli¬ 

cants. 

C. B. Bichardson of New York, wishes agents to sell a work 

in which everybody is interested—Sherman and his Campaigns. 

Our horticultural readers will not overlook the advertisement 

of Mr. E. Williams of Montcalm, N. J., in regard to his new Kit- 

tatinny Blackberry, a new Blackberry that Charles Downing pro¬ 

nounces the best variety he has yet seen, must be worthy of at¬ 

tention. 

Schenck & Bomain of New York can furnish Peach Pits from 

the natural Virginia peaches. 

D. M. Dewey of this city, who has had great experience in get¬ 

ting up colored plates of fruit and flowers, has issued a new cata¬ 

logue of his plates, which will be sent free to all applicants. 

John Giles of South Woodstock, Conn., will sell at public auc¬ 

tion on the 18th of October, 30 head of thoroughbred Ayrshires 

and 20 head of Alderneys. We need hardly say that Mr. G. is 

one of the best breeders in the United States. 

J. W. Mount of Medina, N. Y., will send a circular to all who 

wish a good wood sawing machine the coming winter. Coal in 

this section is likely to be higher than ever before known, and 

wood will be in demand, 
-fl 

ILiterary Notices. 

DORA DABBING: The Daughter of the Eegiment. Boston: 
J. E. Tilton & Co. 

We have in this little book another story of the war, but quite 

Original in its character and incidents. The narrative is lively and 

the interest well sustained. The character of Dora herself is 

fresh and natural, and “ Pieter,” an old negro is one of the best of 

the numerous conterbands who have lately become heroes in 
print. Old and young will find this a charming book. It is well 

printed and illustrated, and beautifully bound. 

THE SOLDIEBS1 CASKET. September. Philadelphia: C. 
W. Alexander & Co. 

This is a new monthly periodical, devoted to the interest of the 

soldiers. It is filled with accounts of the prominent battles dur 

lng the war, and gives many interesting anecdotes of skirmishes 

which will find attentive readers among those who now, after a 

well-fought campaign, find their chief pleasure in fighting their 

battles over again by the firesides. Notices of officers and soldiers 

who distinguished themselves, are given each month. As a liter¬ 

ary periodical it is quite equal to average magazines, and superior 

to many which have a large circulation. 

The Genesee Farmer in Canada. 

We hope our subscribers in Canada will make an 

effort the coming winter to increase the circulation of 

the Genesee Farmer. It has always had many active 

friends in Canada, and such we hope will always be the 

case. For 70 cents Canada money we will send the Far¬ 

mer for 1866, and the remaining number of this year. 

Or we will take three subscribers for $2.00. Let us hear 

from our Canada friends at once. We like the color of 

their money! 

Beath of JTosepla. Frost. 

Just as we go to press we are pained to hear of the 

sudden death by apoplexy of Joseph Frost of this city, 

Mr. Frost was a member of the firm of Frost & Co., of 

the Genesee Valley Nurseries, and was greatly esteemed 

by all who knew him. Some years ago Mr. Frost was 

horticultural editor of the Genesee Farmer, a position 

which his thorough knowledge of fruit culture in all 

its branches enabled him to occupy with great advam 

tage to its readers. His death is a public calamity. 

-- 

Inquiries and Answers. 

Guano for Corn.—I think of using about 500 pounds 
of guano another season applied to corn. I have never 
used any, and should be glad of your opinion in the 
Octoberyiumber of the Farmer as to the best mode of 
application, whether in the hill or sown broadcast and 
harrowed in. I thought of preparing it by mixing it 
with sand and gypsum in certain proportions, and ap¬ 
plying it in that way. Please inform me and other 
readers ot some dealer in the pure article that can be 
relied on. In your experience is guano or superphos¬ 
phate of lime the best manure for corn ? I think if I 
am successful some of my neighbors will try it. Wo 
are creatures of imitation.—L. Roys, Oxford, 1V. T. 

We do not know where a genuine Peruvian guano can 

be obtained in this country at present. Before the war 

it was used to a great extent in Maryland, Delaware, 

Virginia, &c. 'If we recollect rightly, as much as 

145,000 tons has been used in a year. Baltimore was 

the principal market. When the war broke out the 

Southern demand ceased, and the general stagnation 

of business which ensued at the North, with the ex¬ 

tremely low price of agricultural produce, cast such a 

gloom over the minds of our farmers that no one 

thought it would pay to use guano. The Genesee Far¬ 

mer, we believe, was the only paper that predicted 

great activity in business with high prices for farm pro¬ 

duce. 

It seemed impossible to induce farmers to invest 

money in improving their land. There were thousands- 

of tons of guano in this country, but no one would buy 

it, and the whole of it had to he re-shipped and sent to Eng¬ 

land. We believe no Peruvian guano has been sent to 

this country since that time. Perhaps the high pre¬ 

mium on gold w'ould put up the price so high that lit¬ 

tle would be used, though we question whether a good 

genuine Peruvian guano, containing say 16 per cent, of 

ammonia and 25 per cent, of phosphates, would not at 

$90 or $100 per ton, be the cheapest artificial manure in 

market. 

Admitting, however, that we had the Peruvian guano 

—and perhaps we shall before spring—it is somewhat 

questionable whether Indian Corn is the best crop on 

which to apply it. We have never yet tried guano on 

the corn crop where the increase of the corn at 50 cents 

a bushel paid for the guano. Could we be sure of one 
dollar a bushel, with guano at the old price, its appli¬ 

cation would probably prove profitable. We are in¬ 

clined to think, however, that Peruvian guano can be 

applied to winter wheat with more profit than to In¬ 

dian corn, when the former brings double the price of 

the latter. 

If you us6 guano on corn, sow it broadcast without 
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adding anything to it, say at the rate of 300 pounds per 
acre and harrow it in thoroughly previous to plant¬ 
ing. We think this is better, on the whole, than ap¬ 
plying it in the hill, for unless great care is used it will 

be apt to injure the seed. 

Long Wooled Sheep ox Low Land.—I wish you 
wcruld give me some information about long wooled 
sheep. I keep fine wooled sheep, but I have several 
hundred acres of pasture land which is too wet for tine 
sheep. Some of it is in prairie, with a surface soil of 
peat from twelve inches to two feet deep. And I wish 
to get and breed a flock of long wools that would thrive 
oqi such pasture, and have thought that the Cotswold 
or Romny Marsh or Lincolnshire sheep would do it. I 
have no knowledge of these sheep except what I get 
from books and papers. Will you please give me your 
opinion. I have plenty of excellent corn land, and can 
make mutton in the winter of any sheep that would 
thrive in the summer on coarse pastures. W ill you 
please give me your opinion of what breed would suc¬ 
ceed best on such land, and where I could get a few to 
try them ; sav 50 or 100 ewes, and one or two bucks, 
and what price I would probably have to pay?—Jo¬ 
seph Kinny, Adrian, Seneca county, Ohio. 

We should be glad if some of the readers of the 
Farmer who have had experience in raising sheep on 
such land would answer the above. We are of the 
opinion that no breed of sheep will thrive on low wet 
land until it is drained. On such Land, after it was 
drained, the Leicester or Cotswold sheep would do 

Turkeys.—Will you be kind enough to inform me 
through your valuable paper where I can find a breed 
of turkeys larger than mine? Mine generally average 
from ten to twelve pounds. Also, what they would be 
worth a pair. Which is the most profitable, to sell 
turkeys in the country for eight or nine cents per 
pound or ship them to New York?—Homer Wilcox, 
Wayne, Ashtabula county, Ohio. 

The Bronze turkeys are the largesfrbreed, we believe, 
in the country. We do not know who has them for 
sale, or what the price is. Probably they will be ad¬ 
vertised in the Farmer before another season. 

Turkeys are quoted this week in New York at 30 
cents per pound alive, and at 33(2)35 cents per pound 
dressed. They are said to be “scarce.” We do not 
know how it is in other sections, but in this neighbor¬ 
hood most people have been “unlucky” in rearing 
their young turkeys, owing perhaps to the wet weather. 
One of our neighbors who raised a large flock last year, 
has succeeded, with all the care she could bestow upon 
them, in rearing only nine. 

Merino Sheep Wanted.—I take the liberty of in¬ 
quiring of you what 500 or 1,000 store or stock Me¬ 
rino sheep from 1 to 4 years of age, including bucks, 
all in good health and condition, can be purchased at 
in vour section?—Alfred Taliaferro, Culpepper C. 
H., Va., Sept. 5, 1S65. 

A flock of ordinary Merino sheep can be purchased 
in this section for $3.50 to $5.00 per head, according to 

better than any other breed. 
In regard to purchasing the sheep, the best plan, pro¬ 

vided nothing more is intended than to raise sheep for 
tbe butcher, would be to go to Canada, and pick up 
some young thrifty ewes of the better sort of ordinary 
long wool sheep. These could probably be got for 
about the price they are worth for the butcher. If a 
hundred of such ewes were selected with good judgment 
and then bred to the thoroughbred Leicester or Cots¬ 
wold ram, an excellent flock of sheep could be obtained 
in a few years. At the same time it might be well to 
purchase a few thoroughbred Leicester or Ootsuold 

ewes. _ 

Cultivator for Heavy Land.—In the September 
number of the Genesee Farmer I notice an inquiry 
for a cultivator which is more effective on claj. soils. 
I take my Geeklcs harrow with 1G inch square, teeth 
12 inches in length, flat side of the teeth forward, 
and instead of pointing them, flatten them, which 
makes the points one inch wide, giving them about 
as much curve forward as they can have and go 
through a four inch square scantling peipcndicularlv, 
(which is the size of the timber iu my harrow.) With 
this I harrow all heavy 6oils, especially fall plowed 
grounds for spring wheat and oats. 

On page 85 of the March number of the Farmci' for 
1865 will be seen a drawing of the Geddes harrow. 

When a change is needed in the shape of the teeth it 
is done at a small expense for straightening and point- 

Oue advantage of this plan is you can harrow just 
what depth vou please by driving the teeth, or increasing 
the weight of the harrow.—floury, Chemuiuj county, 
N. T. ° _. 

One-Horse Mowers.—Is it practicable to cut mead¬ 
ows with a one-horse mower, horse’s weight eight 
hundred pounds; and what is your opinion of one- 
horse mowers?—P. F. Moore, Mt. Pleasant, Hanover 
county, Va. 

We have had no experience with a one-horse mower, 
but tliere can be no doubt that it is perfectly practica¬ 

ble to cut grass with them. 

condition. 
If you wish choice, thorough bred Spanish Merinoes 

the price will be of course much higher. Large sums 
are asked at the present time for some of the fancy 
strains of the “ American Merino.” 

Garget in Cows Teats.—Will you please inform me 
through the columns of your paper if there is any cure 
for garget in cows bag or teats. I have a eowr that has 
a teat, which I have not milked for two years. She is 
an excellent milker with that exception. Please inform 
me in your next issue.—R. W. Slayton, Lapeer, Mich., 
Aug. 14,1865. 

As the trouble is of such long standing we think a 

cure will be difficult, and only to be obtained by using 
an instrument to open the teat. We have had no expe¬ 
rience in a case of this kind, and should be glad to hear 

from those who have. 

Orchard Grass, <fec.— Inclosed is fifty cents. I 
wish you to send me the Genesee Farmer for the re¬ 
mainder of the year. I subscribed for the Canada 
Farmer at the commencement of the year, and find it a 
very good work, but I want the Genesee Farmer again. 
Your “ Walks and Talks on the Farm” and your mar¬ 
ket report I think much of. They are worth all the 
paper costs. 

Can you or any of your subscribers tell me about 
orchard grass? Is it good for hay; whether it is bet¬ 
ter to sow it with clover or not; what soils it will do 
the best on; and whether it should be sown in the 
spring or fall, and what quantity per acre ? Any infor¬ 
mation on the above will be thankfully received.— 
George T. Havens, St. Catharines, C. W. 

Will some of our readers give us their experience 

with orchard grass ? 
-« <^»> »-- 

Coal Ashes.—Mr. Bowen says he reclaimed a piece 

of yellowish white clay which was almost barren, by a 

liberal use of coal ashes. 
-» IO> l 

Better go to bed supperless than rise in debt. 
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Hlae KLeeiprocity Treaty 

Between the United States and Canada expires on the 

17th of next March. In view of the probability of the 

treaty not being renewed in its present form, the Lower 

Canada Agriculturist advises farmers to sell all their pro¬ 

duce this fall and not to “wait till the 17th of next 

March, when the probable repeal of the Reciprocit yTrea- 

ty may be the ruin of many well-to-do farmers in Cana¬ 

da.” There can be no doubt that this advise will be 

generally followed, and the effect will be to lower the 

price of produce, cattle, &c., the present fall, while 

it may advance in the spring. 
---—« -«23»- •- 

Special Notices. 

Away witla. Spectacles.—Old eyes made new. without 

Spectacles, Doctor or Medicine. Pamphlet mailed free on re¬ 

ceipt of ten cents. Address E. B. Eoote, M. D., No. 1180 Broad¬ 

way, New York. au2t 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

6uch—will he inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

ME GENESEE FARMER: 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURB. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Tei’iiis—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

(I^AA A MONTH ! Agents wanted for six entirely new 
^pL/vJ articles, just out. Address 0. T. GAREY, City 
Building, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t 

(jjlQpf A ©AY ! Agents wanted to sell a new and wonder- 
fO AO ful SEWING MACHINE, the only cheap one licens¬ 
ed. Address SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t 

RINCE Sc CO.’S CATALOGUES—Of all the de- 
partments of the Linmean Nurseries and Gardens, Flush¬ 

ing, N. Y., will be mailed to applicants who remit two stamps 
for each one. *2t 

Great Sale of Ilioroiighbred Ayrshires 
km THOROUGHBRED JERSEY STOCK 

-A.T AUCTION. 
Will be sold at the GILES’ FARM, South Woodstock, two and a 
half miles from Putnam Station on the Norwich and Worcester 
Railroad. Sale to commence at 1 P. M on 

■Wednesday, Ootober 18, 1865. 

J. R. PAGE, Auctioneer. 

AYRSHIRES. 
Thirty head of Cows, Heifers, and Bulls. Among them is th© 

celebrated Cow “Jean Armour,” imported by H. Hi Peters Esq. 
and many other valuable imported animals. 

JERSEYS. 
Twenty head of Cows and Heifers. The Cows are now in 

milk, and all served by a pure Jersey Bull. Some of- the Cows 
will drop their Calves in December and February next. 

The subscribers desire to call the attention of those wanting 
pure bred stock to this sale. The Ayrshires are deep milkers. 
The Jerseys have made from 12 to 16 pounds of butter per week 
the past season. With confidence we say such fine herds of 
Ayrshires and Jersey stock was never offered on this continent 
at public sale before. 

Catalogues can be obtained ten days before the sale by apply¬ 
ing to the auctioneer or the subscribes. 

II. N. TIIURBER, Pomfret Landing, Conn. 
___JOHN GILES, South Woodstock, Conn. 

SOUTHERN PEACH PITS. 
New Stock of 1865. 

FROM THE BEST VIRGiffiA NATURAL TREES. 

Warranted of Prime Quality. 

For Sale by 

SCMANCIi & ROMAIC, 
141 West Street, New York. 

Price single barrel, delivered at depots, $4.50. Five barrels 
and upwards, $4 per barrel. 

IW* THE QUALITY IS UNSURPASSED. 

4 A A PHOTOGRAPHS OF UNION G35NI2- 
JL w vJ RALS sent postpaid for 25 cents ; 100 Photographs of 
Handsome Ladies for 25 cents; 100 Photographs of Actors for 25 
cents; 50 Photographs of Rebel Officers for 25 cents. Address 
C. R. SEYMOUR, Holland, Erie Co., N. Y. Oct3t* 

QQ C\ L \ yv A YEAR made by any one with $15—Stencil 
jLl . v/ VJ vj Tools. No experience necessary. The Presi¬ 

dents, Cashiers, and Treasurers of three Banks indorse the circu¬ 
lar. Sent free with samples. Address the American Stencil 
Tool Works, Springfield, Vermont. oc3t 

H4>f£SE TAMING—Rarey’s complete system. 04 pp., 
fine tvpe. illustrated. Only 15 cents. 

THE COMPLETE FARRIER. A guide for the treatment of 
all diseases of the horse. 64 pp. Price 15 cents—or both for 25 
cents. Mailed free. Address. 

se2t* HUNTER & CO., Hinsdale, N. II. 

The Kittatmny. 
WIIAT IS SAID OF IT, AND WHO SAYS IT. 

I consider it the best Blackberry I have yet seen —Charles 
Downing. 

I believe it to he the best Blackberry I know of.— TFw. 3. 
Carpenter. 

It is superior, sweeter and better flavored than New Rochelle. 
Dr. I. P. 'Trimble. 

Berries are very large, sweet, and of most excellent flavor, and 
possesses the great merit of being ripe when they are black.— 
Am. Agriculturist. 

As large and productive as New Rochelle—much superior in 
flavor, and ripens a few days earlier.— W. A. Pitch, Associate 
Editor Am. Agriculturist. 

For full particulars, prices, &c., address, with stamp, 
It___E. WILLIAMS, Montclair, N. J. 

U mHE HUMAN FACIE DIVINE.”—A new system 
X of Physiognomy. Eyes, Ears, Lips, Mouth, Head, Hair, 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with “Signs of Character, and How to 

Read Them." fgiven in THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED FOR 1866, devoted to Phrenolo¬ 
gy, Physiology, Physiology, Physiognomy, Psychology, 

Ethnology, and to the Intellectual, Social and Spiritual Nature 
of Man. Amply illustrated. New volume. Only $2.00 a year. 
Single numbers, 20 cents. Address FOWLER AND WELLS, 
389 Broadway, New York. oct4t 

DEWEY’S FSMTIT FIXATES. 
4 _-_ 

EIGHT DTTINrDjRLED VARIETIES. 

NEW CATALOGUE 

Just issued, containing over Two Hundred new varieties. 
Nurserymen and Tree Dealers please order Catalogues. 

D. M. DEWEYj Agent, 
oc3td&j Horticultural Bookseller, Rochester, N. Y. 

New Fafesit Animal Fetters. 
UUST ‘the tiling^ that farmers need. Sold by?JOS. BRIGGS, 

? > proprietor, 335 Broadway, New York, and dealer in Hard¬ 
ware generally. Price reduced to two dollars. oclt 

WOOD SAWING MACHINERY, 
FARMERS’ HORSE POWERS, 

&C., &C., &CC. 

ESsF” For Illustrated Descriptive Circulars, containing Prices, 
&c., address J. W. MOUNT, Medina Iron Works, Medina, Or¬ 
leans county, N. Y. oclt 
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SUPERIOR 

EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES 
in the beautiful “ Connecticut Eiver Valley.” 

BURNHAM’S 

AMERICAN BUSINESS COLLEGE, 

Springfield, Rflass. 

By far the largest, most complete and thorough Institution of 

the kind’ in New England, where Young Men are thoroughly 

trained and properly fitted for all Business Pursuits. GREAT 

IMPROVEMENT in the Method of Instruction, uniting School 

Room and Counting Room upon a plan that secures all the prac¬ 

tical advantages of each. 

Banking Mouses, Merchants’ Emporium, and twenty 

distinct business offices in practical operation. The Student 

Buys, Sells, Barters, Ships, Consigns, Discounts, Insures and 

keeps his accounts, as in Actual Business. 

Prof. John W. Fowler, IA. D., for eighteen years 

President of the “New York State and National Law School,” 

Poughkeepsie, has charge of Law and Lecture Departments, and 

will devote his entire time to the interest of this College. 

Normal Writing Department—In charge of the 

best business and Ornamental Penman and Teacher on the Con¬ 

tinent. Superior facilities for acquiring a thorough knowledge 

of the Science and Practice of Telegraphy.. LIBERAL DE¬ 

DUCTIONS made to Soldiers who have received disabling and 

honorable wounds while in their country’s service. 

Necessary Qualifications.—®<> particular degree of 

advancement is required. Students can enter now or at any 

time, with au absolute certainty of success. 

Editorial Opinions.—“The success of this College is 
so great as to warrant the belief that it will eventually become 
the largest, as it is already the best, institution of the kind in 
the country.—Springfield Republican, June 21, lsG5. 

“ It has the endorsement of the best business men in Western 
Massachusetts.”—Northampton Free J'ress. 

“ Competent judges speak in warm commendation of this in¬ 
stitution, of its excellent management and practical utility”— 
The Congregationalism 

“From reliable information wo believe that it is all it pro¬ 
fesses.”—Christian Advocate and Journal. 

“ It is one of the most complete and thorough institutions of 
the kind in the country.”—Methodist. 

“In every particular it is a first-class Business College—equal 
in its course of study, corps of instructors, and general facilities, 
to any similar institution in the United States.”—Springfield 
Daily Union. 

“The references to it from New England leave a very favora¬ 
ble impression of the advantages the institution affords. Its lo¬ 
cation is central, and the course of study is thorough aud practi¬ 
cal.”—New York Evening Post. 

Send us Names.—To persons who will send us. plainly 

written, -the P. 0. address of forty young men likely to be inter¬ 

ested in obtaining a business education, we will forward our 

COLLEGE REVIEW and “ How to Do Business,” a manual of 

practical' affairs and guide to success in life. Send only one 

name from a family, and not over a dozen from one village or 

small village. 

Write for Particulars.—Circulars, Papers, &c., giving 

full particulars relating to the course of Study,' expense of Board 

and Tuition, may be had gratis. 
\ 

For specimens of Penmanship, Bank Bills, Notes, Drafts, 

Checks, Ac., send 25 cents. Address 

LOUIS W. BURNHAM, 

President, Springfield, Mass. 

AGENTS WANTED 
TO SELL 

SHERMAN AND HIS CAMPAIGNS: 
BY 

Col. S. M. BOWMAN and Lieut. Col. R. B. IRWIN. 

1 Vol. Svo: 500 pages. Cloth, $3.50. 

With Eight Splendid Steel Portraits, and 

Maps, Plans, &c. 

This work—written by Col. Bowman, Gen. Sherman s personal 

friend, and Lt. Col. Irwin, one of our ablest military writers—is 

the .complete official history of this grand army as a 

whole, and in all its details. Every Corps, Division, Brigade and 

Regiment is awarded its full share of credit and praise, the routes 

of march are carefully followed, the battles and skirmishes are 

described with the vividness of actual participation, and the 

whole narrative is enlivened by the countless incidents, both sad 

and mirthful, that were an inevitable accompaniment of such 

campaigns. 

No other Official and Authentic History of 

this great Army will he published, for no other 

writers can have access to the private and official papers of the 

several commanders. All such information is furnished for this 

work EXCLUSIVELY. 

The following letter from Gen. Sherman shows the official 

character of the work: 

Lancaster, Ohio, July 31, 1865. 
C. B. RicnARDSON, Esq., 540 Broadway, New York: 
Sir: Col. S. M. Bowman, an acquaintance of mine since 1853. 

and more recently in the service of the United States, has had 
access to my Order and Letter Books, embracing copies of all or¬ 
ders made and letters written by me since the winter of 1SG1-2, 
with a view to publish a memoir of my Life and Services, and no 
other person has h id such an opportunity to read my secret 
thoughts and acts. I believe him to be in possession of all au¬ 
thentic facts that can interest the general reader. 

I am, Ac. V. T. SHE KM AN, Major General. 

The volume is illustrated with splendid STEEL PORTRAITS 

of Major Generals Sherman, Schofield, Howard, Slocum, 

Logan, Blair, Davis, and Kilpatrick, and with carefully pre¬ 

pared Maps and Diagrams, furnished by General O. M. Poe, 

Chief Engineer of the Army, and finely engraved on stono. 

To all who have served, in any capacity, in these brilliant cam¬ 

paigns, the work will be invaluable; while to all who have had 

relatives and friends so engaged, it will be one of absorbing in¬ 

terest and permanent value. It is a record of brilliant achieve¬ 

ments in which every citizen will feel a life-long pride. 

The Work: is Sold only by Subscription. 

AGENTS WANTED in every county east of the Alleghanies. 

Exclusive territory given, and liberal inducements offered. 

Agents will find the sale of the book universal, for every reading 

man will want a copy. 

For full particulars, address 

C. B. RICHARDSON, Publisher, 

640 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents west of the Alleghanies will address 

C. F. VENT A CO., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

New England Agents will address 

W. J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass. 

BOOK AGENTS WANTED. 

READY IN A EEW X3 A Y S . 

THE HISTORY OF THE REBELLION, 
TSSUED by the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO., in 
X two Octavo Vols., 1600 pages. 200 Portraits. Maps, Di¬ 
agrams, Ac. The FIRST, cheapest and REST History 
published. A rare chance for Agents. New Illustrated Order 

Book now ready. Terms very liberal. For Circular, 
Terms Ac., write to E. Cl. STORK.E, Auburn, N. V. 2 
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DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS. 
HYACINTHS, <&c. 

J, Ifl. THOBBURN & CO., 

15 Joloi Street, New York:, 

Offer the following BEAUTIFUL COLLECTIONS of 

BULBOUS ROOTS. 
No. 1 .—ASSORTMENTS OF 

6 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pots,"[ 
glasses or open border,.I 

1 Polyanthus Narcissus.I «o on 
8 Early Tulips.'.j * ,0 

1 Bulbocodium Vernum.J 

No. 2.—ASSORTMENTS OF 

9 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pots,' 
glasses and open border. 

6 Fine Double Tulips. 
15 Beautiful Named Early Tulips. 
25 Fine Mixed Crocus. 

3 Polyanthus Narcissus’. 
6 Double Narcissus. 
3 Bulbocodium Vernum. 
8 Persian Iris....... 

12 Double Snowdrops. 

No. 3.—ASSORTMENTS OF 

IS Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pots, 
glasses or open border. 

24 Beautiful Named Early Tulips... . 
50 Fine Mixed Crocus. 
12 Fine Named Double Tulips. 
4 Polyanthus Narcissus. 

12 Double Narcissus. 
3 Persian Iris. 
3 English Iris. 
1 Crimson Crown Imperial. 
6 Bulbocodium Vernum. 

25 Double Snowdrops. 

By mail, 16 cents additional for No. 1 assortment. 
By mail, 40 cents additional for No. 2 assortment. 
By mail, 76 cents additional for No..3 assortment. 

Epyr* Our Annual Bulb Catalogue with directions for culti¬ 
vation free on application. It 

$5.00 

$10.00 

Standard Pears, 
2 to 4 years, very strong and fine. Good assortment of varieties. 
Dwarf Pears—2 to 3 years, very stocky and strong. 

Apples—Standard and Dwarf—thrifty. 

Cherries—1 and 2 years. 
Plums—2 and 3 years. 

Peaclies—1 year. 

Small Fruits—AGRICULTURIST and other Strawberries. 

EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, 
ROSES, &c. 

We have paid special attention to the cultivation of the New 

Haedy Grapes, and offer strong, well-grown plants of Iona, 

Adirondac and Iskaella by the hundred or thousand at low 

rates. 
also, 

DELAWARE, At I ALLEN’S HYBRID, •&, 
CONCORD, I H. PROLIFIC, 
DIANA, I ROGERS’ HYBRID, 
REBECCA, I CREVELING, 

and nearly all the valuable kinds. Also, a splendid lot of Dela¬ 

ware and Diana Law’ers, many of them with 6 feet bearing 
wood. 

Address with stamp for Price List. 
BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER, ' 

sep3t Washington Street Nursery, Geneva, N. Y. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 
AND 

SPECIAL, TERMS OF SALE, 
AND 

0KDER TOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEEL YE, 

aptf [Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Grapevines by Mail 
FREE OIF POSTAGE 

Large St©ck ©f Superior Plants 

GROWN FROM SINGLE EYES, IN OPEN CULTURE. 

One. Two. Three. Six. Twelve,. 
Delaware. .$0.40 $0.75 $1.10 $2.00 $4.00 
Concord. 0.55 0.80 [1.50 3.00 
Diana. 0.65 1.00 1.80 3.50 
Rebecca.... . 0.90 1.40 2.75 5.00 
Oreveling. 1.10 1.70 3.25 6.00 
Taylor. 0.55 
Union Village .... .... 0.60 
Cuyahoga . 
Hartford Prolific.. .... 0.60 

FOB ONE DOLLAR, 

One each of Delaware, Diana, and Concord. 

Address, j. H. FOSTER, Jr., 
sep2t Box 66, West Newton, Westmoreland co., Pa. 

The Philadelphia Raspberry. 

WILSON’S EASILY BLACEBERRY, 

Best Selected Strawberries. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES—VINES—ASPARA¬ 

GUS AND RHUBARB PLANTS. 

Send for Catalogues, Gratis. 

au4t WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J. 

SUPERIOR DRAIN TILE MADE of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood- 
bridge, N. J., burned with intense heat over the Fire 

Brick, in Fire Brick Kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the 
clay MUST be removed from over valuable beds of the best 
White Ware and Fire Brick Clay. Also double glazed Stone 
Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tight pipe to conduct 
pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Linings and Fire 
Brick, &c., &c., of best quality. Shipped by railroad or water 
direct from factory, on Ship Channel of Raritan River, 27 miles 
from New York citv. 

se3t CR'OSSMAN BROS. & CO., Woodbridge, N. J. 

CRAPE VINES. 
.A. L Hi THE BEST SOBTS 

by the dozen, hundred or thousand. Cheap as the cheapest and 
good as the best 

Also, a full assortment of 

GOODRICH’S SEEDLING POTATOES. 

E3P” Circulars free. Address 
se3t D. S. IIEFFRON, Utica, N. Y. 

FRUIT TREES OF ALL KINDS. ALSO, GRAPE VINES and Small Fruits, EVERGREENS. 
APPLE TREES, budded or worked on whole seedling 

stocks (and no others). After twenty years experience in the 
nursery, I am satisfied that if a man consults his own interest he 
will not plant root-grafted apple trees. My trees are grown on 
high ground—soil gravelly loam. Address 

se2t J. D. CONKLIN, Locke, Cayuga county, N. Y. 

PREMIUM 
WHITE CHESTER PIGS 

FOR SALE. 

THE HOG BREEDERS MANUEL, with Circulars and Prices, 
sent free of charge. Address 

se3t N. P, BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa. 

TILE MACHINE. 
mHE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
JL containing description. A. La. TOUBETTE, 
, ap65tf Waterloo, N. T. 
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^hzfni*ut&6lil8G4- 
1 jf FIRSTPhcNIlUM %£$} AWARDED 
mjAJTM STATE FAIRS OF 

M NEW YORK. 
0 VERMONT. 

W ILLINOIS. 
r/ MICH I CAN. f 
f WISCONSIN. | 
’ IOWA. t; 

INDIANA. k\ 
KENTUCKY. Jg 

PENNSYLVANIA. / V 
omo. 

OREGON. 

Eabbittonian Penmanship. 
THIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACIIING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Eabbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. II. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is.chaste and beautiful.”—Mew York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal mid Messenger. 

“Eabbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th! It is more 
practical.”—II. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—A” Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the. best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Eabbittonian copies. 

52T* Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT & WILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’64tf 

Foot Rot in SSieep 
CAN BE THOROUGHLY CURED BY USING 

WHITTEMORE’S 

CURE FOR FOOT ROT m SHEEP. 
It has been tested in most sheep-growing districts and effected 

POSITIVE CURES 

where everything else failed. Certificates can be had on applica¬ 
tion to the proprietor. 

A sic for WHITTEMORE’S CURE, for sale by all druggists, 
and by Post & Bruff. Rochester; WiGhtman & Co., Bath, N. 
Y.; and by the sole manufacturer, E. W. Wiiittehore, Chatham 
Four Corners, N. N. au6t 

I hereby certify, that I have been familiar with all the pro¬ 

cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manufac¬ 

ture of their “ Sheep Wash Tobacco,” and that the article prepar¬ 

ed under Mr. Jaques’ Patent contains all the useful principles of 

the Tobacco in a concentrated form. 

This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc¬ 

tions furnished by the Company, has the effeet of curing Scab 

and other cutaneous diseases, and destroying all parasitic insects 

which infest the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im 

proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of its 

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution being made 

stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of 

larger animals, and also those that are injurious to vegetation* 

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., 
Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and 

Consulting Chemist. 

Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that 
contains “sulphur,” as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wooL 
One pound of Extract Tobacco will make twelve gallons Wash, 
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as pre¬ 
pared by farmers. 

Ageiits wanted in every Wool District. 
JAMES E. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co., 

23 Central Wharf Boston. 
*£* Farmers, preserve this advertisement, and ask your store¬ 

keepers to keep the Wash for sale. A liberal discount to the 
retailers. feb9t 

OR OVER ^ BAKER’S 
HIGHEST PREMIUM 

THE CHAMPION. 

. HICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 

I 2,000 in Use and all Approved. 

THIS admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 
1S65, is made in the most perfect manner with either one 

or two tubs, and is well worthy the attention of all persons 
wanting such a machine. It has no superior in the market, and 
is the only mill that will properly grind grapes. 

For Sale by all Respectable Dealers. 
I also make two sizes of superior 

Presses for Berries, &c., «&c. 
If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one 

for you, or write for one yourself. Address the manufacturer, 
jy4t W. O. HK KOK, Harrisburg, Pa. 

AND 

LOCK ST8TCH 

SEWING RSAGI’SBNES, 
495 Broadway, fiew York, 

AND 

48 state: stk e e t, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

ELASTIC STITCH 
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THE SOLDIERS’ CASKET. 

THE SOLDIERS’ CASKET. 

THE SOLDIERS’ CASKET. 

CLIB SITE 

PREMIUMS Td CLUB RAISERS. 

THE SOLDIERS’ GREAT MOVEMENT. 

EXTRA BOUNTY FOR MEN OF 1861-2. 

ALSO FOR THE WIDOWS AND ORPHANS OF OUR FALLEN SOLDIERS. 

WORK FOR EVERY SOLDIER. 

A MONSTER MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS. 

Every Soldier and every Soldier’s Friend should send for The Casket. 

THE SOLDIERS’ NATIONAL UNION.—This great Asso¬ 
ciation, which was brought into existence through the influence 
of The Casket, is rapidly becoming the best and most powerful 
organization in the country. It is kept entirely free from 
politics. Its objects are to obtain work for members in any part 
of the country, to care for them when sick, to bury them when 
dead, and then to take charge of and obtain work for their 
families; to obtain for all soldiers enlisting previous to 1865 
the 6ame amount of bounty as was given to those who enlisted 
in that year. 

Any soldier can start a Local Union, and there should be one 
in every town. The Constitution and By-Laws of the Associa¬ 
tion are published in the October number of The Casket. 

MRS. MAJOR-GENERAL SHERMAN, who is a lady of the 
finest literary accomplishment, has written for the September 
number a most touching and beautiful article in memory of her 
son Willy, who was a Sergeant of the Eirst Regulars, and who 
died suddenly some months before his father set out on his splen¬ 
did Georgia "Campaign. In the same number is also given a 
Beautiful Engraving of the Monument erected by the regiment 
over his grave. 

GENERAL GRANT’S LOG CABIN.—A fine engraving of this 
cabin, which was used by General Grant during his Richmond 
Campaign, is given in the October number. 

THE MONSTER MEMORIAL.—In each November number 
of The Casket will be bound a blank form of petition to be fill¬ 
ed with names and sent to Congress in favor of giving an addi¬ 
tional bounty to the soldiers of 1861, 1862, 1S63 and 1864, and 
also to the widows and orphans of those who fell in battling for 
their country. Let every soldier, every soldier’s relation, and 
every friend of the soldiers’ cause, get a November Casket at 
the nearest bookseller’s, or send to us for one, and let them ob¬ 
tain the signatures of every one they know. Pull directions on 
each blank form. 

THE CASKET is devoted to the interest of soldiers and their 
families, and politics and sectarianism are strictly excluded 
from its pages. 

TERMS, IN ADVANCE: 

One Copy for One Tear...$2.00 
One Copy for Six Months.. 1.00 
Each Additional Copy for One Tear. 1.80 
Each Additional Copy for Six Months.Ninety Cents. 

CEUR PREMIUMS, 

TO BE GIVEN JANUART FIRST, 1S66 

On January First, 1866, we will award our List of Premiums— 
the largest of which is One Thousand Dollars in Cash, to those 
sending ns the largest clubs of subscribers for The Casket. 

Circulars containing all details, also list of persons who received 
our former club premiums, sent with every subscription and 
specimen copy. 

SPECIMEN COPIES. 

One Specimen Copy sent (post free) for.25 cents. 
Three Specimen Copies sent (post free) for...50 cents. 

Soldiers, soldiers’ sons, wives, daughters, mothers, fathers, and 
all who have the noble cause at heart, should circulate The 
Casket, It has been published since January, 1865, and every 
number contains not only incidents of bravery on the field and 
at sea, but also the choicest literary matter; and it shall be the 

nblisher’s aim to make every new number better than its pre- 
ecessor. Back numbers always on hand. In writing give the 

name and date of this paper. Address 

C. W. ALEXANDER, Publisher, 

123 South Thibd Stbeet, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 23, 

The Monroe County Agricultural Society at its 

last exhibition appointed me chairman of the Com¬ 

mittee on Rag Carpets. I was compelled to decline 

the honor on the ground of incompetency. I once 

acted as a judge on “Comfortables” and “Counter¬ 

panes,” but could not but feel that every old lady in 

the tent knew more of such matters than I did. 

One cannot help feeling the importance of being a 

judge—of wearing a badge—of having the bystand¬ 

ers give way and the exhibitors hold their breath, 

while the “ Committee” with knowing looks and a 

critical air examine the articles. But though all 

ffiis is very pleasant to one’s feelings, yet if you are 

entirely ignorant of what constitutes excellence in 

<i rag carpet, it is best to forego all this attention and 

honor. It is too important a matter to be passed 

over lightly, and your dreams may be disturbed for 

the next six months by fears that your decision was 

not in strict accordance with the relative merits of 

the articles. Had it been, some unimportant com¬ 

mittee, such as on stock, or grains, or implements, I 

might have accepted. These are of little conse¬ 

quence, and I notice that some of our agricultural 

societies are offering premiums in proportion to the 

relative importance of these articles. Thus the 

“ Central Iowa District Agricultural Society” offers a 

prize for the “ best chenille rug, $2,00,” and for the 

“best half bushel of wheat, 50 cents.” This is the 

only prize offered for wheat, while there are forty 

prizes of one dollar each offered for “ pantry stores,” 

such as “jelly cake,” “ mango pickles,” and “ plum 

catsup.” This is as it should be. Who cares to 

look at a sample of wheat, or of what consequence 

is it in American agriculture ? If there is any old 

fogy farmer who still takes an interest in wheat 

culture and wishes to exhibit a sample of his pro¬ 

duce, why a premium of 50 cents is certainly all 

that he has any reason to expect in this “ progres¬ 

sive” age! 

Up to this date, (October 16), we have had a very 

favorable fall for getting in the crops. Last year, to 

the best of my recollection, we had but one good 

No. 11. 

bright day in October. There were whole fields of 

beans still out, and few had commenced to husk 

their corn. Now I am nearly through husking and 

have drawn in two loads of stalks. I drew them in, 

however, a little too soon, as I see that they steam 

up considerably in a morning. I put them in very 

small stacks, thinking that the air would circulate 

through them ; but they were evidently not suffici¬ 

ently seasoned. I shall know better next time. This 

is the only consolation there is in making mistakes. 

The Doctor says, “ a man needs to live one life in 

order to learn how to live,”—and this is emphati¬ 

cally true of a farmer. Last year I got caught with 

my buckwheat. It was all ready to cradle, but 

being busy with other things, I kept putting it off 

day after day, till on the morning of the 4tli of 

October, I woke up to find the ground covered with 

snow, and my buckwheat “ flat as a pancake.” Wet 

weather ensued; the buckwheat had to be cut with 

a scythe, and cured in the swath and in small 

cocks. It was not ready to draw in till the middle 

of November, and by that time the ground was so 

wet that I could get on it only with oxen. I had a 

terrible time with it, and when I finally got it 

thrashed, the buckwheat was so damp that it was dif¬ 

ficult to do anything with it. “Experience makes 

fools wise,” and this year I was determined to cut 

my buckwheat the moment it was ready, which is 

said to be when half the seeds are fully formed—the 

other half ripening up from the sap in the straw. 

I sowed three pecks of seed per acre, thinking that 

as it had been damp, and was a little musty, it 

might not all grow. Half a bushel would have 

been plenty. The growth was very heavy, and I 

think it would have branched more and filled better 

had it been thinner on the ground. I cradled it and 

stood it up in small bundles, and as soon as the seed 

was dry and hard, I drew it in and thrashed it from 

the wagon as we drew it. The straw was still full 

of sap, and I thought it might wind round the 

cylinder, but it did not. We drew in and thrashed 

the six acres in a day and had 150 bushels. I am now ' 

plowing up the land and hope to be able to seed it 

down with oats next spring. This low land will pay 
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better in grass than in any other way. When I can 

once get it well seeded I shall raise no more buck¬ 

wheat, though I would not speak disparagingly of 

buckwheat. It is a useful crop on land too wet in 

the spring for oats or corn. But a good crop of red- 

top and timothy is of course far better. 

My peas yielded about thirty bushels per acre. 

But they are full of bugs! Can nothing be done 

to get rid of this pest ? Late sowing is said to be a 

remedy, but it is often worse than the disease, as, if 

dry weather sets in the crop will be light. A good, 

smothering crop of peas will sometimes clean the 

land as well as a summer fallow ; but a light crop 

leaves it foul. Notwithstanding the bugs, I think 

that I have had no more profitable crop this season 

than these peas. I had forty-six loads of -vines, 

nicely cured, bright and sweet, which I consider 

more nutritious than over-ripe and poorly cured clover 

hay. There was an immense growth of vines, and 

they smothered the weeds. I plowed the land twice 

after the crop was off, and as the Deacon says, it 

looks as well as n, smart summer fallow, and in his 

opinion will give better wheat than if it had been 

“ sun burnt.” 
, '' 9 

The Deacon says that the farmers in the southern 

counties where grass is the main crop, told him 

that they found the greatest advantage from thick 

seeding. They had tried the experiment of sowing 

as much as half a bushel, (say thirty pounds,) of 

clover seed per acre, and were satisfied that it paid. 

The crop was very heavy, and the quality of the 

hay very superior, not being so coarse as when thinner 

on the ground. I sowed last spring only six quarts 

of clover seed per acre, sowing no timothy or other 

grass seed—and a better catch could not be desired. 

The weather was unusually favorable, and doubt¬ 

less all the seed grew. The advantage of thick 

seeding is to insure a catch. If the plants are thin, 

the weeds spring up and occupy the land. As a 

general rule we do not sow enough grass and clover 

seed. If everything is favorable, four quarts of 

timothy seed and four quarts of clover is enough, 

but it is better to sow double this amount rather 

than to run any risk of having poorly seeded mead¬ 

ows. My advice has always been, “ Raise your 

own clover seed and sow it with an unsparing hand.” 

* Why did you not sow timothy with the clover ?” 

Because I intend to break up the land in two years 

and sow wheat; and I have a theory that timothy, 

being a cereal, robs the ground of those elements 

most needed for wheat. This is not the case with 

clover, peas, and other leguminous crops. So that 

on wheat land, and when the hay is to be consumed, 

as it always should be on the farm, I think the less 

timothy and more clover we can grow, the better 

Clover impoverishes the soil less than timothy and 

makes richer manure. 

I have always been in favor of summer fal¬ 

lowing for wheat, but it must be confessed that 

the •practice belongs to rather a low state of 

farming. If land is well drained and is rich enough, 

and the hoed crops are cleaned as thoroughly as they 

should, it would seem, that with our splendid 

climate for mellowing the soil and killing the weeds, 

we could get along without letting our land lie idle. 

My summer fallow last year, reckoning a man and 

a span of horses worth $4.00 a day—and during the 

busy season they are certainly worth that at present 

prices—cost me $15.00 an acre. A summer fallow, 

by decomposing the organic matter of the soil, and 

rendering the latent “plant food” available — is 

equivalent to a dressing of manure; but it adds 

nothing to the soil, while $15.00 worth of artificial 

manure would enrich it quite as much, and leave 

the latent plant food to be rendered available by the 

free use of the cultivator among corn, potatoes, 

beans and other hoed crops. 

Three days ago one of my horses was taken sick 

at noon. I let him stay in the stable, thinking that 

it would pass off; but towards night he grew worse, 

and we gave him an ounce (two tablespoonfuls) of 

laudanum and an ounce of sulphuric ether. This 

relieved him, but the next morning the pains came 

on again, and I repeated the dose. This quieted him 

immediately, and he seemed entirely recovered, but 

towards night he grew very much worse, rolling on 

his back, getting up and down, and manifesting great 

uneasiness. I gave him another dose of laudanum 

and ether, with a quarter of a pound of glauber 

salts. The pains soon ceased, and he seemed quite 

comfortable; but the next morning he was seized 

with the pains again worse than before. I never saw 

an animal in such agony. I sent for a veterinary 

surgeon, but in the meantime gave him another 

ounce each of laudanum and ether. He was still in 

great pain, groaning piteously, and I then gave him 

two ounces of laudanum and two ounces of ether, 

and in addition held a handkerchief to his nose, 

moistened with ether, and set three men to rub his 

legs, ears, &c. The effect of the ether was magical. 

He lay perfectly quiet,, ceased groaning, breathed 

naturally, and was soon “ comfortably drunk !” By 

the time the veterinary surgeon got here he was 

nearly well. The doctor, sensible man, approved of 

my practice! He gave no more medicine, but admin¬ 

istered an enema of blood warm water and soft soap. 

Every farmer should have such a syringe. Any 

tinsmith can make one, and the cost is not more 

than a dollar. Had I had one, a couple of quarts 

of warm water and soap injected as soon as the 

horse was taken, would probably have cured him. If 
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not, an ounce each of laudanum and ether given every 

quarter of an hour till the pains ceased, would 

almost certainly have done so. It was nothing more 

than an ordinary case of spasmodic colic brought on 

by improper feeding—but by not being attended to 

promptly, may run into inflammation of the bowels. 

In either case there is nothing better than laudanum 

and ether given in doses of one or two ounces till 

the pains cease, and repeated whenever they come 

on again. In the case of inflammation of the bow¬ 

els, it is not safe to give cathartic medicines. I say 

this on the authority of one of the best physicians 

in the State. Give enough laudanum every few 

hours to keep the bowels perfectly quiet, and Nature 

will effect a cure. Do not be afraid of the lauda¬ 

num, and pay no attention to those who think you 

should give something to “ clean out” the bowels, 

dther than to administer an enema occasionally. 

Keep the horse warm and quiet, and let him eat 

nothing but bran mashes, and oatmeal or corn gruel. 

Flax- seed tea, if you have it, would probably be 

better still. 

“ How can you tell the difference between ordi¬ 

nary spasmodic colic and inflammation of the 

bowels ?” It is not an easy matter for an inexperi¬ 

enced person to tell. In inflammation of the bowels 

the pain is generally not so severe at first, but con¬ 

tinues all the time ; while in colic, the pain comes on 

in spasms with intervals of quiet, and as it con¬ 

tinues, the spasms last longer and the intervals of 

quiet become less frequent and of shorter duration. 

In inflammation, the ears and legs are cold, while 

they are warm in cases of colic, and the pulse is 

stronger. 

Horses are seldom troubled with inflammation of 

the bowels, while spasmodic colic is one of the com¬ 

monest complaints. Too much cold water, especially 

when the horse is heated, frequently brings on an 

attack. Over-driving, irregular feeding, exposure to 

cold storms, especially when the horse is tired, and 

above all, too much grain, are among the common 

causes of this complaint. New oats or new corn, if 

fed freely, is almost sure to produce it, and if it 

must be used it should be given only in small quan¬ 

tities, and bran given at the same time. I presume 

the cause of my horse’s sickness is simply that he 

had been drawing corn from the field and may have 

been allowed to eat a few ears. 

I will give my men the credit of taking good care 

of their horses. Of course they do not clean them 

as thoroughly as they should—few men do. There is 

not one farm horse in a hundred that is more than 

half groomed. A little curry combing in the morn¬ 

ing is frequently all the cleaning that horses get. I 

have seen horses brought home dripping wet and 

left for the night without as much as a wisp of 

straw being rubbed over them. If such men were 

obliged to sleep in their wet clothes, they would 

perhaps appreciate the cruelty of their conduct. 

Most farm men seem to have a mortal dread of 

doing anything by candle light. If left to themselves 

they would at this season, quit work at five o’clock, 

water their horses as they bring them in, take off 

the harness, give them some grain and fill the racks 

with hay, bed them down and then leave them till 

half past five or six o’clock next morning ! Shade of 

my forefathers, what •would you say to such team¬ 

sters ! 

My Fluke potatoes are a poor crop. Last year on 

land not as good, I got 200 bushels per acre ; this 

year they do not yield half as much. The experi¬ 

ments of Prof. Anderson prove that potatoes make 

most of their growth late in the season. Last year 

the summer was very dry and early potatoes were a 

failure. Had the dry weather continued a week or 

two later the whole crop would have been lost; as 

it was, the rain in August was just in time to bene¬ 

fit them, and we had a splendid crop. This year, the 

early part of the season was wet and potatoes prom¬ 

ised to be an immense crop ; but the severe drouth 

of August, just when the tubers should have grown 

the most, ripened up the Flukes prematurely, and a 

small yield is the result. The Peach-blow, which is 

a later variety and a very vigorous grower, withstood 

the drouth better, and the later rains were in time 

to help them materially. They will yield at least 

three times as many bushels per acre as the Flukes, 

growing in the same field. 

I am digging them with one of Sayre’s & Rem¬ 

ington’s Horse Hoes. I sent the front share to the 

blacksmith’s, and had the point hammered down so 

that it “ bites” pretty well and runs deep. The side 

shares I put forward till they were within an inch 

or two of the front share, making in fact a double 

mould-board plow. I put on two horses, one on 

each side the row, and it does the work “better than 

I expected.” But the fact is, I have used this culti¬ 

vator so freely between the rows that the land is as 

clean and mellow as a garden, and on pulling up 

the tops four-fifths of the potatoes came up with 

them. It is a quick and easy way of digging, and 

is another proof that it pays to work land thoroughly 

and make it clean and mellow. “ I am getting to 

boast a little.” Well, perhaps so—it is the fashion 

in this neighborhood. But it is a fact that there it 

scarcely a weed in the whole potato field. It had 

wheat on last year, and was so full of quack grass 

that I would not seed it down. I thought I would 

try the English way of killing it. I plowed it as 

soon as the wheat was off. Drilled in some strap¬ 

leaved turnips, cultivated and hoed them, and had a 

fair crop. After they were off I plowed the land 

again, and then in the spring we drilled in the pota- 
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toes with True’s potato planter, and then kept the 

cultivator and horse hoe going as long as a weed was 

to he seen. There is apparently not a piece of 

quack in the whole field, and I believe the saving of 

labor in digging the potatoes alone will more than pay 

for all the cultivating. 

Some one has sent me a pamphlet on “ Our 

National Finances,” in which the editors of agricultu¬ 

ral papers are urged “ to take concerted action upon 

this vastly important question, and give to their 

tens of thousands of patrons such advice as is suita¬ 

ble for the emergency.” Tne author of the pamph¬ 

let says: “ It is now openly proposed by the leading 

politicians and papers of both parties to reduce the 

price of farm produce, and the price of labor, by leg¬ 

islation.” The way this is to be done is by funding 

the legal tender Treasury notes. There can be no 

doubt that reducing the amount of these notes in 

circulation will reduce the premium on gold and 

consequently lessen the price of farm produce. But 

to say that it is proposed to lessen the price of farm 

produce by legislation is mis-stating the case. It was 

legislation, by making greenbacks a legal tender for 

debts, and issuing more than the ordinary business 

of the country required, that nominally increased 

the price of farm produce; but if the law was re 

pealed, and we should return to specie payments 

such action would not be reducing prices by legis 

lation. It would simply be restoring things to their 

normal state. 

Instead of withdrawing a portion of the Treasury 

notes from circulation this writer urges Congress to 

compel the Secretary of the Treasury to increase the 

amount to one thousand millions of dollars, and 

make them a legal tender. He thinks this would 

bring down the rate of interest, give us cheap money, 

stimulate trade, encourage manufactures and de- 

velope our vast agricultural and mineral resources. 

In short it would make us all rich. He draws a very 

pleasant picture of national prosperity, based on an 

irredeemable paper currency. He does not propose 

ever to redeem these bills. “ Their beauty and utili¬ 

ty ” he says “ consist in the proposition that they 

do not need to be redeemed any more than gold or 

silver,” forgetting that gold and silver have an in¬ 

trinsic value, as much so as wheat or any other pro¬ 

duct of labor, and their value is in proportion to the 

labor required to obtain them. But this is not the 

case with paper dollars thrown off from a steam 

printing press by the million. 

That farmers need higher prices for their produce 

than they have hitherto received, there can be little 

doubt, but it is very questionable whether high 

prices based on cheap greenbacks would permanently 

prove advantageous. Those farmers who are in 

debt would be able to pay their debts in depreciated 

money, the creditor being compelled by law to take 

this money, even if it is worth no more than thirty- 

five or forty cents on the dollar, as was the case less 

than a year ago. Of course what the debtor makes 

the creditor loses. There isj in a national point of 

view, nothing lost or gained. People have double 

the amount of money that they had, but it is worth 

only 50 cents on the dollar. But they feel richer, 

and this encourages extravagance. It is efficient 

labor alone that produces wealth. A prosperity based 

on anything else will sooner or later come to an end. 

It is true, however, that farmers need more capital. 

If the issue of more greenbacks would give us the 

money needed for under-draining and other agricul¬ 

tural improvements, without at the same time in¬ 

creasing expenses in a corresponding degree. I should 

be willing to see a thousand millions put in circula¬ 

tion. But it has not as yet had such an effect. The 

capital of the country has been employed in trade and, 

speculation, while agriculture, the chief source of our 

wealth, has been neglected. What evidence have we 

to show that such will not be the case if we have a 

further issue of greenbacks. What we want is sta¬ 

bility. As long as we have a currency that fluctu¬ 

ates from day to day, few people will be willing to 

spend money for permament improvements. We all 

hesitate to put up buildings while nails are 9 cents 

a pound, and lumber $18.00 a thousand, when there is 

no certainty that in a year from now they could be 

bought for half the money. It is so of underdrain¬ 

ing, building fences, clearing up the land, purchas¬ 

ing implements and machines, buying stock, apply¬ 

ing manure, or doing anything that will not afford 

immediate returns. Agriculture is slow. We can 

not get our money back for several years. We need 

abundant capital, but it should be real capital; it 

must not be money worth 75 cents to-day and only 

50 cents a few months hence. 

We had our first severe frost on Tuesday night 

(October 24.) The ice was a quarter of an inch thick, 

but it does not seem to have injured anything ex¬ 

cept helitrope. My beds of Phlox Drummondii are 

still blooming freely and the Petunias are as showy 

as ever. The Asters (which last year kept on bloom¬ 

ing later than any other flower except Clirisanthe- 

mum) have been out of bloom for weeks. The dry' 

weather of August ripened up the seed prematurely. 

Mignonnette also ripened its seed early in August 

and I thought the beds were used up for this 

season ; but we cut off the stems that were gone to 

seed, down to the ground, and the plants started 

again and a fine bed of this sweetest of all flowers 

could not be desired. I call Phlox, Asters, Petunias, 

and Mignonnette the “ Farmers flowers,” because 

they can be grown with little trouble. Nearly all 

the flowers we have this year were from self sown 

seeds. It is but little labor to set out the plats and 

hoe them—and nothing more is required. Our flower 

garden has been much admired, and this is about all 

that has been done to it. 
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ASHES REMOVED BY CROPS. 

You would confer a favor by giving a table of tbe 
weight of inorganic matter removed from the soil 
by the principal crops, say in 1000 lbs. of vegetable 
matter; also the weight of each variety of inorganic 
matter removed. Pearce Bodley. 

Louisville, Ky. 

We have not space this month fully to comply 

with this request. We will give a few facts which 

will enable our correspondent to make out such a 

table for himself. One thousand lbs. of wheat con¬ 

tain on an average 16.7 lbs. of ash. This is the 

mean of 32 analysis. The same amount of wheat 

straw contains, (as the mean of 10 analysis,) 51 lbs. 

of ash. 

One thousand lbs. of barley contains 23.4 lbs. of 

ash. The same weight of barley straw contains 

53.6 lbs. of ash. One thousand lbs. of oats contain 

29 lbs. of ash ; and the same weight of oat straw 

It may also be remarked that the greater portion 

of the ash of grain exists in the bran. Good wheat 

flour does not contain more than half of one per cent, 

of ash. If we assume that the 25 bushels of wheat 

make 1000 lbs. of flour, and that the bran, shorts, 

&c., are retained on the farm or purchased back from 

the miller, it follows that out of the 178 lbs. of in¬ 

organic matter taken from the soil in a crop of 

wheat and straw of 25 bushels per acre, only about 

5 lbs. are really lost to the farm. 

If nothing is returned, a crop of wheat robs the 

soil of 178 lbs. of inorganic plant-food ; but when 

a good system of farming is adopted and where the 

straw, bran, &c., are taken back to the land in the 

form of manure, the soil only loses 5 lbs. of plant- 

food per acre. Good tillage on ordinary land will 

develope this quantity from the inert plant-food 

locked up in the soil. 

Wheat, grain (mean ot’ 32 analysis,.. 
Wheat, straw, (mean of 10 analysis,). 
Barley, grain, (mean of 10 analysis.). 
Barley, straw, (mean of 3 analysis,). 
Oats, grain, (mean of 7 analysis,)_ 
Oats, straw,. 

Potash. Soda. Magnesia. Lime. 
Phoso'c 
Acid. 

Sulp’c 
Acid. 

Silica. 
Peroxide Chloride Chloride 
of Iron, of Sodi. of Potas. 

..29 97.. .. 3.90 ...12.30... . 3.40. ..46.00... . 0.33.. . 3.35. .. 0.79... . 0.U9_ — 

..12.14.. .. 0.60. ... 2.74... . 6.23. .. 5.43... . 3.88... .67.SS. .. 0.74... . 0.22.... — 
.19.77.. .. 3.98. ... 8.55... . 2.58.. ..35.20... . 1.03... '.26.49. .. 1.43... . 0.47.... — 
.18.40.. .. 0.6G. ... 4.13... . S.OS.. .. 3.26... . 2.13... .54.36.. .. 3.33... . 6.95.... — 
.16.70... . 2.49. ... 7.70... . 3.92.. ..18.19... . 1.29... .47.08.. .. 0.64... . 0.20....0.14 
..19.14.. .. 9.69. ... 3.78... . 8.07. .. 2.56... . 3.26.. .48.42. ... 1.83... . —_ — 

51 lbs. of ash. Of Indian corn we know of no re¬ 

liable analysis. 

It will be seen that in .all cases, straw contains 

much more ash than the grain. As a rule the 

more ash a plant contains the less nutritious it 

i* is. The per centage composition of the ashes of the 

above plants is given in the above table. 

Our correspondent can ascertain from this table 

the amount of inorganic or ash constituents re¬ 

moval by a crop. Thus a crop of wheat of 25 bush¬ 

els per acre, (1500 lbs.) and a ton and a half of straw, 

will remove 25 lbs. of ash constituents in the grain, 

and 153 lbs. in the straw. 

In round numbers we may say that such a crop 

of wheat and straw removes 175 lbs. of inorganic 

matter from the soil. The particular ingredients 

removed are as follows : 
In the Grain. In the Straw. Total. 

Potash,. . 7.49 lbs. 18.21 25.70 
Soda,. . 0.97 0.90 1.S7 
Magnesia,. . 3.07 4.11 7.18 
Lime,. . 0.S5 9.34 10.19 
Phosphoric acid. . 11.47 8.15 19.65 
Sulphuric acid,. . 0.08 5.82 5.90 
Silica,. . . 0.S4 101.82 102.65 
Peroxide of iron and loss,., . 0.20 1.32 1.51 
Chloride of 6odium,.. . 0.03 0.33 0.35 

25.00 lbs. 150.00 175.00 

This calculation may be easily extended to the 

other crops. With the single exception of sulphuric 

acid (bones,) the straw removes more inorganic mat¬ 

ter from the soil than grain. But in all good sys¬ 

tems of. agriculture the straw is retained on the farm 

r and finds its way back to the soil, so that out of the 

178 lbs. of inorganic matter removed from the soil, 

only 25 lbs. is exported from the farm. 

Facts about Milk.—Cream can not rise through 

a great depth of milk. If, therefore, milk is desired 

to retain its cream for a time, it should be put into, 

a deep, narrow dish; and if it be desired to free it 

most completely of cream, it should be put into a 

broad shallow dish, not much exceeding one- inch in. 

depth. The evolving of cream is facilitated by a 

rise and retarded by a fall of temperature. At the 

usual temperature of the dairy 50 => Fahrenheit—all 

the cream will probably rise in thirty-six hours ; 

but at 70° it will perhaps rise in half that time, and 

when the milk is kept near the freezing point, the 

cream will rise very slowly, because it becomes so¬ 

lidified. In wet and cold weather milk is less rich 

than in dry and warm. The season has its effects. 

The milk in spring is supposed to be the best for 

drinking, and hence it would bp best for calves; in 

summer, it is best suited for cheese, and in autumn, 

the butter keeping better than that of summer, the 

cows less frequently milked, give richer milk, and 

consequently more butter.. The morning’s milk is 

richer than that of the- evening. The last drawn 

milk, the “ strippings ” at each milking, and at all 

times and seasons, is richer than that first “ milked,” 

which is ever the poorest.—AT. II. Journal of Agri- - 

culture. 
- —— —-- 

To Start a Baulky Horse.—The Ohio Farmer 

says :—“ Fill his mouth with dirt or gravel from the 

road, and he’ll go. Now don’t laugh at this, but try 

it. The plain philosophy of the thing is, it gives 

him something else to think about. We have seen 

it, tried a hundred times, and it has never failed.” 
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AMERICAN IMPLEMENTS IN GERMANY. 

J. H. Klippart, Secretary of the Ohio State Board 

of Agriculture, has been spending some months in 

Europe, and in an account of German agriculture, 

written for the Department of Agriculture at Wash¬ 

ington, makes the following remarks in regard to 

the use of American impliments and machines in 

Saxony: 

“All the agricultural implements and machines 

of native invention are very heavy, and to me 

appear very awkward and bungling. The American 

implements are much admired and eagerly sought 

for, but the supply is exceedingly limited indeed. 

John Bull enjoys a sort of monopoly throughout 

the Prussian states, as far as I have been, and in 

Saxony, in the sale of agricultural implements and 

machines, and yet our manufacturers could soon 

drive him from this market if they would only 

establish agencies here to introduce the American 

Agricultural tools. 

“ Reaping and mowing machines are being intro¬ 

duced, but as yet the quantity is very limited, and 

the supply less. There is no use in sending any 

reapers here unless they at the same time are self- 

raker. What the Germans want, is our ash and 

hickory wood, our malleable iron; therefore, they 

prefer the American made machines, rather than to 

manufacture them here or in England. American 

plows are much liked and very popular in Saxony, 

bnt.not the hundredth part of the demand can be sup¬ 

plied. John Bull has endeavored to supply this mar¬ 

ket, but the Germans very much prefer tiie American 

ones. Then our spades, manure forks, pitch or hay 

forks,-and even down to household implements and 

tools, are sold as rapidly as they arrive, so that no 

stock remains on hand. A member of a heavy and 

very responsible firm in Dresden told me that he pur¬ 

chased all the American tools and implements that 

were for sale at the Hamburg exhibition, brought 

them home, and in a few days they were all sold ; 

then lie commenced sending orders to the manufac- 

turersin America, but could not get more than one 

order in ten filled, or in other words, if he ordered 

ten dozen of any .kind of implements, he could not 

get more than one dozen ; he said that, notwith¬ 

standing the very high price in America, the insu¬ 

rance, freight, tariff in Europe, yet he could sell 

more American implements in a less time and 

with greater xirofit than he could of any other kind. 

Can we not manufacture enough in the United 

States to supply our own and the European demand ? 

If we have not laborers enough, send over here to 

Saxony and induce some of the Saxony mechanics 

to go to America, and we will get a first-class popu¬ 

lation and set of workmen.” 

CAN FARMERS MAKE BEET SUGAR? 

The Sorgo Journal, which represents the sorgum 
sirup interest in the West, thinks that the beet is 

not likely to be extensively grown in this country 

for sugar, because the farmers cannot manufacture 

it themselves as they do the sirup from the Chinese 

sugar cane. 

Admitting that this is true, does it show that the 

beet is less valuable than sorghum as a sugar pro¬ 

ducer? Can farmers make sugar from sorgum any 

easier or cheaper than they can from beets, and if 

so, why ? That they can make sirup from sorgum 

easier than they can sugar from the beet or any other 

plant, is doubtless true, but this does not prove the 

inferiority of the beet or the superiority of sorghum. 

But sugar was formerly manufactured in France 

and Germany by the farmers themselves, but when 

the tariff on cane sugar was reduced or removed, 

the farmers could not afford to make beet sugar and 

sell it at the price of the foreign article. As we 

understand the case, farmers found no difficulty in 

making the sugar, but simply in competing with 

the foreign article when admitted under a low tariff, 

or duty free. The cane sugar of the West Indies 

or of Louisiana, is manufactured on a large scale, 

with all the appliances which science and capital 

can furnish for avoiding waste and producing it at 

the lowest cost. When beet is grown on a small 

scale, it does not pay to put up such expensive 

machinery, and hence the system was introduced of 

putting up factories for the manufacture of beets 

purchased from the farmers. If we can send our 

milk to a cheese factory, there would seem to be no 

reason why we might not send beets to a sugar fac¬ 

tory, and it would seem that if sugar can be made 

in Germany for eight or nine cents a pound, and 

afford a handsome profit, it might be made in this 

country as long as sugar brings anywhere near pre¬ 

sent prices. 

The main reason, however, why we so frequently 

allude to this subject, and why we are so anxious to 

have beet sugar factories established, is that our 

system of rotation needs a root crop. We have now 

too many cereals and too few green crops. We can 

grow beets better than any other root crop. They 

will stand dry weather better than ruta bagas or 

turnips, and require far less labor in weeding than 

carrots or parsnips. Then, so far as enriching the 

soil is concerned, the refuse of the beets after the 

sugar is removed, is just as good as the beets them¬ 

selves. The sugar removes nothing that robs the 

soil, or that is of any value as manure. 

We say nothing against sorghum. If it is a pro¬ 

fitable crop it will be grown ; but as yet little sugar 

has been made from it, and it seems impossible that 
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it will ever be able in our climate to compete with 

the sugar cane of Louisiana. But the manufacture 

of suo-ar from beets is not a new, untried experi- 

ment. We have the experience of half a century 

to guide us, and it is a matter of surprise that the 

subject attracts so little attention. 

NOTES FOR THE MONTH—BY S. W, 

HORSE RACING. 

The races on Wright’s Maple Grove course last 

week displayed much fast trotting. The highest 

prize, $500, was taken by sorrel Dapper, the Auburn 

horse, five years old; he was raised in this county 

by Coriell, the horse fancier, and sold last spring 

for $550; he has since won several thousand dollars; 

winning this race in 2.28, twelve thousand dollars is 

now offered for him? The last day of the course 

our village was enlivened by a great display of 

equine agility and beauty from the country, far and 

near. Every farmer with wife and family, in spring 

carriage, not as of old in the farm wagon ; his fine 

gay horses in plated harness, dashing along as if 

they thought a slower motion would rank them 

among the shabby genteel. Joseph Wright, in his 

passion for equine excellence, has done the farmers 

much service by his example. Twenty years ago 

the horses in this region were either fat, slow and 

ponderous German Canistogans, or mongrel Yan- 

r kees, of all gaits, but no symmetry or speed. Now, 

a homely-looking animal is as rare as a low-spirited, 

slow one ; and it was said that the meanest horse on 

the ground could not be bought for less than $200. 

, If some of the harness and its plating looked as 

though it had been in the war, the fault was not in 

the horses, and it by no means checked either their 

spirit or speed. 

THE GRAPE CROP. 

The crop of Concord grapes was large and well 

ripened; but Isabellas have ripened very unevenly; 

many bunches are only half ripe with many shriv¬ 

elled and green ones. Y"et, on the south side of the 

arbor, exposed to the sun, and in the exposed peaks, 

they ripened well. It is said that the Delawares 

have done no better than the Isabellas, but the Ca- 

tawbas though late, are ripening as well as usual. 

At Aurora, Cayuga county, where the ripening is 

still earlier, there is the same blight on the Isabellas, 

those vines doing best that were trimmed the least, 

and running from trellis to tree tops. Your subscri¬ 

ber, “ R. P. K.,” has already bought three tons of im¬ 

perfect Isabellas at $60 the ton, to distil into brandy, 

as the excise on such spirits is only 25 cents a gal- 

• Ion ; thus making a saving of $1 75 over spirits dis¬ 

tilled from grain or molasses. Grape brandy-making 

will thus be profitable for years to come. 

SURFACE MANURING. 

A subscriber to the Farmer, in Ulysses, Tompkins 

county, and a masterly farmer to boot, wished me to 

say to you, that he demurs to John Johnston’s sur¬ 

face manuring for the corn crop on a stiff soil. He 

prefers plowing in all his manure as green as possi¬ 

ble. He had the largest and best field of ripened 

corn on the 2d of September that we had seen in a 

ride of thirty miles. Soil, a rich gravelly loam, with 

calciferous shale. 

HIGH PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTIONS FAYORABLE 

TO IMPROVED FARMING. 

Vous avez beau, as the French have it, in significant 

but unrenderable phrase, when you aver that high 

prices for farm products will induce the farmer to 

improve his farm ; I have long noticed that the richer 

a farmer grows the more land he buys, and the more 

land he owns the less he improves it. Here is a far¬ 

mer who got rich by his industry and exact econo¬ 

my on a fine farm ; now when he has three farms, 

he is like the man who drew the elephant in a lot¬ 

tery ; he can’t make them either profitable to him¬ 

self or creditable to the agricultural progress of the 

age ; for he has learned only by suffering, that a good 

tenant is an animal yet to be born. Some farmers, 

take their earnings West and buy wild land for the- 

taxes to eat up; others, more canny, loan it qh\ 

mortgage, or invest it in factory stock, governments 

bonds, &c., but none but amateur farmers lay oat: 

much money in farm improvements, and we all know 

that such men rarely ever prosper by farming alone. 

If a farmer builds a fine house to please his wife and; 

daughters, that is neither under-draining nor ma-- 

nuring, but a clog to both. ’Tis true that these is a - 

great improvement in farming of late years, but this ^ 

grows out of the dire necessity of the case, and not „ 

from any excess of capital to the farmer; when I ( 

first came into Cayuga county thirty bushels of wheat 

could be grown to the acre among the ponderous 

girdled oaks of the forest with no plowing, buihar-i.. 

rowing only ; then farmers only labored to clear the 

land, the virgin soil gave them the crops : now, far¬ 

mers have to work and manure both to make their / 

crops, hence the improvements in farming. Ask a 

farmer when he comes for his factory dividend, why / 

he don’t underdrain his fields, grow more clover and * 

keep more stock, and he will tell you it. costs too , 

much, pointing to an amateur farmer who does all > 

this at an expense the increase ever fails .to pay. As < 

profitable as farming now is under the deplorable 

excess of the depreciated currency, a farmer may 

even succeed if he farms by proxy ; but in all past 

years the pecuniary success of the farmer was only 

secured by great industry, economy, and good farm 

management, aided by the industry and self-denial 

of his family. As in the day of sqaall things farm 
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ers cleared the land and got along without capital; 

now iheir descendants have a traditionary aversion 

to invest capital in farm improvements. 

DISCUSSION ON THE MANAGEMENT OF PASTURE- 

LANDS AT THE LATE NEW YORK STATE FAIR. 

X. A. Willard, of Little Falls, gave a lengthy, 

conclusive argument in favor of suffering old pas¬ 

tures to remain for a long series of years without 

breaking them up and re-seeding. But Mr. Geddes, 

and others of the grain-growing regions, made quite 

as conclusive an argument in favor of breaking up 

and re-seeding their grass lands every few years. E. 

H. Peterson, of Seneca county said, he re-seeds his 

pasture lands every three or four years with timo¬ 

thy and clover; that the meadows therefrom give 

from two to two and a half tons of hay to the acre ; 

it is so heavily seeded that a good heavy growth is 

had the first year, and if it lies three years, white 

clover comes in and takes the place of the red clo¬ 

ver. But Mr. Peterson's farm, though profitable for 

meadows, is any thing but a grazing farm proper, 

the spring and early summer rains give good early 

pasture and a bountiful hay crop, particularly red 

clover ; but after harvest, the hot dry weather dries 

and cracks the soil, and pastures are naught; the 

white clover he speaks of, will not compare with 

the tall white clover of those grass regions on which 

the rainy belt slops over so often during the sum¬ 

mer, that a drouth there is a rare phenomenon. Mr. 

P.’s farm is picturesquely situated on the west shore 

of Cayuga Lake, opposite the village of Union 

Springs. It is a stiff calcareous clay farm, capital 

for wheat and red clover, descending very gently 

from its western limits to the lake shore ; I once saw 

the wheat crop there yellowing ready for the harvest 

in the midst of the largest and tallest girdled white 

oak trees. 
Waterloo, October, 1S65. 

Potato Tops as a Top Dressing.—In Flint's 

Grasses ancl Forage Plants, it is stated that a practi¬ 

cal farmer who raised early potatoes for market was 

in the habit of drawing the tops before they were 

dead, early in August, on to his mowing land and 

spreading them on the grass with very great advan¬ 

tage. He found the tops from an acre of potatoes 

sufficient to top dress an acre of mowing land, and 

the effect was equal to three or four cords of good 

manure. 
-- ■■ 

The Nashville Press says that cholera among 

cattle, which generally precedes cholera among the 

human race, is prevailing throughout Tennessee. 

Cattle and liogs are dying off at a fearful rate, and 

a few cases closely rbsembling cholera have occurred 

at Memphis. 

Defer not till the evening what the morning 

may accomplish. 

TOP DRESSING FOR LAND, 

When I commenced farming on my own hook, 

about thirty-five years ago, it was the practice of 

farmers to haul out all the manure in the spring of 

the year, spread and plow it under from six to eight 

inches deep, for as Poor Kichard says : “ Plow deep 

while sluggards sleep, and you shall have corn to 

sell and keep,”—which, by-the-by, is better rhyme 

than reason. I soon learned from practice and close 

attention to the subject of manures, that I was 

wasting my capital, although it was recommended 

by Judge Buell, of the Albany Cultivator, and other 

agricultural journals of that day. We abandoned 

the practice and immediately changed our base of 

operations, and adopted a new line of policy—let the 

manure lay over summer in the yards to ferment, rot, 

and ripen,.and in the autumn, when or about the 

time the fall rains come on, draw it out and spread 

it evenly on the surface of pasture or meadow. And 

from that day, thirty years ago, to this, I have used 

the manure produced on the farm entirely for top¬ 

dressing on meadows, mostly with the most satis¬ 

factory results. And now at this distant day, it 

gives an old farmer delightful emotions to see his 

notions of farming adopted, although at that day, 

thirty years ago, thought to be altogether utopian. 

But to-day through the influence of the guarding 

spirits of agricultural progress, it is becoming popu¬ 

lar with the best farmers of the State and nation. 

Mr. Johnston, of “ Near Geneva,” of world-wide 

usefulness, says in the Genesee Farmer, “ I have used 

manure only as a top-dressing for the last twenty 

years, and I do think one load used in that way is 

worth far more than two plowed under.” Friend 

Johnston, you are right, and we thank you for those 

words, for they are timely and fitly spoken. Mr. 

Dickinson and many others endorse the practice, 

which many meadows through the State begin to 

show. When I commenced farming before top¬ 

dressing my meadows, I mowed about the same 

number of acres that we did this year—made one 

small stack and filled the barn up to the collar-beam, 

all told about five tons. After the lapse of thirty 

years of top-dressing, we have cut on the same num¬ 

ber of acres hay enough to fill three barns, build four 

large stacks, in all forty tons against five tons before 

manuring; and the aftermath now on the grouud 

(September 5tli,) will make more hay than all the 

crop of those years before manuring. The time to 

top-dress is in early autumn—the amount per acre 

as much as you please, if you have it. On land 

newly seeded, the first or second year is the best 

time according to my experience. And I think the 

agricultural papers are generally adopting the prac¬ 

tice, which we are very glad to see. Gentlemen, you 

are right, “ keep it before the people, as the politi¬ 

cians say.—“ L. P. L.,” in Country Gentleman. 
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THE ALPACA, 

THE ALPACA, 

Editors Genesee Farmer—I would like to know 

if alpacas would do well in the United States ? I 

saw in a Chicago paper that the authorities at 

Buenos Ayres, in South America, offer to furnish the 

United States Consul with 300 head, at a very low 

figure. What do you think it would cost to bring 

them to this country ? It is said they shear eighteen 

pounds of nice fine wool, worth $1.50 per pound. 

If this is so, would it not pay to import a few to 

this country? Let us know through the Farmer 

what you think of them, and if they would thrive 

in this country ? David Humphrey. 

Spring Creek, Cass County, Indiana. 

We see no reason why the alpaca should not 

thrive in this country. It is one of the hardiest of 

animals. It is a native of the Andes where hail and 

rain fall almost incessantly for half a year, while 

during the other half, the nights on the high peaks 

where the alpaca picks up its scanty feed are very 

cold. 

We believe the alpaca has never been introduced 

into the United States. In 1857 or 1858, seventy- 

two llamas (of which alpaca is a species) were sent 

to New York from Peru, thirty-four died on the 

passage or soon after landing in this country. The 

others were put up at auction, but only $98 per head 

was bid for them and they were withdrawn. What 

became of them we do not know. Some of them 

were shipped to Australia. 

These llamas, it was thought would prove useful 

in the Rocky Mountains, as beasts of burden as well 

as for wool. They are larger animals than the 

alpaca, and are employed by the Indians to carry 

burdens on their backs in rough and mountainous 

regions where other animals could not travel. 

Their wool is not so fine as that from the 

genuine alpaca. This wool was not known, or at 

least not in England, till about the year 1833. W. 

Walton, author of “ The Alpaca: its naturalization, 

&c., in Britain,” says : 

“ A commercial house in Liverpool, noticing the 

growing demand for alpaca wool, in 1833, directed 

their agents in Peru to purchase all they could ; but 

so little was it then known there as an exportable 

article, that in 1834 no more than 5,700 pounds were 

shipped at $16 per cwt. Next year 184,400 pounds 

were shipped at $18 ; and in 1836,199,000 pounds at 

$33. In 1838, 459,000 pounds were sent over, and 

the price rose to $35, and the next year to $30. Till 

1843 alpaca wool was not distinguished in our 

imports, but .in that year we imported 399,433 

pounds ; in 1843, 1,458,033 pounds ; and in 1844, 

635,357 pounds; in 1845, 1,361,905 pounds ; and in 

1846, from Peru, 863,603, and Chile, 690,685 pounds ; 

in all, 1,554,387.pounds. 

“ In these quantities there was usually some in¬ 

ferior wool, cut from the viachurga, or hybrid, 

between the llama and alpaca, but good qualities 

have generally realized from 3s to 3s 6d per pound. 

Till the period above designated, this commodity 

was never brought down from the Andes for sale, 

being wholly consumed by the Indians themselves ; 

but as the supply for the last five or six years has 

been carried to its fullest extent, the small quantity 

obtained would argue an enormous decline in the 
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number of sheep, even estimating them at only 8 

lbs. of wool each, while the advance in price must 

have been a sufficient temptation to the grower to 

sell. Lately great efforts have.been made to collect 

this wool, but as the growth is chiefly the work of 

Indians, and their attention is besides diverted to 

other pursuits, it is thought that the annual supply 

can not exceed 2,000,000 lbs. 

“ If, therefore, the call for alpaca goods continues to 

rise in the same proportion as it has lately done, a 

sufficiency of the raw material can not be obtained 

from Peru; or should those intestine wars be re¬ 

newed, which have been carried on so long between 

the highlanders and lowlanders in that country, the 

supply would be rendered precarious, if not impossi¬ 

ble. Besides, it must not be forgotten that alpacas 

are reared only by Indians, whose numbers have de¬ 

creased to so frightful an extent, that it would be no 

matter of surprise if, before the next fifty years ex¬ 

pire, their few remaining pastoral establishments 

were broken up, and that valuable production lost to 

commerce, which our consumption of it brought into 

notice.” 

Mr. Walton gives a history of the introduction of 

alpacas into England. It appears that parties at 

different times brought over a few of these sheep 

generally as a matter of curiosity. Mr. W. says : 

“ Mr. Cross’s alpaca, exhibited in London, and other 

places, from 1810 to 1816, was the first specimen 

seen among us, and much admired. It was eleven 

or twelve years old when it died, and then the wool 

upon it was eighteen inches long. About the same 

time, the late Duchess of York had four or five alpa¬ 

cas and llamas, at Oatlands, as pets. In 1817, Mr. 

Bennett, of Farringdon House, Berks, received a pair 

of alpacas, which he fed as he did sheep, and from 

this, stock, in 1844, he had reared fifteen. In 1825, 

Viscount Ingestrie brought home, in his frigate, a 

pair of alpacas, which stood the voyage well, and 

the female, after arrival, had the usual annual in¬ 

crease. Mr. Thomas Stevenson, of Oban, Argyle- 

shire, towards the year 1830, procured some stock, 

and had, on his own estate, eleven births. Mr. 

Robert Hegan, a Liverpool merchant, tried the ex¬ 

periment, and it was his little flock that ultimately 

passed over to Ireland. Mr. Edwards, of Pye-nest, 

near Halifax, in Yorkshire, in 1839, imported six 

alpacas, and two vicunas; and other names might 

be mentioned, as having at least set an example, 

among whom is Mr. Charles Tayleure, of Parkfield, 

near Liverpool. 

“ These several experiments, however, it will readi¬ 

ly be conceived, produced no results as regarded the 

main object in view, viz: to stock our mountain 

wastes. Whalers and trading vessels from the 

Peruvian coast continued occasionally to bring over 

a few alpacas each, or animals sold and shipped as 

such, but often injudiciously selected. They arrived 

chiefly at Liverpool, as presents, or as the captain’s 

adventure, and being considered rather as curiosities 

and objects of natural history, than valuable farm¬ 

ing stock, were dispersed at home, or sold to go to 

the continent. The tew retained were bought for 

gentlemen’s parks and paddocks, or for zoological 

gardens and traveling shows. Nobody seemed to 

think of breeding the alpaca as farm stock, capable 

hereafter of peopleing our useless hills, and serving 

as the basis of a growing manufacture. Struck 

with the importance of this idea, and, at the same 

time, sensible of the great ignorance which prevailed 

as to the means by which it might be realized, in 

the early part of 1843, a spirited commercial house 

ordered a given number of alpacas to be bought in 

Peru, and shipped under specific instructions. The 

captain entrusted with the embarkation took on 

board 254 female alpacas, purposely selected in the 

eighth month of their pregnancy, accompanied by 

twenty males, and provided with suitable provisions. 

Unaware of the consequences, he had previously filled 

the lower hold of his vessel with guano, placing the 

live stock in the ’tween decks. When doubling Cape 

Horn the guano heated, and the effluvia, loaded 

with ammonical and other strongly deleterious 

properties, rising progressively in a stronger degree, 

suffocated the poor confined creatures above, but not 

until the greater part of the females had given 

birth to their young, some of them prematurely; 

and when the vessel was reported at the Liverpool 

custom-house, on the 15th of April, 1843, four only 

were left alive, and these were almost useless. 

Thus, through an act of inadvertency, perished the 

first cargo of these interesting animals ever at¬ 

tempted to be brought to our shores. 

“ Experience has, in fact, proved that we can not 

possess genuine and sound alpaca stock, if the ship¬ 

ment is left to chance, or to the selection of a cap¬ 

tain, who has room for half-a-dozen, or a dozen, on 

deck. Frequently he is deceived, both as regards 

age and breed, purchasing such only as accident or 

design may have placed within his reach. In some 

instances the machurga, as before stated, a cross be¬ 

tween the llama and alpaca, and a sightly but bar¬ 

ren hybrid, was brought over; while, in others, 

specimens were shipped in a diseased state, or too 

old to be serviceable. Alpacas, destined for stock in 

this country, should be purchased in the interior by 

judicious persons, all of them under two years old, 

and placed in a depot previous to embarkation, 

where they might be fed upon dry food, as a prepa¬ 

ration for the voyage. As these animals require a 

particular mode of treatment, each large shipment 

should be accompanied by an intelligent Indian 
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shepherd, accustomed to their habits and diseases.” 

As to the cost of bringing alpacas from Buenos 

Ayres to New York we can not give definite infor¬ 

mation. There is now a line of steamers running 

from New York to Buenos Ayres, and it would seem 

that there can be little difficulty in bringing the 

animals. The most important point is to be sure 

that the animals are of the right kind. That they 

would thrive in this country there is no reason to 

doubt, and that they would prove profitable is highly 

probable. There is an increasing demand for alpaca 

goods at high prices. 

GREAT YIELD OF POTATOES, 

“ About two years ago the late Chauncey E. Good¬ 

rich sent us twenty of the new varieties of potatoes 

which he had originated. On experimenting with 

them four sorts were selected as being the most 

valuable. Three of these have been since named 

the early Goodrich, Gleason and Calico. The fourth 

is known as No. 310. The quantity of seed having 

been much increased, we were enabled the present 

season to give them a trial on a more extended 

scale. A field, the soil of which was a strong fertile 

loam, of uniform quality, was selected for the ex¬ 

periment. It had been formerly occupied with nur¬ 

sery trees, which had been cleared off a year previ¬ 

ously, and a moderate dressing of stable manure 

given. The potatoes were planted in rows four feet 

apart, with single pieces dropped about twenty 

inches apart in the rows. In the same field and on 

similar soil, were planted the Prince Albert, Early 

June, and Buckeye potatoes. The following figures, 

omitting fractions, give an accurate measurement of 

the products: 

Early Goodrich yielded 311 bushels per acre. 
Gleason, do 259 do do 
No. 310, do 259 do do 
Calico, do 207 do do 
Buckeye, do 194 do do 
Prince Albert, do 130 do do 
Early June, do 86 do do 

Had the rows been placed three feet instead of 

four feet asunder, they would probably have yielded 

as much in the row, and produced one-fourth more 

per acre—Early Goodrich giving 415 bushels per 

acre, Gleason 324, and Calico 258. In this same 

field, eight years ago, but with higher manuring, 

Prince Albert yielded at the rate of 375 bushels per 

acre. This variety seems to have diminished in 

productiveness. 

None of these are nearly as productive as the 

Cuzco, which yielded 540 bushels per acre last year ; 

but they were so poor in quality as to be unfit for the 

table, and we used them for feeding horses. The 

previous year they were much better, but we have 

discarded their cultivation. 

The three sorts named here, namely, the Calico, 

Gleason and Early Goodrich, are fine for the table, 

and will be liked by all those who prefer a mealy 

potato. They are all better than the Buckeye. The 

Goodrich is quite early ; the Gleason a late variety. 

Under all circumstances we should probably select 

these two as the best for general culture. No, 310 

does not cook uniformly soft. None of these sorts 

showed any indications of rot during the present 

year.—Country Gentleman. 

Such experiments as the above are of great inter¬ 

est and importance. It is very unusual for an early 

potato to produce a large crop, and yet the Early 

Goodrich, which we believe is the earliest of the 

four varieties of Mr. Goodrich’s seedlings that were 

used in this trial, produced the heaviest crop. It 

gave 311 bushels per acre, while the Early June 

produced only 86 bushels. 

The fact that the Prince Albert potato yielded 375 

bushels per acre in this same field eight years ago 

and only 130 bushels this year is interesting, and 

shows the importance of a frequent change of seed, 

or of planting new varieties. 

We have headed this article “ a great yield of po¬ 

tatoes,”—which is not the heading given by the ex¬ 

perimenter. Crops of three hundred, four hundred 

and five hundred bushels of potatoes to the acre are 

certainly very uncommon.—Eds. 

Scours in Calves.—A correspondent of the Lon¬ 

don Agricultural Gazette states that acorns ground 

into meal are a cure for diarrhoea in calves. He 

gives a pint of the acorn meal and a pint of bran or 

oatmeal mixed with milk and water to make it pala¬ 

table. One such dose stopped the worst cases. He 

has also tried it, and so have his neighbors, for scours 

in horses, cattle and sheep with perfect success. 

Horses and cattle of course require a larger dose, 

say two or three quarts. 

In mild cases of scours in sheep we have found 

nothing better than milk porridge—say a table¬ 

spoonful of wheat flour boiled in a pint of sweet 

skimmed milk to each sheep. Repeat the dose 

night and morning till the disease stops. It is bet¬ 

ter to mix the flour with a little cold water or milk, 

and stir it till it is quite smooth and all the flour is 

mixed with the water. Put the milk on the stove 

and when nearly boiled pour in the flour and water, 

stirring it to keep it from getting lumpy or burn¬ 

ing. Let it boil for a few minutes till the flour is 

cooked. Such porridge well made is good for man 

or beast, and not bad to take. Why it is not more 

commonly used in farmers’ families where there is 

plenty of sweet skimmed milk we can not imagine. 

“ Pea straw is richer in oil and albuminous, or 

flesh-forming matters, than the straw of the cereals. 

The woody fibre is also more digestible. This fully 

accounts for the repute in which it is held as foddei 

for sheep and cattle.” 
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STOCK AND DAIRY vs, WHEAT. 

There is mucli good sense in the following article; 

which we copy from the last number of the Western 

Rural, published in Detroit. We have always 

thought that the farmers of the West would sooner 

or later find it to their interest to keep more stock, 

and sow a less area of land to wheat, for the simple 

reason that, so long as the Atlantic cities are the 

market, it will cost much less to send a hundred dol¬ 

lars worth of beef, pork, mutton, wool, cheese and 

butter to market than a hundred dollars worth of 

wheat or corn. Sixty pounds of wool worth $36.00 

can be sent to New York for about the same cost in 

freight as a bushel of wheat worth only $3.00. The 

freight from the West gives farmers in this section 

a kind of “ protective tariff,” and this is much higher 

on grain, than on meat, wool and dairy products. 

“ Michigan farmers have a mania for growing 

wheat, while they too much neglect other important 

and profitable farm products. ' In 1860, Michigan 

produced 8,313,185 bushels of wheat—a little more 

than one-twentietli of the whole amount grown in 

the United States. Of cheese in the same year it 

produced only 2,009,064 pounds. The little State ot 

Vermont, with an area about two-eleventlis as great, 

produced 8,077,089 pounds of cheese, but only 431,- 

127 bushels of wheat. That Vermont did not grow 

so little wheat because her soil is not adapted to 

wheat culture, is shown from the fact that the aver¬ 

age yield of wheat per acre in Vermont, in the year 

1864, as shown by the Report of the Department of 

Agriculture for January, 1865, was fourteen bushels 

per acre, while in Michigan the average yield per 

acre for the same year was but twelve bushels. Thus 

it is seen that although the farmers of Vermont can 

grow fourteen bushels of wheat on the amount of 

land from which Michigan farmers get twelve bush¬ 

els, yet the Vermont farmers prefer to give attention 

to dairy products to the almost entire neglect of 

wheat. Why is this ? Evidently because they find 

dairy farming the most profitable. 

“Michigan farmers do not manufacture cheese 

enough to supply the home market, but give their 

labor and land to the production of but twelve 

bushels of wheat per acre. In the early days of the 

State, when wheat was almost the only article that 

brought the farmer ready money, when it was a sure 

crop, when the soil was a virgin one, and when most 

farmers possessed but little capital, there were doubt¬ 

less good reasons why wheat should be grown 

almost exclusively, but we are convinced that those 

reasons are not now so strongly in force, and that 

there are other and strong reasons why our farmers 

should give greater attention to dairy products and 

stock. 

“ We do not object to the growing of wheat per 

se. It is one of our most valuable crops. When a 

proper rotation is pursued it can scarcely be dis¬ 

pensed with. We hope the time will never come 

when it will not give remunerative returns. What 

we do object to, is the great attention given to wheat 

growing to the exclusion of other branches of farm¬ 

ing which are as profitable as wheat-growing, or more 

so. As we said above, our farmers have a mania for 

growing wheat, a mania which they pursue to such 

an extent that their lands grow less and less fertile 

from year to year, Growing wheat as most Western 

farmers grow it, is a continual draught on the 

resources of the soil with no adequate return, and 

however rich a soil may be at first, it will in time 

deteriorate under such usage. Clover and plaster 

are the principal fertilizers on most wheat farms. 

When their use is continued for a series of years the 

farmers begin to complain that their land is ‘ clover- 

sick’ or ‘plaster-sick,’ that it will not give profit¬ 

able returns. Land so treated will inevitably give 

out. It is every year deprived of many of its most 

valuable constituents in the crops of wheat which 

are taken off—constituents which are by no means, 

fully returned in the fertilizers, clover and plaster. 

That our lands are losing their fertility we see in the 

fact that they now produce less per acre than the 

naturally poorer soil of the Eastern States, for in 

those States such an exhausting system of cropping 

is not pursued. 

“ Now, by giving to wheat no more than its due 

share of attention, by keeping a large portion of land 

in meadow, and pasture, and root crops, and feeding 

the produce to animals either for the dairy or the 

shambles, farmers will surely reap as large immediate 

returns as when wheat is the main crop—and we 

believe much larger—and can, by aid of the large 

amount of manure which they will manufacture, 

keep their land in excellent condition. Michigan 

possesses a soil well adapted to the production of 

the most nutritive grasses ; it is well supplied with 

pure water ; it is closely connected with all the great 

markets of the country by lakes and canals and lines 

of railroad. Possessing such facilities for the dairy 

and stock business, is there any good reason why it 

should not assume rank as one of the greatest dairy 

and stock regions in the Union? Would not our 

farms be more fertile, our farmers wealthier, and our 

State more prosperous if more animals were raised 

and less wheat ?” 

The Scottish Farmer shrewdly says : “ Mr. Mechi 

may persuade himself that he is in the secret of con¬ 

verting considerable quantities of straw into beef, 

but we rather suspect it is the straw which renders 

him capable of extracting nourishment out of the 

large allowances of concentrated food which he 

makes use of.” 
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CIRCULAR TO SHORT HORN BREEDERS. 

We have received the following circular letter 

from Lewis F. Allen, by the editor of the American 

Short Horn Herd Book, and hope it will receive the 

immediate attention of short horn breeders: 

Dear Sir : Discouraged by the ill success of sales 

in the last (6th) volume of the American Short Horn 

Herd Book, from the failure of the usual number of 

subscribers to take it after publication, I concluded 

to suspend any further labors in that line for the 

present. But, the period of nearly three years from 

the compilation of the sixth volume having elapsed, 

and receiving numerous applications Irom the more 

spirited among our Short Hord Breeders to go on 

with the work as before, I have concluded to receive 

pedigrees for volume seven, to be issued as soon as 

they can be received and compiled in sufficient num¬ 

ber. 

If, therefore, you wish the pedigrees of your Short 

Horn Cattle recorded, you will please forward them 

to my address as soon as you can prepare them—at 

all events not later than the first day ot December 

next. 

The form of making out the pedigrees for publi¬ 

cation is so generally understood by reference to the 

previous volumes of the Herd Book, that no further 

instructions are now needed—so that they be plainly 

written in the usual form, on one side of the paper 

only, and the necessary references distinctly made 

out for publication. 
TERMS: 

1. For every pedigree recorded, the charge will be 

one dollar, to be remitted with the pedigree. 

2. The pedigree of every bull occurring by name 

in the lineage of the animal sent for record, if not 

recorded in either the American or English Herd 

books, must be sent for record, and for which the 

same charge of one dollar will be made. Such bull 

will be recorded by number in this volume, so 

that the lineage of every recorded animal can be 

complete without further question. If any of the 

bulls referred to in your pedigrees have an English 

number wiiich you wish to insert, and also a num¬ 

ber in any previous volume of the American Herd 

book, send the American number with it, so that 

those who have only the American Herd book may 

see it. 

3. State name, color, age, and sex of the animal; 

also the name of the breeder and owuier, and his 

Post Office address. 

4. State, with the list of pedigrees you send, the 

number of copies of the seventh volume you wish 

to subscribe for, the price of which will be $6 each 

per copy, paid in advance when the pedigrees are sent. 

5. I will print and insert w’ell executed cuts of 

animals, (the cuts being furnished and sent to me 

without expense on my part, as usual) at $7 each 

for the whole number of copies printed of the book. 

G. I will bind in the book furnished to me, as 

above, good lithograph portraits of animals, at §3 
- 

each. 

I shall endeavor to have the boolv Teady for deliv¬ 

ery as early as possible after the pedigrees are all 

in. 

7. I shall print very few extra copies of the book 

beyond what is subscribed and paid for—and those 

extra copies mil be held at an increased price. 

The good faith with which I have complied with 

all my previous engagements of the kind, and my 

own personal responsibility, in case—for any cause— 

of my non-compliance with this will be a sufficient 

security against risk to those who patronize the 

work. 

In the event of any occurrence by which the book 

shall not be issued, the money advanced for record¬ 

ing the pedigrees and the book, will be refunded. 

Those who at all appreciate the number of contribu¬ 

tors to the work—the small comparative amounts 

which they pay—and increased expenses of every’ 

thing connected with a work of this kind, (nearly 

double what it was four years ago,) will concede the 

propriety of the course which I pursue. It is not 

that I distrust any gentleman, but it is due to my¬ 

self that I thus advance my terms of registry and 

publication. A response at your earliest conveni¬ 

ence is requested. 

As I shall send out the books as soon as they are 

printed, please say whether you wish them by mail 

or express. If by mail, send the advance postage, 40 

cents per copy, as I shall prepay it. 

Lewis F. Allen. 
Black Rock, N. Y., Sept., 1S65. 

Pears have been so abundant in England, this 

year, that they have been sold at the rate of “ 4 lbs. 

for 2d.” They have been cheaper than potatoes. 

With us good pears are worth ten cents a pound—or 

ten times as much as in England. Butfin England 

they have no pear blight. 
— - - ———- 

There are said to be underground creeks in the 

limestone regions of Georgia with current of suffi¬ 

cient velocity to carry a mill. 

Rules for Purchasing Bees.—Select two year 

old stocks of large size, that swarmed the previous 

year. It has been demonstrated that such stocks 

have young and vigorous queens, and are generally 

well conditioned, promising a healthy generation. 

A very old stock should be rejected, for they will be 

found of small size and insignificant in numbers.— 

Blander's New Bee Book. 

Confession of a fault makes half amends for it. 
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THE ROTHAMSTED WHEAT CROP FOR 1865. 

Me. J. B. Lawes has a field of about thirteen 

acres, where he has grown wheat every year for the 

last twenty-two years, divided into plots, which are 

dressed with different manures, and the produce oi 

which, both of wheat and straw, is accurately mea¬ 

sured and weighed each year. There is doubtless 

no field in the world in which there is such a variety 

of known conditions, and each year adds additional 

interest to the results. The crop of 1865 has just 

been thrashed, and Mr. Lawes has published a lew 

of the results from five of the plots, viz : the plot 

which has received no manure for twenty-two years; 

the plot which has been manured each year with 14 

tons of barn-yard manure; and three plots which 

have received different amounts of artificial manures. 

The results are published with special reference to 

the influence of the past season on the wheat crop 

of England. The season of 1863 (especially,) and 

also of 1864, were remarkably favorable for the pro¬ 

duction of wheat of good quality. That of 1865, as 

shown by the re.sults given in the following table, 

while far less favorable than the two previous years, 

is much better than the average. 

to 
O 

5 
IIow Manured Eacli 

Year. 

Harvests. 

Ts63. 1864. 1866. 

Bushels of Dressed Corn, per acre. 

Average 
of 

13 Years 
1852— 
1864. 

3 Unmanured./.. IT* 16 13% 15% 
2 Farm-yard manure. 44 40 37% • 35% 
7 Artificial manure. 53% 45% 40% 37% 
9 Ditto. 55% 49% 43% 38% 
9 Ditto. 55% 51% 44 35% 

Weight per bushel of Dressed Corn. 

3 ITnmanured. 62.7 62.0 60.6 5f5.9 
3 Farm-yard manure .... 63.1 62.5 61.5 59.6 
7 Artificial manure. 62.6 63.1 61.6 5S.S 
8 Ditto . 62.3 63.5 61.4 5T.8 
9 Ditto. 62.1 62.6 61.1 5T.5 

“ Dressed corn” simply means, wheat dressed, or 

winnowed, ready for the miller. It is certainly a 

remarkable fact that land no better than the ordi¬ 

nary wheat-soils of Western New York should 

produce, on the average, for twenty-two years in 

succession, without manure of any kind, some fifteen 

bushels of dressed wheat per acre. There are many 

farms in this section on which 15 bushels of wheat 

(*• thrashers’ measure”) is more than is produced 

under the ordinary system of rotation and manur¬ 

ing. Now, we will not say that we can raise as large 

crops in this country by the aid of manures as can be 

raised in England. We have always thought that 

we could ; but be this as it may, there is no reason to 

doubt that 20, 25 or 30 bushels per acre cannot be 

raised here as easily as in England. The fact that 

on an average, we do not, even in this, the best wheat 

section on the continent, produce more than land 

®can be made to produce every year in succession, 

without manures, proves conclusively that we do not 

work our land as we should. Good tillage alone, once 

in three or four years, certainly ought to give us far 

better crops than we now obtain. 

We do not advocate growing wheat every year on 

the same land. Neither does Mr. Lawes. He grows 

it merely as an experiment. In his ordinary farming 

he grows wheat only once in four or five years ; and 

we may mention that his crop this year on four 

fields was, on one field 38 bushels per acre, on 

another 48 bushels, on another 48, and on the other 

51 bushels per acre. It will be observed from the 

above table that he has grown by the use of 

artificial manures alone, over 55 bushels of dressed 

wheat per acre, weighing over 62 pounds per bushel. 

This was 38 bushels per acre more than on the plot 

which was unmanured. While these experiments 

show, therefore, that good tillage alone will enable 

land to produce every year as much wheat as we 

ordinarily get from our land once in three or four 

years, they also show how much more can be 

obtained by the liberal use of manure. 

GROWING TIMOTHY SEED. 

“To grow timothy seed for a crop, it should be 

sown with fall wheat. The wheat being harvested 

in due course, the land is not pastured, as the cattle 

and sheep greatly injure the timothy. The next 

spring, it must be allowed to grow up, still without 

pasturing in any way, and stand till the timothy 

seed is ripe. It is then cut and thrashed and cleaned 

through timothy seed sieves. The plant is most 

productive of seed near the borders of small creeks, 

and in wet place s. It should not stand too thick, as 

whenever thick, the seed is not so fine. 

“ In threshing with a machine, you are apt to hull 

the seed, and this spoils the beauty of the sample 

although it does not injure the seed, for hulled seed 

grows as well as that which is not hulled. This is 

now understood, and merchants do not so much ob¬ 

ject to the hulling. In former times, it used to be 

condemned on that account, and was, therefore, then 

threshed altogether with the flail. 

“ The average product of cleaned seed is from five 

to five and a half bushels per acre, which at the 

present price per bushel, pays as well as a middling 

crop of wheat. It is sold by weight, forty-eight 

pounds to the bushel. 

“ The hay from threshed seed is far better than 

straw, although, of course, not so good as from green 

cut grass. We have little doubt that the hay from 

threshed timothy seed might be profitably used by 

the paper makers. It must have a tougher and bet¬ 

ter fibre than straw ; at all events it is worth a trial.” 

—Canada Farmer. 

The potato blight has appeared in the Isle of 

Wight, England. 
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LETTER FROM PHILADELPHIA. 

A LIGHT WHEAT CROP—NO APPLES—GREAT CORN AND 

NO NUBBINS—MONITOR POTATOES—A NEW WEED—A 

HOME MADE CLOVER HARVESTER. 

Philadelphia, October, 1865. 

Editors Genesee Farmer—While in all this region 

the wheat and apple crop of the present season has 

been; the first, an unusually light one, and the latter 

next to nothing, Nature, almost always just in her laws 

of compensation, has given us on both sides of the 

Delaware, from the saltwater regions to the mountains, 

6uch fields of corn as our farmers have never before 

harvested. A very remarkable feature of our corn 

fields this year, both in Pennsylvania and Jersey is, 

there are no •“ nubbins.” I have topographized at 

least one hundred corn fields since the crop has ripened, 

and I do not believe that all of them would afford a 

single one-horse cart load of pig corn. I have found 

three farmers seriously in trouble, wondering what on 

earth they were to make pork with—could’nt think of 

feeding those great golden ears of merchantable corn 

to the hogs. 
I should be glad, with your permission, to give you 

at another time, a few specialities of some of our Key¬ 

stone farmers within ten miles of Philadelphia; but at 

present prefer to report a phenomenon—ask for a bit 

of information, and respond to a request of your own 

made in last month’s issue of the Farmer in relation to 

a clover seed harvester. 

My phenomenon is a lusus naturae, or lusus potato, or 

a queer thing, such as I have never seen or heard of in 
0 

the potato line. 

About the 10th of last month, Samuel Morton, Esq., 

one of our model Philadelphia county farmers, was 

Showing me over his domain, and in our rambling we 

came upon a field of Monitor potatoes. 

‘‘Now, friend Cosmo, I will show thee the 

‘Monitors’ that we build out here in the country.” 

So our friend set to with his hands and scratched two 

hills as deep as ever potato ought to burrow ; but not 

a monitor did he turn out. He did turn out two hives 

of queer insects, however, such I have never met 

before. In form and color they were very like cock¬ 

roaches, but they were not cockroaches, and not above 

half an inch in length. They were combative fellows, 

biting like the great red ant, as my experience in 

attempting to examine them proved. 

The stout vines which Mr. M. had pulled and thrown 

aside, attracted my attention, and there I discovered 

the phenomenon. All of the root was an elongated, 

hard, fibrous tuber, nearly two inches in diameter, cut 

into cells like a honey comb, and all alive with baby 

bugs of this, to me, unknown family. Can you tell 

me what it is ? Can any one ? Is it possibly the first 

colony of some new potato pest ? 

Next after the queer perforated tubers, we came to 

the Monitors. All along up the main vine, and on all 

its branches, set like tomatoes, were great numbers of 

small potatoes varying in size from the dimension of a 

small pea to that of a pigeon’s egg. They were all 

perfect potatoes in every feature, only they were a yel¬ 

lowish green, and every one of them had one or more 

perfectly developed tufts of bright green foliage in 

miniature, springing without shoot or stem, from the 

surface of the tuber, each little tuft having from three 
to six perfect leaves. 

I consigned a handful of the singular tubers to a box 

of rich earth, brought them home, and have since had 

them under daily observation. Several of them have 

already exhibited rather strange antics, which consid¬ 
ering their origin may be all consistent enough, though 

I understand nothing of the philosophy of the thing. 

Two of the largest tubers have increased their size 

about one-third, and nearly covered themselves with 

as beautiful aud perfect little white potatoes—about 

the size of a large marrowfat pea—as was ever seen ; 

without a sign of shoot, root, or sprout about the 

mass. Three of them have shot up some four inches 

on a stocky greenish foot stalk, exactly as a bean 

comes out of the ground; the original tufts of foliage 

having expanded so that the breadth of leaf is at pre¬ 

sent about half an inch. 

The remainder that have broken ground, have sent 

up the original shoots that were uncovered, and now 

average about six inches in hight, knotted and nub- 

bed at every half inch with the little protuberances, 

already taking on the form and features of the originals. 

If anything comes of the experiment, and I shall suc¬ 

ceed in maturing a crop ot these monstrous “ Moni¬ 

tors,” I shall certainly send you a sample as a curiosity. 

Now to the interrogation point. 

The specimens of grass, or vegetable “ What-Is-It,” 

that I send herewith, was cut from a wheat field that 

at harvest time was as clear from all kinds of grass as 

any field I ever saw, and at the present time the whole 

field of more than twenty acres, is covered with a 

crop of the singular material, quite a foot in hight, 

and standing as thick as ever you 6aw timothy in a six 

year old meadow. It is not confined to that wheat 

field, however. I find it dispensed liberally over a 

rather wide range of territory, springing up in mead¬ 

ows, pastures, gardens and corn fields. I was greatly 

surprised that very few of our farmers had noticed its 

intrusion until their attention was called to it, and 

then they were confident they had never seen anything 

like it before. I know I never have. We don’t know 

anything about it this way; neither do our stock— 

horses, horned cattle or sheep ; and they seem obsti¬ 

nately opposed to becoming acquainted with it, for not 

one of them will look at it. 

It has a tough, fibrous root; two long, lance-like 

leaves springing out from the surface, of a bluish 

green, a round wiry stem, and a nondescript upper 

structure, as you see by the samples—more like the 

foot of a Dorking chicken than anything else I know 

of. Is it the famous “witch grass” of which we have 
read so much in northern agricultural journals of late, 

or is it a new vegetable. “What-Is-It!” We, along the 

Delaware, would like to know what it is, and what we 

shall do with it. 

About that clover seed harvester—I think I can put 

“D. G.,” of Coesse, Indiana, or “any other man” in 
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tlie way of achieving a cheap, durable, home-made 

harvester that will do the work satisfactorily. I built 

one, such as I shall attempt to describe, which per¬ 

formed beautifully for sixteen years, to my certain 

knowledge. 

Make a platform of tough, white poplar, or some 

light tough wood, the stuff three-fourths of an inch 

thick, five feet in length, by two and a half feet wide. 

Fix a back and sides to it a foot high, only round down 

the two side boards to a level with the bed in front. 

. Prepare a broad flat axle of hard seasoned wood, about 

eight feet between the shoulders, arrange a pair of 

light wagon shafts so as to attach them to one end of 

the axle, screw the bed or box securely to the right 

hand of the shafts and close to the shoulder of that end 

of the axle. Mount the machine on a pair of light 

wheels, two feet in diameter, so that the bed shall run 

about a foot from the ground. I built my wheels of 

seasoned three-inch oak plank, with a false hub four 

inches thick pinned on the outside. 

Next dress out hickory slats, or fingers three-quarters 

of an inch thick and two inches in width, three and a 

half feet long. One foot of the length of these slats are 

to be diminished regularly to a narrow, rounded point 

like a cradle finger, and then the slats are to be screwed 

down on the bed, touching each other, and the points 

projecting forward. Take pieces of old worn out or 

crippled grass scythes, or broken hand saws, get a 

blacksmith to cut them into strips six inches long, the 

shape of the diminished slats, only a quarter of an inch 

wider; punch two holes through them, grind both 

edges to a smooth blunt edge, and screw the plates to 

the top of the fingers, so that their edges shall come in 

contact about three inches in front of that of the bed 

underneath. 

On the axle, over the shafts, fix a separate platform 

and driver’s seat, and a little pulley or chain and ratchet 

arrangement, so that the fingers in front can be raised 

or lowered to correspond with the hight of the clover. 

Then a light chain from the right hand end of the axle 

drawn tight, and hooked into a steeple in the fore end 

of the right hand shaft will always equalize the draught 

and keep that part of the machine up square with the 

work. 

Have an opening to close with a slide, in the back 

side of the box, with hooks on the outside to distend 
the mouth of a sack, and when you have three or four 

bushels of clover heads in the machine, hold up, hook 

on a sack, fill it, drop it behind, and go ahead again at 

a brisk walk of the horse, going round the clover field 

precisely as you would do with a reaper or mower. 

The steel blades will snick off the clover heads beauti¬ 

fully, and the clover seed harvest will be expeditiously 

accomplished. 

I think my machine cost about $3 50 for material and 

$7.00 for labor. The expense would of course be 

something greater in these taxation times ; but then 

the price of clover seed is about four times what it was 

w in those days. _ Cosmo. 

Remarks—We thank “ Cosmo” for his interesting 

letter, and shall be pleased to hear from him frequently. 

The Monitor potato is new to us. What are its pecu¬ 

liarities and merits? In this section the trouble is not 

to get “ hog corn,” but to get the hogs to eat it. Soft 

corn is abundant with us this year, but we question if 

it is a desirable food for hogs. Better feed it to fatten¬ 

ing cattle, and give the hogs sound corn. You must 

have had a very favorable season for corn, or else the 

farmers of Philadelphia and Delaware cultivate their 

land more thoroughly than their brethren in this sec 

tion. There are few better tests of good agriculture 

than the scarcity of hog corn or nubbins. Grass, 

weeds, green stalks and nubbins are common enough 

in our corn fields. 

The grass or wreed you send is Eleusine indica. It is 

a native of the Southern States, where, according to 

Flint, it “grows with great luxuriance and serves for 

hay grazing, and turning under as a fertilizer.” It 

yields a good crop, he says, when many of the. more 

northern grasses would fail. In this section it is not 

common, and is regarded as a wreed. Last year one of 

our enterprising seedsmen received it from China, sent 

here as a new ornamental grass! 

Fate of the Big Canada Cheese.—We learn from the 

Napanee,. C. W., Standard, that the big Canada cheese, 

recently exhibited at the New York State Fair, has met 

with a railroad accident, and been broken up. The fol¬ 

lowing is the Standard's statement of the matter: 

“ The mammoth cheese exhibited at the recent Provin¬ 

cial Fair at London, weighing 4,000 pounds, has met 

with a terrible disaster, and been irreparably damaged. 

The owners designing to exhibit in Montreal, risked the 

invaluable possession upon the Grand %Trunk Railway 

—what else could have been expected? The cheese 

was in a wagon wThich occupied a position on one of 

the platform cars, and when a short distance east of 

Napanee, this car, with several others, ran off the track 

and the mammoth cheese was turned over, and rolled 

with tremendous force down an embankment. The ca¬ 

tastrophe had the effect of cracking it through and 

knocking out a few hundred pound chunks; and it is 

further reported that skippers, the size of woodchucks, 

startled by the shock, were seen to emerge from the 

spongy mass and make their way over the adjacent 

fields, but this story is possibly an exaggeration.” 

Preserving Ice.—Dr. Schwarts has communicated 

the following simple method of preserving small quan¬ 

tities of ice, which he has practiced with success : 

“ Put the ice in a deep dish or jug, cover it with a 
plate, and place the vessel on a pillow stuffed with 
feathers, and cover the top with another pillow care¬ 
fully—by this means excluding the external air. Feath¬ 
ers are well known bad conductors of heat, and in con¬ 
sequence the ice is preserved from melting.” 

Dr. Schwarts states that he has thus preserved six 

pounds of ice for eight days. The plan is simple, and 

within the reach of every household. 
- - — ♦ q^i ■ ■ - 

When a fish is wounded, other fish fall upon and de¬ 

vour him. There’s some human nature in fishes. 

Absence cools moderate passions, and inflames vio¬ 

lent ones. 
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The gardener can find plenty to do this month in 

securing those crops that are left out to the latest pos¬ 

sible moment, and in putting the garden in the best 

condition for winter. 

It is generally considered that a heavy soil may be 

benefitted by being thrown into ridges, either with the 

spade or plow, in the fall. A greater surface is thus 

exposed to the salutary action of the frosts of winter, 

and the sun and air of early spring. As one of the 

good results, it may be worked earlier in the spring. 

Asparagus.—If not done earlier, the asparagus should 

be cut close to the ground, raked off, and the bed cov¬ 

ered with fine manure. 

Beets.—In gathering roots of any kind, it is a good 

plan to select some of the finest specimens and lay 

aside to raise seed from the next year. In this way, 

and by thorough culture, the farmer can be continually 

improving his vegetables. Beets, when put away for 

the winter, will be preserved in better condition if 

mixed with dry dirt. 

Carrots.—Should be dug before the crowns arc frozen, 

and kept the same as beets. 

Cabbage.—To keep, should be pulled up by the roots. 

They can be hung up by their heels in the cellar, or 

stood away on their roots in the cellar with a little 

dirt scattered over them, or they can be stored in out¬ 

door cellars. Those intended to be kept over for 

spring use, are preserved in the freshest condition, if 

buried head down in a trench. 

Celery—Earth up until there is danger of hard freez¬ 

ing, when it should be removed to a box in the cellar, 

and mixed with dirt, or into an out-door cellar, or it 

can be stowed compactly in a trench, 15 to 18 inches 

deep, and the tops nearly covered with dirt, some litter 

being thrown over them to prevent the ground freezing 

too hard to be removed with a pick. 

Onions.—Should receive a light covering. 

JRhubarb.—Large roots can be subdivided, re-set, and 

covered with fine manure. 

Spinach—Requires covering for winter protection. 

SMALL FRUITS. 

Now is the best time to manure small fruits. Grapes, 

raspberries, strawberries and blackberries will yield a 

larger crop next year, if treated to a liberal dressing of 

fine manure, now. It will also protect them from the 
bad effects of severe cold and sudden changes. 

Grapes.—Will do better if cut down frem the trellis 
and slightly covered with dirt. p. c. R. 

THE FIRE BLIGHT IN ENGLAND. 

We had supposed that the “ fire blight,” which is so 

destructive to pear trees in this country, was unknown 

in England. But it would seem from an article in the 

Gardener's Chronicle, for September 30, that apricot 

trees are affected with a disease, which, if not pre¬ 

cisely the same as our pear blight, is very similar to it. 

The article is signed “T. R.,” and we presume is from 

the pen of Thomas Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, well 

known as the originator of the modern system of 

“orchard home” culture, and a gentleman of great 

experience and extensive observation. We quote the 

article entire: 

“ I have been interested in reading an account of the 

apricot culture in the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, and am 

reminded of the numerous theories formerly advanced 

to account for that most distressing and disastrous 

blight by which perhaps one-third or one-half of a fine 

tree full of fruit would in one day become totally dead. 

This was, I think, accounted for by some theorists by 

snow lodging on the large horizontal branches trained 

against a wall; this, thawing by day and becoming ice 

at night, it was thought, laid the foundation of this 

terrible disease. Others imputed it to the sun in sum¬ 

mer scorching the bare parts of the old branches, and 

thus bringing on sudden death. I have strong reason 

for thinking it to be, like our potato and other vege¬ 

table diseases, a mystery; and although to be modified, 

yet perfectly incurable. 

“I say this, because I have had some considerable 

experience in apricot culture, and I have seen the trees 

under many different circumstances. In the south, 

west, and south-west of France, the standard trees, 

which are sometimes planted among the vines, and in 

orchards appropriated to them by thousands and hun¬ 

dreds of thousands, are often afflicted with the dying off 

of large limbs, without any apparent cause, and gener¬ 

ally in the middle of summer. I remember when I 

saw this that my pet theory was knocked over, for I 

had thought and said that the disease was owing to 

our trees being budded on plum stocks, which brought 

ou a plethoric growth,,subjecting the tree to a sort of 

apoplexy or paralysis. My favorite remedy was there¬ 

fore the budding apricots on apricot stocks. This, by 

bringing on the growth of more slender shoots, seemed 

likely to put off the evil day of blight, and I still 

believe it does so to a certain extent. My ideas have, 

however, received this season a new turn, for among 

my numerous seedlings are many raised from the 

‘ Apricot Peche’-r-the peach apricot; one of these, a fine 

young tree, four or five years old, one morning in July 

last showed signs of paralysis by its leaves withering; 

by the afternoon, owing to the hot sun, it was dead 

and sear to an extent of tliree-fourths of the tree. 

There was no mark in the stem, and no signs of can¬ 

ker, for it looked perfectly smooth and healthy, yet 

without the least warning it had died suddenly to 

within a foot of the ground, leaving only one branch, 

which has since the attack made a vigorous growth ; 

on bending the$ stem it broke suddenly, and showed 

itself to be dry and decayed. The tree had not been 
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subjected to frost and snow, or to any extra exposure 

to tbe sun, for it bad been in tbe orchard house sum¬ 

mer and winter, standing among others, and of course 

partially shaded. It must be therefore considered a 

mysterious malady to which apricot trees, particularly 

of the Moor Park and Peach varieties, are more liable 

than some other varieties—still it is not confined to 

them, for I have just discovered a large bearing tree in 

a pot of another kind, that has within the last fortnight 

suddenly died; this was ten years old, and has lived 

constantly in the orchard house.” 

The effects of the fire blight on pear trees are pre¬ 

cisely the same as those described above, and it is quite 

probable that the cause is the same in both cases. The 

fact that some of the trees which had been always kept 

under a glass in the orchard house were blighted, proves 

that the theory formerly held in this country, that the 

blight was caused by rapid growth and immature wood 

followed by cold winters is not the true explanation. 

The subject is one of great practical importance in this 

country and, we should be glad if “ M. J. B.” of the 

Gardener's Chronicle, would investigate this apricot 

blight and give his views as to its cause. In this coun¬ 

try the worst cases of pear blight we have witnessed 

have been in orchards planted on land previously occu¬ 

pied with nursery trees, and where the roots remaining 
in the land were covered with fungus. In one orchard 
of some seven hundred trees, standard and dwarf, and 
which for seven or eight years were very health}7. The 

blight broke out four years ago, and has killed three or 

four hundred of the trees just as they were beginning 

to bear good crops. This was an old nursery ground. 

Two other large pear orchards on similar land were 

almost completely destroyed. Another pear orchard 

planted on land where peach trees had been grown 

was also affected to the same extent. In all these cases 

old roots were found in the soil covered with fungus. 

We should state that the roots of blight trees seldom 

show any indication of the disease, and the stem, as in 

the case of Mr. Rivers’ apricot, is frequently smooth 

and healthy, while the branches are withered and black¬ 

ened by the blight. 
-—- 

PROTECTING TENDER ROSES IN WINTER. 

To those who have not greenhouses in which the 

monthly tea and other varieties of tender roses can be 

kept during the winter, it is a matter of no little trou¬ 

ble to obtain a good collection of roses for out-door 

blooming during the summer months. Nearly all the 

best varieties, even those which arq quite hardy in 

England, need protection in this country. There are 

two reasons for this ; one is, that the wood and buds 

seem to mature more perfectly in England—and the 

other, that our winters are more severe. From the 

fact that the winter of 1860-61, in England, was as cold 

as it usually is in many parts of the Middle States, and 

that, nevertheless, many of these beautiful roses and 

other plants which are “ tender” with us stood this 

severe cold without protection, it would seem that it is 

want of perfect maturity in the wood and buds, rather 

than the cold of winter that is the main reason why 

these plants are not hardy here. 

This being the case, the object of the American hor¬ 

ticulturist should be to induce a rapid and healthy 

growth the first part of the season, and resort to all 

the known means of inducing early maturity. Among 

them may be mentioned. 

1. A soil thoroughly underdrained to the depth of at 

least three feet.—Stagnant water at any season of the 

year will inevitably produce an immature growth of 

wood. Many people think if their gardens are on a 

side hill, or on elevated ground, that there can be no 

necessity for underdraining. But this is a great mis¬ 

take. If the owners of such .gardens would dig an 

underdrain, three feet deep, from the bottom to the 

very top of the side hill, they would in nine cases out 

of ten, find that early in the spring the drain would 

discharge water—water, which if not removed by the 

underdrain, would have to be evaporated, and thus 

absorb much of the heat of the sun which would other¬ 

wise warm the soil to a considerable depth, and this at 

a season of the year when a warm soil is of the very 

first importance. We are satisfied that this almost uni¬ 

versal lack of underdrainage is the main cause of all 

our difficulties. 

2. A Situation protected from winds.—The foliage of 

tender plants is chafed and injured by our severe winds 

in spring, and, as is well known, anything which 

injures the leaves seriously, retards the growth of the 

plant. At night and on cold days the pores of the 

leaves are closed and evaporation is retarded. If the 

soil is warm the sap in the plants, derived from the 

soil, will be warm also ; and when the pores are closed 

this warm sap will be retained, even when the atmos¬ 

phere surrounding the plants is several degrees colder 

than the sap in the plants. The experiments of the 

late Mr. Knight demonstrated this fact. Within a few 

years this idea has been acted upon in the construction 

of an apparatus for heating the soil artificially, when it 

was found that tender plants, such as geraniums, 

fuschias, &c., growing on this artificially warmed soil, 

without glass or other protection would stand several 

degrees of frost without injury. The pores of the 

leaves closed and thus prevented the evaporation of 

the warm sap. Now, it is well known that wind 

increases evaporation, and this is doubtless one reason 

why they arc so injurious to plants early in the spring. 

S. A rich, but not rank soil.—We believe roses prefer 

rather a heavy than a light soil, but as Pat. said to the 

author of “My Farm of Edgewood,” when told that 

a certain kind of seed must be planted in a loamy soil, 

“ And shure, is’nt it in the garden thin, ye’d be after 

planting the seed ?” We have to use the soil we hap¬ 

pen to have, no matter whether it is the very best for 

the purpose or not. Fortunately plants are not so 

particular in this respect as most writers would have 

us believe. Only let the land be well pulverized by the 

spade to a good depth and judiciously enriched and we 

may expect good results from almost any ordinary 

soil. Let some well rotted barnyard manure be thor¬ 

oughly incorporated with the soil to the depth of 

fifteen, eighteen or twenty inches deep, as the charac¬ 

ter of the subsoil will allow, and then mix some fine 

bone dust, or better still, some good superposphate in 
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the soil in immediate contact with the roots when the 

plants are set out. The latter greatly stimulates the 

growth of the roots a^nd favors early maturity. A turnip 

to which superphosphate is applied will mature a 

month or six weeks earlier than one having a dressing 

of rich nitrogenous manure, even when both are sown 

at the same time and in the same soil. The gardener 

who deprives himself of the use of superphosphate 

does not live up to his privileges. In our short season, 

when rapid and ear^y growth is so desirable, it is in¬ 

valuable. 

4. Not a weed must be suffered to grow on the land.— 

Weeds not only rob the soil of “plant food” and mois¬ 

ture, but they abstract heat. We maybe able to spare 

the former, but the latter must on no account be suf¬ 

fered to escape. Let the surface be kept loose and 

clean by the constant use of the hoe, but be careful not 

to go deep enough to disturb the roots. An inch or so 

of loose soil on the surface, while admitting the rays 

of the sun, acts as a mulch and retards evaporation and 

the escape of heat. Charcoal dust might probably be 

scattered on the surface with advantage. 

5. Pruning and summer pinching.—Pruning, by less¬ 

ening the proportion of branches to roots induces a 

vigorous growth and the same is true in regard to 

pinching off the young shoots in summer—and, within 

certain limits, a vigorous and healthy growth is favor¬ 

able to early maturity. 

6. The plant must be kept free from insects.—In the case 

of the rose, aphides and the rose bugs suck out the 

juices of the plant and seriously injure its growth. 

They must be destroyed by syringing the bushes with 

a solution of whale oil soap, tobacco, &c. If this is 

neglected, all other means for inducing a healthy 

growth and perfect ripening of the wood and bud6 

will prove abortive. Those who have never syringed 

their rose bushes with whale oil 6oap will be equally 

surprised at the elfect. It gives the leaves a glossy ap¬ 

pearance and imparts health and vigor to the whole 

bush. 

We can not but think that if our rose growers would 

adopt some such methods as the above the wood would 

be so well ripened that a covering of leaves would 

afford a sufficient protection for the choice monthly tea 

roses which are now seldom seen except in gardens 

where there is a greenhouse for keeping the plants 

through the winter. 

A gentleman near this city is very successful in winter¬ 

ing over his tender roses in the following simple manner: 

Put some boards round the beds, say a foot wide. Peg 

down the branches of the roses to the ground. Then 

cover the bed inside the boards with leaves afoot or fif¬ 

teen inches deep and throw some branches of evergreens 

on top to keep them down. The object of the boards is 

simply to prevent the wind from blowing away the 

leaves. In this way he succeeds in wintering the 

choicest varieties of roses. In the spring on the re¬ 

moval of the leaves the buds come out to the tip of 

the branches, and he has a better display of roses than 

those who keep them in pots in the greenhouse. 

We should add that his rose buds are well protected 

by an arbor vitae hedge, and there can be little doubt J 

that this has much to do with his success—not from its 

protecting the beds in winter, but from breaking the 

severe winds in spring. In connection with the above 

we copy from the London Gardener's Chronicle an ac¬ 

count of a beautiful climbing rose—a climbing variety 

of the Devoniensis, from a correspondent residing at 

Bath. He says : 

“ It may be interesting to know that this most beau¬ 

tiful of all light-colored climbing roses, so successfully 

and universally cultivated in this neighborhood, is of 

the most vigorous and robust growth, making shoots 

from established plants, measuring from eighteen to 

twenty feet in length in one season. It is a most 

abundant early and late bloomer; in favorable situa¬ 

tions it commences to flower in May, and continues to 

produce its most beautiful blossoms all through the 

season, until late in November, and it retains its foli¬ 

age all the year. It is very hardy, having withstood 

the severe winter of 1860-61. In this locality it grows 

and thrives in almost any soil or situation, even in 

thickly built parts of the city, amidst the smoke 

and dust of which it thrives and bloontfe in great 

perfection. So highly esteemed is this variety, that 

there is scarcely a villa residence in this neighbor¬ 

hood where one does not find this rose, and no ama¬ 

teur considers his collection complete without it. Its 
blooms are of large size, some of them measuring six 

inches in diameter, and their shape is most perfect. It 

is in fact one of the best light-colored exhibition roses 

in cultivation.” 

The Devoniensis is not hardy here under ordinary 

treatment, but may be kept over the winter in the man¬ 

ner we have described. This climbing variety would 

be a great acquisition, if it could be kept over the winter 

in the same way. If trained to a trellis in such a way 

that'the trellis and rose could be laid on the ground 

during the winter and covered with leaves, we do not 

see why it can not be grown. 
-— ♦ tm 

To Prevent Rabbits from Girdling Trees.—At 

the recent discussions of the Indiana Horticultural 

Society it was stated that the best way to prevent rab¬ 

bits from gnawing trees was to smear the bark with 

blood. If the trees are rubbed with a piece of fresh 

liver the rabbits will not touch the bark as long as the 

least taint of blood remained, even after being thor¬ 

oughly washed by rains. 

Flowers in the Window.—There is nothing more 

attractive to the eye of the outsider than the plants and 

flowers in the windows of houses during the season 

when garden culture is out of the question. Here every 
one, without regard to circumstances, may have a 
minature greenhouse with all its luxuries and few of its 
inconveniences. The expense is not worth mentioning, 
and the labor is a pleasure to all who love these most 
loveable beauties of nature. In many of the public 
schools of New-England, the female teachers and larger 
scholars cultivate many flowers throughout the year, 
either in doors or out. So in numerous factories, it 
has become a usual sight to see at all times the hang¬ 
ing flower or fern vase, the pots on the window sill 
carefully tended and universally prized during the hours 
of labor. 
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BLIGHT ON THE CURRANT BUSHES. 

A destructive blight upon the currant bushes ap¬ 

peared last summer in many localities of New England. 

The number of currants formed was unusually few, 

and before they were ripened the bushes had the 

appearance of having been burned, so completely were 

the leaves blackened and destroyed. 

“If you c;in suggest any remedy to avert this des¬ 

truction for another season, you will greatly oblige 

many of the readers of the Genesee Farmer.”—W. W., 

West Winsted, Gt., Oct. 28, 1S65. 

This is something new to us. We have seen nothing 

of the kind in this section. We understand that the 

year before, you had an unusually large crop—a larger 

crop than ever before known; so large, in fact, as to 

lead to the remark that it was sent by Providence for 

the soldiers. Now, it is probable that as your busli«s 

have hitherto been free from disease and have not 

been attacked by worms, they have been allowed to 

grow without pruning and have become too large. 

And as yoj, had such a heavy crop in 1864, it is quite 

probable that the bushes bore more than they were 

able to stand, and were exhausted. If the smallness of 

the crop and the withering of the leaves were the 

result of exhaustion, it is probable that next season the 

bushes will bear a good crop. 

The only remedy we can suggest is to prune the 

bushes, taking out as much of the old wood as can be 

spared, and cutting back the young shoots at least one- 

half. This can be done any time this winter or early 

spring. Then next season remove every sucker that 

starts from the roots, and all that can be spared from 

the branches. In this way you will throw all the sap 

into the bearing wood and will probably have a good 

crop and certainly larger currants. • . 
- -— 

WINTER DRESSING OF ASPARAGUS BEDS. 

About the beginning of November, if the stalks of 

Asparagus turn yellow, which is a sign of their having 

finished their growth for the season, cut them down 

close to the earth, carry them off the ground, and 

clear the beds carefully from weeds. 

Asparagus beds must have an annual dressing of 

good manure; let it be laid equally over the beds, two 

or three inches thick, after which, with a fork made 

for the purpose, (which should have tfiree flat tines,) 

dig in the dung quite down to the crowns of the plants, 

by which means the roots will be greatly benefitted; 

as the winter rains will wash the manure down among 

them. It is the practice with some gardeners to dig 

the alleys at every autumn dressing, and cover the 

beds with the soil taken out; this may be done for the 

first two years after the beds are made, but not after¬ 

wards ; as, when the plants are in lull growth, their 

roots and crowns extend into the alleys, and digging 

them up frequently destroys plants, or renders them 

too weak to produce buds in perfection. The beds 

will be greatly benefited if covered to the depth of 

several inches with leaves, sea-weed, or long litter from 
the horse stables. 

The seeding Asparagus should also have a slight 

dressing, that is, clear the bed from weeds, and then 

spread light dung over it, to the depth of one or two 

inches, to defend the crown of the plants from frost. 

CULTURE OF BULBOUS ROOTS IN THE PARLOR, 

“ Tiie culture of bulbous roots in a green-house, or 

light room, during the winter, is comparatively easy, 

provided two points be attended to ; the first is to 

keep them near the light, and turn the pots or glasses 

round frequently, to prevent theifr growing crowded; 

and.the second is, when the plants have done growing, 

to give them little or no water ; for want of attention 

to these points, bulbs have been known to produce 

foliage year after year, without showing any sign of 
blossoms.” 

“ Hyacinths and other bulbs intended for glasses 

should be placed in them about the middle of Novem¬ 

ber, the glasses being previously filled with pure water, 

so that the bottom of the bulb may just touch the 

water; then place them for the first ten days in a dark 

room, to promote the shooting of the roots; after 

which expose them to the light and sun as much as 

possible ; they will blossom without the aid of the sun, 

but the colors of the flowers will be inferior. The 

water should be changed as often as it becomes impure, 

draw the roots entirely out of the glasses, rinse the 

fibres in clean water, and also the glasses inside, 

care should be taken not to suffer the water to freeze, 

as it not only bursts the glasses, but often causes the 

fibres to decay. Whether the water be hard or soft, is 

of no great consequence; but soft, or rain water, is 

generally preferred, and it must be perfectly clear.” 

Spanish Chestnuts, etc.-—Mr. Henry Smith, of New 

York, sends us some Spanish chestnuts, of large size 

and very nice. His trees are very full, and we really do 

not understand why this fruit is not more extensively 

raised. .Mr. S., in speaking of his pears, says: “My 

pears this year have not done as well as usual, except 

the Bartlett, which was very fine. My Beurre Diels 

were a failure and cracked very much. Duchess d’ An- 

gouleme good. Some dwarf apples on Paradise stocks 

which I got from II. E. Hooker & Co;, could not be 

excelled. I have just received their catalogue—very 
full, but not a single nut tree enumerated, overlooking, 

like most nurserymen, a most important feature of a 

well regulated country place. I could wish I ivere a 

young man that I might set out new grounds, but at 

60, it is too late.” 

The Cut Worm.—Dr. Fitch, Entomologist to the 

New York State Agricultural Society, recomends plow¬ 

ing or digging latein the autumn for killing cut worms. 

The worms burrow beneath the soil at this season, and 

lie dormant till spring. 

“ They can be killed by thawiug and freezing them. 

Gradual thawing in the earth does not hurt them ; but 

if they are exposed so that the sun thaws them rapidly 

the}7 are destrojmd. With this object late plowing in the 

fall is beneficial. Early plowing in the spring, if we 

have freezing and thawing weather afterwards, would 

be useful.” 
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WINTERING CABBAGES, &c, 

There is an unusually good' crop of cabbages the 

present season, and it is important to know how to 

keep them through the winter. Perhaps, on the whole, 

there is no better way than that practised by the Dutch 

—to dig a trench large enough to hold the heads and 

place the cabbages with all the leaves on in the trench, 

with the roots uppermost, and cover the heads with 

soil. The place selected must be dry, and as a general 

rule the cabbage will keep sw'eet and fresh all winter. 

Last year a friend of ours pulled up some Savoy cab¬ 

bages and accidentally left them lying on the ground 

all winter. In the spring he was surprised to find that 

the snow had protected them perfectly, and they ware 

as fresh as could be desired, and he sold them to the 

grocers for two dollars a dozen. 

John J. Thomas of the Country Gentleman says he 

has adopted for several years, the following method of 

keeping cabbages that have not headed properly : 

“He takes the cabbages and sets them as closely as 

they will stand in a double row, in their natural posi¬ 

tion, in a wide and shallow trench. He then forms an 

earth roof over them in this way: 

“ Set in a piece of upright plank at each end to sup¬ 

port the ridge pole (showm by the dotted lines in the 

figure.) Place a’rail or stiff pole on these for the ridge 

pole, and on this the ends of the short pieces of board 

in the form of a roof Cover these boards with about 

six inches of earth, or enough to keep the soil from 

freezing in which the cabbages stand. This is the urholc 

operation. Nearly all of these wrill be handsomely 

headed in the spring, and being entirely excluded from 

the light, they will be more delicate both in appear¬ 

ance and flavor, than common cabbage heads.” Two 

hours labor last autumn, he says, gave him a fine sup¬ 

ply of cabbages for a moderate family nearly through 

the whole spring. 

“ Failure has sometimes resulted by not covering the 

roof with sufficient earth to keep out severe cold. 

About six inches does well for the Northern States. 

A sheltered place is best. A small hole should be left 

at each end for ventilation. In very cold weather these 

holes might be stopped up.” 

No time is so favorable for the purchase and trans¬ 

portation of fruit trees and shrubs, as the autumn. 

Physiologists teach, and observing agriculturalists 

well know, that the “roots of trees extend but little 

farther than their branches.” 

THE ROSE “BLIGHT,” 

We often hear the remark: “ We formerly grew beau¬ 

tiful roses, but have been obliged to give them up on 

account of the blight.” 

Now this so-called “Blight” is nothing more nor 

less than the effect of the rose bug. Keep your bushes 

free from aphides and rose bugs, and you will not be 

troubled with blight. 

We hope those of our readers wrho have become dis¬ 

couraged on account of these pests will make one more 

attempt to grow this “Queen of Flowers.” It is not 

yet too late to set out a few hybrid pcrpetuals, moss, and 

other roses this fill. Two years ago we set out some 

the first week in December, and covered the bed with 

leaves and manure. They all lived and did well. Then 

by syringing the bushes with whale oil soap, and tobac¬ 

co water, you will not be troubled with insects or 

‘ ‘ blight. ’ ’ __ 

New' Watermelon.—At the recent Chester county 

Agricultural Exhibition, held at West Chester, one of 

the judges on fruits advised us of a superior water¬ 

melon, brought to the attention of the committee, 

exhibited and growm by Bayard Taylor, on his farm in 

Chester county. It has the remarkable property of 

keeping through the winter and preserving its delicious 

flavor unimpaired. It promises to be a great acquisi¬ 

tion in this line. 

Bayard Taylor informs us he obtained the seed him¬ 

self on the Volga, in the interior of Russia, from a 

melon grown on the Persian shore of the Caspian Sea, 

not being aware at the time that it possessed the pro¬ 

perty of long keeping after being gathered, although 

he knew that there were such melons in Russia. It 
$ 

seems to retain this property here, as the melons raised 

this season have now been six weeks off the vines, 

fully ripe, and promise to keep for three months 

yet.—Morris Rural Adv. 

Black-Cap Raspberries.—Phineas Allyn, writes 

from St. Joseph, Mich., to the New York Farmer’s 

Club, that one neighbor, “from 1,300 hills of this rasp¬ 

berry, has marketed 45 bushels, their first crop. An¬ 

other, Mr. A. C. Fish, formerly of Rochester, N. Y., 
marketed 500 bushels from 8,000 plants. His net profits 

were over $7.00 per bushel, an d himself a cripple that 

could do no work. Their time of ripening in 1864 began 

on the 13th of June, and continued a little more than 

three weeks. This year, they began to ripen for mar¬ 

ket, July 2, and continued from three to four weeks, on 

different fruit farms.” 

Cauliflowers that have not fully headed, if hung 

up wfith the leaves down in a cellar, will, it is said, form 

good heads in a few weeks and furnish a supply at a 

time w'hen our tables are scantily supplied with good 

vegetables. We have not tried this plan, but have suc¬ 

ceeded in keeping cauliflowers for a month or more by 

covering the roots with soil in the cellar, letting the 

cauliflow'ers stand as they did when growing. Those 

only partially headed are the best for this purpose. 
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ABOUT TOBACCO. 

“Here, Carlo, will you take a smoke?” 
Asked little Tommy Carr, 

As in Sir Doggy’s mouth he put 
The end of a cigar. 

“Bowwow,” cried Carlo, “master dear, 
You surely mean a joke; 

I never knew a dog so lost 
To shame, that he would smoke.’, 

‘•Then I will give it to the pig.” 
Said Little Tommy Carr, 

And at the sty he offered her 
The end of the cigar. 

The dignity of Mrs. Pig 
Was sorely wounded now; 

“ Ugh, ugh / my little man,” she cried, 
“ No dog, nor pig, nor cow, 

“However hungry they may be, 
The dirty weed will touch; 

How folks with reason smoke or chew, 
I wonder very much!” 

“I’ll run and wash my hands,” cried Tom, 
And never, never more, 

Touch a cigar, though uncle drop 
A dozen on the floor. 

If from tobacco, senseless brutes 
Away disgusted turn, 

That’t is not lit for human mouth 
We can not fail to learn. 

—Songs for my Children. 

TALK WITH THE YOUNG FOLKS. 

WBITTEN FOE THE GENESEE FAEMEE BY 0. N. BEMENT. 

GIRLS AT HOME. 

There are two kinds of girls; one is the kind that 

appears best abroad, the girls that are good for parties, 

rides, visits, balls, etc., and whose chief delight is in 

such things ; the other is the kind that appears best at 

home, the girls that are useful and cheerful in the 

dining-room, the sick-room, and all the precincts of 

home. They differ widely in character. One is often 

a torment at home ; the other is a blessing. One is a 

moth, consuming everything about her, the other is a 

sunbeam inspiring life and gladness all along her path¬ 

way. 

Now it does not necessarily follow that there shall 

be two such classes of girls. The right education will 

modify both a little, and unite their characters in one. 

Girls are hot made altogether for home, any more than 

boys are. Society would be of little worth without 

girls, without women. The first pleasure and duty of 

every woman should be at home; the next should re¬ 

late to the refinement and well-being of society. But 

in order that she may benefit and adorn society, she 

must first know how to benefit and adorn home. Hence 

all girls, rich and poor alike, should be early and well 

instructed in all the duties and cares of home. From 

the cellar to the garret, she should know all that is to 

be done. From the kitchen to the parlor she should 

be complete mistress. All the interests of home should 

be as familiar to her as household words. Neither idle¬ 

ness, folly nor indifference should prevent her from en¬ 

gaging heartily in all the concerns of home life. This 

will be to her a school more valuable than the semina¬ 

ry or the ladies college. 

It behooves mothers therefore that they are teachers 

of the first dignity in position. Their daughters will 

be much what they make them. The home education 

will lay the true foundation of character. It will fix 

the true principles of life in the young girl’s mind. It 

will give her an insight into domestic duties and teach 

her that to be useful is one great end of life. Book 

education can easily follow a good home training; but 

a good home training is not apt to follow the education 

of schools. Girls well taught at home arc the girls 

that appear well every where. Give us the well read 

girls and we shall have no need of any other. They 

will make the true woman. 

A WORD TO FATHERS. 

We have read a story of a little boy who when he 

wanted a new suit of clothes, begged his mother to ask 

his father if he might have it. The mother suggested 

that he might ask for himself. “I would,” said the 

boy, “but I don’t feel well enough acquainted with 

him.” There is a sharp reproof to that father in the 

reply of his son. Many a father keeps his children at 

such a distance from him, that they never feel confiden¬ 

tially acquainted with him. They feel that he is a sort 

of monarch in the family. They feel no familiarity 

with him. They fear him and respeot him, and even 

love him some, for children can not help loving him 

some, everybody about them, but they seldom get near 

enough to him to feel intimate with him. They seldom 

go to him with their little wants and trials. They ap¬ 

proach him through the mother. They tell her every 

thing. They have a perfect highway to her heart on 

which they go in and out with perfect freedom. In 

this keeping-off plan fathers are too blame. Children 

should not be held off. Let them come near. Let 

them be as intimate with the father as mother. Let 

their little hearts be freely opened. It is wicked to 

freeze up the love-fountains of little ones’ hearts. 

Fathers do them an injury by living with them as 

strangers. This drives many a child away from home 
for the sympathy his heart craves, and often into im¬ 

proper society. It nurses discontents and distrusts 

which many a child does not out-grow in his lifetime. 

Open your hearts and your arms, oh fathers; play with 

them; be fathers to them truly, and they will not need 

a mediator between themselves and you. 

GOOD NATURE. 

There is nothing pleasanter in children, than good 

nature. It makes them agreeable, cheerful and happy. 

;t preserves them from many a trouble, keeps them 

from many evils and makes them in many ways useful. 

It is better to laugh than cry; better to be merry than 

sad. Fretting, whining, crying childreu often greatly 

annoy every body about them. Cross children gene¬ 

rally make cross people. Crying children make fault¬ 

finders when grown up. Children and young people 

should take special pains to be good natured, to be 

cheerful, pleasant, kind; keep the heart glad and the 

face wreathed in smiles, so shall all dark and evil 

thoughts be kept away. 
Poughkeepsie, July, 1SG5. 
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FALL AND WINTER FASHIONS. 

The great change which fashion has made in ladies’ 

dress is in bonnets. The waterfall bonnet, absurd, 

but very convenient, has given out—and the bonnet 

of the “Empire” has taken its place. There seems to be 

so many varieties of this new style that it is difficult to 

class them together. The newest is a large round 

crown, with a narrow front and a stiff straight cape 

setting quite high on the head and either worn with¬ 

out a waterfall, or with a very small one. The puffed 

crowns are much prettier and more dressy than the 

round ones, and are frequently made so that a waterfall 

of considerable size can be worn with them. Black 

shirred silk bonnets, bound and trimmed with velvet, 

are still the general style. Less lace is worn than form¬ 

erly, probably on account of the greatly increased 

expense. Long veils, or crepe lisse, take somewhat 

from the stiffness and inelegance of the new style of 

bonnet. 

Godey’s fashion letter for November says : 

“ Round hats are considered indispensable for young 

ladies, and some quite novel shapes are among the late 

importations. 

“ A tricorne, or three-cornered hat, is called the 

Garde Francaise under Louis XV. It is made of velvet 

and trimmed with feathers. Another, termed Gamin 

de Paris, is of either velvet or felt, with round crown, 

and trimmed with a colored lisse veil, which hangs 

behind in two wide ends, one of which is brought 

across the face as a veil. Besides these, are the most 

coquettish little toquets of bright-colored velvets trim¬ 

med with grebe and other fanciful plumes. 

“ Head dresses are all in the Greek style, either fillets 

of velvet studded with beads, or stars of gilt, silver, 

or steel, or else they are hung with chains of gilt 

sequins. For full dress, these bandelettes or fillets are 

composed of delicate llowers mounted on gilt stems, 

with green leaves edged and veined with gold. The 

artistic blending of gold with the beautiful flowers and 

foliage renders these coiffures perfectly charming.” 

In dresses the most popular material in dress goods 

for winter wear, are— 

“ The most popular materials for winter wear are 

eping-lines, Highland cloths, serges, alpacas, poplins, 

reps, merinos, ’ and linseys or winseys. The latter, 

though worn for some time both in Paris and London, 

were first introduced here last year; but in such small 

quantities as to be seen but by few. This year, how¬ 

ever, they have been imported to a considerable extent, 

and bid fair to be the fashionable material for walking 

and demi-toilette, suits. Some are of cotton and wool, 

others of cotton and silk; the latter are the softest, 

and make the most stylish dress. They are mostly 

self-colored of the different shades of gray, brown and 

purple. Some are striped, others mottled. The latter 

are of a mixed ground, with uneven-looking knots of 

bright colors dotted over them. The preference, how¬ 

ever, is decidedly given to the plain linseys.” 

“ The newest neckties are of silk, with birds of gay 

plumage on the ends, which are heavily fringed ; others 

are ornamented with flowers, or a helmet with shield. 
Fancy white ties are very much worn, and the most 

novel we have seen were ornamented by means of Dec- 

alcomanie. As the art of Decalcomanie may not be 

familiar to all our readers, we will give them an idea of 

what it is. Beautifully colored pictures, prepared for 

the purpose, are carefully cut out, covered with a cer¬ 

tain kihd of varnish, and laid on the object to be deco¬ 

rated, which may be silk, muslin, glass, China, ivory, 

or wood. A damp sponge is then applied to the wrong 

side of the picture, which is uppermost, and the paper 

is removed, leaving on the object to be decorated the 

impression of the picture in all its beautiful and deli¬ 

cate colors. We give the idea, as very many beautiful 

things may be ornamented that would be very suitable 

for Christmas presents. We have seen vases, card 

receivers, saucers, &c., on which the paintings were so 

beautiful that they had all the appearance of Sevres 

China.” 

In cloaks the close fitting basquine of silk, lined and 

wadded, or cloth, is still the prevailing style. Circu¬ 

lars are worn rather more than last year, and both 

sacque and circle are quite elaborately trimmed with 

bands of silk, gimp, or lace. 

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS. 

Contributed to the Genesee Farmer. 

French Pickle.—We give the following recipe, 

hoping that all housekeepers will use it, as it is the 

best pickle that we know of. 

Slice one peck of green tomatoes and six large onions, 

and spread them on plates over night, with one teacup 

of salt sprinkled over them. In the morning drain off 

the liquid and boil twenty minutes in one quart of 

vinegar and two quarts of water, and then drain them 

through a sieve ; take two quarts of vinegar, half a 

pound of white mustard, two pounds of brown sugar, 

two tablespoonfuls of ground cinnamon, two table¬ 

spoonfuls of cloves, two tablespoonfuls of allspice, 

two tablespoonfuls of ginger, two tablespoonfuls of 

mustard. Boil twenty minutes. 

Johnny Cake.—Three cups of meal, one cup of 

flour, two cups sweet milk, one-half cup molasses, one 

tcaspoonful soda. This can be baked in two square 

tins or in a two quart basin for a loaf of bread. Bake 

two hours. _ 

Hard Times Pudding.—One-half pint molasses, one 

half-pint water, two teaspoonfuls of soda, tablespoon¬ 

ful of salt, thicken with flour to a tolerable thick batter, 

■put it in a pudding-bag, leaving nearly one-half to 

swell, boil it steadily for three hours; to be served 

with cream or vinegar sauce. 

Wafers.—Two teacups white sugar, one of butter, 
one of cold water, one level teaspoonful soda, roll very 
thin and bake quick. 

A handful of good life is better than a bushel of 
learning. 
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HOME THEY BROUGHT HER WARRIOR DEAD,* 

Home they brought her warrior dead: 
She nor swooned nor uttered cry: 

All her maidens, watching, saicQ 
“She must weep or she will die.11 

Then they praised him, soft and low, 
Called him worthy to be loved, 

Truest friend and noblest foe; 
Yet she neither spoke nor moved. 

Stole a maiden from her place, 
Lightly to the warrior stept, 

Then took, the face-cloth from the face: 
Yet she neither moved nor wept. 

Eose a nurse of ninety years, 
Set his child upon her knee,— 

Like summer tempest came her tears,— 
“ Sweet, my child, I live for thee.11 

■ - ■■ -■ ■ ■■ - 

Very Like !—An unsophisticated countryman the 

other day, coming to Washington with a load of wood, 

saw a military officer, followed at a respectful distance 

by two orderlies, in full gallop. “ Good gracious!” 

said he, “ haven’t they caught him yet ? I was in about 

three weeks ago, and they was a-runnin’ after him then.” 

Fame.—Thackeray, when speaking about fame, would 

frequently tell the following anecdote :—When at din¬ 

ner, in St. Louis, one day, he heard one waiter say to 

another. “ Do you know who that is ?” “No,” was 

the answer. “That is the celebrated Mr. Thacker.” 

“What’s he done?” “Blessed if I know,” was the 

reply. 
- — - ■ - 

A Colonel of one of the regiments attached to the 

Army of the Potomac was recently complaining at an 

evening party that, from the ignorance and inattention 

of the officers, he was obliged to do the whole duty of 

the regiment. “Said he; “lam my own major, my 

own captain, my own lieutenant, my own sergeant, 

and”—“Your own trumpeter,” said a lady present. 

A Lieutenant was promenading in full uniform one 

day, and approached a volunteer on sentry, who chal¬ 

lenged him with “Halt! who comes there?” The 

Lieutenant, with contempt in every lineament of his 

face, expressed his ire with indignant “Ass!” The 

sentry’s reply, apt and quick, came, “Advance, ass, 

and give the countersign.” 

The following dialogue is said to have taken place re¬ 

cently between a married couple on their travels : “ My 

dear, are you comfortable in that corner?” “Quite, 

thank you, my dear.” “ Sure there’s plenty of room 

for your feet ?” “ Quite sure, love.” “And no cold air 

from the window by your ear ?” “ Quite certain, dar¬ 

ling.” “ Then, my dear, I’ll change places with yon.” 

A rich petroleum worker, gaunt as a skeleton and 

ignorant as a hodman, went to an artist to have his por¬ 

trait taken. “ Will you have it taken in oil or water- 

colors ?” inquired the artist. “lie, of course,” re¬ 

plied he, “ It comes to me more natural; and, besides 

it makes me look fatter.” 

*Songs for all Seasons. By Alfred Tennyson. Boston: Ticknor 
& Fields. 

WIDOW JONES’ COW, 

Mr. Weld, editor of the New York Despatch, tells a 

story in as rich and quaint a style as any lord of the 

quill we know of. For example— 

“ Widower Smith’s wagon stopped one morning be¬ 

fore widow Jones’ door and gave the usual signal that 

he wanted somebody in the house, by dropping the 

reins, and sitting double, with his elbows on his knees. 

Out tripped the widow, lively as a cricket, with a tre¬ 

mendous black ribbon on her snow-white cap. Good 

morning was soon said on both sides, and the widow 

waited for what was further to be said. 

“Well, ma’am Jones; perhaps you don’t want to 

sell one of your cows, no how, for nothin’, no way, do 
you ?” 

“Well, there, Mister Smith, you couldn’t have spo¬ 

ken my mind better.—A poor, lone woman like me, 

does not know what to do with so many creatures, and 

I should be glad to trade, if we can fix it.” 

So they adjourned to the meadow.—Farmer Smith 

looked at Roan—then at the widow, then at Brindle— 

then at the widow—at the Downing cow—then at the 

widow again—and so on through the whole forty. The 

same call was made every day for a week, but farmer 

Smith could not decide which cow he wanted. At 

length, on Saturday, when widow Jones was in a hurry 

to get through her baking for Sunday—and had ever so 

much to do in the house, as all farmer’s wives and wid¬ 

ows have on Saturday, she was a little impatient. Far¬ 

mer Smith was as irresolute as ever. 

“ That Downing cow is a pretty fair creature—but—” 

he stopped to glance at the widow’s face, and then 

walked around her—not the widow, but the cow— 

“That ere short horn Durham is not a bad looking 

beast, but I don’t know—” another look at the widow. 

“ The Downing cow I knew before the late Mr. Jones 

bought her.” Here he sighed at the allusion to the 

late Mr. Jones. She sighed, and they both looked at 

each other. It was a highly interesting moment. 

“ Old Roan is a faithful old milch, and so is Brindle 

—but I have known better.” A long stare succeeded 

this speech—the pause was getting awkward, and at 

last Mrs. Jones broke out: 

“Law! Mr. Smith, if I'm, the cow you want, do say 

so!” 

The intentions of the widower Smith and the widow 

Jones were duly published the next day as is the law 

and custom in Massachusetts, and as soon as they were 

“out-published” they were married. 

Little Nannie is a close student of the Bible, but 

not very clear as to some points. “ Ma,” said she, one 

Sunday evening, after having sat like a good child al/ 

day in the house, “have I honored you to-day?” “I 

do not know, Nannie; why do you ask?” said he 
mother. “Because,” said little Nan, shaking her curl-' 

sadly, “the Bible says, “Honor thy father and tb* 

mother that thy days may be long; and this has beef 

oh, the longest day I ever saw.” 

Datjb yourself with honey, and you will hav 

plenty of flies. 
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THE GENESEE FARMER FOR 1866. 
--- 

REDUCTION OF CLUB RATES. 

-- 

Tire terms of the Genesee Farmer for 1866, will be: Single 

copies, $1.00 a year; five copies, $4.00, or 80 cents each; eight 

copies, $6.00, or 75 cents each; and any larger number at the 

same rate. . 

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! 
1. To every person sending us Jive subscribers, at 80 cents 

each, we will send a copy of the Rural Annual and Horticul¬ 

tural Directory for 1866. 

2. To every person sending us eight subscribers, at 75 cents 

each, we will send one<lxtra copy of the Farmer, free for a year, 

and a copy of the Rural Annual for 1866. 

3. To every person sending us ten subscribers, at 75 cents 

each, we will send prepaid, by mail, a package containing 100 

copies of the Babbittonian Penmanship, which will be very valu¬ 

able to any one learning to write, and sells for $1.50. Or, if pre¬ 

ferred, we will send a copy of Emerson & Flint's Manual of 

Agriculture, (a most valuable book,) or, a copy of The Horse and 

His Diseases; or, Everybody's Lawyer. 

4. To every person sending us twelve subscribers, we will send 

any of the premiums offered above for ten subscribers, and in 

addition -will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural 

Annual for 1S66. 

5« To every person sending vl^ fifteen subscribers, we will 

send the same premiums offered for twelve subscribers, and a 

copy of Miner's Domestic Poultry Book. 

6. To any person sending us twenty subscribers, at 75 cents 

each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer for 

the years 1S60, 1361, 1S62, 1S63, 1S64, handsomely bound, with 

complete index. 

7. To every person sending us twenty-five subscribers, we 

will send a set of the bound volumes of the Genesee Farmer 

for I860, 1S61, 1S62,1S6-3,1864, and also a set of the bound vol¬ 

umes of the Rural Annual for 1S56, 1857,1S5S, 1S59, 1S60,1S61, 

1362,1S63. (This is a most valuable premium.) 

8. To every person sending us thirty subscribers, at 75 

cents each, we will send one of Woodruff’s Weather Indicators, 

price $6.00. 

9. To every person sending us thirty-five subscribers, at 75 

cents each, we will send one of Woodruff's Barometers— 

price $10.00. 

10. To every person sending us forty subscribers, at 75 cents 

each, we will send one of Woodruff’s Barometers, price $15.00. 

Or, if preferred, one of Doty’s Washing Machines, price $15.00. 

Sent by express, free of charge, (a most useful machine, which 

should be in every farmer’s family.) 

11. To every person sending us one hundred subscribers, at 

75 cents each, we will send one of Grover &, Baker's best Family 

Sewing Machines, price $55.00. 

We are endeavoring to make arrangements by which, next 

month, we shall be able to enlarge the list. In the meantime 

will not every friend of the Genesee Farmer make an earnest 

effort to double our circulation for 1S66? 

-* •- 

A Good Club in a Few Hours. 

There are many young farmers among our readers 

who could easily get up a good club for the Genesee 

Farmer, if they would only make the attempt—and not 

be discouraged if some crabbed old fogys refused to 

take it! Get a few of the best farmers to start the 

list, and it will then be an easy matter to get up a score 

or a hundred. 

A young farmer at North Chili, a few days since, was 

at the depot, and happening to have a copy of the Gene¬ 

see Farmer in his pocket, he asked them to look at it, 

and got five new subscribers in about as many minutes ! 

He was surprised, he said, to find how many farmers 

there were who took no agricultural paper whatever. He 

continued his efforts for a little while and soon got up 

a nice club of eighteen, and will doubtless double it in 

a few days. How many others are there that will do 

likewise ? 
-• ^ V •- 

Tlie Genesee Farlner in Canada. 

Desirous of extending the circulation of the Gene¬ 

see Farmer in Canada, we shall prepay the American 

postage without extra charge. The price to Canadian 

subscribers, therefore, will be the same as in the States, 

when American money is sent. 

For Canada money the price for the present will be : 

Single subscribers, 70 cents; five copies, S3.00; and an 

extra copy of the Farmer free to the getter-up of the 

club; eight copies, $4.00, with an extra copy of the 

Farmer and Rural Annual free. Larger clubs at the 

same rate, 50 cents each. This it must be understood is 

in Canada money. We hope our Canada friends will 
compete for the Premiums, and give us some good old- 
fashioned Canadian clubs. 

-• •- 

Tlie Rural Annual for 1866. 

The number of the Rural Annual and Horticul¬ 

tural Directory for 1866, is now in the hands of the 
printer, and will be issued in a few weeks. The price 
will be as hitherto, 25 cents. When taken in clubs 
with theidirwe?-, 20 cents ; sent prepaid, by mail, to any 
address. We hope every reader of the Genesee Farmer 

will take the Rural Annual for 1866. It is a cheap 
and valuable work. 

-* -♦os*- •-— 
To our Subscribers.—We shall be glad to hear from 

any of our readers on any subject of interest to the ag¬ 
ricultural community. 
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Back Volumes of tke Genesee Farmer. 

Joseph Kinney, Esq., of Adrian, Ohio, sent some 

time since for a set of the bound volumes of the Far¬ 

mer, and unsolicited writes about them as follows : 

“ I like the set of bound volumes of the Genesee 

Farmer very much. They are just what I want. If any¬ 

thing new turns up on the farm among the stock or 

elsewhere, all I have to do is to turn to the ample index, 

and in one or the other volumes, ninety-nine times in a 

hundred I will find just what I want. 

“ A farmer should always take an agricultural paper to 

keep him posted on the current agricultural literature 

of the time presentbut for accidents and incidents he 

should have the back volumes of a standard work, well 

indexed ; and without disparagement to other agricul¬ 

tural and horticultural publications, I say that ip my 

opinion the Genesee Farmer, for concise, plain, practical 

common-sense farm and garden information is a 

standard.” 

The Cattle Plague in England. 

The cattle plague which has caused so much excite¬ 

ment in England, is still raging. It is a most fatal 

disease for which no cure has as yet been discovered. It 

has carried off thousands of cattle, and at the last 

accounts the disease had broke out among the sheep 

“ in all its intensity and fatal virulence.” 
———i ioi ■--—- 

The Markets. 

The stringency in the money market still continues, 

both in this country and in Great Britain and France. 

The Bank of England has raised its rate of interest 

to 7 per cent, and the letters which have passed 

between the American minister, Mr. Adams, and Earl 

Russell in regard to the claims for damages committed 

by the Alabama, has had a somewhat depressing effect 

on United States bonds, and checked the demand for 

them in England. Gold has advanced about 2 per cent, 

since last month. It is now quoted at 146. The 

speech of Secretary McCulloch, in which he expressed 

his desire to return to a specie basis, and his efforts in 

this direction by funding legal tenders, has had less 

effect on the gold market than was anticipated. The 

banks loan the government large sums at 5 and 6 per 

cent interest, which are payable on giving ten days 

notice. The amount of such call loans is over one hun¬ 

dred millions of dollars. Now, the experience of the 

past few weeks shows that any contraction of the cur¬ 

rency makes a tight money market and increases the 

rate of interest, and the effect is to cause the banks to 

call in their short loans from the government, so that 

as long as the treasury owes the banks so much money 

payable on demand, or what is almost equivalent to it, 

on giving ten days notice, any attempt to fund legal 

tenders is rendered futile. Before we shall have any 

real contraction in the currency these call loans must 
be paid off. 

There will be an effort made to prevent such contrac¬ 

tion. There are those who think that the commerce 

and industrial interests of the country require more 
rather than less currency. The South alone will 

require a large amount, and it is certainly true that the 

agriculture of the country, north and south, calls for 

far more capital than it can now obtain. But whether 

this desirable object would be attained by the issue of 

more greenbacks is somewhat doubtful. Hitherto 

they have stimulated speculation far more than they have 

increased the productive interest of the country. It is 

difficult to estimate the amount of money employed in 

this worse than useless manner. It is not confined to 

the cities; even farmers have caught the infection. 

They see their neighbors getting suddenly rich from 

some lucky speculation, and are tempted to take a 

chance. Of course, in nine cases out of ten they lose 

all they invest—and keep quiet; while the lucky ones 

who get rich (only on paper,) make no effort to con¬ 

ceal their suddenly acquired wealth. Hearing nothing 

of the failures and much of the successes, people 

become tired of the slow, old fashioned way of getting 

a living by honest labor. 

From the amount of internal revenue derived from 

the sale of stocks and other business done by the bro¬ 

kers in New York, the astounding fact is revealed that 

six thousand millions of dollars of stocks, &c., have 

changed hands during the past year. The amount 

of money made by the brokers on these sales doubt¬ 

less exceeds the total interest derived from all the rail¬ 

road, bank, and other stocks in the United States. Of 

course, what they make somebodyloses. Not a far¬ 

thing is added to the wealth of the nation by these 

transactions. 

The duty of farmers is plain. Stick to your business. 

Be frugal and industrious, and lend all your energies to 

the one grand object of increasing the productiveness 

of your farms. Good farming will pay as never before. 

The more others neglect it the better it will pay those 
who attend to it. Stick to the farm, even though it 

should appear that the profits will not pay the taxes. 

These things will right themselves. Speculators must 

eat. They cannot live on “ greenbacks,” but must pay 

them out for the products of the farm. 

The last Mark Lane Express quotes American red 

wheat in London at 44s@47s per quarter, ($.132@$1.41 

per bushel,) and white at 47s@50s ($1.41@$1.50,) and 

spring wheat 43s@46s, ($1.29@S1.38 per bushel.) With 

gold at 1.46, |1.50 in gold is equal to $2.19 in our cur¬ 

rency ; and this is, therefore the highest price of Amer¬ 

ican white wheat in London, and $2.06 the highest 

price of red wheat. It is very evident, therefore, that 

at present prices wheat cannot be shipped to England. 

Wheat is worth more in ^Rochester than it is in London ! 

Four years ago at this time the highest price of 

American white wheat in London was $1.89, and the 

highest price of red, $1.74. While in this city the 

former was worth $1.25, and the latter $1.07. 

Three years ago at this time, American white wheat 

in our currency was worth $2.30 in London, and red 

$2.20. In this city the former sold for $1.30 and the 

latter for $1.10. 

In October last year, American red wheat was worth 

in our currency $2.60 in London, and $1.75 in this city. 

Now, as we have said, it is worth more in this city than 

it is in London. 
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This is a very important fact. It shows one of two 

things; either that we have raised no more sound 

wheat than is needed for home consumption; or that 

the present prices have no real basis and must decline. 

If the former is true—if for the first time in many 

years, the United States and Canada have not raised 

more wheat than is needed for home consumption, 

prices may be much higher than they now are. 

The following table, which we compile from the 

markets in the Genesee Farmer, shows the price of some 

of our leading agricultural products in New York at 

this season, for the last seven years: 
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Good sound wheat is higher now than at this time 

last year. Inferior wheat is lower, and it is this kind, 

if any, that will pay to export. Corn, barley, oats, 

i rye and peas are all much lower. Beans are nearly as 
high. Few were planted last summer, and the yield 

is exceedingly light. There are probably fewer beans 

(except old ones) in the country than for many years. 

The probability is that they will bring a high price be¬ 

fore spring. Butter is higher than ever before known. 

Cheese brings a higher price than the English market 

will warrant, and will probably be lower. Wool, though 

lower than last year, still brings a good price as com¬ 

pared with the general average. Hogs and cattle are 

higher than ever before. Potatoes are lower than last 

year, but considerably above the average. Those who 

wintered their potatoes last year lost money, time and 

labor, by so doing, and the probability is that this year 

less will be kept over than usual, and consequently they 

are likely to bring good prices in the spring. 

In this city* a few dressed hogs have been brought in 

and sold at 16c. to 17c., but the market has not yet fair¬ 

ly opened. White wheat is very scarce, and first class 

samples have been sold as high as §2.50. Red wheat 

brings from §2.00 to §2.10. Barley still brings only 

§1.00. Oats 45c. Corn is quoted at 90c.@95c., but 

there is little doing and it would not bring this by the 

quantity. Buckwheat is not yet in market. Hay §12 

@618 per ton. Potatoes sell from the wagons at 60c.@ 

70e. Shippers are paying only §1.25 to §1.37)^c. per 

barrel for peach-blow potatoes, and §1.75 for mercers. 

Onions are dull at 60c.@75c. per bushel. Wool quiet 

at about 60c. Apples §4.00@$5.00 per barrel. Cider 

S6.00@S6.50 per barrel. Mill-feed §16 $ ton for 

“sprouts.” Butter 45c. Eggs have sold within a 

few days as high as 40c. ^ doz. Chickens and tur- 

kies 18c.@20c. 

New York Cattle Market.—There have been few 

changes in cattle, sheep and hogs since our last re¬ 

port—good beef cattle bring’ 16c.@18c. ^ lb. for esti¬ 

mated dressed weight. (In Boston prices are quoted for 

the four quarters, including hide and tallow, but in 

New York prices are quoted by the estimated weight 

of the four quarters.) The hide and tallow, which are 

now worth 9c.@9)^c. ^ lb., helping to make up the 

butchers’ profits. As a general rule a steer weighing 

1,000 lbs. live weight would be estimated at 660 lbs. 

Such a steer at 18c. ^ H>- would bring §118.80. 

Farmers are taking advantage of the present high 

price of beef to dispose of their working cattle, quite 

a number of such being in market last week. A 

pair that would weigh 3.500 lbs. would be esti¬ 

mated at 2,310 lbs., and at 17c. would bring §392.70! 

These are high prices, and it is a matter of surprise 

that so few poor cattle are sent to market, the average 

quality last week being better than for several months 

past. Sheep bring from 7c.@8)*fc. $ lb. live weight. 

There is an immense number sent every week to New 

York, indicating what statistics show', that there are 

a great many sheep in the country. 

The supply of hogs was small. The receipts last 

week were 18,450 head, against 19,631 the same week 

last year, and 36,624 the same week in 1863. Good 

hogs bring 13c.@14c. $ lb. live weight. “ Scallawags” 

HXc. 
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Do Farmers Want a Market Paper? 

A Western New York correspondent of tlie Country 

Gentleman lias been writing some sensible articles “in 

regard to a remedy for the present very unsatisfactory 

manner in which wool and other farm products are dis¬ 

posed of,” and he contends that the “first and most 

urgent need is a good reliable market paper—one that 

will be to the United States what the Mark Lane 

Express is to England.” He thinks such a paper would 

save to farmers hundreds of thousands, if not millions 

of dollars. We believe he is right, but the truth is that 

too many farmers care more for a miscellaneous, story¬ 

telling paper, than yiey do for one strictly devoted to 

their interests. Or rather, perhaps, the farmers them¬ 

selves care little for an agricultural paper, but think it 

respectable to take one, and the less agricultural matter 

it contains the better it suits them. They will take one. 

of these miscellaneous family papers in preference to 

such a real agricultural journal as the Country Gentle¬ 

man, even though it quotes barley, week after week and 

month after month, twenty or thirty cents a bushel less 

than the market price, and mill feed SlO.OOaton higher 

than the farmers can buy it for. So far as the Genesee 

Farmer is concerned, we can simply say, that we have en¬ 

deavored to give a correct report of the markets and have 

also given our opinion in regard to future prices. Those 

of our readers who have files of the Farmer and will 

take the trouble to look back at these reports, will be 

able to judge how far these opinions have been well 

founded. All that we claim tor our market reports is, 

that they are disinterested, and that the opinion express¬ 

ed in regard to future prices is based on a thorough 

study of the subject. There is no other page of 

the Farmer that costs so much labor and thought as 

these market reports, and it is exceedingly gratifying 

to us to know that some of our readers at least appre¬ 

ciate these reports, and that they have been the means 

of saving them from much loss. 

Let us take a hasty glance at our record. In April, 

1861, before hostilities had actually commenced many 

papers predicted that prices would advance immediate¬ 

ly on the commencement of war. We advanced the opin¬ 

ion (see Genesee Farmer, April, 1861, page 127,) that the 

effect of the war would be to depress prices. Such 

proved to be the case. That fall and winter corn in the 

West was cheaper than coal, and was used for fuel! At 

that time, in an article entitled “ What will be the first 

effect of the War on Agriculture,” {Genesee Farmer, Sept. 

1861, page 267,) we showed that the expenditure of a mil¬ 

lion dollars a day, borrowed from the future and spent in 

the present, could not fail to advance prices. Every¬ 

thing was depressed at the time. In this city, 28c. per 

pound was the top price for wool. In Chicago corn 

sold as low as 18c. a bushel; oats 13@15c. In New 

York the very best beef cattle brought only 8c. per 

pound, dressed weight; good sheep 3c. per pound; 

pelts 20 cents each; heavy corn fed hogs 3%@4c. per 

pound, live weight. Business was stagnant and many 

men were seeking employment, and it was at this time 

that we assured farmers that we were on the eve of 
higher prices, and that we were “ sure it would be to 
their interest to set these men to work in making im¬ 

provements on the land.” We need not say how true 

this has proved. The farmers who made improvements 

at that time have reaped a rich reward. 

All during the war we showed, month after montn, 

that farmers should not sell except for high prices, and 

when the war was closed, and produce fell, .we gave 

some reasons why our wheat, at least, should bring 

“ high prices” (see Genesee Farmer, June, 1865, page 

192.) Then in July we contended that “prices in 

gold will be higher than they were last year,” and that 

“ the growing ease in the money market will keep up 

the price of gold.” (Genesee Farmer, July, 1865, page 

225.) See also an article on the wool market, in the 

same number. In the August number we advised 

farmers not to be in a hurry to sell their wheat. Buy¬ 

ers were then “talking” about a dollar a bushel! And 

in the market report of our family cotemporary for 

August 26, red wheat was quoted at $1.40@$1.50. Not 

a word of advice to its fafmer readers. On the 28th of 

August we saw amber wheat sold in this city for $2.03, 

and we then said, “ there may be a slight reaction, but 

if the facts given above are to be relied upon it, would 

seem impossible for wheat to fall permanent'v. It i3 

generally best, however,” we added, “ to sell when you 

can get a good price.” (See Genesee Farmer, for Sep¬ 

tember, page 288-9.) Sure enough, the reaction came, 

but was of short duration, and prices sifice then hare 

been if anythiug a little higher. 

We do not know who the correspondent of the Coun¬ 

try Gentleman is; but if this should meet his eye, we 

hope it will convince him that there is one agricultural 

paper in Western New York that endeavors to give 

correct market reports, and also lays before its readers 

such information as may “ enable them to decide when 

to hold on and when to sell.” We agree with him, 

however, that a first class reliable weekly paper devptbd 

to the commercial interests of agriculture is needed— 

or that the existing agricultural journals should pay 

more attention to the subject. 

--«-s<as» o- 

Emigration from Ireland. 

Tiie official report of the Registrar-General for Ire¬ 

land has recently been published. For the seven first 

months of this year, “ 62,262 persons left the country, 

stating it to be their intention not to return.” In 1864, 

the number for the same period was 84,586, showing in 

this year a decrease of 22,324. “ The total number of 

emigrants from the commencement of the enumera¬ 

tion at the Irish ports, in May 1851, to the 31st of July, 

1865, is 1,591,487.” 

Tobacco from Egypt.—Bayard Taylor informs the 

editor ot the Rural Advertiser, Philadelphia, that he 

raised the present season a few plants of the real Lata- 

kia Tobacco, probably the first ever grown in the United 

States. The seed was brought from Egypt, and he 

considers the plants he has grown fully equal to any he 

ever saw on Mount Lebanon, from whence the cele¬ 

brated Latakia tobacco comes. It is quite a distinct 

species, having a broad velvety leaf, and a pale yellow 

blossom. No seed for distribution until another year. 
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Inquiries and Answers. 

“ Flour of Bones”—(T. C.)—We have not used this 

manure, and do not know the price. We believe the 

hones are first steamed under high pressure, and are 

afterwards ground into “ flour.” Bones contain about 

45 per cent of phosphate of lime and animal matter 

capable of yielding five per cent of ammonia. Peruvian 

guano contains about 16 per cent of ammonia, and 25 

per cent of phosphate. The phosphate of the guano is as 

soluble as any mechanical process can possibly make 

bones. We think Peruvian guano at $100 per ton 

would be as cheap as bones (ground as fine as flour) at 

$40 per ton. 

Sheep Gnawing Apple Trees—(W. C.)—If the trees 

are young the sheep may trouble them, but they will 

not eat the bark of old trees. We have had sheep this 

year in an apple orchard that was set out eight years 

ago, and do not think they have gnawed a single one of 

the trees. Late in the fall or in winter they would be 

more likely to do harm. Young trees may be protected 

by smearing the stems as high up as the sheep can 

reach, with some unpleasant mixture, such as fresh 

manure from the cow stable, mixed with tobacco 

water. It can be applied with a still' broom. 

Garget in Cows.—In the October number of the 

Farmer, page 323, Mr. Slayton, of Michigan, inquired 

for a cure for garget in cows. The case lie mentions is 

of too long standing to be cured. Cases of short du¬ 

ration can be cured by the use of spoke root (called by 

some poke weed.) Give a piece the size of a chestnut 

every other day for a week, or give two or three table 

spoonfuls of salt petre. Either of them is an effectual 

remedy.—G. P., Fabport, JV. Y. 

Ta^e Worms in Horses.—I have a pair of horses 
which for the past year have been troubled with the 
white tape worm, which I could not get rid of. They 
were poor and very dull, with hair standing towards 
their heads, instead of the tail. I tried all remedies I 
knew, or could hear of, with no effect. A few weeks 
since I was told to give a tablespoonful of salt every 
da}’. I did so and have now a different team, lively and 
fattening finely with same fare as before.—G. P., Fair- 
port, N. Y. 

Horses should be regularly salted, whether troubled 

with worms or not. Good feed, good grooming, well 

ventilated stables, careful driving, regular watering and 

feeding at stated hours with free access to salt, will in 

nine cases out of ten, cure horses of hots, worms, &e. 

A few carrots would help materially. If the horse is 

really affected with tape worms (which is not often the 

case, unless he has been starved when a colt,) a quarter 

of a pint of spirits of turpentine mixed with a pint and 

a half of linseed oil, and given in the morning while 

the horse is fasting, will generally effect a cure. Give 

some warm bran mashes afterwards, and a pint of warm 

ale would do no harm. Most horses that are thought 

to be “ wormy,” are simply troubled with indiges¬ 

tion, and need nutritious food, with great regularity in 

feeding. We have repeatedly noticed that our horses 

are troubled *with “ worms,” or “bots,” the day after 

they have been to the city and have gone without their 

regular noon feed, standing, while heated perhaps, 

with their feet in the gutter by the sidewalk, while the 

driver is taking “ somthin’ to keep the cold out,” in a 

corner grocery, and who when he starts for home, 
makes up f or lost time by fast driving. The wonder is 

that horses are not more frequently troubled with 

“worms” than they are; or rather that indigestion, 

cholic and other attendant evils, do not carry off more 

horses than they do.—Editors. 

Potato Disease in Great Britain and Ireland.-— 

The Mark Lane Express of October 2, says : “ The more 

we hear of the potato crop, the less assurance have we 

of its keeping qualities. In some localities the whole 

growth has been lost.” It would seem from the general 

reports in the English papers that the crop is the largest 

that has been raised for many years, but that the dis¬ 

ease is unusually virulent and destructive. 

-- 

SPEC! AL NOT!CES. 
-*•-.-- 

Life Assurance. 

Amongst companies which we "would announce to 
our readers, is the Union Mutual, of Boston, Massa¬ 
chusetts, organized in 1848, with a cash capital of 
$50,000. Its assets are now $1,250,000, being a remark¬ 
able exhibit of prosperity, creditable alike to its man¬ 
agement and favorable to the insured, who, sharing in 
its profits, are now receiving back large dividends, 
paid when declared, thereby greatly lessening the cost 
of their policies. Having their large assets or capital 
well invested in good securities, it is fully if not more 
safe than any bank, and having a system special and 
peculiar to itself, by which forfeiture upon all its poli¬ 
cies is prevented, the company offers advantages over 
and above all others now doing business : in addition 
to all this, its reputation is perfect for honorable 
dealing as well as financial stability, for during its 
lengthy business career, involving as it has losses to 
the amount of $900,000, it has not been disgraced by 
having a single law suit, or by making delays in the 
payment of its claims. (See advertisement.) 

ADVERTISEMENTS^ * 
A few short advertisements of interest to farmer?.—and '.nly 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 
cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 
payable in advance. 

' THE GENESEE FARRIER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. * k 

Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

20 BUSHELS PEACH PITS wanted. Address, P. Bowen, 
East. Aurora, New York. , nov* 

(tb£~) pr1 A DAY ! Agents wanted to sell a new and wonder- 
ful SEWING MACHINE, the only cheap one licens¬ 

ed. Address SHAW & CL/VRK, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t 

QECRET ART OF CATCHING FISH—in any 
O water, as fast as you can pull them out. and no humbug. 
Sent for only ten cents, by Julius Rising, Southwick, Massachu¬ 
setts. Also Gardiner's patent “ Snap and Catching Fish Hooks;” 
takes every fish that bites. Price fifteen cents. Circulars free. 

nov-lt* 

QING SING GRAPE VINES.—My only business is 
O to grow Grape Vines and 1 sell only the vines 1 grow. I 
warrant true to name only the Grape Vines sold by J. F. Peliot, 
Sing Sing, New York. nov-4t 

U* ^ VA MONTsI—Male or Female Agents wanted, Ad- 
GpOO dress, with stamp, E. E. Lockwood, Detroit, Mich, nit* 
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THE NEW YORK OBSERVER, 

A "WEEKLY 

RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR 

Newspaper for the Family and the Fireside, will soon enter on its 

F O R T Y-F O U R T H YEAR 

of publication. True to 

Tlie Cihurcli, the Constitution, and the Union, 

It is calculated to edify and please both 

OLD AND YOTJ1VO. 

Babbittonian_ Penmanship, 
mHIS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 

being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 
union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—^ H. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“ It is chaste and beautiful.”—Neno York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

1S journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
ot $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is moi’c scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—P. ]f. Poggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“ Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—AT. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

All new subscribers paying us in advance for 1866 shall have 
their names immediately entered, and the Observer will be sent 
to them 

UNTIL JANUARY FIRST, GRATIS 1 

Subscribe soon, as the free papers will commence when the 
names are entered. 

fertPliJU ITIEDAIi 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
IS A EE BITT & IVI1LT, Principals of Miami Co7nmerciaZ 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec'64tf 

Sample copies sent to any address free. 

Terms, $3 50 a Year, In Advance. 

SIDNEY E. MORSE, Jr. & CO., 

nov-lt 37 Park Row, New York. 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE 

INSTJBJE IN THE BEST. 
rnHE UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE 

1 COMPANY. Boston, Mass.. Second to none. No forfeit¬ 
ure of policies. No litigation of claims. Henry Crocker, Presi¬ 
dent ; W. H. Hollister, Secretary. 
Assets. $1,250,100 
Losses paid to date. 900.000 
Dividends. 500.000 

This Company is one of the OLDEST, SAFEST and BEST Life 
Insurance Companies in the United States. The security of its 
investments and the economy of its general management have 
successfully commended it to the confidence of the public, and 
made 

THE HISTORY OF ITS PAST ITS PROMISE FOR THE FUTURE. 

AND 

SPECIAL TEEMS OF SALE, 
AND 

0EDER TOUR TREES DIRECT. 
Address c. W. SEELYE, 

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Foot Rot in Sheep 
CAN BE THOROUGHLY CURED BY USING 

WHITTEMORE’S 

It issues all the ordinary forms of policies, and has some plans 
of insuring, original with itself, to which public attention is 
invited. * 

It is purely mutual, all the profits are divided annually among 
the insured. 

Call before insuring elsewhere. 
Examination is invited. 

GEORGE N. REYNOLDS, General Agent. 
Office, 33 Arcade, Rochester. 

Post Office address—Box 525. 
Edwin Seelye and W. S. Campbell—Agents. novtf 

The Kittatinny. 
"WHAT IS SAID OF IT, AND WHO SAYS IT. 

I consider it the best Blackberry I have yet seen.—Charles 
Downing. 

I believe it to be the best Blackberry I know of.— Wm. S. 
Carpenter. 

It is superior, sweeter and better flavored than New Rochelle. 
Dr. I. P. Trimble. 

Berries are very large, sweet, and of most excellent flavor, and 
possesses the great merit of being ripe when they are black.— 
Am. Agriculturist. 

As large and productive as New Rochelle—much superior in 
flavor, and ripens a few days earlier.— IF. A. Fitch, Associate 
Editor Am. Agriculturist. 

For full particulars, prices, &c.. address, with stamp. 
It E. WILLIAMS, Montclair, N. J. 

inn photographs OF UNION GENE- 
RALS sent postpaid for 25 cents ; 100 Photographs of 

Handsome Ladies for 25 cents; 100 Photographs of Actors for 25 
cents; 50 Photographs of Rebel Officers for 25 cents. Address 
C. R. SEYMOUR, Holland, Erie Co., N. Y._Oct8t* 

nnnA made by any one with $15—Stencil 
fjp Zi, V./ Vy W Tools. No experience necessary. The Presi¬ 
dents, Cashiers, and Treasurers of three Banks indorse the circu¬ 
lar. Sent free with samples. Address the American Stencil 
Tool Works, Springfield, Vermont. oc8t 

CURE FOR FOOT ROT IN SHEEP. 
It has been tested in most sheep-growing districts and effected 

POSITIVE CURES 

where everything else failed. Certificates can be had on applica¬ 
tion to the proprietor. 

B3F” Ask for WIIITTEMORE’S CURE, for sale hv all druggists, 
and by Post & Bruff, Rochester; Wightman & Co., Bath, N. 

Y.; and by the sole manufacturer, F. W. Whittemore, Chatham 
Four Corners. N. N. au6t 

U THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE.”—A now svstem 
J- of Physiognomy. Eyes, Ears, Lips, Mouth, Head,' Hair, 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with “Signs of Character, and How to 

Read Them,” fgiven in THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED FOR 1866, devoted to Phrenolo¬ 
gy, Physiology, Physiology, Physiognomy, Psychology, 

Ethnology, and to the Intellectual, Social and Spiritual Nature 
of Man. Amply illustrated. New volume. Only $2.00 a year. 
Single numbers. 20 cents. Address FOWLER AND WELLS, 
3S9 Broadway, New York. oct4t 

PREMIUM 

WHITE CHESTER PIGS 

FOR SALE. 

THE HOG BREEDERS MANUEL, 
sent free of charge. Address 

with Circulars and Prices, 

se3t N. P. BOYER Sc CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa. 

TILE MACHINE. THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular 
containing description. A. La. TOURETTE, 

ap65tf Waterloo, N. Y, 

C2 Q A MONTH ! Agents wanted for six entirely new 
Tjp t J articles, just out. Address O. T. GAREY, City 
Building, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t 
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SUPERIOR SOUTHERN PEACH PITS. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES New Stock of 1865. 

In the beautiful “Connecticut River Valley.” 

BURNHAM’S 

? AMERICAN BUSINESS COLLEGE, 
) 

Springfield, Mass. 

By far the largest, most complete and thorough Institution of 

tho kind in New England, where Young Men are thoroughly 

trained and properly fitted for all Business Pursuits. GREAT 

IMPROVEMENT in the Method of Instruction, uniting School 

Room and Counting Room upon a plan that secures all the prac¬ 

tical advantages of each. 

Banking Houses, Merchants’ Emporium, and twenty 

distinct business offices in practical operation. The Student 

Buys, Sells, Barters, Ships, Consigns, Discounts, Insures and 

keeps his accounts, as in Actual Business. 

Prof. JTolin W. Fowler, ILL. D., for eighteen years 

President of the “New York State and National Law School,” 

Poughkeepsie, ha3 charge of Law and Lecture Departments, and 

will devote his entire time to the interest of this College. 

Normal Writing Department—In charge of the 

best business and Ornamental Penman and Teacher on the Con¬ 

tinent. Superior facilities for acquiring a thorough knowledge 

of the Science and Practice of Telegraphy. LIBERAL DE¬ 

DUCTIONS made to Soldiers who have received disabling and 

honorable wounds while in their country’s service. 

Necessary Qualifications.—No particular degree of 

advancement is required. Students can enter now or at any 

time, with an absolute certainty of success. 

Editorial Opinions.—“The success of this College is 
80 great as to warrant the belief that it will eventually become 
the largest, as it is already the best, institution of the kind in 
the country.—Springfield Republican, J une 21, 1865. 

“ It has the endorsement of the best business men in Western 
Massachusetts.”—Northampton Free Press. 

“ Competent judges speak in warm commendation of this in¬ 
stitution, of its excellent management and practical utility”— 
The Congregationalist. 

“ From reliable information we believe that it is all it pro¬ 
fesses.”—Christian Advocate and Journal. 

“It is one of the most complete and thorough institutions of 
the kind in the country.”—Methodist. 

“In every particular it is a first-class Business College—equal 
in its course of study, corps of instructors, and general facilities, 
to any similar institution in the United States.”—Springfield 
Daily Union. 

“The references to it from New England leave a very favora¬ 
ble impression of the advantages the institution affords. Its lo¬ 
cation is central, and the course of study is thorough and practi¬ 
cal.”—New York Eoening Post. 

Send us Names.—To persons who will send us; plainly 

written, the P. O. address of forty young men likely to be inter¬ 

ested in obtaining a business education, we will forward our 

COLLEGE REVIEW and “ How to Do Business,” a manual of 

practical [affairs and guide to success in life. Send only one 

name [from a family, and not over a dozen from one village or 

small village. 

Write for Particulars.—Circulars, Papers, &c., giving 

full particulars relating to the course of Study, expense of Board 

and Tuition, may be had gratis. 

For specimens of Penmanship, Bank Bills, Notes, Drafts, 

Checks, &c., send 25 cents. Address 

LOUIS W. BURNHAM, 

oct-2t President, Springfield, Mass. 

FROM THE BEST VIRGINIA NATURAL TREES. 

Warranted, of Prime Quality. 

For Sale by 

SCIIAXCK & ROM AIN, 
141 W6st Street, New York. 

Price single barrel, delivered at depots, $4.50. Five barrels 
and upwards, $4 per barrel. 

THE QUALITY IS UNSURPASSED. oct-tf 

Standard Pears, 
2 to 4 years, very strong and fine. Good assortment of varieties. 

Dwarf Pears—2 to 3 years, very stocky and strong. 

Apples—Standard and Dwarf—thrifty. 

Cherries—1 and 2 years. 

Plums—2 and 3 years. 

Peaches—1 year. 

Small Fruits—AGRICULTURIST and other Strawberries. 

EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, 
ROSES, &c. 

We have paid special attention to the cultivation of the New 
Hardy Grapes, and offer strong, well-grown plants of Iona, 

Adirondao and Israella by the hundred or thousand at low 
rates. 

DELAWARE, 
CONCORD, 
DIANA, 
REBECCA, 

AL80, 
1 ALLEN’S HYBRID, 

H. PROLIFIC, 
I ROGERS’ HYBRID, 

CREVELING, 

and nearly all the valuable kinds. Also, a splendid lot of Dela¬ 

ware and Diana Lawers, many of them with 6 feet bearing 
wood. 

Address with stamp for Price List, 
BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER, 

sep3t Washington Street Nursery, Geneva, N. Y. 

The Philadelphia Raspberry. 

WILSON’S EARLY BLACKBERRY. 

Best Selected Strawberries. 

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES—VINES—ASPARA¬ 

GUS AND RHUBARB PLANTS. 

Send for Catalogues, Gratis. 

au4t WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J. 

SUPERIOR DRAIN TILE MADE of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood- 
bridge, N. J., burned with intense heat over the Fire 

Brick, in Fire Brick Kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the 
clay MUST be removed from over valuable beds of the best 
White Ware and Fire Brick Clay. Also double glazed Stone 
Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tight pipe to conduct 
pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Linings and Fire 
Brick, <fcc., die., of best quality. Shipped by railroad or water 
direct from factory, on Ship Channel of Raritan River, 2T miles 
from New York city. 

se3t CROSSMAN BROS. & CO., Woodbridge, N. J. 

GRAPE VINES. 

ALL THE BEST S O 11 T S 

by the dozen, hundred or thousand. Cheap as the cheapest, and 
good as the best. 

Also, a full assortment of 

GOODRICH’S SEEDLING- POTATOES. 

Circulars free. Address 
se3t D. S. HEFFRON, Utica, N. Y. 
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This Machine has been improved the past season so that it will now cut and drop the potatoes 

with almost perfect regularity. It will drop one, two or three pieces at a time according as the guages are 

set—one or two feet apart, as desired. It will make the furrow, cut, drop and cover an acre of potatoes in 

two hours. 

MANUFACTURED BY 3. E. TRUE, 

State and County Rights for Sale. Agents wanted. 
CJAULMI), MAINE. 

nov-tf 

FARMERS’ HOUSE POWERS, 

c., c., o• 

fcW” For Illustrated Descriptive Circulars, containing Prices, 
&c., address J. W. MOUNT, Medina Iron Works, Medina, Or¬ 
leans county, N. Y. nov-2t 

American roofing company.—greens 
PATENT.—This company is now prepared to furnish one 

of the best articles of Proofing ever introduced, consisting of a 
stout material made water-proof by a compound of 

INDIA RUBBER, 

hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT prepared expressly. 

The whole fabric has been 

TII 0 R 0 U G IIL Y TESTED, 

is entirely WATER-PROOF, and unaffected by changes of 

weather. 

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth. 

It is designed for covering 

RAILWAY CARS, 

STEAMBOATS, 

DWELLINGS, 

BARNS, and SHEDS- 

It can be laid down by any sensible working man. It is 

cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability. 

It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the of¬ 

fice of the Company. HENRY SMITH, Agent, 

nov No. 94 Wrall street, New York. 

'A RAY—A erents wanted to sell a new and wonderfu 
f.q) .Li " J Sewing Machine—the best machine out. Address witl 
stamp, D. B. Herrington & Co., Detroit, Michigan. nov-lt* 
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Tlie November and December Numbers Free. 

To all new subscribers for 1866, whose names are sent 

in the present month, we will send the November and 

December numbers of this year, free. This applies to 

clubs as well as to single subscribers. 
--® »- 

Lost Numbers of the Farmer.—We can supply any 

numbers of the FartTwr to those who have lost or failed < 

to receive them. This we do without charge, as we are 

anxious that our readers should preserve the entire vol¬ 
ume. 
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TRANSFER OF THE GENESEE 

FARMER. 

We have to announce, with mingled feelings of pain 

and pleasure, that this is the last number of The 

Genesee Farmer that will be issued in Rochester. It 

will hereafter be united with The American Agriculturist, 

published by Messrs. Orange Judd & Co., 41 Park Row, 

New York City. 

The Agriculturist, which is well known to many of our 

readers, is a very large and beautiful, as well as a very 

valuable, practical journal, devoted to the Farm, Gar¬ 

den and Household, and is just entering upon its 

Twenty-Fifth Annual Volume. Having now more than 

a Hundred Thousand subscribers, it lias the means and 

facilities for furnishing a very great amount of good 

reading, beautifully illustrated with interesting and 

instructive engravings, and at a very low price. (The 

subscription terms are $1.50 a year; four copies for 

$5.00; ten copies, $12.00, and twenty or more copies at 

$1.00 each.) It has a large force of intelligent, practi¬ 

cal men as editors. The senior editor, Mr. Judd, was 

brought up a farmer in Western New York, and is in 

every respect well qualified. The Agriculturist will 

therefore, we are sure, be more interesting and useful 

to the farmers and fruit growers of the Genesee coun¬ 

try than The Genesee Farmer could possibly be. It 

will be all that The Genesee Farmer has been, with 

other valuable features in addition. 

Those who have subscribed in advance for The Gene¬ 

see Farmer for 1865, will be furnished with The Agri¬ 

culturist for 1866, without extra charge, or, if they 

prefer, the money will be refunded. We trust, how¬ 

ever, that all will feel it a pleasure to continue with 

The Genesee Farmer in its new form and name. 

We can promise them a paper in every respect superior 

to the old one, of twice its size, and but a little higher 

in cost. 

We have been induced to make the change for seve- 

eral prominent reasons—First: The uniting of the 

editorial force of two papers, with only one publishing 

department, will be for the manifest benefit of all cor- 

ceracd, as all the readers of both journals will have 

the advantages of the two at only the cost of one. 

Second: We find that publishing a paper as well as edit¬ 

ing it, and managing a farm at the same time, is a little 

more work than one man can well attend to. Either the 

farm or the business of the paper must be neglected. 

Third: The Editors and Proprietors of The American 

Agriculturist thought that the “ Walks and Talks on 

the Farm,” and other matters in TnE Genesee Far¬ 

mer, wyere worthy of a more extensive perusal than 

they had in a journal having only ten to fifteen thou¬ 

sand subscribers, and they asked us to unite The 

Farmer with The Agriculturist, where it would have 

more than a Hundred Thousand subscribers, and pro¬ 

bably not less than half a million of readers. Is it any 

wonder that we yielded to so flattering an appeal ? 

• It is indeed with feelings of sincere regret that we 

discontinue the name of the old Genesee Farmer, 

but we anticipate with pleasure visiting our friends 

from month to month for many years to come, in a 

garb so* attractive that young and old will welcome 

these visits as never before. 

As this arrangement relieves us of all faisiness cares 

in regard to the paper, we hope to be able to work 

more as well as to “Walk and Talk” better on the 

Farm. Let all our old subscribers take The American 

Agriculturist, and we are sure the change will give them 

entire satisfaction. Though that paper is sent only to 

those who subscribe for it, and is stopped when the 

subscription expires, we have requested Mr. Judd to 

send a sample copy to all our present subscribers to 

look at, full}7 assured that nothing more will be neces¬ 

sary to ensure their taking it, and thus continue the 

pleasant intercourse we have so long enjoyed with 

them. With the expectation of meeting all our friends 

again next month, in the new dress, we will not stop 

to write any valedictory, or say any farewells. 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM,—NO. 24. 

I SAW a farmer in the city to-day (October 22,) 

with a load of good Mediterranean wheat. He took 

in a load a few days before and sold it at $2.10 per 

bushel. To-day all that he had been offered when I 

saw him was $1.95, and he was hesitating whether 

to let it go or take it home again over fifteen miles. 

It was a cold, drizzly day, and both he and his horses 

looked gloomy enough. I have sent things to the 

city to sell and been caught in the same way, and 

have made up my mind, as. far as possible, never 

again to send anything not previously contracted. 

Wheat will doubtless be up again next week, but 

to-day the reports from “ below” were unfavorable, 

and buyers were very shy. 

I have not yet drawn out the manure that I piled 

last spring. I have been waiting for that “ leisure 

season” which seems so long in coming. I intended 

to put it on grass land to be plowed up next spring 

for corn. For this purpose it should have been 

drawn out and spread in September. By this time 

it would have given the grass a good start, and next 

spring there would have been quite a' crop to turn 

under. This would serve to keep the soil light and 

warm, which on heavy land is exceedingly desirable 

for the corn crop. Whether on such land the man¬ 

ure itself has as much effect as if applied in the hill, 

is somewhat doubtful. 

I shall manure an acre or two of this sod land 

next week ; and the rest of the manure I propose to 

draw on to the young clover. My own opinion is, 

that as a general rule, this is the best way to apply 

manure on a wheat farm ; especially on one that is 

“ run down.” When you can grow clover, you can 

growr almost any other crop, and it is certain that a 

top dressing of manure in the fall will greatly bene¬ 

fit the clover. It will force it forward early,, and if 

needed it can be cut the latter part of May or first 

of June, as a green food for horses. I would have 

given a good price for an acre or two of such clover 

last spring. 

I have sold The Genese Farmer ! You are astonish¬ 

ed, and no wonder. I am astonished myself.' Ten 

days ago I had no idea of making any change. The 

prospects of The Genesee Farmer never were 

brighter, and I disposed of it simply to get rid of the 

care and labor of publishing it. I have always thought 

that we had too many agricultural papers in this coun¬ 

try and too few really competent editors. If I am not 

mistaken in the signs of the times we shall see great 

Changes in American agriculture during the next five 

or ten years. We shall have higher prices for our pro¬ 

duce, and intelligent farming will be more profitable 

than it has hitherto been. Our agricultural colleges 

will turn out a more intellectual class of farmers. The 

cities will give us “ new blood,” more capital and en- i 

terprise, with better business habits. We shall have 

more system, more science, more machinery, and less 

back-breaking, brain-benumbing drudgery. 

It is difficult to see how we could have had good 

agriculture with cheap land, cheap produce aud high 

labor. Now our land is no longer cheap. In this sec¬ 

tion it is, all things considered, dearer than it is in 

England. That is to say, a farm can be rented in Eng¬ 

land for less money than the interest on the money it 

requires to buy such a farm in Western New York. 

This is contrary to the general opinion, but it is never¬ 

theless a fact. I know of many English farms, with 

good houses, complete buildings, fences in perfect 

repair, excellent roads, in close proximity to market, 

with land in good heart, clean, aud thoroughly under¬ 

drained, that are rented for $7.00 per acre. Such 

farms could not be bought here for $150 per acre. 

Money is vrorth 7 per cent, and in addition the taxes in 

this county are 3 per cent. So that such a farm would 

cost us an annual rent of $15.00 an acre. “ Cheap 

land” is therefore, no longer a reason for poor farming 

Then as to prices, they are now higher here than thev 

are in any other country. True, labor is high, but 

that is a reason for making it as efficient as possible. 

We can no longer afford to grow poor crops or feed ill- 

bred cattle, sheep and pigs. We must farm better, and 
we shall. 

“ What has all this to do with selling The Genesee 

Farmer ?” Simply this: We are going to have a bet¬ 

ter class of farmers, and they will want a better class 

of agricultural papers. Now, it is impossible for any 

one man to make a paper adapted to the wants of intel¬ 

ligent farmers. He would need a thorough knowledge 

of practical agriculture and horticulture. He should 

be a good mechanic, a good chemist, botanist and 

veterinarian. He should in short, be a Stephens, a 

Lindley, a Downing, a Liebig, a Gray, a Simmons com¬ 

bined. Now, seeing there is no such man, the next 

best thing is to get half a dozen of the best men we 

have on one paper, instead of letting them divide their 

energies on half a dozen different journals. Centrali¬ 

zation is the tendency of the age. The Genesee Far 

mer and The American Agriculturist combined must be 

better than The Genesee Farmer alone. It will be 

all that it has hitherto been, and its readers will have 

the writings aud experience of such men as Judd, 

Thurber, Weld and Todd in addition 

When in New York I went to the Bull’s Head Cattle 

Market. I had traveled all night, and had had no 

breakfast, and was in a condition to sympathize with 

the poor beasts standing there in open pens, gaunt and 

woe-begone. They had evidently endured much tribu¬ 

lation since they left the quiet and well stocked barn¬ 

yards and pastures of their farmer owners. 

It seems that there are a class of dealers who buy 

cattle and slaughter them, selling the carcass to the 

butchers. One advantage of this system is that 

butchers having customers who will buy none but the 

best pieces, can take the hind quarters, while the fore¬ 

quarters are sold to butchers whose customers prefer 

cheapness to quality. There is a growing demand for 
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prime beef, and the butchers find it difficult to get 

enough of the “ best pieces.” This is a point which 

farmers are too apt to overlook. There a^e those who 

think that if cattle are of the same age and weight, and 

are equally fat, one is as good as another, but it is a 

great mistake. There are pieces of beef from the same 

animal that sell for nearly three times as much as other 

pieces ; and the object of breeders has been to develop 
those parts of the animal which afford the best pieces. 

In this they have succeeded in a degree which is truly 

wonderful; and the value of Shorthorn, Hereford, 

Devon and other improved breeds of cattle, is not 

merely that they will mature earlier and fat more readily, 

but that the carcass is more valuable from the greater 

weight of the best pieces of beef. 

The same is equally true of sheep. Horns have been 

bred off, the legs shortened, and the offal reduced to 

the minimum point, while the carcass has been mere 

fat and flesh is not all that is required. 

I saw a farmer to-day who says he expects to sell 

twelve hundred dollars worth of pork. Lucky are 

those farmers who have a good supply of pigs. The 

majority of us are short. High as are taxes, two or 

three good pigs will pay them on a large farm. In fact 

taxes, in pork, are not as high as before the war. 

The wheat crop never looked better in this section 

than at the present time. The weather has been quite 

favorable, and there was a good breadth sown. I hope 

still to see the day when the “ Genesee country” will 

occupy its old position as a wheat-growing section. 

There is no reason why we cannot raise just as good 

wheat as we ever did. 

Last month, in reference to my horse that had an 

attack of spasmodic colic, I remarked that it was 

not easy for an inexperienced person to tell the differ¬ 

ence between an attack of ordinary spasmodic colic 

and inflammation of the bowels. John Johnston writes 

me on the subject, and says: 

“ I will tell you how you can know inflammation of 

the bowels from colic in the horse. In the former the 

pulse is hard and wiry; in the latter, it is full, large 

and elastic. The best place to feel the pulse is inside 

the jaw bone, a little below the broadest part. By 

passing the finger up the inside of the jaw any novice 

can feel the pulse. I studied diseases of the horse with 

much care and from the best authors I could get. I 

I have always found spirits of turpentine—about one 

gill for a dose—diluted with a pint of warm water, an 

instantaneous cure for colic. Nothing but bleeding to 

the fullest extent, even to fainting, will relieve inflam¬ 

mation in the bowels, and perhaps not that. Injections 

are good, but very free bleeding first.” 

I know that Youatt and other good authorities of the 

old school recommend bleeding for inflammation of 

the bowels, and there are cases, perhaps, where it is 

necessary. But as a general rule the horse will need 

all the vitality he has, and it is manifestly unwise to 

reduce him by bleeding. External blisters and doses 

of laudanum is the best treatment, and certainly the 

safest. Give no purgative; keep the horse perfectly 

quiet; bandage his legs ; blanket him; give him a little 

warm oatmeal gruel; and give laudanum enough to 

ease all pain. Do not be afraid of it. Give two table- 

spoonsful, and if that does not quiet the pain in a quar¬ 

ter of an hour, give four tablespoonsful, and keep 

giving doses of two tablespoousful often enough to 
keep the horse quiet. 

Mr. Johnston says he is fattening this winter 305 

good wether sheep. I am inclined to think more sheep 

will be fatted this winter than ever before; that conse¬ 
quently prices will not be as high next spring as they 

were last spring. But in this I may be mistaken. The 

Deacon, who has lately been traveling considerably, 

says there is less stock of all kinds in the country than 

he ever knew before, and he thinks cows, beef cattle 

and sheep will be higher in the spring than ever before 

known. I have no doubt he is right; provided things 

go on as they are. But if Congress should pass laws 

for reducing the currency and a panic should ensue, 

prices might drop as far below their nominal value as 

they are now above it. Agricultural products would 

fall less doubtless than other articles, but would be 

more or less affected by the stagnation in trade that 

would be sure to ensue. It cannot be that the present 

state of things can last always. There must be a change, 

and it will be the part ot wisdom to prepare for it. 

The wool market is quite dull at this time, and it is 

not probable that wool will be any higher. Sheep this 

week are lower at Albany, owing to the abundance of 

the supply. In the country, however, it is not easy to 

pick up good sheep, except at prices very much higher 

than they could have been bought for last September. 

There is an unusual abundance of fodder in this section 

and fanners can winter twice the stock they could have 
kept last year. 

Apples are very dull. I was talking with a dealer in 

New York, and he said the high prices checked the con¬ 

sumption to such an extent that he could sell five bar¬ 

rels last year to one this. I was offered good apples for 

five dollars a barrel, including the barrel. These same 

apples came from Western New York, where thousands 

of barrels have been sold for five dollars, without the 

barrels. Somebody must have lost by the transaction, 

as the barrels cost forty cents each and the freight sixty 

cents more. 

The apple crop of this section has turned out far 
better than was expected. Cider brings from five to 

six dollars a barrel, and never before was as much made 

in this section. 

I cannot see why there should be such a prejudice 

against buckwheat. There is much land on 

which it is the most profitable crop that can be grown. 

On low land, which is too wet in the spring to plant 

corn, it is certainly better to sow buckwheat than allow 

it to be occupied with weeds and coarse grass. Where 

you can get twenty bushels per acre, and sell the buck¬ 

wheat for ninety cents or one dollar a bushel, there arc 

few grain crops that afford more net profit. The straw 

makes pretty fair bedding for horses and cattle and 

helps to swell the manure heap. 
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CUTTING FEED FOR STOCK. 

That it pays to chaff fodder and grind grain for 
horses and cattle cannot be doubted. It is unneces¬ 

sary to advance any arguments in favor of the prac¬ 

tice. It saves fodder, and where the buildings are 

properly arranged it saves time in feeding. Those 

who have more straw than they need, can sell it for 

a good price to the paper mills. They need not adopt 

a wasteful system of feeding in order to get rid of it. 

When it can be done with horse power, we are 

satisfied, that, aside from the saving of fodder, it will 

pay to cut corn stalks simply on account of the in 

creased value of the chaff for litter and manure. 

They absorb much more liquid, forming a nice, dry 

bed for the cattle and sheep, ,,and will rot much 

sooner, and the manure can be handled and spread 

with far more ease. 

There are a variety of machines made for the pur¬ 

pose, but after using several, we have come to the 

conclusion that the “ Empire Feed Cutter,” invented 

and patented by Alexander Gordon, of this city, has 

no superior as a cutter, while it is far less liable to 

get out of repair than any other we have used. And 

this is a point which those who have had experience in using machinery will appreciate. W e annex a couple 

of illustrations of these machines—one of the hand cutter and the other of the large 6ize, driven with horse 

power. The following description of the machine is given by the manufacturers, Messrs. Pitts & Brayley, of 

the “ Rochester Agricultural Works ” Rochester, N. Y 

“ These machines are constructed with four knives 

having an upward cylindrical cut against a throat 

piece. It is built in the most compact and durable 

manner, all the shafts being of wrought iron, niee’y 

fitted, and those most liable to wear in boxes that can 

be replaced at a trifling expense. The manner in 

which the knives are attached to the heads is another 

great advantage, there being besides the holt that holds 

them on os a set screw, at the hack of each end, which 

when the knives wear away, can be screwed np, there¬ 

by having at all times a firm support against the back of 

the knife, which is very necessary. The throat pieece 

is also made adjustable, so that it can be moved to¬ 

ward the knives as they wear away. The adjustabili¬ 

ty of the knives being so simple that an}' farmer can 

keep them in perfect order. It is also arranged to 

cut different lengths by the simple changing of the 

feed gear. Its strength, durability, compactness, 

self-feeding, adjustable throat and knives, simplicity, 

cutting all kinds of feed equally well, different lengths 

of cut, operated by hand or power, all combined, 

give the “ Empire Feed Cutter” the decided preference over all other machines. There are five sizes made, 

No. 1, price $25.00 for hand use only. Nos. 2 and 3, price $30,00 and $35.00, for hand or power, and Nos. 4 and 
5, price $80.00 and $90.00, for power exclusively.” 

Further information can be obtained by addressing the manufacturers, Messrs. Pitts & Brayley, Rochester 
Agricultural Works, 100 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y. 

The Sandusky Register says that on Wednesday last 
seventy tons of grapes were shipped from that place, 
thirty tons of which came to Detroit. 

We shall not wish our old friends “goodbye,” as we 
hope to meet them all again next month. We can 
promise them a better paper than we have ever been 
able to furnish. 

Prune Grapes Now.—There will be no better time 

than the present for priming the grape vines. It de¬ 

ferred into the winter, pruning is an uncomfortable job 

and likely to be neglected until too late in the spriug, 

when the vines will suffer ?by neglect and receive dam 

age in the handling. Do it now. 
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LIQUID WEALTH LOST. 

BY COSMO. 

Fellow farmers—will you hear a few words of 

facts from a delver in tlie dirt like yourselves, with¬ 

out showing grit ? The presumption is strong that 

you wTill ; for although notoriously the most wasteful, 

slovenly set of fellows about our own affairs, we are 

just as notoriously easy tempered, and good natured. 

Not half so fractious and fiery as lawyers, doctors, 

merchants and mechanics generally. 

What I want to say to you pretty plainly, is to 

tell you what—what—what shall I call you ? Ah, 

yes! that’s a bearable phrase—something softer 

than—fools, but amounting to about the same thing. 

What foolish fellows you are, to let run to waste 

every year so much liquid wealth as counted in 

money value would purchase a ton of the best guano 

ever imported. And, if you hold the life of your land 

worth anything, of more practical service to you 

than the whole Chincha load of guano dumped on 

your farm would be. 

In the first place, there is the barn yard. You like 

dry, comfortable barn yards, I see, and have so con¬ 

trived yours that it is very comfortable and costly 

too, as you will agree, if you will only step this way 

a minute. Just look along down this drain here, 

leading out of the southeast corner of your barn 

yard, and down into the swamp there. 

“ Why that drain carries off* all the water from 

the yard, sir, leaving it dry and comfortable.” 

“ Yes, but don’t you see, my dear sir, it is carrying 

off also about all that is worth carrying away out 

of your barn yard, in the shape of liquid manure. 

Now, is there anything like economy in paying the 

prices you have done this, and will have to do next 

year, for mercantile manures, and then permit such 

a waste of good, home-made material as this ? I, for 

one, don’t believe it.” 

“ But what am I to do ? I cannot permit my cat¬ 

tle to stand in the mire, and you see the yard is 

naturally pretty wet.” 

“ Yes, I see; and my advice is to make it a good 

deal wetter just as soon as you can conveniently. 

Don’t stare that way—I am in earnest. Dam up 

this drain ; plow and scrape out the center of the 

barn yard, until you have got hard bottom, and 

made a dish of it. Let the drainage from all sides 

flow into that basin ; the stock wrill not run in 

there. They know too much for that, and there 

will be plenty of dry footing for them around the 

outside of the central pond. 

“ Lay hold of every leisure hour; there will be a 

good many such during the late fall, winter and 

early spring; haul in from headlands, uncultivated 

corners—anywhere that you can gather it up—the 

best loam to be had, by cart loads ; dump it in the 

pond of liquid manure ; continue the practice till 

spring opens, keeping sluices open each wray into the 

center of the basin to maintain the drainage. The 

loam wfill absorb the liquid in the spring, scrape in, 

and shovel over, so as to compost with the loam all 

the surrounding manure, and you will have a ferti¬ 

lizing agent better than Peruvian guano—better 

than two thirds of the trash sold as mercantile 

manures, and a great deal of it, at a cheap rate.” 

Next let us turn our attention to the pens of stock, 

and hogs fattening for pork. That is a slovenly, 

wasteful practice—unfloored pens, or so floored that 

all the liquid runs down through the joints, or out,, 

all around the pen, wherever it can find a vent. The 

better w'ay, by far, is to have the floor tight, with 

pitch enough to let the liquid run readily in one 

direction, and at the outlet have a watertight box 

to receive it. Clean out the pen every day as regu 

larly as you do your horse or cow stables. The pigs 

will thank you, and pay well for it too. 

Have conveniently at hand, always under cover, 

a compost heap of loam, now and then a load of 

swamp muck, lime, wood ashes, stale brine from 

beef and pork barrels, whatever of refuse salt you 

may have, with every dead calf, lamb, chicken, cat, 

rat, and worthless cur that may chance to die about 

your premises, buried in the pile. Convey to the 

compost heap at intervals of a few days, the liquid 

manure from the hog pen ; have a funnel shaped 

hole in the head of the heap, and into it pour the 

liquid. Percolating downwards and laterally, it Avill 

soon become absorbed by, and form a part of the 

composite pile, which having been well shoveled 

over, and thoroughly amalgamated, makes a power¬ 

ful concentrated manure—the very best you can 

have for cabbages, all sorts of vines, and vegetables 

of every description, that you wish to hurry fonvard 

early, and come in of the best quality. 

And then there is the kitchen waste of liquid 

wealth thrown away ! Monstrous wTaste—tubs of 

soap suds every washing day, pots and kettles off 

w'ater in which meat, potatoes, cabbages and turnips: 

have been boiled, and several times a day great.pans 

of dishwrater are “ sloshed” out into the backyard, 

making filthy pools for young ducks to > “ squddlie” 

in—a foul stench in v’arm weather, and a hot bed 

breeding hole for flies, and am objectionable kitchen 

swfamp altogether. It is a wicked "waste of liquid 

wealth. 

Just such practices used to prevail at onr house. 

But we have some time since learned better. A 

cheap, simply constructed spout carries every mite 

of such liquids to a receiving reservoir placed so far 

from the kitchen porch that wre have no objection¬ 

able smell from it. Into this conveyer go all the 

slops, soap suds and dish Avater from the kitchen. 
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and during the winter they go from the tank to the 

compost heap, and are disposed of in the same man¬ 

ner as the hog pen liquids. 

During the warm weather of summer we apply 

the material to our thirsty garden vegetables, 

towards night, and let me assure you, we find it 

profitable. Four, I think, of our neighbors who 

still continue the slovenly,, wasteful practice of 

“ sloshing” all their liquid kitchen wealth out on the 

ground, often stop to admire our growing vegetables ; 

and frequently they make the inquiry, “ How do you 

manage to have all your garden things so green, 

nice and healthy, when ours are all parched, wilted 

and shrivelled up with the drouth?” We always 

answer: “ Slops, kitchen slops!” But they don’t 

.seem to take the hint. 

THE LARGEST BARN IN NEW YORK. 

In his interesting “ Notes from the Dairy Regions,” 

Mr. Willard, of the Utica Herald, gives the follow¬ 

ing description of a barn recently erected on the farm 

of Lyman R. Lyon, at Lyons’ Falls, in Lewis county, 

His farm consists of 800 acres of cleared lands, and 

he keeps a dairy of ninety cows: 

“ The barn is 221 feet long by 48 feet broad. It 

sets upon a wall 20 feet high, which contains a thou¬ 

sand yards of masonry. The drive way is 30 feet above 

the bottom, and twenty-one wagons can be .unloaded 

.at once from the barn floor. The mows on either 

side of the drive floor have capacity for holding G50 

tons of hay before you get above the level of the 

barn floor, and it is proposed to have machinery 

.driven by water power for catching up the whole 

load and dumping it into the bays at once. The 

stables in the basement will hold two hundred head 

of cattle, and near by is an immense muck bed 

xwhere any amount of this material may be readily 

had for mingling with the manures or using in 

the stables to absorb the liquid manures. There are 

thirteen ventilators running from the stables to the 

top of the building, the higlit of which to the peak 

is eighty feet. In the basement it is proposed to 

have a root cellar and machinery for doing all the 

work of threshing, cutting roots and feed, carried 

by water power which is conveniently near. This 

barn cost in the neighborhood of $12,000, and when 

completed, as to machinery, &c., will probably be 

the most interesting barn structure in the State.” 
---- ■ .. ♦ + • -- 

Sheep are not doing well in Illinois, many of the 

farmers having lost one fourth of their flocks since 

shearing, from the scours. This is probably owing 

to the wet season aflecting the feed. 

A hog was exhibited at a fair in Fountain county, 

Indiana, recently, that weighed 1,118 pounds. The 
fact is well authenticated. 

THE GREAT WEST. 

“ The Evening Post, in the course of a generally 

excellent article on emigration to the South, says: 

4 Fortunately for the Southern States, as Mr. DeBow 
remarks, and as we have frequently shown, the period 
has arrived in the settlement of our country when 
emigration is compelled by natural obstacles to turn 
back from further advance westward. Our western 
settlements have reached the verge of the great interior 
desert; they already trench upon sterile soil; they now 
occupy lands so distant from a market, that the farmer’s 
products become next to valueless, through the 
expensiveness of transportation.’ 

“We assure the Post that this statement is essen¬ 

tially mistaken and unjust. 

“ True, there is less fertile land unoccupied in the 

West to-day than there was sixty years ago; yet 

there are still immense bodies of it—hundreds of 

millions of acres, as inviting as any whereon the sun 

ever shone. The Federal government has still many 

millions of acres that it concedes to settlers on the 

payment of ten cents per acre ($10.00 per quarter 

section,) to pay the cost of survey and sale only. 

Then the States have large areas granted by Con¬ 

gress in aid of agricultural and mechanical colleges, 

which can be bought in fee simple for $1.00 per 

acre. Then there have been millions of acres more 

granted in aid of railroads and other internal 

improvements, which are held higher; but which 

are really cheaper than those lower priced. Even 

those of the Illinois Central, being immensely 

enhanced in value by the construction of that noble 

work, are really cheaper than Ohio lands would have 

been fifty years ago, if actually given away. And 

then there are thousands on thousands of individual 

holders, who, pressed by debt and taxation, would 

gladly 4 unload’ on almost any terms. All these are 

many miles this side of the sterile desert or ‘ plains;’ 

while there is some very good land along the eastern 

base of the Rocky Mountains, beyond ‘ the plains.’ 

“ Nor is it true that the new lands now for sale 

are ‘ so distant from a market.’ The Genesee Valley 

in our State was in good part paid for with wheat 

grown thereon at an average of not more than fifty 

cents per bushel. That valley was practically far¬ 

ther from New England—much farther from mar¬ 

kets—fifty or sixty years ago than Minnesota or 

Kansas now are, and reached with greater difficulty. 

The farmers of Minnesota are now selling their 

wheat quick at 75 cents to $1.10, cash, and they have 

piles of it. And the far west finds great markets 

for its produce rapidly expanding in the mines of 

Colorado, Montana and Idaho. Give us the Pacific 

Railroad to Denver, and they will send ten dollars’ 

worth where they now do one, and receive their pay 

in gold. We heartily approve all efforts to fill the 

South with new industrial life; but the West is stiU 

inviting, and proffers happy homes to many millions 

more of honest workers. The West never presented 
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greater attractions to immigrants than she does 

to-day.”—New York Tribune. 

Remarks.—The farmers of the West, like those 

of the Genesee Valley, may be able to pay for their 

land with wheat at 50 cents per bushel. The land 

has been heavily manured by nature, and as long as 

this natural manure lasts wheat can be raised at a 

’ cheap rate. We do no£ object to farmers using up 

this natural manure in paying for their farms. But 

it may be well to inquire what the land is worth 

after it is paid for? What would our farms in 

"Western New York be worth with wheat at 50 cents 

a bushel, and other produce in proportion ? Would 

any sane man take the best farm in Monroe county 

as a gift, and agree to pay the taxes. 

• Is there any probability that during the next 

twenty-five or thirty years prices will advance in 

the West, as they have during the past thirty years 

in the Genesee Valley? If so, the West is the 

place for young farmers ; but if prices do not advance 

the Western farmer ; after his “ natural manure ” 

has been removed from the soil, will find little 

profit in farming. 

Let us take a farm in Minnesota and another in 

Western New York. Reduce them both to the 

same condition, and assume that they will both pro 

duce 20 bushels of wheat per acre, and other crops 

in proportion. The wheat raised on the Minnesota 

farm will sell quick at 75 cents to $1.10 per bushel 

cash; that raised on the Western New Icorkfarm 

f sells equally quick for $2.00 to $2.50. Taking the 

highest figures in both cases, the account would 

stand thus :— 
Minnesota farm—20 bushels of wheat@1.10.$22.00 
Western New York farm—20 bushels of wheat@2.50 . 50.00 

The produce of the Western New York farm 

brings $28.00 per acre more than that from the 

Minnesota farm. At seven per cent, this is the 

interest on $400 an acre. Now, if a farm in Western 

New York is worth only $100.00 per acre, how much, 

in the case assumed, would the Minnesota farm be 

worth ?—Editors. 

AGRICULTURE IN OUR COMMON SCHOOLS. 

Feeding Stock.—Little and often is the rule. How 

little and how often may be asked. So little that 

the stock will eat up clean what is given them 

morning, noon and night; and in the long, cold 

nights of winter, a feed just before bed time, say 

about 9 o’clock, is advisable- This we call often; 

that is, four times a day. Though the quantity 

should be such as to be eaten up clean ; yet it 

should be enough to keep the stock in good, thrifty 

condition. No starving or half feeding them. This 

does not pay. 

1 Steeping Seed Wheat.—There are many meth¬ 

ods of steeping, brining, and liming seed wheat, and 

they are all intended to prevent smut. 

This is a matter of some importance in view of 

the future of agriculture in our cotmtry. Some 

years ago the plan of instructing the children of the 

rural population in the elements of agricultural 

science, while attending tlie district schools, was 

introduced. A text book explaining in a concise and 

ucid manner the nature of the plants the farmer 

cultivates, the animals he raises, the character of 

the soil he cultivates, the processes by which its fer 

tility can be maintained, the action of light, heat, 

&c., upon both animal and vegetable life, and intend¬ 

ing by its study to lay the foundation for a higher 

agricultural knowledge as the pupil advanced in 

age and his circumstances would allow of its prose¬ 

cution, was prepared under the auspices of the 

Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture. We do 

not know with wliat success the attempt lias been 

attended, but are satisfied that the principle is a 

right one, and one that may be adopted in the West 

with profit to the rising and future generations. 

It is not of one half tlie importance for the far¬ 

mer’s boy to know the capitals of all the empires, 

kingdoms, confederations or states of the old world, 

to have at liis tongue’s end the names of all the 

rivers, where they take their rise, and where they 

empty, as it is to know the way to make a barren 

soil productive, or to be able to prevent the failure | 

of a crop, to save a valuable crop from blight or in- 1 

sects, or know how much seed is needed per acre, ' 

and when and how to plant it. 

As preparatory to entering the agricultural col- f 

leges, the influence of such a primary education j 

would also be invaluable. The seeds thus sown in 

the district school might lead to great prominence- 

and usefulness in the recipient. As the manage-, 

ment of these schools is principally in the hands^of 

farmers it will be an easy matter fop them to. make- 

the trial of introducing some text-book of the kind 

we indicate into them the coining winter term— 

Prairie Farmer. 

Remarks.—The book ahe-ve alluded: to. is- Emer¬ 

son & Flint’s Manual of Agriculture, and while we 

may not be able to approve of all its teachings it is 

unquestionably the best elementary work on agri¬ 

culture published in this, country. Wo-are desirous 

of putting it in the hands of every farmer’s son, 

and have accordingly < offered it as a premium to 

those who get up a. club of ten subscribers to the 

Farmer. 

The great difficulty in- the way of teaching agri¬ 

culture in oue- district schools is the want of com¬ 

petent teachers; and one of the benefits of our 

agricultural’ colleges will be in this very direction. 

They will teach our young men, who will not only 

be better farmers themselves, but will be competent. 
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to teacli agriculture to others. The colleges will 

help the district schools, and the district schools 

will help the colleges.—Editors. 
-i^5> • - —-- 

FARMING IN CALIFORNIA, 

The San Jose Mercurg gives the following account 

of a three thousand acre farm at that place, which 

is worked by a Professor Gates: “ One would sup¬ 

pose that the professor would have his hands full to 

carry on a first-class educational institution, with 

nearly 200 students, and a three hundred-acre farm 

at one and the same time ; but with competent 

assistants, and his business thoroughly systematized, 

he manages the whole with the regularity of clock 

work. He has on this ranch 2,500 acres of grain, 

besides several acres of hay. Some of his earlier 

sown grain stands now at least three and one-half 

feet high, and is as rank and thick as it can grow. 

One field of a thousand acres would astonish the 

optics of any New England farmer. He estimates 

that his entire yield will not fall far short of 40,000 

sacks of 100 pounds each. To prepare this immense 

tract for seeding required the services of about 

thirty-five men and eighty horses and mules for 

three months. It will require sixty men to do the 

harvesting. The work is all done with the most 

improved machinery. For instance, there are on 

the ranch no less than nine gang plows, twenty-five 

wagons, three headers, five mowers and reapers, 

one splendid steam thresher, and other farming 

implements wfitliout number. To form some idea 

vOf the expense attending the securing of this im¬ 

mense crop, we need only mention that the sacks 

.-alone will cost about $20,000. We believe it is the 

largest tract in the State tilled by one man.” 

LARGE AND SMALL CORN CROPS, 

. A correspondent of the New England Farmer 

vsays, the drouth was so severe in his neighborhood, 

that one farmer “ harvested only eight bushels of 

: very, small corn from two acres !” 

jGn -the other hand, Mr. Williard, of the Utica 

Herald,- who delivered the address at the late fair at 

Dryde.n, ’ Tompkins county, New York, tells of a 

corn crop raised last year in that town by Joseph 

McGra'w, Esq., on three acres of old turf land. The 

yield .was -" four hundred and twenty bushels, or a 

hundred apd forty bushels of shelled corn per acre” ! 

Mr. W, adds : “ The land had been in sod for a num¬ 

ber of years, with an annual top dressing of barn 

yard manures at the rate of twenty loads per acre. 

This is one of the largest yields on record this side 

of the great corn lands of the West, and shows what 

the.soil of Tompkins county is capable of doing 

under good cnltivation and thorough management.” 

The cultivation of the earth is humanizing. 

CAPITAL AND PARTNERSHIP IN FARMING, 

The following remarks were made at a recent 

meeting of the Wigton Farmers’ Club, and may 

prove suggestive to some of our readers : 

“ I therefore proceed with an easy conscience to 

advocate large farms, as providing, under proper 

arrangements, what small farms cannot do—namely, 

the foundation for division of labor, mechanical ‘ 

appliances, consolidation and increase of capital, and 

for a profitable high pressure rate of production. 

“ To bring about slowly, but effectually, this com¬ 

bination of advantages, there seems to me to be one 

simple recipe—farm partnership ; and as most neces¬ 

sary to effect this result—systematic farm accounts. ■ 

“ My plan is this : Let two farmers.join together, 

the one to look after the tillage, the other to tako 

charge of the stock, and associate with them a third, 

with sufficient capital to farm some 600 to 1,000 

acres, on the best system. The third may be a 

sleeping partner: or, say the younger son of a 

country gentleman, to whom might be assigned the 

charge of the books, the superintendence of the 

machinery, or such other special branch of farm 

business as he may be capable of managing. From 

the over-crowded state of the professions such an 

opening for the younger sons of country gentlemen 

who might be adverse to trade -would, I apprehend, 

be eagerly sought. I can hardly conceive a better 

position for a young man of good connection than a 

partnership with one or two clever agriculturists; 

and I can conceive no more advantageous mode than 

this by which a couple of clever farmers may find 

scope for their energy, and utilize their experience 

and ability to the best advantage. Or, as I have 

said, the monied partner might be what is termed 

a sleeping partner, the division of profits being in 

proportion to the work done, or money supplied. To 

such a firm, of course, book-keeping would be essen¬ 

tial ; and, to a firm so constituted I conceive no 

bank would refuse such temporary accommodation 

for legitimate trade purposes, as it might from time 

to time require.” 
- ■O m mm - 

Garget in Cows.—In the last issue of the Farmer 

R. NY. Slayton wishes to know of a remedy for 

garget, and a cure for a cow that has not given milk 

out of one of her teats for two years. The cow will 

not, under any circumstance be likely to give milk 

again from the affected teat until she calves. Should 

there be any obstruction then in the teat it should 

be removed by inserting a large knitting-needle and 

keeping the milk passage open, and milking the teat 

regularly. If the cow is gargetty, give her eight 

drops of the Tincture of Aconite, dropped in some 

meal. If a remedy is not effected, give the cow six 

drops the next day as before, and she will be likely 

to be cured. I have tried the Aconite in cases of 

garget with the most admirable success. 

L> Cutts Nye. 
Lexington, Mass. 
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LETTER FROM DOWN EAST. 

Friend Harris : Until to-day, I had not seen a 

copy of The Genesee Farmer for nearly two 

years, but finding your number for November among 

our exchanges this morning', I pocketed it, expecting 

a treat in the way of an hour’s quiet reading, and I 

was not mistaken. You look as natural and fresh 

as of yore when the leaves of The Farmer were the 

first of the monthlies that tempted my paper knife. 

Its columns are stuffed, (yes, that’s the term,) stuffed 

with valuable, interesting, and practical matter for 

farms and farmers’ families. And mind you, when I 

put that word practical in italics, I meant it. The 

articles are not only readable, but they are of use 

and for use. Your “ Walks and Talks on the Farm,” 

are admirable articles—the best in your pages. I 

always did like to hear a person talk on paper. And 

so few can do it; besides it‘is plainly evident that 

you are experimentally acquainted with your subject, 

and those are the kind of persons we always like to 

listen to. 

I notice but few of your old corps of correspond¬ 

ents, though the familiar initials of Mr. W illiams 

still heads the “Notesfor the Month.” Mr. Bement 

still contributes, but where are the hosts of others, 

did they go to the war, or have they retired. I must 

particularly inquire for your venerable correspond¬ 

ent “ C. D.,” whose familiar weather notes I miss. 

But I proposed when I took up my pen to jot 

down a few notes in regard to agricultural matters 

in this extreme of our country. So I must stop my 

rambling cogitations and proceed to the business ere 

I reach my limits. 

The farmers of “ Down East” have no cause to com¬ 

plain of crops or weather the past season, although 

the long drouth, late in autumn, was quite a hind¬ 

rance in some respects, yet the crops were mostly 

grown before it came on. Our hay crop was good, 

and is now selling in the market at $13.00 to $16.00 

per ton. Grain crop fair ; oats selling for 75 cents, 

and barley for 90 cents a bushel. Potatoes were 

good, and a large crop grown ; they now command 

65 cents a bushel. Corn was a very good crop—better 

than for many years. 

Stock of all kinds is high. Milch cows bring from 

$75.00 to $85.00 a head, dairy products being in 

demand at high prices. Butter 45 and 50 cents per 

pound ; milk, ten cents a quart. Sheep are higher 

than in Brighton market, although there has been 

a decline during the last week. Stores are held at 

$3 50 to $4.50 a head. 

The weather during the past week has been fine, 

as we have just experienced our Indian summer. 

At noon of the 17th, “ the mercury went up to 64°. 

But the ten days previous were very cold and dis¬ 

agreeable. At 7 A. M., the 13th, the thermometer 

marked 13°. First killing frost was on night of 

September 36th. 

But my sheet is full. Good luck and prosperity 

to you and all the great family of farmers. 

Yours truly, George E. Brackett. 

Belfast, Me., November IS, 1S65. 

POULTRY IN FROSTY WEATHER, 

There is something exliilirating in frost. "When 

the early morning breaks on the earth covered with 

rime, and the hard ground seems to spurn the foot 

that treads on it, and the sun rises like a disc of burn¬ 

ing copper, there is something cheerful about it. 

Nature has donned her masquerade dress of white 

Your horse cannot contain himself; and the steady 

old friend for some months past content to shake his 

head or whisk his tail as the only answer to what a 

grand daughter of ours calls a “ good cut o’ the 

whip,” now seeks to devour space, and to try conclu¬ 

sions with your strength, or that of your reins. In 

like manner your tried friend, the old dog, gambols, 

and, in the gleesomeness of his feelings, he picks up 

a shred of cloth in the field, and shakes and tosses 

it for very v’antonness. The appearance of real win¬ 

ter is then a holiday for many, but (ah ! those huts) not 

to all. It is none to the poultry. Water is frozen ; 

the ground is so hard they cannot scratch ; there is 

not an animal of any kind on its surface ; and they 

must depend on their owner for everything they 

want. See they lack nothing. First, they must 

have water. Few people have any idea of the suf¬ 

fering caused to birds by the .lack of water. Their 

power of maintaining life on the smallest possible 

quantity of food is -wonderful, provided they have 

water ; but a practised eye can tell in a dead fowl or 

pigeon whether it suffered or not from thirst. The 

skin becomes hard, dry and red ; the flesh contracts, 

as it wrere, and becomes brown, and the whole body 

looks as if it had been suddenly shrivelled or dried 

up. l'ou must bear in mind they require more food 

and better than they do in milder weather ; ana if 

you can, let them have a greater variety. They want 

substitutes for the worms and insects. Now, the 

scraps of meat and fat from the table should go to 

the fowls. Save the draining of all the glasses, 

pour them together, and sweep all the crumbs, and' 

odd corners of bread into it. Feed the birds often, 

and, if there is snow, sweep a clean place, and feed 

there. Never feed any kind of bird in such a man¬ 

ner that they shall pick up snow with their food ; it 

is a strong medicine to them. The lark that fattens 

in two days on the white hoar-frost, becomes a 

wretched skeleton after two days’ snow.—Cottage 
Gardener. 

All highly concentrated animal manures are in¬ 

creased in value, and their benefits prolonged, by 

admixture with plaster, salt or by pulverized charcoal 
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MUTTON THE MEAT FOR FARMERS. 

TnE cheapest meat for farmers is mutton. It 

may safely be said it costs nothing. The wool that 

is annually sheared from the body of every sheep, 

richly pays for its keeping. In this climate it costs 

less to keep sheep than at the North, on account ot 

the shortness of our winters. Then there is the in¬ 

crease—an item of great importance. The increase 

is so much clear profit. From this increase the far¬ 

mer can get all his meat for the year, if he likes. 

Or, he may save the lambs and take some of the 

older sheep in their places. 

The pelt of the sheep, if killed for mutton, is also 

saved and sold, which is worth nearly as much as 

the sheep would sell for. 

It is also the most convenient meat to have on 

hand. In the warmest weather a farmer can take 

care of one sheep after being killed, without letting 

it spoil. With beef this is not so easy. 

One hand can kill and dress a sheep in an hour. 

It takes but little time or trouble to kill a sheep, not 

near as much as to kill and dress a hog or a beef. 

On account of convenience and economy, we say keep 

sheep and live upon mutton. 

We have said nothing about its being the health¬ 

iest food. This is admitted. It needs no arguments 

or facts to prove it. It is true that pork is the chief 

meat of farmers. It is the unliealtliiest of all, 

whether fresh or saturated with salt to preserve it 

sound. 

Let every farmer keep sheep. They are the most 

profitable stock on a farm. The hog’s back only 

yields bristles while the sheep’s yields downy wool. 

All that you feed to the hog is gone, unless you kill 

it, while the sheep will pay for its keep with its 

fleece yearly. The hog is a filthy, voracious animal 

—the sheep gentle as a dove and neat and cleanly. 

ASHES AS A MANURE. 

Every farmer, orcliardist or gardener should 

economize ashes and use them as manure. The bar 

of inferior soap received from the ashman is a poor 

equivalent for the large quantity of plant-food which 

he takes away in the wood ashes. There is not a 

crop in the garden, orchard or farm that may not 

he benefited by the application of ashes. They 

contain the ingredients of vegetable life, which 

have been extracted from the ground by the trees 

during the whole period of their growth. If ashes 

did not contain a single particle of plant food, they 

will be useful in other ways. They are a valuable 

solvent, and by their action on the soil dissolve silica 

and various acids, bringing them into a proper state 

to be taken up by the roots of plants. Coal ashes 

are an excellent trop dressing for orchards and also 

for flower beds, as they keep down weeds and keep 

the soil friable and admit the atmosphere to the 

roots. Wood and peat ashes may be used in the 

same way. 

SHOCKING CORN. 

Messrs. Editors : I have tried a plan for cutting 

and shocking corn according to the modus operandi 

prescribed by “ Junius,” in the September number 

of The Genesee Farmer, for 1865. The writer 

should have communicated his discovery to the pub 

lie some twenty years ago, when farmers used to 

leave their corn stand out until Christmas, for all 

the advantage there is in his way of shocking is to 

make it stand a little more shaking of the wind 

without falling over, but in this age of progress and, 

improvement when farmers are generally done by 

the 10th of November, as they are here, there is 

no use in shocking corn as though you meant to 

leave it stand out till next spring. I can make 

straight rows any other way just as well, and save 

cutting two hills at every shock. I want to husk or 

remove, or leave the two hills stand to mark the 

spot, or be devoured by the cattle. As it is, I am 

compelled to carry a pocket or case knife with me 

to sever the hills that bind my corn to earth, or stop 

and husk them out before I begin the shock, and 

then I leave such a ragged piece of ground as my 

boys tell me, it looks like nobody else’s field. My 

old way was to take eight rows of corn for one row 

of shocks, each man or boy to take two rows and cut 

a handful, bringing them together, set them loose at 

the bottom, between the fourth and fifth row, bind 

them at the top, form a middle, and then cut rows 

ahead of the shock and the same behind it. This 

will make forty-eight hills to the shock. This is 

enough in good corn ; mine turned out eiglity one 

bushels to the acre, in one field ; in another ninety- 

three. In poor corn you can set the shocks as far 

apart as you have a mind to carry the corn, or as 

far as you have to go to get corn enough to make a 

handful. Any man that cannot set up a shock and 

bind it my way, so it will stand, say four weeks, had 

better go to some farmer’s high school and learn the 

art and mysteries ; or get a shocking machine. Some 

doctors have them. But my article is long enough, 

and I must close for the present; perhaps I may 

hear from “Junius” again. “Variety is the spice 

of life.” D. W. Samprel. 
Northumberland, Pa. 
- *ea ■ e* - 

Sandy loams can be most effectually improved by 

clay. When such lands require liming or marling, 

the lime or marl is most beneficially applied when 

made into compost with clay. In slacking lime, 

salt water is better than fresh. 

Stable and shelter stock through the winter. 
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ORCHARD GRASS, 

Eds. Genesee Farmer : If wliat little experience 

I have had in orchard grass will be of any service 

to you, it shall be freely given. Five years ago, I 

procured a quantity of orchard grass in your city 

for trial, and sowed early in April with one-tliird 

timothy and a small quantity of early clover seed. 

I sowed it on top of the ground immediately after 

finishing putting in the barley, and have since as 

fine a pasture as you would wish to see. It takes 

strong root, and grows rapidly, starts early in spring, 

and is ready to cut in full bloom with the early 

clover, by the last of June or first of July. I have 

counted over seventy good spears from one root. 

This is on very dry soil. If I were to seed for per¬ 

manent meadow, I would sow one-tliird each of 

clover ; timothy and orchard grass at the rate of 12 

to 15 pounds to the acre. 

Barley is undoubtedly the best crop to seed with. 

I think there would be much more orchard grass 

sown if it was thoroughly tested. 
D. E. Rogers. 

Scottsville, N. T. 

FARM OF HENRY WARD BEECHER, 

This farm is at Peekskill, Westchester County, 

New York, about two miles from the railroad station. 

It contains forty acres of excellent land, and is plea 

santly situated, with a southern aspect, commanding 

an extensive and most charming panoramic view of 

the Hudson River, the high and surrounding moun¬ 

tains, such as no one knows better how to appreciate 

and enjoy than the rural-loving owner himself. 

When Mr. Beecher purchased the place, a few 

years ago, there was scarcely a fruit tree of any 

value upon it. Now there are twenty-five hundred 

choice fruit trees, most of them already beginning 

to bear. lie has erected a large model barn, but as 

yet occupies the humble cottage he found upon the 

place, though he has made important additions and 

improvements. 

Mr. Beecher is converting the place, to a great 

extent, except an extensive lawn in front of the 

house, into a fruit and vegetable farm. He has 

nearly an acre filled with Delaware and Iona grape 

vines. And as the trees are yet small, he has raised 

among them this year between seven and eight hun¬ 

dred barrels of onions. 

Around his little cottage Flora reigns in all her 

glory. There is the greatest profusion of all the 

choicest flowers, and the whole atmosphere is redo¬ 

lent with their sweet and mingled perfumes. 

The barn and outbuildings are well stocked with 

fine horses, oxen, choice breed cows, swine, fowls, 

&c. This autumn Mr. Beecher has been making 

many improvements in the drainage of his lands 
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and the avenue to his house, all adding greatly to 

the value and attractiveness of the place. 

The influence of a farm conducted like this, 

though all farmers may not be able to adopt all the 

improvements that have been here made, must be 

of the greatest benefit to the agricultural interests 

of any community. And Mr. Beecher is really a 

benefactor to all the farming as well as religious 

interests of the country.—Cor. Boston Traveler, 

DRAINAGE. 

Of all the needs of the agricultural world, drain¬ 

age is the greatest. Manure has been called the 

steam engine of the farmer. But there is much rich 

soil in the world which needs no manure for a long 

time. There is little soil that does not need draining. 

The farmer can readily tell such soil. By the water 

that remains long on the surface; that keeps the 

soil long wet, without showing on the surface; that 

bakes after plowing, usually heavy, clayey soil. 

Where there is much clay, water is apt to trouble, 

especially where there is clay sub-soil, or where 

there are springs, or water oozing from the ground. 

Little benefit is such land to the farmer. Grain 

is a loss to him if he attempts to raise it. Grass 

will grow ; but it is n$t the healthy, sweet grass of 

the dry land ; and will not so readily be eaten. Wet 

soil is sour. But it is also rich—richer than the dry 

ground surrounding it—so that when it is drained, 

it will yield all the more for having been wet. 

The people of this and the adjoining States, are, 

many of them, prepared for drainage—or at least for 

beginning the work. They are sufficiently able— 

many of them—and there is no excuse to neglect 

the thing longer. Begin at once. Try it on a small 

scale first, if you lack confidence. The country— 

the whole country—has to come to this by and by. 

Why ? Because it is an advantage ; not an advan¬ 

tage merely ; it is an immense benefit, adding hun¬ 

dreds of millions of dollars to the country at large, 

if secured. Why shall we neglect the advantage 

that is certainly within our reach ? We are cul¬ 

pable ; guilty of a wrong to ourselves; to the inter¬ 

est that reaches our pockets, and the welfare of our 

families. We leave this mine unworked! Self- 

interest is the first, the great principle of our nature. 

Here is something to stir it up, if we only knew it; 

knew the real benefit of draining our land. 

Lands which have been long in culture "will be 

benefited by the application of phosphate of lime, 

and it is important whether the deficiency be sup¬ 

plied in the form of bone-dust, guano, native phos¬ 

phate of lime, or marl—the land needs lime also. 
- - 

Deep Plowing greatly improves the productive 

powers of every variety of soil that is not wet. 
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FERRY'S AMERICAN HORSE POWER. 

This is a sweep power, but it is entirely different 

both in principle and form to ordinary Horse 

Powers. It is the invention of Mr. Perry, of Herki¬ 

mer county, and is manufactured by the justly cele¬ 

brated “ Remington Agricultural Works” at Ilion, 

Herkimer county, N. Y. The manufacturers say : 

“ Its efficacy rests principally upon the common 

sense assumption, that animal power when applied 

to machinery, will, other things being equal, give 

better net results, just in proportion as the force, 

and the speed with which the force moves on its 

first application to gear, approach to the exact force 

and. speed required by that part of the machine 

driven which ds doing the ‘work ; in other words, 

just in proportion to its directness of application. It 

proceeds upon a plan precisely opposite, in princi¬ 

ple and method, to that of the time-honored sweep 

or circuit powers. Upon the plan of the old powers, 

animal force, already much too great, if applied 

directly to the work, is made still greater by con¬ 

centration and accumulation, through leverage, upon 

what is called the master wheel of a long train of 

gearing, and the speed, which in the animal Avas 

already far too slow for the work to be done, is less¬ 

ened down on its first application to gear, to a 

movement much slower still. By such means creat¬ 

ed, an immense force, moving at very slow speed, is 

now to be transmitted and converted through much 

and heavy gear, into a light force moving with great 

speed. 

“ Is it any wonder that gear subjected to so great a 

strain is always giving way ?—that lubricants do so 

little good ?—that the teeth of the wheels are rapidly 

worn down by the heavy grinding of iron on iron ? 

that the bearings are soon worn out or displaced? 

Is it any wonder that through such a circumlocution 

more than one-half of the whole animal power 

should be lost on the very machinery of the Horse 

Power itself, through the excessive friction of its 

parts? Tlieorecticallv this great loss of power can 

be readily demonstrated—practically, it is shown 

every day by the achievements of the new power.” 

The accompanying illustration will give a good 

idea of the construction of this New Horse Power. 

The wheel is simply a chain placed on iron forks at 

the ends of the levers, and instead of running 

slower than the horses walk, as in ordinary sweep 

powers, it runs somewhat faster, and is applied 

directly to the gear. It is claimed that both in 

theory and practice it runs easier than the endless 

chain-or tread powers, and still more than the ordi¬ 

nary sweep powers. 

“ By experiment, it has been found that the 

weight of one pound drawing at each point of the 

large driving wheel of the new sweep, where a 

horse can be attached, will more than balance the 

friction against the centre-post caused by the aver¬ 

age draft of a horse drawing at each of these points, 

when the full duty required of the horses is being 

performed. This average draft, for a single horse, 

working ten hours a day on the machine, ought to 

be not far from 125 pounds. Therefore, there need 

be only the 125th part of the animal power lost by 

the friction of the large driving-wheel, for each 

horse employed. Compare this with the friction 

caused by the weight of the endless treadle, added 

to nearly the entire weight of a horse on the multi¬ 

tude of small wheels commonly used in the con¬ 

struction of the railway, the chain of the treadle sup¬ 

posed in the experiment to be disconnected from the 

pinion which it drives, and there is no chance for a 

difference of opinion in regard to which has the 

advantage, so far as these parts of the respective 

machines are concerned. 

“ A comparison of the other working parts of the 

two kinds of machine will show further gains. 

“ The large horse-wheel of the new sweeo drives 

an endless chain, which in turn drives a pinion, very 

much in the same way that the endless chain of the 

railway drives a pinion, with this important differ¬ 

ence, however, that the teeth of the former pinion 

are driven with considerably greater speed than the 

teeth of the latter. Hence the animal power is 

more directly applied in the former to the work to 

be done, thereby requiring less gear, consequently, 
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witli a similar construction of parts beyond, less 

loss through friction.” 

HORSE POWER MACHINE FOR SAWING LOGS. 

For proof of these statements the manufacturers 

refer to the testimony of men who have thoroughly 

tried both powers, and which is given in a pamphlet 

that will be sent to all wishing further information 

on the subject. 

This new power can be used for a great variety 

of purposes. We have used it for threshing (with six 

horses,) for grinding grain, for cutting straw and 

corn stalks, for grinding apples, for turning grind¬ 

stone (with a light horse,) for sawing wrood with a 

circular saw, and for sawing wood from the log with 

a drag saw. In fact, it can be used to drive a small 

churn or a large threshing machine. 

As at this season of the year, and especially now 

that wood is so high and choppers scarce, many 

farmers are looking for a machine to saw wood, we 

give on the preceding column an illustration of the 

machine set for sawing wood in the log. The 

arrangements for this are most admirable, and 

recently the manufacturers have introduced an im¬ 

provement by which the log can be moved forward 

without stopping the horses. 

If desired, a circular saw (see cut on the next 

page,) can be run a-t the same time as the drag saw, 

and is very convenient for sawing up limbs, &c. 

Having used the Horse Power, Drag Saw and Circu¬ 

lar Saw for over a year, we cheerfully bear testimony 

to the excellency of the workmanship and to the 

efficiency of the machines. 

The manufacturers claim the following “ Points 

of superiority over all other horse powers as practi¬ 

cally proved 

1. It occupies much less room for stowage when 

not in use. 

2. It is less heavy and cumbersome—more port¬ 

able. 

3. Can be snugly packed on a common one- 

horse wagon, and not a heavy load for one horse to 

draw. 

4. Any part can be readily lifted, and loaded, by 

two men 

5. Not at all liable, like other powers, to be 

racked or injured by moving. 

G. Is very quickly and easily set up for work. 

7. No joints loosened by setting up and taking 

down, no matter how often done. 

8. Will cost less for oil, lard, or tallow, to run it. 

9. Will cost less for repairs, on account of natu¬ 

ral wear ; and will last longer. 

10. Not nearly so liable to serious breakage from 

great or sudden strains. 

11. Home blacksmitliing or carpentry will suffice 

for almost any carelessness. 

12. No danger of long suspensions of work on 

account of break-downs. 
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13. Has no bridge, rod, belt, or any other part ot 

the machine for the horses to step over every turn 

they make, like all other field sweep powers—a 

great advantage. 

14. Will do double the work of other sweep pow. 

ers with the same team. 

15. Will do more work with the same team than 

any tread power, and is much more pleasant and 

safe for the horses. 

16. Is the lowest priced of any power in the mar¬ 

ket, capable of doing, either, an equal variety or an 

equal amount, of work. 

QUALITIES OF THE ONION. 

The onion deserves notice as an article of great 

consumption in this country, and it rises in import¬ 

ance when we consider that in some countries, like 

Spain and Portugal, it forms one of the common and 

universal supports of life. It is interesting, there¬ 

fore, to know that, in addition to the peculiar flavor 

which first recommends it, the onion is remarkably 

nutritious. According to analysis the dried onion 

root contains twenty-five to thirty per cent of 

gluten. It ranks, in this respect, with the nutritious 

pea and grain of the East. It is not merely as a 

relish, therefore, that the wrayfaring Spaniard eats 

his onion with his humble crust of bread, as he sits 

by the refreshing spring; it is because experience 

has long proved that, like the cheese of the English 

laborer, it helps to sustain his strength, also, and 

adds—beyond what its bulk would suggest—to the 

amount of nourishment which his simple meal 

supplies. 
-——- 

Never use spring -water for watering plants, if 

you can get other. 

CULTIVATION OF TEA IN GEORGIA. 

A man who has been cultivating tea as an experi¬ 

ment, since 1860, writes to the Savannah Herald 

that most of his plants grow finely, that his tea is 

of good quality, and that the plants will do quite as 

well in Georgia as in their native country. The 

plants require no culture after the third year. If 

well taken care of, by that time they will be large 

enough to commence the manufacture of tea from 

them. The yield to the acre is from three to four 

hundred pounds, and the plants produce good crops 

for eighteen or twenty years. The growth of tea is 

not affected by dry or wet weather, or by storms, 

and insects will not molest the plants. 

By stabling and sheltering stock through the 

winter, a saving of one-fourtli the food may be 

affected ; that is one-fourth less food -will answer 

than when the stock is exposed to the inclemency 

of the wreather. 

Take care of the plows. While they are idle 

during the harvest, see that they are well cleaned. 
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Fortunate is that man who has a bearing apple 
orchard. The produce of three or four acres this sea¬ 
son will pay for a farm. See that load of barrels go 
past, seven on a side apd six on the top ! Well may the 
driver look jolly ! He has contracted the apples for 
$5.00 per barrel, and -will come back with a hundred 
dollars in his pocket for that single load, and will take 
in another this afternoon. We used to say, “ Rich as 
Cresus;” latterly we have said, ^‘Rich as an oil-man 
now we shall say, “ Rich as an apple grower I” A good 
orchard pays better than Western Union Telegraph 
stock, and a flowing oil-well pales in the presence of a 
cider mill! The produce of a Baldwin apple tree will 
pay the taxes of a whole farm. Mortgages will be 
paid, barns repaired, homes painted, sheds erected, 
underdrains dug, and trees planted by the thousand— 
all from the proceeds of a single apple crop. 

This is no fancy sketch. The failure of the apple 
crop in the Eastern States has sent up prices higher 
than ever before known; and as in this section we 
have a fair crop, our farmers are reaping a rich harvest. 
Early in the season buyers came round and made con¬ 
tracts at from $4.00 to $5.00 a barrel. The trees were 
bearing only a moderate crop, and it wras thought the 
yield would be light. But, owing probably to the fact 
that there were comparatively few on the trees, the 
apples have proved unusually large and good, and have 
turned out much better than was anticipated. 

It is the general impression that some of the dealers 
have “ burnt their fingers”—that the high prices will 
lessen consumption, as high prices always do. But 
there can be no doubt that, except in this section, the 
apple crop is unusually light, and in many places it is 
an entire failure. In some parts of New England that 
we have heard from, there is scarcely an apple, and if 
this should j>rove to be generally the case, apples will 
command high rates. A barrel holds less than two 
hundred ordinary sized apples, and by the time they 
get to the consumer in the Eastern States must cost at 
least five or six cents a piece ! 

The climate of Western New York is unquestionably 
highly favorable for the growth of apples. Failures, 
owing to the proximity of the lake, are quite rare ; and 
of late years the crop has been disposed of readily at 
paying rates. No wonder that young orchards of five, 
ten, twenty, or even fifty acres are springing up in all 
directions. Will the business be overdone ? The gen¬ 
eral impression is that it will not. So far, certainly, 

the supply, although planting has been going on exten¬ 
sively for many years, does not keep pace with the 
demand. There maybe seasons—we remember such— 
when apples were plentiful all over the country, and 
they were difficult to dispose of in this section at 75 
cents a barrel; but as a general rule, a good apple 
orchard, when properly attended to and the fruit mar¬ 
keted in the right condition, has paid better than any 
other portion of the farm. 

TRAINING CUCUMBERS. 
- • 

In small gardens where it is desirable to make the 
most of the land, cucumbers can be trained to trellisses 
or on a fence, and will yeld an abundant crop without 
occupying any land except the hill on which they grow. 
This plan we have seen adopted for years with success. 
A correspondent of the Utica Herald, Mr. George Balis, 
of Whitesboro, New York, says: 

“ I have tried (to me) a new way of training cucum¬ 
bers. I planted on the embankment under a buttry 
window in my yard a hill of cucumbers on the 25th of 
June, 1865, and when they came up, I commenced 
training them up the sid*e of the house, but soon found 
that all but one plant wras dead, and that one continued 
to grow and bear, and when the frost struck them on 
the 27th of September, 1805, we had picked 102 nice 
cucumbers. The vine continued to grow and bear 
until it reached the eaves of the house, about ten feet 
high, and covered the window nicely; and many of the 
cucumbers were picked from the inside. I consider 
this as economical away to raise this kind of vegetable, 
as to land and labor, as any that can be desired.” 

FRUIT TREES vs. RABBITS. 

Many have been the preventives recommended, to 

keep rabbits from barking and thereby destroying, or 
at least seriously injuring young fruit trees. Let me 
add another which I know, by long experience, to 
answer perfectly the desired object, without subjecting 
the trees to the injurious influences consequent to 
some of the most prominent methods (as wrapping 
with paper, or rubbing with soap, liver or other offal 
from slaughtered animals ;) beside it is cheap, perma¬ 
nent, and within the reach of every one. 

Take the lower end of corn stalks, about twenty-four 
inches long, and split through the center, place them 
around the stem of the tree (pith inside) until the 
same is encircled, and Listen with a small cord six 
inches from each end. 

Your tree is now safe during the winter from rabbits. 
Besides, it affords an efficient and healthy protection 
from the extremes of weather, without accumulating 
moisture to the stem or preventing access of the air to 
the bark. Try it, and success will be the consequence. 
— C. T. Mallinckrodt, in Rural World. 

Distance Apart for Stawberries.—I invariably 

plant in rows and never in beds. I hold that the objec¬ 

tions to planting in beds are so great and so palpable, 
that "it will admit of no discussion whatever. My stand¬ 
ard rule is to plant in rows three feet apart, and plants 
two feet in the row.—Cor. Hart. 
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TEARS, IDLE TEARS.* 

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they mean, 
Tears from the depth of some divine despair 
Rise in the heart, and gather to the eyes, 
In looking on the happy Autumn-fields, 
And thinking of the happy days that are no more. 

Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail, 
That brings our friends up from the underworld, 
Sad as the last which reddens over one 
That sinks with all we love below the verge; 
So sad, so fresh, the days that are no more. 

Ah, sad and strange as in dark summer dawns 
The earliest pipe of half-awakened birds 
To dying ears, when unto dying eyes 
The casement slowly glows a glimmering square; 
So sad, so strange, the days that are no more. 

Dear as remembered kisses after death, 
And sweet as those by hopeless fancy feigned 
On lips that are for others ; deep as love, 
Deep as first love, and wild with all regret, 
O Death in Life, the days that are no more. 

Lord Shaftsbury recently stated, in a public meet¬ 

ing in London, that, from personal observation, he had 

ascertained that of the adult male criminals of that city 

nearly all had fallen into a course of crime between the 

ages of eight and sixteen years; and that if a young 

man lived an honest life up to twenty years of age there 

were forty-nine chances in favor and only one against 

him as to an honorable life thereafter. 

A Connecticut officer sends the Hartford Courant 

some “poetry” which was found in a rebel camp at 

Resaca, Ga., and is entitled the “Rebel Soldier.” 

This is the first mournful verse: 

“ I will eat when I am hungrey I will drink when get dry 
If the yankis don’t cill me I will live till I di 
Jf Molly forsakes me it will cause me to moarn 
I am a rebel soldier a long wayes from home.” 

Two gentlemen were riding in a stage coach, when 

one of them, misplacing his handkerchief, rashly ac¬ 

cused the other of having stolen it; but soon finding 

it, had the good manners to beg pardon for the affront, 

saying it was a mistake; to which the other replied, 

with great readiness, “Don’t be uneasy, it was a mu¬ 

tual mistake; you took me for a thief, and I took you 

for a gentleman.” 

A gentleman, not long since, wishing to “pop the 

question,” did it in the following singular manner:— 

Taking up the young lady’s cat, he said—“ Fussy may 

I have your mistress?” 

It was immediately answered by the young lady who 

said—“ Say yes, Pussy !” 

A passing traveler in the backwoods of America 

meets with a settler near a house, and inquires : 

“Whose house?” “Mogg’s.” “Of what built?” 

“Logs.” “Any neighbors?” “Frogs.” “Your 
diet?” “Hogs.” “How do you catch them?” 

“ Dogs.” 

♦Songs for all Seasons. By Allred Tennyson. Boston : Ticknor 
& Fields. 

The Frenchman and the Yankee.—A Yankee and 

a Frenchman owned a pig in copartnership. When 

killing time came, they wished to divide the carcass. 

The Yankee was very anxious to divide so that he 

should get both liind-quarters, and persuaded the 

Frenchman that the proper way to divide was to cut it 

across the back. The Frenchman agreed to it on the 

condition that the Yankee would turn his back and 

take choice of the pieces after it was cut in two. The 

Yankee turned his back and the Frenchman asked:— 

“ Vich piece vill you have; ze piece wid ze tail on him, 

or ze piece vat aint got no tail on him ?” “ The piece 

with the tail!” shouted the Yankee instantly. “Den 

by gar you take him and I take ze oder one,” said the 

Frenchman. Upon turning round, the Yankee found 

that the Frenchman had cut off the tail and stuck it 

into the pig’s mouth. 

Receipts that Never Fail.—To destroy rats— 

catch them one by one and flatten their heads with a 

lemon squeezer. 

To kill cockroaches—get a pair of heavy boots, then 

catch your roaches, then put them into a barrel, and 

then get in yourself and dance. 

To kill bed bugs—chain their hind legs to a tree, then 

go round in front and make mouths at them. 

To catch mice—on goingto bed put crumbs of cheese 

into your mouth, and lie with it open, and when a 

mouse’s whiskers tickle your throat—bite. 

To prevent dogs going mad, cut their tails off just 

behind their ears. 

Sweet Girls.—A man traveling at the West declares 

the wind came to him so ladeu with fragrance that he 

thought he was near a garden of roses. He discovered 

that it was only a bevy of girls going through the 

woods. 

When a lover Avishes to “ pop the question,” he can 

hint his desires in a thousand different ways. Here is 

one of the latest cases : 
“ Please take a half of this poor apple?” said apretty 

damsel to a swain the other evening. 

“ No, thank you ; I would prefer a better half!'" 

Eliza blushed, and referred him to “papa.” 

“ How fortunate I am in meeting a rain beau in this 

storm,” said a young lady Avho wras caught in a shower 

the other day, to her beau of promise who happened 

along with an umbrella. 

“And I,” said he, gallantly, “ am as much rejoiced 

as the poor Laplander when he has caught a rein dear.” 

“ I say, Sam,” said a negro employed in carrying up 

bricks to a building, addressing a brother darkey, 

Avhose avocation Avas making ice creams; “why does 

you folloAV such a cold bus’ness ? It Avouldn’t be genial 

to my Suddern feelens.” “ Well, fac is I foliar it, Ben, 

case you sees 1’se a Suddern man Avid Nordern princi¬ 

ples.” 

If a darkey says, “I go for dis Union !” is he a dis- 

unionist or not ? Dat am de question. 
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POLITENESS TO SERVANTS, 

An intelligent writer believes that much of the diffi¬ 

culty experienced with servants springs from bad 

government on the part of mistresses. Some of the 

suggestions of the article are worthy of consideration. 

It says : “In dealing with servants, our readers must 

not infer that we would advocate the abolishment of 

any proper distinction between the employer and the 

employed; we are very far from intimating that it is 

the duty of the mistress to make companions of her 

servants, or encourage them to anything more than a 

most respectful familiarity. Our deportment, as men 

and women, should be such toward all that they would 

feel the utmost freedom in communicating with us in 

regard to plans for their prosperity, and about all their 

troubles. An undue familiarity, a patronizing manner 

on the part of the mistress, will surely degrade her in 

the eye of her servant. We should ever be polite to all 

subordinate to us. The obligation to be so to such is 

greater, if possible, than to those who are equals or 

superiors in social status; all this is perfectly consist¬ 

ent with a course that would ever command the most 

perfect deference. I have known many gentlemen and 

ladies whose annual incomes were fortunes, who 

observed the utmost politeness toward their servants ; 

and it needs but a slight knowledge of human nature 

to enable one to see that this course is to an extent a 

guarantee for the good behavior and good will of the 

servant. Look at facts in families where the servants 

are so treated, and our inferences will be shown to be 

just. A haughty demeanor, a disregard of the ameni¬ 

ties that are so agreeable to us, are quite certain to 

work very unfavorably, and lead to be reckless of the 

feelings and interests of their employers. We have 

admitted that our servants, as a class, are bad enough, 

but we sincerely believe that incivility, insubordina¬ 

tion, and dishonesty are very much more likely to, and 

do, as a matter of fact, much more generally occur in 

families where the unquestioned rights of servants are 

ignored. Every servant has a clear claim to kind, 

polite treatment, or, in other words, our deportment 

toward them should be guided by the injunction— 

‘Whatsoever; therefore, ye would that men do to you, 

do ye also unto them.’ ”—Godey's Lady's Look. 

A CHRISTMAS PASTIME. 

T n E GYPSIES. 

This will prove a very amusing and merry game, if 

conducted well, which will depend entirely upon the 

wit and cleverness of the actors. The persons who 

invite the party must select—some days previously— 

one gentleman and two ladies to represent gypsies, and 

these must not be known to the guests till after the 

performance. They will have time to study their parts. 

If the house has two rooms separated by folding doors, 

the smaller cau be appropriated fora tent, &c., and, as 
evergreens will be plentiful, it may be very tastefully 
d 'oorated to represent a gypsies’ encampment, their 

tent being at the entrance of a wood or copse. It can 

easily be erected against a wall, and a covering thrown 

over it, as the gypsies need not go under it,but recline 

themselves before it. They must prepare suitable 

dresses, and slightly color their faces to appear tanned. 

When the evening arrives, they must be fully prepared. 

Possibly the guests may take tea before the perform¬ 

ance, the hostess taking care not to forget them. 

When the repast is over, the host may say: “Well, 

friends, how shall we amuse ourselves ?” His wife 

leaves the room, goes into the other by a side door, 

and throws open the folded ones. The party appear 

electrified at the novel sight; the gypsies do not allow 

them time for consideration, but jump up. The male, 

taking possession of a young lady, compliments her on 

her beauty, and begs her to let him tell her fortune. 

His companions select young gentlemen, and they are 

told marvellous things. The host should have invited 

at least one decided old bachelor, two the better. Then 

the gypsy lasses must praise up matrimony, telling 

them they would be caught at last, and in their old 

days rock the cradle, and sing to their son and heir; 
may even give a description of their intended wives, 

describing some of the ladies present, which will cause 

a great deal of mirth. After the game is finished, the 

gypsies are invited to supper. They do not change 

their dress, but keep incog, during the evening, and 

after the guests have left, change their dresses, and set 

off themselves in a car.—Ibid. 

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS. 

A Christmas Plum Pudding.—Take half a pound of 
finely grated bread crumbs, and half a pound of fine 

flour, mix them well together; one pound of suet 

chopped small, one pound currants, one pound of the 
best raisins, stoned and chopped slightly, the yelks of 

eight eggs, and the whites of four well-beaten, half a 

pound of brown sugar, half a nutmeg grated, one tea¬ 

spoonful of beaten ginger, two ounces of sweet 

almonds, quarter pound of candied citron, quarter 

pound of candied lemon, quarter ounce mixed spice, 

the grated rind of a lemon, and three-quarters of a 

teaspoonful of salt, one wineglass of brandy, and the 

same of port wine. Mix all together, adding to the 

eggs as much milk as will make the pudding a proper 
consistency, remembering that when mixed it must be 

thick. Boil Jjve hours, and before serving pour another 

wineglassful of brandy gently over the pudding. 

Tea Cakes.—Six eggs, leave out the whites of four; 

three-quarters of a pound of loaf sugar, half a pound 

of butter; one teaspoonful of soda dissolved in a large 

spoonful of vinegar. Flavor with any essence you may 

like best. Make into a soft dough, and roll thin and 

cut in shapes.—Godey's Ladies' Look. 

Thick Curtains drawn closely around a bed are 

very injurious. 

Silk Gowns should have the dust shaken from them 

when taken off. 
-——-— 

Let friendship creep gently to a hight. 
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Notes on tiae Weatlier, from June 1 to Nov. 1. 

In a brief abstract of the weather of the growing 

season, the degree of heat is of the greatest import¬ 

ance, because its effects are seen or felt in so many 

particulars. To compare with other years, we must 

have the mean temperature. 

The mean heat of 

first half June 68.4° second half, 71.8° and the general 

average “ “ 63.3 “ 69.1 of month 70.1° 
July 68.3 “ 68.9 

average, 70.2 “ 71.0 68.6 
August, 70.8 “ 65.2 

average, 70.1 “ 67.2 67.9 
September, 72.7 “ 61.3 

average, 64.1 “ 57.0 67.0 
October, 51.7 “ 42.2 

average, 51.3 “ 45.0 46.8 

Half months aud of the months, and the general 

average for 29 years, is in the following table: 

First half Second half Mon th 

June, 68.4° 71.8° 70.0 
general avc. 63.3 69.1 66.2 

July, 68.3 68.9 68.6 
average, 70.2 71.0 70.1 

August, 70.8 65.2 67.9 
average, 70.1 67.2 68.6 

September 72.7 61.3 67.0 
average, 64.1 57.0 60.6 

October, 51.7 42.2 46.8 
average, 51.3 45.0 48 0 

We see in the table, that in June the temperature 

was above the average; in July, below the general 

average; in August, just below; in September, much 

above; in October, a little below. We see also that 

the first half of September was hotter than any half of 

the last summer months ; that the mean heat of June 

was greater than that of the summer months ; and the 

mean of September was nearly equal to that of August. 

The following table shows the temperature of the 

hottest noon and coldest morning, and of the hottest 

and coldest days in each half month : 

hottest noon coldest morn. hottest day coldest 

June, first half, 90° 57° 78.0° 61.6’ 
second halt, 90 57 79.3 • 61.0 

July 94 54 77.0 57.7 
84 56 78.3 61.0 

August, 91 55 82.0 58.0 
88 50 77.7 65.7 

September, 88 63 78.7 65.7 
76 42 76.0 50.7 

October, 69 35 63.0 43.6 
54 37 52.0 35.3 

This table shows that we have had as high heat as 

commonly occurs in our summer months, the hottest 

being 94°, and that only once; but sometimes we have 

96° to 98°. June, 1864, was very hot in its last half, 

being 74.7°. 

heat of summer months, 1863, 68.6°. General average, 

68.3. 

The water to June was 14.07 inches, and since to 

November, 16.56. In June, 5.43; July, 1.47; August, 

1.04; September, 4.33; and in October, 4.29 inches. 

Last year the partial drouth was in June, and July 

especially; this past summer the drouth was in July 

and August, and especially in August. The springs 

were not so low as they sometimes have been, but the 

surface was really burned brown or gray. The grass in 

pastures nearly failed over a large extent in this State, 

and scorched others. August closed with its hottest 

noon ot the last half, 88°, and the day averaged 77.7°, 

and the heat extended into September four days. The 

heat was parching, but on the 5th, at noon, a thunder 

shower changed the sun; a half inch of water soon 

soon fell, and more in due time. By the 12th such a 

rich vegetation covered our fields as we have rarely seen 

so short a time. The harvest was saved; the whole in 

country and city rejoiced. The latter harvest has been 

far greater than had been expecied. 

The earth has given abundance. Potatoes and fall 

vegetables plenty. Peaches were unequally distrib¬ 

uted, but an excellent supply; plums some consider¬ 

able ; quinces enough ; apples and pears in abundance, 

indeed the growth of this crop, after the drouth was 

closed in September, was altogether beyond sanguine 

anticipations. Goodness and mercy have followed us. 

Let our hearts rejoice and praise the bounteous Bene¬ 

factor. 
-•- 

Tlie Cattle Plague in England. 

A correspondent writes the Gardener's Chronicle as 
follows : 

“ By a letter from a friend just received, I learn that 

the ‘ Rinderpest’ now prevailing here, has attacked 

his beasts suddenly, with great malignity, some 300 

miles north-east of Sydney, and reports have reached 

us from the Neilgherries of the cattle dying there ot 

the same disease, and instances arc not wanting in Eng 

land where the murrain has appeared in localities fit. 

removed from all sources of contagion or infection. 

“ Further proof is not needed of this visitation being 

universally epidemical and originating in some altered 

condition of the atmosphere, and hence all our precau¬ 

tionary measures, even with exclusion of all foreign 

animals from the kindom (wise and necessary as such 

measures may be in the opinion of many), may not 

save us from invasion ; and I hold to my oft-expressed 

belief, that this disease might fall upon us at any mo¬ 

ment, 

“ We know literally nothing respecting the laws gov¬ 

erning epidemics, and many may remember how the 

profession stood aghast on the first appearance of 

cholera in England, and how sorely bathed we were in 

all our attempts to account for the many novel circum¬ 

stances attendant on its progress. We saw one side of 

rivers depopulated, while the other side was safe from 

the scourge—one side of a street suffering in all the 

Mean heat of summer months, 1865, 68.8°. General 

average for 29 years, 68.3°. Mean heat of summer 

months, 1864, 70.5°. General average, 68.4°, Mean 

malignity of the pestilence, while the other side con¬ 

tinued comparatively healthy—a village without a single 

case, between two other villages sorely smitten. 
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“Toevery inquiry I bad but one reply, ‘ I know no¬ 

thing about it;’ and up to the present moment, were I 

now in practice, truth would compel me to give the 

same answer. We all had some opinions on the sub¬ 

ject, I had mine, and they still have a hold on my imag¬ 

ination. Now, I know of no possible disturbing cause 

so capable of affecting generally the conditions of our 

atmosphere as electricity. We have ample evidence of 
its mighty and all-pervading influence throughout the 

universe. I pretend to no satisfactory knowledge on 

this point, and I am unwilling to trespass much longer 

on your patience. I know that for the last thirty years 

we have scarcely ever been free from some sort of epi¬ 

demical visitation, either in the vegetable or animal 

kingdoms, and our seasons have been disturbed by 

most unusual variations, and it is my firm conviction 

that until wc become far more conversant with electri¬ 

cal laws, and some of those undoubted influences exert¬ 

ed by electricity on our atmosphere, we shall remain as 

much in the dark as physiologists in regard to the 

causes of many of our most important diseases, and 

our profession would do well to take the toi-pedo and 

gymnotus into their deliberative councils, to lighten 

their darkness, and set them free from the bondage of 

quackery. 

“I believe the disease will prevail so long as the 

atmosphere is in its present epidemic disposition. At 

first most cases end fatally, as its highest point of malig¬ 

nant saturation usually continues three or four weeks, 

after which the vis medicatrix (if not impertinently 

interfered with) will prevail, and the nervous forces 

will l'esume their proper play, when, with appropriate 

food made slightly stimulant by spices and the aro¬ 

matic spirit of ammonia, pure air and exercise will be 

all that is wanting to set the poor creatures on their 

legs again.” 
-• •- 

Inquiries and Answers. 

How Much Coarse Wool do We Import ?—(G.‘ F. 

W.)—We do not know how much we have imported 

from Canada the present year, but unquestionably a 

large amount. Peidiaps some of the readers of The 

Genesee Farmer can give us the figures. From Great 

Britain, during the first eight months of this year, we 

imported of English grown wool, 105,104 pounds; and 

during the same month of 1864, 716,154 pounds; and 

during the same in 1863, 600,770 pounds. 
--•-«<*»-•- 

Merin© Sale.—Isaac V. Bakei-, Jr., and E. W. Harri- 

gan, of Comstock’s Landing, New York, recently 

purchased of Edwin Hammond, two very valuable 
ewes—one is a seven year old ewe dam of the famous 

ewe “Dolly” now owned by Mr. Hammond; the other 

is a very promising yeai’ling ewe. They are said to be 

the most valuable ewes in the State. 

-- 
Back Volumes of the Farmer and Rural An¬ 

nual.—These can be obtained on the old terms by 

addi'essing Orange Judd & Co., American Agriculturist, 

New York. They are the cheapest agricultural works 

now printed, and we hope all our friends who have not 

a complete set will lose no time in securing it. 
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The Markets. 

There have been some important changes in the 

market since our last repoi*t. The one of most import¬ 

ance to farmers at the present time is the decline in pork. 

Last month we quoted live hogs in New York at 12@ 

14c $ fb. At the pi-esent time (Dec. 1) they are quoted 

at 9J£@llc—a decline of 3 cents a poxmd. In this city 

dressed hogs have fallen still more. A month ago 

heavy hogs were sold to the butchers as high as 18 

cents, while the highest sales wc can hear of to-day are 

at 13 cents. There are many wagons in with pork, and 

the farmers wear long faces. They would gladly take 

13 cents, but cannot get it. We have talked to several 

who say they will take it home and pack it rather than 

sell for less, and this is precisely what we advised them 

to do. Shippers east offer but 10 cents. They say 11 

cents a pound is all they can get in Albany, and the 

freight costs 80 cents a cwt. 

This state of things is i-epeated every yeai\ Farmers 

get frightened as they see the corn disappear, and kill 

before the pork packing season fairly opens. The mar¬ 

ket is gutted. The packers and dealers combine to 

force down the price, and the papers to often, uninten¬ 

tionally perhaps, play into their hands. Farmers 

should not kill till good steady cold weather sets in, 

when there is usually sufficient competition to secure 

fair prices. 

Poultry, like pork, in this city is dull. Turkeys bilng 

but 16c and chickens 14c lb. In New York dressed 

turkeys arc quoted at 22@25e Ijj) 3b.; fowls 20@22c, and 

choice chickens 25c ; geese 16(3)18, and ducks 25c ^ lb 

Potatoes here bring from 55c to 65c per bushel, and 

onions the same. Turnips 40c. 

Wheat is a little higher, the advance since last month 

being about 5c per bushel. Red winter brings $2,10@ 

2,15 and choice white $2,50. Corn 90@95c. Barley 

$1,00@1,05. Oats 45@50c. Rye 85@90c. Buckwheat 

90c@$l,00. Sheep pelts $1,50(3)2,00. Wool is dull, at 

50@55c. Hay $12,00(3)16,00. Eggs 40c per doz. 

Beans have advanced materially since our last report. 

They are quoted in New York, medium $2,25@2,40 ; 

marrows $2,60(3)2,70. 

Butter is lower, 50c being the highest price for tubs 

and firkins. There is little change in cheese, the range 

being from 16 to 19c $ lb for ordinary dairies and fac¬ 

tory. 

In New York, beef cattle still maintain their price. 

At last week’s market fine quality beef cattle brought 

18c $ lb, estimated dressed weight (say 66 pounds for 

100 pounds live weight.) And so down to the lowrest 

gi-ade at 11c. The average of the market wras about 

14>£ cents. The game day last year the average was 

13}Ac: so that beef cattle are a cent a pound higher 

than at this time last year. 

Sheep, the vreek before last, declined %c $ lb, but 

this -vyeek the price advanced y,c@lc $ lb. Common 

sheep bring 7c for -the live weight and fair to extra 

8@9c. 

In Albany sheep bring from 6 to 8c for the live weight 

according to quality. The receipts are in excess of the 

demand. 

I 
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Death of Dr. lolm Handley. 

The agricultural and horticultural journals of Great 

Britain and Ireland come to us in mourning. Dr. 

Lindley is dead. 

As editor of the Gardener's Chronicle he was widely 

known in this country. No horticultural journal had 

a wider influence. It was the recognized standard I 

authority in Great Britain, and in fact throughout 
Europe. 

Dr. Lindley’s great work was the “ Vegetable King¬ 

dom." But the work by which he is best known in this 

country is his “Theory of Horticulture.” It was 

edited here by the late A. J. Downing, and had an 

extensive sale. Dr. Lindley regarded it as his best 

work, but though it was translated into ever}' European 

language, and was highly esteemed by those able to 

appreciate such a work, it attained only a limited cir¬ 

culation in England till 1855, when a second edition 

was published, and the title changed to “Theory and 

Practice of Horticulture.” This second edition has 

not been republished here. It contains much new mat¬ 

ter of a valuable character, but is still, notwithstanding 

the change of name, more scientific than practical. 

From a sketch published in the last number of the 

Gardener's Chronicle, we make the following extracts 

giving an account of his early life. The example of a 

poor boy who works his way from a quiet garden nur- 

| scry in Norfolk to be Vice President of the London 

Horticultural Societ}', with Prince Albert for President, 

and who enjoyed the confidence and esteem of the best 

men of his age, deserves to be held up before the 

minds of the young men of America. It shows what 

industry and talent can accomplish : 

“ John Lindley was born at Catton, near Norwich, on 

the 5tli of February, 1799, being a descendant of a good 

Yorkshire family. His father was a nurseryman of 

considerable ability, and is known to gardeners as the 

author of “A Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen Gar¬ 

den.” Dr. Lindley was educated at the Grammar 

School at Norwich, of which Dr. Valpy was theu head¬ 

master, Sir Wm. Hooker having been a pupil at the 

same school a few years before. As a boy, Lindley distin- 
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guished himself by his industry and quickness, although 

he had some difficulty in learning lessons by rote. At 

this time liis inclinations led him to the study of plants 

and antiquities, and he is known to have spent much 

of his pocket money in hiring books on the latter sub¬ 

ject, which he read with such avidity that his school¬ 

fellows bestowed on him the nickname of ‘ Old 

Antiquity.’ He left school when he was about 16, and 

shortly afterwards went to Belgium on business for the 

late Mr. Wrench, of Camberwell, the weli-known seed 

merchant. After his return from Belgium he remained 

at home with his father for a few years, and devoted 

himself indefatigably to botanical, horticultural, and 

entomological pursuits. His first scientific acquaint¬ 

ance was with Sir William, then Mr. Hooker, who was 

14 years older than himself. At the time of ■which we 

speak, Mr. Hooker lived at Norwich, and was in the 

habit of visiting Bindley at Catton to procure plants 

aud insects. The acquaintance was continued after 

Mr. Hooker’s removal to Halesworth. It was at this 

latter place that Lindley made a translation of “ Rich¬ 

ard’s Analyse du Fruit,” setting himself to his task 

with so much devotion that he completed it at a single 

sitting, having worked at it for three days and twTo 

nights without intermission. This translation was pub¬ 

lished in 1819. 

“About this time there seems to have been a prospect 

of Lindley proceeding to Sumatra and the Islands of 

the Malayan Archipelago, and in order to inure him¬ 

self to a tropical climate, he walked backwards and 

forwards from Catton to Norwich more than once 

during the heat of a summer’s day. On one occasion, 

when on a visit to Mr. Hooker, he was discovered by 

his hospitable entertainer sleeping on the floor of his 

bedroom, as a preparation for the hardships of his 

intended voyage. For some reason or other this pro¬ 

ject was abandoned,' and owing to his father’s reverses 

in business, Lindley was left to fight for himself. At 

this juncture he was introduced by Mr. Hooker to Sir 

Joseph Banks, and in 1818 or 1819 proceeded to Lon¬ 

don, where he was employed by Sir Joseph as his assist¬ 

ant librarian. Dr. Lindley always spoke in the warm¬ 

est terms of the liberality and kindness of his patron, 

whose assistance was the more acceptable, as Lindley, 

to his honor be it said, had made himself responsible 

for his father’s debts. Sir Joseph also recommended 

him to Mr. Cattley, who was desirous of finding an 

editor for the ‘Collectanea Botanica,’ in which many 

of the fine plants he cultivated were figured and 

described by Lindley. This work was published in 

1821, and is remarkable for the faithfulness and beaut)' 

of its illustrations. It was dedicated to Mr. Sabine by 

its editor, who was even at that time able to sign him¬ 

self a member of the Imperial Academy of Naturalists 

of Bonn. In 1820 Lindley published his ‘Rosarum 

Monographia,’ which was dedicated to Mr. Charles 

Lyell, of Kinnordy, the father of the present Sir 

Charles Lyell. Mr. Lyell was so pleased with the work 

that he sent the author a check for £100. With this 

money Lindley bought a dissecting iniseroscope, and a 
small herbarium, which formed an important addition 

to his own collection. In 1820 he was again at Hales- 

worth, and it was while searching the ditches in the 

neighborhood with Mr. Hooker that they found some 

duckweed in flower; a description of this by Lind¬ 

ley appeared in his friend’s ‘Flora Scotica,’ in 1821. 

In the same year the Monograph on the genus Digitalis 

was published, illustrated partly by himself, but chiefly 

by Ferdinand Bauer. 

“ In 1822 Lindley became Garden-Assistant, Secretary 

to the Horticultural Socictj7, of which Mr. Sabine was 

then Honorary Secretary. At this time the garden at 

Chiswick was in process of formation, partly under 

Lindley’s superintendence. This duty he performed 

with his usual ardor, rising early and summoning to 

their work those less active than himself, in order that 

the orchard might be planted before winter. In 1826 

he was appointed sole Assistant Secretary to the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society, having duties to perforin both in 

London and Chiswick. From this time he may be said 

to have become the mainspring of the Society, upon 

which depended its efficient working as it advanced in 

prosperity, requiring his daily attendance during office 

hours in Regent street, or once a week at the Garden, 

besides frequent extra work in the early morning.” 

Two-IIorse Cultivators—(William Freeman)— 

The best two-horse cultivator we have used is the one 

manufactured by the Remington Agricultural Works 
at Ilion, Herkimer county, N. Y. We annex a cut of 

! it, which will give a better idea of its construction than 
the most elaborate description. We think if it were 
made with a set of the same teeth that the}7 use in their 
one horse “ Johnston Cultivators” it would be an im¬ 
provement for heavy land. 
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Missing Numbers.—If any of our readers have failed 

to receive any numbers of the Farmer, they can obtain 

them by writing to Orange Judd & Co., American Agri¬ 

culturist, New York. All the numbers of tile Farmer 

and Rural Annual, bound and unbound, have been sent 

to New York, and all orders will be promptly attend¬ 

ed to. 

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory will 

Still be published. The volume for 1866 is now nearly 

ready. All orders should be addressed to Orange Judd 

& Co., New York. 
. -♦ -«*>►- e-- 

Special Notices. 

For Coughs, Colds, and Throat Disorders, use 

“Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” having proved their 
efficac}r by a test of many years. The Troches are 
highly recommended and prescribed by physicians and 
surgeons in the army. Those exposed to sudden 
changes should always be supplied with11 The Troches,’’ 
as they give prompt relief. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

EMPIRE AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 

YI. HARDER Pr(>}>rictors 

Coble skill, Scholiarie'Couiity, N. Y, 

MANUFACTURERS ,OF . 

THE PREMIUM THRESHING MACHINE. 

Tlie Leading TS-ailxvay ALacliine wherever 

introduced. The Horse Power that has no equal for ease of team, 

amount of power and durability, requiring less elevation and 

travel of team than any other, and, has almost 

A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only 

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five 

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion, 

payable in advance. 

THE GENESEE FARMER: 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by 

JOSEPH HARRIS. 

Terms—Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year. In 
clubs of five and upwards, Eighty Cents each. 

UNIVERSALLY BEEN AWARDED THE FIRST PREMIUM, 

having taken it at 

New York, 

Poimsylvniiia, and 

Oliio State Fairaf, 
and numerous other fairs. 

The Combined Thresher and Cleaner has also received 

FARMERS MAKE YOUR OWN SUPER¬ 
PHOSPHATE OF LS^E. EYERY FARMER has the means quite handy, to prepare his 

Superphosphate of Lime himself cheaper and of a great 
deal better quality than he can find it in the market. The under¬ 
signed has saved by his four years trial a large amount in getting 
better crops. He will send a plain instruction bow to prepare it, 
for One Dollar, sent by mail. 

JULIUS STOCKDORF, 
x Tamaqua, 

Schuylkill County, 
dec-lt Pennsylvania. 

NURSERY FOR SALE. THE CELEBRATED LINNLEAN NURSERY at Flushing. L. 
I., established 1732, is offered for sale to a suitable party on 

exceeding advantageous terms, as the proprietors for imperative Personal reasons cannot continue in the business after this season. 
'he stock is full and first class, business good and altogether the 

chance for entering the trade unprecedented. Terms very mod¬ 
erate, and greater part of purchase money can be paid in instal¬ 
ments out of sales. Land will be leased or sold. For particulars 
apply to PRINCE & CO., Flushing, New York. dec-lt 

BEUKSEflKE SWINE —PURE BREED AND 
choice. Three months old. $15.00 each. 

Lakeville, Ct. WILLIAM. J. PETTEE. 

rTYME RURAL CABINET, FOR THE FARMER, 
I the Fruit Grower and the Household—will be published 

monthly at Bristol, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, to commence 
with the year 1866. Each number will contain 32 royal octavo 
pages of reading matter exclusive of advertisements and cover. 
Subscription price, $1.50 per annum, payable in advance, 

D. HESTON, Publisher. 

I AND in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa. Good 
J timber and prairie free. A new book $1.00. $1.00 saves 

$100.00 in travel. It gives list of government land offices in 
each State; describes the counties, soil and climate. It was 
written for the homestead settler, gotten up at great expense 
from examination and survey. Price $1.00. Address, 

W. II. GARDNER, 
10 Clark street, Chicago. 

THE FIRST PREMIUM 

at the Pennsylvania and Ohio State Fairs, and is a model of sim 

plicity, runs easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, 

CLEARS EQUAL TO ANY FANNING MILL, 

fit for mill or market, and is of large capacity. 

Powers for One, Two and Three Horses, 

Combined Threshers and Cleaners for Tw® and Three 

Horses# 

THRESHERS, SEPARATORS, PAMIK MILLS, 
Wood Saws, Seed Sowers and Planters 

Combined, &c* 
All of the best in market. 

September 16, 1S65, Messrs. Deming & Sons, Calais, Maine, 
say: “ Those we sold last season (referring to Horse Powers and 
Threshers and Cleaners), have given great satisfaction, and they 
say cannot be beat.” 

Sept. 22, 1S65, Messrs. Shumway & Satterlee, Charleston, 
Tioga county, Pennsylvania, say, '• Our machine (Two Horse 
Power and Thresher and Cleaner) works first rate.” 

Sept. 26,1865, Amos Turner. Lansing, Michigan, says; “lam 
pleased with my power. It is far better than I expected.” 

Oct. 6,1865, James Jeffery, Ilomerville, Medina county, Ohio, 
says: “ I have tried the power, and find it all and more than I 
expected.” 

Oct. 20, 1S65. Samuel L. Davis, Bolton, Warren county, N. Y., 
says: “The machine (referring to Two Horse power and 
Thresher and Gleaner) is the best in the county.”. 

Nov. 3,1865, George W. Sheffield. Farmington. Ontario coun¬ 
ty, N. Y, says: “ I have tried the Power and it works admirably.” 

For prices and descriptions send for circulars. Address R. & 
M. HARDER, Coble-skill, Schoharie county, N. Y. 
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THE 

P '« 

HORTICULTURIST. 

MONTHLY—TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS 

PER ANNUM. 

TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL VOLUME—1866. 

SPECIMEN COPIES, POST-PAID, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW, AND GET NOVEMBER AND DECEM¬ 

BER—1865, FREE. 

A permanent, reliable and first-class journal, published mo nthly 

and devoted to the 

ORCHARD, 

VINEYARD, 
GARDEN, 

Nursery, 

Culture under Glass, 

Landscape Gardening, 

RURAL ARCHITECTURE, AND THE. EMBELLISHMENT 

AND IMPROVEMENT OF COUNTRY, SUBURBAN 

AND CITY HOMES. 

CHOICE FOWLS. 
E ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH a few choice speci¬ 

mens of 

White Facej Black Spanish, 
Brahmas, 

Dominique, 
Cochin Crepers, 

i Gray Dorkings, 
Sebright, Black and White Bantams, 

Black-breasted Game. 
Aylesbury, 

Rouen, 

Cayuga and 

Buenos Ayrean Ducks. 

BREMEN, 
TOULOUSE, 

BROWN CHINESE GEESE. 

Letters of inquiry must be accompanied with a letter stamp 

for an answer. C. N. BEMENT, 

dec-11 Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

MAPLE SUGAR. 
0 MAKE THE BEST QUALITY with the greatest 

SAVING OF LABOR AND FUEL, 

U8E THE CELEBRATED 

COOK’S EVAPORATOR. 

Maple Circular and Descriptive Pamphlet , sent free on 

application. 

handsomely illustrated, 

VOLUME 20, FOR 1865, will be ready December 1. 

We send it, bound and post-paid, to any address for Three 
Dollars. 

The eight Lackland articles, (illustrated) from the pen of 
Donald G. Mitchell, Esq., author of “My Farm of Edgewood,” 
are worth the price of the volume. 

1866—Two Dollars and Fifty Cents ; 1865, bound and postpaid, 
and 1866—$4.50; 1864 and 1865 bound and post-paid, and 1866—$6. 

The three volumes contain 1,200 royal octavo pages of redding 
matter from the bast writers in the country, handsomely illus¬ 
trated, a valuabte scries for every library. 

Parties desiring an agency will please write us immediately. 

BLYMYER, BATES & DAY, 

dec-lt Mansfield, Ohio. 

rpHE PHANTOM OF THE WILDERNESS — EMERSON 
JL Bennett’s New Novelet, will be commenced in The Satur¬ 

day Evening Post, on the first of .January. Mr. Bennett now 
writes exclusively for The Post. Also a host of other popular 
writers. Wheeler & Wilson's $55.00 Sewing Machines are given 
as Premiums. $2 50 a year. Two copies, $4.00. Eight (and one 
gratis), $16.00. Sample copies, containing full particulars, fur¬ 
nished gratis. Address H. PETERSON & CO., 319 Walnut 
street, Philadelphia. Single numbers for sale by the news 
dealers. dec-lt 

WOODWARD’S 

COUNTRY HOMES. 

A NEW, PRACTICAL, AND ORIGINAL WORK ON 

RURAL ARCHITECTURE, 
elegantly illustrated with 

122 DESIGNS AND PLANS OF HOUSES OF MODERATE 

COST. 

Including stables and out-buildings, with a chapter on the con¬ 

struction of balloon frames. 

Price $1,50, postpaid to any address. 

WOODWARD'S GRAPERIES AND HORTICUL¬ 
TURAL BUILDINGS. 

A practical work giving full directions for Designing, Construc¬ 
ting and Heating all classes of buildings for growing plants and 
ripening fruit under glass, being the result of an extensive pro¬ 
fessional practice in all departments of the design, construct ..n, 
heating and management of Horticultural Buildings. 

Price $1.50, post-paid to any addiess. 
All Agricultural, Horticultural and Architectural Books, 

Papers, and Periodicals published in this country, can be had at 
our office, or mailed to any address on receipt of price. 

Bend for priced catalogue free, 

GEORGE E. & F. W. WOODWARD, 
Publishers, 

dec&jan No. 37 Park Ro\v, New York. 

PliACH PITTS—FOR PLANTING—Collected from the 
Southern Counties of Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and 

North Carolina. Free from the diseases to which our Northern 
trees are so liable. 

For sale by C. B. ROGERS, 
At his Seed and Agricultural Store, 

No. 133 Market Street, 
dec-lt Philadelphia, Pa. 

rpHE SATURDAY EVENING POST—A first-class Literary 
JL Paper—Edited by Mrs. Bella Z. Spencer. EMERSON 

BENNETT now writes exclusively for it—with a host of other 
talented and popular authors. $2.50 a year. Two copies, $4.00. 
Eight copies, and one gratis, $16.00. Wheeler «fc Wilson’s cele¬ 
brated $55.00 Sewing Machines given as premiums. Sample 
copi< s, containing full particulars, sent gratis. Write to H. 
PETERSON & CO., 319 Walnut street, Philadelphia. dec-lt 

W AO PHOTOGRAPHS OF TlVfiON . GENE- 
LUU RALS sent postpaid for 25 cents ; 100 Photographs of 

Handsome Ladies for 25 cents; 100 Photographs of Actors for 25 
cents; 50 Photographs of Rebel Officers for 25 cents. Address 
O. R. SEYMOUR, Holland, Erie Co., N. Y. Oct3t* 

rpHE LADY’S FRIEND— 
JL The best of the monthlies—devoted to Fashion and Liter¬ 

ature, $2.50 a year: Two copies, $4.00; Eight (and one gratis,) 
$16.00. Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing Machines given as pre¬ 
miums. Send 15 cents for a sample copy to DEACON & PETER¬ 
SON, 319 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. 

Single numbers for sale by the news dealers. dec-lt 

rpHE BEST OF THE MONTHLIES— 
X The Lady’s Friend—devoted to Fashion and Literature. 

Beautiful Steel Engravings. Splendid Colored Fashion Plates, 
The Latest Patterns of Dresses. Cloaks, Bonnets. Embroidery, &c„ 
Household Receipts. Music, &c. Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing 
Machine given .as Premiums. Send 15 cents fora sample copy 
to DEACON & PETERSON, 319 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, alt 
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TRUE’S POTATO PLANTER. 

-^SrOlOSCJiOSrC, 

This Machine has been improved the past season so that it will now cut and drop the potatoes 

with almost perfect regularity. It will drop one, two or three pieces at a time according as the guages are 

set—one or two feet apart, as desired. It will make the furrow, cut, drop and cover an acre of potatoes in 

two hours. 

MANUFACTURE© BY 3. U. TRUE, 
CfARLAI®, MAINE. 

State and County Rights for Sale. Agents wanted. nov-tf 

GREAT CHANCE 

FOR AGENTS, 

W II AT THE PEOPLE WANT: 

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF THE WAR 

Complete in One Very Large Volume of 
over 1,000 Pages. 

This work has no rival as a candid, Incid, complete, authentic 
and reliable history of the “great conflict.” It contains reading 
matter equal to three large royal octavo volumes, splendidly 
illustrated with over 150 line portraits of Generals, battle scenes, 
maps and diagrams. 

In the selection of matter for this great work, the author has 
confined himself strictly to official data, derived from the reports 
of Northern and Southern Generals, the report of the Committee 
on the Conduct of the War, National and rebel archives, Ac.. Ac. 

He has carefully avoided the introduction of any matter not 
strictly reliable and official, and has succeeded in producing what 
is universally demanded, a fair and impartial History of the War. 

Returned and disabled officers and soldiers, and energetic 
young men in want of profitable employment, will find this a 
rare chance to make money. We have Agents clearing $250.00 
per month, which we will prove to any doubting applicant; for 
proof of thq above send for circulars and see our terms. Address 
JONES BROS. & CO., northeast corner Sixth and Minor streets, 
Philadelphia, Pa. dec-lt* 

A Q p n WHEELER & WILSON’S CELEBRATED $55.00 
JLOOO Sewing Machine as a Premium for Clubs of that 
popular weekly, THE SATURDAY EVENING POST. 

Twenty copies and the Sewing Machine.$ 70.00 
Thirty copies and the Sewing Machine.$ 85.00 
Forty copies and the Sewing Machine.$100.00 
Send for a sample copy of The Post, furnished, gratis, contain¬ 

ing full particulars, to H. PETERSON & CO., 319 Walnut street, 
Philadelphia, dec-lt 

A HAY ! Agents wanted to sell a new and wonder- 
_ ful SEWING MACHINE the only cheap one licens- 
Address SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t ed. 

SING SING GRAPE VINES.—My only, business is 
to grow Crape Vines and 1 sell only the virfes I grow. I 

warrant true to name only the Grape Vines sold by J. F. Deliot, 
F-nv Sin". New York. nov-4t 

each. per doz. 

.$5.00 $50.00 
40 4.00 
40 4.00 
40 4.00 

, 1.00 10.00 
25 2.50 
50 5.00 
15 1.50 

EIUEE§! EIESES! ESEIES! 

For tike Million. 

Japan tlnd. oilier Lilies by Mail, 

AT THE FOLLOWING BATES. 

A iirati! m (New Golden Lily of Japan), 
Strong flowering root. 

Lancifolium album (White Japan)...... 
do. rubruin (Red Spotted Japan).. 

, do. roseum (Rose spotted Japan), 
do. roseum monstrosum (White and crimson). 

Ca.ndld.um flore plcno, (l)ouhle White). 
FtamptscJiatkeuse, (Orange). 
Tigriuum, (Tiger Lily), Large roots. 15 
Uouble Tuberoses, per doz, $1.50; per 100 9.00 

per 1,000. $60.00. 
Cliantlius Hampicri in varieties. 

New seeds of this splendid plant in papers of 10 Seeds 
for $1.00; 25 Seeds for $2.00; 100 Seeds for $7.00. 

A«ra<uin and oilier Ellies by the 100 to the trade, at 
reduced rates. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 

dec-lt 15 John Street, New York. 

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY. SUPERHEATED STEAM will season and dry green lumber 
beautifully, in two to four days, at a cost of One Dollar per 

thousand. Also dries Tobacco, Grain, Flour, Meal, Apples, Hops, 
Potatoes, and other fruits and vegetables—White Lead, Salt, 
Flax, Wool, Flax Cotton, and all other substances equally cheap 
and well. Circulars free. In writing for circulars, please say in 
what paper you saw this notice. H. C. BULKLEY. dec-lt 

Cleveland, O. _____ 

A OP/1 THE LADY’S FRIEND— 
lOOD The best of the Monthlies—devoted to Literature 
and Fashion. $2.50 a year. We give Wheeler & Wilson’s cele¬ 
brated $55.00 Sewing Machines on the following terms: 

Twenty copies and the Sewing Machine.$ 70.00 
Thirty copies and the Sewing Machine.$ 85.00 
Forty capies and the Sewing Machine.$100.00 
Send 15 cents for a sample copy to DEACON & PEI EPSON, 

319 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. dec-lt 

$2,000 A YEAR made by any one with 
Tools. No experience necessary. 

$15—Stencil 
^ _ . The Presi¬ 

dents, Cashiers, and Treasurers of three Banks indorse the circu¬ 
lar. Sent free with simples. Address the American Stencil 
Tool Works. Springfield, Vermont.__oc*-,t 

TILE MACHINE. THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a. Circular 
containing description. A. La. JLOL RE 1 It, 

ap65tf Waterloo, N. Y_ 
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NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES. 

SEND FOS? A CATALOGUE 
AND 

SPECIAL TEMS <DF SALE, 
AND 

OEDER YOIJE TREES DIRECT. 
Address C. W. SEELYE, 

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Foot Mot in Sheep 
CAN BE THOROUGHLY CERES) E5Y USING 

WHITTEMORE’S 

CURE FOS FOOT ROT S?l SHEEP. 
It has been tested in most sheep-growing districts and effected 

POSITIVE CERES 

where everything else failed. Certificates can be had on applica¬ 
tion to the proprietor. 

jgr” Ask for WHITTEMORE’S CURE, for sale by all druggists, 
and by Post & Bruff, Rochester; Wigiitman & Co., Bath, N. 
Y.; and by the sole manufacturer, F. W. Wiiittemore, Chatham 
Four Corners. N. N. au6t 

INSURE JIN' THE DBEST. 
HE ENION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE 

COMPANY, Boston, Mass.. Second to none. No forfeit¬ 
ure of policies. No litigation of claims. Ilenry Crocker, Presi¬ 
dent; W. II. Hollister, Secretary. 
Assets... $1,250,100 
Losses paid to date. ,. 900,000 
Dividends. 500.000 

This Company is one of the OLDEST, SAFEST and BEST Life 
Insurance Companies in the United States. The security of its 
investments and the economy of its general management have 
successfully commended it to the confidence of the public, and 
made 

THE niSTORY OF ITS PAST ITS PROMISE FOR THE FUTURE. 

It issues all the ordinary forms of policies, and has some plans 
of insuring, original with itself, to which public attention is 

invited. 
It is purely mutual, all the profits are divided annually among 

the insured. 
Call before insuring elsewhere. 
Examination is invited. 

GEORGE N. REYNOLDS, General Acrent. 
Office, 33 Arcade, Rochester. 

Post Office address—Box 525. 
Edwin Seei.ye and W. S. Campbell—Agents. novtf 

WOOD SAWING MACHINERY, 

FARMERS’ HORSE POWERS, 

«&c., <&c., &c. 

For Illustrated Descriptive Circulars, containing Prices, 
Ac., address J. W. MOUNT, Medina Iron Works, Medina. Or¬ 
leans county, N. Y. nov-2t 

SOUTHERN PEACH PITS. 
New Stock of 1865. 

FROM THEBESTVIRGIKSA NATURAL TREES. 

Warranted of Prime Quality. 

For Sale by 

SCHANCK & ROM AIN, 
141 West Street, New York. 

Price single barrel, delivered at depots, $4.50. Five barrels 
and upwards, $4 per barrel. ® 

j£!F“ THE QUALITY IS UNSURPASSED. oct-tf 

DEWEY’S FRUIT PLATES. 

EIGHT 11 UUVI >35 1EI> VARIETIES. 

NEW CATALOGUE 

Just issued, containing over Two Hundred new varieties. 
Nurserymen and Tree Dealers please order Catalogues. 

I). M. DEWEY, Agent, 
oc3td&j Horticultural Bookseller, Rochester, N. Y. 

A MERIC AN ROOFING COMPANY.—GREEN’S 
_ff\_ PATENT.—This company is now prepared to furnish ona 
of the best articles of Roofing ever introduced, consisting of a 
stout material made water-proof by a compound of 

INDIA RUBBER, 

hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT prepared expressly. 

The whole fabric has been 

Babbittonian Penmanship. 
mills SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is 
JL being ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the 

Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explaining 
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an elegant 
command of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms, post¬ 
paid to all parts of the Union, $1.50. Terms to Teachers and 
Clergymen, $1. 

“The Babbittonian system of Penmanship is splendid.”—J. II. 
Myers, Spencerian Penman. 

“It is chaste and beautiful.”—Kero York Evangelist. 
“ The most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of 

a religious journal has called it magnificent, and worth $5 instead 
of $1.50.”—Journal and Messenger. 

“ Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sys¬ 
tems. 1st. It is more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete 
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more 
practical.”—E. M. Boggs, formerly Spencerian Penman. 

“Admirably adapted to the end in view.”—N~. Y. Observer. 
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private 

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered 
to Agents. A fine 

GOLD MEDAL 

offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the best 
improvement from Babbittonian copies. 

VST* Send for Circular, or forward money for Penmanship to 
BABBITT & AVILT, Principals of Miami Commercial 
College, Dayton, Ohio. dec’64tf 

THOROUGHLY TESTED, 

is entirely WATER-PROOF, and unaffected by changes of 

weather. 

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth. 

It is designed for covering 

RAILWAY CARS, 

STEAMBOATS, 

DWELLINGS, 

BARNS, and SHEDS- 

It can be laid down by any sensible ■working man. It is 

cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability. 

It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the of¬ 

fice of the Company. HENRY SMITH, Agent. 

nov-6mo No. 94 Wall street, New York. 

U rpHE HUMAN FACE DIVINE.”— A new system 
_L of Physiognomy. Eyes, Ears, Lips, Mouth, Head, Hair, 

Hands, Feet, Skin, with “Signs of Character, and llow to 

Read Them,” given in THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED FOR 1S66, devoted to Phrenolo¬ 
gy, Physiology, Physiology, Physiognomy, Psychology, 

Ethnology, and to the Intellectual, Social and Spiritual Nature 
of Man. Amply illustrated. New volume. Only $2.00 a year. 
Single numbers, 20 cents. Address FOWLER AND WELLS, 
3S9 Broadway, New York. oct4t 

Q Ui A MONTH ! Agents wanted for six entirely new 
articles, just out. Address O. T. GAKEY, City 

Building, Biddeford, Maine. oc3t 

>w)KA DAY —Agents wanted to sell a new and wonderful 
Sewing Machine—the best machine out. Address with 

stamp, D. B. Herrington & Co., Detroit, Michigan. nov-2t* 
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FARMERS AND IMPLEMENT MEN, READ! 
I 

0 

PATENT HARPOON HORSE HAY FORK, 
are v/mqus 
and small, 

other fork. It 

it drops it clean, clear and in a solid body. It works easily, a boy being able to operate it with ease. 

Farmers are requested to address us as below, and get our descriptive pamphlet, which will give them full and further parti' 
culars about this fork. Give your name, post office, county and State in full, and you shall have prompt attention and get all the 
iniorination you want. & 

Agents \VHitted to sell these Forks. TV*c want good, responsible, foithful and wide-awake men nil over the country. Ottr 
TBn>rs are very liberal indeed to such agents. To such as desire an agency we would recommend an immediate application if vou 
wish to secure the tine. Address as below for further particulars. 3 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The undersigned ■would state that they have at no small expense taken a long time to perfect and thoroughly test this invention 
previous to bringing it generally before the public, and like everything else new, the first trials discovered the weak points and 
detects ot construction which we are happy to state have been entirely overcome, and now, “Davy Crockett” like, knowing we aro 
right are ready to go-ahead; and can say we are now prepared to furnish an article that every farmer will take pride in owning. 
Buck is our experience latterly. Every farmer wants one after seeing it tried. ° 

Enclose a three cent postage stamp and address, D. B. ROGERS He SONS, 

Bittsburg, X*a, 
Corner Clymer and Butler Streets, NTinth. Ward, 

CAUTION. 

These inventions are secured by Tetters Patent; and parties are cautioned against infringement. We are the oily legal manti" 

facturers for the United States, and all forks of this character must be stamped—D. B. ROGERS & SONS, Manufacturers, Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania. 13. B. ROGERS & SONS. . 

Also jM a n u f a c t u r o r s of* 

ROGERS’ PATENT STEEL CULTIVATOR TEETH, 

Manufacturers and Dealers in 

STEEL OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES, 
BLADES FOR SHOYEL PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS, 

Points for Grain Drills, Marrow Teeth, &c., &c. 
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U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Library 

NOTICE to BORROWERS 
Please return all books promptly after 

finishing your use of them, in order that 
they may be available for reference by 
other personsivho need to use them. 

Please do not lend to others the books 
and periodicals charged to you. Return 
them to the Library to be charged to 
the persons who wish them. 

The mutilation, destruction, or theft 
of Library property is punishable by law. 
(20 Stat. 171, June 15, 1878.) 
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